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Personal Computer Products 

INTRODUCTION 

Advanced Micro Devices is dedicated to providing silicon systems solutions to the personal computer 
industry. These solutions include specific AMD integrated circuits as well as support tools from third party 
vendors designed to aid in the debug and evaluation of your PC deSigns. 

The Personal Computer Products Data Book includes 80X86 processors and coprocessors. In addition, 
support peripherals such as color palettes, mass storage devices, and document processing products are 
included. 

At AMD we are dedicated to keeping your deSigns competitive with leading edge solutions. Nearly 
60 percent of AMD's personal computer products are CMOS high-performance ICs. CMOS is where AMD 
has the opportunity to apply our process technology expertise and our systems expertise most readily. 

~ 
Bob McConnell 
Vice President 
Personal Computer Products Division 
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Personal Computer Products 

PREFACE 

Advanced Micro Devices provides a broad product portfolio for personal computer applications. Included 
in this data book are microprocessors, video products, mass storage devices, and related peripherals 
available to optimize the cost performance of your PC design. AMD also manufactures other PC-related 
products such as EPROM and PAL devices listed in data books available from your local AMD sales 
office. 

This data book is divided by product type into six chapters, with blue pages highlighting AMD CMOS 
products. Chapter 1 lists the 80XX and 80286 processors. In addition to the high-performance 
NMOS 16-MHz 80286, AMD now offers a CMOS version, the 80C286, which runs at clock speeds from 
12.5 to 25 MHz. The 80C286 microprocessor is a cost-effective, high-performance solution for desktop 
and laptop PC markets. Also in this chapter is AMD's CMOS 80C287, which is a plug-in compatible with 
Intel's NMOS 80287 and is offered at speeds up to 16 MHz. It also is capable of automatic sleep mode for 
laptop PC applications. 

Chapter 2 contains support peripherals for computational systems-the high-performance CMOS 
Am29C325 Double-Precision Floating Point Processor, the popular Z8530H Serial Communications 
Controller used in AppleTalk network connections, and the CMOS Z85C30, which is capable of a fast 
Mb/s data rate. 

Chapter 3 focuses on graphics products for personal computers and high-performance workstations. 
AMD offers a full line of industry standard NMOS and CMOS VGA color palettes for IBM- and Apple
compatible PCs, including products with low-power sleep mode, permitting longer battery life performance 
for laptop PC applications. For workstations, AMD offers a total systems solution Am95C60 QPDM for 
the display of bit-mapped and alphanumeric graphics. 

Chapter 4 presents both CMOS and NMOS products for mass storage applications. The Am95C94 
Advanced Burst Error Processor, Am95C95 Magnetic Disk Controller, and Am95C96 Optical Disk Con
troller combine to create high density and high-performance disk-embedded control designs with error 
detection and correction on the fly. In addition, Am53C80N and Am33C93A SCSI chips provide system 
interface for your mass storage needs. 

Chapter 5 lists AMD's document proceSSing products. The Am95C71 VCEP can compress an 81/2 x 11-
inch page format to 4 percent of its original size for FAXing and then expand it back to its original size at 
60 Mb/s. The high speeds of the VCEP make this device ideal for those systems requiring real time 
processing of stored data while reducing the amount of data stored. 

The final chapter of general information includes packaging, thermal characteristics, and support literature 
available on all AMD PC products. 

Iv 
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION GUIDE 

Processor Video Mass Storage Other Related 
Personal Computer Segment Products Products Products Products· 

Cost Sensitive PCs 8088/8086 Am9580A Am9517A 
80286-8, Am9590 
-10,-12 

Price/Performance PCs ' 80286-16 Am81C471/478 Am95C94 AMD 80C287 
80C286-16, Am81C176 Am95C95 Am53C80N 
-20,-25 Am81C453 Am95C96 Am33C93 

See note 1 

Laptop PCs 80C286-12, Am81EC176 Am95C94 AMD 80EC287 
-16,-20 Am81 EC478 

Am81EC471 

Workstations Am29000, Am81C453 Am95C94 Am9513 
other RISC Am81C458 Am95C95 Am9516 

680XX, etc. Am95C60 Am95C96 

Peripheral Cards or Devices 

FAX cards Am7971A 

Graphics Am95C60 Am81C176 
Am29000 

Networking 80186/88 See note 2 

Disk Control 80186/88 Am95C94 Am33C93 
80C521 Am95C95 Am53C80N 

Am95C96 

Memory management Am95C85 

Laser printers Am95C75 
Am95C76 
Am29000 

* AMD makes a complete line of PAL® and EPROM devices necessary for PC design. Further information 
can be found in other data books available from your AMD sales office. 

Notes: 1. AMD's PC products are completely compatible with Integrated Peripherals such as those available from 
Chips & Technologies, Headland (G-2), VLSI Technologies, Faraday, VIA, etc. An 80286 cache controller 
for 20- and 25-MHz-based cache designs is available from Austek Microsystems. 

2. AMD manufactures a complete line of Networking and Telecommunications Products. Further information 
can be found in other data books available from your AMD sales office. 

vii 
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Device 
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Z8530H 
Z85C30 

NUMERIC LISTING 

Description Page Number 

Single-Precision Floating Point Processor 
Double-Precision Floating Point Processor 
Second Generation SCSI Controller 
SCSI Bus Controller 
Compression Expansion Processor 
16-Bit High-Performance Microprocessor 
CRT Controller 
16-Bit Microprocessor 
8-Bit Microprocessor 
CMOS Version of 80286 16-Bit Microprocessor 
Math Coprocessor 
Enhanced Math Coprocessor 
Reduced Power Version of 8028616-Bit Microprocessor 
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Video System Controller 
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CMOS Color Palette, Triple 6-Bit (8-Bit) DAC, 256 x 18 (24) RAM 
CMOS Color Palette, Triple 6-Bit DAC, 256 x 18 RAM 
Enhanced Am81 C471 1478 CMOS Color Palette 
System Timing Controller 
Universal DMA Controller 
Multimode DMA Controller 
Universal Interrupt Controller 
Hard Disk Controller 
Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager 
Video Compression Expansion Processor 
Raster Printer Controller 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor 
Content Addressable Data Manager 
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2-3 
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4-31 
4-3 
5-3 
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1-128 
1-204 
1-216 
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3-55 
3-68 
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3-151 
3-155 
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1-227 
2-212 
4-93 
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MICROPROCESSORS 
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8086 
16-Bit. Microprocessor 

iAPX86 Family 
FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Directly addresses up to 1 Mbyte of memory 
• 24 operand addressing modes 
• Efficient implementation of high level languages 
• Instruction set compatible with 8080 software 
• Bit, byte, word, and block operations 
• 8 and 16·bit signed and unsigned arithmetic in binary or 

decimal 

• MUL TIBUS® system interface 
• Three speed options 

- 5MHz for 8086 
- 8MHz for 8086·2 
- 10MHz for 8086·1 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The 8086 is a general purpose 16·bit microprocessor CPU. 
Its architecture is built around thirteen 16·bit registers and 
nine 1·bit flags. The CPU operates on 16·bit address 
spaces and can directly address up to 1 megabyte using 
offset addresses within four distinct memory segments, 
designated as code, data, stack and extra code. The 8086 
implements a powerful instruction set with 24 operand 
addressing modes. This instruction set is compatible with 
that of the 8080 and 8085. In addition, the 8086 is 
particularly effective in executing high level languages. 

The 8086 can operate in minimum and maximum modes. 
Maximum mode offloads certain bus control functions to a 
peripheral device and allows the CPU to operate efficiently 
in a multi· processor system. The CPU and its high perfor· 
mance peripherals are MUL TIBUS compatible. The 8086 is 
implemented in N·channel, depletion load, silicon gate 
technology and is contained in a 40·pin CERDIP package, 
Molded DIP package, or Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Commercial Products 

AMO commercial products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed 
by a combination of: a. Temperature Range 

.1 

b. Package Type 
c. DevIce Number 
d. Speed OptIon 
e. OptIonal ProcessIng 

8086 .=2.. J!. 

L=' e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard Processing 

B -Bum·in 

d. SPEED OPTION 
Blank-S MHz 

-2- 8 MHz 
-1 -10 MHz 

~----------- c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
8086 
16-Bit Microprocessor 

'------------------- b. PACKAGE TYPE 
P - 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
o - 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
N - 44·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

~--------------------- a. TEMPERATURE RANGE-

Valid CombInatIons 

8086 

P, 0, N 8086·2 

8086-1 

0,10 8086-2B 

0 8086-1 

10 8086B 

8086 

Blank - Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 
I - Industrial (-40 to + 8S°C) 

Valid CombInatIons 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released valid combinations, 
and to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military 
grade products. 

1-5 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Military Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) 
for APL products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

8086 

8086-2 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

Q .A. 

l:=e. LEAD FINISH 
A - Hot Solder DIP 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
a - 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

~------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
/B - Class B 

'------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank- 5 MHz 

-2=8 MHz 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
8086 
l6·Bit Microprocessor 
IAPX Family 

Valid Combinations 

/BOA 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. ' 

8086 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

The following pin function descriptions are for 8086 systems in either minimum or maximum mode. The "Local Bus" in 
these descriptions is the direct multiplexed bus interface connection to the 8086 (without regard to additional bus buffers). 

Pin No.· Name I/O Description 

39,2-16 AD1S-ADO 110 Address Data Bus. These lines constitute the time multiplexed memory/IO address (Tl) and data (T2, T3, Tw, T4) 
bus. Ao is analogous to BHi: for the lower byte of the data bus. pins 0]-00. It is lOW during T 1 when a byte is to 
be transferred on the lower portion of the bus in memory or I/O operations. Eight-bit oriented devices tied to the 
lower half would normally use Ao to condition chip select functions. (See BHi:.) These lines are active HIGH and 
float to three-state OFF during interrupt acknowledge and local bus "hold acknowledge." 

35-3B A19/S6, 0 Address/Status. During T 1 these are the four most significant address lines for memory operations. During I/O 
Ale/55, operations these lines are lOW. During memory and I/O operations, status information is available on these lines 
A17/S4. during T 2. T 3. Tw. and T 4. The status of the interrupt enable FLAG bit (55) is updated at the beginning of each ClK 
A16/S3 cycle. A17/S4 and A16/S3 are encoded as shown. 

This information indicates which relocation register is presently being used for data accessing. 
These lines float to three-state OFF during local bus "hold acknowledge." 

A17/S4 A16-Sa Characteristics 

o (lOW) 0 Alternate Data 

0 1 Stack 

1 (HIGH) 0 Code or None 

1 1 Data 

56 is 0 
(lOW) 

34 tffiE/S7 0 Bus High Enable/Status. During Tl the bus high enable signal (BHE) should be used to enable data onto 
the most significant half of the data bus, pins. D15-De. Eight-bit oriented devices tied to the upper half of 
the bus would normally use SHE to condition chip select functions. BH!: is lOW during T 1 for read, write, 
and interrupt acknowledge cycles when a byte is to be transferred on the high portion of the bus. The 57 
status information is available during T 2. T 3. and T 4. The signal is active lOW and floats to 
three-state OFF in "hold." It is lOW during Tl for the .first interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

BHE Ao Characteristics 

0 0 Whole word 

0 1 Upper byte from/ 
to odd address 

1 0 lower byte from/ 
to even address 

1 1 None 

32 AD 0 Read. Read strobe indicates that the processor is performing a memory of I/O read cycle, depen~ on 
the state of the 52 pin. This signal is used to read devices which reside on the BOB6 local bus. 0 is 
active lOW during T2, T3. and TW of any read cycle and is guaranteed to remain HIGH in T2 until the 
BOB6 local bus has floated. 
This signal floats to three-state OFF in "hold acknowledge." 

22 READY I READY. Is the acknowledgment from the addressed memory or 110 device that it will complete the data 
transfer. The READY signal from memory/IO is synchronized by the B2B4A Clock Generator to fonm 
READY. This signal is active HIGH. The BOB6 READY input is not synchronized. Correct operation is not 
guaranteed if the set-up and hold times are not met. 

1B INTR I Interrupt Request. Is a level triggered input which is sampled during the last clock cycle of each instruc-
tion to determine if the processor should enter into an interrupt acknowledge operation. A subroutine is 
vectored to via an interrupt vector lookup table located in system memory. It can be internally masked by 
software resetting the interrupt enable bit. INTR is internally synchronized. This signal is active HIGH. 

23 'fESf I fEST. Input is examined by the "Wait" instruction. If the TEST input is lOW, execution continues; other-
wise. the processor waits in an "Idle" state. This input is synchronized internally during each clock cycle 
on the leading edge of ClK. 

17 NMI I Non-Maskable Interrupt. An edge-triggered input which causes a type 2 interrupt. A subroutine is vectored 
to via an interrupt vector lookup table located in system memory. NMI is not maskable internally by 
software. A transition from a lOW to HIGH initiates the interrupt at the end of the current instruction. This 
input is internally synchronized. 

21 RESET I Reset. Causes the processor to immediately terminate its present activity. The signal must be active HIGH 
for at least four clock cycles. It restarts execution, as described in the Instruction Set description, when 
RESET returns lOW. RESET is internally synchronized. 

19 elK I Clock. Provides the basic timing for the processor and bus controller. It is asymmetric with a 33% duty 
cycle to provide optimized internal timing. 

40 Vee Vee. The + 5 V power supply pin. 

1,20 GND Ground. The ground pin. 

33 MN/MX I Minimum/Maximum. Indicates what mode the processor is to operate in. The two modes are discussed in 
the following sections. 

·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) . 

Pin No.* Name I/O Description 
28-26 S2, Sl, So 0 Status. Active during T 4, T 1, and T 2 and is returned to the passive state (1, 1, 1) during T 3 or during T W 

when READY is HIGH. This status is used by the 8288 Bus Controller to generate all memory and 
I/O access control signals. Any change by 52, 51, or So during T 4 is used to indicate the beginning of a 
bus cycle, and the return to the passive state in T3 or Tw is used to indicate the end of a bus cycle. 
These signals float to three-state OFF in "hold acknowledge." These status lines are encoded as shown. 

82 S1 So Characteristics 

o (lOW) 0 0 Interrupt 
Acknowledge 

0 0 1 Read I/O Port 

0 1 0 Write I/O Port 

0 1 1 Halt 

1 (HIGH) 0 0 Code Access 

1 0 1 Read Memory 

1 1 0 Write Memory 

1 1 1 Passive 

31,30 Jm/rrTo, I/O Request/Grant. Pins are used by other local bus masters to force the processor to release the local bus 
Jm/crT1 at the end of thmrocessor's current bus cycle. Each pin is bidirectional with 'R"1:i/G'i'0 having higher 

priority than ROI 1. m:i/CTI has an internal pull-up resistor so it may be left unconnected. The request/ 
grant sequence is as follows: 

1. A pulse of 1 ClK wide from another local bus master indicates a local bus request ("hold") to the 
8086 (pulse 1). 

2. During a T 4 or T 1 clock cycle, a pulse 1 ClK wide from the 8086 to the requesting master (pulse 2), 
indicates that the 8086 has allowed the local bus to float and that it will enter the "hold acknowledge" 
state at the next ClK. The CPU's bus interface unit is disconnected logically from the local bus during 
"hold acknowledge." 

3. A pulse 1 ClK wide from the requesting master indicates to the 8086 (pulse 3) that the "hold" 
request is about to end and that the 8086 can reclaim the local bus at the next ClK. 

Each master-master exchange of the local bus is a sequence of 3 pulses. There must be one dead ClK 
cycle after each bus exchange. Pulses are active lOW. 

If the request is made while the CPU is performing a memory cycle, it will release the local bus during T 4 
of the cycle when all the following conditions are met: 

1. Request occurs on or before T 2. 
2. Current cycle is not the low byte of a word (on an odd address). 
3. Current cycle is not the first acknowledge of an interrupt acknowledge sequence. 
4. A locked instruction is not currently executing. 

If the local bus is idle when the request is made, two possible events will follow: 

1. local bus will be released during the next clock. 
2. A memory cycle will start within 3 clocks. Now the four rules for a currently active memory cycle apply 

with condition number 1 already satisfied. 

29 rncK 0 t:O"CK. Output indicates that other system bus masters are not to gain control of the system bus while 
[QCK is active lOW. The [QCK signal is activated by the "lOCK" prefix instruction and remains active 
until the completion of the next instruction. This signal is active lOW, and floats to three-state OFF in 
"hold acknowledge." 

24,25 QS1, QSo 0 Queue Status. The queue status is valid during the ClK cycle after which the queue operation is per-
formed. 
QSl and QSo provide status to allow external tracking of the internal 8086 instruction queue. 

28 M/TO 0 Status line. logically equivalent to 52 in the maximum mode. It is used to distinguish a memory access 
from an I/O access. MilO becomes valid in the T 4 preceding a bus cycle and remains valid until the final 
T 4 of the cycle (M - HIGH, 10 - lOW). M/TO floats to three-state OFF in local bus "hold acknowledge." 

29 ·WR 0 Write. Indicates that the processor is performing a write memory or write I/O cycle, depending on the 
state of MilO signal. WR is active for T 2, T 3, and T W of any write cycle. It is active lOW and floats to 
three-state OFF in local bus "hold acknowledge." 

24 TFJTA 0 TNfA. Is used as a read strobe for interrupt acknowledge cycles. It is active lOW during T2, T3, and Tw 
of each interrupt acknowlegde cycle. 

25 ALE 0 Address Latch Enable. Provided by the processor to latch the address into 8282/8283 address latch. It is 
a HIGH pulse active during T 1 of any bus cycle. Note that ALE is never floated. 

27 DT/R 0 Data Transmit/Receive. Needed in minimum system that desires to use an 8286/8287 data bus transceiv-
er. It is used to control the direction of data flow through the transceiver. logically DT IA is equivalent to 
Sl in the maximum mode, and its timing is the same as for M/R). (T - HIGH, R - lOW.) This signal 
floats to three-state OFF in local bus "hold acknowledge." 

26 rn:FJ 0 Data Enable. Provided as an output enable for the 8286/8287 in a minimum system which uses the 
transceiver. l)Efij is active lOW during each memory and I/O access and for INTA cycles. For a read or 
TFJTA cycle, it is active from the middle of T 2 until the middle of T 4, while for a write cycle, it is active 
from the beginning of T2 until the middle of T4. om floats to three-state OFF in local bus "hold 
acknowledg 

·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

Pin No.· Name I/O Description 

31,30 HOLD, 
HLDA 

1/0 HOLD. Indicates that another master is requesting a local bus "hold." To be acknowledged, HOLD must 
be active HIGH. The processor receiving the "hold" request will issue HLDA (HIGH) as an acknowledge
ment in the middle of a T4 or T1 clock cycle. Simultaneous with the issuance of HLDA, the processor will 
float the local bus and control lines. After HOLD is detected as being LOW, the processor will LOWer 
HLDA, and when the processor needs to run another cycle, it will again drive the local bus and control 
lines. 
The same rules as for RC:)/(IT apply, regarding when the local bus will be released. 
HOLD is not asynchroneous input. External synchronization should be provided if the system cannot other
wise guarantee the set-up time. 

·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The 8086 CPU is internally organized into two processing 
units. These two units are the Bus Interface Unit (BIU) and the 
Execution Unit (EU). A block diagram of this organization is 
shown on page 1. 

The BIU performs instruction fetch and queuing, operand fetch 
and store, address relocation, and basic bus control. The EU 
receives operands and instructions from the BIU and process
es them on a 16-bit ALU. The EU accesses memory and 
peripheral devices through requests to the BIU. The BIU 
generates physical addresses in memory using the 4 segment 
registers and offset values. 

The BIU and EU usually operate asynchronously. This permits 
the 8086 to overlap execution fetch and execution. Up to 6 
instruction bytes can be queued. The instruction queue acts as 
a FIFO buffer for instructions, from which the EU extracts 
instruction bytes as required. 

Memory Organization 

The 8086 addresses up to 1 megabyte of memory. The 
address space is organized as a linear array, from 00000 to 
FFFFF in hexadecimal. Memory is subdivided into segments 
of 64K bytes each. There are 4 segments: code, stack, data, 
and extra (usually employed as an extra data segment). Each 

~FFFFFH 

t-\--
XXXXOH 

L;; 1 STACK SEGMENT +jSET 

SEGMENT -I I ""7~ I ~)-----,---t----i DATA SEGMENT 

: }--

segment thus contains information of a similar type. Selection 
of a destination segment is automatically performed using the 
rules in the table below. This segmentation makes memory 
more easily relocatable and supports a more structured 
programming style. 

Physical addresses in memory are generated by selecting the 
appropriate segment, obtaining the segment "base" address 
from the segment register, shifting the base address 4 digits to 
the left, and then adding this base to the "offset" address. For 
programming code, the offset address is obtained from the 
instruction pointer. For operands, the offset address is calcu
lated in several ways, depending upon information contained 
in the addressing mode. Memory organization and address 
generation are shown in Figure 1 a. 

Certain memory locations are reserved for specific CPU 
operations. These are shown in Figure 1 b. Addresses 
FFFFOH through FFFFFH are reserved for operations which 
include a jump to the initial program loading routine. After 
RESET, the CPU will always begin execution at location 
FFFFOH, where the jump must be located. 

Addresses OOOOOH through 003FFH are reserved for interrupt 
operations. The service routine of each of the 256 possible 
interrupt types is signaled by a 4-byte pOinter. The pointer 
elements must be stored in reserved memory addresses 
before the interrupts are invoked. 

1 
RESET IIOOTSTIIAI' r~ I'ROGIWI~ 

FfFFOH 

3fFH 
INTERRUPT POINTER 

FOR TYPE 255 
3fCH · · · 7H 

INTERRUPT POINTER 
FOR TYPE 1 4H 

INTERRUPT POINTER 3H 

FOR TYPE 0 
OH 

DF003320 

DF003310 

Figure 1a. Memory Organization Figure 1 b. Reserved Memory Locations 
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Memory 
Reference Need 

Instructions 

Stack 

Local Data 

External (Global) Data 

Segment Register 
Used 

CODE (CS) 

STACK (55) 

DATA (OS) 

EXTRA (ES) 

Segment Selection Rule 

Automatic for all prefetching of instructions. 

All stack pushes and pops, and all memory references relative to BP base register 
except data references. 

Data references which are relative to the stack, the destination of a string operation, or 
explicitly overriden. 

Destination of string operations, when they are explicitly selected using a segment 
override. 

Minimum and Maximum Modes freeing up the CPU. The CPU communicates status informa· 
tion to the 8288 through pins So, S1, and S2. In maximum 
mode, the 8086 can operate in a multiprocessor system, using 
the LOCK signal within a Multibus format. 

The 8086 has two system configurations, minimum and 
maximum mode. The CPU has a strap pin, MN/MX, which 
defines the system configuration. The status of this strap pin 
defines the function of pin numbers 24 through 31. 

When MN/MX is strapped to VCC, the 8086 operates in 
minimum mode. The CPU sends bus control signals itself 
through pins 24 through 31. This is shown in the Connection 
Diagrams (in parentheses). Examples of minimum and maxi· 
mum mode systems are shown in Figure 2. 

When MN/MX is strapped to GND, the 8086 operates in 
maximum mode. The operations of pins 24 through 31 are 
redefined. In maximum mode, several bus timing and control 
functions are "off·loaded" to the 8288 bus controller, thus 

1284A CLOCK MN/MX I-- vee 
GENERATOR t-- elK M/iO 1-----------------------------------

~ RES t-- READY iN'fA I--------------~-----------------
t-- RUET RDI-----------------------1_-------~----1_-

i I ROY 

GND r--l--, 
I I 
I WAIT I 
I STATE I 
I GENERAtOR I 
I I L. _____ .1 
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WR 

DT/A 

DEN 
ION CPU 

------, 
I ----I I' 

I I .. ----., 
I I I I 
I I I 

A~r_---~I~T-I~sn I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

GND -+--l+---l Of 8282 I I ADo-AD1s /Al.....-___ I....-..!.I_.I'," lATCH 
ADDR/DATA 2 DR 3 L AOCR rl 

A!t·AII 1'\.... I ...-----..-....-.... I"'----r-~_-_._..,.....I.J 

BHE~ ! 1 v ~~ 1 
I I I 

t-

I I I 
I I r-----., I 
I I r-----' I I 
I L_-I T II I 
I 1_ II I 
"---~ DE 828& I I I 

I TRANSCEIVER I I I 
L-____ ..... ;! (2) Ii-I~..I-..L.-----'--I.--LD~AI::-TA:-----=--.......JL----L.....l.....,~ 
~---~ I~~~~~~~r-_T~~~~-~~~T_ ... ~O 

l~~~~JJBHE JiB .Y1lri ~ 
FOR INCREASED 
DATA BUS DRIVE CS~ WEOO 

2142 RAM (4) 
(2) (2) 

lK.8 I lK. 1 

Figure 2a. Minimum Mode 8086 Typical Configuration 
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'" ~~ Li.~ax----~--~~~ ___ mw ______ ~r~-;c~;--U~~~~~C~--~----~~--------1-----------
~ REi I-- READY Ii ij AUWC r--- NC 

I-- RESET Ii 52 ~:: iOiiC r--------++---------+------...... -r ROY ;--- DEN CTALR iOWC I-------+-J-------+-----+_ 

GND r--1--, 
I I 
I WAIT I 
I STATE I 
I GENERATOR I 

r-- DT/A AiOWC r--- He 

r- ALE iHTA I---------+-J---------+------++_ 

I I L. _____ .J 

L...---

...c==:;-
<--- T 

L;>o- oe l28l 

~----~~'I~~~ ~~A-L~----L~~~~~~~ ... --~~~---~~rl 

AF002860 

Figure 2b. Maximum Mode 8086 Typical Configuration 

Bus Operation 

The 8086 has a combined address and data bus, commonly 
referred to as "a time multiplexed bus." This technique 
provides the most efficient use of pins on the processor while 
permitting the use of a standard 40-lead package. This bus 
can be used throughout the system with address latching 
provided on memory and 110 modules. The bus can also be 
demultiplexed at the processor with a single set of address 
latches if a standard non-multiplexed bus is desired for the 
system. 

Each bus cycle consists of at least four elK cycles. These are 
referred to as T 1, T 2, T 3 and T 4 (see Figure 5). The address is 
sent from the processor during T 1. Data transfer occurs on the 
bus during T 3 and T 4. T 2 is used for changing the direction of 
the bus during read operations. In the event that a "NOT 
READY" indication is given by the addressed device, "Wait" 
states (Tw) are inserted between T3 and T4. Each inserted 
"Wait" state is of the same duration as a elK cycle. "Idle" 
states (T 1) or inactive elK cycles can occur between 8086 
bus cycles. The processor uses these cycles for internal 
housekeeping. 

During T 1 of any bus cycle, the ALE (Address latch Enable) 
Signal is emitted (by either the processor or the 8288 bus 
controller, depending on the MN/MX strap). At the trailing 
edge of this pulse, a valid address and certain status informa
tion for the cycle may be latched. 

Status bits So, 51, and 52 are used, in maximum mode, by the 
bus controller to identify the type of bus transaction according 
to the following table: 

8086 

52 51 50 Characteristics 

O(lOW} 0 0 Interrupt Acknowledge 

0 0 1 Read I/O 

0 1 0 Write I/O 

0 1 1 Halt 

1(HIGH) 0 0 Instruction Fetch 

1 0 1 Read Data from Memory 

1 1 0 Write Data to Memory 

1 1 1 Passive (no bus cycle) 

Status bits S3 through S7 are multiplexed with high-order 
address bits and the SHE Signal, and are therefore valid during 
T 2 through T 4. S3 and S4 indicate which segment register (see 
Instruction Set description) was used for this bus cycle in 
forming the address, according to the following table: 

54 53 Characteristics 

O(lOW} 0 Alternate Data (extra segment) 

0 1 Stack 

1(HIGH) 0 Code or None 

1 1 Data 

S5 is a reflection of the PSW interrupt enable bit. S6 = 0 and 
S7 is a spare status bit. 

1/0 Addressing 

8086 110 operations can address up to a maximum of 64K I/O 
byte registers or 32K 110 word registers. The 110 address 
appears in the same format as the memory address on bus 
lines A15-AQ. The address lines A19-A16 are zero in 110 
operations. 110 instructions which use register OX as a pointer 
have full address capability. Direct I/O instructions directly 
address one or two of the 256 110 byte locations in page 0 of 
the I/O address space. 110 ports are addressed in the same 
manner as memory locations. 
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Figure 3. Basic System Timing 

EXTERNAL INTERFACE 

Processor Reset and Initialization 

Processor initialization or start up is accomplished with activa
tion (HIGH) of the RESET pin. The 8086 RESET is required to 
be HIGH for greater than 4 ClK cycles. The 8086 will 
terminate operations on the high-going edge of RESET and 
will remain dormant as long as RESET is HIGH. The low-going 
transition of RESET triggers an internal reset sequence for 
approximately 10 ClK cycles. After this interval the 8086 
operates normally beginning with the instruction in absolute 
location FFFFOH (see Figure 1 b). The details of this operation 
are explained in the Instruction Set description of the MCS-86 
Family User's Manual. The RESET input is internally synchro
nized to the processor clock. At initialization the HIGH-to-lOW 
transition of RESET must occur no sooner than 50llS after 
power-up, to allow complete initialization of the 8086. 

NMI may not be asserted prior to the 2nd ClK cycle following 
the end of RESET. 
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Interrupt Operations 

Interrupt operations fall into two classes: software or hardware 
initiated. The software initiated interrupts and software as
pects of hardware interrupts are described in the Instruction 
Set description. Hardware interrupts are either non-maskable 
or maskable. 

Interrupts transfer control to a new program location. A 256-
element table containing address pointers to the interrupt 
service program locations resides in absolute locations 0 
through 3FFH (see Figure 1b), which are reserved for this 
purpose. Each element in the table is 4 bytes in size and 
corresponds to an inte.rrupt "type." An interrupting device -
supplies an 8-bit type n\lmber during the interrupt acknowl
edge sequence, which is used to "vector" through the 
appropriate element to the new interrupt service program 
location. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) 

The processor provides a single non-maskable interrupt pin 
(NMI) which has higher priority than the maskable interrupt 
request pin (INTR). A typical use would be to activate a power 
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failure routine. The NMI is edge-triggered on a lOW-to-HIGH 
transition. The activation of this pin causes a type 2 interrupt. 
(See Instruction Set description.) 

NMI is required to have a duration in the HIGH state of greater 
than two ClK cycles, but is not required to be synchronized to 
the clock. Any high-going transition of NMI is latched on-chip 
and will be serviced at the end of the current instruction or 
between whole moves of a block-type instruction. Worst case 
response to NMI would be to multiply, divide, and variable shift 
instructions. There is no specification on the occurrence of the 
low-going edge; it may occur before, during, or after the 
servicing of NMI. Another high-going edge triggers another 
response if it occurs after the start of the NMI procedure. The 
signal must be free of logical spikes in general and be free of 
bounces on the low-going edge to avoid triggering extraneous 
responses. 

Maskable Interrupt (INTR) 

The 86/10 provides a single interrupt request input (INTR) 
which can be masked internally by software with the resetting 
of the interrupt enable FLAG status bit. The interrupt request 
signal is level-triggered. It is internally synchronized during 
each clock cycle on the high-going edge of ClK. To be 
responded to, INTR must be present (HIGH) during the clock 
period preceding the end of the current instruction or the end 
of a whole move for a block-type instruction. During the 
interrupt response sequence, further interrupts are disabled. 
The enable bit is reset as part of the response to any interrupt 
(INTR, NMI, software interrupt, or single-step), although the 
FLAGS register, which is automatically pushed onto the stack, 
reflects the state of the processor prior to the Interrupt. Until 
the old FLAGS register is restored, the enable bit will be zero 
unless specifically set by an instruction. 

During the response sequence (Figure 4), the processor 
executes two successive (back-to-back) interrupt acknowl
edge cycles. The 8086 emits the lOCK signal from T 2 of the 
first bus cycle until T2 of the second. A local bus "hold" 
request will not be honored until the end of the second bus 
cycle. In the second bus cycle, a byte is fetched from the 
external interupt system (e.g., 8259A PIC) which identifies the 
source (type) of the interrupt. This byte is multiplied by four 
and used as a pointer into the interrupt vector lookup table. An 
INTR signal left HIGH will be continually responded to within 
the limitations of the enable bit and sample period. The 
INTERRUPT RETURN instruction includes a FLAGS pop, 
which returns the ,status of the original interrupt. enable bit 
when it restores the FLAGS. 

HALT 

When a software "HALT" instruction is executed, the proces
sor indicates that it is entering the " HALT" state in one of two 
ways depending upon which mode is strapped. In minimum 
mode, the processor issues one ALE with no qualfying bus 
control signals. In Maximum Mode, the processor issues 
appropiate HALT status on S2S1 SO, and the 8288 bus 
controller issues one ALE. The 8086 will not leave the 
"HALT" state when a local bus "hold" is entered while in 
"HALT." In this case, the processor reissues the HALT 
indicator. An interrupt request or RESET will force the 8086 
out of the "HALT" state. 

Read/Modify/Write (Semaphore) Operation Via 
Lock 

The lOCK status information is provided by the processor 
when directly consecutive bus cycles are required during the 
execution of an instruction. This provides the processor with 
the capability of performing read/modify/write operations on 
memory (via the Exchange Register With Memory Instruction, 
for example) without the possibility of another system bus 
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master receiving intervening memory cycles. This is useful in 
multiprocessor system configurations to accomplish "test and 
set lock" operations. The lOCK signal is activated (forced 
lOW) in the clock cycle following the one in which the 
software" lOCK" prefix instruction is decoded by the EU. It is 
deactivated at the end of the last bus cycle of the instruction 
following the "lOCK" prefix instruction. While LOCK is active, 
a request on a RQ/GT pin will be recorded and then honored 
at the end of the lOCK. 

External Synchronization Via Test 

As an alternative to the interrupts and general I/O capabilities, 
the 8086 provides a single software-testable input known as 
the TEST signal. At any time, the program may execute a 
WAIT instruction. If at that time the 'fEST signal is inactive 
(HIGH), program execution becomes suspended while the 
processor waits for TEST to become active. It must remain 
active for at least 5 ClK cycles. The WAIT instruction is re
executed repeatedly until that time. This activity does not 
consume bus cycles. The processor remains in an idle state 
while waiting. All 8086 drivers go to three-state OFF if bus 
"HOLD" is entered. If interrupts are enabled, they may occur 
while the processor is waiting. When this occurs, the proces
sor fetches the WAIT instruction one extra time, processes the 
interrupt, and then re-fetches and re-executes the WAIT 
instruction upon returning from the interrupt. 

Basic System Timing 

Typical system configurations for the processor operating in 
minimum mode and in maximum mode are shown in Figures 
2a and 2b, respectively. In minimum mode, the processor 
emits bus control signals in a manner similar to the 8085. In 
maximum mode, the processor emits coded status information 
which the 8288 bus controller uses to generate MUl TIBUS 
compatible bus control signals. Figure 3 illustrates the signal 
timing relationships. 

System Timing - Minimum System 

The read cycle begins in T 1 with the assertion of the Address 
latch Enable (ALE) Signal. The trailing (low-going) edge of this 
signal is used to latch the address information, which is valid 
on the local bus at this time, into the 8282/8283 latch. The 
BHE and Ao signals address the low, high, or both bytes. From 
T 1 to T 4, the M/iO signal indicates a' memory or I/O operation. 
At T 2 the address is removed from the local bus and the bus 
goes to a high impedance state. The read control signal is also 
asserted at T 2. The read (RD) Signal causes the addressed 
device to enable its data bus drivers to the local bus. Some 
time later valid data will be available on the bus and the 
addressed device will drive the READY line HIGH. When the 
processor returns the read signal to a HIGH level, the 
addressed device will again 3-state its bus drivers. If a 
transceiver (8286/8287) is required to buffer the 8086 local 
bus, signals DT /A and DEN are provided by the 8086. 

A write cycle also begins with the assertion of ALE and the 
emission of the address. The M/iO signal is again asserted to 
indicate a memory or I/O write operation. In the T 2 immediate
ly following the address emission, the processor emits the 
data to be written into the addressed location. This data 
remains valid until the middle of T 4. During T 2, T 3, and Tw, the 
processor asserts the write control signal. The write (WR) 
Signal becomes active at the beginning of T 2 as opposed to 
the read which is delayed somewhat into T 2 to provide time for 
the bus to float. 

The BHE and Ao signals are used to select the proper byte(s) 
of the memory/lO word to be read or written according to the 
following table. 
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BRE Ao Characteristics 

0 0 Whole word 

0 1 Upper byte from/to odd address 

1 0 Lower byte from/to even address 

1 1 None 

I/O ports are addressed in the same manner as memory 
location. Even addressed bytes are transferred on the 07-00 
bus lines and odd addressed bytes on 015-08. 

The basic'difference between the interrupt acknowledge cycle 
and a read cycle is that the interrupt acknowledge signal 
(TNiA) is asserted in place of the read (Fm) signal and the 
address bus is floated. (See Figure 6.) In the second of two 
successive INTA cycles, a byte of information is read from bus 
lines 07-00 as supplied by the interrupt system logic (I.e., 
8259A Priority Interrupt Controller). This byte identifies the 
source (type) of the interrupt. It is multiplied by four and used 
as a pointer into a interrupt vector lookup table, as described 
earlier. 

Bus Timing - Medium Size Systems 

For medium size systems, the MN/MX pin is connected to Vss, 
and the 8288 Bus Controller is added to the system as well as 

an 8282/8283 latch for latching the system address and a 
8286/8287 transceiver to allow for bus loading greater than 
the 8086 is capable of handling. Signals ALE, OEN, and OT /R 
are generated by the 8288 instead of the processor in this 
configuration, although their timing remains relatively the 
same. The 8086 status (82, 81, and So) provide type-of-cycle 
information and become 8288 inputs. This bus cycle informa
tion specifies read (code, data, or I/O), write (data or I/O), 
interrupt acknowledge, or software halt. The 8288 thus issues 
control signals specifying memory read or write, I/O read or 
write, or interrupt acknowledge. The 8288 provides two types 
of write strobes, normal and advanced, to be applied as 
required. The normal write strobes have data valid at the 
leading edge of write. The advanced write strobes have the 
same timing as read strobes, and hence, data isn't valid at the 
leading edge of write. The 8286/8287 transceiver receives the 
usual T and OE inputs from the 8288's OT iff and OEN. 

The pointer into the interrupt vector table, which is passed 
during the second INTA cycle, can derive from an 8259A 
located on either the local bus or the system bus. If the master 
8259A Priority Interrupt Controller is positioned on the local 
bus, a TTL gate is required to disable the 8286/8287 
transceiver when reading from the master 8259A during the 
interrupt acknowledge sequence and software "poll." 

I T, I T2 I T3 I T. I TI I T, I T2 I T3 I T. I' 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias .••...•..•.•...••.•• O to 70°C Temperature (T A) .•..•..••••••..•.•.•..•........••• 0 to + 70°C 
Voltage on any Pin Supply Voltage (VCe) 

with Respect to Ground •••.•.••.•.•.•.•.....••. -1 to + 7.0 V. 8086 ................................................ 5 V ± 10% 

Power Dissipitation ....••••.....•••.••.••...•....•..••........• 2.5 W 8086-1, 8086-2 •••.•••••.....•....••..•....•..•...• 5 V ± 5 % 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM Industrial (I) Devices 

RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality Temperature (T A) •• ·· .••.••..•••....•.••••••..•• -40 to + 85°C 

at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Supply Voltage (VCe) 

maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 8086 .••..••.••...•.•••.•••.•......•.••.•........••• 5 V ± 10% 

reliability. 8086-1, 8086-2 ..•..•..•••••••.•••..•••..•.•..••••. 5 V ± 5% 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Max Units 

VIL Input low Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 VCC+0.5 V 

VOL Output low Voltage IOL = 2.5 mA 0.45 V 

VOH Output High Voltage IOH z - 400 JJA 2.4 V 

ICC Power Supply Current All Speeds 340 mA 

III Input leakage Current OV"';;VIN "';;VCC ±10 JJA 
ILO Output leakage Current 0.45V"';; VOUT"';; VCC ±10 JJA 
VCl Clock Input low Voltage -0.5 +0.6 V 

VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.9 VCc+ 1.0 V 

CIN 
Capacitance of ~ut Buffer (All input except 
ADo·ADI5. Ral T) 

fc= 1 MHz 15 pF 

CIO Capacitance of 1/0 Buffer (ADo·ADI5, RO/<IT) fc= 1 MHz 15 pF 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
MINIMUM COMPLEXITY SYSTEM TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Test 8086 8086-2 8086-1 
Parameters Description 

Conditions Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

TClCl ClK Cycle Period 200 500 125 500 100 500 ns 

TClCH ClK low Time 118 68 53 ns 

TCHCl ClK High Time 69 44 39 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time From 1.0 to 3.5V 10 10 10 ns 

TCL2CL1 ClK Fall Time From 3.5 to 1.0V 10 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Set-up Time 30 20 5 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Set-up Time into 8284A 35 35 35 ns (See Notes 1. 2) 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284A 0 0 0 ns (See Notes 1, 2) 

TRYHCH READY Set·up Time into 8086 118 68 53 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8086 30 20 20 ns 

TRYlCl READY Inactive to ClK -8 -8 -10 ns (See Note 3) 

THVCH HOLD Set·up Time 35 20 20 ns 

TINVCH INTR. NMI, 'fEST Set·up 30 15 15 ns Time (See Note 2) 

TILIH Input Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns (Except ClK) 

TIHll Input Fall Time (Except ClK) From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A shown for reference only. 
2. Set-up requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T2 state (8ns into T3). 
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SWITCHiNG CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
TIMING RESPONSES 

8086 8086·2 8086·1 
Test 

Parameters Description Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCLA>< Address Hold· Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay TCLAX 80 TCLAX 50 10 40 ns 

TLHLL ALE Width TCLCH-20 TCLCH-10 TCLCH-10 ns 

TCLLH ALE Active Delay 80 50 40 ns 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay 85 55 45 ns 

TLLA>< Address Hold Time to TCHCL-10 TCHCL-10 TCHCL-10 ns ALE Inactive 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TWHDX Data Hold Time After WR TCLCH-30 TCLCH-30 TCLCH-25 ns 

TCVCTV Control Active Delay 1 10 110 10 70 10 50 ns 

TCHCTV Control Active Delay 2 ·CL a 20-100 pF 10 110 10 60 10 45 ns 

TCVCTX Control Inactive Delay for all 8086 10 110 10 70 10 50 ns Outputs (in addition 
TAZRL Address Float to to 8086 self-load). 0 0 0 ns READ active Typical CL" 100 pF. 

TCLRL AD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 10 70 ns 

TCLRH AD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 80 10 60 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next TCLCL-45 TCLCL-40 TCLCL-35 ns Address Active 

TCLHAV HLDA Valid Delay 10 160 10 100 10 60 ns 

TRLRH AD Width 2TCLCL-75 2TCLCL-50 2TCLCL-40 ns 

TWLWH WR Width 2TCLCL-60 2TCLCL-40 2TCLCL-35 ns 

TAVAL Address Valid to ALE Low TCLCH-60 TCLCH-40 TCLCH-35 ns 

TOLOH Output Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns 

SWITCHING TEST INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM SWITCHING TEST LOAD CIRCUIT 

2.4 ==X.5- TEST PONTS-'e I DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST JCt..= 100pF 0.45 

WF009381 

TC002193 

AC Testing inputs are driven at 2.4 V for a logic "1" and CL includes jig capacitance 
0.45 V for a logic "0." Timing measurements are made at 
1.5 V for both a logic "1" and "0." 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
MAX MODE SYSTEM (USING 8288 BUS CONTROLLER) 
TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Test 8086 8086-2 8086-1 
Parameters Description 

Conditions Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

TClCl ClK Cycle Period 200 500 125 500 100 500 ns 

TClCH ClK low Time 118 68 53 ns 

TCHCl ClK High Time 69 44 39 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 10 ns 

TCl2Cll ClK Fall Time From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Set-up Time 30 20 5 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Set-up Time into 8284A 35 35 35 ns (See Notes 1, 2) 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284A 0 0 0 ns (See Notes I, 2) 

TRYHCH READY Set-up Time into 8086 118 68 53 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8086 30 20 20 ns 

TRYlCl READY Inactive to ClK -8 -8 -10 ns (See Note 4) 

Set-up Time for Recognition 
TINVCH (INTR, NMI, ruf 30 15 15 ns 

(See Note 2) 

TGVCH RQ/GT Set-up Time 30 15 12 ns 

TCHGX RQ Hold Time into 8066 40 30 20 ns .. 
TILIH Input Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns (Except ClK) 

TIHll Input Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns (Except ClK) 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A or 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Set-up requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8ns into T3). 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL and INDUSTRIAL ranges (continued) 
TIMING RESPONSES 

Test 8086 8086-2 8086-1 
Parameters Description 

Conditions Units 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

TCLML Command Active Delay 10 35 10 35 10 35 ns (See Note 1) 

TCLMH Command Inactive Delay 10 35 10 35 10 35 ns (See Note 1) 

TRYHSH READY Active to Status 110 65 45 ns Passive (See Note 3) 

TCHSV Status Active Delay 10 110 10 60 10 45 ns 

TCLSH Status Inactive Delay 10 130 10 70 10 55 ns 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay TCLAX BO TCLAX 50 10 40 ns 

TSVLH Status Valid to ALE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TSVMCH Status Valid to MCE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCLLH CLK Low to ALE Valid 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCLMCH CLK Low to MCE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay CL - 20-100 pF 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) for all B086 

MCE Inactive Delay Outputs (In addition 
TCLMCL (See Note 1) to BOB6 self-load) 15 15 15 ns 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCVNV Control Active Delay 5 45 5 45 5 45 ns (See Note 1) 

TCVNX Control Inactive Delay 10 45 10 45 10 45 ns (See Note 1) 

TAZRL Address Float to 0 0 0 ns Read Active 

TCLRL AD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 10 70 ns 

TCLRH AD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 BO 10 60 ns 

TRHAV AD Inactive to Next TCLCL-45 TCLCL-40 TCLCL-35 ns Address Active 

TCHDTL Direction Control Active 50' 50 50 ns Delay (See Note 1) 

TCHDTH Direction Control Inactive 30 30 30 ns Delay (See Note 1) 

TCLGL GT Active Delay 0 B5 0 50 0 3B ns 

TCLGH GT Inactive Delay 0 B5 0 50 0 45 ns 

TRLRH AD Width 2TCLCL-75 2TCLCL-50 2TCLCL-40 ns 

TOLOH Output Rise Time From O.B to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall Time From 2.0 to O.B V 12 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at B2B4A or B28B shown for reference only. 
2. Set-up requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next CLK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8ns into T3). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias .................... 0 to 70°C Military (M) Devices 
Voltage on any Pin Temperature (Te) ..•••••••.•••••••.•. -55 to + 125°C 

with Respect to Ground ........................ -1 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (Vee) .••••••..•••••....••• 5 V±10% 
Power Dissipitation ............................................ 2.5 W 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
Operating ranges define those limits between which the 

RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, 3 
are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VIL t Input LOW Voltage Vee = Min. & Max. -0.5* +0.8 V 

VIH t Input HIGH Voltage Vee = Min. & Max. 2.0 Vee +0.5* V 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOl = 2.0 mA. 0.45 V Vee = Min. 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = -400 pA. 2.4 V Vee = Min. 

lee Power Supply Current (Note 1) Te = 25°C. Vee = Max. 340 mA 

III Input Leakage Current Vee = Max .• -10 10 pA 
VIN = 5.5 V & 0 V 

ILO tt Output Leakage Current Vce= Max .• -10 10 pA 
VOUT = 5.5 V & 0.45 V .. 

Vel t Clock Input LOW Voltage Vce = Min. & Max. -0.5* +0.6 V 

VCH t Clock Input HIGH Voltage Vce = Min. & Max. 3.9 Vee + 1.0* V 

CIN ttt Capacitance of l.!:!!?ut Buffer (All Input Except 
ADo-AD15. RO/GT) fc = 1 MHz 20* pF 

CIO ttt Capacitance of 1/0 Buffer (ADo-AD15. RQ/GT) fc = 1 MHz 20* pF 

* Guaranteed by design; not tested. 
t Group A. Subgroups 7 and 8 only are tested. 

tt Group A. Subgroups 1 and 2 only are tested. 
ttt Not included in Group A tests. 

Notes: 1. ICC is measured while running a functional pattern with spec value IOl/lOH loads applied. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 
9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

MINIMUM COMPLEXITY SYSTEM TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Test 8086 8086-2 
Parameter Parameter Conditions 
Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TClCl ClK Cycle Period (Note 1'1) 200 500 125 500 ns 

TClCH ClK lOW Time 118 68 ns 

TCHCl ClK HIGH Time 69 44 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time (Note 5) From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 ns 

TCl2Cl1 ClK Fall Time (Note 5) From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Setup Time 30 20 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Setup Time into 8284A (Notes 1 & 2) 35 35 ns 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 82B4A (Notes 1 & 2) 0 0 ns 

TRYHCH READY Setup Time into BOBS 11B 6B ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into BOBS 30 20 ns 

TRYlCl READY Inactive to ClK (Note 4) -B -B ns 

THVCH HOLD Setup Time 35 20 ns 

TINVCH INTR, NMI, 'fESf Setup Time (Note 2) 30 15 ns 

TILIH Input Rise Time (Except ClK) (Note 5) From O.B to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TIHll Input Fall Time (Except ClK) (Note 5) From 2.0 to O.B V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at B2B4A and B2BB shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (B ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
S. Vee = 4.5 V, 5.5 V VIH .. 2.4 V 

VIL - .45 V VIHe - 4.3 V 
VILe" .25 V VOH .. 1.S V 
VOL .. 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 
B. Maximum spec tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TClCl Max. are: 

Vee .. 4.5 V VOL = 1 V 
VIL .. 0 V VIH = 4 V 
VILe = 0 V VIHe = 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 

TIMING RESPONSES 

Test 8086 8086-2 
Parameter Parameter Conditions 

Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time (Notes 7 & B) 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay (Note B) 10 BO 10 50 ns 

TLHLL ALE Width (Note 10) 9B 5B ns 

TCLLH ALE Active Delay (Note B) BO 50 ns 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay (Note B) B5 55 ns 

TLLAX Address Hold Time to ALE Inactive (Note 7) 59 34 ns 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay (Note B) 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time (Note 10) 10 10 ns 

TWHDX Data Hold Time After WR (Note 9) BB 3S ns 

TCVCTV Control Active Delay 1 (Note B) 10 110 10 70 ns 

TCHCTV Control Active Delay 2 (Note B) CL -100 pF 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCVCTX Control Inactive Delay (Note B) for all BOB6 10 110 10 70 ns Outputs (in addition 
TAZRL Address Float to READ Active (Note 9) to BOB6 internal loads) 0 0 ns 

TCLRL AD Active Delay (Note B) 10 165 10 100 ns 

TCLRH AD Inactive Delay (Note B) 10 150 10 BO ns 

TRHAV AD Inactive to Next Address Actlve (Note 10) 155 B5 ns 

TCLHAV HLDA Valid Delay (Note B) 10 160 10 100 ns 

TRLAH AD Width (Note 10) 325 200 ns .. 
TWLWH \VA Width (Note 10) 340 210 ns 

TAVAL Address Valid to ALE LOW (Note 9) 5B 2B ns 

TOLOH Output Rise Time (Note 9) From O.B to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall Time (Note 9) From 2.0 to O.B V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at B2B4A and B2BB shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next CLK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (B ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. VCC - 4.5 V. 5.5 V VIH = 2.4 V 

VIL - .45 V VIHC - 4.3 V 
VILC - .25 V VOH - 1.6 V 
VOL - 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at VCC Max. (5.5 V) only. 
B. Maximum spec tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TCLCL Max. are: 

Vee = 4.5 V VOL - 1 V 
VIL - 0 V VIH - 4 V 
VILC - 0 V VIHC - 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 

. MAX MODE SYSTEM (USING 8288 BUS CONTROLLER) TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Test 8086 8086·2 
Parameter Parameter Conditions 

Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
TClCl ClK Cycle Period (Note 11) 200 500 125 500 ns 

TClCH ClK lOW Time 118 68 ns 

TCHCl ClK HIGH Time 69 44 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time (Note 5) From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 ns 

TCL2Cll ClK Fall Time (Note 5) From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Setup Time 30 20 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Setup Time into 8284A (Notes 1 & 2) 35 35 ns 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284A '(Notes 1 & 2) 0 0 ns 

TRYHCH READY Setup Time into 8086 118 68 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8086 30 20 ns 

TRYlCl READY Inactive to ClK (Note 4) -8 -8 ns 

TINVCH Setup Time for Recognition (INTR. NMI. fEST) 30 15 ns (Note 2) 

TGVCH ~/ITi' Setup Time 30 15 ns 

TCHGX m:i Hold Time into 8066 40 30 ns 

TILIH Input Rise Time (Except ClK) (Note 5) From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TIHll Input Fall Time (Except ClK) (Note 5) From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A and 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8 ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vcc - 4.5 V. 5.5 V VIH - 2.4 V 

VIL - .45 V VIHC ~ 4.3 V 
VILC - .25 V VOH a 1.6 V 
VOL - 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at VCC Max. (5.5 V) only. 
8. Maximum spec tested at Vec Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vcc Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at VCC Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TClCL Max. are: 

VCC .. 4.5 V VOL .. 1 V 
VIL .. 0 V VIH - 4 V 
VILC .. 0 V VIHC - 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 

TIMING RESPONSES 

Test 8086 8086-2 
Parameter Parameter Conditions 

Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TCLML Command Active Delay (Note 1) 10 35 10 35 ns 

TCLMH Command Inactive Delay (Note 1) 10 35 10 35 ns 

TRYHSH READY Active to Status Passive (Note 3) 110 65 ns 

TCHSV Status Active Delay (Notes 7 & 6) 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCLSH Status Inactive Delay 10 130 10 70 ns 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay 10 60 10 50 ns 

TSVLH Status Valid to ALE HIGH (Note 1) 15 15 ns 

TSVMCH Status Valid to MCE HIGH (Note 1) 15 15 ns 

TCLLH CLK LOW to ALE Valid (Note 1) 15 15 ns 

TCLMCH CLK LOW to MCE HIGH (Note 1) 15 15 ns 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay (Note 1) CL = 100 pF 15 15 ns for all 6066 

TCLMCL MCE Inactive Delay (Note 1) 
Outputs (In addition 
to 6066 internal loads) 15 15 ns 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TCVNV Control Active Delay (Note 1) 5 45 5 45 ns 

TCVNX Control Inactive Delay (Note 1) 10 45 10 45 ns .. 
TAZRL Address Float to Read Active 0 0 ns 

TCLRL AD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 ns 

TCLRH AD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 80 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next Address Active 155 85 ns 

TCHDTL Direction Control Active Delay (Note 1) 50 50 ns 

TCHDTH Direction Control Inactive Delay (Note 1) 30 30 ns 

TCLGL GT Active Delay (Note 8) 0 85 0 50 ns 

TClGH GT Inactive Delay (Note 8) 0 65 0 50 ns 

TRlRH AD Width 325 200 ns 

TOLOH Output Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TOHOl Output Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A and 6286 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (6 ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vce .. 4.5 V, 5.5 V VIH = 2.4 V 

VIL .. .45 V VI He = 4.3 V 
VILe = .25 V VOH = 1.6 V 
VOL .. 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 
8. Maximum spec tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TClCl Max. are: 

Vee = 4.5 V VOL = 1 V 
VIL a 0 V VIH = 4 V 
VILC = 0 V VIHC = 5 V 
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a..K (I2I4A OUTPUT) 

RDY (I2I4A INPUT) 
SElNOTl4 

READY 
(IOM"UT) 

RIADCYCLE 

(n,m1~~oe!: 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

MINIMUM MODE 

WF006660 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

MINIMUM MODE 

Tw 

. CLK (8284A OUTPUT) 

WRITE CYCLE 
(NOTE 1) 

(1m. lATA. 
DTIA = VOH) 

INTA CYCLE 
l NO,!!!l1.3) 
Jm.WR .. VOtt 

BAr "VoL> 

SOFTWARE HALT-

.. jiO 

ALE 

TCVCTV 

INVAUD ADDRESS SOFTWARE HALT 
RD. W!I. INTA .. VOtt 
DTIR - INDETER .. NATE TeLAV 

Notes: 1. All signals switch between VOH and VOL unless otherwise specified. 
2. ROY is sampled near the end of T2. T3. Tw to determine if Tw machines states are to be 

inserted. 
3. Two INTA cycles run back-to-back. The 8086 LOCAL AOOR/OATA BUS is floating during both 

INTA cycles. Control Signals are shown for second INTA cycle. 
4. Signals at 8284A are shown for reference only. 
5. All timing measurements are made at 1.5 V unless otherwise noted. 

8086. 

r-
I 

WF006670 
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CLK 

va. 

0S0. os, 

s;. ii. iii (EXCEPT HALT) 

ALE (1218 OUTPUT) 

SEfHOT£5 

RDY (_A INP\IT) 

READCYCLI 

DT/A 

DEN 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

MAXIMUM MODE 

WF006680 

Q086 



IHTA CYCLE 

s,. 5 •. So (EXCEPT HALT) 

1211 OUTPUTS 
SEE NOTES 5,1 

~ 

DT/R 

IHTA 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

MAXIMUM MODE (continued) 

T. 
Tw 

-----+"' 

SoFTWARE HALT--'~'~--::' __ ~:rf ___ '_IfV_A_UO_ADOII __ ESS ____ _ 

\ /,.------~\\ ------
~. _____ .J. '-____ _ 

WF006730 

Notes: 1. All signals switch between VOH and VOL unless otherwise specified. 
2. RDY is sampled near the end of T2, T3, Tw to determine if TW machines states are to be 

inserted. 
3. Cascade address is valid between first and second INT A cycle. 
4. Two INTA cycles run back-to-back. The 8086 LOCAL ADDR/DATA BUS is floating during both 

INTA cycles. Control for pointer address is. shown for second INTA cycle. 
5. Signals at 8284A or .8288 are shown for reference only. 
6. The issuance of the 8288 command and control signals (MROC, MWTC, AMWC, iORC, iQWC, 

AIOWC, iN'i'A and DEN) lags the active high 8288 CEN. 
7. AI.I timing measurements are made at 1.5 V unless otherwise noted. 
8. Status inactive in state just prior to T 4. 

8086 

.. 
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DATA TRANSFER 

MOV=Move 

Register/memory to /from register 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to register 

Memory to accumulator 

Accumulator to memory 

Register/memory to segment register 

Segment register to register/memory 

PUSH = Push: 

Register/memory 

Register 

Segment register 

POP = Pop: 

Register/memory 

Register 

Segment register 

XCHG = Exchange: 

Register/memory with register 

Register with accumulator 

IN - Input from: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

OUT - Ouput to: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

XLAT - Transtate byte to AL 

LEA - Load EA to register 

LOS - Load pOinter to OS 

LES - Load pointer to ES 

LANF - Load AH with flags 

SANF - Store AH into flags 

PUSHF - Push flags 

POPF - Pop flags 

.Mnemonics ©Intel, 1978 

8086/8088 
INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 

76543210 76543210 

100010dw mod reg rIm 

1 10001 1 w mod 0 0 0 rIm 

101 1 w reg data 

1010000w addr-Iow 

1010001w addr-Iow 

1 000 1 1 1 0 mod 0 reg rIm 

1 000 1 1 00 mod 0 reg rIm 

11111111 mod 1 1 0 rIm 

01010reg 

000reg110 

1 000 1 1 1 1 mod 0 0 0 rIm 

o 1 0 1 1 reg 

000reg111 

1000011w mod reg rIm 

10010reg 

11 100 lOw port 

11 101 lOw 

1 1 001 1 w port 

1 1 0 1 1 1 w 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 

1 000 1 1 0 1 mod reg rIm 

1 1 000 1 0 1 mod'reg rIm 

11000100 I mod reg rIm 

1 00 1 11 11 I 
1001 1 1 1 0 I 
1 001 100 I 
1 00 1 1 0 1 I 

8086 

76543210 76543210 

data data if w-1 

data if w-1 

addr-high 

addr-high 

.. 
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ARITHMETIC 

ADO=Add 

Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to register / memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

ADC = Add with carry: 

Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

INC = Increment: 

Register/memory 

Register 

AAA - ASCII adjust for add 

OAA - Decimal adjust for add 

SUB = Subtract: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate from register/memory 

Immediate from accumulator 

seB = Subtract with borrow: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate from register/memory 

Immediate from accumulator 

DEC = Decrement: 

Register/memory 

Register 

NEG Change sign 

CMP = Compare: 

Register/memory with register 

Register with register/memory 

Immediate with register/memory 

Immediate with accumulator 

AAS ASCII adjust for subtract 

DAS Decimal adjust for subtract 

MUL Mulit!ply (unsigned) 

IMUL Integer multiply (signed): 

AAM ASCII adjust for multiply 

DIY Divide (unsigned): 

IDlY Integer divide (signed) 

AAD ASCH adjust for divide 

CBW Convert byte to word 

CWO Convert word to double word 

Mnemonics @Intel, 1978 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

76543210 76543210 

OOOOOOdw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 0 0 0 rIm 

0000010w data 

000100dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 0 1 0 rIm 

0001010w data 

1111111 w mod 0 0 0 rIm 

o 1 000 reg 

001 1 01 

001 001 

001010dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 1 0 1 rIm 

0010110w data 

000110dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 01 1 rIm 

0001110w data 

1111111 w mod 001 rIm 

o 1 00 1 reg 

1 1 1 101 1 w mod 0 1 1 rIm 

001 101 w mod reg rIm 

001 100w mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 1 1 1 rIm 

001 1 1 1 0 w data 

001 1 1 1 1 

00 1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 w mod 1 0 0 rIm 

1 0 1 1 w mod 1 0 1 rIm 

11010100 00001010 

1 0 1 1 w mod 1 1 0 rIm 

1 1 101 1 w 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

10011000 

1 001 1 00 1 

8086 

mod 1 1 1 rIm 

00001010 

76543210 

data 

data if w = 1 

data 

data if w-1 

data 

data if w-1 

data 

data if w= 1 

data 

data if w-1 

76543210 

data if s:w - 01 

data if s:w - 01 

data if s:w - 01 

data if s:w - 01 

data if s:w - 01 



INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

LOGIC 

NOT Invert 

SHL/SAL Shift logical/arithmetic left 

SHR Shift logical right 

SAR Shift arithmetic right 

ROL Rotate left 

ROR Rotate right 

RCL Rotate through carry flag left 

RCR Rotate through carry right 

AND = And: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

TEST = And function to flags, no result: 

Register/memory and register 

Immediate data and register/memory 

Immediate data and accumulator 

OR = Or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

XOR = Exclusive or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

STRING MANIPULATION: 

REP- Repeat 

MOYS - Move byte/word 

CMPS - Compare byte/word 

SCAS - Scan byte/word 

LODS - Load byte/wd to AL/ AX 

STOS - Star byte/wd from AL/ A 

.Mnemonlcs ®Intel, 1978 

76543210 

1 1 1 01 1 w 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

001000dw 

1000000w 

0010010w 

1000010w 

1 1 1 101 1 w 

1010100w 

0OOO10dw 

1000000w 

0OOO110w 

001100dw 

1000000w 

0011010w 

1 1 1 1 00 1 z 

1010010w 

101 001 1 w 

10101 1 1 w 

10101 1 0 w 

1 0 1 01 0 1 w 

8086 

76543210 76543210 

mod 0 1 0 rIm 

mod 1 00 rIm 

mod 1 0 1 rIm 

mod 1 1 1 rIm 

mod 0 0 0 rIm 

mod 001 rIm 

mod 0 1 0 rim 

mod 0 1 1 rIm 

mod reg rIm 

mod 1 00 rIm data 

data data if w-1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 0 0 0 rIm data 

data data if w-1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 0 0 1 rIm data 

data data if w-1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 1 1 0 rim data 

data data if w-1 

78543210 

data if w-1 

data if w-1 .. 
data if w-1 

data if w-1 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

CONTROL TRANSFER 

CALL = Call 

Direct within segment 

indirect within segment 

Direct intersegment 

Indirect intersegment 

JMP = Unconditional Jump: 

Direct within segment 

Direct within segment-short 

Indirect within segment 

Direct intersegment 

Indirect intersegment 

RET = Return from CALL: 

Within segment 

Within seg adding immed to SP 

Intersegment 

Intersegment adding immediate to SP 

JE/JZ = Jump on equal/zero 

JL/JNGE - Jump on less/not greater or equal 

JLE/JNG - Jump on less or equal/not greater 

JB/JNAE - Jump on below/not above or equal 

JBE/JNA = Jump on below or equal/not above 

JP/JPE ~ Jump on parity/parity even 

JO - Jump on overflow 

J5.= Jump on sign 

JNE/JNZ = Jump on not equal/not zero 

JNL/JGE - Jump on not less/greater or equal 

JNLE/JG - Jump on not less or equal/greater 

JNB/JAE - Jump on not below/above or equal 

JNBE/JA - Jump on not below or equal/above 

JNP/JPO = Jump on not par/par odd 

JNO = Jump on not overflow 

JNS = Jump on not sign 

LOOP - Loop ex times 

LOOPZ/LOOPE = Loop while zero/equal 

LOOPNZ/LOOPNE - Loop while not zero/equal 

JeXZ = Jump on ex zero 

Mnemonics ©Intel, 1978 
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76543210 

1 0 1 000 

11 111 

1 00 1 1 0 1 0 

11111111 

1 0 1 00 1 

1 0 1 0 1 

1111 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

1111.1111. 

1 0000 1 1 

1000010 

1 001 0 1 1 

1 00 1 0 1 0 

01 o 1 00 

o 1 11 00 

o 1 1 0 

o 1 1 001 0 

o 1 1 0 1 1 0 

01 1 1 0 1 0 

o 1 1 0000 

o 1 1 1 000 

o 1 1 0 1 0 1 

o 1 1 0 1 

o 1 11 

o 1 001 

o 1 1 0 1 1 

o 1 1 1 0 1 

o 1 1 000 1 

o 1 1 1 001 

1 0001 0 

1 0000 1 

100000 

1 000 1 1 

8086 

76543210 76543210 

disp-Iow disp-high 

mod 0 1 0 rIm 

offset-low offset-high 

seg-Iow seg-high 

mod 0 1 1 rIm 

disp-Iow disp-high 

disp 

mod 1 00 rIm 

offset-low offset-high 

seg-Iow seg-high 

mod 1 0 1 rIm 

data-low data-high 

data-low data-high 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 
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CONTROL TRANSFER (Cont'd.) 

INT = Interrupt 

Type specified 

Type 3 

INTO - Interrupt on overflow 

IRET - Interrupt return 

PROCESSOR CONTROL 

CLC .. Clear carry 

CMC .. Complement carry 

STC - Set carry 

CLD .. Clear direction 

STD .. Set direction 

CLI - Clear interrupt 

STI - Set interrupt 

HLT- Halt 

WAIT-Wait 

ESC = Processor Extension Escape 

LOCK" Bus lock prefix 

Footnotes: 

INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 

1 1 001 1 0 1 

1 001 1 00 

1001 1 0 

1 001 1 1 1 

1 1 000 

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 1 001 

1 00 

11 1 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

101 1 

1 0 1 00 

1001 101 1 

1 1 0 1 1 x x x 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

type 

mod x x x rIm 

if s:w - 01 then 16 bits of immediate data form the operand. AL - a-bit accumulator 
AX - 16-bit accumulator 
CX .. Count register 

if s:w - 11 then an immediate data byte is sign extended to form the 
16-bit operand. 

OS - Data segment 
ES - Extra segment 
Above/below refers to unsigned value. 
Greater .. more positive. 
Less .. less positive (more negative) signed values 
if d .. 1 then "to" reg; if d" 0 then "from" reg 
w - 1 then word instruction; if W" 0 then byte instruction 

if mod .. 11 then rIm is tr~ated as a REG field 
if mod - 00 then DlSP .. 0 • disp-Iow and disp-high are absent 
if mod - 01 then OISP" disp-Iow sign-extended to 16-bits, disp-high is 
absent 
if mod .. 10 then OISP - disp-high: disp-Iow 

if rIm - 000 then EA" (BX) + (SI) + OISP 
if rIm - 001 then EA - (BX) + (01) + OISP 
if rIm .. 010 then EA" (BP) + (SI) + OISP 
if rIm" 011 then EA" (BP) + (01) + OISP 
if rIm -100 then EA - (SI) + OISP 
if rIm -101 then EA = (01) + OISP 
if rIm - 110 then EA - (BP) + OISP' 
if rIm" 111 then EA" (BX) + OISP 

OISP follows 2nd byte of instruction (before data if required) 

"except if mod .. 00 and rIm" 110 then EA .. disp-high: disp-Iow . 

• Mnemonics @)Inlel, 1978 

if v - 0 then "count" - 1; if v - 1 then "count" in (CL) 
x - don't care 
z is used for string primitives for comparison with ZF Flag. 

SEGMENT OVERRIDE PREFIX 

10 0 reg 01 
REG is assigned according to the following table: 

l§.BIt (w = 1) 

000 AX 
001 CX 
010 OX 
011 BX 
100 SP 
101 BP 
110 SI 
11101 

8·Blt (w=O) 

000 AL 
001 CL 
0100L 
011 BL 
100 AH 
101 CH 
1100H 
111 BH 

~ 
00 ES 
01 CS 
10 SS 
11 OS 

Instructions which reference the flag register files as a 16-bit object 
use the symbol FLAGS to represent the file: 

FLAGS - X:X:X:X:(OF):(OF):(TF):(SF):(ZF):X:(AF):X:(PF):X:(CF) 

8086 1·33 
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'8088 
8-Bit Microprocessor CPU 

iAPX86 Family 
FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• 8-bit data bus, 16-bit internal architecture 
• Directly addresses 1 Mbyte of memory 
• Software compatible with 8086 CPU 
• Byte, word, and block operations 
• 24 operand addressing modes 

• Powerful instruction set 
• Efficient high level language implementation 
• Three speed options: 5MHz 8088 

8MHz 8088-2 
10MHz 8088-1 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The 8088 CPU is an 8-bit processor designed around the 
8086 internal structure. Most functions of the 8088 are 
identical to the equivalent 8086 functions. The pinout is 
slightly different. The 8088 handles the external bus the 
same way the 8086 does, but it handles only 8 bits at a 
time. Sixteen-bit words are fetched or written in two 

consecutive bus cycles. Both processors will appear identi
cal to the software engineer, with the exception of execu
tion time. 

The 8088 is made with N-channel silicon gate technology 
and is packaged in a 40-pin Plastic dip, CERDIP or Plastic 
Leaded Chip Carrier. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

C-BUS 

I-___ C_S __ --t BUS 

ss INTERFACE 
t---...;.O.;..S-----t UNIT 

'IP 

A-BUS 

AL 

BH BL 

CH CL 

t-_O_H ___ 

S 

.... 
p 

_DL....;...---t ~~unoN 

BP 

SI 

01 

8088 

INSTRUCTION 
STREAM BYTE I----i 

QUEUE 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

Top View 

DIPs PLCC 

MIN {:o"~E} MODE M"I'cn 

!!?!!?!!? 
GND Vee ~CIIM"I'~~8Ll)U)r-.CX) ««(!l >«« 
A14 A1S 

A13 A16/~ 

A12 A17/S4 Am NC 
An A1a/Ss A9 A19/SS 
A10 A19/S6 A8 SSo 
Ag SSO (HIGH) AD7 MN/MX 
Aa loiN/iii ADS AD 
A~ AD AD5 HOLD (Ra/GTo) 
ADa HOLD (Ra/GTo.l AD4 HLDA (RQ/GT1) 
ADs HLDA (RQ/GTd AD3 WR (LOCK) 
AD4 WR (LOCK) 

AD2 101M (52) 
A~ IO/M (5;) 

AD1 16 DTIA (81) 
A~ DT/R (51) 

ADo 17 29 DEN (So) 
AD1 DEN (SO) 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

ADo ALE (QSo) 

~ ~ ~ :s ~ U I->I-<~ NMI iNi'A (QS1) U(!lZ ffi~~~:: INTR TEST a: a: ~Jt 
eLK READY gQ. UI GND RESET 

CD010S80 

CDOO5520 

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Commodity Products 

AMO commodity products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Temperature Range 

.1 

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option 
e. Optional Processing 

-2 B I T e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

. 

Blank - Standard Processing 
B .. Burn·in 

d. SPEED OPTION 
Blank- 5 MHz 

-2 a8 MHz 
-1'" 10 MHz 

1..-___________ c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
8088 
8·Bit Microprocessor CPU 

~--------------------------b.PACKAGETYPE 
P - 40·Pin Plastic DIP (PD 040) 
o '" 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
N .. 44·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

"--------------------------- a. TEMPERATURE RANGE-

Valid Combinations 

8088 
P, N 8088·2 

8088·1 
8088B, 8088 

0 8088·2B, 8088·2 
8088·1B 
8088B 

ID 8088·2B 

Blank'" Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 
I .. Industrial (-40 to + 85·C) 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released valid combinations, 
and to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military 
grade products. 

8088 



MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 
APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid 
Combination) for APL products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

LIB Q.

1 

.A .... , _____ e. LEAD FINISH 

L...--------d. :A:::~:O::~:iP 
o ~ 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

1...------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
IB = Class B 

'------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank = 5 MHZ 

'---a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
8088 8-Bit Microprocessor CPU 

. -2=8 MHZ 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations 

8088 1 
1---80-8-8--2-----11 /BOA 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

8088 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1,2,3,7,8,9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

The following pin function descriptions are for 8088 systems in either minimum or maximum mode. The "local bus" in 
these descrip.tions is the direct multiplexed bus interface connection to the 8088 (without regard to additional bus buffers). 

Pin No.* Name 1/0 Description 
9·16 ADrADo I/O Address Data Bus. These lines constitute the time multiplexed memoryllO address (T1) and data (T2, T3, Tw and 

T 4) bus. These lines are active HIGH and float to three-state OFF during interrupt acknowledge and local bus 
"hold acknowledge." 

39, 2-8 A1s-Ae a Address Bus. These lines provide address bits 8 through 15 for the entire bus cycle (T 1-T 4). These lines do not 
have to be latched by ALE to remain valid. A1s-Ae are active HIGH and float to 3-state OFF during interrupt 
acknowledge and local bus "hold acknowledge." 

35-38 A19/Ss, a Address/Status. During Tt, these are the four most significant address lines for memory operations. During 1/0 
Ate/S5, operations, these lines are LOW. During memory and 1/0 operations, status information is available on these lines 
At7/S4, during T2. T3. Tw and T4. Ss is always LOW. The status of the interrupt enable flat bit (S5) is updated at the 
AtS/S3 beginning of each clock cycle. S4 and S3 are encoded as shown. • 

This information indicates which segment register is presently being used for data accessing. 

These lines float to three-state OFF during local bus "hold acknowledge." 

54 53 Characteristics 

o (LOW) 0 Alternate Data 

0 1 Stack 

1 (HIGH) 0 Code or None 

1 1 Data 

Ss is 0 
(LOW) 

32 RD a Read. Read strobe indicates that the processor is performing a memory or 1/0 read cycle, depending on the state 
of the 101M pin or S2. This signal is used to read devices which reside on the 8088 local bus. RD is active LOW 
during T2, T3 and Tw of any read cycle and is guaranteed to remain HIGH in T2 until the 8088 local bus has 
floated. 

This signal floats to 3-state OFF in "hold acknowledge." 

22 READY I READY. The acknowledgment from the addressed memory or 1/0 device that it will complete the data transfer. 
The ROY signal from memory or 1/0 is synchronized by the 8284 clock generator to form READY. This signal is 
active HIGH. The 8088 READY input is not synchronized. Correct operation is not guaranteed if the set-up and 
hold times are not met. 

Ie INTR I Interrupt Request. A level-triggered input which is sampled during the last clock cycle of each instruction to 
determine If the processor should enter into an interrupt acknowledge operation. A subroutine is vectored to via an 
interrupt vector lookup table located in system memory. It can be internally masked by software resetting the 
interrupt enable bit. INTR is internally synchronized. This signal is active HIGH. 

23 Trn I 'fESf. Input is examined by the "wait for test" instruction. If the 'fESf input is LOW, execution continues; 
otherwise, the processor waits in an "Idle" state. This input is synchronized internally during each clock cycle on 
the leading edge of CLK. 

17 NMI I Non-Maskable Interrupt. An edge-triggered input which causes a type 2 interrupt. A subroutine is vectored to via an 
interrupt vector lookup table located in system memory. NMI is not maskable internally by software. A transition 
from a LOW to HIGH initiates the interrupt at the end of the current instruction. This Input is internally synchronized. 

21 RESET I RESET. Causes the processor to immediately terminate its present activity. The signal must be active HIGH for at 
least four clock cycles. It restarts execution, as described in the instruction set description, when RESET returns 
LOW. RESET is internally synchronized. 

19 CLK I Clock. Provides the basic timing for the processor and bus controller. It is' asymmetriC with a 33% duty cycle to 
provide optimized internal timing. 

40 Vee Vee. The +5 V ±10% power supply pin. 

1,20 GND GND. The ground pins. 

33 MIN/MX I Minimum/Maximum. Indicates what mode the processor is to operate in. The two modes are discussed in the 
following sections. 

28 101M a Status line. An inverted maximum mode 'S2. It is used to distinguish a memory access from an 1/0 access. 101M 
becomes valid in the T 4 preceding a bus cycle and remains valid until the final T 4 of the cycle (1/0 = HIGH, 
M = LOW). 101M floats to three-state OFF in local bus "hold acknowledge." 

29 WR a Write. Strobe indicates that the processor is performing a write memory or write 110 cycle, depending on the state 
of the 10/M: signal. WR is active for T 2, T 3 and Tw of any write cycle. It is active LOW and floats to 3-state OFF in 
local bus "hold acknowledge." 

24 TN'fA a INTA. Used as a read strobe for interrupt acknowledge cycles. It is active LOW during T2, T3 and TW of each 
interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

25 ALE a Address Latch Enable. Provided by the processor to latch the address into 8282/8283 address latch. It is a HIGH 
pulse active during clock low of TI of any bus cycle. Note that ALE is never floated. 

27 DTIR 0 Data Transmit/Receive. Needed in a minimum system that desires to use an 8286/8287 data bus transceiver. It is 
used to control the direction of data flow through the transceiver. Logically DT /R' is equivalent to 'S1 in the 
maximum mode, and its timing is the same as for 101M (T = HIGH, R = LOW.) This Signal floats to three-state OFF 
in local bus "hold acknowledge." 

26 DEN a Data Enable. Provided as an output enable for the 8286/8287 in a minimum system that uses the transceiver. DEN 
is active LOW during each memory and I/O access and for INTA cycles. For a read or INTA cycle, it is active from 
the middle of T 2 until the middle of T 4; while for a write cycle, it is active from the beginning of T 2 until the middle of 
T 4. DEN floats to 3-state OFF during local bus "hold acknowledge." 

·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

Pin No.· Name I/O Description 

31,30 HOLD, I/O HOLD. Indicates that another master is requesting a local bus "hold." To be acknowledged, HOLD must be active 
HlDA HIGH. The processor receiving the "hold" request will issue HlDA (HIGH) as an acknowledgment in the middle of 

a T 4 or T 1 clock cycle. Simultaneous with the issuance of H lOA, the processor will float the local bus and control 
lines. After HOLD is detected as being lOW, the processor lowers HlDA, and when the processor needs to run 
another cycle, it will again drive the local bus and control lines. 

HOLD is not an asynchronous input. External synchronization should be provided if the system cannot otherwise 
guarantee the set-up time. 

34 550 0 Status Line. logically equivalent to SO in the maximum mode. The combination of 550, IO/M and DT /11 allows the 
system to completely decode the current bus cycle status. 

IO/M DT/A SSO Characteristics 

1 (HIGH) 0 0 Interrupt 
Acknowledge 

1 0 1 Read I/O port 

1 1 0 Write I/O port 

1 1 1 Halt 

o (lOW) 0 0 Code Access 

0 0 1 Read memory 

0 1 0 Write memory 

0 1 ·1 Passive 

28-26 52, 51, So 0 Status. Active during clock high of T 4, T 1 and T 2 and is returned to the passive state (1, 1, 1) during T 3 or during 
Tw when READY is HIGH. This status is used by the 8288 bus controller to generate all memory and I/O access 
control signals. Any change by 82, 81 or 80 during T 4 is used to indicate the beginning of a bus cycle, and the 
return to the passive state in T3 or TW is used to indicate the end of a bus cycle. 

These signals float to three-state OFF during "hold acknowledge." During the first clock cycle after RESET 
becomes active, these Signals are active HIGH. After this first clock, they float to three-state OFF . 

S2 51 So Characteristics 

o (lOW) 0 0 Interrupt 
Acknowledge 

0 0 1 Read I/O Port 

0 1 0 Write I/O Port 

0 1 1 Halt 

1 (HIGH) 0 0 Code Access 

1 0 1 Read Memory 

1 1 0 Write Memory 

1 1 1 Passive 

31,30 Ra/GTo, I/O Request/Grant. Pins are used by other local bus masters to force th~ocessor to release the local bus at the end 
Ra/GTI of th~rocessor's current bus cycle. Each pin is bidirectional with R /GTo having higher priority than Fm/GT1. 

RQ/GT has an internal pull-up resistor, so may be left unconnected. The request/grant sequence is as follows:. 
1. A pulse of one ClK wide from another local bus master indicates a local bus request ("hold") to the 8088 

(pulse 1). 

2. During a T 4 or T 1 clock cycle, a pulse one clock wide from the 8088 to the requesting master (pulse 2), indicates 
that the 8088 has allowed the local bus to float and that it will enter the "hold acknowledge" state at the next 
ClK. The CPU's bus interface unit is disconnected logically from the local bus during "hold aCknowledge." The 
same rules as for HOlDlHlDA apply as for when the bus is released. 

3. A pulse one ClK wide from the requesting master indicates to the 8088 (pulse 3) that the "hold" request is 
about to end and that the 8088 can reclaim the local ~us at the next ClK. The CPU then enters T 4. 

Each master-master exchange of the local bus is a sequence of three pulses. There must be one idle ClK cycle 
after each bus exchange. Pulses are active lOW. 

If the request is made while the CPU is performing a memory cycle, it will release the local bus during T 4 of the 
cycle when all the following conditions are met: 

1. Request occurs on or before T 2. 
2. Current cycle is not the low bit of a word. 
3. Current cycle is not the first acknowledge of an interrupt acknowledge sequence. 
4. A locked instruction is not currently executing. 

If the local bus is Idle when the request is made, two possible events will follow: 

1. local bus will be released during the next clock. 
2. A memory cycle will start within 3 clocks. Now the four rules for a currently active memoryeycle apply with 

condition number 1 already satisfied. 

29 LOCK 0 [QGK. Indicates that other system bus masters are not to gain control of the system bus while LOCK is active 
(lOW). The lOCK signal is activated by the "lOCK" prefix instruction and remains active until the completion of 
the next instruction. This signal is active lOW and floats to 3-state off in "hold acknowledge." 

·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 

't 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

Pin No.* Name 1/0 Description 

24,25 o Queue Status. Provides status to allow external tracking of the internal 8088 instruction queue. The queue status is 
valid during the elK cycle after which the queue operation is performed. 

QSt QSo Characteristics 

o (lOW) o No Operation 
First Byte of Opcode from Queue 

1 (HIGH) o Empty the Queue 
Subsequent Byte from Queue 

34 O' Pin 34 is always HIGH in the maximum mode. 
·Pin numbers correspond to DIPs only. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The 8088 Compared to the 8086 

• The queue length is 4 bytes in the 8088; whereas, the 8086 
queue contains 6 bytes, or three words. The queue was 
shortened to prevent overuse of the bus by the BIU when 
prefetching instructions. This was required because of the 
additional time necessary to fetch instructions 8 bits at a 
time. 

• To further optimize the queue, the prefetching algorithm 
was changed. The 8088 BIU will fetch a new instruction to 
load into the queue each time there is a 1 byte hole (space 
available) in the queue. The 8086 waits until a 2·byte space 
is available. 

• The internal execution time of the instruction set is affected 
by the 8·bit interface. All 16·bit fetches and writes from/to 
memory take an additional four clock cycles. The CPU is 
also limited by the speed of instruction fetches. This latter 
problem only occurs when a series of simple operations 
occurs. When the more sophisticated instructions of the 
8088 are being used, the queue has time to fill and the 
execution proceeds as fast as the execution unit will allow. 

The 8088 and 8086 are completely software compatible by 
virtue of their identical execution units. Software that is system 
dependent may not be completely transferable, but software 
that is not system dependent will operate equally as well on an 
8088 or an 8086. 

The hardware interface of the 8088 contains the major 
differences between the two CPUs. The pin assignments are 
nearly identical, however, with the following functional 
changes: 

• As - A15 - These pins are only address outputs on the 
8088. These address lines are latched internally and 
remain valid throughout a bus cycle in a manner similar to 
the 8085 upper address lines. 

• BRE has no meaning on the 8088 and has been eliminated. 

• SSO provides the SO status information in the minimum 
mode. This output occurs on pin 34 in minimum mode only. 
DT/R, 10lM, and SSO provide the complete bus status in 
minimum mode. 

• 10/M has been inverted to be compatible with the MCS·85 
bus structure. 

• ALE is delayed by one clock cycle in the minimum mode 
when entering HALT, to allow the status to be latched with 
ALE. 

1/0 Addressing 

In the 8088, I/O operations can address up to a maximum of 
64K I/O registers. The I/O address appears in the same 
format as the memory address on bus lines A15 - Ao. The 
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address lines A19 - A16 are zero in I/O operations. The 
variable I/O instructions, which use register OX as a pointer, 
have full address capability, while the direct I/O instructions 
directly address one or two of the 256 I/O byte locations in 
page 0 of the I/O address space. I/O ports are addressed in 
the same manner as memory locations. 

Designers familiar with the 8085 or upgrading an 8085 design 
should note that the 8085 addresses I/O with an 8·bit address 
on both halves of the 16·bit address bus. The 8088 uses a full 
16·bit address of its lower 16 address lines. 

Bus Operation 

The 8088 address/data bus is broken into three parts - the 
lower eight address/data bits (ADo - AD7), the middle eight 
address bits (As - A15) and the upper four address bits 
(A16-A19). The address/data bits and the highest four 
address bits are time multiplexed. This technique provides the 
most efficient use of pins on the processor, permitting the use 
of a standard 40 lead package. The middle eight address bits 
are not multiplexed; i.e., they remain valid throughout each bus 
cycle. In addition, the bus can be demultiplexed at the 
processor with a single address latch if a standard, non· 
multiplexed bus is desired for the system. 

Each processor bus cycle consists of at least four ClK cycles. 
These are referred to as T1, T2, T3 and T 4. The address is 
emitted from the processor during T1 and data transfer occurs 
on the bus during T3 and T 4. T2 is used primarily for changing 
the direction of the bus during read operations. In the event 
that a "NOT READY" indication is given by the addressed 
device, "wait" states (Tw) are inserted between T3 and T 4. 
Each inserted "wait" state is of the same duration as a ClK 
cycle. Periods can occur between 8088 driven bus cycles. 
These are referred to as "idle" states (Ti) or inactive ClK 
cycles. The processor uses these cycles for internal house· 
keeping. 

During T1 of any bus cycle, the ALE (address latch enable), 
signal is emitted (by either the processor or the 8288 bus 
controller, depending on the MN/MX strap). At the trailing 
edge of this pulse, a valid address and certain status informa· 
tion for the cycle may be latched. • 

Status bits &>, ST, and 52 are used by the bus controller, in 
maximum mode, to identify the type of bus transaction 
according to the following table: 

S2 S1 So Characteristics 

o (LOW) 0 0 Interrupt Acknowledge 
0 0 1 Read I/O 
0 1 0 Write I/O 
0 1 1 Halt 
1 (HIGH) 0 0 Instruction Fetch 
1 0 1 Read Data from Memory 
1 1 0 Write Data to Memory 
1 1 1 Passive (no bus cycle) 
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Status bits S3 through S6 are multiplexed with high order 
address bits and are therefore valid during T2 through T4. S3 
and 84 indicate which segment register was used for this bus 
cycle in forming the address according to the following table: 

S4 53 Character/sties 

o (LOW) 0 Alternate Data (extra segment) 
0 1 .Stack 
1 (HIGH) 0 Code or None 
1 1 Data 

S5 is a reflection of the PSW interrupt enable bit. S6 is always 
equal to O. 

External Interface 

Processor Reset and Initialization 

Processor initialization or start up is accomplished with activa
tion (HIGH) of the RESET pin. The 8088 RESET is required to 
be HIGH for greater than four clock cycles. The 8088 will 
terminate operations on the high-going edge of RESET and 
will remain dormant as long as RESET is HIGH. The low-going 
transition of RESET triggers an internal reset sequence for 
approximately 7 clock cycles. After this interval the 8088 
operates normally, beginning with the instruction in absolute 
location FFFFOH (see Figure 3). The RESET input is internally 
synchronized to the processor clock. At initialization, the HIGH 
to LOW transition of RESET must occur no sooner than 50 iJs 
after power up, to allow complete initialization of the 8088. 

lt INTR is asserted sooner than nine clock cycles after the end 
of RESET, the processor may execute one instruction before 
responding to the interrupt. 

All three-state outputs float to three-state OFF during RESET. 
Status is active in the idle state for the first clock after RESET 
becomes active and then floats to three-state OFF. 

Interrupt Operations 

Interrupt operations fall into two classes: software or hardware 
initiated. The software initiated interrupts and software as
pects of hardware interrupts are specified in the instruction set 
description in the iAPX 88 book or the iAPX 86, 88 User's 
Manual. Hardware interrupts can be classified as non mask
able or maskable. 

Interrupts result in a transfer of control to a new program 
location. A 256 element table containing address pointers to 
the interrupt service program locations resides in absolute 
locations 0 through 3FFH (see Figure 3), which are reserved 
for this purpose. Each element in the table is 4 bytes in size 
and corresponds to an interrupt "type." An interrupting device 
supplies an 8-bit type number, during the interrupt acknowl
edge sequence, which is used to vector through the appropri
ate element to the new interrupt service program location. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) 

The processor provides a single non-maskable interrupt (NMI) 
pin which has higher priority than the maskable interrupt 
request (lNTR) pin. A typical use would be to activate a power 
failure routine. The NMI is edge-triggered on a LOW to HIGH 
transition. The activation of this pin causes a type 2 interrupt. 

NMI is required to have a duration in the HIGH state of greater 
than two clock cycles but is not required to be synchronized to 
the clock. Any higher going transition of NMI is latched on-chip 
and will be serviced at the end of the current instruction or 
between whole moves (2 bytes in the case of word moves) of 
a block type instruction. Worst case response to NMI would be 
for multiply, divide and variable shift instructions. There is no 
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specification on the occurrence of the low-going edge; it may 
occur before, during or after the servicing of NMI. Another 
high-going edge triggers another response if it occurs after the 
start of the NMI procedure. The signal must be free of logical 
spikes in general and be free of bounces on the low-going 
edge to avoid triggering extraneous responses. 

Maskable Interrupt (INTR) 

The 8088 provides a single interrupt request input (INTR) 
which can be masked internally by software with the resetting 
of the interrupt enable (IF) flag bit. The interrupt request signal 
is level triggered. It is internally synchronized during each 
clock cycle on the high-going edge of CLK. To be responded 
to, INTR must be present (HIGH) during the clock period 
preceding the end of the current instruction or the end of a 
whole move for a block type instruction. During interrupt 
response sequence, further interrupts are disabled. The en
able bit is reset as part of the response to any interrupt (INTR, 
NMI, software interrupt, or single step), although the FLAGS 
register which is automatically pushed onto the stack reflects 
the state of the processor prior to the interrupt. Until the old 
FLAGS register is restored, the enable bit will be zero unless 
specifically set by an instruction. 

During the response sequence (see Figure 1), the processor 
executes two successive (back to back) interrupt acknowl
edge cycles. The 8088 emits the LOCK Signal (maximum 
mode only) from T2 of the first bus cycle until T2 of the 
second. A local bus "hold" request will not be honored until 
the end of the second bus cycle. In the second bus cycle, a 
byte is fetched from the external interrupt system (e.g., 8259A 
PIC) which identifies the source (type) of the interrupt. This 
byte is multiplied by four and used as a pointer. into the 
interrupt vector lookup table. An INTR signal left HIGH will be 
continually responded to within the limitations of the enable bit 
and sample period. The interrupt return instruction includes a 
flags pop which returns the status of the original interrupt 
enable bit when it restores the flags. 

HALT 
When a software HALT instruction is executed, the processor 
indicates that it is entering the HALT state in one of two ways, 
depending upon which mode is strapped. In minimum mode, 
the processor issues ALE, delayed by one clock cycle, to allow 
the system to latch the halt status. Halt status is available on 
10/M, DT iFf and SSO. In maximum mode, the processor 
issues appropriate HALT status· on S2, Sf and SO, and the 
8288 bus controller issues one ALE. The 8088 will not leave 
the HALT state when a local bus hold is entered while in 
HALT. In this case, the processor reissues the HALT indicator 
at the end of the local bus hold. An interrupt request or RESET 
will force the 8088 out of the HALT state. 

Read/Modify/Write (Semaphore) Operations via 
LOCK 

The LOCK status information is provided by the processor 
when consecutive bus cycles are required during the execu
tion of an instruction. This allows the processor to perform 
read/modify/write operations on memory (via the "exchange 
register with memory" instruction), without another system 
bus master receiving intervening memory cycles. This is useful 
in multiprocessor system configurations to accomplish "test 
and set lock" operations. The LOCK Signal is activated (LOW) 
in the clock cycle following decoding of the LOCK. prefix 
instruction. It is deactivated at the end of the last bus cycle of 
the instruction following the LOCK prefix. While LOCK is 
active, a request on a RQ/GT pin will be recorded, and then 
honored at the end of the LOCK. 
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Figure 1. Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 

External Synchronization via TEST 

As an alternative to interrupts, the 8088 provides a single 
software-testable input pin (TEST). This input is utilized by 
executing a WAIT instruction. The single WAIT instruction is 
repeatedly executed until the TEST input goes active (LOW). 
The execution of WAIT does not consume bus cycles once the 
queue is full. 

If a local bus request occurs during WAIT execution, the 8088 
three-states all output drivers. If interrupts are enabled, the 
8088 will recognize interrupts and process them. The WAIT 
instruction is then refetched, and reexecuted. 

Basic System Timing 

In minimum mode, the MN/MX pin is strapped to Vee and the 
processor emits bus control signals compatible with the 8085 
bus structure. In maximum mode, the MN/MX pin is strapped 
to GND, and the processor emits coded status information, 
which the 8288 bus controller uses to generate MUL TIBUS 
compatible bus control signals. 

System Timing - Minimum System 

The read cycle begins in T1 with the. assertion of the address 
latch enable (ALE) signal. The trailing (lOW going) edge of this 
signal is used to latch the address information, which is valid 
on the addressldata bus (ADO - AD7) at this time, into the 
8282/8283 latch. Address lines A8 through A 15 do not need 
to be latched because they remain valid throughout the bus 
cycle. From T1 to T4 the 101M signal indicates a memory or 
110 operation. At T2 the address is removed from the 
addressldata bus; and the bus goes to a high impedance 
state. The read control signal is also asserted at T2. The read 
(RD) signal cau.ses the addressed device to enable its data 
bus drivers to the local bus. Some time later, valid data will be 
available on the bus and the addressed device will drive the 
READY line HIGH. When the processor returns the read signal 
to a HIGH level, the addressed device will again three-state its 
bus drivers. If a transceiver (8286/8287) is required to buffer 
the 8088 local bus, signals DT /R and DEN are provided by the 
8088. 
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A write cycle also begins with the assertion of ALE and the 
emission of the address. The 101M signal is again asserted to 
indicate a memory or 110 write operation. In T2, immediately 
following the address emiSSion, the processor emits the data 
to be written into the addressed location. This data remains 
valid until at least the middle of T4. During T2, T3 and Tw, the 
processor asserts the write control signal. The write (WR) 
signal becomes active at the beginning of T2, as opposed to 
the read, which is delayed somewhat into T2 to provide time 
for the bus to float. 

The basic difference between the interrupt acknowledge cycle 
and a read cycle is that the interrupt acknowledge (INT A) 
signal is asserted in place of the read (RD) signal and the 
address bus is floated (see Figure 1). In the second of two 
successive INTA cycles, a byte of information is read from the 
data bus, as supplied by the interrupt system logic (i.e., 8259A 
priority interrupt controller). This byte identifies the source 
(type) of the interrupt. It is multiplied by four and used as a 
pointer into the interrupt vector lookup table, as described 
earlier. 

Bus Timing - Medium Complexity Systems 

For medium complexity systems, the MN/MX pin is connected 
to GND and the 8288 bus controller is added to the system, as 
well as an 828218283 latch for latching the system address, 
and an 8286/8287 transceiver to allow for bus loading greater 
than the 8088 is capable of handling. Signals ALE, DEN and 
DT IR are generated by the 8288 instead of the processor in 
this configuration, although their timing remains relatively the 
same. The 8088 status outputs (S2, S1 and SO) provide type 
of cycle information and become 8288 inputs. This bus cycle 
information specifies read (code, data or liD), write (data or 
liD), interrupt acknowledge, or software halt. The 8288 thus 
issues control signals specifying memory read or write, 110 
read or write or interrupt acknowledge. The 8288 provides two 
types of write strobes, normal and advanced, to be applied as 
required. The normal write strobes have data valid at the 
leading edge of write. The advanced write strobes have the 
same timing as read strobes, and hence, data is not valid at 
the leading edge of write. The 8286/8287 transceiver receives 
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the usual T and OE inputs from the 8288's DT/R and DEN 
outputs. 

The pointer into the interrupt vector table, which is passed 
during the second INTA cycle, can derive from an 8259A 
located on either the local bus or the system bus. If the master 
8289A priority interrupt controller is positioned on the local 
bus, a TIL gate is required to disable the 8286/8287 
transceiver when reading from the master 8259A during the 
interrupt acknowledge sequence and software "poll." 

Memory Organization 

The processor provides a 20-bit address to memory which 
locates the byte being referenced. The memory is organized 
as a linear array of up to 1 million bytes, addressed as 
OOOOO(H) to FFFFF(H). The memory is logically divided into 
code, data, extra data and stack segments of up to 64K bytes 
each, with each segment falling on 16-byte boundaries (see 
Figure 2). 

All memory references are made relative to base addresses 
contained in high speed segment registers. The segment 
types were chosen based on the addressing needs of pro
grams. The segment register to be selected is automatically 
chosen according to the rules of the following table. All 
information in one segment type share the same logical 
attributes (e.g., code or data). By structuring memory into 
relocatable areas of similar characteristics and by automatic
ally selecting segment registers, programs are shorter, faster 
and more structured. 

)---,F== ,\ STACK SEGMENT 

+ OFfSET 

I----SEGMENT ~ l REGISTER FILE WORD I ~ 
\......J&!L ,DATA SEGMENT 

L cs ~ ::.:!!!L 

E:::1SiS::::~~======~--!'--------i os 
ES 

I----

1"",,"" "GM", 
L---+_--I 

'C.--.;t" OOOOOH 

DF004530 

Figure 2. Memory Organization 

Segment Register 

Word (16-bit) operands can be located on even or odd 
address boundaries. For address and data operands, the least 
significant byte of the word is stored in the lower valued 
address location and the most significant byte in the next 
higher address location. The BIU will automatically execute 
two fetch or write cycles for 16-bit operands. 

Certain locations in memory are reserved for specific CPU 
operations (see Figure 3). Locations from addresses FFFFOH 
through FFFFFH are reserved for operations including a jump 
to the initial system initialization routine. Following RESET, the 
CPU will always begin execution at location FFFFOH where 
the jump must be located. Locations OOOOOH through 003FFH 
are reserved for interrupt operations. Four-byte pOinters con
sisting of a 16-bit segment address and a 16-bit offset address 
direct program flow to one of the 256 possible interrupt service 
routines. The pointer elements are assumed to have been 
stored at their respective places in reserved memory prior to 
the occurrence of interrupts. 

Minimum and Maximum Modes 

The requirements for supporting minimum and maximum 8088 
systems are sufficiently different that they cannot be done 
efficiently with 40 uniquely defined pins. Consequently, the 
8088 is equipped with a strap pin (MN/MX) which defines the 
system configuration. The definition of a certain subset of the 
pins changes, dependent on the condition of the strap pin. 
When the MN/MX pin is strapped to GND, the 8088 defines 
pins 24 through 31 and 34 in maximum mode. When the MNI 
MX pin is strapped to Vee, the 8088 generates bus control 
signals itself on pins 24 through 31 and 34. 

FFFFFH 
RESET BOOTSTRAP 

PROGRAM JUMP 
FFFFOH 

• ~ • 
• 

3FFH 
INTERRUPT POINTER 

FOR TYPE 255 
3FOH 

• -• 
• 

7H 
INTERRUPT POINTER 

FOR TYPE 1 4H 

INTERRUPT POINTER 3H 

FOR TYPE 0 
OH 

DFOO4540 

Figure 3. Reserved Memory Locations 

Memory 
Reference Need Used Segment Selection Rule 

Instructions 

Stack 

Local Data 

External (Global) 
Data 

CODE (CS) Automatic with all instruction prefetch. 

STACK (SS) ~II stack pushes and pops. Memory references relative to BP base reg
Ister except data references. 

DATA (OS) Data references when: relative to stack, destination of string operation, 
or explicitly overridden. 

EXTRA (ES) Destination of string operations: Explicitly selected using a segment 
override. 
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The minimum mode 8088 can be used with either a multi
plexed or demultiplexed bus. The multiplexed bus configura
tion is compatible with the MCS-85 ™ multiplexed bus periph
erals (8155, 8156, 8355, 8755A, and 8185). This configuration 
(see Figure 4) provides the user with a minimum chip count 
system. This architecture provides the 8088 processing power 
in a highly integrated form. 

The demultiplexed mode requires one latch (for 64K address
ability) or two latches (for a full megabyte of addressing). A 
third latch can be used for buffering if the address bus loading 
requires it. An 8286 or 8287 transceiver can also be used if 
data bus buffering is required (see Figure 5). The 8088 
provides DEN and DT /R to control the transceiver, and ALE to 

At-All AOOR 

latch the addresses. This configuration of the minimum mode 
provides the standard de multiplexed bus structure with heavy 
bus buffering and relaxed bus timing requirements. 

The maximum mode employs the 8288 bus controller (see 
Figure 6). The 8288 decodes status lines SO, 51 and S2 and 
provides the system with all bus control signals. Moving the 
bus control to the 8288 provides better source and sink 
current capability to the control lines and frees the 8088 pins 
for extended large system features. Hardware lock, queue 
status and two request/grant interfaces are provided by the 
8088 in maximum mode. These features allow co-processors 
in local bus and remote bus configurations. 
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Figure 4. Multiplexed Bus Configuration 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial. (C) Devices 
Voltage on any 'Pin Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 

with Respect to Ground ..................... -1.0 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (VCC) 
Power Dissipation ............................................. 2.5 W 8088 ............................................... 5 V ± 10% 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
8088-1, 8088-2 .................................... 5 V ± 5% 

RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality Industrial (I) Devices 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Temperature (TA) ............................... -40 to +85°C 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device Supply Voltage (Vce) 
reliability. 8088 ............................................... 5 V ± 10% 

8088-1, 8088-2 .................................... 5 V ± 5% 

Military (M) Devices 
Temperature (T c) ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 
Supply Voltage (VCe) ............................ 5 V ± 10% 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (for APL, Products, Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are 
tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter Descl'lption Test Conditions Min Max Units 
Symbol 

Vilt Input Low Voltage 
COML: see Note 1 

MIL: Vee a Min. & Max. 
-0.5- +0,8 V 

COML: see Notes 1 & 2 
VIHt Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5- V 

Mil: Vee a Min. & Max. 
COML: IOL a 2.0 rnA 

VOL Output Low Voltage MIL: IOL - 2.0 rnA 0.45 V 
Vee = Min. 

COML: IOH" -400 pA 

VOH Output High Voltage MIL: IOH" -400 pA 2.4 V 
Vee = Min. 

ICC Power Supply Current (Note 6) MIL: Te" 25°C, Vee" Max. 340 rnA 

COML: 0 V.;;; VIN .;;; Vee ±10 
III Input Leakage Current MIL: Vee a Max. -10 10 

pA 
VIN - 5.5 V & 0 V 

COML: 0.45 V..; VOUT';;; Vee COML ±10 
ILOtt Output Leakage Current MIL: Vee" Max. MIL -10 MIL 10 

pA 
VOUT .. 5.5 V & 0.45 V 

Vel Clock Input Low Voltage -0.5 +0.6 V 

VeH Clock Input High Voltage 3.9 Vee + 1.0 V 

CIN 
Capacitance of Input Buffer (All input except 

fc~ 1 MHz 15 pF 
ADo-AD7, RQ/GT) 

CIO Capacitance of 1/0 Buffer (ADo-AD7, RQ/GT) fc .. 1'MHz 15 pF 

18088 340 

Icc Power Supply Current TA z 25°C I 8088-1, -2 350 rnA 

I pe08e 250 

Notes: 1. VIL tested with MN/MX pin = 0 V; VIH tested with MN/MX pin = 5 V; MN/MX is a strap pin. 
2. Not applicable to RO/GTO and RQ/GT1 pins (pins 30 and 31). 
3. Signal at 8284 or 8288 shown for reference only. 
4. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
5. Applies only to T 3 and Wait states. 
6. IcC is measured while running a functional pattern with spec value 10L/IOH loads applied. 

* Guaranteed by design; 'not tested. 
t Group A, Subgroups 7 and 8 only are tested. 

tt Group A. Subgroups 1 and 2 only are tested. 
ttt Not included in Group A test. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
MINIMUM COMPLEXITY SYSTEM TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

8088 8088·2 8088·1 
Parameter Parameter Test 
Symbol Description Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

TCLCL CLK Cycle Period 200 500 125 500 100 500 ns 

TCLCH CLK Low Time 118 68 53 ns 

TCHCL CLK High Time 69 44 39 ns 

TCH1CH2 CLK Rise Time From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 10 ns 

TCL2CLl CLK Fall Time From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 10 ns 

TDVCL Data in Set-up Time 30 20 5 ns 

TCLDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TRlVCL RDY Set-up Time into 8284 
35 35 35 ns (See Notes 3, 4) 

TCLR1X RDY Hold Time into 8284 0 0 0 ns (See Notes 3, 4) 

TRYHCH READY Set-up Time into 8088 118 68 53 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8088 30 20 20 ns 

TRYLCL READY Inactive to CLK -8 (See Note 5) -8 -10 ns 

THVCH HOLD Set-up Time 35 20 20 ns 

TINVCH INTR, NMI, TEST Set-up Time 
30 15 15 ns (See Note 4) 

TlliH Input Rise Time (Except CLK) From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns 

TIHIL Input Fall Time (Except CLK) From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns .. 
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
TIMING RESPONSES 

8088 8088·2 8088·1 
Parameter Parameter Test 
Symbol Description Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 
TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay TCLAX 80 TCLAX 50 10 40 ns 

TLHLL ALE Width TCLCH -20 TCLCH -10 TCLCH -10 ns 

TCLLH ALE Active Delay 80 50 40 ns 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay 85 55 45 ns 

TLLAX Address Hold Time to TCHCL -10 TCHCL -10 TCHCL -10 ns ALE Inactive 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TWHDX Data Hold Time After TCLCH -30 TCLCH -30 TCLCH -25 ns WR 

TCVCTV Control Active Delay 1 10 110 10 70 10 50 ns 

TCHCTV Control Active Delay 2 CL = 20-100 pF 10 110 10 60 10 45 ns 

TCVCTX Control Inactive Delay for all 8088 10 110 10 70 10 50 ns Outputs (in addition 
TAZRL Address Float to to internal loads) 0 0 0 ns 

READ Active 

TCLRL RD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 10 70 ns 

TCLRH RD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 80 10 60 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next TCLCL -45 TCLCL -40 TCLCL -35 ns 
Address Active 

TCLHAV HLDA Valid Delay 10 160 10 100 10 60 ns 

TRLRH RD Width 2TCLCL -75 2TCLCL -50 2TCLCL -40 ns 

TWLWH WR Width 2TCLCL -60 2TCLCL -40 2TCLCL -35 ns 

TAVAL Address Valid to ALE TCLCH -60 TCLCH -40 TCLCH -35 ns 
Low 

TOLOH Output Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns 
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SWITCHING TESr INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM SWITCHING TEST LOAD CIRCUIT 

U=X.-nsT >OMS-.1C 
DEVICE 
UNDER 1 C, •• ,,' • 'Op' 
TEST 

0.45 

WF006760 

WF006771 

AC testing inputs are driven at 2.4 V for a logic "1" and Cl Includes JIG Capacitance. 
0.45 V for a logic "0." The clock is driven at 4.3 V and 
0.25 V. Timing measurements are made at 1.5 V for both 
a logic "1" and "0." 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
MAX MODE SYSTEM (USING 8288 BUS CONTROLLER) TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

8088 8088-2 8088-1 
Parameter Parameter Test 
Symbol Description Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

TClCl ClK Cycle Period 200 500 125 500 100 500 ns 

TClCH ClK low Time 118 68 53 ns 

TCHCl ClK High Time 69 44 39 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 10 ns 

TCL2Cll ClK Fall Time From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Set-up Time 30 20 5 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Set-up Time into 8284 35 35 35 ns (See Notes 1, 2) 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284 0 0 0 ns (See Notes 1,2) 

TRYHCH READY Set-up Time into 8088 118 68 53 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8088 30 20 20 ns 

TRYlCl READY Inactive to ClK -8 -8 -10 ns (See Note 3) 

Set-up Time for Recognition 
TINVCH (INTR, NMI, TEST) 30 15 15 ns 

(See Note 2) 

TGVCH RO/GT Set-up Time 30 15 12 ns 

TCHGX RO Hold Time into 8086 40 30 20 ns 

TILIH Input Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns (Except ClK) 

TIHll Input Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns (Except ClK) 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284 or 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Set-up requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T 3 and Wait states. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
TIMING RESPONSES 

8088 8088-2 8088-1 
Parameter Parameter Test 
Symbol Description Conditions Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

TCLML Command Active Delay 10 35 10 35 10 35 ns (See Note 1) 

. TCLMH Command Inactive Delay 10 35 10 35 10 35 ns (See Note 1) 

TRYHSH READY Active to Status 110 65 45 ns Passive (See Note 3) 

TCHSV Status Active Delay 10 110 10 60 10 45 ns 

TCLSH Status Inactive Delay 10 130 10 70 10 55 ns 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay TCLAX 80 TCLAX 50 10 40 ns 

TSVLH Status Valid to ALE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TSVMCH Status Valid to MCE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCLLH CLK Low to ALE Valid 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCLMCH CLK Low to MCE High 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay CL = 20-100 pF 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) for all 8088 
outputs (in addition 

TCLMCL MCE Inactive Delay to internal loads) 15 15 15 ns (See Note 1) a 
TCLDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 10 50 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 10 ns 

TCVNV Control Active Delay 5 45 5 45 5 45 ns (See Note 1) 

TCVNX Control Inactive Delay 10 45 10 45 10 45 ns (See Note 1) 

TAZRL Address Float to 0 0 0 ns Read Active 

TCLRL RD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 10 70 ns 

TCLRH RD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 80 10 60 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next TCLCL TCLCL TCLCL ns Address Active -45 -40 -35 

TCHDTL Direction Control Active 50 50 50 ns Delay (See Note 1) 

TCHDTH Direction Control Inactive 30 30 30 ns Delay (See Note 1) 

TCLGL GT Active Delay 85 50 0 45 ns 

TCLGH GT Inactive Delay 85 50 a 45 ns 

TRLRH RD Width 2TCLCL 2TCLCL 2TCLCL ns -75 -50 -40 

TOLOH Output Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284 or 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next elK. 
3. Applies only to T2 state (8 ns into T3 state). 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Group A, 
Subgroups 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) . 

MINIMUM COMPLEXITY SYSTEM TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

8088 8088·2 
Parameter Parameter Test Conditions 
Symbol Description (Note.6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TCLCl ClK Cycle Period (Note 11) 200 500 125 500 ns 

TCLCH CLK LOW Time 118. 68 ns 

TCHCl CLK HIGH Time 69 44 ns 

TCH1CH2 CLK Rise Time (Note 5) From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 ns 

TCL2CLl CLK Fall Time (Note 5) From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Setup Time 30 20 ns 

TCLDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TR1VCL ROY Setup Time into 8284A 35 35 ns (Notes 1 & 2) 

TCLR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284A 0 0 ns (Notes 1 & 2) 

TRYHCH READY Setup Time into 8088 118 68 ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 8088 30 20 ns 

TRYLCL READY Inactive to CLK -8 -8 ns (Note 3) 

THVCH HOLD Setup Time 35 20 ns 

TINVCH INTR, NMI, 'fESi Setup 30 15 ns Time (Note 2) 

TlliH Input Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns (Except CLK) (Note 5) 

TIHll Input Fall TIme (Except eLK) (Note 5) From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A and 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next eLK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8 ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vee ~ 4.5 V, 5.5 V VIH a 2.4 V· . 

VIL =.45 V VIHe a 4.3 V 
VILe = .25 V VOH = 1.6 V 
VOL = 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 
8. Maximum spec tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TCLCL Max. are: 

Vee =4.5 V VOL a 1 V 
VIL =0 V VIH a 4 V 
VILC = 0 V VIHC - 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 
TIMING RESPONSES 

8088 8088-2 
Parameter Parameter Test Conditions (Note 
Symbol Description 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time (Notes 7 & 8) 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay (Note 8) 10 80 10 50 ns 

TLHLL ALE Width (Note 10) 98 58 ns 

TCLLH ALE Active Delay (Note 8) 80 50 ns 

TCHLL ALE Inactive Delay (Note 8) 85 55 ns 

TLLAX Address Hold Time to 59 34 ns ALE Inactive (Note 7) 

TCLDV Data Valid Delay (Note 8) 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold TIme (Note 10) 10 10 ns 

TWHDX Data Hold TIme After WR (Note 9) 88 38 ns 

TCVCTV Control Active Delay 1 (Note 8) 10 110 10 70 ns 

TCHCTV Control Active Delay 2 (Note 8) CL = 100 pF 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCVCTX Control Inactive Delay (Note 8) for all 8088 10 110 10 70 ns Outputs (in addition 
TAZRL Address Float to to internal loads). 0 0 ns READ Active (Note 9) 

TCLRL AD Active Delay (Note 8) 10 165 10 100 ns 

TCLRH AD Inactive Delay (Note 8) 10 150 10 80 ns 

TRHAV AD Inactive to Next 155 85 ns Address Active (Note 10) 

TCLHAV HLDA Valid Delay (Note 8) 10 160 10 100 ns 

TRLRH AD Width (Note 10) 325 200 ns D 
TWLWH INA Width (Note 10) 340 210 ns 

TAVAL Address. Valid to ALE Low 58 28 ns (Note 9) 

TOLOH Output Rise Time (Note 9) From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TOHOL Output Fall TIme (Note 9) From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8284A and 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next CLK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8 ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vee -4.5 V. 5.5 V VIH m 2.4 V 

VIL =.45 V VIHC -4.3 V 
VILC a.25 V VOH a 1.6 V 
VOL -1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at VCC Max. (5.5 V) only. 
8. Maximum spec tested at Vcc Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vec Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TCLCL Max. are: 

Vee -4.5 V VOL - 1 V 
VIL -0 V VIH - 4 V 
VILC -0 V VIHC .. 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 
MAX MODE SYSTEM (USING 8288 BUS CONTROLLER) TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

8088 8088·2 
Parameter Parameter Test Conditions 
Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TClCl ClK Cycle Period (Note 11) 200 500 125 500 ns 

TClCH ClK lOW Time 118 68 ns 

TCHCl ClK HIGH Time 69 44 ns 

TCH1CH2 ClK Rise Time (Note 5) From 1.0 to 3.5 V 10 10 ns 

TCl2Cl1 ClK Fall Time (Note 5) From 3.5 to 1.0 V 10 10 ns 

TDVCl Data in Setup Time 30 20 ns 

TClDX Data in Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TR1VCl ROY Setup Time into 8284A 35 35 ns (Notes 1 & 2) 

TClR1X ROY Hold Time into 8284A 0 0 ns (Notes 1 & 2) 

TRYHCH .' READY Setup Time into BOBB 118 6B ns 

TCHRYX READY Hold Time into 808B 30 20 ns 

TRVl-Cl READY Inactive to ClK -B -B ns (Note 3) 

Setup Time for Recognition 
TINVCH (INTR, NMI, Tm 30 15 ns 

(Note 2) 

TGVCH RQ/Gi Setup Time 30 15 ns 

TCHGX RQ Hold Time into B086 40 30 ns 

TILIH Input Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns (Except ClK) (Note 5) 

TIHll Input Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns (Except ClK) (Note 5) 

Notes: 1. Signal at B2B4A and B2B8 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (B ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vee c 4.5 V, 5.5 V VIH = 2.4 V 

VIL -.45 V VI He =4.3 V 
VILe = .25 V VOH = 1.6 V 
VOL = 1.4 V 

.7. Minimum spec tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 
B. Maximum spec tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at Vee Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at Vee Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TClCl Max. are: 

Vee =4.5 V VOL - 1 V 
VIL =0 V VIH - 4 V 
VILe =0 V VIHe = 5 V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 

TIMING RESPONSES 

8088 8088-2 
Parameter Parameter Test Conditions 
Symbol Description (Note 6) Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TClMl Command Active Delay 10 35 10 35 ns (Note 1) 

TClMH Command Inactive Delay 10 35 10 35 ns (Note 1) 

TRYHSH READY Active to Status 
Passive (Note 4) 110 65 ns 

TCHSV Status Active Delay (Notes 7 & 8) 10 110 10 60 ns 

TClSH Status Inactive Delay 10 130 10 70 ns 

TCLAV Address Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCLAX Address Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TCLAZ Address Float Delay 10 80 10 50 ns 

TSVlH Status Valid to ALE HIGH 
(Note 1) 15 15 ns 

TSVMCH Status Valid to MCE HIGH 15 15 ns (Note 1) 

TCllH ClK lOW to ALE Valid 15 15 ns (Note 1) 

TClMCH ClK lOW to MCE HIGH 15 15 ns (Note 1) 

TCHll ALE Inactive Delay CL = 100 pF 15 15 ns (Note 1) for all 8088 
.. 

MCE Inactive Delay Outputs (In addition 
TClMCl (Note 1) to internal loads) 15 15 ns 

TClDV Data Valid Delay 10 110 10 60 ns 

TCHDX Data Hold Time 10 10 ns 

TCVNV Control Active Delay 5 45 5 45 ns (Note 1) 

TCVNX Control Inactive Delay 10 45 10 45 ns (Note 1) 

TAZRl Address Float to 0 0 ns Read Active 

TClRl RD Active Delay 10 165 10 100 ns 

TClRH RD Inactive Delay 10 150 10 80 ns 

TRHAV RD Inactive to Next 155 85 ns Address Active 

TCHDTl Direction Control Active 50 50 ns Delay (Note 1) 

TCHDTH Direction Control Inactive 30 30 ns Delay (Note 1) 

TClGl GT Active Delay (Note 8) 110 50 ns 

TClGH GT Inactive Delay (Note 8) 85 50 ns 

TRlRH RD Width 325 200 ns 

TOlOH Output Rise Time From 0.8 to 2.0 V 20 20 ns 

TOHOl Output Fall Time From 2.0 to 0.8 V 12 12 ns 

Notes: 1. Signal at 8264A and 8288 shown for reference only. 
2. Setup requirement for asynchronous signal only to guarantee recognition at next ClK. 
3. Applies only to T3 and wait states. 
4. Applies only to T2 state (8 ns into T3). 
5. Not tested; these specs are controlled by the Teradyne J941 tester. 
6. Vee -4.5 V. 5.5 V VIH =2.4 V 

VIL =.45 V VIHC = 4.3 V 
VILC =.25 V VOH = 1.6 V 
VOL = 1.4 V 

7. Minimum spec tested at Vec Max. (5.5 V) only. 
8. Maximum spec tested at VCC Min. (4.5 V) only. 
9. Tested at VCC Max. (5.5 V) only. 

10. Tested at VCC Min. (4.5 V) only. 
11. Test conditions for TClCl Max. are: 

VCC =4.5 V VOL = 1 V 
VIL -0 V VIH = 4 V 
VILC -0 V VIHC = 5 V 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

BUS TIMING - MINIMUM MODE SYSTEM 

T, T2 T3 T, 

-TCLCI.- "",001 -TCL2C1.1 Tw 
VCH 

r---\ ,~ If\ CLK (12&4 OUTPUT) --r---\ 
~ \. J \. 0- 1 I\. 

- TCHCTV r-- TCHCL -TCl.CH-

101M. sse ,\If 
jr\. 

,\If Au-At (FLOAT DURING INTA) 
\/ 

Au-At 
/1\ II\. 

TCLAV_ r-- - t-TCLDV TCHDX- -TCLAX- t--

A,./$a-A"/Sa \V A,.-A,. \V ~-Sa 
\/ 

II\. A\ 1\ 
TCLUt- r I-TUtLL-::= r--TLLAX 
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,--

ALE / I\. ----
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- I-TCHRYX 

\ ... 
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TRYHCH-

f---- -TCLAZ TDVCI.- r--TCLDX~ 

AOrADO V ~-ADO 
'\ DATA IN 1/ 

11\ I 

H 
41 FL~~ 

TAZRL- - TCLRH- --;-r-TRHAV 

Jil5 ~~ j" 1\ 
READ CYCLE 
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(Wft. ooi~~o.!l TCLRL 
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TRLRH r TCHCTV 

DT/R 

=-{t TCYCTX- j 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

BUS TIMING - MINIMUM MODE SYSTEM (continued) 

AOr·AOo 

WRITE CYCLE DEN 
NOTE! 

\Vii 

TCLAZ 

ADr·ADo 

TCHCTV 

DT/A 

INTI. CYCLE 
NOTES!.3 TCVCTV 

(Ro. WA ~ VOHl 

INTI. 

IHVAUD ADORE" SOFTWARE HALT 

TClAV 

WF006780 

Notes: 1. All signals switch between VOH and VOL unless otherwise specified. 
2. RDY is sampled near the end of T2. T3. Tw to determine if Tw machines states are to be inserted. 
3. Two INTA cycles run back·to-back. The 8088 local ADDR/DATA bus is floating during both INTA cycles. Control signals 

are shown for the second INTA cycle. 
4. Signals at 8284 are shown for reference only. 
5. All timing measurements are made at 1.5 V unless otherwise noted. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

BUS TIMING - MAXIMUM MODE 

T, T2 T3 T4 

. .,.,.,,., 

'~~1 r--TCL2CLl 
VOl Tw 

CLK ./ " ~ f\ '~ J~ V.::J \ I / 1\ 
TCLAV-

f 
TCHCL . TClCH 

0Sg. os, )C 
TCH5V - -TCLStI 

12.1;. CO (EXCUT HALT) 
11111111, (11111f '\ I\. 

NOTE.) 

'fU 

A'S-A, " A'S-A, 
,~ 

I\. Ir>.. 

IV 
TCHDX-- -TCU 

TCLAX- - I-

A,.I"'A,./~ " A"-A,, " 5,.53. 'II 
J\ I\, /1\ 

TSVLH- - { TCHll 
TCLLH-

ALE (12&1 0I1TPUT) /'--
SEE NOTE 5 K :--Tl ltVCL 

RDY (1284 INPUT) ~ • ~-
~ -TClAn 

TRYLe r---
- .,I 

J 
READY (8088 INPUT) - r--TCHRYX 

TlAYH5H- ---, ) 
I ~ - TCLAX -

READ CYCLE TCLAV-

f - TCLAZ - [ny. _ 

A~-ADo A~-ADo " DATA IN " V-
I 

fL/f\ 
/ FLOAT 

~ 
AZRL- - TCLAH 

( 
H 

AD ) j' 
TCHDTl- t ~ TCHDTH 

TALAH 

DT/R 

-- f TCu.I- \\ 
82lIII 0UTPIIT'8 iiiDC OR lORe 
SEE NDTE85,1 

TCVNV- F DEN 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

BUS TIMING - MAXIMUM MODE SYSTEM (USING 8288) 

ii. S;. so (EXCEPT HALT) 

WRIT£CVCLE TCUV 

~·ADo 

DEN 

1211 OUTP\ITS AJlWC OR AiOWC 
SEE NOTESs.a 

IoIWTCORiOWC 

INTACVCLE 

A1S"Ae 
(SEE NOTES 3. 4) 

~.ADo 

~ 

OTiii 

.:IIIOUTPIITS 
SEE NOTES 5.' 

MA 

DEN 

WF006801 

Notes: 1. All signals switch between VOH and VOL unless otherwise specified. 
2. ROY is sampled near the end of T2, T3, Tw to determine if TW machines states are to be inserted. 
3. Cascade address is valid between first and second INTA cycles. 
4. Two INTA cycles run back-to-back. The 8088 local ADDR/DATA bus is floating during both INTA cycles. Control for 

pointer address is shown for second INTA cycle. 
5. Signals at 8284 or 8288 are shown for reference only. 
6. The issuance of the 8288 command and control signals (MRDC, MWTC, AMWC, IORC, IOWC, AIOWC, INTA, and DEN) 

lags the active high 8288 CEN. 
7. All timing measurements are made at 1.5 V unless otherwise noted. 
8. Status inactive in state just prior to T 4. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

ASYNCHRONOUS SIGNAL RECOGNITION 

NMI) ~'~rr" 
INTR SIGNAL X 
rEST 

WF006820 

BUS LOCK SIGNAL TIMING (MAXIMUM MODE 
ONLY) 

ANY ClK CYClE-j 

ClK 

WF006830 

Note: Set-up requirements for asynchronous signals only to guarantee recognition at next elK. 

REQUEST/GRANT SEQUENCE TIMING (MAXIMUM MODE ONLY) 

elK 

A19/Se.A1S/~ PREVIOUS GRANT 

An-At 
~Dz·A~o 

~ .. ~ --------------~ 

WF006840 

Note: The coprocessor may not drive the buses outside the region shown without rising contention. 

HOLD/HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING (MIMIMUM MODE ONLY) 

~
lClKCYClE 

ClK 

. ---j L5 (SEE NOTE 1) 

HOLD --' \ 

HlDA 

------~ll----+-...I 

0000 : 1--: --J 
~ ________ C_~_R~r~E-SS-OO----------J 

WF006851 

Note: All Signals switch between VOH and VOL unless otherwise specified. 
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DATA TRANSFER 

MOV= Move 

Register/memory to/from register 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to register 

Memory to accumulator. 

Accumulator to memory 

Register/memory to segment register 

Segment register to register/memory 

PUSH = Push: 

Register/memory 

Register 

Segment register 

POP = Pop: 

Register /memory 

Register 

Segment register 

XCHG = Exchange: 

Register/memory with register 

Register with accumulator 

IN = Input from: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

OUT = Output to: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

XLAT = Transtate byte to AL 

LEA = Load EA to register 

LOS = Load pointer to OS 

LES = Load pointer to ES 

LANF = Load AH with flags 

SANF = Store AH into flags 

PUSHF - Push flags 

POPF = Pop flags 

Mnemonics ©Intel. 1978 

8086/8088 
INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 

76543210 76543210 

100010dw mod reg rim 

1 1 000 1 1 w mod 0 0 0 rim 

1 0 1 1 w reg data 

1010000w addr-Iow 

1010001w addr-Iow 

000 1 1 1 0 mod 0 reg rIm 

000 1 1 00 mod 0 reg rim 

11111111 mod 1 1 0 rIm 

o 1 0 1 0 reg 

00 0 reg 1 1 0 

1 000 1 1 1 1 mod 0 0 0 rIm 

o 1 0 1 1 reg 

000reg111 

1000011w mod reg rIm 

10010reg 

100 10 w port 

1 0 1 lOw 

1 001 1 w port 

1 0 1 1 1 w 

11 o 1 0 1 11 

1 000 1 1 0 1 mod reg rim 

1 000 1 0 1 mod reg rIm 

1000100 mod reg rIm 

1 001 

00 1 1 0 

00 1 1 00 

00 1 1 0 1 

8088 

76543210 76543210 

data data if w = 1 

data if w = 1 

addr-high 

addr-high 

I 

a 
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ARITHMETIC 

ADD=Add 

Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to register I memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

ADC = Add with carry: 

Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to registerlmemory 

Immediate to accumulator 

INC = Increment: 

Register Imemory 

Register 

AAA = ASCII adjust for add 

DAA = Decimal adjust for add 

SUB = Subtract: 

Reglmemory and register to either 

Immediate from registerlmemory 

Immediate from accumulator 

SBB = Subtract with borrow: 

Reglmemory and register to either 

Immediate from registerlmemory 

Immediate from accumulator 

DEC = Decrement: 

Registerlmemory 

Register 

NEG Change sign 

CMP = Compare: 

Registerlmemory with register 

Register with registerlmemory 

Immediate with registerlmemory 

Immediate with accumulator 

AAS ASCII adjust for subtract 

DAS Decimal adjust for subtract 

MUL Mulitiply (unsigned) 

IMUL Integer multiply (signed): 

AAM ASCII adjust for multiply 

DIY Divide (unsigned): 

IDlY Integer divide (Signed) 

AAD ASCH adjust for divide 

CBW Convert byte to word 

CWO Convert word to double word 

Mnemonics @lIntel, 1978 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 

OOOOOOdw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 000 rIm data data if s:w = 01 

0000010w data data if w = 1 

000100dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 0 1 0 rIm data data if s:w = 01 

0001010w data data if w = 1 

1111111 w mod 0 0 0 rIm 

o 1 000 reg 

00 1 1 0 1 

00 1 00 1 

001010dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 1 0 1 rIm data data if s:w = 01 

0010110w data data if W= 1 

000110dw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 0 1 1 rIm data data if s:w = 01 

0001110w data data if w = 1 

1111111 w mod 0 0 1 rIm 

01001 reg 

1 1 1 101 1 w mod 0 1 1 rIm 

001 o 1 w mod reg rIm 

00 1 OOw mod reg rIm 

100000sw mod 1 1 1 rIm data data if s:w = 01 

001 lOw data data if W= 1 

001 1 1 1 

001 0 1 1 

1 0 1 1 w mod 1 00 rIm 

1 0 1 1 w mod 1 0 1 rIm 

o 1 0 1 00 00001010 

11 1 0 1 1 w mod 1 0 rIm 

11 1 0 1 1 w mod 1 1 rIm 

1 0 1 o 1 0 1 00001010 

10011000 

1 00 1 1 00 1 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

LOGIC 

NOT Invert 

SHL/SAL Shift logical/arithmetic left 

SHR Shift logical right 

SAR Shift arithmetic right 

ROL Rotate left 

ROR Rotate right 

RCL Rotate through carry flag left 

RCR Rotate through carry right 

AND = And: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

TEST = And function to flags, no result: 

Register/memory and register 

Immediate data and register/memory 

Immediate data and accumulator 

OR = Or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

XOR = Exclusive or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

STRING MANIPULATION: 

REP = Repeat 

MOVS = Move byte/word 

CMPS = Compare byte/word 

SCAS = Scan byte/word 

LODS = Load byte/wd to ALI AX 

STOS = Store byte/wd from ALI A 

Mnemonics ©Intel, 1976 

76543210 

111 o 1 1 w 

1 0 1 OOvw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

10100vw 

0100vw 

0100vw 

10100vw 

001000dw 

1000000w 

0010010w 

1 0000 1 Ow 

1 1 1 0 1 1 w 

010100w 

0OOO10dw 

1000000w 

0OOO110w 

001100dw 

1000000w 

0011010w 

1 1 1 1 00 1 z 

1010010w 

1 0 1 001 w 

1 01 0 1 w 

1 0 1 01 0 w 

1 01 01 01 w 

8088 

76543210 76543210 

mod 0 1 0 rIm 

mod 1 00 rIm 

mod 1 0 1 rIm 

mod 1 1 1 rIm 

mod 0 0 0 rIm 

mod 0 0 1 rIm 

mod 0 1 o rIm 

mod 0 1 1 rIm 

mod reg rIm 

mod 1 00 rIm data 

data data if w= 1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 0 0 0 rIm data 

data data if w = 1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 0 0 1 rIm data 

data data if w= 1 

mod reg rIm 

mod 1 1 0 rIm data 

data data if w= 1 

76543210 

data if w= 1 

data if w = 1 .. 
data if w= 1 

data if w = 1 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

CONTROL TRANSFER 

CALL = Call 

Direct within segment 

indirect within segment 

Direct intersegment 

Indirect intersegment 

JMP = Unconditional Jump: 

Direct within segment 

Direct within segment-short 

Indirect within segment 

Direct intersegment 

Indirect intersegment 

.RET = Return from CALL: 

Within segment 

Within segment adding immediate to SP 

Intersegment 

Intersegment adding immediate to SP 

JE/JZ = Jump on equal/zero 

JLlJNGE = Jump on less/not greater or equal 

JLE/JNG = Jump on less or equal/not greater 

JB/JNAE = Jump on below/not above or equal 

JBE/JNA = Jump on below or equal/not above 

JP/JPE = Jump on parity/parity even 

JO = Jump on overflow 

JS = Jump on sign 

JNE/JNZ = Jump on not equal/not zero 

JNL/JGE = Jump on not less/greater or equal 

JNLE/JG = Jump on not less or equal/greater 

JNB/JAE = Jump on not below/above or equal 

JNBE/JA = Jump on not below or equal/above 

JNP/JPO = Jump on not par/par odd 

JNO = Jump on not overflow 

JNS = Jump on not sign 

LOOP = Loop ex times 

LOOPZ/LOOPE = Loop while zero/equal 

LOOPNZ/LOOPNE = Loop while not zero/equal 

JCXZ = Jump on ex zero 

Mnemonics ©Intel, 1978 
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76543210 

o 1 000 

111 

001 o 1 0 

11111111 

.0 1 00 1 

o 1 0 1 

111 11 

101 o 1 0 

11111·111 

100001 

0000 1 

1 00 1 0 1 1 

00 1 0 1 0 

o 1 1 0 1 00 

o 1 00 

o 1 11 

o 1 00 1 0 

o 1 o 1 1 0 

o 1 1 0 1 0 

o 1 1 0000 

o 1 1 000 

o 1 o 1 01 

o 1 o 1 

o 1 

o 1 001 

o 1 1 0 1 1 

o 1 1 0 1 

o 1 1 000 1 

o 1 1 1 00 1 

1 000 1 0 

1 0000 1 

100000 

1 000 1 1 

8088 

76543210 76543210 

disp-Iow disp-high 

mod 0 1 0 rIm 

offset-low offset-high 

seg-Iow seg-high 

mod 0 1 1 rIm 

disp-Iow disp-high 

disp 

mod 1 00 rIm 

offset-low offset-high 

seg-Iow seg-high 

mod 1 0 1 rIm 

data-low data-high 

data-low data-high 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

d isp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

CONTROL TRANSFER (continued) 

INT = Interrupt 

Type specified 

Type 3 

INTO = Interrupt on overflow 

IRET = Interrupt return 

PROCESSOR CONTROL 

ClC = Clear carry 

CMC = Complement carry 

STC = Set carry 

ClD = Clear direction 

STD = Set direction 

Cli = Clear interrupt 

STI = Set interrupt 

HlT = Halt 

WAIT = Wait 

ESC = Processor Extension Escape 

lOCK = Bus lock prefix 

Footnotes: 

76543210 76543210 76543210 76543210 

00 1 1 0 1 type 

1 00 1 1 00 

00 1 

00 1 

11 1 000 

o 1 0 1 

00 1 

00 

o 1 

o 1 

o 1 

o 1 00 

001 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 1 x x x mod x x x rIm 

1 1 1 1 0000 

if s:w = 01 then 16 bits of immediate data form the operand. AL = a-bit accumulator 
AX = 16-bit accumulator 
CX = Count register 

if s:w = 11 then an immediate data byte is sign extended to form the 
16-bit operand. 

OS = Data segment 
ES = Extra segment 
Above/below refers to unsigned value. 
Greater = more positive. 
Less = less positive (more negative) signed values 
if d = 1 then "to" reg; if d = 0 then "from" reg 
w = 1 then word instruction; if w = 0 then byte instruction 

if mod = 11 then rIm is trfiated as a REG field 
if mod = 00 then OISP = 0 , disp-Iow and disp-high are absent 
if mod = 01 then OISP = disp-Iow sign-extended to 16-bits, disp-high is 
absent 
if mod = 10 then OISP = disp-high: disp-Iow 

if rIm = 000 then EA = (BX) + (SI) + OISP 
if rIm = 001 then EA = (BX) + (01) + OISP 
if rIm = 010 then EA = (BP) + (SI) + OISP 
if rIm = 011 then EA = (BP) + (01) + OISP 
if rIm = 100 then EA = (SI) + OISP 
if rIm = 101 then EA = (01) + OISP 
if rIm = 110 then EA = (BP) + OISP' 
if rIm = 111 then EA = (BX) + OISP 

OISP follows 2nd byte of instruction (before data if required) 

'except if mod = 00 and rIm = 110 then EA = disp-high: disp-Iow. 

Mnemonics ©Inlel, 1976 

if v = 0 then "count" = 1; if v = 1 then "count" in (Cl) 
x = don't care 
z is used for string primitives for comparison with Z.F Flag. 

SEGMENT OVERRIDE PREFIX 

10 0 reg o 

REG is assigned according to the following table: 

16-61t /w = 1) 

000 AX 
001 CX 
010 OX 
011 BX 
100 SP 
101 BP 
110 51 
111 01 

8-61t /w = 0) 

000 Al 
001 Cl 
0100l 
011 Bl 
100 AH 
101 CH 
1100H 
111 BH 

Segment 

00 ES 
01 CS 
10 SS 
11 OS 

Instructions which reference the flag register files as a 16-bit object 
use the symbol FLAGS to represent the file: 

FLAGS = X:X:X:X:(OF):(OF):(TF):(SF):(ZF):X:(AF):X:(PF):X:(CF) 
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-.80286 
High-Performance Microprocessor with 
Memory Management and Protection 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• High-performance processor (up to 13.3 times 

IAPX 86 when using the 16 MHz 80286) 

• Large address space 
-16 megabytes physical 
-1 gigabyte virtual memory per task 

• Integrated memory management, four-level 
memory protection and support for virtual 
memory and operating systems 

• Two IAPX 86 upward-compatible operating 
modes 
-iAPX 86 real address mode 
-Protected virtual address mode 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The 80286 is an advanced, high-performance micropro
cessor with specially optimized capabilities for multiple 
user and multi-tasking systems. The 80286 has built-in 
memory protection that supports operating system and 
task isolation as well as program and data privacy within 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

r-------~-------~-------, 
Address Unit (AU) I 

r 
I 
I 
I 
IL....------t 
I 
L~~~~~~~ ___ _ 

NMI BUSY 
INTR ERROR 

• High bandwidth bus Interface' 
(16 megabyte/sec) 

• Range of clock rates 
- 8 MHz 80286-8 
-10 MHz 80286-10 
-12 MHz 80286-12 
-16 MHz 80286-16 

tasks. A 16-MHz 80286 provides up to 13.3 times greater 
throughput than the standard 5-MHz 8086. The 80286 in
cludes memory management capabilities that map up to 
230bytes (one gigabyte) of virtual address space pertask 
into 224 bytes (16 megabytes) of phYSical memory. 

RESET 

ClK 

vee 

CAP 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued) 

The 80286 is upward-compatible with iAPX 86 and 88 
software. Using iAPX 86 real address mode, the 80286 
is object-code compatible with existing iAPX 86, 88 
software. 

In protected virtual address mode, the 80286 is source
code compatible with iAPX 86, 88 software and may 
require upgrading to use virtual addresses supported by 
the 80286's integrated memory management and pro
tection mechanism. Both modes operate at full 80286 
performance and execute a superset of the iAPX 86 and 
88 instructions. 

The 80286 provides special operations to support the 
efficient implementation and execution of operating sys
tems. For example, one instruction can end execution 
of one task, save its state, switch to a new task, load its 
state, and start execution of the new task. The 80286 
also supports virtual memory systems by providing 
a segment-not-present exception and restartable 
instructions. 

Related AMD Products 

Part No. Description 

82284 Clock Driver 

82C54 Programmable Interval Timer 

Am9517A DMA Controller 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

A"[ 17 

A" 
Vss 9 

A,. 8 

A,. 7 

l5mK 
so 

Component Pad Views-As viewed from 
underside of component on the PC Board 
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L Pin No.1 Mark 03552-4 

Pins pointing away from viewer 
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LCC 

PGA 

80286 

PC Board Views-As viewed from the 
component side of the PC Board 

80286 

~3B8EJ~lH8J3E~ 
~~~OO"'O:i.OuI99·~"'~ 
o ~ ~ Z Z ~ Z Z > ffi~ ~ 2 ~ r~ '~ 19 

NC 
2 NC 
1 H 

Q. , 8 

Pin No.1 Mark-.1 

There are no electrical connections on the 
bottom of this package 
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-35 -37 -39 -41 -43 -45 -47 -49 -51 

-34 -36 -38 -40 -42 -44 -46 -48 -50 -53 -52 

-32 -33 - -55 54 

-30 -31 -57 -

G 
46 

-28 -29 -59 -48 

-26 -27 - -50 61 

-24 -25 - -63 62 

-22 -23 -65 -64 

-20 -21 -67 -66 

-'8 -19 -'6 -14 -12 ·'0 -8 -6 -4 ·2 -68 

·17 -15 ·13 -11 ·9 -7 -5 -3 ·1 
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PIN DESIGNATIONS 
(Sorted by pin number) 

Pin Pin 
No. Name 

1 BHE 
2 NC 
3 NC 
4 S1 
5 SO 

PGA (continued) 

Bottom View 

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 11 

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 1 0 

@@ 

@@ 

@@ 

@@ 

@@ 

@ @ 9 

@ @ 8 

@ @ 7 

@ @ 6 

@ @ 5 

@ @ @ @ 4 

@ @ @ @ 3 

@@@@@@@@@e@2 

@@@@@@@@@ 
LKJ HGFEDCBA 

Pin Pin 
No. Name 

24 A7 
25 A6 
26 A5 

. 27 A4 
28 A3 

03552-6 

Pin 
No. 

47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

6 PEACK 29 RESET 52 
7 A2:J 30 Vee 53 
8 A22 31 ClK 54 
9 Vss 32 A2 55 

10 A2.1 33 Al 56 
11 A2.o 34 Ao 57 
12 A19 35 Vss 58 
13 A18 36 Do 59 
14 A17 37 08 - 60 
15 A16 38 01 61 
16 A15 39 09 62 
17 A14 40 02 63 
18 A13 41 010 64 
19 A12 42 03 65 
20 A11 43 011 66 
21 Al0 44 04 67 
22 A9 45 012 68 
23 As 46 05 

80286 

I .. 
Pin 
Name 

013 
06 
014 
07 
015 
CAP 
ERROR 
BUSY 
NC 
NC 
INTR 
NC 
NMI 
Vss 
PEREa 
Vee 
READY 
HOLD 
HlOA 
COO/INTA 
MilO 
lOCK 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Commodity Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Temperature Range 

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option (if applicable) 
e. Optional Processing 

R 80286 -16 

TL-____ d. SPEED OPTION 
-16= 16 MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-10= 10 MHz 
- 8=8 MHz 

L..-_______ c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
80286 
High-Performance Microprocessor 

L..-__________ b. PACKAGE TYPE 

'---- a. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Blank = Commercial (Te = 0 to +850 C) 

R = 68-Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 
(CA2068) 

A = 68-Pin Grid Array (CGX068) 
N = 68-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL068)· 

Valid Combinations 

A 
80286-8 
80286-10 
80286-12 

80286-8 

R 80286-10 
80286-12 
80286-16 

Valid Combinations 

·The PLCC package is not a valid ordering part number for the 
80286. The PLCC package is valid for the 80L286 part number. See 
the 80L286 data sheet (order #08511 D) for ordering information and 
DC and AC parametrics. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly re
leased combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

ClK 
System Clock (Input; Active HIGH) 

System Clock provides the fundamental timing for 80286 
systems. It is divided by two inside the 80286 to generate 
the processor clock. The internal divide-by-two circuitry 
can be synchronized to an external clock generator by 
LOW-to-HIGH transition on the RESET input. 

Do-D15 

Data Bus (Input/Output; Active HIGH) 

Data Bus inputs data during memory, I/O, and interrupt 
acknowledge read cycles; outputs data during memory 
and I/O write cycles. The data bus is active HIGH and 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

A23-Ao 
Address Bus (Output; Active HIGH) 

Address Bus outputs physical memory and I/O port ad
dresses. Ao is LOW when data is to be transferred on 
pins D7-O. k:s--A16 are LOW during I/O transfers. The 
address bus is active HIGH and floats to three-state OFF 
during bus hold acknowledge. 

BHE 
B~s High Enable (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus High Enable indicates transfer of data on the upper 
byte of the data bus D15--£. Eight-bit oriented devices 
assigned to the upper byte of the data bus would nor
mally use BHE to condition chip select functions. BHE is 
active LOW and floats to three-state OFF during bus hold 
acknowl-
edge. 

BHE and Ao Encodings 

BHE Ao 
Value Value Function 

o 0 Word transfer 
o 1 Byte transfer on upper half of data bus (D':Hl) 
1 0 Byte transfer on lower half of data bus (D7-o) 
1 1 Reserved 

S1, SO 
Bus Cycle Status (Output; Active LOW) Bus Cycle 
Status indicates initiation of a bus cycle and, along with 
MilO and COD/INTA, defines the type of bus cycle. The 
bus is in a Ts state whenever one or both are LOW. Sl 
and SO are active LOW and float to three-state OFF 
during bus hold acknowledge. 

80286 Bus Cycle Status Definition 

COOl 
INTA MIlO 51 50 Bus Cycle Status Definition 

o (LOW) 0 0 0 Interrupt acknowledge 
0 0 0 1 Reserved 
0 0 1 0 Reserved 
0 0 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
0 1 0 0 If A, = 1 then halt; else shutdown 
0 1 0 1 Memory data read 
0 1 1 0 Memory data write 
0 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
1 (HIGH) 0 0 0 Reserved 
1 0 0 1 1/0 Read 
1 0 1 0 110 Write 
1 0 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
1 1 0 0 Reserved 
1 1 0 1 Memory instruction read 
1 1 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 

MIlO 
Memory/IO Select (Output) 

Memory/IO Select distinguishes memory access from 
I/O access. If HIGH during Ts, a memory cycle or a 
halt/shutdown cycle is in progress. If LOW, an I/O cycle 
or an interrupt acknowledge cycle is in progress. MilO 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

COD/INTA 
Code/Interrupt Acknowledge (Output) 

Code/Interrupt Acknowledge distinguishes instruction 
fetch cycles from memory data read cycles. Also distin
guishes interrupt acknowledge cycles from I/O cycles. 
COD/INTA floats to three-state OFF during bus hold ac
knowledge. 

lOCK 
Bus Lock (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus Lock indicates that other system bus masters are not 
to gain control of the system bus following the current 
bus cycle. The LOCK Signal may be activated explicitly 
by the "LOCK" instruction prefix or automatically by 
80286 hardware during memory XCHG instructions, in
terrupt acknowledge, or descriptor table access. LOCK 
is active LOW and floats to three-state OFF during hold 
acknowledge. . 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

READY 
Bus Ready (Input; Active LOW) 
Bus Ready terminates a bus cycle. Bus cycles are ex
tended without limit until terminated by READY LOW. 
READY is an active LOW synchronous input requiring 
set-up and hold times relative to the system clock be met 
for correct operation. READY is ignored during bus hold 
acknowledge. 

HOLD, HLDA 
Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge 
(Input/Output; Active HIGH) 
Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge control owner
ship of the 80286 local bus. The HOLD input allows 
another local bus master to request control of the local 
bus. When control is granted, the 80286 will float its bus 
drivers to three-state OFF and then active HLDA, thus 
entering the bus hold acknowledge condition. The local 
bus will remain granted to the requesting master until 
HOLD becomes inactive which results in the 80286 de
activating HLDA and regaining control of the local bus. 
This terminates the bus hold acknowledge condition. 
HOLD may be asynchronous to the system clock. These 
signals are active HIGH. 

INTR 
Interrupt Request (Input; Active HIGH) 
Interrupt Request requests the 80286 to suspend its cur
rent program execution and service a pending external 
request. Interrupt requests are masked whenever the 
interrupt enable bit in the flag word is cleared. When the 
80286 responds to an interrupt request, it performs two 
interrupt acknowledge bus cycles to read an 8-bit inter
rupt vector that identifies the source of the interrupt. To 
assure program interruption, INTR must remain active 
until the first interrupt acknowledge cycle is completed. 
INTR is sampled at the beginning of each processor 
cycle and must be active HIGH at least two processor 
cycles before the current instruction ends in order to 
interrupt before the next instruction. INTR is level sensi
tive, active HIGH, and may be asynchronous to the sys
tem clock. 

NMI 
Non-maskable Interrupt Request 
(Input; Active HIGH) 
Non-maskable Interrupt Request interrupts the 80286 
with an internally supplied vector value of 2. No interrupt 
acknowledge cycles are performed. The interrupt enable 
bit in the 80286 flag word does not affect this input. The 
NMI input is active HIGH, may be asynchronous to the 
system clock, and is edge triggered after internal syn
chronization. For proper recognition, the input must have 
been previously LOW for at least four system clock cy
cles and remain HIGH for at least four system clock 
cycles. 

PEREQ,PEACK 
Processor Extension Operand Request and 
Acknowledge (Input/Output) 
Processor Extension Operand Request and Acknowl
edge extended the memory management and protection 
capabilities of the 80286 to processor extensions. The 
PEREa input requests the 80286 to perform a data oper
and transfer for a processor extension. The PEACK out
put signals the processor extension when the requested 
operand is being transferred. PEREa is active HIGH and 
may be asynchronous to the system clock. PEACK is 
active LOW. 

BUSY, ERROR 
Processor Extension Busy and Error 
(Input/Input, Active Low) 
Processor Extension Busy and Error indicate the operat
ing condition of a processor extension to the 80286. An 
active BUSY input stops 80286 program execution on 
WAIT and some ESC instructions until BUSY becomes 
inactive (HIGH). The 80286 may be interrupted while 
waiting for BUSY to become inactive. An active ERROR 
input causes the 80286 to perform a processor extension 
interrupt when executing WAIT or some ESC instruc
tions. These inputs are active LOW and may be asyn
chronous to the system clock. 

RESET 
System Reset (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Reset clears the internal logic of the 80286 and 
is active HIGH. The 80286 may be reinitialized at any 
time with a LOW-to-HIGH transition on RESET which 
remains active for more than 16 system clock cycles. 
During RESET active, the output pins of the 80286 enter 
the state shown below: 

80286 Pin State During Reset 

Pin Value 

1 (HIGH) 
o (LOW) 
Three-state OFF 

Pin Names 

SO, S1, PEACK, ~-Ao, BHE, LOCK 
MIlO, COD/INTA, HLDA 
0'5-00 

Operation of the 80286. begins after a HIGH-to-LOW 
transition on RESET. The HIGH-to-LOW transition of 
RESET must be synchronous to the system clock. Ap
proximately 50 system clock cycles are required by the 
80286 for internal initializations before the first bus cycle 
to fetch code from the power-on execution address is 
performed. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 
A lOW-to-HIGH transition of RESET synchronous to the 
system clock will begin a new processor cycle at the next 
HIGH-to-lOW transition of the system clock. The lOW
to-HIGH transition of RESET may be asynchronous to 
the system clock; however, in this case it cannot be 
predetermined which phase of the processor clock will 
occur during the next system period. Synchronous lOW
to-HIGH transitions of RESET are only required for sys
tems where the processor clock must be phase synchro
nous to another clock. 

Vss 
System Ground (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Ground: 0 volts. 

Vee 
System Power (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Power: +5 volt power supply. 

CAP 
Substrate Filter Capacitor (Input; Active High) 

A 0.047 ~F ±20% 12 V capacitor must be connected 
between this pin and ground. This capacitor filters the 
output of the internal substrate bias generator. A maxi
mum DC leakage current of 1 JlA is allowed through the 
capacitor. 

For correct operation of the 80286, the substrate bias 
generator must charge this capacitor to its operating 
voltage. The capacitor charge-up time is 5 milliseconds 
(max.) after Vee and ClK reach their specified AC and 
DC parameters. RESET may be applied to prevent spuri
ous activity by the CPU during this time. After this time, 
the 80286 processor clock can be phase synchronized to 
another clock by pulsing RESET lOW synchronous to 
the system clock. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Introduction 
The 80286 is an advanced, high-performance micropro
cessor with specially optimized capabilities for multiple 
user and mUlti-tasking systems. Depending on the appli
cation, the 80286's performance is up to 13.3 times 
faster than the standard 5-MHz 8086's, while providing 
complete upward software compatibility with AM D's 
iAPX 86, 88, and 186 family of CPUs. 

The 80286 operates in two modes: iAPX 86 real address 
mode and protected virtual address mode. Both modes 
execute a superset of the iAPX 86 and 88 instruction set. 

In iAPX 86 real address mode programs use real ad
dresses with up to one megabyte of address space. Pro
grams use virtual addresses in protected virtual address 
mode, also called protected mode. In protected mode, 
the 80286 CPU automatically maps 1 gigabyte of virtual 
addresses per task into a 16-megabyte real address 
space. This mode also provides memory protection to 
isolate the operating system and ensure privacy of each 
task's programs and data. Both modes provide the same 
base instruction set, registers, and addressing modes. 

The following pages describe first, the base 80286 archi
tecture common to both modes; second, iAPX 86 real 
address mode; and third, protected mode. 

8.0286 Base Architecture 
The iAPX 86,88, 186, and 286 CPU family all contain the 
same basic set of registers, instructions, and addressing 

16-Bit 
Register 
Name 

(a-Bit Register OX 

o 7 
AH 

DH 

o 
AL 

DL 

Special 
Register 
Function 

) 
Multiply/Divide 
va Instructions 

modes. The 80286 processor is upward-compatible with 
the 8086, 8088, and 80186 CPUs. 

Register Set 
The 80286 base architecture has fifteen registers as 
shown in Figure 1. These registers are grouped into the 
following four categories: 

General Registers: Eight 16-bit general purpose regis
ters used to contain arithmetic and logical operands. 
Four of these (AX, BX, CX, and OX) can be used either in 
their entirety as 16-bit words or split into pairs of separate 
8-bit registers. 

Segment Registers: Four 16-bit special purpose regis
ters select, at any given time, the segments of memory 
that are immediately addressable for code, stack, and 
data. (For usage, refer to Memory Organization.) 

Base and Index Registers: Four of the general purpose 
registers may also be used to determine offset ad
dresses of operands in memory. These registers may 
contain base addresses or indexes to particular locations 
within a segment. The addressing mode determines the 
specific registers used for operand address calculations. 

Status and Control Registers: Three 16-bit special 
purpose registers record or control certain aspects of the 
80286 processor state. These include the Instruction 
Pointer, which contains the offset address of the next 
sequential instruction to be executed. 

15 0 

OS Data Segment Selector 

SS Stack Segment Selector 
~~~ressable 1 AX 7 

Names 
Shown) CX CH CL Loop/Shift Repeat Count 

CS~ Code Segment Selector 

ES Extra Segment Selector 
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BX 

BP 
SI 

01 

SP 

BH BL 
> 

) 

15 0 
General Registers 

Base Registers 

Index Registers 

Stack Pointer 

Segment Registers 

15 0 

I~~ 
MSWt==j 

Flags 

Instruction Pointer 

Machine Status Word 

Status and Control Registers 

Figure 1. Register Set 
03552-7 
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Flags: 

Status Flags: 
Car~---------------------------------------------------------------, 

Parity ------------------------------------------------------, 
Auxilia~ Car~ --------------------------------------------..., 

Zero -----------------------------------, 
Sign ------------------------------, 

Overflow -------, 

15 14 

Interrupt Enable 
Direction Flag 

Special Fields: L..-___________________________________ I/O Privilege Level 

""". Reserved 

Nested Task Flag 

3 

Task Switch ----' 
Processor Extension Emulated --------..1 

... ··',If ... ·"' ..... ·III,. 

Monitor Processor Extension ---------------..... 
Protection Enable --------------' 

03552-8 

Figure 2. Status and Control Register Bit Functions 
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Flags Word Description 
The Flags word (Flags) records specific characteristics 
of the result of logical and arithmetic instructions (bits 0, 
2,4,6,7, and 11) and controls the operation of the 80286 
within a given operating mode (bits 8 and 9). Flags is a 
16-bit register. The function of the flag bits is given in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Flags Word Bit Functions 

Bit 
position Name Function 

0 CF Carry Flag-Set on high-order bit carry or 
borrow; cleared otherwise 

2 PF Parity Flag-Set if low-order 8 bits of reo 
suit contain an even number of 1 bits; 
cleared otherwise 

4 AF Set on carry-from or borrow-to the low-or-
der four bits of AL; cleared otherwise 

6 ZF Zero Flag-Set if result is zero; cleared 
otherwise 

7 SF Sign Flag-Set equal to high-order bit of 
result (0 if positive, 1 if negative) 

11 OF Overflow Flag-Set if result is a too-large 
positive number or a too-small negative 
number (excluding sign-bit) to fit in desti-
nation operand; cleared otherwise 

8 TF Single Step Flag-Once set, a single step 
interrupt occurs after the next instruction 
executes. TF is cleared by the single step 
interrupt 

9 IF Interrupt-Enable Flag-When set, mask-
able interrupts will cause the CPU to trans-
fer control to an interrupt vector specified 
location 

10 OF Direction Flag-Causes string instruc-
tions to auto-decrement the appropriate 
index registers when set. Clearing OF 
causes auto increment. 

Instruction Set 
The instruction set is divided into seven categories: data 
transfer, arithmetic, shiftlrotate/logical, string manipula
tion, program transfer, high-level instructions. and proc
essor control. These categories are summarized in Fig
ures3-9. 

An 80286 instruction can reference' zero, one, or two 
operands where an operand resides in a register. in the 
instruction itself, or in memory. Zero-operand instruc
tions (e.g .• NOP and HL T) are usually one byte long. 
One-operand instructions (e.g., INC and DEC) are usu
ally two bytes long, but some are en~ded in only one 
byte. One-operand instructions may reference a register 
or memory location. Two-operand instructions permit the 
following six types of instruction op~rations: 

Register to Register 
Memory to Register 
Immediate to Register 
Memory to Memory 
Register to Memory 
Immediate to Memory 

Two-operand instructions (e.g .• MOV and ADD) are usu
ally three to six bytes long. Memory to memory opera
tions are provided by a special class of string instructions 
requiring one to three bytes. For detailed instruction for
mats and encodings, refer to the instruction set summary 
at the end of this document. 
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General Purpose MOVS Move byte or word string 
INS Input bytes or word string 

MOV Move byte or word OUTS Output bytes or word string 
PUSH Push word onto stack CMPS Compare byte or word string 
POP Pop word off stack SCAS Scan byte or word string 
PUSHA Push all registers on stack LODS Load byte or word string 
POPA Pop all registers from stack STOS Store byte or word string 
XCHG Exchange byte or word REP Repeat 
XLAT Translate byte REPElREPZ Repeat while equallzero 

REPNElREPNZ Repeat while not equal/not zero 
InpuUOutput 

Figure 5. String Instructions 
IN Input byte or word 
OUT Output byte or word 

Address Object Loglcals 

LEA Load effective address NOT "Not- byte or word 

LOS Load pointer using OS AND "AndR byte or word 

LES Load pointer using ES OR "Inclusive orR byte or word 
XOR "Exclusive or- byte or word 

Flag Transfer TEST "TestR byte or word 

LAHF . Load AH register from flags Shifts 

SAHF Store AH register in flags 
PUSHF Push flags onto stack SHUSAL Shift logical/arithmetic left byte or word 

POPF Pop flags off stack SHR Shift logical right byte or word 
SAR Shift arithmetic right byte or word 1m Figure 3. Data Transfer Instructions 

Rotates 

Addition ROL Rotate left byte or word 
ROR Rotate right byte or word 

ADD Add byte or word RCL Rotate through carry left byte or word 

ADC Add byte or word with carry RCR Rotate through carry right byte or word 

INC Increment byte or word by 1 Figure 6. Shift/Rotate/Logical 
AM ASCII adjust for addition 
DAA Decimal adjust for addition 

Subtraction 

SUB Subtract byte or word 
SBB Subtract byte or word with borrow 
DEC Decrement byte or word by 1 
NEG Negate byte or word 
CMP Compare byte or word 
AAS ASCII adjust for subtraction 
DAS Decimal adjust for subtraction 

Multiplication 

MUL Multiply byte or word unsigned 
IMUL Integer multiply byte or word 
AAM ASCII adjust for multiply 

Division 

DIV Divide byte or word unsigned 
IDiV Integer divide byte or word 
AAD ASCII adjust for division 
CBW Convert byte to word 
CWO Convert word to double word 

Figure 4. Arithmetic Instructions 
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Conditional Transfers Unconditional Transfers 

JAlJNBE Jump if above/not below nor equal CALL Call procedure 
JAE/JNB Jump if above or equal/not below RET Return from procedure 
JB/JNAE Jump if below/not above nor equal JMP Jump 
JBE/JNA Jump if below or equal/not above 

JC Jump if carry Iteration Controls 

JE/JZ Jump if equal/zero 
JG/JNLE Jump if greater/not less nor equal LOOP Loop 
JGElJNL Jump if greater or equal/not less LOOPE/LOOPZ Loop if equal/zero 
JUJNGE Jump if less/not greater nor equal LOOPNE/LOOPNZ Loop if not equal/not zero 
JLE/JNG Jump if less or equal/not greater JCXZ Jump if register CX = 0 
JNC Jump if not carry 

JNE/JNZ Jump if not equal/not zero Interrupts 

JNO Jump if not overflow 
JNP/JPO Jump if not parity/parity odd INT Interrupt 
JNS Jump if not sign INTO Interrupt if overflow 
JO Jump if overflow IRET Interrupt return 
JP/JPE Jump if pari!y/parity even 
JS Jump if sign 

Figure 7. Program Transfer Instructions 

STC 
CLC 
CMC 
STD 
CLD 
STI 
CLI 

HLT 
WAIT 
ESC 
LOCK 

NOP 

LMSW 
SMSW 

Flag Operations 

Set carry flag 
Clear carry flag 
Complement carry flag 
Set direction flag 
Clear direction flag 
Set interrupt enable flag 
Clear interrupt enable flag 

External Synchronization 

Halt until interrupt or reset 
Wait for BUSY not active 
Escape to extension processor 
Lock bus during next instruction 

No Operation 

No operation 

Execution Environment Control 

Load machine status word . 
Store machine status word 

Figure 8. Processor Control Instructions 

ENTER 
LEAVE 
BOUND 

Format stack for procedure entry 
Restore stack for procedure exit 
Detects values outside prescribed 'range 

Figure 9. Hlgh-Levellnstructions 

Memory Organization 
Memory is organized as sets of variable length seg
ments. Each segment is a linear contiguous sequence of 
up to 64K(216

) 8-bit bytes. Memory is addressed using a 
two-component address (a pointer) that consists of a 

16-bit segment selector and a 16-bit offset. The segment 
selector indicates the desired segment in memory. The 
offset component indicates the desired byte address 
within the segment. 

All instructions that address operands in memory must 
specify the segment and the offset. For speed and com
pact instruction encoding, segment selectors are usually 
stored in the high speed segment registers. An instruc
tion need specify only the desired segment register and 
an offset to address a memory operand. 

Most instructions need not explicitly specify which seg
ment register is used. The correct segment register is 
automatically chosen according to the rules of Table 2. 
These rules follow the way programs are written (see 
Figure 11) as independent modules that require areas 
for code and data, a stack, and access to external data 
areas. 
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Table 2. Segment Register Selection Rules 

Memory Segment 
Reference Register Implicit Segment 
Needed Used Selection Rule 

Instructions Code (CS) Automatic with instruction 
prefetch 

Stack Stack (55) All stack pushes and pops. 
Any memory reference which 
uses BP as a base register. 

Local Data Data (OS) All data references except 
when relative to stack or 
string destination. 

External Extra (ES) Alternate data segment and 
(Global) Data destination of string operation. 

Special segment override instruction prefixes allow the 
implicit segment register selection rules to be overridden 
for special cases. The stack, data, and extra segments 
may coincide for simple programs. To access operands 
that do not reside in one of the four immediately available 
segments, either a full 32-bit pointer can be used or a 
new segment selector must be loaded. 

Module A 

Module B 

Process 
Stack 

Process 
Data 
Block 1 

,.-----, 
~ 
~ 

Code 

Data 

I I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

Process D 
Data 
Block 2 

I I ~ _____ ..a 

Memory 

CPU 

L_ 
Code 

I 
Data 

Stack 

I -- Extra 

Segment 
Registers 
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Figure 11. Segmented Memory Helps Structure Software 

Addressing Modes 
The 80286 provides a total of eight addressing modes for 
instructions to specify operands. Two addressing modes 
are provided for instructions that operate on register or 
immediate operands: 

Register Operand Mode: The operand is located in one 
of the 8- or 16-bit general registers. 

Immediate Operand Mode: The operand is included in 
the instruction. 

Six modes are provided to specify the location of an 
operand in a memory segment. A memory operand 
address consists of two 16-bit components: segment 
selector and offset. The segment selector is supplied by 
a segment register either implicitly chosen by the ad
dressing mode or explicitly chosen by a segment over
ride prefix. The offset is calculated by summing any com
bination of the following three address elements: 

the displacement (an 8- or 16-bit immediate value con
tained in the instruction) 

the base (contents of eitherthe BX or BP base registers) 

the Index (contents of either the SI or 01 index registers) 

Any carry out from the 16-bit addition is ignored. Eight-bit 
displacements are sign extended to 16-bit values. 

Combinations of these three address elements define 
the six memory addressing modes here described: 

Direct Mode: The operand'S offset is contained in the 
instruction as an 8- or 16-bit displacement element. 

Register Indirect Mode: The operand's offset is in one 
of the registers SI, 01, BX, or BP. 

Based Mode: The operand's offset is the sum of an 8- or 
16-bit displacement and the contents of a base register 
(BX orBP). 

Indexed Mode: The operand's offset is the sum of an 8-
or 16-bit displacement and the contents of an index reg
ister (SI or 01). 

Based Indexed Mode: The operand's offset is the sum 
of the contents of a base register and an index register. 

Based Indexed Mode with Displacement: The 
operand's offset is the sum of a base register's contents, 
an index register's contents, and an 8- or 16-bit dis
placement. 
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Data Types 
The 80286 directly supports the following data types: 

Integer: 

Ordinal: 

Pointer: 

String: 

ASCII: 

Interrupts 

A signed binary numeric value con
tained in an 8-bit byte or a 16-bit word. 
All operations assume a two'S comple
ment representation. Signed 32- and 
64-bit integers are supported using the 
80287 Numeric Data Processor. 

An unsigned binary numeric value con
tained in an 8-bit byte or 16-bit word. 

A 32-bit quantity, composed of a seg
ment selector component and an offset 
component. Each component is a 16-bit 
word. 

A contiguous sequence of bytes or 
words. A string may contain from 1 byte 
to 64K bytes. 

A byte representation of alphanumeric 
and control characters using the ASCII 
standard of character representation. 

An interrupt transfers execution to a new program loca
tion. The old program address (CS:IP) and machine 
state (Flags) are saved on the stack to allow resumption 
of the interrupted program. Interrupts fall into three 
classes: hardware initiated, INT instructions, and in
struction exceptions. Hardware initiated interrupts occur 
in response to an external input and are classified as 
non-maskable or maskable. Programs may cause an 
interrupt with an INT instruction. Instruction exceptions 
occur when an unusual condition, which prevents further 
instruction processing, is detected while attempting to 
execute an instruction. The return address from an ex
ception will always point at the instruction causing the 
exception and include any leading instruction prefixes. 

A table containing up to 256 pointers defines the proper 
interrupt service routine for each interrupt. Interrupts 
0-31, some of which are used for instruction exceptions, 
are reserved. For each interrupt, an 8-bit vector must be 
supplied to the 80286 which identifies the appropriate 
table entry. Exceptions supply the interrupt vector inter
nally. INT instructions contain or imply the vector and 
allow access to all 256 interrupts. Maskable hardware
initiated interrupts supply the 8-bit vector to the CPU 
during an interrupt acknowledge bus sequence. Non
maskable hardware interrupts use a predefined inter
nally supplied vector. 

Maskable Interrupt (INTR) 
The 80286 provides a maskable hardware interrupt re
quest pin, INTR. Software enables this input by setting 
the interrupt flag bit (IF) in the flag word. All 224 user-de
fined interrupt sources can share this input, yet they can 
retain separate interrupt handlers. An 8-bit vector read 
by the CPU during the interrupt acknowledge sequence 

BCD: A byte (unpacked) representation ofthe 
decimal digits 0-9. 

Packed BCD: A byte (packed) representation of two 
decimal digits 0-9 storing one digit in 
each nibble of the byte. 

Floating Point: A signed 32-, 64-, or 80-bit real number 
representation. (Floating point oper
ands are supported using the iAPX 287 
Numeric Processor configuration.) 

,Figure 12 graphically represents the data types sup
ported by the 80286. 

1/0 Space 
The I/O space consists of 64K 8-bit or 32K 16-bit ports. 
I/O instructions address the I/O space with either an 8-bit 
port address, specified in the instruction, or a 16-bit port 
address in the OX register. Eight-bit port addresses are 
zero extended such that A1rr-As are LOW. I/O port ad
dresses 00F8(H) through OOFF(H) are reserved. 

(discussed in the System Interface section) identifies the 
source of the interrupt. 

Further maskable interrupts are disabled while servicing 
an interrupt by resetting the IF but as part of the response 
to an interrupt or exception. The saved flag word will 
reflect the enable status of the processor prior to the 
interrupt. Until the flag word is restored to the flag regis
ter, the interrupt flag will be zero unless specifically set. 
The interrupt return instruction includes restoring the flag 
word, thereby restoring the original status of IF. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt Request (NMI) 
A non-maskable interrupt input (NMI) is also provided. 
NMI has higher priority than INTR. A typical use of NMI 
would be to activate a power failure routine. The activa
tion of this input causes an interrupt with an internally 
supplied vector value of 2. No external interrupt acknowl
edge sequence is performed. 

While executing the NMI servicing procedure, the 80286 
, will not service further NMI requests, INTR requests, or 

the processor extension segment overrun interrupt until 
an interrupt return (IRET) instruction is executed or the 
CPU is reset. If NMI occurs while currently servicing an 
NMI, its presence will be saved for servicing after execut
ing the first IRET instruction. IF is cleared at the begin
ning of an NMI interrupt to inhibit INTR interrupts. 

Single Step Interrupt 
The 80286 has an internal interrupt that allows programs 
to execute one instruction at a time. It is called the single 
step interrupt and is controlled by the single step flag bit 
(TF) in the flag word. Once this bit is set, an internal 
single step interrupt will occur after the next instruction 
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Table 3. Interrupt Vector Assignments 

Interrupt Related 
Return Address 
Before Instruction 
Causing Exception? Function Number Instructions 

Divide error exception 0 DIV,IDIV Yes 
Single step interrupt 1 All 
NMI interrupt 2 All 
Breakpoint interrupt 3 INT 
INTO detected overflow exception 4 INTO No 
BOUND range exceeded exception 5 BOUND Yes 
Invalid opcode exception 6 Any undefined opcode Yes 
Processor extension not available exception 7 ESC or WAIT Yes 
Reserved 8-15 
Processor extension error input 16 ESC or WAIT 
Reserved 17-31 
User-defined 32-255 

Table 4. Interrupt Processing Order 

Order Interrupt 

1 INT instruction or exception 
2 Single step 
3 NMI 
4 Processor extension segment overrun 
5 INTR 

has been executed. The interrupt clears the TF bit and 
uses an internally supplied vector of 1. The IRET instruc
tion is used to set the TF bit and transfer control to the 
next instruction to be single stepped. 

Interrupt Priorities 
When simultaneous interrupt requests occur, they are 
processed in a fixed order as shown in Table 4. Interrupt 
processing involves saving the flags, return address, and 
setting CS:IP to point at the first instruction of the inter
rupt handler. If other interrupts remain enabled, they are 
processed before the first instruction of the current inter
rupt handler is executed. The last interrupt processed is 
therefore the first one serviced. 

Initialization and Processor Reset 
Processor initialization or start up is accomplished by 
driving the RESET input pin HIGH. RESET forces the 
80286 to terminate all execution and local bus activity. 
No instruction or bus activity will occur as long as RESET 
is active. After RESET becomes inactive and an internal 
processing interval elapses, the 80286 begins execution 
in real address mode with the instruction at physical 
location FFFFFO(H). RESET also sets some registers to 
predefined values as shown in Table 5. 

Machine Status Word Description 
The machine status word (MSW) records when a task 
switch takes place and controls the operating mode of 
the 80286. It is a 16-bit register of which the lower four 

Table 5. 80286 Initial Register State after RESET 

Flag word 0002(H) 
Machine Status Word FFFO{H) 
Instruction pointer FFFO{H) 
Code segment FOOO(H) 
Data segment OOOO(H) 
Extra segment OOOO(H) 
Stack segment OOOO(H) 

bits are used. One bit places the CPU into protected 
mode, while the other three bits; as shown in Table 6, 
control the processor extension interface. After RESET, 
this register contains FFFO(H) which places the 80286 in 
iAPX 86 real address mode. 
The LMSW and SMSW instructions can load and store 
the MSW in real address mode. The recommended use 
of TS, EM, and MP is shown in Table 7. 

Table 6. MSW Bit Functions 

Bit 
Position Name Function 

0 PE Protected mode Enable places the 
80286 into protected mode and 
cannot be cleared except by RESET. 

1 MP Monitor Processor extension allows 
WAIT instructions to cause a 
processor extension not present 
exception (number 7). 

2 EM Emulate processor extension causes 
a processor extension not present 
exception (number 7) on ESC 
instructions to allow emulating a 
processor extension. 

3 TS Task Switched indicates the next 
instruction using a processor 
extension will cause exception 7, 
allowing software to test whether the 
current processor extension context 
belongs to the current task. 
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Table 7. Recommended MSW Encodlngs For Processor Extension Control 

Instructions 
TS MP EM Recommended Use Causing 

Exception 

0 0 0 iAPX 86 real address mode only. Initial encoding after RESET. 80286 operation is None 
identical to iAPX 86, 88. 

0 0 1 No processor extension is available. Software will emulate its function. ESC 

1 0 1 No processor extension is available. Software will emulate its function. The current ESC 
processor extension context may belong to another task. 

0 1 0 A processor extension exists. None 

1 1 0 A processor extension exists. The current processor extension context may belong to ESC or WAIT 
another task. The exception on WAIT allows software to test for an error 
pending from a previous processor extension operation. 

Halt 
The HL T instruction stops program execution and pre
vents the CPU from using the local bus until restarted. 
Either NMI, INTR with IF = 1, or RESET will force the 
80286 out of halt. If interrupted, the saved CS:IP will 
point to the next instruction after the HL T. 

iAPX 286 Real Address Mode 
The 80286 executes a fully upward-compatible superset 
of the 8086 instruction set in real address mode. In real 
address mode the 80286 is object code compatible with 
8086 and 8088 software. The real address mode archi
tecture (registers and addressing modes) is exactly as 
described in the 80286 Base Architecture section. 

Memory Size 
Physical memory is a contiguous array of up to 
1,048,576 bytes (one megabyte) addressed by pins Ao 
through A19 and BHE. ALa through A2:J are ignored. 

Memory Addressing 
In real address mode the processor generates 20-bit 
physical addresses directly from a 20-bit segment base 
address and a 16-bit offset. 

The selector portion of a pointer is interpreted as the 
upper 16 bits of a 20-bit segment address. The lower four 
bits of the 20-bit segment address are always zero. Seg
ment addresses, therefore, begin on multiples of 16 
bytes. See Figure 13 for a graphic representation of ad
dress formation. 

All segments in real address mode are 64 kbytes in size 
and may be read, written, or executed. An exception or 
interrupt can occur if data operands or instructions at
tempt to wrap around the end of a segment (e.g., a word 
with its low order byte at offset FFFF(H) and its high order 
byte at offset OOOO(H)). If, in real address mode, the 
information contained in a segment does not use the full 
64 kbytes, the unused end of the segment may be over
laid by another segment to reduce physical memory re
quirements. 

Reserved Memory Locations 
The 80286 reserves two fixed areas of memory in real 
address mode (see Figure 1): system initialization area 
and interrupt table area. Locations from addresses 
FFFFO(H) through FFFFF(H) are reserved for system 
initialization. Initial execution begins at location FFFFO 
(H). Locations OOOOO(H) through 003FF(H) are reserved 
for interrupt vectors. 

15 0 

I I Offset 
':-____ O_ff_se_t __ --f Address 

20-Bit Physical 
Memory Address 

Segment 
Address 
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Figure 13.IAPX 86 Real Address Mode 
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Figure 14. IAPX 86 Real Address Mode Initially 
Reserved Memory Locations 

Table 8. Real Address Mode Addressing Interrupts 

Function 

Interrupt table limit too small exception 
Processor extension segment overrun interrupt 

Segment overrun exception 

Interrupts 

Interrupt 
Number 

8 

9 

13 

Table 8 shows the interrupt vectors reserved for excep
tions and interrupts which indicate an addressing error. 
The exceptions leave the CPU in the state existing be
fore attempting to execute the failing instruction (except 
for PUSH, POP, PUSHA, or paPA). Refer to the next 
section on protected mode initialization for a discussion 
on exception 8. 

Protected Mode Initialization 
To prepare the 80286 for protected mode, the LlOT in
struction is used to load the 24-bit interrupt table base 
and 16-bit limit for the protected mode interrupt table. 
This instruction can also set a base and limit for the 
interrupt vector table in real address mode. After reset, 
the interrupt table base is initialized to OOOOOO(H) and its 
size set to 03FF(H). These values are compatible with 
iAPX 86, 88 software. LlOT should only be executed in 
preparation for the protected mode. 

Shutdown 
Shutdown occurs when a severe error is detected that 
prevents further instruction processing by the CPU. 
Shutdown and halt are externally signaled via a halt bus 

Related 
Instructions 

Return Address 
Before Instruction? 

INT vector is not within table limit 
ESC with memory operand extending 
beyond offset FFFF(H) 

Word memory reference with 
offset = FFFF(H) or an attempt to 
execute past the end of a segment 

Yes 
No 

Yes 

operation. They can be distinguished by A1 HIGH for halt 
and A1 LOW for shutdown. In real address mode, shut
down can occur under two conditions: 

• Exceptions 8 or 13 happen and the I DT limit does not 
include the interrupt vector. 

• A CALL, INT, or POP instruction attempts to wrap 
around the stack segment when SP is not even. 

An NMI input can bring the CPU out of shutdown if the 
lOT limit is at least OOOF(H) and SP is greater than 
0005(H); otherwise, shutdown can only be exited via the 
RESET input. 

Protected Virtual .Address Mode 
The 80286 executes a fully upward-compatible superset 
of the 8086 instruction set in protected virtual address 
mode (protected mode). Protected mode also provides 
memory management and protection mechanisms and 
associated instructions. 

The 80286 enters protected virtual address mode from 
real address mode by setting the PE (Protection Enable) 
bit of the machine status word with the Load Machine 
Status Word (LMSW) instruction. Protected mode offers 
extended physical and virtual memory address space, 
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memory protection mechanisms, and new operations to 
support operating systems and virtual memory. 

All registers, instructions, and addressing modes de
scribed in the 80286 Base Architecture section remain 
the same. Programs for the iAPX 86, 88, 186, and real 
address mode 80286 can be run in protected mode; 
however, embedded constants for segment selectors 
are different. 

Memory5ize 
The protected mode 80286 provides a 1 gigabyte virtual 
address space per task mapped into a 16-megabyte' 
physical address space defined by the address pin 
A2:s-Ao and BHE. The virtual address space may be 
larger than the physical address space since any use of 
an address that does not map to a physical memory 
location will cause a restartable exception. 

Memory Addressing 
As in real address mode, protected mode uses 32-bit 
pointers, consisting of 16-bit selector and offset compo
nents. The selector, however, specifies an index intq a 
memory resident table rather than the upper 16 bits of a 
real memory address. 

The 24-bit base address of the desired segment is ob
tained from the tables in memory. The 16-bit offset is 
added to the segment base address to form the physical 
address as shown in Figure 15. The tables are automati
cally referenced by the CPU whenever a segment regis
ter is loaded with a selector. All 80286 instructions which 
load a segment register will reference the memory
based tables without additional software. The memory
based tables contain 8-byte values called descriptors. 

CPU 

Physical Memory 
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Figure 15. Protected Mode Memory AddreSSing 

Descriptors 
Descriptors define the use of memory. Special types of 
descriptors also define new functions for transfer of con
trol and task switching. The 80286 has segment descrip
tors for code, stack and data segments, and system 
control descriptors for special system data segments 
and control transfer operations. Descriptor accesses are 
performed as locked bus operations to assure descriptor 
integrity in multi-processor systems. 

Code and Data Segment Descriptors 
(5 = 1) 
Besides segment base addresses, code and data de
scriptors contain other segment attributes, including 
segment size (1 to 64 kbytes), access rights (read-only, 
read/write, execute-only, and execute/read), and pres
ence in memory (for virtual memory systems) (see Fig
ure 16). Any segment usage violating a segment attrib
ute indicate by the segment descriptor will prevent the 
memory cycle and cause an exception or i~terrupt. 

o 7 

+7 Reserved" +6 

Access +5 Base"...,. +4 

Rights Byte 
+3 Base, ..... +2 

+1 Limit, ..... 

15 8 7 

03552-15 

·Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386. 

Code and data are stored in two types of segments: code 
segments and data segments. Both types are identified 
and defined by segment descriptors. Code segments are 
identified by the executable (E) bit set to 1 in the descrip
tor access rights byte. The access rights byte of both 
code and data segment descriptor types have three 
fields.in common: present (P) bit, Descriptor Privilege 
Level (DPL), and accessed (A) bit. If P = 0, any attempted 
use of this segment will cause a not-present exception. 
DPL specifies the privilege level of the segment descrip
tor. DPL controls when the descriptor may be used by a 
task (refer to privilege discussion). The A bit shows 
whether the segment has been previously accessed for 
usage profiling, a necessity for virtual memory systems. 
The CPU will always set this bit when accessing the 
descriptor. 

Data segments (S = 1, E = 0) may be either read-only or 
read-write as controlled by the W bit of the access rights 
byte. Read-only (W = 0) data segments may not be writ
ten into. Data segments may grow in two directions, as 
determined by the Expansion Direction (ED) bit: up
wards (ED = 0) fordata segments, and downwards (ED = 
1) for a segment containing a stack. The limit field for a 
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Access Rights Byte Definition 

Bit 
Position Name Function 

7 Present (P) P = 1 Segment is mapped into physical memory. 
P = 0 No mapping to physical memory exists; base and limit are 

not used. Segment privilege attribute used in privilege tests. 
6-5 Descriptor Privilege 

Level (DPL) 
4 Segment Descriptor (S) S = 1 Code or Data segment descriptor 

S = 0 Non-segment descriptor 

3 
2 

Executable (E) 
Expansion Direction 
(ED) 

E = 0 Data segment descriptor type is: 
ED=O Grow up segment, offsets must be !i limit. } 
ED = 1 Grow down segment, offsets must be> limit. Data 

Writable (W) W", 0 Data segment may not be written into. Segment 

Type 
Field 

Definition 

W = 1 Data segment may be written into. 

3 
2 

Executable (E) 
Conforming (C) 

E = 1 Code Segment Descriptor type is: 
C = 1 Code segment may only be executed when 

CPL>DPL. 

} 

Code 
Readable (R) R=O Codesegment may not be read. 

R = 1 Code segment may be read. 
Segment 

o Accessed (A) A = 0 Segment has not been accessed. 
A = 1 Segment selector has been loaded into segment register 

or used by selector test instructions. 

Figure 16. Code and Data Segment Descriptors 

data segment descriptor is interpreted differently de
pending on the ED bit (see Figure 16). 

A code segment (S = 1, E = 1) may be execute-only or 
execute/read as determined by the Readable (R) bit. 
Code segments may never be written into and execute
only code segments (R = 0) may not be read. A code 
segment may also have an attribute called Conforming 
(C). A conforming code segment may be shared by pro
grams that execute at different privilege levels. The DPL 
of a conforming code segment defines the range of privi
lege levels at which the segment may be executed (refer 
to privilege discussion). . 

System Segment Descriptors 
(S = 0, Type 1-3) 
In addition to code and data segment descriptors, the 
protected mode 80286 defines system segment descrip
tors. These descriptors define special system data seg
ments which contain a table of descriptors (Local 
Descriptor Table Descriptor) or segments which contain 
the execution state of a task (Task State Segment 
Descriptor). 

Figure 17 gives the formats for the special system data 
segment descriptors. The descriptors contain a 24-bit 
base address of the segment and a 16-bit limit. The 
access byte defines the type of descriptor, its state and 
privilege level. The descriptor contents are valid and the 
segment is in physical memory if P = 1. If P = 0, the seg
ment is not valid. The DPL field is only used in Task State 
Segment descriptors and indicates the privilege level at 
which the descriptor may be used (see Privilege). Since 
the Local Descriptor Table descriptor may only be used 
by a special privileged instruction, the DPL field is not 
used. Bit 4 of the access byte is 0 to indicate that it is a 
system control descriptor. The Type field specifies the 
descriptor type as indicated in Figure 17. 
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System Segment Descriptor 

+7 Reserved" +6 

+5 Base, ... ,. +4 

+3 Base, .... +2 

+1 Limit, .... 

15 8 7 

"Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386. 

03552-16 

System Segment Descriptor Fields 

Name Value Description 

Type 1 Available Task State Segment 
2 Local Descriptor Table Descriptor 
3 Busy Task State Segment 

P 0 Descriptor contents are not valid 
1 Descriptor contents are valid 

DPL 0-3 Descriptor Privilege Level 

Base 24-bit Base Address of special system data 
number segment in real memory 

Limit 16-bit Offset of last byte in segment 
number 

Figure 17. System Segment Format 

Gate Descriptors 
(S = 0, Type = 4-7) 
Gates are used to control access to entry points within 
the target code segment. The gate descriptors are call 
gates, task gates, interrupt gates and trap gates. Gates 
provide a level of indirection between the source and 
destination of the control transfer. This indirection allows 
the CPU to automatically perform protection checks and 
control the entry point of the destination. Call gates are 
used to change privilege levels (see Privilege); task 
gates are used to perform a task switch; and interrupt 
and trap gates are used to specify interrupt service rou
tines. The interrupt gate disables interrupts (resets IF) 
while the trap gates does not. 

Figure 18 shows the format of the gate descriptors. The 
descriptor contains a destination pOinter that points to 
the descriptor of the target segment and the entry point 
offset. The destination selector in an interrupt gate, trap 
gate, and call gate must refer to a code segment descrip-

tor. These gate descriptors contain the entry point to 
prevent a program from constructing and using an illegal 
entry point. Task gates may only refer to a task state 
segment. Since task gates invoke a task switch, the des-
tination offset is not used in the task gate. . 

Exception 13 is generated when the gate is used if a 
destination selector does not referto the correct descrip
tor type~ The Word Count field is used in the call gate 
descriptor to indicate the number of parameters (0-31 
words) to be automatically copied from the caller's stack 
to the stack of the called routine when a controltransfer 
changes privilege levels. The Word Count field is not 
used by any other gate descriptor. 

Gate Descriptor 

o 7 

+7 Reserved' 

+4 

+2 

+1 Destination Offset '>D 

15 8 7 o 03552-17 

·Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386. 

Gate Descriptor Fields 
Name Value Description 

Type 4 -Call Gate 
5 -Task Gate 
6 -Interrupt Gate 
7 -Trap Gate 

P 0 -Descriptor Contents are not valid 
1 -Descriptor Contents are valid 

DPL 0-3 Descriptor Privilege Level 

Word 0-31 Number of words to copy from 
Count callers stack to called procedures 

stack. Only used with call gate. 

Destination 16-bit Selector to the target code segment 
Selector selector (Call, Interrupt or Trap Gate) 

Selector to the target task state 
segment (Task Gate) 

Destination 16-bit Entry point within the target 
Offset offset code segment 

Figure 18. Gate Descriptor Format 
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The access byte format is the same for all gate descrip
tors. P = 1 indicates that the gate contents are valid. P = 0 
indicates the contents are not valid and causes excep
tion 11 if referenced. DPL is the Descriptor Privilege 
Level and specifies when this descriptor may be used by 
a task (refer to privilege discussion). Bit 4 must equal 0 to 
indicate a system control descriptor. The Type field 
specifies the descriptor type as indicated in Figure 18. 

Segment Descriptor Cache Registers 
A segment descriptor cache register is assigned to each 
of the four segment registers (CS, SS, OS, ES). Segment 
descriptors are automatically loaded (cached) into a seg
ment descriptor cache register (Figure 20) whenever the 
associated segment register is loaded with a selector. 
Only segment descriptors may be loaded into segment 
descriptor cache registers. Once loaded, all references 
to that segment of memory use the cached descriptor 
information instead of reaccessing memory. The de
scriptor cache registers are not visible to programs. No 
instructions exist to store their contents. They only 
change when a segment register is loaded. 

Selector Fields 
A protected mode selector has three fields: descriptor 
entry index, local or global descriptor table ind,icator (TI), 

and selector privilege (RPL), as shown in Figure 19. 
These fields select one of two memory-based tables of 
descriptors, select the appropriate table entry, and allow 
high-speed testing of the selector's privilege attribute 
(refer to privilege discussion). 

Selector 

Index I TI PRL 

15 2 1 

Bits Name Function 

1-0 Requested 
Privilege Level (RPL) 

Indicates Selector Privilege 
Level Desired 

2 Table 
Indicator (TI) 

15-3 Index 

TI = 0 Use Global 
Descriptor Table 
(GDT) 

TI = 1 Use Local Descriptor 
Table (LDT) 

Select Descriptor Entry in 
Table 

Figure 19. Selector Fields 

"PROGRAM VISIBLE r--A-------POOGRAMTh~S1BLE-------' 
ccess 

Segment Selectors Rights Segment Base Address Segment Size 

~i a 11-----+-1 ~-I 
15 0 47 40 39 16 15 0 

Segment Registers Segment Descriptor Cache Registers 
(Loaded by Program) _________ ~o.:d~c:.?r.~~) __________ .J 

03552-18 

Figure 20. Descriptor Cache Registers 
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Local and Global Descriptor Tables 
Two tables of descriptors, called descriptor tables, con
tain all descriptors accessible by a task at any given time. 
A descriptor table is a linear array of up to 8192 descrip
tors. The upper 13 bits of the selector value are an index 
into a descriptor table. Each table has a 24-bit base 
register to locate the descriptor table in physical memory 
and a 16-bit limit register that confines descriptor access 
to the defined limits of the table as shown in Figure 21. A 
restartable exception (13) will occur if an attempt is made 
to reference a descriptor outside the table limits. 

One table, called the Global Descriptor Table (GOT), 
contains descriptors available to all tasks. The other ta
ble, called the Local Descriptor Table (LOT), contains 
descriptors that can be private to a task. Each task may 
have its own private LOT. The GOT may contain a" de
scriptor types except interrupt and trap descriptors. The 
LOT may contain only segment, task gate, and call gate 
descriptors. A segment cannot be accessed by a task if 
its segment descriptor does not exist in either descriptor 
table at the time of access. 

The LG DT and LLDT instructions load the base and limit 
of the global and local descriptor tables. LGDT and LLDT 

are protected. They may only be executed by trusted 
programs operating at level o. The LGDT instruction 
loads a six-byte field containing the 16-bit table limit and 
24-bit base address of the Global Descriptor Table as 
shown in Figure 22. The LLDT instruction loads a selec
tor which refers to a descriptor in the Local Descriptor 
Table. This descriptor contains the base address and 
limit for an LOT, as shown in Figure 17. 

Interrupt Descriptor Table 
The protected mode 80286 has a third descriptor table, 
called the Interrupt Descriptor Table (lOT) (see Figure 
23), used to define up to 256 interrupts. It may contain 
only task gates, interrupt gates and trap gates. The lOT 
(Interrupt Descriptor Table) has a 24-bit base and 16-bit 
limit register in the CPU. The protected LlDT instruction 
loads these registers with a six-byte value of identical 
form to that of the LGDT instruction (see Figure 22 and 
Protected Mode Initialization). 

References to lOT entries are made via INT instructions, 
external interrupt vectors, or exceptions. The lOT must 
be at least 256 bytes in size to allocate space for all 
reserved interrupts. 

~ Memory ~ 

r-1:P_U ---;.0 -l--+o<' l==.==~ )GOT 

23 1 GOTLimit J -1-U~~~·~~3 I GOT Base I-

15 0 LOT, 

1 LOT } Selector . 
'--""75----;;' r_LE~~~· ~~~ f~~ent 
I 1 LOT Limit W- or-

II 123 I !U 
LOT Base f-J--

I I LOT" 

I Program Invisible I L _______ .J 

fll r~ 
n;J rc, 

Figure 21. Local and Global Descriptor Table Definitions 03552-19 
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o 7 

Reserved" I Base,:>-" +4 

Base, ..... +2 

+1 Limit, ..... 
I 

15 8 7 

03552-20 
"Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386. 

Figure 22. Global Descriptor Table and Interrupt 
Descriptor Data Types 

t"-;J 

~ 
CPU 

15 0 

I lOT Limit -
l lOT Base 

23 0 ~ 

Memory 

Gate for 
Interrupt In 

Gate for 
Interrupt #n-1 

· · · 
Gate for 

Interrupt #1 

Gate for 
Interrupt #0 

'F' 
11 

~ 

Interrupt 
Descriptor 
Table 
(lOT) 
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Figure 23. Interrupt Descriptor Table Definition 

Privilege 
The 80286 has a four-level hierarchical privilege system 
which controls the use of privileged instructions and ac
cess to descriptors (and their aSSOCiated segments) 
within a task. Four-level privilege, as shown in Figure 24, 
is an extension of the user/supervisor mode commonly 
found in minicomputers. The privilege levels are num
bered 0 through 3. Level 0 is the most privileged level. 
Privilege levels provide protection within a task. (Tasks 
are isolated by providing private LDT's for each task.) 
Operating system routines, interrupt handlers, and other 
system software can be included and protected within 
the virtual address space of each task using the four 
levels of privilege. Tasks may also have a separate stack 
for each privilege level. 

Tasks, descriptors, and selectors have a privilege level 
attribute that determines whether the descriptor may be 
used. Task privilege effects the use of instructions and 
descriptors. Descriptor and selector privilege only effect 
access to the descriptor. 

Task Privilege 
The task always executes at one of the four privilege 
levels. A task privilege level at any specific instant is 
called the Current Privilege Level (CPL) and is defined 
by the lower two bits of the CS register. CPL cannot 
change during execution in a single code segment. A 

task's CPL may only be changed by control transfers 
through gate descriptors to a new code segment (See 
Control Transfer). Tasks begin executing at the CPL 
value specified by the code segment when the task is 
initiated via a task switch operation. A task executing at 
Level 0 can access all data segments defined in the GDT 
and the task's LDT and is considered the most trusted 
level. A task executed at Level 3 has the most restricted 
access to data and is considered the least trusted level. 

Descriptor Privilege 
DeSCriptor privilege is specified by the Descriptor Privi
lege Level (DPL) field of the descriptor access byte. DPL 
specifies the least trusted privilege level (CPL) at which 
a task may access the descriptor. Descriptors with 
DPL = 0 are the most protected. Only tasks executing at 
privilege level 0 (CPL = 0) may access them. Descriptors 
with DPL=3 are the least protected (Le., have the least 
restricted access) since tasks can access them when 
CPL = 0, 1, 2, or 3. This rule applies to all descriptors, 
except LDT descriptors. 

Selector Privilege 

Selector privilege is specified by the Requested Privilege 
Level (RPL) field in the least significant two bits of a 
selector. Selector RPL may establish a less trusted privi
lege level than the current privilege level for the use of a 
selector. This level is called the task's effective privilege 
level (EPL). RPL can only reduce the scope of a task's 
access to data with this selector. A task's effective privi
lege is the numeric maximum of RPL and CPl. A selec
tor with RPL = 0 imposes no additional restriction on its 
use while a selector with RPL = 3 can only refer to seg
ments at privilege Level 3 regardless of the task's CPl. 
RPL is generally used to verify that pointer parameters 
passed to a more trusted procedure are not allowed to 
use data at a more privileged level than the caller (referto 
pointer testing instructions). 

cPU 
Enforced 
Software 
Interfaces 

High·Speed 
Operating 
System 
Interface 

03552-22 

Figure 24. Hierarchical Privilege Levels 
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Descriptor Access and Privilege 
Validation 

Determining the ability of a task to access a segment 
involves the type of segment to be accessed, the instruc
tion used, the type of descriptor used and CPL, RPL, and 
DPL. The two basic types of segment accesses are con
trol transfer (selectors loaded into CS) and data (selec
tors loaded into DS, ES, or SS). 

Data Segment Access 

Instructions that load selectors into DS and ES must 
refer to a data segment descriptor or readable code seg
ment descriptor. The CPL of the task and the RPL of the 
selector must be the same as or more privileged (numeri
cally equal to or lower than) than the descriptor DPL. In 
general, a task can only access data segments at the 
same or less privileged levels than the CPL or RPL 
(whichever is numerically higher) to prevent a program 
from accessing data it cannot be trusted to use. 

An exception to the rule is a readable conforming code 
segment. This type of code segment can be read from 
any privilege level. 

If the privilege checks fail (e.g., DPL is numerically less 
than the maximum of CPL and RPL) or an incorrect type 
of descriptor is referenced (e.g., gate descriptor or exe
cute only code segment), exception 13 occurs. If the 
segment is not present, exception 11 is generated. 

Instructions that load selectors into SS must refer to data 
segment descriptors for writable data segments. The 
descriptor privilege (DPL) and RPL must equal CPL. 
All other descriptor types or privilege level violation will 
cause exception 13. A not-present fault causes excep
tion 12. 

Control Transfer 

Four types of control transfer can occur when a selector 
is loaded into CS by a control transfer operation (see 
Table 9). Each transfer type can only occur if the opera
tion which loaded the selector references the correct 
descriptor type. Any violation of these descriptor usage 
rules (e.g., JMP through a call gate or RET to a Task 
State Segment) will cause exception 13. 

The ability to reference a descriptor for control transfer is 
also subject to rules of privilege. A CALL or JUMP in
struction mayonly reference a code segment descriptor 
with DPL equal to the task CPL or a conforming segment 
with DPLof equal orgreaterprivilegethan CPL. The RPL 
of the selector used to reference the code descriptor 
must have as much privilege as CPL. 

RET and IRET instructions may only reference code 
segment descriptors with descriptor privilege equal to or 
less privileged than the task CPL. The selector loaded 
into CS is the return address from the stack. After the 
return, the selector RPL is the task's new CPL. If CPL 
changes, the old stack pointer is popped after the return 
address. 

When a JMP or CALL references a Task State Segment 
descriptor, the descriptor DPL must be the same or less .. 
privileged than the task's CPL. Reference to a valid Task 
State Segment descriptor causes a task switch (see 
Task Switch Operation). Reference to a Task State Seg-
ment descriptor at a more privileged level than the task's 
CPL generates exception 13. 

When an instruction or interrupt references a gate de
scriptor, the gate DPL must have the same or less privi
lege than the task CPL. If DPL is at a more privileged 
level than CPL, exception 13 occurs. If the destination 

Table 9. Descriptor Types Used for Control Transfer 

Control Transfer Types 

Intersegment within the same privilege level 

Intersegment to the same or higher privilege level 

Interrupt within task may change CPL 

Intersegment to a lower privilege level (changes task CPL) 

Task Switch 

* NT (Nested Task bit of flag word) = 0 
** NT (Nested Task bit of flag word) = 1 

Operation Types 

JMP, CALL, RET, IRET* 

CALL 

Interrupt Instruction, 
Exception, External 
Interrupt 

RET,IRET* 

CALL, JMP 

CALL,JMP 

IRET** 
Interrupt Instruction, 
Exception, External 
Interrupt 

80286 

Descriptor Descriptor 
Referenced Table 

Code Segment GOT/LOT 

Call Gate GOT/LOT 

Trap or Interrupt lOT 
Gate 

Code Segment GOT/LOT 

Task State Segment GOT 

Task Gate GOT/LOT 

Task Gate lOT 
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selector contained in the gate references a code seg
ment descriptor, the code segment descriptor DPL must 
be the same or more privileged than the task CPL. If not, 
Exception 13 is issued. After the control transfer, the 
code segment descriptor DPL is the task's new CPL. If 
the destination selector in the gate references a task 
state segment, a task switch is automatically performed 
(see Task Switch Operation). 

The privilege rules on control transfer require: 

JMP or CALL direct to a code segment (code 
segment descriptor) can only be to a conforming 
segment with DPL of equal or greater privilege than 
CPL or a non-conforming segment at the same 
privilege level. 

Privilege Level Changes 
Any control transfer that changes CPL within the task 
causes a change of stacks as part of the operation. Initial 
values of SS:SP for privilege levels 0, 1, and 2 are kept in 
the task state segment (refer to Task Switch Operation). 
During a JMP or CALL control transfer, the new stack 
pointer is loaded into the SS and SP registers and the 
previous stack pointer is pushed onto the new stack. 

When returning to the original privilege level, its stack is 
restored as part of the RET or IRET instruction operation. 
For subroutine calls that pass parameters on the stack 
and cross privilege levels, a fixed number of words, as 
specified in the gate, are copied from the previous stack 
to the current stack. The intersegment RET instruction 
with a stack adjustment value will correctly restore the 
previous stack pointer upon return. 

Protection 
The 80286 includes mechanisms to protect critical in
structions that affect the CPU execution state (e.g., HL T) 
and code or data segments from improper usage. These 
mechanisms are grouped under the term "protection" 
and have three forms: 

• Restricted usage of segments (e.g., no write allowed 
to read-only data segments). The only segments 
available for use are defined by descriptors in the 
Local Descriptor Table (LDT) and Global Descriptor 
Table (GDT). 

• Restricted access to segments via the rules of 
privilege and descriptor usage. 

• Privileged instructions or operations that may only 
be executed at certain privilege levels as determined 
by the CPL and I/O Privilege Level (IOPL). The 10PL 
is defined by bits 14 and 13 of the flag word. 

These checks are performed for all instructions and can 
be split into three categories: segment load checks (Ta
ble 10), operand reference checks (Table 11), and privi
leged instruction checks (Table 12). Any violation of the 
rules shown will result in an exception. A not-present 

interrupts within the task or calls that may change 
privilege levels can only transfer control through a 
gate at the same or a less privileged level than CPL 
to a code segment at the same or more privileged 
level than CPL. 
return instructions that don't switch tasks can only 
return control to a code segment at the same or less 
privileged level. 

task switch can be performed by a call, a jump or an 
interrupt which references either a task gate or task 
state segment at the same or less privileged level. 

exception related to the stack segment causes excep
tion 12. 

The IRET and POPF instructions do not perform some of 
their defined functions if CPL is not of sufficient privilege 
(numerically small enough). Precisely, these are: 

• The IF bit is not changed if CPL > 10PL. 
• The 10PL field of the flag word is not changed if 

CPL>O. 

No exceptions or other indication are given when these 
conditions occur. 

Table 10. Segment Register Load Checks 

Error Description 
Exception 
Number. 

Descriptor table limit exceeded 13 

Segment descriptor not present 11 or 12 

Privilege rules violated 13 

Invalid descriptor/segment type segment 
register load: 

- Read only data segment load to SS 
- Special control descriptor load to OS, 

ES,SS 13 
- Execute only segment load to OS, ES, 

SS 
- Data segment load to CS 
- Read/Execute code segment load 

to SS 
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Table 11. Operand Reference Checks 

Error Description 

Write into code segment 
Read from execute-only code segment 
Write to read-only data segment 
Segment limit exceeded' 

Exception 
Number 

13 
13 
13 
12 or 13 

Note: Carry out in offset calculations is ignored. 

Table 12. Privileged Instruction Checks 

Exception 
Error Description Number 

CPL~O when executing the following 
instructions: 13 

LlDT, LLDT, LGDT. L TR. LMSW. 
CTS,HLT 

CPL> IOPL when executing the following 
instructions: 13 

INS, IN, OUTS, OUT, STI, CLI, LOCK 

Exceptions 
The 80286 detects several types of exceptions and inter
rupts in protected mode (see Table 13). Most are restart
able after the exceptional condition is removed. Interrupt 
handlers for most exceptions receive an error code, 
pushed on the stack after the return address, that identi
fies the selector involved (0 if none). The return address 
normally points to the failing instruction, including all 
leading prefixes. For a processor extension segment 
overrun exception, the return address will not point at the 
ESC instruction that caused the exception; however, the 
processor extension registers may contain the address 
of the failing instruction. 

Special Operations 
Task Switch Operation 

The 80286 provides a built-in task switch operation 
which saves the entire 80286 execution state (registers, 
address space, and a link to the previous task), loads a 
new execution state, and commences execution in the 
new task. Like gates, the task switch operation is invoked 
by executing an inter-segment JMP or CAll instruction 
which refers to a Task State Segment (TSS) or task gate 
descriptor in the GOT or lDT. An INT n instruction, ex
ception, or external interrupt may also invoke the task 
switch operation by selecting a task gate descriptor in the 
associated lOT descriptor entry. 

The TSS descriptor points at a segment (see Figure 25) 
containing the entire 80286 execution state while a task 
gate descriptor contains a TSS selector. The limit field 
must be> 002B(H). 

Each task must have a TSS associated with it. The cur
rent TSS is identified by a special register in the 80286 
called the Task Register (TR). This register contains a 
selector referring to the task state segment descriptor 
that defines the current TSS. A hidden base and limit 
register associated with TR are loaded whenever TR is 
loaded with a new selector. 

The IRET instruction is used to return control to the task 
that called the current task or was interrupted. Bit 14 in 
the flag register is called the Nested Task(NT) bit. It 
controls the function of the IRETinstruction.lf NT = 0, the 
IRET instruction performs the regular current task return; 
when NT = 1, IRET performs a task switch operation 
back to the previous task. 

When a CAll or INT instruction initiates a task switch, 
the old and new TSS will be marked busy and the back 
link field of the new TSS set to the old TSS selector. The 

Table 13. Protected Mode Exceptions 

Interrupt 
Vector Function 

8 Double exception detected 
9 Processor extension segment overrun 
10 Invalid task state segment 
11 Segment not present 
12 Stack segment overrun or segment not present 
13 General protection 

Notes: 

Return Address 
At Falling 

Instruction? 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Error 
Always Code 

Restartable? on Stack? 

N02 Yes 
N02 No 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes' Yes 
N02 Yes 

1. When a PUSHA or POPA instruction attempts to wrap around the stack segment, the machine state after the exception 
will not be restartable because stack segment wraparound is not permitted. This condition is identified by the value of the 
saved SP being either OOOO(H), 0001 (H), FFFE(H), or FFFF(H). 

2. These exceptions indicate a violation to privilege rules or usage rules has occurred. Restart is generally not attempted 
under those conditions. 

3. All these checks are performed for all instructions and can be split into three categories: Segment Load Checks (Table 
10), Operand Reference Checks (Table 11), and Privileged Instruction Checks (Table 12). Any violation of the rules 
shown will result in an exception. A not-present exception causes exception 11 or 12 and is restartable. 
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NT bit of the new task is set by CALL or INT initiated task 
switches. An interrupt that does not cause a task switch 
will clear NT. NT may also be set or cleared by POPF or 
IRET instructions. 

The task state segment is marked busy by changing the 
descriptor type field from Type 1 to Type 3. Use of a 
selector that references a busy task state segment 
causes Exception 13. 
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Type Description 

1 An Available Task State 
Segment. May be used as 
the Destination of a Task 
Switch Operation. 

3 A Busy Task State 
Segment. Cannot be used 
as the Destination of a 
Task Switch. 

P Description 

1 Base and limit Fields are Valid. 

0 Segment is not Present In Memory, 
Base and limit are not defined. 

Current 
Task 
State 

Initial 
Stacks 
forCPLO, 1,2 
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Processor Extension Context Switching 
The context of a processor extension is not changed by 
the task switch operation. A processor extension context 
need only be changed when a different task attempts to 
use the processor extension (which still contains the 
context of a previous task). The 80286 detects the first 
use of a processor extension after a task switch by caus
ing the processor extension not present exception (7). 
The interrupt handler may then decide whether a context 
change is necessary. 

Whenever the 80286 switches tasks, it sets the Task 
Switched (TS) bit of the MSW. TS indicates that a proc
essor extension context may belong to a different task 
than the current one. The processor extension not pre
sent exception (7) will occur when attempting to execute 
an ESC or WAIT instruction if TS= 1 and a processor 
extension is present (MP = 1 in MSW). 

Pointer Testing Instructions 
The 80286 provides several instructions to speed pointer 
testing and consistency checks for maintaining system 
integrity (see Table 14). These instructions use the 
memory management hardware to verify that a selector 
value refers to an appropriate segment without risking an 
exception. A condition flag indicates whether use of the 
selector or segment will cause an exception. 

Table 14. Pointer Test Instructions 

Instruction 

ARPL 

VERR 

VERW 

LSL 

LAR 

Operands 

Selector, 
Register 

Selector 

Selector 

Register, 
Selector 

Register, 
Selector 

Function 

Adjust Requested Privilege 
Level: adjusts the RPL of the 
selector to the numeric maxi
mum of current selector RPL 
value and the RPL value in the 
register. Set zero flag if selec
tor RPL was changed. 

VERify for Read: sets the zero 
flag is the segment referred to 
by the selector can be read. 

VERify for Write: sets the zero 
flag if the segment referred to 
by the selector can be written. 

Load Segment Limit: reads 
the segment limit into the reg
ister if privilege rules and de
scriptor type allow. Set zero 
flag if successful. 

Load Access Rights: reads 
the descriptor access rights 
byte into the register if privi
lege rules allow. Set zero 
flag if successful. 

Double Fault and Shutdown 

If two separate exceptions are detected during a single 
instruction execution, the 80286 performs the double 

fault exception (8). If an exception occurs during proc
essing of the double fault exception, the 80286 will enter 
shutdown. During shutdown no further instructions or 
exceptions are processed. Either NMI (CPU remains in 
protected mode) or RESET (CPU exits protected mode) 
can force the 80286 out of shutdown. Shutdown is exter
nally signalled via a HALT bus operation with A1 HIGH. 

Protected Mode Initialization 
The 80286 initially executes in real address mode after 
RESET. To allow initialization code to be placed at the 
top of physical memory, A23-2O will be HIGH when the 
80286 performs memory references relative to the CS 
register, until CS is changed. A23-2O will be zero for refer
ences to the OS, ES, or SS segments. Changing CS in 
real address mode will force A23-2O LOW whenever using 
CS thereafter. The initial CS:IP value of FFOO:FFFO 
provides 64K bytes of code space for initialization code 
without changing CS. 

Before placing the 80286 into protected mode, several 
registers must be initialized. The GOT and lOT base 
registers must referto a valid GOT and lOT. After execut
ing the LMSW instruction to set PE, the 80286 must 
immediately execute an intrasegment JMP instruction to 
clear the instruction queue of instructions decoded in 
real address mode. 

To force the 80286 CPU registers to match the initial 
protected mode state assumed by software, execute a 
JMP instruction with a selector referring to the initial TSS 
used in the system. This will load the task register, local 
descriptor table register, segment registers and initial 
general register state. The TR should point at a valid TSS 
since a task switch operation involves saving the current 

System Interface 
The 80286 system interface appears in two forms: a local 
bus and a system bus. The local bus consists of address, 
data, status, and control Signals at the pins of the CPU. A 
system bus is any buffered version of the local bus. A 
system bus may also differ from the local bus in terms of 
coding of status and control lines and/or timing and load
ing of signals. The 80286 family includes several devices 
to generate standard system buses sLich as the IEEE 
796 Standard MUL TIBUS®. 

Bus Interface Signals and Timing 
The 80286 microsystem local bus interfaces the 80286 
to local memory and lID components. The interface has 
24 address lines, 16 data lines, and 8 status and control 
signals. . 

The 80286 CPU, 82284 clock generator, 82C288 bus 
controller, 82289 bus arbiter, 8286/7 transceivers, and 
828213 latches provide a buffered and decoded system 
bus interface. The 82284 generates the system clock 
and synchronizes READY and RESET. The 82C288 con
verts bus operation status encoded by the 80286 into 
command and bus control signals. These components 
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can provide the timing and electrical power drive levels 
required for most system bus interfaces including the 
MULTIBUS. 

Physical Memory and I/O Interface 
A maximum of 16 megabytes of physical memory can be 
addressed in protected mode. One megabyte can be 
addressed in real address mode. Memory is accessible 
as bytes or words. Words consist of any two consecutive 
bytes addressed with the least significant byte stored in 
the lowest address. 

Byte transfers occur on either half of the 16-bit local data 
bus. Even bytes are accessed over D7~ while odd bytes 
are transferred over DI5-8. Even-addressed words are 
transferred over DHH) in one bus cycle, while odd-ad
dressed words require two bus operations. The first 
transfers data on DI5-8, and the second transfers data on 
D7~. Both byte data transfers occur automatically, trans
parent to software. 

Two bus signals, Ao and BHE, control transfers over the 
lower and upper halves of the data bus. Even address 
byte transfers are indicated by Ao LOW and BHE HIGH. 
Odd address byte transfers are indicated by Ao HIGH 
and BHE LOW. Both Ao and BHE are LOW for even 
address word transfers. 

The I/O address space contains 64K addresses in both 
modes. The I/O space is accessible as either bytes or 
words, as is memory. Byte-wide peripheral devices may 
be attached to either the upper or lower byte of the data 
bus. Byte-wide I/O devices attached to the upper data 
byte (DI5-8) are accessed with odd I/O addresses. 
Devices on the lower data byte are accessed with even 
I/O addresses. An interrupt controller such as the 8259A 
must be connected to the lower data byte (D7~) for 
proper retum of the interrupt vector. 

Bus Operation 
The 80286 uses a double-frequency system clock (CLK 
input) to control bus timing. All signals on the local bus 
are measured relative to the system CLK input. The CPU 
divides the system clock by 2 to produce the internal 
processor clock, which determines bus state. Each proc-

essor clock is composed of two system clock cycles 
named phase 1 and phase 2. The 82284 clock generator 
output (PCLK) identifies the next phase of the processor 
clock. (See Figure 26.) 

Six types of bus operations are supported: memory read, 
memory write, I/O read, I/O write, interrupt acknowledge, 
and halt/shutdown. Data can be transferred at a maxi
mum rate of one word per two processor clock cycles. 

The 80286 bus has three basic states: idle (TI), send 
status (Ts), and perform command (Tc). The 80286 CPU 
also has a fourth local bus state called hold (Th). Th 
indicates that the 80286 has surrendered control of the 
local bus to another bus master in response to a HOLD 
request. 

Each bus state is one processor clock long. Figure 27 
shows the four 80286 local bus states and allowed tran
sitions. 

Bus States 
The idle (TI) state indicates that no data transfers are in 
progress or requested. The first active state, Ts, is sig
nalled by either status line S1 or SO going LOW also 
identifying phase 1 of the processor clock. During Ts, the 
command encoding, the address, and data (for a write 
operation) are available on the 80286 output pins. The 
82C288 bus controller decodes the status signals and 
generates MUL TIBUS-compatible read/write command 
and local transceiver control signals. 

After Ts, the perform command (Te) state is entered. 
Memory or 1/0 devices respond to the bus operation 
during Te, either transferring read data to the CPU or 
accepting write data. T c states may be repeated as often 
as necessary to assure sufficient time for the memory or 
1/0 device to respond. The READY signal determines 
whether Te is repeated. A repeated Tc state is called a 
wait state. 

During hold (Th). the 80286 will float all address, data, 
and status output pins, enabling another bus master to 
use the local bus. The 80286 HOLD input signal is used 
to place the 80286 into the Th state. The 80286 HLDA 
output signal indicates that the CPU has entered Th. 

..... --One Processor Clock Cycle 

ClK 

Clock Cycle ---"'I Jr. One System ---' 

PClKY . \'--__ -JI 
03552-24 

Figure 26. System and Processor Clock Relationships 
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Figure 27. 80286 Bus States 

Pipelined Addressing 
The 80286 uses a local bus interface with pipelined tim
ing to allow as much time as possible for data access. 
Pipelined timing allows bus operations to be performed 
in two processor cycles, while allowing each individual 
bus operation to last for three processor cycles. 

The timing of the address outputs is pipe lined such that 
the address of the next bus operation becomes available 
during the current bus operation. Or in other words, the 
first clock of the next bus operation is overlapped with the 
last clock of the current bus operation. Therefore, ad-

ClK 

ProcClK 

dress decode and routing logic can ope rate in advance of 
the next bus operation. External address latches may 
hold the address stable for the entire bus operation and 
provide additional AC and DC buffering. 

The 80286 does not maintain the address of the current 
bus operation during all Tc states. Instead, the address 
forthe next bus operation may be emitted during phase 2 
of any T c. The address remains valid during phase 1 of 
the first Tc to guarantee hold time, relative to ALE, for the 
address latch inputs. 

A,rA. ____ -J~~~~----------~;_------~,~~~--------~--~r_--------,~~~---
§:5. 51 ________ ~"'"" 

0,,.0. --------------------------0----------------0-
Valid Read 

Oata(N) 

Pipelining: valid address (N+ 1) available in last phase of bus cycle (N). 

Figure 28. Basic Bus Cycle 

80286 

Valid Read 
Oata(N+1) 
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Bus Control Signals 
The 82C288 bus controller provides control signals: ad
dress latch enable (ALE), Read/write commands data 
transmit/receive (DTiR)< and data enable (DEN) that 
control the address latches, data transceivers, write en
able, and output enable for memory and 1/0 systems. 

The Address latch Enable (ALE) output determines 
when the address may be latched. ALE provides at least 
one system ClK period of address hold time from the 
end of the previous bus operation until the address for 
the next bus operation appears at the latch outputs. This 
adress hold time is required to support MUl TIBUS and 
common memory systems. 

The data bus transceivers are controlled by 82C288 out
puts_Data Enable (DEN) and Data Transmit/Receive 
(DT/R). DEN enables the data transceivers while DT/R 
controls transceiver direction. DEN and DTIR are timed 
to prevent bus contention between the bus master, data 
bus transceivers, and system data bus transceivers. 

Command Timing Controls 
Two system timing customization options, command ex
tension and command delay, are provided on the 80286 
local bus. 

Command extension allows additional time for external 
devices to respond to a command and is analogous to 
inserting wait states on the 8086. Exte mal logic can con
trol the duration of any bus operation such that the opera
tion is only as long as necessary. The READY input sig
nal can extend any bus operation for as long as 
necessary. 

Command delay allows an increase of address or write 
data set-up time to system bus command active for any 

. bus operation by delaying when the system bus com
mand becomes active. Command delay is controlled by 
the 82C288 CMDlY input. After Ts, the bus controller 
samples CMDl Y at each failing edge of ClK. If CMDl Y 
is HIGH, the 82C288 will not activate the command sig
nal. When CMDl Y is lOW, the 82C288 will activate the 
command signal. After the command becomes active 
the CMDlY input is not sampled. ' 

When a command is delayed, the available response 
ti~e from ~ommand active to return read data or accept 
wnte data IS less. To customize system bus timing, an 
address decoder can determine which bus operations 
require delaying the command. The CMDlY input does 
not affect the timing of ALE, DEN, or DT/R. 

Figure 29 illustrates four uses of CMDlY. Example 1 
shows delaying the read command two system ClKs for 
cycle N -1 and no delay for cycle N, and example 2 
shows delaying the read command one system ClK for 
cycle N -1 and one system ClK delay for cycle N. 

Bus Cycle Termination 
At maximum transfer rates, the 80286 bus alternates 
between the status and command states. The bus status 
signals b~come inactive after T s so that they may 
correctly Signal the start of the next bus operation after 
the completion of the current cycle. No external 
indication of Tc exists on the 80286 local bus. The bus 
master and bus controller enter T c directly after T sand 
continue executing Tc cycles until terminated by 
READY. 
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Figure 29. CMDL Y Controls and leading Edge of the Command 

READY Operation 
The current bus master and 82C288 bus controllertermi
nate each bus operation simultaneously to achieve maxi
mum bus bandwidth. Both are informed in advance by 
READY active which identifies the last T c cycle of the 
current bus operation. The bus master and bus controller 
must see the same sense of the READY signal, thereby 
requiring READY be synchronous to the system clock. 

Synchronous Ready 
The 82284 clock generator provides READY synchroni
zation from both synchronous and asynchronous 
sources (See Figure 30). The synchronous ready input 
(SRDY) of the clock generator is sampled with the falling 
edge of ClK at the end of phase 1 of each T c. The state of 
SRDY is then broadcast to the bus master and bus con
troller via the READY output line. 

Asynchronous Ready 
Many systems have devices or subsystems that are 
asynchronous to the system clock. As a result, their 
ready outputs cannot be guaranteed to meet the 82284 
SRDY set-up and hold time requirements. The 82284 
asynchronous ready input (ARDY) is designed to accept 
such signals. The ARDY input is sampled at the begin-

ning of each T c cycle by 82284 synchronization logic. 
This provides a system ClK cycle time to resolve its 
value before broadcasting it to the bus master and bus 
controller. 

ARDY or ARDYEN must be HIGH at the end of Ts. ARDY 
cannot be used to terminate bus cycle with no wait 
status. 

Each ready input of the 82284 has an enable pin 
(SRDYEN and ARDYEN) to select whether the current 
bus operation will be terminated by the synchronous or 
asynchronous ready. Either of the ready inputs may 
terminate a bus operation. These enable inputs are ac
tive low and have the same timing as their respective 
ready inputs. Address decode logic usually selects 
whether the current bus operation should be terminated 
by ARDY or SRDY. 

Data Bus Control 
Figures 31,32, and 33 show how the DTiR, DEN, data 
bus, and address signals operate for different c0.!!lbina
tions of read, write, and idle bus operations. DT/R goes 
active (lOW) for a read operation. DT/R remains HIGH 
before, during, and between write operations. 
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(See Note 3.) 

03552-28 
Notes: 1. SRDYEN is active lOW. 

2. H SRDYEN is HIGH, the state of SRDY will not affect READY. 

3. ARDYEN is active lOW. 

Figure 30. Synchronous and Asynchronous Ready 

The data bus is driven with write data during the second 
phase of Ts. The delay in write data timing allows the 
read data drivers, from a previous read cycle, sufficient 
time to enter three-state OFF before the 80286 CPU 
begins driving the local data bus for write operations. 
Write data will always remain valid for one system clock 
past the last T c to provide sufficient hold time for M Ul TI
BUS or other similar memory or I/O systems. During 
write-read or write-idle sequences, the data bus enters 
three-state OFF during the second phase of the proces
sor cycle after the last T c. In a write-write sequence the 
data bus does not enter three-state OFF between Tc and 
Ts. 

Bus Usage 
The 80286 local bus may be used for several functions: 
instruction data transfers, data transfers by other bus 
masters, instruction fetching, processor extension data 
transfers, interrupt acknowledge, and halVshutdown. 
This section describes local bus activities which have 
special signals or requirements. 

HOLD and HLDA 
HOLD and HlDA allow another bus master to gain con
trol of the local bus by placing the 80286 bus into the Th 
state. The sequence of events required to pass control 

between the 80286 and another local bus master are 
shown in Figure 34. 

In this example, the 80286 is initially in the Th, state as 
signaled by HlDA being active. Upon leaving Th, as sig
naled by HlDA going inactive, a write operation is 
started. During the write operation another local bus 
master requests the local bus from the 80286 as shown 
by the HOLD signal. After completing the write operation, 
the 80286 performs one TI bus cycle, to guarantee write 
data hold time, then enters Th as signaled by HlDA gOing 
active. 

The CM Dl Y signal and ARDY ready are used to start and 
stop the write bus command, respectively. Note that 
SRDY must be inactive or disabled by SRDYEN to guar~ 
antee ARDY will terminate the cycle. 

HOLD must not be active during the time from the lead
ing edge of RESET until 34 ClKs following the trailing 
edge of RESET unless the 80286 is in the Halt condition. 
To ensure that the 80286 remains in the Halt condition 
until the processor Reset operation is complete, no inter
rupts should occur after the execution of Hl T until 34 
ClKs after the trailing edge of the RESET pulse. 
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Figura 31. Back-Io-Back Read-Write Cycles 

Lock 
The CPU asserts an active lock signal during Interrupt
Acknowledge cycles, the XCHG instruction, and during 
some descriptor accesses. Lock is also asserted when 
the LOCK prefix is used. The LOCK prefix may be used 
with the following ASM-286 assembly instructions; 
MOVS, INS, and OUTS. For bus cycles other than Inter
rupt-Acknowledge cycles, Lock will be active for the first 
and subsequent cycles of a series of cycles to be locked. 
Lock will not be shown active during the last cycle to be 
locked. Forthe next-to-Iast cycle, Lock will become inac
tive at the end of the first T c regardless of the number of 
wait-states inserted. For Interrupt-Acknowledge cycles, 
Lock will be active for each cycle, and will become inac
tive at the end of the first Te for each cycle regardless of 
the number of wait-states inserted. 

Instruction Fetching 
The 80286 Bus Unit (BU) will fetch instructions ahead of 
the current instruction being executed. This activity is 
called prefetching. It occurs when the local bus would 
otherwise be idle and obeys the following rules: 

A prefetch bus operation starts when at least two bytes of 
the 6-byte prefetch queue are empty. 

The prefetcher normally performs word prefetches inde
pendent of the byte alignment of the code segment base 
in physical memory. 

The prefetcher will perform only a byte code fetch opera
tion for control transfers to an instruction beginning on a 
numerically odd physical address. 

Prefetching stops whenever a control transfer or HL T 
instruction is decoded by the IU and placed into the in
struction queue. 

In real address mode, the prefetcher may fetch up to 5 
bytes beyond the last control transfer or HL T instruction 
in a code segment. 

In protected mode, the prefetcher will never cause a 
segment overrun exception. The prefetcher stops at the 
last physical memory word of the code segment. Excep
tion 13 will occur if the program attempts to execute 
beyond the last full instruction in the code segment. 

If the last byte of a code segment appears on an even 
physical memory address, the prefetcher will read the 
next physical byte of memory (perform a word code 
fetch). The value of this byte is ignored and any attempt 
to execute it causes exception 13. 
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Write Cyde Read Cyde 

--T, ___ I"-Ts~4--- Tc--..... I.t----Ts-.~ Tc 
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Figure 32. Back-ta-Back Write-Read Cycles 

Write Cyde N-l WriteCyde N 

--T, ___ 1"- Ts --:---1...- Tc --."i"I_t--- Ts 
I cj>2 cj>1 I cj>2 cj>1 I cj>2 cj>1 I 

"I- Tc---'~TI---f 
cj>2 cj>1 I cj>2 cj>1 I cj>2 

ClK 

O,s-Do -------

DEN _______ --1 

O~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
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Figure 33. Back-ta-Back Write-Write Cycles 
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Bus Hold Acknowledge Write Cycle Bus Hold Acknowledge 

I- T TTl Bus Cycle Type +1 I H +2 I +1 I H +2 I +1 I H +2 +1 Ie +21 +1 re 
+21 +1 Ie +21 +1 ~I +2 I +1 rH 

+2 r 
CL 

HOLD 

HLOA 

,--_______________ ~~~!!.1J._ 

~~·COD/1FlfX------------

~~-------------- Valid 

0,.-0.----------------- Valid 

OT/R -------------------------------------(HIGH) 

(See Note 7.) 

DEN \'-----
ALE ________________________ ~~~ ________________________________ __ 

TS~Status Cycle 
TC - Command Cycle 03552-32 

Notes: 1. Status lines are not driven by 80286, yet remain high due to pull-up resistors in 82C288 and 82289 during 
HOLD state. 

2. Address, MIlO and COD/INTA may start may start floating during any TC, depending on when internal 
80286 bus arbiter decides to release bus to external HOLD. The float starts in <1>2 of TC. 

3. SHE and LOCK may start floating after the end of any TC, depending on when internal 80286 bus arbiter 
decides to release bus to external HOLD. 

4. The minimum HOLD J. to HLDA J. time is shown. Maximum is one TH longer. 

5. The earliest HOLD i time is shown which will always allow a subsequent memory cycle if pending. 

6. The minimum HOLD i to HLDA i time is shown. Maximum is a function of the instruction, type of bus cycle 
and other machine status (Le., Interrupts, Waits, Lock, etc.). 

7. Asynchronous ready allows termination of the cycle. Synchronous ready does not signal ready in this 
example. Synchronous ready state is ignored after ready is signaled via the asynchronous input. 

Figure 34. MULTI BUS Write Terminated by Asynchronous Ready with Bus Hold 
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Processor Extension Transfers 
The processor extension interface uses 1/0 port ad
dresses 00F8(H), and OOFA(H), and OOFC(H) which are 
part of the 1/0 port address range and is a reserved area. 
An ESC instruction with EM = 0 and TS = 0 will perform 
1/0 bus operations to one or more of these 1/0 port ad
dresses independent of the value of 10PL and CPL. 

ESC instructions with memory references enable the 
CPU to accept PEREa inputs for processor extension 
operand transfers. The CPU will determine the operand 
starting address and readlwrite status of the instruction. 
For each operand transfer, two or three bus operations, 
one word transfer with 1/0 port address OOFA(H), and 
one or two bus operations with memory are performed. 
Three bus operations are required for each word oper
and aligned on an odd byte address. 

Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
Figure 35 illustrates an interrupt acknowledge sequence 
performed by the 80286 in response to an INTR input. An 
interrupt acknowledge sequence consists of two INTA 
bus operations. The first allows a master 8259A Pro
grammable Interrupt Controller (PIC) to determine 
which, if any, of its slaves should return the interrupt 
vector. An eight-bit vector is read by the 80286 during the 
second INTA bus operation to select an interrupt handler 
routine from the interrupt table. 

The Master Cascade Enable (MCE) signal of the 82C288 
is used to enable the cascade address drivers, during 
INTA bus operations (see Figure 35), onto the local ad
dress bus for distribution to slave interrupt controllers via 
the system address bus. The 80286 emits the LOCK 
signal (active LOW) during T s of the first INT A bus opera
tion. A local bus "hold" request will not be honored until 
the end of the second INTA bus operation. 

Three idle processor clocks are provided by the 80286 
between INTA bus operations to allow for the minimum 
INTA to INTA time and CAS (cascade address) out delay 
of the 8259A. The second INT A bus operation must al
ways have at least one extra Tc state added via logic 
controlling READY. AzrAo are in three-state OFF until 
after the first Tc state of the second INTA bus operation. 
This prevents bus contention between the cascade ad
dress drivers and CPU address drivers. The extra T c 
state allows time for the 80286 to resume driving the 
address lines for subsequent bus operations. 

Local Bus Usage Priorities 
The 80286 local bus is shared among several internal 
units and external HOLD requests. In case of simultane
ous requests, their relative priorities are: 

(Highest) Any transfers which assert LOCK either ex
plicitly (via the LOCK instruction prefix) or 
implicitly (i.e., segment descriptor access, 
interrupt acknowledge sequence, or an 
XCHG with memory). 

The second of the tWO-byte bus operations 
required for an odd aligned word operand. 

Local bus request via HOLD input. 

Processor extension data operand transfer 
via PEREa input. 

Data transfer performed by EU as part of an 
instruction. 

(Lowest) An instruction prefetch request from BU. 
The EU will inhibit prefetching two proces
sor clocks in advance of any data transfers 
to minimize waiting by EU for a prefetch to 
finish. 

Halt or Shutdown Cycles 
The 80286 externally indicates halt or shutdown condi
tions as a bus operation. These conditions occur due to a 
HL T instruction or multiple protection exceptions while 
attempting to execute one instruction. A halt or shutdown 
bus operation is signalled when S1, SO and COD/INTA 
are LOW and MIlO is HIGH. A1 HIGH indicates halt, and 
A1 LOW indicates shutdown. The 82C288 bus controller 
does not issue ALE, nor is READY required to terminate 
a halt or shutdown bus operation. 

During halt or shutdown, the 80286 may service PEREa 
or HOLD requests. A processor extension segment over
run exception during shutdown will inhibit further service 
of PEREa. Either NM lor RESET will force the 80286 out 
of either halt or shutdown. An INTR, if interrupts are 
enabled, or a processor extension segment overrun ex
ception will also force the 80286 out of halt. 

System Configurations 
The versatile bus structure of the 80286 microsystem, 
with a full complement of support chips, allows flexible 
configuration of a wide range of systems. The basic con
figuration, shown in Figure 36, is similar to an iAPX 86 
maximum mode system. It includes the CPU plus an 
8259A interrupt controller, 82284 clock generator, and 
the 82C288 Bus Controller. The iAPX 86 latches (29843 
and 29845) and transceivers (29833 and 29863) may be 
used in an 80286 microsystem. 
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Notes: 1. Data is ignored. 

2. First INTA cycle should have at least one wait state inserted to meet 8259A minimum INTA pulse width. 

3. Second INTA cycle must have at least one wait state inserted since the CPU will not drive A23-Ao• SHE. and LOCK 
until after the first Tc state. 
The CPU imposed one/clock delay prevents bus contention between cascade address buffer being disabled by 
MCE J, and address outputs. 
Without the wait state. the 80286 address will not be valid for a memory cycle started immediately after the second 
INTA cycle. The 8259A also requires one wait state for minimum INTA pulse width. 

4. LOCK is active for the first INTA cycle to prevent the 82289 from releasing the bus between INTA cycles in a 
multi-master system. 

5. A23-Ao exits three-state OFF during $2 of the second Tc in the INTA cycle. 

Figure 35. Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
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Figure 36. Basic 80286 System Configuration 

As indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 36, the ability 
to add processor extensions is an integral feature of 
80286 microsystems. The processor extension interface 
allows external hardware to perform special functions 
and transfer data concurrent with CPU execution of other 
instructions. Full system integrity is maintained because 
the 80286 supervises all data transfers and instruction 
execution for the processor extension. 

The 80286 with the 80287 numeric processor extension 
(NPX) uses this interface. The iAPX 286/287 has all the 
instructions and data types of an iAPX 86/87 or iAPX 
88/87. The 80287 NPXcan perform numeric calculations 
and data transfers concurrently with CPU program exe
cution. Numerics code and data have the same integrity 
as all other information protected by the 80286 protec
tion mechanism. 

The 80286 can overlap chip select decoding and ad
dress propagation during the data transfer for the previ
ous bus operation. This information is latched into the 
29843/45's by ALE during the middle of a Ts cycle. The 
latched chip select and address information remains sta
ble during the bus operation while the next cycle's ad
dress is being decoded and propagated into the system. 
Decode logiC can be implemented with a high-speed 
bipolar PROM. 

The optional decode logic shown in Figure 36 takes ad
vantage of the overlap between address and data of the 
80286 bus cycle to generate advanced memory and 1/0-
select signals. This minimizes system performance deg
radation caused by address propagation and decode 
delays. In addition to selecting memory and I/O, the ad
vanced selects may be used with configurations support
ing local and system buses to enable the ~priate bus 
interface for each bus cycle. The CODIINTA and MilO 
signals are applied to the decode logic to distinguish 
between interrupt, I/O, code and data bus cycles. 

By adding the 82289 bus arbiter chip, the 80286 provides 
a MUl TIBUS system bus interface as shown in Figure 
37. The ALE output of the 82C288 for the MUl TIBUS 
bus is connected to its CMDl Y input to delay the start of 
commands one system ClK as required to meet MUl TI
BUS address and write data set-up times. This arrange
ment will add at least one extra Testate to each bus 
operation which uses the MUlTIBUS. 

A second 82C288 bus controller and additional latches 
and transceivers could be added to the local bus of 
Figure 37. This configuration allows the 80286 to support 
an on-board bus for local memory and peripherals and 
the MUlTIBUS for system bus interfacing. 
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Figure 37. MULTI BUS System Bus Interface 03552-35 

Figure 38 shows the interface of the 80286 with the 
Am2968 Dynamic Memory Controller. The interface is a 
timing controllerwhich consists of some control logic and 
a delay line. The timing controller runs asynchronously to 
the CPU. It arbitrates between memory requests and 
refresh requests by generating the proper signals to the 
dynamic memory controller and memory. The design 
described is a simple, cost-effective solution to interfac-

ing the 80286 with the Am2968. A further description 
about DRAM selection based on processor speed may 
be found in the Am2968 Application Note. 

Two-operand instructions (e.g., MOV and ADD) are usu
ally three to six bytes long. Memory-to-memory opera
tions are provided by a special class of string instructions 
requiring one to three bytes. 
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Table 15. 80286 Systems Recommended Pull-up Resistor Values 

80286 Pin and Name Pull-up Value Purpose 

4-S1 

5-SO 20KQ±10% 
Pull so, ~, and JSmR inactive during 80286 
hold periods. 

6-PEACK 

53-ERROR Pull ~ and lmSY inactive when 80287 

20K!l±10% not present· (or temporarily removed from 

54-BUSY socket). 

63-READY 910!l±5% 
Pull mm inactive within required minimum 
time (CL = 150 pF,lR S 7mA). 
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Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 ByteS Byte 6 

--------r-------r-------.-------I 
...... -'-....L. ........ +++-'+....L.y.-'-~ Low DisplData I High DispiData I Low Data I High Data I 
........ --r-""""r'.......-r-'--r-.......... r-'--------L-------L-------..J-------..J 

Register Operand/Registers to use in Offset Calculation 
L..-___ Register OperandlExtension of Opcode 

"'------ Register ModelMemory Mode with Displacement Length 
L..-______ WordlByte Operation 

L-_______ Direction is to Register/Direction is from Register 
L-__________ Operation (Instruction) Code 

A. Short Opcode Format Example 
03552-37 

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 ByteS 

765432107654321076543210 

II I I I I Ll Jl! I I I I I Il~ U lL I I Low Disp 
r------I 
I High Disp I L ______ ..J 

B. Long Opcode Format Example 

03552-38 
Figure 39. 80286 Instruction Format Examples I 

D 
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80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 
Instruction Timing Notes 
The instruction clock counts listed below establish the 
maximum execution rate of the 80286. With no delays in 
bus cycles, the actual clock count of an 80286 program 
will average 5% more than the calculated clock count, 
due to instruction sequences which execute faster than 
they can be fetched from memory. 

To calculate elapsed times for instruction sequences, 
multiply the sum of all instruction clock counts, as listed 
in the table below, by the processor clock period. An 
8-MHz processor clock has a clock period of .. 125 
nanoseconds and requires an 80286 system clock (CLK 
input) of 16 MHz. 

Instruction Clock Count Assumptions 
1. The instruction has been prefetched, decoded, and 

is ready for execution. Control transfer instruction 
clock counts include all time required to fetch, de
code, and prepare the next instruction for execution. 

2. Bus cycles do not require wait states. 

3. There are no processor extension data transfer or 
local bus HOLD requests. 

4. No exceptions occur during instruction execution. 

Instruction Set Summary Notes 
Addressing displacements selected by the MOD field are 
not shown. If necessary they appear after the instruction 
fields shown. 

Above/below refers to unsigned value 

Greater refers to positive signed value 

Less refers to less positive (more negative) signed 
values 

H d = 1 then to register; if d = 0 then from register 
Hw= 1 then word instruction; if W= 0 then byte 

instruction 
H s = 0 then 16-bit immediate data to form the 

operand 
H s = 0 then an immediate data byte is sign

extended to form the 16-bit operand 
X= don't care 
z = used for string primitives for comparison with ZF 

FLAG 
If two clock counts are given, the smaller refers to a 
register operand and the larger refers to a memory oper
and. 

add one clock if offset calculation requires sum
ming 3 elements 

n = number of times repeated 
m = number of bytes of code in next instruction 

Level (L)-lexical nesting level of the procedure 

The following comments describe possible exceptions, 
side effects, and allowed usage for instructions in both 
operating modes of the 80286. 

Real Address Mode Only 
1. This is a protected mode instruction. Attempted exe

cution in real address mode will result in an unde
fined opcode exception (6). 

2. A segment overrun exception (13) will occur if a word 
operand reference at offset FFFF(H) is attempted. 

3. This instruction may be executed in real address 
mode to initialize the CPU for protected mode. 

4. The IOPL and NT fields will remain O. 

5. Processor extension segment overrun interrupt (9) 
will occur if the operand exceeds the segment limit. 

Either Mode 
6. An exception may occur, depending on the value of 

the operand. 

7. LOCK is automatically asserted regardless of the 
presence or absence of the LOCK instruction prefix. 

8. LOCK does not remain active between all operand 
transfers. 

Protected Virtual Address Mode Only 
9. A general protection exception (13) will occur if the 

memory operand cannot be used due to either a 
segment limit or access rights violation. If a stack 
segment limit is violated, a stack segment overrun 
exception (12) occurs. 

10. For segment load operations, the CPL, RPL, and 
OPL must agree with privilege rules to avoid an ex
ception. The segment must be present to avoid a 
not-present exception (11). If the SS register is the 
destination, and a segment-not-present violation oc
curs, a stack exception (12) occurs. 

11. All segment descriptor accesses in the GOT or LOT 
made by this instruction will automatically assert 
LOCK to maintain descriptor integrity in multiproces
sor systems. 

12. JMP, CALL, INT, RET, IRETinstructions referring to 
another code segment will cause a general protec
tion exception (13) if any privilege rule is violated. 

13. A general protection exception (13) occurs if 
CPL;t:O. 

14. A general protection exception (13) occurs if 
CPL>IOPL. 

15. The IF field of the flag word is not updated if 
CPL> IOPL. The IOPL field is updated only if 
CPL=O. 

16. Any violation of privilege rules as applied to the se
lector operand do not cause a protection exception; 
rather, the instruction does not return a result and the 
zero flag is cleared. 

17. If the starting address of the memory operand vio
lates a segment limit, or an invalid access is at-
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tempted, a general protection exception (13) will oc
cur before the ESC instruction is executed. A stack 
segment overrun exception (12) will occur if the 
stack limit is violated by the operand's starting ad
dress. If a segment limit is violated during an at
tempted data transfer, then a processor extension 
segment overrun exception (9) occurs. 

18. The destination of an INT,JMP, CALL, RET,orIRET 
instruction must be in the defined limit of a code 
segment or a general protection exception (13) 
will occur. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature ........... -65 to + 150° C 

OPERATING RANGES 
. Commercial (C) Devices 

Voltage on Any Pin with Temperature (TC) .......... 0 to +85° C 

Respect to Ground ........... -1.0 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (VCC) .. . . . . .. 5 V ±5% 

Power Dissipation ................. , 3.15 Watts Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXI
MUM RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. 
Functionality at or above these limits is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum ratings for extended peri
ods may affect device reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc=5V ±5%, TCASE=O to +85° C) 

Parameter Description Test Conditions 

VIL Input lOW Voltage 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 

VILC ClK Input lOW Voltage 

VIHC ClK Input HIGH Voltage 
VOL Output lOW Voltage IOL=2.0 rnA 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = -400 JlA 
III Input leakage Current o V ::; VIN ::; VCC 

ILO Output leakage Current 0.45 V::; VOUT::; Vcc 

Icc Supply Current (turn on, O°C) Note 1 

CCLK ClK Input Capacitance Fc= 1 MHz 

CIN Other Input Capacitance Fc=1 MHz 

Co Input IOutput Capacitance Fc= 1 MHz 

ILO Output leakage Current o V ::; VOUT ::; 0.45 V 

IlL Input Sustaining Current on VIN = OV 

BUSY and ERROR pins 

ILCR Input ClK leakage Current 0.45 ::; VIN ::; VCC 

IlcR Input ClK leakage Current o V::; VIN ::; 0.45V 

Note: Low temperature is worst case. 
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Min. Max. Unit 

-.5 8 V 

2.0 Vcc+.5 V 

-.5 .6 V 

3.8 Vcc+.5 V 
.45 V-

2.4 V 

±10 JlA 
±10 JlA 
600 mA 

20 pF 

10 pF 

20 pF 

±1 rnA 
30 500 JlA 

±10 JlA 
+1 rnA 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Vee = +5 V ± 5%, T CASE = 00 to +850 C 
AC Timings are referenced to 0.8 V and 2.0 V points of signals as illustrated in datasheet waveforms, unless otherwise 
noted. 

8MHz 10MHz 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 System Clock (ClK) Period 62 125 50 125 ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time at 1.0V 15 100 12 109 ns 

3 System ClocklClK) HIGH Time at 3.6V 25 110 16 113 ns 
17 System Clock lClK) Rise Time 1.0V to 3.6V 10 8 ns 

18 System Clock (ClK) Fall Time 3.6Vto 1.0V 10 8 ns 

4 Asynchronous Inputs Setup Time Note 1 20 20 ns 

5 Asynchronous Inputs Hold Time Note 1 20 20 ns 

6 RESET Setup Time 28 23 ns 

7 RESET Hold Time 5 5 ns 

8 Read Data Setup Time 10 8 ns 

9 Read Data Hold Time 8 8 ns 

10 READY Setup Time 38 26 ns 

11 READY Hold Time 25 25 ns 

12 Status/PEACK Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 1 40 - - ns 

12a Status/PEACK Active Delay Note 2, Note 3 - - 1 22 ns 

12b Status/PEACK Inactive Delay Note 2, Note 3 - - 1 30 ns 

13 Address Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 1 60 1 35 ns 

14 Write Data Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 0 50 0 30 ns 
15 Address/Status/Data Float Delay Note 2, Note 4 0 50 0 47 ns 

16 HlDA Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 0 50 0 47 ns 

19 Address Valid to Status Note 3, Note 5, 38 27 ns 
Valid Setup Time Note 6 

Notes: 1. Asynchronous inputs are INTR, NMI, HOLD PEREa, ERROR, and BUSY. This specification is given only for testing 
purposes, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. 

2. Delay from 1.0 V on the ClK to 0.8 V or 2.0 V or float on the output as appropriate for valid or floating condition. 

3. Output load: CL = 100 pF. 

4. Float condition occurs when output current is less than ILO in magnitude. 

5. Delay measured from address either reaching 0.8 V or 2.0 V (valid) to status going active reaching 2.0 V or status 
going inactive reaching 0.8 V. 

6. For load capacitance of 10 pF on STATUSIPEACK lines, subtract typically 7 ns for 8 MHz spec, and maximum 7 ns for 
10 MHz spec. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 
Vcc=+5 V±5%, TCASE=O° to +850 C 
AC Timings are referenced to 0.8 V and 2.0 V points of signals as illustrated in datasheet waveforms, unless 
otherwise noted. 

12.5MHz 16MHz 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min. Max. MIn. Max UnIt 

1 System Clock LClKl Period 40 125 31 125 ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time at 1.0V 11 112 10 113 ns 

3 System Clock {ClK) HIGH Time at 3.6V 13 114 12 115 ns 

17 System Clock (ClK) Rise Time 1.0V to 3.6V 8 8 ns 
18 System Clock (ClK) Fall Time 3.6Vto 1.0V 8 8 ns 

4 Asynchronous Inputs Setup Time Note 1 15 11 ns 

5 Asynchronous Inputs Hold Time Note 1 15 11 ns 

6 RESET Setup Time 18 14 ns 

7 RESET Hold Time 5 3 ns 

8 Read Data Setup Time 5 5 ns 

9 Read Data Hold Time 6 5 ns 

10 READY Setup Time 22 15 ns 

11 READY Hold Time 20 ns 

12 Status/PEACK Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 - - 1 18 ns 

12a Status/PEACK Active Delay Note 2, Note 3 3 18 1 18 ns 

12b Status/PEACK Inactive Delay Note 2, Note 3 3 20 1 20 ns 

13 Address Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 1 32 1 29 ns 
14 Write Data Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 0 30 0 22 ns 
15 Address/Status/Data Float Delay Note 2 Note 4 0 32 0 29 ns 
16 HlDA Valid Delay Note 2, Note 3 0 25 0 25 ns 

19 Address Valid to Status Note 3, Note 5, 22 22 ns 
Valid Setup Time Note 6 

Notes: 1. Asynchronous inputs are INTR, NMI, HOLD PEREa, ERROR, and BUSY. This specification is given only for testing 
. purposes, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. 

2. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to 0.8 V or 2.0 V or float on the output as appropriate for valid or floating condition. 

3. Output load: CL = 100 pF. 

4. Float condition occurs when output current is less than ILO in magnitude. 

S. Delay measured from address either reaching 0.8 V or 2.0 V (valid) to status going active reaching 2.0 V or status 
going inactive reaching 0.8 V. 

6. For load capacitance of 10 pF on STATUS/PEACK lines, subtract typically 7 ns for 8 MHz spec, and maximum 7 ns for 
10 MHz spec. 

Device 
Output 

Note: 7. AC Test loading on Outputs 

l 
I 03552-39 

4.0V 

1.0 V 1.0 V 
0.45 V 

03552-40 
Note: 8. AC Drive and Measurement Points-ClK Input 
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Other 
Device 
Input 

4.0V 

ClK Input 

0.45 V-------

.45 V -L.~"--~ 

Device 
Output 

Note: AC Setup, Hold and Delay Time Measurement-General 

80286 

3.6V 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

Major Cycle Timing 

Read Cycle Illustrated 
with zero walt states 

-@)-
~ ------------------------+-~~~ 

DTilt 

DEN __________________________ "'I,F-

Note: The modified timing is due to the CMDL Y signal being active. 

1-116 80286 

Write Cycle Illustrated 
with one walt state 

I 

Valid. Ts 

-@I-
\::'::/':S>r---
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

80286 Asynchronous Input Signal Timing 

Bus Cycle Type 

CLK 

PCLK 
(See Note 1.) 

INTR.NMI, 
HOLD,PEREa 
(See Note 2.) 

rnmm,m:JS9 
(See Note 2.) 

03552-43 

Notes: 1. PClK indicates which processor cycle phase will 
occur on the next ClK. PClK may not indicate the 
correct phase until the first bus cycle is performed. 

80286 Reset Input Timing and Subsequent 
Processor Cycle Phase 

CLK 

Reset 

CLK 

2. These inputs are asynchronous. The setup and 
hold times shown assure recognition for testing 
purposes. 

Note: When RESET meets the set-up time shown, the next 
ClK will start or repeat cp1 of a processor cycle. 

Exiting and Entering Hold 
Bus Cycle Type 

HLDA 

(See Note 3.) 

R a5CR" (See Note 5.) 
A,rlA. -------

M'R5, 
COOImTA ~ee~2.) 

~=~==~=::==~>~(,::=}.~),:~------------

~[ 
PCLK 

03552-45 

Notes: 1. These signals may not be driven by the 80286 during the time shown. The worst case in terms of latest float time is 
shown. 

2. The data bus will be driven as shown if the last cycle before T, in the diagram was a write Te. 

3. The 80286 floats its status pins during TH• External 20 kn resistors keep these signals high (see Table 15). 

4. For HOLD request set-up to HlDA, refer to Figure 34. 

5. BRE and LOCK are driven at this time but will not become valid until Ts. 

6. The data bus will remain in three-state OFF if a read cycle is performed. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

80286 PEREQ/PEACK Timing Required PEREQ Timing for One Transfer Only 

Bus Cycle Type 

elK 

m-. so----+_ 

~----f-=\.I 

Assuming word-aligned memory operand; if odd-aligned, 80286 transfers tolfrom memory byte-at-a-time 
with two memory cycles. 

03552-46 

Notes: ·1. ~ always goes active during the first bus operation of a processor extension data operand transfer sequence. 

1-118 

The first bus operation will be either a memory read at operand address or 110 read at port address OOFA(H). 

2. To prevent a second processor extension data operand transfer, the worst case maximum time (shown above) is: 3 x 
1-11 max-4 min. The actual, configuration dependent, maximum time is: 3 x 1-11 max-4 min + A x 2 x 1. A is the 
number of extra Te states added to either the first or second bus operation of the processor extension data operand 
transfer sequence. 
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Initial 80286 Pin State During Reset 

Bus Cycle Type 

RESET 

81' 
~ Unknown 

A.rA. Unknown m:JE 

w 
Unknown COOl 

Unknown 

(See Note 3.) 

----SS--------

_ If hold is NOT active (See Note 4.) @~ 
HLDA ______ U~n~k~n~o~w~n ______________________ ~--------------------------~~~~------__ _ 

09729-47 

Notes: 1. Set-up time for RESET i may be violated with the consideration that cl>1 of the processor clock may begin one 
system elK period later. 

2. Set-up and hold times for RESET J.. must be met for proper operation, but RESET J.. may occur during cl>1 or cl>2. 

3. The data bus is only guaranteed to be in three-state OFF at the time shown. 

4. HOLD is acknowledged during RESET, causing HlDA to go active and the appropriate pins to float. If HOLD remains 
active while RESET goes inactive, the 80286 remains in HOLD state and will not perform any bus accesses until 
HOLD is deactivated. 
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80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 

Function Format 

DATA TRANSFER 

MOV=Move: 

Register to Rel:Jister/IVlel"ol'V~ ____ +-_~~-I 

Register/Memory to 

Immediate to register/ 
Memory 

Immediate to register 

Memory to accumulator 

Accumulator to memory 

Register/memory to 
segment register 

Segment register to 
register/memory 

PUSH=Push: 

XCHG = Exchange: 

Register/memory with 
register 

Register with accumulator 

IN = Input from: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

OUT=Output to: 

Fixed port 

Variable port 

XLA T = Translate byte to AL 

LEA=Load EA to register 

LOS = Load pointer to OS 

LES = Load pointer to ES 

LAHF= Load AH with flags 

SAHF = Store AH into flags 

PUSHF = Push flags 

POPF= 

1011 wreg data 

1010000w addr-Iow 

1010001w addr-Iow 

10001110 modO reg r/m 

I 1 000 1 1 00 I mod 0 reg rIm I 

11 0000 1 1 wi mod reg rIm 

10010reg 

data ifw=l 

addr-high 

addr-high 

(modt; 11) 

(modt; 11) 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 

See footnotes at end of this document. 
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Real 
Address 

Mode 

2,3-

2,5-

2,3-

2 

5 

3 

2,5-

2,3-

5-

3 

3 

5-

5 

5 

3,5-

3 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

3-

7-

7-

2 

2 

3 

5 

Protected 
Virtual 

Address 
Mode 

2,3-

2,5-

2,3-

2 

5 

3 

17,19-

2,3-

5-

3 

3 

5· 

5 

20 

3,5-

3 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

3-

21-

21· 

2 

2 

3 

5 

Real 
Address 

Mode 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2,7 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Protected 
Virtual 

Address 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9,10,11 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9,10,11 

7,9 

14 

14 

14 

14 

9 

9,10,11 

9,10,11 

9 



80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function 

ARITHMETIC 

ADD=Add: 
Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to registerlmemory 

Immediate to accumulator 

ADC = Add with carry: 

Reg/memory with register to either 

Immediate to registerlmemory 

Immediate to accumulator 

INC =Increment: 

Registerlmemory 

Register 

SUB =Subtract: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate from registerlmemory 

Immediate from acCumulator 

SBB = Subtract with borrow: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate from registerlmemory 

Immediate from accumulator 

DEC = Decrement: 

Registerlmemory 

Register 

CMP = Compare: 

Registerlmemory with register 

Register with registerlmemory 

Immediate with registerlmemory 

Immediate with accumulator 

NEG = Change sign 

AAA = ASCII adjust for add 

DAA = Decimal adjust for add 

AAS = ASCII adjust for subtract 

DAS = Decimal adjust for subtract 

MUL = Multiply (unsigned) 

Format 

OOOOOOdw mod reg rim 
100000sw mod 0 0 rim data I data if s:w=01 

0000010w data data ifw= 1 I 

000100dw mod reg rim 
100000sw mod 010 rim data I data if s:w = 01 

0001010w data data ifw=1 I 

1111111w mod 0 0 0 rim 
01000reg 

001010dw mod reg rim 
100000sw mod 101 rim data I data if s:w= 1 

0001110w data data ifw= 1 I 

000110dw mod reg rim 
100000sw modO 11 rim data I data if s:w = 01 

0010110w data data ifw=1 I 

1111111w modOO 1 rim 
01001reg 

0011101 w mod reg rim 
0011100w mod reg rim 
100000sw mod 111 rim data I data if s:w=01 

0011110w data data ifw= 1 I 
1111011 w modO 11 rim 
00110111 

00100111 

00111111 

00101111 

1111011 w mod 100 rim 

Clock Count 

Real 
Addre .. 

Mode 

2,7· 

3,7· 

3 

2,7· 

3,7· 

3 

2,7· 

2 

2,7· 

3,7* 

3 

2,7· 

3,7* 

3 

2,7· 

2 

2,6· 

2,7* 

3,6· 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

13 

21 

16· 

24· 

Protected 
Virtual 

Addre .. 
Mode 

2,7· 

3,7· 

3 

2,7· 

3,7· 

3 

2,7· 

2 

2,7· 

3,7· 

3 

2,7* 

3,7* 

3 

2,7· 

2 

2,6· 

2,7* 

3,6· 

3 

7* 

3 

3 

3 

3 

13 

21 

16· 

24· 

Comments 

Real 
Addre .. 

Mode 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Protected 
Virtual 

Addr ... 
Mode 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

7 

9 

9 

Register-Byte 

Register-Word 

Memory-Byte 

Memory-Word 

:!MP~¥:!h~ltiIM'W:l;lli:~IK\i\\I :\\::I:f:W:::l::j::QHtjm:fbl:::::ffi~H::P!WWm!'\}::I;:::>':.: ... ".:.::::::::::. :::t:::;::/ti::::i:::::;::~:::~:':::::::;:;\I;:;;;>:::::::::}:,:,~:~:~\III\::\\:::::::::::::::::\:\:\:'\\::::::::::I:I':::\\·\:::\:':::::::::::::::::::::.\ 
Register-Byte 

Register-Word 

Memory-Byte 

Memory-Word 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
See footnotes at end of this document. 
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13 13 

21 21 

16* 16· 

24· 24· 

2 

2 

9 

9 
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80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function 

DlV = Divide (unsigned): 
Register-Byte 
Register-Word 
Memory-Byte 
Memory-Word 

IDIV = Integer divide (signed) 
Register-Byte 
Register-Word 
Memory-Byte 
Memory-Word 

AAM = ASCII adjust for multiply 

AAD = ASCII adjust for divide 

CBW = Convert byte to word 

CWO = Convert word to double word 

LOGIC 
Shift/Rotate Instructions: 

Register/M~mory by 1 

ANO=And: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

TEST = And function to flags, no 

Register/memory and register 

Immediate data and register/memory 

Format 

11 1 1 1 0 1 1 w I mod 1 1 1 rim 

11010100 000010101 

11010101 000010101 

10011000 

10011001 

11 1 0 1 0 0 0 w I mod TIT rim I 

TTT 
000 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
1 1 1 

Instruction 
ROL 
ROR 
RCL 
RCR 
SHUSAL 
SHR 
SAR 

Immediate data and accumulator I-----+-----+-----+-------t 

OR=Or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

XOR = Exclusive or: 

Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

NOT = Invert register/memory 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
See footnotes at end of this document. 
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14 14 
22 22 

17· 17* 2,S S,9 
25· 25- 2,S S,9 

17 17 
25 25 

20- 20- 2 9 
28- 28- 2 9 

1S 1S 

14 14 

2 2 

2 2 

2,7- 2,7- 2 9 

2,7- 2,7- 2 9 

3,7- 3,7- 2 9 

3 3 

2,S- 2,S- 2 9 

3,S- 3,S- 2 9 

3 3 

2,7- 2,7- 2 9 

3,7- 3,7- 2 9 

3 

2,7* 2 9 

3,7- 2 9 

3 

2, 2,7- 2 9 



80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function Format 

STRING MANIPULATION: 

MOVS = Move byte/word 11010010W I 

CMPS = Compare byte/word 

SCAS = Scan byte/word 

LODS = Load byte/wd to AUAX 

CALL=Call: 

Direct within segment 

Register memory indirect 

within segment 
Direct intersegment 

Protected Mode Only (Direct Intersegment): 
Via call gate to same privilege level 
Via call gate to different privilege level, no parameters 
Via call gate to different privilege level, x parameters 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

Indirect intersegment 

Protected Mode Only (Indirect Intersegment): 
Via call gate to same privilege level 
Via call gate to different privilege level, no parameters 
Via call gate to different privilege level, x parameters 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

JMP = Unconditional Jump 

Shortllong 

Direct within segment 

Register/mem indirect within 

Direct intersegment 

Protected Mode Only (Indirect Intersegment): 
Via call gate to same privilege level 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

Indirect intersegment 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 

See footnotes at end of this document. 

80286 

Real 
Addre .. 

Mode 

5 

8 

7 

5 

3 

7+m 

7+m,11 +m 

13+m 

41+m 
82+m 

86+4x+m 
177+m 
182+m 

16+m 

7+m 

7+m 

7+m,11 +m* 

11+m 

15+m* 

Protected Protected 
Vil1ual Real Vil1uaJ 

Addre .. Addre .. Add,.. .. 

Mode Mode Mode 

5 2 9 

8 2 9 

7 2 9 

5 2 9 

2 9 

I 

D 
7+m 2 8 

7+m,11 +m 2 8,9 

26+m 2 8,11,12 

11,12 
,11,12 
,11,12 
11,12 
11,12 

29+m* 2 8,9,11,12 

44+m* 8,9,11,12 
83+m* 8,9,11,12 

90+4x+m* 8,9,11,12 
180+m* 8,9,11,12 
185+m* 8,9,11,12 

7+m 8 

7+m 8 

+m,11 +m* 2 8,9 

23+m 8,11,12 

38+m 8,11,12 
175+m 8,11,12 
180+m 8,11,12 

26+m* 2 8,9,11,12 
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80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function Format 

CONTROL TRANSFER (Continued): 
Protected Mode Only (Indirect Intersegment) 

Via call gate to same privilege level 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

RET=Return from CALL: 

Within segment 

Within seg adding immed to SP 

Intersegment 

Intersegment adding immediate to SP 

Protected Mode Only (RET): 
To different privilege level 

11000011 

11000010 

11001011 

11001010 

data-low 

data-low 

JElJZ=Jump on equal zero 011 10100 disp 

JUJNGE= 
Jump on less not greater or equal 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 disp 

JLElJNG= 
Jump on less or equal not greater 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 disp 

JB/JNAE= 
Jump on below not above or equal 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 disp 

JBElJNA= 
Jump on below or equal not above 

, JP/JPE=Jump on parity/parity even 

JO=Jump on overflow 

JS=Jump on sign 

JNElJNZ= 
Jump on not equal not zero 

JNUJGE= 
Jump on not less greater or equal 

JNLElJG= 
Jump on not less or equal greater 

JNB/JAE= 
Jump on not below above or equal 

JNBElJA= 
Jump on not below or equal above 

JNP/JPO=Jump on not par/par odd 

JNO=Jump on not overflow 

JNS=Jump on not sign 

LOOP = Loop CX Times 

LooPZlLooPE= 
Loop while zero equal 

LooPNZlLOOPNE = 

01110110 disp 

01111010 disp 

01110000 disp 

01111000 disp 

01110101 disp 

01111101 disp 

01 1 11 1 1 1 disp 

01110011 disp 

01110111 disp 

01111011 disp 

01110001 disp 

01111001 disp 

11100010 disp 

1110000d disp 

I data-high 

I data-high 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
See footnotes at end of this document. 
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Protected Protected 
Rea. V1nual Rea. V1nual 

Addre .. Addre .. Addre .. Addre .. 
Mode Mode Mode Mode 

41+m* 11,12 
178+m* 11,12 
183+m* 11,12 

11+m 11+m 2 8,9 

J 11+m 11+m 2 8,9 

lS+m 2S+m 2 8,9,11,12 

I lS+m 2 8,9,11,12 

S5+m 

7+m orS 7+morS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+morS 8 

7+m orS 7+morS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m orS 8 

7+m orS 7+m or3 8 

7+m or3 7+m orS 8 

7+m or3 7+m or3 8 

7+m or3 7+m or3 8 

7+m orS 7+m or3 8 

8+m or4 8+m or4 8 

8+m or4 8+m or4 8 



80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function 

CONTROL TRANSFER (Continued): 

INT = Interrupt: 

Type specified 

Type 3 

INTO = Interrupt on overflow 

Protected Mode Only: 

Format 

11001101 

11001100 

11001110 

type I 

Via interrupt or trap gate to same privilege level 

Via interrupt or trap gate to fit different privilege level 

Via Task Gate 

IRET = Interrupt return 

Protected Mode Only: 
To different privilege level 

To different task (NT = 1) 

PROCESSOR CONTROL 

CLC = Clear carry 
CMC = Complement carry 

STC = Set carry 

CLD = Clear direction 

STD = Set direction 

CU = Clear interrupt 

STI = Set interrupt 

HLT=Halt 

WAIT = Wait 

LOCK = Bus lock prefix 

CTS = Clear task switched flag 

ESC = Processor Extension Escape 

SEG = Segment override prefix 

111001111 I 

11111000 

11110101 

1 1111001 

11111100 

1 1111101 

11111010 

11111011 

11110100 

10011011 

11110000 

00001111 00000110 

1 0 0 1 1 T T T mod LLL rIm I 
(TIT LL are opcocle to processor extension) 

OOlregllo 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 

See footnotes at end of this document. 

80286 

Clock Count 

Real 
Add .... 

Mode 

23+m 

23+m 

24-m or3 

(3 if no) 

(Interrupt) 

17+m 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

o 
2 

9-20· 

o 

Protected 
Virtual 

Add .... 
Mode 

24- or3 

(3 if no) 

(Interrupt) 

40+m 

78+m 

167+m 

31+m 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

0 

2 

9-20· 

o 

Comments 

Real 
Addre .. 

Mode 

2 

2 

2 

2,4 

55+m 

169+m 

3 

5 

Protected 
Virtual 

Add .... 
Mode 

8,11,12 

8,11,12 

8,11,12 

8,9,11, 
12,15 

8,9,11, 
12,15 

8,9,11,12 

14 

14 

13 

14 

13 

17 

1·125 
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80286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
See footnotes at end of this document. 
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Footnotes 

The effective Address (EA) of the memory operand is 
computed according to the mod and rIm fields: 

if mod = 11 then rIm is treated as a REG field 

if mod = 00 then OISP = 0*, disp-Iow and disp-high are 
absent 

if mod = 01 then OISP = disp-Iow sign-extended to 16 
bits, disp-high is absent 

if mod = 10 then OISP = disp-high: disp-Iow 

if rIm = 000 then EA = (BX) + (SI) + OISP 

if rIm = 001 then EA = (BX) + (01) + OISP 

if rIm = 010 then EA = (BP) + (SI) + OISP 

if rIm = 011 then EA = (BP) + (01) + OISP 

if rIm = 100 then EA = (SI) + OISP 

if rIm = 101 then EA = (01) + OISP 

if rIm = 110 then EA = (BP) + OISP* 

if rIm = 111 then EA=(BX) + OISP 

OISP follows 2nd byte of instruction (before data if re
quired) 

*except if mod = 00 and rIm = 11 0 then EA = disp-high: 
disp-Iow. 

SEGMENT OVERRIDE PREFIX 

I 0 0 1 reg 1 1 0 I 
REG is assigned according to the following: 

Segment 
REG RegIster 

00 ES 
01 CS 
10 SS 
11 OS 

REG is assigned according to the following table: 

16·Blt (w= 1) 8-Blt (w=O) 

000 AX 000 AL 
001 CX 001 CL 
010 OX 010 OL 
011 BX 011 BL 
100 SP 100 AH 
101 BP 101 CH 
110 SI 110 OH 
111 01 111 BH 

The physical addresses of all operands addressed by 
the BP register are computed using the SS segment 
register. The physical addresses of the destination op
erands of the string primitive operations (those ad
dressed by the 01 register) are computed using the ES 
segment, which may not be overridden. 

80286 1·127 
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80C286 
High-Speed CMOS 80286 Microprocessor 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Ultra high-performance processor 

-Over 20X performance of 8086 
-Over 1.5X performance of 386SX-16* 
-Comparable performance to 386 at same clock 
speed* 

• Wide range of clock rates 
-25 MHz (80C286-25) 
-20 MHz (80C286-20) 
-16 MHz (80C286-16) 
-12.5 MHZ (80C286-12) 

·When running 16-bit code (Le., DOS or OS/2) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
AMO's 80C286 is a high-speed implementation of the in
dustry standard 80286 microprocessor. It is 100% func
tionally compatible with the NMOS version and is a plug 
compatible replacement. AMO's high-speed CMOS 
process allows clock speeds much higher than those at
tainab�e with NMOS. This CMOS 80286 operates at 
clock speeds up to 25 MHz. 

This CMOS· design is a static implementation which al
lows the processor to be clocked down to OC and still 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

r-----------------------, Address Unit (AU) I 

I 
I 
1 
1'------4 
1 
L~~~o.!!.~~~ __ _ 

• 100% functionally and pin compatible with 
NMOS 286 

• Static CMOS design for low power operation 
-Standby mode Icc = 5 rnA maximum 
-Operating mode Icc 

220 rnA max at 12.5 MHz 
260 rnA at max 16 MHz 
310 rnA at max 20 MHz 
360 rnA at max 25 MHz 

• 68-lead LCC and 68-lead PLCC packages 

retain full register status. This is useful for designs where 
power consumption is a consideration as the 80C286 
uses only 5 rnA of supply current when in standby mode. 
The 80C286 also retains full functionality from it's maxi
mum clock frequency through very low frequencies down 
to ~C. Since power consumption is proportional to clock 
speed, the 80C286 may be clocked at a slower rate to 
draw less current. 

RESE 
CL 
Vss 
Vee 

A Amendment /0 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

Component Pad Views
as viewed from underside 
of component on the PC Au 
board. 

LCC 

0,3 
0 6 

NC ~4 

NC 2 0 7 

m::n; ~1. r-, .--, .--, r-:"1I"'" 1"""1.:1 ., .'"'11':''"'1'-''"1 .--, 1"-' 1"""1 _____ • --I 0, 6 

PC Board Views-as viewed 
from the component side of 
the PC board. Vss 

Do 
Os 
0, 
0 9 

O2 

0'0 
0 3 

0" 
0 4 

0,2 

0 6 

013 
0 6 

0'4 
07 

CDOO5613 

Au 

NC 

2 NC 
SHE 0'6 t::~r-.,r-., .... ., ... ., ... ..,,....,,....,,....,,...,,..., .. ..,r..,r--.r..., ___ ... __ -.." 

80C286 

II 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS (continued) 

Pin no. 1 marlt ---. 

NC 
NC 
S1 
§) 

~ 

AZJ 
A22 
Vss 
A'lt 
A20 
A10 

Ala 

A17 

A16 

A15 

A14 

PIN DESIGNATIONS 
(sorted by pin number) 

Pin Pin 
No. Name 

1 BHE 
2 NC 
3 NC 
4 S1 
5 SO 
6 PEACK 
7 A23 
8 An 
9 Vss 

10 A21 
11 A2.o 
12 A19 
13 A1S 
14 A17 
15 A1S 
16 A15 
17 A14 
18 A13 
19 A12 
20 A11 
21 Al0 
22 As 
23 As 

1-130 

Pin 
No. 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

PLCC 

80C286 

CD010641 

Pin Pin Pin 
Name No. Name 

A7 47 013 
As 48 Os 
A5 49 014 
A4 50 07 
A3 51 015 
RESET 52 NC 
Vee 53 ERROR 
ClK 54 BUSY 
A2 55 NC 
Al 56 NC 
Ao 57 INTR 
Vss 58 NC 
00 59 NMI 
Os 60 Vss 
01 61 PEREO 
09 62 Vee 
02 63 REAOY 
010 64 HOlO 
03 65 HlOA 
011 66 COOIINTA 
04 67 MIlO 
012 68 lOCK 
05 



ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b .Package Type 

R 80C266 -16 

T 

c. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Blank = Commercial (TC = 0 to +85°C) 

c. Temperature Range 
d. Speed Option 
e. Optional Processing 

d. SPEED OPTION 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-16 = 16 MHz 
-20 = 20 MHz 
-25 = 25 MHz 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
80C286 
High-Speed CMOS 80286 Microprocessor 

b. PACKAGE TYPE 
R = 68-Pin Ceramic leadless Chip Carrier 

(CA2068) 
N = 68-lead Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(Pl068) 

Valid Combinations 

80C286-25 
80C286-20 R,N 
80C286-16 
80C286-12 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly re
leased combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AM D's standard military grade products. 

aOC286 

a 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

ClK 
System Clock (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Clock provides the fundamental timing for 
80C286 systems. It is divided by two inside the 80C286 
to generate the processor clock. The internal divide-by
two circuitry can be synchronized to an external clock 
generator by LOW-to-HIGH transition on the RESET 
input. 

0 0-015 

Data Bus (Input/Output; Active HIGH) 
Data Bus inputs data during memory, I/O, and interrupt 
acknowledge read cycles; outputs data during memory 
and 110 write cycles. The data bus is active HIGH and 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

A23-AO 
Address Bus (Output; Active HIGH) 
Address Bus outputs physical memory and I/O port ad
dresses. Ao is LOW when data is to be transferred on 
pins 07·0. A23-A16 are LOW during lID transfers. The 
address bus is active HIGH and floats to three-state OFF 
during bus hold acknowledge. 

BHE 
Bus High Enable (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus High Enable indicates transfer of data on the upper 
byte of the data bus 015-8. Eight-bit oriented devices as
signed to the upper byte of the data bus would normally 
use BHE to condition chip select functions. BHE is active 
LOW and floats to three-state OFF during bus hold ac
knowledge. 

BHE and Ao Encodlngs 

'BA'E Ao 
Value Value Function 

o 0 Word transfer 
o 1 Byte transfer on upper half of data bus (015-8) 
1 0 Byte transfer on lower haH of data bus (07-0) 
1 1 Reserved 

51,50 
Bus Cycle Status (Output; Active LOW) 
Bus Cycle Status indicates initiation of a bus cycle and, 
along with MilO and CODIINTA, defines the type of bus 
cycle. The bus is in a T s state whenever one or both are 
LOW. S1 and SO are active LOW and float to three-state 
OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

80C286 Bus Cycle Status Definition 

COOl 
INTA MIlO S1 SO Bus cycle Initiated 

o (LOW) 0 0 0 Interrupt acknowledge 
0 0 0 1 Reserved 
0 0 1 0 Reserved 
0 0 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
0 1 0 0 IF AI = 1 then halt; else shutdown 
0 1 0 1 Memory data read 
0 1 1 0 Memory data write 
0 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
1 (HIGH) 0 0 0 Reserved 
1 0 0 1 1/0 Read 
1 0 1 0 110 Write 
1 0 1 0 None; not a status cycle 
1 1 0 0 Reserved 
1 1 0 1 Memory instruction read 
1 1 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 

MIlO 
MemoryllO Select (Output) 
MemoryllO Select distinguishes memory access from 
I/O access. If HIGH during Ts, a memory cycle or a 
halt/shutdown cycle is in progress. If LOW, an I/O cycle 
or an interrupt acknowledge cycle is in progress MilO 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

COO/INTA 
Codellnterrupt Acknowledge (Output) 
Codellnterrupt Acknowledge distinguishes instruction 
fetch cycles from memory data read cycles. Also distin
guishes interrupt acknowledge cycles from I/O cycles. 
CODIINTA floats to three-state OFF during bus hold ac
knowledge. 

lOCK 
Bus Lock (Output; Active LOW) 
Bus Lock indicates that other system bus masters are not 
to gain control of the system bus following the current 
bus cycle. The LOCK signal may be activated explicitly 
by the "LOCK" instruction prefix or automatically by 
80C286 hardware during memory XCHG instructions, 
interrupt acknowledge, or descriptor table access. LOCK 
is active LOW and floats to three-state OFF during hold 
acknowledge. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

READY 
Bus Ready (Input; Active LOW) 
Bus Ready terminates a bus cycle. Bus cycles are ex
tended without limit until terminated by READY LOW. 
READY is an active LOW synchronous input requiring 
set-up and hold times relative to the system clock be met 
for correct operation. READY is ignored during bus hold 
acknowledge. 

HOLD, HLDA 
Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge 
(Input/Output; Active HIGH) 
Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge control owner
ship of the 80C286 local bus. The HOLD input allows 
another local bus master to request control of the local 
bus. When control is granted, the 80C286 will float its bus 
drivers to three-state OFF and then active HLDA, thus 
entering the bus hold acknowledge condition. The local 
bus will remain granted to the requesting master until 
HOLD becomes inactive which results in the 80C286 
deactivating HLDA and regaining control of the local 
buys. This terminates the bus hold acknowledge condi
tion. HOLD may be asynchronous to the system clock. 
These signals are active HIGH. 

INTR 
Interrupt Request (Input; Active HIGH) 
Interrupt Request requests the 80C286 to suspend its 
current program execution and service a pending exter
nal request. Interrupt requests are maskedwheneverthe 
interrupt enable bit in the flag word is cleared. When the 
80C286 responds to an interrupt request, it performs two 
interrupt acknowledge bus cycles to read an 8-bit inter
rupt vector that identifies the source of the interrupt. To 
assure program interruption, INTR must remain active 
until the first interrupt acknowledge cycle is completed. 
INTR is sampled at the beginning of each processor 
cycle and must be active HIGH at least two processor 
cycles before the current instruction ends in order to 
interrupt before the next instruction. INTR is level sensi
tive, active HIGH, and may be asynchronous to the sys
tem clock. 

NMI 
Non-maskable Interrupt Request 
(Input; Active HIGH) 
Non-maskable Interrupt Request interrupts the 80C286 
with an internally supplied vector value of 2. No interrupt 
acknowledge cycles are performed. The interrupt enable 
bit in the 80C286 flag word does not affect this input. The 
NMI input is active HIGH, may be asynchronous to the 
system clock, and is edge triggered after internal syn
chronization. For proper recognition, the input must have 
been previously LOW for at least four system clock cy-

cles and remain HIGH for at least four system clock 
cycles. 

PEREQ,PEACK 
Processor ExtensIon Operand Request and 
Acknowledge (Input/Output) 
Processor Extension Operand Request and Acknowl
edge extends the memory management and protection 
capabilities of the 80C286 to processor extensions. The 
PEREa input requests the 80C286 to perform a data 
operand transfer for a processor extension. The PEACK 
output Signals the processor extension when the re
quested operand is being transferred. PEREa is active 
HIGH and may be asynchronous to the system clock. 
PEACK is active LOW. 

BUSY, ERROR 
Processor Extension Busy and Error 
Processor Extension Busy and Error indicate the operat
ing condition of a processor extension to the 80C286. An 
active BUSY input stops 80C286 program execution on 
WAIT and some ESC instructions until BUSY becomes 
inactive (HIGH). The 80C286 may be interrupted while 
waiting for BUSY to become inactive. An active ERROR 
input causes the 80C286 to perform a processor exten
sion interrupt when executing WAIT or some ESC in
structions. These inputs are active LOW and may be 
asynchronous to the system clock. 

RESET 
System Reset (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Reset clears the internal logic of the 80C286 and 
is active HIGH. The 80C286 may be reinitialized at any 
time with a LOW-to-HIGH transition on RESET which 
remains active for more than 16 system clock cycles. 
During RESET active, the output pins of the 80C286 
enterthe state shown below: 

80C286 Pin State during Reset 

Pin Value 

1 (HIGH) 
o (LOW) 
three-state OFF 

Pin Names 

SO, 81, PEACK, A23-AO' SHE, LOCK 
M/~COD/INTA,HLDA 
0 15-00 

Operation of the 80C286 begins after a HIGH-to-LOW 
transition on RESET. The HIGH-to-LOW transition of 
RESET must be synchronous to the system clock. Ap
proximately 50 system clock cycles are required by the 
80C286 for internal initializations before the first bus 
cycle to fetch code from the power-on execution address 
is performed. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 
A LOW-to-HIGH transition of RESET synchronous to the 
system clock, will begin a new processor cycle at the next 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of the system clock. The LOW
to-HIGH transition of RESET may be asynchronous to 
the system clock; however, in this case it cannot be 
predetermined which phase of the processor clock will 
occur during the next system period. Synchronous LOW
to-HIGH transitions of RESET are only required for sys
tems where the processor clock must be phase synchro
nous to another clock. 

Vss 
System Ground (Input; Active HIGH) 

System Ground: 0 volts. 

Vee 
System Power (Input; Active HIGH) 

System Power: +5 volt power supply. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Introduction 
The 80C286 is a fully static advanced, high-performance 
microprocessor with specially optimized capabilities for 
multiple user and multitasking systems. Depending on 
the application, the 80C286's performance is up to 20 
times faster than the standard 5-MHz 8086, while provid
ing complete upward software compatibility with AMD's 
iAPX 86, 88, and 186 family of CPUs. 

Static Operation 
AMD's 80C286 is composed of complete static circuitry. 
Unlike the dynamic circuit design, the 80C286's internal 
registers, counters, and latches are static and do not 
require refresh which eliminates the minimum operat
ing frequency restriction that is typically placed on 
microprocessors. 

AMD's 80C286 can operate from DC to the specified 
upper frequency limit. The clock to the processor may be 
stopped at any point (either phase one or phase two of 
the processor clock cycle) and held there indefinitely. 
Additionally, a significant decrease in power requirement 
occurs if the clock is stopped in phase two of the proces
sor clock cycle. Details on clock relationships can be 
found in the Bus Operation section. 

Note that the ability to stop the clock to processor is 
useful for system debug or power critical applications 
such as battery-powered laptop personal computers. 
The 80C286 can be single-stepped using only the CPU 
clock, and this state can be maintained as long as neces
sary. Single step clock operation allows for simple inter
face circuitry to provide critical information during system 
debug. 

Static design allows very low frequency operation (down 
to DC). In a power critical situation, this can provide low 
power operation since 80C286 power dissipation is di
rectly related to operating frequency. As the system fre
quency is reduced, so is the operating power until, ulti
mately, with the clock stopped in phase two of the 
processor clock cycle, the 80C286 power requirement is 
the standby current (5 rnA maximum). 

The 80C286 operates in two modes: iAPX 86 real ad
dress mode and protected virtual address mode. Both 
modes execute a superset of the iAPX 86 and 88 instruc
tion set. 

In iAPX 86 real address mode programs use real ad
dresses with up to one megabyte of address space. Pro
grams use virtual addresses in protected virtual address 

mode, also called protected mode. In protected mode, 
the 80C286 CPU automatically maps 1 gigabyte of vir
tual addresses per task into a 16 megabyte real address 
space. This mode also provides memory protection to 
isolate the operating system and ensure privacy of each 
task's programs and data. Both modes provide the same 
base instruction set, registers, and addressing modes. 

The following pages describe first, the base 80C286 ar
chitecture common to both modes; second, iAPX 86 real 
address mode; and third, protected mode. 

80C286 Base Architecture 
The iAPX 86, 88, 286, and C286 CPU family all contain 
the same basic set of registers, instructions, and ad
dressing modes. The 80C286 processor is upward com
patible with the 8086, 8088, and 80186 CPUs. 

Register Set 
The 80C286 base architecture has fifteen registers as 
shown in Figure 1. These registers are grouped into the 
following four categories: 

General Registers: Eight 16-bit general purpose regis
ters used to contain arithmetic and logical operands. 
Four of these (AX, BX, CX. and DX) can be used either in 
their entirety as 16-bit words or split into pairs of separate a 
8-bit registers. 

Segment Registers: Four 16-bit special purpose regis
ters select. at any given time, the segments of memory 
that are immediately addressable for code, stack, and 
data. (For usage, refer to Memory Organization.) 

Base and Index Registers: Fourofthe general purpose 
registers may also be used to determine offset ad
dresses of operands in memory. These registers may 
contain base addresses or indexesto particular locations 
within a segment. The addressing mode determines the 
specific registers used for operand address calculations. 

Status and Control Registers: Three 16-bit special 
purpose registers record or control certain aspect of the 
80C286 processor state. These include the Instruction 
Pointer. which contains the offset address of the next 
sequential instruction to be executed. 
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16-Bit 
Register 
Name 

Special 
Register 
Function 

15 o 

~~~reSSable {AX 7 
(S-Bit Register OX 
Names CS 
Shown 

BX 

AH 

DH 

CH 

BH 

o 7 
AL 

DL 

CL 

BL 

o 

> 
Multiply/Divide 
VO Instructions 

Loop/Shift Repeat Count 

CS~ Code Segment Selector 
OS Data Segment Selector 

SS Stack Segment Selector 

ES Extra Segment Selector 

> Base Registers 
Segment Registers 

Flags: 
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BP 

SI 

01 
SP 

> 
~ 

15 0 
Index Registers 

Stack Pointer IP Instruction Pointer 

15 o 

F§Flags 

MSW Machine Status Word 
General Registers 

Status and Control Registers 

Figure 1. Register Set 

Status Flags: 
Car~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Parity __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ --, 

Auxilia~ Car~ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Zero ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------..., 
Sign ______________________________________________________________________ ~ 

Overflow ----------. 

15 14 

15 

Control Rags: 
...... - ______ Trap Flag 

Interrupt Enable 

...... -------------------------------------------------------- Direction Flag 

Special Fields: L.....______________________________________________________________________________ VO Privilege Level 

Nested Task Flag 

3 2 

Task Switch --_ .... 
Processor Extension Emulated _________________________ --' 

Monitor Processor Extension --------------------------' 
Protection Enable ______________________________________ ---' 

Figure 2. Status and Control Register Bit Functions 
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Flags Word Description 
The Flags word (Flags) records specific characteristics 
of the result of logical and arithmetic instructions (bits 0, 
2, 4, 6, 7, and 11) and controls the operation of the 
80C286 within a given operating mode (bits 8 and 9). 
Flags is a 16-bit register. The function of the flag bits is 
given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Flags Word Bit Functions 

Bit 
Position Name Function 

0 CF Carry Flag-Set on high-order bit carry 
or borrow; cleared otherwise 

2 PF Parity Flag-Set if low-order 8 bits of 
result contain an even number of 1 bits; 
cleared otherwise . 

4 AF Set on carry-from or borrow-to the 
low-order four bits of AL; cleared 
otherwise 

6 ZF Zero Flag-Set if result is zero; cleared 
otherwise 

7 SF Sign Flag-Set equal to high-order bit of 
result (0 if positive, 1 if negative) 

11 OF Overflow Flag-Set if result is a 
too-large large positive number or a 
too-small negative number (excluding 
sign-bit) to fit in destination operand; 
cleared otherwise 

8 TF Single StepFlag-Once set, a single 
step interrupt occurs after the next 
instruction executes. TF is cleared by the 
single step interrupt 

9 IF Interrupt-Enable Flag-When set, 
maskable interrupts will cause the CPU 
to transfer control to an interrupt vector 
specified location 

10 OF Direction Flag-Causes string 
instructions to auto decrement the 
appropriate index registers when set. 
Clearing OF causes auto increment. 

Instruction Set 
The instruction set is divided into seven categories: data 
transfer, arithmetic, shifVrotatellogical, string manipula-

, tion, program transfer, high-level instructions, and proc
essor control. These categories are summarized in Fig
ures 3-9. 

An 80C286 instruction can reference zero, one, or two 
operands where an operand resides in a register, in the 
instruction itself or in memory. Zero-operand instructions 
(e.g., NOP and HLT) are usually one byte long. One-op
erand instructions (e.g., INC and DEC) are usually two 
bytes long, but some are encoded in only one byte. One-

operand instructions may reference a register or mem
ory location. Two-operand instructions permit the follow
ing six types of instruction operations: 

Register to Register 
Memory to Register 
Immediate to Register 
Memory to Memory 
Register to Memory 
Immediate to Memory 

Two-operand instructions (e.g., MOV and ADD) are usu
ally three to six ,bytes long. Memory to memory opera
tions are provided by a special class of string instructions 
requiring one to three bytes. For detailed instruction for
mats and encodings, refer to the instruction set summary 
at the end of this document. 

Memory is organized as sets of variable length seg
ments. Each segment is a linear contiguous sequence of 
up to 64Ke16) 8-bit bytes. Memory is addressed using a 
two-component address (a pointer) that consists of a 
16-bit segment selector and a 16-bit offset. The segment 
selector indicates the desired segment in memory. The 
offset component indicates the desired byte address 
within the segment. 

Memory Organization 
All instructions that address operands in memory must ... 
specify the segment and the offset. For speed and com- .. 
pact instruction encoding, segment selectors are usually 
stored in the high speed segment registers. An Instruc-
tion need specify only the desired segment register and 
an offset to address a memory operand. 

MOV 
PUSH 
POP 
PUSHA 
paPA 
XCHG 
XLAT 

IN 
OUT 

LEA 
LOS 
LES 

LAHF 
SAHF 
PUSHF 
POPF. 

General Purpose 
Move byte or word 
Push word onto stack 
Pop word off stack 
Push all registers on stack 
Pop all registers from stack 
Exchange byte or word 
Translate byte 

Input/Output 
Input byte or word 
Output byte or word 

Address Object 
Load effective address 
Load pointer using OS 
Load pointer using ES 

Flag Transfer 
Load AH register from flags 
Store AH register in flags 
Push flags onto stack 
Pop flags off stack 

Figure 3. Data Transfer Instructions 
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ADD 
ADC 
INC 
AM 
DAA 

SUB 
SBB 
DEC 
NEG 
CMP 
AAS 
DAS 

MUL 
IMUL 
AAM 
DIV 
IDIV 
AAD 

CBW 
CWO 

JAlJNBE 
JAEfJNB 
JB/JNAE 
JBElJNA 

JC 

JElJZ 
JG/JNLE 
JGElJNL 
JUJNGE 
JLElJNG 
JNC 

JNE/JNZ 

JNO 
JNP/JPO 
JNS 
JO 
JP/JPE 
JS 
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Addition 
Add byte or word 
Add byte or word with carry 
Increment byte or word by 1 
ASCII adjust for addition 
Decimal adjust for addition 
Subtraction 
Subtract byte or word 
Subtract byte or word with borrow 
Decrement byte or word by 1 
Negate byte or word 
Compare byte or word 
ASCII adjust for subtraction 
Decimal adjust for subtraction 
Multiplication 
Multiply byte or word unsigned 
Integer multiply byte or word 
ASCII adjust for multiply 
Divide byte or word unsigned 
Integer divide byte or word 
ASCII adjust for division 
Division 
Convert byte to word 
Convert word to doubleword 

Figure 4. Arithmetic Instructions 

Conditional Transfers 

Jump if above/not below nor equal 
Jump if above or equal/not below 
Jump if below/not above nor equal 
Jump if below or equal/not above 

Jump if carry 

Jump if equal/zero 
Jump if greater/not less nor equal 
Jump if greater or equal/not less 
Jump if less/not greater nor equal 
Jump if less or equal/not greater 
Jump if not carry 

Jump if not equal/not zero 

Jump if not overflow 
Jump if not parity/parity odd 
Jump if not sign 
Jump if overflow 
Jump if parity/parity even 
Jump if sign 

MOVS Move byte or word string 
INS Input bytes or word string 
OUTS Output bytes or word string 
CMPS Compare byte or word string 
SCAS Scan byte or word string 
LODS Load byte or word string 
STOS Store byte or word string 
REP Repeat 
REPElREPZ Repeat while equal/zero 
REPNElREPNZ Repeat while not equal/not zero 

NOT 
AND 
OR 
XOR 
TEST 

Figure 5. String Instructions 

Loglcals 
"Not" byte or word 
"And" byte or word 
"Inclusive or" byte or word 
"Exclusive or" byte or word 
"Test" byte or word 
Shifts 

SHUSAL 
SHR 
SAR 

Shift logical/arithmetic left byte or word 
Shift logical right byte or word 
Shift arithmetic right byte or word 

ROL 
ROR 
RCL 
RCR 

Rotates 
Rotate left byte or word 
Rotate right byte or word 
Rotate through carry left byte or word 
Rotate through carry right byte or word 

Figure 6. ShlftlRotate/Loglcallnstructlons 

Unconditional Transfers 

CALL 
RET 
JMP 

Call procedure 
Return from procedure 
Jump 

iteration Controls 

LOOP 
LooPEfLOOPZ 
LOOP N ElLooPNZ 
JCXZ 

Loop 
Loop if equal/zero 
Loop if not equaVnot zero 
Jump if register CX .. O 

Interrupts 

INT 
INTO 
IRET 

Interrupt 
Interrupt if.overflow 
Interrupt return 

Figure 7. Program Transfer Instructions 
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STC 
CLC 
CMC 
STD 
CLD 
STI 
CLI 

HLT 
WAIT 
ESC 
LOCK 

NOP 

LMSW 
SMSW 

Flag Operations 
Set carry flag 
Clear carry flag 
Complement carry flag 
Set direction flag 
Clear direction flag 
Set interrupt enable flag 
Clear interrupt enable flag 

External Synchronization 
Haft until interrupt or reset 
Wait for BUSY not active 
Escape to extension processor 
Lock bus during next instruction 

No Operation 
No operation 

Execution Environment Control 
Load machine status word 
Store machine status word 

Figure 8. Processor Control Instructions 

ENTER 
LEAVE 
BOUND 

i Segment 

31 

Format stack for procedure entry 
Restore stack for procedure exit 
Detects values outside prescribed range 

Figure 9. High-Level Instructions 

Pointer 
... 

I Offset i 
16,,15 ~ 

1 

.... p 

.. ,. 

.. , 

Operand 
Selected 

,p 

S elected 
Segment 

~~ ..... :., 
"V Memory "V 

Figure 10. Two-Component Address 

All instructions that address operands in memory must 
specify the segment and the offset. For speed and in
~tructio.n encoding, segment selectors are usually stored 
In the high speed segment registers. An instruction need 
specify only the desired segment register and an offset to 
address a memory operand. 

Most instructions need not explicitly specify which seg
ment register is used. The correct segment register is 
automatically chosen according to the rules of Table 2. 
These rules follow the way programs are written (see 
Figure 11)" as independent modules that require areas 
for code and data, a stack, and access to external data 
areas. 

Memory Segment 
Reference Register Selection Rule 
Needed Used Selection Rule 

Instructions Code (CS) Automatic with instruction 
prefetch 

Stack Stack (SS) All stack pushes and pops. 
Any memory reference which 
uses BP as a base register. 

Local Data Data (OS) All data references except 
when relative to stack or 
string destination. 

External Extra (ES) Alternate data segment and 
(Global) Data destination of string operation. 

Table 2. Segment Register Selection Rules 

Special segment override instruction prefixes allow the .:. 
implicit segment register selection rules to be overriddon 
for special cases. The stack, data, and extra segments 
may coincide for simple programs. To access operands 
that do not reside in one of the four immediately available 
segments, either a full 32-bit pointer can be used or a 
new segment selector must be loaded. 

Addressing Modes 
The 80C286 provides a total of eight addressing modes 
for instructions to specify operands. Two addressing 
modes are provided for instructions that operate on reg
ister or immediate operands: 

RegIster Operand Mode: The operand is located in one 
of the 8- or 16-bit general registers. 

Immediate Operand Mode: The operand is included in 
the instruction. 

Six modes are provided to specify the location of an 
operand in a memory segment. A memory operand ad
dress consists of two 16-bit components: segment selec
tor and offset. The segment selector is. supplied by a 
segment register either implicitly chosen by the address
ing mode or explicitly chosen by a segment override 
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prefix. The offset is calculated by summing any combina
tion of the following three address elements: 

the displacement (an 8- or 16-bit immediate value con
tained in the instruction) 

the base (contents of either the BX orBP base registers) 

the Index (contents of either the SI or 01 index registers) 

Any carry out from the 16-bit addition is ignored. Eight-bit 
displacements are sign extended to 16-bit values. 

Combinations of these three address elements define 
the six memory addressing modes, here described. 

Direct Mode: The operand's offset is contained in the 
instruction as an 8- or 16-bit displacement element. 

Register Indirect Mode: The operand's offset is in one 
of the registers SI, 01, BX, or BP. 

Based Mode: The operand's offset is the sum of an 8- or 
16-bit displacement and the contents of a base register 
(BXor BP). 

r-----' 
I I 

Module A I CODE I 
DATA 

Moduie B 

Process 
Stack 

Process 
Data 
Block 1 

I , 

I , 

CODE 

DATA 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Process D 
Data 
Block 2 

I I 10 ____ - .. 

Memory 

CPU 

L~ CODE 
I 

DATA 

STACK 

I -~ EXTRA 

Segment 
Registers 

DFOO3660 

Figure 11. Segmented Memory Helps Structure Software 

Indexed Mode: The operand's offset is the sum of an 8-
or 16-bit displacement and the contents of an index reg
ister (SI or 01). 

Based Indexed Mode: The operand's offset is the sum 
of the contents of a base register and an index register. 

Based Indexed Mode with Displacement: The oper
and's offset is the sum of a base register's contents, an 
index register's contents, and an 8- or 16-bit displace
ment. 

Data Types 
The 80C286 directly supports the following data types: 

Integer: 

Ordinal: 

Pointer: 

String: 

A signed binary numeric value con
tained in an 8-bit byte or a 16-bit word. 
All operations assume a two's comple
ment representation. signed 32- and 
64-bit integers are supported using the 
80C287 Numeric Data Processor. 

An unsigned binary numeric value con
tained in an 8-bit byte or 16-bit word. 

A 32-bit quantity, composed of a seg
ment selector component and an offset 
component. Each component is a 16-bit 
word. 

A contiguous sequence of bytes or 
words. A string may contain from 1 byte 
to 64K bytes. 

ASCII: A byte representation of alphanumeric 
and control characters using the ASCII 
standard of character representation. 

BCD: A byte (unpacked) representation of the 
decimal digits 0-9. 

Packed BCD: A byte (packed) representation of two 
decimal digits 0-9 storing one digit in 
each nibble of the byte. 

Floating Point: A signed 32-, 64-, or 80-bit real number 
representation. (Floating point oper
ands are supported using the 80C287 
Numeric Processor configuration.) 

Figure 12 graphically represents the data types sup
ported by the 80C286. 
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Signed~ 
Byte 

Sign Bit...J 
Magnitude 

7 0 

UnSig;y~~ ':1 I / I •• I 
I MSB , 

Magnitude 
+1 0 

15 14 8 7 0 
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Sign Bit...J I L MSB I 

Magnitude 

+3 +2 +1 0 
Signed 31 16 15 0 

D~~~~ II 1 • / 1 1 • I • 1 • / 1 •• I 1 1 1 / 1 , 1 I ••• I 1 • 1 I 
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15 +1 0 0 
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1 MSB . 1 
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Binary 7 +N 0 

Co.ded I ~ • 1 I I I I I 
Decimal. • 

(BCD) ~-:::B":'CD~"" 
Digit N 

+N 
7 0 

ASCii I 1 I I / 1 I. I 
ASCii 

CharacterN 

7 +N 0 

+1 0 
7 07 0 

... ,III/liitlill"·, 

BCD BCD 
Digit 1 Digit 0 

7 +1 07 0 0 

... I··· I··· I··· I I •• I 
ASCii ASCII 

Character1 Charactero 

7 +1 07 0 0 

Pa~~g 'I I • 1 I I • I I ... I·· • I • • • J1 • 1 I·· • I 
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Least Significant Digit 
l---' 
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715 +N 0 715 +1 0715 0 0 
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Byte Word N Byte Word 1 Byte Word 0 

31 +3 +2 16 15 +1 0 0 

Pointer I • • • I 1 • • I 1 • • I • • • I • • • / • • • I • • • I • • • I 
• I I 

Selector Offset 
+9 +8 +7 +6 +5 +4 +2 +1 o 
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o~~~ni II I 

Sign Bit ...Jlr+j - ..... - ..... --!--...... - ....... --'-----------'---tl 
Exponent Magnitude 

·Supported by iAPX 80C286/80C287 Numeric Data Processor Configuration 

Figure 12. 80C286 Supported Data Types 
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I/O Space 
Th~ 110 sP?ce consists of 64K 8-bit or 32K 16-bit ports. 
I/O instructions address the 1/0 space with either an 8-bit 

port address, specified in the instruction, or a 16-bit port 
address in the DX register. Eight-bit port addresses are 
zero extended such that A15-A8 are LOW. 1/0 port ad
dresses OOF8(H) through OOFF(H) are reserved. 

Tb a Ie 3. Interrupt Vector Assignments 

Return Address 
Interrupt Related Before Instruction 

Function Number Instructions Causing Exception? 

Divide error exception 0 DIV,IDIV Yes 
Single step interrupt 1 All 
NMI interrupt 2 All 
Breakpoint interrupt 3 INT 
INTO detected overflow exceotion 4 INTO No 
BOUND ranae exceeded exception 5 BOUND Yes 
Invalid opcode exception 6 Any undefined opcode Yes 
Processor extension not available exceotion 7 ESC or WAIT Yes 
Reserved 8-15 
Processor extension error input 16 ESC or WAIT 
Reserved 17 31 
User defined 32-255 

Interrupts 
An interrupt transfers execution to a new program loca
tion. The old program address (CS:IP) and machine 
state (flags) are saved on the stack to allow resumption 
of the interrupted program. Interrupts fall into three 
classes: hardware Initiated, INT instructions and in
~truction exceptions. Hardware initiated interrupts occur 
In response to an external input and are classified as 
non-maskable or maskable. Programs may cause an 
interrupt with an INT instruction. Instruction exceptions 
occur when an unusual condition, which prevents further 
instruction processing, is detected while attempting to 
execute an instruction. The return address from an ex
ceptio~ will a~ays point at the instruction causing the 
exception and Include any leading instruction prefixes. 

~ table containing up ~o 256 pointers defines the proper 
Interrupt service routine for each interrupt. Interrupts 
0-31, some of which are used for instruction exceptions, 
are reserved. For each interrupt, an 8-bit vector must be 
supplied to the aOC286 which identifies the appropriate 
table entry. Exceptions supply the interrupt vector inter
nally. INT instructions contain or imply the vector and 
allow access to all 256 interrupts. Maskable hardware
initiated interrupts supply the 8-bit vector to the CPU 
during an interrupt acknowledge bus sequence. Non
maskable hardware interrupts use a predefined inter
nally supplied vector. 

Maskable Interrupt (lNTR) 
The 80C~86 provides a maskable hardware interrupt 
request Pin, INTR. Software enables this input by setting 
the interrupt flag bit (IF) in the flag word. All 224 user-de
fine~ interrupt s~urces can share this input, yet they can . 
retain separate Interrupt handlers. An 8-bit vector read 
b~ the CPU ~uring the interrupt acknowledge sequence 
(discussed In System Interface section) identifies the 
source of the interrupt. 

Further maskable interrupts are disabled while serviCing 
an interrupt by resetting the IF but as part of the response 
to an interrupt or exception. The saved flag word will 
reflect the. enable status of the processor prior to the 
interrupt. Until the flag word is restored to the flag regis
ter, the interrupt flag will be zero unless specifically set. 
The interrupt return instruction includes restoring the flag 
word, thereby restoring the original status of IF. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt Request (NMI) 
A non-maskable interrupt input (NMI) is also provided. 
NMI has higher priority than INTR. A typical use of NMI 
would be to activate a power failure routine. The activa
tion 0" this input causes an interrupt with an internally 
supplied vector value of 2. No external interrupt acknowl
edge sequence is performed. 

While executing the NMI serviCing procedure, the 
80C286 will not service further NMI requests, INTR re
quests, or the processor extension segment overrun in
terrupt until an interrupt return (IRET) instruction is exe
cuted or the CPU is reset. If NMI occurs while currently 
servicing an NMI, its presence will be saved for serviCing 
after executing the first IRET instruction. IF is cleared at 
the beginning of an NMI interrupt to inhibit INTR inter
rupts. 

Single Step Interrupt 
The 80C286 has an internal interrupt that allows pro
grams to execute one instruction at a time. It is called the 
single. step in!errupt and is controlled by the single step 
flag bit (TF} In the flag word. Once this bit is set, an 
internal single step interrupt will occur after the next in
struction has been executed. The interrupt clears the TF 
bit and uses an internally supplied vector of 1. The IRET 
instruction is used to set the TF bit and transfer control to 
the next instruction to be single stepped. 
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Interrupt Priorities 
When simultaneous interrupt requests occur, they are 
processed in a fixed order as shown in Table 4. Interrupt 
processing involves saving the flags, return address, and 
setting CS:IP to pOint at the first instruction of the inter
rupt handler. If other interrupts remain enabled, they are 
processed before the first instruction of the current inter
rupt handler is executed. The last interrupt processed is 
therefore the first one serviced. 

Table 4. Interrupt Processing Order 

Order Interrupt 

1 INT instruction or exception 
2 Single step 
3 NMI 
4 Processor extension segment overrun 
5 INTR 

Initialization and Processor Reset 
Processor initialization or start up is accomplished by 
driving the RESET input pin HIGH. RESET forces the 
80C286 to terminate all execution and local bus activity. 
No instruction or bus activity will occur as long as RESET 
is active. After RESET becomes inactive and an internal 
processing interval elapses, the 80C286 begins execu
tion in real address mode with the instruction at physical 
location FFFFFO(H). RESET also sets some registers to 
predefined values as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. 8OC286 Initial Register State after RESET 

Flag word 
Machine Status Word 
Instruction pointer 
Code segment 
Data segment 
Extra segment 
Stack segment 

0002(H) 
FFFO(H) 
FFFO(H) 
FOOO(H) 
OOOO(H) 
OOOO(H) 
OOOO(H) 

Machine Status Word Description 
The machine status word (MSW) records when a task 
switch takes place and controls the operating mode of 
the 80C286. It is a 16-bit register of which the lower four 
bits are used. One bit places the CPU into protected 
mode, while the other three bits, as shown in Table 6, 
control the processor extension interface. After RESET, 
this register contains FFFO(H) which places the 80C286 
in iAPX 86 real address mode. 

Table 6 MSW Bit Functions 

Bit 
Position Name Function 

a PE Protected mode Enable places the 
80C286 into protected mode and 
cannot be cleared except by RESET. 

1 MP Monitor Processor extension allows 
WAIT instructions to cause a 
processor extension not present 
exception (number 7). 

2 EM Emulate processor extension causes 
a processor extension not present 
exception (number 7) on ESC 
instructions to allow emulating a 
processor extension. 

3 TS Task Switched indicates the next 
instruction using a processor 
extension will cause exception 7, 
allowing software to test whether the 
current processor extension context 
belongs to the current task. 

The LMSW and SMSW instructions can load and store 
the MSW in real address mode. The recommended use 
of TS, EM, and MP is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Recommended MSW Encodings For Processor Extension Control 

Instructions 
TS MP EM Recommended Use Causing 

Exception 

a a a iAPX 86 real address mode only. Initial encoding after RESET. 80C286 operation is None 
identical to iAPX 86, 88. 

a a 1 No processor extension is available. Software will emulate its function. ESC 

1 a 1 No processor extension is available. Software will emulate its function. The current ESC 
processor extension context may belong to another task. ,~. 

a 1 a A processor extension exists. None 

1 1 a A processor extension exists. The current processor extension context may belong to ESC or WAIT 
another task. The exception (number 7) on WAIT allows software to test for an error 
pending from a previous processor extension operation. 

Halt 
The HL T instruction stops program execution and pre
vents the CPU from using the local bus until restarted. 

Either NMI, INTR with IF = 1, or RESET will force the 
80C286 out of halt. If interrupted, the saved CS:IP will 
point to the next instruction after the HL T. 
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iAPX 80C286 Real Address Mode 
The 80C286 executes a fully upward-compatible super
set of the 8086 instruction set in real address mode. In 
real address mode the 80C286 is object code compatible 
with 8086 and 8088 software. The real address mode 
architecture (registers and addressing modes) is exactly 
as described. in the 80C286 Base Architecture section. 

Memory Size 
Physical memory is a contiguous array of up to 
1,048,576 bytes (one megabyte) addressed by pins AO 
through A19 and BHE. A20 through A23 are ignored. 

Memory Addressing 
In real address mode the processor generates 20-bit 
physical addresses directly from a 20-bit segment base 
address and a 16-bit offset. 

The selector portion of a pointer is interpreted as the 
upper 16 bits of a 20-bit segment address. The lower four 
bits ofthe 20-bit segment address are always zero. Seg
ment addresses, therefore, begin on multiples of 16 
bytes. See Figure 13 for a graphic representation of ad
dress formation. 

f' L. ___ O_f_fs_et __ ~1 ~J~:ss 

20-Bit Physical 
Memory Address 

Segment 
Address 

DF003680 

Figure 13. 80C286 Real Address Mode Address 
Calculation 

All segments in real address mode are 64K bytes in size 
and may be read, written, or executed. An exception or 
interrupt can occur if data operands or instructions at
tempt to wrap around the end of a segment (e.g., a word 
with its low order byte at offset FFFF(H) and its high order 
byte at offset OOOO(H). If, in real address mode, the infor
mation contained in a segment does not use the full64K 
bytes, the unused end of the segment may be overlayed 
by another segment to reduce physical memory require
ments. 

Reserved Memory Locations 
The 80C286 reserves two fixed areas of memory in real 
address mode (see Figure 14): system initialization area 
and interrupt table area. Locations from addresses 
FFFFO(H) through FFFFF(H) are reserved for system 
initialization. Initial execution' begins at location 
FFFFO(H). Locations OOOOO(H) through 003FF(H) are 
reserved for interrupt vectors. 

Reset Bootstrap 
Program Jump 

~~ · · · 
Interrupt Pointer 
For Vector 255 

~~ · · · 
Interrupt Pointer 

For Vector 1 

Interrupt Pointer 
For Vector 0 

FFFFFH 

FFFFOH 
~ ~' 

3FFH 

3FOH 
~~ 

7H 

4H 
3H 

OH 

DF003690 

Figure 14. 80C286 Real Address Mode Initially Reserved 
Memory Locations 
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Table 8. Real Address Mode Addressing Interrupts 

Interrupt Related Return Address 
Function Number Instructions Before Instruction? 

Interrupt table limit too small exception 8 INT vector not within table limit Yes 

Processor extension segment overrun interrupt 9 ESC with memory operand extending No 
beyond offset FFFF{H) 

Segment overrun exception 13 Word memory reference with Yes 
offset = FFFF(H) or an attempt to 

Interrupts 
Table 8 shows the interrupt vectors reserved for excep
tions and interrupts which indicate an addressing error. 
The exceptions leave the CPU in the state existing be
fore attempting to execute the failing instruction (except 
for PUSH, POP, PUSHA, or paPA). Refer to the next 
section on protected mode initialization for a discussion 
on exception 8. 

Protected Mode Initialization 
To prepare the 80C286 for protected mode, the L1DT 
instruction is used to load the 24-bit interrupt table base 
and 16-bit limit for the protected mode interrupt table. 
This instruction can also set a base and limit for the 
interrupt vector table in real address mode. After reset, 
the interrupt table base is initialized to OOOOOO(H} and its 
size set to 03FF(H}. These values are compatible with 
iAPX 86, 88 software. L1DT should only be executed in 
preparation for the protected mode. 

Shutdown 
Shutdown occurs when a severe error is detected that 
prevents further instruction processing by the CPU. 
Shutdown and halt are externally signaled via a halt bus 
operation. They can be distinguished by A 1 HIGH for halt 
and A1 LOW for shutdown. In real address mode, shut
down can occur under two conditions: 

• Exceptions 8 or 13 happen and the lOT limit does not 
include the interrupt vector. 

• A CALL, INT, or POP instruction attempts to wrap 
around the stack segment when SP is not even. 

An NMI input can bring the CPU qut of shutdown if the 
lOT limit is at least OOOF(H} and SP is greater than 
0005(H}; otherwise, shutdown can only be exited via the 
RESET input. 

Protected Virtual Address Mode 
The 80C286 executes a fully upward-compatible super
set of the 8086 instruction set in protected virtual address 
mode (protected mode). Protected mode also provides 
memory management and protection mechanisms and 
associated instructions. 

execute past the end of a segment 

The 80C286 enters protected virtual address mode from 
real address mode by setting the PE (Protection Enable) 
bit of the machine status word with the Load Machine 
Status Word (LMSW) instruction. Protected mode offers 
extended physical and virtual memory address space, 
memory protection mechanisms, and new operations to 
support operating systems and virtual memory. 

All registers, instructions, and addressing modes de
scribed in the 80C286 Base Architecture section remain 
the same. Programs for the iAPX 86, 88, 186, and real 
address model 80C286 can be run in protected mode; 
however, embedded constants for segment selectors 
are different. 

Memory Size 
The protected mode 80C286 provides a 1 gigabyte vir
tual address space per task mapped into a 16-megabyte 
physical address space defined by the address pin 
A23-AO and SHE. The virtual address space may be 
larger than the physical address space since any use of 
an address that does not map to a physical memory 
location will cause a restartable exception. 

Memory Addressing 
As in real address mode, protected mode uses 32-bit 
pointers, consisting of 16-bit selector and offset compo
nents. The selector, however, specifies an index into a 
memory-resident table rather than the upper 16-bits of a 
real memory address. 

The 24-bit base address of the desired segment is ob
tained from the table in memory. The 16-bit offset is 
added to the segment base address to form the phYSical 
address as shown in Figure 15. The tables are automati
cally referenced by the CPU whenever a segment regis
ter is loaded with a selector. All 80286 instructions which 
load a segment register will reference the memory-. 
based tables without additional software. The memory
based tables contain a-byte values called deScriptors. 
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Physical Memory 

Figure 15. Protected Mode Memory Addressing 

Descriptors 
Descriptors defined the use of memory. Special types of 
descriptors also define new functions for transfer of con
trol and task switching. The 80C286 has segment de
scriptors for code, stack and data segments, and system 

Access Rights Byte Definition 

Bit 
Position Name 

control descriptors for special system data segments 
and control transfer operations. Descriptor accesses are 
performed as locked bus operations to assure descriptor 
integrity in multi-processor systems. 

Code and Data Segment Descriptors 
(S = 1) 
Besides segment base addresses, code and data de
scriptors contain other segment attributes, including 
segment size (1 to 64K bytes), access rights (read-only, 
read/write, execute-only, and execute/read), and pres
ence in memory (for virtual memory systems) (see Fig
ure 16). Any segment usage violating a segment attrib
ute indicate by the segment descriptor will prevent the 
memory cycle and cause an exception or interrupt. 

+7 +6 

Access +5 +4 
Rights Byte 

+3 BASE23-16 +2 

+1 LIM IT23-1 6 0 

15 8 7 0 
• Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386 and DFOO371 0 
future upgrades 

Function 

7 Present (P) P= 1 Segment is mapped into physical memory. 
p = 0 No mapping to physical memory exists; base and limit are 

not used. Segment privilege attribute used in privilege tests. 

Type 
Field 

Definition 

6-5 

4 

3 
2 

3 
2 

o 

Descriptor Privilege 
Level (DPL) 
Segment Descriptor (S) S = 1 

Executable (E) 
Expansion Direction 
(ED) 
Writable (W) 

Executable (E) 
Conforming (C) 

S=O 
E=O 
ED=O 
ED=1 
W=O 
W=1 
E=1 
C=1 

Readable (R) R .. 0 
R=1 

Accessed (A) A .. 0 
A=1 

Code or Data Segment descriptor 
Non-segment descriptor } 
Data segment descriptor type is: 
Grow up segment, offsets must be < limit. Data 
Grow down segment, offsets must be> limit. Segment 
Data segment may not be written into. 
Data segment may be written into. 
Code Segment Descriptor type is: } 
Code segment may only be executed when Code 
CPL> DPL. Segment 
Code segment may not be read. 
Code segment may be read. 
Segment has not been accessed. 
Segment selector has been loaded into segment register 
or used by selector test instructions. 

Figure 16. Code and Data Segment Descriptors 

Code and data are stored in two types of segments: code 
segments and data segments. Both types are identified 
and defined by segment descriptors. Code segments are 
identified by the executable (E) bit set to 1 in the descrip
tor access rights byte. The access rights byte of both 

code and data segment descriptor types have three 
fields in common: present (P) bit, Descriptor Privilege 
Level (DPL), and accessed (A) bit. If P = 0, any attempted 
use of this segment will cause a not-present exception. 
DPL specifies the privilege level of the segment descrip-
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tor. DPL controls when the descriptor may be used by a 
task (refer to privilege discussion). The A bit shows 
whether the segment has been previously accessed for 
usage profiling, a necessity for virtual memory systems. 
The CPU will always set this bit when accessing the 
descriptor. Data segments (S = 1, E = 0) may be either 
read-only or read-write as controlled by the W bit of the 
access rights byte. Read-only (W = 0) data segments 
may not be written into. 

Data segments may grow in two directions, as deter
mined by the Expansion Direction (ED) bit; upward (ED = 
0) for data segments, and downward (ED = 1) for a 
segment containing a stack. The limit field for a data 
segment descriptor is interpreted differently depending 
on the ED bit (see Figure 16). 

A code segment (S = 1, E = 1) may be execute-only or 
execute/read as determined by the Readable (R) bit. 
Code segments may never be written into and execute
only code segments (R = 0) may not be read. A code 
segment may also have an attribute called Conforming 
(C). A conforming code segment may be shared by pro
grams that execute at different privilege levels. The DPL 
of a conforming code segment defines the range of privi
lege levels at which the segment may be executed (refer 
to privilege discussion). 

System Segment Descriptors 
(S = 0, TYPE 1-3) 

In addition to code and data segment descriptors, the 
protected mode 80C286 defines system segment de
scriptors. These descriptors define special system data 
segments which contain a table of descriptors (Local 
Descriptor Table Descriptor) or segments which contain 
the execution state of a task (Task State Segment De
scriptor). 

Figure 17 gives the formats for the special system data 
segment descriptors. The descriptors contain a 24-bit 
base address of the segment and a 16-bit limit. The 
access byte defines the type of descriptor, its state and 
privilege level. The descriptor contents are valid, and the 
segment is in physical memory if P = 1. If P = 0, the 
segment is not valid. The DPL field is only used in Task 
State Segment descriptors and indicates the privilege 
level at which the descriptor may be used (see Privilege). 
Since the Local Descriptor Table descriptor may only be 
used by a special privileged instruction, the DPL field is 
not used. Bit 4 of the access byte is 0 to indicate that it is a 
system control descriptor. The Type field specifies the 
descriptor type as indicated in Figure 17. 

System Segment Descriptor 

+7 RESERVED· +6 

+5 BASE2:}-16 +4 

+3 BASE2:}-16 +2 

+1 LlMIT2:}-16 0 

15 8 7 0 

• Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386 and 
future upgrades TBOOO0880 

System Segment Descriptor Fields 

Name Value Description 

TYPE 1 Available Task State Segment 
2 Local Descriptor Table Descriptor 
3 Busy Task State Segment 

P 0 Descriptor contents are not valid 
1 Descriptor contents are valid 

DPL 0-3 Descriptor Privilege Level 
BASE 24-bit Base Address of special system data 

number segment in real memory 
LIMIT 16-bit Offset of last byte in segment 

number 

Figure 17. System Segment Format 

Gate Descriptors 
(S = 0, TYPE = 4-7) 

Gates are used to control access to entry points within 
the target code segment. The gate descriptors are call 
gates, task gates, interrupt gates and trap gates. Gates 
provide a level of indirection between the source and 
destination of the control transfer. This indirection allows 
the CPU to automatically perform protection checks and 
control the entry point of the destination. Call gates are 
used to change privilege levels (see Privilege); task 
gates are used to perform a task switch; and interrupt 
and trap gates are used to specify interrupt service rou
tines. The interrupt gate disables interrupts (resets IF) 
while the trap gates does not. 

Figure 18 shows the format of the gate descriptors. The 
descriptor contains a destination pointer that points to 
the descriptor of the target segment and the entry point 
offset. The destination selector in an interrupt gate, trap 
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gate, and call gate must refer to a code segment descrip
tor. These gate descriptors contain the entry point to 
prevent a program from constructing and using an illegal 
entry point. Task gates may only refer to a task state 
segment. Since task gates invoke a task switch, the des
tination offset is not used in the task gate. 

Exception 13 is generated when the gate is used if a 
destination selector does not refer to the correct descrip
tor type. The Word Count field is used in the call gate 
descriptor to indicate the number of parameters (0-31 
words) to be automatically copied from the caller's stack 
to the stack of the called routine when a control transfer 
changes privilege levels. The Word Count field is not 
used by any other gate descriptor. 

Gate Descriptor 

+7 

+5 

+1 Destination Offset 23-16 o 
15 8 7 o 

• Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386 
and future upgrades 

T8oooo880 

Gate Descriptor Fields 

Name Value Description 

TYPE 4 -Call Gate 
5 -Task Gate 
6 -Interrupt Gate 
7 -Trap Gate 

P 0 -Descriptor Contents are not valid 
1 -Descriptor Contents are valid 

DPL 0-3 Descriptor Privilege Level 

WORD 0-31 Number of words to copy from 

COUNT callers stack to called procedures 
stack. Only used with call gate. 

DESTINATION 16-bit Selector to the target code segment 

SELECTOR selector (Call, Interrupt or Trap Gate) 
Selector to the target task state 
segment (Task Gate) 

DESTINATION 16-bit Entry point within the target 

OFFSET offset code segment 

Figure 18. Gate Descriptor Format 

The access byte format is the same for all gate descrip
tors. P = 1 indicates that the gate contents are valid. P = 0 
indicates the contents are not valid and causes excep
tion 11 if referenced. OPL is the descriptor Privilege 
Level and specifies when this descriptor may be used by 
a task (refer to privilege discussion). Bit 4 must equal 0 to 
indicate a system control descriptor. The Type field 
specifies the descriptor type as indicated in Figure 18. 

Segment Descriptor Cache Registers 
A segment descriptor register is assigned to each of the 
four segment registers (CS, SS, OS, ES). Segment de
scriptors are automatically loaded (cached) into a seg
ment descriptor cache register (Figure 20) whenever the 
associated segment register is loaded with a selector. 
Only segment descriptors may be loaded into segment 
descriptor cache registers. Once loaded, all references 
to that segment of memory use the cached descriptor 
information instead of reaccessing memory. The de
scriptor cache registers are not visible to programs. No 
instructions exist to store their contents. They only 
change when a segment register is loaded. 

Selector Fields 
A protected mode selector has three fields: descriptor 
entry index, local or global descriptor table indicator (TI), 
and selector privilege (RPL), as shown in Figure 19. 
These fields select one of two memory-based tables of 
descriptors, select the appropriate table entry, and allow 
high-speed testing of the selector's privilege attribute 
(refer to privilege discussion). 

Selector 

I , , , 
Index I TI PRL 

15 2 1 

Bits Name Function 

1-{) Requested Indicates Selector Privilege 
Privilege Level (RPL) Level Desired 

2 Table TI=O To use Global 
Indicator (TI) Descriptor Table (GDT) 

15-3 Index 

TI = 1 Use Local Descriptor 
Table (LOT) 

Select Descriptor Entry in 
Table 

Figure 19. Selector Fields 
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PROGRAM VISIBLE r--------------------------, Access PROGRAM INVISIBLE . 
Segment Selectors Rights Segment Base Address Segment Size 

~H~~~ '-----"'-I 1---1---1 
15 0 47 40 39 16 15 0 

Segment Registers Segment Descriptor Cache Registers 
(Loaded by Program L _________ Q:~~~~~~ __________ .J 

DF003720 
Figure 20. Descriptor Cache Registers 

Local and Global Descriptor Tables 
Two tables of descriptor tables, contain all descriptors 
accessible by a task at any given time. A descriptor table 
is a linear array of up to 8192 descriptors. The upper 13 
bits of the selector value are an index into a descriptor 
table. Each table has a 24-bit base register to locate the 
descriptor table in physical memory and a 16-bit limit 
register that confines descriptor access to the defined 
limits of the table as shown in Figure 21. A restartable 
exception (13) will occur if an attempt is made to refer
ence a descriptor outside the table limits. 

~ Memory ~ 

15 0 LOT, 

I LOT } 
Selector . 

r--~5----;;1 rJLE~~·~. ~~~ f~~ent , I LOTLimit H- ~ 
" r

23 

I! i I LOT Base ~J , I LOT. 

, Program Invisible I L _______ .J 

'1. 
t'CI OFOO3730 

Figure 21. Local and Global Descriptor Table Definition 

One table, called the· Global Descriptor Table (GOT), 
contains descriptors available to all tasks. The other ta
ble, called the Local Descriptor Table (LOT), contains 
descriptors that can be private to a task. Each task may 
have its own private LOT. The GOT may contain all de-

scriptor types except interrupt and trap descriptors. A 
segment cannot be accessed by a task if its segment 
descriptor does not exist in either descriptor table at the 
time of access. . 

The LGDT and LLDT instructions load the base and limit 
of the global and local descriptor tables. LGDT and LLDT 
are protected. They may only be executed by trusted 
programs operating at level O. The LGDT instructioll 
loads a six byte field containing the 16-bit table limit and 
24-bit base address of the Global Descriptor Table as 
shown in Figure 22. The LLDT instruction loads a selec- .,. 
tor which refers to a descriptor in the Local Descriptor ... 
Table. This descriptor contains the base address and 
limit for an LOT, as shown in Figure 17. 

7 0 7 0 

+5 RESERVED" I BASE23-16 +4 

+3 BASEI 5-0 +2 

+1 LlMITI 5-0 0 
I 

15 8 7 0 
TBooo090 

Figure 22. Global Descriptor Table and Interrupt 
Descriptor Data Type 

• Must be set to 0 for compatibility with iAPX 386 and future 
upgrades. 

Interrupt Descriptor Table 
The protected mode 80C286 has athird descriptortable, 
called the Interrupt Descriptor Table (lOT) (see Figure 
23), used to define up to 256 interrupts. It may contain 
only task gates, interrupt gates and trap gates. The lOT 
(Interrupt Descriptor Table) has a 24-bit base and 16-bit 
limit register in the CPU. The protected L1DT instruction 
loads these registers with a six-byte value of identical 
form to that of the LGDT instruction (see Figure 22 and 
Protected Mode Initialization). 
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Figure 23. Local and Global Descriptor Table Definition 

References to IDT entries are made via INT instructions 
external interrupt vectors, or exceptions. The IDT must 
be at least 256 bytes in size to allocate space for all 
reserved interrupts. 

Privilege 
The 80~286 has a four-level hierarchical privilege sys
tem whIch controls the use of privileged instructions and 
a~c~ss to descriptors (and their associated segments) 
~Ithtn a task: Four-level privilege, as shown in Figure 24, 
IS an e.xten~l?n of the user/supervisor mode commonly 
found In mlntcomputers. The privilege levels are num
bered 0 through 3. Level 0 is the most privileged level. 
Privilege levels provide protection within a"task. (Tasks 
are isolated by providing private LDT's for each task.) 
Operating system routines, interrupt handlers, and other 
system software can be included and protected within 
the virtual address space of each task using the four 
levels of privilege. Tasks may also have a separate stack 
for each privilege level. 

Tasks, descriptors, and selectors have a privilege level 
attribute that determines whether the descriptor may be 
used. Task privilege effects the use of instructions and 
descriptors Descriptor and selector privilege only effect 
access to the descriptor. 

CPU 
Enforced 
Software 
Interfaces 

High Speed 
Operating 
System 
Interface 

Figure 24. Hierarchical Privilege Levels 

Task Privilege 

AFOO3230 

The task always executes at one of the four privilege 
levels. A task privilege level at any specific instant is 
called the Current Privilege Level (CPL) and is defined 
by the lower two bits of the CS register. CPL cannot 
change during execution in a single code segment. A 
task's CPL may only be changed by control transfers 
through gate descriptors to a new code segment (See 
Control Transfer). Tasks begin executing at the CPL 
value specified by the code segment when the task is 
initiated via a task switch operation. A task executing at 
Level 0 can access all data segments defined in the GDT 
and the task's LDT and is considered the most trusted 
level. A task executed at Level 3 has the most restricted 
access to data and is considered the least trusted level. 

Descriptor Privilege 

Descriptor privilege is specified by the Descriptor Privi
lege Level (DPL) field of the descriptor access byte. DPL 
specifies the least trusted privilege level (CPL) at which a 
task may access the descriptor. Descriptors with DPL = 3 
are the least protected (Le. have the least restricted 
access) since tasks can access them when CPL = 0, 1,2, 
or 3. This rule applies to all descriptors, except LDT 
descriptors. 

Selector Privilege 

Se lecto r privilege is specified by the Requested Privilege 
Level (RPL) field in the least significant two bits of a 
selector. Selector RPL may establish a less trusted privi
lege level than the current privilege level for the use of a 
selector. This level is called the task's effective privilege 
level (EPL). RPL can only reduce the scope of a task's 
access to data with this selector. A task's effective privi
lege is the numeric maximum of RPL and CPL. A selec
tor with RPL = 0 imposes no additional restriction on its 
use while a selector with RPL = 3 can only refer to seg
ments at privilege Level 3 regardless of the task's CPL. 
RPL is generally used to verify that pointer parameters 
passed to a more trusted procedure are not allowed to 
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use data at a more privileged level than the caller (referto 
pointer testing instructions). 

Descriptor Access and Privilege 
Validation 
Determining the ability of a task to access a segment 
involves the type of segment to be accessed, the instruc
tion used, the type of descriptor used and CPL, RPL, and 
DPL. The two basic types of segment accesses are con
trol transfer (selectors loaded into CS) and data (selec
tors loaded into OS, ES, or SS). 

Data Segment Access 
Instructions that load selectors into OS and ES must 
refer to a data segment descriptor or readable code seg
ment descriptor. The CPL of the task and the RPL of the 
selector must be the same as or more privileged (numeri
cally equal to or lower than) than the descriptor DPL. In 
general, a task can only access data segments at the 
same or less privileged levels than the CPL or RPL 
(whichever is numberically higher) to prevent a program 
from accessing data it cannot be trusted to use. 

An exception to the rule is a readable conforming code 
segment. This type of code segment can be read from 
any privilege level. ' 

If the privilege checks fail (e.g. DPL is numerically less 
than the maximum of CPL and RPL) or an incorrect type 
of descriptor is referenced (e.g. gate descriptor or exe
cute only code segment), exception 13 occurs. If the 
segment is not present, exception 11 is generated. 

I nstructions that load selectors into SS must refer to data 
segment descriptors for wrnable data segments. The 
descriptor privilege (DPL) and RPL must equal CPL. All 
other descriptor types of privilege level violation will 
cause exception 13. A not present fault causes excep
tion 12. 

Control Transfer 

Four types of control transfer can occur when a selector 
is loaded into CS by a control transfer operation (see 
Table 1 O). Each transfer type can only occur if the opera
tion which loaded the selector references the correct 
descriptor type. Any violation of these descriptor usage 
rules (e.g. JMPthrough a call gate or RETto a Task State 
Segment) will cause exception 13. 

The ability to reference a descriptor for control transfer is 
also subject to rules of privilege. A CALL or JUMP in
struction may only reference a code segment descriptor 
with DPL equal to the task CPL or a conforming segment 
with DPL of equal or greater privilege than CPL. The RPL 
of the selector used to reference the code descriptor 
must have as much privilege as CPL. 

RET and IRET instructions may only reference code 
segment descriptors with descriptor privilege equal to or 
less privileged than the task CPL. The selector loaded 
into CS is the return address from the stack. After the 
return, the selector RPL is the task's new CPL. If CPL 
changes, the old stack pointer is popped after the return 
address. 

When a JMP or CALL references a Task State Segment 
descriptor, the descriptor DPL must be the same or less 
privileged than the task's CPL. Reference to a valid Task 
State Segment descriptor causes a task switch (see 
Task Switch Operation). Reference to a Task State Seg
ment descriptor at a more privileged level than the task's 
CPL generates exception 13. 

When an instruction or interrupt references a gate de
scriptor, the gate DPL must have the same or less privi
lege than the task CPL. If DPL is at a more privileged 
level than CPL, exception 13 occurs. If the destination 
selector contained in the gate references a code seg
ment descriptor, the code segment descriptor DPL must 
be the same or more privileged than the task CPL. If not, 
Exception 13 is issued. After the control transfer, the 
code segment descriptor DPL is the task's new CPL. If 
the destination selector in the gate references a task 
state segment, a task switch is automatically performed 
(see Task Switch Operation). 

The privilege rules on control transfer require: 

-JMP or CALL direct to a code segment (code segment 
descriptor) can only be to a conforming segment with 
DPL of equal or greater privilege than CPL or a non-con
forming segment at the same privilege level. 

- interrupts within the task or calls that may change privi
lege levels can only transfer control through a gate at the 
same ora less privileged level than CPL to a code seg
ment at t~e same or more privileged level than CPL. 

.,.. return instructions that don't swtlch tasks can only re
turn control through a gate at the same or a less privi
leged level than CPL to a code segment at the same or 
more privileged level than CPL. 

-retum instructions that don't switch tasks can only re
turn control to a code segment at the same or less privi
leged level. 

-task switch can be performed by a call, a jump or an 
interrupt which references either a task gate or task state 
segment at the same or less privileged level. 
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Table 9. Descriptor Types Used for Control Transfer 

Control Transfer Types 

Intersegment within the same privilege level 

Intersegment to the same or higher privilege level 
Interrupt within task may change CPL 

Descriptor 
Operation Types 

JMP, CALL, RET, IRET* 

CALL 
Interrupt Instruction, 
Exception, External 
Interrupt 

Descriptor 
Referenced 

Code Segment 

Call Gate 
Trap or Interrupt 
Gate 

Table 

GOT/LOT 

GOT/LOT 
lOT 

Intersegment to a lower privilege level (changes task CPL) RET, IRET· Code Segment GOT/LOT 

Task Switch 

• NT (Nested Task bit of flag word) = 0 
•• NT (Nested Task bit of flag word) = 1 

Privilege Level Changes 
Any control transfer that changes CPL within the task 
causes a change of stacks as part of the operation. Initial 
values of SS:SP for privilege levels 0, 1, and 2 are kept in 
the task state segment (refer to Task Switch Operation). 
During a JMP or CALL control transfer, the new stack 
pointer is loaded into the SS and SP registers and the 
previous stack pointer is pushed onto the new stack. 

When returning to the original privilege level, its stack is 
restored as part of the RET or I RET instruction operation. 
For subroutine calls that pass parameters on the stack 
and cross privilege levels, a fixed number of words, as 
specified in the gate, are copied from the previous stack 
to the current stack. The intersegment RET instruction 
with a stack adjustment value will correctly restore the 
previous stack pointer upon return. 

Protection 
The 80C286 includes mechanisms to protect critical in
structions that affect the CPU execution state (e.g., HL T) 
and code or data segments from improper usage. These 
mechanisms are grouped under the term "protectionU 

and have three forms: 

• Restricted usage of segments (e.g., no write allowed 
to read-only data segments). The only segments 
available for use are defined by descriptors in the 
Local Descriptor Table (LOT) and Global Descriptor 
Table (GOT). 

• Restricted access to segments via the rules of 
privilege and descriptor usage. 

• Privileged instructions or operations that may only 
be executed at certain privilege levels as determined 
by the CPL and I/O Privilege Level (IOPL). The 10PL 
is defined by bits 14 and 13 of the flag word. 

These checks are performed for all instructions and can 
be split into three categories: segment load checks (Ta
ble 10), operand reference checks (Table 11), and privi-

CALL,JMP 
CALL,JMP 
IRET*· 

Task State Segment GOT 
Task Gate GOT/LOT 

Interrupt Instruction, 
Exception, External 
Interrupt 

Task Gate lOT 

leged instruction checks (Table 12). Any violation of the 
rules shown will result in an exception. A not-present 
exception related to the stack segment causes excep
tion 12. 

The IRET and POPF instructions do not perform some of 
their defined functions if CPL is not of sufficient privilege 
(numerically small enough). Precisely these are: 

• The IF bit is not changed if CPL> IOPL. The lOPL 
field of the flag word is not changed if CPL> O. 

No exceptions or other indication are given when these 
conditions occur. 

Table 10. Segment Register Load Checks 
Exception 

Error Description Number 

Descriptor table limit exceeded 13 

Segment descriptor not-present 

Privilege rules violated 

Invalid descriptor/segment type segment 
register load: 

- Read only data segment load to SS 
- Special control descriptor load to OS, 

ES,SS 
- Execute only segment load to OS, ES, 

SS 
- Data segment load to CS 

- Read/Execute code segment load 
toSS 

11 or 12 

13 

13 

Table 11. Operand Reference Checks 
Exception 

Error Description Number 

Write into code segment 
Read from execute-only code segment 
Write to read-only data segment 
Segment limit exceeded' 

Note: Carry out in offset calculations is ignored. 

13 
13 
13 
12 or 13 
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Table 12. Privileged Instruction Checks 

Exception 
Error Description Number 

CPL~O when executing the following 
instructions: 13 

LlDT, LLDT, LGDT, L TR, LMSW, 
CTS,HLT 

~PL> 19PL when executing the followin~ 
instructions 13 

INS, IN, OUTS, OUT, STI, CLI, LOCK 

Exceptions 
The 80C286 detects several types of exceptions and 
interrupts in protected mode (see Table 13). Most are 
restartable after the exceptional condition is removed. 
Interrupt handlers for most exceptions receive an error 
code, pushed on the stack after the return address, that 
identifies the selector involved (0 if none). The return 
address normally points to the failing instruction, includ
ing all leading prefixes. For a processor extension seg
ment overrun exception, the return address will not point 
at the ESC instruction that caused the exception; how
ever, the processor extension registers may contain the 
address of the failing instruction. 

Table 13. Protected Mode Exceptions 

Return 
Address Error 

Interrupt At Falling Always Code 
Vector Function Instruction? Restartable? on Stack? 

8 Double exception detected Yes N02 Yes 
9 Processor extension segment overrun No N02 No 

10 Invalid task state segment Yes Yes Yes 
11 Segment not present Yes Yes Yes 
12 Stack segment overrun or segment not present Yes Yes' Yes 
13 General protection Yes N02 Yes 

Notes 1. When a PUSHA or POPA instruction attempts to wrap around the stack segment, the machine state after the exception 
will not be restartable because stack segment wrap around is not permitted. This condition is identified by the value of the 
saved SP being either OOOO(H), 0001 (H), FFFE(H), or FFFF(H). 

2. These exceptions indicate a violation to privilege rules or usage rules has occurred. Restart is generally not attempted 
under those conditions. 

3. All these checks are performed for all instructions and can be split into three categories: Segment Load Checks (Table 
10), Operand Reference Checks (Table 11), and Privileged Instruction Checks (Table 12). Any violation of the rules 
shown will result in an exception. A not-present exception causes exception 11 or 12 and is restartable. 

Special Operations 
Task Switch Operation 

The 80C286 provides a built-in task switch operation 
which saves the entire 80C286 execution state (regis
ters, address space, and a link to the previous task), 
loads a new execution state, and commences execution 
in the new task. Like gates, the task switch operation is 
invoked by executing an inter-segment JMP or CALL 
instruction which refers to a Task State Segment (TSS) 
or task gate descriptor in the GOT or LOT. An INT n 
instruction, exception, or external interrupt may also in
voke the task switch operation by selecting a task gate 
descriptor in the associated lOT deSCriptor entry. 

The TSS descriptor points at a segment (see Figure 25) 
containing the entire 80C286 execution state while a task 
gate descriptor contains a TSS selector. The limit field 
must be> 002B(H). 

Each task must have a TSS associated with it. The cur
rent TSS is identified by a special register in the 80C286 
called the Task Register (TR). This register contains a 
selector referring to the task state segment descriptor 
that defines the current TSS. A hidden base and limit 

register associated with TR are loaded whenever TR is 
loaded with a new selector. 

The IRET instruction is used to return control to the task 
that called the current task or was interrupted. Bit 14 in 
the flag register is called the Nested Task(NT) bit. It 
controls the function of the IRET instruction. If NT = 0, the 
IRET instruction performs the regular current task return; 
when NT = 1, IRET performs a task switch operation 
back to the previous task. 

When a CALL, JMP or INT instruction initiates a task 
switch, the old and new TSS will be marked busy and the 
back link field of the new TSS set to the old TSS selector. 
The NT bit of the new task is set by CALL or INT initiated 
task switches. An interrupt that does not cause a task 
switch will clear NT. NT may also be set or cleared by 
POPF or IRET instructions. 

The task state segment is marked busy by changing the, 
descriptor type field from Type 1 to Type 3. Use of a 
selector that references a busy task state segment 
causes Exception 13. 
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Processor Extension Context Switching 
The context of a processor extension is not changed by 
the task switch operation. A processor extension context 
need only be changed when a different task attempts to 
use the processor extension (which still contains the 
context of a previous task). The 80C286 detects the first 
use of a processor extension after a task switch by caus
ing the processor extension not present exception (7). 
The interrupt handler may then decide whether a context 
change is necessary. 

Whenever the 80C286 switches tasks, it sets the Task 
Switched (TS) bit of the MSW. TS indicates that a proc
essor extension context may belong to a different task 

than the current one. The processor extension not pre
sent exception (7) will occurwhen attempting to execute 
an ESC or WAIT instruction if TS= 1 and a processor 
extension is present (M P = 1 in MSW). 

Pointer Testing Instructions 
The 80C286 provides several instructions to speed 
pointer testing and consistency checks for maintaining 
system integrity (see Table 14). These instructions use 
the memory management hardware to verify that a se
lector value refers to an appropriate segment without 
risking an exception. A condition flag indicates whether 
use of the selector or segment will cause an exception. 
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Task LDT Selector 42 
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SS Selector 38 
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ES Selector 34 

DI 32 

SI 30 

BP 28 

SP 26 

BX 24 

Task DX 22 
~State • 
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AX 18 

Flag Word 16 

IP (Entry Point) 14 

SSforCPL2 12 

SP for CPL 2 10 

SSforCPL 1 8 

SPforCPL 1 6 

SSforCPLO 4 

SSforCPLO 2 

Back Link Selector to TSS 0 

'" 0 

"" "" 

Type Desaiption 

1 An Available Task State 
Segment. May be used as 
the Destination of a Task 
Switch Operation 

3 A Busy Task State 
Segment. Cannot be used 
as the Destination of a 
Task Switch. 

P Desaiption 

1 Base and Limit Relds are Valid 

0 Segment is not Present in Memory, 
Base and Limit are not defined. 

Current 
Task 
State 

Initial 
Stacks 
forCPLO, 1,2 

Figure 25. Task State Segment and TSS Registers 
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Table 14. Pointer Test Instructions 

Instruction Operands 

ARPL Selector, Register 

VERR Selector 

VERW Selector 

Function 

Adjust Requested Privilege 
Level: adjusts the RPL of the 
selector to the numeric maxi
mum of current selector RPL 
value and the RPL value in the 
register. Set zero flag if selec
tor RPL was changed. 

VERify for Read: sets the zero 
flag is the segment referred to 
by the selector can be read. 

VERify for Write: sets the zero 
flag if the segment referred to 
by the selector can be written. 

LSL Register, Selector Load Segment Limit: reads the 
segment limit into the register 
if privilege rules and descriptor 
type allow. Set zero flag if suc
cessful. 

LAR Register, Selector Load Access Rights: reads the 
descriptor access rights byte 
into the register if privilege 
rules allow. Set zero flag if 
successful. 

Double Fault and Shutdown 
If two separate exceptions are detected during a single 
instruction execution, the 80C286 performs the double 
fault exception (8). If an exception occurs during proc
essing of the double fault exception, the 80C286 will 
entershutdown. Ouring shutdown no further instructions 
or exceptions are processed. Either NMI (CPU remains 
in protected mode) or RESET (CPU exits protected 
mode) can force the 80C286 out of shutdown. Shutdown 
is externally signalled via a HALT bus operation with Al 
HIGH. 

Protected Mode Initialization 
The 80C286 initially executes in real address mode after 
RESET. To allow initialization code to be placed at the 
top of physical memory, A2~20 will be HIGH when the 
80C286 performs memory references relative to the CS 
register, until CS is changed. A2~20 will be zero for refer
ences to the OS, ES, or SS segments. Changing CS in 
real address mode will force A~20 LOW whenever using' 
CS thereafter. The initial CS:IP value of FFOO:FFFO 
provides 64K bytes of code space for initialization code 
without changing CS. 

Before placing the 80C286 into protected mode, several 
registers must be initialized. The GOT and lOT base 
registers must refer to a valid GOT and lOT. Afterexecut-

ing the LMSW instruction to set PE, the 80C286 must 
immediately execute an intrasegment JMP instruction to 
clear the instruction queue of instructions decoded in 
real address mode. 

To force the 80C286 CPU registers to match the initial 
protected mode state assumed by software, execute a 
JMP instruction with a selector referring to the initial TSS 
used in the system. This will load the task register, local 
descriptor table register, segment registers and initial 
general register state. The TR should point at a valid TSS 
since a task switch operation involves saving the current 
task state. 

System Interface 
The 80C286 system interface appears in two forms: a 
local bus and a system bus. The local bus consists of 
address, data, status, and control signals at the pins of 
the CPU. A system bus is any buffered version of the 
local bus. A system bus may also differ from the local bus 
in terms of coding of status and control lines and/or tim
ing and loading of signals. The 80C286 family includes 
several devices to generate standard system buses such 
as the IEEE 796 Standard MUL TIBUS@. 

Bus Interface Signals and Timing 
The 80C286 microsystem local bus interfaces the 80286 
to local memory and I/O components. The interface has 
24 address lines, 16 data lines, and 8 status and control 
signals. 

The 80C286 CPU, and peripheral chips performing the 
duties of clock generator, bus, controller, bus arbiter, 
transceivers, and latches, provide a buffered and de
coded system bus interface. A clock generator periph
eral Chip generates the system clock and synchronizes 
REAOYand RESET. A bus controller peripheral chip con
verts bus operation status encoded by the 80C286 into 
command and bus control signals. These components 
can provide the timing and electrical power drive levels 
required for most system bus interfaces including the 
multibus. 

Bus Hold Circuitry 
Bus-hold Circuitry has been used on 80C286 pins to 
avoid high current conditions that may be caused by 
floating inputs to CMOS devices. Figure 25A shows the 
circuit that will maintain the last valid logic state if no 
driving source is present (i.e., an unconnected pin or 
driving source that goes to a high impedance state). 
Figure 25B shows the circuit that will maintain a high 
impedance logic state if no driving source is present. In 
order to overdrive the "bus-hold" circuits, an external 
driver must be able to sink or source approximately 
400 ~mps at valid input voltage levels. Since this bus
hold circuitry is active and not a resistive type element, 
the power supply current associated with it is negligible. 
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External 
Pin 

Figure 25A. Bus Hold Circuitry-Pins 36-51, 66,67 

External 
Pin 

Figure 25B. Bus Hold Clrcultry--Plns 4-6, 53, 54, 68 

Physical Memory and 1/0 Interface 
A maximum of 16 megabytes of physical memory can be 
addressed in protected mode. One megabyte can be 
addressed in real address mode. Memory is accessible 
as bytes or words. Words consist of any two consecutive 
bytes addressed with the least significant byte stored in 
the lowest address. 

Byte transfers occur on either half of the 16-bit local data 
bus. Even bytes are accessed over 07-0 while odd bytes 
are transferred over 01S-a. Even-addressed words are 

transferred over 01~ in one bus cycle, while odd-ad
dressed words require ~ bus operations. The first 
transfers data on 01S-a, and the second transfers data on 
07-0. Both byte data transfers occur automatically, trans
parent to software. 

Two bus signals, Ao and SHE, control transfers over the 
lower and upper halves of the data bus. Even address 
byte transfers are indicated by Ao lOW and SHE HIGH. 
Odd address byte transfers are indicated by Ao HIGH 
and BHE lOW. Both Ao and SHE are lOW for even 
address word transfers. 

The I/O address space contains 64K addresses in both 
modes. The I/O space is accessible as either bytes or 
words, as is memory. Byte wide peripheral devices may 
be attached to either the upper or lower byte of the data 
bus. Byte-wide I/O devices attached to the upper data 
byte (01S-a) are accessed with odd I/O addresses. De
vices on the lower data byte are accessed with even I/O 
addresses. An interrupt controller such as the 8259A 
must be connected to the lower data byte (07-0) for 
proper return of the interrupt vector. 

Bus Operation 
The 80C286 uses a double frequency system clock (ClK 
input) to control bus timing. All signals on the local bus ... 
are measured relative to the system ClK input. The CPU .. 
divides the system clock by 2 to produce the internal 
processor clock, which determines bus state. Each proc-
essor clock is composed of two system clock cycles 
named phase 1 and phase 2. The 82284 clock generator 
output (PClK) identifies the next phase of the processor . 
clock. (See Figure 26.) 

1+---One Processor Clock Cycle 

14----- One Bus T State------.t 

CLK 

Clock Cycle ~ Ir 
One System ----.J 

PCLK Y \\.-__ -----11 
AFOO3241 

Figure 26. System and Processor Clock Relationships 

Six types of bus operations are supported: memory read, 
memory write, I/O read, I/O write, interrupt acknowledge, 
and halt/shutdown. Data can be transferred at a maxi
mum rate of one word per two processor clock cycles. 

The 80C286 bus has three basic states: idle (TI) , send 
status (Ts) , and perform command (Te). The 80C286 
CPU also has a fourth local bus state called hold (Th). Th 

indicates that the 80C286 has surrendered control of the 
local bus to another bus master in response to a HOLD 
request. 

Each bus state is one processor clock long. Figure 27 
shows the four 80C286 local bus states and allowed 
transitions. 
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NEW CYCLE . HLDA 

.~ 

AFOO3241 

Figure 27. 80C286 Bus States 

Bus States 
The idle (TI) state indicates that no data transfers are in 
progress or. requested. The first active state, Ts, is sig
nalled by either status line 81 or SO going LOW also 
identifying phase 1 of the processor clock. During Ts, the 
command encoding, the address, and data (for a write 
operation) are available on the 80C286 output pins. The 
bus controller peripheral chip decodes the status signals 
and generates Multibus compatible read/write command 
and local transceiver control signals. 

After Ts, the perform command (Tc) state is entered. 
Me~ory or I/O devices respond to the bus operation 
dUring T c, either transferring read data. to the CPU or 
accepting write data. T c states may be repeated as often 
as nece.ssary to assure sufficient time for the memory or 
1/0 device to respond. The READY signal determines 
whether T c is repeated. A repeated Testate is called a 
wait state. 

During hold (Th), the 80C286 will float all address, data, 
and status output pins, enabling another bus master to 

use the local bus. The 80C286 HOLD input signal is used 
to place the 80C286 into the Th state. The 80C286 HLDA 
output signal indicates that the CPU has entered TH. 

'Pipelined Addressing 
~h~ 80C286 uses a lo~al bus interface with pipe lined 
timing to allow as much time as possible for data access. 
:ipelined timing allows bus operations to be performed 
In two processor cycles, while allowing each individual 
bus operation to last for three processor cycles. 

The timing of the address outputs is pipe lined such that 
the address of the next bus ope ration becomes available 
during the current bus operation. Or in other words the 
first clock of the next bus operation is overlapped with the 
last clock of the current bus operation. Therefore, ad
dress decode and routing logic can operate in advance of 
the next bus operation. External address latches may 
hold the address stable for the entire bus operation and 
provide additional AC and DC buffering. 
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ClK 

Proc 
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SO'51 ____________ ~ 
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Valid Read Valid Read 
Data (N) Data (N + 1) 

Pipelining: valid address (N + 1) available in last phase of bus cycle (N). 

WFOO7840 
Figure 28. Basic Bus Cycle 

The 80C286 does not maintain the address of the current 
bus operation during all T c states. Instead, the address 
forthe next bus operation may be emitted during phase 2 
of any Tc. The address remains valid during phase 1 of 
the first Tc to guarantee hold time, relative to ALE, forthe 
address latch inputs. 

Bus Control Signals 
The bus controller peripheral chip provides control sig
nals: address latch enable (ALEh Read/Write com
mands, data transmiVreceive (DT/R), and data enable 
(DEN) that control the address latches, data transceiv
ers, write enable, and output enable for memory and I/O 
systems. 

The Address Latch Enable (ALE) output determines 
when the address may be latched. ALE provides at least 
one system CLK period of address hold time from the 
end of the previous bus operation until the address for 
the nextbus operation appears at the latch outputs. This 
address hold time is required to support Multibus and 
common memory systems. 

The data bus transceivers are controlled by the bus con
troller peripheral chip outputs Data Enable (DEN) and 
Data TransmiVReceive (DT/A). DEN enables the data 
transceivers while DT/A controls transceiver direction. 
DEN and DTiA are timed to prevent bus contention be
tween the bus master, data bus transceivers, and system 
data bus transceivers. 

Command Timing Controls 
Two system timing customization options, command ex
tension and command delay, are provided on the 
80C286 local bus. 

Command extension allows additional time for external 
devices to respond to a command and is analogous to 
inserting wait states on the 8086. External logic can con
trol the duration of any bus operation such that the opera
tion is only as long as necessary. The READY input sig
nal can extend any bus operation for as long as 
necessary. 

Command delay allows an increase of address or write 
data set-up time to system bus command active for any 
bus operation by delaying when the system bus com
mand becomes active. Command delay is controlled by 
the bus controller peripheral chip CMDL Y input. AfterTs, 
the bus controller samples CMDL Y at each failing edge 
of CLK. If CMDL Y is HIGH, the bus controller peripheral 
chip will not activate the command signal. When CMDL Y 
is LOW, the bus controller peripheral chip will activate 
the command signal. After the command becomes ac
tive, the CMDLY input is not sampled. 

When a command is delayed, the available response 
time from command active to return read data or accept 
write data is less. To customize system bus timing, an 
address decoder can determine which bus operations 
require delaying the command. The CMDL Y input does 
not affect the timing of ALE, DEN, or DT/A. 
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Proc ___ ..., 
elK 

SO·81 

ALE --__ -' 

READY---------r--+-T--~r_----~ 

EX1 [ rn5 
CMD_L_Y ___ --' 

WF007850 
Figure 29. CMDL Y Controls and Leading Edge of the Command 

Figure 29 illustrates four uses of CMDLY. Example 1 
shows delaying the read command two system ClKs for 
cycle N-1 and no delay for cycle N, and example 2 shows 
delaying the read command one system ClK for cycle 
N-1 and one system ClK delay for cycle N. 

Bus Cycle Termination 
At maximum transfer rates, the 80C286 bus alternates 
between the status and command states. The bus status 
signals become inactive after Ts so that they may cor
rectly signal the start of the next bus operation after the 
completion of the current cycle. No external indication of 
T c exists on the 80C286 local bus. The bus master and 
bus controller enter Tc directly after Ts and continue 
executing T c cycles until terminated by READY. 

READY Operation 
The current bus master and bus controller peripheral 
chip terminate each bus operation simultaneously to 

achieve maximum bus bandwidth. Both are informed in 
advance by READY active which identifies the last T c 
cycle of the current bus operation. The bus master and 
bus controller must see the same sense of the READY 
Signal, thereby requiring READY be synchronous to the 
system clock. 

Synchronous Ready 
The clock generator peripheral chip provides READY 
synchronization from both synchronous and asynchro
nous sources (See Figure 30). The synchronous ready 
input (SRDY) of the clock generator is sampled with the 
falling edge of ClK at the end of phase 1 of each T c. The 
state of SRDY is then broadcast to the bus master and 
bus controller via the READY output line. 
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WFOO7860 
Figure 30. Synchronous and Asynchronous Ready 

Notes: 1. SRDYEN is active lOW. 
2. If SRDYEN is HIGH, the state of SRDY will not effect READY. 
3.ARDYEN is active lOW. 

Asynchronous Ready 
Many systems have devices or subsystems that are 
asynchronous to the system clock. As a result, their 
ready outputs cannot be guaranteed to meet the clock 
generator peripheral chip SRDY set-up and hold time 
requirements. The clock generator peripheral chip asyn
chronous ready input (ARDY) is designed to accept such 
signals. The ARDY input is sampled at the beginning of 
each T c cycle by 82284 synchronization logic. This pro
vides a system ClK cycle time to resolve its value before 
broadcasting it to the bus master and bus controller. 

ARDY or ARDYEN must be HIGH at the end of Ts. ARDY 
cannot be used to terminate bus cycle with no wait 
status. 

Each ready input of 82284 has an enable pin (SRDYEN 
and ARDYEN) to select whether the current bus opera
tion will be terminated by the synchronous or asynchro
nous ready. Either of the ready inputs may terminate a 
bus operation. These enable inputs are active low and 
have the same timing as their respective ready inputs. 
Address decode logic usually selects whether the cur-

rent bus operation should be terminated by ARDY or 
SRDY. 

Data Bus Control 
Figures 31, 32, and 33 show how the DTiR, DEN, data 
bus, and address signals operate for different combina
tions of read, write, and idle bus operations. DTiR goes 
active (lOW) for a read operation. DTiR remains HIGH 
before, during, and between write operations. 

The data bus is driven with write data during the second 
phase of Ts. The delay in write data timing allows the 
read data drivers, from a previous read cycle, sufficient 
time to enter three-state OFF before the 80C286 begins 
driving the local data bus for write operations. Write data 
will always re main valid for one syste m clock past the last 
Te to provide sufficient hold time for Multibus or other 
similar memory or I/O systems. During write-read or 
write-idle sequences the data bus enters three-state 
OFF during the second phase of the processor cycle 
after the last Te. In a write-write sequence the data bus 
does not enter three-state OFF between Tc and Ts. 
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ClK 

SO·S1 ____ '"\. 

MRDC ____ ~--~--_ 

MWTC ________ ~----------_+--~----~----~~ 
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DEN 

DT/R 

ClK 

A,rAo __ ..J 

SO· S1 -----.. 

Figure 31. Back-to-Back Read-Write Cycles 

MRDC-----~------~-~~--~~~-

MWTC ____ -_~-----.. 

DEN-----

DT/R 

Figure 32. Back-to-Back Write-Read Cycles 
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ClK 

SO, 51 ___ --'\ 

0 15-00 -------

M~C --------T-----~----~ 

DEN---___ ~ 
DTIR ____________________________________________________________ __ 

WFOO7890 
Figure 33. Back-to-Back Write-Write Cycles 

Bus Usage 
The 80C286 may be used for several functions: instruc
tion data transfers, data transfers by other bus masters, 
instruction fetching, processor extension data transfers, 
interrupt acknowledge, and halt/shutdown. This section 
describes local bus activities which have special signals 
or requirements. 

HOLD and HLDA 
HOLD and HLDA allow another bus master to gain con
trol of the local bus by placing the 80C286 bus into the Th 
state. The sequence of events required to pass control 
between the 80C286 and another local bus master are 
shown in Figure 34. 

In this example, the 80C286 is initially in the Th, state as 
signaled by HLDA being active. Upon leaving Th, as sig
naled by HLDA going inactive, a write operation is 
started. During the write operation another local bus 
master requests the local bus from the 80C286 as shown 
by the HOLD signal. After completing the write operation, 
the 80C286 performs one TI bus cycle, to guarantee write 
data hold time, then enters Th as signaled by HLDA going 
active. 

The CM DL Y signal and ARDY ready are used to start and 
stop the write bus command, respectively. Note that 
SRDY must be inactive or disabled by SRDYEN to guar
anteeARDY will terminate the cycle. 

HOLD must not be active during the time from the lead
ing edge of RESET until 34 CLKs following the trailing 
edge of RESET unless the 80C286 is in the Halt condi
tion. To ensure that the 80C286 remains in the Halt con-

dition until the processor Reset operation is complete, no 
interrupts should occur after the execution of HL T until 
34 CLKs after the trailing edge of the RESET pulse. 

Lock 
The CPU asserts an active lock signal during Interrupt
Acknowledge cycles, the XCHG instruction, and during 
some descriptor accesses. Lock is also asserted when 
the LOCK prefix is used. The LOCK prefix may be used 
with the following ASM-286 assembly instructions; 
MOVS, INS, and OUTS. For bus cycles other than Inter
rupt-Acknowledge cycles, Lock will be active for the first 
and subsequent cycles of a series of cycles to be locked. 
Lock will not be shown active during the last cycle to be 
locked. Forthe next-to-Iast cycle, Lock will become inac
tive at the end of the first T c regardless of. the number of 
wait-states inserted. For Interrupt·Acknowledge cycles, 
Lock will be active for each cycle, and will become inac
tive at the end of the first T c for each cycle regardless of 
the number of wait-states inserted. 

Instruction Fetching 
The 80C286 Bus Unit (BU) will fetch instructions ahead 
of the current instruction being executed. This activity is 
called prefetching. It occurs when the local bus would 
otherwise be idle and obeys the following rules: 

A prefetch bus operation starts when at least two bytes of 
the 6-byte prefetch queue are empty. 

The prefetcher normally performs word prefetches inde
pendent of the byte alignment of the code segment base 
in physical memory. 
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The prefetcher will perform only a byte code fetch opera
tion for control transfers to an instruction beginning on a 
numerically odd physical address. 

Prefetching stops whenever a control transfer or HL T 
instruction is decoded by the IU and placed into the in
struction queue. 

In real address mode, the prefetcher may fetch up to 5 
bytes beyond the last control transfer or HL T Instruction 
in a code segment. 

In protected mode, the prefetcher will never cause a 
segment overrun exception. The prefetcher stops at the 
last physical memory word of the code segment. Excep
tion 13 will occur if the program attempts to execute 
beyond the last full instruction In the code segment. 

If the last byte of a code segment appears on an even 
physical memory address, the prefetcher will read the 
next physical byte of memory (perform a word code 
fetch). The value of this byte is Ignored and any attempt 
to execute it causes exception 13. 
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Bus Cycle 
Type 

CL 

HLDA 

(See Note 5, 6) 

r-__________________________ ~(~e~~~~L 

~~~------------
cooliN-fA 

>+~~~;-'i;-++-+-++~~----------.. ;: .. , ......... ;. ....... ' ..... . 

(See Note 3) 
If----~Vv:ilirl·dl--);;;:+;~·"·;:·,·· '$:""" +:;;;:+;~;;;+---------al ." .... ', ...... ,' ... ." ... ," .. ;.'.,'" BHE,---------------

LOCK 

~r~------------------ Valid 

DT/R ----------------------------- (High) 

DEN 

ALE 

TS = Status Cycle 
TC=Command Cycle 

(See Note 7) 

Figure 34. MUL TIBUS Write Terminated by Asynchronous Ready with Bus Hold 

,'-----
WFOO7901 

Notes: 1. Status lines are not driven by 80C286, yet remain high due to pull-up resistors in the peripheral chips during HOLD state. 

2. Address, MIlO and COD/INTA may start may start floating during any TC depending on when internal80C286 bus arbiter 
decides to release bus to external HOLD. The float starts in 02 of TC. 

3. BHE and LOCK may start floating after the end of any TC depending on when internal 80286 bus arbiter decides to 
release bus to external HOLD. 

4. The minimum HOLD J.. to HLDA J.. time is shown. Maximum is one TH longer. 
5. The earliest HOLD i time is shown which will always allow a subsequent memory cycle if pending. 

6. The minimum HOLD i to HLDA i time is shown. Maximum is a function of the instruction, type of bus cycle and other 
machine status (Le., Interrupts, Waijs, Lock, etc.) 

7. Asynchronous ready allows termination of the cycle. Synchronous ready does not signal ready in this example. Synchro
nous ready state is ignored after ready is signaled via the asynchronous input. 
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Processor Extension Transfers 
The processor extension interface uses I/O port ad
dresses OOF8(H), and OOFA(H), and OOFC(H) which are 
part of the I/O port address range and is a reserved area. 
An ESC instruction with EM = 0 and TS = 0 will perform 
I/O bus operations to one or more of these I/O port ad
dresses independent of the value of IOPL and CPL. 

ESC Instructions with memory references enable the 
CPU to accept PEREa inputs for processor extension 
operand transfers. The CPU will determine the operand 
starting address and readlwrite status of the instruction. 
For each operand transfer, two or three bus operations, 
one word transfer with 1/0 port address OOFA(H), and 
one or two bus operations with memory are performed. 
Three bus operations are required for each word oper
and aligned on an odd byte address. 

Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
Figure 35 illustrates an interrupt acknowledge sequence 
performed by the 80C286 in response to an INTR input. 
An interrupt acknowledge sequence consists of two 
INTA bus operations. The first allows a master Program
mable Interrupt Controller (PIC) to determine which if 
any of its slaves should return the interrupt vector. An 

eight bit vector is read by the 80C286 during the second 
INTA bus operation to select an interrupt handler routine 
from the interrupt table. 

The Master Cascade Enable (MCE) signal of the bus 
controller peripheral is used to enable the cascade ad
dress drivers, during INTA bus operations (see Figure 
35), onto the local address bus for distribution to slave 
interrupt controllers via the system address bus. The 
80C286 emits the LOCK Signal (active LOW) during Ts of 
the first INTA bus operation. A local bus "hold" request 
will not be honored until the end of the second INTA bus 
operation. 

Three idle processor clocks are provided by the 80C286 
between INTA bus operations to allow for the minimum 
INTA to INTA time and CAS (cascade address) out delay 
of the interrupt controller peripheral. The second INTA 
bus operation must always have at least one extra Tc 
state added via logic controlling READY. A2.3-Ao are in 
three-state OFF until after the first Tc state of the second 
INTA bus operation. This prevents bus contentio'n be
tween the cascade address drivers and CPU address 
drivers. The extra Tc state allows time for the 80C286 to 
resume driving the address lines for subsequent bus 
operations. 
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ClK 

S1 . So---+--..... 

M/lO,--~ 
COD/INTA 

lOCK---~ 

SHE )'.'.:;,>:;.,>.~,.> ---------------<\... __ D_o_n'_t c_a_re __ ....Jr----------c= 

MCE 

ALE 

DTiFf 

DEN 

Previous 
Wr~aC cia -----------c=JJ~~~~~-~-----------~--

(See Note 2) (See Note 3) 

/,>·>·"':»<>·~>,~:>:>,,'7 \<:<><\ /<>':>-":><>·><>·':,»<~-'·:><>·:><>:>·':~;>:><>':><>l \><><\ ~ 
Not Ready Ready Not Ready Ready 

\'--__ --JI 

----~;---\~------------------~;---\~---------

----~;--\---------------------~;--\------------

\----__ --1 \ ____ --'r-
________ -J! \'-----~------~I \'-----

WFOO7911 

Figure 35. Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 

Notes: 1. Data is ignored. 

2. First INTA cycle should have at least one wait state inserted to meet the interrupt controller peripheral minimum INTA 
pulse width. 

3. Second INTA cycle must have at least one wait state inserted since the CPU will not drive A23-Ao' SHE, and lOCK until 
after the first Te state. 
The CPU imposed one/clock delay prevents bus contention between cascade address buffer being disabled by MCE ,t. 
and address outputs. 
Without the wait state, the 80C286 address will not be valid for a memory cycle started immediately after the second INTA 
cycl~. The interrupt controller peripheral also requires one wait state for minimum INTA pulse width. 

4. lOCK is active for the first INTA cycle to prevent the bus arbiter peripheral from releasing the bus between ITNA cycles in 
a multi-master system. 

5.A23-Ao exits three-state OFF during 02 of the second Te in the INTA cycle. 
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Local Bus Usage Priorities 
The 80C286 local bus is shared among several internal 
units and external HOLD requests. In case of simultane
ous requests, their relative priorities are: 

(Highest) Any transfers which assert LOCK either ex
plicitly (via the LOCK instruction prefix) or 
implicitly (Le., segment descriptor) access, 
interrupt acknowledge sequence, or an 
XCHG with memory). 

The second of the two byte bus operations 
required for an odd aligned word operand. 

Local bus request via HOLD input. 

Processor extension data operand transfer 
via PEREa input. 

Data transfer performed by EU as part of an 
instruction. 

(Lowest) An instruction prefetch request from BU. 
The EU will inhibit prefetching two proces
sor clocks in advance of any data transfers 
to minimize waiting by EU for a prefetch to 
finish. 

Halt or Shutdown Cycles 
The 80C286 externally indicates halt or shutdown condi
tions as a bus operation. These conditions occur due to a 
HL T instruction or multiple protection exceptions while 
attempting to execute one instruction.~halt or shutdown 
bus operation is signalled when 81, 80 and COD/INTA 
are LOW and MilO is HIGH. Al HIGH indicates halt, and 
Al LOW indicates shutdown. The bus controller does not 
issue ALE, nor is READY required to terminate a halt or 
shutdown bus operation. 

During halt or shutdown, the 80C286 may service 
PEREa or HOLD requests. A processor extension seg
ment overrun exception during shutdown will inhibit fur
ther service of PEREa. Either NMI or RESET will force 
the 80C286 out of either halt or shutdown. An INTR, if 
interrupts are enabled, or a processor extension seg
ment overrun exception will also force the 80C286 out of 
halt. 

System Configurations 
The versatile bus structure of the 80C286 microsystem, 
with a full complement of support chips, allows flexible 

configuration of a wide range of systems. The basic con
figuration, shown in Figure 36, is similar to an iAPX 86 
maximum mode system. It includes the CPU plus an 
interrupt controller, clock generator, and the Bus Con
troller. The iAPX 86 latches (29843 and 29845) and 
transceivers (29833 and 29863) may be used in an 
80C286 microsystem. 

As indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 36, the ability 
to add processor extensions is an integral feature of 
80C286 microsystems. The processor extension inter
face allows external hardware to perform special func
tions and transfer data concurrent with CPU execution of 
other instructions. Full system integrity is maintained be
cause the 80C286 supervises all data transfers and in
struction execution for the processor extension. 

The 80C286 with the 80C286 numeric processor exten
sion (NPX) uses this interface. The iAPX C286/C287 has 
all the Instructions and data types of an iAPX 86/87 or 
IAPX 88/87. The 80C286 NPX can perform numeric cal
culations concurrently with CPU program execution. 
Numerics code and data have the same integrity as all 
other information protected by the 80C286 protection 
mechanism. 

The 80C286 can overlap chip select decoding and ad
dress propagation during the data transfer for the previ
ous bus operation. This information is latched into the 
29843/45s by ALE during the middle of a Ts cycle. The 
latched chip select and address information remains sta
ble during the bus operation while the next cycle's ad
dress is being decoded and propagated into the system. 
Decode logic can be implemented with a high-speed 
bipolar PROM. 

The optional decode logic shown in Figure 36 takes ad
vantage of the overlap between address and data of the 
80C286 bus cycle to generate advanced memory and 
I/O-select signals. This minimizes system performance 
degradation caused by address propagation and decode 
delays. In addition to selecting memory and 1/0, the ad
vanced selects may be used with configurations support
ing local and system buses to enable the appropriate bus 
interface for each bus cycle. The COD/INTA and MilO 
signals are applied to the decode logic to distinguish 
between interrupt, 1/0, code and data bus cycles. 
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Figure 36. Basic 80C286 System Configuration 
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Figure 37. Multlbus System Bus Interface 

By adding the bus arbiter chip, the 80C286 provides a 
Multibus system bus interface as shown in Figure 37. 
The ALE output of the 82C288 for the Multibus bus is 
connected to its CMDL Y input to delay the start of com
mands one system CLK as required to meet Multibus 
address and write data set-up times. This arrangement 
will add at least one extra TC state to each bus operation 
which uses the Multibus. 

A second bus controller and additional latches and trans
ceivers could be added to the local bus of Figure 37. This 
configuration allows the 80C286 to support an on-board 
bus for local memory and peripherals and the Multibus 
for system bus interfacing. 
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Figure 38. 8OC286 Interface with the Am2968 Dynamic Memory Controller 

Figure 38 shows the interface of the 80286 with the 
Am2968 Dynamic Memory Controller. The interface is a 
timing controller which consists of some control logic and 
a delay line. The timing controller runs asynchronously to 
the CPU. It arbitrates between memory requests and 
refresh requests by generating the proper signals to the 

dynamic memory controller and memory. The design 
described is a simple, cost-effective solution to interfac
ing the 80C286 with the Am2968. A further description 
about DRAM selection based on processor speed may 
be found in the Am2968 Application Note. 
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. Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 
r--r--"'~~r-r-T"T"""";'-r"T'''''''''''''--------r-------r--------'--------' 

Low DISP/DATA I High DISP/DATAI Low DATA I High DATA I 
L-_~=-~F-T~~-+~ _______ L _______ L _______ ..J _______ --' 

Register Operand/Registers to use in Offset Calculation 
'----- Register Operand/Extension of Opcode . 

1...-____ Register Mode/Memory Mode with Displacement Length 
'-------WordlByte Operation 

'--------Direction is to RegisterlDirection is from Register 
1...-________ Operation (Instruction) Code 

A. Short Opcode Format Example 
DF003760 

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 r------, 
Low DISP I High DISP I L ______ --' 

B. Long Opcode Format Example 

DF003770 

Figure 39. 8OC286 Instruction Format Examples 

80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 
Instruction Timing Notes 
The instruction clock counts listed below establish the 
maximum execution rate of the 80C286. With no delays 
in bus cycles, the actual clock count of an 80C286 pro· 
gram will average 5% more than the calculated clock 
count, due to instruction sequences which execute faster 
than they can be fetched from memory. 

To calculate elapsed times for instruction sequences, 
multiply the sum of all instruction clock counts, as listed 
in the table below, by the processor clock period. A 12.5 
processor clock has a clock period of 80 nanoseconds 
and requires an 80C286 system clock (CLKinput) of 25 
MHz. 

Instruction Clock Count Assumptions 
1. The instruction has been prefetched, decoded, and 

is ready for execution. Control transfer instruction 
clock counts include all time required to fetch, de· 
code, and prepare the next instruction for execution. 

2. Bus cycles do not require wait states. 

3. There are no processor extension data transfer or 
local bus HOLD requests. 

4. No exceptions occur during instruction execution. 

Instruction Set Summary Notes 
Addressing displacements selected by the MOD field are 
• ,ot shown. If necessary they appear after the instruction 
fields shown. 

Abovelbelow refers to unsigned value 

Greater refers to positive signed value 

Less refers to less positive (more negative) signed 
values 

if d = 1 then to register; if d = 0 then from register 

ifw= 1 then word instruction; ifw= Othen byte instruction 

if s = 0 then 16-bit immediate data to form the operand 

if s = 0 then an immediate data byte is sign-extended to 
form the 16-bit operand 

x=don't care 

z = used for string primitives for comparison with ZF 
FLAG 

If two clock counts are given, the smaller refers to a 
register operand and the larger refers to a memory oper
and. 

* = add one clock if offset calculation requires summing 3 
elements 

n = number of bytes of code in next instruction 

Level (L)-Lexical nesting level of the procedure 

The following comments describe possible exceptions, 
side effects, and allowed usage for instructions in both 
operating modes of the 80C286. 

Real Address Mode Only 
1. This is a protected mode instruction. Attempted exe

cution in real address mode will result in an unde
fined opcode exception (6). 

2. A segment overrun exception (13) will occur!f a word 
operand reference at offset FFFF(H) is attempted. 
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3. This instruction may be executed in real address 
mode to initialize the CPU for protected mode. 

4. The IOPL and NT fields will remain O. 

5. Processor extension segment overrun interrupt (9) 
will occur if the operand exceeds the segment limit. 

Either Mode 

6. An exception may occur, depending on the value of 
the operand. 

7. LOCK is automatically asserted regardless of the 
presence or absence of the LOCK instruction prefix. 

8. LOCK does not remain active between all operand 
transfers. 

Protected Virtual Address Mode Only 

9. A general protection exception (13) will occur if the 
memory operand cannot be used due to either a 
segment limit or access rights violation. If a stack 
segment limit is violated, a stack segment overrun 
exception (12) occurs. 

10. For segment load operations, the CPL, RPL, and 
DPL must agree with privilege rules to avoid an ex
ception. The segment must be present to avoid a 
not-present exception (11). If the SS register is the 
destination, and a segment not-present violation oc
curs, a stack exception (12) occurs. 

'11. All segment descriptor accesses in the GOT or LOT 
made by this instruction will automatically assert 
LOCK to maintain descriptor integrity in multiproces
sor systems. 

12. JMP, CALL,INT, RET,lRETinstructions referring to 
another code segment will cause a general protec
tion exception (13) if any privilege rule is violated. 

13. A general protection exception (13) occurs if 
CPL:;tO. 

14. A general protection exception (13) occurs if 
CPL>IOPL. 

15. The IF field of the flag word is not updated if 
CPL> IOPL. The IOPL field is updated only if 
CPL=O. 

16. Any violation of privilege rules as applied to the se
lector operand do not cause a protection exception; 
rather, the instruction does not return a result and the 
zero flag is cleared. 

17. If the starting address of the memory operand vio
lates a segment limit, or an invalid access is at
tempted, a general protection exception (13) will oc
cur before the ESC instruction is executed. A stack 
segment overrun exception (12) will occur if the 
stack limit is violated by the operand's starting ad
dress. If a segment limit is violated during an at
tempted data transfer then a processor extension 
segment overrun exception (9) occurs. 

18. The destination of an INT, JMP, CALL, RET, or IRET 
instruction must be in the defined limit of a code 
segment or a general protection exception (13) will 
occur. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Supply Voltage ........................ +8.0 V Operating Voltage Range ....... +4.5 V to +5.5 V 

Input, Output or 110 80C286-20 and -25 Only ..... +4.75 V to +5.25 V 
Voltage Applied GND-1. V to VDD + 1.0 V 

Power Dissipation/Speed 
25MHz ........ 2.1W 

Operating Temperature Range .. 0 to +70°C Ambient 
(also meets 0 to 100°C Case Temperature for laptop 

requirements) 
20 MHz ........ 1.7W 
16 MHz ........ 1.4W 
12 MHz ........ 1.2W 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Storage Temperature Range .... -65°C to + 150°C 
Junction Temperature .................. +175°C 
Lead Temperature 

(Soldering, Ten Seconds) ............. +2,75°C 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXI
MUM RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. 
Functionality at or above these limits is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum ratings for extended peri
ods may affect device reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 
Vee = +5 V ± 1 0%, for 80C286-12 and 80C286-16, Vee = +5 V ±5% for 80C286-20 and 80C286-25, TA = O°C to +70°C 

Paramete 
Symbol 

VILe 

VIHC 

VOL 
VOH 

ISH 

IBHL 

IBHH 

10 

Iccop 

IcesB 

Notes: 

Parameter 
Description 

Input Leakage Current 

Test Conditions 

IOL = 2.0 n1A'~"" 

IOH = -~'~Q ,~~rt;.· 
IOH =,",,;"OO\'~A;:'> 

Min. 

-0.5 
2.0 

-0.5 
3.6 

3.0 
Vcc-Q.4 

-10 

-30 

38 
VIN=3.0V (see Note 2) -50 

Vo=GND or Vee -10 
Pins 1, 7-8,10-28,32-34 
80C286-12 (see Note 4) 

80C286-16 (see Note 4) 
80C286-20 (see Note 4) 
80C286-25 (see Note 4) 

Standby Power Supply Current (see Note 3) 

Max. 

0.8 

Vee+0.5 

1.0 

Vee+0.5 
0.4 

10 

-500 

200 
-400 
10 

220 

260 
310 
360 
5 

1. IBHL should be measured after lowering VIN to GND and then raising to 1.0 Von the following pins: 36-51, 66, 67. 
2. IBHH should be measured after raising VII to Vcc and then lowering to 3.0 Von the following pins: 4-6, 36-51,66-68. 

Unit 

V 

V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 

mA 
mA 
mA 
mA 

mA 

3 .. lcesB tested with the clock stopped in phase two of the processor clock cycle. VIN ", Vcc or GND, Vcc ... 5.5 V, outputs unloaded. 
4. Icco!,.measured at 12.5 MHz for the 80C286-12, 16 MHz for the 80C286-16, and 20 MHz for the 80C286-20. VIN =2.4Vor 

0.4 v, V cc" 5.5 V, outputs unloaded. 
5. ISH should be measured after raising VIN to Vcc and then lowering to GND on pins 53 and 54. 
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CAPACITANCE (Tz=+2SoC; All Measurements Referenced to Device GND) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Conditions 

Ccu< 
CIN Other Input Capacitance 10 pF 

CliO I/O Capacitance 10 pF 

a 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 
Vcc=+5 V±10%, TA=O°C to +70°C (80C28&-12 and 80C286-16) 
Vcc=+5 V±5%, TA=O°C to +70°C (80C286-20 and 80C286-25) 
AC Timings are referenced to 0.8 V and 2.0 V points of the signals as illustrated in datasheet waveforms, unless 
otherwise specified. 

Parameter Parameter 12.SMHz 16MHz 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

Timing Requirements 

1 System Clock (ClK) Period 40 - 31 - ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time @1.0V ¢c 11 - 7 - ns 

3 System Clock (ClK) HIGH Time @3.6V At!t;:? I~\. 13 - 11 - ns 

17 System Clock (ClK) RISE Time 1.0 V to 3.6 V;~;:\i::~l \\\~~~;Z 
8 - 5 ns 

18 System Clock (ClK) FAll Time 3.6 V to 1.0~v:",,4'~';;";·~' '~r - 8 - 5 ns 
4 Asynchronous Inputs SETUP Time (Note 1 ),e4;\:>:~,::"'''~~" 15 - 5 - ns 

5 Asynchronous Inputs HOLD Time (NoteJl,) "'(;));{,\)\""'-i;,~' 15 - 5 - ns 

6 RESET SETUP Time "'>i_:~\':;~~!''''',:\;' 10 - 10 - ns 

7 RESET HOLD Time li!)t~";(l~;;;::~"~" 0 - 0 - ns 

8 Read Data SETUP Time ~1';~~~:~~,t:t~~'''i 5 - 5 - ns 

9 Read Data HOLD Time l t;t;I~:'~~\~:~'(;(:~)\>'" 4 - 3 - ns 
10 READY SETUP Time <t.'; t";~1~!~;~,~~~~ 20 - 12 - ns 

11 READY HOLD Time 
~'" 

I<~~;~'V 20 - 5 - ns 

20 Input RISEIFALL Times -g:;. ,/!J).8 V to 2.0 V - 8 - 6 ns 
~ .. ' l' 

, Timing Res ponses 

12A Status/PEACK Active-"el~Y~"" 1, (Notes 3, 7) 1 22 1 18 ns 

12B StatuSlPEACK Inactive.';OJ~lay"'\4' 1, (Notes 3,6) 1 24 1 20 ns 

13 Address Valid De,ay~)g "',"I,; 
1, (Notes 2. 3) 1 32 1 27 ns 

14 Write Data Valid De!l~~~~", 1 (Notes 2 3) 0 31 0 28 ns 
15 Address/Status/Data Float Delav 2 (Note 5) 0 32 0 29 ns 

16 HlDA Valid Delay 1, (Notes 3 8) 0 25 0 25 ns 

19 Address Valid to Status SETUP 1, (Notes 3, 4) 22 - 16 - ns 

Time 

Notes: 1. Asynchronous inputs are INTR, NMI, HOLD, PEREa, ERROR, and BUSY. This specification is given only for testing 
purposes, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. 

2. Delay from 1.0 V on the ClK to 0.8 V or 2.0 V. 

3. Output load: CL -100 pF. 
4. Delay measured from address either reaching 0.8 Vor 2.0 V (valid) to status going active reaching 0.8 Vor status going 

inactive reaching 2.0 V. 
5. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to Float (no current drive) condition. 
6. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to 0.8 V for min. (HOLD time) and to 2.0 V for max. (inactive delay). 
7. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to 2.0 V for min. (HOLD time) and to 0.8 V for max. (active delay). 

8. Delay from 1.0 V on the ClK to 2.0 V. 
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SWitching Test Conditions 

Test Condition 

4.0V 

elK Input 

IL (Constant Current Source 

0.45V------

Other 
Device 
Input 

2.4V~.....,-"", 

.40 V ...&..---lo'--JI 

Device 
Output 

3.SV 

AC Setup, Hold and Delay Time Measurement-General 

80C286 

CL 

.. 
WF024251 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 
Vcc=+5V±10%, TA=O°Cto +70°C (80C286-12 and 80C286-16) 
Vcc=+5V±5%, TA=O°C to +70°C (80C286-20 and 80C286-25) 
AC timings are referenced to 0.8 V and 2.0 V points of the signals as illustrated in datasheet waveforms, unless 
otherwise specified. 

Parameter Parameter 20 MHz 25MHz 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

Timing Ree ulrements 

1 System Clock (ClK) Period 25 - 20 - ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time @1.0V 6 - 5 - ns 

3 System Clock (ClK) HIGH Time @3.6V "~"" I\;~\ 9 - 7 - ns 

17 System Clock (ClK) RISE Time 1.0 V to 3.6 V"';~'~","'" I"'~;;,:;,:!\\\o.::: 4 - 4 ns 

18 System Clock (ClK) FAll Time 3.6 V to 1.0·V:':;~, )t::j~ ,"\\;, ~" 4 - 4, ns 

4 Asynchronous Inputs SETUP Time (Note 1 )(~~:""",""'i;;Jb"" "";;,, 4 - 4 - ns 

5 Asynchronous Inputs HOLD Time (NotE£t1) \'~,,:::I:!:;,~~:'\>v 4 - 4 - ns 

6 RESET SETUP Time <\~::~,:;:::~>,",\?~;~ 10 - 10 - ns 

7 RESET HOLD Time .' I",":>\::~~,<"'i(r:'::,,~'";;;;;'" 0 - 0 - ns 

8 Read Data SETUP Time ,""<':,,,. rl\:~:~~~,:'''~:\ ,"," 3 - 3 - ns 

9 Read Data HOLD Time <1!;\'\{~1~; I":;~:~\:"~~;} 2 - 2 - ns 
10 READY SETUP Time .. of1', ""\l~;':\<'" I,~:,l'" 10 - 9 - ns 

11 READY HOLD Time e,l?)' '\(:)~"""tl'>" 3 - 3 - ns 

20 Input RISE/FAll 1Irt,e.$:,;~i;;;· >:~;':l'/ 0.8V to 2.0V - 6 - 6 ns 

Timing Responses 
,~ 

12A Status/P~QI<';:t',cth(e,,,Delay 1, (Notes 3, 6) 1 15 1 9 ns 

12B Status/PEAO~:thactive' Delay 1, (Notes 3, 6) 1 16 1 13 ns 

13 Address Valid'OOlay 1, (Notes 2, 3) 1 23 1 '18 ns 
14 Write Data Valid Delay 1, (Notes 2, 3) 0 27 - 24 ns 
15 Address/Status/Data Float Delay 2, (Note 5) 0 25 - 15 ns 
16 HlDA Valid Delay 1, (Notes 2, 3) 0 20 - 19 ns 
19 Address Valid to Status SETUP 1, (Notes 3, 4) 13 - 13 - ns 

Time 

Notes: 1. Asynchronous inputs are INTR, NMI, HOLD, PEREa, ERROR, and BUSY. This specification is given only for testing 
purposes, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. . 

1-178 

2. Delay from 1.0 V on the ClK to O.B V or 2.0 V. 
3. Output load: CL .. 1 00 pF. 
4. Delay measured from address either reaching O.B Vor 2.0 V (valid) to status going active reaching O.B Vor status going 

inactive reaching 2.0 V. 

5. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to Float (no current drive) condition. 
6. Delay from 1.0 Von the ClK to O.B V for min. (HOLD time) and to 2.0 V for max. (inactive delay). 

80C286 



Switching Test Conditions 

4.0V 

. elK Input 

Other 
Device 
Input 

O.45V-------

2.4V ............... - .... 

Device 
Output 

cext RXXXXXX 1.5V 

3.6V 

AC Setup, Hold and Delay Time Measurement-For 20/25 MHz only 

80C286 

DI 
WF024251 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

Read Cycle l11ustrated 
wIth zero walt states 

MAJOR CYCLE TIMING 

Te Ts 

Write Cycle Illustrated 
with one walt state 

~ --------------------------r-----------~----~----------~I 

~ --------------------------+-~ 

DT/t:t 

OEN 

Note: The modified timing is due to the CMDL Y signal being active. 

1-180 80C286 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

8OC286 Asynchronous Input Signal Timing 

Bus Cycle Type 

8OC286 Reset Input Timing and Subsequent Processor 
Cycle Phase 

ClK. 

PClK 
(See Nole 1) 

INTR,NMI, 
HOLD,PEREa 
(See Nole2) 

ERROR, BUsy 
(See Note 2) 

ClK 

Reset 

eLK 

WFOO9930 

Notes; 1. PClK indicates which processor cycle phase will oc
cur on the next ClK. PClK may not indicate the cor
rect phase until the first bus cycle is performed. 

2. These inputs are asynchronous. The setup and hold 
times shown assure recognition fortesting purposes. 

Note When RESET meets the set·up time shown, the next 
ClK will start or repeat $1 of a processor cycle. 

Exiting and Entering Hold 
Bus Cycle 
Type 

ClK 

HlDA 

S1 . SO _J~~~~~_ 

PEACK 

BHE, LOCK 
~-!A 

MIlO. 
CODIINTA 

0 15-00 

[ PCLK 

WFOO9942 

Notes; 1. These signals may not be driven by the 8OC286 during the time shown. the worst case in terms of latest float time is 
shown. 

2. The data bus will be driven as shown if the last cycle before T. in the diagram was a write Tc. 

3. The 80C286 floats its status pins during Tw External 20 kO resistors keep these signals high (see Table 15). 
4. For HOLD request set-up to HlDA, refer to Figure 34. 

5. SHE and lOCK are driven at this time but will not become valid until Ts. 

6. The data bus will remain in three-state OFF if a read cycle is performed. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

80C286 PEREQ/PEACK Timing Required PEREQ Timing for One Transfer Only 

ClK 

S1 • so----t-,. 

A,d~ 
t;1/10, 
COOl 
INTA 

PEACK---~:::;'I 

Notes: 1. PEACK always goes active during the first bus operation of a processor extension data operand transfer sequence. The 
first bus operation will be either a memory read at operand address or 1/0 read at port address OOFA(H). 

1-182 

2. To prevent a second processor extension data operand transfer, the worst case maximum time (shown above) is: 3 x 
1-12a max-4 min. The actual, configuration dependent, maximum time is: 3 x 1-12a max-4 min + A x 2 x 1. A is the 
number of extra Tc states added to either the first or second bus operation of the processor extension data operand 
transfer sequence. 
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. Bus Cycle 
Type 

RESET 

S1 -s 
PEACK 

-fA 
H 

MIla 
COOl. 
INTA 

lOC 

Initial 8OC286 Pin State During Reset 

UNKNOWN 

UNKNOWN 

UNKNOWN 

UNKNOWN 

(See Note 3) 

----S~-------

_ If hold is NOT active (See Note 4) @)~ HlOA~ ________ U_N_K_N_O_W_N ______________ ~ ____________________ ~~~ ______ ___ 

WFOO7962 

Notes: 1. Set-up time for RESET i may be violated with the consideration that ei 1 of the processor clock may begin one system 
ClK period later. 

2. Set-up and hold times for RESET .l. must be met for proper operation, but RESET .l. may occur during $1 or $2_ 

3. The data bus is only guaranteed to be in three-state OFF at the time shown. 
4. HOLD is acknowledged during RESET, causing HLDA to go active and the appropriate pins to float. If HOLD remains 

active while RESET goes inactive, the 80C86 remains in HOLD state and will not perform any bus accesses until HOLD is 
deactivated. 
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80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 

Function 

OATATRANSFER 
MOV=MoV8: 

Register to RegisterlMemory" 

, Registerlmemory to register 

Immediate to registerlmemory 

Immediate to register 

Memory to accumulator 

Accumulator to memory 

Registerlmemory to segment register 

Segment register to registerlmemory 

PUSH=Push: 
Memory 

Register 

Register with accumulator 

IN = Input from: 
Fixed port 

Variable port 

OUT = Outputto: 
Fixed port 

Variable port 

XLAT = Translate byte to AL 

LEA=Load EA to register 

LOS = Load pointer to DS 

LES= Load pointer to ES 

LAHF = Load AH with flags 

SAHF = Store AH into flags 

PUSHF = Push flags 

POPF = Pop flags 

Format 

1000100w 

1000101w 

1100011 w 

1011 wreg 

1010000w 

1010001w 

10001110 

10001100 

1110011 w 

1110111 w 

11010111 

10001101 

11000101 

11000100 

10011111 

10011110 

10011100 

10011101 

mod reg rIm 

mod reg rIm 

modOOOr/m data 

data dataifw=1 

addr-Iow addr-high 

addr-Iow addr-high 

modO reg rIm 

mod 0 reg rIm 

port 

mod reg rIm 

mod reg rIm (modp11) 

mod reg rIm (modp 11) 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
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dataifw=1 I 

Protected 
Virtual 

Addre .. 
Mode Mode 

2,3- '2,3- 2 9 

2,5- 2,S- 9 

2,3- 2,3- 2 9 

2 2 

S 5 2 9 

3 3 9 

2,S- 17,19- 2 9,10,11 

2,3- 2,3- 9 

2,3- 2,3- 9 

3 3 2 9 

3,S- 3,S- 2,7 7,9 

3 3 

S S 14 

S 5 14 

3 3 14 

3 3 14 

S 5 9 

3- 3-

7- 21- 2 9,10,11 

7- 21- 9,10,11 

2 

2 2 

3 3 9 

5 2,4 9,15 



80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Clock Count Comments 

Protected protected 
Real Virtual Real Virtual 

Addreaa Addreaa Addreaa Addre .. 

Function Format Mode Mode Mode Mode 

ARITHMETIC 
ADD=Add: 

Reg/memory with register to either OOOOOOdw mod reg rIm 2,7" 2.7" 2 

Immediate to register/memory 100000sw modOOr/m data data if s:w = 01 I 3.7" 3.7* 2 

Immediate to accumulator 000OO10w data dataifwal 3 3 

Immediate to register 1011 wreg data dataifw=l 2 2 

ADC = Add with carry: 
Reg/memory with register to either 000100dw mod reg rIm 2.7" 2.7" 2 9 

Immediate to register/memory 100000sw modO 1 Or/m data data if s:w=Ol I 3.7" 3.7" 2 9 

Immediate to accumulator 0001010w data datailw=l 3 3 

INC =Increment: 
Register/memory lllllllw modOOOr/m 2.7" 2.7" 9 

Register 01000reg 2 2 

SUB =Subtract: 
Reg/memory and register to either 001010dw mod reg rIm 2.7* 2.7" 2 

Immediate from register/memory 100000sw 

Immediate from accumulator 0001110w 

data if s:w= 1 I 3.7" 3,7" 9 .. 3 3 

mod 101 rIm 

data 

data 

data ifw=l 

SBB = Subtract with borrow: 
Reg/memory and register to either 000110dw mod reg rIm 2,7" 2.7" 2 9 

Immediate from register/memory 100000sw modO 11 rIm data data if s:w=Ol I 3.7" 3.7" 2 9 

Immediate from accumulator 0001110w data dataifw=l 3 3 

DEC = Decrement: 
Register/memory l111111w modOO 1 rIm 2.7* 2,7" 2 9 

Register 01001reg 2 2 

CMP=Compare: 
Register/memory with register 0011101 w modOO 1 rIm 2.6" 2.6" 2 9 

Register with register/memory 0011100w mod reg rIm 2.7" 2.7" 2 9 

Immediate with register/memory 100000sw mod 111 rIm data data if s:w=Ol I 3.6" 3.6" 2 9 

Immediate with accumulator 0011110w data data if WeI 3 3 

NEG = Change sign 1111011 w modO 11 rIm 2 7" 2 7 

AAA=ASCII adjust for add 00110111 3 3 

DAA = Decimal adjust for add 00100111 3 3 

AAS=ASCII adjust for subtract 00111111 3 3 

DAS = Decimal adjust for subtract 00101111 3 3 

MUL=Multiply (unsigned) 1111011w mod 1 OOr/m 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
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80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function 

DIV = Divide (unsigned): 

~~:~:~;:ttr~~d 
:~~&:~~~d 
IDIV = Integer divide (signed) 

~~~:~:~;:tm~d 
:~~&:~~~d 
AAM = ASCII adjust for multiply 

AAD=ASCII adjust for divide 

CBW=Convert byte to word 

CWO =Convert word to double word 

lOGIC 
ShlWRotate Instructions: 
RegisterlMemory by 1 

AND=And: 
Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

TEST = And function to flags, 
no result 
Register/memory and register 

Immediate data and register/memory 

Immediate data and accumulator 

OR=Or: 
Reg/memory ana register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

XOR = Exclusive or: 
Reg/memory and register to either 

Immediate to register/memory 

Immediate to accumulator 

NOT = Invert reglster/memory 

Format 

1111011 w 

1111011w 

001000dw 

1000000w 

0010010w 

1000010w 

1111011w 

1010100w 

000010dw 

1000000w 

0000110w 

001100dw 

1000000w 

0011010w 

1111011w 

mod 11 o rIm I 

modl11 rIm I 

TTl 
000 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
1 1 1 

mad reg rIm 

mod 1 OOr/m 

data 

mad reg rIm 

modOOOr/m 

data 

mad reg rIm 

modOO 1 rIm 

data 

mad reg rIm 

mod 11 o rIm 

data 

modO 1 o rIm 

Instruction 
ROL 
ROR 
RCL 
RCR, 

SHUSAL 
SHR 
SAR 

data I 
dataifw=l I 

data I 
dataifw=l I 

data I 
dataifw=l I 

data I 
dataifw=1 I 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
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2,3" 2,3" 9 

14 14 
22 22 
17" 17" 2,6 6,9 
25" 25" 2,6 6,9 

17 17 
25 25 
20" 20" 2 9 
25" 25" 2 9 

16 16 

14 14 

2 2 

2 

2,7" 2,7" 

2,7" 2,7" 9 

dataifw=l I 3,7" 3,7" 2 

3 3 

2,6" 2,6" 9 

dataifw=l I 3,6" 3,6" 2 

3 3 

2,7" 2,7" 2 9 

dataifw=l I 3,7" 3,7" 2 9 

3 3 

2,7" 2,7" 9 

dataifw=1 I 3,7" 3,7' 2 

3 3 

2,7" 2,7' 



80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function 

STRING MANIPULATION: 

MOVS = Move BytelWord 

CMPS = Compare bytelWord 

SCAS = Scan bytelWord 

LODS = Load bytelWd to AUAX 

STOS = Stor bytelWd from AUA 

CMPS = Compare string 

SCAS = Scan string 

LODS = Load string 

Register memory indirect 
within segment 

Direct intersegment 

Format 

Protected Mode Only (Direct Intersegment): 
Via call gate to same privileQe level 
Via call gate to different priVilege level, no parameters 
Via call gate to different privilege level, x parameters 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

Indirect intersegment 111111111 

Protected Mode Only (Indirect Intersegment): 
Via call gate to same privileQe level 
Via call gate to different priVilege level, no parameters 
Via call gate to different privilege level, x parameters 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

JMP = Unconditional jump 
Short/long 

Direct within segment 

Register/mem indirect within segmen 

Direct intersegment 

Indirect intersegment 

11101011 

11101001 

t 11111111 

11101010 

111111111 

segment selector 

modO 11 rIm I (mod .<11) 

disp-Iow 

disp-Iow disp-high 

mod 1 OOr/m 

segment offset 

segment selector 

mod 101 rIm I (mod., 11) 

I 

I 
I 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 

80C286 

Add,. .. 
Mode 

5 5 2 9 

8 8 2 9 

7 7 2 9 

5 2 9 

3 3 2 9 

5+4n 5+4n 2 9 

5+9n 5+9n 2 9 

5+8n 5+8n 2 9 

5+4n 5+4n 2 9 .. 
13+m 26+m 2 

41+m 8,11,12 
82+m 8,11,12 

B6+4x+m 8,11,12 
177+m 8,11,12 
182+m 8,11,12 

16+m 29+m· 2 8,9,11,12 

44+m 8,9,11,12 
83+m 8,9,11,12 

9O+4x+m 8,9,11,12 
180+m 8,9,11,12 
185+m 8,9,11,12 

7+m 7+m 8 

7+m 7+m 

+m,11 7+m,ll+m 2 8,9 

II+m 23+m 2 11,12 

38+m 8,11,12 
175+m 8,11,12 
180+m 8,11,12 

15+m 26+m· 2 8,9,11,12 
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80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

CONTROL TRANSFER (continued): 

prote~~:~~Ia:a~e~~lra~~ri;i~~~elr:V~qment) 
ViaTSS 
Via task gate 

RET = Return from CALL: 

Within segment 

Within seg adding immed to SP 

Intersegment 

Intersegment adding immediate to SP 

Protected Mode Only (RET): 
To different privilege level 

JElJZ=Jump on equal zero 

JUJNGE=Jump on less 
not greater or equal 

JLElJNG=Jump on less 
or equal not greater 

JB/JNAE=Jump on below 
not above or equal 

JBE/JNA=Jump on below or 
equal not above 

JP/JPE =Jump on parityl 
parity even 

JO=Jump on overflow 

JS =Jump on sign 

JNE/JNZ=Jump on not equal 
not zero 

JNUJGE=Jump on not less 
greater or equal 

JNLElJG=Jump on not less 
or equal greater 

JNB/JAE=Jump on not below 
above or equal 

JNBE/JA=Jump on not below 
or equal above 

JNP/JPO=Jump on not 
par/par odd 

JNO =Jump on not overflow 

JNS=Jump on not sign 

LOOP = Loop ex Times 

LOOPZlLOOPE = Loop while 
zero equal 

11000011 

11000010 

11001011 

11001010 

01110100 

01111100 

01111110 

01110010 

01110110 

01111010 

01110000 

01111000 

01110101 

01111101 

01111111 

01110011 

01110111 

01111011 

01110001 

01111001 

11100010 

11100001 

data-low I data-high I 
data-low I data-high I 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

disp 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
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Mode 

41+m-
178+m-
183+m-

11+m 11+m 

11+m 11+m 

lS+m 2S+m 

lS+m 

7+m or3 7+mor3 8 

7+m or3 7+mor3 8 

7+mor3 7+m or 3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 8 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+m or3 7+m or3 

7+mor3 7+m or3 

7+mor3 7+mor3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+mor3 7+m or3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+m or3 7+m or3 

7+m or3 7+mor3 

7+mor3 7+mor3 

8+m or 34 8+mor4 

8+m or 34 8+mor4 



80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Function Formal 

CONTROL TRANSFER (continued): 

INT = Interrupt: 

Type specified 11001101 I type 23+m 2 

Type 3 111001100 I 23+m 2 

INTO = Interrupt on overflow 111001110 I 24-or3 2 

(3 ifno (3ifno 

interrupt) interrupt) 

Protected Mode Only: 
Via interrupt or trap gate to same privilege level 40+m 8,11,12 
~i~ ~!~~L£!~r trap gate to fit different privilege level 78+m 8,11,12 

167+m 8,11,12 

IRET = Interrupt return 11001111 17+m 31+m 2,4 8,9,11, 
12,15 

Protected Mode Only: 
To different privilege level 55+m 

To different task (NT = 1) .. 
PROCESSOR CONTROL 

CLC = Clear carry 11111000 2 2 

CMC = Complement carry 11110101 2 

STC = Set carry 11111001 2 2 

CLD = Clear direction 11111100 2 

STD = Set direction 11111101 2 2 

CLI = Clear interrupt 11111010 3 3 14 

STI = Set interrupt 11111011 2 2 14 

HLT=Halt 11110100 2 2 13 

WAIT = Wait 10011011 3 3 

LOCK= Bus lock prefix 11110000 0 0 14 

CTS = Clear task switched flag 00001111 00000110 2 3 13 

ESC = Processor Extension Escape 10011TTT modLLL rIm 9-20· 9-20· 17 

(TTT LL are opcode to processor extension) 

SEG = Segment override prefix 1001reg110 0 0 

Shaded areas indicate instructions not available in iAPX 86, 88 microsystems. 
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80C286 INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY (continued) 

Footnotes 
The effective Address (EA) of the memory operand is computed ac
cording to the mod and rIm fields: 
if mod = 11 then rIm is treated as a REG field 
if mod = 00 then OISP = 0·, disp-Iow and disp-high are absent 
if mod = 01 then OISP = disp-Iow sign-extended to 16-bits, disp-high is 

absent 
if mod= 10 then OISP =disJrhigh; disp-Iow 
if mod=ooO then EA=(BX)+(SI)+OISP 
ifmod=ool then EA=(BX)+(OI)+OISP 
if mod=010 then EA=(BP)+(SI)+OISP 
if mod=Oll then EA=(BP)+(OI)+OISP 
if mod= 100 then EA=(SI)+OISP 
if mod= 101 then EA=(OI)+OISP 
if mod = 110 then EA = (BP) + OISp· 
if mod= 111 then EA=(BX)+OISP 
OISP follows 2nd byte of ins~truction (before data if required) 
·except if mod=oo and rIm = 110 then EA=disp-high: disp-Iow. 

SEGMENT OVERRIDE PREFIX 

001reg1 01 

REG is assigned according to the following: 
Segment 

REG Register 
00 ES 
01 CS 
10 SS 
11 OS 

REG is assigned according to the following table: 

16-BII (w=1) S-Blt(w=O) 
000 AX 000 AL 
001 CX 001 CL 
010 OX 010 DL 
011 BX 011 BL 
100 SP 100 AH 
101 BP 101 CH 
110 SI 110 DH 
111 01 111 BH 

The physical addresses of all operands addressed by the BP register 
are computed using the SS segment register. The physical addresses 
of the destination operands of the string primitive operations (those 
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80L286 
Low-Power High-Performance Microprocessor 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices with Memory Management and Protection 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• High-performance processor (up to 13.3 times 

IAPX 86 when using the 16 MHz 80L286) 

• Identical to the 80286 except consumes less 
power 

• Available In cost-effective Plastic Leaded Chip 
Carrier (PLCC) package 

• Socketed PLCC footprint Is compatible with 
socketed LCC and PGA footprints 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The80L286 is an advanced, high performance micropro
cessor, identical to the 80286, except consumes less 
power. Its reduced power enables the 80L286 to be 
packaged in low-cost, Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
(PLCC) without a heat sink or heat spreader. Cooler 
operation also enhances reliability. The PLCC package 
can be surface-mounted or socketed. The footprint of the 
socketed PLCC package is identical to the socketed LCC 
or PGA packages so no board layout change is needed. 
The 80L286 is available in 8, 10, and 12 and 16 MHz 
speeds and is fully compatible with the 82C288 Bus Con
troller and the 82284 Clock Driver functions. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

r-----------------------, Address Unit (AU) I 

I 
I 
I 
IL...-----i 
I 
L~~~o~~~~ ___ _ 

NMI 
INTR ERROR 

• Surface-mountable PLCC for high density 
board utilization 

• 8,10, and 12.5 and16 MHz operation 

• Large address space 
- 16 megabytes physical 
- 1 gigabyte virtual memory per task 

• Integrated memory management, four-level 
memory protection and support for virtual 
memory and operating systems 

The 80L286 is upward compatible with iAPX 86 and 88 
software. Using iAPX real address mode, the 80L286 is 
object code compatible with existing iAPX 86,88 soft
ware. In protected virtual address mode, the 80L286 is 
source code compatible with iAPX 86, 88 software and 
may require upgrading to use virtual addresses sup
ported by the 80L286's integrated memory management 
and protection mechanism. Both modes operate at full 
80L286 performance and execute a superset of the iAPX 
86 and 88 instructions. 

A,,-Ao 
M,M'iO 

~------Tr~---~~~ ~ 

PEREa 
READY,HOLD 

sr, &>, COD/INTA 
LOCK, HLOA 

RESE 

CL 
Vss 
Vee 

80003960 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued) 
The 80L286 provides special operations to support the 
efficient implementation and execution of operating 
systems. For example, one instruction can end exe
cution of one task, save its state, switch to a new task, 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
Top View 

load its state, and start execution of the new task. The 
80L286 also supports virtual memory systems by provid
ing a segment-not-present exception and restartable 
instructions. 

PLCC 

Pin nO.1 marl< 

1-192 

NC 
NC 

S1 

~ 
J5EA"CI< 

CD010641 

As viewed from top of package (PC side of component board) 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD commodity products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Temperature Range 

N 80L286 -16 

T 

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option 
e. Optional Processing 

d. SPEED OPTION 
-16 - 16 MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-10 = 10 MHz 
-8 = 8 MHz 

c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
80L286 
Low-Power High-Performance Microprocessor 
with Memory Management and Protection 

b. PACKAGE TYPE 
N = 68-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 068) 

Valid Combinations 

SOL286-16 

N SOL2S6-12 
SOL286-10 
SOL2S6-8 

80L286 

a. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Blank = Commercial (T CASE= 0 to +85°C) 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly re
leased combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

ClK 
System Clock (Input; Active HIGH) 

System Clock provides the fundamental timing for 
80L286 systems. It is a 16 MHz signal divided by two 
inside the 80L286 to generate the 8 MHz processor 
clock. The internal divide-by-two circuitry can be syn
chronized to an external clock generator by a LOW-to
HIGH transition on the RESET input. 

Do-D15 
Data Bus (Input/Output; Active HIGH) 

Data Bus inputs data during memory, I/O, and interrupt 
acknowledge read cycles; outputs data during memory 
and I/O write cycles. The data bus is active HIGH and 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

A23-Ao 
Address Bus (Output; Active HIGH) 

Address Bus outputs physical memory and I/O port ad
dresses. Ao is LOW when data is to be transferred on 
pins 07-0. A23-A16 are LOW during I/O transfers. The 
address bus is active HIGH and floats to three-state OFF 
during bus hold acknowledge. 

SHE 
Bus High Enable (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus High Enable indicates transfer of data on the upper 
byte of the data bus 015-8. Eight-bit oriented devices as
signed to the upper byte of the data bus would normally 
use BHEto condition chip select functions. BHEis active 
LOW and floats to three-state OFF during bus hold ac
knowledge. 

BHE and Ao Encodings 

BHE Ao 
Value Value Function 

o 0 Word transfer 
o 1 Byte transfer on upper half of data bus (DIs-a) 
1 0 Byte transfer on lower half of data bus (07-0) 
1 1 Reserved 

S1,50 
Bus Cycle Status (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus Cycle Status indicates initiation of a bus cycle and, 
along with M/IO and COD/INTA, defines the type of bus 
cycle. The bus is in a Ts state whenever one or both are 
LOW. Sl and SO are active LOW and float to three-state 
OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

80L286 Bus Cycle Status Definition 

COOl 
INTA MilO 51 SO Bus cycle Initiated 

o (LOW) 0 0 0 Interrupt acknowledge 
0 0 0 1 Reserved 
0 0 1 0 Reserved 
0 0 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
0 1 0 0 IF Al = 1 then halt; else shutdown 
0 1 0 1 Memory data read 
0 1 1 0 Memory data write 
0 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
1 (HIGH) 0 0 0 Reserved 
1 0 0 1 110 Read 
1 0 1 0 110 Write 
1 0 1 1 None; not a status cycle 
1 1 0 0 Reserved 
1 1 0 1 Memory instruction read 
1 1 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 1 None; not a status cycle 

MIlO 
MemoryllO Select (Output) 

Memory/IO Select distinguishes memory access from 
I/O access. If HIGH during Ts, a memory cycle or a 
halt/shutdown cycle is in progress. If LOW, an I/O cycle 
or an interrupt acknowledge cycle is in progress M/IO 
floats to three-state OFF during bus hold acknowledge. 

COD/INTA 
Codellnterrupt Acknowledge (Output) 

Code/Interrupt Acknowledge distinguishes instruction 
fetch cycles from memory data read cycles. Also distin
guishes interrupt acknowledge cycles from I/O cycles. 
COD/INTA floats to three-state OFF during bus hold ac
knowledge. 

lOCK 
Bus Lock (Output; Active LOW) 

Bus Lock indicates that other system bus masters are not 
to gain control of the system bus following the current 
bus cycle. The LOCK signal may be activated explicitly 
by the "LOCK" instruction prefix or automatically by 
80286 hardware during memory XCHG instructions, in
terrupt acknowledge, or descriptor table access. LOCK 
is active LOW and floats to three-state OFF during hold 
acknowledge. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

READY 
Bus Ready (Input; Active LOW) 

Bus Ready terminates a bus cycle. Bus cycles are ex
tended without limit until terminated by READY LOW. 
READY is an active LOW synchronous input requiring 
set-up and hold times relative to the system clock be met 
for correct operation. READY is ignored during bus hold 
acknowledge. 

HOLD, HLDA 
Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge 
(Input/Output; Active HIGH) 

Bus Hold Request and Hold Acknowledge control owner
ship of the 80L286 local bus. The HOLD input allows 
another local bus master to request control of the local 
bus. When control is granted, the 80L286 will float its bus 
drivers to three-state OFF and then active HLDA, thus 
entering the bus hold acknowledge condition. The local 
bus will remain granted to the requesting master until 
HOLD becomes inactive which results in the 80L286 
deactivating HLDA and regaining control of the local 
buys. This terminates the bus hold acknowledge condi
tion. HOLD may be asynchronous to the system clock. 
These Signals are active HIGH. 

INTR 
Interrupt Request (Input; Active HIGH) 

Interrupt Request requests the 80L286 to suspend its 
current program execution and service a pending exter
nal request. Interrupt requests are masked whenever the 
interrupt enable bit in the flag word is cleared. When the 
80L286 responds to an interrupt request, it performs two 
interrupt acknowledge bus cycles to read an 8-bit inter
rupt vector that identifies the source of the interrupt. To 
assure program interruption, INTR must remain active 
until the first interrupt acknowledge cycle is completed. 
INTR is sampled at the beginning of each processor 
cycle and must be active HIGH at least two processor 
cycles before the current instruction ends in order to 
interrupt before the next instruction. INTR is level sensi
tive, active HIGH, and may be asynchronous to the 
system clock. 

NMI 
Non-maskable Interrupt Request 
(Input; Active HIGH) 

Non-maskable Interrupt Request interrupts the 80L286 
with an internally supplied vector value of 2. No interrupt 
acknowledge cycles are performed. The interrupt enable 
bit in the 80L286 flag word does not affect this input. The 
NMI input is active HIGH, may be asynchronous to the 
system clock, and is edge triggered after internal syn
chronization. For proper recognition, the input must have 
been previously LOW for at least four system clock cy-

cles and remain HIGH for at least four system clock 
cycles. 

PEREQ,PEACK 
Processor ExtenSion Operand Request and 
Acknowledge (Input/Output) 

Processor Extension Operand Request and Acknowl
edge extends the memory management and protection 
capabilities of the 80L286 to processor extensions. The 
PEREa input requests the 80L286 to perform a data 
operand transfer for a processor extension. The PEACK 
output signals the processor extension when the re
quested operand is being transferred. PEREa is active 
HIGH and may be asynchronous to the system clock. 
PEACK is active LOW. 

BUSY, ERROR 
Processor Extension Busy and Error (Input; Active 
LOW) 

Processor Extension Busy and Error indicate the operat
ing condition of a processor extension to the 80L286. An 
active BUSY input stops 80L286 program execution on 
WAIT and some ESC instructions until BUSY becomes 
inactive (HIGH). The 80L286 may be interrupted while 
waiting for BUSY to become inactive. An active ERROR 
input causes the 80L286 to perform a processor exten
sion interrupt when executing WAIT or some ESC in
structions. These inputs are active LOW and may be 
asynchronous to the system clock. 

RESET 
System Reset (Input; Active HIGH) 

System Reset clears the internal logic of the 80L286 and 
is active HIGH. The 80L286 may be reinitialized at any 
time with a LOW-to-HIGH transition on RESET which 
remains active for more than 16 system clock cycles. 
During RESET active, the output pins of the 80C286 
enter the state shown below: 

801286 Pin State during Reset 

Pin Value 

1 (HIGH) 
o (LOW) 
three-state OFF 

Pin Names 

SO~, PEACK, A23-Ac, BHE, LOCK 
MilO, COD/INTA, HLDA 
D15"Do 

Operation of the 80L286 begins after a HIGH-to-LOW 
transition on RESET. The HIGH-to-LOW transition of 
RESET must be synchronous to the system clock. Ap
proximately 50 system clock cycles are required by the 
80L286 for internal initializations before the first bus cy
cle to fetch code from the power-on execution address is 
performed. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 
A lOW-to-HIGH transition of RESET synchronous to the 
system clock, will begin a new processor cycle at the next 
HIGH-to-lOW transition of the system clock. The lOW
to-HIGH transition of RESET may be asynchronous to 
the system clock; however, in this case it cannot be 
predetermined which phase of the processor clock will 
occur during the next system period. Synchronous lOW
to-HIGH transitions of RESET are only required for sys
tems where the processor clock must be phase synchro
nous to another clock. 

Vss 
System Ground (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Ground: 0 volts. 

Vcc 
System Power (Input; Active HIGH) 
System Power: +5 volt power supply. 

CAP 
Substrate Filter Capacitor (Input; Active HIGH) 
Substrate Filter Capacitor: a 0 .047,.d ±20% 12 V capaci
tor must be connected between this pin and ground. This 
capacitor filters the output of the internal substrate bias 
generator. A maximum DC leakage current of 1 JlA is 
allowed through the capacitor. 

For correct operation of the 80l286, the substrate bias 
generator must charge this capacitor to its operating 
voltage. The capacitor charge-up time is 5 milliseconds 
(max.) after Vee and ClK reach their specified AC and 
DC parameters. RESET may be applied to prevent spuri
ous activity by the CPU during this time. After this time, 
the 801286 processor clock can be phase synchronized 
to another clock by pulsing RESET lOW synchronous to 
the system clock. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ............ -65 to +150°C Operating Voltage Range ....... +4.5 V to +5.5 V 
Voltage on Any Pin with C80C286-20 Only ........... +4.75 V to +5. V 

Respect to Ground . . . . . . . . . . . .. -1.0 to 7.0 V Operating Temperature Range ... 0 to +70°C 
Power Dissipation ................... 2.89 Watts 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXI
MUM RA T1NGS may cause permanent device failure. 
Functionality at or above these limits is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum ratings for extended peri
ods may affect device reliability. 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 
(TcASE=Ot085°C Vcc=5V±5%) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VIL . Input lOW Voltage -.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vcc+.5 V 

VILC ClK Input lOW Voltage -.5 .6 V 

VIHC ClK Input HIGH Voltage 3.8 Vcc+.5 V 
VOL Output lOW Voltage IOL=2.0rnA .45 V 
VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH=-400~ 2.4 V 

III Input leakage Current OVSVINSVCC +10 ~ 
lLo Output leakage Current .45 V SVOUTS Vcc ±10 ~ 
Icc Supply Current Tc=O°C 550 rnA 

Tc = 85°C 475 rnA 
CCLK ClK Input Capacitance Fc= 1 MHz 20 pF 

CIN Other Input Capacitance Fc= 1 MHz 10 pF 

Co Input/Output Capacitance Fc= 1 MHz 20 pF 

ILO Output leakage Current OVSVOUT< .045V ±1 rnA 

IlL Input Sustaining Current on 
BUSY and ERROR pins VIN=OV 30 500 ~ 

ILCR Input ClK leakage Current 0.45SVINSVCC +10 ~ 
ILcR Input ClK leakage Current OVSVINSO.45V ±1 rnA 

Note: Low temperature is worst case. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
Vee = +5 V ± 5%, TeASE = 0 to +85°C 
AC timings are referenced to 0.8 V and 2.0 V points of the signals as illustrated in datasheet waveforms, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Parameter Parameter 8MHz 10MHz 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 System Clock (ClK) Period 62 125 50 125 ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time @ 1.0V 15 100 12 109 ns 

3 System Clock (ClK) HIGH Time @3.6V 25 110 16 113 ns 
17 System Clock (ClK) RISE Time 1.0V to 3.6V 10 8 ns 
18 System Clock (ClK) FAll Time 3.6V to 1.0V 10 8 ns 
4 Asynchronous Inputs SETUP Tjme (Note 1) 20 20 ns 
5 Asynchronous Inputs HOLD Time . (Note 1) 20 20 ns 
6 RESET SETUP Time 28 23 ns 
7 RESET HOLD Time 5 5 ns 
8 Read Data SETUP Time 10 8 ns 

9 Read Data HOLD Time 8 8 ns 
10 READY SETUP Time 38 26 ns 

11 READY HOLD Time 25 25 ns 

12 Status/PEACK Valid Delay (Notes 2, 30 1 40 - - ns 

12A Status/PEACK Active Delay (Notes 2,3) - - 1 22 ns 

12B Status/PEACK Inactive Delay 1 (Notes 2,3) - - 1 30 ns 

13 Address Valid Delay (Notes 2, 3) 1 60 1 35 ns 
14 Write Data Valid Delay (Notes 2, 3) a 50 0 30 ns 
15 Address/Status/Data Float Delay (Notes 2, 4) a 50 a 47 ns 
16 HlDA Valid Delay (Notes 2, 3) a 50 0 47 ns 
19 Address Valid to Status SETUP. (Notes 3, 5, 64) 38 27 ns 

Time 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

Parameter Parameter 12.SMHz 16MHz 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 System Clock (ClK) Period 40 125 31 125 ns 

2 System Clock (ClK) lOW Time @1.0V 11 112 10 113 ns 

3 System Clock (ClK) HIGH Time @3.6V 13 114 12 115 ns 

17 System Clock (ClK) RISE Time 1.0Vt03.6V 8 5 ns 

18 System Clock (ClK) FALL Time 3.6Vto 1.0V 8 4 ns 

4 Asynchronous Inputs SETUP Time (Note 1) 15 11 ns 

5 Asynchronous Inputs HOLD Time (Note 1) 15 11 ns 

6 RESET SETUP Time 18 14 ns 

7 RESET HOLD Time 5 3 ns 

8 Read Data SETUP Time 5 5 ns 

9 Read Data HOLD Time 6 5 ns 

10 READY SETUP Time 22 15 ns 

11 READY HOLD Time 20 15 ns 

12 Status/PEACK Valid Delay (Notes 2, 30 - - - - ns 

12A Status/PEACK Active Delay (Notes 2,3) 3 18 1 18 ns 

128 Status/PEACK Inactive Delay 1 (Notes 2,3) 3 20 1 20 ns 

13 Address Valid Delay (Notes 2,3) 1 32 1 29 ns 

14 Write Data Valid Delay (Notes 2, 3) 0 30 0 22 ns 

15 Address/Status/Data Float Delay (Notes 2, 4) 0 32 0 29 ns 

16 HlDA Valid Delay (Notes 2, 3) 0 25 0 25 ns 
19 Address Valid to Status SETUP (Notes 3, 5, 64) 22 22 ns 

Time 

Notes 1. Asynchronous inputs are INTR, NMI, HOLD, PEREa, ERROR, and BUSY. This specification is given only for testing 
purposes, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. 

2. Delay from 1.0 V on the ClK to 0.8 V or 2.0 V or float on the output as appropriate for valid or floating condition .. 
3. Output load: CL = 100 pF. 
4. Float condition occurs when output current is less than IlO in magnitude. 

5. Delay measured from address either reaching 0.8 Vor 2.0 V (valid) to status going active reaching 2.0 Vor status going 
inactive reaching 0.8 V. 

6. For load capacitance of 10 pFon STATUSIPEACK lines, subtract typically 7 ns for 8 MHz spec, and maximum 7 nsfor 
10 MHz spec. 

DEVICE _____ ..., 
OUTPUT 1 

CL 

I 
NOTE 7: 
AC Test loading on Outputs TC004190 

4.0V 

0.45 V 

NOTES: 
AC Drive and Measurement Points-ClK Input WF024240 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
MAJOR CYCLE TIMING 

Ts T 

~ --------------------------r---------~r_--~r_----------~I 

~ --------------------------~ 

DTiR 

DEN 

WFOO7983 

Note: MWTC is valid at this point onlyu if CMDL Y is LOW. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

80L280 Asynchronous Input Signal Timing 

Bus Cycle Type 

80L286 Reset Input Timing and Subsequent Processor 
Cycle Phase 

ClK 

PClK 
(See Note 1.) 

INTR,NMI, 
HOLD, PEREa 
(See Note 2.) 

ERROR,BoSY 
(See Note 2.) 

ClK 

Reset 

ClK 

Reset 
WF009930 

Notes: 1. PClK indicates which processor cycle phase will oc
cur on the next ClK. PClK may not indicate the cor
rect phase until the first bus cycle is performed. 

Note: When RESET meets the set·up time shown, the next 
ClK will start or repeat k1 of a processor cycle, 

2. These inputs are asynchronous. The setup and hold 
times shown assure recognition for testing purposes. 

Bus Cycle Type 

ClK 

HlDA 

BRE;TOCK 
A'3-1A, 

MliD, 
cooiiNfA 

0,.0, 

[ PClK 

Exiting and Entering Hold 

WFOO9942 

Notes: 1. These signals may not be driven by the 801286 during the time shown. the worst case in terms of latest float time is 
shown. . 

2. The data bus will be driven as shown if the last cycle before T, in the diagram was a write Tc. 

3. The 80C286 floats its status pins during TH• External 20 kQ resistors keep these signals high. 

4. For HOLD request set-up to HlDA, refer to Figure 34. 

5. SHE and lOCK are driven at this time but will not become valid until Ts. 

6. The data bus will remain in three-state OFF if a read cycle is performed. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

80L286 PEREQ/PEACK Timing Required PEREQ Timing for One Transfer Only 
Bus Cycle Type 

CLK 

S1.§i----~ 

~---~~I 

Notes: 1. PEACK always goes active during the first bus operation of a processor extension data operand transfer sequence. The 
first bus operation will be either a memory read at operand address or lID read at port address OOFA(H). 

1·202 

2. To prevent a second processor extension data operand transfer, the worst case maximum time (shown above) is: 3x 
1-12a max-4 min. The actual, configuration dependent, maximum time is: 3 x 1-12a max-4 min + A x 2 x 1. A is the 
number of extra Tc states added to either the first or second bus operation of the processor extension data operand 
transfer sequence. 
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Initial 80L286 Pin State During Reset 
Bus Cycle Type 

Tx Tx Tx T, 

(See Note 1.) 

RESET 

sr· so --------------------------------~--------------r_----~r_----------~~------------
~ _____________ U_NK_N_O_W_N ______________ ~--------------r_----' 

A,~A. --------------------------------~--------------r_------~~n_------~~-----------
i3'Ht UNKNOWN 

~~ --------------------------------~--------------r_------r_~ 
COOl UNKNOWN 

rnITA ------------------------------+-------------~----~r__+~----~~r_---------

UNKNOWN 

DATA ----s}-------- . 

If hold is NOT ac:!ive (See Note 4.) 

HLDA UNKNOWN 

WFOO7962 

Notes: 1. Set-up time for RESET i may be violated with the consideration that 01 of the processor clock may begin one system 
ClK period later. 

2. Set-up and hold times for RESET J. must be met for proper operation, but RESET J. may occur during 01 or 02. 

3. The data bus is only guaranteed to be in three-state OFF at the time shown. 

4. HOLD is acknowledged during RESET, causing HlDA to go active and the appropriate pins to float. If HOLD remains 
active while RESET goes inactive, the SOCS6 remains in HOLD state and will not perform any bus accesses until HOLD is 
deactivated. 
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AMD 80C287 
aD-Bit CMOS Numeric Processor 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
Pin compatible and functionally equivalent to 
the Intel 80287 

• High-performance CMOS process yields 10-
MHz, 12-MHz, and 16-MHz speed grades 

• Available In space-saving 44-pln PLCC as well 
as 40-pln DIP 

• 80-blt numeric accelerator for 80C286 and 
80286-based systems 

• Compatible with IEEE floating-point standard 
754 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The 80C287 is implemented in AMD's advanced static 
CMOS process that allows for significantly higher 
speeds at a much lower power dissipation than 
traditional NMOS versions or standard CMOS . 
. Functionally equivalent to the Intel 80287, the 80C287 
is a high-performance arithmetic processor that 
expands the 80C286 instruction set with floating-pOint 
instructions including transcendentals, and integer and 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Bus Interface Unit 

D 
a 
t 

Data a 

B 
u 
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f 
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r 
s 

Instruction 
Address 
Operand 
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Control 
Word 
Status 
Word 

Tag Word 

16 

~ 
Advanced 

Micro 
Devices 

• Static CMOS design does not require a 
minimum clock rate, resulting In significantly 
lower power dissipation 

• Performs slngle-, double-, and extended
precision floating-point, as well as word, short, 
and long Integer and 18-dlglt BCD conversions 
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Instruction set 

BCD conversions. The floating-point.operations comply 
with the IEEE Standard 754. The device is available in 
8-, 10-, 12-, and 16-MHz speed grades and is provided 
in 44-pin PLCC and 40-pin DIP packages. When 
coupled with the 80C286, the 80C287 provides a 
complete solution for high-performance numeric 
processing applications. 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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Note: N/C pins should not be connected. 
Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 11671-002A 

PIN DESCRIPTION 
BUSY Busy Status (Output; Active low) 

A lOW level indicates that the 80C287 is currently 
executing a command. 

CKM Clock Mode Signal (Input) 

When CKM is HIGH, the ClK is used directly. When CKM 
is lOW, ClK is divided by three. This input must be either 
HIGH or lOW 20 ClK cycles before RESET goes lOW. 

ClK Clock (Input) 

Provides timing fC?r 80C287 operations. 

CMD,• CMDo Command Lines (Input) 
CMO, and CMOo' along with select inputs, allow the CPU 
to direct the 80C287 operations. These inputs are timed 
relative to the read and write strobes. 

D,s-Do Data (Input/Output) 

Bidirectional data bus. These inputs are timed relative to 
the read and write strobes. 

ERROR Error Status (Output; Active low) 
Reflects the error summary status bit of the status word. A 
lOW level indicates that an unmasked exception 
condition exists. 

NPRD Numeric Processor Read (Input; Active low) 
A lOW level enables transfer of data from the 80C287. 
This input may be asynchronous to the 80C287 clock. 

NPS,• NPS
2 

Numeric Processor Selects (Input) 
Indicates the CPU is transferring data to and from the 
80C287. Asserting both signals [I'WS", lOW and NPS2 
HIGH) enables the 80C287 to transfer floating-point data 
or instructions. No data transfers involving the 80C287 will 

occur unless the 80C287 is selected via NPS, and NPS
2

• 

These inputs are timed relative to the read and write 
strobes. 

NPWR Numeric Processor Write (Input; Active low) 

A lOW level enables transfer of data from the 80C287. 
This input may be asynchronous to the 80C287 clock. 

PEACK Processor Extension Acknowledge (Input; 
Active low) 

A lOW level indicates that the request signal (PEREa) 
has been recognized. PEACK causes the request 
(PEREa) to be withdrawn when no more transfers are 
required. PEACK may be asynchronous to the 80C287 
clock. 

PEREQ Processor Extension Request (Output) 

A HIGH level indicates that the 80C287 is ready to transfer 
data. PEREa will be disabled upon assertion of PEACK or 
upon actual data transfer, whichever occurs first, when no 
more transfers are required. 

RESET System Reset (Input) 

Reset causes the 80C287 to immediately terminate its 
present activity and enter a dormant state. Reset must be 
HIGH for more than four CLK cycles. For proper 
initialization the HIGH-lOW transition must occur no 
sooner than 50 j.l.s after Vcc and ClK meet their DC and 
AC specifications. 

Vcc +5 V Supply (Input) 

Vss System Ground (Input) 
/ Both pins must be connected to ground. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Commodity Products 

AMD products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by a 
combination of: s. Temperature Range 

1·206 

o -

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option (if applicable) 
e. Optional Processing 

SOC2S7 ·10 

L d. SPEED OPTION 
-16= 16MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-10 = 10 MHz 
-S = S MHz 

'-----------. c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
SOC2S7 
SO-Bit CMOS Numeric Processor 

,---------------------------- b. PACKAGE TYPE 

Valid Combination 

SOC2S7-16 

SOC2S7-12 
D,N,P 

SOC2S7-10 

SOC2S7-S 

o = 40·pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
N = 44-pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 
P = 40-pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 

a. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Blank = Commercial (TC = 0 to 70°C) 

Valid Combination 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations and to check on newly released valid 
combinations. 

AMD80C287 



SIMPLIFIED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The 80C287 is internally divided into two basic 
processing units; the numeric execution unit, and the 
bus interface unit as shown in the block diagram. The 
numeric execution unit performs numeric instructions. 
The bus interface unit receives and decodes in
structions, executes processor control instructions, and 
requests operands transfers to and from memory. The 
80C286 may execute non-numeric instruction con
currently with numeric instruction executed on the 
80C287. Synchronization and error recognition occurs 
when the next numeric instruction is decoded by the 
80C286. 

The Numeric Execution Unit 
The numeric execution data path is 80 bits wide. All 
operands are converted to the internal 80-bit format 
before use. These instructions include arithmetic, trans
cendental, constant, and data transfer instructions. 

The Bus Interface Unit 
The bus interface unit decodes the ESC instruction 
executed by the 80C286. The signal BUSY is activated 
for 80C286/80C287 synchronization and the signal 
ERROR is activated for error detection. BUSY is 
activated when an instruction is transferred and de
activated when the instruction completes. ERROR will 
be" asserted if an error has occurred when BUSY is 
deactivated. 

The signals PEREa, PEACK, NPRD, NPWR, NPS1, 

CMDo' CMD1, and NPS2 control data transfers between 
the 80C287 and the 80C286. The 80C286 performs the 
actual data transfer with memory. 

The Register Stack 
The register stack contains eight 80-bit data registers, 
organized as a push down stack. Operations are per
formed on the stack top, between the stack top and 
another register, or between the stack top and memory. 

System Configuration with 80C286 
A simplified block diagram of the 80C287 interface to a 
80C286 CPU is shown in Figure 1. The 80C287 can 
operate concurrently with the host CPU. The signals 
PEREa, PEACK, BUSY, NPRD, NPWR, CMDo' and 
CMD1 allow the 80C287 to receive instructions and data 
from the 80C286. Detection of errors are indicated to 
the CPU by asserting the signal ERROR. The address 
decode logic, bus control and timing logic is shown in 
this implementation using AMD PAL~ devices but may 
also be accomplished using standard chip sets. 

The 80C287 operates either directly from the CPU clock 
or with a dedicated clock. The 80C287 functions at two
thirds the frequency of the 80C286 when operating with 
the CPU clock (Le., for a 16-MHz 80C286, the 32-MHz 
clock is divided down to 10.6 MHz). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Storage Temperature .........•............................ -65 to + 150° C 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias .................. -55 to + 125° C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential 

COntinuous ................................................. -1.0 to +7.0 V 
DC Voltage Applied to Outputs 

for HIGH Output State ................... -0.3 V to + Vee +0.3 V 
DC Input Voltage ....................................... -0.3 to Vee +0.3 V 
DC Output Current, into LOW Outputs ......................... 30 mA 
DC Input Current ............................................. -10 to + 10 mA 
Power Dissipation (max.) ............................................... 1.5 W 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect devices 
reliability. . 

OPERATING RANGES 

Commercial (C) Devices 
Temperature, Ambient (TA) .............................. 0 to +70°C 

(also meets 0 to 100°C Case Temperature (Te) for 
laptop requirements) 

Supply Voltage (Vee) .............................. +4.75 to +5.25 V 
Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteeq. 

DC CHARACTERI~TICS over operating range unless otherwise specified (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, 
3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee = Min. IOH = -0.4 mA 2.4 V 

V.N = Vil or VIH 

VOL Output LOW Voltage Vee" Min. 0.45 

V.N = Vil or VIH 

V.H Guaranteed Input Logical 2.0 Vee V 
HIGH Voltage (see note below) +0.5 

V.l Guaranteed Input Logical -0.5 0.8 V 
LOW Voltage (see note below) 

V.He Clock Input HIGH Voltage 
CKM .. 1 2.0 Vee V 

+1.0 
CKM .. O 3.8 Vee V 

+1.0 

Vile Clock Input Low Voltage 
CKM-1 -0.5 0.8 V 
CKM=O -0.5 0.6 V 

III o V~V.N~Vee ±10 ~A 

IOZH Vee = Max., Vo .. 2.4 V 10 ~A 

IOZl Vee" Max., Vo = 0.45 V -10 ~ 

leeD Vee = Max. 10 mA/MHz 
Outputs Unloaded 

lees Vee = Max., V1N - Vee or GND, 10 = O~ 5mA 

Note: These input levels provide zero-noise immunity and should only be statically tested in a noise·free environment (not 
functionally tested). 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

SOC2S7-S 
No. Parameter Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

1 Clock Period 
ClM .. 1 125 ns 
ClM=O 50 ns 

2 Clock lOW Time 
ClM= 1 68 ns 
ClM=O 15 ns 

3 Clock HIGH Time 
ClM= 1 43 ns 
ClM=O l "::.';'20 ns 

4 Clock Rise Time 

f3 
,t'" ';'I,.,l 10 ns 

5 Clock Fall Time "'i' 10 ns 
6 Data Setup to I' 

NPWR Inactive 75 ns 
7 Data Hold from 

NPWR Inactive 18 ns 
8 NPWR, NPRD 

Active Time 90 ns 
9 Command Valid 

Setup Time 0 ns 
10 PEREa Active to 

NPRD Active 130 ns 
11 PEACK Active Time 85 ns 
12 PEACK Inactive Time I 250 ns 
13 PEACK Inactive to 

NPRD NPWR Inactive 40 ns 
14 NPRD, NPWR Inactive 

to PEACK Active -30 ns 
15 Command Valid 

Hold Time 30 ns 
16 PEACK Active Setup 

to NPRD NPWR 40 ns 
17 NPRD, NPWR to 

ClK SetuD 70 ns 
18 NPRD NPWR ClK Hold 45 ns 
19 RESET to ClK Setup 20 ns 
20 RESET from ClK Hold 'i, I"'~ 20 ns 
21 NPRD Inactive to 

",,,",,,,,,,,,,,( I~;~'::i:;; 
Data Float 35 ns 

22 NPRD Active to \;,:i1:,,:r;l? 
Data Valid 60 ns 

23 ERROR Active to 
BUSY Inactive 100 ns 

24 NPWR, Active to 
BUSY Active 100 ns 

25 PEACK Active to 
PEREa Inactive 127 ns 

26 NPRD, NPWR Active to 
PEREa Inactive 100 ns 

27 Command Inactive Time 
Write to Write ns 
Read to Read ns 
Write to Read ns 
Read to Write ns 

28 Data Hold from Time 
NPRD Inactive ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 

80C287-10 80C287-12 80C287-16 
No. Parameter Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 Clock Period 
ClM .. 1 100 80 62.5 ns 
ClM-O 40 35 30 ns 

2 Clock lOW Time 
ClM= 1 62 50 37 ns 
ClM .. O 18 13 8 ns 

3 Clock HIGH Time 
ClM .. 1 28 22 17 ns 
ClM=O 18 13 12 ns 

4 Clock Rise Time 10 8 4 ns 
5 Clock Fall Time 10 "",,8, 4 ns 
6 Data Setup to f,jf'"'<t;;') 

NPWR Inactive 75 75 ,,<"<~i:'~,\, 60 ns 
7 Data Hold from ({ "';'t'l 

NPWR Inactive 18 '·'lib,,>; ,;3:~~;) 10 ns 
8 NPWR,NPRD !"",,("? '",,"'<:,(: 

Active Time 90 7C"';;'J :;;;'\,,: 50 ns 
9 Command Valid ':):;;' ~'l9;f"i 

Setup Time 0 i;;~U:~j; :,\,;,;,f 0 0 ns 
10 PEREa Active to 

~ 
'"i 

NPRD Active 100 80 62 ns 
11 PEACK Active Time 60 "i'} 50 36 ns 
12 PEACK Inactive Time 200:::,;7: :'<,i!' 160 125 ns 

.. 
13 PEACK Inactive to ~'~,.,\'" Ii 

NPRD NPWR Inactive :,;;"t40",'d' 32 25 ns 
14 NPRD, NPWR Inactive "~;!;"",,,.\~{~ 

i:;'c;;"", ""v 

to PEACK Active "::30 -30 -30 ns 
15 Command Valid ·;{~:;:)"V 

Hold Time 22 18 15 ns 
16 PEACK Active Setup 

to NPRD NPWR 40 30 30 ns 
17 NPRD, NPWR to 

ClKSetuD 53 40 30 ns 
18 NPRD NPWR ClK Hold 37 29 22 ns 
19 RESET to ClK SetuD 20 20 20 ns 
20 RESET from ClK Hold 20 20 20 ns 
21 NPRD Inactive to (, 

Data Float <\{,~",:'S:;::0~~: 21 17 13 ns 
22 NPRD Active to l{.;~::::::;~f Data Valid 60 50 40 ns 
23 ERROR """v.{r"";"""'"'''''' 

BUSY Inactive"'\~;h:~)/";';v 100 100 100 ns 
24 NPWR, Active to '\i 

BUSY Active 100 80 60 ns 
25 PEACK Active to 

PEREa Inactive 100 80 60 ns 
26 NPRD, NPWR Active to 

PEREO Inactive 100 80 60 ns 
27 Command Inactive Time 

Write to Write 75 60 50 ns 
Read to Read 75 60 50 ns 
Wr~eto Read 75 60 50 ns 
Read to Write 75 60 50 ns 

28 Data Hold from Time 
NPRD Inactive 3 1 1 ns 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

1·214 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

ClK, JiIi5RD, "fWWR Timing (CKM = 1) 

D 
RESET ___ -AJ 

NOTE: 
Reset must meet timing shown to guarantee known phase 01 Internal + 3 circuH. 

ClK, RESET Timing (CKM = 0) 

ClK, NPRD. NPWRTlming (CKM = 0) tt959-008A 
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AMD 80EC287 
Enhanced BO-Bit CMOS Numeric Processor 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Pin compatible and functionally equivalent to 

the Intel 80287 

• High-performance CMOS process yields 10-
MHz, 12-MHz, and 16-MHz speed grades 

• Enhanced sleep feature automatically shuts off 
the internal clock when no Instruction Is 
executing, reducing power consumption. This 
feature Is transparent to the user 

• Available In space-saving 44-pln PLCC as well 
as 40-pin DIP 

• 80·bit numeric accelerator for 80C286 and 
80286-based systems 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The 80EC287 is implemented in AMD's advanced static 
CMOS process that allows for significantly higher 
speeds at a much lower power dissipation than 
traditional NMOS versions or standard CMOS. The 
80EC287 is a high-performance arithmetic processor 
that expands the 80C286 instruction set with floating
point instructions including transcendentals, and integer 
and BCD conversions. The 80EC287 is functionally 
equivalent to the Intel 80287 and AMD 80C287 plus 
adds a low power sleep feature for battery powered 
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• Compatible with IEEE floating-point standard 
754 

• Static CMOS design does not require a 
minimum clock rate, resulting in significantly 
lower power dissipation 

• Performs single-, double-, and extended
precision floating-point, as well as word, short, 
and long integer and 18-diglt BCD conversions 

• Adds trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential, 
and arithmetic instructions to the 80C286 
instruction set 

applications. This enhanced 80EC287 can be a direct 
replacement for an AMD 80C287. The sleep feature is 
an automatic inherent feature of the device and thus 
requires no external entry. The floating-point operations 
comply with the IEEE Standard 754. The device is 
available in 12- and 16-MHz speed grades and is 
provided in 44-pin PLCC and 40-pin DIP packages. 
When coupled with the 80C286, the 80EC287 provides 
a complete solution for high-performance numeric 
processing applications. 

Numeric Execution Unit 

Register 
Stack 

r-- 80 Bits ~ 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 11959-002A 

PIN DESCRIPTION 
BUSY Busy Status (Output; Active low) 

A LOW level indicates that the 80EC287 is currently 
executing a command. 

CKM Clock Mode Signal (Input) 

When CKM is HIGH. the CLK is used directly. When CKM 
is LOW. CLK is divided by three. This input must be either 
HIGH or LOW 20 CLK cycles before RESET goes LOW. 

ClK Clock (Input) 

Provides timing for 80EC287 operations. 

CMD1• CMDo Command Lines (Input) 

CMD
1 

and CMDo• along with select inputs. allow the CPU 
to direct the 80EC287 operations. These inputs are timed 
relative to the read and write strobes. 

0 15-00 Data (Input/Output) 

Bidirectional data bus. These inputs are timed relative to 
the read and write strobes. 

ERROR Error Status (Output; Active low) 
Reflects the error summary status bit of the status word. A 
LOW level indicates that an unmasked exception 
condition exists. 

NPRD Numeric Processor Read (Input; Active low) 

A LOW level enables transfer of data from the 80EC287. 
This input may be asynchronous to the 80EC287 clock. 

NPS1• NPS2 Numeric Processor Selects (Input) 

Indicates the CPU is transferring data to and from the 
80EC287. Asserting both signals (NPS1 LOW and NPS2 
HIGH) enables the 80EC287 to transfer floating-point data 
or instructions. No data transfers involving the 80EC287 

will occur unless the 80EC287 is selected via NPS
1 

and 
NPS

2
• These inputs are timed relative to the read and 

write strobes. 

NPWR Numeric Processor Write (Input; Active low) 

A LOW level enables transfer of data from the 80EC287. 
This input may be asynchronous to the 80EC287 clock. 

PEACK Processor Extension Acknowledge (Input; 
Active low) 

A LOW level indicates that the request signal (PEREa) 
has been recognized. PEACK causes the request 
(PEREa) to be withdrawn when no more transfers are 
required. PEACK may be asynchronous to the 80EC287 
clock. 

PEREQ Processor Extension Request (Output) 

A HIGH level indicates that the 80EC287 is ready to 
transfer data. PEREa will be disabled upon assertion of 
PEACK or upon actual data transfer. whichever occurs 
first. when no more transfers are required. 

RESET System Reset (Input) 

Reset causes the 80EC287 to immediately terminate its 
present activity and enter a dormant state. Reset must be 
HIGH for more than four ClK cycles. For proper 
initialization the HIGH-LOW transition must occur no 
sooner than 50 ~s after Vec and CLK meet their DC and 
AC specifications. 

Vec +5 V Supply (Input) 

Vss System Ground (Input) 
Both pins must be connected to ground. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

AMD products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by a 
combination of: a. Temperature Range 

1-218 

D -, 

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option (if applicable) 
e. Optional Processing 

80EC287 12 

L d. SPEED OPTION 
-16= 16MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 

'---------- c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
80EC287 
Enhanced 80-Bit CMOS Numeric Processor 

b. PACKAGE TYPE 
D = 40-pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
N = 44-pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 
P = 40-pin Plastic DIP (PD 040) 

a. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Blank = Commercial (TC = 0 to 70°C) 

Valid Combination Valid Combination 

D,N,P I 80EC287-16 
1----1 

I 80EC287-12 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations and to check on newly released valid 
combinations. 

AMD80EC287 



SIMPLIFIED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The 80EC287 is internally divided into two basic 
processing units; the numeric execution unit, and the 
bus interface unit as shown in the block diagram. The 
numeric execution unit performs numeric instructions. 
The bus interface unit receives and decodes in
structions, executes processor control instructions, and 
requests operands transfers to and from memory. The 
80C286 may execute non-numeric instruction con
currently with numeric instruction executed on the 
80EC287. Synchronization and error recognition occurs 
when the next numeric instruction is decoded by the 
80C286. 

The Numeric Execution Unit 
Th'e numeric execution data path is 80 bits wide. All 
operands are converted to the internal 80-bit format 
before use. These instructions include arithmetic, trans
cendental, constant, and data transfer instructions. 

The Bus Interface Unit 
The bus interface unit decodes the ESC instruction 
executed by the 80C286. The signal BUSY is activated 
for 80C286/80EC287 synchronization and the signal 
ERROR is ~ctivated for error detection. BUSY is 
activated when an instruction is transferred and de
activated when the instruction completes. ERROR will 
be' asserted if an error has occurred when BUSY is 
deactivated. 

The signals PEREa, PEACK, NPRD, NPWR, NPSl' 
CMDo' CMD1, and NPS2 control data transfers between 
the 80EC287 and the 80C286. The 80C286 performs 
the actual data transfer with memory. 

The Register Stack 
The r~gister stack contains eight 80-bit data registers, 
organized as a push down stack. Operations are per
formed on the stack top, between the stack top and 
another register, or between the stack top and memory. 

System Configuration with 80C286 
A simplified block diagram of the 80EC287 interface to a 
80C286 CPU is shown in Figure 1. The 80EC287 can 
operate concurrently with the host CPU. The signals 
PEREa, PEACK, BUSY, NPRD, NPWR, CMDo' and 
CMD1 allow the 80EC287 to receive instructions and 
data from the 80C286. Detection of errors are indicated 
to the CPU by asserting the signal ERROR. The 
address decode logic, bus control and timing logic is 
shown in this implementation using AMD PAL~ devices 
but may also be accomplished using standard chip sets. 

The 80EC287 operates either directly from the CPU 
clock or with a dedicated clock. The 80EC287 functions 
at two-thirds the frequency of the 80C286 when 
operating with the CPU clock (Le., for a 16-MHz 
80C286, the 32-MHz clock is divided down to 10.6 
MHz). 

Sleep Feature 
The 80EC287 clock runs only while an instruction is D 
executing. The internal clock shuts itself off when no 
instruction is executing, thus reducing power 
consumption. This feature is completely transparent to 
the user and requires no external circuitry or design 
interface. 

The 80EC287 is completely static. For absolute 
minimum power consumption, lower than that of the 
sleep feature, the external clock can be stopped in 
phase 2. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ...................................... -65 to +150° C Commercial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias .................. -55 to + 125° C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential 

Continuous ................................................. -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Temperature, Ambient (TA) .••.•..••••••••••••.••.•••...• 0 to +70°C 
(also meets 0 to 100°C Case Temperature (Td for 
laptop requirements) 

DC Voltage Applied to Outputs Supply Voltage (Vee) ....................•........ + 4.75 to +5.25 V 
for HIGH Output State ................... -0.3 V to + Vee +0.3 V 

DC Input Voltage ....................................... -0.3 to Vee +0.3 V 
DC Output Current, into LOW Outputs ......................... 30 mA 
DC Input Current ..........•.................................. -10 to +10 mA 
Power Dissipation (max.) ............................................... 1.5 W 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect devices 
reliability. 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 1, 
2, 3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter 
Symbol 

VOH 

VOL 

V.H 

V.L 

VI He 

Parameter 
Description 

Output HIGH Voltage 

Output LOW Voltage 

Guaranteed Input Logical 
HIGH Voltage (Note 1) 

Guaranteed Input Logical 
LOW Voltage (Note 1) 

Clock Input HIGH Voltage 
CKM= 1 

CKM=O 

Clock Input Low Voltage 

CKM= 1 
CKM=O 

Input Leakage Current 

Off-State (HIGH Im~,!p~n:~I21:l' 
Output Current /'i""';,"> 

Off-State (H IG~xf~~~,dllnce) 
Output CurreI'l!""'" A' 'it1

' 

Test Conditions 

Vee = Min. 10H = -0.4 mA 

V.N = VIL or VIH ii::;;~:;:,;;;,,~'" 

Vee = Min. Il:,I~L(t~; 
~'~,\, '~ 

V.N = VIL or VIH X;) 

"":'~~';~;;':;:';~:;:".' 
,JP\:~;:,~!~;;~!:"'· 

'c~t'~'A::~';i:;' 

Vee = Max., Va = 2.4 V 

Vee = Max., Va = 0.45 V 

Vee=Max. 
Outputs Unloaded 

IccSM Powet\Supply Current, Sleep Mode Vee = Max. Outputs Unloaded 

Min. Max. Unit 

2.4 V 

0.45 

2.0 Vee V 

+0.5 

-0.5 0.8 V 

2.0 Vee V 

+1.0 

3.8 Vee V 

+1.0 

-0.5 0.8 V 
-0.5 0.6 V 

±10 (lA 

10 (lA 

-10 (lA 

5mA 

10 mA/MHz 
(Note 2) 

1 mA/MHz 

Notes: 1. These input levels provide zero-noise immunity and should only be statically tested in a noise-free environment 
(not functionally tested). 

2. This reduces to leesM when no instruction is executing, reducing overall power consumption. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

No. Parameter Description Test Conditions 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

Clock Period 
ClM-1 
ClM=O 
Clock lOW Time 
ClM= 1 
ClM=O 
Clock HIGH Time 
ClM=1 
ClM=O 
Clock Rise Time 
Clock Fall Time 
Data Setup to 
NPWR Inactive 

7 Data Hold from 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
19 
20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

NPWR Inactive 
NPWR.NPRD 
Active Time 
Command Valid 
Setup Time 
PEREa Active to 
NPRD Active 
PEACK Active Time 
PEACK Inactive Time 
PEACK Inactive to 
NPRD NPWR Inactive 
NPRD. NPWR Inactive 
to PEACK Active 
Command Valid 
Hold Time 
PEACK Active Setup 
to NPRD NPWR 
NPRD. NPWR to 
ClKSetuD 
NPRD NPWR ClK Hold 
RESET to ClK Setup 
RESET from ClK Hold 
NPRD Inactive to 
Data Float 

NPRD Activet~i Data Valid .to", 

ERROR Active t .. o. 
BUSY Inactive 
NPWR. Active t1. 
BUSY Active ' 
PEACK Active to \;:;. 
PEREa Inactive 

NPRD. NPWR Active to 
PEREa Inactive 

27 Command Inactive Time 

28 

1-222 

Write to Write 
Read to Read 
Write to Read 
Read to Write 

Data Hold from Time 
NPRD Inactive 

AMD80EC287 

80EC287-12 80EC287-16 
Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

80 00 62.5 00 ns 
35 30 ns 

50 37 ns 
9 8 ns 

22 17 ns 
13 12 ns 

8 4 ns 
8 4 ns 

75 60 ns 

10 10 ns 

70 50 ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

30 30 ns 

40 30 ns 
29 22 ns 
20 20 ns 
20 20 ns 

17 13 ns 

50 40 ns 

100 100 ns 

80 60 ns 

80 60 ns 

80 60 ns 

60 50 ns 
60 50 ns 
60 50 ns 
60 50 ns 

ns 



SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

AC Drive and Measurement Polnts-CLK Input 

4.0VCKM -0 
2.4 VCKM-1 

CLK 
INPUT 

2.4V~~~~ OTHER 2.0 V 

DEVICE 

INPUT ~~~~~~~~l-~~~~~~~~~ O.B V O.BV 
0.45 V 

DEVICE 
OUTPUT 

2.0 V 

O.BV 

AC Setup. Hold and Delay Time Measurement-General 

DEVICE 
OUTPUT 

l~ 
I 

AC Test Loading on Outputs 

AMD 80EC287 

D 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

CMDO,CMD1 
NPS1, NPS2 ____ ...J 1" _________ V_Al_ID ________ -'I "-____ _ 

NPRD-----!---,. 

OO-D15 --------+-OF-++-f;..c 

Read Timing From 8OEC287 

CMDO,CMD1 

tg 
VAlID J NPS1, NPS2 

15 
m'WR" 

00·D15 --------t----,. Ir--=~~--:i. ,-------
DATA MAY CHANGE DATA MAY CHANGE 

11959-005A 

Write Timing From 80EC287 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

CMDO, CMDI -l t-----\f 
NPS1, NPS2 -ll-:;,f 

-.. 
NPR(}ONPWR 

9 ..-
\ 

VALID 

PEREJ*= 10~ 1--26-' 

14~ ..- \ 
r---25~ 

I' . ( \ - - - - -

11 

~ 15 ~ 

/ 
27--

1---14~ 

~ 13 ~ ~12~ - V -, 
J 1'--.. 

Data Channel Timing (Initiated by 80EC287) 

1195~OO6A 

Error Output Timing 

ClK, Reset Timing (CKM = 1) 
1195~OO7A 

NOTE: Reset, NPWR, NPRD are inputs asynchronous to ClK. Timing requirements above are given for 
testing purposes only, to assure recognition at a specific ClK edge. 

AMD 80EC287 

ID 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

ClK, NPRD, NPWR TIMING (CKM = 1) 

NOTE: 
Reset must meet timing shown to guarantee known phase of Internal + 3 circuit. 

ClK, RESET TIMING (CKM = 0) 

NPRD, ~ \.~\\ \ 
NPWR 

11959-000A 

ClK, NPRD, NPWR TIMING (CKM = 0) 
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Am9517A/8237A* 
Multimode DMA Controller 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Four independent DMA channels, each with separate 
registers for Mode Control, Current Address, Base 
Address, Current Word Count and Base Word Count 

• Transfer modes: Block, Demand, Single Word, Cascade 
• Independent Autoinitialization of all channels 
• Memory-to-memory transfers 
• Memory block initialization 
• Address increment or decrement 
• Master system disable 
• Enable/disable control of individual DMA requests 
• Directly expandable to any number of channels 

• End of Process input for terminating transfers 
• Software DMA requests 
• Independent polarity control for DREQ and DACK 

signals 
• Compressed timing option speeds transfers - up to 

2.5M bytes/second 
o + 5 volt power supply 
• N-channel silicon gate MOS technology 
• 40-pin Hermetic DIP package, 44-pin PLCC package 
• 9517A-55 MHz version for higher speed CPU compati

bility 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am9517A18237A Multimode Direct Memory Access 
(DMA) Controller is a peripheral interface circuit for micro
processor systems. It is designed to improve system 
performance by allowing external devices to directly trans
fer information to or from the system memory. Memory-to
memory transfer capability is also provided. The Am9517 AI 
8237 A offers a wide variety of programmable control 
features to enhance data throughput and system optimiza
tion and to allow dynamic reconfiguration under program 
control. 

The Am9517A/8237A is designed to be used in conjunc
tion with an external 8-bit address register such as the 

Am74LS373. It contains four independent channels and 
may be expanded to any number of channels by cascading 
additional controller chips. 

The three basic transfer modes allow programmability of 
the types of DMA service by the user. Each channel can be 
individually programmed to Autoinitialize to its original 
condition following an End of Process (EOP). 

Each channel has a full 64K address and word count 
capability. An external EOP signal can terminate a DMA or 
memory-to-memory transfer. This is useful for block search 
or compare operations using external comparators or for 
intelligent peripherals to abort erroneous services. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

EOP 

RESET 

cs 
REAOV 

CLOCK 

AEN 

ADST8 

MEMR 

MEMW 

iOA 

iow 

HACK 

HREO 

DACKO·DACKl 

*The 8237A is an AMD-invented device more commonly referred to as the Am9517A. 

• Publication # Rev. Amendment 
03040 0 --'-0--

Issue Date: Au ust 1989 Am9517A18237A 

0800B7 

8D003250 

.. 
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lOR 

iOW 
ME'MR 
MEMW ---,. I 

* (NOTE 11) --... ... --' 

READY 

HACK 

ADSTB 

AEN 

HREO 

CS 
CLK 

RESET 

DACK2 

DACK3 

DRE03 

DRE02 

DRE01 

DREOO 

(GND) VSS 
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DIPs 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

PLCC 

A7 

A6 

AS 
olil~I~I~ 0 ~ w ~ ~I~ z ~ ~ Q Q z < < < < w 

A4 

EOP 
A3 

'(NOTE 11) 

A2 
READY 

Al HACK 

AO ADSTB 

VCC (+5V) AEN 

DBO HREQ 

OBI CS 
DB2 ClK 

DB3 RESET 

DB4 DACK2 

DACKO NC 
DACKI 

DB5 M 

DBS 
~ 
0 

DB7 < 
0 

CDOO5072 

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 
·See Note 11 under DC Characteristics table. 

Am9517A18237A 

M C\I 5 0 en ~ ~ ~ ;;;: 0 
0 0 0 en co co ~ 
w w w w > 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ < < 
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NC 

A3 

A2 

AI 

AO 

VCC 
DBO 

DBI 

DB2 

DB3 

DB4 

CDOO9911 



ORDERING INFORMATION 

Am9S17A 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

iL..-_____ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn-in 

L..---------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE' 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
I = Industrial (-40 to + 85°C) 

L..-------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
P = 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
0= 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 044) 

L..-------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
-4 = 4 MHz 
-5 = 5 MHz 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9517A 
Multimode DMA Controller 

Valid Combinations 

AM9517A-4 I DC. DCB. DIB. PC 

AM9517A-5 I DC, DCB, PC, JC 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am9S17 AJ8237 A 1-229 
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

8237A 

AMD commodity products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed 
by a combination of: a. Temperature Range 

b. Package Type 
c. Device Number 
d. Speed Option 
e. Optional Processing 

-5 B I T e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard Processing 

B = Burn-in 

d. SPEED OPTION 
-4 = 4 MHz 
-5 = 5 MHz 

L..-___________ c. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
8237A 
Multimode DMA Controller 

L..-__________________ b. PACKAGE TYPE 

P = 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
o = 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

L..-______________________ a. TEMPERATURE RANGE 

Valid Combinations 

8237A·4 
P,D' 

8237A-5 

8237A-4B o 
8237A-5B 

1·230 

Blank = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released valid combinations, 
and to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military 
grade products. 

Am9517A18237A 



ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

Standard Military Drawing (SMD)/DESC Products 

AMD standard products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. 
Standard Military Drawing (SMD)/DESC products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number 
(Valid Combination) for SMDIDESC products is formed by a combination of: a. Military Drawing Part Number 

b. Device Type 
c. Case Outline 
d. Lead Finish 

5962·87575 

.Lll -1

0 

X,-I -----d. LEAD FINISH 
X = Any Lead Finish Acceptable 

L... ---------c. CASE OUTLINE 
a = 40 pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

L..-------------b. MILITARY DEVICE TYPE 
01 = 3 MHz (9517A) 
02 = 4 MHz (9517A-4) 

'---a. MILITARY DRAWING NO./DESCRIPTION 
5962-87575 
Multimode DMA Controller 

Valid Combinations 

f--_5_96_2_-8_75_7_5_01 __ ---i1 ax 
5962-875702 I 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations . 

Am9517 Al8237 A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL 
products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

1·232 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

o A 

-L=T . e. LEAD FINISH 
A - Hot Solder Dip 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
o c 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

L--------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
/B - Class B 

L--________________ b. SPEED OPTION 

- 8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9517A 
Multimode DMA Controller 

Valid Combinations 

I-
_A_M_9_51_7_A ___ ----l1 

I /BOA AM9517A-4 

Blank = 3 MHz 
-4 =4 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin No.* Name 1/0 Description 

31 Vee Power: + 5 volt supply. 

20 VSS Ground. 

12 ClK I Clock Input: Clock Input controls the internal operations of the Am9517A18237A and its rate of data 
transfers. The input may be driven at up to 3MHz for the standard Am9517A/8237A and up to 5 
MHz for the Am9517A·5/8237A-5. 

11 CS I Chip Select: Chip Select is an active low input used to select the Am9517A18237A as an 1/0 device 
during the Idle cycle. This allows CPU communication on the data bus. 

13 RESET I Reset: Reset is an active high input which clears the Command, Status, Request and Temporary 
registers. It also clears the First/last FliplFlop and sets the Mask register. Following a Reset the 
device is in the Idle cycle. 

6 READY I Ready: Ready is an input used to extend the memory read and write pulses from the Am9517 AI 
8237A to accommodate slow memories or 1/0 peripheral devices. Ready must not make transitions 
during its specified setuplhold time. 

7 HACK I Hold Acknowledge: The active high Hold Acknowledge from the CPU indicates that it has 
relinquished control of the system buses. 

19-16 DREQO-DREQ3 I DMA Request: The DMA Request lines are individual asynchronous channel request inputs used by 
peripheral circuits to obtain DMA service. In Fixed Priority, DREQO has the highest priority and 
DREQ3 has the lowest priority. A request is generated by activating the DREQ line of a channel. 
DACK will acknowledge the recognition of DREQ signal. Polarity of DREQ is programmable. Reset 
initializes these lines to active high. DREQ must be maintained until. the corresponding DACK goes 
active. 

30-26, DBO-DB7 1/0 DATA Bus: The Data Bus lines are bidirectional three-state signals connected to the system data 
23-21 bus. The outputs are enabled in the Program condition during the 1/0 Read to output the contents 

of an Address register, a Status register, the Temporary register or a Word Count register to the 
CPU. The outputs are disabled and the inputs are read during an 1/0 Write cycle when the CPU is 
programming the Am9517A/8237A control registers. During DMA cycles the most significant 8 bits 
of the address are output onto the data bus to be strobed into an external latch by ADSTB. In 
memory-to-memory operations, data from the memory comes into the Am9517A/8237A on the 
data bus during the read-from-memory transfer. In the write-to-memory transfer, the data bus 
outputs place the data into the new memory location. 

1 lOR 1/0 1/0 Read: 1/0 Read is a bidirectional active low three-state line. In the Idle cycle, it is an input .. 
control signal used by the CPU to read the control registers. In the Active cycle, it is an output 
control signal used by the Am9517A/8237A to access data from a peripheral during a DMA Writo 
transfer. 

2 lOW 1/0 1/0 Write: 1/0 Write is a bidirectional active low three-state line. In the Idle cycle, it is an input 
control signal used by the CPU to load information into the Am9517A/8237A. In the Active cycle, it 
is an output control signal used by the Am9517 Al8237 A to load data to the peripheral during a DMA 
Read transfer. 

36 EOP 1/0 End of Process: End of Process is an active low bidirectional open-drain signal. Information 
concerning the completion of DMA service is available at the bidirectional EOP pin. The Am9517A1 
8237 A allows an external signal to terminate an active DMA service. This is accomplished by pulling 
the EOP input low with an external EOP Signal. The Am9517A18237A al2QJl.enerates a pulse when 
the terminal count (TC) for any channel is reached. This generates an EOP signal which is output 
through the EOP Line. The reception of EOP, either internal or external, will cause the Am9517AI 
8237 A to terminate the service, reset the request, and, if Autoinitialize is enabled, to write the base 
registers to the current registers of that channel. The mask bit and TC bit in the status.word will be 
set for the currently active channel by EOP unless the channel is programmed for Autoinitialize. In 
that case, the mask bit remains unchan~ During memory-to-memory transfers, EOP will be 
output when the TC for channell occurs. EOP should be tied high with a pull-up resistor if it is not 
used to prvent erroneous end of process inputs. 

32-35 AO-A3 1/0 Address: The four least significant address lines are bidirectional three-state signals. In the Idle 
cycle, they are inputs and are used by the CPU to address the registers to be load or read. In the 
Active cycle, they are outputs and provide the lower 4 bits of the output address. 

37-40 A4-A7 0 Address: The four most significant address lines are three-state outputs and provide 4 bits of 
address. These lines are enabled only during DMA service. 

10 HREQ 0 Hold Request: This is the Hold Request to the CPU and is used to request control of the system 
bus. If the corresponding mask bit is clear, the presence of any valid DREQ causes the Am9517AI 
8237A to issue the HRQ. After HRQ goes active, at least one clock cycle (TCY) must occur before 
HlDA goes active. 

25,24 DACKO-DACK3 0 DMA Acknowledge: DMA Acknowledge is used to notify the individual peripherals when one has 
14, 15 been granted a DMA cycle. The sense of these lines is programmable. Reset initializes them to 

active low. 

9 AEN 0 Address Enable. Address Enable enables the 8-bit latch containing the upper 8 address bits onto 
the system address bus. AEN can also be used to disable in other system bus drivers during DMA 
transfers. AEN is active-high. 

8 ADSTB 0 Address Strobe. The active-high Address Strobe is used to strobe the upper address byte into an 
external latch. 

3 MEMR 0 Memory Read: The Memory Read Signal is an active low three-state output used to access data 
from the selected memory location during a DMA Read or a memory-to-memory transfer. 

4 MEMW 0 Memory Write: The Memory Write signal is an active low three-state output used to write data to the 
selected memory location during a DMA Write or a a memory-to-memory transfer. 

• Applies to DIPs only. 
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Name Size Number 

Base Address Registers 16 bits 4 

Base Word Count Registers 16 bits 4 

Current Address Registers 16 bits 4 

Current Word Count Registers 16 bits 4 

Temporary Address Register 16 bits 1 

Temporary Word Count Register 16 bits 1 

Status Register 8 bits 1 

Command Register 8 bits 1 

Temporary Register 8 bits 1 

Mode Registers 6 bits 4 

Mask Register 4 bits 1 

Request Register 4 bits 1 

Am9517/8237A Internal Registers. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The Am9517A18237A block diagram includes the major logic 
blocks and all of the internal registers. The data interconnec
tion paths are also shown. Not shown are the various control 
signals between the blocks. The Am9517A/8237A contains 
344 bits of internal memory in the form of registers. The table 
shown above lists these registers by name and shows the size 
of each. A detailed description of the registers and their 
functions can be found under Register Description. 

The Am9517 Al8237 A contains three basic blocks of control 
logic. The Timing Control block generates internal timing and 
external control signals for the Am9517A/8237A. The Pro
gram Command Control block decodes the various commands 
given to the Am9517A18237A by the microprocessor prior to 
servicing a DMA Request. It also decodes each channel's 
Mode Control word. The Priority Encoder block resolves 
priority contention among DMA channels requesting service 
simultaneously. 

The Timing Control block derives internal timing from the clock 
input. In Am9080A systems this input will usually be the 1/>2 
TIL clock from an Am8224. However, any appropriate system 
clock will suffice. 

DMA Operation 

The Am9517A18237A is designed to operate in two major 
cycles. These are called Idle and Active cycles. Each device 
cycle is made up of a number of states. The Am9517A18237A 
can assume seven separate states, each composed of one 
full clock period. State I (SI) is the inactive state. It is entered 
when the Am9517A/8237A has no valid DMA requests 
pending. While in SI, the DMA controller is inactive but may be 
in the Program Condition, being programmed by the proces
sor. State 0 (SO) is the first state of a DMA service. The 
Am9517A18237A has requested a hold but the processor has 
not yet returned an acknowledge. An acknowledge from the 
CPU will signal that transfers may begin. S1, S2, S3, and S4 
are the working states of the DMA service. If more time is 
needed to complete a transfer than is available with normal 
timing, wait states (SW) can be inserted before S4 by the use 
of the Ready line on the Am9517A18237A. 

Memory-to-memory transfers require a read-from and a write
to-memory to complete each transfer. The states, which 
resemble the normal working states, use two digit numbers for 
identification. Eight states are required for each complete 
transfer. The first four states (S11, S12, S13, S14) are used for 
the read-from-memory half and the last four states (S21, S22, 
823 and S24) for the write-to-memory half of the transfer. The 
Temporary Data register is used for intermediate storage of 
the memory byte. 

Idle Cycle 

When no channel is requesting service, the Am9517A/8237A 
will enter the Idle cycle and perform "SI" states. In this cycle 
the Am9517A18237A will sample the DREQ lines every clock 
cycle to determine if any channel is requesting a DMA service. 
The device will also sample CS, looking for an attempt by the 
microprocessor to write or read the internal registers of the 
Am9517A18237A. When CS is LOW and HACK is LOW, the 
Am9517A18237A enters the Program Condition. The CPU can 
now establish, change or inspect the internal definition of the 
part by reading from or writing to the internal registers. 
Address lines AO - A3 are inputs to the device and select 
which registers will be read or written. The lOR and lOW lines 
are used to select and time reads or writes. Due to the number 
and size of the internal registers, an internal fliplflop is used to 
generate an additional bit of address. This bit is used to 
determine the upper or lower byte of the 16-bit Address and 
Word Count registers. The flip/flop is reset by Master Clear or 
Reset. A separate software command can also reset this flip/ 
flop. 

Special software commands can be executed by the 
Am9517A18237A in the Program Condition. These commands 
are decoded as sets of addresses when both CS and lOW are 
active and do not make use of the data bus. Functions include 
Clear First/Last Flip/Flop and Master Clear. 

Active Cycle 

When the Am9517A18237A is in the idle cycle and a channel 
requests a DMA service, the device will output a HREQ to the 
microprocessor and enter the Active cycle. It is in this cycle 
that the DMA service will take place in one of four modes: 

Single Transfer Mode: In Single Transfer mode, the 
Am9517A18237A will make a one-byte transfer during each 
HREQ/HACK handshake. When DREQ goes active, HREQ 
will go active. After the CPU responds by driving HACK active, 
a one-byte transfer will take place. Following the transfer, 
HREQ will go inactive, the word count will be decremented 
and the address will be either incremented or decremented. 
When the word count goes to zero, a Terminal Count (TC) will 
cause an Autoinitialize if the channel has been programmed to 
do so. 

To perform a single transfer, DREQ must be held active only 
until the corresponding DACK goes active. If DREQ is held 
continuously active, HREQ will go inactive following each 
transfer and then will go active again and a new one-byte 
transfer will be made following each rising edge of HACK. In 
8080Al Am9080A systems, this will ensure one full machine 
cycle of execution between DMA transfers. Details of timing 
between the Am9517A18237A and other bus control proto
cols will depend upon the characteristics of the microproces
sor involved. 

Block Transfer Mode: In Block Transfer mode, the 
Am9517A18237A will continue making transfers until a TC 
(caused by the word count going to zero) or an external End of 
Process (EOP) is encountered. DREQ need be held active 
only until DACK becomes active. An Autoinitialize will occur at 
the end of the service if the channel has been programmed 
for it. 

Demand Transfer Mode: In Demand Transfer mode the 
device will continue making transfers until a TC or external 
EOP is encountered or until DREQ goes inactive. Thus, the 
device requesting service may discontinue transfers by bring
ing DREQ inactive. Service may be resumed by asserting an 
active DREQ once again. During the time between services 
when the microprocessor is allowed to operate, the intermedi
ate values of address and word count may be read from the 
Am9517A18237A Current Address and Current Word Count 
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registers. Autoinitialization will only occur following a TC or 
EOP at the end of service. Following Autoinitialization, an 
active-going DREO edge is required to initiate a new DMA 
service. 

Cascade Mode: This mode is used to cascade more than one 
Am9517A18237A together for simple system expansion. The 
HREO and HACK signals from the additional Am9517A/ 
8237A are connected to the DREQ and DACK signals of a 
channel of the initial Am9517A18237A. This allows the DMA 
requests of the additional device to propagate through the 
priority network circuitry of the preceding device. The priority 
chain is preserved and the new device must wait for its turn to 
acknowledge requests. Since the cascade channel in the 
initial device is used only for prioritizing the additional device, it 
does not output any address or control signals of its own. 
These would conflict with the outputs of the active channel in 
the added device. The Am9517 A/8237 A will respond to 
DREQ with DACK but all other outputs except HREQ will be 
disabled. 

Figure 1 shows two additional devices cascaded into an initial 
device using two of the previous channels. This forms a two 
level DMA system. More Am9517A18237As could be added at 
the second level by using the remaining channels of the first 
level. Additional devices can also be added by cascading into 
the channels of the second level devices forming a third level. 

MiCROPROCESSOR 

2ND LEVEL 

1ST LEVEL 

~ HREO OREa ~ HREO 

~ HACK DACK ~ HACK 

CREa_HREO 

DACK- HACK 

ADDITIONAL 
DEVICES 

AF002171 

Figure 1. Cascaded Am9517A/8237As 

Transfer Types 

Each of the three active transfer modes can perform three 
different types of transfers. These are Read, Write and Verify. 
Write transfers move data from an I/O device to the memory 
by activating lOR and MEMW. Read transfers move data from 
memory to an I/O device by activating MEMR and lOW. Verify 
transfers are pseudo transfers; the Am9517 Al8237 A operates 
as in Read or Write transfers generating addresses, respond
ing to EOP, etc. However, the memory and I/O control lines 
remain inactive. 

Memory-to-Memory: The Am9517A18237A includes a block 
move capability that allows blocks of data to be moved from 
one memory address space to another. When Bit CO in the 
Command register is set to a logical 1, channels 0 and 1 will 
operate as memory-to-memory transfer channels. Channel 0 
forms the source address and channel 1 forms the destination 
address. The channel 1 word count is used. A memory-to
memory transfer is initiated by setting a software DMA request 
for channel O. Block Transfer Mode should be used for 
memory-to-memory. When channel 0 is programmed for a 
fixed source address, a single source word may be written into 
a block of memory. 

When setting up the Am9517A/8237A for memory-to-memory 
operation, it is suggested that both channels 0 and 1 be 
masked out. Further, the channel 0 word count should be 
initialized to the same value used in channel 1. No DACK 
outputs will be active during memory-to-memory transfers. 

The Am9517 A/8237 A will respond to external EOP signals 
during memory-to-memory transfers. Data comparators in 
block search schemes may use this input to terminate the 
service when a match is found. The timing of memory-to
memory transfers may be found in Timing Diagram 2. 

Autoinitialize: By programming a bit in the Mode register, a 
channel may be set up for an Autoinitialize operation. During 
Autoinitialization, the original values of the Current Address 
and Current Word Count registers are automatically restored 
from the Base Address and Base Word Count registers of that 
channel following EOP. The base registers are loaded simulta
neously with the current registers by the microprocessor and 
remain unchanged throughout the DMA service. The mask bit 
is not set by EOP when the channel is in Autoinitialize. 
Following Autoinitialize the channel is ready to repeat its 
service without CPU intervention. 

Priority: The Am9517 Al8237 A has two types of priority 
encoding available as software selectable options. The first is 
Fixed Priority which fixes the channels in priority order based 
upon the descending value of their number. The channel with 
the lowest priority is 3 followed by 2, 1 and the highest priority 
channel, o. 

The second scheme is Rotating Priority. The last channel to 
get service becomes the lowest priority channel with the 
others rotating accordingly. With Rotating Priority in a single 
chip DMA system, any device requesting service is guaranteed 
to be recognized after no more than three higher priority 
services have occurred. This prevents anyone channel from 
monopolizing the system. 

1st Service 2nd Service 3rd Service 

highest o 2~serVice~3~serVice 
1 ~ service~ 3 --- request 0 
2 ,0 1 
3 1 2 lowest 

T8000008 

The priority encoder selects the highest priority channel 
requesting service on each active-going HACK edge. Once a 
channel is started, its operation will not be suspended if a 
request is received by a higher priority channel. The high 
priority channel will only gain control after the lower priority 
channel releases HREQ. When control is passed from one 
channel to another, the CPU will always gain bus control. This 
ensures generation of rising HACK edge to be used to initiate 
selection of the new highest-priority requesting channel. 

Compressed Timing: To achieve even greater throughput 
where system characteristics permit, the Am9517A/8237A 
can compress the transfer time to two clock cycles. From 
Timing Diagram 3 it can be seen that state S3 is used to 
extend the access time of the read pulse. By removing state 
S3 the read pulse width is made equal to the write pulse width, 
and a transfer consists only of state S2 to change the address 
and state S4 to perform the read/write. S1 states will still 
occur when A8 - A 15 need updating (see Address Genera
tion). Timing for compressed transfers is found in Timing 
Diagram 4. 

Extended Write: For Flyby Transactions late write is normally 
used, as this allows sufficient time for the lOR signal to get 
data from the peripheral onto the bus before MEMW is 
activated. In some systems, performance can be improved by 
starting the write cycle earlier. This is especially true for 
memory-to-memory transactions. 
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Address Generation: To reduce pin count, the Am9517A1 
8237 A multiplexes the eight higher order address bits on the 
data lines. State Sl is used to output the higher order address 
bits to an external latch from which they may be placed on the 
address bus. The falling edge of Address Strobe (ADSTB) is 
used to load these bits from the data lines to the latch. 
Address Enable (AEN) is used to enable the bits onto the 
address bus through a three-state enable. The lower order 
address bits are output by the Am9517A18237A directly. Lines 
AO - A7 should be connected to the address bus. Timing 
Diagram 1 shows the time relationships between ClK, AEN, 
ADSTB, DBO - DB7 and AO - A7. 

During Block and Demand Transfer mode services which 
include multiple transfers, the addresses generated will be 
sequential. For many transfers the data held in the external 
address latch will remain the same. This data need only 
change when a carry or borrow from A7 to A8 takes place in 
the normal sequence of addresses. To save time and speed 
transfers, the Am9517A18237A executes Sl states only when 
updating of A8 - A 15 in the latch is necessary. This means for 
long services that Sl states may occur only once every 256 
transfers, a savings of 255 clock cycles for each 256 transfers. 

Register Description 

Current Address Register: Each channel has a 16-bit 
Current Address register. This register holds the value of the 
address used during DMA transfers. The address is automati
cally incremented or decremented after each transfer and the 
intermediate values of the address are stored in the Current 
Address register during the transfer. This register is written or 
read by the microprocessor in successive 8-bit bytes. It may 
also be reinitialized by an Autoinitialize back to its original 
value. Autoinitialization takes place only after an EOP. 

Current Word Count Register: Each channel has a 16-bit 
Current Word Count register. This register should be pro
grammed with, and will return on a CPU read, a value one less 
than the number of words to be transferred. The word count is 
decremented after each transfer. The intermediate value of 
the word count is stored in the register during the transfer. 
When the value in the register goes to zero, a TC will be 
generated. This register is loaded or read in successive 8-bit 
bytes by the microprocessor in the Program Condition. Follow
ing the end of a DMA service, it may also be reinitialized by an 
Autoinitialize back to its original value. Autoinitialize can occur 
only when an EOP occurs. Note that the contents of the Word 
Count register will be FFFF (hex) following on internally 
generated EOP. 
Base Address and Base Word Count Registers: Each 
channel has a pair of Base Address and Base Word Count 
registers. These 16-bit registers store the original values of 
their associated current registers. During Autoinitialize these 
values are used to restore the current registers to their original 
values. The base registers are written simultaneously with 
their corresponding current register in 8-bit bytes during DMA, 
programming by the microprocessor. Accordingly, writing to 
these registers when intermediate values are in the Current 
registers will overwrite the intermediate values. The Base 
registers cannot be read by the microprocessor. 

Command Register: This 8-bit register controls the operation 
of the Am9517 Al8237 A. It is programmed by the microproces
sor in the Program Condition and is cleared by Reset. The 
following table lists the function of the command bits. See 
Figure 2 for address coding. 

6 4 2 o - Bit Number 

o Memory-to·memory disable 

1 Memory-to·memory enable 

o Channel 0 address hold disable 
1 Channel 0 address hold enable 
X IfbitO=O 

o Controller enable 
Controller disable 

o Normal timing 
Compressed timing 

X If bit 0 = 1 

o Fixed Priority 
Rotating Priority 

o Late write selection 
Extended write selection 

X If bit 3= 1 

o DREQ sense active high 

DREQ sense active low 

o DACK sense active low 

DACK sense active high 

DF000970 

Mode Register: Each channel has a 6-bit Mode register 
associated with it. When the register is being written to by the 
microprocessor in the Program Condition, bits 0 and 1 
determine which channel Mode register is to be written to. 

76543 2 o --Bit Number 

Channel 0 select 

Channel 1 select 

Channel 2 select 

Channel 3 select 

Verify transfer 

01 Write transfer 

'------< 10 Read transfer 

11 Illegal 

XX If bits 6 and 7 = 11 

o Autoinitialize disable 

Autoinitialize enable 

o Address increment select 

Address decrement select 

00 Demand mode select 
'--_________ -{ 01 Single mode select 

10 Block mode select 

11 Cascade mode select 

DF000980 

Request Register: The Am9517A18237A can respond to 
requests for DMA service which are initiated by software as 
well as by a DREQ. Each channel has a request bit associated 
with it in the 4-bit Request register. These are nonmaskable 
and subject to prioritization by the Priority Encoder network. 
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Each register bit is set or reset separately under software 
control or is cleared upon generation of a TC or external EOP. 
The entire register is cleared by a Reset. To set or reset a bit, 
the software loads the proper form of the data word. See 
Figure 2 for address coding. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o --- Bit Number 

Select channel 0 
Select channell 
Select channel 2 
Select channel 3 

o Reset request bit 
Set request bit 

DF000990 

Software requests will be serviced only if the channel is in 
Block mode. When initiating a memory-to-memory transfer, 
the software request for channel 0 should be set. 

Mask Register: Each channel has associated with it a mask 
bit which can be set to disable the incoming DREQ. Each 
mask bit is set when its associated channel produces an EOP 
if the channel is not programmed for Autoinitialize. Each bit of 
the 4-bit Mask register may also be set or cleared separately 
under software control. The entire register is also set by a 
Reset. This disables all DMA requests until a clear Mask 
register instruction allows them to occur. The instruction to 
separately set or clear the mask bits is similar in form to that 
used with the Request register .. See Figure 2 for instruction 
addressing. 

6 4 3 2 o --- Bit Number 

Select channel 0 mask bit 

Select channell mask bit 

Select channel 2 mask bit 

Select channel 3 mask bit 

o Clear mask bit 

Set mask bit 

DF001000 

All four bits of the Mask Register may also be written with a 
single command. 

6 5 3 o - Bit Number 

0 Clear Channel 0 mask bit 

1 Set Channel 0 mask bit 

0 Clear Channell mask bit 

Set Channell mask bit 

0 Clear Channel 2 mask bit 

Set Channel 2 mask bit 

0 Clear.Chllnnel 3 mask bit 

Set Channel 3 mask bit 

DFOO10l0 

Status Register: The Status registers may be read out of the 
Am9517 A/8237 A by the microprocessor. It indicates which 
channels have reached a terminal count and which channels 
have pending DMA requests. Bits 0 - 3 are set each time a TC 
is reached by that channel, including after each Autoinitializa
tion. These bits are cleared by Reset and each Status Read. 
Bits 4 - 7 are set whenever their corresponding channel is 
requesting service. 

6 4 3 2 o _Bit Number 

I I I I I I I I I 

l 
-

Channel 0 has reached TC 

Channell has reached TC 
Channel 2 has reached TC 

Channel 3 has reached TC 

Channel 0 request 

Channell request 

Channel 2 request 

Channel 3 request 

DF001020 

Temporary Register: The Temporary register is used to hold 
data during memory-to-memory transfers. Following the com
pletion of the transfers, the last word moved can be read by 
the microprocessor in the Program Condition. The Temporary 
register always contains the last byte transferred in the 
previous memory-to-memory operation, unless cleared by a 
Reset. 

Software Commands: There are three special software 
commands which can be executed in the Program Condition. 
They do not depend on any specific bit pattern on the data 
bus. The three software commands are: 

Clear First/Last Flip/Flop: This command may be issued 
prior to writing or reading Am9517A18237A address or word 
count information. This initializes the Flip/Flop to a known 
state so that subsequent accesses to register contents by 
the microprocessor will address lower and upper bytes in 
the correct sequence. When the Flip/Flop is cleared it 
addresses the lower byte and when set it addresses the 
upper byte. 

Master Clear: This software instruction has the same effect 
as the hardware Reset. The Command, Status, Request, 
Temporary and Internal First/Last Flip/Flop registers are 
cleared and the Mask register is set. The Am9517A18237A 
will enter the Idle cycle. 

Clear Mask Register: This command clears the mask bits of 
all four channels, enabling them to accept DMA requests. 
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Interface Signals 

A3 A2 A1 AD lOR lOW Operation 

1 0 0 0 0 1 Read Status Register 

1 0 0 0 1 0 Write Command Register 

1 0 0 1 0 1 Illegal 

1 0 0 1 1 0 Write Request Register 

1 0 1 0 0 1 Illegal 

1 0 1 0 1 0 Write Single Mask Register Bit 

1 0 1 1 0 1 Illegal 

1 0 1 1 1 0 Write Mode Register 

1 1 0 0 0 1 Illegal 

1 1 0 0 1 0 Clear Byte Pointer Flip/Flop 

1 1 0 1 0 1 Read Temporary Register 

1 1 0 1 1 0 Master Clear 

1 1 1 0 0 1 Illegal 

1 1 1 0 1 0 Clear Mask Register 

1 1 1 1 0 1 Illegal 

1 1 1 1 1 0 Write All Mask Register Bits 

Figure 2. Register and Function Addressing 

Signals Internal Data Bus 
Channel Register Operation Flip/Flop DBD-DB7 CS lOR lOW A3 A2 A1 AD 

0 
Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 A8 - A15 

Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 W8-W15 

1 
Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 W8-W15 

2· Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 A8-A15 

Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 W8-W15 

Current 
Read 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 WO-W7 

Word Count 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 W8-W15 

3 Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 A8 - A15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 AO-A7 
Address 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 A8-A15 

Base & Current Write 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 W8-W15 

Current Read 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 WO-W7 
Word Count 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 W8-W15 

Figure 3. Word Count and Address Register Command Codes 
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 

Figure 4 shows a convenient method for configuring a DMA 
system with the Am9517A18237A Controller and a micropro
cessor system. The Multimode DMA Controller issues a Hold 
Request to the processor whenever there is at least one valid 
DMA Request from a peripheral device. When the processor 
replies with a Hold Acknowledge signal, the Am9517A18237A 
takes control of the Address Bus, the Data Bus and the 
Control Bus. The address for the first transfer operation 

comes out in two bytes - the least significant eight bits on the 
eight Address outputs and the most significant eight bits on 
the Data Bus. The contents of the Data Bus are then latched 
into the Am74LS373 register to complete the full 16 bits of the 
Address Bus. The Am74LS373 is a high·speed, low power, 8-
bit, three-state register in a 20-pin package. After the initial 
transfer takes place, the register is updated only after a carry 
or borrow is generated in the least significant address byte. 
Four DMA channels are provided when one Am9517A18237A 
is used. 

ADDRESS BUS AO-A15 

/~ ~">.. 

A8-A15 

~ f-- ~ Of 
Am74LS373 

",7 I 
CP 

8-BIT LATCH 
~ 

~.,(';:. 
AO-A15 74 LS74 AEN AO-A3 A4-A7 cs ADSTB 

HLDA ~D O~ HACK ~ Am9517A18237A M M DBO-
.-- CP I 6 DB7 vi - ~ I~ II § lo: ~ 

~ I~ I~ 
u 

HLDRO HREO a: <l: 
u a: 0 0 

CPU 

I 
) c c 

4T{ CLOCK 

RESET 

MEMR 

MEMW J,. 

} OON,"OL 
lOR J,. BUS 

iOW 1-

DBO-DB7 

"-.7 :> 
SYSTEM DATA BUS 

V 

AF002182 

Figure 4_ Basic DMA Configuration 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage temperature ............................. -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Vee with Respect to VSS ..................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Temperature (T A) ..................................... O to 70°C 
All Signal Voltages with Respect Supply Voltage (Vee) ............................... 5 V ±5% 

to VSS ........................................ -0.5 V to +7.0 V Industrial (I) Devices 
Power Dissipation (Package Limitation) .................. 1.5 W Temperature (TAl ............................... -40 to + 85°C 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

Supply Voltage (Vee) .............................. 5 V ±10% 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating ranges unless otherwise specified. (Note 1) 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

10H =-200 p.A 2.4 
VOH Output HIGH Voltage Volts 

10H = -100 p.A, (HREO Only) 3.3 

VOL Output LOW Voltage 10L = 3.2 mA 0.40 V Volts 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 VCC +0.5 Volts 

VIL Input LOW Voltage -0.5 0.8 Volts 

IIX Input Load Current VSS';;;;VI ,;;;;VCC -10 +10 p.A 

10Z Output Leakage Current VCC ,;;;; va ,;;;; VSS + 0.40 -10 + 10 p.A 

TA = +25°C 65 130 
ICC VCC Supply Current TA = O°C 75 150 mA 

CO Output Capacitance (Note 14) 4 8 pF 

CI Input Capacitance fc = 1.0 MHz, Inputs = 0 V 8 15 pF 

cia I/O Capacitance 10 18 pF 

COHREO Output Capicitance (HREO) fc = 1.0 MHz, Inputs = 0 V 18 20 pF 

Notes: 
1. Typical values are for T A = 25°C, nominal supply voltage and nominal processing parameters. 
2. Input timing parameters assume transition times of 20 ns or less. Waveform measurement points for both input and output signals are 2.0 

V for HIGH and 0.8 V for LOW, unless otherwise noted. 
3. Output loading is 1 Standard TIL gate plus 50 pF capacitance unless noted otherwise. 
4. The new lOW or MEMW pulse width for normal write will be TCY-l00 ns and for extended write will be 2TCY-l00 ns. The net lOR or 

MEMR pulse width for normal read will be 2TCY-50 ns and for compressed read will be TCY-50 ns. 
5. TOO is specified for two different output HIGH levels. TOOl is measured at 2.0 V. T002 is measured at 3.3 V. The value for TD02 

assumes an external 3.3 kU pull-up resistor connected from HREO to VCC. 
6. DREO should be held active until DACK is returned. 
7. DREO and DACK signals may be active high or active low. 

Timing diagrams assume the active high mOde. 
8. Output loading on the data bus is 1 Standard TIL gate plus 15 pF for the minimum value and 1 Standard TTL gate' plus 100 pF for the 

maximum value. 
9. Successive read and/or write operations by the external processor to program or examine the controller must be timed to allow at least 

450 ns for the Am9517A-4/8237A-4, and 400 ns for the Am9517A-5/8237A-5 as recovery time between active read or write pulses. 
10. Parameters are listed in alphabetical order. 
11. Pin 5 is an input that should always be at a logic high level. 

An internal pull-up resistor will establish a logic high when the pin is left floating. Alternatively, pin 5 may be tied to VCC. 
12. Signals READ and WRITE refer to lOR and MEMW respectively for peripheral-to-memory DMA operations and to MEMR and lOW 

respectively for memory-to-peripheral DMA operations. 
13. If N wait states are added during the write-to-memory half of a memory-to-memory transfer, this parameter will increase by N (TCY). 
14. All output pins except HREO. 
15. Because EOP high from clock high is load dependent, users wishing to test these parameters should use a 2k pull-up resistor and a tester 

with 50 pF or less load capacitance. Time constant RC = 120 ns is added to the specified number in the data sheet for testing. 

SWITCHING TEST INPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4=>(2.0 \ r- 2.oX= 
~.8 --.I TEST POINT,--- 0.8 0.45 .-------------' 

WF003310 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage temperature ............................. - 65 to + 150°C Military (M) Devices 
Vce with Respect to Vss ..................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Temperature (T cl ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 
All Signal Voltages with Respect to Vss .. -0.5 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (Vccl .............................. 5 V ±10% 
Power Dissipation (Package Limitation) .................. 1.5 W Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM functionality of the device is guaranteed. 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for SMO/OESC and APL Products, Group A, 
Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

IOH = -200 IlA. Vee = 4.5 V 2.4 
VOH Output HIGH Voltage V 

10H = -100 1lA. (HREO Only) 3.3 

VOL Output lOW Voltage IOl = 3.2 rnA, Vee = 5.5 V 0.45 V V 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage Vee = 4.5 V, 5.5 V 2.2 Vee + 0.5· V 

VIHelK Input HIGH Voltage Vee = 4.5 V, 5.5 V (ClK Only) 2.35 Vee + 0.5· V 

Vil Input lOW Voltage Vee = 4.5 V, 5.5 V -0.5· 0.7 V 

IIX Input load Current VSS .;;; VI .;;; Vee, Vee = 5.5 V -10 "+10 IlA 

10l Output leakage Current Vee';;; Va';;; Vss + 0.40. -10 +10 IlA Vee = 5.5 V 

Icc Vee Supply Current (Note 1) 150 rnA 

Co t Output Capacitance (Note 12) 8· pF 

CI t Input Capacitance fc = 1.0 MHz, Inputs = 0 V 15· pF .. 
Cia t 1/0 Capacitance 18· pF 

• Guaranteed by design. 
t Not included in Group A tests. 
Notes: 

1. Icc is measured in a dynamic condition with outputs in a worst-case state having no loads applied. 
2. Input timing parameters assume transition times of 20 ns or less. Waveform measurement pOints for both input and output signals are 

2.0 V for HIGH and 0.8 V for lOW, unless otherwise noted. 
3. The new lOW or MEMW pulse width for normal write will be TCY-l00 ns and for extended write will be 2TCY-l00 ns. The net lOR or 

MEMR pulse width for normal read will be 2TCY-50 ns and for compressed read will be TCY-50 ns. 
4. TDO is specified for two different output HIGH levels. TDOl is measured at 2.0 V. TD02 is measured at 3.3 V. The value for TD02 

assumes an external 3.3 k!1 pull-up resistor connected from HREO to Vee. 
5. DREO should be held active until DACK is returned. 
6. DR EO and DACK signals may be active HIGH or active lOW. Timing diagrams assume the active-HIGH mode. 
7. Successive read and lor write operations by the external processor to program or examine the controller must be timed to allow at least 

600 ns for the Am9517A, at least 450 ns for the Am9517A-4 as recovery time between active read or write pulses. 
8. Parameters are listed in alphabetical order. 
9. Pin 5 is an input that should always be at a logic-HIGH level. An internal pull-up resistor will establish a logic HIGH when the pin is left 

floating. Alternatively, pin 5 may be tied to Vee. 
10. Signals READ and WRITE refer to lOR and MEMW respectively for peripheral-to-memory DMA operations and to MEMR and lOW 

respectively for memory-to-peripheral DMA operations. 
11. If N wait states are added during the write-to-memory half of a memory-to-memory transfer, this parameter will increase by N (TCY). 
12. All output pins except HREO. 
13. Because EOP HIGH from clock HIGH is load-dependent, users wishing to test these parameters should use a 2k pull-up resistor and a 

tester with 50 pF or less load capacitance. Time constant Re = 120 ns is added to the specified number in the data sheet for testing. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating ranges unless otherwise specified 
ACTIVE CYCLE (Notes 2, 3, 10, 11, and 12) 

Am9S17 A·4/8237 A·4 Am9S17 A·5/8237 A·S 

Parameters Description Min Max Min Max Units 
TAEL AEN HIGH from ClK lOW (S1) Delay Time 225 200 ns 
TAET AEN lOW from ClK HIGH (S1) Delay Time 150 130 ns 
TAFAB ADR Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 120 90 ns 
TAFC READ or WRITE Float from ClK HIGH 120 120 ns 
TAFDB DB Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 190 170 ns 
TAHR ADR from READ HIGH Hold Time TCY-100 TCY-100 ns 
TAHS DB from ADSTB lOW Hold Time 30 30 ns 
TAHW ADR from WRITE HIGH Hold Time TCY-50 TCY-50 ns 

DACK Valid from ClK lOW Delay Time 220 170 ns 
TAK EOP HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time 190 170 ns 

EOP lOW to ClK HIGH Delay Time 190 170 ns 

TASM ADR Stable from ClK HIGH 190 170 ns 
TASS DB to ADSTB lOW Set-up Time 100 100 ns 
TCH Clock High Time (Transitions";; 1 Ons) 100 80 ns 
TCl Clock low Time (Transitions";; 10ns) 110 68 ns 

TCY ClK Cycle Time 250 200 ns 
TOCl ClK HIGH to READ or WRITE lOW Delay (Note 4) 200 190 ns 
TDCTR Read HIGH from ClK HIGH (S4) Delay Time (Note 4) 210 190 ns 
TDCTW WRITE HIGH from ClK HIGH (S4) Delay Time (Note 4) 150 130 ns 

TOO1 120 120 ns 
TOO2 HREQ Valid from ClK HIGH Delay Time (Note 5) 190 120 ns 
TEPS EOP lOW from ClK lOW Set-up Time 45 40 ns 
TEPW EOP Pulse Width 225 220 ns 
TFAAB ADR Float to Active Delay from ClK HIGH 190 170 ns 

TFAC READ or WRITE Active from ClK HIGH 150 150 ns 

TFADB DB Float to Active Delay from ClK HIGH 225 200 ns 
THS HACK Valid to ClK HIGH Set-up Time 75 75 ns 

TIDH Input Data from MEMR HIGH Hold Time 0 0 ns 

TIDS Input Data to MEMR HIGH Set-up Time 190 170 ns 

TOOH Output Data from MEMW HIGH Hold Time 20 10 ns 
TOOV Output Data Valid to MEMW HIGH (Note 13) 125 125 ns 

TOS DREO to ClK lOW (S1, S4) Set-up Time 0 0 ns 

TRH ClK to READY lOW Hold Time 20 20 ns 
TRS READY to ClK lOW Set-up Time 60 60 ns 

TSTl ADSTB HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time 150 130 ns 

TSTT ADSTB lOW from ClK HIGH Delay Time 110 90 ns 
TOH DREQ from DACK Valid Hold Time 0 0 ns 
TROHA HREQ to HACK Delay Time 1 1 clk 

PROGRAM CONDITION (Idle Cycle) (Notes 2,3, 10, and 11) 

TAR ADR Valid or CS lOW to READ lOW 50 50 ns 

TAW ADR Valid to WRITE HIGH Set-up Time 150 130 ns 

TCW CS lOW to WRITE HIGH Set-up Time 150 130 ns 

TOW Data Valid to WRITE HIGH Set-up Time 150 130 ns 

TRA ADR or CS Hold from READ HIGH 0 0 ns 

TROE Data Access from READ lOW (Note 8) 200 140 ns 

TROF DB Float Delay from READ HIGH 20 100 0 70 ns 

TRSTD Power Supply HIGH to RESET lOW Set-up Time 500 500 ,",S 

TRSTS RESET to First IOWR 2TCY 2TCY ns 

TRSTW RESET Pulse Width 300 300 ns 

TRW READ Width 250 200 ns 

TWA ADR from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TWC CS HIGH from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TWO Data from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 30 30 ns 

TWWS Write Width 200 160 ns 

Notes: See notes under DC Characteristics table. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for SMD/DESC and APL Products, 
Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

ACTIVE CYCLE (Notes 2, 8, 9, and 10) 

Am9517A Am9517A·4 

Parameters Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TAEl AEN HIGH from ClK lOW (51) Delay Time 300 225 ns 

TAET AEN lOW from ClK HIGH (51) Delay Time 200 150 ns 

TAFAB ADR Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 150 120 ns 

TAFC READ or WRITE Float from ClK HIGH 150 120 ns 

TAFDB DB Active to Float Delay from ClK HIGH 250 190 ns 

TAHR ADR from READ HIGH Hold Time TCY-l00 TCY-l00 ns 

TAHS DB from ADSTB lOW Hold Time 30 30 ns 

TAHW ADR from WRITE HIGH Hold Time TCY-50 TCY-50 ns 

DACK Valid from ClK lOW Delay Time 280 220 ns 

TAK EOP HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time 250 190 ns 

EOP lOW to ClK HIGH Delay Time 250 190 ns 

TA5M ADR Stable from ClK HIGH 250 190 ns 

TASS DB to AD5TB lOW Setup Time 100 100 ns 

TCH Clock High Time (Transitions'::;; 10ns) 120 100 ns 

TCl Clock low Time (Transitions'::;; 10ns) 150 110 ns 

TCY elK Cycle Time 320 250 ns 

TOCl ClK HIGH to READ or WRITE lOW Delay (Note 3) 270 200 ns 

TDCTR Read HIGH from ClK HIGH (54) Delay Time (Note 3) 270 210 ns 

TOCTW WRITE HIGH from ClK HIGH (54) Delay Time (Note 3) 200 150 ns 
.. 

TOOl 160 120 ns 

TOO2 
HREO Valid from ClK HIGH Delay Time (Note 4) 2TCY + 250 2TCY + 190 ns 

TEPS EOP lOW from elK lOW Setup Time 60 45 ns 

TEPW EOP Pulse Width 300 225 ns 

TFAAB ADR Float to Active Delay from ClK HIGH 250 190 ns 

TFAC READ or WRITE Active from ClK HIGH 200 150 ns 

TFADB DB Float to Active Delay from elK HIGH 300 225 ns 

THS HACK Valid to ClK HIGH Setup Time 100 75 ns 

TlDH Input Data from MEMR HIGH Hold Time 0 0 ns 

TIDS Input Data to MEMR HIGH Setup Time 250 190 ns 

TODH Output Data from MEMW HIGH Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TODV Output Data Valid to MEMW HIGH (Note 11) 200 125 ns 

TOS DREO to ClK lOW (51, 54) 5etup Time 0 0 ns 

TRH ClK to READY lOW Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TRS READY to elK lOW Setup Time 100 60 ns 

TSTl ADSTB HIGH from ClK HIGH Delay Time 200 150 ns 

TSTT AD5TB lOW from ClK HIGH Delay Time 140 110 ns 

TOH DREO from DACK Valid Hold Time 0 0 ns 

TROHA HREO to HACK Delay Time 1 1 clk 

AC Device Test Conditions: VCC = 4.5 V, 5.5 V 
VIL = 0.45 V, VIH = 2.4 V 

VOL = 0.8 V, VOH = 2.0 V 
IOL = 3.2 mA, IOH = 200 tJA 
Cl = 100 pF ±20 pF 

Notes: See notes following DC Characteristics. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 

PROGRAM CONDITION (Idle Cycle) (Notes 2, 3, 10, and 11) 

Am9517A Am9517A-4 

Parameters Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

TAR ADR Valid or CS LOW to READ LOW 50 50 ns 

TAW ADR Valid to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 200 150 ns 

TCW CS LOW to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 200 150 ns 

TDW Data Valid to WRITE HIGH Setup Time 200 150 ns 

TRA ADA or CS Hold from READ HIGH 0 0 ns 

TRDE Data Access from READ LOW (Note 8) 300 200 ns 

TRDF DB Float Delay from READ HIGH 20 150 20 100 ns 

TRSTD Power Supply HIGH to RESET LOW Setup Time 500 500 . lIS 

TASTS RESET to First IOWA 2TCY 2TCY ns 

TRSTW RESET Pulse Width 300 300 ns 

TRW AEAD Width 300 250 ns 

TWA ADA from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TWC CS HIGH from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 20 20 ns 

TWO Data from WRITE HIGH Hold Time 30 30 ns 

TWWS Write Width 200 200 ns 

TAD Data Access from ADR Valid CS LOW 300 300 ns (TAD = TAR + TRDE) 

Notes: See notes following DC Characteristics. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

Timing Diagram 1. Active Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Note: EOP must precede AEN in single transfer mode. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

Timing Diagram 2. Memory-to-Memory 
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Timing Diagram 3. Ready Timing Timing Diagram 4. Compressed Timing 
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Timing Diagram 5: Reset Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

Timing Diagram 6. Program Condition Write Timing 
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Timing Diagram 7. Program Condition Read Cycle 
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80286 High Performance Memory Interface 
(True Zero Wait State versus Page-Interleaved) 

by Linda Bishop 

PREFACE 
This application note will detail the approach to high 
performance, yet cost-effective, page interleaved mem
ory to support a 16-MHz 80286-based system. 

Cost performance comparisons are provided for tradi
tional zero-wait-state memory systems for both 12-MHz 
and 16-MHz processor speeds, and for a page-inter
leaving memory system. 

The end result is a memory design that allows an overall 
faster and lower cost system to be realized. 

The discussion of high performance 80286-based PC
AT-compatible systems inevitably focuses on the num
ber of clock cycles required to perform the I/O and main 
memory accesses in the system. In other words, the 
time-critical "wait states." Wait states are necessary to 
match the performance of subsystems to the perform
ance of the microprocessor. 

System performance indicates the speed that the micro
processor system performs a given task or set of in
structions. Memory or peripheral performance indicates 
the speed that the microprocessor can access or store 
(read or write) an item of information into the memory or 
peripheral. To accommodate slower memories or pe
ripherals, which cannot keep up with the 80286 microc 

processor, wait states can be inserted into the 80286 
bus cycle. Of course a slower clock frequency for the 
80286 can be used as well, thereby lengthening the 
80286 bus cycle. 

When reading from a memory, for example, the micro
processor allows a fixed amount of time for the memory 
to respond with valid data after an address is output. 
This is the access time required by the microprocessor 
for full-speed operation and is determined by the micro
processor clock rate. If the memory cannot respond in 
time, a wait state must be inserted or an error will result. 
The access time of the memory must be less than the 
access time required by the microprocessor, including 
any wait states. 

These wait states extend the time required to perform 
individual bus operations and therefore directly influ
ence 80286 system performance. For a 16-MHz 80286, 
each wait state adds an additional 62 ns to the minimum 
bus cycle time of 125 ns. The key to high performance 
then is to eliminate the wait states. 

Several operations are time-critical in the PC-AT system 
where wait states need to be examined: system board 
DRAM access, system board ROM access, expansion 
memory access, and bus I/O operations. 

System ROM contains various system service routines. 
ROM memory access occurs more frequently during 
power up and less frequently during normal operations. 
Bus I/O operations are also relatively infrequent. 

The most common operation performed by the 80286 is 
a memory access to DRAM on the system mother 
board. DRAM memory is used for program storage and 
for storage of data and information used in processing, 
hence the most important for no-wait-state perform
ance. This article will focus on DRAM access. 

Two of the principle considerations in designing DRAM 
memory subsystems for the 80286 are the effect of 
memory performance on overall system performance 
and the trade-off between system performance and 
memory cost. 

Coupling a high-performance 80286 with low-perform
ance memory makes little sense; a 16-MHz system with 
one wait state is only 5-6% faster than a 12-MHz 80286 
system with zero wait states, and is more costly. To 
realize the high performance potential of the 80286, it 
must be coupled to relatively fast memory. 

However, fast memory devices are more expensive 
than slower memory devices. In an 80286 system sup
porting up to 16 megabytes of physical addressable 
memory, fast memories result in a very costly design. 

Designers must strike a balance between system 
performance and system cost, and the choice of mem
ory subsystems is the balancing factor. 

MEMORY INTERFACE TECHNIQUES 
DRAM Memories 

Memory subsystems performance is determined by 
both subsystem design and by the speed of the memory 
devices. Two memory interface techniques will be ex
plored here: standard address strobe memory and 
page-interleaved memory. A performance versus cost 
trade-off of these will be examined in detail as well. 

Before beginning this, however, it is helpful to first take a 
brief and general look at DRAM memories. In a typical 
microprocessor system, memory is 16 bits wide and 
from 512K to several million bits deep. Memory of this 
size can best be implemented using "By one" architec
ture to minimize the number of lines, input and output 
capacitances, pin count, board area, and cost. 

A 256K DRAM has nine address lines requiring multi
plexing to produce the 18 address bits needed to access 
all 256K cell locations. To address any single location 
requires multiplexing of two 9-bit address fields 
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(A1-A19). At the beginning of every memory cycle, two 
clocks are used to strobe these address bits in. RAS is 
initiated on the lower 9 address bits to address a row. 
CAS is asserted on the upper 9 address bits to specify a 
column. The intersection of the row and column deter
mines the bit to be accessed in either a read or write 
operation. 

To implement 1 megabyte of physical memory, AO on 
the 80286 is used to differentiate between two sets of 
banks, each bank containing 16 256K x 1 DRAMs. 
There are 32 256K x 1 parts required to provide 1 
megabyte of memory storage (see Figure 1). 

A20-A23 on the 80286 provide the signals for up to 16 
megabytes of memory as illustrated in Figure 2. If 
256K x 1 parts are used, 512 will be required for the full 

1 Megabyte 

2 Megabyte 

• • 
• • 
• • 

16 Megabyte 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

16 megabytes of memory. With memory this large, how
ever, 1 megabit DRAMs are more economical. 

Because DRAM memories are dynamic they require 
refreshing. A DRAM memory cell is made of a single 
transistor and storage capacitor. The RAM is based on 
information stored as charge on the capacitor accessed 
through the gated transistor. This charge degrades with 
time and must be refreshed to retain the data. This is 
accomplished by a refresh operation that cycles through 
the 256 row address locations every 4 ms or a refresh 
rate of 15.6 ~s. Most DRAMs have several refresh 
mechanisms available to system designers. 

System Timing Analysis 
The first high-performance memory interface technique 
we will look at is a standard interface using a companion 
DRAM controller. Most controllers can drive up to a 1-
megabyte array. and can directly drive up to 88 DRAMs. 
The DRAM controller acts as the address controller be
tween any processor and dynamic memory. It handles 
address multiplexing, refresh cycles, counting, and ad
dress strobe timing. In other words, it handles all re-
quired data and refresh needed by the DRAM memory. .. 
To implement DRAM control and refresh Circuitry using 
standard TIL devices typically requires 8-12 chips. A 
DRAM controller performs these functions in a single IC. 

A typical zero-wait-state application is shown in 
Figure 3. 

To achieve zero-wait-state operation, the controller in
terfaces synchronously to the processor. The DRAM 
controller's clock input must be connected to the 80286 
clock input (clock signal is provided by the 82284 clock 
generator). The controller's address inputs connect di
rectly to the 80286's address outputs. Since the memory 
requires that an address be present for an entire cycle, 
the address must be stored in a latch external to the 
microprocessor. A1-A19 addresses are latched inter
nally in the DRAM controller. An external latch is used 
for the address line (AO) which is not used to address the 
RAM directly, but is used along with the BHE signal to 
gate the upper and lower memory byte. AO = 0 accesses 
the lower memory bank, AO = 1 accesses the upper 
memory bank. 

For a read operation AO and BHE are ignored since the 
microprocessor will look only at the half of the data bus 
that it is interested in. For a write cycle, however, the 
WRITE to the RAM must be gated by these Signals. 

To perform a byte transfer (8 bits) to an even address, 
the CPU transfers information over the lower half of 
the data bus (DO-D7). AO enables the lower memory 
bank to participate in the transfer while BHE disables 
the bank on the upper half of the data bus. To perform 
a word transfer (16 bits), AO and BHE are both held 
low, enabling both memory banks. A1-A19 select the 
appropriate byte from each bank. These byte and word 
transfers are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the zero-wait-state timing for a back
to-back memory cycle: a read from Memory Bank 1 and 
a write to Memory Bank 2. Since the cycles are to differ
ent memory banks, the RAS 1 for the second cycle is 

overlapped with the RAS 0 precharge from the first cycle 
to allow a no-wait-state response. If the second cycle 
were to the same memory bank, a wait state wou Id need 
to be inserted to allow for RAS precharge period. 

To Ts To Ts To Ts 

R ASO ___ -+-_-... 

CASO ____ -+ ___ ~ 

RAS1 _____ -r ______________ ~~ 

CASl 
------~----------------_r--------~ 

AO-A7 Colum 

80286 Data --r------<&g$:I.llia.J '-~~.....;...;..'---__t---J 

WE 

Figure 5 
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In orderto more fully understand this timing diagram and 
the discussion to follow, here is a brief explanation of the 
80286 clock. The 80286 uses a double frequency sys
tem clock (ClK) to control bus timing. The CPU inter-

nally divides the system ClK by two to provide the inter
nal processor clock. In other words, each processor 
clock is composed of two system clocks called Phase 1 
and Phase 2. 

One processor clock cycle 

0, -t- 0, 
of processor clod< ~ I of processor clock 

ClK 

The processor clock can have several bus states; Send 
Status (Ts) , Perform Command (Tc), and Idle (Ti). 

Ts is signaled by S1 and SO indicating a read or write 
operation (S1 High/SO low is a read). The Tc cycle is 
when the memory or I/O device is expected to respond 
by either transferring read data to the CPU or accepting 
write data. Tc cycles are repeated as many times as 
necessary to assure sufficient time for the memory or 
I/O device to respond. Each additional Tc cycle is one 
wait slate. 

let's return now to our discussion of timing and discuss 
the DRAM access time necessary to operate a zero
wait-state system. 

To operate the 80286-16 MHz at zero wait state requires 
DRAM access times of 60 ns. This is determined by 
measuring the memory access cycle of RAS going low 
at the controller to data valid at the CPU pins. In a 
standard memory read cycle, the time available to gen
erate the memory access cycle plus allowforthe RAS to 
data access time of the DRAM, plus return the data to 
the processor is equal to the number of clock cycles. In 
other words: 

(A) Memory Access time 

+ + 
(8) RAS active delay from controller to allow RAM 

RAS to data access 

+ + 
(C) Transceiver delay to return data to the CPU 

+ + 
(D) CPU data setup time 

(E) Number of c1k cycles· Clock cycle time 

or { A = E - 8 - C - O} 

The calculation of maximum allowable RAS access time 
for a 16-MHz system is shown below: 

RAS active to Valid Data for a Read cycle 

TIming Max RAS access time for 16-MHz system 

(E) Three 80286 clock cycles (max) 93 ns 

-(8) -RAS active delay (max) -18 ns 

(Am2968 controller/50 pf load) 

-(C) -Transceiver delay (max) -8 ns 

(Am29863A) 

-(D) -80286 read data setup time (min) -5 ns 

c(A) = Maximum address access time 62 ns 

The corresponding CAS access time is: 

CAS active to Valid Data for a Read cycle 

TimIng Max CAS access time for 16-MHz system 

Two 80286 clock cycles (max) 

-CAS active delay (max) 

(Am2968 controller) 

-Transceiver delay (max) (Am29863A) 

-80286 read data setup time (min) 

= Maximum address access time 

62 ns 

-17 ns 

-8 ns 

-5 ns 

32 ns 
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The table below shows the access times for a 60-ns 
DRAM and a memory controller with zero wait state. 

16-MHz 80286 
with memory 
controller zero 

Timing Parameter 60-ns DRAM walt state 

RAS access Time 60 ns 62 ns 
CAS access Time 30 ns 32 ns 

Thus, 60-ns DRAMs are required for 16-MHz zero wait 
state making the system very expensive. Using the 
same analysis, a 12-MHz zero-wait-state system re
quires 80-ns DRAMs. 

We now turn our attention to the second memory inter
face technique using a Page-Interleaved memory con
troller. Several companies manufacture page-inter
leaved controllers including Chips & Technology, VTI, 
and Faraday. The controller provides an interleaved 
memory subsystem deSign with page mode operation, 
supporting up to 8 MBof on-board DRAM. With addi
tional circuitry, up to 16 MB of memory can be sup
ported. (Forthis, the CPU address line A23 is clocked in 
a D flip-flop, whose outputs are ORed with the memory 
controller CAS line to generate two additional CAS sig
nals for another two blocks of memory.) 

With an interleaved memory subsystem, memory de
vices are grouped into banks so that every sequential 
memory fetch comes from a different memory bank al
lowing full use of the 80286's address pipe lining. This 
allows an early address from the 8028Q into the next 
memory bank while the address from the current mem
ory cycle is still valid in another bank. The interleaving 

AO-A23 

80286 
CPU 

produces increased access times and allows consider
ably slower DRAMs to be used while still providing per
formance equal to that of faster DRAMs using a stan
dard memory interface. A system using interleave logic 
is shown in Figure 6. 

Typical two-way interleaving schemes use two banks of 
DRAMs with even word addresses on one bank and odd 
word addresses on the other. For sequential memory 
accesses, the RAS precharge time of one bank overlaps 
the RAS active time of the other bank. Figure 7 A shows 
a memory interleaving scheme using Banks 0 and 1. 
The RAS signals are interleaved so that the RAS 
precharge time (Tp) of one bank is used as the RAS 
active time of the other bank. This requires sequential 
accesses to be alternating between the banks. With a 

. solely interleaved system, back-to-back cycles to the 
same memory bank (as with the controller application) 
will require a wait state. This equates to a small de
crease in system performance over a zero-wait-state 
system. 

Paged mode on the other hand does allow back-to-back 
accesses to occur with zero wait states. Page mode 
allows the DRAM to perform successive operations very 
rapidly. A Row Address Strobe (RAS) is not needed to 
reach individual bits of data; instead the RAS is locked in 
first, then successive strobes of the CAS clock enter 
sequential column addresses. In the page mode the 
RAS clock is held active for a single row address, and 
the CAS clock is cycled while new column addresses 
are supplied for each bit. As long as the microprocessor 
accesses sequential bits in the row, no wait states are 
needed. This way of operation eliminates the time nor
mally needed to strobe a new row address. Figure 7B 
shows paged mode DRAM operation. 

.... ~Memory 
Bank 1 

01/0 
'NE 

L_-.!D~VO~4i11 •• fiI.lII~ Data Data Bus 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

Combining these two features of interleaving and page 
mode memory results in a substantial increase in maxi
mum DRAM access time allowed. Figure 7C shows a 
two-way page-interleaved scheme. It is possible to 
make zero-wait-state accesses between the two banks 
by overlapping CAS precharge time of one bank with 
CAS active time of the other bank. The RAS lines can be 
held active until the RAS active time-out when a RAS 
precharge is required. 

The DRAM access time is now determined by the CAS 
active delay, which is typically equal to or less than half 
of the RAS access time. The maximum allowable CAS 
access time for a 16-MHz page-interleaved system is 51 
ns, as calculated below warranting a 100-ns DRAM. (A 
12-MHz zero-wait-state system must use 100-ns 
DRAMs.) 

Timing Max CAS access time for 16-MHz system 

Three 80286 clock cycles (max) 
-Memory controller CAS delay (max) 
-Memory bus to data bus delay (max) 
-80286 read data setup time (min) 

= Maximum address access time 

93 ns 
-19 ns 
-18 ns 
-5 ns 

51 ns 

Thus, a 16-MHz 80286 system can utilize 100 ns 
DRAMs to obtain zero-wait-state operation, which will 
provide a Significant (60%) performance improvement, 
at no memory cost increase over a 12-MHz zero-wait
state system using a conventional memory organization 
technique. 
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
We have concluded, thus far, that in a PC design with 1 
megabyte or more of RAM, a 16-MHz page interleaved 
system is faster than a 12-MHz zero-wait-state system. 
We have also concluded that a 16-MHz page-inter
leaved system requires a significantly less expensive 
memory subsystem than either a 12-MHz zero wait 
state or 16-MHz zero-wait-state system. 

Let's take a look now at the performance versus cost 
differences between these two memory interface tech
niques. Several benchmarks have been run to demon
strate the performance differences between a true zero
wait-state system and one incorporating page-inter-
leaved memory. . 

The benchmarks that were run are all industry standard 
benchmarks run by many manufacturers and maga
zines. Dhrystone 1.1 runs under DOS 3.31. Norton SITM 
(System Info) is a product of Peter Norton Computing 
Inc., reporting performance relative to an IBM PC-)(fTM. 
MIPS 
(Millions of Instructions Per Second) was written by PC 
Labs of PC Magazine reporting several different CPU 
tests. Landmark Speed from Landmark Software Corp. 
reports two numbers. The first is a rating similar to the 
Norton SI relative to the PC-XT. The second is a speed 
(MHz) rating that rates performance relative to an origi
nal6-MHz PC-AT. (See Chart of Benchmark Analysis.) 

BENCHMARK ANAL VSIS CHART 

PC Labs 4.1 

128K NOP Loop 
Do nothing 
Integer add 
Integer multiply 
String sort and move 
Prime number sieve 
88/86 instruction set 
286 instruction set 

Norton SI 

Landmark Speed 2 

Dhrystone 1.1 

Total (Average) 

286-12 

OWS 

1.52 
1.77 
1.70 
1.58 
1.58 
1.86 
1.88 
1.87 

17.93 

286-16 

OWS 

2 
2.4 
2.3 
2.2 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 

18 

20.8 

3333 

The results indicate an average performance degrada
tion of 9% when using the page-interleaved interface 
versus the true zero wait state. This is not significant 
since the performance degradation of one wait state 
versus zero wait state is about 19%. 

286-16 

paged 

2 
2.4 
1.7 
1.7 
2 
2 
2.3 
2.3 

18 

20.1 

12 vs 16 

OWS 

24% 
26% 
26% 
28% 
36% 
26% 
25% 
24% 

14% 

2941 

25% 

OWSvs Paged 

286-16 

0% 
0% 

26% 
23% 
20% 
20% 

8% 
8% 

0% 

3% 

9% 

12% 

The advantage to using paged interleaving, as we have 
shown, is the ability to use slower, less expensive mem
ory parts. The page-interleaved system uses 100-ns 
DRAMs at 16 MHz, while the zero-wait-state system 
requires 60-ns DRAMs at 16 MHz. 
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PRICE ANAL YSIS 
Let's look at two scenarios, one using 1 megabyte of 
DRAM (for DOS) and the otherusing 4 megabytes (for 
OS/2TM). Four megabytes is necessary to run multiple 
applications in OS/2. 

DRAM pricing is based on typical prices available from 
distribution for "volume purchases." 

100 ns 256K DRAM 
60 ns 256K DRAM 
Page mode memory controller 

$ 6.00 
$16.00 
$20.00 

A 1-megabyte DOS system would use 36 256K DRAMs 
(32 plus 4 parity). For a 16-MHz zero-wait-state system 
using 60-ns DRAMs, this amounts to $576 in memory 
parts. A page-interleaved system would use $216 in 

100-ns DRAMs plus a $20 memory controller for a total 
of $236. Thus, a zero-wait-state system gives you a 9% 
performance increase for a 244% price increase in 
memory costs, or a $38 per percent performance in
crease.ln addition, the memory costfor a 16-MHz page
interleaved system at $236 is very close to that of a 
12-MHz zero-wait-state system at $216 while offering a 
substantial performance increase. 

A 4 megabyte zero-wait-state system would use $2300 
in memory while a page-interleaved system would use 
$884 in memory and controller. Thus, the zero wait state 
system costs $157 for every 1% performance increase. 

The price increase in a zero-wait-state system is not 
warranted by the low 9% performance increase as illus
trated graphically in Figure 8. 

80286 System Memory Performance versus Cost 
as a Function of Clock Speed and Memory Interface 

$3,000 Zero Wait State 

$2,500 

$2,000 

Memory Cost $1,500 
Page Interleaved 

$1,000 

$500 

$0 

0.9 
Performance relative to 16-MHz zero walt state 

I [] 4 MByte DRAM OS/2 • 1 MByte DRAM DOS 

Figure 8 
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80286 High Performance Memory Interface 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
Lastly, let's consider a system design implementing a 
high-performance chip set of the PC-AT control logic, 
including a page-interleaved memory controller. The 
chip set components include a System Controller, a 
Page-interleaved Memory Controller, a Data/Address 
Buffer, and a Peripheral Controller. Some chip sets in
clude the address buffer and the memory controller on 
the same chip. 

Using a chip set has several advantages: it reduces chip 
count, increases flexibility, and improves operating 
speed. Most chip sets replace 40-60% of the compo
nents on a typical AT motherboard. Many chip sets also 
offer a migration path to 20- and 25-MHz systems. 

The Peripheral Controller contains the Direct Memory 
Access (DMA) controller (82C37 A) (used in time-critical 
applications allowing data to be exchanged directly be-

from 82284 to 82C288 & 80286 

Clk SO S1. ____ _ 

DMA 
Controller 

82C37 

Data Bus 

tween the disk drives and the computer's memory with
out having to pass through the microprocessor), and 
Interrupt Controller (82C59A). The System Controller 
contains all the clock generation logic of an AT -compat
ible system. It replaces an 82C284 Clock Generator, an 
82C288 Bus Controller, and wait state and refresh con
trols. The Data/Address Buffer provides the buffering 
and latching between the local CPU address bus and 
the peripheral address bus (29843). It also provides 
buffering between the local CPU data bus and the mem
ory data bus (29863). Parity bit generation and error 
detection logic also reside on this chip. The Memory 
Controller, as previously explained, provides inter
leaved memory design with page mode operation. 

A block diagram of a typical system is shown in Figure 9 
using standard components; the chip set equivalent 
parts are highlighted. 

Data/Address Controller 

Interrupt 
Controller 

8259A 
t.t ......... iII ... ~Data Transceiver r 29863A 

IRo-IR7 

Do-D15 
1 

- - - - - - - - _Peripheral. - - - - - - ! 80286 
Controller 
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.----~ S1 Ao-A23: •• _~ 
BHE 1-L-----...:j~L-____ ----I 

'-r'''''"------' 

SO S1 
Clkl----~Clk I-r--I __ ..!-~ RD 

DRAM 
Controller 
Am2968 

Clock 
Generator 

82284 

Bus Wl-+--I __ -T-~ WD WE L.....j----f Controller L.--____ ....:....:..;;;;..!r-

82C288 1 
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80C287 Coprocessor/Software Accelerator 
Performance Benchmarks 

by Linda Bishop 

INTRODUCTION 

The math coprocessor/software accelerator performing 
floating-point arithmetic helps your 80286-based com
puter do more work in less time. A computer with a 
high-speed math coprocessor installed can perform 
floating-point calculations up to 1000% faster than it can 
without a coprocessor. 

Coprocessing is becoming more important. More appli
cations demand more processing power to execute 
complex mathematical tasks. Business spreadsheets 
and financial models; statistical and accounting pack
ages; and engineering applications, such as computer
aided design (CAD), require high computational speed 
from your computer. Hence 80287 usage is increasing, 
and using faster 80287 coprocessors fulfills these com
putational needs better. 

Using an AM D 80C287 math coprocessor is like using a 
second CPU specifically for those number crunching 
tasks. A math coprocessor works hand-in-hand with the 
CPU to speed up your computer's ability to perform 
calculations. When your computer performs certain 
types of math calculations, it triggers execution by the 
80C287 rather than the CPU. The 80C287, in turn, per
forms the calculations more rapidly and delivers the 
answer to the CPU; Sometimes the need for a faster 
processor (CPU) can be eliminated by adding a high
speed coprocessor. 

This application note discusses the performance advan
tage of using a math coprocessor in a PC system, show
ing several benchmarks as examples. 

Considerations for incorporating a 16.67 MHz AMD 
80C287 or 80EC287 in new system designs is dis
cussed. 

An AMD daughterboard design is introduced to allow an 
existing PC system of any speed to benefit from the 
high-speed AMD 16.67 MHz 80C287 and 80EC287 de
vices. 

Software applications and development tools for 
coprocessors are also discussed. Attached is an appen
dix of 137 software packages that take advantage of a 
math coprocessor. 

As time and technologies advance, the demand for 
system performance is shared with system reliability 
demands. System reliability ranks on par with perform
ance. Therefore, reduced component heat dissipation 
becomes important especially for laptop PCs where the 
additional criteria of battery life is paramount. With the 
increased use of graphics in applications and operating 
environments, the need for faster numeric calculations 
has increased. Incorporating a CMOS math coproces-

sor into an 80286-based system fulfills bOth require
ments by greatly enhancing computational speed and 
offering lower power/heat dissipation than an NMOS 
version. 

An 80286 or 80C286 CPU, although powerful, was not 
designed to handle complex math operations rapidly. 
Enter the Math Coprocessor. A system will perform 
floating-point, transcendental, and integer calculations 
significantly faster and with much greater preCision if a 
math coprocessor is linked to it. A math coprocessor 
works hand-in-hand with the CPU to speed up a com
puter's ability to perform calculations. The coprocessor 
extends the register and instruction set of the micropro
cessor system for existing data types and adds new 
data types as well. It extends the microprocessor data 
types to process 32-, 64-, 80-bit floating-point, 32- and 
64-bit integer, and 18-digit binary coded decimal (BCD) 
numbers. 

The more numbers an application juggles, the longer it 
takes to perform calculations. When software, written to 
use a coprocessor, performs mathematical operations, 
the coprocessor rather than the CPU is engaged. The 
coprocessor often performs the calculations as much as -
1000% faster than the CPU. Coprocessors also save 
programming time, because trigonometric, logarithmic, 
and exponential functions are built into the coproces
sor's instruction set. 

THE AMD CMOS COPROCESSOR/ 
SOFTWARE ACCELERATORS 

The AMD CMOS 80C287 math coprocessor/software 
accelerator is offered in two versions. The first, the 
80C287, is directly compatible with the Intel NMOS 
80287 coprocessor, where an extensive PC-installed 
base exists for their use. AMD's 80C287 is offered as a 
6-,8-,1 O-MHz device and as a high-speed 16 MHz. The 
AMD 80C287 consumes 26% less power than the Intel 
80287, reducing the heat of the device and total system 
and thereby potentially improving reliability. 

The second version, the 80EC287, is an enhanced low
power version with a sleep feature, perfect for battery
powered laptop PCs. With the sleep feature, the 
coprocessor clock runs only when an instruction is exe
cuting, automatically shutting itself off when the instruc
tion bus is idle and thus saving power consumption and 
valuable battery life. This feature is completelytranspar
ent to the user and system deSigner. The AMD 
80EC287 is functionally and pin equivalent to the AMD 
80C287. The 80EC287 operates in speed versions of 
12.5 and 16.67 MHz. 

Plblication II Rev. Amendment Issue Date: 
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BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE 

Figures 1 through 3 illustrate two different speed 80287 
and 80C287 coprocessors showing improvements over 
systems with no coprocessor while executing mathe
matical operations. Floating-point calculation times de
crease dramatically when a coprocessor is added. The 
faster the coprocessor, the better the performance. 
Eight-MHz and 16-MHz coprocessor speed versions 
are compared. 

Figure 1 shows the PC Magazine Benchmark Series 
Release 4, floating-point benchmark program. This 
benchmark measures coprocessor speed by looping 
through a series of floating-point calculations, including 
multiplication, division, exponentiation, and logarithmic 
and trigonometric functions. From the chart one can see 
that a 16-MHz 80C287 results in a 1000% speed 
increase over no coprocessor. 

Figure 2 compares coprocessor speeds using the PC 
Tech Journal HLBENCH benchmark "HLFLOAT." This 
benchmark performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on 
data it generates internally. By way of background, a 
Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) takes a set of data 
points (sampled from a signal at equal intervals) and by 
a series of mathematical operations, generates the sig
nal's frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum is 
then "low-pass" filtered; all components above the 
eleventh harmonic are deleted. Finally the HLFLOAT 
reconstructs the time domain signal by running a re
verse FFT. The result, a low-pass filtered version of the 
original signal, is compared to the original. 

As one can see from Figure 2, using a 16-MHz 
coprocessor results in an 860% speed increase over no 
coprocessor. 

PC Magazine Floating-Point Benchmark 

25.00 

20.00 

15.00 

Seconds 10.00 

5.00 

0.00 

24.38 

1.33 

16-MHz 80C287 8-MHz 80287 No Coprocessor 

Figure 1 

HLBENCH Floating-Point Benchmark 
Discrete Fourier Transform 

200.00 

150.00 

Seconds 100.00 

50.00 -l-----a--0.00 

208.13 

16-MHz 80C287 8-MHz 80287 No Coprocessor 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 shows the Whetstone test. This benchmark is a 
traditional test of a systems ability to perform floating
point calculations. Results are indicated in thousand 
Whetstones per second. Again, the 16-MHz coproces
sor shows a 720% performance increase over no 
coproce~sor. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The 80C287 Is an extension of the 80286 microproces
sor, sharing the same memory and data buses. Certain 
signals allow the 80C287 to receive instructions and 
data from the CPU. Application software must be written 
to utilize a coprocessor's numeric instruction set. How
ever, all communication between the 80286 and 
80C287 is transparent to applications software. When
ever a numeric instruction is executed, the CPU auto
matically looks for and controls the 80C287. Once the 
80C287 has been activated, it can process data in paral
lel with, and independent of, the host CPU. 

The 80C287 and 80EC287 work at one-third the fre
quency of the incoming clock. Thus, to utilize the 
80C287 at its highest speed of 16.67 MHz, the 80C287 
should be configured to run off a clock of 50 MHz. 

THE INSTALLED BASE 

Existing 80286-based systems, however, have not 
been designed with the high-speed dedicated clock 
necessary to run the 80C287 at 16 MHz. In most of the 
installed 80286 computer base, the coprocessor socket 
is configured to be driven by the CPU clock at speeds of 
6, 8, or 10 MHz, depending on the particular PC. 

These systems can benefit from the high-speed AMD 
80C287-16, however, by using an AMO-developed 
daughterboard. The daughterboard, equal in size to the 
80C287 40-pin 01 P footprint, is comprised of an 80C287 
socket and a 50-MHz oscillator mounted underneath the 
80C287 device, as shown in Figure 4. 

The board can plug directly into any 80287 motherboard 
socket. All of the motherboard signals pass unchanged 
to the 80C287 with the exception of the clock Input. The 
clock is driven directly from the 50-MHz on-board oscil
lator. In this way the 80C287 will operate at full speed 
regardless of the clock speed selected by the mother
board jumper. 

Whetstones Benchmark 

KWhet/sec 

1-260 
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SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AND 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Hundreds of application programs have been written to 
take advantage of the coprocessor's speed and preci
sion, including business, engineering, graphics, and 
statistical packages. 

Compilers and assemblers benefit from a coprocessor 
as well. High-level languages are greatly simplified with 
a coprocessor. Instructions such as sine, square root, 
hyperbolic tangent, and log are built into the library rou
tine of the coprocessor. Most assembly language pro
grams have the option of writing code reflecting 
coprocessor instructions, or by linking in a developer's 
math library or one supplied by compilers. 

Most high-level languages link an emulation library into 
any program containing floating-point instructions or 
data. On start-up, code is generated to check for the 
presence of a coprocessor. If one is detected, it is used. 
If a coprocessor is not detected, the emulation library is 
used. In this way, programs written to take advantage of 
a coprocessor can run on systems without one. 

See also Comparing AMO's CMOS 80C287 and 
80EC287 Math Coprocessors to the Intel NMOS 80287 
and CMOS 80C287 A Application Note, order #12190A, 
available from your local AMD sales office or call 
(800) 538-8450. 
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APPENDIX 

Company 

Programming Tools 
Alsys, Inc. 
Borland International 

CACI Products 
Computer Innovations, Inc. 
C Ware Corporation 
FORTH, Inc. 
Gold Hill Computers 

IBM 

Integral Quality, Inc. 
Laboratory Microsystems 
Lahey Computer Systems, 

Inc. 
Lattice, Inc. 
Logitech 
Mark Williams Co. 
Micro Focus, Inc. 
Microsoft 

Microtech Research, Inc. 

Morgan Computing Company, 
Inc. 

Pecan Software 

RR software, Inc. 

Ryan McFarland Corp. 
STSC, Inc. 
SuperSoft, Inc. 
TeleSoft 
True Basic, Inc. 
Unisource Software Corp. 
WATCOM 

Whitesmiths, ltd. 

Application 

Ada® Compiler 
Turbo Pascal, Turbo 
Assembler, Turbo C 
Simscript 11.5 
C86PLUS 
DC88 
polyFORTH II 
Golden Common LISP, 
Goldworks 
TopViewTM, Graphical 
Kernal System, Macro 
Assembler, ROT Resident 
Debugging Tool, Plotting 
System 
IQlISP,IOClISP 
PC/Forth, URlForth 
F77L-EM/16, F77L-EMI32, 
Lahey Personal Fortran 
C Compiler 
Modula-2 
Let's C 
CO-Math 
FORTRAN, Pascal, C, 
Quick BASIC 
ASM186™, Paragon PP/86, 
MCC86 

Professional BASIC 
Assembler Modula-2, 
Fortran 77, UCSD Pascal, 
Power System 
Janus Ada (PharlaplXenix), 
Systems Pack 
RM/FORTRAN, RM COBOL 
APL ·PLUSIPC 
FORTRAN,C 
TeleSoft-Ada, Pascal 
True BASIC 
VENIXl86 
WATCOM APL, WATCOM 
BASIC, WATFOR-77, 
WATCOM COBOL, 
WATCOM Pascal 
C 

Financial Analysis and Planning 
Alcar Group, Inc. The Value Planner, 

Black River Systems Corp. 

Chase Manhattan Bank 

Dac Software, Inc. 

Intex Solutions, Inc. 
MECA Ventures, Inc. 
Sterling Wentworth 

The Merger Planner, 
The Strategy Planner 
MACRO·WORLD 
FORECASTER, 
MACRO·WORLD 
INVESTOR 
Chase Duration, Cap Floor 
Calculator, BRMS 
DacEasy Payroll, DacEasy 
Accounting 
Forecast! 
Managing Your Money 
Step1, PlanMan, Next$, 
Business Plan 

Company 

Business Graphics 
Advanced Graphics Software 
Bitstream 
Computer Support Corp. 

Custom Applications, Inc. 
LaserGo, Inc. 
Lotus Development Corp. 

New England Software 
Softcraft, Inc. 

Zenographics 

Statistical 
Anderson-Bell 
Aptech Systems 
BMDP Statistical Software, 

Inc. 
Mikros, Inc. 
P-Stat, Inc. 
SAS Institute, Inc. 
SPSS, Inc. 
Strategy Plus 
STSC, Inc. 
SYSTAT, Inc. 

Analysis 
IMPULSE Engineering 
Microcompatibles 

Wiley Professional Software 

Application 

SlideWrite Plus 
Fontware 
Oiagraph, Arts and Letters, 
Picture Perfect 
Freedom of Press 
GoScript 
Graphwriter II, 
Freelance Plus 
Graph-in-the-box 
Font Effects, SpinFont, 
WYSIfontsI 
Autumn, Mirage, Pixy 

Abstat 
Gauss 

BMDP Statistical Software 
ESP 
P-Stat 
PC SAS System 
SPSSIPC 
Exec·U·Stat 
STATGRAPHICS 
SYSTAT 

Fortran Addenda 
PLOTMATIC,OMNIPLOT, 
GRAFMATIC 
Statlib.gl, Statlib.tsf, 
Scientific Subroutine 
library, Mathematical 
Function library 

DataBase Management and Analysis 
Ashton-Tate dBASpoi 

Borland International 
DataEase International, Inc. 
Economica 
Fox Software 
Information Builders, Inc. 
Mainstay Software Corp. 
Microrim 

Migent Software, Inc. 
Nantucket Corp. 
Oracle Corp. 
Revelations Technology 

computer Aided Design 
AutoDesk 
CadKey 
MathSOFT 
MegaCadd 

Robo Systems 
Universallntegraphix Corp. 
Versacad Corp. 

Reflex, Paradox® 
DataEase 
OX 
FoxBase+ 
PC/FOCUS 
Mainstay 
CLOUT, DB Graphics, 
R:base for DOS 
Emerald Bay 
Clipper 
Professional Oracle 
Advanced Revelation 

AutoCAD, Autosketch 
CadKey 
MathCAD 
MegaSHADE, MegaORAFT, 
MegaMODEL 
RoboCAD-PC 
3-0 Graphixx CAOD 
VersaCAD Design 
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Company Application 

Integrated Software 
Ashton-Tate Framework 
Informix Software SmartWare 
lemain, Inc. Corporate MBA 
lotus Development Corp. Symphony 
Microsoft Microsoft Works 
Migent Software, Inc. Ability Plus 
Mosaic Marketing, Inc. INTEGRATED 7 
Software Group Enable 

Mathematical Modeling 
BMDP Statistical Software, 

Inc. EQF 
Borland International Eureka: The Solver 
Eastern Software Products, 

Inc. lP88, BlP88, TSA88 
General Optimization What's Best 
Pacific Crest Software Point FIVE 
Universal Technical Systems, 

Inc. TK Solver Plus 
WEFAGroup Aremos, PC Model 
Wolfram Research, Inc. Mathematica 

Scientific Engineering II Alligator Transforms Fourier Perspectives, 
Prime Factor FFT 

Asyst Software Technologies, 
Inc. Asystant, Asyst 

Celestial Software IMAGES-3D 
Compact Software Super-Compact PC, 

AutoArt PC 
Das Consulting DAST100 
IMPULSE Engineering Steam 85 
MacNeal-Schwendler Corp. MSC/cal, MSC/mod, 

MSC/pal2 
Mathworks, Inc. Mathlab 
Synoptics Semper 6 Plus 
Wescom Wescom 

Spreadsheets 
Borland International Quattro 
Computer Associates 

International SuperCalc 
Dac Software, Inc. Lucid 3-D 
Daybreak Technologies Silk 
Frontline Systems 3-2-1 Blastoff 
Javelin Software Corp. Javelin 

lotus Development Corp. Lotus 1-2-3n.t 
Microsoft Multiplan, Excel 
Mosaic Marketing, Inc. The TWIN 
Paperback Software 

International VP Planner Plus 
Software Publishing Corp. PFS: Professional Plan 
Unisource Software Corp. Tactician (Unix) 
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Am29C325 
CMOS 32-Bit Floating-Point Processor 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Single VLSI device performs high-speed single
precision floating-point arithmetic 
Floating-point addition, subtraction, and multiplication 
in a single clock cycle 
Internal architecture supports sum-of-products, 
Newton-Raphson division 

• 32-bit, three-bus flow-through architecture 
Programmable 1/0 allows interface to 32- and 16-bit 
systems 

• IEEE and DEC formats 
Performs conversions between formats 
Performs integer +-+ floating-point conversions 

• Input and output registers may be made transparent 
independently 

• Pin and functionally compatible with the bipolar 
Am29325 

• The Am29C325 uses less than one-quarter the power of 
the Am29325 

• 145 PGA requires no heatsink 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am29C325 is a high-speed floating-point processor 
unit. It performs 32-bit single-precision floating-point addi
tion, subtraction, and multiplication operations in a single 
VLSI circuit, using the format specified by the IEEE floating
pOint standard, 754. The DEC single-precision floating
pOint format is also supported. Operations for conversion 
between 32-bit integer format and floating-pOint format are 
available, as are operations for converting between the 
IEEE and DEC floating-point formats. Any instruction can 
be performed in a single clock cycle. Six flags - invalid 
operation, inexact result, zero, not-a-number, overflow, and 
underflow - monitor the status of operations. 

The Am29C325 has a three-bus, 32-bit architecture, with 
two input buses and one output bus. This configuration 

provides high 1/0 bandwidth, allows access to all buses, 
and affords a high degree of flexibility when connecting this 
device in a system. All buses are registered, with each 
register having a clock enable. Input and output registers 
may be made transparent independently. Two other I/O 
configurations, a 32-bit, two-bus architecture and a 16-bit, 
three-bus architecture, are user-selectable, easing inter
face with a wide variety of systems. Thirty-two-bit internal 
feed forward datapaths support accumulation operations, 
including sum-of-products and Newton-Raphson division. 

Fabricated using Advanced Micro Devices' 1.2 micron 
CMOS process, the Am29C325 is powered by a single 5-
volt supply. The device is housed in a 145-lead pin-grid
array package. 

Am29C300 FAMILY HIGH-PERFORMANCE SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Part No. 
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RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 

Description 

Am29K Arithmetic Accelerator 

High-Performance Bipolar 16-Bit Microprocessor 

High·Performance CMOS 16-Bit Microprocessor 

CMOS 64 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller 

CMOS 128 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller 

CMOS 512 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller 

CMOS 64 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller - Slim DIP 

CMOS 128 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller 

CMOS 512 x 16 EPROM Field Programmable Controller 

CMOS 32-Bit Parallel Multiplier 

CMOS Double-Precision Floating·Point Processor 

16-Bit Microprogram Sequencer 

CMOS 16-Bit Microprogram Sequencer 

32-Bit Extended Function ALU . 

CMOS 32-Bit Extended Function ALU 

64 x 18 Four-Port, Dual·Access Register File 

CMOS 64 x 18 Four-Port, Dual-Access Register File 
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PORT F 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
Top View 

PGA 

A B C 0 E F G H K L M N P R 

INEX 12 11 ENF 14 OBUS OE vee elK R31 R30 R25 R24 R21 R20 

2 INVA NAN 10 liD FTO FTl vee vee RNDO RNDl R27 R28 R23 R22 R17 

3 F29 ZERO GNDO ENR ENS 16/32 vee vee vee R29 R26 GND GND R19 Rla 

4 F30 F31 GNDO * R15 R16 R13 

5 F23 OVFl UNFl R14 Rll R12 

F26 F27 F28 R9 Rl0 R7 

7 F2l F24 F25 R8 R5 R6 

8 F22 F19 veeo R3 R4 Rl 

F17 F20 veeo RO 13 R2 

10 F18 F15 F16 528 531 530 

11 F13 F14 F11 527 526 529 

12 F12 F9 FlO vee 525 524 

13 F7 F6 GNDO GNDO GNDO GNDO GND GND GND 58 513 514 vee 522 523 

14 F8 F3 F2 GNDO FO 51 52 GND 54 59 510 515 518 521 520 

15 F5 F4 F1 GNDO P/AFF 50 53 55 57 56 511 512 517 516 519 

eD010492 

Key: 16/32 = S16/32 
110 = IEEE/OE'C 

INEX = INEXACT 
INVA = INVALID 

OBUS = ONEBUS 
OVFl = OVERFLOW 

PIAFF = PROJ/AFF 
UNFl = UNDERFLOW 

*D4 is an alignment pin (not connected internally). 
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PIN DESIGNATIONS 

(Sorted by Pin No.) 

PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME 

A-1 Inexact C-7 F25 H-13 GND N-10 S28 

A-2 Invalid C-S Veea H-14 GND N-l1 S27 

A-3 F29 C-9 Veea H-15 85 N-12 Vee 

A-4 F30 C-l0 F16 J-1 elK N-13 Vee 

A-5 F23 C-l1 Fn J-2 RNDo N-14 S18 

A-6 F26 C-12 F10 J-3 Vee N-15 S17 

A-7 F21 C-13 GNDO J-13 GND P-1 R21 

A-8 F22 C-14 F2 J-14 84 P-2 R22 

A-9 F17 C-15 F1 J-15 87 P-3 R19 

A-10 F18 0-1 ENF K-1 R31 P-4 R16 

A-11 F13 0-2 IEEE/DEC K-2 RND1 P-5 Rn 

A-12 F12 0-3 ENR K-3 R29 P·6 R10 

A-13 F7 0-13 GNDO K-13 88 P-7 R5 

A-14 Fs 0-14 GNDO K-14 89 P-S R4 

A-1S F5 0-15 GNDO K-15 86 P·9 13 

8-1 12 E-1 14 L-l R30 P-10 831 

8-2 NAN E-2 FTo L-2 R27 P-11 S26 

8-3 ZERO E-3 EN8 L-3 R26 P-12 S25 

8-4 F31 E-13 GNDO L-13 813 P-13 S22 

8-5 OVERFLOW E-14 Fo L-14 SlO P-14 S21 

8-6 F27 E-15 PROJ/AFF L-15 811 P-1S S16 

8-7 F24 F-1 ONEBU8 M-1 R25 R-1 R20 

8-8 F19 F-2 FT1 M-2 R28 R-2 R17 

8-9 F20 F-3 S16/32 M-3 GND R-3 A1S 

8-10 F15 F-13 GNDO M-13 814 R-4 R13 

8-11 F14 F-14 S1 M-14 815 R-5 A12 

8-12 F9 F-15 So M-15 812 R-6 A7 

8-13 F6 G-1 OE N-1 R24 R-7 A6 

8-14 F3 G-2 Vee N-2 A23 R-8 A1 

8-15 F4 G-3 Vee N-3 GND R-9 A2 

C-l 11 G-13 GND N-4 R15 R-10 S30 

C-2 10 G-14 S2 N-5 A14 R-11 S29 

C-3 GNDO G-15 S3 N-6 A9 R-12 S24 

C-4 GNDO H-1 Vee N-7 A8 R-13 S23 

C-S UNDERFLOW H-2 Vee N-S A3 R-14 S20 

C-6 F28 H-3 Vee N-9 Ao R-15 S19 

Note: Pin number 04 == Alignment Pin 
Veea and GNDO are power and ground pins for the output buffers. 
Vee and GND are power and ground pins for the rest of the logic. 
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PIN DESIGNATIONS (Cont'd.) 

(Sorted by Pin Name) 

PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME. PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME. 

J·l ClK E·2 FTo R·6 R7 K·14 59 

D·l ENF F·2 FT1 N·7 R8 L·14 510 

D·3 ENR G·13 GND N·6 R9 L·15 511 

E·3 EN5 H·13 GND P·6 Rl0 M·15 512 

E·14 Fo H·14 GND P·5 R11 L·13 513 

C·15 Fl J·13 GND R·5 R12 M·13 514 

C·14 F2 M·3 GND R·4 R13 M·14 515 

B·14 F3 N·3 GND N·5 R14 P·15 516 

B·15 F4 C·3 GNDO N·4 R15 F-3 516/32 

A·15 F5 C·4 GNDO P·4 R16 N·15 517 

B·13 F6 C·13 GNDO R·2 R17 N·14 518 

A·13 F7 D·13 GNDO R·3 R18 R·15 519 

A·14 F8 D·14 GNDO P·3 R19 R·14 520 

B·12 F9 D·15 GNDO R·l R20 P·14 521 

C-12 FlO E·13 GNDO P·l R21 P·13 522 

C·l1 F11 F·13 GNDO P·2 R22 A·13 523 

A·12 F12 C·2 10 N·2 R23 A·12 524 

A·ll F13 C·l 11 N·l R24 P·12 525 

B·ll F14 B·l 12 M·l R25 P·ll 526 III 
B·l0 F15 p.g 13 L·3 R26 N·ll 527 

C·l0 F16 E·l 14 L·2 R27 N·l0 528 

I 

I 

A-9 F17 D·2 IEEE/DEC M·2 R28 A·ll 529 

A·l0 F18 A·l INEXACT K·3 R29 A·l0 530 

B·8 F19 A·2 INVALID L·l R30 P·l0 531 

B·9 F20 B·2 NAN K·l R31 C·5 UNDERFLOW 

A-7 F21 G·l OE J·2 RNDo G·2 Vee 

A·8 F22 F·l ONEBU5 K·2 RNDl G·3 Vee 

A·5 F23 B·5 OVERFLOW F·15 50 H·l Vee 

B-7 F24 E·15 PROJ/AFF F·14 51 H·2 Vee 

C-7 F25 N·9 Ro G·14 52 H·3 Vee 

A·6 F26 A·8 R1 G·15 53 J·3 Vee 

B·6 F27 A·9 R2 J·14 54 N·12 Vee 

C·6 F28 N·8 R3 H·15 55 N·13 Vee 

A·3 F29 P·8 R4 K·15 56 C·8 Veeo 

A-4 F30 P·7 R5 J·15 57 c·g Veeo 

B·4 F31 A·7 R6 K·13 58 B·3 ZERO 

Note: Pin number D4 = Alignment Pin 
Veeo and GNDO are power and ground pins for the output buffers. 
Vee and GND are power and ground pins for the rest of the logic. 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

Ro-R31 

SO,S31 INEXACT ~ 

INVALID ~ 

NAN ~ 
ENR 

ENS 
OVERFLOW ~ 

UNDERFLOW 

FTO·FT1 
ZERO 

LS002920 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM29C325 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

_::.1 B 

r I 
T '------- e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

Blank = Standard processing 
B = Burn-in 

'----------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to +85°C) Case 

'--------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
G = 145-Lead Pin Grid Array without Heatsink 

(CGX145) . 

'---------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank = Base Speed 

- 1 = Speed Select 

'--a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am29C325 
CMOS 32-Bit Floating-Point Processor 

Valid Combinations 

AM29C325 

AM29C325-1 
GC, GCB 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. ·Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL 
products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

2-10 

AM29C325 .::..1.. 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

.l..L=f .. LEAD FINISH 
C = Gold 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
Z = 145-Lead Pin Grid Array without Heatsink 

(CGX145) 

~------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
IB = Class B 

L...-----------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank = Base Speed 

-1 = Speed Select 

'---8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am29C325 
CMOS 32-Bit Floating-Point Processor 

Valid Combinations 

AM29C325 I 
AM29C32S-1 I IBZC 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1,2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

ClK Clock (Input) 
For the internal registers. 

ENF Register F Clock Enable (Input; Active lOW) 
When ENF is lOW, register F is clocked on the lOW-to
HIGH transition of ClK. When ENF is HIGH, register F 
retains the previous contents. ' 

ENR Register R Clock Enable (Input; Active lOW) 
When ENR is lOW, register R is clocked on the lOW-to
HIGH transition of ClK. When ENR is HIGH, register R 
retains the previous contents. 

ENS Register S Clock Enable (Input; Active lOW) 
When ENS is lOW, register S is clocked on the lOW-to
HIGH transition of ClK. When ENS is HIGH, register S 
retains the previous contents. 

Fo - F31 F Operand Bus (Output) 
Fo is the least significant bit. 

FT 0 Input Register Feedthrough Control (Input; 
Active HIGH) 

When FT 0 is HIGH, registers Rand S are transparent. 

FT 1 Output Register Feedthrough Control (Input; 
Active HIGH) 

When FT1 is HIGH, register F and the status flag register 
are transparent. 

10 -12 Operation Select lines (Input) 
Used to select the operation to be performed by the AlU. 
See Table 1 for a list of operations and the corresponding 
codes. 

13 AlU S Port Input Select (Input) 
A LOW on 13 selects register S as the input to the AlU S 
port. A HIGH on 13 selects register F as the input to the AlU 
Sport. 

14 Register R Input Select (Input) 
A LOW on 14 selects Ro-R31 as the input to register R. A 
HIGH selects the AlU F port as the ,input to register R. 

IEEE/DEC IEEE/DEC Mode Select (Input) 
When IEEE/DEC is HIGH, IEEE mode is selected. When 
IEEE/DEC is LOW, DEC mode is selected. 

INEXACT Inexact Result Flag (Output; Active HIGH) 
A HIGH indicates that the final result of the last operation 
was not infinitely precise, due to rounding. 

INVALID Invalid Operation Flag (Output; Active 
HIGH) . 

A HIGH indicates that the last operation performed was 
invalid; e.g., 00 times O. 

Definition of Terms 

Affine Mode 

One of two modes affecting the handling of operations on 
infinities - see the Operations with Infinities section under 
Operations In IEEE Mode. 

Biased Exponent 

The true exponent of a floating-point number, plus a constant. 
For IEEE floating-point numbers, the constant is 127; for DEC 
floating-point numbers, the constant is 128. See also True 
Exponent. 

Bus 

Data input or output channel for the floating-point processor. 

NAN Not-a-Number Flag (Output; Active HIGH) 
A HIGH indicates that the final result produced by the last 
operation is not to be interpreted as a number. The output in 
such cases is either an IEEE Not-a-Number (NAN) or a 
DEC-reserved operand. 

OE Output Enable (Input; Active lOW) 
When OE is lOW, the contents of register F are placed on 
Fo-F31. When OE is HIGH, Fo-F31 assume a high
impedance state. 

ONEBUS Input Bus Configuration Control (Input) 
A lOW on ONEBUS configures the input bus circuitry for 
two-input bus operation. A HIGH on ONEBUS configures 
the input bus circuitry for single-input bus operation. 

OVERFLOW Overflow Flag (Output; Active HIGH) 
A HIGH indicates that the last operation produced a final 
result that overflowed the floating-point format. 

PROJI AFF Projectivel Affine Mode Select (Input) 
Choice of projective or affine mode determines the way in 
which infinities are handled in IEEE mode. A lOW on 
PROJI AFF selects affine mode; a HIGH selects projective 
mode. . 

RO - R31 R Operand Bus (Input) 
Ro is the least significant bit. 

RNDoI RND1 Rounding Mode Selects (Input) 
RNDo and RND1 select one of four rounding modes. See 
Table 5 for a list of rounding modes and the corresponding 
control codes. 

So - S31 S Operand Bus (Input) 
So is the least significant bit. 

S16/32 16- or 32-Bit I/O Mode Select (Input) 
A lOW onS16/32 selects the 32-bit 1/0 mode; a HIGH 
selects the 16-bit 1/0 mode. In 32-bit mode, input and 
output buses are 32 bits wide. In 16-bit mode, input and 
output buses are 16 bits wide, with the least and most 
significant portions of the 32-bit input and output words 
being placed on the buses during the HIGH and lOW 
portions of ClK, respectively. 

UNDERFLOW Underflow Flag (Output; Active HIGH) 
A HiGH indicates that the last operation produced a 
rounded result that underfiowed the floating-paint format. 

ZERO Zero Flag (Output; Active HIGH) 
A HIGH indicates that the last operation produced a final 
result of zero. 

DEC-Reserved Operand 

A DEC floating-point number that is interpreted as a symbol 
and has no numeric value. A DEC-reserved operand has a 
sign of 1 and a biased exponent of O. 

Destination Format 

The format of the final result produced by the floating-point 
AlU. The destination format can be IEEE floating point, DEC 
floating point, or integer. 

Final Result 

The result produced by the floating-paint AlU. 

Fraction 

The 23 least-significant bits of the mantissa. 
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Infinitely Precise Result 

The result that would be obtained from an operation if both 
exponent range and precision were unbounded. 

Input Operands 

The value or values on which an operation is performed. For 
example, the addition 2 + 3 = 5 has input operands 2 and 3. 

Mantissa 

The portion of a floating-point number containing the number's 
significant bits. For the floating-point number 1.101 x 2- 3, the 
mantissa is 1.101. 

NAN (Not·a·Number) 

An IEEE floating-point number that is interpreted as a symbol 
and has no numeric value. A NAN has a biased exponent of 
25510 and a non-zero fraction. 

Port 

Data input or output channel for the floating-point ALU. 

Projective Mode 

One of two modes affecting the handling of operations on 
infinities - see the Operations with Infinities section under 
Operation in IEEE Mode. 

Rounded Result 

The result produced by rounding the infinitely precise result to 
fit the destination format. 

True Exponent (or Exponent) 

Number representing the power of two by which a floating
point number's mantissa is to be multiplied. For the floating
pOint number 1.101 x 2-3, the true exponent is -3. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Architecture 

The Am29C325 comprises a high-speed, floating-point ALU, a 
status flag generator, and a 32-bit data path. 

Floating,Point ALU 

The floating-point ALU performs 32-bit floating-point opera
tions. It also performs floating-point-to-integer conversions, 
integer-to-floating-point floating-point conversions, and con
versions between the IEEE and DEC formats. The ALU has 
two 32-bit input ports, Rand S, and a 32-bit output port, F. 

Conceptually, the process performed by the ALU can be 
divided into three stages (see Figure 1). The operation stage 
performs the arithmetic operation selected by the user; the 
output of this section is referred to as the infinitely preCise 
result of the operation. The rounding stage rounds the 
infinitely precise result to fit in the destination format; the 
output of this stage is called the rounded result. The last stage 
checks for exceptional conditions. If no exceptional condition 
is found, the rounded result is passed through this stage. If 
some exceptional condition is found (e.g., overflow, underflow, 
or an invalid operation), this section may replace the rounded 
result with another output, such as + 00, _00, a NAN, or a DEC-

reserved operand. The output of this last stage appears on 
port F and is called the final result. 

OPERAND R OPERAND S 

l I 
R S 

OPERATION STAGE 
(PERFORMS SELECTED OPERATION) 

1-- INFINITELY PRECISE RESULT 

ROUNDING STAGE 
(ROUNDS INFINITELY PRECISE 

RESULT) 

1--- ROuNDED RESULT 

EXCEPTION STAGE 
(CHECKS FOR UNUSUAL CONDITIONS) 

F 

1 
FINAL RESULT 

AF004540 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model of the Process 
Performed by the Floating-Point ALU 

The ALU performs one of eight operations; the operation to be 
performed is selected by placing the appropriate control code 
on lines 10-12. Table 1 gives the control codes corresponding 
to each of the eight operations. 

The floating-point addition operation (R PLUS S) adds the 
floating-point numbers on ports Rand S and places the 
floating-point result on port F. In IEEE mode (IEEEI 
DEC = HIGH) the addition is performed in IEEE floating-point 
format; in DEC mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW) the addition is 
performed in DEC format. 

The floating-point subtraction operation (R MINUS S) sub
tracts the floating-point number on port S from the floating
point number on port R and places the floating-point result on 
port F. In IEEE mode (IEEE/DEC = HIGH) the subtraction is 
performed in IEEE floating-point point format; in DEC r(lode 
(IEEE/DEC = LOW) the subtraction is performed in DEC 
format. 

The floating-point multiplication operation (R TIMES S) multi
plies the floating-point numbers on ports Rand S and places 
the floating-point result on port F. In IEEE mode (IEEEI 
DEC = HIGH) the multiplication is performed in IEEE floating. 
point format; in DEC mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW) the multiplica· 
tion is performed in DEC format. 

The floating-point constant subtraction (2 MINUS S) operation 
subtracts the floating-point value on port S from 2 and places 
the result on port F. The operand on port R is not used in this 
operation; its value will not affect the operation in any way. In 
IEEE mode (IEEE/DEC = HIGH) the operation is performed in 
IEEE floating-point format; in DEC mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW) 
the operation is performed in DEC format. This operation is 
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used to support Newton-Aaphson floating-point division; a 
description of its use appears in Appendix C_ 

The integer-to-floating-point conversion (INT-TO-FP) opera
tion takes a 32-bit, two's complement integer on port A and 
places the equivalent floating-paint value on port F. The 

operand on port S is not used in this operation; its value will 
not affect the operation in any way. In IEEE mode (IEEE/ 
DEC = HIGH) the result is delivered in IEEE format; in DEC 
mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW) the result is delivered in DEC 
format. 

TABLE 1. ALU OPERATION SELECT 

12 11 10 Operation Output Equation 

0 0 0 Floating-point addition (A PLUS S) F=A+S 

0 0 1 Floating-point subtraction (A MINUS S) F = A-S' 

0 1 0 Floating-point multiplication (A TIMES S) F= A· S 

0 1 1 Floating-paint constant subtraction F=2-S 
(2 MINUS S) 

1 0 0 Integer-to-floating-point conversion F (floating-point) = A (integer) 
(INT-TO-FP) 

1 0 1 Floating-point-to-integer conversion F (integer) = A (floating-point) 
(FP-TO-INT) 

1 1 0 IEEE-TO-DEC format conversion F (DEC format) = A (IEEE format) 
(IEEE-TO-DEC) 

1 1 1 DEC-TO-IEEE format conversion F (IEEE format) = A (DEC format) 
(DEC-TO-IEEE) 

The floating-point-to-integer conversion (FP-TO-INT) opera
tion takes a floating-point number on port A and places the 
equivalent 32-bit, two's complement integer value on port F. 
The operand on port S is not used in this operation; its value 
will not affect the operation in any way. In IEEE mode (lEEE/ 
DEC = HIGH) the operand on port A is interpreted using the 
IEEE floating-point format; in DEC mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW) 
it is interpreted using the DEC floating-point format. 

The IEEE-to-DEC conversion operation (IEEE-TO-DEC) takes 
an IEEE-format floating-point number on port A and places the 
equivalent DEC-format floating-point number on port F. The 
operand on port S is not used in this operation; its value will 
not affect the operation in any way. The operation can be 
performed in either IEEE mode (IEEE/l5EC = HIGH) or DEC 
mode (IEEE/DEC = LOW). 

The DEC-to-IEEE conversion operation (DEC-TO-IEEE) takes 
a DEC-format floating-point number on port A and places the 
equivalent IEEE-floating-point number on port F. The operand 
on port S is not used in this operation; its value will not affect 
the operation in any way. The operation can be performed in 
either IEEE mode (IEEE/DEC = HIGH) or DEC mode (lEEE/ 
DEC = LOW). 

Status Flag Generator 

The status flag generator controls the state of six flags that 
report the status of floating-point ALU operations. The flags 
indicate when an operation is invalid (e.g., 00 times 0) or when 
an operation has produced an overflow, an underflow, a non
numerical result (e.g., a NAN- or DEC-reserved operand), an 
inexact result, or a result of zero. The flags represent the 
status of the most recently performed operation. Flag status is 
stored in the flag status register on the LOW-to-HIGH transi
tion of CLK. When the output register feedthrough control FT 1 
is HIGH, the flag status register is made transparent. 

Data Path 

The 32-bit data path consists of the A and S input buses; the F 
output bus; data registers A, S, and F; the register A input 
multiplexer; and the ALU port S input multiplexer. 

Input operands enter the floating-point processor through the 
32-bit A and S input buses, Ao-A31 and So-S31. Aesults of 
operations appear on the 32-bit F bus, Fo-F31. The F bus 
assumes a high-impedance state when output enable OE is 
HIGH. 

The A and S registers store input operands; the F register 
stores the final result of the floating-point ALU operation. Each 
register has an independent clock enable (ENA, ENS, and 
ENF). When a register'S clock enable is LOW, the register 
stores the data on its input at the LOW-to-HIGH transition of 
'CLK; when the clock enable is HIGH, the register retains its 
current data. All data registers are fully edge-triggered - both 
the input data and the register enable need only meet modest 
setup and hold time requirements. Aegisters A and S can be 
made transparent by setting FT 0, the input register feed
through control, HIGH. Aegister F can be made transparent by 
setting FT 1, the output register feedthrough control, HIGH. 

The register A input multiplexer selects either the A input bus 
or the floating-point ALU's F port as the input to register A. 
Selection is controlled by 14 - a LOW selects the A input bus; 
a HIGH selects the ALU F port. The ALU port S input 
multiplexer selects either register S or register F as the input to 
the floating-point ALU's S port. Selection is controlled by 13-
a LOW selects register S; a HIGH selects register F. 

Data selected by 13 and 14 is described in Table 2. When 
registers A and S are transparent (FTo = HIGH), multiplexer 
select 14 must be kept LOW, so that the register A input 
multiplexer selects Ao-A31. When register F is transparent 
(FT 1 = HIGH), multiplexer select 13 must be kept LOW, so that 
the ALU port S input multiplexer selects register S. 
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TABLE 2. MUX SELECT 

13 Data selected for floating-point ALU 5 port 

0 Register S 

1 Register F 

14 Data selected for register R input 

0 R bus 

1 Floating-point AlU port F 

1/0 Modes 

The Am29C325 datapath can be configured in one of three 
I/O modes: a 32-bit, two-input bus mode; a 32-bit, single-input 
bus mode; and a 16-bit, two-input bus mode. These modes 
affect only the manner in which data is delivered to and taken 
from the Am29C325; operation of the floating-point AlU is not 
altered. The I/O mode is selected with the ONEBU8 and 816/ 
32 controls. Table 3 lists the control codes needed to invoke 
each I/O mode. 

TABLE 3. 1/0 MODE SELECTION 

516/32 ONEBU5 110 Mode 

0 0 32-bit, two-input-bus mode 

0 1 32-bit, single-input-bus mode' 

1 0 16-bit, two-input-bus mode' 

1 1 Illegal I/O mode selection value 

°FTo must be held LOW in this mode (see text). 

32-Bit, Two-Input Bus Mode 

In this I/O mode, the Rand S buses are configured as 
independent 32-bit input buses, and the F bus is configured as 
a 32-bit output bus. Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of 
the Am29C325 in this I/O mode. 

Rand 8 operands are taken from their respective input buses 
and clocked into the Rand S registers on the lOW-to-HIGH 
transition of ClK. Register F is also clocked on the lOW-to
HIGH transition of ClK. Figure 5a depicts typical I/O timing in 
this mode. 

RBUS/I/~3~2~ ________________ ~~ ____________________________________________ ~1 

S BUS 
32 

32 

~----------+--+--~-IENS 

elK 

ONEBUS (= lOW) c:>-+-t-

516/32 ( = lOW) .--=>--+---t-

ENFc=~~-+----------------~ar--~---, 

OECJ-~--;-------------------------OV 

FBU5/1/--~----------------------------~~~~-----------------------------J1 

8D007051 

Figure 2. Functional Block Diagram for the 32-Bit, Two-Input Bus Mode 
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32-Bit, Single-Input Bus Mode 

In this 1/0 mode, the Rand S buses are connected to a single 
32-bit multiplexed input data bus; the F bus is configured as an 
independent 32-bit output bus. Figure 3 is a functional block 
diagram of the Am29C325 in this 1/0 mode. Note that both the 
Rand S bus lines must be wired to the input bus. 

Rand S operands are multiplexed onto the input bus by the 
host system. The S operand is clocked from the input bus into 
a temporary holding register on the HIGH-to-lOW transition of 
ClK and is transferred to register S on the lOW-to-HIGH 

32 
RIS BUS 

ONE BUS ( = HIGH) L.......>---+--+-

516/32 (~LOW) L .. ...>---+---+-

transition of ClK. The R operand is clocked from the input bus 
into register R on the lOW-to-HIGH transition of ClK. Register 
F is clocked on the lOW-to-HIGH transition of ClK. Figure 5b 
depicts typical I/O timing in this mode. 

When placed in this 1/0 mode, the data path will not function 
properly if. the Rand S registers are made transparent. 
Therefore, input register feedthrough control FT 0 must be held 
lOW in this mode. 

ENFC=>-~-4----------------<fE~--~---' 
CLK ----I:> 

OEC=~-+--~----------------------~~ 

Am29C325 

32 
FBUS/I/---+--------------------~------~~~------------------------------~ 

8D007062 

Figure 3. Functional Block Diagram for the 32-Blt, Single-Input Bus Mode 
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16-Blt, Two-Input Bus Mode 

In this 1/0 mode, the Rand S buses are configured as 
independent 16-bit input buses, and the F bus is configured as 
a 16-bit output bus. Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of 
the Am29C325 in this 110 mode. Note that the 16 least 
significant bits (lSBs) and 16 most significant bits (MSBs) of 
the R, S, and F buses must be wired to their respective system 
buses in parallel. 

Thirty-two-bit operands are passed along the 16-bit data 
buses by time-multiplexing the 16 lSBs and 16 MSBs of each 
32-bit word. For the R input bus, the host system multiplexes 
the 16 lSBs and 16 MSBs of the R operand onto the 16-bit R 
bus. The 16 lSBs of the R operand are stored in a temporary 
holding register on the HIGH-to-lOW transition of ClK. The 16 
MSBs are clocked into register R on the lOW-to-HIGH 
transition of ClK; at the same time, the 16 lSBs are 
transferred from the temporary holding register to register R. 
Transfer of data from the S input bus to the S register takes 
place in a similar fashion. Register F is clocked on the lOW
to-HIGH transition of ClK. Circuitry internal to the Am29C325 
multiplexes data from register F onto the 16-bit output bus by 
enabling the 16 lSBs of the F output bus when ClK is HIGH 
and enabling the 16 MSBs of the F output bus when ClK is 
lOW. Figure 5c depicts typical 110 timing in this mode. 

When placed in this 1/0 mode, the data path will not function 
properly if the Rand S registers are made transparent. 
Therefore, input register feedthrough control FT 0 must be held 
lOW in this mode. Caution must also be taken in controlling 
the register R input multiplexer control line, 14, in this 110 
mode. 14 should be changed only when ClK is HIGH, in 

16 
RBUS 

addition to meeting the setup. and hold time requirements 
given in the Switching Characteristics section. 

Operation In IEEE Mode 

When input signal .IEEE/D'EC is HIGH, the IEEE mode of 
operation is selected. In this mode the Am29C325 uses the· 
floating-point format set forth in the IEEE Proposed Standard 
for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic, P754. In addition, the 
IEEE mode complies with most other aspects of single
precision floating-point operation outlined in the proposed 
standard - differences are discussed in Appendix A. 

IEEE Floating-Point Format 

The IEEE single-precision floating-point word is 32 bits wide 
and is arranged in the format shown in Figure 6. The floating
point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit sign, an a-bit 
biased exponent, and a 23-bit fraction. 

The sign bit indicates the sign of the floating·point number's 
value. Non-negative values have a sign of 0; negative values, 
a sign of 1. The value zero may have either sign. 

The biased exponent is an a-bit unsigned integer field repre
senting a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias 
value is 127. If, for example, the multiplicative factor for a 
floating-point number is to be 2a, the value of the biased 
exponent would be a + 127; "a" is called the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 23-bit unsigned fraction field containing the 
23 lSBs of the floating-point number's 24-bit mantissa. The 
weight of fraction's MSB is 2- 1; the weight of the lSB is 2-23. 

SBUS~r~~--------~r--..~----------~~~~------------~'v 

2-16 

I. c>-"+--t--+--t--4 

ENR 

elK 

ONEBUS (= lOW) C~f-+-

SI6J32( .. HIGH) C~I-+-

FBUS 

Figure 4. Functional Block Diagram for the 16-Bit, Two-Input Bus Mode 
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A floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted per the 
following conventions: 

let s == sign bit 
e == biased exponent 
f == fraction 

if e = 0 and f = O ... value = (-1)5*(0) (+ 0, -0) 
if e = 0 and f '* O ... value = denormalized number 
if 0 < e < 255 ... value = (_1)5*(2e - 127)*(1.f) 

(normalized number) 
if e = 255 and f == O ... value = (-1 )5*(00) (+ 00, _00) 
if e = 255 and f '* O ... value = not-a-number (NAN) 

Zero: The value zero can have either a positive or negative 
sign. Rules for determining the sign of a zero produced by an 
operation are given in the Sign Bit section. 

Denormalized Number: A denormalized number represents a 
quantity with magnitude less than 2- 126 but greater than zero. 

Normalized Number: A normalized number represents a 
quantity with magnitude greater than or equal to 2- 126 but 
less than 2128. 

Example 1: 

The number + 3.5 can be represented in floating-point 
format as follows: 

+ 3.5 = 11.12 x 20 

==1.112 X21 

sign == 0 

biased exponent == 110 + 12710 = 12810 
== 100000002 

fraction == 110000000000000000000002 
(the leading 1 is implied in the format) 

Concatenating these fields produces the floating-point word 
4060000016. 
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~. J 
.BUS XXXXXXXXXx 
SO" XXXXXXXXXXX 

R DATA 

SDATA 

,.us X FDATA 

a) 32-Blt, Two-Input-Bus Mode 

elK J 

~SBUS xxxx SDATA xxxx RDATA 

FBUS X FDATA 

b) 32-Blt, Single-input-Bus Mode 

.1,---__ ----' 
RBUS XXXXX R DATA - 16 lSBs xxxxx R DATA - 16 MSBs 

SBUS xxxxx S DATA - 16 LSBs xxxxx S DATA - 16 MSBs 

. F DATA - 16 lSBs F DATA - 16 MSBs 

c) 16-Blt, Two-Input-Bus Mode 

xxx 
XXXX 

WF023730 

xxx 
WF023740 

XXXX 
XXX 
x 

WF023750 

Figure 5. Typical Bus Timing for the 110 Modes with FTo = LOW, FT 1 = LOW 
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SIGN BIASED 
BIT(S) EXPONENT (E) FRACTION (F) -BIT NUMBER: 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 4 3 2 1 0 

I I 27 1 ~ 1 25 1 24 1 23 1 22 1 21 I 20 12-1 I 2- 2 ' 2-3 ' 2- 4 ' 2- 5 1 
r 

'2-1912-20'2-21'2-22'2-231 ... 
, 'I 1 I I" I A I I' I , " 

VALUE = (_l)S (2 E-127) (l.F) 

T8000640 

Figure 6. IEEE Mode Single-Precision Floating-Point Format 

Example 2: Infinity: Infinity can have either a positive or negative sign. 

The number -11.375 can be represented in floating-point 
The way in which infinities are interpreted is determined by the 

format as follows: 
state of the projective/affine mode select, PROJ/ AFF. 

-11.375= -1011.0112X2O 
Not-a-Number: A not-a-number, or NAN, does not represent 
a numeric value but is interpreted as a signal or symbol. NANs 

= -1.0110112 X23 are used to indicate invalid operations and as a means of 

sign = 1 
passing process status information through a series of calcula-
tions. NANs arise in two ways: 1) they can be generated by the 
Am29C325 to indicate that an invalid operation has taken 

biased exponent = 310 + 12710 = 13010 
place (e.g., 00 x 0), or 2) be provided by the user as an input 
operand. There are two types of NANs, signalling and quiet 

= 100000102 (see Figure 7 for formats). 

fraction = 011011000000000000000002 IEEE Mode Integer Format 
(the leading 1 is implied in the format) 

Integer numbers are represented as 32-bit, two's complement 
Concatenating these fields produces the floating-point word words (Figure 8 depicts the integer format). The integer word 
C136000016· can represent a range of integer values from _231 to 231 -1. 

SIGN BIASED 
BIT EXPONENT FRACTION -31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

SlGNALUNG NA~ I X 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X I 

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

OUIET NAN I X 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X I 
X = DON'T CARE AT LEAST ONE OF THE 

TWENTY-TWO LSBs OF A QUIET NAN 
MUST BE 1 

T8000650 

Figure 7. Signalling and Quiet NAN Formats 

BIT NUMBER: 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1_2311 230 ' 229 ' 228 I 227 1 226 1 225 1 224 I .' .. I 28 I 7 I 26 I 25 I 24 I 23 I 22 I 21 1 ~ I 
I I I II I I I I I 2 I I I I I I I 

r 

T8000660 

Figure 8. 32-81t Integer Format 

Operations Operations with NANs: NANs arise in two ways: 1) they can 
be generated by the Am29C325 to indicate that an invalid 

All eight floating-point ALU operations discussed in the operation has taken place (e.g., 00 x 0), or 2) be provided by 
Functional Description section can be performed in IEEE the user as an input operand. There are two types of NANs, 
mode. Various exceptional aspects of the R PLUS S, R MINUS signalling and quiet (see Figure 7 for formats). 
S, R TIMES S, 2 MINUS S, INT-TO-FP, and FP·TO·INT 
operations for this mode are described below. The IEEE·TO· Signalling NANs set the invalid operation flag when they 
DEC and DEC·TO·IEEE operations are discussed separately appear as an input operand to an operation. They are useful 
in the IEEE·TO-DEC AND DEC-TO-IEEE Operations section. for indicating uninitialized variables, or for implementing user· 
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designed extensions to the operations provided. The ALU 
never produces a signalling NAN as the final result of an 
operation. 

Quiet NANs are generated for invalid operations. When they 
appear as an' input operand, they are passed through most 
operations without setting the invalid flag, the floating-point-to
integer conversion operation being the exception. 

The sign of any input operand NAN is ignored. All quiet NANs 
produced as the final result of an operation have a sign of o. 
When a NAN appears as an input operand, the final result of 
the operation is a quiet NAN that is created by taking the input 
NAN and forcing bit 22 LOW and bit 21 HIGH. If an operation 
has two NANs as input operands, the resulting quiet NAN is 
created using the NAN on the R port. 

When a quiet NAN is produced as the final result of an invalid 
operation whose input operand or operands are not NANs, the 
resulting NAN will always have the value 7FA0000016. 

The NAN flag will be HIGH whenever an operation produces a 
NAN as a final result. 

Example 1: 

Suppose the floating-point addition operation is performed 
with the following input operands: 

R port: 3F80000016 (1.0*2°) 
Sport: 7FC1234516 (signalling NAN) 

Result: The signalling NAN on the S port is converted to a 
quiet NAN by forcing bit 22 LOW and bit 21 HIGH. 
The operation's final result will be 7FA1234516. 
Since one of the two input operands is a signalling 
NAN, the invalid flag will be HIGH; the NAN flag will 
also be HIGH. 

Example 2: 

Suppose the floating-point multiplication operation is per
formed with the following input operands: 

R port: FFF1111116 (signalling NAN) 
Sport: 7FC2222216 (quiet NAN) 

Result: Since both input operands are NANs, the NAN on 
the R port is chosen for output. In addition to forcing 
bit 22 LOW, the sign bit (bit 31) is set LOW (bit 21 is 
already HIGH, and need not be changed). The 
operation's final result will be 7FB1111116. Since 
one of the two input operands is a signalling NAN, 
the invalid flag is HIGH; the NAN flag will also be 
HIGH. 

Example 3: 

Suppose the floating-point subtraction operation is per
formed with the following input operands: 

R port: FF80000116 (quiet NAN) 
Sport: 7F80000016 (+ 00) 

Result: To create the final result, the quiet NANs sign bit (bit 
31) is forced LOW and bit 21 is forced HIGH (bit 22 
is already LOW, and need not be changed). The final 
result will be 7FA0000116. The NAN flag will be 
HIGH. 

Operations with Denormallzed Numbers: The proposed 
IEEE standard incorporates denormalized numbers to allow a 
means of gradual underflow for operations that produce non
zero results too small to be expressed as a normalized 
floating-point number. The Am29C325 does not support 
gradual underflow. If a floating-point operation· produces a 
non-zero rounded result that is not large enough to be 
expressed as a normalized floating-point number, the final 

result will be a zero of the same sign; the inexact, underflow, 
and zero flags will be HIGH. If an input operand is a 
denormalized number, the floating-point ALU will assume that 
operand to be a zero of the same sign. 

Operations Producing Overflows: If an operation has a finite 
input operand or operands and if the operation produces a 
rounded result that is too large to fit in the destination format, 
the operation is said to have overflowed. 

A floating-point overflow occurs if an R PLUS S, R MINUS S, R 
TIMES S, or 2 MINUS S operation with finite input operand(s) 
produces a result which, after rounding, has a magnitude 
greater than or equal to 2128. Positive or negative infinity will 
appear as the final result if the rounded result is positive or 
negative, respectively, and the overflow and inexact flags will 
be HIGH. 

Integer overflow occurs when the floating-point-to-integer 
conversion operation attempts to convert a number which, 
after rounding, is greater than 231 -1 or less than _231. The 
final result will be quiet NAN 7FA0000016, and the invalid 
operation and NAN flags will be HIGH. Note that the overflow 
and inexact flags remain LOW for integer overflow. 

Operations Producing Underflows: If an operation produces 
a floating-point rounded result having a magnitude too small to 
be expressed as a normalized floating-point number but 
greater than zero, that operation is said to have underflowed. 
Underflow occurs when an R PLUS S, R MINUS S, or R 
TIMES S operation produces a result which, after rounding, 
has a magnitude in the range: 

o < magnitude < 2- 126. 

In such cases, the final result will be + 0 (0000000016) if the 
rounded result is non-negative and -0 (8000000016) if the 
rounded result is negative. The underflow, inexact, and zero 
flags will be HIGH. 

Underflow does not occur if the destination format is integer. If 
the infinitely precise result of a floating-point-to-integer con
version has a magnitude greater than 0 and less than 1 but the 
rounded result is 0, the underflow flag remains LOW. 

Operations with Infinities: In most cases, positive and 
negative infinity are valid inputs for the R PLUS S, R MINUS S, 
R TIMES S, and 2 MINUS S operations. Those cases for which 
infinities are not valid inputs for these operations are listed in 
Table 4. 

Infinities in IEEE mode can be handled either as projective or 
affine. The projective mode is selected when PROJ/AFF is 
HIGH; the affine mode is selected when PROJI AFF is LOW. 
The only differences between the modes that are relevant to 
Am29C325 operation occur during the addition and subtrac
tion of infinities: 

Operation 
Affine 
Mode Projective Mode 

Output +00 Output 7FA0000016 
(quiet NAN), set invalid and 
NAN flags 

Output _00 Output 7FA0000016 
(quiet NAN), set invalid and 
NAN flags 

Output + 00 Output 7FA0000016 
(quiet NAN), set invalid and 
NAN flags 

Output _00 Output 7FA0000016 
(quiet NAN), set invalid and 
NAN flags 
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If an R PLUS S, R MINUS S, or 2 MINUS S operation has Operations + 0 + (-0) and -0 + (+ 0) produce a result of 0, 
infinity as an input operand or operands, the final result, if with the sign of the result determined by the table above. 
valid, is presumed to be exact. For example, adding + 00 and 

The operation + 0 + (+ 0) produces a final result of + 0; the 2.0 will produce a final result of + 00; since the result is 
considered exact, the inexact flag remains LOW. operation -0 + (-0) produces a final result of -0. 

Invalid Operations: If an input operand is invalid for the R MINUS S: The operations + x - (+ x) and -x - (-x) produce a 
operation to be performed, that operation is considered final result of zero; the sign of the zero is dependent on the 
invalid. When an invalid operation is performed, the floating- rounding mode: 
point ALU produces a quiet NAN as the final result and the 
invalid operation flag goes HIGH. Table 4 lists the cases for Rounding Mode Sign of Result 
which the invalid flag is HIGH in IEEE mode and the final 

Round to nearest 0 
results produced for these operations. 

Round toward - 00 1 
TABLE 4. IEEE MODE INVALID OPERATIONS 

Round toward + 00 0 

Operation Input Operand Final Result Round toward 0 0 

R PLUS S (+ 00) + (_00) 7FAOOOOO16 
or (_00) + (+ 00) (quiet NAN) Operations + 0 - (+ 0) and -0 - (-0) produce a result of 0, with 

R PLUS S (+00) + (+00) 7FAOOOOO16 
the sign of the result determined by the table above. 

or (_00) + (_00) (Note 1) (quiet NAN) The operation + 0 - (-0) produces a final result of + 0; the 

R MINUS S (+ 00) _ (+ 00) 7FAOOOOO16 operation -0 - (+ 0) produces a final result of -0. 

or (_00) _ (_00) (quiet NAN) R TIMES S: The sign of any multiplication result other than a 
R MINUS S (+ 00) _ (_00) 7FAOOOOO16 NAN is the exclusive OR of the signs of the input operands. 

or (_00) _ (+ 00) (Note 1) (quiet NAN) Therefore, if x is non-negative, 

R TIMES S (+0)· (+00) 7FAOOOOO16 
+ 0 times + x produces a final result of + 0, 
+0 times -x produces a final result of -0, 

or (+0)· (_00) (quiet NAN) 
-0 times + x produces a final result of -0, 

or (-0) • (+00) 
-0 times - x produces a final result of + O. 

or (-0) • (_00) 

R PLUS S R or S is a signalling (Note 2) 2 MINUS S: If S equals 2, the final result is -0 for the round 

R MINUS S NAN toward - 00 mode and + 0 for all other rounding modes. 

R TIMES S 
Rounding 

2 MINUS S S is a signalling NAN (Note 2) 

FP-TO-INT R is a signalling or (Note 2) 
Rounding is performed whenever an operation produces an 
infinitely precise result that cannot be represented exactly in 

quiet NAN the destination format. For example, suppose a floating-point 

FP-TO-INT R > 231 _1 7FAOOOOO16 operation produces the infinitely precise result: 
or R< _(231 ) (quiet NAN) 

1.10101010101010101010101 \01 x 23. 
Notes: 1. These cases are invalid in projective mode only. 

2. Results for these operations are described in the Operations In this example, the fraction portion of the mantissa has 25 
with NANs section. bits; the IEEE floating-point format can accommodate only 23. 

The Sign Bit The backslash (\) in the mantissa represents the boundary 

For most floating-point operations, the sign bit of the final 
between the first 23 bits of the fraction and any remaining bits. 
Rounding is the process by which this result is approximated 

result is unambiguous; i.e., there is only one sign bit value that 
by a representation that fits the destination format. 

yields a numerically correct result. Operations that produce an 
infinitely precise result of zero, however, present a problem, as There are four rounding modes in IEEE mode: 1) round to 
the IEEE floating-point format allows for representation of both nearest, 2) round toward + 00, 3) round toward - 00, and 4) 
+ 0 and -0. The following rules can be used to determine the round toward O. The rounding mode is chosen using the 
signs of zero produced in such cases. rounding mode select lines, RNDo and RND1. Table 5 lists the 

R PLUS S: The operations + x + (- x) and - x + (+ x) produce a select states needed to obtain the desired rounding mode. 

final result of zero; the sign of the zero is dependent on the 
rounding mode: TABLE 5. ROUNDING MODE SELECT 

Rounding Mode Sign of Final Result RND1 RNDo Rounding Mode 

Round to nearest 0 0 0 Round to nearest 

Round toward _00 1 0 1 Round toward _00 

Round toward + 00 0 1 0 Round toward + 00 

Round toward 0 0 1 1 Round toward 0 
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Round to Nearest: In this rounding mode the infinitely precise 
result of an operation is rounded to the closest representation 
that fits in the destination format. If the infinitely precise result 
is exactly halfway between two representations, it is rounded 
to the representation having an LSB of zero. Rounding is 
performed both for floating-point and integer destination 
formats. 

Figure 9 illustrates four examples of the round-to-nearest 
process for operations having a floating-point destination 
format. The infinitely precise result of an operation is repre
sented by an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the 
number line indicate those values that can be represented 
exactly in the floating-point format. 

Example 1: 

In Figure 9(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 2-4 + 2- 5 = 1.00000000000000000000000\11 x 220 

The result is rounded to the closest representable floating
point value, 

220 + 2-3 = 1.00000000000000000000001 x 220 

Example 2: 

In Figure 9(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 _2-4 + 2- 6 = 
1.11111111111111111111111 \0001 x 219 

This result is rounded to the closest representable floating
point value, 

220 - 2- 4 = 1.11111111111111111111111 x 219 

Example 3: 

In Figure 9(c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(220 + 2-3 + 2-4) 
= -1.00000000000000000000001 \ 1 x 220 

This result is exactly halfway between two representable 
floating-point values. Accordingly, it is rounded to the 
closest representation with an LSB of zero, or 

_(220 + 2*2- 3) = -1.00000000000000000000010 x 220 

Example 4: 

In Figure 9(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 3*2-3 = 1.00000000000000000000011 x 220 

This result can be represented exactly in the floating-point 
format, and is left unaltered by the rounding process. 

• • • • • • ~ • • iX • • • • 
ROUND TO _(220 .+ 2-3) b) 

• 0x • • • • • ~ • 
t 0 

• • • • • • 
_(220 + 2-3 + 2-4) c) 

• • • • • • • ~ • • 

NO CHANGE 

Q • • • • 
d) 

AF004550 

Figure 9. Floating-Point Rounding Examples for Round-to-Nearest Mode 
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Figure 10 illustrates four examples of the round-to-nearest 
process for operations having an integer destination format. 
The infinitely precise result of an operation is represented by 
an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the number line 
indicate those values that can be represented exactly in the 
integer format. 

This result is rounded to the closest representable integer 
value, 

Example 1: 

In Figure 10(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 _ 2-2 = 00 ... 001111111111.11 

The result is rounded to the closest representable integer 
value, 

210 = 00 ... 010000000000 

Example 2: 

In Figure 10(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 20 + 2-3 = 00 ... 010000000001.001 

• • • • • .~ 
I I I I 1 

_(210 + 3) _(210 + 2) _(210 + 1) _(2 10) _(210 - 1) 
a) 

• • • • • ~ 
0 

ROUND TO _(210 + 2) b) 

• !1 • • • ~A 

• _(210 + 20 + 2- 1) c) 

• • • • • ~A 
0 

d) 

210 + 20 = 00 ... 010000000001 

Example 3: 

In Figure 10(c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(210 + 20 + 2- 1) = -11...101111111110.1 

This result is exactly halfway between two representable 
integer values. Accordingly, it is rounded to the closest 
representation with an LSB of zero, or 

_(210 + 2*20) = 11 ... 101111111110 

Example 4: 

In Figure 10(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 3*20 = 00 ... 010000000011 

This result can be represented exactly in the integer format 
and is left unaltered by the rounding process. 

ROUND TO 210 

• ~ • • • 1 (I 1 I I 
210 - 1 210 210 + 1 210 + 2 210 + 3 

210 _ 2-2 
ROUND TO 210 + 1 

• • ~ • • 
• 210 + ~ + 2-3 

• • • • • 
NO CHANGE 

• • • • Q 
• 210 + 3' ~ 

AFOO4560 

Figure 10. Integer Rounding Examples for Round-to-Nearest Mode 
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Round Toward _00: In this rounding mode the result of an 
operation is rounded to the closest representation that is less 
than or equal to the infinitely precise result and which fits the 
destination format. Rounding is performed both for floating
pOint and integer destination formats. 

Figure 11 illustrates four examples of the round toward _00 
process for operations having a floating-point destination 
format. The infinitely precise result of an operation is repre
sented by an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the 
number line indicate those values that can be represented 
exactly in the. floating-point format. 

Example 1: 

In Figure 11 (a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 2""4 + 2""5 = 1.00000000000000000000000\11 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-smaller floating-point 
representation: 

220 = 1.00000000000000000000000 x 220 

Example 2: 

In Figure 11 (b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 _2- 4 + 2-8 = 

1.1111111111111111111111 \0001 x 219 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-smaller floating point 
representation: 

220 - 2-4 = 1.11111111111111111111111 x 219 

Example 3: 

In Figure 11 (c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(220 + 2- 3 + 2- 4) = 

-1.00000000000000000000001 \ 1 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-smaller floating-point 
representation. 

_(220 + 2*2- 3) = -1.00000000000000000000010 x 220 

Example 4: 

In Figure 11 (d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 3*2""3 = 1.00000000000000000000011 x 220 

This result can be represented exactly in the floating-point 
format and is left unaltered by the rounding process. 

• a 0 • • • • v-f--,t • 
ROUND TO _(220 + 2· 2-3) b) 

• Q 0 • • CI 0 v-f--,t 0 

• 
• • • • • • 

_(220 + 2-3 + 2-') 
c) 

• • • • 0 • • v-f--,t • . .. . 
NO CHANGE 

Q • • 
+ 

d) 
220 + 3.2-3 

AF004510 

Figure 11. Floating-Point Rounding Examples for Round Toward _00 Mode 
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This result is rounded to the next-smaller representable 
integer value, 

210 + 20 = 00 ... 010000000001 

Figure 12 illustrates four examples of the round toward - 00 

process for operations having an integer destination format. 
The infinitely precise result of an operation is represented by 
an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the number line 
indicate those values that can be exactly represented in the 
integer format. 

Example 3: 

Example 1: 

In Figure 12(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 _2- 2 = 00 ... 001111111111.11 

In Figure 12(c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(210 + 20 + 2- 1) = 11...101111111110.1 

This result is rounded to the next-smaller representable 
integer value: 

The result is rounded to the next-smaller representable 
integer value, 

210 - 2° = 00 ... 001111111111 

Example 2: 

_(210 + 2*20) = 11...101111111110 

Example 4: 

In Figure 12(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 20 + 2-3 = 00 ... 010000000001.001 

• • • • • 0---f--v' I I I I I 
_(2'0 + 3) _(2 '0 + 2) _(2 '0 + 1) -(210) _(2 '0 - I) 0 

a) 

• • • • • 0---f--v' 
0 

ROUND TO _(2 '0 + 2) b) 

• () • • • 0---f--v' t 0 
_(2 10 + 20 + 2-1) c) 

• • • • • 0-t-/ 
d) 

In Figure 12(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 3*20 = 00 ... 010000000011 

This result can be represented exactly in the integer format 
and is unaltered by the rounding process. 

ROUND TO 2'0 - 1 

Q. • • • 
I ( I I I I 

2 '0 - I 2 '0 2 '0 + 1 2'0 + 2 2 '0 + 3 

2'0 - 2-2 
ROUND TO 2 '0 + 1 

• • ~ • • 
t 

2'0 + 20 + 2-3 

• • • • • 
NO CHANGE 

• • • • Q 
t 

2'0 + 3' 20 

AFOO4580 

Figure 12. Integer Rounding Examples for Round Toward _00 Mode 
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Round Toward + 00: In this rounding mode the result of an 
operation is rounded to the closest representation that is 
greater than or equal to the infinitely precise result and which 
fits the destination format. Rounding is performed both for 
floating-point and integer destination formats. 

Figure 13 illustrates four examples of the round toward + 00 

process for operations having a floating-point destination 
format. The infinitely precise result of an operation is repre
sented by an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the 
number line indicate those values that can be represented 
exactly in the floating-point format. 

Example 1: 

In Figure 13(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 2-4 + 2- 5 = 1.00000000000000000000000\11 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-larger floating-point 
representation: 

220 + 2- 3 = 1.00000000000000000000001 x 220 

Example 2: 

In Figure 13(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 _ 2- 4 + 2-8 = 

1.11111111111111111111111 \0001 x 219 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-larger floating point 
representation: 

220 = 1.00000000000000000000000 x 220 

Example 3: 

In Figure 13(c), the infinitely preCise result of an operation is: 

_(220 + 2-3 + 2- 4) = 

-1.00000000000000000000001 \ 1 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to the next-larger floating-point 
representation. 

_(220 + 2- 3) = -1.0000000000000000000001 x 220 

Example 4: 

In Figure 13(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 3*2-3 = 1.00000000000000000000011 x 220. 

This result can be represented exactly in the floating-point 
format - no rounding takes place. 

I .. • ., • • 0 • I--f---0 e 
0 

ROUND TO 220 + 2-3 b) 

I 0 
[) GI • G II ~ t 0 

III • e • • o 

_(220 + 2-3 + 2-4) c) 

• • • ., • • • I--f---0 • • • • 

NO CHANGE 

Q • • 
d) 

AF004590 

Figure 13. Floating-Point Rounding Examples for Round Toward + 00 Mode 
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This result is rounded to the next-larger representable 
integer value, 

210 + 2*20 = 00 ... 010000000010 

Figure 14 illustrates four examples of the round toward + 00 

process for having an integer destination format. The infinitely 
precise result of an operation is represented by an "X" on the 
number line; the black dots on the number line indicate those 
values that can be exactly represented in the integer format. Example 3: 

Example 1: 

In Figure 14(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 _ 2-2 = 00 ... 001111111111.11 

In Figure 14(c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(210 + 20 + 2- 1) = 11.101111111110.1 

This result is rounded to the next-larger representable 
integer value: 

The result is rounded to the next-larger representable 
integer value, 

210 = 00 ... 010000000000 

Example 2: 

- (21 ° + 2°) = 11...1011111111110 

Example 4: 

In Figure 14(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 20 + 2-3 = 00 ... 010000000001.001 

• • • • • ~ I I I I I 
_(210 + 3) _(2 10 + 2) _(210 + I) _(210) _(210 - I) 

a) 

• • • • • ~ 
ROUNDTO-(2 10 + I) b) 

[1 • • • • ~ t 
_(210 + 20 + 2- 1) 

c) 

• • • • • ~ 
d) 

In Figure 14(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 3*20 = 00 ... 010000000011 

This result can be represented exactly in the integer 
format - no rounding takes place. 

ROUND TO 210 

• i) • • • I 
(I 

I I I 
210 - 1 210 210 + 1 210 + 2 210 + 3 

210 - 2-2 
ROUND TO 210 + 2 

• • .i ) • 
+ 

210 + 20 + 2- 3 

• • • • • 
NO CHANGE 

• • • • Q 
t 

210 + 3.20 

AFOO4600 

Figure 14. Integer Rounding Examples for Round Toward + 00 Mode 
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Round Toward 0: In this rounding mode the result of an 
operation is rounded to the closest representation whose 
magnitude is less than or equal to the infinitely precise result 
and which fits the destination format. Rounding is performed 
both for floating-point and integer destination formats. 

Figure 15 illustrates four examples of the round toward 0 
process for operations having a floating-point destination 
format. The infinitely precise result of an operation is repre
sented by an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the 
number line indicate those values that can be represented 
exactly in the floating-point format. 

Example 1: 

In Figure 15(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 2-4 + 2-5 = 
1.00000000000000000000000 \ 11 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to: 

220 = 1.00000000000000000000000 x 220 

Example 2: 

In Figure 15(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 _2- 4 + 2-8 = 

1 .11111111111111111111111 \001 x 219 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to: 

220 - 2-4 = 1.11111111111111111111111 x 219 

Example 3: 

In Figure 15(c), the infinitely preCise result of an operation is: 

_(220 + 2-3 + 2-4) = 
-1.00000000000000000000001 \ 1 x 220 

This result cannot be represented exactly in floating-point 
format and is rounded to: 

_(220 + 2-3) = -1.00000000000000000000001 x 220 

Example 4: 

In Figure 15(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

220 + 3*2-3 = 1.00000000000000000000011 x 220 

This result can be represented exactly in the floating-point 
format and is unaffected by the rounding process. 

-<>" - , " '-~J ", -'" '-'l ,~- '-] 
ROUND TO 220 

Q. . . • • • 
_(220 - 2-4)::1 

• • r~' • I I I I I I I C. 22O ! 2-3 I 220 + ! . 2-3 -(220 + 3 • 2-3) -(220 + 2-3) -(z2G - 2 • 2-4) 220 - 2' 2-4 

_(220 + 2 • 2-3) -(2211) a) 220 220 + 2' 2-3 

ROUND TO 220 - z4 220 + 2-4 + 2- 5 

• • • • • • • ~l • .. ~ • • • • 
0 • ROUND TO -(220 + 2-3) b) 

220 - 2-4 + 2-8 -

• 'Ie'! • • • • ~l • • • • • • • t 
_(220 + 2-3 + 2-4) 

c) NO CHANGE 

Q ~ • • • • • • I--t---0 • .- • • • • 
0 • d) 

220 + 3' 2-3 

AF004610 

Figure 15. Floating-Point Rounding Examples for Round Toward 0 Mode 
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Figure 16 illustrates four examples of the round toward 0 
process for operations having an integer destination format. 
The infinitely precise result of an operation is represented by 
an "X" on the number line; the black dots on the number line 
indicate those values that can be exactly represented in the 
integer format. 

Example 1: 

In Figure 16(a), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210_2-2 =00 ... 001111111111.11 

The result is rounded to: 

210 _ 20 = 00 ... 001111111111 

Example 2: 

In Figure 16(b), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 20 + 2-3 = 00 ... 010000000001.001 

The result is rounded to: 

210 + 20 = 00 ... 010000000001 

Example 3: 

In Figure 16(c), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

_(210 + 20 + 2-1) = 11...101111111110.1 

The result is rounded to: 

_(210 + 20) = 11 ... 101111111111 

Example 4: 

In Figure 16(d), the infinitely precise result of an operation is: 

210 + 3*20 = 00 ... 010000000011 

This result can be represented exactly in the integer format 
and is unaffected by the rounding process. 

ROUND TO 210 - 1 

• • • • • vt--+--v Q. • • • I I I I I 
I ( I I I I 

_(ZI0 + 3) _(210 + 2) _(210 + 1) -(210) _(210 - 1) 0 210 - 1 210 210 + 1 210 + 2 210 + 3 
a) 

210 - 2- 2 
ROUND TO 210 + 1 

• • • • • /--f--vA • • ~ • • 
0 • ROUND TO _(210 + 1) b) 210 + zO + 2-3 

• • [j • • 0-f---I • • • • • 
• _(210 + zO + 2-1) 

0 
e) NO CHANGE 

• • • • • 0-f---I • • • • Q 
0 • d) 210 + 3' zO 

AFOO4620 

Figure 16. Integer Rounding Examples for Round Toward 0 Mode 

Flag Operation 

The Am29C325 generates six status flags to monitor floating. 
pOint processor operation. The following is a summary of flag 
conventions in IEEE mode: 

Invalid Operation Flag: The invalid operation flag is HIGH 
when an input operand is invalid for the operation to be 
performed. Table 4 lists the cases for which the invalid 
operation flag is HIGH in IEEE mode and the corresponding 
final result. In cases where the invalid operation flag is HIGH, 
the overflow, underflow, zero, and inexact flags are LOW; the 
NAN flag will be HIGH. 

Overflow Flag: The overflow flag is HIGH if an R PLUS S, R 
MINUS S, R TIMES S, or 2 MINUS S operation with finite input 
operand(s) produces a result which, after rounding, has a 
magnitude greater than or equal to 2128. The final result will 
be + 00 or _00. 

Underflow Flag: The underflow flag is HIGH if an R PLUS S, 
R MINUS S, or R TIMES S operation produces a result which, 
after rounding, has a magnitude in the range: 

0< magnitude < 2-126. 

The final result will be + 0 (0000000016) if the rounded result is 
non·negative and -0 (8000000016) if the rounded result is 
negative. 

Inexact Flag: The inexact flag is HIGH if the final result of an 
R PLUS S, R MINUS S, R TIMES S, 2 MINUS S,INT·TO·FP, or 
FP·TO·INT operation is not equal to the infinitely precise 
result. Note that if the underflow or overflow flag is HIGH, the 
inexact flag will also be HIGH. 

Zero Flag: The zero flag is HIGH if the final result of an 
operation is zero. For operations producing an IEEE floating· 
point number, the flag accompanies outputs +0 (0000000016) 
and -0 (8000000016). For operations producing an integer, 
the flag accompanies the output 0 (0000000016). 

NAN Flag: The NAN flag is HIGH if an R PLUS S, R MINUS S, 
R TIMES S, 2 MINUS S, or Fp·TO·INT operation produces a 
NAN as a final result. 

Operation in DEC Mode 

When input signal IEEE/DEC is LOW, the DEC mode of 
operation is selected. In this mode the Am29C325 uses the 
single'precision floating·point format (floating F) set forth in 
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Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX Architecture Manual. In 
addition, the DEC mode complies with most other aspects of 
single-precision floating-point operation outlined in the manu
al- differences are discussed in Appendix B. 

DEC Floating-Point Format 

The DEC single-precision floating-point word is 32 bits wide 
arid is arranged in the format shown in Figure 17. The floating
point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit sign, an 8-bit 
biased exponent, and a 23-bit fraction. 

The sign bit indicates the sign of the floating-point number's 
value. Non-negative values have a sign of 0, negative values a 
sign of 1. 

The biased exponent is an 8-bit unsigned integer field repre
senting a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias 
value is 128. If, for example, the multiplicative factor for a 
floating-point number is to be 2a, the value of the biased 
exponent would be a + 128; "a" is called the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 23-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
23 LSBs of the floating-point number's 24-bit mantissa. The 
weight of this field's MSB is 2- 2; the weight of the LSB is 2- 24. 

A floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted per the 
following conventions: 
let s = sign bit 

e = biased exponent 
f = fraction 

if e = 0 and s = O ... value = 0 
if e = 0 and s = 1 ... value = DEC-reserved operand 
if 0 < e ~ 255 ... value = (_1)s*(2e - 128)*(.1f) 
(normalized number) 

Zero: The value zero always has a sign of zero. 

DEC-Reserved Operand: A DEC-reserved operand does not 
represent a numeric value but is interpreted as a signal or 
symbol. DEC-reserved operands are used to indicate invalid 
operations and operations whose results have overflowed the 
destination format. They may also be used to pass symbolic 
information from one calculation to another. 

SIGN 
BIT(S) 

BIASED 
EXPONENT (E) 

Normalized Number: A normalized number represents a 
quantity with magnitude greater than or equal to 2- 128 but 
less than 2127. 

Example 1: 

The number + 3.5 can be represented in floating-point 
format as follows: 

+ 3.5 = 11.12X20 
= .1112 x 22 

sign = 0 

biased exponent = 210 + 12810 = 13010 
= 100000102 

fraction = 110000000000000000000002 
(the leading 1 is implied in the format) 

Concatenating these fields produces the floating-point word 
4160000016. 

Example 2: 

The number -11.375 can be represented in floating-point 
format as follows: 

-11.375 = -1011.0112 x 20 

=-.10110112 X24 

sign = 1 

biased exponent == 410 + 12810 = 13210 
= 100001002 

fraction = 011011000000000000000002 
(the leading 1 is implied in the format) 

Concatenating these fields produces the floating-point word 
C236000016· 

DEC Mode Integer Format 

DEC mode integer format is identical to that of the IEEE mode. 
Integer numbers are represented as 32-bit, two's complement 
words (Figure 8 depicts the integer format). The integer word 
can represent a range of integer values from _231 to 231 -1. 

Operations 

All eight floating-point ALU operations' discussed in the 
General Description section can be performed in DEC mode. 

FRACTION (F) 

~~------------~-------------~----------------------~--------------------~ BIT NUMBER: 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 4 3 2 1 0 

1

"''''''1'''''2 7"""'--2S--r-" '2-5-"""2-4 -"--23--r-" '2-2-""'12-, -'1r-"20--r-12-_-2"'" 1
2

_-
3
-11""2-_-.-'1-

2
-_-

S
-r-" 12-_S-""'I--"Iiyll----'1';'2-_-20-r-"12_-2-,r '2-_-2-'21r"'2-_-23"T,I-2_-2-'.1 

I I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 • ~. 1 1 I 1 1 "I 

VALUE = (-l)S (2E-'28) (.IF) 

TB000671 

Figure 17. DEC-Mode Floating-Point Format 

Various exceptional aspects of the R PLUS S, R MINUS S, R 
TIMES S, 2 MINUS S, INT-TO-FP, and FP-TO-INT operations 
for this mode are described below. The IEEE-TO-DEC and 
DEC-TO-IEEE operations are discussed separately in the 
IEEE-TO-DEC and DEC-TO-IEEE Operations section. 

Operations with DEC-Reserved Operands: DEC-reserved 
operands arise in two ways: 1) they can be generated by the 
Am29325 to indicate that an invalid operation or floating-paint 

overflow has taken place, or 2) be provided by the user as an 
input operand. 

When a DEC-reserved operand appears as an input operand, 
the final result of the operation is the same DEC-reserved 
operand. If an operation has two DEC-reserved operands as 
inputs, the DEC-reserved operand on the R port becomes the 
final result. 

The NAN flag will be HIGH whenever an operation produces a 
DEC-reserved operand as a final result. 
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Example 1: 

Suppose the floating-point addition operation is performed 
with the following input operands: 

A port: 4080000016 (0.1*21) 
Sport: 8001234516 (DEC-reserved operand) 

Aesult: This operation produces the DEC-reserved operand 
on the Sport, 8001234516, as the final result. The 
NAN flag will be HIGH. 

Example 2: 

Suppose the floating-point multiplication operation is per
formed with the following input operands: 

A port: 8076543216 (DEC-reserved operand) 
Sport: 8000000116 (DEC-reserved operand) 

Aesult: Since both input operands are DEC-reserved oper
ands, the operand on the A port, 8076543216, is the 
final result of the operation. The NAN flag will be 
HIGH. 

Operations Producing Overflows: If an operation produces 
a rounded result that is too large to fit in the the destination 
format, that operation is said to have overflowed. 

A floating-point overflow occurs if an A PLUS S, A MINUS S, A 
TIMES S, or 2 MINUS S operation with finite input operand(s) 
produces a result which, after rounding, has a magnitude 
greater than or equal to 2127. The final result in such cases will 
be DEC-reserved operand 8000000016; the overflow, inexact, 
and NAN flags will be HIGH. 

Integer overflow occurs when the "floating-point-to-integer" 
conversion operation attempts to convert to integer a floating
point number which, after rounding, is greater than 231 - 1 or 
less than _231. The final result in such cases will be DEC
reserved operand 8000000016; the invalid operation flag will 
be HIGH. Note that the overflow and inexact flags remain 
LOW for integer overflow. 

Operations Producing Underflows: If an operation produces 
a floating-point result which, after rounding, has a magnitude 
too small to be expressed as a normalized floating-point 
number but greater than 0, that operation is said to have 
underflowed. Underflow occurs when an A PLUS S, A MINUS 
S, or A TIMES S operation produces a result which, after 
rounding, has the magnitude: 

0< magnitude < 2- 128. 

The final result in such cases will be 0 (0000000016). The 
underflow, inexact, and zero flags will be HIGH. 

Underflow does not occur if the destination format is integer. If 
the infinitely precise result of a floating-point-to-integer con
version has a magnitude greater than 0 and less than 1 but the 
rounded result is 0, the underflow flag remains LOW. 

Invalid Operations: If an input operand is invalid for the 
operation to be performed, that operation is considered 
invalid. There is only one invalid operation in DEC mode: 
performing a floating-point-to-integer conversion on a value 
too large to be converted to an integer. In this case, the final 
result will be DEC-reserved operand 8000000016, and the 
invalid operation and NAN flags will be HIGH. 

Sign Bit 

For all operations producing a DEC floating-point result, the 
sign bit of the final result is unambiguous; i.e., there is only one 
sign bit value that yields a numerically correct result. 

Rounding 

There are four rounding modes for DEC operation: 1) round to 
nearest, 2) round toward + "", 3) round toward -"", and 4) 
round toward O. The round toward + "", round toward - "", and 
round toward 0 modes are performed in a manner identical to 
that for IEEE operation; refer to the Rounding section under 
Operation in IEEE Mode. The round to nearest mode is 
similar to that for IEEE operation but differs in one respect: for 
the case in which the infinitely precise result of an operation is 
exactly halfway between two representable values, DEC round 
to nearest mode rounds to the value with the larger magni
tude, rather than to the value whose LSB is O. 

Flag Operation 

The Am29C325 generates six status flags to monitor floating
pOint processor operation. The following is a summary of flag 
operation in DEC mode: 

Invalid Operation Flag: The invalid operation flag is HIGH if 
the FP-TO-INT operation is performed on a floating-point 
number too large to be converted to an integer. The final result 
for such an operation will be the DEC-reserved operand 
8000000016. 

Overflow Flag: The overflow flag is HIGH if an A PLUS S, A 
MINUS S, A TIMES S, or 2 MINUS S operation produces a 
result which, after rounding, has a magnitude greater than or 
equal to 2127. The final result will be the DEC-reserved 
operand 8000000016. 

Underflow Flag: The underflow flag is HIGH if an A PLUS S, 
A MINUS S, or A TIMES S operation produces a result which, 
after rounding, has a magnitude in the range: 

o < magnitude < 2 - 128. 

The final result will be 0 (0000000016) in such cases. 

Inexact Flag: The inexact flag is HIGH if the final result of an 
A PLUS S, A MINUS S, A TIMES S, 2 MINUS S, INT-TO-FP, or 
FP-TO-INT operation is not equal to the infinitely precise 
result. Note that if the underflow or overflow flag is HIGH, the 
inexact flag will also be HIGH. 

Zero Flag: The zero flag is HIGH if the final result of an 
operation is O. For operations producing an integer or a DEC 
floating-point number, the flag accompanies the output 0 
(0000000016)' (It should be noted that any operation produc
ing a floating-point 0 in DEC mode will output 0000000016.) 

NAN Flag: The NAN flag is HIGH if an A PLUS S, A MINUS S, 
A TIMES S, 2 MINUS S, or FP-TO-INT operation produces a 
DEC-reserved operand as the final result. 

IEEE-TO-DEC and DEC-TO-IEEE Operations 

The IEEE-TO-DEC and DEC-TO-IEEE operations are used to 
convert floating-point numbers between the IEEE and DEC 
formats. Both operations work in a manner independent of the 
IEEE/DEC mode control. 

IEEE-TO·DEC Conversion 

The operation converts an IEEE floating-point number to DEC 
floating-point format. Most conversions are exact; in no case 
does the round mode have any effect on the final result. There 
are, however, a few exceptional cases: 

a) If the IEEE floating-point input has a magnitude greater than 
or equal to 2127, it is too large to be represented by a DEC 
floating-point number. The final result will be the DEC
reserved operand 8000000016; the overflow, inexact, and 
NAN flags will be HIGH. 
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b) If the IEEE floating-point input is a NAN, the final result will 
be the DEC-reserved operand 8000000016; the invalid and 
NAN flags will be HIGH. 

c) If the IEEE floating-point input is a denormalized number, 
the final result will be a DEC 0 (000000016); the zero flag 
will be HIGH. 

d) If the IEEE floating-point input is + 0 or -0, the final result 
will be a DEC 0 (000000016); the zero flag will be HIGH. 

DEC·TO·IEEE Conversion 

This operation converts a DEC floating-point number to IEEE 
floating-point format. Most conversions are exact; in no case 
does the round mode have any effect on the final result. There 
are, however, a few exceptional cases: 

APPLICATIONS 

Suggestions for Power and Ground Pin 
Connections 
The Am29C325 operates in an environment of fast Signal rise 
times and substantial switching currents. Therefore, care must 
be exercised during circuit board design and layout, as with 
any high-performance component. The following is a sug
gested layout, but since systems vary widely in electrical 
configuration, an empirical evaluation of the intended layout is 
recommended. 

The Veea and GNDO pins carry output driver switching 
currents and can be electrically noisy. The Vee and GND pins, 
which supply the logic core of the device, tend to produce less 
noise, and the circuits they supply may be adversely affected 
by noise spikes on the Vee plane. For this reason, it is best to 
provide isolation between the Vee and Veea pins, as well as 
independent decoupling for each. Isolating the GND and 
GNDO pins is not required. 

a) If the DEC floating-point input is not 0 but has a magnitude 
less than 2- 126, it is too small to be 'expressed as a 
normalized IEEE floating-point number. The final result will 
be an IEEE floating-point 0 having the same sign as the 
input (000000016 for positive inputs and 8000000016 for 
negative inputs); the underflow, inexact, and zero flags will 
be HIGH. 

b) If the DEC floating-point input is a QEC-reserved operand, 
the result will be quiet NAN 7FA000016; the invalid opera
tion and NAN flags will be HIGH. 

c) If the DEC floating-point input is 0, the final result will be 
IEEE floating-point + 0 (000000016); the zero flag will be 
HIGH. 

Printed Circuit-Board Layout Suggestions 

1. Use of a multi-layer PC board with separate power, ground, 
and signal planes is highly recommended. 

2. All Vee and Veea pins should be connected to the Vee 
plane. Vee pins should be isolated from Veea pins by means 
of an isolation slot which is cut in the Vee plane; see Figure 
18. By physically separating the Vee and Veea pins, coupled 
noise will be reduced. 

3. All GND and GNDO pins should be connected directly to 
the ground plane. 

4. The Veea pins should be decoupled to ground with a 0.1-
I1F ceramic capacitor and a 10-I1F electrolytic capacitor, 
placed as closely to the Am29C325 as is practical. Vee pins 
should be decoupled to ground in a similar manner. 

A suggested layout is shown in Figure 18. 

(Bottom View) 
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Figure 18. Suggested Printed-Circuit Board Layout (Power and Ground Connections) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias ............ -55 to + 125°C Temperature, Case (T A) ......................... 0 to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Supply Voltage (Vee) .................... +4.75 to +5.25 V 

Continuous ...................................... -0.3 to + 7.0 V Military· (M) Devices 
DC Voltage Applied to Outputs 

Temperature (T A) ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 
for HIGH Output State ........... -0.3 V to + Vee + 0.3 V 

Supply Voltage (Vee) ................... + 4.5 V to + 5.5 V 
DC Input Voltage ........................... -0.3 to Vee + 0.3 V 
DC Output Current, into LOW Outputs ................. 30 mA Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
DC Input Current ................................ -10 to + 10 mA functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM Thermal Resistance (Typical) 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute I Symbol I CGX 145 I Unit I 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device I 9JA I 23 I °C/W I reliability. 

• Military product 100% tested at T A = + 25°C, + 125°C, and 
-55°C. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified (for APL Products, Group A, 
Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions (Note 1) Min. Max. Unit 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee = Min. 10H = 0.4 mA 2.4 V 
VIN = Vil or VIH 

VOL Ouput LOW Voltage Vee = Min. 10l =4.0 rnA 0.5 V 
VIN = Vil or VIH 

VIH Guaranteed Input 2.0 V 
Logical 
HIGH Voltage (Note 2) 

Vil Guaranteed Input 0.0 V 
Logical 
LOW Voltage (Note 2) 

IlL Input LOW Current Vee = Max. -10 p.A 
VIN = 0.5 V 

IIH Input HIGH Current Vee = Max. 10 p.A 
VIN = Vee - 0.5 V 

10ZH Off·State (HIGH Vee = Max., Vo = 2.4 V 10 p.A 
Impedance) Output 
Current 

10Zl Off·State (HIGH Vee = Max., Vo = 0.5 V -10 p.A 
Impedance) Output 
Current 

lee Static Power Supply Vee = Max. COM'L CMOS VIN = Vee or GND 20 mA 
Current (Note 3) 10 = 0 p.A TA = 0 to 

TTL VIN = 0.5 V or 2.4 V 20 + 70°C 

MIL CMOS VIN = Vee or GND 25 
TA=-55 to 

TTL VIN = 0.5 V or 2.4 V 25 + 125°C 

CPO Power Dissipation Vee = MAX 9,000 pF 
Capacitance (Notes No Load 
4,5) 

Notes: 1. Vee conditions shown as Min. or Max. refer to the commercial and military Vcc limits. 
2. These input levels provide zero·noise immunity and should only be statically tested in a noise· free environment (not lunctionally tested). 
3. Use eMOS ICC when the device is driven by eMOS circuits and TIL ICC when the device is driven by TIL circuits. 
4. epo determines the dynamic current consumption: 

1 
lee (Total) - IcC (Static) + (Cpo "': nCl)Vcc 2' where 1 is the ciock frequency, el output load capacitance, and n number 01 loads. 

5. Tested on a sample basis. 

CAPACITANCE 

CIN Input Capacitance Ic = 1 MHz (Note 5) 12 pF 

COUT Output Capacitance 12 pF 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

29C325 29C325·1 29C325·2 
Parameter Parameter Test 

No. Symbol Description Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
1 tASC Clocked Add. Subtract Time (R 124 109 87 ns 

PLUS S. R MINUS S. 2 MINUS S) 

2 tMC Clocked Multiply Time (R TIMES S) 107 97 78 ns 

3 tec Clocked Conversion Time (INT·TO· 105 94 75 ns 
FP. FP·TO·INT. IEEE·TO·DEC. DEC· 
TO·IEEE) 

4 tASUC Unclocked Add. Subtract Time (R. S 146 135 108 ns 
to F. Flags) for R PLUS S. R 

f ~:::a MINUS S.and 2 MINUS S 
Instructions 

5 tMUC Unclocked Multiply Time (R. S to F. FTo = HIGH 154 142 L<o.,,. '414 ns 
Flags) for R TIMES S Instruction FTl .. HIGH tf!'i ~. 

6 tcuc Unclocked Conversion Time (R. S to 133 122 ~ .Ji98 ns 
F. Flags) for INT·TO·FP. FP·TO· 
INT. IEEE· TO·DEC and DEC·TO· Be ::r;:] 
IEEE Instructions 

'" .. 
7 tpWH Clock Pulse Width HIGH 15 15 lti<'iiS jj;JY ns 

8 tpWL Clock Pulse Width LOW 15 15 
15. 

ns 

9 tpOOFl Clock to FO - F31 and Flag Outputs FTo= LOW 145 130 04 ns 
FTl -HIGH -~ 10 tpDOF2 FTl" LOW 26 24 .~r "'-22 ns 

11 tpZL OE Enable Time Z to LOW 22 22 ~:f' :.4d20 ns 

12 tpZH Z to HIGH 22 22 

& 
ns 

13 tpLZ OE Disable Time LOW to Z 13 13 ns 

14 tpHZ HIGH to Z 13 13 12 ns 

15 tpZLLSB Clock t to Fo-F15 Z to LOW S16/32" HIGH 26 26 

~m 2: 

ns 
Enable. 16·Bit I/O ONEBUS- LOW 

16 tpZHLSB Mode Z to HIGH 26 26 ns 

17 tpLZLSB Clock ~ to Fo-F15 LOW to Z 22 22 1f: ns 
Disable. 16·Bit 110 

HIGH TO Z 22 22 18 tpHZLSB Mode ns 

19 tpZLMSB Clock ~ to F16-F31 Z to LOW S16/32 - HIGH 26 26 ns 
Enable. 16·Bit I/O ONEBUS- LOW 

~:s li-JU24 20 tPZHMSB Mode Z to HIGH 26 26 ns 

21 tpLZMSB Clock t to F16 - F31 LOW to Z 22 22 20 ns 

22 tPHZMSB 
Disable.16·Bit I/O 

HIGH to Z 22 22 ~.20 Mode ns 

23 tSCE Register Clock Enable Setup Time FTo- LOW 10 9 8 ns 
FTl"' LOW .... 

24 tHCE Register Clock Enable Hold Time FTo" LOW 3 3 
3e& ~ ns 

FTl- LOW 

25 tSOl Ro-R31. SO-S31 Setup Time FTo" LOW 20 16 
1'1r ~ ns 

(see note below) 

26 IHOl Ro-R31. SO-S31 Hold Time 5 5 4 tyft} 

~ ns 
(see note below) io/? 

27 1502 RO-R31. 5o-S31 Setup Time FTO - HIGH 133 118 94\' ~ ns 
(see note below) FTl"'LOW 

28 tH02 RO-R31. SO-S31 Hold Time 0 0 0 ns 
(see note below) 

29 tSl02 10-12 Instruction Select Setup Time FT for 132 114 ns 

30 IHI02 10 - 12 Instruction Select Hold Time 
Destination 
Register" LOW 1 1 1 ns 

31 tpOI02 10 -12 Instruction Select to FO - F31. FTl-HIGH 150 134 07 ns 
Flags 

32 1513 13 Port S Input Select Setup Time FT1- LOW 89 78 ns 

33 tHI3 13 Port S Input Select Hold Time 0 0 0 ns 

34 1514 14 Register R Input Select Setup FTo· LOW 18 13 11 ns 
Time (see note below) 

35 tHI4 14 Register R Input· Select Hold 3 3 3 ns 
Time (see note below) 

36 tSRM Round Mode Select Setup Time FT for 67 57 46 ns 

37 IHRM Round Mode Select Hold Time 
Destination 
Register" LOW 3 3 3 ns 

38 tpRF Round Mode Select to Fo-F31. Flags FT1-HIGH 78 69 55 ns 

Note: See timing diagram for desired mode of operation to determine clock edge to which these setup and hold times apply. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products. Group A. Subgroups 
9. 10. 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

29C325 29C325-1 
Parameter Parameter Test 

No. Symbol Description Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
1 tASC Clocked Add, Subtract Time (R PLUS S, 149 131 ns 

R MINUS S, 2 MINUS S) 

2 fMc Clocked Multiply Time (R TIMES S) 133 117 ns 

3 tcc Clocked Conversion Time (INT-TO-FP, 130 114 ns 
FP-TO-INT. IEEE-TO-DEC, DEC-TO-IEEE) 

4 tASUC Unclocked Add, Subtract Time (R, 5 to F. 178 163 ns 
Flags) for R PLUS S, R MINUS S, 
and 2 MINUS 5 Instructions 

5 tMUC Unclocked Multiply Time (R. S to F. Flags) FTo ~ HIGH 190 179 ns 
for R TIMES 5 Instruction FTI = HIGH 

6 !cUC Unclocked Conversion Time (R. S to F. 161 150 ns 
Flags) for INT-TO-FP, FP-TO-INT, IEEE-
TO-DEC and DEC-TO-IEEE Instructions 

7 tpWH Clock Pulse Width HIGH 15 15 ns 

8 tpWL Clock Pulse Width LOW 15 15 ns 

9 tpOOFl Clock to Fo - F31 and Flag Outputs FTo= LOW 166 156 ns 
FTl = HIGH 

10 tpOOF2 FTl = LOW 35 33 ns 

11 tpZL OE Enable Time Z to LOW 29 29 ns 

12 tpZH z to HIGH 29 29 ns 

13 tpLZ OE Disable Time LOW to Z 16 16 ns 

14 tpHZ HIGH to Z 16 16 ns 

15 tpZLLSB Clock t to Fo-F15 Z to LOW S16/32 = HIGH 31 31 ns 

16 tpZHLSB 
Enable. 16-Bit I/O Mode Z to HIGH ONEBUS=LOW 31 31 ns 

17 tpLZLSB Clock ~ to Fo-F15 LOW to Z 23 23 ns 

18 tpHZLSB 
Disable. 16-Bit 1/0 Mode HIGH TO Z 23 23 ns 

19 tpZLMSB Clock ~ to F16 - F31 Z to LOW S16/32 = HIGH 31 31 ns 

20 tpZHMSB 
Enable. 16-Bit I/O Mode 

Z to HIGH 
ONEBUS .. LOW 

31 31 ns 

21 tpLZMSB Clock t to F16 - F31 LOW to Z 23 23 ns 

22 tPHZMSB 
Disable,16-Bit I/O Mode HIGH to Z 23 23 ns 

23 tSCE Register Clock· Enable Setup Time FTo=LOW 11 10 ns 
FTl = LOW 

24 tHCE Register Clock Enable Hold Time FTo= LOW 4 4 ns 
FTl" LOW 

25 tSOl Ro-R31. SO-S31 Setup Time FTo= LOW 21 16 ns 
(see· note below) 

26 tHOl Ro-R31. SO-S31 Hold Time 6 6 ns 
(see note below) 

27 tS02 Ro-R31' 50-S31 Setup Time FTo = HIGH 163 148 ns 
(see note below) FTl = LOW 

28 tHD2 Ro-R31. 5o-S31 Hold Time 0 a ns 
(see note below) 

29 tSI02 10 - 12 Instruction Select Setup Time FT for Destination 167 143 ns 

30 tHI02 10 - 12 Instruction Select Hold Time Register = LOW 2 2 ns 

31 tpOI02 10 -12 Instruction Select to Fo - F31. Flags FTl = HIGH 186 166 ns 

32 tSI3 13 Port 5 Input Select Setup Time FTl = LOW 109 94 ns 

33 tHI3 13 Port S Input Select Hold Time a a ns 

34 tSI4 14 Register R Input Select Setup Time (see FTo - LOW 18 13 ns 
note below) 

35 tHI4 14 Register R Input Select Hold Time (see 5 5 ns 
note below) 

36 tSRM Round Mode Select Setup Time FT for Destination 65 71 ns 

37 tHRM Round Mode Select Hold Time Register = LOW 5 5 ns 

38 tpRF Round Mode Select to Fo - F31. Flags FTl = HIGH 102 95 ns 

Note: See timing diagram for desired mode of operation to determind clock edge to which these setup and hold times apply_ 
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Am29C325 ICC vs Cycle Time 

S, 

100 

CL = 100 pF. 38 OUTPUTS 

CL = 50 pF. 38 OUTPUTS 

OUTPUT UNLOADED 

150 

Cyde TIme (ns) 

200 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

5V 

S, 

250 

OP002770 

VOUT ~:>-"--_-iKI---+ VOUT ~:>--_--4---K 

TC004810 

A. Three-State Outputs B. Normal Outputs 

Vee 

R, = 910 n 

TC001084 

Notes: 1. CL = 50 pF includes scope probe. wiring. and stray capacitances without device in test fixture. 
2. 81. 82. 83 are closed during function tests and all AC tests except output enable tests. 
3. 81 and 83 are closed while 82 is open for tpZH test. 

81 and 82 are closed while 83 is open for tpZL test. 
4. CL = 5.0 pF for output disable tests. 
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SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

MUST8f 
STEAOY 

-- "'AVCHANGE 
fAQMHTOL 

• MAYCHANGIE 
fROML TOH 

-- DON'TeARE, 
ANVCHANGE 
PERMITTED 

H ~yNOT 

DATA 
INPUT 

-rT'T"I'f/���Jrr-r-rr-----rT""r"'r'_"I""'rT"I- :.sV V 

~1.1=ta.~ OV 
TIMING 
INPUT f

' ------- 3 V 

. _ --------- 1.5 V 

--------.1---------- 0 V 

WFR02970 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown lor HIGH data only. 

Output transition may be opposite sense. 

2. Cross hatched area is don't care 

condition. 

Set-Up, Hold, and Release Times 

SAME!~".!'E_JL ~_ 3V 
INPUTTR:.::::=.i' ~------ ~ :.5

V
V 

~I :y:> 
OUTPUT ___ .,_l_Hr f-I" ~::: 
OPPOSI~ 

INPUT TRAN$ITION- ~\.~~~========~..J:..___-_-_~~~= :.5
v 
v 

WFR02980 

Propagation Delay 

Will BE 
ST£ADY 

Will BE 
CHANGING 
FFtOMHTOl 

WtllBE 
CHANGING 
FROML TOH 

CHANGINCi. 
STA.TE 
UNKNOWN 

CENTER 

~~~~~!~~H 
"OFF'STATE 

KSOOOO10 

cow "G"". __ V ~. 
PULSE T. ~---- 1.5V 

~tPN---i 
HIGH·LOW HIGH - ,; f' 

PULSE ---- 1.5 V 
I 

WFR027!lO 

Pulse Width 

Enable Disable 
~----3V 

----..,.-1.5 V 

-----0 v 
tlZ 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 1.5 V -1.5 V 

LOW 

OUTPUT 

''/'" ~ """ '" =k: f:: 
NORMALLY 15 V -15 V 

HIGH $2 OPEN 05 V 
---0 v 

WFR02660 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown lor Input Control Enable-

LOW and Input Control Disable-HIGH. 

2. S1, S2 and S3 01 Load Circuit are closed 
except where shown. 

Enable and Disable Times 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
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Clocked Operation: FTo = LOW 
FT1 = LOW 

Am29C325 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 
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Am 29C325 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

@ 
® 
® 

Flow-Through Operation (FTo = HIGH, FT1 = HIGH) 

CLK----... 

32-Bit, Single-Input Bus Mode 

Am29C325 

WF023790 
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elK 

R INPUT BUS, 
S INPUT BUS 

14 
(NOTE t) 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

r--~ --~ 
--~\Ir------+-.....,..\ HI-Z ( 

/\ VALID /]-----------1: . ___ J @ _____ _ 

I-~ -® 
~--------------~ \}-___ H_I .... -Z ___ -rl VALID ____ 1 r\ _______ _ 

WF023B11 

Note 1. 14 has special setup and hold time requirements in this mode. All other control signals have timing 
requirements as shown in the diagram "Clocked operation, FTo = LOW, FT1 = LOW." 

16-Bit, Two-Input Bus Mode 
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TEST· PHILOSOPHY AND METHODS 
The following eight points describe AMD's philosophy for high 
volume, high speed automatic testing. 

1. Ensure that the part is adequately decoupled at the test 
head. Large changes in Vee current as the device switches 
may cause erroneous function failures due to Vee changes. 

2. Do not leave inputs floating during any tests, as they may 
start to oscillate at high frequency. 

3. Do not attempt to perform threshold tests at high speed. 
Following an output transition, ground current may change 
by as much as 400 mA in 5-8 ns. Inductance in the ground 
cable may allow the ground pin at the device to rise by 
hundreds of millivolts momentarily. 

4. Use extreme care in defining point input levels for AC tests. 
Many inputs may be changed at once, so there will be 
significant noise at the device pins and they may not 
actually reach VIL or VIH until the noise has settled. AMD 
recommends using VIL ~ 0 V and VIH ;;;. 3.0 V for AC tests. 

5. To simplify failure analysis, programs should be designed to 
perform DC, Function, and AC tests as three distinct groups 
of tests. 

6. Capacitive Loading for AC Testing 

Automatic testers and their associated hardware have stray 
capacitance that varies from one type of tester to another, 
but is generally around 50 pF. This, of course, makes it 
impossible to make direct measurements of parameters 
which call for smaller capacitive load than the associated 
stray capaCitance. Typical examples of this are the so
called "float delays," which measure the propagation 
delays into the high-impedance state and are usually 
specified at a load capaCitance of 5.0 pF. In these cases, 
the test is performed at the higher load capacitance 
(typically 50 pF), and engineering correlations based on 
data taken with a bench setup are used to predict the result 
at the lower capacitance. 

Similarly, a product may be specified at more than one 
capacitive load. Since the typical automatic tester is not 
capable of switching loads in mid-test, it is impossible to 
make measurements at both capacitances even though 
they may both be greater than the stray capacitance. In 
these cases, a measurement is made at one of the two 
capacitances. The result at the other capacitance is 
predicted from engineering correlations based on data 
taken with a bench setup and the knowledge that certain 
DC measurements (IOH, IOL for example) have already 
been taken and are within spec. In some cases, special DC 
tests are performed in order to facilitate this correlation. 

7. Threshold Testing 

The noise associated with automatic testing (due to the 
long, inductive cables) and the high gain of the tested 
device when in the vicinity of the actual device threshold, 
frequently give rise to oscillations when testing high speed 
circuits. These oscillations are not indicative of a reject 
device, but instead of an overtaxed test system. To 
minimize this problem, thresholds are tested at least once 
for each input pin. Thereafter, "hard" high and low levels 
are used for other tests. Generally this means that function 
and AC testing are performed at "hard" input levels rather 
than at VIL Max. and VIH Min. 

8. AC Testing 

Occasionally, parameters are specified that cannot be 
measured directly on automatic testers because of tester 
limitations. Data input hold times often fall into this catego
ry. In these cases, the parameter in question is guaranteed 
by correlating these tests with other AC tests that have 
been performed. These correlations are arrived at by the 
cognizant engineer by using precise bench measurements 
in conjunction with the knowledge that certain DC parame
ters have already been measured and are within spec. 

In some cases, certain AC tests are redundant, since they 
can be shown to be predicted by some other tests which 
have already been performed. In these cases, the redun
dant tests are not performed. 
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INPUT IOUTPUT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

DRIVEN INPUT 
Vee -----------r--- Vee 

OUTPUT 

P ----1 

-----1 

IC000865 IC000870 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE IEEE 
PROPOSED STANDARD FOR BINARY 
FLOATING-POINT ARITHMETIC AND THE 
Am29C32S'S IEEE MODE 
When operated in IEEE mode, the Am29C325 high-speed 
floating-point processor complies with the single-precision 
portion of the IEEE Proposed Standard for Binary Floating
Point Arithmetic (P754, draft 10.0) in most respects. There are, 
however, several differences: 

Denormalized Numbers 

The Am29C325 does not handle denormalized numbers. A 
denormalized input will be converted to zero of the same sign 
before the specified operation takes place. The operation 
proceeds in exactly the same manner as if the input were + 0 
or -0, producing the same numerical result and flags. 

If the result of an operation, after rounding, has a magnitude 
smaller than 2 - 126, the result is replaced by a zero of the 
same sign. 

Representation of Overflows 

In some rounding modes the proposed IEEE standard requires 
that overflows be represented as the format's most-positive or 
most-negative finite number. In particular: 

When rounding toward 0, all overflows should produce a 
result of the largest representable finite number with'the sign 
of the intermediate result. 

When rounding toward _00, all positive overflows should 
produce a result of the largest representable positive finite 
number. 

When rounding toward + 00, all negative overflows should 
produce a result of the largest representable negative finite 
number. 

The Am29C325, however, always represents positive over
flows as + 00 and negative overflows as _00, regardless of 
rounding mode. 

Projective Mode 

The proposed IEEE standard provides only for an affine mode 
to control the handling of infinities. The Am29C325 provides 

both affine and projective modes; the desired mode can be 
selected by the user. 

Traps 

The proposed IEEE standard stipulates that the user be able 
to request a trap on any exception. The Am29C325 does not 
support trapped operation and behaves as if traps are 
disabled. 

Resetting of Flags 

The proposed IEEE standard states that once an exception 
flag has been set, it is reset only at the user's request. The 
Am29C325's flags, however, reflect the status of the most 
recent operation. 

Generation of the Underflow Flag 

The proposed IEEE standard suggests several possible crite
ria for determining if underflow occurs. These criteria generate 
underflow flags that differ in subtle ways. The underflow 
criteria chosen for the Am29C325 stipulate that underflow 
occurs if: 

a) the rounded result of an operation has a magnitude in the 
range: 

0< magnitude < 2- 126, 

and 

b) the final result is not equal to the infinitely precise result. 

Since the Am29C325 never produces a denormalized number 
as the final result of a calculation, condition (b) is true 
whenever (a) is true. Note then that the operation of the 
Am29C325's underflow flag is somewhat different than that of 
an "IEEE standard" system using the same underflow criteria. 
For example, if an operation should produce an infinitely 
preCise result that is exactly 2 -127, an "IEEE standard" 
system would produce that value as the final result, expressed 
as a denormalized number. Since that system's final result is 
exact, the underflow flag would remain LOW. The Am29C325, 
on the other hand, would output zero; since its final result is 
not exact, the underflow flag would be HIGH. 
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APPENDIX B 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DEC VAX AND 
Am29C325 DEC MODE 
Operation in DEC mode complies with most aspects of single
precision floating-point operation outlined in the Digital Equip
ment Corporation's VAX Architecture Manual. However, there 
are some differences that should be noted: 

Format 

The Am29C325's DEC format is: 

sign 
exponent 
mantissa 

The VAX format is: 

sign 
exponent 
mantissa 

-bit 31 
- bits 30 - 23 
-22-0 

-bit 15 
-14-7 
-bits 6-0, bits 31-16 

In both cases, fields are listed from MSB to LSB, with bit 31 
the MSB of the 32-bit word. The Am29C325's DEC format can 
be converted to VAX format by swapping the 16 LSBs and 16 
MSBs of the 32-bit word. 

Flags vs. Exceptions 

In DEC VAX operation, certain unusual conditions arlsmg 
during system operation may incur an exception or an indica
tion to the operating system that special handling is needed. 

The VAX recognizes a number of arithmetic exceptions. The 
following exceptions are relevant to the operations supported 
by the Am29C325: 

Integer Overflow Trap: indicates that the last operation 
produced an integer overflow. The LSBs of the correct result 
are stored in the destination operand. 

Floating-Point Overflow Trap/Fault: indicates that the last 
operation produced, after normalization and rounding, a float
ing-point number with magnitude greater than or equal to 2127. 
A trap replaces the destination operand with the DEC
reserved operand 8000000016; a fault leaves the destination 
operand unchanged. 

Floating-Point Underflow Trap/Fault: indicates that the last 
operation produced, after normalization and roundinQ, a float
ing-point number with magnitude less than 2- 128. A trap 

replaces the destination operand with zero; a fault leaves the 
destination operand unchanged. 

Reserved Operand Fault: indicates that the last operation 
had a reserved operand as an input. The destination operand 
is unchanged. 

The Am29C325 does not directly support DEC traps and 
faults. Rather, it indicates unusual conditions by setting one or 
more of the six status flags HIGH. Table D2 describes flag 
operation in DEC mode. 

Integer Overflow 

In cases of integer overflow, the VAX signals the integer 
overflow trap and stores the LSBs of the correct result. The 
Am29C325 sets the invalid operation flag and outputs the 
DEC-reserved operand 8000000016. 

Floating-Point Underflow IOverfiow Operation 

The VAX Architecture Manual specifies the action to be taken 
on the destination operand when floating-point underflow or 
overflow is encountered. The Am29C325 has. no immediate 
control over this destination operand, as it resides somewhere 
off-chip, either in a register or memory location. This isn't so 
much a difference between the VAX specification and 
Am29C325 operation as it is a difference in scope. 

The Am29C325 responds to floating-point underflow by pro
ducing a final result of 0 (0000000016); the underflow, inexact, 
and zero flags will be HIGH. It responds to floating-point 
overflow by producing the DEC-reserved operand 8000000016 
as the final result; the overflow, inexact, and NAN flags will bo 
HIGH. 

Handling of DEC-Reserved Operands 

If an operation has a DEC-reserved operand as an input, the 
Am29C325 will produce that operand as the final result. If an 
operation has two input arguments and both are DEC
reserved operands, the operand on port R becomes the final 
result. For the VAX, operations with a DEC-reserved operand 
input or inputs do not modify the destination operand. As 
mentioned above, control of the destination operand is be
yond the scope of the Am29C325's operation. 

Inexact Flag 

The Am29C325 provides an inexact flag to indicate that the 
final result produced by an operation is not equal to the 
infinitely precise result. The VAX does not provide this flag. 
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APPENDIX C 

PERFORMING FLOATING-POINT DIVISION 
ON THE Am29C325 
While the Am29C325 does not have a floating-point division 

,instruction, it can be used to evaluate reciprocals. The 
division: 

C=AlB 

can then be performed by evaluating: 

C=A*(1/B) 

Only a modest amount of external hardware is needed to 
implement the reciprocal function. 

The technique for calculating reciprocals is based on the 
Newton-Raphson method for obtaining the roots of an equa
tion. The roots of equation: 

F(x) =0 

can be found by iteratively evaluating the equation: 

Xi + 1 = Xi - F(Xi)/F'(Xi) 

The process begins by making a guess as to the value of xi 
and using this guess or "seed" value to perform the first 
iteration. Iterations are continued until the root is evaluated to 
the desired accuracy. The number of iterations needed to 
achieve a given accuracy depends both on the accuracy of the 
seed value and the nature of F(x). 

Now consider the equation: 

F(x) = (1/x) - B 

The root of F(x) is 1/B. The reciprocal of B, then, can be found 
by using the Newton-Raphson method to find the root of F(x). 
The iterative equation for finding the root is: 

Xi + 1 = xi - F(Xi)/F' (Xi) 
= xi - (1/Xi - B)/ - (Xi) - 2 
= xi (2 - B*Xi) 

It can be shown that, in order for this iterative equation to 
converge, the seed value xo must fall in the range: 

or 
0< xo < 2/B 
2/B < xo < 0 

if B >0 
if B <0 

For example, if the reciprocal of 3 is to be evaluated, the seed 
value must be between 0 and 2/3. 

The error of Xi reduces qUadratica'¥; that is, if the error of Xi is 
e, the error is reduced to order e by the next iteration. The 
number of bits of accuracy in the result, then, roughly doubles 
after every iteration. While this is only an approximation of the 
actual error produced, it is a handy rule of thumb for 
determining the number of iterations needed to produce a 
result of a certain accuracy, given the accuracy of the seed. 

Example 1: 

Find the reCiprocal of 7.25. 

Solution: 

The seed value must fall in the range: 

o < xo < 217.25 
or 0 < xo < .275862 

Suppose xo is chosen to be .1: 

Iteration 1: xl = Xo (2 - B"xo) 
=.1(2-(7.25) (.1)) 
= .1275 

Iteration 2: x2 = xl (2 - B*Xl) 
= .1275(2 - (7.25) (.1275)) 
=.1371421875 

Iteration 3: x3 = x2 (2 - B"X2) 
=.1371421875* 

(2 - (7.25) (.1371421875)) 
=.1379265230 

The actual value of 117.25, to ten decimal places, is 
.1379310345. 

The error after each iteration is: 

iteration XI Error to Ten Places 

0 0.1 - 0.0379310345 

1 0.1275 -0.0104310345 

2 0.1371421875 - 0.0007888470 

3 0.1379265230 - 0.0000045115 

Example 2: 

Find the reciprocal of -0.3. 

Solution: 

The seed value must fall in the range: 

2/(-0.3) < xo < 0 
or -6.66 < xo < 0 

Suppose xo is chosen to be -2.0: 

Iteration 1: Xl = Xo (2 - B *xo) 
= - 2.0(2 - (- 0.3) (-2.0)) 
= -2.8 

Iteration 2: x2 = Xl (2 - B"Xl) 
= -2.8(2 - (-0.3) (-2.8)) 
= -3.248 

Iteration 3: x3 = x2 (2 - B"X2) 
= -3.248(2-(-0.3) (-3.248)) 
= -3.3311488 

Iteration 4: X4 = x3 (2 - B*X3) 
= -3.3311488" 

(2-(-0.3) (-3.3311488)) 
= -3.333331902 

The actual value of 1/(-0.3), to ten decimal places, is 
-3.333333333. 

The error after each iteration is: 

I XI Error to Ten Places 

0 -2.0 1.333333333 

1 -2.8 0.533333333 

2 -3.248 0.085333333 

3 -3.3311488 0.002184533 

4 -3.333331902 0.000001431 

In order to implement the Newton-Raphson method .on the 
Am29C325, some means is needed to generate the seed used 
in the first iteration. One approach is to place a hardware seed 
look-up table between the R bus and the Am29C325; see 
Table C1. A more detailed diagram of the look-up table 
appears in Figure C2. 
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TABLE C1. CONTENTS OF THE SEED EXPONENT PROM 

DEC IEEE 

Address (16) Data (16) Address (16) Data (16) 

000 (Note 1) 100 (Note 1) 
001 (Note 1) 101 FC 
002 FF 102 FB 
003 FE 103 FA 
004 FO 104 F9 
005 FC 105 F8 
006 FB 106 F7 
007 FA 107 F6 
008 F9 108 F5 
009 F8 109 F4 
OOA F7 lOA F3 
OOB F6 lOB F2 
OOC F5 10C Fl 
000 F4 100 FO 
OOE F3 10E EF 
OOF F2 10F EE 
010 Fl 110 ED 
011 FO 111 EC 
012 EF 112 EB 

OEE 13 lEE OF 
OEF 12 lEF OE 
OFO 11 lFO 00 
OFl 10 1 Fl OC 
OF2 OF lF2 OB 
OF3 OE lF3 OA 
OF4 00 lF4 09 
OF5 OC lF5 08 
OF6 OB lF6 07 
OF7 OA lF7 06 
OF8 09 lF8 05 
OF9 08 lF9 04 
OFA 07 lFA 03 
OFB 06 lFB 02 
OFC 05 lFC 01 
OFO 04 lFO (Note 2) 
OFE 03 lFE (Note 2) 
OFF 02 1FF (Note 2) 

Notes: 1. The reciprocals of these numbers are too large to be represented in the 
selected format. 

2. The reciprocals of these numbers are too small to be represented in 
normalized IEEE format. 
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RBUS --------------------~-----------------------------

SBUS------------------~------_.-------------------

HARDWARE 
LOOK-UP 

TABLE 

2:1 

R S 

Am29C325 

F 

FBUS-------------------------~~------------------------
AF004641 

Figure C1. Adding a Hardware Look:'Up Table to the Am29C325 

The look-up table has two sections: a biased exponent look-up 
PROM, and a fraction look-up PROM. The seed-biased 
exponent look-up table is stored in a 512-by-8-bit PROM. This 
table consists of two sections: the DEC format section (which 
occupies addresses 000 - OFF1E~)' and the IEEE section 
(which occupies addresses 100-1FF16. The appropriate 
table will be selected automatically if address line As is wired 
to the Am29C325's IEEE/~ pin. The equations imple
mented by these table sections are: 

DEC table: seed biased exponent 
= 25710 -input biased exponent 

IEEE table: seed biased exponent 
... 25310 -input biased exponent 

Table C1 lists the contents of this PROM. 

The seed fraction look-up table is stored in one or more 
PROMs, the number of PROMs depending on the desired 
accuracy of the seed value. The hardware depicted in Figure 

I 

C2 uses two 4K-by-8·bit PROMs to implement a fraction look
up table whose inputs are the 12 MSBs of the input argu
ment's fraction. These PROMs output the 16 MSBs of the 
seed's fraction field - the remaining 7 bits of fraction are set 
to O. The equation implemented in this table is: 

2 
seed fraction = -1 

1 + input fraction 
where the value of the input fraction falls in the range 

o ~ input fraction < 1 

Note that the seed fraction must also be constrained to fall in 
the range 

o ~ seed fraction < 1 

Therefore, if the input fraction is 0, the corresponding seed 
fraction stored in the table must be .111 ... 1112, not 1.02. The 
same seed fraction look-up table may be used for both IEEE 
and DEC formats. Table C2 contains a partial listing for the 
seed· fraction look-up table shown in Figure C2. 
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TABLE C2. CONTENTS OF THE SEED FRACTION PROMS 

Address (16) 

000 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
OOA 
008 
OOC 

FF6 
FF7 
FF8 
FF9 
FFA 
FF8 
FFC 
FFD 
FFE 
FFF 

Value of Input Fraction (10) 

RBUS 

0.0 
0.0002441406 
0.0004882812 
0.0007324219 
0.0009765625 
0.0012207031 
0.0014648438 
0.0017089844 
0.0019531250 
0.0021972656 
0.0024414063 
0.0026855469 
0.0029296875 

0.9975585938 
0.9978027344 
0.9980486750 
0.9982910156 
0.9985351563 
0.9987792969 
0.9990234375 
0.9992675781 
0.9995117188 
0.9997558594 

IEEfiDEC ----1----" 

"'8 

Value of Seed Fraction (10) 

0.9999999999 (see text) 
0.9995118370 
0.9990239150 
0.9985362280 
0.9980487790 
0.9975615710 
0.9970745970 
0.9965878630 
0.9961013650 
0.9956151030 
0.9951290800 
0.9946432920 
0.9941577400 

0.0012221950 
0.0010998410 
0.0009775170 
0.0008552230 
0.0007329590 
0.0006107240 
0.0004885200 
0.0003663450 
0.0002442000 
0.0001220850 

BIASED 
EXPONENT 
(R30-R23) 

12 MSBs 
OF FRACTION 

(R2r R,I) 

AS A7- AO 

PROM Outputs (16) 

FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FE 
FE 
FE 
FE 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

FF 
EO 
CO 
AO 
80 
60 
40 
20 
00 
E1 
CO 
A1 
81 

50 
48 
40 
38 
30 
28 
20 
18 
10 
08 

Am27S15 512 x 8 
SEED EXPONENT PROM 

AII-Ao J AII-Ao 

(2) Am27S43 4K x 8 
SEED FRACrON PROMs 

07- 0 0 

SEED SIGN SEED EXPONENT 

Dr-Do I Dr-Do 

SEED FRACTION 

AF004631 

Figure C2. The Hardware Look-Up Table 

With the hardware look-up table in place, the reciprocal of 
value 8 can be calculated with the following series of 
operations: 

1) Place 8 on both the Rand S buses. The 2 : 1 multiplexer at 
the output of the hardware look-up table should select the 
output of the look-up table (see Figure C3-A). 

2) Load the seed value Xo into register R and load 8 into 
register S. Select the R TIMES S operation (see Figure 
C3-8). 

3) Load product 8*xo into register F. Select the 2 MINUS S 
operation, and select register F as the input to the ALU S 
port (see Figure C3-C). 

4) Load 2 - 8*xo into register F. Select the R TIMES S 
operation and select register F as the input to the ALU S 
port (see Figure C3-D). 

5) Load the value X1 (X1 = xo(2 - 8*xO» into registers Rand F. 
Select the R TIMES S operation (see Figure C3-E). 

6) Repeat steps 3 through 5 until the result has the accuracy 
desired. 
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BUSS B -----------------------'. 

BUSR B-------------, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o 

l 
SEED 

LOOK·UP 
TABLE 

Xo 

2: 1 1 I 
~~ 

I, I 
~-l RO-R31 I 50-531 

~----'--t"" ----1---, 
I t 

r-~----------~--~ r------~~------_. 
2: 1 10 1 

Am29C325 

MUX ,-------' 
1 

I 
REGISTER R 

PORT 
R 

ALU 

PORTF 

REGISTER F 

f 
0 

PORT 
5 

REGISTER 5 

t 
1 

2:1 
MUX 

'-------------_.-1------------_---.... 
BUSF------------------------------~~------------------------------

DF006211 

Figure C3·A. Data Flow for Step 1 of the Reciprocal Procedure 
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BUSS--------------------------------------------~~------------------

BUSR-------------1~----------1_------------------~------------------

o 
2: t 
MUX 

2: 1 
MUX 

SEED 
LOOK-UP 

TABLE 

o 

REGISTER R 
[Xol 

p----, , 
PORT 

R 

ALU 

PORTF 

REGISTER S 
[B] 

II 
Jr-r=---~ r 
0 1 2: 1 

L MUX 

PORT 
5 

I 

~---------~IB.~ , 
REGISTER F 

Am29C325 L-______________ ._ .... ____________ ----' 

BUSF------------------------------~~--------____________________ __ 

DF006221 

Figure C3-B. Data Flow for Step 2 of the Reciprocal Procedure 
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auss--------------------------------------------~~------------------

aUSR-------------1~----------+_----------------~~------------------

o 

Am29C325 

2:1 
MUX 

2: 1 
MUX 

REGISTER R 
[XoJ 

SEED 
LOOK· UP 

TABLE 

o 

o 

REGISTER S 
[a] 

'r~ 
2: 1 1 I I 
MUX I 
I--....J 

----.J I 
--P~OR-T--------!~Ji·R-T~ I 

R S I 
ALU 

PORTF 

REGISTER F 
[a· Xo] 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I L _____ -1 

'--------------,-----------------' 
aUSF--------------------------------~--------------------------------

DF006231 

Figure C3-C. Data Flow for Step 3 of the Reciprocal Procedure 
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auss------------------------------------------~------------------

aUSR------------~----------~----------------~------------------

o 
2: 1 
MUX 

SEED 
LOOK-UP 

TABLE 

SO-S31 

~----'----------l 

I III 0 REGISTER S 
[aJ 

I 
I J L_.-,~~! 

I I .EL:'. ! 2" .! fl I I IX, (X, = Xo(2-B'Xo)) r~--..J 

I I L_
1 

rr=U I 
I I t t' I I I P~RT ALU P~RT I 
I I PORTF I 
I L _____ ,_J I I 'I XdX, = X. (2-80"". I 

I REGISTER F f 
[2-a • Xo] I 

I L _____ ..J 

I Am29C325 L-_____________ • __ , ____________ ----1 

BUSF------------------------------~--------~--------------------
DF006241 

Figure C3-D. Data Flow for Step 4 of the Reciprocal Procedure 
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BUSS -----------------------------------------------.~-------------------

BUSR ------------~._----------_.-------------------4---------------------

o 
2: 1 
MUX 

2: 1 
MUX 

REGISTER R 

SEEO 
LOOK-UP 

TABLE 

o 

[X, (X, = Xo (2-B-Xo))] 

PORT 
R 

ALU 

PORTF 

REGISTER S 
[B) 

1~.J 
o I 2: 1 

L-- MUX 

PORT 
S 

'] 

....... ----------------------.1 B • X, 

REGISTER F 
[X, (X, = Xo (2 - 8.Xo))) 

Am29C325 
L--_____________ ,_~-------_----------' 

BUSF--------------------~---------~~----------------------------------

DF006251 

Figure C3-E. Data Flow for Step 5 of the Reciprocal Procedure 
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A tabular description of the operations above is given in Table and port S. The look-up table produces the value 
C3. The following examples. performed in IEEE format. .0395278910 (3021 E8001S). The reciprocal is 
illustrate the process. evaluated using the procedure described above; 

Example 1: 
register values for each step are given in Table C4. 
The expected result. to the precision of the f1oat-

Find the reciprocal of 25.3. ing-point wor~. is .0395256910 (3021 E581l6). In 

Solution: The IEEE floating-point representation for 25.3 is this case the expected result is produced after the 

41CA666616. The reciprocal process is begun by 
first iteration. All subsequent iterations produce the 

feeding this value to both the seed look-up table same result and are therefore unnecessary. 

TABLE C3. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR EVALUATING RECIPROCALS 

Clock 
Cycle 10- 12 13 14 ENR ENS ENF Register R Register S Register F 

1 Y X 0 0 0 X - - -
2 R TIMES S 0 X 1 1 0 Xo 8 -
3 2 MINUS S 1 X 1 1 0 Xo 8 8*Xo 

R TIMES S 0 Xo 8 2-8*Xo I F~t 4 1 1 0 1 iteration 
5 R TIMES S 0 X 1 1 0 X1(= Xo(2- 8*Xo)) 8 X1(= Xo(2-8*Xo)) 

6 2 MINUS S 1 X 1 1 0 Xl 8 8*X1 

R TIMES S 0 X1 8 2 - 8*Xl I Second 7 1 1 0 1 iteration 
8 R TIMES S 0 X 1 1 0 X2(= X1(2 - 8*Xl)) 8 X2(= X1(2 - 8*X1)) 

X = DON'T CARE 

TABLE C4. INPUT BUS AND REGISTER VALUES FOR EXAMPLE 1 

Clock 
Cycle R Input S Input Register ·R Register S Register F 

1 3021E800 41CA666616 .- - -
(.03952789) (25.3) 

2 - - 3021E80016 41CA666616 -
(.03952789) (25.3) 

3 - - 3021E80016 41CA666616 3F8001D316 
(.03952789) (25.3) (1.0000556) 

4 - - 3021E80016 41CA666616 3F7FFC5A16 
(.03952789) (25.3) (.99984419) 

5 - - 3021E58116 41CA666616 3021E58116 ... Result of first 
(.03952569) (25.3) (.03952569) iteration 

6 - - 3021E58116 41CA666616 3F7FFFFF16 
(.03952569) (25.3) (.99999994) 

7 - - 3021E58116 41CA666616 3F80000016 
(.03952569) (25.3) (1.0) 

8 - - 3021E58116 41CA666616 3021E58116 ... Result of second 
(.03952569) (25.3) (.03952569) iteration 
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Example 2: 

Find the reciprocal of -0.4725. 

Solution: The IEEE floating-point representation for -0.4725 
is BEF1EB8516. The reciprocal process is begun 
by feeding this value to both the seed look-up table 
and port S. The look-up table produces the value 
-2.1162109410 (C007700016). The reciprocal is 

evaluated using the procedure described above; 
register values for each step are given in Table C5. 
The expected result, to the precision of the float
ing-point word, is -2.11640210 (C007732216). In 
this case the expected result is produced after the 
first iteration. All subsequent iterations produce the 
same result and are therefore unnecessary. 

TABLE CS. INPUT BUS AND REGISTER VALUES FOR EXAMPLE 2 

Clock 
Cycle R Input S Input Register R Register S Register F 

1 COO7700016 BEF1EB8516 
(-2.1162109) (-0.4725) 

2 COO7700016 BEF1EB8516 
(-2.1162109) (-0.4725) 

3 COO7700016 BEF1EB8516 3F7FFA1 416 
(-2.1162109) (-0.4725) (0.99990963) 

4 COO7700016 BEF1EB8516 3F8002F616 
(-2.1162109) (-0.4725) (1.0000904) 

5 COO7732216 BEF1EB8516 COO7732216 .... Result of first 
(- 2.116402) (-0.4725) (-2.116402) iteration 

6 COO7732216 BEF1EB8516 3F80000016 
(-2.116402) (-0.4725) (1.0) 

7 COO7732216 BEF1EB8516 3F80000016 
(-2.116402) (-0.4725) (1.0) 

8 COO7732216 BEF1EB8516 COO7732216 .... Result of second 
(- 2.116402) (-0.4725) (-2.116402) iteration 
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APPENDIX D 

SUMMARY OF FLAG OPERATION 

Tables 01, 02, and 03 summarize flag operation for the IEEE 
mode, the DEC mode and for the IEEE-TO-DEC and DEC-TO
IEEE operations. 

TABLE 01. FLAG SUMMARY FOR IEEE MODE 

Operation Condltlon(s) INV OVF UNF 

Any operation H L L 
listed in the 
IEEE Invalid 
Operations Table 

R PLUS S Input operands are finite L H L 
R MINUS S I rounded result I ;;.. 2128 

R TIMES S 
. 2 MINUS S 

R PLUS S 
R MINUS S a < I rounded result I < 2- 126 L L H 
R TIMES S 

R PLUS S Final result does not equal L 
R MINUS S infinitely precise result 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 
INT-TO-FP 
FP-TO-INT 

R PLUS S Final result is zero L L 
R MINUS S 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 
INT-TO-FP 
FP-TO-INT 

R PLUS S Final result is a NAN L L 
R MINUS S 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 
FP-TO-INT 

Notes: INV a Invalid operation flag 
OVF - Overflow flag 
UNF .. Underflow flag 
INE .. Inexact flag 

ZEA .. Zero flag 
NAN - NAN flag 

L-LOW 
H-HIGH 
• - State of flag 

depends on the 
input operands 
and the operation 
performed 

Am 29C325 
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TABLE 02. FLAG SUMMARY FOR DEC MODE 

Operation Condltlon(s) INV OVF UNF INE ZER NAN 

FP-TO-INT Rounded result> 231 _1 H L L L L H 
or rounded result < _231 

I 

FP-TO-INT Input is a DEC-reserved L L L L L H 
operand 

RPLUS S 
R MINUS S I Rounded result I ~ 2127 L H L H L H 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 

R PLUS S 
R MINUS S o < I rounded result I < 2- 128 L L H H H L 
R TIMES S 

R PLUS S Final result does not equal L H 
R MINUS S infinitely precise result 
R TIMES S 
2 MIMUS S 
INT-TO-FP 
FP-TO-INT 

R PLUS S Final result is zero L L H L 
R MINUS S 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 
INT-TO-FP 
FP-TO-INT 

R PLUS S Final result is a DEC-reserved L L L H 
R MINUS S operand 
R TIMES S 
2 MINUS S 
FP-TO-INT 

Notes: INV = Invalid operation flag H= HIGH 
OVF - Overflow flag • = State of flag 
UNF '" Underflow flag depends on the 
INE '" Inexact flag input operands 

ZER ;.. Zero flag and the operation 
NAN", NAN flag performed 

L= LOW 

TABLE 03. FLAG SUMMARY FOR IEEE-TO-DEC AND DEC-TO-IEEE CONVERSIONS 

Operation Condltlon(s) INV OVF UNF INE ZER NAN 

IEEE-TO-DEC Input is a NAN H L L L ,L H 

IEEE-TO-DEC I Input I ~ 2127 L H L H L H 

DEC-TO-IEEE Input is a DEC-reserved operand H L L L L H 

DEC-TO-IEEE o < I rounded result I < 2- 126 L L H H H L 

DEC-TO-IEEE Final result is zero L L H L 
IEEE-TO-DEC 

Notes: INV .. Invalid operation flag H '" HIGH 
OVF '" Overflow flag • '" State of flag 
UNF = Underflow flag depends on the 
INE m Inexact flag input operands 

ZER '" Zero flag and the operation 
NAN = NAN flag performed 

L=LOW 
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Am29C327 
Double-Precision Floating-Point Processor 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• High-performance double-precision floating-point 
processor 

• Comprehensive floating-point and integer instruction 
sets 

• Single VlSI device performs single-, double-, and 
mixed-precision operations 

• Performs conversions between precisions and between 
data formats 

• Complies with seven industry-standard floating-point 
formats 
- ANSI/IEEE standard 754-1985; single- and double

precision 
- DEC F, DEC D, DEC G 
- IBM single- and double-precision 

• Exact IEEE compliance for denormalized numbers with 
no speed penalty 

• Eight-deep register file for intermediate results and on
chip 64-bit data path facilitates compound operations; 
e.g., Newton-Raphson division, sum-of-products, and 
transcendentals 

• Supports pipelined or flow-through operation 
• Fabricated with Advanced Micro Devices' 1.2 micron 

CMOS process 

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM 

F-Port 

80008080 

publication # Rev. Amendment 
09418 C 10 

Issue Date: December 1988 Am29C327 

1.11 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am29C327 double-precision floating-point processor is a 
single VLSI device that implements an extensive floating-point 
and integer Instruction set. The three most widely used 
floating-point standards -IEEE, DEC, and IBM - are support
ed for both single- and double-precision operations. IEEE 
operations comply with the ANSI/IEEE Standard 754, with 
direct implementation of special features such as gradual 
underflow and handling of traps and denormalized numbers. 

ter, and an output multiplexer that allows access to the 32 
MS8s or 32 LSBs of the result data. Control signals determine 
the operation to be performed, the source of operands, the 
operand precisions, the rounding mode, and other aspects of 
device operation. 

Operations can be performed in either of two modes: flow
through or pipelined. In the flow-through mode, the ALU is 
completely combinatorial; this mode is best suited for scalar 
operations. Pipelined mode divides the ALU into one or two 
pipeline stages, for use in vector operations, as often found in 
graphics or signal processing. 

The Am29C327 consists of a 64-bit ALU, a 64-bit datapath, 
and a control unit. The ALU has three data input ports, and 
can perform single-operand, two-operand, and three-operand 
operations. The data path comprises two 64-bit input operand 
registers, an 8-by-64-bit register file for storage of intermediate 
results, three operand-selection multiplexers that provide' for 
orthogonal selection of input operands, a 64-bit output regis-

Fabricated with AMD's 1.2 micron CMOS technology, the 
Am29C327 is housed in a 169-lead pin-grid-array (PGA) 
package. 

RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 

Part No. Description 

Am29C10A CMOS 12-Bit Sequencer 

Am29C111 CMOS 16-Bit Sequencer 

Am29C116 CMOS 16-8it Microprocessor 

Am29CPL141 CMOS 64 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller 

Am29CPL142 CMOS 128 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller 

Am29CPL144 CMOS 512 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller 

Am29CPL151 CMOS 64 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller-Slim DIP 

Am29CPL152 CMOS 128 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller-Slim DIP 

Am29CPL154 CMOS 512 x 16 EPROM Programmable Controller-Slim DIP 

Am29C323 CMOS 32-8it Parallel Multiplier 

Am29C325 CMOS 32-8it Floating-Point Processor 

Am29C331 CMOS 16-8it Sequencer 

Am29C332 CMOS 32-8it Arithmetic Logic Unit 

Am29C334 CMOS Four-Port, Dual-Access Register File 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
169-Lead PGA* 
Bottom View 
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• Pinout observed from pin side of package . 
•• Alignment pin (not connected internally). 
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PGA PIN DESIGNATIONS 
(Sorted by Pin No.) 

PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME 

A-1 S31 C-9 Veea J-15 TSEL1 R-10 Vee 

A-2 F4 C-10 F20 J-16 TSELo R-11 CLOCK 

A-3 F6 C-11 Veea J-17 TSEL2 R-12 ENF 

A-4 F8 C-12 GNDO K-1 S9 R-13 ENI 

A-5 F10 C-13 F29 K-2 S10 R-14 FSEL 

A-6 F12 C-14 GNDO K-3 GND R-15 RFSEL1 

A-7 F14 C-15 Veea K-15 QSEL1 R-16 PSEL3 

A-8 F16 C-16 12 K-16 QSELo R-17 PSELo 

A-9 F18 C-17 16 K-17 TSEL3 T-1 R28 

A-10 F21 0-1 S24 L-1 S8 T-2 R23 

A-11 F22 0-2 S25 L-2 S7 T-3 R21 

A-12 F24 0-3 S29 L-3 S6 T-4 R18 

A-13 F27 0-15 10 L-15 GNDO T-5 R16 

A-14 F28 0-16 13 L-16 QSEL3 T-6. R13 

A-15 F31 0-17 18 L-17 QSEL2 T-7 R10 

A-16 SLAVE E-1 S21 M-1 S5 T-8 R7 

A-17 11 E-2 S23 M-2 S4 T-9 R5 

B-1 S30 E-3 S26 M-3 S2 T-10 R3 

B-2 F1 E-15 14 M-15 Veea T-11 Ro 

B-3 F3 E-16 17 M-16 FLAG2 T-12 RM1 

B-4 F5 E-17 19 M-17 FLAG 1 T-13 Ef\ffi 
B-5 F7 F-1 S18 N-1 S3 T-14 DES 
B-6 F9 F-2 S20 N-2 S1 T-15 ENRF 

B-7 F13 F-3 S22 N-3 R30 T-16 RFSELo 

B~8 F15 F-15 Vee N-15 FLAG6 T-17 PSEL1 

B-9 F17 F-16 110 N-16 FLAG4 U-1 R25 

B-10 F19 F-17 112 N-17 FLAG3 U-2 R22 

B-11 F23 G-1 S15 P-1 So U-3 R19 

B-12 F25 G-2 S17 P-2 R29 U-4 R17 

B-13 F26 G-3 S19 P-3 R26 U-5 R15 

B-14 F30 G-15 GND P-15 PSEL2 U-6 R14 

B-15 Vee G-16 111 P-16 SIGN U-7 R11 

B-16 MSERR G-17 S/DF P-17 FLAG5 U-8 R9 

B-17 15 H-1 S13 R-1 R31 U-9 R6 

C-1 S27 H-2 S14 R·2 R27 U-10 R4 

C-2 S28 H-3 S16 R-3 R24 U-11 R2 

C-3 Fo H-15 S/DS R-4 R20 U-12 R1 

C-4 F2 H-16 113 R-5 Vee U-13 RMo 

C-5 Veea H-17 S/DR R-6 GND U-14 RM2 

C-6 GNDO J-1 S11 R-7 R12 U-15 ENR 

C-7 F11 J-2 S12 R-a R8 U-16 OEF 

C-8 GNDO J-3 Vee R-9 GND U-17 RFSEL2 

Note: Pin number D-4 = Alignment Pin 
Veea and GNDO are power and ground pins for the output buffers. 
Vee and GND are power and ground pins for the rest of the logic. 
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PGA PIN DESIGNATIONS (Cont'd.) 
(Sorted by Pin Name) 

PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME 

A·11 CLOCK P·17 FLAGs T·9 Rs K·1 S9 

A·12 ENF N·15 FLAGs U·9 Rs K·2 S10 

A·13 ENI A·14 FSEL T·B R7 J·1 S11 

U·15 ENR G·15 GND A·B R8 J·2 S12 

T·15 ENRF K·3 GND U·B R9 H·1 S13 

T·13 ENS A·6 GND T·7 R10 H·2 S14 

C·3 Fo A·9 GND U·7 R11 G·1 S1S 

B·2 F1 C·6 GNDO A·7 R12 H·3 S1S 

C·4 F2 C·B GNDO T·6 R13 G·2 S11 

B·3 F3 C·12 GNDO U·6 R14 F·1 S18 

A·2 F4 C·14 GNDO U·5 R1S G·3 S19 

B·4 Fs L·15 GNDO T·5 R1S F·2 S20 

A·3 Fs 0·15 10 U-4 R17 E·1 S21 

B·5 F7 A·17 11 T·4 R18 F·3 S22 

A-4 F8 C·16 12 U·3 R19 E·2 S23 

B·6 F9 0·16 13 A·4 R20 0·1 S24 

A·5 F10 E·15 14 T·3 R21 0·2 S2S 

C·7 F11 B·17 Is U·2 R22 E·3 S26 

A·6 F12 C·17 16 T·2 R23 C-1 S27 

B·7 F13 E·16 17 A·3 R24 C·2 S28 

A·7 F14 0·17 18 U·1 R2S 0·3 S29 

B·B F15 E·17 19 P·3 R26 B·1 S30 

A·B F16 F·16 110 A·2 R27 A·1 S31 

B·9 F17 G·16 111 T·1 R28 G·17 S/DF 

A·9 F18 F·17 112 P·2 R29 H·17 S/DR 

B·10 F19 H·16 113 N·3 R30 H·15 S/DS 

C-10 F20 B·16 MSERR A·1 R31 P·16 SIGN 

A·10 F21 U·16 OEF T·16 RFSELo A·16 srnE 
A·11 F22 T·14 OES A·15 RFSEL1 J·16 TSELo 

B·11 F23 A·17 PSELo U·17 RFSEL2 J·15 TSEL1 

A·12 F24 T·17 PSEL1 U·13 RMo J·17 TSEL2 

B·12 F2S P·15 PSEL2 T·12 RM1 K·17 TSEL3 

B·13 F26 A·16 PSEL3 U·14 RM2 B·15 vee 
A·13 F27 K·16 QSELo P·1 So F·15 vee 
A·14 F28 K·15 QSEL1 N·2 S1 J·3 vee 
C·13 F29 L·17 QSEL2 M·3 S2 A·5 vee 
B·14 F30 L·16 QSEL3 N·1 S3 A·10 vee 
A·15 F31 T·11 Ro M·2 S4 C-5 veeo 
M·17 FLAG 1 U·12 R1 M·1 Ss C-9 veeo 
M·16 FLAG2 U·11 R2 L·3 Ss C-11 veeo 
N·17 FLAG3 T·10 R3 L·2 S1 C-15 veeo 
N·16 FLAG4 U·10 R4 L·1 S8 M·15 veeo 

Note: Pin number 0-4 = Alignment Pin 
Veeo and GNOO are . power and ground pins for the output buffers. 
Vee and GNO are power and ground pins for the rest of the logic. 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

R 31 -R O F31 -F O 

SJOR SIGN 

S 31-$0 FLAG 6 -FLAG 1 

SJOS MSERR 

StDF 

CLOCK 

ENR 

ENS 

ENF 

ENRF 

ENi 
OEF 

OES 

RFSEL 2 -RFSEL 0 

PSEL 3 -PSEL 0 

QSEL 3 -QSEL 0 

TSEL 3 -TSEL 0 

FSEL 

·,3-·0 

RM 2 -RM O 

SLAVE 

OIM'~ 

LSOO3281 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

C -L==e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

~------------------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
G = 169-Lead Pin Grid Array 

(CGX169) 

~-------------------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank = Base Speed 

-1 = Speed Select 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am29C327 
Double-Precision Floating-Point Processor 

Valid Combinations 

r-_A_M_2_9C_3_2_7 ____ --;' GC 
Valid Combinations 

AM29C327 -1 I Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD standard products for Aerospace and Defence applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL·STD·883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

2·66 

AM29C327 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

z C .::..L 

-L==T e. LEAD FINISH 
C = Gold 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
Z = 169·Lead Pin Grid Array (CGX169) 

'--------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
/B a Class B 

L..-----------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank = Sase Speed 

-1 = Speed Select 

8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am29C327 
Double·Precision Floating·Point Processor 

Valid Combinations 

AM29C327 I 
I---A-M-2-9C-3-2-7.-1---f1 /SZC 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availabiiity of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am29C327 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

CLOCK Clock (Input) 
Clock input to all registers. The Am29C327 is fully static
no data is lost from the internal registers if the clock is 
stopped for an extended period. 

ENF F-Register Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When ENF is HIGH, the contents of the F-register are static. 
When ENF is LOW, the 64-bit ALU output is clocked into the 
F-register on the next LOW-to-HIGH transition of the 
CLOCK input. As described in the Mode Register 
Description section, the F-register can be made transparent 
by setting the mode register bit M17 appropriately, in which 
case ENF has no effect. This input is not clocked into the 
instruction register, and must be valid at the LOW-to-HIGH 
CLOCK transition on whIch the desired data is to be clocked 
into the F-register. 

ENI Instruction Register Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When ENI is HIGH, the contents of the instruction register 
are static. When ENI is LOW, the 3D-bit instruction word, 
comprising the fields PSEL3-0, aSEL3_0, TSEL3_0, RM2-0, 
S/DF and 113-0, is clocked into the instruction register on 
the next LOW-to-HIGH transition of the CLOCK input. This 
input is not clocked into the instruction register and must be 
valid at the LOW-to-HIGH CLOCK transition on which the 
desired data is to be clocked into the instruction register. 

ENR R-Register Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When ENR is HIGH, the contents of the R-register are 
static. When ENR is LOW, a new 64-bit operand, together 
with the precision control input S/DR, is clocked into the 65-
bit R-register on the next LOW-to-HIGH transition of the 
CLOCK input. As described in the Input Modes section, the 
user can select from eight different input modes, 'as 
appropriate for the system environment. This input is not 
clocked into the instruction register and must be valid at the 
LOW-to-HIGH CLOCK transition on which the desired data 
is to be clocked into the R-register. 

ENRF Register File Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When ENRF is HIGH, the contents of the register file are 
static. When ENRF is LOW, the 64-bit ALU result, together 
with a "tag" indicating its precision, is clocked into one of 
the 65-bit registers RF7 to RFD on the next LOW-to-HIGH 
transition of the CLOCK input. The inputs RFSEL2_0 
determine which of the eight registers in the register file is 
the destination for the ALU result and its preCision tag. This 
input is not clocked into the instruction register and must be 
valid at the LOW-to-HIGH CLOCK transition on which the 
desired data is to be clocked into the register file. 

ENS S-Register Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When ENS is HIGH, the contents of the S-register are static. 
When ENS is LOW, a new 64-bit operand, together with the 
preCision control input S/DS, is clocked into the 65-bit 
S-register on the next LOW-to-HIGH transition of the 
CLOCK input. As described in the Input Modes section, the 
user can select from eight different input modes, as 
appropriate for the system environment. This input is not 
clocked into the instruction register and must be valid at the 
LOW-to-HIGH CLOCK transition on which the desired data 
is to be clocked into the S-register. 

F31-0 Output Bus (Bidirectional) 
The 32-bit output bus is bidirectional to support Master/ 
Slave checking. 

FLAGS_l Flag Outputs (Bidirectional) 
The six flag outputs FLAGe-FLAGl report the status of the 
previous ALU operation. The outputs are bidirectional to 
support Master/Slave checking. 

FSEL Output Multiplexer Control (Input) 
When FSEL is HIGH, the most-significant 32 bits of the 
64-bit F-register are connected to the drivers on the F31-0 
output bus. When FSEL is LOW, the least-significant 32 bits 
of the 64-bit F-register are connected to the drivers on the 
F31-0 output bus. The state of this input pin may be changed 
at twice the rate of the CLOCK input, to allow a full 64-bit 
result to be output from the Am29C327 in a single clock 
cycle. This input is not clocked into the instruction register 
and must be valid while the required data is accessed via 
the output bus. 

113-0 ALU Instruction (Input) 
113-0 determine the ALU instruction to be executed in the 
next cycle. The inputs are clocked into the instruction 
register under the control of the ENI input. 

MSERR Master/Slave Error (Output) 
The MSERR output is asserted (HIGH) whenever a Master/ 
Slave error is detected on any enabled output, i.e. F31-0 if 
OEF is LOW, SIGN and FLAGe_l if OES is LOW. 

OEF F-Output Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When OEF is HIGH, the F31-0 output bus assumes a high
impedance state. When OEF is LOW (and SLAVE is HIGH, 
specifying "Master" mode), the F31-0 output drivers are 
enabled. This input is not clocked into the instruction 
register and must be valid at all times. 

OES Flag Output Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
When OES is HIGH, the 7 outputs FLAGe_l and SIGN 
assume a high-impedance state. When OES is LOW (and 
SLAVE is HIGH, specifying "Master" mode), the output 
drivers for the FLAGe_l and SIGN outputs are enabled. This 
input is not clocked into the instruction register and must be 
valid at all times. 

PSEL3-0 P-Input Multiplexer Control (Input) 
The PSEL3-0 inputs control the P-Input Multiplexer, 
selecting the source of operands for the P-Input of the ALU. 
The PSEL3-0 inputs are clocked into the instruction register 
under the control of the ENI input. 

aSEL3-0 a-Input Multiplexer Control (Input) 
The aSEL3-0 inputs control the a-Input Multiplexer, 
selecting the source of operands for the a-Input of the ALU. 
The aSEL3_0 inputs are clocked into the instruction register 
under the control of the ENI input. 

R31-0 R-Input Bus (Input) 
The 32-bit R-Input bus, R31-0, is used to load operands into 
one or both of the input registers, Rand S. It is also used to 
load data into the 32-bit mode register. 

RFSEL2_0 Register File Destination Select (Input) 
The RFSEL2-0 inputs select which of the registers RF7 
through RFO is the destination for the ALU result. Operands 
are clocked into the selected register only when the ENRF 
input is LOW. This input is not clocked into the instruction 
register and must be valid at the LOW-to-HIGH CLOCK 
transition on which the desired data is to be clocked into the 
register file. 

RM2-0 Rounding Mode Select (Input) 
The RM2-0 inputs select which of the six available rounding 
modes is to be applied to the next ALU operation. Rounding 
is discussed in Appendix B. The RM2-0 inputs are clocked 
into the instruction register under the control of the ENI 
input. 

S31-0 S-Input Bus (Input) 
The 32-bit S-Input bus, S31-0, is used to load operands into 
one or both of the input registers, Rand S. 
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S/DF F-Preclslon Control (Input) 
When S/OF is HIGH, the next ALU operation produces a 
single-precision (32-bit) result. When S/OF is LOW, the next 
ALU operation produces a double-precision (64-bit) result. 
The S/OF input is clocked into the instruction register under 
the control of the ENI input. 

S/OR R·Precision Control (Input) 
When S/OR is HIGH, the data clocked into the R-register is 
treated as single-precision (32-bit) by the processor. When 
S/OR is LOW, the data clocked into the R-register is treated 
as double-precision (64-bit) by the processor. The S/OR 
input is clocked into the 65th bit of the R-register as the 
"precision tag" for the R-operand, under the control of the 
ENR input. 

S/OS S·Preclsion Control (Input) 
When S/OS is HIGH, the data clocked into the S-register is 
treated as single-precision (32-bit) by the processor. When 
S/OS is LOW, the data clocked into the S-register is treated 
as double-precision (64-bit) by the processor. The S/OS 
input is clocked into the 65th bit of the S-register as the 
"precision tag" for the S-operand, under the control of the 
ENS input. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

The Am29C327 is a high-performance, single-chip, double
precision floating-point processor. 

Architecture 

The Am29C327 comprises a high-speed ALU, a 64-bit data 
path, and control circuitry. 

The core of the Am29C327 is a 64-bit floating-point/integer 
ALU. This ALU takes operands from.three 64-bit input ports 
and performs the selected operation, placing the result on a 
64-bit output port. Thirteen ALU flags report operation status 
via the FLAG6_1 and SIGN outputs. The ALU is completely 
combinatorial for minimum latency; optional pipelining is 
available to boost throughput for array operations. 

The data path consists of the 32-bit input buses Rand S; two 
64-bit input operand registers; an 8-by-64-bit register file for 
storage of intermediate results; three operand-selection multi
plexers that provide for orthogonal selection of input oper
ands; a 64-bit output register; and an output multiplexer that 
permits the selection of 32 MSBs, or 32 LSBs of data. Input 
operands enter the processor through the Rand S buses, and 
are then demultiplexed and buffered for subsequent storage in 
registers Rand S. The operand selection multiplexers route 
the operands to the ALU. Operation results are stored in 
register F, and leave the device on the 32-bit output bus F. 
The results can also be stored in the register file for use in 
subsequent operations. 

Instruction Set 

The Am29C327 implements 58 arithmetic and logical instruc
tions. Thirty-five instructions. operate on floating-point num
bers; these instructions fall into the following categories: 

• Addition/subtraction 

• Multiplication 

• Multiplication-accumulation 

• Comparison 

• Selecting the maximum or minimum of two numbers 

SIGN Sign Flag (Bidirectional) 
If the result of the previous ALU operation was negative, the 
SIGN output is HIGH (provided that OES is LOW). If the 
result of the previousALU operation was not negative, the 
SIGN output is LOW (provided that OES is LOW). The 
output is bidirectional to support Master/Slave checking. 

SLAVE Master/Slave Mode Select (Input; Active 
LOW) 

When SLAVE is HIGH, the "Master" mode of operation is 
selected. When SLAVE is LOW, the "Slave" mode of 
operation is selected and all outputs except MSERR are 
disabled (high-impedance). This input is not clocked into the 
instruction register and must be valid at all times. 

TSEL3-0 T·lnput Multiplexer Control (Input) 
The TSEL3_0 inputs control the T-Input Multiplexer, 
selecting the source of operands for the T-Input of the ALU. 
The TSEL3.0 inputs are clocked into the instruction register 
under the control of the ENI input. . 

Vee GND Power 
Power supply pins for the internal logic. 

Veeo GNDO Power 
Power supply pins for the output 'buffers. 

• Rounding to integral value 

• Absolute value, negation, pass 

• Reciprocal seed generation 

• Conversion between any of the supported floating-point 
formats 

• Conversion of a floating-point number to an integer format, 
with or without a scale factor 

By concatenating these operations, the user can also perform 
division, square-root extraction, polynomial evaluation, and 
other functions not implemented directly. 

Twenty-two instructions operate on integers, and belong to the 
following general categories: 

• Addition/subtraction 

• Multiplication 

• Comparison 

• Selecting the maximum or minimum of two numbers 

• Absolute value, negation, pass 

• Logical operations; e.g., AND, OR, XOR, NOT 

• Arithmetic, logical, and funnel shifts 

• Conversion between single- and double-precision integer 
formats 

• Conversion of an integer number to a floating-point format, 
with or without a scale factor 

One special instruction is provided to move data from the 
P-Port to the F-Port, and another to load the mode register. 

Mixed·Precislon Operations 

All Am29C327 instructions, floating-point or integer, can be 
performed with either single- or double-precision operands. In 
addition, the user can elect to mix precisions within an 
operation. All operations are performed in double-precision 
internally; the user specifies the precisions of the input 
operands and the required precision for the output operand. 
The necessary precision conversions are made in concert with 
the selected operation, with no additional cycle-time over
head. 
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1/0 Modes 

The Am29C327 supports eight I/O modes that afford flexible 
interface to a variety of 32- and 64-bit systems. 

Fault Detection Features 

The Am29C327 contains special comparison hardware to 
allow the operation of two processors in parallel, with one 
processor (the slave) checking the results produced by the 
other (the master). This feature is of particular importance in 
the design of high-reliability systems. 
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CLOCK D---+ 

EN! D---+ 

ENR D---+ 

ENS D---+ 

ENF D---+ 

mRFD---+ 

FSEL D---+ 
RFSEL2_0 D+a--+ 

OEFD---+ 

oes D---+ 

SlAVE D---+ 

PSE'-3-o 
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1 
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65 
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7 

FLAGe -FLAG 1 
SIGN 

Figure 1. Block Diagram - Am29C327 Double-Precision Floating-Point Processor 
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Block Diagram Description 
A block diagram of the Am29C327 is shown in Figure 1. The 
Am29C327 comprises the input registers, the operand selec
tion multiplexers, the instruction register, the ALU, the output 
register/the register file, the status register, the output selec
tion multiplexer, the mode register, and the master/slave 
comparator. 

Input Registers/lnput Modes 

Operands are loaded into the processor through the Rand S 
buses, and are then demultiplexed and buffered for subse
quent storage in the 65-bit registers Rand S. Input operands 
may be either single-precision (32-bit) or double-precision (64-
bit) as specified by S/DR and S/DS. Accompanying the input 
registers are two 32-bit temporary registers, that allow for the 
overlapping of operand transfers and ALU operations. This 
arrangement of temporary registers and demultiplexers per
mits data and corresponding precision bit S/DR or S/DS to be 
loaded into the 65-bit R register and 65-bit S register via one of 
the eight input modes: 

1. 32-bit-bus, double-cycle, LSWs first 
2. 32-bit-bus, double-cycle, MSWs first 
3. 32-bit-bus, single-cycle, LSWs first 
4. 32-bit-bus, single-cycle, MSWs first 
5. 64-bit-bus, double-cycle, R first 
6. 64-bit-bus, double-cycle, S first 
7. 64-bit-bus, single-cycle, R first 
8. 64-bit-bus, single-cycle, S first 

These modes are described in. detail in the Input Modes 
section. 

Operand Selection Multiplexers 

The operand selection multiplexers route operands to the 
ALU. These multiplexers, as well as selecting operands from 
input registers Rand S and register file locations RF7 - RFO, 
also have access to a set of constants (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, Pi). 
These constants are double-precision preprogrammed num
bers for use in ALU operations, and are automatically provided 
in the appropriate floating-point or integer format. 

Instruction Register 

The instruction register stores a 32-bit word specifying the 
current processor operation. Included in the instruction word 
are fields that specify the P, Q, and T multiplexer selects, the 
rounding modes; the core operation to be performed by the 
ALU; sign-change controls for ALU input and result operands; 
and the single/double-precision control for the output oper
and. The multiplexer select controls and the instruction word 
are described in detail in the Instruction Set section; Rounding 
modes are described in Appendix B. 

ALU 
The ALU is a combinatorial arithmeticllogic unit that performs 
a large repertoire of floating-point and integer operations. The 

ALU has three operand inputs. Some operations require a 
single input operand, for example, conversion operations. 
Others, such as addition and multiplication, require two input 
operands. The multiplication-accumulation and funnel shift 
operations require three input operands. Many ALU arithmetic 
operations allow for the independent control of operand signs, 
thus greatly increasing the number of arithmetic expressions 
that can be evaluated in a single ALU pass. 

The ALU can be configured in either a flow-through mode, for 
which the ALU is completely combinatorial, or a pipelined 
mode, for which ALU operations incur one or two pipeline 
delays, but which results in a higher throughput than flow
through mode. 

A detailed description of ALU operations appears in the 
Instruction Set section. 

Output Register/Register File 

The results of the operations performed by the ALU are stored 
in the 64-bit output register F. Results can also be stored in 
the 8-by-64-bit register file for use in subsequent operations. 
Each register file location contains a 65th bit indicating the 
precision of the operand stored in that location, thus permitting 
the ALU to correctly process the operand in subsequent 
operations. 

Status Register 

The status register is a 7 -bit register that stores flags 
pertaining to the most recently performed operation. A de
tailed description is provided in the Instruction Set section. 

Output Multiplexer 

The output multiplexer routes operation results to the F bus. 
This multiplexer selects either the 32 MSBs or the 32 LSBs of 
the data stored in the output register. 

Master/Slave Comparator 

Each Am29C327 output signal has associated logic that 
compares that signal with the Signal that the processor is 
providing internally to the output driver; any discrepancies are 
indicated by assertion of signal MSERR. 

For a single processor, this output comparison detects short 
circuits in output signals or defective output drivers, but does 
not detect open circuits. It is possible to connect a second 
processor in parallel with the first, with the second processor's 
outputs disabled by assertion of signal SLAVE. The second 
processor detects open-circuit signals, as well as providing a 
check of the outputs of the first. 

Mode Register 

The mode register contains processor control parameters that 
are changed infrequently. The 32-bit mode word is loaded into 
the register via the R bus. A detailed description of the mode 
register is provided in the Mode Register Description section. 
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Mode Register Description 

The 32-bit mode register contains parameters specifying the 
overall operating mode of the Am29C327. These parameters 
are typically not changed on an instruction-by-instruction 
basis. The register is loaded from the R-port R31-0, using the 
"Load Mode Register" instruction. This section provides a 
comprehensive explanation of the function of each field within 
the register. 

Bits M31-M21 

Reserved for factory test and future upgrades. Must be set to 
logic O. 

Bits M20-M19 - Pipeline Mode Select 

This field determines whether the ALU operates in flow
through mode or pipelined mode, and specifies whether 
pipelined multiply-accumulate operations are single-pipelined 
or double-pipelined: 

M20 M19 

o X The ALU operates in flow-through mode for all 
operations - all pipeline registers are transparent. 

o The ALU operates in single-pipelined mode for all 
operations. 

The ALU operates in double-pipe lined mode for 
multiply-accumulate operations. The ALU operates 
in single-pipelined mode for all other operations. 

A detailed description of the pipeline modes is contained in the 
Pipelining of Operations section. 

Bit M18 - Status Register Feedthrough Enable 

If M18 is HIGH, the 7-bit status register is made transparent 
and operates in flow-through mode. This mode is generally 
used when it is necessary to minimize the overall latency of 
the processor. If M18 is LOW, the status register operates in 
clocked mode, status information being clocked into the 
register from the ALU on every rising edge of the clock input. 
This mode is generally used when it is necessary to maximize 
the overall throughput of the processor. 

Bit M17 - F-Reglster Feedthrough Enable 

If M17 is HIGH, the 64-bit F-register is made transparent and 
operates in flow-through mode. This mode is generally used 
when it is necessary to minimize the overall latency of the 
processor. If M17 is LOW, the F-register operates in clocked 
mode, ALU results being clocked into the register from the 
ALU on every rising edge of the clock input, provided that ENF 
is LOW. This mode is generally used when it is necessary to 
maximize the overall throughput of the processor. 

Bits M16-M14 -Input Mode Select 

This field determines which of the eight available modes is 
used to input operands to the R-register and S-register: 

M16 M15 M14 
o 0 0 
o 0 1 
o 1 0 
o 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Input Mode 
32-bit bus, single-cycle, LSW first. 
32-bit bus, single-cycle, MSW first. 
32-bit bus, double-cycle, LSW first. 
32-bit bus, double-cycle, MSW first. 
64-bit bus, single-cycle, R first. 
64-bit bus, single-cycle, S first. 
64-bit bus, double-cycle, R first. 
64-bit bus, double-cycle, S first. 

A detailed description of the input modes is contained in the 
Input Mode section. 

Bits M13-M12 -Integer Multiplication Format Adjust 

This field determines the output format for integer multiplica
tion operations, selecting either the MSBs or the LSBs of the 
product and specifying whether or not format-adjusting (i.e., 
shifting the product one place left before the MSBs/LSBs 
selection) is performed: 

M13 M12 
o 0 
o 1 
1 0 

1 

Integer Multiplication Output 
LSBs selected, no format-adjust performed. 
LSBs selected, format-adjust performed. 
MSBs selected, no format-adjust performed. 
MSBs selected, format-adjust performed. 

This field has no effect on operations other than integer 
multiplications. 

Bit M11 -Integer Multiplication Signed/Unsigned 

If M11 is HIGH, the input operands for integer multiplications 
are treated as two's-complement (signed) operands and 
two's-complement multiplications are performed. If M11 is 
LOW, the input operands for integer multiplications are treated 
as unsigned operands and unsigned multiplications are per
formed. 

This bit has no effect on operations other than integer 
multiplications. 

Bit M10 

Reserved for factory test and future upgrades. Must be set to 
logic O. 

Bit M9 -IBM Underflow Mask Enable 

If M9 is HIGH, underflowed results in IBM format are output 
with the (underflowed) exponent increased by 128 to bring its 
value into the representable range. If M9 is LOW, underflowed 
results in IBM format are replaced by an IBM "True Zero" 
(sign :: 0, exponent :: 0, fraction :: 0). 

This bit has no effect on operations for which the result format 
is not IBM. 

Bit M8 -IBM Significance Mask Enable 

If M8 is HIGH, results in IBM format that contain a non-zero 
exponent and a zero fraction (known as IBM "Floating-Point 
Zeros") are output unchanged. If M8 is LOW, results in IBM 
format that contain a non-zero exponent and a zero fraction 
are replaced by an IBM "True Zero" (sign :: 0, exponent :: 
0, fraction :: 0). 

This bit has no effect on operations for which the result format 
is not IBM. 

Bit M7 -IEEE Sudden Underflow Enable 

If M7 is HIGH (and M6 is LOW, disabling IEEE traps), results in 
IEEE format that are denormalized are replaced by a zero of 
the same sign ("Sudden Underflow" mode). If M7 is LOW 
(and M6 is LOW, disabling IEEE traps), results in IEEE format 
that are denormalized are output unchanged as valid denor
malized numbers ("Gradual Underflow" mode). 

This bit has no effect on operations for which the result format 
is not IEEE or on operations for which the result format is IEEE 
but traps are enabled. 

Bit M6 - IEEE Trapped Operation Enable 

If M6 is HIGH, the exponents of IEEE overflowed results are 
reduced by 192 (Single-precision) or 1536 (double-precision) 
to bring them into the representable range, the signs and 
fractions being unchanged, regardless of the setting of M4 
(Saturate Enable). Similarly, if M6 is HIGH, the exponents of 
IEEE underflowed and denormalized results are increased by 
192 (single-precision) or 1536 (double-precision) to bring them 
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into the representable range, the signs and fractions being 
unchanged, regardless of the setting of M7 (Sudden Under
flow Enable). If M6 is LOW, the final results of overflowed and 
underflowed IEEE operations are determined by bits M4 
(Saturate Enable) and M7 (Sudden Underflow Enable) respec
tively. 

This bit has no effect on operations for which the result format 
is not IEEE. 

Bit M5 -IEEE Affine/Projective Mode Select 

If M5 is HIGH, IEEE infinities are interpreted in the" Affine" 
sense for addition, comparison and multiply-accumulate oper
ations. If M5 is LOW, IEEE infinities are interpreted in the 
"Projective" sense for addition, comparison and multiply
accumulate operations. The difference between affine and 
projective interpretations is summarized below. 

Affine and Projective Interpretations of Infinities 

Operation 
Affine Result Projective Result 

& Flags & Flags 

(+00) + 
+ 00; No flags Quiet Nan; Flags I, R 

(+00) 

(-00) + 
- 00; No flags Quiet Nan; Flags I, R 

(-00) 

Flag I is the "Invalid Operation" flag. Flag R is the "Reserved 
Operand" flag. 

This bit has no effect on base operations other than IEEE 
addition, IEEE comparison and IEEE multiply-accumulate. 

Bit M4 - Saturate Enable 

If M4 is HIGH, overflowed results are replaced by the largest 
representable number in the result format, with the same sign 
as the overflowed result, unless the result format is IEEE and 
M6 is HIGH, enabling IEEE trapped operation. If M4 is LOW, 
overflowed results are replaced by infinities (IEEE results, 
provided that M6 is LOW, disabling trapped operations), 
replaced by DEC Reserved Operands (DEC results) or left 
unchanged (IBM and integer results). 

When IEEE traps are enabled (M6 is HIGH), this bit has no 
effect on operations for which the result format is IEEE. 

Bits M3-M2 - Alternate Floating-Point Format Select 

This field determines the alternate floating-point format: 

M3 M2 Alternate Floating-Point Format (Double/Single) 
o 0 IEEE (IEEE double-precisionllEEE single-precision) 
o 1 DEC D (DEC D/DEC F) 
1 0 DEC G (DEC G/DEC F) 
1 1 IBM (IBM double-precisionllBM single-precision) 

The alternate floating-point format is used for floating-point 
conversion operations to specify the destination format for the 
operation "Convert T ill Alternate Format" and to specify the 
source format for the operation "Convert T from Alternate 
Format"~ 

The floating-point formats are specified according to their 
double-precision names, since the information regarding the 

precisions of operands is provided to the processor via the 
S/OR, S/OS and S/OF inputs. Note that the two, distinct, 
double-precision DEC formats, DEC D and DEC G, have the 
same single-precision format, DEC F. 

Bits M 1-MO - Primary Floating-Point Format Select 

This field determines the primary floating-point format: 

M1 MO Primary Floating-Point Format (Double/Single) 
o 0 IEEE (IEEE double-precisionllEEE single-precision) 
o 1 DEC D (DEC D/DEC F) 
1 0 DEC G (DEC G/DEC F) 
1 1 IBM (IBM double-precisionllBM single-precision) 

The primary floating-point format is the format in which all 
floating-point inputs are assumed to be represented and in 
which all floating-point results are generated, taking into 
account specified preciSions, with the following exceptions: 
the T-input for the operation "Convert T from Alternate 
Format" is assumed to be the alternate floating-point format 
and the result of the operation "Convert T ill Alternate 
Format" is generated in the alternate floating-point format, 
again taking into account specified preCisions. 

The floating-point formats are specified according to their 
double-precision names, since the information regarding the 
precisions of operands is provided to the processor via the 
S/OR, S/OS and S/OF inputs. Note that the two, distinct, 
double-precision DEC formats, DEC D and. DEC G, have the 
same single-precision format, DEC F. 

The mode register bits, which affect the arithmetic result of an 
operation rather than controlling data movement within the 
processor, are bits M 13 through M4. The table below indicates. 
the settings that should be used for these 10 bits to ensure 
strict conformance with the IEEE, DEC, and IBM standards. As 
regards IEEE traps and IBM masks, the relevant standards 
specify that these bits be set as dictated by the application. In 
all cases, of course, bits M1 and MO must be set to specify the 
desired primary format. 

It should be noted that the IEEE, DEC, and IBM standards do 
not explicitly define conversion operations between floating
pOint formats. When executing these operations, the appropri
ate settings for the mode register are, in general, determined 
by the system environment and the alogorithms to be execut
ed. Bits M3 and M2 must be set to specify the required 
alternate floating-point format. 

Mode Settings for Exact Compliance with Standards 

Bit Function IEEE DEC IBM 

13-12 Int FMTADJ X X X 
11 Int SIGNSEL X X X 
9 IBM UNFMASK X X As Reqd. 
8 IBM SIGMASK X X As Reqd. 
7 IEEE SUEN 0 X X 
6 IEEE TRAP EN As Reqd. X X 
5 IEEE AFF/PROJ 1 X X 
4 SATEN 0 0 0 

"0" = set to logic O. 
"1" = set to logic 1. 
"X" = don't care. 
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Input Modes 

The Am29C327 supports a total of eight input modes for 
loading data into the Rand S registers. 

The 32-bit bus modes allow the user to connect each input 
port (R31 - Ro and S31 - So) to a separate 32-bit bus. 64-bit 
operands can then be loaded by placing the MSBs and lSBs 
alternately on the appropriate ports. In the 64-bit bus modes, 
the two input ports are configured internally as a single 64-bit 
port. The Am29C327 may then be connected directly to a 64-
bit bus, and 64-bit operands may be loaded in a single 
operation. Either the 32-bit bus modes or the 64-bit bus modes 
may be used regardless of the precision of the operands being 
transferred - the choice of input modes will in practice be 
determined by the system into which the Am29C327 is to be 
integrated. 

Single·cycle input modes allow two 64-bit operands to be 
loaded in a single clock cycle. This necessitates driving the 
input buses at twice the speed of the Am29C327. In systems 
where this is not practical, the double·cycle modes allow the 
loading of one 64-bit operand (or two 32-bit operands) per 
clock cycle. 

Data may be loaded from the input buses to the R register and 
S register using one of the eight input modes: 

1. 32-Bit Bus, Single·Cycle, lSWs First 
2. 32-Bit Bus, Single·Cycle, MSWs First 
3. 32-Bit Bus, Double·Cycle, lSWs First 
4. 32-Bit Bus, Double·Cycle, MSWs First 
5. 64-Bit Bus, Single·Cycle, R First 
6. 64-Bit Bus, Single·Cycle, S First 
7. 64-Bit Bus, Double·Cycle, R First 
8. 64-Bit Bus, Double·Cycle, S First 

The choice of input mode is determined by mode register bits 
M16-M14. 

In order to permit the loading of new operands to be 
overlapped with the execution of a current operation, tempo· 
rary registers are provided within the "operand router" block 
(shown in Figure 1). The operation of these temporary 
registers is transparent to the user. The conditions under 
which they are loaded depends on the input mode selected. 

The eight input modes are described in the following pages. 
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32-Blt Bus, Single-Cycle, LSW First (M 16 = 0, M 15 = 0, 
M14 =0) 

In this mode,~ the two halves of the 64-bit R operand are 
placed on the R-port in successive half-cycles, with the S 

INSTRUCTION 
LINES, SJQ.R, 

S/DS 

® 

I 

operand similarly placed on the S-port. After one complete 
cycle, the Rand S registers contain the Rand S operands, 
respectively. 

X'----'X 
WF024872 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 1 
(32-Bit Bus, Single-Cycle, LSW First)* , 

• Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every HIGH-to-LOW 
clock transition. 

At 1, the least-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the R-temp register, and the least
significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. Both words are loaded on the 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of the clock. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the most-significant half of the R 
register, and the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the most-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the R-temp register is 
loaded into the least-significant half of the R register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the least
significant half of the S register. 

If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the R-MSW position (with S/OR = HIGH) 
and the data in the R-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the R-LSW position (with 
S/DR = HIGH) and the data in the R·MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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32-BIt Bus, Single-Cycle, MSW First (M16 = 0, M15 = 0, 
M14 = 1) 

In this mode, the two halves of the 64-bit A operand are 
placed on the A-port in successive half-cycles, with the S 

® 

~OCKJ I 

INSTRUCTION 
LINES, SIOR, 

si5s 

, , , 

~ 

x X 
I , 

I I 

operand similarly placed on the S-port. After one complete 
cycle, the A and S registers contain the A and S operands, 
respectively. 

r-L.-__ ~, 

, 
, ., , 

ENR 
Em 

ENI ~r 
F31 -FO 

FLAGS, SIGN x_x 
WF024892 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 2 
(32-Blt Bus, Single-Cycle, MSW Flrst)* 

* Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every HIGH-to-LOW 
clock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the A-temp register, and the most
significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. Both words are loaded on the 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of the clock. 

At 2, the least-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the least-significant half of the A 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of the S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the A-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the A register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the most
significant half of the S register. 

If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the A-MSW position (with S/DA = HIGH) 
and the data in the A-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the A-LSW position (with 
S/DA = HIGH) and the data in the A-MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand. if it is a single-precision operand. 
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32-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, LSW First (M16 = 0, M15 = 1, 
M14 = 0) 

In this mode, the two halves of the 64-bit A operand are 
placed on the A-port in successive cycles, with the S operand 

CLOCK 

R 31 -RO X RLSW X RMSW 

, , 

S31-S0 X SLSW X sMSW 

INSTRUCTION X UNES,SI~R, 
SIOS 

similarly placed on the S-port. After two cycles, the A and S 
registers contain the A and S operands, respectively. 

X , 
, , 

X 
X , , 

ENR ~r ~ 
EN. 

I 

F31-Fo X X FLAGS,SIGN 

WF024902 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 3 
(32-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, LSW First)· 

* Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every LOW-to-HIGH 
clock transition. 

At 1, the least-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the A-temp register, and the least
significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the most-significant half of the A 
register, and the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the most-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the A-temp register is 
loaded into the least-significant half of the A register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the least
significant half of the S register. 

If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the A-MSW position (with S/DA = HIGH) 
and the data in the A-LSW pOSition is ignored by the 
processor. If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the A-LSW position (with 
S/DA = HIGH) and the data in the A-MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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32-Blt Bus, Double-Cycle, MSW first (M16 = 0, M15 = 1, 
M14 = 1) 

In this mode, the two halves of the 64-bit R operand are 
placed on the R-port in successive cycles, with the S operand 

similarly placed on the S-port. After two cycles, the Rand S 
registers contain the Rand S operands, respectively. 

® 

I I 
)x( ____ R_M_s_w ____ J:>(~ ____ R_LS_W ____ ~ X 

X X ____ S_M_SW ____ -J:>(~ ___ S_L_S_W ____ ~ 
INSTRUCTION 

LINES, smR, 
S/OS X 

WF024912 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 4 
(32-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, MSW First)* 

* Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every LOW-to-HIGH 
clock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the R-temp register, and the most
significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the least-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the least-significant half of the R 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of th~ S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the R-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the R register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the most
significant half of the S regi~ter. 

If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the R-MSW position (with S/DR = HIGH) 
and the data in the R-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the R-LSW position (with 
S/DR = HIGH) and the data in the R-MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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64-Bit Bus, Single-Cycle, R First (M16 = 1, M15 = 0, 
M14 = 0) 

In this mode, the MSW of the 64-bit R operand is placed on 
the R-port and the LSW on the S-port. Both halfwords are 

® 

CLOCK J I 

INSTRUCTION 
LINES. S/DR. 

siBs 

I 

I 

~ 
• I I 

I I I 

x ________ x 
I 

loaded in the first half cycle. Similarly, the two halves of the S 
operand are loaded in the second half cycle. After one full 
cycle, the Rand S registers contain the Rand S operands, 
respectively. 

_r 
X __ X 

WF024922 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 5 
(64-Bit Bus, Single-Cycle, R First)* 

• Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every HIGH-to-LOW 
clock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the R-temp register, and the least
significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded from the S
input port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the most-significant half of the S 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of the S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the R-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the R register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the least
significant half of the R register. 

If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the R-MSW pOSition (with S/DR = HIGH) 
and the data in the R-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand. it is input in the R-LSW position (with 
S/DR = HIGH) and the data in the R·MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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64-811 Bus, Single-Cycle, S First (M16 = 1, M15 = 0, 
M14 = 1) 

in this mode, the MSW of the 64-bit S operand is placed on the 
R-port and the LSW on the S-port. Both halfwords are loaded 

INSTRUCTION 
LINES, S/DR, 

siBs 

F31 -FO 
FLAGS, SIGN 

~ . . . 

• X-X 

in the first half cycle. Similarly, the two halves of the R operand 
are loaded in the second half cycle. After one full cycle, the R 
and S registers contain the Rand S operands, respectively. 

x_x 
WF024932 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 6 
(64-Bit Bus, Single-Cycle, S First)* 

• Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every HIGH-to-LOW 
ciock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the R-temp register, and the least
significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the R operand are loaded 
from the R-input port into the most-significant half of the R 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of the R operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the R register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the R-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the S register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the least
significant half of the S. register. 

If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the R-MSW position (with S/DR = HIGH) 
and the data in the R-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the R-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it. is input in the R-LSW position (with 
S/DR = HIGH) and the data in the R-MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a Single-precision operand. 
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64-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, R First (M16 = 1, M15 = 1, 
M14 =0) 

In this mode, the MSW of the 64-bit A operand is placed on 
the A-port and the LSW on the S-port. Both halfwords are 

I 

loaded in the first cycle. Similarly, the two halves of the S 
operand are loaded in the second cycle. After two cycles, the 
A and S registers contain the A and S operands, respectively. 

® 

I I 

X X ____ R_M_s_w ____ -J~~ ____ S_M_S_W ____ ~ 

X )x( ____ R_L_S_W ____ ~~~ ____ S_L_SW ____ ~ 
INSTRUCTION 

LINES, S/DR, 
siBs X 

I • 

X_X 
WF024945 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 7 
(64-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, R First)* 

• Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 

The temporary registers are clocked on every LOW-to-HIGH 
clock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the A-temp register, and the least
significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded from the S
input port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the most-significant ,half of the S 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of the S operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the S register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the A-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the A register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded into the least
significant half of the A register. 

If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the A-MSW position (with S/5A = HIGH) 
and the data in the A-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the A-LSW position (with 
S/DA = HIGH) and the data in the R-MSW position is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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64-Blt Bus, Double-Cycle, S First (M16 = 1, M15 = 1, 
M14 = 1) 

In this mode, the MSW of the 64-bit S operand is placed on the 
A-port and the LSW on the S-port. Both halfwords are loaded 

INSTRUCTION 
LINES, S/CR, 

S/OS 

0) 

I 

X 
X~ ____ S ____ LS_W ________ -J X 

X 

RMSW 

R LSW 

in the first cycle. Similarly, the two halves of the R operand are 
loaded in the second cycle. After two cycles, the A and S 
registers contain the A and S operands, respectively. 

® 

I I 

X 
X 
X 

~V-
X_X 

WF024946 

Timing of Operations with Input Mode 8 
(64-Bit Bus, Double-Cycle, 5 Flrst)* 

"Assumes processor flow-through mode, F register, and status register clocked. 
( 

The temporary registers are clocked on every LOW-to-HIGH 
clock transition. 

At 1, the most-significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the R-temp register, and the least
Significant 32 bits of the S operand are loaded from the S-input 
port into the S-temp register. 

At 2, the most-significant 32 bits of the A operand are loaded 
from the A-input port into the most-significant half of the A 
register, and the least-significant 32 bits of the A operand are 
loaded from the S-input port into the least-significant half of 
the A register. 

At the same time, at 2, the output of the R-temp register is 
loaded into the most-significant half of the S register, and the 
output of the S-temp register is loaded" into the least
significant half of the S register. 

If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) floating-point 
operand, it is input in the A-MSW position (with SlOA = HIGH) 
and the data in the A-LSW position is ignored by the 
processor. If the A-operand is a single-precision (32-bit) 
integer operand, it is input in the R-LSW pOSition (with 
S/DA = HIGH) and the data in theA-MSW pOSition is ignored 
by the processor. The same procedure applies to the 
S-operand, if it is a single-precision operand. 
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Plpelining of Operations 

The floating-point ALU of the Am29C327 may be operated in 
one of three modes: 

1. Flow-Through Mode 
2. Single-Pipelined Mode 
3. Double-Pipelined Mode 

Flow-Through Mode 

In this mode the floating-point ALU acts as a purely combina
torial device. 

Single-Plpelined Mode 

In this mode the floating-point ALU contains a single pipeline 
delay for all operations; throughput is roughly double that for 
unpipelined mode. Simplified diagrams of the ALU configura
tion for single-pipelined mode are shown in Figure 2. 

Double-Plpelined Mode 

In this mode, which applies only to the multiply-accumulate 
operation, the ALU contains two pipeline delays; throughput is 
roughly triple that for the unpipelined multiplication-accumula
tion operation. A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 3. 

Figures 4 and 5 provide timing diagrams for all operations 
except multiply-accumulate, illustrating flow-through mode and 
pipelined mode, respectively. Figures 6, 7, and 8 provide 
timing diagrams for multiply-accumulate, illustrating flow
through mode, single-pipelined mode, and double-pipelined 
mode, respectively. 

p Q T Instruction 

F 

80008110 

Figure 2.1. ALU in Pipelined Mode
All Operations Except Multiply-Accumulate 

The choice of pipelining mode affects only the floating-point 
ALU. Operations of other parts of the Am29C327, such as the 
input registers, the output register, the mode register, and the 
instruction register are not affected by the choice of pipelining 
mode. However, the instruction bits are pipelined as they pass 
through the ALU. This permits instructions to be interleaved in 
pipelined mode. 

The desired pipelined mode or modes can be invoked by 
setting J mode register bits M20 and M 19 to the appropriate 
values. 

When using the Am29C327 in either single-pipelined or 
double-pipe lined mode, two conditions must be observed: 

1. The "load mode register" instruction is not pipelined, nor 
are any of the mode register bits. When the mode register 
is loaded, any differences between the current mode and 
the previous mode take effect immediately. In single
pipe lined mode, the user should separate the last valid 
ALU instruction and the "load mode register" instruction 
with one "NO-OP" instruction. In double-pipelined mode, 
the user should separate them with two "NO-OP" instruc
tions. A NO-OP instruction is any instruction whose result 
is not stored in register F, or the register file. 

2. A multiplication-accumulation instruction cannot be imme
diately followed by any other type of instruction. This 
problem can be avoided by inserting a "dummy" multipli
cation-accumulation instruction at the end of a multiplica
tion-accumulation instruction. This "dummy" instruction 
is any instruction whose results are not stored in register 
F or the register file. 

p Q T Instruction 

F 
80008090 

Figure 2.2. ALU in Single-Pipelined Mode
Multiply-Accumulate Only 
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a Instruction 

8D008120 

Figure 3. ALU Double-Pipelined Mode - Multiply-Accumulat~ Only 

Clock 

R31-D 
< ~1 X ~2 X ~ X ~4 > 

S31.0 < ~1 X ~2 X ~3 X ~ > 

Instruction 

FFIa
3
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1
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O 
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WF026460 

Figure 4. Flowthrough Mode - All Operations Except Multiply-Accumulate* 

Clock 

Instruction 

F31 •0 
Flags 

• Assumes F-register and status register clocked 

1»418C·12A 

WF026470 

Figure 5. Pipelined Mode - All Operations Except Multiply-Accumulate* 

• Assumes F-register and status register clocked 
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Clock 

R31 ..() { ~1 X ~ X ~ > 

5 31 -0 { ~1 X ~2 X ~ > 

Instruction ( Instruction 1 X Instruction 2 X Instruction 3 > 

0IM11C·13A 

WF026480 

Figure 6. Flow-Through Mode - Multiply-Accumulate Operations Only· 

• Assumes F-register and status register clocked. 

Clock 

R31 ..() 

< ~1 X ~ X ~ X ~4 > 

5 3H) 

< ~1 X ~2 X ~ X ~ > 

Instruction 

. F 31 -0 X X X Raiutt 1 } Flags < 
OQ.&18C.14. 

WF026490 

Figure 7. Single-Pipelined Mode - Multiply-Accumulate Operations Only· 

Clock 

Instruction 

F31 ..() 
Flags 

• Assumes F-register and status register clocked. 

WF026500 

Figure 8. Double-Pipelined Mode - Multiply-Accumulate Operations Only· 

• Assumes F-register and status register clocked. 
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Instruction Set 

Instruction Register Format 

The 14-bit instruction word 113 -10 comprises the sign-change 
controls, the integer/floating-point select bit, and the opcode. 

I SIGN (P) I SIGN (Q) I SIGN (T) 

16 15 

I SIGN (F) I INT/FP I OPCODE 

The opcode field, 14 - 10, specifies the base operation to be 
performed by the ALU; instruction bit 15 selects between 

floating-point and integer operations. The base operations and 
their corresponding opcodes are listed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. BASE OPERATIONS PERFORMED BY THE Am29C327 

15-0 Mnemonic Base Operation (Floating-Point) 
5 432 1 0 

0 00000 FPAS F' = P 
0 0000 1 FADD F' = P' + T' 
0 000 1 0 FMUL F' = P' • Q' 

0 000 1 1 FCMP Compare P, T 
0 001 00 FMAX Maximum P, T 
0 00.1 0 1 FMIN Minimum P, T 
0 001 1 0 FCTI Convert T to Integer 
0 00 1 1 1 FSTI Scale T to Integer by Q 

0 o 1 000 FMAC F' = (P' • Q' ) + T' 
0 o 1 001 FRND Round T to Integral Value 
0 o 1 0 1 0 FRCP Reciprocal Seed of P 
0 o 1 0 1 1 FCTA Convert T to Alternate FP Format 
0 o 1 1 00 FCFA Convert T from Alternate FP Format 

15-0 Mnemonic Base Operation (Integer) 
5 432 1 0 

1 00000 IPAS F = P 
1 0000 1 IADD F = P + T 
1 000 1 0 IMUL F = P • Q 

1 000 1 1 ICMP Compare P, T 
1 001 00 IMAX Maximum P, T 
1 00 1 0 1 IMIN Minimum P, T . 
1 o 0 1 1 0 ICTF . Convert T to Floating-Point 
1 00 1 1 1 ISTF Scale T to Floating-Point by Q 
1 1 0000 ILOR F = P OR T 
1 1 000 1 lAND F = P AND T 
1 1 001 0 IXOR F = P XOR T 
1 1 0 0 1 1 ILSH Shift P Logical by Q Places 
1 1 0 1 00 lASH Shift P Arithmetic by Q Places 
1 1 0 1 0 1 IFSH Funnel Shift PT by Q Places 

15-0 Mnemonic Base Operation (Format-Independent) 
5 432 1 0 

X 1 1 000 MOVE Move P 
X 1 1 1 1 1 LMRG Load Mode Register 
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Sign-Change Selects 

Each ALU input and output operand has associated hardware 
that can be used to modify operand signs (see Figure 9). 
These sign-change blocks, when applied to base operations, 
greatly increase the number of available operations. A base 
operation of P' + T', for example, can be used to perform 
operations such as P - T, ASS(P + n, ASS(P) + ASSm, and 
others, simply by modifying the signs of the input and output 
operands. 

p 

6 

2 

o 

F 

Using the sign-change blocks, the sign of an input operand 
may be left unchanged, complemented, set to zero, or set to 
one; the sign of the output operand may be left unchanged, 
complemented, set to zero, set to one, set to the sign of the P 
input operand, or set to the sign of the T input operand. Select 
decodes for the P, 0, T, and F operand sign-change blocks 
are shown in Table 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4, respectively. 

Note: The P-sign change block has no effect on the P input 
operand for the base operation F' = P. 

T 

80007602 

Figure 9. ALU Sign-Change Blocks 

TABLE 2-1. SELECT DECODE FOR P OPERAND 
SIGN-CHANGE BLOCK 

113 112 Sign (P') 

0 0 SIGN (P) 
0 1 SIGN (P) 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

Note: The P-sign change block has no effect 
on the P input operand for the base 
operation F' = P. 

TABLE 2-3. SELECT DECODE FOR T OPERAND 
SIGN-CHANGE BLOCK 

19 18 Sign (T') 

0 0 SIGN T 
0 1 SIGN T 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

TABLE 2-2. SELECT DECODE FOR Q OPERAND 
SIGN-CHANGE BLOCK 

111 110 Sign (a') 

0 0 SIGN (0) 
0 1 SIGN (0) 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

TABLE 2-4. SELECT DECODE FOR F OPERAND 
SIGN-CHANGE BLOCK 

Base Operation 111 110 17 16 Sign (F) 

F' = P 0 x 0 0 SIGN (F') 
or 0 x 0 1 SIGN (F') 

Maximum P, T 0 x 1 0 0 
or 0 x 1 1 1 

Minimum P, T 1 0 x x SIGN (P) 
1 1 x x SIGN m 

x x 0 0 SIGN (F') 
All other x x 0 1 SIGN (F') 
base operations x x 1 0 0 

x x 1 1 1 
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Operand Multiplexer Selects 

The instruction fields PSEL3 - PSELo, QSEL3 - QSELo, and 
TSEL3 - TSELo specify the select codes for the p, Q, and T 

operand multiplexers, respectively; the codes are summarized 
in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. OPERAND MULTIPLEXER SELECT CODES 

PSEL3 PSEL2 PSEL1 PSELo P 
aSEL3 aSEL2 aSEl1 aSElo a 
TSEL3 TSEL2 TSEL1 TSELo T 

0 0 0 0 R - Register 
0 0 0 1 S - Register 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0.5 (Floating Point); -1 (Integer) 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 2 
0 1 1 0 3 
0 1 1 1 Pi (Floating Point); Max Neg. Value (Integer) 
1 0 0 0 Register File 0 (RFO) 

0 0 1 Register File 1 (RF1) 
0 1 0 Register File 2 (RF2) 
0 1 1 Register File 3 (RF3) 

a 0 Register File 4 (RF4) 
0 1 Register File 5 (RF5) 

0 Register File 6 (RF6) 
1 Register File 7 (RF7) 

Operand Precisions Processor Operations 

The Am29C327 supports mixed-precision operations, so that it 
is possible, for example, for an operation to have single
precision inputs and a double-precision output, or one single
and one .double-precision input, or any other combination. 

Table 4 illustrates a number of possible ALU instructions 
comprising the opcode, integer/floating-point select, and sign
change fields. Note that the remaining instruction bits - P, Q, 
and T operand multiplexer selects; the rounding modes; and the 
output operand precision - can be specified independently. Precision of the operands in registers Rand S is specified by 

signals S/DR and S/DS at the time the operands are loaded. 

The precision of an operation result is specified by signal 
S/DF. 

Operands stored in the register file are each accompanied by· 
a bit indicating that operand's precision; this precision informa
tion is automatically supplied to the ALU when a register file 
location is used as an input operand to an operation. 

The user may create instructions using instruction words other 
than those listed in Table 4. For some base operations, sign
change control settings are completely arbitrary; for others, 
only the sign-change field values shown in Table 4 are valid. 
Table 5 summarizes permissible sign-change field values for 
each core operation. 
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TABLE 4. INSTRUCTION WORDS 

Sign 

Operation P Q T F 111= Opcode 

FP F=P xx Ox xx 00 0 00000 
FP F=-P xx Ox xx 01 0 00000 
FP F=ABS (P) xx Ox xx 10 0 00000 
FP F = Sign (T)* ABS (P) xx 11 xx xx 0 00000 

FP F=P+T 00 xx 00 00 0 00001 
FP F=P-T 00 xx 01 00 0 00001 
FP F=T-P 01 xx 00 00 0 00001 
FP F=-P-T 01 xx 01 00 0 00001 
FP F=ABS (P+T) 00 xx 00 10 0 00001 
FP F = ABS (P-T) 00 xx 01 10 0 00001 
FP F = ABS (P) + ABS (T) 10 xx 10 00 0 00001 
FP F = ABS (P) - ABS (T) 10 xx 11 00 0 00001 
FP F = ABS (ABS (P) - ABS (T» 10 xx 11 10 0 00001 

FP F=P * Q 00 00 xx 00 0 00010 
FP F= (-P) * Q 01 00 xx 00 0 00010 
FP F= ABS (P * Q) 00 00 xx 10 0 00010 

FP Compare P, T 00 xx 01 00 0 00011 

FP Max P, T 00 00 01 00 0 00100 
FP Max ABS (P), ABS (T) 10 00 11 00 0 00100 

FP Min P, T 01 00 00 00 0 00101 
FP Min ABS (P), ABS (T) 11 00 10 00 0 00101 
FP Limit P to Magnitude T 11 10 10 xx 0 00101 

FP Convert T to Integer xx xx 00 00 0 00110 

FP Scale T to Integer by Q xx 00 00 00 0 00111 

FP F = (P*Q) +T 00 00 00 00 0 01000 
FP F =T-(P*Q) 01 00 00 00 0 01000 
FP F = (P*Q)-T 00 00 01 00 0 01000 
FP F =-T-P*Q 01 00 01 00 0 01000 
FP F = ABS (T) + ABS (P*Q) 10 10 10 00 0 01000 
FP F = ABS (T) - ABS (P*Q) 11 10 10 00 0 01000 
FP F = ABS (P*Q) - ABS (T) 10 10 11 00 0 01000 

FP Round T to Integral Value xx xx 00 00 0 01001 

FP Reciprocal Seed (P) 00 xx xx 00 0 01010 

FP Convert T to Alternate xx xx 00 00 0 01011 
Floating-point Format 

FP Convert T from Alternate xx xx 00 00 0 01100 
Floating-point Format 

Int F=P 00 00 00 00 1 00000 
Int F=-P 00 00 00 01 1 00000 
Int F=ABS (P) 00 00 00 10 1 00000 
Int F = sign (T)*ABS (P) 00 11 00 xx 1 00000 

Int F=P+T 00 xx 00 00 1 00001 
Int F=P-T 00 xx 01 00 1 00001 
Int F=T-P 01 xx 00 00 1 00001 
Int F=ABS (P+T) 00 xx 00 10 1 00001 
Int F= ABS (P-T) 00 xx 01 10 1 00001 

Int F=P * Q 00 00 xx 00 1 00010 

Int Compare P, T 00 xx 01 00 1 00011 

Int Max P, T 00 00 01 00 1 00100 

Int Min P, T 01 00 00 00 1 00101 
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TABLE 4. INSTRUCTION WORDS (Cont'd.) 

Sign 

Operation P Q T F ifF Opcode 

Int Convert T to Float xx xx 00 00 1 00110 

Int Scale T to Float by Q xx 00 00 00 1 00111 

Int P OR T xx leX xx xx 1 10000 

Int P AND T xx xx xx xx 1 10001 

Int P XOR T xx xx xx xx 1 10010 
Int NOT T (see Note 1) xx xx xx xx 1 10010 

Int Shift P Logical by Q Places 00 00 xx 00 1 10011 

Int Shift P Arithmetic by Q Places 00 00 xx 00 1 10100 

Int Funnel Shift PT by Q Places 00 00 00 00 1 10101 

Move P xx xx xx xx x 11000 

Load Mode Register xx xx xx xx x 11111 

Notes: 1. NOT T is performed by XORing T with a word containing all l' s Onteger -1). When invoking NOT T the 
user must set PSEL3 - PSELo to 00112, thus selecting integer constant - 1. 

TABLE 5. ALLOWABLE SIGN-CHANGE/BASE OPERATION COMBINATIONS 

I 11111 
Sign-Change Fields 

5 43210 Base Operation Sign (P) Sign (Q) Sign (T) 

o 00000 FP F' = P* V V x 
o 00001 FP F' = P' + T' V x V 
o 00010 FP F' = P'*Q' V V x 
o 00011 FP Compare P, T F x F 

Floatlng- o 00100 FP Max P, T F F F 
Point o 00101 FP Min P, T F F F 
Operations o 00110 FP Cvt T to Int x x F 

o 00111 FP Scale T to Int x F F 
o 01000 FP F' = (P'*Q') + T' V V V 
o 01001 FP Round T x x F 
o 01010 FP Recip Seed P F x x 
o 01011 FP Cvt T to Alt Fmt x x F 
o 01100 FP Cvt T fm Alt Fmt x x F 

1 00000 Int F=P F F F 
1 00001 Int F= P + T F x F 
1 00010 Int F= P*Q F F x 
1 00011 Int Compare P, T F x F 

·1 00100 Int Max P, T F F F 
1 00101 Int Min P, T F F F 
1 00110 Int Cvt T to f.p. x x F 

Integer 1 00111 Int Scale T to f.p. x F F 
Operations 1 10000 Int F = P OR T x x x 

1 10001 Int F = P AND T x x x 
1 10010 Int F = P XOR T x x x 
1 10011 Int Shift P logical F F x 
1 10100 Int Shift P Arith F F x 
1 10101 Int Funnel Shift PT F F F 

x 11000 Move P x x x 
x 11111 load Mode Reg x x x 

Key: V = Variable; user can specify arbitrary sign change. 
F - Fixed; user is restricted to sign change combinations shown in Table 4. 
x g Don't care; this field does not affect the operation or its result. 

" Sign (F) 

V 
V 
V 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
V 
F 
F 
F 
F 

F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
x 
x 
x 
F 
F 
F 

x 
x 

*Note: The P-sign change block has no effect on the P-input operand for the base operation F' = P. 
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Base Operation Code Description 

F' = P (Floating-point) FPAS: The P-operand is passed 
through the ALU unchanged, except for any specified preci
sion conversions. If the user specifies different input and 
output precisions, the operation may be used to perform 
single-to-double or double-to-single conversions. Instructions 
such as negation, absolute value extraction and sign-transfer 
may be executed by setting the sign-change controls appropri
ately while executing this base operation. 

*Note: The P-sign change block has no effect on the P-input 
operand for the base operation F' = P. 

F' = P' + T' (Floating-point) FADD: The two operands P' 
and T' are added, taking into account any specified precision 
conversions. Instructions such as subtraction, sum-of-abso
lute-values, difference-of-absolute-values, absolute-value-of
sum, and absolute-value-of-difference may be executed by 
setting the sign-change controls appropriately while executing 
this base o·peration. 

F' = P' * Q' (Floating-point) FMUL: The Operands P' and Q' 
are multiplied, taking into account any specified precision 
conversions. Instructions such as negative-product and abso
lute-value-of-product may be executed by setting the sign
change controls appropriately while executing this base opera
tion. 

Compare P, T (Floating-point) FCMP: The two operands P 
and T are compared, taking into account any specified 
precision conversions. The output of the operation is the result 
of the subtraction (P-T). The flags are set appropriately to 
indicate the result of the comparison, conforming to the 
relevant parts of the floating-point standards. For IEEE and 
DEC operations, one of four flags (greater than, less than, 
equals or unordered) is set for any given compare operation. 
For IBM operations, the unordered flag does not apply since 
the format does not support any reserved operands. 

Maximum P, T (Floating-point) FMAX: The two operands P 
and T are compared, taking into account any specified 
precision conversions. The most-positive operand is selected 
as the output. The "Winner" flag indicates which of the 
operands is selected. Additionally, the operation maximum-of
absolute-value may be performed by setting the appropriate 
sign-change controls. 

Minimum P, T (Floating-point) FMIN: The two operands P 
and T are compared, taking into account any specified 
precision conversions. The most-negative operand is selected 
as the output. The "Winner" flag indicates which of the two 
operands is selected. Additionally, the operations minimum-of
absolute-values and limit-P-to-magnitude-T may be performed 
by setting the appropriate sign-change controls. The limit-P-to
magnitude-T operation is useful for "clipping" a sequence of 
operands to ensure that their magnitude never exceeds a 
preset limit. 

Convert T to Integer (Floating-point) FCTI: The operand T 
is converted from floating-point representation to two's com
plement integer representation, taking into account the speci
fied precision of the floating-point operand. If the output 
precision is specified as single, the result is a 32-bit integer. If 
the output precision is specified as double, the result is a 64-
bit integer. 

Scale T to Integer by Q (Floating-point) FSTI: The operand 
T is converted from floating-point representation to two's 
complement integer representation, using the exponent of the 
floating-point operand Q as a scale factor and taking into 
account the specified precision of the floating-point operands. 
The unbiased exponent of the operand Q is added to the 
exponent of the operand T, permitting IEEE and DEC oper-

ands to be multiplied by any power of 2 and IBM operands by 
any power of 16, before the conversion is performed. If the 
output precision is specified as single, the result is a 32-bit 
integer. If the output precision is specified as double, the result 
is a 64-bit integer. 

F' = (P' * Q') + T' (Floating-point) FMAC: The operands P' 
and Q' are multiplied, producing a double-precision product. 
This product is added to the operand T', taking into account 
any specified precision conversions. Instructions such as 
"P*Q - T", "T - P*Q", "ABS(P*Q) + ABS(T)" and "ABS 
(P*Q + T)" may be executed by setting the sign-change 
controls appropriately while executing this base operation. 

Round T to Integral Value (Floating-point) FRND: The 
floating-point operand T is rounded to an integer-valued 
floating-point operand, using the specified rounding mode and 
taking into account any specified precision conversions. As an 
example, the operation converts a floating-point representa
tion of Pi (3.14159 ... ) to a floating-point representation of 3.0 
or 4.0, depending on the rounding mode selected. The final 
result of the operation is a floating-point number. 

Reciprocal Seed of P (Floating-point) FRCP: An approxima
tion to the reciprocal of the operand P is evaluated, taking into 
account any specified precision conversions. The reciprocal 
seed comprises an accurate sign, a fully-accurate exponent 
and a mantissa which is accurate to only one place. This 
operation can be used as the initial step in performing Newton
Raphson division; optionally, an external seed look-up table 
can be used for faster convergence. 

Convert T to Alternate Floating-point Format (Floating
point) FCT A: The floating-point operand T, assumed to be in 
the "primary" floating-point format is converted to a floating
point operand in the "Alternate" floating-point format, taking 
into account any specified precision conversions. 

Convert T from Alternate Floating-point Format (Floating
point) FCFA: The floating-point operand T, assumed to be in 
the" Alternate" floating-point format is converted to a floating
point operand in the "primary" floating-point format, taking 
into account any specified precision conversions. 

F = P (Integer) IPAS: The P-operand is passed through the 
ALU unchanged, except for any specified precision conver
sions. If the user specifies different input and output preci
sions, the operation may be used to perform single-to-double 
or double-to-single conversions. Instructions such as nega
tion, absolute value extraction and sign transfer may be 
performed by setting the sign-change control appropriately 
while executing this base operation. 

F = P + T (Integer) IADD: The two operands P and Tare 
added, taking into account any specified precision conver
sions. Instructions such as subtraction, absolute-value-of-sum 
and absolute-value-of-difference may be performed by setting 
the sign-change controls appropriately while executing this 
base operation. 

F = P * Q (Integer) IMUL: The two operands P and Q are 
multiplied, taking into account any specified precision conver
sions. Either 32-bit multiplication or 64-bit multiplication may 
be performed, and the user may select either the MSBs or the 
LSBs of the product as the final result. In addition, format
adjusting may be implemented if required, and the operands 
may be considered as signed (two's complement) or un
signed. 

Compare P, T (Integer) ICMP: The two operands P and Tare 
compared, taking into account any specified precision conver
sions. The output of the operation is the result of the 
subtraction (P - T). The flags are set appropriately to indicate 
the result of the comparison, one of three flags (greater than, 
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less than or equals) being set for any given compare opera
tion. 

Maximum P, T (Integer) IMAX: The two operands P and Tare 
compared, taking into account any specified precision conver
sions. The most-positive operand is selected as the output. 
The "Winner" flag indicates which of the two operands is 
selected. 

Minimum P, T (Integer) IMIN: The two operands P and Tare 
compared, taking into account any specified precision conver
sions. The most-negative operand is selected as the output. 
The "Winner" flag indicates which of the two operands is 
selected. 

Convert T to Floating-point (Integer) ICTF: The operand T 
is converted from two's complement integer representation to 
floating·point representation, taking into account the specified 
precision of the integer operand. If the output precision is 
specified as single, the result is a 32-bit floating-point operand. 
If the output precision is specified as double, the result is a 64-
bit floating-point operand. 

Scale T to Floating-point by Q (Integer) ISTF: The operand 
T is converted from two's complement integer representation 
to floating-point representation, using the exponent of the 
floating'point operand Q as a scale factor and taking into 
account the specified precision of the integer operand. The 
unbiased exponent of the operand Q is added to the exponent 
of the floating-point result, permitting IEEE and DEC operands 
to be multiplied by any power of 2, and IBM operands by any 
power of 16, after the conversion is performed. If the output 
precision is specified as single, the result is a 32-bit floating
point operand. If the output precision is specified as double, 
the result is a 64-bit floating-point operand. 

F = P OR T (Integer) ILOR: The operand P is logically ORed 
with the operand T. Before the operation is performed, the 
inputs, if 32-bit, are sign-extended to 64-bits. 

F = P AND T (Integer) lAND: The operand P is logically 
ANDed with the operand T. Before the operation is performed, 
the inputs, if 32-bit, are sign-extended to 64-bits. 

F = P XOR T (Integer) IXOR: The operand P is logically 
exclusive-ORed with the operand T. Before the operation is 
performed, the inputs, if 32-bit, are sign-extended to 64-bits. 
This operation may be used to invert an operand by selecting 
the second operand to be the integer constant -1, so that all 
bits of this second operand are 1. Exclusive-ORing an operand 
with -1 is equivalent to inverting each bit in the operand. 

Shift P Logical by Q Places (Integer) ILSH: This operation 
cannot be performed in mixed-precision mode. The precision 
of the result is the same as the precision of the input operand 
P. A !wo's-complement shift length in the range -64 to + 63 
(double-precision) or -32 to + 31 (single-precision) is ex
tracted from the LSBs of the operand Q. The operand P is 
logically right-shifted by the number of places specified by the 
shift length. A negative shift length therefore produces a left
shift. If a right-shift is performed, zeros fill vacated bit positions 
to the left of the input operand. If a left-shift is performed, 
zeros fill vacated bit positions to the right of the input operand. 

Shift P Arithmetic by Q Places (Integer) lASH: This opera
tion cannot be performed in mixed-precision mode. The 
precision of the result is the same as the precision of the input 

operand P. A !wo's-complement shift length in the range -64 
to + 63 (double-precision) or -32 to + 31 (Single-precision) is 
extracted from the LSBs of the operand Q. The operand P is 
arithmetically right-shifted by the number of places specified 
by the shift length. A negative shift length therefore produces 
a left-shift. If a right-shift is performed, the MSB (bit 63 or 31) is 
replicated to fill vacated bit positions to the left of the input 
operand. If a left-shift is performed, zeros fill vacated bit 
positions to the right of the input operand. 

Funnel Shift PT by Q Places (Integer) IFSH: This operation 
cannot be performed in mixed-precision mode. The operand T 
is interpreted as having the same precision as the input 
operand P and the precision of the result is also the same as 
the precision of the input operand P. A two's-complement shift 
length in the range -64 to +63 (double-precision) or -32 to 
+ 31 (single-precision) is extracted from the LSBs of the 
operand Q. A triple-width operand (96-bit or 192-bit) is formed 
by concatenating the input operands into the arrangement 
P-T-P, with the 32-bit or 64-bit result field initially aligned with 
the T-operand. The triple-width operand is logically right
shifted by the number of places specified by the shift length. A 
negative shift length therefore produces a left-shift. 

Move P (Format Independent) MOVE: The 64-bit operand P 
is passed unchanged through the ALU. No exceptions are 
detected or Signalled. 

Load Mode Register (Format Independent) LMRG: The 
32-bit operand on the R31-Q input port is loaded into the mode 
register on the rising edge of the clock input. No exceptions 
are detected or signalled. 

Operation Flags 

For each operation, the ALU produces thirteen flags that 
indicate operation status. Of the flags produced, a maximum 
of seven are relevant to any given operation. The relevant 
flags are clocked into the status register, and the other flags 
are discarded. 

The ALU flags are: 

C - CARRY: Carry-out bit produced by integer addition, 
subtraction, or comparison. 

I-INVALID OPERATION: Input operands are unsuitable for 
the operation specified (e.g., 00 * 0). 

R - RESERVED OPERAND: Reserved operand detected I 
generated. 

S - SIGN: Result sign. 

U - UNDERFLOW: Result underflowed the destination for
mat. 

V - OVERFLOW: Result overflowed the destination format. 

W - WINNER: Indicates which of the two operands was 
selected when performing MaxiMin operations. 

X - INEXACT RESULT: Result had to be rounded to fit the 
destination format. 

Z - ZERO: Zero result. 

>, =, <, # - GREATER THAN, EQUAL, LESS THAN, 
UNORDERED: Used to report the result of a comparison 
operation. 

Table 6 lists the flags reported for each operation. 
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TABLE 6. ORGANIZATION OF FLAGS APPLICABLE TO EACH BASE OPERATION 

Format Operation Mnemonic SIGN FlagS FlagS Flag4 Flag3 Flag2 Flag1 

IEEE F' - P FPAS S Z x U V R I 
IEEE F' = P' + T' FADD S Z x U V R I 
IEEE F' _ P' x 0' FMUL S Z x U V R I 
IEEE Compare P, T FCMP S = > < # R I 
IEEE Maximum P, T FMAX S Z W R I 
IEEE Minimum P, T FMIN S Z W R I 
IEEE Convert T to Integer FCTI S Z X V R I 
IEEE Scale T to Integer FSTI S Z X V R I 
IEEE F' = (P' x 0') + T' FMAC S Z U V R I 
IEEE Round T to Integral Value FRND S Z X V R I 
IEEE Reciprocal Seed of P FRCP S Z U V R I 
IEEE Convert T to Alt FP Format FCTA S Z X U V R I 
IEEE Convert T from Alt FP Format FCFA S Z X U V R I 

DEC D F' .. P FPAS S Z X V R 
DEC 0 F' .. P' + T' FADD S Z X U V R 
DEC 0 F' = P' x 0' FMUL S Z X U V R 
DEC 0 Compare P, T FCMP S = > < # R 
DEC 0 Maximum P, T FMAX S Z W R 
DEC 0 Minimum p, T FMIN S Z W R 
DEC 0 Convert T to Integer FCTI S Z X V R I 
DEC 0 Scale T to Integer FSTI S Z X V R I 
DEC 0 F' = (P' x 0') + T' FMAC S Z U V R 
DEC 0 Round T to Integral Value FRND S Z X V R 
DEC 0 Reciprocal Seed of P FRCP S Z U V R I 
DEC 0 Convert T 10 All FP Format FCTA S Z X U V R I 
DEC 0 Convert T from Alt FP Format FCFA S Z X U V R I 

DEC G F' .. P FPAS S Z X U V R 
DEC G F' .. P' + T' FADD S Z X U V R 
DEC G F' .. P' x 0' FMUL S Z X U V R 
DEC G Compare p, T FCMP S .. > < # R 
DEC G Maximum P, T FMAX S Z W R 
DEC G Minimum P, T FMIN S Z W R 
DEC G Convert T 10 Integer FCTI S Z X V R I 
DEC G Scale T to Integer FSTI S Z X V R I 
DEC G F' = (P' x 0') + T' FMAC S Z U V R 
DEC G Round T to Integral Value FRND S Z X V R 
DEC G Reciprocal Seed of P FRCP S Z U V R I 
DEC G Convert T to Alt FP Format FCTA S Z X U V R I 
DEC G Convert T from Alt FP Format FCFA S Z X U V R I 

IBM F' = P FPAS S Z X V 
IBM F' .. P' + T' FADD S Z X U V 
IBM F' .. P' x 0' FMUL S Z X U V 
IBM Compare P, T FCMP S .. > < 
IBM Maximum p, T FMAX S Z W 
IBM Minimum p, T FMIN S Z W 
IBM Convert T to Integer FCTI S Z X V 
IBM Scale T to Integer FSTI S Z X V 
IBM F' = (P' x 0') + T' FMAC S Z U V 
IBM Round T to Integral Value FRND S Z X V 
IBM Reciprocal Seed of P FRCP S Z V I 
IBM Convert T to All FP Format FCTA S Z X U V R 
IBM Convert T from Alt FP Format FCFA S Z X U V R I 

Integer F .. P IPAS S Z V 
Integer F .. P + T IADD S Z V C 
Integer F .. P x 0 IMUL S Z V 
Integer Compare P, T ICMP S .. > < V C 
Integer Maximum p, T IMAX S Z W 
Integer Minimum P, T IMIN S Z W 
Integer Convert T to Floating-Point ICTF S Z X 
Integer Scale T to Floating-Point ISTF S Z X U V R 
Integer F = P OR T ILOR S Z 
Integer F .. P AND T lAND S Z 
Integer F .. P XOR T IXOR S Z 
Integer Logical Shift P by 0 Places ILSH S Z 
Integer Arithmetic Shift P by 0 Places lASH S Z V 
Integer Funnel Shift P T by 0 Places IFSH S Z 

Move P MOVE S 
Load Mode Register LMRG 
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MasterlSlav~ Operation 

Two Am29C327 processors can be tied together in master! 
slave configuration, with the slave checking the results pro
duced by the master. All inpuk and output signals of the slave, 
with the exception of SLAV and MSERR, are tied to the 
corresponding signals of the master. The master is selected 
~Y as~rting signal SLAVE LOW; the slave, by asserting signal 

LAV HIGH. 

APPLICATIONS 

Suggestions for Power and Ground Pin 
Connections 
The Am29C3270perates in an environment of fast signal rise 
times and substantial switching currents. Therefore, care must 
be exercised during circuit board design and layout, as with 
any high-performance component. The following is a sug
gested layout, but since systems vary widely in electrical 
configuration, an empirical evaluation of the intended layout is 
recommended. 

The Veeo and GNDO pins carry output driver switching 
currents and can be electrically noisy. The Vee and GND pins, 
which supply the logic core of the device, tend to produce less 
noise, and the circuits they supply may be adversely affected 
by noise spikes on the Vee plane. For this reason, it is best to 
provide isolation between the Vee and Veeo pins, as well as 
independent decoupling for each. Isolating the GND and 
GNDO pins is not required. 

The slave processor, by comparing its outputs to the outputs 
of the master processor, performs a comprehensive check of 
the operation of the master processor. In addition, the slave 
processor may detect open circuits and other faults in the 
electrical path between the master processor and the system. 
Note that the master processor still performs the comparison 
between its outputs and its own internally generated results, 
and is therefore able to detect faults in its output drivers. 

Printed Circuit-Board Layout Suggestions 

1. Use of a multi-layer PC board with separate power, ground, 
and signal planes is highly recommended. 

2. All Vee and Veeo pins should be connected to the Vee 
plane. Vee pins should be isolated from Veeo pins by means 
of an isolation slot which is cut in the Vee plane; see Figure 
10. By physically separating the Vee and Veea pins, coupled 
noise will be reduced. 

3. All GND and GNDO pins should be connected directly to 
the ground plane. 

4. The Veeo pins should be decoupled to ground with a 0.1-
pF ceramic capacitor and a 10-pF electrolytic capacitor, 
placed as closely to the Am29C327 as is practical. Vee pins 
should be decoupled to ground in a similar manner. 

A suggested layout is shown in Figure 10. 

(Bottom View) 
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1 ••••••••••••••••• 

2 ••••••••••••••••• 

3 •••••••• ~~ •••••••• 4. • •• 
5. .... 

~~ .. ,. .. 6. • • •••• 7. • . .. ~ C7 S. 0 •••• 9. ..... • •• .!. ,. .. 
10. • ~~ •• 7t: Cs 11. .... ••• u ,. .. 
12. • ••• 
13. • • •• 14. • •• 
15. ~I ~~. ~~ ... . ~~. • •• 16.' •• •••• ••• • •• 
17 •• •• •••• ••• • •• 

:)Jro .Ir.::~ f-OOir.::)JJ-e .,r.: 
c, Vee Isolation Cut 

• - Through Hole 

~~ ~ VCC Plane Connection 

C,-C3-CS-C7-0.'pF (ceramic or monolithic capacitor) 

C2-c4-CS-CS-,opF (electrolytic or tantalum capacitor) 

Figure 10. Suggested Printed Circuit-Board Layout 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................. -65 to +150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Case Temperature Under Bias .••••••••••.•••• - 55 to + 125°C Case Temperature (Te) •••••••••••.••...••••.•••• 0 to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage to Supply Voltage (Vee) ................ +4.75 V to +5.25 V 

Ground Potential Continuous ............ -0.3 V to +7.0 V 
Military* (M) Devices 

DC Voltage Applied to Outputs. for 
Case Temperature (Te) ..................... -55 to + 125°e 

HIGH Output State ••••••••••••••••••• -0.3 V to +VCC +0.3 V 
Supply Voltage (Vee) ••••••.••••••.••••• + 4.5 V to + 5.5 V 

DC Input VOltage ••••••••••••••••••••• -0.3 V to +Vee +0.3 V 
DC Output Current, Into LOW Outputs ••••••••••.•••••• 30 rnA Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
DC Input Current.. •••••••••.••••••••••••••• -10 rnA to +10 rnA functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM *Military Product 100% tested at Te= + 25°C, + 125°C, and 

RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality -55°C. 

at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Thermal Resistance (Typical) 

maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device I Symbol I CGX169 I Unit I 
reliability. I (JJA I 20 I ·C/W J 

L (JJC I 4 I ·C/W I 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (for APL Produets, Group A, 
Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter Test Conditions 
Symbol Description (Note 1) Min. Max. Unit 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee = Min. IOH--4.0 mA 2.4 V 
VIN - VIH or VIL 

VOL Output LOW Voltage Vee = Min. IOl =4.0 mA 0.5 V 
VIN • VIH or Vil 

VIH 
Input Logical HIGH 2.0 V Voltage (Note 2) 

Vil 
Input Logical LOW Voltage 0.8 V (Note 2) 

VIH(F) Guaranteed Input Logical F Bus, Slave Operation only Vce- O.5 V HIGH Voltage (Note 2) 

VIL(F) Guaranteed Input Logical F Bus. Slave Operation only 0.5 V LOW ¥9ltage (Note 2) 

III Input LOW Current Vee· Max. -10 vA VIN=0.5 V 

IIH Input HIGH Current Vee· Max. 10 vA VIN=Vee-0.5 V 

10ZH 
Off State (High Vee = Max. 10 vA Impedance) Output Current Vo = 2.4 V 

IOZl 
Off State (High Vce= Max. -10 vA Impedance) Output Current VO-0.5 V 

(Note 3) 
CMOS VIN = Vee or 240 

COM'L GND 
Te=O to 

(Note 3) +70·C 
TTL VIN = 0.5 V or 275 

Static Power Supply Vce= Max. 2.4 V 
Ice Static mA Current 10 =0 vA (Note 3) 

i~¥11"J~" :;~ 
CMOS VIN =;tVee or; 

~§?!.t~f,f0 ~ Ii' [£ if"'Vl ~,,,~ Y\At-l0 (1""'\ t\ rr% "j;/ (F'!;, ; 
&·tJi+'i25·C ,."j£ .l 'tNote'gr dU~~'t.JU:j~ '" "",",,,,,- I'"'' <.",w", ~ 

TTL VIN = 0.5 V or 335 
2.4 V 

CPO 
Power Dissipation Vce· Max. 12,500 pF Capacitance (Note 4) No Load 

Notes: 1. Vee conditions shown as Min. or Max. refer to the applicable device type Operating Range. 
2. These input levels provide zero-noise immunity and should only be statically tested in a noise-free environment (not functionally tested). 
3. Use CMOS Static lee when the device is driven by CMOS circuits and TTL Static lee when the device is driven by TTL circuits. 
4. CPO determines the dynamic current consumption: 

f 
lee (Total) = lee (Static) + (CPO + nCL~, where f is the clock frequency, CL output load capacitance, and n number of loads. 
This is tested on a sample basis. 

CAPACITANCE* 
Parameter Parameter Test Min. Max. Units 

Symbol Description Conditions 

CI Input Capacitance 12 

Co Output Capacitance f=1 MHz 20 pF 

ClIO 1/0 Pin Capacitance 20 

·These capaCitances are tested on a sample basis. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating operating range unless otherwise specified 

Am29C327 Am29C327-1 Am29C327-2 

Test 
No. Parameter Description Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 CLOCK Period (Note 1) 

Flow-Through Mode ~ p"7r1 
Multiply-Accumulate 240 DC 200 . DC 160,:"_ ?idgg ns 
All Other Operations 190 DC 160 DC 130~~zl ns 

Single-Plpellned Mode f15. 
~gg Multiply-Accumulate 180 DC 160 DC 130} ns 

All Other Operations 125 DC 100 DC 80 \.~ ns 

Double-Plpellned Mode t'Jr::: f:n1 
Multiply-Accumulate 125 DC 100 DC 89",~ __ ,,-,,"'}DC ns 

2 CLOCK LOW Time 15 12 1tf'l:f'- I'~P ns .. 
3 CLOCK HIGH Time 15 12 10l]"1 l";,:' ns 

4 Instruction Setup Time (Note 2) 19 17 16 "l I;~ ns 

5 Instruction Hold Time (Note 2) 0 0» o fr~' ~;.Sj ns 

6 Data Setup Time (Note 3) 19 17~ ~ 16l~ ~ ns 

7 Data Hold Time (Note 3) 0 O~ o &:'tr :~ ns 

8 Control Unes Setup Time (Note 4) 18 

t~ 
16 \~1 ns , k:;>::O,." .' , ~~:..w 

9 Control Unes Hold Time (Note 4) 0 0 oJ.,;;.;: 1·>iA ns 

10 F31 - 0 CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 22 (t, ll) 15 
ns 

F Register Clocked ...., 
11 FLAG6 -1 SIGN CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 17 """:t\.' f'" 13 ns 

Status Register Clocked - iJ"'t;;r;;r ~::~:: p;n 
12 F31 - 0 CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 11 ;;;;;(;:1 

~ 
I~ F Register Transparent ~ 

?P~ 

Flow-Through Mode t:J;'J 
Multiply-Accumulate 250 5 mz~ ~172 ns 
All Other Operations 200 

~~: 
'~136 ns 

Slngle-Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 190 136 ns 
All Other Operations 135 W"~, '--.in 

( l~88 ns 

Double-Plpellned Mode 
>.~ ';P t~ Multiply-Accumulate 135 0 4 

_w 88 ns 

13 FLAG6 -1 SIGN 
CLOCK-to-Output-Valld iZm Status Register Transparent 

Flow-Through Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 250 0 68 ns 
All Other Operations 195 0 36 ns 

Slngle-Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 190 28 ns 
All Other Operations 115 80 ns 

Double-Plpellned Mode 
~ Multiply-Accumulate 115 00 80 ns 

14 W. ~. Disable Time 18 t::i.!:tl& 6 14 ns 
HIGH to Z 

15 W. ~. Disable Time 18 
LOW to Z 

16 ,14 ns 

16 ~. ~. Enable Time 22 19 ~"f4~16 ns 
Z to HIGH 

17 W. DES. Enable Time 22 19 16 ns 
Z to LOW 

18 FSEL to F31-0 22 18 15 ns 

19 MSERR Data-to-Valid Delay 29 27 25 ns 

Notes: .1. CLOCK Switching characteristics are made relative to 1.5 V. 
2. Instruction signals include S/fiR. S/fis. S/fiF. RM2_0. PSEI.3_0. aSEla_o. TSEla_o. and 113-0. 
3. Data signals include R3~ and Sa~. 
4. Control signals include .~. NF. EfilIW. RFSEL2_o. and ENT. 

Conditions: A. All inputs/outputs except CLOCK are TTl-compatible for VIH. VIL. and VOL. 
B. All outputs are driving 80 pF unless otherwise noted. 
C. All setup. hold. and delay times are measured relative to CLOCK at VCC/2 volts unless otherwise noted. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range unless otherwise specified 

No. Parameter Description 

CLOCK Period 

Flow-Through Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 
All Other Operations 

Slngle-Plpellned Mode 

Test 
Conditions 

(Note 1) 

Am29C327 

Min. 

290 
230 

Max. 

DC 
DC 

Am29C327-1 

Min. 

245 
195 

Max. 

DC 
DC 

Am29C327-2 

Min. 

200 
160 

Max. 

DC 
DC 

DC 160 

Unit 

ns 
ns 

Multiply-Accumulate 
All Other Operations 

Double-Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 

220 
150 

150 

DC 
DC 

DC 

195 
120 

120 

DC 
DC 

DC 

ns 
ns 

::,,:~;J!( ::::;:\::;::~~: ns 

2 CLOCK LOW Time 18 

3 CLOCK HIGH Time 18 

4 Instruction Setup TIme (Note 2) 23 

5 Instruction Hold Time (Note 2) o 
6 

7 

Data Setup Time 

Data Hold TIme 

(Note 3) 

(Note 3) 
"~Tr~-------r--_~_7---r-------r--~-:~ 23 

o 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Control Lines Setup TIme 

Control Lines Hold Time 

F31 - 0 CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 
F Register Clocked 

FLAG6 _ 1 SIGN CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 
Status Register Clocked 

F31-0 CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 
F Register Transparent 

Flow-Through Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 
All Other Operations 

Slngle-Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 
All Other Operations 

Double·Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 

FLAG6_1 SIGN 
CLOCK-to-Output-Valid 
Status Register Transparent 

Flow-Through Mode 
Multiply-Accumulate 
All Other Operations 

Slngle-Plpellned Mode 
Multiply-Accumul 
All Other Operat 

Double-Plpellned M 
Multiply-Accumulate 

OEF, DES, Disable Time 
HIGH to Z 

DEF, OES, Disable Time 
LOW to Z 
DEF, DES, Enable TIme 
Z to HIGH 

DEF, DES, Enable TIme 
Z to LOW 

FSEL to F31-0 

MSEAR Data-to-Valid Delay 

(Note 4) 

(Note 4) 

Notes: 1. CLOCK switching characteristics are made relative to 1.5 V. 

22 

o 

300 
235 

230 
140 

140 

22 

22 

27 

27 

27 

34 

19 

260 
205 

205 
135 

135 

255 
205 

195 
125 

125 

20 

20 

23 

23 

22 

33 

2. Instruction signals include S/OR, S/OS, S/OF, RM2-0, PSEL3_0, aSEL3_0, TSEL3_0, and 113-0. 
3. Data signals include A31 _ 0 and S31 - O. 
4. Control signals include Et:JR, 'ENS, ENF, ENRF, RFSEL2_0, and EN!. 

Conditions: A. All inputs/outputs except CLOCK are TTL-compatible for VIH, VIL, and VOL. 
8. All outputs are driving 80 pF unless otherwise noted. 
C. All setup, hold, and delay times are measured relative to CLOCK at VCC/2 volts unless otherwise noted. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MUST BE WILLSE 
STEADY STEADY 

-- MAY CHANGE WILLBE 

FROMH TOL CHANGING 
FROM H TOL 

JJJJJJ MAY CHANGE WILLBE 

FROM L TOH CHANGING 
FROMLTOH 

JfIIf1 DON°T CARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

]HE 
CENTER 

DOES NOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANCE 

"OFF"STATE 

KSOOOO10 

Input Clock Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

=~ J 
(!) 

} 
~ \ A \ I 

f.(!)i0-o1 

A 31-0 
1/ Ausw -,1/ 

RI.SW 
jr\. j 1\ J~ 

\!I ,I; 
'u;w \ II 

SUSW 831-0 
\ ) \ j 

~j 
INSTRUCTION ~ UN£S 

5} -tJ 61 
F,.-o ~ 
::C:'-I

} * X 
WF025023 

Timing of Operations with F Register and Status Clocked. Assumes 32-Blt Bus, Single-Cycle, 
LSW-First Input Mode and Flow-Through Operation 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

CLOCK Fn 
~@1~ ~10~ 

\ I 
R 31-0 

tNSTRUCTlON 
LINES 

Wi} 

\ I R \ If R
MSW 

/ \ LSW I 1\ /~ 

~-----@------f 

* I------@-------I 

* 

\ I 

FMSW X FLSW X 
X 

WF025033 

Timing of Operations with F-Reglster and Status Register In Feedthrough Mode. Assumes 32-
Bit Bus, Single-Cycle, LSW-First Input Mode and Flow-Through· Operation. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

CLOCK 

RFSEL2_0 

WF025042 

Register File Control Timing 

r-----------------------------------------~---------------------VOH 

1\ -------------------1.5 V 

~-----------------------------vOL 

-HIGH-LEVEL---I-f4--_~1 . ~~ ------______________________ 1 ______ vO
H 

-0.5 V 
\ I 

-®----1 \·······~K1~~l'~Q~t~~ 
~' - - - - - - -HIGH iMPEDANce- - - - - - - -\1 

~,.,..,...,.~",.__------------__ -'I---------------------------\ -. ---. VOL +0.5 V 

LOW LEVEL 
WF025051 

Enable/Disable Timing for Fo - 31 
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FLAGS, SIGN 

FlAGS,SIGN 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

r------------------------,---------------------

/ ----------I 
r\' ------------------

VOH 

1.SV 

-~ ~~ ~H~IG~H~~~V~El-----r------ ____________________________ ;( ____ _ 
VOH ..().5V 

\ _______ !I!G_H_I~~E'O!'~~~ _______ / 

--1.:--------HK>< "PEO"~-~ - - ;1 
~~~~-----------j"--------------------------~-----VOL~~V 
lOW LEVEL 

WF025060 

Enable/Disable Timing for FLAG1 _ 6 and SIGN 

FSEL -----'t'-------------a,.-----
WF025071 

Output Selection Timing 

MASTER/SLAVE ERROR 

WF025081 

Master/Slave Timing (Assumes SLAVE Mode) 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

Vee 

Rl =300 n 

VOUT 0-----...---'<..---11< 

ICO01032 

TCR01334 

A. Three-State Outputs B. All Other Outputs 
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SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS 

DATA 
INPUT 

TIMING 

--r-T"""I""I_~--.-.-r-r-_ ............... :.SVV 

~IS1=~--J ov 

--------f' -------- 3 V 
INPUT --------- 1.5 V 

OV 

WFR02970 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown for HIGH data only. Output 
transition may be opposite sense. 

2. Cross-hatched area is don't care condition. 

Setup, Hold, and Release Times 

SAME!.'!.A~E_1 ~_ 3V 
INPUTTR:::=J!------~ I.SV 

IPLH~ ~IPHL ov 

OUTPUT·----f I ~:: 
IPlHr lpHl 

OPPOSI~ V-- 3 V 

INPuT TRANSITION-~ fi ---- :SVV 

WFR02980 

Propagation Delay 

cow "" co. _ ~ V "lL 5 
PULSE T --r\ ---- 1. v 

~t~-1 
HIGH·lOW HIGH - \1 fl 

PULSE ---- 1.5 V 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 

LOW 

I 

Pulse Width 

WFR02790 

WFR02660 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown for Input Control Enable-LOW 
and Input Control Disable-HIGH. 

2. 81, 82 and 83 of Load Circuit are closed except 
where shown. 

Enable and Disable Times 
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TEST PHILOSOPHY AND METHODS 
The following eight points describe AMD's philosophy for high 
volume, high speed automatic testing. 

1. Ensure that the part is adequately decoupled at the test 
head. Large changes in Vee current as the device switches 
may cause erroneous function failures due to Vee changes. 

2. Do not leave inputs floating during any tests, as they may 
start to oscillate at high frequency. 

3. Po not attempt to perform threshold tests at high speed. 
Following an output transition, ground current may change 
by as much as 400 mA in 5-8 ns. Inductance in the ground 
cable may allow the ground pin at the device to rise by 
hundreds of millivolts momentarily. 

4. Use extreme care in defining point input levels for AC tests. 
Many inputs may be changed at once, so there will be 
significant noise at the device pins and they may not 
actually reach VIL or VIH until the noise has settled. AMD 
recommends using VIL < 0 V and VIH ~ 3.0 V for AC tests. 

5. To simplify failure analysis, programs should be designed to 
perform DC, Function, and AC tests as three distinct groups 
of tests. 

6. Capacitive Loading for AC Testing 

Automatic testers and their associated hardware have stray 
capacitance that varies from one type of tester to another, 
but is generally around 50 pF. This, of course, makes it 
impossible to make direct measurements of parameters 
which call for smaller capacitive load than the associated 
stray capacitance. Typical examples of this are the so
called "float delays," which measure the propagation 
delays into the high-impedance state and are usually 
specified at a load capacitance of 5.0 pF. In these cases, 
the test is performed at the higher load capacitance 
(typically 50 pF), and engineering correlations based on 
data taken with a bench setup are used to predict the result 
at the lower capacitance. 

Similarly, a product may be specified at more than one 
capacitive load. Since the typical automatic tester is not 
capable of switching loads in mid-test, it is impossible to 
make measurements at both capacitances even though 
they may both be greater than the stray capacitance. In 
these cases, a measurement is made at one of the two 
capacitances. The result at the other capacitance is 
predicted from engineering correlations based on data 
taken with a bench setup and the knowledge that certain 
DC measurements (IOH, IOL for example) have already 
been taken and are within spec. In some cases, special DC 
tests are performed in order to facilitate this correlation. 

7. Threshold Testing 

The noise associated with automatic testing (due to the 
long, inductive cables) and the high gain of the tested 
device when in the vicinity of the actual device threshold, 
frequently give rise to oscillations when testing high speed 
circuits. These oscillations are not indicative of a reject 
device, but instead of an overtaxed test system. To 
minimize this problem, thresholds are tested at least once 
for each input pin. Thereafter, "hard" high and low levels 
are used for other tests. Generally this means that function 
and AC testing are performed at "hard" input levels rather 
than at VIL Max. and VIH Min. 

8. AC Testing 

Occasionally, parameters are specified that cannot be 
measured directly on automatic testers because of tester 
limitations. Data input hold times often fall into this catego
ry. In these cases, the parameter in question is guaranteed 
by correlating these tests with other AC tests that have 
been performed. These correlations are arrived at by the 
cognizant engineer by using precise bench measurements 
in conjunction with the knowledge that certain DC parame
ters have already been measured and are within spec. 

In some cases, certain AC tests are redundant, since they 
can be shown to be predicted by some other tests which 
have already been performed. In these cases, the redun
dant tests are not performed. 

INPUT IOUTPUT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

OUTPUT 

Vcr; _____ D_R_IV_E_N_IN_P_U_Tr--__ _ 

p -------1 

-------1 
ICO00861 

IC000870 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A..- DATA FORMATS 

The following data formats are supported: 32-bit integer, 64-bit 
integer, IEEE single-precision, IEEE double-precision, DEC F, 
DEC D, DEC G, IBM single-precision, and IBM double
precision. 

Integer FQrmats 

32-Bit Integer 

The 32-bit integer word is arranged as follows: 

Bit 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 

The 32-bit word is interpreted as a two's-complement integer. 
For integer multiplications, the user has the option of interpret
ing integers as unsigned. An unsigned single-precision integer 

64-Bit Integer 

The 64-bit integer word is arranged as follows: 

The primary and alternate floating-point formats are selected 
by mode register bits M3 to MO. The user may select between 
floating-point operations and integer operations by means of 
instruction bit 15. 

The nine supported formats are described below: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

T9001030 

has a format similar to that of the two's-complement integer, 
but with an MSB weight of 231. 

Bit 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 • 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

The 64-bit word is interpreted as a two's-complement integer. 
For integer multiplications, the user has the option of interpret
ing integers as unsigned. An unsigned double-precision inte-

IEEE Formats 

IEEE Single-Precision 

The IEEE single-precision word is 32 bits wide and is arranged 
in the format as follows: 

T9001040 

ger has a format similar to that of the two's-complement 
integer, but with an MSB weight of 263. 

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, an 8-bit biased exponent, and a 23-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers. Zero may have either sign. 

The biased exponent is an 8-bit unsigned integer representing 
a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias value is 
127. If, for example, the multiplicative value for a floating-pOint 

If e = 255 and f =1= 0 ........ value = NaN 

I 
fraction (f) 

T9001050 

number is to be 2a, the value of the biased exponent is 
a + 127, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 23-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
23 least-significant bits of the floating-point number's 24-bit 
mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2- 1• The weight of the least-significant bit is 2- 23. 

An IEEE floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

If e = 255 and f = 0 ........ value = (_1)500 

If 0 < e < 255 ................. value = (_1)s2e - 127(1.f) 
If e = 0 and f =1=0 •...•..••.. value = (_1)s2- 126(O.f) 

Not-a-Number 
Infinity 
Normalized number 
Denormalized number 
Zero If e = 0 and f = 0 ............ value = (_l)sO 
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Infinity: Infinity can have either a positive or negative sign. 
The interpretation of infinities is determined by the Affinel 
Projective select input AFF/PROJ. 

NaN: A NaN is interpreted as a signal or symbol. NaNs are 
used to indicate invalid operations, and as a means of passing 
process status through a series of calculations. They arise in 
two ways: either generated by the Am29C327 to indicate an 

IEEE Double-Precision 

The IEEE double-precision word is 64 bits wide and is 
arranged in the format shown below: 

invalid operation, or provided by the user as an input. A 
signaling NaN has the MSB of its fraction set to 0 and at least 
one of the remaining fraction bits set to 1. A quiet NaN has the 
MSB of its fraction set to 1. 

The IEEE format is fully described in ANSI/IEEE Standard 
754-1985. 

63 62 61 60 54 53 52 51 50 49 48 47 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, an 11-bit biased exponent, and a 52-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; zero may have either sign. 

The biased exponent is an 11-bit unsigned integer represent
ing a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias 
value is 1023. If, for example, the multiplicative value for a 

fraction (f) 

T8001060 

floating-point number is to be 2a, the value of the biased 
exponent is a + 1023, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 52-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
52 least-significant bits of the floating-point number'S 53-bit 
mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2- 1. The weight of the least-significant bit is 2-52, 

An IEEE floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

If e = 2047 and f '* 0 ... , ... value = Reserved operand Not-a-Number 
If e = 2047 and f = 0 ....... value = (_1)5cx> Infinity 
If 0<e<2047 ............... value = (_1)52e-1023(1.f) Normalized number 
If e = 0 and f '* 0 ........... value = (-1 )52- 1 022(0. f) Denormalized number 
If e = 0 and f = 0 ............ value = (_1)50 Zero 

Infinity: Infinity can have either a positive or negative sign. 
The interpretation of infinities is determined by the Affinel 
Projective select input AFF/PROJ. 

NaN: A NaN is interpreted as a signal or symbol. NaNs are 
used to indicate invalid operations, and as a means of passing 
process status through a series of calculations. They arise in 
two ways: either generated by the Am29C327 to indicate an 

DEC Formats 

DEC F 

The DEC F word is 32 bits wide and is arranged in the format 
shown below: 

invalid operation, or provided by the user as an input. A 
Signaling NaN has the MSB of its fraction set to 0 and at least 
one of the remaining fraction bits set to 1. A quiet NaN has the 
MSB of its fraction set to 1. 

The IEEE format is fully described in ANSI/IEEE Standard 
754-1985. 

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, an 8-bit biased exponent, and a 23-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; zero has a positive sign. 

The biased exponent is an 8-bit unsigned integer representing 
a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias value is 
128. If, for example, the multiplicative value for a floating-point 
number is to be 2a, the value of the biased exponent is 
a + 128, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 23-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
23 least-significant bits of the floating-point number's 24-bit 
mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2-2. The weight of the least-significant bit is 2- 24. 

I 
fraction (f) 

T8001070 

A DEC F floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

If e:1; 0 ....................... value:1; (-1 )52e - 128(0.1f) 
If s = 0 and e = 0 ......... value = 0 
1f.5 = 1 and e = 0 ......... value = DEC-Reserved Operand 

DEC-Reserved Operand: A DEC-Reserved Operand is inter
preted as a signal or symbol. DEC-Reserved Operands are 
used to indicate invalid operations and operations whose 
results have overflowed the destination format. They may also 
be used to pass symbolic information from one calculation to 
another. 

The DEC formats are fully described in the VAX Architecture 
Manual. 
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DEC D 

The DEC D word is 64 bits wide and is arranged in the format 
shown below: 

63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, an 8-bit biased exponent, and a 55-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; zero has a positive sign. 

The biased exponent is an 8-bit unsigned integer representing 
a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias value is 
128. If, for example, the multiplicative value for a floating-point 
number is to be 2a, the value of the biased exponent is 
a + 128, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 55-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
55 least-significant bits of the floating-point number's 56-bit 
mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2-2. The weight of the least-significant bit is 2-56. 

DEC G 

The DEC G word is 64 bits wide and is arranged in the format 
shown below: 

fraction (f) 

TB001060 

A DEC D floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

If e * 0 ...................... value = (-1 )$2e - 126(0.1f) 
If s = 0 and e "" 0......... value = 0 
If s = 1 and e = 0 ......... value = DEC-Reserved Operand 

DEC·Reserved Operand: A DEC-Reserved Operand is inter
preted as a signal or symbol. DEC-Reserved Operands are 
used to indicate invalid operations and operations whose 
results have overflowed the destination format. They may also 
be used to pass symbolic information from one calculation to 
another. 

The DEC formats are fully described in the VAX Architecture 
Manual. 

63 62 61 60 54 53 52 51 50 49 48 47 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, an 11-bit biased exponent, and a 52-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; zero has a positive sign. 

The biased exponent is an 11-bit unsigned integer represent
ing a multiplicative factor of some power of two. The bias 
value is 1024. If, for example, the multiplicative value for a 
floating-point number is to be 2a, the value of the biased 
exponent is a + 1024, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 52-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
52 least-significant bits of the floating-paint number's 53-bit 
mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2-2. The weight of the least-Significant bit is 2- 53. 

fraction (f) 

TB001090 

A DEC G floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

If e * 0 ...................... value = (-1 )$2e - 1024(0.1f) 
If s = 0 and e = 0......... value = 0 
If s = 1 and e = 0......... value = DEC-Reserved Operand 

DEC-Reserved Operand: A DEC-Reserved Operand is inter
preted as a signal or symbol. DEC-Reserved Operands are 
used to indicate invalid operations and operations whose 
results have overflowed the destination format. They may also 
be used to pass symbolic information from one calculation to 
another. 

The DEC formats are fully described in the VAX Architecture 
Manual. 
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IBM Formats 

IBM Single-Precision 

The IBM single-precision word is 32 bits wide and is arranged 
in the format shown below: 

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, a 7-bit biased exponent, and a 24-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; a True-zero has a positive sign. 

The biased exponent is a 7-bit unsigned integer representing a 
multiplicative factor of some power of 16. The bias value is 64. 
If, for example, the multiplicative value for a floating-point 
number is to be 16a, the value of the biased exponent is 
a + 64, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 24-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
24 least-significant bits of the floating-point number's 25-bit 

IBM Double-Precision 

The IBM double-precision word is 64 bits wide and is arranged 
in the format shown below: 

fraction (f) 

T8001100 

mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2-1. The weight of the least-significant bit is 2-24. 

An IBM floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

value = (-1 )s16e - 64(0.f) 

Zero: There are two classes of zero. If the sign, biased 
exponent and fraction are all zero, the operand is known as a 
"True Zero." If the fraction is zero, but the sign and biased 
exponent are not both zero, the operand is known as a 
"Floating-point Zero." 

The IBM format is fully described in the IBM System/370 
Principles of Operation Manual. 

63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 3 2 1 0 

sign biased exponent (e) 

The floating-point word is divided into three fields: a single-bit 
sign, a 7-bit biased exponent, and a 56-bit fraction. 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative 
numbers; a True-zero has a positive sign. 

The biased exponent is a 7-bit unsigned integer representing a 
multiplicative factor of some power of 16. The bias value is 64. 
If, for example, the multiplicative value for a floating-point 
number is to be 16a, the value of the biased exponent is 
a + 64, where "a" is the true exponent. 

The fraction is a 56-bit unsigned fractional field containing the 
56 least-significant bits of the floating-point number's 57-bit 

fraction (f) 

T8001110 

mantissa. The weight of the fraction's most-significant bit is 
2-1. The weight of the least-significant bit is 2-56. 

An IBM floating-point number is evaluated or interpreted as 
follows: 

value = (_1)S16e- 64(0.1) 

Zero: There are two classes of zero. If the sign, biased 
exponent and fraction are all zero, the operand is known as a 
"True Zero." If the fraction is zero, but the sign and biased 
exponent are not both zero, the operand is known as a 
"Floating-point Zero." 

The IBM format is fully described in the IBM System/370 
PrinCiples of Operation Manual. 
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APPENDIX 8 - ROUNDING MODES 
The Am29C327 provides six rounding modes for floating-point 
operations, and for integer multiplication. The rounding mode 
for an operation is selected by the input pins RM2-RMo. 

RM2 RM1 RMo Round Mode 

0 0 0 Round to Nearest (IEEE) 
0 0 1 Round to Minus Infinity 
0 1 0 Round to Plus Infinity 
0 1 1 Round to Zero 
1 0 0 Round to Nearest (DEC) 
1 0 1 Round Away From Zero 
1 1 X Illegal Value 

Round to Nearest (IEEE) 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format. If the 
infinitely precise result is exactly halfway between two repre
sentations, it is rounded to the representation having a least
significant bit of zero. 

Round to Minus Infinity (IEEE) 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format that is 
less than or equal to the infinitely precise result. This rounding 
mode conforms to the "round to minus infinity" mode de
scribed in the IEEE Floating-Point Standard. 

The IEEE standard specifies that all four "IEEE" modes be 
available so that the user may select the mode most appropri
ate for the algorithm being executed. The DEC standard 
specifies that two rounding modes be available - Round-to
Nearest (DEC) and Round-to-Zero. The IBM standard speci
fies that all operations be performed using the Round-to-Zero 
mode. 

It should be noted, however, that the Am29C327 permits !illY 
of the supported rounding modes to be selected, regardless of 
the format of the operation. It is permissable to use one of the 
IEEE rounding modes with an IBM operation, or DEC rounding 
with an IEEE operation, or any other possible combination. For 
those integer operations where rounding is performed, any 
rounding mode may be chosen. This flexibility allows the user 
to select the mode most appropriate for the arithmetic 
environment in which the processor is operating. 

Round to Plus Infinity (IEEE) 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format that is 
greater than or equal to the infinitely precise result. 

Round to Zero (IEEE) 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format whose 
magnitude is less than or equal to the infinitely precise result. 

Round to Nearest (DEC) 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format. If the 
infinitely precise result is exactly halfway between two repre
sentations, it is rounded to the representation having the 
greater magnitude. 

Round Away from Zero 

The infinitely precise result of an operation is rounded to the 
closest representable value in the destination format whose 
magnitude is greater than or equal to the infinitely precise 
result. 

A graphical representation of these rounding modes is shown 
in Figures B1-1 and B1-2. 
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Infinitely-Precise Result 
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~~~#ll.#1#w.1JlL-.. Postiv. 
Numbers 

Rounded Result 
o 

Figure B1. Illustration of IEEE Round-to-Nearest Rounding Mode 

Infinitely-Precise Result 

Negative 
Numbers 

o 

o 
Rounded Result 

Figure B2. Illustration of IEEE Round-to-Mlnus-Infinity Rounding Mode 

Infinitely-Precise Result 

Negative 
Numbers 

o 

Rounded Result o 

Figure B3. Illustration of IEEE Round-to-Plus-Infinity Rounding Mode 
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Infinitely-Precise Result 

o 

09418C-IIIA 

Rounded Result 

AF008130 

Figure B4. Illustration of IEEE Round-to-Zero Rounding Mode 

Infinitely-Precise Result 

o 

09418C·2OA 

AF008140 

Figure B5. Illustration of DEC Round-to-Nearest Rounding Mode 

Infinitely-Precise Result 

o 

Rounded Result 
o _18C-21A 

AF008150 

Figure B6. Illustration of Round-Away-From-Zero Rounding Mode 
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APPENDIX C - DEVIATIONS FROM 
FLOATING-POINT STANDARDS 
There are several cases in which the· implementation of the 
IEEE, DEC and IBM floating-point standards in the Am29C327 
differs from the formal definitions of those standards. This 
appendix describes these deviations from the standards. 

Deviations from the IEEE Standard 
Section 7.3 of the IEEE-754 standard specifies that "Trapped 
overflow on conversion from a binary floating-point format 
shall deliver to the trap handler a result in that or a wider 
format, possibly with the exponent bias adjusted, but rounded 
to the destination's precision." 

According to the IEEE standard, then, if a double-to-single 
IEEE operation overflows while traps are enabled, the result is 
a double-precision operand, rounded to single-precision width 
(23-bit fraction), together with a correctly-adjusted (double
precision) exponent and the appropriate flags for a trapped 
overflow. 

In the case of an overflow in ill!Y IEEE operation, the 
Am29C327 returns a result in the destination format specified 
by the user, rounded to that destination format. 

In the case of the double-to-single overflow described above, 
the result from the Am29C327 is a single-precision operand, 
together with a correctly-adjusted (single-precision) exponent 
and the appropriate flags for a trapped overflow. 

A simple example serves to illustrate the discrepancy, by 
describing the conversion of the double-precision IEEE num
ber 52B123456789ABCD to single-precision, with traps en
abled and the round-to-nearest rounding mode selected. This 
number is too large to be represented in single-precision 
format. 

According to the IEEE standard, the result of this operation is 
the double-precision number 52B1234560000000, comprising 
the double-precision exponent of the input and a fraction 
truncated to 23 bits, together with flags V and X. 

When the operation is performed in the Am29C327, however, 
using the " F' = P' " operation with appropriate precision 
controls, the result is the single-precision number 75891A2B, 

comprising the single·precision (overflowed) exponent re
duced by 192 (decimal) and a single-precision fraction, togeth
er with flags V and X. 

It should be noted that trapped operation is an optional part of 
the IEEE standard. Full adherence to the IEEE speCification of 
trapped operation is therefore not necessary to ensure compli
ance with IEEE-754. 

Deviations from the DEC F, DEC D and 
DEC G Standards 
The DEC F, DEC D and DEC G standards, as implemented in 
the Am29C327, differ from the implementations in a VAX only 
in the way in which the sub-fields of the floating-point word are 
arranged. The differences are listed in Table C1. 

TABLE C1. DIFFERENCES IN Am29C327 AND DEC 
FLOATING·POINT FORMATS 

DEC F 

DEC D 

DEC G 

Am29C327 
Arrangement 

sign: bit 31 
exponent: bits 30-23 

fraction: bits 22-0 

sign: bit 63 
exponent: bits 62-55 

fraction: bits 54-0 

sign: bit 63 
exponent: bits 62-52 

fraction: bits 51-0 

VAX Arrangement 

sign: bit 15 
exponent: bits 14-7 

fraction: bits 6-0, 
bits 31-16 

sign: bit 15 
exponent: bits 14-7 

fraction: bits 6-0, 
bits 31-16, 
bits 47-32, 
bits 63-48 

sign: bit 15 
exponent: bits 14-4 

fraction: bits 3-0, 
bits 31-16, 
bits 47-32, 
bits 63-48 

The discrepancies are shown graphically in Figure C1. Within 
each exponent and fraction field, the shading illustrates the 
weighting of the bits, from the MSB to LSB. 
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Figure C1. Differences in DEC Representations 
Between the Am29C327 and the VAX 

Deviations from the IBM Standard 

The Am29C327's deviations from the IBM standard may be 
summarized as follows, assuming that the user has selected 
the round-to-nearest rounding mode: 

1. The Am29C327 provides more guard bits in its internal 
format than specified by the IBM standard. With certain 
combinations of input operands, the Am29C327 produces 
more accurate results than a standard IBM processor for 
instructions based on addition operations and comparisons 
(Le. IBM instructions with an op-code, 14-0, of 00001 or 
00011). 

2. The discrepancies are much larger for single-precision 
operations than double-precision operations, because the 
difference in the number of guard bits is much greater (33 
more for single, one more for double). 

3. There is no universal rule for determining whether a given 
set of input operands will result in a discrepancy. Provided 
the conditions in (1) above are met, the user must examine 
each operation on a case-by-case basis, taking into account 
the input operands and the internal formats discussed in 
this section. 

4. The Am29C327 does not produce unnormalized results 
from additions. The results of all addition operations are 
renormalized. 
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It should be mentioned that the discrepancies due to the 
above effects, for both additions and multiplications, are 
typically insignificant when compared to the magnitude of the 
result itself. They become an important issue only when the 
user requires exact compatibility with an existing implementa. 
tion of the IBM standard. 

The term "accuracy" in this discussion is used to describe the 
difference between the final result of an operation and its 
infinitely-precise result. In the context of adherence to a 
standard, however, "accuracy" might better be defined as the' 
difference between the final result of an operation executed in 
the Am29C327 and the final result of the same operation 
executed in a CPU which exactly meets that standard. 
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Am9513A 
System Timing Controller 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Five independent l6-bit counters • Complex duty cycle outputs 
• High speed counting rates • One-shot or continuous outputs 
• Up/down and binary/BCD counting • Programmable count/gate source selection 
• Internal oscillator frequency source • Programmable input and output polarities 
• Tapped frequency scaler • Programmable gating functions 
• Programmable frequency output • Retriggering capability 
• 8-bit or l6-bit bus interface • + 5 volt power supply 
• Time-of-day option • Standard 40-pin package 
• Alarm comparators on counters 1 and 2 • SMD/DESC qualified 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am95l3A System Timing Controller is an LSI circuit 
designed to service many types of counting, sequencing 
and timing applications. It provides the capability for pro
grammable frequency synthesis, high resolution program
mable duty cycle waveforms, retriggerable digital one
shots, time-of-day clocking, coincidence alarms, complex 
pulse generation, high resolution baud rate generation, 
frequency shift keying, stop-watching timing, event count 
accumulation, waveform analysiS, etc. A variety of program
mable operating modes and control features allows the 
Am95l3A to be personalized for particular applications as 
well as dynamically reconfigured under program control. 

The STC includes five general-purpose l6-bit counters. A 
variety of internal frequency sources and external pins may 
be selected as inputs for individual counters with software 
selectable active-high or active-low input polarity. Both 
hardware and software gating of each counter is available. 
Three-state outputs for each counter provide pulses or 
levels and can be active-high or active-low. The counters 
can be programmed to count up or down in either binary or 
BCD. The host processor may read an accumulated count 
at any time without disturbing the counting process. Any of 
the counters may be internally concatenated to form any 
effective counter length up to 80 bits. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

SOURCE 1·5 __________________ -+-__ -. 

GATE 1-5 ------------------...;L-...., 
Xl----i 

. OUTS 
x2----i ...... _---' 

OUTJ 

OUT2 

OUT! 
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~ Amendment 
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Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

LCC 
& 

PLCC 

I!!i= ~UUI:!~~l!!m 
_C:lU:l

O 
5 ... :l:l ... 

>CClOZ >OClOOc:J 

GATE4 

GATES 

SOURCE1 

SOURCE2 

SOUR CD 

SOURCE4 

SOURCES 

HC 

OB15 

OB14 

OB13 

C0009912 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

C B 

AM9S13A 

-L==T e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard processing 

B a Burn·in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE* 
C a Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
I - Industrial (-40 to + 8S°C) 

L-------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9S13A 
System Timing Controller 

Valid Combinations 

PC, DC, DCB, OIB, JC 

P - 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
D = 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 044) 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

Valid Combinations 

*This device is also available in Military temperature 
range. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported in 
volume for this device. Consult the local AMD sales office to 
confirm availability of specific valid combinations, to check on 
newly released combinations, and to obtain additional data on 
AMD's standard military grade products. 
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:ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

Standard Military Drawing (SMD)/OESC Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. Standard Military 
Drawing (SMD)/DESC products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for 
SMD/DESC products is formed by a combination of: a. Military Drawing Part Number 

2-118 

5962·85523 

b. Device Type 
c. Case Outline 
d. Lead Finish 

.2. X 

cl d. LEAD FINISH 
. . ... .. x - Any lead Finish Acceptable 

c. CASE OUTLINE 
a - 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
X - 44·Pin Ceramic lCC (Cl 044) 

L------------b. MILITARY DEVICE TYPE 
01 - 7 MHz (9513A) 

'---a. MILITARY DRAWING NO./DESCRIPTION 
5962-85523 
System Timing Controller 

I Valid Combinations· I 
I 5962·8552301 lax, XX· I 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am9513A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL 
products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

I 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

o A 

-L=T e. LEAD FINISH 
. A = Hot Solder DIP 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
o = 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
U - 44-Pin Ceramic' Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CL 044) 

L-------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
/8 = Class 8 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

'---8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9513A 
System Timing Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations I 
I AM9513A I /80A. /8UA J 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am9513A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of 

Subgroups 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin No. Name 1/0 Description 

1 VCC + 5 V Power Supply. 

21 VSS Ground. 

5,6 Xl, X2 0,1 (Crystal). Xl and X2 are the connections for an external crystal used to determine the frequency of the 
internal oscillator. The crystal should be a parallel-resonant, fundamental-mode type. An RC or LC or other 
reactive network may be used instead of a crystal. For driving from an external frequency source, X1 should 
be left open and X2 should be connected to a TIL source and a pull-up resistor. 

7 FOUT 0 (Frequency Out). The FOUT output is derived from a 4-bit counter that may be programmed to divide its 
input by any integer value from 1 through 16 inclusive. The input to the counter is selected from any of 15 
sources, including the internal scaled oscillator frequencies. FOUT may be gated on and off under software 
control and when off will exhibit a low impedance to ground. Control over the various FOUT options resides 
in the Master Mode register. After power-up, FOUT provides a frequency that is 1/16 that of the oscillator. 
The input source on power-up is Fl. 

4,39, GATEl - GATE5 I (Gate). The Gate inputs may be used to control the operations of individual counters by determining when 
36-34 counting may proceed. The same Gate input may control up to three counters. Gate pins may also be 

selected as count sources for any of the counters and for the FOUT divider. The active polarity for a 
selected Gate input is programmed at each counter. Gating function options allow level-sensitive gating or 
edge-initiated gating. Other gating modes are available including one that allows the Gate input to select 
between two counter output frequencies. All gating functions may also be disabled. The active Gate input is 
conditioned by an auxiliary input when the unit is operating with an external B-bit data bus. See Data Bus 
description. Schmitt-trigger circuitry on the GATE inputs allows slow transition times to be used. 

33-29 SRCl - SRC5 I (Source).The Source inputs provide external signals that may be counted by any of the counters. Any 
Source line may be routed to any or all of the counters and the FOUT divider. The active polarity for a 
selected SRC input is programmed at each counter. Any duty cycle waveform 'Nill be accepted as long as 
the minimum pulse width is at least half the period of the maximum specified counting frequency for the 
part. Schmitt-trigger circuitry on the SRC inputs allows slow transition times to be used. 

3,2,40, OUT1 - OUT5 0 (Counter). Each 3-state OUT signal is directly associated with a corresponding individual counter. 
36,37 Depending on the counter configuration, the OUT signal may be a pulse, a square wave, or a complex duty 

cycle waveform. OUT pulse polarities are individually programmable. The output circuitry detects the 
counter state that would have been all bits zero in the absence of a reinitialization. That information is used 
to generate the selected waveform type. An optional output mode for Counters 1 and 2 overrides the 
normal output mode and provides a true OUT signal when the counter contents match the contents of an 
Alarm register. 

12-19, 20, DBO - DB7, 1/0 (Data Bus). The 16 bidirectional Data Bus lines are used for information exchanges with the host processor. 
22-26 DB6 - DB15 HIGH on a Data Bus line corresponds to one and LOW corresponds to zero. These lines act as inputs when 

WR and CS are active and as outputs when AD and CS are active. When CS is inactive, these pins are 
placed in a high-impedance state. 

After power-up or reset, the data bus will be configured for 6-bit width and will use only DBO through DB7. 
DBO is the least significant and DB7 is the most significant bit position. The data bus may be reconfigured 
for 16-bit width by changing a control bit in the Master Mode register. This is accomplished by writing an 6-
bit command into the low-order DB lines while holding the DB13 - DB15 lines at a logic high level. 
Thereafter, all 16 lines can be used, with DBO as the least significant and DB15 as the most significant bit 
position. 

When operating in the 6-bit data bus environment, DB6 - DB 15 will never be driven active by the 
Am9513A. DB6 through DB12 may optionally be used as additional Gate inputs (see Figure 2). If unused, 
they should be held HIGH. When pulled LOW, a GATENA signal will disable the action of the corresEQ!]ding 
counter N gating. DB13 - DB15 should be held HIGH in 6-bit bus mode whenever CS and WR are 
simultaneously active. 

10 CS I (Chip Select). The active-low Chip Select input enables Read and Write operations on the data bus. When 
Chip Select is HIGH, the Read and Write inputs are ignored. The first Chip Select signal after power-up is 
used to clear the power-on reset circuitry. If Chip Select is tied to ground permanently, the power-on reset 
circuitry may not function. In such a configuration, the software reset command must be issued following 
power-up to reset the Am9513A. 

11 AD I (Read). The active-low Read signal is conditioned by Chip Select and indicates that internal information is 
to be transferred to the data bus. The source will be determined by the..EQrt being addressed and, for Data 
Port reads, by the contents of the Data Pointer register. WR and RD should be mutually exclusive. 

9 WR I (Write). The active-low Write signal is conditioned by Chip Select and indicates that data bus information is 
to be transferred to an internal location. The destination will be determined by th~ort being addressed 
and, for Data Port writes, by the contents of the Data Pointer register. WR and RD should be mutually 
exclusive. 

6 C/O I (Control/Data). The Control/Data signal selects source and destination locations for Read and Write 
operations on the data bus. Control Write operations load the Command register and the Data Pointer. 
Control Read operations output the Status register. Data Read and Data Write transfers communicate with 
all other internal registers. Indirect addressing at the data port is controlled internally by the Data Pointer 
register. 
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Signal Abbreviation Type Pins 

+ 5 Volts VCC Power 1 

Ground VSS Power 1 

Crystal X1, X2 0, I 2 

Read RD Input 1 

Write WR Input 1 

Chip Select CS Input 1 

Control/Data C/O Input 1 

Source N SRC Input 5 

Gate N GATE Input 5 

Data Bus DB I/O 16 

Frequency Out FOUT Output 1 

Out N OUT Output 5 

Figure 1. Interface Signal Summary 

Figure 1 summarizes the intertace signals and their 
abbreviations for the STC. 

Package 
Data Bus Width (MM14) 

Pin 16 Bits 8 Bits 

12 DBO DBO 

13 DB1 DB1 

14 DB2 DB2 

15 DB3 DB3 

16 DB4 DB4 

17 DB5 DB5 

16 DB6 DB6 

19 DB7 DB7 

20 DB6 GATE 1A 

22 DB9 GATE 2A 

23 DB10 GATE 3A 

24 DB11 GATE 4A 

25 DB12 GATE 5A 

26 DB13 (VIH) 

27 DB14 (VIH) 

26 DB15 (VI H) 

Figure 2. Data Bus Assignments 

Interface Considerations 

All of the input and output signals for the Am9513A are 
specified with logic levels compatible with those of standard 
TIL circuits. In addition to providing TIL compatible voltage 
levels, other output conditions are specified to help configure 
non-standard interface circuitry. The logic level specifications 
take into account all worst-case combinations of the three 
variables that affect the logic level thresholds: ambient tem
perature, supply voltage and processing parameters. A 
change in any of these toward nominal values will improve the 
actual operating margins and will increase noise immunity. 

Unprotected open gate inputs of high quality MaS transistors 
exhibit very high resistances on the order of perhaps 1014 

ohms. It is easy, therefore, in some circumstances, for charge 
to enter the gate node of such an input faster than it can be 
discharged and consequently, for the gate voltage to rise high 
enough to break down the oxides and destroy the transistor. 

All inputs to the Am9513A include protection networks to help 
prevent damaging accumulations of static charge. The protec
tion Circuitry is designed to slow the transitions of incoming 
current surges and to provide low-impedance discharge paths 
for voltages beyond the normal operating levels. Note, howev
er, that input energy levels can nonetheless be too high to be 
successfully absorbed. Conventional design, storage, and 
handling precautions should be observed so that the protec
tion networks themselves are not overstressed. 

Within the limits of normal operation, the input protection 
circuitry is inactive and may be modeled as a lumped series 
RC as shown in Figure 3(a). The functionally active input 
connection during normal operation is the gate of a MaS 
transistor. No active sources or drains are connected to the 
inputs so that neither transient nor steady-state currents are 
impressed on the driving signals other than the charging or 
discharging of the input capacitance and the accumulated 
leakage associated with the protection network and the input 
circuit. 

a) 

----~ 
/" '" 

/ I \ 

~I FUNCTIONALLY 

~~y--,~~--~------~ AawE 

\ 

INTERNAL 
CIRCUITRY 

RLEAK / 

'" ! / '---.._-

b) 

X1 

X2 

AF002521 

Figure 3. Input Circuitry 

The only exception to the purely capacitive input case is the 
X2 crystal input. As shown in Figure 3(b) an internal resistor 
connects X1 and X2 in addition to the protection network. The 
resistor is a modestly high value of more than 100kohms. 

Fanout from the driving circuitry into the Am9513A inputs will 
generally be limited by transition time considerations rather 
than DC current limitations when the loading is dominated by 
conventional MaS circuits. In an operating environment, all 
inputs should be terminated so they do not float and therefore 
will not accumulate stray static charges. Unused inputs should 
be tied directly to Ground or VCC, as appropriate. An input in 
use will have some type of logic output driving it, and 
termination during. operation will not be a problem. Where 
inputs are driven from logic external to the card containing this 
chip, however, on-board termination should be provided to 
protect the chip when the board is unplugged (the input would 
otherwise float). A pull-up resistor or a Simple inverter or gate 
will suffice. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The Am9513A System Timing Controller (STC) is a support 
device for processor oriented systems that is designed to 
enhance the available capability with respect to counting and 
timing operations. It provides the capability for programmable 
frequency synthesis, high resolution programmable duty cycle 
waveforms, retriggerable digital timing functions, time-of-day 
clocking, coincidence alarms, complex pulse generation, high 
resolution baud rate generation, frequency shift keying, stop
watching timing, event count accumulation, waveform analysis 
and many more. A variety of programmable operating modes 
and control features allow the Am9513A to be personalized for 
particular applications as well as dynamically reconfigured 
under program control. 

The STC includes five general-purpose 16-bit counters. A 
variety of internal frequency sources and external pins may be 
selected as inputs for individual counters with software select
able active-high or active-low input polarity. Both hardware 
and software gating of each counter is available. Three-state 
outputs for each counter provide either pulses or levels. The 
counters can be programmed to count up or down in either 
binary or BCD. The accumulated count may be read without 
disturbing the counting process. Any of the counters may be 
internally concatenated to form an effective counter length of 
up to 80 bits. 

The Am9513A block diagrams indicate the interface signals 
and the basic flow of information. Internal control lines and the 
internal data bus have been omitted. The control and data 
registers are all connected to a common internal 16-bit bus. 
The external bus may be 8- or 16-bits wide; in the 8-bit mode, 
the internal 16-bit information is multiplexed to the low order 
data bus pins DBO through DB7. 

An internal oscillator provides a convenient source of frequen
cies for use as counter inputs. The oscillator's frequency is 
controlled at the X1 and X2 interface pins by an external 
reactive network such as a crystal. The oscillator output is 
divided by the Frequency Scaler to provide several sub
frequencies. One of the scaled frequencies (or one of ten input 
signals) may be selected as an input to the FOUT divider and 
then comes out of the chip at the FOUT interface pin. 

The STC is addressed by the external system as two 
locations: a Control port and a Data port. The Control port 

SRC 

GATE 

FREO 

TCN-1 

LS001221 

provides direct access to the Status and Command registers, 
as well as allowing the user to update the Data Pointer 
register. The Data port is used to communicate with all other 
addressable internal locations. The Data Pointer register 
controls the Data port addressing. 

Among the registers accessible through the Data port are the 
Master Mode register and five Counter Mode registers, one for 
each counter. The Master Mode register controls the program
mable options that are not controlled by the Counter Mode 
registers. 

Each of the five general-purpose counters is 16-bits long and 
is independently controlled by its Counter Mode register. 
Through this register, a user can software select one of 16 
sources as the counter input, a variety of gating and repetition 
modes, up or down counting in binary or BCD and active-high 
or active-low input and output polarities. 

Associated with each counter are a Load register and a Hold 
register, both accessible through the Data port. The Load 
register is used to automatically reload the counter to any 
predefined value, thus controlling the effective count period. 
The Hold register is used to save count values without 
disturbing the count process, permitting the host processor to 
read intermediate counts. In addition, the Hold register may be 
used as a second Load register to generate a number of 
complex output waveforms. 

All five counters have the same basic control logic and control 
registers. Counters 1 and 2 have additional Alarm registers 
and comparators associated with them, plus the extra logic 
necessary for operating in a 24-hour time-of-day mode. For 
real-time operation, the time-of-day logic will accept 50Hz, 
60Hz or 100Hz input frequencies. 

Each general counter has a single dedicated output pin. It may 
be turned off when the output is not of interest or may be 
configured in a variety of ways to drive interrupt controllers, 
Darlington buffers, bus drivers, etc. The counter inputs, on the 
other hand, are specifically not dedicated to any given 
interface line. Considerable versatility is available for configur
ing both the input and the gating of individual counters. This 
not only permits dynamic reassignment of inputs under soft
ware control, but also allows multiple counters to use a single 
input and a single gate pin to control more than one counter. 
Indeed, a single pin can be the gate for one counter and, at 
the same time, the count source for another. 

SRC 

GATE 

FREO 

TCN-1 

LS001231 

Figure 4. Counter Logic Groups 1 and 2 Figure 5. Counter Logic Groups 3, 4 and 5 
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Figure 6. Am9513A Register Access 

1 = Least Significant Byte Transferred Next 
o = Most Significant Byte Transferred Next 

L-________ Group Pointer 

00 = Mode Register } 1 000 = Illegal 
01 = Load Register Element Cycle Increment ( 001 = Counter Group 1 
10 = Hold Register 010= Counter Group 2 
11 = Hold Register (Hold Cycle Increment) ~---------< 011 = Counter Group 3 

100 = Counter Group 4 
00 = Alarm Register 1 }] 101 = Counter Group 5 
01 = Alarm Register 2 Control Cycle Increment 110 = Illegal 
10 = Master Mode Reg. >---------------111 = Control Group 
11 = Status Register (No Increment) 

DF001890 

Figure 7. Data Pointer Register 
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Element Cycle 

Mode Load Hold 
Register Register Register 

Counter 1 FFOl FF09 
Counter 2 FF02 FFOA 
Counter 3 FF03 FFOB 
Counter 4 FF04 FFOC 
Counter 5 FF05 FFOD 

Master Mode Register - FF17 
Alarm 1 Register a FF07 
Alarm 2 Register = FFOF 
Status Register = FF1 F 

Notes: 
1. All codes are in hex. 

FF11 
FF12 
FF13 
FF14 
FF15 

Hold Cycle 

Hold 
Register 

FF19 
FF1A 
FF1B 
FF1C 
FF1D 

2. When used with an 8-bit ,bus, only the two low order hex 
digits should be written to the command port; the "FF" pre
fix should be used only for a l6-bit data bus interlace. 

Figure 8. Load Data Pointer Commands 

Sequencing is enabled by clearing Master Mode bit 14 (MM14) 
to zero. As shown in Figure 9 several types of sequencing are 
available depending on the data bus width being used and the 
initial Data Pointer value entered by command. 

When E1 = 0 or E2 = 0 andG4, G2, G1 points to a Counter 
Group, the Data Pointer will proceed through the Element 
cycle. The Element field will automatically sequence through 
the three values 00,01 and 10 starting with the value entered. 
When the transition from 10 to 00 occurs, the Group field will 
also be incremented by one. Note. that the Element field in this 
case does not sequence to a value of 11. The Group field 
circulates only within the, five Counter Group codes. 

If E2, E1 = 11 and a Counter Group are selected, then only the 
Group field is sequenced. This is the Hold cycle. It allows the 
Hold registers to be sequentially accessed, while bypassing 
the Mode and Load registers. The third type of sequencing is 
the Control cycle. If G4, G2, G1 = 111 and E2, E1 ::f= 11, the 
Element Pointer will be incremented through the values 00, 01 
and 1 0, with no change to the Group Pointer. 

When G4, G2, G 1 = 111 and E2, E1 = 11, no incrementing 
takes place and only the Status register will be available 
through the Data port. Note that the Status register can also 
always be read directly through the Control port. 

For all these 'auto-sequencing modes, if an 8-bit data bus is 
used, the Byte pointer will toggle after every data transfer to 
allow the least and most significant bytes to be transferred 
before the Element or Group fields are incremented. 

Prefetch Circuit 

To minimize the read access time to internal Am9513A 
registers, a prefetch circuit is used for all read .operations 
through the Data port. Following each read or write operation 
through the Data port, the Data POinterregister is updated to 
point to the next register to be accessed. Immediately 
following this update, the new register data is transferred to a 

, special prefetch latch at the interface pad logic. When the user 
performs a subsequent read of the Data port, the data bus 
drivers are enabled, outputting the prefetched data on the bus. 
Since the internal data register is accessed prior to the start of 
the read operation, its access time is transparent to the user. 
To keep the prefetched data consistent with the Data Pointer, 
prefetches are also performed after each write to the Data 
port and after execution of the "Load Data Pointer" com-

mand. The following rules should be kept in mind regarding 
Data port Transfers. 

f 
Counter 1 Hold Reg. 

Counter 2 Hold Reg. 

• • • • 

J 
Counter 5 Hold Reg. 

I 
HOLD CYCLE 

f 
Alarm Reg. 1 

Alarm Reg. 2 

f 
Master Mode Reg. 

I 
CONTROL GROUP CYCLE 

f 
Counter 1 Mode Reg. 

~ 
Counter 1 Load Reg. 

J 
Counter 1 Hold Reg. 

J 
Counter 2 Mode Reg. 

f 
Counter 2 Load Reg. 

~ 
Counter 2 Hold Reg. 

J 
• • • • 
f 

Counter 5 Hold Reg. 

I 
ELEMENT CYCLE 

STATUS CYCLE 

LS001240 

Figure 9. Data Pointer Sequencing 

1. The Data Pointer register should always be reloaded before 
reading from the Data port if a command, other than" Load 
Data Pointer," was issued to the Am9513A following the 
last Data port read or write. The Data Pointer does not have 
to be loaded again if the first Data port transaction after a 
command entry is a write, since the Data port write will 
automatically cause a new prefetch to occur. 

2. Operating modes N, 0, Q, R and X allow the user to save 
the counter contents in the Hold register by applying an 
active-going gate edge. If the Data Pointer register had 
been pointing to the Hold register in question, the pre
fetched value will not correspond to the new value saved in 
the Hold Register. To avoid reading an incorrect value, a 
new "Load Data Pointer" command should be issued 
before attempting to read the saved data. A Data port write 
(to another register) will also initiate a prefetch; subsequent 
reads will access the recently saved Hold register data. 
Many systems will use the "saving" gate edge to interrupt 
the host CPU. In systems such as this, the interrupt service 
routine should issue a "Load Data Pointer" command prior 
to reading the saved data. 

Status Register 

The 8-bit read-only Status register indicates the state of the 
Byte Pointer bit in the Data Pointer register and the state of the 
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OUT signal for each of the general counters. See Figures 10 
and 17. The OUT signals reported are those internal to the 
chip after the polarity-select logic and just before the three
state interface buffer circuitry. Bits SR6 and SR7 may be 
o or 1. 

The Status register OUT bit reflects an active-high or active
low TC output or a TC Toggled output, as programmed in the 
Output Control Field of the Counter Mode register. That is, it 
reflects the exact state of the OUT pin. When the low
impedance to Ground Output option (CM2-CMO = 000) is 
selected, the Status register will reflect an active-high TC 
Output. When a high-impedance Output option (CM2-
CMO = 100) is selected, the Status register will reflect an 
active-low TC output. 

For Counters 1 and 2, the OUT pin will reflect the comparator 
output if the comparators are enabled. The Status register bit 
and OUT pin are active-high if CM2 = 0 and active-low if 
CM2 = 1. When the high-impedance option is selected and 
the comparator is enabled, the status register bit will reflect an 
active-high comparator output. When the low-impedance to 
Ground option is selected and the comparator is enabled, the 
status register bit will reflect an active-low comparator output: 

The Status register is normally accessed by reading the 
Control port (see Figure 6) but may also be read via the Data 
port as part of the Control Group. 

-- OUT 4 OUT 2 BYTE 
o OR 1 POINTER 

OUT 5 OUT 3 . OUT 1 

DF001900 

Figure 10. Status Register Bit Assignments 

DATA PORT REGISTERS 
Counter Logic Groups 

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, each of the five Counter Logic 
Groups consists of a 16-bit general counter with associated 
control and output logic, a 16-bit Load register~ a 16-bit Hold 
register and a 16-bit Mode register. In addition, Counter 
Groups 1 and 2 also include 16-bit Comparators and 16-bit 
Alarm registers. The comparator/alarm functions are con
trolled by the Master Mode register. The operation of the 
Counter Mode registers is the same for all five counters. The 
host CPU has both read and write access to all registers in the 
Counter Logic Groups through the Data port. The counter 
itself is never directly accessed. 

Load Register 

The 16-bit read/write Load register is used to control the 
effective length of the general counter. Any 16-bit value may 
be written into the Load register. That value can then be 
transferred into the counter each time the Terminal Count (TG) 
occurs. "Terminal Count" is defined as that period of time 
when the counter contents would have been zero if an 
external value had not been transferred into the counter. Thus, 
the terminal count frequency can be the input frequency 

divided by the value in the Load register. In all operating 
modes, either the Load or Hold register will be transferred into 
the counter when TC occurs. In cases where values are being 
accumulated in the counter, the Load register action can 
become transparent by filling the Load register with all zeros. 

Hold Register 

The 16-bit read/write Hold register is dual-purpose. It can be 
used in the same way as the Load register, .thus offering an 
alternate source for module definition for the counter. The 
Hold register may also be used to store accumulated counter 
values for later transfer to the host processor. This allows the 
count to be sampled while the counting. process proceeds 
without interruption. Transfer of the counter contents int6 the 
Hold register is accomplished by the hardware interface in 
some operating modes or by software commands at any time. 

Counter Mode Register 

The .16-bit read/write Counter Mode register controls the 
gating, counting, output and source, select functions within 
each Counter Logic Group. The "Counter Mode Control 
Options" section of this document describes the. detailed 
control options available. Figure 16 shows the bit assignments 
for the Counter Mode registers. 

Alarm Registers and Comparators 

Added functions are available in the Counter Logic Groups for 
Counters 1 and 2 (see Figure 4). Each contains a .16-bit Alarm 
register' and a .16-bit Comparator. When the value in the 
counter reaches the value in the Alarm register, the Compara
tor output. will go true. The Master Mode register contains 
control bits to· individually enable/disable the comparators. 
When enabled, the comparator output appears on the OUT pin 
of the associated counter in place of the normal counter 
output. The output will remain true as long as the comparison 
is true, that is, until the next input causes the count to change. 
The polarity of the Comparator output will be active-high if the 
Output Control field of the Counter Mode register is 001 or 01 0 
and active-low if the Output Control field is 101. 

MASTER MODE CONTROL OPTIONS' 
The 16-bit Master Mode (MM) register is used to control those 
inte'rnal activities that. are not controlled by the individual 
Counter Mode registers. This includes frequency control,. 
Time-of-Day operation, comparator controls, data bus width 
and data pointer sequencing. Figure 11 shows the bit assign
ments for the Master Mode register. This section describes 
the use of each control. field. 

Master Mode register bits MM12, MM13 andMM14 can be 
individually set and reset using commands issued to the 
Command register. In addition, they can all be. changed by 
writing directly to the Master. Mode register. 

After power-on reset or a Master Reset command, the Master 
Mode register is cleared to an all zero condition. This results in 
the following configuration: . 

Time-of-Day disabled 
Both Comparators disabled 
FOUT Source is frequency F1 
FOUT Divider set for divide-by-16 
FOUT gated on 
Data Bus 8 bits wide 
Data Pointer Sequencing enabled 
Frequency. Scaler divides in binary 
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FOUT DIvIder 

0000 .. DIvide by 16 
0001 .. ~by1 
0010 .. Divide by 2 
0011 .. DIvide by 3 
0100 = DIvide by 4 
0101 .. DIvide by 5 
0110 - 0iYide by 6 
0111 .. Divide by 7 
1000 .. Divide by 8 
1001 - DIvide by 9 
'1010 .. DIvide by 10 
1011 .. DIvide by 11 
1100 - 0iYide by 12 
1101 - Divide by 13 
1110 .. Divide by 14 
1111 = DIvide by 15 

FOUTo.te 
0'" FOUTOn 
1 :0 FOUT Off (Low Z to GND) 

o.m Sua Width 
0- 8-Bit Bus 
1 = 160Bit Bus 

o.m Pointer Control 
o .. Enable Increment 
1 -= Oisable Increment 

sea .... Control 
o .. Binary Division 
1 .. BCD Division 

FOUTSource 
0000 .. E1 
0001 - SRC 1 
0010 .. SRC2 
0011 - SRC 3 
0100 - SRC4 
0101 - SRC 5 
0110 - GATE 1 
0111 - GATE 2 
1000 ... GATE 3 
100t = GATE 4 
1010 .. GATE 5 
1011 0: F1 
1100 - F2 
1101 0: F3 
1110 - F4 
1111 .. F5 

eomp.re 2 Enable ~ 
0= Disabled 
1 - Enabled 

Compllre 1 Enable 
0 .. Disabled 
1 = Enabled 

TIrM-Of-Day Mode ---------' 
00 - TOO Disabled 
01 = TOO Enabled; + 5 Input 
10 .. TOO Enabled; + 6 Input 
11 .. TOO Enabled; + 10 Input 

DF001913 

Figure 11. Master Mode Register Bit Assignments 

Tlme-of-Day 

Bits MMO and MM1 of the Master Mode register specify the 
Time-of-Day (TOO) options. When MMO = 0 and MM1 = 0, the 
special logic used to implement TOO is disabled, and Count
ers 1 and 2 will operate in exactly the same way as Counters 
3, 4 and 5. When MMO = 1 or MM1 = 1, additional counter 
decoding and control logic is enabled on Counters 1 and 2, 
which causes their decades to turn over at the counts that 
generate appropriate 24-hour TOO accumulations. For addi
tional information, see the Time-of-Day chapter in the 9513A 
System timing controller technical manual. 

Comparator Enable 

Bits MM2 and MM3 control the Comparators associated with 
Counters 1 and 2. When a Comparator is enabled, its output is 
substituted for the normal counter output on the associated 
OUT1 or OUT2 pin. The comparator output will be active-high 
if the output control field of the Counter Mode register is 001 
or 010 and active-low for a code of 101. Once the compare 
output is true, it will remain so until the count changes and the 
comparison therefore goes false. 

The two Comparators can always be used individually in any 
operating mode. One special case occurs when the Time-of
Day option is revoked and both Comparators are enabled. The 
operation of Comparator 2 will then be conditioned by 
Comparator 1 so that a full 32-bit compare must be true in 
order to generate a true signal on OUT2. OUT1 will continue, 
as usual, to reflect the state of the 16-bit comparison between 
Alarm 1 and Counter 1. 

FOUT Source 

Master Mode bits MM4 through MM7 specify the source input 
for the FOUT divider. Fifteen inputs are available for selection, 
and they include the five Source pins, the five Gate pins and 
the five internal frequencies derived from the oscillator. The 
16th combination of the four control bits (all zeros) is used to 
assure that an active frequency is available at the input to the 
FOUT divider following reset. 

FOUT Divider 

Bits MM8 through MM11 specify the dividing ratio for the 
FOUT Divider. The FOUT source (selected by bits MM4 
through MM7) is divided by an integer value between 1 and 16, 
inclusive, and is then passed to the FOUT output buffer. After 
power-on or reset, the FOUT divider is set to divide-by-16. 

FOUT Gate 

Master Mode bit MM12 provides a software gating capability 
for the FOUT signal. When MM12 = 1, FOUT is off and in a 
low-impedance state to ground. MM12 may be set or cleared 
in conjunction with the loading of the other bits in the Master 
Mode register; alternatively, there are commands that allow 
MM12 to be individually set or cleared directly without chang
ing any other Master Mode bits. After power-up or reset, FOUT 
is gated on. 

When changing the FOUT divider ratio or FOUT source, 
transient pulses as short as half the period of the FOUT 
source may appear on the FOUT pin. Turning the FOUT gate 
on or off can also generate a transient. This should be 
considered when using FOUT as a system clock source. 
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Bus Width 

Bit MM13 controls the multiplexer at the data bus interface in 
order to configure the part for an a-bit or 16-bit external bus. 
The internal bus is always 16-bits wide. When MM13 = 1,16-
bit data is transferred directly between the internal bus and all 
16 of the external bus lines. In this configuration, the Byte 
Pointer bit in the Data Pointer register remains set at all times. 
When MM13 = 0, 16-bit internal data is transferred a byte at a 
time to and from the eight low-order external data bus lines. 
The Byte Pointer bit toggles with each byte transfer in this 
mode. 

When the Am9513A is set to operate with an a-bit data bus 
width, pins DBa through DB15 are not used for the data bus 
and are available for other functions. Pins DB 13 through DB 15 
should be tied high. Pins DBa through DB12 are used as 
auxiliary gating inputs and are labeled GATE1A through 
GATE5A respectively. The auxiliary gate pin, GATENA, is 
logically ANDed with the gate input to Counter N, as shown in 
Figure 12. The output of the AND gate is then used as the 
gating signal for Counter N. 

Data Pointer Sequencing 

Bit MM14 controls the Data Pointer logic to enable or disable 
the automatic sequencing functions. When MM14 = 1, the 
contents of the Data Pointer can be changed only directly by 
entering a command. When MM14 = 0, several types of 
automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer are available. These 
are described in the Data Pointer register section of this 
document. 

lCN-l 

GATEN-l 

GAlEN 

GATEN+l 

G"UNI" ______ --1 

Figure 12. Gating Control 

DF001920 

Thus, the host processor, by controlling MM14, may repetitive
ly read/write a single internal location, or may sequentially 
read/write groups of locations. Bit MM14 can be loaded by 
writing to the Master Mode register or can be set or cleared by 
software command. 

Scaler Ratios 

Master Mode bit MM15 controls the counting configuration of 
the Frequency Scaler counter. When MM15 = 0, the Scaler 
divides the oscillator frequency in binary steps so that each 
subfrequency is 1/16 of the preceding frequency. When 
MM15 = 1, the Scaler divides in BCD steps so that adjacent 
frequencies are related by ratios of 10 instead of 16 (see 
Figure 13). 

r------------------------------------------------------ F1 

r-------------------------------------~D 
r--------------------------p~ r-------------- F4 

X1 

osc 1-'-:'--- F5 

X2 

FREQUENCY SCALER 

AFOO2541 

BCD Binary 
Scaling Scaling 

Frequency MM15= 1 MM15=O 

F1 OSC OSC 
F2 F1 10 F1 -;- 16 
F3 F1 100 F1 -;- 256 
F4 F1 1,000 F1 -;- 4,096 
F5 F1 10,000 F1 -;- 65,536 

Figure 13. Frequency Scaler Ratios 
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Counter Mode A B C D E F G H I J K L 

Special Gate (CM7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reload Source (CM6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Repetition (CM5) 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Gate Control (CM15-CM13) 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 

Count to TC once, then disarm X X X 

Count to TC twice, then disarm X X X 

Count to TC repeatedly without disarming X X X X X X 

Gate input does not gate counter input X X X X 

Count only during active gate level X X X X 

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on X X next TC 

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on X X second TC 

No hardware retriggering X X X X X X X X X X X X 

Reload counter from Load register on TC X X X X X X 

Reload counter on each TC, alternating reload X, X X X X X source between Load and Hold registers 

Transfer Load register into counter on each TC that 
gate is LOW, transfer Hold register into counter on 
each TC that gate is HIGH, 

On active gate edge transfer counter into Hold 
register and then reload counter from Load register 

Counter Mode M N 0 P a R S T U V W X 

Special Gate (CM7) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Reload Source (CM6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Repetition (CM5) 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Gate Control (CM15-CM13) 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 000 LEVEL EDGE 

Count to. TC once, then disarm X X 

Count to TC twice, then disarm X 

Count to TC repeatedly without disarming X X X X 

Gate input does not gate counter input X X 

Count only during active gate level X X 

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on X X X next TC 

Start count on active gate edge and stop count on 
second TC 

No hardware retriggering X X X 

Reload counter from Load register on TC X X X X X 

Reload . counter on each TC, alternating reload 
source between Load and Hold registers, 

Transfer Load register into counter on each TC that 
gate is LOW, transfer Hold register into counter on X X 
each TC that gate is HIGH, 

On active gate edge transfer counter into Hold X X X X register and then reload counter from Load register 

On active gate edge transfer counter into Hold X register, but counting continues 

Notes: 1, Counter modes M, P, T, U and Ware reserved and should not be used, 
2, Mode X is available for Am9513A only, 

Figure 14. Counter Mode Operating Summary 

COUNTER MODE DESCRIPTIONS the ARM command is omitted, The retriggering modes (N, 0, 
o and R) are shown with one retrigger operation. Both a TC 

Counter Mode register bits CM15-CM13 and CM7-CMS select output waveform and a TC Toggled output waveform are 
the operating mode for each counter (see Figure 14). To shown for each mode. The symbols Land H are used to 
simplify references to a particular mode, each mode is represent count values equal to the Load and Hold register 
assigned a letter from A through X. Representative waveforms contents, respectively. The symbols K and N represent 
for the counter modes are illustrated in Figures 1Sa through arbitrary count values. For each mode, the required bit pattern 
1Sv. (Because the letter suffix in the figure number is keyed to in the Counter Mode register is shown; "don't care" bits are 
the mode, Figures 1Sm, 1Sp, 1St, 1Su and 1Sw do not exist.) marked "X." These, figures are designed to clarify the mode 
The figures assume down counting on rising source edges. descriptions; the Am9S13A Electrical Specification should be 
Those modes which automatically disarm the counter used as the authoritative reference for timing relationships 
(CMS = 0) are shown with the WR plus entering the required between signals. 
ARM command; for modes which count repetitively (CMS = 1), 
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To keep the following mode descriptions concise and to the 
pOint, the phrase "source edges" is used to refer to active
going source edges only, not to inactive-going edges. Simi
larly, the phrase "gate edges" refers only to active-going gate 
edges. Also, again to avoid verbosity and euphuism, the 
descriptions of some modes state that a counter is stopped or 
disarmed "on a TC, inhibiting further counting." As is fully 
explained in the TC section of this document, for these modes 
the counter is actually stopped or disarmed following the 
active-going source edge which drives the counter out of TC. 
In other words, since a counter in the TC state always counts, 
irrespective of its gating or arming status, the stopping or 
disarming of the count sequence is delayed until TC is 
terminated. 

MODE A 

Software-Triggered Strobe with No Hardware 
Gating 

SOURCE~ 

Mode A, shown in Figure 15a, is one of the simplest operating 
modes. The counter will be available for counting source 
edges when it is issued an ARM command. On each TC, the 
counter will reload from the Load register and automatically 
disarm itself, inhibiting further counting. Counting will resume 
when a new ARM command is issued. 

MODE B 

Software-Triggered Strobe with Level Gating 

Mode B, shown in Figure 15b, is identical to Mode A except 
that source edges are counted only when the assigned Gate is 
active. The counter must be armed before counting can occur. 
Once armed, the counter will count all source edges which 
occur while the Gate is active and disregard those edges 
which occur while the Gate is inactive. This permits the Gate 
to turn the count process on and off. On each TC the counter 
will reload from the Load register and automatically disarm 
itself, inhibiting further counting unitl a new ARM command is 
issued. 

~~~~~ _________ L __ -_1 _________ ~2~~--L----1----

OUTP~~ -------------------------r ,...... __________ Jn~ ________ _ 
TCTOGGLED _________________________ ~~-------------------JX OUTPUT \.-_---

WF004590 

Figure 15a. Mode A Waveforms 
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SOURCE 

v 
ARU 

COMMAND 

GATE"~""""'''''- / ~I ~ 

~~~~ _____ L_-_, ____ '12£JB K E~ L -, 

TCOUTPUT n 
---------------------------~~--------------~I~I --------~. ~--------

TCT~~~~ ___________________________ ~ •. ~i--------------~I~:-------------JX~ ______ __ 
WF004600 

Figure 15b. Mode B Waveforms 

MODE C 

Hardware-Triggered Strobe 

armed counter. The counter must be armed before application 
of the triggered Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed 
counter are disregarded. The counter will start counting on the 
first source edge after the triggering Gate edge and will 
continue counting until TC. At TC, the counter will reload from 
the Load register and automatically disarm itself. Counting will 
then remain inhibited until a new ARM command and a new 
Gate edge are applied in that order. Note that after application 
of a triggered Gate edge, the Gate input will be disregarded for 
the remainder of the count cycle. This differs from Mode B, 
where the Gate can be modulated throughout the count cycle 
to stop and start the counter. Mode C, shown in Figure 15c, is identical to Mode A, except 

that counting will not begin until a Gate edge is applied to the 

SOURCE 

~= ______ L_-_' _________ '£/~ L -, 

TC OUTPUT r----\ 
---------------------~~) ____ --I \~ ______ _ 

~T~ ________________________ ~;::~----------~X~-----------
WF004610 

Figure 15c. Mode C Waveforms 
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MODE D MODE E 

Rate Generator with No Hardware Gating Rate Generator with Level Gating 

Mode 0, shown in Figure 15d, is typically used in frequency 
generation applications. In this mode, the Gate input does not 
affect counter operation. Once armed, the counter will count 
to TC repetitively. On each TC, the counter will reload itself. 
from the Load register; hence, the Load register value 
determines the time between TCs. A square wave rate 
generator may be. obtained by specifying the TC Toggled 
output mode in the Counter Mode register. 

Mode E, shown in Figure 15e, is identical to Mode 0, except 
the counter will only count those source edges which occur 
while the Gate input is active. This feature allows the counting 
process to be enabled and disabled under hardware control. A 
square wave rate generator may be obtained by specifying the 
TC Toggled output mode. 

SOURCE JVV\J\!\J\f\..f\.A 
COUNT~2~ 
VALUE~·~ 

TCOUTPUT ~I-\ ____ ~n'_ ___ _ 
TCT~~~~~~ _________ ~X~ ____ ~:r: ________ -JX'_ ___ __ 

WF004620 

Figure 15d. Mode D Waveforms 

SOURCE~ 

GATE 

COUNT~ 
VALUE~2 K-2~ 

OUTP~~ _____ Jn~ ____ ~ __ -------________________ . ______ _Jn'_ ______ __ 
TCT~~~~~~ __________ ~X'-_____________________ ~-----__ -.-----------~X'--------

WF004630 

Figure 15e. Mode E Waveforms 
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MODE F 

Non-Retrlggerable One-Shot 

Mode F, shown in Figure 15f, provides a non-retriggerable 
one-shot timing function. The counter must be armed before it 
will function. Application of a Gate edge to the armed counter 
will enable counting. When the counter reaches TC, it will 
reload itself from the Load register. The counter will then stop 
counting, awaiting a new Gate edge. Note that unlike Mode C, 
a new ARM command is not needed after TC, only a new Gate 
edge. After application of a triggering Gate edge, the Gate 
input is disregarded until TC. 

SOURCE J\JV\ 

MODE G 

Software-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot 

In Mode G, the Gate does not affect the counter's operation. 
Once armed, the counter will count to TC twice and then 
automatically disarm itself. For most applications, the counter 
will initially be loaded from the Load register either by a LOAD 
command or by the last TC of an earlier timing cycle. Upon 
counting to the first TC, the counter will reload itself from the 
Hold register. Counting will proceed until the second TC, when 
the counter will reload itself from the Load register and 
automatically disarm itself, inhibiting further counting. Counting 
can be resumed by issuing a new ARM command. A software
triggered delayed pulse one-shot may be generated by speci
fying the TC Toggled output mode in the Counter Mode 
register. The initial counter contents control the delay from the 
ARM command until the output pulse starts. The Hold register 
contents control the pulse duration. Mode G is shown in Fig
ure 15g. 

GATE )\\\\ / ~\\\\\\\\ 

~~~~ ___ L ___ 1 __ ,£/~,,",-_L ___ 1 __ 
TC r--\ 

OUTPUT I \ 
----------"~I-----J ~--------

TCT~~~~ __________ :,~:-------~X~-----
WF004640 

Figure 15f. Mode F Waveforms 
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= __ L_-_1 __ \£JX7X7X~X0j2l~\ L-1 

TC 
OUTPUT n 

--------------~jJ~--------.J IJ n 
x TC T~ ---------------i: ... : ___________ -J :: x 

Wii~ ~I 
V~IWIO 

II 

WF004650 

Figure 15g. Mode G Waveforms 

MODE H 

Software-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot 
with Hardware Gating 

Mode H. shown in Figure 15h, is identical to Mode G except 
that the Gate input is used to qualify which source edges are 
to be counted. The counter must be armed for counting to 
occur. Once armed. the counter will count all source edges 
that occur while the Gate is active. This permits the Gate to 
turn the count process on and off. As with Mode G. the 
counter will be reloaded from the Hold register on the first TC 
and reloaded from the Load register and disarmed on the 
second TC. This mode allows the Gate to control the 
extension of both the initial output delay time and the pulse I 
width. 

MODE I 

Hardware-Triggered Delayed Pulse Strobe 

Mode I, shown in Figure 15i, is identical to Mode G, except 
that counting will not begin until a Gate edge is applied to an 
armed counter. The counter must be armed before application 
of the triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed 
counter are disregarded. An armed counter will start counting 
on the first source edge after the triggering Gate edge. 
Counting will then proceed in the same manner as in Mode G. 
After the second TC, the counter will disarm itself. An ARM 
command and Gate eqge must be issued in this order to 
restart counting. Note that after application of a triggering 
Gate edge, the Gate input will be disregarded until the second 
TC. This differs from Mode H, where the Gate can be 
modulated throughout the count cycle to stop and start the 
counter. 

~CE JVVVV\!VVVV\!VVVV\!VVVV\/VVV\/\.. 
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Figure 15h. Mode H Waveforms 
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Figure 15i. Mode I Waveforms 

MODE J 

Variable Duty Cycle Rate Generator with No 
Hardware Gating 

Mode J, shown in Figure 15j, will find the greatest usage in 
frequency generation applications with variable duty cycle 
requirements. Once armed, the counter will count continuously 
until it is issued a DISARM command. On the first TC, the 
counter will be reloaded from the Hold register. Counting will 
then proceed until the second TC at which time the counter 
will be reloaded from the Load register. Counting will continue, 
with the reload source alternating on each TC, until a DISARM 
command is issued to the counter. (The third TC reloads from 
the Hold register, the fourth TC reloads from the Load register, 
etc.) A variable duty cycle output can be generated by 
specifying the TC Toggled output in the Counter Mode 
register. The Load and Hold values then directly control the 
output duty cycle, with high resolution available when relatively 
high count values are used. 

MODE K 

Variable Duty Cycle Rate Generator with Level 
Gating 

Mode K, shown in Figure 15k, is identical to Mode J, except 
that source edges are only counted when the Gate is active. 
The counter must be armed for counting to occur. Once 
armed, the counter will count all source edges which occur 
while Gate is active and disregard those source edges which 
occur while the Gate is inactive. This permits the Gate to turn 
the count process on and off. As with Mode J, the reload 
source used will alternate on each TC, starting with the Hold 
register on the first TC after any ARM command. When the TC 
Toggled output is used, this mode allows the Gate to modulate 
the duty cycle of the output waveform. It can affect both the 
HIGH and LOW portions of the output waveform. 
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Figure 15j. Mode J Waveforms 
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Figure 15k. Mode K Waveforms 

MODE L 

Hardware-Triggered Delayed Pulse One-Shot 

Mode L, shown in Rgure 151, is similar to Mode J except that 
counting will not begin until a Gate edge is applied to an armed 
counter. The counter must be armed before application of the 
triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed 
counter are disregarded. The counter will start counting 
source edges after the triggering Gate edge, and counting will 
proceed until the second TC. Note that after application of a 
triggering Gate edge, the Gate input will be disregarded for the 
remainder of the count cycle. This differs from Mode K, where 
the gate can be modulated throughout the count cycle to stop 
and start the counter. On the first TC after application of the 
triggering Gate edge, the counter will be reloaded from the 
Hold register. On the second TC, the counter will be reloaded 
from the Load register, and counting will stop until a new gate 
edge is issued to the counter. Note that unlike Mode K, new 
Gate edges are required after every second TC to continue 
counting. 

MODE N 

Software-Triggered Strobe with Level Gating 
and Hardware Retriggerlng 

Mode N, shown in Figure 15n, provides a software·triggered 
strobe with level gating that is also hardware retriggerable. 
The counter must be issued an ARM command before 
counting can occur. Once armed, the counter will count all 
source edges which occur while the gate is active and 
disregard those source edges which occur while the Gate is 
inactive. This permits the Gate to turn the count process on 
and off. After the issuance of the ARM command and the 
application of an active Gate, the counter will count to TC. 
Upon reaching TC, the counter will reload from the Load 
register and automatically disarm itself, inhibiting further count
ing. Counting will resume upon the issuance of a new ARM 
command. All active·going Gate edges issued to an armed 
counter will cause a retrigger operation. Upon application of 
the Gate edge, the counter contents will be saved in the Hold 
register. On the first qualified source edge after application of 
the retriggering gate edge, the contents of the Load register 
will be transferred into the counter. Counting will resume on 
the second qualified source edge after the retriggering Gate 
edge. Qualified source edges are active-going edges which 
occur while the Gate is active. 
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Figure 151. Mode L Waveforms 
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Figure 15n. Mode N Waveforms 

MODE 0 

Software-Triggered Strobe with Edge Gating 
and Hardware Retrlggering 

Mode 0, shown in Figure 150, is similar Mode N, except that 
counting will not begin until an active-going Gate edge is 
applied to an armed counter and the Gate level is not used to 

modulate counting. The counter must be armed before appli
cation of the triggering Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a 
disarmed counter are disregarded. Irrespective of the Gate 
level, the counter will count all source edges after the 
triggering Gate edge until the first TC. On the first TC,the 
counter will be reloaded from the Load register and disarmed. 
A new ARM command and a new Gate edge must be applied 
in that order to initiate a new counting cycle. Unlike Modes C, 
F, I and L, which disregard the Gate input once counting starts, 
in Mode a the count process will be retriggered on all active
going Gate edges, including the first Gate edge used to start 
the counter. On each retriggering Gate edge, the counter 
contents will be transferred into the Hold register. On the first 
source edge after the retriggering Gate edge, the Load 
register contents will be transferred into the counter. Counting 
will resume on the second-source edge after a retrigger. 
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Figure 150. Mode 0 Waveforms 

MODE Q 

Rate Generator with Synchronization (Event 
Counter with Auto-Read/Reset) 

Mode Q, shown in Figure 15q, provides a rate generator with 
synchronization or an event counter with auto-read/reset. The 
counter must first be issued an ARM command before 
counting can occur. Once armed, the counter will count all 
source edges which occur while the Gate is active and 
disregard those edges which cccur while the Gate is inactive. 
This permits the Gate to turn the count process on and off. 
After the issuance of an ARM command and the application of 
an active Gate, the counter will count to TC repetitively. On 
each TC,the counter will reload itself from the Load register. 
The counter may be retriggered at any time by presenting an 
active-going Gate edge to the Gate input. The retriggering 
Gate edge will transfer the contents of the counter into the 
Hold register. The first qualified source edge after the retrig
gering Gate edge will transfer the contents of the Load 
register into the Counter. Counting will resume on the second 
qualified source edge after the retriggering Gate edge. Quali
fied source edges are active-going edges which occur while 
the Gate is active. 

MODE R 

Retriggerable One-Shot 

Mode R, shown in Figure 15r, is similar to Mode Q, except that 
edge gating rather than level gating is used. In other words, 
rather than use the Gate level to qualify which source edges to 
count, Gate edges are used to start the counting operation. 
The counter must be armed before application of the triggering 
Gate edge; Gate edges applied to a disarmed counter are 
disregarded. After application of a Gate edge, an armed 
counter will count all source edges until TC, irrespective of the 
Gate level. On the first TC, the counter will be reloaded from 
the Load register and stopped. Subsequent counting will not 
occur until a new Gate edge is applied. All Gate edges applied 
to the counter, including the first used to trigger counting, 
initiate a retrigger operation. Upon application of a Gate edge, 
the counter contents are saved in the Hold register. On the 
first source edge after the retriggering Gate edge, the Load 
register contents will be transferred into the counter. Counting 
will resume on the second source edge after the retriggering 
Gate edge. 
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Figure 1Sq. Mode Q Waveforms 
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Figure 1Sr. Mode R Waveforms 

MODE S 

RELOAD SOURCE 

In this mode, the reload source for LOAD commands (irre
spective of whether the counter is armed or disarmed) and for 
TC-initiated reloads is determined by the Gate input. The Gate 
input in Mode S is used only to select the reload source, not to 
start or modulate counting. When the Gate is Low, the Load 
register is used; when the Gate is High, the Hold register is 
used. Note the Low-Load, High-Hold mnemonic convention. 
Once armed, the counter will count to TC twice and then 
disarm itself. On each TC, the counter will be reloaded from 
the reload source selected by the Gate. Following the second 
TC, an ARM command is required to start a new counting 
cycle. Mode S is shown in Figure 15s. 

MODE V 

Frequency-Shift Keying 

Mode V, shown in Figure 15v, provides frequency-shift keying 
modulation capability. Gate operation in this mode is identical 
to that in Mode S. If the Gate is Low, a LOAD command or a 
TC-induced reload will reload the counter from the Load 
register. If the Gate is HIGH, LOADs and reloads will occur 
from the Hold register. The polarity of the Gate only selects 
the reload source; it does not start or modulate counting. Once 
armed, the counter will count repetitively to TC. On each TC, 
the counter will reload itself from the register determined by 
the polarity of the Gate. Counting will continue in this manner 
until a DISARM command is issued to the counter. Frequency 
shift keying may be obtained by specifying a TC Toggled 
output mode in the Counter Mode register. The switching of 
frequencies is achieved by modulating the Gate. 
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Figure 15s .. Mode S Waveforms 
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Figure 15x. Mode X Waveforms 

MODE X 

Hardware Save (available In Am9513A only) 

Mode X, as shown in Figure 15x, provides a hardware 
sampling of the counter contents without interrupting the 
count. A LOAD AND ARM command or a LOAD command 
followed by an ARM command is required to initialize the 
counter. Once armed, a Gate edge starts the counting 
operation; Gate edges applied to a disarmed counter are 
disregarded. After application of the Triggering Gate edge, the 
counter will count all qualified source edges until the first TC, 
irrespective of the gate level. All gate edges applied during the 
counting sequence will store the current count in the Hold 
register, but they will not interrupt the counting sequence. On 
each TC, the counter will be reloaded from the Load register 
and stopped. Subsequent counting requires a new triggering 
Gate edge; counting resumes on the first source edge 
following the triggering Gate edge. 

Note: Mode X is only available in the Am9513A devices. 

COUNTER MODE CONTROL OPTIONS 
Each Counter Logic Group includes a 16-bit Counter Mode 
(CM) register used to control all of the individual options 
available with its associated general counter. These options 
include output configuration, count control, count source and 
gating control. Figure 16 shows the bit assignments for the 
Counter Mode registers. This section describes the control 
options in detail. Note that generally each counter is indepen
dently configured and does not depend on information outside 
its Counter Logic Group. The Counter Mode register should be 
loaded only when the counter is Disarmed. Attempts to load 
the Counter Mode register when the counter is armed may 
result in erratic counter operation. 

After power-on reset or a Master Reset command, the 
Counter Mode registers are initialized to a preset condition. 
The value entered is OBOO hex and results in the following 
control configuration: 

Output low-impedance to ground 
Count down 
Count binary 
Count once 
Load register selected 
No retriggering 
F1 input source selected 
Positive-true input polarity 
No gating 

Output Control 

Counter mode bits CMO through CM2 specify the output 
control configuration. Figure 17 shows a schematic represen
tation of the output control logic. The OUT pin may be off (a 
high-impedance state), or it may be inactive with a low
impedance to ground. The three remaining valid combinations 
represent the active-high, active-low or TC Toggle output 
waveforms. 

One output form available is called Terminal Count (TC) and 
represents the period in time that the counter reaches an 
equivalent value of zero. TC will occur on the next count when 
the counter is at 0001 for down counting, at 9999 (BCD) for 
BCD up counting or at FFFF (hex) for binary up counting. 
Figure 18 shows a Terminal Count pulse and an example 
context that generated it. The TC width is determined by the 
period of the counting source. Regardless of any gating input 
or whether the counter is Armed or Disarmed, the terminal 
count will go active for only one clock cycle. Figure 18 
assumes active-high source polarity, counter armed, counter 
decrementing and an external reload value of K. 

The counter will always be loaded from an external location 
when TC occurs; the user can choose the source location and 
the value. If a non-zero value is picked, the counter will never 
really attain a zero state, and TC will indicate the counter state 
that would have been zero had no parallel tra.nsfer occurred. 
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Count Source Selection 

0000= TCN-l 
0001 = SAC 1 
0010 = SAC 2 
0011 = SAC 3 
0100 = SAC 4 
0101 = SRC 5 
0110 = GATE 1 
0111 = GATE 2 
1000 = GATE 3 
1001 = GATE 4 
1010 = GATE 5 
1011 = Fl 
1100 = F2 
1101 = F3 
1110 = F4 
1111 = F5 

L= so~r~e C~~~~ on Rising Edge 
1 = Count on Falling Edge 

Gating Control 

000 = No Gating 
001 = Active High TCN·l 
010 = Active High Level GATE N+ 1 
011 = Active High Level GATE N·l 
100 = Active High Level GATE N 
101 = Active Low Level GATE N 
110 = Active High Edge GATE N 
111 = Active Low Edge GATE N 

Count Control 
o = Disable Special Gate 
1 = Enable Special Gate 

o = Reload from Load 
1 = Reload from Load or Hold 

Except in Mode X Which 
Reloads Only from Load 

o = Count Once 
1 = Count Repetitively 

o = Binary Count 
1 = BCD Count 

o = Count Down 
1 = Count Up 

O"'P"' C ...... J 
000 = Inactive, Output Low 
001 = Active High Terminal Count Pulse 
010 = TC Toggled 
011 = Illegal 
100 = Inactive, Output High • Impedance 
101 = Active Low Terminal Count Pulse 
110 = Illegal 
111 = Illegal 

DF003784 

Note: See Figure 15 for restrictions on Count Control and Gating Control bit combinations. 

Figure 16. Counter Mode Register Bit Assignments 
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Figure 18. Counter Output Waveforms 

The other output form, TC Toggled, uses the trailing edge of 
TC to toggle a flip-flop to generate an output level instead of a 
pulse. The toggle output is half the frequency of TC. The TC 
Toggled output will frequently be used to generate variable 
duty-cycle square waves in Operating Modes G through K. 

In Mode L the TC Toggled output can be used to generate a 
one-shot function, with the delay t() the start of the output 
pulse and the width of the output pulse separately programma
ble. With selection of the minimum delay to the start of the 
pulse, the output will toggle on the second source pulse 
following application of the triggering Gate edge. 

Note that the TC Toggled output form contains no implication 
about whether the output is active-high or active-low. Unlike 
the TC output, which generates a transient pulse which can 
clearly be active-high or active-low, the TC Toggled output 
waveform only flips the state of the output on each TC. The 
sole criterion of whether the TC Toggled output is active-high 
or active-low is the level of the output at the start of the count 
cycle. This can be controlled by the Set and Clear Output 
commands. (See Figure .19.) 

TC (Terminal Count) 

On each Terminal Count (TC), the counter will reload itself 
from the Load or Hold register. TC is defined as that period of 
time when the counter contents would have been zero had no 
reload occurred. Some special conditions apply to counter 
operation immediately before and during TC. 

1. In the clock cycle before TC, an internal signal is generated 
that commits the counter to go to TC on the next count, and 
retriggering by a hardware Gate edge (Modes N, 0, Q and 
R) or a software LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command will 
not extend the time to TC. Note that the "next count" 
driving the counter to TC can be caused by the application 
of a count source edge (in level gating modes, the edge 
must occur while the gate is active, or it will be disregarded), 
by the application of a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command 
(see 2 below) or by the application of a STEP command. 

2. If a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command is executed during 
the cycle preceding TC, the counter will immediately go to 
TC. If these commands are issued during TC, the TC state 
will immediately terminate. 

3. When TC is active, the counter will always count the next 
source edge issued to it, even if it is disarmed or gated off 
during TC. This means that TC will never be active for 
longer than one count period and it may, in fact, be shorter if 
a STEP command or a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command 
is applied during TC (see item 2 above). This also means 
that a counter that is disarmed or stopped on TC is actually 
disarmed/stopped immediately following TC. 

This may cause count sequences different from what a user 
might expect. Since the counter is always reloaded at the start 
of TC and since it always counts at the end of TC, the counter 
contents following TC will differ by one from the reloaded 
value, irrespective of the operating mode used. 

If the reloaded value was 0001 for down counting, 9999 (BCD) 
for BCD up counting or FFFF (hex) for binary up counting, the 
count at the end of TC will drive the counter into TC again 
regardless of whether the counter is gated off or disarmed. As 
long as these values are reloaded, the TC output will stay 
active. If a TC Toggled output is selected, it will toggle on each 
count. Execution of a LOAD, LOAD AND ARM or STEP 
command with these counter contents will act the same as 
application of a source pulse, causing TC to remain active and 
a TC Toggled output to toggle. 

Count Control 

Counter Mode bits CM3 through CM7 specify the various 
options available for direct control of the counting process. 
CM3 and CM4 operate independently of the others and 
control up/down and BCD/binary counting. They may be 
combined freely with other control bits to form many types of 
counting configurations. The other three bits and the Gating 
Control field interact in complex ways. Bit CM5 controls the 
repetition of the count process. When CM5 = 1, counting will 
proceed in the specified mode until the counter is disarmed. 
When CM5 = 0, the count process will proceed only until one 
full cycle of operation occurs. This may occur after one or two 
TC events. The counter is then disarmed automatically. The 
single or double TC requirement will depend on the state of 
other control bits. Note that even if the counter is automatical
ly disarmed upon a TC, it always counts the count source edge 
which generates the trailing TC edge. 

When TC occurs, the counter is always reloaded with a value 
from either the Load register of the Hold register. Bit CM6 
specifies the source options for reloading the counter. When 
CM6 = 0, the contents of the Load register will be transferred 
into the counter at every occurrence of TC. When CM6 = 1, 
the counter reload location will be either the Load or Hold 
Register. The reload location in this case may be controlled 
externally by using a Gate pin (Modes S and V) or may 
alternate on each TC (Modes G through L). With alternating 
sources and with the TC Toggled output selected, the duty 
cycle of the output waveform is controlled by the relative Load 
and Hold values and very fine resolution of duty cycles ratios 
may be achieved. 

Bit CM7 controls the special gating functions that allow 
retriggering and the selection of Load or Hold sources for 
counter reloading. The use and definition of CM7 will depend 
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on the status of the Gating Control field and bits CM5 and 
CM6. 

Hardware Retriggering 

Whenever hardware retriggering is enabled (Modes N, 0, Q, 
. and R), all active-going Gate edges initiate retrigger opera
tions. On application of the Gate edge, the counter contents 
will be transferred to the Hold register. On the first qualified 
source edge after application of the retriggering Gate edge, 
the Load register contents will be transferred into the counter. 
(Qualified source edges are edges which occur while the 
counter is gated on and Armed.) 

This means that, if level gating is used, the edge occurring on 
active-going gate transitions will initiate a retrigger. Similarly, 
when edge gating is enabled, an edge used to start the 
counter will also initiate a retrigger. The first count source 
edge applied after the Gate edge will not increment/decre
ment the counter but retrigger it. 

If a LOAD, LOAD AND ARM, or a STEP Command occurs 
between the retriggering Gate edge and the first qualified 
source edge, it will be interpreted as a source edge and 
transfer the Load register contents into the counter. There
after, the counter will count all qualified source edges. 

When some form of Gating is specified, CM7 controls hard
ware retriggering. In this case, when CM7 = 0, hardware 
retriggering does not occur; when CM7 = 1, the counter is 
retriggered any time an active-going Gate edge occurs. 
Retriggering causes the counter value to be saved in the Hold 
register and the Load register contents to be transferred into 
the counter. 

When No Gating is specified, the definition of CM7 changes. In 
this case, when CM7 = 0, the Gate input has no effect on the 
counting; when CM7 = 1, the Gate input specifies the source 
(selecting either the Load or Hold register) used to reload the 
counter when TC occurs. Figure 14 shows the various 
available control combinations for these interrelated bits. 

Count Source Selection 

Counter Mode bits CM8 through CM 12 specify the source 
used as input to the counter and the active edge that is 
counted. Bit CM12 controls the polarity for all the sources; 
logic zero counts rising edges and logic one counts falling 
edges. Bits CM8 through CM 11 select 1 of 16 counting 
sources to route to the counter input. Five of the available 
inputs are internal frequencies derived from the internal 
oscillator (see Figure 13 for frequency assignments). Ten of 
the available inputs are interface pins; five are labeled SRC 
and five are labeled GATE. 

The 16th available input is the TC output from the adjacent 
lower-numbered counter. (The Counter 5 TC wraps around to 
the Counter 1 input.) This option allows internal concatenating 
that permits very long counts to be accumulated. Since all five 
counters may be concatenated, it is possible to configure a 
counter that is 80-bits long on one Am9513A chip. When TCN-
1 is the source, the count ripples between the connected 
counters. External connections can also be made, and can 
use the toggle bit for even longer counts. This is easily 
accomplished by selecting a TC Toggled output mode and 
wiring OUTN to one of the SRC inputs. 

Gating Control 

Counter Mode bits CM15, CM14, CM13 specify the hardware 
gating options. When "no gating" is selected (000), the 

counter will proceed unconditionally as long as it is armed. For 
any other gating mode, the count process is conditioned by 
the specified gating configuration. 

For a code of 100 in this field, counting can proceed only when 
the pin labeled GATEN associated with Counter N is at a logic 
high level. When it goes LOW, counting is simply suspended 
until the Gate goes HIGH again. A code of 101 performs the' 
same function with an opposite active polarity. Codes 010 and 
011 offer the same function as 100, but specify alternate input 
pins as Gating Sources. This allows any of three interface pins 
to be used as gates for a given counter. On Counter 4, for 
example, pin 34, pin 35 or pin 36 may be used to perform the 
gating function. This also allows a single Gate pin to simulta
neously control up to three counters. Counters 1 and 5 are 
considered adjacent when using TCN-l (001), Gate N + 1 
(010) and Gate N -1 (011) controls. 

For codes of 110 or 111 in this field, counting proceeds after 
the specified active Gate edge until one or two TC events 
occur. Within this interval, the Gate input is ignored, except for 
the retriggering option. When repetition is selected, a cycle will 
be repeated as soon as another Gate edge occurs. With 
repetition selected, any Gate edge applied after TC goes 
active will start a new count cycle. Edge gating is useful when 
implementing a digital single-shot since the gate can serve as 
a convenient firing trigger. 

A 001 code in this field selects the TC (not TOGGLE) output 
from the adjacent lower-numbered counter as the gate. This is 
useful for synchronous counting when adjacent counters are 
concatenated. 

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

The command set for the Am9513A allows the host processor 
to customize and manage the operating modes and features 
for particular applications, to initialize and update both the 
internal data and control information, and to manipulate 
operating bits during operation. Commands are entered direct
ly into the 8-bit Command register by writing into the Control 
port (see Figure 6). 

All available commands are described in the following text. 
Figure 19 summarizes the command codes and includes a 
brief description of each function. Figure 20 shows all the 
unused code combinations; unused codes should not be 
entered into the Command register since undefined activities 
may occur. 

Six of the command types are used for direct software control 
of the counting process and they each contain a 5-bit S field. 
In a linear-select fashion. each bit in the S field corresponds to 
one of five general counters (Sl = Counter 1, S2 = Counter 2, 
etc.). When an S bit is a one, the specified operation is 
performed on the counter so designated; when an S bit is a 
zero, no operation occurs for the corresponding counter. This 
type of command format has three basic advantages. It saves 
host software by allowing any combination of counters to be 
acted on by a single command. It allows simultaneous action 
on multiple counters where synchronization of commands is 
important. It allows counter-specific service routines to control 
individual counters without needing to be aware of the 
operating context of other counters. 

Three of the commands use a 3-bit binary code (N4, N2, Nl) 
to identify the affected counter (a 001 programs counter 1, 
etc.). Unlike the previously mentioned commands, these 
commands allow you to program only one counter at a time. 
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Command Code 

C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO Command Description 
0 0 0 E2 E1 G4 G2 G1 load Data Pointer register with contents of E and G fields. 

(G * 000, G * 110) 

0 0 '1 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 Arm counting for all selected counters 

0 1 0 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 load contents of specified source into all selected counters 

0 1 1 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 load and Arm all selected counters· 

1 0 0 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 Disarm and Save all selected counters 

1 0 1 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 Save all selected counters in Hold register 

1 1 0 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 Disarm all selected counters 

1 1 1 0 1 N4 N2 N1 Set Toggle out (HIGH) for counter N (001';;; N';;; 101) 

1 1 1 0 0 N4 N2 N1 Clear Toggle out (lOW) for counter N (001';;; N';;; 101) 

1 1 1 1 0 N4 N2 N1 Step counter N (001';;; N';;; 101) 

1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 Set MM14 (Disable Data Pointer Sequencing) 

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 Set MM12 (Gate off FOUT) 

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 Set MM13 (Enter 16-bit bus mode) 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 Clear MM14 (Enable Data Pointer Sequencing) 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 Clear MM12 (Gate on FOUT) 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 Clear MM13 (Enter a-bit bus mode) 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 Enable Prefetch for Write operations (Am9513'A' only) 

1 1 1 1 1 .0 0 1 Disable Prefetch for Write operations (Am9513'A' only) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Master reset 

·Not to be used for asynchronous operations. 

Figure 19. Am9513A Command Summary 

determines which reload source' to use on the upcoming TC. 
C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO Following each ARM or LOAD AND ARM command, a counter 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 in one of these modes will reload from the Hold register on the 
first TC and alternate reload sources thereafter (reload from 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 the Load register on the second TC, the Hold regi~ter on the 

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 third, etc.). 

0 0 0 X X 1 1 0 Load Counters 

0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 Coding: I C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO I 
*1 1 1 1 1 X X X I 0 1 0 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 I 

·Unused except when XXX = 111, 001 or 000. Description: Any combination of counters, as specified in the S 
field, will be loaded with previously entered values. The source 

Figure 20. Am9513A Unused of information for each counter will be either the associated 
Command Codes Load register or the associated Hold register, as determined 

by the operating configuration in the Mode register. The Load! 
Arm Counters Hold contents are not changed. This command will cause a 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 COl 
transfer independent of any current operating configuration for 
the counter. It will often be used as a software retrigger or as 

0 0 1 S5 S4 S3 S2 51 J counter initialization prior to active hardware gating. 

Description: Any combination of counters, as specified by the If a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command is executed during 

S field, will be enabled for counting. A counter must be armed the cycle preceding Te, the counter will go immediately to TC. 

before counting can commerce. Once armed, the counting This occurs because the LOAD operation is performed by 

process may be further enabled or disabled using the hard- generating a pseudo-count pulse internal to the Am9513A, 

ware gating facilities. This command can only arm or do and the Am9513A is expecting to go into TC on the next count 

nothing for a given counter; a zero in the S field does not pulse. The reload source used to reload the counter will be the 

disarm the counter. same as that which would have been used if the TC were 
generated by a source edge rather than by the LOAD 

ARM and DISARM commands can be used to gate counter operation. 
operation on and off under software controi. DISARM com-

Execution of a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command while the mands entered while a counter is in the TC state will not take 
effect until the counter leaves TC. This ensures that the counter is in TC will cause the TC to end. For Armed counters 

counter never latches up in a TC state. (The counter may in all modes except S or V, the LOAD source used will be that 

leave the TC state because of application of a count source to be used for the upcoming TC. (The LOADing operation will 

edge, execution of a LOAD or LOAD AND ARM command, or not alter the selection of reload source for the upcoming Te.) 

execution of a STEP command.) For Disarmed counters in modes except S or V, the reload 
sources used will be the LOAD register. For modes S or V, the 

In modes which alternate reload sources (Modes G - L), the reload source will be selected by the GATE input, regardless 
ARMing operation is used as a reset for the logic which of whether the counter is Armed or Disarmed. 
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Special considerations apply when modes with alternating 
reload sources are used (Modes G - L). If a LOAD command 
drives the counter to TC in these modes. the reload source for 
the next TC will be from the opposite reload location. In other 
words. the LOAD-generated TC will cause the reload sources 
to alternate just as a TC generated by a source edge would. 
Note that if a second LOAD command is issued during the 
LOAD-generated TC (or during any other TC. for that matter). 
the second LOAD command will terminate the TC and cause a 
reload from the source designated for use with the next TC. 
The second LOAD will not alter the reload source for the next 
TC since the second LOAD does not generate a TC; reload 
sources alternate on TCs only. not on LOAD commands. 

Load and Arm Counters· 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

55 54 53 52 51 

Description: Any combination of counters. as specified in the S 
field. will be first loaded and then armed. This command is 
equivalent to issuing a LOAD command and then an ARM 
command. 

A LOAD AND ARM command which drives a counter to TC 
generates the same sequence of operations as execution of a 
LOAD command and then an ARM command. In modes which 
disarm on TC (Modes A - C and N - O. and Modes G - I and S 
if the current TC is the second in the cycle). the ARM part of 
the LOAD AND ARM command will re-enable counting for 
another cycle. In modes which alternate reload sources 
(Modes G - L). the ARMing operation will cause the next TC to 
reload from the HOLD register. irrespective of which reload 
source the current TC used. 
*This command should not be used during asynchronous 
operations. 

Disarm Counters 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

o 55 54 53 52 51 

Description: Any combination of counters. as specified by the 
S field. will be disabled from counting. A disarmed counter will 
cease all counting independent of other conditions. The only 
exception to this is that a counter in the TC state will always 
count once. in order to leave TC. before DISARMing. This 
count may be generated by a source edge. by a LOAD or 
LOAD AND ARM command (the LOAD AND ARM command 
will negate the DISARM command) or by a STEP command. A 
disarmed counter may be updated using the LOAD command 
and may be read using the SAVE command. A count process 
may be resumed using an ARM command. See the ARM 
command description for further details. 

Save Counters 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

o 55 54 53 52 51 

Description: Any combination of counters. as specified by S 
field. will have their contents transferred into their associated 
Hold register. The transfer takes place without interfering with 
any counting that may be underway. This command will 
overwrite any previous Hold register contents. The SAVE 
command is designed to allow an accumulated count to be 
preserved so that it can be read by the host CPU at some later 
time. 

Disarm and Save Counters 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

o 0 55 54 53 52 51 

Description: Any combination of counters. as specified by the 
S field. will be disarmed. and the contents of the counter will 
be transferred into the associated Hold registers. This com
mand is identical to issuing a DISARM command followed by a 
SAVE command. 

Set TC Toggle Output 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

o N4 N2 Nl 

(OOl";;;N";;; 101) 

Description: The initial output level for TC Toggle mode is set 
(HIGH) for counter N selected by N4. N2. Nl = 001 (Counter 
1) thru 101 (Counter 5) respectively. This command conditions 
the TC Toggle flip-flop (see Figure 17) but does not appear at 
the counter output unless TC Toggle mode (CM2. CM1. 
CMO = 010) is selected. 

Clear TC Toggle Output 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

o 0 N4 N2 N1 

(OOl";;;N";;; 101) 

Description: The initial output level for TC Toggle mode is 
Cleared (LOW) for counter N selected by N4. N2. Nl = 001 
(Counter 1) thru 101 (Counter 5) respectively. This command 
conditions the TC Toggle flip-flop (see Figure 17) but does not 
appear at the counter output unless Te Toggle mode (CM2. 
CM1. CMO = 010) is selected. 

Step Counter 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

1 0 N4 N2 Nl 

(OOl";;;N";;; 101) 

Description: Counter N is incremented or decremented by one. 
depending on its operating configuration. If the Counter Mode 
register associated with the selected counter has its CM3 bit 
cleared to zero. this command will cause the counter to 
decrement by one. If CM3 is set to a logic high. this command 
will increment the counter by one. The STEP command will 
take effect even on a disarmed counter. 

Load Data Pointer Register 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl co 
o 0 0 E2 El G4 G2 Gl 

(G4, G2, G 1 *- 000, *- 110) 

Description: Bits in the E and G fields will be transferred into 
the corresponding Element and Group fields of the Data 
Pointer register as shown in Figure 7. The Byte Pointer bit in 
the Data Pointer register is set. Transfers into the Data Pointer 
only occur for G field values of 001. 010. 011. 100. 101 and 
111. Values of 000 and 110 for G should not be used. See the 
"Setting the Data Pointer Register" section of this document 
for additional details. 

Disable Data Pointer Sequencing 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 Cl CO 

000 0 

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 14 without 
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM14 
controls the automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer regis
ter. Disabling the sequencing allows repetitive host processor 
access to a given internal location without repetitive updating 
of the Data Pointer. MM14 may also be controlled by loading a 
full word into the Master Mode register. 
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Enable Data Pointer Sequencing 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

00000 

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 14 without 
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM14 
controls the automatic sequencing of the Data Pointer regis
ter. Enabling the sequencing allows sequential host processor 
access to several internal locations without repetitive updating 
of the Data Pointer. MM14 may also be controlled by loading a 
full word into the Master Mode register. See the "Data Pointer 
Register" section of this document for additional information 
on Data Pointer sequencing 

Enable 16-Blt Data Bus 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

o 

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 13 without 
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM13 
controls the multiplexer in the data bus buffer. When MM13 is 
set, no multiplexing takes place and all 16 external data bus 
lines are used to transfer information into and out of the STC. 
MM13 may also be controlled by loading the full Master Mode 
register in parallel. 

Enable a-Bit Data Bus 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

o 0 

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 13 without 
affecting other bits· in the Master Mode register. MM13 
controls the multiplexer in the data bus buffer. When MM13 is 
cleared, the multiplexer is enabled and 16-bit internal informa
tion is transferred eight bits at a time to the eight low-order 
external data bus lines. MM13 may also be controlled by 
loading the full Master Mode register in parallel. 

Gate Off FOUT 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

o o 

Description: This command sets Master Mode bit 12 without 
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM12 
controls the output state of the FOUT signal. When gated off, 
the FOUT line will exhibit a low-impedance to ground. MM12 
may also be controlled by loading the full Master Mode 
register in parallel. 

Gate On FOUT 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

o 0 o 

Description: This command clears Master Mode bit 12 without 
affecting other bits in the Master Mode register. MM12 
controls the output status of the FOUT signal. When MM12 is 

cleared, FOUT will become active and will drive out the 
selected and divided FOUT signal. MM12 may also be 
controlled by loading the full Master Mode register in parallel. 
When FOUT is gated on or off, a transient pulse may be 
generated on the FOUT signal. 

Disable Prefetch for Write Operations 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 co 
o 

Description: This command disables the prefetch circuitry 
during Write operations (if does not affect Read operations). 
This reduces the write recovery time and allows the user to 
use block move instructions for initialiZation of the Am9513A 
registers. Once prefetch is disabled for writing, an Enable 
Prefetch for Write or a Reset command is necessary to re
enable the prefetch circuitry for writing. 
Note: This command is only available in Am9513A de
vices; it is an illegal command in the "non-A" Am9513 
device. 

Enable Prefetch for Write Operations 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

o 0 0 

Description: This command re-enables the prefetch circuitry 
for Write operations. It is used only to terminate the Disable 
Prefetch Command. 
Note: This command is only available in Am9513A de
vices; it is an illegal command in the "non-A" Am9513 
device. 

Master Reset 

Coding: C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 CO 

Description: The Master Reset command duplicates the action 
of the power-on reset circuitry. It disarms all counters, enters 
0000 in the Master Mode, Load and Hold registers and enters 
0800 (hex) in the Counter Mode registers. 

Following either a power-up or software reset, the LOAD 
command should be applied to all the counters to clear any 
that may be in a TC state. The Data Pointer register should 
also be set to a legal value, since reset does not initialize it. A 
complete reset operation follows. 

1. Using the procedure given in the "Command Initiation" 
section of this document, enter the FF (hex) command to 
perform a software reset. 

2. Using the "Command Initiation" procedure, enter the 
LOAD command for all counters, opcode 5F (hex). 

3. Using the procedure given in the "Setting the Data 
Pointer Register" section of this document, set the 
Data Pointer to a valid code. The legal Data Pointer 
codes are given in Figure 8. 

The Master Mode, Counter Mode, Load and Hold registers 
can now be initialized to the desired values. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ......................... - 65°C to + 150°C 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 
VCC with Respect to VSS .................. -0.5 V to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (Vce) ............................... 5 V ±5% 
All Signal Voltages 

with Respect to VSS ...................... -0.5 V to +7.0 V Industrial (I) Devices 

Power Dissipitation (Package Limitation) ................. 1.5 W Temperature (T A) ............................... -40 to + 85°C 
Supply Voltage (Vce) ............................... 5 V ±5% 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM Military (M) Devices 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality Temperature (Te) ............................. -55 to + 125°C 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Supply Voltage (Vce) ............................... 5 V ±5% 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the reliability. 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified. 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Max Units 

All Inputs Except X2 VSS-0.5 0.8 
VIL Input Low Voltage 

VSS-0.5 
Volts 

X2 Input 0.8 

All Input Except X2 2.2 V VCC 
VIH Input High Voltage 

VCC 
Volts 

X2 Input 3.8 

VITH Input Hysteresis (SRC and GATE Inputs Only) 0.2 Volts 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L =3.2 mA 0.4 Volts 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H =-200 J.LA 2.4 Volts 

IIX Input Load Current (Except X2) VSS .,.;; VIN .,.;; VCC ±10 J.LA 
IIX Input Load Current X2 VSS .,.;; VIN .,.;; VCC ±100 J.LA 

10Z Output Leakage Current (Except XI) VSS + 0.4 .,.;; VOUT .,.;; VCC ±25 J.LA High-Impedance State 

ICC VCC Supply Current (Steady State) 255 275 mA 

CIN Input Capacitance 10· 20· 

COUT Output Capacitance fa 1 MHz, TA = +25°C. All 15· 20· pF pins not under test at 0 V. 
CIO IN/OUT Capacitance 20· 20· 

• Guaranteed by design. 

. 
SWITCHING TEST INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

Xl 

%18PF a 2.4V X2
.
0
-- TEST ---2.0)( T 0.8 __ POINTS ___ 0.8 

X2 0.45V 

%"" 
WF004810 

TC002000 

Crystal is fundamental mode parallel resonant 32 pF load capacitance less than 100 n ESR Co less than 100 pF. 
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The second and fourth letters designate the reference states 
of the signals named in the first and third letters respectively, 
using the following abbreviations. 

H =HIGH 
L=LOW . 
V .. VALID 
X = Unknown or Don't care 
Z = High-Impedance 

2. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup 
requirement will be reflected in the contents read from the 
status register. 

3. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup 
requirement will act on the counter before the execution of 
the operation initiated by the write and the counter may be 
off by one count. 

4. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time 
is guaranteed to not influence the contents read from the 
status register on the current read operation. 

5. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time 
is guaranteed to be seen by the counter as occurring after 
the action initiated by the write operation and the counter 
may be off by one count. . 

6. This parameter applies to cases where the write operation 
causes a change in the output bit. 

7. The enabled count source is one of F1 - F5, TCN-1 
SRC1- SRC5 or GATE1 - GATE 5, as selected in the 
applicable Counter Mode register. The timing diagram 
assumes the counter counts on rising source edges. The 
timing specifications are the same for falling-edge counting. 

8. This parameter applies to edge gating (CM 15 - CM 13 = 110 
or 111) and gating when both CM7 = 1 and CM 15 -
CM 13 * 000. This parameter represents the minimum 
GATE pulse width needed to ensure that the pulse initiates 
counting or counter reloading. 

9. This parameter applies to both edge and level gating 
(CM15-CM13 =001 through 111 and CM7=0). This pa-

rameter represents the minimum setup or hold times to 
ensure that the Gate input is seen at the intended level on 
the active source edge and the counter may be off by one 
count. 

10. This parameter assumes that the GATENA input is unused 
(16-bit bus mode) or is tied high. In cases where the 
GATENA input is used, this timing specification must be 
met by both the GATE and GATENA inputs. 

11. Signals F1 - F5 cannot be directly monitored by the user. 
The phase difference between these signals will manifest 
itself by causing counters using two different F signals to 
count at different times on nominally simultaneous transi
tions in the F signals. F1 = X2. 

12. This timing specification assumes that CS is active when
ever RD or WR are active. "CS may be held active 
indefinitely. 

13. This parameter assumes X2 is driven from an external gate 
with a square wave. 

14. This parameter assumes that the write operation is to the 
command register. 

15. This timing specification applies to single-action com
mands only (e.g., LOAD, ARM, SAVE, etc.). For double
action commands such as LOAD AND ARM and DISARM 
AND SAVE, TWHEH minimum = 700 ns. 

16. In short data write mode, TWHRL and TWHWL mini
mum = 1000 ns. 

17. This parameter applies to the hardware retrigger / save 
modes N, 0, 0, R, and X (CM7 = 1 and CM15-CM13 < > 
000). This parameter ensures that the gating pulse initiates 
a hardware retrigger/save operation. 

18. This parameter applies to hardware load source select 
modes S and V (CM7 = 1 and CM 15 - CM 13 = 000). This 
parameter represents the minimum hold time to ensure 
that the GATE input selects the correct load source on the 
active source edge. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating ranges unless otherwise specified (Note 1) 

Am9513A 

Parameters Description Figure Min Max Unit 
TAVRL c/o Valid to Read Low 21 25 ns 

TAVWH C/O Valid to Write High 21 170 ns 
TCHCH X2 High to X2 High (X2 Period) (Note 13) 22 145 ns 
TCHCL X2 High to X2 Low (X2 High Pulse Width) (Note 13) 22 70 ns 

TCLCH X2 Low to X2 High (X2 Low Pulse Width) (Note 13) 22 70 ns 

TDVWH Data In Valid to Write High 21 80 ns 

TEHEH Count Source High to Count Source High (Source Cycle Time) (Note 7) 22 145 ns 

TEHEL Count Source Pulse Duration (Note 7) 22 70 ns TELEH 
TEHFV Count Source High to FOUT Valid (Note 7) 22 500 ns 

TEHGV Count Source High to Gate Valid (Level Gating Hold Time) (Notes 7, 9, 10) 22 10 ns 

TEHRL Count Source High to Read Low (Set-up Time) (Notes 2, 7) 21 190 ns 

TEHWH Count Source High to Write High (Set-up Time) (Notes 3, 7) 21 -100 ns 

I TC Output 22 300 

TEHYV Count Source High to Out Valid (Note 7) I Immediate or Delayed Toggle Output 22 300 ns 
I Comparator Output 22 350 

TFN FN High to FN + 1 Valid (Note 11) 22 75 ns 

TGVEH Gate Valid to Count Source High (Level Gating Set-up Time) (Notes 7, 9, 10) 22 100 ns 

TGVGV Gate Valid to Gate Valid (Gate Pulse Duration) (Notes 8, 10) 22 145 ns 

TGVWH Gate Valid to Write High (Notes 3, 10) 21 -100 ns 
TRHAX Read High to C/O Don't Care 21 0 ns 

TRHEH Read High to Count Source High (Notes 4, 7) 21 0 ns 

TRHOX Read High to Data Out Invalid 21 10 ns 

TRHOZ Read High to Data Out at High-Impedance (Data Bus Release Time) 21 85 ns 

TRHRL Read High to Read Low (Read Recovery Time) 21 1000 ns 

TRHSH Read High to CS High (Note 12) 21 0 ns 

TRHWL Read High to Write Low (Read Recovery Time) 21 1000 ns 

TRLOV Read Low to Data Out Valid 21 110 ns 

TRLQX Read Low to Data Bus Driven (Data Bus Drive Time) 21 20 ns 

TRLRH Read Low to Read High (Read Pulse Duration) (Note 12) 21 160 ns 

TSLRL CS Low to Read Low (Note 12) 21 20 ns 

TSLWH CS Low to Write High (Note 12) 21 170 ns 

TWHAX Write High to C/O Don't Care 21 20 ns 

TWHDX Write High to Data In Don't Care 21 20 ns 

TWHEH Write High to Count Source High (Notes 5, 7, 14, 15) 21 550 ns 
TWHGV Write High to Gate Valid (Notes 5, 10, 14) 21 475 ns 

TWHRL Write High to Read Low (Write Recovery Time) (Note 16) 21 1500· ns 

TWHSH Write High to CS High (Note 12) 21 20 ns 

TWHWL Write High to Write Low (Write Recovery Time) (Note 16) 21 1500· ns 

TWHYV Write High to Out Valid (Notes 6, 14) 21 650 ns 

TWLWH Write Low to Write High (Write Pulse Duration) (Note 12) 21 150 ns 

TGVEH2 Gate Valid to Count Source High (Special Gate) (Notes 10, 13, 17) 22 200 ns 

TEHGV2 Count Source High to Gate Valid (Special Gate) (Notes 10, 13, 18) 22 80 ns 

Notes: E (Enabled counter source input) = SRC1 - SRCS, 

1. Abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols are 
GATE1-GATES, F1-FS,TCN-1 

F= FOUT 
given as the letter T followed by four or five characters. The 

G (Counter gate input) = GATE1 - GATES, TCN-1 
first and third characters represent the signal names on 

Q (Data Out) = DBO - DB 1S 
which the measurements start and end. Signal abbrevia-

R (Read) = RD 
tions used are: 

S (Chip Select) = CS 
A (Address) = C/O W (Write) = WR 
C (Clock) = X2 Y (Output) = OUT1 - OUTS 
D (Data In) = DBO-DB1S 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for SMO/OESC and APL Products, 
Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Am9513A 

Parameter Description Min. Max. Unit 
Symbol 

TAVRL c/o Valid to Read Low 25 ns 

TAVWH C/O Valid to Write High 170 ns 

TCHCH X2 High to X2 High (X2 Period) (Note 13) 145 ns 

TCHCL X2 High to X2 Low (X2 High Pulse Width) (Note 13) 70 ns 

TCLCH X2 Low to X2 High (X2 Low Pulse Width) (Note 13) 70 ns 
TDVWH Data In Valid to Write High 80 ns 

TEHEH Count Source High to Count Source High 
(Source Cycle Time) (Note 7) 145 ns 

TEHEL Count Source Pulse Duration (Note 7) 70 ns TELEH 

TEHFV Count Source High to FOUT Valid (Note 7) 500 ns 

TEHGV Count Source High to Gate Valid (Level Gating Hold Time) 10 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 

TEHRL Count Source High to Read Low (Set-up Time) (Notes 2, 7) 190 ns 

TEHWH Count Source High to Write High (Set-up Time) (Notes 3, 7) -100 ns 

I TC Output 300 

TEHYV Count Source High to Out Valid (Note 7) I Immediate or Delayed Toggle Output 300 ns 

I Comparator Output 350 

TFN FN High to FN + 1 Valid (Note 11) 75 ns 

TGVEH Gate Valid to Count Source High (Level Gating Set-up Time) 100 ns (Notes 7,' 9, 10) 

TGVGV Gate Valid to Gate Valid (Gate Pulse Duration) (Notes 8, 10) 145 ns 

TGVWH Gate Valid to Write High (Notes 3, 10) -100 ns 

TRHAX Read High to C/O Don't Care 0 ns 

TRHEH Read High to Count Source High (Notes 4, 7) 0 ns 

TRHOX Read High to Data Out Invalid 10 ns 

TRHOZ Read High to Data Out at High-Impedance 
(Data Bus Release Time) 85 ns 

TRHRL Read High to Read Low (Read Recovery Time) 1000 ns 

TRHSH Read High to CS High (Note 12) 0 ns 

TRHWL Read High to Write Low (Read Recovery Time) 1000 ns 

TRLOV Read Low to Data Out Valid 110 ns 

TRLOX Read Low to Data Bus Driven (Data Bus Drive Time) 20 ns 

TRLRH Read Low to Read High (Read Pulse Duration) (Note 12) 160 ns 

TSLRL CS Low to Read Low (Note 12) 20 ns 

TSLWH CS Low to Write High (Note 12) 170 ns 

TWHAX Write High to C/O Don't Care 20 ns 

TWHDX Write High to Data In Don't Care 20 ns 

TWHEH Write High to Count Source High (Notes 5, 7, 14, 15) 550 ns 

TWHGV Write High to Gate Valid (Notes 5, 10, 14) 475 ns 

TWHRL Write High to Read Low (Write Recovery Time) (Note 16) 1500 ns 

TWHSH Write High to CS High (Note 12) 20 ns 

TWHWL Write High to Write Low (Write Recovery Time) (Note 16) 1500 ns 

TWHYV Write High to Out Valid (Notes 6, 14) 650 ns 

TWLWH Write Low to Write High (Write Pulse Duration) (Note 12) 150 ns 

TGVEH2 Gate Valid to Count Source High (Special Gate) (Notes 10, 13, 17) 200 ns 

TEHGV2 Count Source High to Gate Valid (Special Gate) (Notes 10, 13, 18) 80 ns 

Notes: E (Enabled counter source input) = SRC1 - SAC5, 

1. Abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols are GATE1 - GATE5, F1 - F5,TCN·1 
F= FOUT 

given as the letter T followed by four or five characters. The 
G (Counter gate input) = GATE1 - GATE5, TCN·1 

first and third characters represent the signal names on 
Q (Data Out) = DBO - DB15 

which the measurements start and end. Signal abbrevia· 
A (Aead) = AD 

tions used are: 
S (Chip Select) = CS 

A (Address) = C/O W (Write) = WA 
C (Clock) = X2 Y (Output) = oun - OUT5 
D (Data In) = DBO-DB15 
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The second and fourth letters designate the reference states 
of the signals named in the first and third letters respectively, . 
using the following abbreviations. 

H = HIGH 
L=LOW 
V = VALID 
X - Unknown or Don't care 
Z = High-Impedance 

2. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup 
requirement will be reflected in the contents read from the 
status register. 

3. Any input transition that occurs before this minimum setup 
requirement will act on the counter before the execution of 
the operation initiated by the write and the counter may be 
off by one count. 

4. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time 
is guaranteed to not influence the contents read from the 
status register on the current read operation. 

5. Any input transition that occurs after this minimum hold time 
is guaranteed to be seen by the counter as occurring after 
the action initiated by the write operation and the counter 
may be off by one count. 

6. This parameter applies to cases where the write operation 
causes a change in the output bit. 

7. The enabled count source is one of Fl - F5, TCN-l 
SRCl - SRCS or GATEl - GATE 5, as selected in the 
applicable Counter Mode register. The timing diagram 
assumes the counter counts on rising source edges. The 
timing specifications are the same for falling-edge counting. 

8. This parameter applies to edge gating (CM 15 - CM 13 = 110 
or 111) and gating when both CM7 = 1 and CM 15 -
CM13 =1= 000. This parameter represents the minimum 
GATE pulse width needed to ensure that the pulse initiates 
counting or counter reloading. 

9. This parameter applies to both edge and level gatinQ 
(CM 15 - CM13 = 001 through 111 and CM7 = 0). This pa,-

rameter represents the minimum setup or hold times to 
ensure that the Gate input is seen at the intended level on 
the active source edge and the counter may be off by one 
count. 

10. This parameter assumes that the GATENA input is unused 
(16-bit bus mode) or is tied high. In cases where the 
GA TENA input is used, this timing specification must be 
met by both the GATE and GATENA inputs. 

11. Signals Fl - F5 cannot be directly monitored by the user. 
The phase difference between these signals will manifest 
itself by causing counters using two different F signals to 
count at different times on nominally simultaneous transi
tions in the F signals. Fl = X2. 

12. This timing specification assumes that CS is active when
ever RD or WR are active. CS may be held active 
indefinitely. 

13. This parameter assumes X2 is driven from an external gate 
with a square wave. 

14. This parameter assumes that the write operation is to the 
command register. 

15. This timing specification applies to single-action com
mands only (e.g., LOAD, ARM, SAVE, etc.). For double
action commands such as LOAD AND ARM and DISARM 
AND SAVE, TWHEH minimum = 700 ns. 

16.ln short data write mode, TWHRL and TWHWL mini
mum = 1000 ns. 

17. This parameter applies to the hardware retrigger / save 
modes N, 0, Q, R, and X (CM7 = 1 and CM15 - CM13 < > 
000). This parameter ensures that the gating pulse initiates 
a hardware retrigger/save operation. 

18. This parameter applies to hardware load source select 
modes S and V (CM7 = 1 and CM15 - CM13 = 000). This 
parameter represents the minimum hold time to ensure 
that the GATE input selects the correct load source on the 
active source edge. 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

o 
U 
T 

TC003853 

This test circuit is the dynamic load of a Teradyne J941. 
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Figure 21. Bus Transfer Switching Waveforms 
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Figure 22. Counter Switching Waveforms 
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APPENDIX A 

Design Hints 

1) When a crystal is not being used, X1 and X2 should be 
connected as shown for TIL input (Figure A 1) and no input 
(Figure A2). 

2) Recommended oscillator capacitor values are 18 pF on X1 
and X2. 

3) Unused inputs should be tied to VCC. 

4) The TC output can glitch when the counter is loaded. For 
this reason this output should not be connected to edge 
sensitive interrupts. The counter output should be set or 
cleared after the LOAD command. 

5. The two most significant bits of the status register are not 
specified. They may be zero or one. 

6. The mode register should not be modified when the counter 
is armed. 

7. The LOAD and HOLD registers should not be changed 
during TC. 

8. When using the different clocks for different counters be 
aware that there is a 75 ns skew between F1, F2, F3, F4 
and F5. 

9. The TC output will remain inactive if programmed to be in 
the TC TOGGLE mode and the step command is used to 
increment or decrement the counter. The output will go into 
TC if programmed to be in the active High or active Low 
terminal count modes. The only two ways out of TC in this 
case are: 

-Arming the counter and having an active source con
nected to it. 

-Issuing another step command. 

Troubleshooting (Symptom: Solution) 

10) Timing parameters TEHWH and TGVWH are specified as 
negative. The diagrams in Figure A3 show the relationship 
between these Signals. 

11) In mode X the counter will count all qualified source edges 
until the second (not the first) TC and then stop. 

12) A TC can occur when the counters are loaded if the 
counter was stopped at FFFFH or 999910 in the count up 
mode or at count 0001 when counting down. This is 
because an internal TC is generated which forces TC to be 
generated on the next count pulse. 

13) In modes that alternate the reload source between the 
load and the hold registers (e.g., mode J), if the counter is 
disarmed at 0001H for down counting or 999910 for BCD 
up counting or FFFFH for binary up counting and rearmed, 
the reload source after the first TC will be the load register 
instead of the hold register. To avoid this, issue a software 
"dummy" load to the counter immediately after the disarm 
command. 

14) In the down counting mode of the Am9513A, if a 0001 is 
loaded into the counter and another LOAD COUNTER 
command is issued, the TC of that counter will go active. If 
the load register contents are subsequently changed, and 
the counter armed, the first clock edge will cause the new 
load register contents to transfer into the counter and the 
next clock edge will decrement the counter and make it go 
out of TC. 

15) Glitches on CS just before the RD or WR pulse may cause 
the part to behave incorrectly. 

16) Timing parameters TGVEH & TEHGV must not be vio
lated; Figure A4 shows a method. 

1) Registers not being programmed correctly: Check READ or WRITE recovery time. 

2) Setup and hold problems observed in synchronous systems: Try switching from positive edge to negative edge triggering. 

CLOCK 
DRIVER 

CIRCUITRY 

L..------4 X1 (OUTPUT) 

Am9513A 

t--....... -----t X2 (INPUT) 

TC004080 

R1 = 6.8 kn ±10% 
R2 is a function of Driver Circuitry to meet 

X2 VIH = 3.8 V 
X2 VIL = 0.8 V 

Figure A 1. Crystal Input Configuration 
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Figure A2. Crystal Input Configuration 
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Figure A3. TEHWH/TGVWH Timing Diagram 
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Figure A4. GATE/SRC Configuration Suggestion 
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Am9516A 
Universal DMA Controller (UDC) 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Transfer Modes: Single, demand dedicated with bus 
hold, demand dedicate'd with bus release, demand 
interleave 

• Channel interleave operations 
• Interleave operations with system bus 
• Masked data pattern matching for search operations 

• 16 MB physical addressing range • Vectored interrupts on selected transfer conditions 
• Automatic loading/reloading of control parameters by 

each channel 
• Software DMA request 
• Software or hardware wait state insertion 

• Optional automatic chaining of operations 

CHANNEL 1 
REGISTERS 

Publication # Rev. Amendment 
03242 E --'-0--

Issue Date: Au uat 1989 

• Transfer up to 6.66 MB/second at 10 MHz clock 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

SYSTEM BUS 

INTERNAL BUS 

MASTER MODE 

COMMAND 

CHAIN 
CONTROL 

TEMPORARY 

POINTER 

Am9516A 

CHANNEL 2 
REGISTERS 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

INTERFACE TO 
PERIPHERALS 

8D003830 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am9516A Universal DMA Controller (UDC) is a high 
performance peripheral interface circuit for 8086 and 68000 
CPUs. In addition to providing data block transfer capability 
between memory and peripherals, each of the UDC's two 
channels can perform peripheral-to-peripheral as well as 
memory-to-memory transfer. A special Search Mode of 
Operation compares data read from a memory or peripheral 
source to the content of a pattern register. 

For all DMA operations (search, transfer, and transfer-and
searCh), the UDC can operate with either byte or word data 
sizes. In some system configurations it may be necessary 
to transfer between word-organized memory and a byte
oriented peripheral. The UDC provides a byte packing I 
unpacking capability through its byte-word funneling trans
fer or transfer-and-search option. Some DMA applications 
may continuously transfer data between the same two 
memory areas. These applications may not require the 
flexibility inherent in reloading registers from memory ta
bles. To service these repetitive DMA operations, base 
registers are provided on each channel which re-initialize 
the current source and destination Address and Operation 
Count registers. To change the data transfer direction 

under CPU control, provision is made for reassigning the 
source address as a destination and the destination as a 
source, eliminating the need for actual reloading of these 
address registers. 

Frequently DMA devices must interface to slow peripherals 
or slow memory. In addition to providing a hardware WAIT 
input, the Am9516A UDC allows the user to select indepen
dently for both source and destination addresses and 
automatic insertion of 0, 1, 2 or 4 wait states. The user may 
even disable the WAIT input pin fun~tion altogether and use 
these software programmed wait states exclusively. 

High throughput and powerful transfer options are of limited 
usefulness if a DMA requires frequent reloading by the host 
CPU. The Am9516A UDC minimizes CPU interactions by 
allowing each channel to load its control parameters from 
memory into the channel's control registers. The only 
action required of the CPU is to load the address of the 
control parameter table into the channel's Chain Address 
register and then issue a "Start Chain" Command to start 
the register loading operation. 

The Am9516A UDC is packaged in a 48-pin DIP and uses a 
single + 5 V Power Supply. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM9516A 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

.=A. B 

T '----------- e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn-in r I L------------------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE· 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

~------------------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
P = 48-Pin Plastic DIP (PD 048) 
D = 48·Pin Side Brazed Ceramic DIP (SD 048) 
J = 68-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 068) 

L----------------------------------b. SPEED OPTION 
-4 ~4 MHz 
-6=6 MHz 
-8 = 8 MHz·· 
-1 = 10 MHz·· 

'------ a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9516A 
Universal DMA Controller 

Valid Combinations Valid Combinations 

AM9516A-4. 

AM9516A·6 DC, DCB, PC, JC 

AM9516A-8 

AM9516A-1 DC 

·This device is also available in Military temperature range. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 

··Preliminary; to be announced. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) 
for APL products is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

AM9516A -=..1. 

I I 
...Q.. 
I '------e. LEAD FINISH 

C = Gold Leads 

L-.--------d. PACKAGE TYPE 
X = 48·Pin Sidebrazed Ceramic DIP (SO 048) 

'--------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
18 = Class 8 

L-. ________________ b. SPEED OPTION 

i.-- 8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9516A 
Universal oMA Controller 

I Valid Combinations I 
I AM9516A·4 IBXC I 

-4 =4 MHz 
-6 = 6 MHz (Preliminary) 

Valid Combinations 

. Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am9516A 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1,2,3,7,8,9, 10,11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin No. Name I/O Description 
4 Vee + 5 V Power Supply. 

26 VSS Ground. 

46 CLOCK I Clock. 

46 CLOCK I (Clock). The Clock signal controls the internal operations and the rates of data transfers. It is usually 
derived from a master system clock or the associated CPU clock. The Clock input requires a high 
voltage input signal. Many UDC input signals can make transitions independent of the UDC clock; these 
signals can be asynchronous to the UDC clock. On other signals, such as WAIT inputs, transitions must 
meet setup and hold requirements relative to the UDC clock. See the Timing diagrams for details. 

5-20 ADo-AD15 I/O (Address-Data Bus, Three-State). The Address Data Bus is a time-mulitiplexed, bidirectional, active-
high, three-state bus used for all I/O and memory transactions. HIGH on the bus corresponds to 1 and 
LOW corresponds to O. ADO i: the least significant bit position and AD15 is the most significant. The 
presence of addresses is defined by the timing edge of ALE, and the asserted or requested presence of 
data is defined by the OS signal. The status output lines M/iO and N/S indicate the type of transaction, 
either memory or I/O. The R/W line indicates the direction of the transaction. When the UDC is in 
control of the system bus, it dominates the AD Bus; when the UDC is not in control of the system bus, 
the CPU or other external devices dominate the AD Bus. 

The presence of address of data on the ADO - AD15 bus is defined only by ALE and OS. When the UDC 
is not in control of the bus, there is no required relation between the presence of address or data and 
the UDC clock. This allows the UDC to be used with a system bus which does not have a bussed clock 
signal. 

43 DS I/O (Data Strobe, Three-State). Data Strobe is a bidirectional, active-low, three-state signal. A LOW on this 
signal indicates that the ADO - AD15 bus is being used for data transfer. When the UDC is not in control 
of the system bus and the external system is transferring information to or from the UDC, OS is a timing 
input used by the UDC to move data to or from the ADO - AD15 bus. Data is written into the UDC by the 
external ststem on the LOW-to-HIGH OS transition. Data is read from the UDC by the external system 
while OS is LOW. There are no timing requirements between OS as an input and the UDC clock; this 
allows use of the UDC with a system bus which does not have a bussed clock. During a DMA operation 
when the UDC is in control of the ststem, OS is an output generated by the UDC and used by the system 
to move data to or from the ADO-AD15 bus. When the UDC has bus control, it writes to the external 
system by placing data on the ADO - ADJ.S. bus before the HIGH-to LOW ITS transition and holding the 
data stable until after the LOW-to-HIGH DS transition; while reading from the external system, the LOW-
to-HIGH transition of OS inputs data from the ADO-AD15 bus into the UDC (see Timing diagram). 

41 R/W 110 (Read/Write, Three-StateLRead/Write is a bidirectional, three-state signal. Read polarity is HIGH and 
write polarity is LOW. R/W indicates the data direction of the current bus transaction, and is stable 
starting when ALE is HIGH until the bus transaction ends (see Timing diagram). When the UDC is nQ! in 
control of the system bus and the external system is transferring information to or from the UDC, R/W is 
a status input used by the UDC to determine if data is entering or leaving on the ADo - AD15 bus during 
OS time. In such a case, Read (HIGH) indicates that the system is requesting data from the UDC, and 
Write (LOWUndicates that the system is presenting data to theJ,JDC. There are no timing requirements 
between R/W as an input and the UDC clock; transitions on R/W as an input are only defined relative to 
OS. When the UDC is in control of the system bus, R/W is an output generated by the UDC, with Read 
indicating that data is being requested from the addressed location or device. the addressed location or 
device and Write indicating that data is be~g presented to the addressed location or device. Flyby DMA 
operations are a special case where R/W is valid for the normally addressed memory or peripheral 
locations and must be interpreted in reverse by the "Flyby" peripheral that uses it. 

33 TBEN 0 (Transmit Buffer Enable, Open Drain). Transmit Buffer Enable is an active-low, open drain output. When 
UDC is a bus master, a LOW on this output indicates that the data is being transferred from the UDC to 
the data bus lines through the buffer. The purpose of this signal is to eliminate bus contention. When 
UDC is not in control of the system bus, these pins float to three-state OFF. 

32 RBEN 0 (Receive Buffer Enable, Open Drain). Receive Buffer Enable is an active-low, open drain output. When 
UDC is in control of system bus, a LOW on this output indicates that the data is being transferred from 
the data bus lines to the UDC through the buffer. The purpose of this signal is to eliminate bus 
contention. This pin floats to three-state OFF when the UDC is not in control of the system bus. 

45 ALE 0 (Address Latch Enable). This active HIGH signal is provided by the UDC to latch the address signals 
ADo - AD15 into the address latch. This pin is never floated. 

44 P/D I (Pointer/Data). Pointer/Data is an input signal to indicate the information is on the ADo - AD15 bus only 
when the UDC is the bus slave. A HIGH on this signal indicates the information is on the AD bus is an 
address of the internal register to be accessed. The data on the AD bus is loaded into the Pointer 
register of UDC. A LOW on this signal indicates that a data transfer is taking place between the bus a~ 
the internal regIster designated by the Pointer register. Note that if a transaction is carried out with R/W 
HIGH and P/D HIGH, the contents of the Pointer register will be read. 

31 MilO 0 (Memoryllnput-Output, Three-State). This signal specifies the type of transaction. A HIGH on this pin 
indicates a memory transaction. A LOW on this pin indicates an 110 transaction. It floats to three-state 
OFF when UDC is not in control of the ststem bus. 

30 N/S 0 (NormaIlSystem, Three-State). This output is a three-state signal activated only when the UDC is the 
bus master. Normal is indi~ted when N/S is HIGH, and System is indicated when N/S is LOW. This 
Signal supplements the MilO line and is used to indicate which memory or 110 space is being accessed. 

35 B/W 0 (Byte/Word, Three-State). This output indicates the size of data transferred on the ADO - AD15 bus. 
HIGH indicates a byte (6-bit) and LOW indicates a word (16-bit) transfer. This output is activated when 
ALE is HIGH and remains valid for the duration of the whole transaction (see Timing diagram). All word-
sized data are word-aligned and must be addressed by even addresses (Ao = 0). When addressing byte 
read transactions, the least significant address bit determines which byte is needed; an even address 
specifies the most significant byte (ADe - AD15), and an odd address specifies the least significant byte 
(ADO - AD7). (Note that the higher address specifies the least significant byte!) This addressing 
mechanism applies to memory accesses as well as 110 accesses. When the UDC is a slave, it ignores 
the B/W signal and this pin floats to three-state OFF. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (continued) 

Pin No. Name I/O Description 

42 CS I (Chip Select). This pin is an active-low input. A CPU or other external device uses CS to activate ~ 
UDC for reading and writing of its internal registers. There are no timing requirements between the CS 
input and the UDC clock; the CS input timing requirements are only defined relative to OS. This pin is 
ignored when UDC is in control of system bus. 

34 WAIT I ~AIT). ~in i~ctive-Iow input. Slow memorie~nd peripheral devices m~ WAIT to extend 
o and RBEN or TBEN during operation. Unlike the CS input, transitions on the WAIT input must meet 
certain timing requirements relative to the UDC clock. See Timing Diagram 4 for details. The Wait 
function may be disabled using a control bit in the Master Mode register (MM2). 

3 BREQ 0 (Bus Request). Bus Request is an active-HIGH signal signal used by the UDC to obtain control of the bus 
from the CPU. BREQ lines from multiple devices are connected to a priority encoder. 

2 BACK I (Bus Acknowledge). BACK is an active-HIGH, asynchronchronous input, indicating that the CPU has 
relinquished the bus and that no higher priority device has assumed bus control. Since BACK is 
internally synchronized by the UDC before being used, transitions on BACK do not have to be 
synchronous with the UDC clock. The BACK input is usually connected to the HLDA line from the CPU 
or to the output of a priority decoder. 

1 INT 0 (Interrupt Request, Open Drain). Interrupt Request is an active-low output used to interrupt the CPU. It is 
driven LOW whenever the IP and CIE bits of the Status Register are set. It is cleared by UDC after 
receiving a clear IP command. 

48 INTACK I (Interrupt Acknowledge). Interrupt Acknowledge is an active-low input indicating that the request for 
interrupt has been granted. The UDC will place a vector onto the AD bus if the No Vector or Interrupt bit 
(MM3) is reset. 

47 RESET I (Reset). Reset is an active-low input to disable the UDC and clear its Master Mode register. 

36,37 DREQ1, DREQ2 I (DMA Request). The DMA Request lines are two active-low inputs, one per channel. They may make 
transitions independent of the UDC clock and are used by external logic to initiate and control DMA 
operations performed by the UDC. 

40,39 DACK 1, DACK2 0 (DMA Acknowledge). The DMA Acknowledge lines are active-low outputs, one per channel, which 
indicate that the channel is performing a DMA operation. DACK is pulsed, held active or held inactive 
during DMA operations as programmed in the Channel Mode register. For Flowthru operations, the 
peripheral ~ addressed using the conventional 110 addressing protocols and therefore may choose 
to ignore DACK. DACK is always output as programmed in the Channel Mode register for a DMA 
operation, even when the operation is intiated by a CPU software request command or as a result of 
chaining. DACK is not output during the chaining operations. 

38 EOP 110 (End of Process). EOP is an active-low, open-drain, bidirectional signal. It must be pulled up with an 
external resistor of 1.8 kohm or more. The UDC emits an output pulse on EOP when a TC or MC 
termination occurs, as defined later. An external source may terminate a DMA operatio!!..l!!..Progress by 
driving EOP low. EOP always applies to the active channel; if no channel is active, EOP is ignored. 

29-27 A16- A23 0 (Upper Address Bus, Three-state). The A16 - A23 address lines are three-state outputs activated only 
25-21 when the UDC is controlling the system bus. Combined with the lower 16 address bits appearing on ADo 

through AD15 respectively, this 24-bit linear address allows the UDC to access anywhere within 16 
megabytes of memory. 

Note: All inputs to the UDC, except the clock, are directly TIL compatible. 
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Figure 1. UDC Configurations 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

Register Description 

The Am9516A UDC Block Diagram illustrates the internal 
registers. Figure 2 lists each register along with its size and 
readlwrite access restrictions. Registers which can be read by 
the CPU are either fast (F) or slow (S) readable. Fast registers 
can be read by a normal CPU 1/0 operation without additional 
wait states. Reading slow registers requires multiple wait 
states. Registers can be written to by the host CPU (W) and lor 
can be loaded by the DMA channel itself during chaining (C). 
All reads or writes must be word accesses since the UDC 
ignores the B/W line in slave mode. It is the responsibility of 
the user to supply the necessary external logic if slow 
readable registers are to be read. 

The UDC registers can be categorized into chip-level registers, 
which control the overall operation and configuration of the 
UDC, and channel-level registers which are duplicated for 
each channel. The five chip-level registers are the Master 
Mode register the Command register, the Chain Control 
register, the Pointer register and the Temporary register. The 
Master Mode register selects the way the UDC chip interfaces 
to the system. The Command register is written to by the host 
CPU to initiate certain operations within the UDC chip, such as 
resetting the unit. The Chain Control register is used by a 
channel while it is reloading its channel-level registers from 
memory. The Pointer register is written to by the host CPU 
when the PIa input is HIGH. The data in Pointer register is the 
address of the internal register to be accessed. The Tempo
rary register is used to hold data for Flowthru Transferl 
Transfer-and-Searches. 

The channel-level registers can be divided into two subcatego
ries: general purpose registers, which would be found on most 
DMA chips, and special purpose registers, which provide 
additional features and functionality. The general purpose 
registers are the Base and Current Operation Count registers, 
the Base and Current Address registers A and B and the 
Channel Mode register. The special purpose registers are the 
Pattern and Mask registers, the Status register, the Interrupt 
Vector register, the Interrupt Save register and the Chain 
Address register. 

The internal registers are read or written in two steps. First, the 
address of the register to be accessed is written to the Pointer 

register, when the PIa input is HIGH. Then, the data is read 
from or written into the desired register, which is indicated by 
the Pointer register, when PIa input is LOW. Note that a read 
with PIa HIGH causes the contents of the Pointer register to 
be read on ADl through AD6. 

Master Mode Register 

The 4-bit Master Mode register, shown in Figure 3, controls 
the chip-level interfaces. It can be read from and written to by 
the host CPU without wait states through pins ADo - AD3, but 
it is not load able by chaining. On a reset, the Master Mode 
register is cleared to all zeroes. The function of each of the 
Master Mode bits is described in the following paragraphs. 

The Chip Enable bit CE = 1 enables the UDC to request the 
bus. When enabled, the UDC can perform DMA Operations 
and reload registers. It can always issue interrupts and 
respond to interrupt acknowledges. When the Chip Enable bit 
is cleared, the UDC is inhibited from requesting control of the 
system bus and, therefore, inhibited from performing chaining 
or DMA operations. 

The CPU Interleave bit enables interleaving between the CPU 
and the UDC. 

The Wait Line Enable bit is used to enable sampling of the 
WAIT line during Memory and 1/0 transactions. Because the 
UDC provides the ability to insert software programmable wait 
states, many users may disable sampling of the WAIT pin to 
eliminate the logic driving this pin. The Wait Line Enable bit 
provides this flexibility. See the "Wait States" section of this 
document for details on wait state insertion. 

The "No Vector on Interrupt" bit selects whether the UDC 
channel or a peripheral returns a vector during interrupt 
acknowledge cycles. When this bit is cleared, a channel 
receiving an interrupt acknowledge will drive the contents of 
its Interrupt Save register onto the ADo-AD15 data bus while 
INTACK is LOW. If this bit is set, interrupts are serviced in an 
identical manner, but the ADo - AD15 data bus remains in a 
high-impedance state throughout the acknowledge cycle. 

Pointer Register 

The Pointer register contains the address of the internal 
register to be accessed. It can be read from or written to by 
the CPU when the PIa line is HIGH. 
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Access Port Address 
Name Size Number Type CH-1/CH-2 

Master Mode Register 4 bits 1 FW 38 
Pointer Register 6 bits 1 FW 
Chain-Control Register 10 bits 1 C 
Temporary Register 16 bits 1 D 
Command Register 8 bits 1 W 2E/2C 
Current Address Register - A: 

Up-Addr/Tag field 14 bits 2 CFW 1A/18 
Lower Address field 16 bits 2 CFW OA/08 

Current Address Register - B: 
Up-Addr/Tag field 14 bits 2 CFW 12/10 
Lower Address field 16 bits 2 CFW 02/00 

Base Address Register - A: 
Up-Addr/Tag field 14 bits 2 CFW 1E/IC 
Lower Address field 16 bits 2 CFW OE/OC 

Base Address Register - B: 
Up-Addr/Tag field 14 bits 2 CFW 16/14 
Lower Address field 16 bits 2 CFW 06/04 

Current Operation Count 16 bits 2 CFW 32/30 
Base Operation Count 16 bits 2 CFW 36/34 
Pattern Register 16 bits 2 CSW 4A/48 
Mask Register 16 bits 2 CSW 4E/4C 
Status Register 16 bits 2 F 2E/2C 
Interrupt Save Register 16 bits 2 F 2A/28 
Interrupt Vector Register 8 bits 2 CSW 5A/58 
Channel Mode Register - HIGH 5 bits 2 CS 56/54 
Channel Mode Register - LOW 16 bits 2 CSW 52/50 
Chain Address Register: 

Up-Addr/Tag field 10 bits 2 CFW 26/24 
Lower Address field 16 bits 2 CFW 22/20 

Access Codes: C = Chain Loadable 
D = Accessible by UDC channel 
F = Fast Readable 
S = Slow Readable 

W = Writable by CPU 

Note: The address of the register to be accessed is stored in the Pointer register. 

Port addresses of the Command register can be used alternately for both channels except when issuing 
a "set or clear IP" command. 

Figure 2. UDC Internal Register 

Chain Control Register 

When a channel starts a chaining operation, it fetches a 
Reload word from the memory location pOinted to by the 
Chain Address register (Figure 10). This word is then stored in 
the Chain Control register. The Chain Control register cannot 
be written to or read from by the CPU. Once a channel starts a 
chain operation, the channel will not relinquish bus control 
until all registers specified in the Reload word are reloaded 
unless an EOP signal is issued to the chip. Issuing an EOP to a 
channel during chaining will prevent the chain operation from 
resuming and the contents of the Reload Word register can be 
discarded. 

I MM31 MM21 MMl I MMOI 

I L Chip Enable 

CPU Interleave 
Enable 

Walt Line Enable 

No Vector on 
Interrupt 

DF0034?O 

Figure 3. Master Mode Register 

Temporary Register 

The Temporary register is used to stage data during Flowthru 
transfers and to hold data being compared during a Search or 
a Transfer-and-Search. The temporary register cannot be 
written to or read from by the CPU. In byte-word funneling, 

data may be loaded into or from the Temporary register on a 
byte-by-byte basis, with bytes sometimes moving between the 
low byte of the data bus and the high byte of the Temporary 
register or vice-versa. See the "Transfer" section for details. 

Command Register 

The UDC Command register (Figure 19) is an 8-bit write-only 
register written to by the host CPU. The Command register is 
loaded from the data on AD? - ADo; the data on AD15 - ADa is 
disregarded. A complete discussion of the commands is given 
in the "Command Descriptions" section. 

Current and Base Address Registers A and B 

The Current Address registers A and B (Current ARA and 
ARB) are used to point to the source and destination 
addresses for DMA operations. The contents of the Base ARA 
and ARB registers are loaded into the Current ARA and ARB 
registers at the end of a DMA operation if the user enables 
Base-to-Current reloading in the Completion Field of the 
Channel Mode register. This facilitates DMA operations with
out reloading of the Current registers. The ARA and ARB 
registers can be loaded during chaining, can be written to by 
the host CPU without wait states and can be read by the CPU. 

Each of the Base and Current ARA and ARB registers consists 
of two words organized as a 6-bit Tag Field and an 8-bit Upper 
Address in one word and a 16-bit Lower Address in the other. 
See Figure 5. The Tag Field selects whether the address is to 
be incremented, decremented or left unchanged, and the 
status codes associated with the address. The Tag field also 
allows the user to insert 0, 1, 2 or 4 wait states into memory or 
I/O accesses addressed by the offset and segment fields. 
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The Address Reference Select Field in the Tag field selects 
whether the address pertains to memory space or 1/0 space. 
Note that the N/S output pin may be either HIGH (indicating 
Normal) or LOW (indicating System) for space. At the end of 
each iteration of a DMA Operation, the user may select to 
leave the address unchanged or to increment it or to decre
ment it. 1/0 addresses, if changed, are always incremented I 
decremented by 2. Memory addresses are changed by 1 if the 
address points to a byte operand (as programmed in the 
Channel Mode register's Operation field) and by 2 if the 
address points to a word operand. Note that, if an 1/0 or 
memory address is used to point to a word operand, the 
address must be even to avoid unpredictable results. An 
address used to point to a byte operand may be even or odd. 
Since memory byte 'operand addresses will increment/decre
ment by 1, they will toggle between even and odd values. 
Since 1/0 byte operand addresses will increment/decrement 
by 2, once programmed to an even or odd value, they will 
remain even or odd, allowing consecutive 1/0 operations to 
access the same half of the data bus. High bus is for even 
address and low bus for Odd. 

Current and Base Operation Count Registers 

Both the Current and Base Operation Count registers may be 
loaded during chaining and may be written to and read from by 
the host CPU. 

Add,..s Reference field -

00 = System 1/0 
01 = System Memory 
10 = Normal 1/0 
11 .. Normal Memory 

The 16-bit Current Operation Count register is used to specify 
the number of words or bytes to be transferred, searched or 
transferred-and-searched. For word-to-word operations and 
byte-word funneling, the Current Operation Count register 
must be programmed with the number of words to be 
transferred or searched. 

Each time a datum is transferred or searched, the Operation 
Count register is decremented by 1. Once all of the data is 
transferred or searched, the transfer or search operation will 
stop, the Current Operation Count register will contain all 
zeroes, and the TC bit in Status Register will be "1." If the 
transfer or search stops before the Current Operation Count 
register reaches 0, the contents of the register will indicate the 
number of bytes or words remaining to be transferred or 
searched. This allows a channel which had been stopped 
prematurely to be restarted where it left off without requiring 
reloading of the Current Operation Count register. 

For the byte-to-byte operations, the Current Operation Count 
register should specify the number of bytes to be transferred 
or searched. The maximum number of bytes which can be 
specified is 64K bytes by setting the Current Operation Count 
register to 0000. 

.------ ADDRESS CONTROL FIELD 

00 = Increment Address 
01 = Decrement Address 
1X = Hold Address 

01 = 1 Walt StAltes 
10 = 2 Walt StAltes 
11 = 4 Walt StAltes 

-I..-. '-.. r WAITCONTROLFIELO 

00 = 0 Walt StAlte. 

15 76543210 
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Figure 4. Address Registers A and B 

Pattern and Mask Registers 

The 16-bit Pattern and Mask registers are used in Search and 
Transfer-and-Search operations. Both the Pattern and Mask 
registers may be loaded by chaining, may be written to by the 
host CPU and may be read from by the host CPU, provided 
wait states are inserted, since these registers are slow 
readable. The Pattern register contains the pattern that the 
read data is compared to. Setting a Mask register bit to "1" 
specifies that the bit always matches. See the" Search" and 
"Transfer-and-Search" sections for further details. 

Status Register 

The two 16-bit Status registers, depicted in Figure 5, are read
only registers which can be read by the CPU without wait 
states. Each of these registers reports on the status of its 
associated channel. 

The Interrupt Status Field in the Status register contains the 
Channel Interrupt Enable (CIE) and Interrupt Pending (IP) bits. 
These bits are described in detail in the "Interrupt" section of 
this document. 

The UDC status field contains the current channel status. The 

"channel initialized and waiting for request" status is not 
explicitly stated - it is reflected by Status register bits ST 12 
through ST 9 being all zero. The "Waiting for Bus" (WFB) 
status will cause bit ST10 to be set and indicates that the 
channel wants bus control to perform a DMA operation. The 
channel mayor may not actually be asserting BREQ HIGH, 
depending on the programming of the Master Mode Chip 
Enable bit (MMO) when the channel decided it wanted the 
bus. See the "Bus Request/Grant" section for details. If a 
channel completes a DMA operation and neither Base-to
Current reloading nor auto-chaining were enabled. the No 
Auto-Reload or Chaining (NAG) bit will be set. The NAC bit will 
be reset when the channel receives a "Start Chain Com
mand." If two interrupts are queued, the Second Interrupt 
Pending bit (SIP) will be set and the channel will be inhibited 
from further activity until an interrupt acknowledge occurs. See 
the "Interrupt" section for details. Finally, if the channel is 
issued an EOP during chaining, the Chaining Abort (CA) and 
the NAC will be set. These bits are also set when a "reset" is 
issued to the UDC. The CA bit holds the NAC bit in the set 
state. The CA bit is cleared when a new Chain Upper Address 
and Tag word or Lower Address word is loaded into the 
channel. 
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The Hardware Interface Field provides a Hardware Request 
(HRQ) bit which provides a means of monitoring the channels 
DREQ input pin. When the DREQ pin is lOW, the HRQ bit will 
be "1" and vice-versa. The Hardware Mask (HM) bit, when 
set, prevents the UDC from responding to a lOW on DREQ. 
Note, however, that the Hardware Request bit always reports 
the true (unmasked) status of DREQ regardless of the setting 
of the HM bit. 

The Completion Field stores data at the end of each DMA 
operation. This data indicates why the DMA operation ended. 
When the next DMA operation ends, new data is loaded into 
these bits overwriting, thereby erasing the old setting. Three 
bits indicate whether the DMA operation ended as a result of a 
TC, MC or EOP termination. The TC bit will be "1" if the 
Operation Count reaching zero ended the DMA operation. The 
MC bit will be "1" if an MC termination occurred regardless of 
whether Stop-on-Match or Stop-on-no-Match was selected. 
The EOP bit is set only when an external EOP ends a DMA 
transfer; it is not set for EOP issued during chaining. Note that 
two or even all three of MC, TC and EOP may be set if multiple 
reasons exist for ending the DMA operation. The MCH and 
MCl bits report on the match state of the upper and lower 
comparator bytes, respectively. These bits are set when the 
associated comparator by1e has a match and are reset 
otherwise, regardless of whether Stop-on-Match or Stop-on
no-Match is programmed. Regardless of the DMA operation 
performed, these bits will reflect the comparator status at the 
end of the DMA operation. These two bits are provided to help 

determine which byte matched or did not match when using 8-
bit matches with word searches and transfer-and-searches. 
The three reserved bits return zeroes during reads. 

Interrupt Vector and Interrupt Save Registers 

Each channel has an Interrupt Vector register and an Interrupt 
Save register. The Interrupt Vector is 8-bit wide and is written 
to and read from on ADo - AD? The Interrupt Save register 
may be read by the CPU without wait states. The Interrupt 
Vector register contains the vector or identifier to be output 
during an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. When an interrupt 
occurs (IP = 1), either because a DMA operation terminated or 
because EOP was driven lOW during chaining, the contents 
of the Interrupt Vector register and part of the Channel Status 
register are stored in the 16-bit Interrupt Save register (see 
Figure 6). 

Because the vector and status are stored, a new vector can be 
loaded into the Interrupt Vector register during chaining, and a 
new DMA operation can be performed before an interrupt 
acknowledge cycle occurs. If another interrupt occurs on the 
channel before the first is acknowledged, further channel 
activity is suspended. 

As soon as the first clear IP command is issued, the status and 
vector for the second interrupt are loaded into the Interrupt 
Save register and Channel Operation resumes. The UDC can 
retain only two interrupts for each channel; a third operation 
cannot be initiated until the first interrupt has been cleared. 
See the "Interrupt" section for further details. 

HARDWARE 

INTERRUPT UDC RESERVED STATUS· COMPLETION 1 
INTERFACE 

STATUS l __ ST_i .... TU_S __ ~ [ STATUS 

CIE 

RESERVED 

IP ----' 

CA 

NAC MC -------' 

WFB EOP ---------1 
SIP TC -----------..1 
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Figure 5. Status Register 

115114113112111 110 1 9 1 8 1 7 1 6 1 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 11 1 0 1 
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~igure 6. Interrupt Save Register 
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Vector 

Channel Number 
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TC 

EOP 

MC 

Chain Aborted 

MCl 

MCH 

Hardware Request 
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Channel Mode Register 

The Channel Mode registers are two words wide. There are 21 
bits defined in each Channel Mode register; the other 11 bits 
are unused. See Figure 7. The Channel Mode registers may be 
loaded during chaining and may be read by the host CPU. CPU 
reads of the Channel Mode register are slow reads and require 
insertion of multiple wait states. The Channel Mode low word 
(bits 0-15) may be written to directly by the host CPU. The 
Channel Mode register selects what type of DMA operation 
the channel is to perform, how the operation is to be executed, 
and what action, if any, is to be taken when the channel 
finishes. 

The Data Operation Field and the Transfer Type field select 
the type of operation the channel Is to perform. It also selects 
the operand size of bytes or words (see Figure 8 for code
definition). The different types of operations are described in 
detail in the "DMA Operations" section. The Flip bit is used to 
select whether the Current ARA register points to the source 
and the Current ARB register points to the destination or vice
versa. 

DAcKCONTROL ---------, 

HARDWARE MASK -------, 

SOFTWARE REQUEST ------, 

~~~~~:u:~PTI OPERATION 
ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE FIELD 

FLIP BIT 

COMPLETION FIELD 0 - ARA = SRC. ARB = DEST 
- 1 - ARA = DEST. ARB = SRC 

TRANSFER TYPE FIELD 

DF003420 

Figure 7. Channel Mode Register 

The Completion Field is used to program the action taken by 
the channel at the end of a DMA operation. This field is 
discussed in the "Completion Options" section. The 2-bit 
Match Control field selects whether matches use an 8-bit or 
16-bit pattern and whether the channel is to stop-on-match or 
stop-on-no-match. See Figure 8 and the "Search" section for 
details. The Software Request bit and Hardware Mask bit can 
be set and cleared by software command in addition to being 
loaded in parallel with other Channel Mode bits. These bits are 
described in detail in the "Initiating DMA Operations" section. 

The DACK Control bit is used to specify when the DACK pin is 
driven active. When this bit is cleared, the channel's DACK pin 
will be active whenever the channel is performing a DMA 
Operation, regardless of the type of transaction. Note that the 
pin will not be active while the channel is chaining. If this bit is 

15 

set, the DACK pin will be inactive during chaining, during both 
Flowthru Transfers and Flowthru Transfer-and-Searches, and 
during Searches, but DACK will be pulsed active during Flyby 
Transfers and Flyby Transfers-and-Searches at the time 
necessary to strobe data into or out of the Flyby peripheral. 
Flyby operations are discussed in detail in the "Flyby Transac
tions" section. 

DATA OPERATION FIELD 

Operand Size 
Transaction 

Code/Operation ARA ARB Type 
Transfer 

0001 Byte Byte Flowthru 
100X Byte Word Flowthru 
0000 Word Word Flowthru 
0011 Byte Byte Flyby 
0010 Word Word Flyby 

Transfer-and-Search 
0101 Byte Byte Flowthru 
110X Byte Word Flowthru 
0100 Word Word Flowthru 
0111 Byte Byte Flyby 
0110 Word Word Flyby 

Search 
1111 Byte Byte N/A 
1110 Word Word N/A 
101X Illegal 

TRANSFER TYPE FIELD AND MATCH CONTROL FIELD 

Transfer Type Code Match Control 
Single Transfer 00 Stop on No Match 
Demand Dedicated/Bus Hold 01 Stop on No Match 
Demand Dedicated/Bus Release 10 Stop on Word Match 
Demand Interleave 11 Stop on Byte Match 

Figure 8. Channel Mode Coding 

Chain Address Register 

Each channel has a Chain Address register which points to the 
chain control table in memory containing data to be loaded 
into the channel's registers. The Chain Address register, as 
shown in Figure 9, is two words long. The first word consists of 
an Upper Address and Tag field. The second word contains 
the 16-bit lower Address portion of the memory address. The 
Tag field contains 2 bits used to designate the number of wait 
states to be inserted during accesses to the Chain Control 
Table. 

The Chain Address register may be loaded during chaining 
and may be read from and written to by the host CPU without 
wait states. If an EOP is issued to the UDC during chaining, the 
Chain Address register holds the old address. This is true even 
if the access failure occurred while new Chain Address data 
was being loaded, since the old data is restored unless both 
words of the new data are successfully read. Note, however, 
that EOPs that occur when chaining and while loading a new 
Chain Address cause the new data to be lost. 

I 
PROGRAMMABLE WArr FIELD 
00 0 Wal1 Sta_ 
01 1 Wal1 States 
10 2 Wal1 Swtes 
11 4 Walt States 

2 1 0 
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Figure 9. Chain Address Register 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Any given DMA operation, be it a Transfer, a Search, or a 
Transfer-and-Search operation, consists of three phases. In 
the first phase, the channel's registers are initialized to specify 
and control the desired DMA operation. In the second phase, 
the DMA operation itself is started and performed. The final 
phase involves terminating the DMA operation and performing 
any actions selected to occur on termination. Each of these 
different phases is described in detail in the following sections. 

Reset 

The UDC can be reset either by hardware or software. The 
software reset command is described in the "Commands" 
section. Hardware resets are applied by pulling RESET LOW. 
The UDC may be in control of the bus when a reset is applied. 
BACK is removed internally causing the outputs to go tri-state. 
If BACK remains HIGH after reset, the UDC will not drive the 
bus unless BREQ is active. As soon as BACK goes inactive, 
the UDC places the ADo-AD15, A16-AD23, R/W, DS, N/S, 
MliO B/W, TBEN and RBEN signals in the high-impedance 
state. 

Both software and hardware resets clear the Master Mode 
register, clear the CIE, IP and SIP bits, and set the CA and 
NAC bits in each Channel's Status register. The contents of all 
other UDC registers will be unchanged for a software reset. 
Since a hardware reset may have been applied partway 
through a DMA operation being performed by a UDC channel, 
the channel's registers should be assumed to contain indeter
minate data following a hardware reset. 

The Master Mode register contains all zeroes after a reset. 
The UDC is disabled, and the CPU interleave and hardware 
wait are inhibited. 

Because the CA and NAC bits in the Status register are set by 
a reset, the channel will be prevented from starting a DMA 
operation until its Chain Address register's Segment, Tag and 
Offset fields are programmed and the channel is issued a 
"Start Chain" Command. 

Channel Initialization 

The philosophy behind the Am9516A UDC design is that the 
UDC should be able to operate with a minimum of interaction 
with the host CPU. This goal is achieved by having the UDC 
load its own control parameters from memory into each 
channel. The CPU has to program only the Master Mode 
register and each Channel's Chain Address register. All other 
registers are loaded by the channels themselves from a table 
located in the System memory space and pOinted to by the 
Chain Address register. This reloading operation is called 
chaining, and the table is called the Chain Control Table. 

The Upper and Lower Address fields of the Chain Address 
register form a 24-bit address which points to a location in 
system memory space. Chaining is performed by repetitively 
reading words from memory. Note that the Chain Address 
register should always be loaded with an even Address; 
loading an odd Address will cause unpredictable results. The 
2-bit Tag field facilitates interfacing to slow memory by 
allowing the user to select 0, 1, 2 or 4 programmable wait 
states. The UDC will automatically insert the programmed 
number of wait states in each memory access during chaining. 

The Chain Address register points to the first word in the Chain 
Control Table. This word is called the Reload Word. See 
Figure 10. The purpose of the Reload Word is to specify which 
registers in the channel are to be reloaded. Reload Word bits 
10- 15 are undefined and may be 0 or 1. Each of bits 0 
through 9 in the Reload Word correspond to either one or two 
registers in the channel (see Figure 11). When a Reload Word 
bit is "1," it means that the register or registers corresponding 
to that bit are to be reloaded. If a Reload Word bit is "0," the 
register or registers corresponding to that bit are not to be 
reloaded. The data to be loaded into the selected register(s) 
follow the Reload Word iii memory (i.e., the data are stored at 
successively larger memory addresses). The Chain Control 
Table is a variable length table. Only the data to be loaded are 
in the table, and the data are packed together. 

SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

~~ __ R_E_L_OA_D_W_O_R_D __ ~ 

UDC 
CHANNEL 

I CHAIN ADDR. r~ REGISTER ( 

REGISTER, 
DATA 

------
NEW CHAIN ADDR. 

RELOAD WORD 

REGISTER 
DATA 

Figure 10. Chaining and Chain Control Tables 
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CHAIN 
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r------------- CURRENT ARA (2 WORDS) 

,.------------ CURRENT ARB (2 WORDS) 

,.---------- CURRENT OP-COUNT (1 WORD) 

r--------- BASE ARA (2 WORDS) 

,.-------- BASE ARB (2 WORDS) 

,.------ BASE OP-COUNT (1 WORD) 

,.----- PATTERN AND MASK (2 WORDS) 

....---- INTERRUPT VECTOR (1 WORD) 

CHANNEL MODE (2 WORDS) 

CHAIN ADDRESS (2 WORDS) 

DF003440 

Figure 11. Reload Word/Chain Control Register 

When the channel is to reload itself, it first uses the Chain 
Address register contents to load the Reload Word into the 
UDC's Chain Control register. Next, the Chain Address regis
ter contents are incremented by two to point to the next word 
in memory. The channel than scans the Reload Word register 
from bit 9 down to bit 0 to see which registers are to be 
reloaded. If no registers are specified (bits 9 ..,. 0 are all 0), no 
registers will be reloaded. If at least one of bits 9 - 0 is set to 
"1," the register(s) corresponding to the set bit are reloaded, 
the bit is cleared and the Chain Address register is increment
ed by 2. The channel continues this operation of scanning the 
bits from the most significant to least significant bit position, 
clearing each set bit after reloading its associated registers 
and incrementing the Chain Address register by 2. If all of bits 
9 to 0 are set, all the registers will be reloaded in the order: 
Current ARA, Current ARB, Current Operation Count,. . . 
Channel Mode and Chain Address. Figure 12 shows two 
examples of Chain Control Tables.· Example 1 shows the 
ordering of data when all registers are to be reloaded. In 
example 2 only some registers are reloaded.' Once the 
channel is reloaded, it is ready to perform a DMA operation. 
Note when loading address registers, the Upper Address and 
Tag word are loaded first, then the Lower Address word. Also, 
the Pattern register is loaded before the Mask register. 

Initiating DMA Operations 

DMA operations can be initiated in one of three ways - by 
software request, by hardware request and by loading a set 
software request bit into the Channel Mode register during 
Chaining. ' 

Starting After Chaining 

If the software request bit of the Chanrlel Mode register is 
loaded with a "1" during chaining, the channel will perform the 
programmed DMA operation at the end of chaining. If the 
channel is programmed for Single Operation or Demand, it will 
perform the operation immediately. The channel will give up 
the bus after chaining and before the operation if the CPU 
interleave bit in the Master Mode register is set. See the 
"Channel Response" section for details. Note that once a 
channel starts a chaining operation by fetching a Reload 
Word, it retains bus control at least until chaining of the last 
register's data is performed. 

Software Requests 

The CPU can issue Software Request commands to start 
DMA operations on a channel. This will cause the ,channel to 

request the bus and perform transfers. See the description of 
the software' request command for details. 

~ .... -
EXAMPLE_2: 1'101'10101010101'1' 

CURRENT ARA (2 WORDS)· 

CURRENT OP COUNT (1 WORD) 

CHANNEL MODE (2 WORDS) 

CHAIN ADDRESS (2 WORDS)· 

~'" -... 
DF003450 

Figure 12. Examples of Chain Control Table 

·Load the Upper Address and Tag Word first, then the 
Lower Address Word. 

Hardware Requests 

DMA operations will often be started by applying a LOW on 
the channel's DREO input. The "Channel Response" section 
describes when the LOW DREO signals are sampled and 
when the DREO requests can be applied to start the next DMA 
operation after chaining (see Timing Diagrams 1 and 2). 
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Bus Request/Grant 

Before the UDC can perform a DMA Operation, it must gain 
control of the system bus. The BREO and BACK interface pins 
provide connections between the UDC and the host CPU and 
other devices, if present, to arbitrate which device has control 
of the system bus. When the UDC wants to gain bus control, it 
drives BREO HIGH. 

Some period of time after the UDC drives BREO HIGH, the 
CPU will relinquish bus control and drive its HLDA signal 
HIGH. When the UDC's BACK input goes HIGH, it may begin 
performing operations on the system bus. When the UDC 
finishes its operation, it stops driving BREO HIGH. 

When more than one device is used, a priority encoder and a 
priority decoder are used to decide the bus grant priority. 

DMA Operations 

There are three types of DMA operations: Transfer, Search, 
and Transfer-and-Search. Transfers move data from a source 
location to a destination location. Two types of transfers are 
provided: Flowthru and Flyby. Searches read data from a 
source and compare the read data to the contents of the 
Pattern register. A Mask register allows the user to declare 
"don't care" bits. 

The user can program that the search is to stop either when 
the read data matches the masked pattern or when the read 
data fails to match the masked pattern. This capability is called 
Stop-an-Match and Stop-on-no-Match. Transfer-and-Search 
combines the two functions to facilitate the transferring of 
variable length data blocks. Like Transfer, Transfer-and
Search can be performed in either Flowthru or Flyby mode. 

Transfers 

Transfers use four of the Channel registers to control the 
transfer operation: the Current ARA and ARB registers; the 
Current Operation Count register; and the Channel Mode 
register. Channel Mode register bit CM4 is called the Flip bit 
and is used to select whether ARA is to point to the source 
and ARB is to point to the destination or vice-versa. The 
Current Operation Count register specifies the number of 
words or bytes to be transferred. 

Bits CM3 - Mo in the Channel Mode register program whether 
a Flowthru or Flyby transfer is to be performed. Flowthru 
transfers are performed in either two or three steps. First, the 
channel outputs the address of the source and reads the 
source data into the UDC's Temporary register. In two-step 
Flowthru Transfer, the channel will then address the destina
tion and write the Temporary register data to the destination 
location. The three-step Flowthru operation (i.e., the byte-word 
funneling) is described later in this section. The source and 
destination for Flowthru Transfers can both be memory 
locations or both peripheral devices, or one may be a memory 
location and the other a peripheral device. The DACK output 
for the transferring channel may be programmed to be inactive 
throughout the transfer or active during the transfer. This is 
controlled by bit CM18 in the Channel Mode register. 

Flyby transfers provide improved transfer throughput over 
Flowthru but are restricted to transfers between memory and 
peripherals or between two peripherals. Flyby operations are 
described in detail in the "Flyby Transactions" section. 

Transfers can use both byte- and word-sized data. Flowthru 
byte-to-byte transfers are performed by reading a byte from 
the source and writing a byte to the destination. The Current 
Operation Count register must be loaded with the number of 
bytes to be transferred. Both the Current ARA and Current 
ARB registers, if programmed to increment/decrement, will 
change by ± 1 if the register pOints to a memory space 

(TG6 = 2) and by ±2 if the register points to an I/O space 
(TG6 = 0). 

Flowthru word-to-word transfers require that the Current 
Operation Count specify the number of words to be trans
ferred. Both the Current ARA and Current ARB registers, if 
programmed to increment/decrement, will change by ±2 
regardless of whether the register points to memory or I/O 
space. 

Byte-word funneling provides packing and unpacking of byte 
data to facilitate high speed transfers between byte and word 
peripherals and/or memory. This funneling option can only be 
used in Flowthru mode. Funneled Flowthru transfers are 
performed in three steps. For transfers from a byte source to a 
word destination, two consecutive byte reads are performed 
from the source address. The data read is assembled into the 
UDC's Temporary register. In the third step, the Temporary 
register data is written to the destination address in a word 
transfer. Funneled transfers from a word source to a byte 
destination are performed by first loading a word from the 
source into the UDC's Temporary register. The word is then 
written out to the destination in two byte writes. For funnel 
operations, the byte-oriented address must be in the Current 
ARA register, and the word-oriented address must be in the 
Current ARB register. The Flip bit (CM4) in the Channel Mode 
register is used to specify which address is the source and 
which is the destination. When the byte address is to be 
incremented or decremented, the increment/decrement oper
ation occurs after each of the two reads or writes. The Current 
Operation Count Register must be loaded with the number of 
words to be transferred. 

In byte-to-word funneling operations, it is necessary to specify 
which half of the Temporary register (upper or lower byte) is 
loaded with the first byte of data. Similarly, for word-to-byte 
funneling operations, it is necessary to define which half of the 
Temporary register is written out first. Figure 13 summarizes 
these characteristics for both byte-to-word and word-to-byte 
funneling operations. The criterion used to determine the 
packing/unpacking order is based on whether the Current 
ARB register is programmed for incrementing or decrementing 
of the address. Note that if the address is to remain un
changed (i.e., if bit TG4 in the Tag Field of the Current ARB 
register is 1), the increment/decrement bit (bit TG3) still 
specifies the packing order. 

Search 

Searches use five of the Channel registers to control the 
operation: either the Current ARA or ARB, the Operation 
Count, the Pattern and Mask registers, and the Channel Mode 
register. Channel Mode register bit CM4 is called the Flip bit 
and is used to select either Current ARA or ARB as the 
register specifying the source for the search. Only one of the 
Current Address registers is used for search operations since 
there is no destination address required. The Current Opera
tion Count register specifies the maximum number of words or 
bytes to be searched. 

Search operations involve repetitive reads from the peripheral 
or memory until the specified match condition is met. The 
search then stops. This is called a Match Condition or MC 
termination. Each time a read is performed, the Source 
address, if so programmed, is incremented or decremented 
and the Operation Count is decremented by 1. If the match 
condition has not been met by the time the Operation Count 
reaches zero, the zero value will force a TC termination, 
ending the search. Searches can also stop due to a LOW 
being applied to the EOP interface pin. During a Search 
operation, the channel'sDACK output will be either inactive or 
active throughout the search. This is controlled by bit CM18 in 
the Channel Mode register. The reads from the peripheral or 
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memory performed during Search follow the timing sequences 
described in the "Flowthru Transactions" sections. 

On each read during a Search operation, the UDC's Tempo
rary register is loaded with data and compared to the Pattern 
register. The user can select that the Search is to stop when 
the Pattern and Temporary register contents match or when 
they don't match. This Stop-On-Match/Stop-On-No-Match 
feature is programmed ,in bit CM17 of the Channel Mode 
register. CM2 is an enable for the output of the comparator 
and allows the MC signal to be generated. A Mask register 
allows the user to exclude or mask selected Temporary 
register bits from the comparison by setting the corresponding 
Mask register bit to "1." The masked bits are defined to 
always match., Thus, in Stop-On-Match, successful matching 
of the unmasked bits, in conjunction with the always-matched 
masked bits, ,will cause the search to stop. For Stop-On-No
Match, the always-matched masked bits are by definition 
excluded from not matching and therefore excluded from 
stopping the search. 

For word reads the user may select either B-bit or 16-bit 
compares through the Channel Mode register bit CMI6. In an 
B-bit, Stop-On-Match, word-read operation, successful match
ing of either the upper or lower by1e of unmasked Pattern and 
Temporary registers bits will stop the search. Both by1es ,do 
not have to match. In 16-bit Stop-On-Match with word reads, 

Funneling Current ARB 
Direction Tag Field 

TG4 TG3 

Word·to-Byte 0 0 
(CM4'"1) 0, 1 

1 0 
1 1 

Byte-to-Word 0 0 
(CM4 = 0) 0 1 

1 0 
1 1 

all unmasked Pattern and Temporary register bits must match 
to stop the search. In an B-bit or 16-bit, Stop-Dn-No-Match, 
word-read Search operation, failure 6f any bit to match will 
terminate the Search operation. 

In an B-bit Stop-Dn-Match with byte-reads, the Search will 
stop if either the upper or lower by1e of unmasked Pattern and 
Temporary register bits match. For an B-bit Stop-Dn-No-Match 
with byte reads, failure of matching in any u,nmasked, Pattern 
and Temporary register bit will cause the Search ,to stop. For 
B-bit searches, the upper and lower bytes of the Pattern and 
Mask register should usually be programmed with the same 
data, Failure to set the upper and Iqwer bytes of the Pattern 
and Mask registers to identical values will result in different 
comparison criteria being used for the upper and lower by1es 
of the Temporary register. Users failing to program identical 
values for the upper and lower bytes can predict the results by 
recogni2ing that in B-bit Stop-Dn-Match, the search will end if 
all the unmasked bits in either the upper or lower bYtes match, 
and for B-bit Stop-Dn-No-Match, the failure of any unmasked 
bit to match will end the Search. For accurate predictions, it is 
also necessary to know that for word reads the Temporary 
register high and low bytes are loaded from AD15 - ADa and 
AD7 - ADo respectively. In byte reads, the read by1e is 
duplicated in both halves of the Temporary register except in 
funneling. 

Increment/Decrement and 
Pacldng/Unpack'lng Rules 

Increment ARB, Write High Byte First 
Decrement ARB, Write Low Byte First 
Hold ARB, Write High Byte First ' 
Hold ARB, Write Low Byte First 

Increment ARB. Read High Half of Word First 
Decrement ARB, Read Low Half of Word First 
Hold ARB, Read High Half of Word First 
Hold ARB, Read Low Half of Word First 

Figure 13. Byte/Word Funneling 

Transfer-and-Search 

Transfer-and-Search combines the operations of the Transfer 
and the Search functions. The registers used to control 
Transfer-and-Searches are the Current ARA and ARB regis~ 
ters, the Dperation Count register, the Pattern and Mask 
registers, and the Channel Mode register. 

A Transfer-and-Search operation will end when the data 
transferred meets the match condition specified in Channel 
Mode register bits CMI7-CMI6. The Mask and Pattern 
registers indicate those bits being compared with the Tempo
rary register contents. Like Transfers and Searches, Trans
fers-and-Searches will also be terminated if the operation 
count goes to zero or if a LOW is applied to the EDP pin. 
Regardless of whether Transfer-and-Search stops because of 
a TC, MC or EDP, it will always complete the iteration by 
writing to the destination address before ending (writing twice, 
forword-to-by1e funneling). 

In Flowthru mode, the Transfer-and-Search timing isidenticai 
to Flowthru Transfer. While the data is in the Temporary 
register, it Is masked by the Mask register and compared to 
the Pattern register. For word Transfer and Transfer-and
Search, the high and low by1es of the Temporary register are 
always written to and read from AD15 - ADa and AD7 - ADo 
respectively. For by1e Transfer and Transfer-and-Search, the 
by1e read is always loaded into both halves of the Temporary 
register, and the entire register is driven directly out ontothe 
AD15 - ADo bus. Transfer-and-Search can also be used with 

byte word funneling. In funneling, the match is an B-bit match 
or 16-bit match as determined, by the setting of bit CMI6. 

Flyby Transfer-and-Search can be used to increase through
put for transfer between two peripherals or between memory 
and a peripheral. Memory-to-Memory Flyby is not supported. 
Also, in Flyby, the operand sizes of the source and destination 
must be the same, funneling is not supported. A complete 
discussion of Flyby timing is given the "Flyby Transactions" 
section. During a Flyby Transfer-and-Search, data is loaded 
into the Temporary register to facilitate the comparison 
operation, and at the same time, data Is transferred from the 
source to the destination. When byte operands are used, data 
is loaded into both by1es of the Temporary,register, from the 
AD15 - ADa bus if the Current ARA register is even and from 
AD7 - ADo line if the Current ARA register is odd. This will 
alternate for memory by1es so the user must drive both halves 
of the bus to use the search. When word operands are used, 
data is loaded directly. from AD15 - ADa' and AD7 - ADo into 
the Temporary register's high and low by1es respectively. 

Channel Response 

Channel Mode register bits CM6 - CM5 select the channel's 
response to the request to start a DMA' operation. The 
response falls into either of two types: Single Dperation or 
Demand. There are three subtypes for Demand operations: 
Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold, Demand Dedicated with 
Bus Release, and Demand Interleave. To make discussions 
clear, it is necessary to define the term "single iteration of a 
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DMA operation." For Search operations, one iteration consists 
of a single read operation and a comparison of the read data 
to the unmasked Pattern register bits. The Operation count will 
be decremented by 1, and the Current Address register used 
incremented or decremented if so programmed. For Transfer 
and Transfer-and-Search operations, a single iteration com
prises reading a datum from the source, writing it to the 
destination, comparing the read datum to the unmasked 
Pattern register bits (Transfer-and-Search only), decrementing 
the Operation count by 1 and incrementing/decrementing the 
Current ARA and ARB registers if so programmed. In byte
word funneling, a single iteration consists of two reads 
followed by a write (Byte-to-Word funneling) or one read 
followed by two writes (Word-to-Byte funneling). In all Transfer 
and Transfer-and-Search cases, the iteration will not stop until 
the data in the Temporary register is written to the destination. 
See Appendix B for flowchart. 

Single Operation 

The Single Operation response is intended for use with 
peripherals which transfer single bytes or words at irregular 

intervals. Each application of a Software request command 
will cause the channel to perform a single iteration of the DMA 
operation. Similarly, if the Software request bit is set by 
chaining, at the end of chaining the channel will perform a 
single iteration of the DMA operation. Each application of a 
HIGH-to-LOW transition on the DREQ input will also cause a 
single iteration of the DMA operation. If the Hardware mask bit 
is set when the transition is made, the iteration will be 
performed when the mask is cleared, providing the DMA 
operation has not terminated. See the Set/Clear Hardware 
mask bit command for details. Each time a Single Operation 
ends, the channel will give up control of the bus unless a new 
transition has occurred on DREQ. The new transition can 
occur anytime after the HIGH-to-LOW ALE transition of a read 
or Flyby memory or I/O access of the DMA iteration. Timing 
Diagram 1 shows the times after which a new transition can be 
applied and recognized to avoid giving up the us at the end of 
the current iteration. 

*TIMING DIAGRAM 1. Sampling DREQ During Single Transfer DMA Operations 

elK 

(NOTE II -l @ f- ~~o~~~cI 

DREO -------"T~~M \"'"I"""M""\\\~\\ \\~~~\\\~I"'"'r"'ni\~ ~\\\\ \\\\ /II!!! II!! /I I/llfA 
!-TwDRO--l@ 

Notes: 1. HIGH-to-LOW DREQ transitions will only be recognized after the HIGH-to-LOW transition of the clock 
during T 1 of a read or flyby DMA iteration. 

2. A HIGH-to-LOW DREQ transition must meet the conditions in Note 1 and must occur TsDRQ(c) 
before state T 3 of the last access of the DMA iteration if the channel is to retain bus control and 
immediately start the next iteration. DREQ may go HIGH before TsDRQ(c) if it has met the TwDRQ 
parameter. 

3. Flyby and Search transactions have only a single access; parameter TsDRQ(c) should be referenced 
to the start of T 3 of the access. All other operations will always have two or three accesses per 
iteration. 

·See Appendix 0 for timing parameters. 
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CLOCK 

CLOCK 

TIMING DIAGRAM 2. DREQ Sampling in Demand Mode 

(a) Sampling of DREQ while In Bus Hold Mode 
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(b) DREQ Sampling In Demand Mode During DMA Operations 
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(c) Sampling DREQ at the End of Chaining 

1 I I 

T.ORQ(c) .. 
CLOCK ~ 

@ ThDRQ(c) 
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WF007500 

(d) Sampling DREQ at the End of Base-to-Current Reloading 

I---- TAUz I. TAU3 I TAU. . I TCD I T. I T, -

: 
WF007510 

Notes: 1. DREQ must be LOW from the start of TsDRQ(c) to the end of ThDREQ(c) to ensure that the 
request is recognized. 

2. Failure to meet this setup time will result in the channel releasing the bus. 
3. Ts is a setup state, generated before entering DMA operation cycle. 

4. TAU2, TAU3 and TAU4 are auto-reload states, followed by TeO (chain decision) state. 
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Demand Dedicated With Bus Hold 

In Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold (abbreviated Bus Hold), 
the application of a Software request command or the setting 
of the software request bit during chaining or applying a LOW 
level on the DREQ input will cause the channel to acquire bus 
control. 

If DACK is programmed as a level output (CM1S = 0), DACK 
will be active from when the channel acquires bus control to 
when it relinquishes control. A Software Request will cause 
the channel to request the bus and perform the DMA 
operations until TC, MC or EOP. 

Once the channel gains bus control due to a LOW DREQ 
level, it samples DREQ as shown in Timing Diagram 2. If 
DREQ is LOW, an iteration of the DMA operation is performed. 
If DREQ is HIGH, the channel retains bus control and 
continues to drive all bus control signals active or inactive, but 
performs no DMA operation. Thus the user can start or stop 
execution of DMA operations by modulating DREQ. Once TC, 
MC or EOP occurs, the channel will either release the bus or, if 
chaining or Base-to-Current reloading is to occur, perform the 
desired operation. After chaining or Base-to-Current reloading, 
if the channel is still in Bus Hold mode and does not have a set 
software request bit (set either by chaining or command), the 
channel will relinquish bus control unless a LOW DREQ level 
occurs within the time limits. 

Demand Dedicated With Bus Release 

In Demand Dedicated with Bus Release (abbreviated Bus 
Release), the application of a Software Request will cause the 
channel to request the bus and perform the programmed DMA 
operation until Te, MC or EOP. If the channel was pro
grammed for Bus Release and the software request bit was 
set during chaining, the channel will start the DMA operation 
as soon as chaining ends, without releasing the bus and will 
continue performing the operation until TC, MC or EOP. 

When an active LOW DREQ is applied to a channel pro
grammed for Bus Release, the channel will acquire the bus 
and perform DMA operations: (a) until TC, MC or EOP or (b) 
until DREQ goes inactive. Timing Diagram 2 shows when 
DREQ is sampled to determine if the channel should perform 
another cycle or release the bus. Note that this sampling also 
occurs on the last cycle of a chaining operation. If a channel 
has an active DREQ at the end of chaining, it will begin 
performing DMA operations immediately, without releasing the 
bus. When a TC, MC or EOP occurs, terminating a Bus 
Release mode operation, the channel, if enabled for chaining 
and/or Base-to-Current reloading, will perform reloading and/ 
or chaining (assuming the Status register's SIP bit is clear) 
without releasing the bus. 

If the SIP bit in the Channel Status register is set when a DMA 
termination occurs, the channel will relinquish the bus control 
until an Interrupt Acknowledge has been received and the SIP 
bit is cleared. After an interrupt has been serviced, the channel 
will perform the Base-to-Current reloading and/or chaining if 
enabled for the termination. 

If an active request is not applied and the channel is in 
Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold, the channel will go into 
state THLD (see Timing Diagram 2(a)). If an active request is 
not applied and the channel is in Demand Dedicated with Bus 
Release or Demand Interleave mode, it will release the bus. 
Note that even if an active request is applied in Demand 

Interleave, the channel may still release the bus. The request 
for Demand Interleave should continue to be applied to ensure 
that the channel eventually responds to the request by 
acquiring the bus (i.e., the request is not latched by the 
channel). 

Demand Interleave 

Demand Interleave behaves in different ways depending on 
the setting of Master Mode register bit MM. If MM is set, the 
UDC will always relinquish bus control and then re-request it 
after each DMA iteration. This permits the CPU and other 
devices to gain bus control. If MM is clear, control can pass 
from one UDC channel to the other without requiring the UDC 
to release bus control. If both channels have active requests, 
control will pass to the channel which did not just have control. 
For instance if MM is clear and both channels have active 
requests and are in Demand Interleave mode, control will 
toggle between the channels after each DMA operation 
iteration and the UDC will retain bus control until both 
channels are finished with the bus. If MM is set and both 
channels have active requests and are in Demand Interleave 
mode, each channel will relinquish control to the CPU after 
each iteration resulting in the following control sequence: 
channel 1, CPU, channel 2, CPU, etc. Note that if there are 
other devices on the bus, they may gain control during the part 
of the sequence labelled CPU. See Appendix B for flowchart. 

A software or hardware request will cause a channel pro
grammed for Demand Interleave to perform interleaved DMA 
operations until TC, MC or EOP. If the Software request bit is 
set during chaining, the channel will retain the bus after 
chaining and will immediately start performing a DMA iteration 
and will interleave all DMA iterations after the first. If DREQ is 
LOW on the last cycle during chaining, the channel will 
perform a single iteration immediately after chaining and 
interleave thereafter until: (a) TC, MC or EOP or (b) DREQ 
goes HIGH. If (b) occurs, the channel will relinquish the bus 
until DREQ goes LOW again and the channel again starts 
performing interleaved operations. If (a) occurs, the channel 
will not interleave before first performing chaining and/or 
Base-to-Current reloading (assuming SIP is cleared). 

The waveform of DACK is programmed in Channel Mode 
Register (CM1S). The Pulsed DACK is for flyby transaction 
only. See Timing Diagram 3. Note: This figure shows a single 
Search or Flyby iteration .. State TWA is optionally inserted if 
programmed. For more than one iteration, the level DACK 
output would stay active during the time the channel had bus 
control. When CM1S is set, the DACK output will be inactive 
for all nonflyby modes. 

Wait States 

The number of wait states to be added to the memory or I/O 
transfer can be programmed by the user as 0, 1, 2 or 4 and 
can be separately programmed for the Current Address 
registers A and B and for the Chain Address register. This 
allows different speed memories and peripherals to be associ
ated with each of these addresses. The Base Address 
registers A and B also have a Tag Field which is loaded into 
the Current ARA and ARB registers during Base-to-Current 
reloading. Because many users utilizing the software program
mable wait states will not need the ability to generate 
hardware wait states through the WAIT pin, the wait function 
can be disabled by clearing the Wait Line Enable bit (MM2) in 
the Master Mode register. 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 3. DACK Timing 

I-- T, ---4---- T2 --........... 4---- T3 ---4---- T,p ----t--- TAU' ---

CLOCK 

LEVEL 
DACK 

PULSED 
DACK 

(FLYBY) 
SEE NOTE 2 

I 
I 

WF007521 

Notes: 1. Level DACK RE occurs as shown if auto-reloading is not programmed; otherwise, it stays LOW for 
three additional clocks. . 

2. This extra DACK pulse occurs only at EOP. It should be used to distinguish which channel got the 
EOP. 

During DMA transactions, the WAIT input is sampled in the 
middle of the T2 state. If WAIT is HIGH, and if no programma
ble wait states are selected, the UDC will proceed to state T 3. 
Otherwise, at least one wait state will be inserted. The WAIT 
line is then sampled in the middle of state TWA. If WAIT is 
HIGH, the UDC will proceed to state T 3. Otherwise additional 
wait states will be inserted. (See Timing Diagram 4.) 

Consider what happens in a transaction when both hardware 
and software wait states are inserted. Each time the WAIT line 
is sampled, if it is LOW, a hardware wait state will be inserted 
in the next cycle. The software wait state insertion will be 
suspended until WAIT is sampled and is HIGH. The hardware 
wait states may be inserted anytime during the software wait 
state sequence. It is important to know that hardware wait 
states are served consecutively rather than concurrently with 
software wait states. For example, assume for a Flowthru I/O 
Transaction that a user has programmed 4 software wait 
states. Driving a LOW on the WAIT input during T2 for 2 cycles 
would insert 2 hardware wait states. Driving WAIT HIGH for 3 
cycles would allow insertion of three of the four software wait 
states. Driving WAIT LOW for 2 more' cycles would insert 2 
more hardware wait states. Finally, driving WAIT HIGH would 
allow the final software wait state to be inserted. During this 
last software wait state, the WAIT pin would be sampled for 
the last time. If it is HIGH, the channel will proceed to state T 3. 
If the pin is LOW, the channel will insert hardware wait states 
until the pin goes HIGH and the channel would then enter 
state T3 to complete the I/O transaction. 

DMA Transactions 

There are three types of transactions performed by the 
Am9516A UDC: Flowthru, Flyby and Search. Figures 14 and 
15 show the configurations of Flowthru and Flyby Transac
tions. 

Flowthru Transactions 

A Flowthru Transaction consists of Read and Write cycles. 
Each cycle consists of three states: T 1, T 2, and T 3 as shown 

in Timing Diagram 5. The user may select to insert software 
wait states through the Tag fields of the Current ARA and ARB 
registers. In addition, if Master Mode register bit MM2 = 1, 
hardware wait states may be inserted by driving a LOW signal 
on the WAIT pin. 

The M/ra and N/S lines will reflect the appropriate level for 
the current cycle early in T 1. The TGa and TG7 bits of the 
current ARA and ARB registers should be programmed 
properly. The ALE output will be pulsed HIGH to mark the 
beginning of the cycle. The offset portion of the address for 
the peripheral being accessed will appear on ADD - AD15 
during T 1. The R/W and B/W lines will select a read or write 
operation for bytes or words. The R/W, N/S, M/ra and B/W 
lines will become stable during T 1 and will remain stable until 
after T3. 

lID address space is byte-addressed, but both 8- and 16-bit 
data sizes are supported. During I/O transactions the B/W 
output Signal will be HIGH for byte transactions and LOW for 
word transactions. For I/O transactions, both even and odd 
addresses can be output; hence, the address bit output on 
ADD may be 0 or 1. 

The channel can perform both I/O read and I/O write 
operations; the M/ra line will be LOW. During an lID read, the 
ADo - AD15 bus will be placed in the high-impedance state by 
the UDC during T 2. The UDC will drive the DS output LOW to 
signal the peripheral that data can be gated onto the bus. The 
UDC will strobe the data into its Temporary register during T3 .. 
DS will be driven HIGH to signal the end of the lID 
transaction. During lID write, the UDC will drive the contents 
of the Temporary register onto the ADo - AD15 bus and shortly 
after will drive the OS output LOW until T 3. Peripherals may 
strobe the data on AD bus into their internal registers on either 
the falling or rising edge. If the peripheral is to be accessed in 
a Flyby transaction also, data should be written on the rising 
edge of DS only. 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 4. WAIT Timing 
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Figure 14. Configuration of Flowthru Transaction 

For byte I/O writes, the channel will drive the same data on 
data bus lines ADo - AD7 and ADa - AD15, During byte I/O 
reads when the address bit on ADo is 0, the UDC will strobe 
data in from data lines ADs - AD15. During byte I/O reads 
when the address bit on ADo is 1, the UDC will strobe data in 
from data lines ADo - AD7. Thus, when an a-bit peripheral is 
connected to the bus, its internal registers will typically be 
mapped at all even or ali' odd addresses. To simplify accesses 
to a-bit peripherals, byte oriented I/O addresses are incre
mented/decremented by 2. 

The channel can perform the I/O read and memory write 
operation, the memory read and I/O write operation, and the 
memory read and memory write operation, also. The timing for 
all Flowthru transactions is the same. 

During chaining operations the UDC reads words from an 
address in System memory pointed to by the active channel's 
Chain Address· register. Those chaining operations are per
formed identically to the Flowthru memorY read transactions, 
except that the data is loaded into an internal UDC channel 
register rather than the Te~porary register. Note that chaining 

MEMORY OR 
PERIPHERAL 

UDC 

SYSTEM BUS 

WF0076S0 

FLYBY 
PERIPHERAL 

(e.g., flO) 

AF003130 

Figure 15. Configuration of Flyby Transaction 

never causes a write or a byte read; thus, all memory writes or 
all byte accesses are due to DMA operations. A typical 
memory operation consists of three states: T 1, T 2, and T 3, as 
shown in Timing Diagram 5. The user may select to insert 1, 2 
or 4 software wait states after state T 2 and before state T 3 by 
programming the Tag field of the Current Address register or 
the Chain Address register. If the Wait Line Enable bit in the 
Master Mode register is set, the user may also insert hardware 
wait states after state T 2 and before state T 3 by driving a LOW 
on the WAIT line. The operation of Flowthru memory transac
tions is performed identically to the Flowthru I/O transactions. 
(See Timing Diagram 5.) 

Flyby Transactions 

Flyby Transfer and Flyby Transfer-and-Search operations are 
performed in a single cycle, providing a transfer rate signifi
cantly faster than that available from Flowthrus. In Flyby, 
operations can only be performed between memory and 
peripheral or between peripheral and peripheral. Memory-to
Memory operations cannot be performed in Flyby mode; these 
must be done using Flowthru. 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 5. Flowthru Transactions 
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The Flyby Transaction can only be used with peripherals 
having a special Flyby signal input or with external logic. This 
Flyby input is connected to the channel's DACK output. For 
memory·peripheral Flyby, the address of the source memory 
location must be programmed in the Current ARA register. The 
Current ARB register must be programmed with the destina
tion memory location for peripheral-memory Flyby. For Flyby 
peripheral-to-peripheral transaction, if both peripherals have a 
Flyby input, only one (called "flyby peripheral") should be 
connected to DACK; the other peripheral's Flyby input should' 
be held high during the Flyby operation. The address of the 
peripheral (called "non-flyby peripheral") not connected to the 
channel's DACK output should be programmed in the Current 
ARB register when it is a destination. When the non-flyby 
peripheral is a source, its address should be programmed in 
the current ARA register. Note that a set Flip bit (CM4 = 1) is 
for Flyby peripheral to Non-Flyby peripheral or Memory Write 
transaction (defined as "From Flyby Transaction"), and a 
clear Flip bit (CM4 = 0) is for the memory or non-flyby 
peripheral read to Flyby peripheral transaction (defined as "To 
Flyby Transaction"). 

WF007540 

Address of Memory or 
Transaction CM4 R/W Non-Flyby Peripheral 

To Flyby 0 HIGH ARA 
From Flyby 1 LOW ARB 

A Flyby operation is performed using three states: T 1, T 2, and 
T 3. During T 1 the channel pulses ALE and outputs the address 
information. See Timing Diagram 6. The R/IN line is HIGH for 
"To Flyby" Transaction, and the R/IN line is LOW for "From 
Flyby" Transaction. 

The channel's M/IO and N/'S lines are coded as specified by 
the Current ARA or ARB Tag field. The B/IN line indicates the 
operand size programmed in the Channel Mode register 
Operation field. During state T 1 the channel drives R/IN line to 
indicate the transaction direction. During state T 2 the channel 
drives both DS and DACK active. The Flyby Peripheral 
connected to DACK inverts the R/IN signal to determine 
whether it is being read from or written to (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 16. Flyby Peripheral Interface 
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The pulsed DACK input serves two purposes: to select the 
peripheral for the Read/Write, and to provide timing informa
tion on when to drive data onto or input data from the 
ADo - AD15 bus. Note that because the "Flyby Peripheral" 
never gets explicitly addressed by ADo - AD15, it must know 
which internal register is to be loaded from or driven onto the 
ADo - AD15 bus. On state T 3, the OS and DACK lines are 
driven inactive to conclude the transfer. In Transfer-and
Search mode, data is loaded into the UDC's Temporary 
register on the LOW-to-HIGH OS transition to perform the 
Search function. 

To provide adequate data setup time, the rising edge of OS or 
DACK should be the edge used to perform the write to the 
transfer destination. To extend the active time, of OS and 
DACK, wait states can be inserted between T 2 and T 3. 
Software wait states can be inserted by programming the 
appropriate code in the Tag field of the Current ARA or ARB 
registers. Hardware wait states can be inserted by pulling 
WAIT LOW if the Wait Line Enable bit in the Master Mode 
register is set. The WAIT line is sampled in the middle of the 
T2 or TWA state. 

Termination 

There are three ways a Transfer-and-Search or Search 
operation can end and two ways a Transfer operation can end. 
When a channel's Current Operation count goes to 0, the 
DMA operation being performed will end. This is called a TC or 
Terminal Count termination. A DMA operation can also be 

stopped by driving the EOP pin LOW with external logic. This 
is called an EOP termination. Search and Transfer-and-Search 
operations have a third method of terminating called Match 
Condition or MC termination. An MC termination occurs when 
the data being Transferred-and-Searched or Searched meets 
the match condition programmed in Channel Mode register 
bits CM17 - CM16. These bits allow the user to stop when a 
match occurs between the unmasked Pattern register bits and 
the data read from the source, or when a no-match occurs. 
Both byte and word matches are supported. MC terminations 
do not apply to Transfer operations since the pattern matching 
logic is disabled in Transfer mode. 

End-of-Process 

The End-of-Process (EOP) interface pin is a bi-directional 
signal. Whenever a TC, MC or EOP termination occurs, the 
UDC will drive the EOP pin LOW. During DMA operations, the 
EOP pin is sampled by the UDC to determine if the EOP is 
being driven LOW by external logic. Timing Diagram 7 shows 
when internal EOPs are generated marking termination of all 
Transfers. These figures also show the point during the DMA 
iteration when the EOP pin is sampled. The generation of 
internal EOPs and sampling of external EOPs for Transfer
and-Searches follow the same timing used for Transfers. 
Since there is a single EOP pin for both channels, EOP should 
only be driven LOW by a channel while that channel is being 
serviced. This can be accomplished by selecting a level DACK 
output (CMR18 = 0) and gating each channel's EOP request 
with DACK, as shown in Figure 17. 

If an EOP is detected while the channel is trying to reload the 
Chain Address register, the new Chain Address Offset and 
Segment are discarded and the old address + 2 is preserved 
to allow inspection of the erroneous address. 

Programming Completion Options 

When a channel ends a DMA operation, the reason for ending 
is stored in the Completion Status Field of the channel's 
Status register. See Figure 5. This information is retained until 
the next DMA operation ends at which time the Status register 
is updated to reflect the reason(s) for the latest termination. 
Note that it is conceivable that more than one bit in the 
Completion Field could be set. An as extreme example, if a 
channel decremented its Current Operation count to zero, 
causing a TC termination; input data from the source gene'rat
ed a match causing an MC termination; and there was a LOW 
on the EOP pin resulting in an EOP termination, all three of the 
channel's Status register completion bits would be set. 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 7. EOP Timing 

(a) EOP Sampling and Generation During DMA Operations 
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Notes: 1. The diagram lists state names for both I/O and memory accesses. Sampling of EOP will occur on 
the falling edge of state T 3. 

2. State T 1 P is a pseudo-T 1 state, generated following termination of an}' DMA operation. 
3. T AU1 is an auto-intialization state, generated following the TC, MC or EQi5 termination. 
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Figure 17. EOP Connection 
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When a DMA operation ends, the channel can: 

(a) Issue an Interrupt request (i.e., setting the IP or SIP bit of 
the channel's Status register); 

(b) Perform Base-to-Current reloading; 

(c) Chain reload the next DMA operation; 

(d) Perform any combination of the above; or 

(e) None of the above. 

The user selects the action to be performed by the channel in 
the Completion option field of the Channel Mode register. For 
each type of termination (TC, MC or EOP), the user can 
choose which action or actions are to be taken. If no reloading 
is selected for the type of termination that occurred, the NAC 
bit in the Status register will be set. 

More than one action can occur when a DMA operation ends. 
This may arise because more than one action was pro
grammed for the applicable termination. The priorities of those 
actions are Interrupt request first, Base-to-Current reloading 
second, and then chaining. The Interrupt cannot be serviced 
unless the UDC has relinquished the bus. 

Interrupts 

To allow the UDC to start executing a new DMA operation 
after issuing an Interrupt, but before an Interrupt acknowledge 
is received, a two-deep Interrupt queue is implemented on 
each channel. The following discussion will describe the 
standard Interrupt structure and then elaborate on the addi
tional Interrupt queuing capability of the UDC. 

A complete Interrupt cycle consists of an Interrupt request 
followed by an Interrupt-acknowledge transaction. The re
quest, which consists of INT being pulled LOW, notifies the 
CPU that an Interrupt is pending. The Interrupt-acknowledge 
transaction, which is initiated by the CPU as a result of the 
request, performs two functions: it selects the peripheral 
whose Interrupt is to be acknowledged, and it obtains a vector 
that identifies the selected device and operation - the cause 
of the Interrupt. 

A peripheral can have one or more sources of Interrupt. Each 
Interrupt source has two bits that control how it generates 
Interrupts. These bits are a Channel Interrupt Enable bit (CIE) 
and an Interrupt Pending bit (IP). On the UDC, each channel is 
an Interrupt source. The two Interrupt control bits are located 
in bits CM15 and CM13 of each channel'S Status register. 

Each channel has its own vector register for identifying the 
source of the Interrupt during an Interrupt acknowledge 
transaction. There is one bit (MM3) in the Master Mode 
register used for controlling Interrupt behavior for the whole 
device. 

Once a channel issues an Interrupt, it is desirable to allow the 
channel to proceed with the next DMA operation before the 
Interrupt is acknowledged. This could lead to problems if the 
UDC channel attempted to chain reload the Vector register 
contents. In such a situation, it may not be clear whether the 
old or new vector would be returned during the acknowledge. 
This dilemma is resolved in the UDC by providing each 
channel with an Interrupt Save register. When the channel 
sets IP as part of the procedure followed to issue an Interrupt, 
the contents of the Vector register and some of the Status 
register bits are saved in an Interrupt Save register. See Figure 
7. When an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle is performed, the 
contents of the Interrupt Save register are driven onto the bus. 
Although the use of an Interrupt Save register allows the 

channel to proceed with a new task, problems can still 
potentially arise if a second Interrupt is to be issued by the 
channel before the first Interrupt is acknowledged. To avoid 
conflicts between the first and second Interrupt, each channel 
has a Second Interrupt Pending (SIP) bit in its Status register. 
When a second Interrupt is to be issued before the first 
Interrupt is acknowledged, the SIP bit is set and the channel 
relinquishes the bus until an acknowledge occurs. For compat
ibility with polled Interrupt schemes, the Interrupt save register 
can be read by the host CPU without wait states. As an aid to 
debugging a system's Interrupt logic, whenever IP is set, the 
Interrupt Save register is loaded from the Vector and Status 
registers. 

Note that the SIP bit is transferred to the IP bit when IP is 
cleared by the host CPU. Whenever CIE is set, INT will go 
LOW as soon as IP is set. 

Base-to-Current Reloading 

When a channel finishes a DMA operation, the user may 
select to perform a Base-to-Current' reload. (Base-to-Current 
reloading is also referred to as Auto-reloading in this docu
ment.) In this type of reload, the Current Address registers A 
and B are loaded with the data in the Base Address registers A 
and B respectively, and the Current Operation Count register 
is loaded with the data in the Base Operation Count. The 
Base-to-Current reload operation facilitates repetitive DMA 
operations without the multiple memory accesses required by 
chaining. Although the channel must have bus control to 
perform Base-to-Current reloading, the complete reloading 
operation occurs in four clock cycles (i.e., TAU1 through 
TAU4). Note that if the channel had to relinquish the bus 
because two unacknowledged interrupts were queued, it will 
have to regain bus control to perform any Base-to-Current 
reloading (or chaining, for that matter). In this case it acquires 
the system bus once an Interrupt acknowledge is received, 
even if it immediately afterward will relinquish the bus because 
no hardware/software request is present. 

Chaining 

If the channel is programmed to chain at the end of a DMA 
operation, it will use the Chain Address register to pOint to a 
Chain Control Table in memory. The first word in the table is a 
Reload word, specifying the register(s) to be loaded. Following 
the Reload word are the data values to be transferred into the 
register(s). Chaining is described in detail in the "Channel 
Initialization" section. 

Because chaining occurs after Base-to-Current reloading, it is 
possible to reset the Current Address registers A and Band 
the Current Operation Count register to the values used for 
previous DMA operations, then chain reload one or two of 
these registers to some special value to be used, perhaps, for 
this DMA operation only. If the Base values are not reloaded 
during chaining, the channel can revert back to the Base 
values at a later cycle. 

If an all zero Reload word is fetched during chaining, the chain 
operation will not reload any registers, but in all other respects, 
it will perform like any other chaining operation. Thus, the 
Chain Address will be incremented by 2 to point to the next 
word in memory, and at the end of the all Zero-Reload word 
chain operation, the channel will be ready to perform a DMA 
operation. All Zero-Reload words are useful as "Stubs" to 
start or terminate linked lists of DMA operations traversed by 
chaining. On the other hand, care must be taken in their use 
since the channel may perform an erroneous operation if it is 
unintentionally started after the chaining operation. 
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COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

Figure 18 shows a list of UDC commands. The commands are 
executed immediately after being written by the host CPU into 
the UDC's Command register (Figure 19). A description of 
each command follows. 

Reset (00) 

This command causes the UDC to be set to the same state 
generated by a Hardware Reset. The Master Mode register is 
set to all zeros; the CIE, IP and SIP bits are cleared; the NAC 
and CA bits in each channel's Status register are set; and the 
channel activity is forbidden. The Chain Address must be 
programmed since its state may be indeterminate after a 
Reset. The lockout preventing channel activity is cleared by 
issuing a Start Chain command. . 

Command 

Reset 
Start Chain Channel 1 
Start Chain Channel 2 

Set Software Request Channel 1 
Set- Software Request Channel 2 
Clear Software Request Channel 1 
Clear Software Request Channel 2 

Set Hardware Mask Channel 1 
Set Hardware Mask Channel 2 
Clear Hardware Mask Channel 1 
Clear Hardware Mask Channel 2 

Set CIE, or, IP Channel 1 
Set CIE, or, IP Channel 2 
Clear CIE, or, IP Channel 1 
Clear CIE, or, IP Channel 2 

Set Flip Bit Channel 1 
Set Flip Bit Channel 2 
Clear Flip Bit Channel 1 
Clear Flip Bit Channel 2 

Start Chain Channel 1/Channel 2 (Ao/A1) 

This command causes the selected channel to clear the No 
Auto-Reload or Chain (NAG) bit in the channel's Status 
register and to start a chain reload operation of the channel's 
registers, as described in the "Channel Initialization" section. 
These effects will take place even if the fetched Reload word 
is all zeros. This command will only be honored if the Chain 
Abort (CA) bit and the Second Interrupt Pending (SIP) bit in the 
channel's Status register are clear. If either the CA or SIP bit is 
set, this command is disregarded. 

When the Waiting For Bus (WFB) bit of Status register is set, if 
the "Start Chain" command is issued, the channel will honor 
the command after one DMA iteration. It is nearly impossible 
for the CPU to issue a command when WFB = 1 and the UDC 
is enabled. 

Opcode Bits 
Example 

7654 3210 Code HEX 

OOOX XXXX 00 
101X XXXO AO 
101X XXXl Al 

010X XX10 42 
010X XXll 43 
010X XXOO 40 
010X XXOl 41 

100X XX10 82 
100X XXll 83 
100X XXOO 80 
100X XXOl 81 

001E XP10 32. 
001E XPll 33. 
001E XPOO 30. 
001E XPOl 31 

011X XX10 62 
011X XXll 63 
011X XXOO 60 
011X XXOl 61 

Notes: 1. E = Set to 1 to perform set/clear on CIE; Clear to 0 for no effect on CIE. 
2. P = Set to 1 to perform set/clear on IP; Clear to 0 for no effect on IP. 
3. X = "don't care" bit. This bit is not decoded and may be 0 or 1. 

Figure 18. UDC Command Summary 

FUNCTION FIELD :J 
000 Reset 

I L Channel 21Channel 1 

~SetiClear 
..... ----- Interrupt Pending 

'--------- Don'tCare 
001 Interrupt Control 
010 Software Request 
011 Flip Bit 
100 Hardware Mask 
101 Start Chain 

'----------- Channel Interrupt Enable 

110 Not Recognized 
111 Not Recognized 

DF003460 

Figure 19. Command Register 

Software Request Channel 1/Channel 2 
(Set: 42/43, Clear: 40/41) 

This command sets or clears the software request bit in the 
selected channel's Mode register. If the Second Interrupt 
Pending (SIP) bit and No Auto-Reload or Chain (NAG) bit in 
the channel's Status register are both cleared, the channel will 
start executing the programmed DMA operation. If either the 
SIP or NAC bit is set, the channel will not start executing a 
DMA operation until both bits are cleared. The SIP bit will clear 

when the channel receives an Interrupt acknowledge. One 
way to clear the NAC bit is to issue a Start Chain command to 
the channel. If the fetched Reload Word is all zeros, the 
channel's registers will remain unchanged and the software 
request bit, if set earlier by command, will cause the pro
grammed DMA operation to start immediately. If during 
chaining new information is loaded into the Channel Mode 
register, this new information will, of course, overwrite the 
software request bit. 
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Set/Clear Hardware Mask 1/Mask 2 
(Set: 82/83; Clear: 80/81) 

This command sets or clears the Hardware Mask bit in the 
selected channel's Mode register. This command always 
takes effect. The Hardware Mask bit inhibits recognition of an 
active signal on the channel's DREQ input; this bit does not 
affect recognition of a software request. If the channel is in 
single transfer mode, it performs DMA operations. upon receipt 
of a transition on DREQ rather than in response to a DREQ 
level. Transitions occurring while the Hardware Mask bit is set 
will be stored and serviced when the Hardware Mask is 
cleared, assuming the Channel has not chained. The UDC will 
request the system bus 1 1/2 to 2 clocks after the receipt of 
any DREQ, after which a minimum of one DMA iteration is 
unavoidable. DREQ transitions are only stored for the current 
DMA operation. If the channel performs a chain operation of 
single transfer mode, any DREQ transition stored for later 
service is cleared. 

Timing Diagrams 1 and 2 show the minimum times when a 
new DREQ can be applied if it is to be serviced by the new 
DMA operation. Note in Diagram 1 the notation of First 
iteration and Last iteration. This means, for example, DREQ 
may be asserted during the write cycle T 1 of a Flowthru 

transaction, but may never be asserted during T 1 of a Flyby 
transaction because Flyby is done in one iteration. 

Set/Clear CIE, and IP Channel1/Channel 2 (see Figure 18) 

This command allows the user to either set or clear any 
combination of the CIE and IP bits in the selected channel's 
Status register. These bits control the operation of the 
channel's Interrupt structure and are described in detail in the 
"Interrupts" section. Setting the IP bit causes the Interrupt 
Save register to be loaded with the current Vector and Status. 
The IP bit is cleared to facilitate an efficient conclusion to the 
processing of an interrupt. 

Set/Clear Flip Bit Channel 1/Channel 2 
(Set: 62163; C!ear: 60/61) 

The Flip Bit in the selected channel's Mode register can be 
cleared and set by this command. This allows the user to 
reverse the source and destination and thereby reverse the 
data transfer direction without reprogramming the channel. 
This command will be most useful when repetitive DMA 
operations are being performed by the channel, using Base-to
Current reloading for channel reinitialization and using this 
command to control the direction of transfer. Chaining new 
information into the Channel Mode register will, of course, 
overwrite the flip bit. 

TIMING DIAGRAM 8. AC Timing when UDC is a Bus Slave 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 9. AC Timing when UDC is a Bus Master 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 10. Upper Address Rollover Timing 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 11. Bus Exchange Timing 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 12. Reset Timing 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 13. Clock Waveform 
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TIMING DIAGRAM 14. Timing During Chaining 
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION UDC to 68000 CPU interface is shown in Figure 22. An 
example of an' Am8086 initialization program is shown in 
Figure 23. Figure 24 shows the reload table for chaining. The 
details of the Programmable Array Logic (PAL *) for those 
interfaces are described in Appendix B. 

Figures 20a and 20b show the configuration of an Am9516A 
UDC and an AmB086 microprocessor on the same board. 
Figure 21 shows a configuration for them when the Am9516A 
UDC is on a different board. The configuration of an Am9516A 
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Figure 20a. Am9516A UDC to Am8086 CPU Interface (Minimum Mode) 

AmPAL16L8 PALASM FILE 

PAL16L8 

Pat 001 

Am9516A to AmBOB6 min mode interface chip 

Advanced Micro Devices 

NC ALED ALEP HLDA BW ADo DT/DEN/SEL GND 

NC/ABEN/AD ALE Ao/AW/DS/WA/TBEN Vee 

If (/HLDA) DS = AD + WA 

If (/HLDA) RW = DT 

If (/HLDA) TBEN = IDT*/SEL *DEN 

If (lHLDA) ABEN = DT·/SEL ·DEN 

If (HLDA) AD = lAW • DS 

If (HLDA) WA = AW • DS 

ALE = I ALEP • I ALED 

Ao = IADo·/BW*HLDA·ALED + 
IADo*BW*HLDA*ALED + 
IADo·/HLAD·ALEP + Ao·/ALEP + Ao·/ALED 

DESCRIPTION 

This PAL converts the control signals to interface the AmeOe6 in 
min mode to the Am9516A DMA controller. Another example 
shows how this is done in max mode. 

Am9516A 
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Timing Diagram of AmPAL 16R6 

8284 CLOCK 

AmPAL 16R6 PALASM FILE 

AmPAL16R6 
PAT003 
Am8086 to AmZ85XX Peripheral Interface 
Advanced Micro Devices 

CLOCK RESET ClK/So/S1/S2 NC NC NC GND 
IOE/AS/P1/RW/DS/PO/LACK/RDY ClKD Vee 

Po: = IRESET*So*/Po*/P1 + 
IRESET*S1 * IPo* IP1 + 
IRESET*S2* IPo* IP1 + 
IRESET*So*P1 + 
IRESET*S1 *P1 + 
IRESET*S2*P1 

P1: = IRESET*PO*/P1 + 
IRESET*P1*SO + 
IRESET*P1 *S1 + 
IRESET*P1 *S2 

DS: = IIACK*/Po*P1*So*/S1S2 + 
IIACK*/Po*P1*/So*S1S2 + 

2-188 

IACK·SO·S1·S2 
DS·PO·P1 

RW: = SO·/S1 

+ 

lACK: = IRESET·So·S1·S2 + IACK*Po*P1 * IDS + 
IACK* IPo* IP1 

RDY: = IRESET*So* IS1 *S2*PO*P1 + 
IRESET* ISO*S1 *S2*PO*P1 + 
IRESET*DS*RDY·PO*P1 

IClKD = ClK 

AS = IClKD*Po* IP1 * !lACK*ClK 

DESCRIPTION 

WF007650 

This PAL translates Am8086 bus signals into compatible 
signals for the Am9516A. It is also applicable to AmZ85XX 
peripherals by altering/RW and IDS to/RD and IWR. One flip
flop is available to give the necessary delay to the falling edge 
of/WR. 

Note: The ClK signal must be externally inverted for this 
design. 
A> 

Am9516A 



HLDA 

AmPAL 16R4 Timing 

L 
AmPAL 16R4 PALASM FILE 

B > Type Am9516A PAL 
PAL 16R4 

Am8D86 to Am9516A interface 

Advanced Micro Devices 

CLK/RQGT HOLD NC NC NC/RW/DS MIO GND 

IOE/MWTC/MRDC HLDAlD2/R2/Rl/10WC/IORC Vee 

If (HLDA) IORC = IMIO"DS" IRW 

If (HLDA) IOWC = IMIO"DS"RW 

If (HLDA) MRDC = MIO"DS"IAW 

If (HLDA) MWTC = MIO"DS"RW 

R1: = HOLD 

R2: = IRl 

D2: = Rl 

IHLDA: = IRl + ID2" IHLDA + IRQGT* IHLDA 

DESCRIPTION 

This device converts the min mode signals HOLD and HLDA to 
the max mode IRQGT protocol. Additionally, it generates the 8288 
equivalent control outputs IMRDC, IMWTC, IIORC, and IIOWC. 
This PAL was used to connect the Am9516A to the Am8D86 in 
max mode. 

B> 

Note: If HOLD is taken away prior to grant pulse, design will not work correctly because the release pulse 
will overlap the grant pulse. 

Am9516A 

WF007660 
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PAL16R4 

PAT006 

PAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

JOE BRCICH 9/01/83 

68000 TO Am9516A INTERFACE WITH DATA HOLD CORRECTION 

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 

CLK RW AO BREQ IBG IDSI lAS IBW ICS 

10E ILDS IUDS DSO IC BACK IBR ITB IRB 

IF (lBACK) RB = ICS * RW * UDS + 
ICS * RW * LOS 

IF (lBACK) TB ICS * IRW 

IF (BACK) UDS DSI * lAO * IBW + 
BW * DSI 

IF (BACK) LOS DSI * AO * IBW + 
BW * DSI 

BR : = BREQ * BG * BR * AS + 
BREQ * IBG * IBACK 

IBACK : = IBREQ + 

IBREQ * IBG + 

IBREQ * AS + 

IBREQ * IBACK + 

IBG * IBACK + 

AS * IBACK 

C:= UDS * IBACK + 
LOS * IBACK 

IDSO : = BACK + 
IBACK * IRW * C 

DESCRIPTION 

IF BREQ*BACK IS TRUE THE Am9516A HAS THE BUS, OTHERWISE THE 68000 HAS THE BUS. 
THIS PAL CONNECTS THE Am9516A TO THE 68000 WITH ONE WAIT STATE DURING WRITES 
WHILE SHORTENING IDS TO ACHIEVE PROPER DATA HOLD TIME. IT ALSO CONVERTS THE 
BUS EXCHANGE PROTOCOL INTO 68000 FORMAT. THIS DESIGN ASSUMES NO OTHER BUS 
MASTERS IN THE SYSTEM. IRB AND ITB CONTROL THE TRANCEIVERS WHEN CPU IS BUS 
MASTER. ICS MUST BE FUNCTION OF ALL DEVICES CONNECTED TO THE CPU BUS NOT 
JUST THE Am9516A ICS AS SHOWN HERE. 

The ICS to IDS set-up time of 30ns is met in the following ways: 

(1) During a read cycle the only effect from not meeting this set-up time is that the data valid 
access time from the Am9516A will be delayed by a proportional amount. Since the minimum 
IDS Low width from the 10-MHz 68000 (during a read) is 193ns and the minimum IDS Low 
width to the Am9516A is 150ns, we have 43ns margin not counting gate delays which will 
further increase this margin. 

(2) During a write cycle this is not an issue since the IDS comes later and is stretched longer 
due to the Wait state. 

AmPAL 16R4 68K9516M PALASM File 

Am9516A 



PAL16L8 

PAT 003 

PAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION 9516MBC 

JOE BRCICH 26 JULY 84 

MULTIBUS CONTROL FOR Am9516A 

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 

BACK MIO NC NC IDACK NC NC NC ICEN GND 

NC IRD IIORC IDS IMWTC IMRDC IIOWC IRW IWR 

IF (BACK) IORC = IMIO * DS * IRW * CEN 

IF (BACK) IOWC = IMIO * DS * RW * CEN 

IF (BACK) MRDC = MIO * DS * IRW * CEN 

IF (BACK) MWTC = MIO * DS * RW * CEN 

RD = DACK * RW * BACK + 
IORC * IBACK 

WR = DACK * IRW * BACK + 
IOWC * IBACK 

IF (I BACK) DS = IORC + IOWC 

IF (/BACK) RW = IOWC 

DESCRIPTION 

VCC 

THIS PAL CONVERTS MULTIBUS SIGNALS INTO Am9516A COMPATIBLE SIGNALS AND VICE 
VERSA. IT ALSO SUPPORTS THE 8530 IN FLYBY MODE. 

MULTIBUS Control for Am9516A (AmPAL16LB) 

PAL16R4 PAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION 9516MBA 

PAT 004 JOE BRCICH 30 July 84 

MULTIBUS ARBITER FOR Am9516A 

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES 

IBCLK IXACK BRO IBSY IBPRN IDS NC IIORC ICS GND 

IOE IRBEN ITBEN BACK ICEN IBREO IBUSY IBPRO IWAIT VCC 

IF (I BACK) TBEN = IORC * CS 

IF (lBACK) RBEN = IIORC * CS 

WAIT = IXACK * BACK 

BREO : = BRO 

BPRO = IBRO * BPRN 

IBACK : = IBUSY 

BUSY: = BREO * BPRN * IBSY * IBUSY + 
BREO * BUSY * BPRN + 
BREO * BUSY 

CEN : = BACK 

DESCRIPTION 

ICEN DELAYS THE COMMANDS TO MEET THE MULTIBUS REOUIREMENT THAT ADDRESS 
AND DATA BE VALID AT LEAST 50NS PRIOR TO CONTROL ACTIVE. IIOWC WAS NOT USED 
SINCE USING /lORC IMPROVES HOLD TIME. THIS DESIGN DOES NOT SUPPORT THE ICBRO 
FUNCTION. 

MULTIBUS Arbiter for Am9516A (AmPAL 16R4) 
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80 38 MOV AL,38H ;LOADING POINTER OF MASTER 
E6 12 OUT 12H ;MODE REGISTER 
88 07 00 MOV AX,007H ;LOADING MMR GO DE 
E7 10 OUTW 10H ; 
80 26 MOV AL,26H ;LOADING POINTER OF CHAIN 
E612 OUT 12H ;ADDRESS REGISTER'S SEGMENT 
88 00 00 MOV AX,OOOOH ;LOADING SEGMENT OF CAR·l 
E7 10 OUTW 10H ; 
8022 MOV AL,22H ;LOADING POINTER OF CHAIN 
E6 12 OUT 12H ;ADDRESS REGISTER'S OFFSET 
88 20 10 MOV AX,1020H ;LOADING OFFSET OF CAR·l 
E7 10 OUTW 10H ; 
802C MOV AL,2CH ;LOADING POINTER OF COMMAND 
E612 OUT 12H ;REGISTER 
80 AO MOV AL,AOH ;LOADING "START CHAIN" COMMAND 
E6 10 OUT 10H ;ISSUING "START CHAIN" GOMMAND 

Figure 23. Initialization Program for 8086 CPU 

Notes: The P/D input is connected to Al line; GS is decoded from A7 through A4 (all 0). 

ADDRESS a 2 4 6 8 A G E 

1000 0000 1020 0000 1020 0007 0005 0006 0005 

1010 0002 AAAA 0009 OOAO 0004 0042 0042 0001 

~ 0000 lFOO 0000 1060 0010 0000 lFOO 
Reload 1030 0000 1080 0012 0000 FFFF 0001 0000 8020 
Word 1040 0000 1020 1111 1111 0000 FFFF 2004 0000 

1050 0010 0000 0000 1020 0018 1020 2222 1007 

1060 GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA 

1070 GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA GAGA 
T8000084 

Figure 24. Reload Table for Chaining 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ......................... -65°C to + 150°C 
Vee with Respect to Vss .................. -0.5 V to + 7.0 V Commercial (C) Devices 
All Signal Voltages with Respect to Vss-0.5 V to + 7.0 V Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
Supply Voltage (Veel .............................. 5 V ± 5% 

RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality Military (M) Devices 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Temperature (Tel ................................ -55 to 125°C 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device Supply Voltage (Veel ............................ 5 V ± 10% 
reliability. Operating ranges define those limits between which the 

functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are tested 
unless otherwise specified) 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Max Units 

VeH Clock Input High Voltage Driven by External Clock Generator 3.8 Vee +0.3 Volts 

Vel Clock Input Low Voltage Driven by External Glock Generator -0.5 0.45 Volts 

VIHl Input High Voltage All Pins Except 2, 36, 37, 38, 47, 48 2.0 Vee +0.3 Volts 

VIH2 Input High Voltage Pins 2, 36, 37, 38, 47, 48 2.2 Vee + 0.3 Volts 

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 Volts 

VOHl Output High Voltage IOH = -250/JA (Except Pins 1. 32, 33, 2.4 Volts 38) 

VOH2 Output High Voltage IOH = - 200 /JA, Pins 1, 32, 33, 38 2.0 Volts 

VOL Output Low Voltage IOl = 3.2 rnA 0.45 Volts 

III Input Leakage VSS <; VIN <; Vce ±10 /JA 

IOl Output Leakage VSS <; VOUT <; Vee ±10 /JA 

Icc Vee Supply Current 
TA = OOG 1 MIL: Te = -55°C 350 rnA 

TA = 70°C I MIL: Te = + 125°C 200 rnA 

Unmeasured pins returned to ground. 
CCLK Input CapaCitance (Clock) f = 1 MHz over specified temperature 25- pF 

range. 

CIN Input Capacitance (Except Pin 46) Unmeasured pins returned 
10- pF 

COUT Output Capacitance to ground. f = 1MHz over 15- pF 

CliO Bidirectional Capacitance specified temperature range. 20- pF 

"Guaranteed by design; not tested. 
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Standard Test Conditions 

Commercial 

The characteristics below apply for the following standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to 
GND. Positive current flows into the referenced pin. Standard conditions are as follows: 

+4.75< Vee<+5.25 V 
GND = 0 V 
O°C < T A < + 70°C 

Standard Test Load 

Standard Test Conditions 

Military 

+5V 

TC002011 

Open-Drain Test Load 

FROM OUTPUT 
UNOERTEST 

+5V 

~2.2K 

~~I 

TC002021 

The characteristics below apply for the following standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to 
GND. Positive current flows into the referenced pin. Standard conditions are as follows: 

2-196 

+4.75 < Vee < +5.25 V 
GND =0 V 

-55 < Te < + 125°C 

·Teradyne J941 Channel Capacitance 
including 016. 

A. Standard Dynamic Load 

TC004391 

Am9516A 

·Teradyne J941 Channel Capacitance 
including 016. 

B. Open-Drain Dynamic Load 

TC004381 



SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS 

DRIVE 4.3 V -----,.x~x'---

DRIVE 0.2 V -----'. - -
WF024210 

A. External CLOCK Generator 

DRIVE 2.6 V ---~ 
TEST POINT 2.0 V 

TEST POINT O.B V 
DRIVE 0.45 V -----' 

WF024220 

B. BACK, DREQ1, DREQ2, RESET, INTACK, and EOP only 

DRIVE 2.4 V ---~ 
TEST POINT 2.0 V 

TEST POINT O.B V 
DRIVE 0.45 V -----' 

WF024230 

C. ALL pins except BACK, DREQ1, DREQ2, RESET, INTACK, and EOP. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range unless otherwise specified 
TIMING FOR UDC AS BUS MASTER 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 

Number Parameters Description Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 165 2000 125 2000 100 2000 ns 

2 TwCh Clock Width (HIGH) 105 1000 70 1000 55 45 ns 

3 TwCI Clock Width (LOW) 105 70 55 45 ns 

4 TIC Clock Fall Time 20 10 5 5 ns 

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 15 10 5 ns 

6 TdC(AUv) Clock RE to Upper Address (A16-A23) Valid Delay 90 80 60 50 ns 

7 ThC(AUv) Clock RE to Upper Address Valid Hold Time 5 5 5 5 ns 

8 TdC(ST) Clock RE to R/W and B/W Valid Delay 110 90 60 50 ns 

9 TdC(A) Clock RE to Lower Address (Ao-A1S) Valid Delay 90 90 60 50 ns 

10 TdC(Az) Clock RE to Lower Address (Ao-A1S) Float Delay 60 60 50 40 ns 

11 TdC(ALr) Clock RE to ALE RE Delay 70 60 50 30 ns 

12 TdC(AL) Clock FE to ALE FE Delay 70 60 50 40 ns 

13 dC(DS) Clock RE to DS (Read) FE Delay 60 60 50 40 ns 

14 TdC(DSf) Clock FE to DS (Write) FE Delay 60 60 50 45 ns 

15 TdC(DSr) Clock FE to DS RE Delay 60 60 50 40 ns 

16 dC(DO) Clock RE to Data Out Valid Delay 90 90 65 60 ns 

17 TsDI(C) Data in to Clock FE Set-up Time 20 15 10 10 ns 

18 TdA(AL) Address Valid to ALE FE Delay 50 35 20 20 ns 

19 IThAL(A) ALE FE to Lower Address Valid Hold Time 60 40 30 30 ns 

20 TwAL ALE Width (HIGH) 80 60 45 40 ns 

21 TdAz(DS) Lower Address Float to DS LOW Delay 0 0 0 0 ns 

22 TdAL(DS) ALE FE to DS (Read) FE Delay 75 35 35 35 ns 

23 TdAL(DI) ALE FE to Data in Required Valid Delay 300 215 190 150 ns 

24 ~dA(DI) Address Valid to Data in Required Valid Delay 410 305 240 190 ns 

25 IrdDS(A) DS RE to Address Active Delay 80 45 30 20 ns 

26 IrdDS(AI) DS RE 10 ALE RL Delay 75 40 40 35 ns 

27 TdA(DS) Address Valid to DS (Read) FE Delay 160 110 90 70 ns 

28 TdDO(DSr) Data Out Valid to DS RE Delay 230 150 125 80 ns 

29 TdDO(DSf) Data Out Valid to DS FE Delay 55 35 20 15 ns 

30 ThDS(DO) DS RE to Data Out Valid Hold Time 85 45 40 25 ns 

31 TdDS(DI) DS (Read) FE to Data in Required Valid Delay 205 155 125 100 ns 

33 IrhDI(DS) DS RE to Data in Hold Time 0 0 0 0 ns 

34 TwDSmw DS (Write) Width (LOW) 185 110 105 80 ns 

35 TwDSmr DS (Read) Width (LOW) 275 220 160 130 ns 

36 TdC(RBr) Clock FE to RBEN RE Delay· 70 65 50 30 ns 

37 IrhDS(ST) DS RE to B/W, N/S, R/W and MIlO Valid Hold Time 70 45 40 25 ns 

38 TdC(TRf) Clock RE to TBEN or RBEN FE Delay 60 60 50 35 ns 

39 TdC(TRr) Clock RE to TBEN RE Delay 60 60 45 45 ns 

40 TdC(ST) Clock RE to MIlO and N/S Valid Delay 90 75 65 50 ns 

41 TdS(AL) R/W, MIlO, B/W and N/S Valid to ALE FE Delay 60 35 20 20 ns 

42 TsWT(C) WAIT to Clock FF Set-up Time 20 20 10 10 ns 

43 IrhWT(C) WAIT to Clock FE Hold Time 20 20 35 35 ns 

44 wDRQ DREQ Pulse Width (Single Transfer Mode) 20 20 20 20 ns 

45 TsDRQ(C) DREQ Valid to Clock RE Set-up Time 60 50 30 20 ns 

46 hDRQ(C) Clock RE to DREQ Valid Hold Time 20 20 20 20 ns 

47 dC(INTf) Clock FE to INT FE Delay 150 150 105 105 ns 

·These must not occur simultaneously. 

Note: RE = rising edge 
FE = falling edge 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 
are tested unless otherwise specified) 

TIMING FOR UDC AS BUS MASTER 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 

Number Parameters Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 165 2000 ns 

2 TwCh Clock Width (HIGH) 105 1000 70 1000 ns 

3 TwCI Clock Width (LOW) 105 70 ns 

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 20 10 ns 

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 15 ns 

6 TdC(AUv) Clock RE to Upper Address (A16-A23) Valid Delay 90 80 ns 

7 ThC(AUv) Clock RE to Upper Address Valid Hold Time 5 5 ns 

8 TdC(ST) Clock RE to R/W and B/W Valid Delay 110 90 ns 

9 TdC(A) Clock RE to Lower Address (Ao-A1S) Valid Delay 90 90 ns 

10 TdC(Az) Clock RE to Lower Address (Ao-A1S) Float Delay 60 60 ns 

11 TdC(ALr) Clock RE to ALE RE Delay 70 60 ns 

12 TdC(AL) Clock FE to ALE FE Delay 70 60 ns 

13 TdC(DS) Clock RE to DS (Read) FE Delay 60 60 ns 

14 TdC(DSf) Clock FE to OS (Write) FE Delay 60 60 ns 

15 TdC(DSr) Clock FE to DS RE Delay 60 60 ns 

16 TdC(DO) Clock RE to Data Out Valid Delay 90 90 ns 

17 TsDI(C) Data in to Clock FE Setup Time 20 15 ns 

18 TdA(AL) Address Valid to ALE FE Delay 50 35 ns 

19 ThAL(A) ALE FE to Lower Address Valid Hold Time 60 40 ns 

20 TwAL ALE Width (HIGH) 80 60 ns 

21 TdAz(DS) Lower Address Float to OS LOW Delay 0 0 ns 

22 TdAL(DS) ALE FE to OS (Read) FE Delay 75 35 ns 

23 TdAL(DI) ALE FE to Data in Required Valid Delay 300 215 ns 

24 TdA(DI) Address Valid to Data in Required Valid Delay 410 305 ns 

25 TdDS(A) OS RE to Address Active Delay 80 45 ns 

26 TdDS(AI) DS RE to ALE RE Delay 75 40 ns 

27 TdA(DS) Address Valid to OS (Read) FE Delay 160 110 ns 

28 TdDO(DSr) Data Out Valid to DS RE Delay 230 150 ns 

29 TdDO(DSf) Data Out Valid to OS FE Delay 55 35 ns 

30 ThDS(DO) OS RE to Data Out Valid Hold Time 85 45 ns 

31 TdDS(DI) DS (Read) FE to Data in Required Valid Delay 205 155 ns 

33 ThDI(DS) OS RE to Data in Hold Time 0 0 ns 

34 TwDSmw OS (Write) Width (LOW) 185 110 ns 

35 TwDSmr OS (Read) Width (LOW) 275 220 ns 

36 TdC(RBr) Clock FE to RBEN RE Delay* 70 65 ns 

37 ThDS(ST) DS RE to B/W, N/S, R/W and M/iO Valid Hold Time 70 45 ns 

38 TdC(TRf) Clock RE to ~ or RBEN FE Delay 60 60 ns 

39 TdC(TRr) Clock RE to TBEN RE Delay 60 60 ns 

40 TdC(ST) Clock RE to MilO and N/S Valid Delay 90 75 ns 

41 TdS(AL) R/W. MIlO. B/W and N/S Valid to ALE FE Delay 60 35 ns 

42 TsWT(C) WAif to Clock FF Setup Time 20 20 ns 

43 ThWT(C) WAIT to Clock FE Hold Time 20 20 ns 

44 TwDRO DREO Pulse Width (Single Transfer Mode) 20 20 ns 

45 TsDRO(C) DREO Valid to Clock RE Setup Time 60 50 ns 

46 ThDRO(C) Clock RE to DREO Valid Hold Time 20 20 ns 

47 TdC(INTf) Clock FE to INT FE Delay 150 150 ns 

*These must not occur simultaneously. 
Note: RE = rising edge 

FE = falling edge 
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Am9516A CLOCK-CYCLE-TIME-DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

The parameters listed below are also shown in the Switching specification. However, they are dependent on the actual values of 
the clock periods. The equations below define that dependence so that the exact limit for these parameters may be determined for 
any given system in relation to its specific clock characteristics. 

Number Parameters Derivation 

18 TdA(AL) 0.5TcC- #9 + (#12-tr) 

19 ThAL(A) 0.5TcC- #12 (ALE FE @ 0.8 V) + # 10 

21 TdAz(DS) #13- #10 

22 TdAL(DS) 0.5TcC- #12 + #13 

23 TdAL(DI) 2TcC- #12- #17 

24 TdA(DI) 2.5TcC- #9- #17 

25 TdDS (A) 0.5TcC- #15 + #9 

26 TsDS (AL) 0.5TcC- #15 + #11 (ALE RE) 

27 TdA(DS) TcC- #9 + #13 

28 TdDO (DSr) 1.5TcC- #16 + #15 

29 TdDO(DSf) 0.5TcC- #16 + #14 

30 ThDS(DO) 0.5TcC- #15 + #32 

31 TdDS (DI) 1.5TcC- #13:" #17 

34 TwDSmw TcC- #14 + #15 

35 TwDSmr 1.5TcC- #13 + #15 

37 ThDS (ST) 0.5TcC- #15 + (#40-tr) 

41 TdS (AL) 0.5TcC- #40 + (#12-tr) 

NOTE: Ir (nominal) = 10ns 
# 32 CLCK RE to Data Out Not Valid Delay = 20ns (4 and 6 MHz) 
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WAIT Timing 

WF007680 

Sampling DREQ During Single Transfer DMA Operations 

t=: READ OR FLYBY ~ ~LASTACCESSOF ~ DMA ITERATION DMA ITERAnON 

I T, I T2 TWA or T2 I T3----1---- T,p 

CLK 

(NOTE ') ~ @ f- ~~~~)C) 

OREQ--~~~\\~~~~\\\~~\\~"!"'T"I""'~\\~~~1\\\\\\\\\ /IIJ/////II/////JA 
~TwDRQ---l@ 

Notes: 1. HIGH-to-LOW DREQ transitions will only be recognized after the HIGH-to-LOW transition of the clock 
during T 1 of a read or flyby DMA iteration. 

2. A HIGH-to-LOW i5"Fi"rn transition must meet the conditions in Note 1 and must occur TsDRQ(c) before 
state T 3 of the last access of the DMA iteration if the channel is to retain bus control and immediately 
start the next iteration. DREQ may go HIGH before TsDRQ(c) if it has met the TwDRQ parameter. 

3. Flyby and Search transactions have only a single access; parameter TsDRQ(c) should be referenced to 
the start of T 3 of the access. All other operations will always have two or three accesses per iteration. 

Am9516A 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range unless otherwise specified 
UDC AS BUS SLAVE BUS EXCHANGE 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 

Number Parameters Description Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 
61 TdIN(DO) INTACK FE to Data Output Valid Delay 135 135 120 110 ns 

62 TdIN(DOz) INTACK RE to Data Output Float Delay 80 80 45 35 ns 

63 TdDS(DO) DS FE (lOR) to Data Output Driven Delay 135* 135 120 110 ns 

64 TdDS(DOz) DS RE (lOR) to Data Output Float Delay 80 80 45 40 ns 

65 TsDI(DS) Data Valid to DS RE (lOW) Set-up Time 40 40 40 35 ns 

66 ThDS(DI) DS RE (lOW) to Data Valid Hold Time 40 30 0 0 ns 

67 TwDS DS Low Width 150* 150* 125 100 ns 

68 ;TwiN INTACK Low Width 150 150 125 100 ns 

69 ThDS(CS) DS RE to CS Valid Hold Time 20 20 15 10 ns 

70 ThDS(PD) DS RE to P/D Valid Hold Time 20 20 15 10 ns 

P/D Valid to DS FE Set-up Time (lOR) 10 10 10 10 
71 TsPD(DS) 

P/D Valid to DS FE Set-up Time (lOW) 
ns 

50 50 40 30 

72 TsCS(DS) CS Valid to DS FE Set-up Time 30 30 20 10 ns 

73 TrDS DS RE to DS FE Recovery Time (for Commands Only) 4TcC 4TcC 4Tcc 4Tcc ns 

74 TwRST RESET Low Width 3TcC 3TcC 3Tcc 3Tcc ns 

75 TdC(BRQf) Clock RE to BREQ RE Delay 165 150 125 100 ns 

76 TdC(BRQr) Clock FE to BREQ FE Delay 150 150 125 100 ns 

77 TdBRQ(CTRz) BREQ FE to Control Bus Float Delay 140 140 100 60 ns 

78 TdBRQ(ADz) BREQ FE to AD Bus Float Delay 140 140 100 60 ns 

79 TdBRQ(BAK) BREQ RE to BACK RE Required Delay 0 0 0 0 ns 

80 TsBAK(C) BACK Valid to Clock RE Set-up Time 50 45 30 20 ns 

81 TdRES(ADz) (Reset) FE to A and AD Buses Float Delay 135 135 125 100 ns 

82 TdRES(CTRz) (Reset) FE to Control Bus Float Delay 100 100 100 75 ns 

83 TdRES(DSz) (Reset) FE to DS Float Delay 90 90 80 60 ns 

84 TsRW(DS) R/W Valid to DS FE Set-up Time (lOW) 2 2 2 2 ns 

85 ThDS(RW) DS RE to R/W Valid Hold Time (lOW) -10 -10 -10 -10 ns 

86 TsRW(DS) R/W Valid to DS FE Set-up Time (lOR) 20 20 15 15 ns 

87 ThDS(RW) DS RE to R/W Valid Hold Time (lOR) 20 20 15 15 ns 

*2000ns for slow readable registers (worst case) 
Note: RE = rising edge 

FE = falling edge 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 
UDC·PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 10 MHz 

Number Parameters Description Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

90 TCHDL Clock RE to Pulsed DACK FE Delay 
100 85 50 40 ns (Flyby Transactions Only) 

91 TCHDH Clock RE to Pulsed DACK RE Delay 
100 85 50 40 ns (To Flyby Transactions Only) 

92 TDSK DS RE to Pulsed DACK RE Delay 10 10 10 10 ns (FROM Flyby Transactions Only) 

93 TDAD Clock RE to Level DACK Valid Delay 100 85 60 50 ns 

94 TDAH Clock FE to Level DACK Valid Hold Time 100 85 60 50 ns 

95 TEIDL Clock FE to Internal EOP LOW Delay 110 90 80 70 ns 

96 TEIDH Clock FE to Internal EOP RE Delay 110 90 80 70 ns 

97 TES External EOP Valid to Clock RE Set-up 10 10 10 10 ns Time During Operation 

98 TEW External EOP Pulse Width Required During Operation 20 20 20 20 ns 

99 TES(BH) External EOP Valid to Clock FE Set-up Time During Bus Hold 10 10 10 10 ns 

100 TEW(BH) External EOP Pulse Width Required During Bus Hold 20 20 20 20 ns 

Note: RE = rising edge 
FE = falling edge 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Subgroups 9, 
10, 11 are tested unless otherwise specified) 
UDC AS BUS SLAVE BUS EXCHANGE 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
61 TdIN(DO) INTACK FE to Data Output Valid Delay 135 135 ns 

62 TdIN(DOz) INTACK RE to Data Output Float Delay 80 80 ns 

63 TdDS(DO) OS FE (lOR) to Data Output Driven Delay 135· 135 ns 

64 TdDS(DOz) OS RE (lOR) to Data Output Float Delay 80 80 ns 

65 TsDI(D8) Data Valid to OS RE (lOW) Setup Time 40 40 ns 

66 ThDS(DI) OS RE (lOW) to Data Valid Hold Time 40 30 ns 

67 TwOS OS LOW Width 150· 150· ns 

68 TwiN INT ACK LOW Width 150 150 ns 

69 ThDS(CS) OS RE to CS Valid Hold Time 20 20 ns 

70 ThDS(PD) ITS RE to P/D Valid Hold Time 20 20 ns 

P/D Valid to OS FE Setup Time (lOR) 10 10 
71 TsPD(DS) 

P/D Valid to OS FE Setup Time (lOW) 
ns 

50 50 

72 TsCS(DS) CS Valid to OS FE Setup Time 30 30 ns 

73 TrDS OS RE to OS FE Recovery Time (for Commands 4TcC 4TcC ns Only) 

74 TwRST RESET LOW Width 3TcC 3TcC ns 

75 TdC(BRQf) Clock RE to BREQ RE Delay 165 150 ns 

76 TdC(BRQr) Clock FE to BREQ FE Delay 150 150 ns 

77 TdBRQ(CTRz) BREQ FE to Control Bus Float Delay 140 140 ns 

78 TdBRQ(ADz) BREQ FE to AD Bus Float Delay 140 140 ns 

79 TdBRQ(BAK) BREQ RE to BACK RE Required Delay 0 0 ns 

80 TsBAK(C) BACK Valid to Clock RE Setup Time 50 45 ns 

81 TdRES(ADz) RESET FE to A and AD Buses Float Delay 135·· 135 ns 

82 TdRES(CTRz) RESET FE to Control Bus Float Delay 100·· 100 ns 

83 TdRES(DSz) RESET FE to ITS Float Delay 90·· 90 ns 

84 TsRW(DS) R/W Valid to OS FE Setup Time (lOW) 2 2 ns 

85 ThDS(RW) OS RE to R/W Valid Hold Time (lOW) -10 -10 ns 

86 TsRW(DS) R/W Valid to OS FE Setup Time (lOR) 20 20 ns 

87 ThDS(RW) OS RE to R/W Valid Hold Time (lOR) 20 20 ns 

·2000 ns for slow readable registers (worst case) 
• ·Guaranted but not tested. 
Note: RE = rising edge 

FE = falling edge 

UDC-PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

Preliminary 

4 MHz 6 MHz 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

90 TCHDL Clock RE to Pulsed DACK FE Delay 100 85 ns (Flyby Transactions Only) 

91 TCHDH Clock RE to Pulsed DACR RE Delay 100 85 ns (To Flyby Transactions Only) 

92 TDSK OS RE to Pulsed DACK RE Delay 10 10 ns 
(FROM Flyby Transactions Only) 

93 TOAD Clock RE to Level DACK Valid Delay 100 85 ns 

94 TDAH Clock FE to Level DACK Valid Hold Time 100 85 ns 

95 TEIDL Clock FE to Internal EOP LOW Delay 110 90 ns 

96 TEIDH Clock FE to Internal EOP RE Delay 110 90 ns 

97 TES External EOP Valid to Clock RE Setup 10 10 ns 
Time During Operation 

98 TEW External EOP Pulse Width Required During Operation 20 20 ns 

99 TES(BH) Ex1ernal EOP Valid to Clock RE Setup Time During Bus 10 10 ns 
Hold 

100 TEW(BH) External EOP Pulse Width Required During Bus Hold 20 20 ns 

Note: RE = rising edge 
FE = falling edge 
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APPENDIX A 
UDC REGISTER SUMMARY 

Master Mode Register 

A7 AO 

Address IX011100xi 

Fast Readable 
Writable 

I MM31 MM2 MMl I MMO I 
L Chip Enable 

CPU Interleave 
Enable 

Wait Line Enable 

No Vector on 
Interrupt 

DFOO3470 

Miscellaneous Registers 

AO 

0 1 1 0 0 1 X Current Operation Count 

0 1 1 0 0 0 X Current Operation Count 

0 1 1 0 1 1 X Base Operation Count 

0 1 1 0 1 0 X Base Operation Count 

1 0 0 1 0 1 X Pattern 

1 0 0 1 0 0 X Pattern 

1 0 0 1 1 1 X Mask 

1 0 0 1 1 0 X Mask 

Chain Loadable 
Writable 
Pattern and Mask - Slow Readable 
Operation Count - Fast Readable 

Chain Control Register 

....------------- Cunent ARA (2 Words) 

....---'---------- Current ARB (2 Words) 

....---------- Cunent Op-Count (1 Word) 

....--------- Base ARA (2 Words) 

....-------- Base ARB (2 Words) 

...------- Ba .. Op-Count (1 Word) 

....----- Pattern and Mask (2 Words) 

,.---- Interrupt Vector (1 Word) 

I 
r--= Channel Mode (2 Words) 

I. .. L Chain Address (2 Words) 

1""""'9 1~81"""""'7 ..i...y-a 1 5~14"""'1 3.....-'-1 2~ 111"""-1 1 0 1 

DF003480 

Am9516A 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 



Command Register 

Address 

Writable Only 

FUNCTION FIELD ~ 
OOOR .. et 
001 Interrupt 
010 Software Request 
011 Flip Bit 
100 Hardware Mask 
101 Start Chain 
110 Not Recognized 
111 Not Recognized 

A7 

X 0 

X 0 

0 

0 0 

AO 

: I 
CH1 

CH2 

Channel 21Channel 1 

SeIlC&ear 

Interrupt Pending 

Channel Interrupt Enable 

DF003490 

Status Register 

A7 AO 

Address 

I : 
0 0 

0 0 

~~~ ________ ~~X~ CH1 
o X CH2 

Fast Readable 

INTERRUl' ~~J '~~l~~~:~: STATUS I STATUS I" COMPLETION 
--'- I STATUS 

--~'---

CIE 

RESERVED 

IP 

CA----..J 

NAC-------1 

WFB----------' EOP----------' 

~p-------~ TC-------~ 

DF003500 

Am9516A 

III 
I 
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Interrupt Save Register 

A7 AO 

Address 

I : 
0 0 0 X CH1 

0 0 0 0 X CH2 

Fast Readable 

L-______ ~':;~~ ~~~~; 

L-_______ TC 

L-__________ EOP 

L-__________ MC 

L-___ ---'-_______ Chain Aborted 
L-________________ MCL 

L-_______________ MCH 

L _____________ ~_ Hardware Reque.t 

Channel Mode Register 

A7 

X 1 0 1 0 1 

X 1 0 1 0 1 

X 1 0 1 0 0 

X 1 0 1 0 0 

Chain Loadable 
Writable (Lower 16 bits) 
Slow Readable 

DAcK CONTROL 

HARCNIARE MASK -------, 

SOFTWARE REQUEST -----, 

AO 

1 X 

0 X 

1 X 

0 X 

DF003510 

High CH1 

High CH2 

Low CH1 

Low CH2 

MATCH CONTROL FIELD 
00 Stop on No Match 
01 Slop on No Match 
10 Slop on Word Match 
11 Stop on Byte Match 

TC MC EOP TC MC EOP TC MC EOP ------CHAIN B-C RELOAD INTERRUPT 
ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE DATA OPERATION FIELD 

Operand Size 

COMPLETION FIELD Code/Operation ARA ARB 
Transfer 

0001 Byte Byte 
TRANSFER TYPE FIELD l00X Byte Word 

Code Transfer Type 0000 Word Word 
0011 Byte Byte 

00 Single Transfer 0010 Word Word 
01 Demand Dedicated/Bus Hold 

Transfer-10 Demand Dedicated/Bus Release 
11 Demand Interleave and-Search 

0101 Byte Byte 

FLIP BIT 110X Byte Word 
0100 Word Word 

o - ARA = SRC, ARB = DEST 0111 Byte Byte 
1 - ARA = DEST, ARB = SRC 0110 Word Word 

Search 

1111 Byte Byte 
1110 Word Word 
101X Illegal 

Am9516A 

Transaction 

Type 

Flowthru 
Flowthru 
Flowthru 
Flyby 
Flyby 

Flowthru 
Flowthru 
Flowthru 
Flyby 
Flyby 

NlA 
NlA 
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A7 

Address X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Address 

15 

Chain Address Register 

A7 

x 0 1 0 

X 0 1 0 

X 0 1 0 

X 0 1 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 1 

1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

AO 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Up-Addr CH1 

Up-Addr CH2 

Low-Addr CH 1 

Low-Addr CH2 

PROGRA .. MABLE WArr FIELD 

00 = 0 Walt Slam l 
01 = 1 WaH Slam 
10 = 2 Walt Slales 
11 = 4 Wall Slam 

87 32 10 r---------------

DF003530 

Address Registers 

AO 
0 0 1 1 0 1 X Current ARA Up·Addr/Tag 

0 0 1 1 0 0 X Current ARA Up·Addr/Tag 

0 0 0 1 0 1 X Current ARA Low-Addr 

0 0 0 1 0 0 X Current ARA Low·Addr 

0 0 1 0 0 1 X Current ARB Up·Addr/Tag 

0 0 1 0 0 0 X Current ARB Up·Addr/Tag 

0 0 0 0 0 1 X Current ARB Low·Addr 

0 0 0 0 0 0 X Current ARB Low·Addr 

0 0 1 1 1 1 X Base ARA Up-Addr/Tag 

0 0 1 1 1 0 X Base ARA Up-Addr/Tag 

0 0 0 1 1 1 X Base ARA Low-Addr 

0 0 0 1 1 0 X Base ARA Low-Addr' 

0 0 1 0 1 1 X Base ARB Up·Addr/Tag 

0 0 1 0 1 0 X Base ARB Up-Addr/Tag 

0 0 0 0 1 1 X Base ARB Low-Addr 

0 0 0 0 1 0 X Base ARB Low-Addr 

Chain Loadable 
Fast Readable and Writable 

ADDRESS REFERENCE FIELD 

.. E .. ORY/(I/O):-==--l 

NORMAL/SYSTEM I I 
15 7 6 

UP·ADDR 

LOWER ADDRESS 

rr= 
ADDRESS CONTROL FIELD 

00 = Increment Add,... 
01 = Decnoment Add,... 
IX = Hold Add,... 

r- PROGRA .... ABLE WArr FIELD 
00 0 WaH Stales 
01 1 WaH Slale 
10 2 WaH Slales 
11 4 Walt Slates 

5 4 3 2 1 0 

TAG 

DF003540 

Am9516A 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 

CH1 

CH2 
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APPENDIX B 

Flow Charts of DMA Operations: 

Figure 81 shows the basic DMA operations with software or hardware request. The Demand Interleave operations are shown in 
Figure 82. 

(a) Single Operation 

(b) Demand Operation when Software 
Requesting 

PF001270 

PF001250 

(c) Demand Dedicated with Bus Release 
(Hardware Request) 

(d) Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold 
(Hardware Request) 

PF001260 

PF001280 

Figure B1. Basic DMA Operations of Am9516A UDC 

2·210 

NT**Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corp. 

CH·1: INTERLEAVE 
CH·2: INTERLEAVE 
CPU: INTERLEAVE 

CH·t: DEMAND INTERLEAVE 
CH·2: DEMAND/BuS RELEASE 
CPU: NO INTERLEAVE 

CH·I: INTERLEAVE 
CH·t. INTERLEAVE 
CPU: NO INTERLEAVE 

CH·1: INTERLEAVE 
CH·2: ·SOFTWARE DEMAND 
CPU: INTERLEAVE 

CH·1: DEMAND INTERLEAVE 
CH·2: OE ...... ND/BUS HOLD 
CPU: "0 INTERLEAVE 

CH·'. DEMAND INTERLEAVE 
CH·2: DEMAND/BUS RELEASE 
CPU: INTERLEAVE 

Figure B2. Demand Interleave Operations of Am9516A UDC 

Am9516A 
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APPENDIX C 

Am9516A STATE DIAGRAM 

~I·----------------------~--------------------~ 

ACKNOWLEDGE 

\-UPPER AOORESS UPOATlNG --~--- TRANSFER/SEARCH -t- SETUP I I IOLE -t 
Am9516A INTERNAL OPERATION ROUTINES 

1. "Start Chain" command issued or start updating rou-
tine* after an interrupt has been served.·· 

2. Normal DMA operation. 

3. Demand with Bus hold while DREQ is inactive. 

4. DREQ is active while bus held. 

5. Single transfer, CPU interleave enabled, or demand 
with bus release while current DREQ is inactive and 
no DMA request is pending. 

6. Single Transfer or Demand/Bus release while current 
DREQ is inactive, but the other DMA request is pend
ing. 

7. TC, MC or EOP termination occurs. 

8. One DMA or chain transaction is done and the upper 
address is not changed. 

9. One DMA or chain transaction is done and the upper 
address is changed. 

AF003180 

10. Base-to-current auto-reloading is enabled. 

11. Base-to-current auto-reloading is disabled. 

12. Chaining is enabled. 

13. Chaining is disabled and another DMA request is 
pending. 

14. Chaining is disabled and no DMA request is pending. 

15. Chaining ends and another DMA request is pending. 

16. Chaining ends and no DMA request is pending. 

17. EOP termination of Bus Hold. 

·Updating routine includes base-to-current auto-reloading 
and chaining. 

• ·When a second interrupt is to be issued before the 
first interrupt is acknowledged, the SIP bit of a Status 
register is set and the channel relinquishes the bus un
til the first interrupt has been served. If the channel 
was to perform the updating routine, once the SIP bit 
is cleared, DTC will reacquire the bus and perform the 
appropriate operation (i.~., 1). 
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Am9519A 
Universal Interrupt Controller 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Eight individually maskable interrupt inputs reduce CPU 
overhead 

• Unlimited interrupt channel expansion with no extra 
hardware 

• Programmable 1-byte to 4-byte response provides vec
tor address and message protocol for 8-bit CPUs 

• Rotating and fixed priority resolution logic 
• Software interrupt request capability 

• Common vector and polled mode options 
• Automatic hardware clear of in-service interrupts re

duces software overhead 
• Polarity control of interrupt inputs and outputs 
• Reset minimizes software initialization by automatically 

generating CALL to location zero 
• SMD/DESC qualified 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am9519A Universal Interrupt Controller is a processor 
support circuit that provides a powerful interrupt structure to 
increase the efficiency and versatility of microcomputer
based systems. A single Am9519A manages up to eight 
maskable interrupt request inputs, resolves priorities and 
supplies up to four bytes of fully programmable response 
for each interrupt. It uses a simple expansion structure that 
allows many units to be cascaded for control of large 
numbers of interrupts. Several programmable control 
features are provided to enhance system flexibility and 
optimization. 

The Universal Interrupt Controller is designed with a 
general purpose interface to facilitate its use with a wide 

range of digital systems, including most popular 8-bit 
microprocessors. Since the response bytes are fully pro
grammable, any instruction or vectoning protocol appropri
ate for the host processor may be used. 

When the Am9519A controller receives an unmasked 
interrupt request, it issues a Group Interrupt output to the 
CPU. When the interrupt is acknowledged, the controller 
outputs the one-to-four byte response associated with the 
highest priority unmasked interrupt request. The ability of 
the CPU to set interrupt requests under software control 
permits hardware prioritization of software tasks and aids 
system diagnostic and maintenance procedures. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

DIPs PLCC 

.... 
I~ 

0 10 I~ CD I~ 113 0 t3 0 > 

cs VCC (+SV) 

WIl c/o 

1m ~ DB6 25 IREQ7 
OBl IREOl 

OB6 IREOS 
DB5 24 IREQ6 

OBS IREOS DB4 23 IREQ5 
OB4 IRE04 

OB3 IRE03 
DB3 22 IREQ4 

OB2 IRE02 DB2 21 IREQ3 
OBI IREOI 

OBO IREOO 
DB1 IREQ2 

mP GINT DBO IREQ1 

EI EO 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM9519A C B 

-L==T e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn·in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE* 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
I = Industrial (-40 to + 85°C) 

L..------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
P = 28·Pin Plastic DIP (PO 028) 
o = 28·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 028) 
J = 28·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 028) 

1---_____________ b. SPEED OPTION 

'--- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9519A 
Universal Interrupt Controller 

Valid Combinations 

AM9519A I PC, DC, DCB, DIB, JC 

AM9519A·1 I PC, DC, DCB, JC 

-1 = Faster Response Time (see Switching 
Characteristics) 

Valid Combinations 

·This device is also available in Military temperature range. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

Standard Military Drawing (SMD)/DESC Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. Standard Military 
Drawing (SMD)/DESC products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for 
SMD/DESC products is formed by a combination of: a. Military Drawing Part Number 

I 

b. Device Type 
c. Case Outline 
d. Lead Finish 

5962-87597 x X 

-L==T d. LEAD FINISH 
X = Any Lead Finish Acceptable 

c. CASE OUTLINE 
X = 28-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 028) 
Y = 44-Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CL 044) 

'------------b. MILITARY DEVICE TYPE 
01 = 2 MHz (9519A) 

'---a. MILITARY DRAWING NO.lDESCRIPTION 
5962-87597 
Universal Interrupt Controller 

Valid Combinations I 
Valid Combinations 

I 5962-8759701 I XX,YX I 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am9519A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION (continued) 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL 
products is formed by a combination of: a_ Device Number 

2·216 

AM9519A 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

X A 

-L==T e. LEAD FINISH 
. A = Hot Solder Dip 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
X = 28-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 028) 
U = 44-Pin Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CL 044) 

L-. ___________ c. DEVICE CLASS 

IB = Class B 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am9519A 
Universal Interrupt Controller 

I Valid Combinations I 
I AM9519A I IBXA, IBUA I 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am9519A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1,2,3,7,8,9, 10, 11. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

Pin No. Name 1/0 Description 

28 Vee + 5 Volt Power Supply. 

14 VSS Ground. 

11-4 DBO-DB7 I/O (Data Bus). The eight bidirectional data bus signals are used to transfer information between the 
Am9519A and the system data bus. The direction of transfer is controlled by the lACK, WR and 
RD input signals. Programming and control information are written into the device; status and 
response data are output by it. 

1 CS I (Chip Select). The active low Chip Select input enables read anCU'!rite operations on the data 
bus. Interrupt acknowledge responses are not conditioned byeS. 

3 RD I (Read). The active low Read signal is conditioned by CS and indicates that information is to be 
transferred from the Am9519A to the data bus. 

2 WR I (Write). The active low Write signal is conditioned by CS and indicates that data bus information 
is to be transferred from the data bus to a location within the Am9519A. 

27 C/O I (Control/Data). The C/O control Signal selects source and destination locations for data bus 
read and write operations. Data read or write transfers are made to or from preselected internal 
registers or memory locations. Control write operations load the command register and control 
read operations output the status register. 

18-25 IREOO-IRE07 I (interrupt Request). The Interrupt Request signals are used by external devices to indicate that 
service by the host CPU is desired. IREO inputs are accepted asynchronously and they may be 
programmed for either a HIGH-to-LOW or LOW-to-HIGH edge transition. Active inputs are 
latched internally in the Interrupt Request Register. After the IRR bit is cleared. an IREO 
transition of the programmed polarity must occur to initiate another request. 

12 RIP I/O (Response In Process). Response In Process is a bidirectional Signal used when two or more 
Am9519A circuits are cascaded. It permits multibyte response transfers to be completed without 
interference from !!!g!ler priority interrupts. An Am9519A that is responding to an acknowledged 
interrupt will treat RIP as an output and hold it LOW until the acknowledge response is finished. 
An Am9519A without an acknowledged interrupt will treat RIP as an input and will ignore lACK 
pulses as long as RIP is LOW. The RIP output is open drain and requires an external pull-up 
resistor to VCC. 

26 lACK I (Interrupt Acknowledge). The active-low Interrupt Acknowledge line indicates that the external 
system is asking for interrupt response information. Depending on the programmed state of the 
Am9519A, it will accept 1, 2, 3 or 4 lACK pulses; one response byte is transferred per pulse. The 
first lACK pulse causes selection of the highest priority unmasked pending interrupt request and 
generates a RIP output signal. 

15 PAUSE 0 (Pause). The active-low Pause signal is used to coordinate interrupt responses with data bus and 
control timing. Pause goes LOW when the first lACK is received and remains LOW until RIP goes 
LOW. The external system can use Pause to stretch the acknowledge cycle and allow the 
control timing to automatically adjust to the actual priority resolution delays in the interrupt 
system. Second, third and fourth response bytes do not cause Pause to go LOW. Pause is an 
open drain output and requires an external pull-up resistor to VCC. 

I 

BI 
I 

I 

16 EO 0 (Enable Out). The active-high EO signal is used to implement daisy-chained cascading of several 
Am9519A circuits. EO is connected to the EI input of the next lower priority chip. On receipt of an 
interrupt acknowledge, each EO will go inactive until it has been determined that no valid 
interrupt request is pending on that chip. If an active request is present, EO remains LOW. EO is 
also held LOW when the master mask bit is active, thus disabling all lower priority chips. 

13 EI I (Enable in). The active-high EI Signal is used to implement daisy-chained cascading of several 
Am9519A circuits. EI is connected to EO of the next higher priority..£b!E. It may also be used as a 
hardware disable input for the interr~system. When EI is LOW, lACK inputs will not affect ISR; 
however, PAUSE will go LOW until RIP goes LOW. EI is internally pulled up to vce so that no 
external pull-up is needed when EI is not used. 

17 GINT 0 (Group Interrupt). The Group Interrupt output signal indicates that at least one unmasked 
interrupt request is pending. It may be programmed for active-high or active-low polarity. When 
active-low, the output is open drain and requires an external pull-up resistor to vce. Since a 
glitch on GINT occurs approximately 100nsec after the last lACK pulse, this pin should not be 
connected to edge sensitive devices. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW ISR bit must be cleared by the CPU under program control 

Register Description 
when it is desired to permit interrupts from lower priority 
devices. When the interrupt is programmed for automatic 

Interrupt Request Register (IRR): The S-bit IRR is used to clearing, the ISR bit is automatically reset during the acknowl-

store pending interrupt requests. A bit in the IRR is set edge sequence. All ISR bits are cleared by a reset function. 

whenever the corresponding IREO input goes active. Bits may 
Interrupt Mask Register (IMR): The B-bit IMR is used to also be set under program control from the CPU, thus 

permitting software generated interrupts. IRR bits may be enable or disable the individual interrupt inputs. The IMR bits 

cleared under program control. An IRR bit is automatically correspond to the IREO inputs, and all eight may be loaded, 

cleared when its interrupt is acknowledged. All IRR bits are set or cleared in parallel under program control. In addition, 

cleared by a reset function. individual IMR bits may be set or cleared by the CPU. Care 
must be taken therefore when disabling a specific channel by 

Interrupt Service Register (ISR): The B-bit ISR contains one setting its IMR bit. If that bit is causing the GINT pin to be 
bit for each IREO input. It is used to indicate that a pending active, a lock-up condition can occur if the CPU recognizes the 
interrupt has been acknowledged and to mask all lower priority interrupt and then the Am9519A removes the request. During 
interrupts. When a bit is set by the acknowledge logic in the the lACK cycle, PAUSE will go LOW and stay LOW. The 
ISR, the corresponding IRR bit is cleared. If an acknowledged solution is to disable CPU interrupts prior to writing to the IMR 
interrupt is not programmed to be automatically cleared, its and then re-enable them. A reset function will set all eight 
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mask bits, disabling all requests. A mask bit that is set does 
not disable the IRR, and an IREO that arrives while a 
corresponding mask bit is set will cause an interrupt later when 
the mask bit is cleared. Only unmasked interrupt inputs can 
generate a Group Interrupt output. 

Response Memory: An 8 x 32 read/write response memory 
is included in the Am9519A. It is used to store up to four bytes 
of response information for each of the eight interrupt request 
inputs. All bits in the memory are programmable, allowing any 
desired vector, opcode, instruction or other data to be entered. 
The Am9519A transfers the interrupt response information for 
the highest priority unmasked interrupt from the memory to the 
data bus when the lACK input is active. 

Auto Clear Register: The 8-bit Auto Clear register contains 
one bit for each IREO input and specifies the operating mode 
for each of the ISR bits. When an auto clear bit is off, the 
corresponding ISR bit is set when that interrupt is acknowl
edged and is cleared by software command. When an auto 
clear bit is on, the corresponding ISR bit is cleared by the 
hardware by the rising edge of the last acknowledge pulse. A 
reset function clears all auto clear bits. 

Status Register: The 8-bit Status register contains informa
tion concerning the internal state of the chip. It is especially 
useful when operating in the polled mode to identify interrupt
ing devices. Figure 1 shows the status register bit assign
ments. The polarity of the GINT bit 7 is not affected by the 
GINT polarity control. Bits SO-S2 are set asynchronously to a 
status register read operation. It is recommended to read the 

1 S71 56 1 S51 S41 S31 521 Sl 1 SO 1 

t= Binary vector indicating the 
number of the highest priority 
unmasked bit that is set in IRR. 
Valid only when S7 = O. 

L.-_____ Master Mask Bit 

o Chip disarmed 
1 Chip armed 

L.-_______ Interrupt Mode 

o Interrupt 
1 Polled 

'---------- Priority Mode 
o Fixed 
1 Rotating 

'------------ Enable Input 
o Chip disabled 
1 Chip enabled 

Group Interrupt 
1 No unmasked 

IRR bit set 
o At least one unmasked 

IRR bit set 

DF001250 

Figure 1. Status Register Bit Assignments 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Interrupts are used to improve system throughput and re
sponse time by eliminating heavy dependence on software 
polling procedures. Interrupts allow external devices to asyn
chronously modify the instruction sequence of a program 

register twice and to compare the binary vectors for equality 
prior to proceeding with the device service in polled mode. The 
polarity of the GINT bit 7 is not affected by the GINT polarity 
control (Mode bit 3). The Status register is read by executing a 
read operation (CS = 0, RS = 0) with the control location 
selected (C/O = 1). 

Mode Register: The 8-bit Mode register controls the operat
ing options of the Am9519A. Figure 2 shows the bit assign
ments for the Mode register. The five low order mode bits (0 
through 4) are loaded in parallel by command. Bits 5, 6 and 7 
are controlled by separate commands. (See Figure 4.) The 
Mode register cannot be read out directly to the data bus, but 
Mode bits 0, 2 and 7 are available as part of the Status 
register. 

Command Register: The 8-bit Command register stores the 
last command entered. Depending upon the command op
code, it may initiate internal actions or precondition the part for 
subsequent data bus transfers. The Command register is 
loaded by executing a write operation (WR = 0) with the 
control location selected (C/O = 1), as shown in Figure 3. 

Byte Count Register: The length in bytes of the response 
associated with each interrupt is independently programmed 
so that different interrupts may have different length re
sponses. The byte count for each response is stored in eight 
2-bit Byte Count registers. For a given interrupt, the Am9519A 
will expect to receive a number of lACK pulses that equal the 
corresponding byte count and will hold RIP LOW until the 
count is satisfied. 

1 M71 M6 Msi M41 M31 M21 M1 1 Mol 

L Priority Mode 
o Fixed 
1 Rotating 

_ Vector Selection 
o Individual vector 
1 Common vector 

'--___ Interrupt Mode 

o Inierrupt 
1 Polled 

'------- GINT Polarity 
o Active low 
1 Active high 

L-_______ IREO Polarity 

o Active low 
1 Active high 

'--_________ Register Preselection 

00 Interrupt service register 
01 Interrupt mask register 
10 I nterrupt request register 
11 Auto clear register 

1...------------ Master Mask Bit 
o Chip disarmed 
1 Chip armed 

Figure 2. Mode Register Bit Assignments 

DF001260 

being' executed. In systems with multiple interrupts, vectoring 
can further improve performance by allowing direct identifica
tion of the interrupting device and its associated service 
routine. The Am9519A Universal Interrupt Controller contains, 
on one chip, all of the circuitry necessary to detect, prioritize 
and manage eight vectored interrupts. It includes many 
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options and operating modes that permit the design of 
sophisticated interrupt systems. 

Reset 

The reset function is accomplished by software command or 
automatically during power-up. The reset command may be 
issued by the CPU at any time. Internal power-up circuitry is 
triggered when VCC reaches a predetermined threshold, 
causing a brief internal reset pulse. In both cases, the resulting 
internal state of the machine is that all registers are cleared 
except the Mask register which is set. Thus, no Group 
Interrupt will be generated, and no interrupt requests will be 
recognized. The response memory and Byte Count registers 
are not affected by reset. Their contents after power-up are 
unpredictable and must be established by the host CPU during 
initialization. 

Operating Sequence 

A brief description of a typical sequence of events in an 
operating interrupt system will illustrate the general interac
tions among the host CPU, the interrupt controller and the 
interrupting peripheral. 

1. The Am9519A controller is initialized by the CPU to custom
ize its configuration and operation for the application at 
hand. Both the controller and the CPU are then enabled to 
accept interrupts. 

2. One (or more) of the interrupt request inputs to the 
controller becomes active indicating that peripheral equip
ment is asking for service. The controller asynchronously 
accepts and latches the request(s). 

3. If the request is masked, no further action takes place. If the 
request is not masked, a Group Interrupt output is generat
ed by the controller. 

4. The GINT Signal is recognized by the CPU which normally 
will complete the execution of the current instruction, insert 
an interrupt acknowledge sequence into its instruction 
execution stream, and disable its internal interrupt structure. 
The controller expects to receive one or more lACK signals 
from the CPU during the acknowledge sequence. 

5. When the controller receives the lACK signal, it brings 
PAUSE low and selects the highest priority unmasked 
pending request. When selection is complete, the RIP 
output is brought low and the first byte in the response 
memory associated with the selected request is output on 
the data bus. PAUSE stays low until RIP goes low. RIP stays 
low until the last byte of the response has been transferred. 

6. During the acknowledge sequence, the IRR bit correspond
ing to the selected request is automatically cleared, and the 
corresponding ISR bit is set by the falling edge of lACK. 
When the ISR bit is set, the Group Interrupt output is 
disabled until a higher priority request arrives or the ISR bit 
is cleared. The ISR bit will be cleared by either hardware or 
software. 

? If a higher priority request arrives while the current request 
is being serviced, GINT will be output by the controller, but 
will be recognized and acknowledged only if the CPU has its 
interrupt input enabled. If acknowledged, the corresponding 
higher priority ISR bit will be set and the requests nested. 

Information Transfers 

Figure 3 shows the control signal configurations for all 
information transfer operations between the Am9519A and the 
data bus. The following conventions are assumed: RD and 
WR active are mutually exclusive; RD, WR and C/O have no 
meaning unless CS is LOW; active lACK pulses occur only 
when CS is HIGH. 

For reading, the Status register is selected directly by the C/O 
control input. Other internal registers are read by preselecting 
the desired register with mode bits 5 and 6, and then 
executing a data read. The response memory can be read only 
with lACK pulses. For writing, the Command register is 
selected directly by the C/O control input. The Mask and Auto 
Clear registers are loaded following specific commands to that 
effect. To load each level of the response memory, the 
response preselect command is issued to select the desired 
level. An appropriate number of data write operations are then 
executed to load that level. 

CONTROL INPUT 

CS C/O RD WR lACK DATA BUS OPERATION 

Transfer contents of prese-
0 0 0 1 1 lected data register to data 

bus 

0 0 1 0 1 Transfer contents of data bus 
to preselected data register 

0 1 0 1 1 Transfer contents of status 
register to data bus 

0 1 1 0 1 Transfer contents of data bus 
to command register 
Transfer contents of selected 

1 X X X 0 response memory location to 
data bus 

1 X X X 1 No information transferred 

Figure 3. Summary of Data Bus Transfers 

The Pause output may be used by the host CPU to ensure that 
propertiming relationships are maintained with the Am9519A 
when lACK is active. The lACK pulse width required depends 
on several variables, including: operating temperature, internal 
logic delays, number of interrupt controllers chained together, 
and the priority level of the interrupt being acknowledged. 
When delays in these variables combine to delay selection of 
a request following the falling edge of the first lACK, the Pause 
output may be used to extend the lACK pulse, if necessary. 
Pause will remain LOW until a request has been selected, as 
indicated by the falling edge of RIP. Typically, the internal 
interrupt selection process is quite fast, especially for systems 
with a single Am9519A, and Pause will consequently remain 
LOW for only a very brief interval and will not cause extension 
of the lACK timing. 

Operating Options 

The Mode register specifies the various combinations of 
operating options that may be selected by the CPU. It is 
cleared by power-up or by a reset command. Mode bit 0 
specifies the rotating/fixed priority mode (see Figure 2). In the 
fixed mode, priority is assigned to the request inputs based 
upon their physical location at the chip interface, with IREOO 
the highest and IREO? the lowest. In the rotating mode, 
relative priority is the same as for the fixed mode and the most 
recently serviced request is aSSigned the lowest priority. In the 
fixed mode, a lower priority request might never receive 
service if enough higher priority requests are active. In the 
rotating mode, any request will receive service within a 
maximum of seven other service cycles no matter what 
pattern the request inputs follow. 

Mode bit 1 selects the individual/common vector option. 
Individual vectoring provides a unique location in the response 
memory for each interrupt request. The common vector option 
always supplies the response associated with IREOO no 
matter which request is being acknowledged. 

Mode bit 2 specifies interrupt or polled operation. In the polled 
mode, the Group Interrupt output is disabled. The CPU may 
read the Status register to determine if a request is pending. 
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Since iACR pulses are not normally supplied in polled mode, least one of the IMR bits should be enabled. If vectoring is to 
the IRR bit is not automatically cleared, but may be cleared by be used, the response memory must be loaded; if not, the 
command. With no lACK input, the ISR and the response mode must be changed to a non-vectored configuration. 
memory are not used. An Am9519A in the polled mode has EI Normally, the first step will be to modify the Mode register and 
connected to EO so that in multichip interrupt systems the the Auto clear register to establish the configuration desired 
polled chip is functionally removed from the priority hierarchy. for the application. Then the response memory and byte count 

Mode bit 3 specifies the sense of the GINT output. When 
will be loaded for those request levels that will be in use. The 

active high polarity is selected, the output is a two-state 
response memory for every channel must be written even if 
the channel is not used. Every byte need not be written, only 

configuration. For active low polarity, the output is open drain those specified by the byte count. Finally, the master mask bit 
and requires an external pull-up resistor to provide the high and at least portions of the IMR will be enabled to allow 
logic level. The open drain output allows wired-or configura- interrupt processing to proceed. 
tions with other similar output Signals. 

Mode bit 4 specifies the sense of the IREO inputs. When Commands 
active low polarity is selected, the IRR responds to falling The host CPU configures, changes and inspects the internal 
edges on the request inputs. When active high is selected, the condition of the Am9519A using the set of commands shown 
IRR responds to rising edges. in Figure 4. An "X" entry in the table indicates a "don't care" 
Mode bits 5 and 6 specify the register that will read on state. All commands are entered by directly loading the 
subsequent data read operations (C/O = 0, AD = 0). This Command register as shown in Figure 3 (C/O = 1, WR = 0). 
preselection remains valid until changed by a reset or a Figure 5 shows the coding assignments for the Byte Count 

command. registers. (A detailed description of each command is con-

Mode bit 7 is the master mask bit that disables all request 
tained in the Am9519A Application Note AMPUB-071.) 

inputs. It is used to disable all interrupts without modifying the 
IMR so that the previous IMR contents are valid when 
interrupts are re-enabled. When the master mask bit is LOW, it BY1 BYO COUNT 
causes the EO line to remain disabled (LOW). Thus, for 
multiple-chip interrupt systems, one master mask bit can 0 0 1 
disable the whole interrupt structure. Alternatively, portions of 0 
the structure may be disabled. The state of the master mask 

1 2 

bit is available as bit S3 of the Status register. 1 0 3 

Programming 1 1 4 

After reset, the Am9519A must be initialized by the CPU to 
perform useful work. At a minimum, the master mask bit and at Figure 5. Byte Count Coding 

COMMAND CODE 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 COMMAND DESCRIPTION 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Reset 

0 0 0 1 0 X X X Clear all IRR and all IMR bits 

0 0 0 1 1 82 81 80 Clear IRR and IMR bit specified by 82, 81, BO 

0 0 1 0 0 X X X Clear all IMR bits 

0 0 1 0 1 82 81 80 Clear IMR bit specified by 82, 81, 80 

0 0 1 1 0 X X X Set all IMR bits 

0 0 1 1 1 82 81 80 Set IMR bit specified by 82, 81, 80 

0 1 0 0 0 X X X Clear all IRR bits 

0 1 0 0 1 82 81 80 Clear IRR bit specified by B2, B1, BO 

0 1 0 1 0 X X X Set all IRR bits 

0 1 0 1 1 82 81 80 Set IRR bit specified by 82, 81, 80 

0 1 1 0 X X X X Clear highest priority ISR bit 

0 1 1 1 0 X X X Clear all ISR bits 

0 1 1 1 1 82 81 80 Clear ISR bit specified by B2, 81, 80 

1 0 0 M4 M3 M2 M1 MO Load Mode register bits 0 - 4 with specified pattern 

1 0 1 0 M6 M5 0 0 Load Mode register bits 5, 6 with specified pattern 

1 0 1 0 M6 M5 0 1 Load Mode register bits 5, 6 and set mode bit 7 

1 0 1 0 M6 M5 1 0 Load Mode register bits 5, 6 and clear mode bit 7 

1 0 1 1 X X X X Preselected IMR for subsequent loading from data bus 

1 1 0 0 X X X X Preselected Auto Clear register for subsequent loading from data bus 

1 1 1 BY1 8YO l2 L1 LO Load BY" BYO into byte count register and preselect response memory 
level specified by L2, L 1, LO for subsequent loading from data bus 

Figure 4. Am9519A Command Summary 
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APPLICATIONS 

AOORESSBUS 
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cs c/o 
iOR I--------i AD 

lOW t-------tWii 

cPU 
INT 1--------1 GlNT IREO 

INTA t-------t iAcK 

ROY l---..... ---I PAUSE 

+ 

AF002200 

Figure 6. Base Interrupt System Configuration 
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Figure 7. Expanded Interrupt System Configuration 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ......................... -65°C to + 150°C 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 
VCC with Respect to VSS .................. -0.5 V to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (VcC> .............................. 5 V ± 5% 
All Signal Voltages 

with Respect to VSS ...................... -0.5 V to + 7.0 V Industrial (I) Devices 
Power Dissipitation (Package Limitation) ................. 1.5 W Temperature (T A) ..........•................•.•. -40 to + 85°C 

Supply Voltage (VcC> ............................ 5 V ± 10% 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM Military (M) Devices 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality Temperature (T c> ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute Supply Voltage (VcC> ............................ 5 V ± 10% 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the reliability. 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (for APL and SMD/DESC 
Products; Group A, Subgroups 1, 2, 3 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Max Units 

10H =-200J.lA 2.4 
VOH Output High Voltage (Note 8) Volts 

10H =-100J.lA (EO only) 2.4 

10L= 3.2mA 0.4 
VOL Output Low Voltage Volts 

10L = 1.0mA (EO only) 0.4 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 vcc· Volts 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5· 0.8 Volts 

I EI Input -60 10 
IIX Input Load Current VSS " VIN " VCC I Other Inputs 

J.lA 
-10 10 

VSS " VOUT "VCC, Output Off 
COML -10 10 

10Z Output Leakage Current J.LA 
MIL 150 150 

Commercial 125 

ICC CXX Supply Current Industrial 185 rnA 

Military 200 

CO Output CapaCitance Ic = 1.0 MHz 15· 

CI Input Capacitance TA = 25°C 10· pF 

CIO 1/0 Capacitance All pins at 0 V . 20· 

*Guaranteed by design - not tested. 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

'Ol 

VT-'.4V 

vr 0 

~i 
u 
T 

'1.- 'OOpF 

'OH 

TC004200 

This test circuit is the dynamic load of a Teradyne J941. 
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SWITCHING TEST INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4 X2
.
0
--- TEST _2.0X 

0.45 
0.8 _POINTS_ 0.8 

WF007B20 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating ranges (Notes 1, 2) 

Am9519A Am9519A·1 

Parameters Description Min Max Min Max Units 

TAVRL C/D Valid and CS LOW to Read LOW 0 0 ns 

TAVWL C/D Valid and CS LOW to Write LOW 0 0 ns 

TCLPH RIP LOW to PAUSE HIGH (Note 3) 75 375 75 375 ns 

TCLOV RIP LOW to Data Out Valid (Note 4) 50 40 ns 

TDVWH Data in Valid to Write HIGH 250 200 ns 

TEHCL Enable in HIGH to RIP LOW (Note 5) 30 300 30 300 ns 

TIVGV Interrupt Request Valid to Group Interrupt Valid 100 BOO 650 ns 

TIVIX Interrupt Request Valid to Interrupt Request Don't Care 250 250 ns (IREO Pulse Duration) 

TKHCH lACK HIGH to RIP HIGH (Note 5) 450 350 ns 

TKHKL lACK HIGH to lACK LOW (lACK Recovery) 140 120 ns 

TKHNH lACK HIGH to EO HIGH (Notes 6, 7) 975 750 ns 

TKHOX lACK HIGH to Data Out Invalid 20 200 20 100 ns 

TKLCL lACK LOW to RIP LOW (Notes 5, 9) 75 600 75 450 ns 

TKLKH lACK LOW to lACK HIGH (1st lACK) (Note 9) 975 BOO ns 

TKLNL lACK LOW to EO LOW (Notes 6, 7, 9) 125 100 ns 
HI' 

TKLPL iACK LOW to PAUSE LOW (Note 9) 25 175 25 125 ns 

TKLOV lACK LOW to Data Out Valid (Notes 4, 9) 25 300 25 200 ns 

TKLOVl 1 st lACK LOW to Data Out Valid (Note 9) 75 650 75 490 ns 

TPHKH PAUSE HIGH to lACK HIGH 0 0 ns 

TRHAX Read HIGH to C/D and CS Don't Care 0 0 ns 

TRHOX Read HIGH to Data Out Invalid 20 200 20 100 ns 

TRLOV Read LOW to Data Out Valid 300 200 ns 

TRLOX Read LOW to Data Out Unknown 35 35 ns 

TRLRH Read LOW to Read HIGH (RD Pulse Duration) 300 250 ns 

TWHAX Write HIGH to C/D and CS Don't Care 25 25 ns 

TWHDX Write HIGH to Data in Don't Care 25 25 ns 

TWHRW Write HIGH to Read or Write LOW (Write Recovery) 600 400 ns 

TWLWH Write LOW to Write HIGH (WR Pulse Duration) 300 250 ns 

TKHIH lACK HIGH to GINT inactive 1000 BOO ns 

Notes: 1. Transition abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols include: H = HIGH, L = LOW, V = Valid, X = unknown or don't care, 
Z = high-impedance. 

2. Signal abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols include: R = Read, W = Write, 0 = Data Out, 0 = Data In, A = Address 
(CS and C/O), K = Interrupt Acknowledge, N = Enable Out, E = Enable In, P = Pause, C = RIP. 

3. During the first iACK pulse, PAUSE will be LOW long enough to allow for priority resolution and will not go HIGH until after RIP goes 
LOW (TCLPH). 

4. TKLOV applies only to second, third and fourth iACK pulses while RIP is LOW. During the first lACK pulse, Data Out will be valid 
following the falling edge of RIP (TCLOV). 

5. RIP is pulled LOW to indicate that an interrupt requeilllas been selected. RIP cannot be pulled LOW until EI is HIGH following an 
internal delay. TKLCL will govern the falling edge of RIP when EI is always HIGH or is HIGH early in the acknowledge cycle. The 
TEHCL will govern when EI goes HIGH later in the cycle. The rising edge of EI will be determined by the length of the preceding 
~rity resolution chain. __ 
RIP remains LOW until after the rising edge of the lACK pulse that transfers the last response by1e for the selected IREO. 

6. Test conditions for the EO line assume an output loading of IOL=1.0 mA and IOH=-100 pA. Since EO normally only drives EI of 
another Am9519A, higher speed operations can be specified with this more realistic test condition. 

7. The arrival of lACK will cause EO to go LOW, disabling additional circuits that may be connected to EO. If no valid in~t is 
pending, EO will return HIGH when EI is HIGH. If a pending request is selected, EO will stay LOW until after the last IA K pulse for 
that interrupt is complete and RIP goes HIGH. 

B. VOH specifications do not apply to RIP, PAUSE, or to GINT when active-low. These outputs are open drain, and VOH levels will be 
determined by external circuitry. 

9. CS must be HIGH for at least lOOns prior to lACK going LOW. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating ranges (for SMD/DESC and APL Products, 
Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted). (Notes 1, 2) 

Am9519A 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Unit 

1 TAVRL C/D Valid and CS LOW 10 Read LOW 0 ns 

2 TAVWL C/D Valid and CS LOW to Write LOW 0 ns 

3 TCLPH RIP LOW to PAUSE HIGH (Note 3) 75 375 ns 

4 TCLOV RIP LOW to Data Out Valid (Note 4) 50 ns 

5 TDVWH Data in Valid to Write HIGH 250 ns 

6 TEHCL Enable in HIGH to RIP LOW (Note 5) 30 300 ns 

7 TIVGV Interrupt Request Valid to Group Interrupt Valid 100 800 ns 

8 TIVIX Interrupt Request Valid to Interrupt Request Don't Care 250 ns 
(IREO Pulse Duration) 

9 TKHCH lACK HIGH to RIP HIGH (Note 5) 450 ns 

10 TKHKL lACK HIGH to lACK LOW (lACK Recovery) 140 ns 

11 TKHNH lACK HIGH to EO HIGH (Notes 6, 7) 975 ns 

12 TKHOX lACK HIGH to Data Out Invalid 20 200 ns 

13 TKLCL lACK LOW to RIP LOW (Notes 5, 9) 75 650 ns 

14 TKLKH lACK LOW to lACK HIGH (1st lACK) (Note 9) 975 ns 

15 TKLNL lACK LOW to EO LOW (Notes 6, 7, 9) 125 ns 

16 TKLPL lACK LOW to PAUSE LOW (Note 9) 25 175 ns 

17 TKLOV lACK LOW to Data Out Valid (Notes 4, 9) 25 300 ns 

18 TKLOVI 1 st lACK LOW to Data Out Valid (Note 9) 75 650 ns 

19 TPHKH PAUSE HIGH to lACK HIGH 0 ns 

20 TRHAX Read HIGH to C/D and CS Don't Care 0 ns 

21 TRHOX Read HIGH to Data Out Invalid 20 200 ns 

22 TRLOV Read LOW to Data Out Valid 300 ns 

23 TRLOX Read LOW to Data Out Unknown 35 ns 

24 TRLRH Read LOW to Read HIGH (RD Pulse Duration) 300 ns 

25 TWHAX Write HIGH to C/D and CS Don't Care 25 ns 

26 TWHDX Write HIGH to Data in Don't Care 25 ns 

27 TWHRW Write HIGH to Read or Write LOW (Write Recovery) 600 . ns 

28 TWLWH Write LOW to Write HIGH (WR Pulse Duration) 300 ns 

29 TKHIH lACK HIGH to GINT Inactive 1000 ns 

Notes: 1. Transition abbreviations used for the switching parameter symbols include: H = HIGH, L = LOW, V = Valid, X = unknown or don't care, 
Z = high-impedance. 

2. s~nal abbr~iations used for the switching parameter symbols include: R = Read, W = Wri~ 0 = Data Out, D = Data In, A = Address 
( Sand C/D), K = Interrupt Acknowledge, N = Enable Out, E = Enable In, P = Pause, C = RIP. 

3. During the first lACK pulse, PAUSE will be LOW long enough to allow for priority resolution and will not go HIGH until after RIP goes 
LOW (TCLPH). 

4. TKLOV applies only to second, third and fourth lACK pulses while RIP is LOW. During the first lACK pulse, Data Out will be valid 
following the falling edge of RIP (TCLOV). 

5. RIP is pulled LOW to indicate that an interrupt request has been selected. RIP cannot be pulled LOW until EI is HIGH following an 
internal delay. TKLCL will govern the falling edge of RIP when EI is always HIGH or is HIGH early in the acknowledge cycle. The 
TEHCL will govern when EI goes HIGH later in the cycle. The rising edge of EI will be determined by the length of the preceding 
E.!:!Qrity resolution chain. __ 
RIP remains LOW until after the rising edge of the lACK pulse that transfers the last response byte for the selected IREO. 

6. Test conditions for the EO line assume an output loading of IOL = 1.0 mA and IOH = -100 JlA. Since EO normally only drives EI of 
another Am9519A, higher speed operations can be specified with this more realistic test condition. 

7. The arrival of lACK will cause EO to go LOW, disabling additional circuits that may be connected to EO. If no valid in~t is 
pending, EO will return HIGH when EI is HIGH. If a pending request is selected, EO will stay LOW until after the last lACK pulse for 
that interrupt is complete and RIP goes HIGH. 

8. VOH specifications do not apply to RIP, PAUSE, or to GINT when active-LOW. These outputs are open drain, and VOH levels will be 
determined by external Circuitry. 

9. CS must be HIGH for at least 100 ns prior to lACK going LOW. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
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Am95C85 
Content Addressable Data Manager 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• High-performance sorting, searching, and updating 
• 1 K byte software-reconfigurable memory array 
• Programmable record size 
• Cascadable up to 256 devices 
• Content-addressable operation, independent of record 

size 

• Intelligent peripheral with sixteen powerful instructions 
• Stack mode allows inserting of data without resorting 
• Up to 16-MHz operation 
• CMOS technology 
• 44 lead PLCC 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am95C85 Content Addressable Data Manager 
(CADM) is an intelligent CMOS peripheral device designed 
to enhance the performance of applications involving 
sorting, searching, and insertion or deletion. Orders of 
magnitude performance improvement can be seen when 
compared to the implementation using software algorithms. 

The CADM uses an on-chip proprietary 1 K byte memory for 
data manipulation. This specially designed memory can be 
easily reconfigured to meet different application require
ments. The data stored in the CADM are collated into 
records that consist of a key field and a pointer field. The 
length of these two fields are software programmable. The 
sorting and searching of records are based on the values of 
the key fields. A mask register is also provided to selective
ly mask out unwanted bits in the key field for comparison. 
For applications that require large storage area for data 

manipulation, the CADM can be easily cascaded up to 256 
devices. 

Content-addressable operation allows the host to retrieve 
data without having to do extensive searching. Address 

. generation for memory access is done internally, relieving 
the host from the burden of physical address calculation. 
Stack-mode operation allows the user to delete records 
simply by popping the records out of memory, and to insert 
records by pushing the records into the memory. 

By providing content-addressable searching, automatic 
sorting, programmable record length, and address-indepen
dent operation, the CADM allows the host to off-load 
repetitive, time-consuming data manipulation. For applica
tions that require substantial sorting, searching, and updat
ing operations, the CADM offers significant improvement in 
overall performance. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

2·228 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

TL...-____ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn-in 

L...-________ d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 

~----------------------c_PACKAGETYPE 
J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 044) 

'---------------------------------b_ SPEED OPTION 
Blank = 16 MHz 
-12 "12 MHz 

- a_ DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C85 
Content Addressable Data Manager 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C85 I JC 

AM95C85-12 I 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Host Interface 
c/o Command/Data (Input) 

A HIGH on this input allows the command register to be 
loaded with the information on the data bus. A LOW on this 
input allows the data to be read from, or written into, the 
internal RAM. 

CS Chip Select (Input: Active LOW) 
The CS input enables the host CPU to perform read or write 
operations with the Am95C85 devices. The read and write 
inputs are ignored when CS is HIGH. 

Do - 07 Data Bus (Input/Output; Three State) 
The eight bidirectional data pins are used for information 
exchanges between the Am95C85 (CADM) and the host 
processor, and between CADM parts themselves. A HIGH 
on a data line corresponds to a Logic "1," and a LOW 
corresponds to a LogiC "0." These lines act as inputs when 
WE and CS are active, and as outputs when RE and CS are 
active. Do is the least significant bit and 07 the most 
significant bit. 

DONE Done (Input/Output; Active LOW, Three State) 
This signal indicates the termination of an operation, and is 
precharged to HIGH at the beginning of a new command, 
data writes, or data reads. A LOW on this output indicates 
the device is ready for the next command or data transfer. 

RE Read Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
The RE input, together with CS and C/O inputs, are used to 
control data transfer from the Am95C85 to the host. The. 
Am95C85 will put the data onto the data bus when RE, CS, 
and C/O inputs are LOW. 

RST Reset (Input; Active LOW) 
A LOW on this input will reset the Am95C85. Any command 
under execution is terminated. 

STAT Status (Output: Active LOW, Three State) 
> When LOW, the STAT output indicates that an exception 
condition has occurred following the execution of an 
instruction or data transfer. This pin is precharged to HIGH 
at the beginning of a new command, or when a write or read 
is initiated. 

WE Write Enable (Input; Active LOW) 
The simultaneous occurrence of WE and CS indicates that 
information from the data bus is to be transferred to the 
Am95C85. The C/O input determines whether the data will 
be loaded into the command register or internal RAM. 

Chip-to-Chip Communication 

These pins are used in chip-to-chip communications in 
multiple Am95C85 memory configurations. They do not affect 
the system interface. 

GLB Global (Input/Output; Active LOW, Three State) 
This signal is used for part-to-part synchronization during 
instruction execution. All CADM devices in the same bank 
should have this pin connected together and pulled up 

through a resistor to the power supply. This pin is 
precharged to HIGH at the beginning of a new command, or 
when a Write or Read is initiated. 

RDWN Receive from Downward (Input; Active HIGH) 
This pin should be connected to TUP of the next lower order 
CADM in cascade. The last chip in the daisy chain should 
have this pin pulled up to the power supply through a 
resistor. 

RUP Receive from Upward (Input; Active HIGH) 
This pin should be connected to TOWN of the next higher 
order CADM in cascade. The first chip in the daisy chain 
should have this pin pulled up to the power supply through a 
resistor. 

TOWN Transmit Downward (Output; Active HIGH) 
This signal is issued by the higher order CADM to the next 
lower order CADM, in cascade, to synchronize the chip-to
chip data transfer. It should be connected to RUP of the 
next lower order CADM. 

TUP Transmit Upward (Output; Active HIGH) 
This handshaking signal is issued by the lower order CADM 
to the next higher order CADM, in cascade, during chip-to
chip data transfer. It should be connected to RDWN of the 
next higher order CADM. 

Bank-to-Bank Control 

Bank-to-bank communication is needed when multiple banks 
of Am95C85 devices are used in a system. The CADM array 
can be grouped into multiple banks and separated by buffers. 
The following signals are used to control the direction of buffer 
signals that separate the banks. They can be left unconnected 
if only one bank is used. 

DIRD Direction of Done Signal (Output; Active LOW, 
Three State) 

This signal is used to control the direction of the circuit that 
is buffering the DONE signal. All CADMs in the same bank 
should have this pin connected together and pulled up 
through a resistor to the power supply, When driven LOW, 
this signal indicates that the CADM is driving the DONE 
signal. This pin is precharged to HIGH at the beginning of a 
new command, or when a Write or Read is initiated. 

DIRG Direction of Global Signal (Output; Active 
LOW, Three State) 

This signal is used to control the direction of the circuit that 
is buffering the GLB signal. All CADMs in the same bank 
should have this pin connected together and' pulled up 
through a resistor to the power supply. When driven LOW, 
this signal indicates that the CADM is driving the GIS signal. 
This pin is precharged to HIGH at the beginning of a new 
command, or when a Write or Read is initiated. 

R/T Receive/Transmit (Output) 
This output is driven LOW when the Am95C85 is driving the 
data bus. It should be used to control the direction of buffers 
which isolate the data bus from specific Am95C85 banks. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Introduction 

The Am95C85 Content Addressable Data Manager (CADM) is 
an intelligent peripheral device intended to relieve the host 
CPU of many of the time-consuming tasks associated with 
data-list manipulation. Sorting and finding data are tasks 
implemented by both applications software and operating 
systems. By providing these functions in hardware, which were 
previously the responsibility of software, execution time is 
reduced. This performance improvement can be 100 to 500 
times, depending upon the application. 

The 44-pin Am95C85 . contains 1 K byte of RAM whose 
organization is programmable. It contains a micro-engine, 
registers, pointers, and an instruction decoder. Most of these 
functions are transparent to the user. 

The Programmer's View 

Hardware 

The Am95C85 CADM interacts with the host system through 
the use of a command port, data port, and two status pins 
called STAT and DONE. Both the command and data ports 
are accessed through the single 8-bit data bus. The two ports 
are differentiated by the use of a Command/Data pin (C/O). 
The familiar signals, RE, WE, and CS are used to write and 
read data or commands. 

Data Array 

The CADM contains 1 K byte of internal RAM. It consists of a 
mask area, a record area, an unused area, and an input buffer 
area as shown in Figure 1. The mask area exists only. if an 
5MB command is issued. The length of the mask area is the 
same length as the key, as specified by the KPL command. 
The data stored in this area is used to select the desired bits in 
the key field for comparison during the sorting and searching 
process. Those mask bits with "0" will cause the associated 
bits in the key field to be ignored during the comparison. The 
record space stores data as records in the CADM. This area 
starts from address "K" if the masking option is chosen, or 
"0" if the masking option is not chosen. It ends at the last 
address as programmed by the KPL command. The length of 
this area should be a multiple of (K + P) bytes. The last (K + P) 
bytes are designated as input buffer area. They are reserved 
to temporarily store the incoming record. The remaining area 
between the record area and the input buffer is unused area 
and is not accessible by the user. This area should be kept as 
small as possible to optimize the performance of the CADM. 

The internal RAM structure, a patented AMD design, is unique 
in that the record width is controlled by the CPU, using the KPL 
command. Each record is comprised of two fields, referred to 
as a key field (K) and a pointer field (P). The KPL command 
sets the width of these two fields, then partitions the entire 
array into records, each with a length of K + P bytes. Figure 2 
shows the logical model of the CADM data array. The length of 
K may vary from 1 to 255 bytes, and P may be set between 0 
and 255 bytes. The variable record width provides significant 
flexibility that is very useful for general-purpose data manipula
tion. It allows complex operations, such as sort and search, to 
be performed on virtually any type of data. For example, the 
Am95C85 devices can be used to search a file-allocation table 
for a particular file address. It may then be reprogrammed to 
manipulate a disk-directory table. The Am95C85 can sort a 
database index file and is versatile enough to handle each of 
the tasks described above, even though each has a differernt 
record width. 

The maximum number of records stored in each CADM 
depends on the record width (K + P) and the value of Last 

Address (LA). To efficiently use the memory space of the 
CADM, the LA should be programmed with the following value: 

if mask bytes are used, 

LA = IINT[(1024 - 2*K - P)/(K + P)ll * (K + P) + K-1 

if mask bytes are not used, 

LA = IINT[(1024- K- P)/(K + P)]I * (K + P)-1 

The Am95C85 array can be easily expanded if the application 
requires more record storage; up to 256 CADMs can be 
cascaded to meet the application requirements. The addition 
of hardware is transparent to software. The programmer still 
sees one command port, one data port, one STAT pin and one 
DONE pin. The only difference is that there is more record 
space for data manipulation. The number of CADM devices in 
cascade can be easily determined by reading the data port 
after a hardware or software reset. 

Addressing Flexibility 

To take advantage of the flexibility of the unique memory 
array, the Am95C85 allows several different addressing 
modes: 

1) Auto-Increment Access 
2) Stack Access 
3) Indirect Random Access 
4) Content-Addressable Access 

The programmer will first issue a command that either directly, 
or by implication, places the Am95C85 CADM in a particular 
addressing mode. For example, the command AIM allows the 
'host to read or write the currently addressed location, while 
subsequent reads and writes will be to the next byte (i.e., the 
CADM auto-increments the address pOinter after each data 
access). Alternatively, STK sets the Stack-Access mode, 
which means that any subsequent data access physically 
moves all data below the current location for a read or write. A 
data read pops the byte at the current location, and moves all 
the data below up. A data write pushes a byte on the array at 
the address pointer moving all the data below down. The 
Stack-Access mode allows for immediate insertion or deletion 
of records (in previously sorted data), without the need for re
sorting. 

The pointer into the memory array, the address pointer, is 
maintained by the Am95C85, although the programmer can 
load the address pointer through the use of the LAL (Load 
Address Long) and LAS (Load Address Short) commands. 

The Find (FND) instruction implies a Content-Addressable 
Access mode. The description of the FND command is "set 
the address pointer to the key whose value is equal to the 
following bytes. If not present, point to the next higher value 
key." Following this instruction, the Am95C85 may be read to 
acquire the key plus pOinter that was found. Since the FND 
instruction relies on the Am95C85 CADM data being in sorted 
order, the next section describes how a sort can be accom
plished. 

If more records matching a particular key value are to be 
located, additional FND commands without a key following the 
command can be issued. In this case, the value of the key 
contained in the input buffer space from the previous FND is 
used. The Address Pointer is incremented and the key 
comparisons are performed. This continues with each subse
quent FND. To terminate this mode of operation, for instance 
to allow a new record to be sought, a command other than 
FND or RRB should be issued. The CADMs will then expect a 
subsequent FND command to be followed by a new key for 
which to search. 
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Host-Independent Sorting 

Sorting may be accomplished on data which is in the form of a 
relational database index file. The programmer sets the length 
of the key and pOinter fields by the KPL command and sets up 
K bytes of mask if the masking option is used. The data list 
may be loaded into the Am95C85 devices via DMA or slower 
programmed 1/0. Two methods of sorting are possible: 

1) Load data by DMA or I/O and then issue a Sort-Off-Line 
(SOF) command. This method loads all the data first and 
then performs the sort. The CPU can be performing other 
functions during the SOF execution. DMA completion must 
be detected by software before the SOF command is 
issued. DONE must be detected after the SOF command to 
signal that the sort has been completed. 

2) Sort-an-Line (SON) command. followed by I/O or DMA 
load. allows each record to be placed in sorted order as it is 
loaded. If DMA is utilized. the CPU is free toperform other 
non-CADM tasks during the entire operation. DMA com
plete. followed by DONE. defines the end of the sort. 

The DONE pin signals the acceptance of each byte of data 
and indicates the device is ready for the next byte. It also 
signals the completion of the active sort for the SOF com
mand. In the case of SON. after the last byte of each record is 
received. DONE is asserted after the record is merged with 
existing records. After the last record is sent to the CADM 
array. the final DONE signal represents the end of Sort On 
Line. 

The Hardware Designer's View 

Reset 

The CADM will go into the reset cycle after the hardware reset 
is asserted or a software-reset command is issued. Each 
device in an array will number itself and determine its chip 
address. The first device with RUP tied to HIGH assumes it 
has a chip address of O. the next chip assumes an address of 
1, and so on. until the last device with RDWN tied to HIGH 
numbers itself. Completion of reset is Signaled by DONE going 
LOW. After reset. the address pointer is set to the first byte 
location in the last chip. The key length. K. is set to 1; the 
pointer length. p. is set to 0; and the last address is set to 
1023. Masking is disabled. A hardware reset is required after 
power-up to bring the internal logic into a known state. 

System Interface 

All system interface signals are designed to be standard TTL 
compatible. 

The system-control signals. RE. WE. CS. and C/O are used to 
control the interface between the host and the CADM array. 
The command port access. with CS = .. LOW" and 
C/O = "HIGH." is used to send commands to the device and 
is write-only. The data port access. with CS = "LOW" and 
C/O = "LOW," is used to transfer data between the host and 
the CADM array when reading and writing. These control 
signals should be connected to all the CADM devices in 
cascade. 

The CADM data bus is used for host interface and chip-to-chip 
data transfer. Because of this. the CADM should not be 
directly connected to the host data bus. A transceiver is 

required to isolate the CADM data bus from the host data bus 
to avoid possible contention. 

Two pins indicate the status of the Am95C85. DONE is used to 
indicate the completion of a command execution or data 
transfer. STAT going active indicates an exception condition 
following the execution of command or data transfer. The host 
should not drive the CADM data bus when DONE is inactive; 
otherwise. an unexpected outcome may occur. DONE may 
stay inactive forever if an invalid command sequence is 
issued. In this case. a reset is required to bring DONE back to 
LOW, If there is more than one CADM in cascade. the DONE 
pin from each CADM should be connected together and pulled 
up through a resistor to the power supply. Similarly. the STAT 
pin from each CADM should be connected together and also 
tied to the power supply through a pull-up resistor. 

The CLK signal should reside between 1 MHz and its 
maximum rating. 

Chip-To-Chip Communications 

During the execution of some commands. it may be necessary 
to transfer data from one chip to another. These Signals. TUP. 
RUP. TOWN. RDWN, and GLB are used to perform handshak
ing between the devices involved in the transfer. RDWN 
should be connected to the TUP of the next lower order chip, 
and TOWN should be connected to the RUP of the next lower 
order chip. The first device should have RUP pulled HIGH 
through a resistor to the power supply as should RDWN of the 
last device. Figure 3 shows the signal connections for cascad
ing multiple devices. 

Bank-To-Bank Control 

As the number of CADMs used in the system increases. the 
capacitive load seen by each CADM device will increase. 
Depending on the system environment. up to 16 devices may 
be cascaded. If the effective load exceeds the specified test 
load. the designer will have two choices: 

1) Reduce the clock frequency to the CADM array. 

2) Insert a buffer circuit between banks of CADMs to increase 
driving capabilities. 

If Option 1 is chosen. DlRD. DIRG and T IR are not used and 
can be left unconnected. If Option 2 is chosen. DIRD. DIRG 
and T fR signals are used to control the direction of buffering 
circuitry between banks. Even if the designer chooses Option 
2. the clock frequency still has to be slowed down from its 
maximum rating because of buffer delay. The designer must 
decide which option is best suited to the system. 

Command Summary 

There are 16 commands to control the operation of the CADM. 
These commands are used to initialize the CADM. to control 
the internal pointers. to load the data. and perform sorting and 
searching. A command is loaded into the command register by 
writing an operation code into the command port. The 
command port is used to load the operation code only. For 
commands that require parameters following the command 
operation code, the parameters should be loaded through the 
data port. Commands requiring literal data are: LAS. FND. 
KPL. 5MB. SON. LUD. and LAl. Table 1 summarizes the 
operation code. mnemonic, and functional description for each 
command. 
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TABLE 1. COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

OpCode Mnemonic Operands Functional Description 

OOH RST Software reset command. 

01H LAS Addr (LSB). Addr (MSB) 
Load Address Short. Load the following two bytes of data at 
the address pointer of the currently active device. 

02H DEC Decrement the address pointer by one. 

03H FND 
Key (MSB). ... • Key (LSB) Find the key specified following this command. Asserted STAT 
(Note 1) LOW if the key is not found. 

04H NXT Set the address pointer to the first byte of the next record. 

OSH RRB 
Restore the address pointer to the first byte of the current 
record. 

06H AIM 
Set Auto-Increment Mode. Address pOinter is incremented by 
one after each data read/write. 

Set Stack Mode. In Stack-Access mode. a read will pop data 

07H STK 
out of the data array at the address pointer and a write will 
push data into data array at the address pointer. The address 
pOinter remains unchanged. 

08H KPL K. p. LA (LSB). LA (MSB) 
Load length of key and pOinter fields and set the last address 
pointer. 

09H 5MB 
Mask (MSB) •. , .• Mask Set Mask Byte. The following K bytes of data will be used as 
(LSB) (Note 1) mask during sorting and searching. 

OAH SON 
Data (MSB). .., • Data Sort On Line. The CADM will insert the record into the data 
(LSB) (Note 2) array in sorted order after the last byte of the record is loaded. 

Data (MSB). .., • Data 
Load Unsorted Data. Data loaded following this command will 

OBH LUD 
(LSB). ... (Note 3) 

be placed in the locations after existing meaningful data. if 
there is any. 

OCH SOF 
Sort Off Line. Sort the existing data in the CADM in ascending 
order. 

Addr (LSB). Addr (MSB). 
Load Address Long. Load the following two bytes at the 

ODH LAL 
Chip Addr 

address pointer of the chip whose number is specified by the 
third byte. 

OEH PRE Set the address pointer to the first byte of the previous record. 

OFH GSF 
Get Status Full. Asserted STAT LOW if the CADM record space 
is full. 

Notes: 1. Requires K Bytes following Opcode. 
2. Requires integer multiples of (K + P) Bytes. Execution begins after each (K + P) Bytes are written. 
3. Requires integer multiples of (K + P) Bytes. 
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Command Execution Time 

The execution time of each command is expressed in clock cycles per byte of transfer. The execution times are measured from WE 
or RE to DONE as shown below. 

WE or 

FiE I 

Command 

LUD 

5MB 

SON 

AIM 
(Read/Write 

in AIM mode) 

KPL 

SOF 

RST 

LAL 

LAS 

DEC 

PRE 

RRB 

GSF 

FND 

NXT 

STK 

-Push-
(data write in 

Stack mode) 

-Pop-
(data read in 
Stack mode) 

I CADM ACTIVITY I 
L I 

I 
I 

Execution Time I 
I 

Clock Cycles 
per Byte Conditions 

6 
6 
7 

B 
7 
6 
B 

B 
6 

16+5 

6 
6 
9 

9 
6 

7 + 2' (9-x) 
5 
7 

Command 
Per byte within a chip 
If crosses chip boundary 

Command: first occurrence 
Command: all other occurrences 
Per mask byte for first k-1 bytes 
For last byte 

Command 
For first K + P - 1 bytes 
For last byte (where S = binary search time; see FND perfor-

mance equation) 

Command 
If on same chip 
If crosses chip boundary 

Command; (+ 1 if only one chip in system) 
K: (+ 1 if user erroneously sets K = 0) 
P: where x = number of lower order zeros in K + P (binary) 
LA: (Isb) 
LA: (msb) 

(See Sort-Oft-Line performance equation) 

B + 4 • N Where N = number of chips in system (Note: this applies to 
hardware and software RESETs). 

4 Command 
5 Isb 
4 msb. 
7 chip 

4 Command 
5 Isb 
7 msb 

B If on same chip 
10 If crosses chip boundary 

10 If on same chip 
13 If crosses chip boundary 

7 Command 

6 Command 

(See FIND performance equation) 

11 If on same chip 
14 If crosses chip boundary 

6 Command 

8 

14 

If on same chip. Add one clock cycle for every chip boundary 
crossing. 

If on same chip. Add one clock cycle for every chip boundary 
crossing. 

Am95C85 

WF024170 
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o 

K-1 

K 

LA 

1024-(K + P) 

1023 

o 

MASK SPACE ("K" BYTES) 
(OPTIONAL USAGE) 

RECORD SPACE 
[n (K + P) BYTES] 

LAST RECORD DETECTION SPACE (UNUSABLE) 

INPUT BUFFER SPACE (K + P BYTES) 

Figure 1. Am95C85 CADM Physical Model 

MASK REGISTER 

-~ 

7 

KEY FIELD POINTER FIELD 

THE NUMBER OF 95C85 CHIPS SETS THIS LENGTH 

Ilt--------+------1 1 1 
I 

SOFTWARE· 
.... ----PROGRAMMABLE------t-

WIDTH ·1· 
SOFTWARE· -f 

PROGRAMMABLE 
WIDTH 

TBOOO110 

Figure 2. Am95C85 CADM Programmer's Model 
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Performance 

"FND (Find)" Performance Equation 

The "Find" performance equation assumes that the non
matching keys are different from the search key (in the most 
significant byte), and that the first match is found at the end of 
the longest possible binary search. The Find command's 
binary search is executed in parallel by all the CADM devices 
in an array. The device that finds the first occurrence 
terminates the operation by pulling DONE LOW. This explains 
why, for multi-chip arrays, the" Find" performance is indepen-

dent of the total number of records. This equation includes the 
time required to load the search key. 

"SOF (Sort-Off-Une)" Performance Equations 

The Am95C85 CADM sorting performance is data-dependent. 
Best-case performance, quickest sort, is achieved from previ
ously sorted data with no matching most significant bytes. The 
data which takes the longest time to sort is already sorted in 
reverse or descending order, and contains matching most 
significant bytes, where only the least significant bytes differ. 
The following two equations establish performance bounds for 
these two extremes. 

"FIND" PERFORMANCE EQUATION 

39 + 5K + (5.5 + 3K) (L 1092 (n) J + 1) 
TF = 

F 

"SORT OFF-LINE" PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS 

Best-Case Performance: 

TSB = 
9 + N [ 20 + 6 (K + P) + 8.5 (L 1092 (n + 1) J )] 

F 

Worst-Case Performance: 

TSW = 

Where: 

9 + N [21 + (9 + r ~ 1) (K + P) + (1I092 (n)j + 1) (5.5 + 3K)] 
n 

F 

N = Total no. of records 
- n = No. of records in each chip 

K = No. of bytes/key 
P = No. of bytes/pointer 
F = Frequency of Am95C85 clock 

L J = Truncate notation 

r 1 = Round up notation 
TSB = Time for sort (best case) 
T SW = Time for sort (worst case) 

TF = Time for find 

Am95C85 

n = l 1024-K-P-M J 
K+P 

M = K (if masking is used) 
o (if masking not used) 
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SORT TIME 
(ms) 
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Am95C85 CADM SORT PERFORMANCE 

(K = 8, P = 2) 
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HOST 

HOST - INTERFACE 

CIRCUITRY 

iagram shows the comections This d 
requir 
Am9S 

control 
conne 
16 de 

ed for cascading up to sixteen 
CBSs. DIRG, DIRD and fIR are 

signals which are used when 
cting multiple banks (of up to 
vices) together. 

+5V 

.."..16 

-.~ .> -/ ~ .> ,> .> > > ~> 
I 

'" CU< TUP RUP 

'" JmT 

'" RE 

""'- WE 

"- es Amtl5C85 GLS 

'" 
CADM 

C/D Diim" 

"- !TAT R/T 

"'- ~ l5iRD 

"- DATA 

RDWN TOWN 

'" ClK TUP RUP 

'" RST 

"'- RE 

"- WE 

"- ~ AmtI5C85 GlB 
CADM 

'" C/O ~ 

STAT R/T 

4~ ~ DIlm 
~ 

DATA 

RDWN TOWN 

r'I.. 
ClK TUP RUP 

~ 
~ 

~ RE 
~ WE 
~ es AmtI5C85 GlB 

CADM 
r'I.. c/D l5iJm 

STAT R/T 

'-- N:5NE rmm 
DATA 
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I 

Figure 3. Am95C85 Cascade Circuit 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Voltage on Any Pin Ambient Temperature (T A) ...................... 0 to + 70°C 

with Respect to GND .............................. -0.5 to + 7 Supply Voltage (Vccl ........... ; ........... +4.5 to +5.5 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied.· Exposure to absolute 

functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified 

Parameter Parameter 
16 MHz, 12 MHz 

Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Units 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH =-12 mA 2.4 Vee V (IOH = -1 mA for TUP, TDWN) 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOl = 12 mA 0 0.45 V (IOH = 1 mA for TUP, TDWN) 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 v 
Vil Input LOW Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

III Input Leakage Current o V< VIN < Vee ±10 p,A 

ILO Output Leakage Current o V < VOUT < Vee ±10 p.A 

Maximum Average Power Supply Vee = 5.5 V. 16 MHz, 
lee Current Outputs loaded, worst-case data 200 mA 

shifts during Push 

lees 
Maximum Average Power Supply Vee = 5.5 V, 16 MHz, 125 rnA Standby Current Outputs unloaded, No-ops 

Vee Power Supply Voltage 4.5 5.5 V 

CAPACITANCE* 

Parameter Parameter 
16 MHz, 12 MHz 

Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Units 

Input CapaCitance Fe = 1 MHz, Vce = 0 V, 
Cj (RE, WE, CS, C/O, RST, RUP, GND = 0 V, unmeasured pins 8 pF 

RDWN, ClK) floating 

Output Capacitan,£e Fe :: 1 MHz, Vee:: 0 V, 
Co GND = 0 V, unmeasured pins 10 pF (TUP, TDWN, R/T) 

floating 

I/O Capacitance Fe = 1 MHz, Vee = 5 V, 
Cjo (i5ONE, DIRD, GIS, DIRG, sm, GND = 0 V, unmeasured pins 12 pF 

DATABUS) floating 

"The capacitance values are guaranteed by design and are not tested. 

I 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified 

16 MHz 12 MHz 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

SYSTEM-TO-CADM TIMINGS 

1 tcc ClK Period 62 1000 82 1000 ns 

2 tCH ClK HIGH Time 26 36 ns 

3 tCl ClK lOW Time 26 36 ns 

4 tos Data Setup Before ClK lOW for Write 5 5 ns 

5 tOH Data Hold After ClK lOW for Write 24 24 ns 

6 tws WE Setup Before ClK lOW 10 10 ns 

7 tww WE Pulse Width 86 106 ns 

8 tWH WE Hold After ClK lOW 14 14 ns 

9 tAS AE Setup Before ClK lOW 10 10 ns 

10 tAA AE Pulse Width 86 106 ns 

11 tAH AE Hold After ClK lOW 14 14 ns 

12 tcss CS Setup Before ClK lOW 10 10 ns 

13 tcsw CS Pulse Width 86 106 ns 

14 tCSH CS Hold After ClK lOW 14 14 ns 

15 tcos C/O Setup Before ClK lOW 10 . 10 ns 

16 tcow C/O Pulse Width 86 106 ns 

17 tCOH C/O Hold After ClK lOW 14 14 ns 

18 tss RSf Setup Before ClK lOW 10 10 ns 

19 tsw RSf Pulse Width 210 270 ns 

20 tSH RSf Hold After ClK lOW 14 14 ns 

CADM-TO-SYSTEM TIMINGS 

21 tlOVR ClK lOW to Data Valid for Aead 26 37 ns 

22 tHOTR ClK HIGH to Data Three·State for Aead 20 30 ns 

23 tCHDH ClK HIGH to DONE, DIAD HIGH 20 30 ns 

24 tClOT ClK lOW to DONE, DIAD Three State 20 30 ns 

25 tcHDl ClK HIGH to DONE, DIAD lOW 20 30 ns 

26 tCHSH ClK HIGH to STAT HIGH 20 30 ns 

27 tClST ClK lOW to STAT Three State 20 30 ns 

28 tcHSl ClK HIGH to STAT lOW 20 30 ns 

29 tClRl ClK lOW to A/T lOW 26 37 ns 

30 tcHRH ClK HIGH to A/T HIGH 20 30 ns 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTIC (continued) 

16 MHz 12 MHz 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

CADM·TO-CADM TIMINGS 

31 tCHRL 
ClK HIGH to R/T lOW for Interchip Data 20 30 ns Move 

32 tHOVI 
ClK HIGH to Data Valid for Interchip Data 5 20 5 30 ns Move 

33 tHOTI 
ClK HIGH to Data Three State for Interchip 20 30 ns 
Data Move 

34 tCHGH ClK HIGH to G[8 HIGH 20 30 ns 

35 tCLGT ClK lOW to GIS Three State 20 30 ns 

36 tCHGL ClK HIGH to GIS, t5iRG lOW 20 30 ns 

37 tLDGH ClK lOW to t5iRG HIGH 26 37 ns 

38 tHOGT ClK HIGH to t5iRG Three State 20 30 ns 

39 tHTUH elK HIGH to TUP HIGH 20 30 ns 

40 tHTUL elK HIGH to TUP lOW 20 30 ns 

41 tLTUL elK lOW to TUP lOW 15 20 ns 

42 tROSl RDWN Setup Before elK lOW 6 6 ns 

43 tROHL RDWN Hold After elK lOW 26 36 ns 

44 tRUSL RUP Setup Before elK lOW 6 6 ns 

45 tRUHL RUP Hold After elK lOW 26 36 ns 

46 tHTDH elK HIGH to TDWN HIGH 20 30 ns 

47 tHTDL elK HIGH to TDWN lOW 20 30 ns 

48 tLTOH elK LOW to TDWN HIGH 15 20 ns 

49 tRUOT RUP HIGH to Data Three State 0 15 0 20 ns 

50 tRURH RUP HIGH to R/i HIGH (for Pop) 0 15 0 25 ns 

51 tROOT RDWN lOW to Data Three State 0 15 0 20 ns 

52 tRORH RDWN lOW to R/T HIGH (for Push) 0 15 0 25 ns 

53 tOHTD 
Data Hold After TDWN HIGH for Interchip Data 0 0 ns 
Move (for Pop) 

Data Hold After TUP lOW for Interchip Data 
54 tOHTU Move 0 0 ns 

(for Push) 

55 tOSL i50iiiE Setup Before elK lOW 6 6 ns 

56 tOHL DO'iiffi' Hold After elK lOW 26 36 ns 

57 tGSL GlB Setup Before elK lOW 6 6 ns 

58 tGHL GIS Hold After elK lOW 26 36 ns 
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DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

AC Loading 

• 1 K!l 
DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

=T= 200 pF ± 20 pF 
GLB, DIRG, DIRD DATA BUS 

+ 200 oF • 20 pF 

TC004002 DONE, STAT 
TC003982 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

All other outputs 
where CL = 100 pF ± 20 pF for RIT 

CL = 20 pF for TUP, TDWN 

TC003991 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS 

+--<DJ--~ 

I J 2 

ClK I~\ Ir-
y ~ 

I 3 

WF023670 

Clock 

2'=X x= 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.8 0.8 

0.45 
WF009540 

Input/Output 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
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Hardware Reset Timing 
Note: TUP and TOWN are guaranteed to be LOW only when the elK is LOW. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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Command Write Timing 
Notes: 1. Any CADM may drive the data bus at anyotime during the command. __ 

2. STAT is indeterminate one cycle before D NE. It must be qualified with DONE being asserted. 
3. GLB and DIRG may occur multiple times or not at all during the command. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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Data Write Timing 
Notes: 1. Any CAOM may drive the data bus at any time during the write. __ 

2. 8T AT is indeterminate one cycle before DONE. It must be· qualified with DONE being asserted. 
3. GLB and DIRG may occur multiple times or not at all during the write. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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Data Read Timing 
Notes: 1. Any CADM may drive the data bus at any time during the read. 

2. S'i'AT is indeterminate one cycle before DONE. It must be qualified with DONE being asserted. 
3. GIS and DiRG mayor may not occur during the read. 
4. TUP and TOWN are not guaranteed to be LOW during the cycle when fIR switches LOW curing a read. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 
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Drive GLB, DONE, RUP, RDWN Timing 
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INPUT IOUTPUT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

Inputs: RE, WE, CS, C/O, RST, RDWN, RUP 

Bi-Directional: DONE, DO-7, GlB, TUP, TDWN* 

*TUP and TOWN are inputs for test mode only 

Outputs: STAT, DIRG, DIRD, Rtf 

-; 

-; 

Clocks: ClK 

Am95C85 
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f 
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- ~ 
Z8530H 
Serial.Communications Controller (SCC) 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Two 0- to 2- Mbps full duplex serial channels 

Each channel has independent oscillator, baud-rate 
generator, and PLL for clock recovery, dramatically 
reducing external components. 

• Programmable protocols 
NRZ, NRZI, and FM data encoding are supported 
under program control. 

• Programmable Asynchronous Modes 
Five- to 8-bit characters with programmable stop 
bits, clock, break detect, and error conditions. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The sec Serial Communications Controller is a dual
channel, multi-protocol data communications peripheral 
designed for use with 8- and 16-bit microprocessors. The 
SCC functions as a serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial 
converter/controller. The SCC can be software-config
ured to satisfy a wide variety of serial communications 
applications. The device contains a variety of new, so
phisticated internal functions, including on-Chip baud 
rate generators, digital phase-locked loops, and crystal 
oscillators, which dramatically reduce the need for 
external logic. 

The sec handles asynchronous formats, synchronous 
byte-oriented protocols, such as IBM<!!> Bisync, and 
synchronous bit-oriented protocols, such as HOLC and 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Address A---..... r----, 

2-250 

Data "'"'"_---.../1 

Control V--YL-_...J 

Interrupt 
Control 

Lines 

Z8530H 

• Programmable Synchronous Modes 
SOLC and HOLC and SOLC loop supported with 
frame control, zero insertion and deletion, abort, 
and residue handling. CRC-16 and CCITT 
generators and checkers. 

• Compatible with non-multiplexed bus 
The Z8530H interfaces easily to most other CPUs. 

• Enhanced Version 
The Z8530H is an enhanced version whose 
features include 8-MHz operation and an improved 
Valid Access Recovery Time (tRC) specification. 

IBM SDLC. This versatile device supports virtually any 
serial data transfer application (cassette, diskette, tape 
drivers, etc.). 

The device can generate and check CRC codes in any 
synchronous mode and can be programmed to check 
data integrity in various modes. The SCC also has facili
ties for modem controls in both channels. In applications 
where these controls are not needed, the modem con
trols can be used for general-purpose I/O. 

The Z8530H is designed for non-multiplexed buses and 
is easily interfaced with most other CPUs, such as 8080, 
Z80, 6800, 68000, and MUL TIBUS."· 

I Serial Data 

I Channel Clocks 

SYNC 
WaiitRequest 

I Modem DMA or 
Other Controls 

I Modem DMA or 
Other Controls 

I Serial Data 

I Channel Clocks 

SYNC 
WalVRequest 8D003520 

Publication' 00970 Rev. F Amendment 10 

Issue Date: May 1989 



RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 

Part No. 

Am79C12 
Am7960 
80186 

80188 

Description 

Full Duplex 1200- bps Modem 
Coded Data Transceiver 
Highly Integrated 16-Bit 
Microprocessor 
Highly Integrated 8-Bit 
Microprocessor 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

DIP 

0, DO 
0 3 O2 

05 0 4 

07 06 

INT RO lEO 
lEO WR lEI 
lEI Ais INTACK 

INTACK CE +5V 
+5V Die W/REOA 

WtREOA GNO SYNCA 
SYNCA Z8530H WtREOB RTxCA 
RTxCA sec 

SYNCB RxOA 
RxOA RTxCB TRxCA 

TRxCA RxOB TxOA 
TxOA TRxCB NC 

OTRIREOA TxOB 

RTSA OTRIREOB 

CTSA RTSB 

OCOA CTSB 

PCLK OCOB 

CDOO5361 
Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 

Z8530H 

Part No. Description 

80286 High-Performance 16-Bit 
Microprocessor 

Am9517A DMA Controller 

PLCC 

I~ ...... _ 0 N .. ~ICl I~ _ClClClClClClClOa: 

7 • 39 AiB 
8 38 CE 

9 37 Die 

10 36 GNO 

11 35 GNO 

12 Z8530H 34 WtREOB 

13 
sce 33 SYNCB 

14 32 RTxC13 
15 31 RxOB 

16 30 TRxCB 

17 29 TxOB 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

°1~1~1~1~ ~~IOO 1m 1m 0 ZO~~Clc3Cl~~@Z 
~a:oga.°oa:a: 

I~ I~ 
CD010931 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

Data ~--'" 
Bus ,,","~--...""I 0 0-07 

{

+-m 
INTACK 

Interrupt lEI 

lEO . 
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TxDA ~ Serial 
RxDA +-I Data 

Channel 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Commodity Products 

AMD commodity products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: 8. Device Number 

b. Spaed Option (If appllcabla) 
c. Package Typa 
d. Tamparatura Range 
a. Optional Processing 

Z8530H A o C B 

L= a. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard Processing 

B - Burn·in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE* 
C - Commercial (0 to ;.70°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 
P = 40·Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
o = 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

~-------------------------b.SPEEDOPTION 
-4 4 MHz 
-6 = 6 MHz 
-8 = 8.192 MHz 

L...-___ 8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 

Z8530H-4 

Z8530H-6 

Z8530H-8 

Z8530H 
Serial Communications Controller 

Valid Combinations 

PC, DC, DCB, JC 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, 
and to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military 
grade products. 

·This device is also available in Military temperature 
range. See MOS Microprocessors and Peripherals Military 
Handbook (Order #09275A10) for electrical performance 
characteristics. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 
APL Products 

2-254 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. 
APL (Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The ordering 
number (Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: B. Device Number 

Z8530 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

/B Q A 

L= e.LEADFINISH 
A - Hot Solder Dip 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
a - 40-Pin Ceramic Dip (CD 040) 

L..-__________ c. DEVICE CLASS 

!B .. Class B 

L..---------------b. SPEED OPTION 
Blank .. -4 MHz 

L..-__ a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Z8530 
Serial Communications Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Z8530 I !BOA 

Z8530H 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1,2,3,7,8,9,10,11. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 
Vee 
+5-V Power Supply 
GND 
Ground 
AlB 
Channel AlChannel B Select (Input) 

This signal selects the channel in which the read or write 
operation occurs. 

CE 
Chip Enable (Inputj Active Low) 

This signal selects the SCC for a read or write operation. 

CfSA,CTSB 
Clear to Send (Inputsj Active Low) 

If these pins are programmed as Auto Enables, a Low on 
the inputs enables their respective transmitters. If not 
programmed as Auto Enables, they may be used as 
general-purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger 
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time inputs. The 
SCC detects pulses on these inputs and can interrupt the 
CPU on both logic level transitions. 

D/e 
Data/Control Select (Input) 

This signal defines the type of information transferred to 
or from the SCC. A High means data is transferred; a 
Low indicates a command. 

DCDA, DCDB 
Data Carrier Detect (Inputsj Active Low) 

These pins function as receiver enables if they are pro
grammed for Auto Enables; otherwise, they may be used 
as general-purpose input pins. Both pins are Schmitt
trigger buffered to accommodate slow rise-time signals. 
The SCC detects pulses on these pins and can interrupt 
the CPU on both logic level transitions. 

Do-D7 
Data Bus (Input/Outputj Three-State) 
These lines carry data and commands to and from the 
SCC. 

Dffi/REOA,orniREQB 
Data Terminal Ready/Request 
(OutputSj Active Low) 
These outputs follow the state programmed into the DTR 
bit. They can also be used as general-purpose outputs or 
as Request lines for a DMA controller. 

lEI 
Interrupt Enable In (Inputj Active High) 
lEI is used with I EO to form an interrupt daisy chain when 
there is more than one interrupt-driven device. A High lEI 
indicates that no other higher priority device has an inter
rupt under service or is requesting an interrupt. 

lEO 
Interrupt Enable Out (Outputj Active High) 
lEO is High only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing 
an SCC interrupt or the SCC is not requesting an inter
rupt (Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle only). lEO is 

connected to the next lower priority device's lEI input and 
thus inhibits interrupts from lower priority devices. 

INT 
Interrupt Request (Outputj Active Low, Open Drain) 

This signal is activated when the SCC requests an 
interrupt. 

INTACK 
Interrupt Acknowledge (Input; Active Low) 

This signal indicates an active Interrupt Acknowledge cy
cle. During this cycle, the SCC interrupt daisy chain set
tles. When RD becomes active, the SCC places an inter
rupt vector on the data bus (if lEI is High). INTACK is 
latched by the rising edge of PCLK. 

PCLK 
Clock (Input) 
This is the master SCC clock used to synchronize inter
nal signals; PCLK is a TIL- level signal. 

RD 
Read (Inputj Active Low) 

This signal indicates a read operation and, when the 
SCC is selected, enables the SCC's bus drivers. During 
the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle, this signal gates the in
terrupt vector onto the bus if the SCC is the highest prior
ity device requesting an interrupt. 

RxDA, RxDB Receive Data (Inputsj Active High) 
These input signals receive serial data at standard TIL 
levels. 

RTxCA, RTxCB 
RecelveIT=-ra-n-s-m"""'lt:'"""':C"""loc--=-k-s 
(Inputsj Active Low) 
These pins can be programmed in several different 
modes of operation. In each channel, RTxC may supply 
the receive clock, the transmit clock, the clock for the 
baud rate generator, or the clock for the digital phase
locked loop. These pins can also be programmed for use 
with the respective SYNC pins as a crystal oscillator. The 
receive clock may be 1, 16, 32, or 64 times the data rate 
in asynchronous modes. 

iffSA, RTSB 
Request to Send (OutputSj Active Low) 

When the Bgguest to Send (RTS) bit in Write Register 5 
is set, the RTS signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is re
set in the asynchronous mode and Auto Enable is on, the 
signal goes High after the transmitter is empty. In SYNC 
mode or in asynchronous mode with Auto Enable off, the 
RTS pin strictly follows the state of the RTS bit. Both pins 
can be used as general-purpose outputs. 

SYNCA, SYNCB 
Synchronization (Inputs/OutputSj Active Low) 

These pins can act either as inputs, outputs, or part of the 
crystal oscillator circuit. In the Asynchronous Receive 
mode (crystal oscillator option not selected), these pins 
are inputs similar to CTS and DCD. In this mode, transi-
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tions on these lines affect the state of the SyndHunt 
status bits in Read Register 0 but have no other function. 

In the External Synchronization mode with the crystal os
cillator not selected, these lines also act as inputs. In this 
mode, SYNC must be driven Low two receive clock cy
cles after the last bit in the SYNC character is received. 
Character assembly begins on the rising edge of the re
ceive clock immediately preceding the activation 
of SYNC. 

In the Internal Synchronization mode (Monosync and 
Bisync) with the crystal oscillator not selected, these pins 
act as outputs and are active only during the part of the 
receive clock cycle in which SYNC characters are recog
nized. The SYNC condition is not latched, so these out
puts are active each time a SYNC pattern is recognized 
(regardless of character boundaries). In the SDLe 
mode, these pins act as outputs and are valid on receipt 
of a flag. 

TxDA, TxDB 
Transmit Data (Outputs; Active High) 
These output signals transmit serial data at standard 
TTL levels. 

Transmit/Receive Clocks 
(Inputs/Outputs; Active Low) 
These pins can be -.£r.Qgrammed in several different 
modes of operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock 
orthe transmit clock in the input mode or supply the out
put of the digital phase-locked loop, the crystal oscillator, 
the baud rate generator, or the transmit clock in the 
output mode. 

WR 
Write (Input; Active Low) 
When the SCC is selected, this signal indicates a write 
operation. The coincidence of RD and WR is interpreted 
as a reset. 

W/REQA, W/REQB 
Walt/Request (Outputs; Open drain when 
programmed for a Walt function, driven High or 
Low when programmed for a Request function) 
These dual-purpose outputs may be programmed as 
Request lines for a DMA controller or as Wait lines to 
synchronize the CPU to the SCC data rate. The reset 
state is Wait. 
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ARCHITECTURE 
The SCC internal structure includes two full-duplex 
channels, two baud rate generators, internal control and 
interrupt logic, and a bus interface to a non-multiplexed 
CPU bus. Associated with each channel are a number of 
read and write registers for mode control and status in
formation, as well as logic necessary to interface with 
modems or other external devices (see Block Diagram). 

The logic for both channels provides formats, synchroni
zation, and validation for data transferred to and from the 
channel interface. The modem control inputs are moni
tored by the control logic under program control. All of the 
modem control signals are general-purpose in nature 
and can optionally be used for functions other than mo
dem control. 

The register set for each channel includes ten control 
(write) registers, two SYNC character (write) registers, 
and four status (read) registers. In addition, each baud 
rate generator has two (readlwrite) registers for holding 
the time constant that determines the baud rate. Finally, 
associated with the interrupt logic is a write register for 
the interrupt vector accessible through either channel, a 
write-only Master Interrupt Control register and three 
read registers: one containing the vector with status in
formation (Channel B only), one containing the vector 
without status (A only), and one containing the Interrupt 
Pending bits (A only). 

The registers for each channel are designated as fol
lows: 

WRD-WR15-Write Registers 0 through 15. 

RRD-RR3, RR10, RR12, RR13, RR15-Read Registers 
o through 3,10,12,13,15. 

Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each read 
or write register. The SCC contains only one 
WR2 and WR9, but they can be accessed by either 
channel. All other registers are paired (one for 
each channel. 

Data Path 
The transmit and receive data path illustrated in Figure 1 
is identical for both channels. The receiver has three 
8-bit buffer registers in a FIFO arrangement, in addition 
to the 8-bit receive shift register. This scheme creates 
additional time for the CPU to service an interrupt at the 
beginning of a block of high-speed data. Incoming data 
are routed through one of several paths (data or CRC) 
depending on the selected mode (the character length in 
asynchronous modes also determines the data path). 

The transmitter has an 8-bit transmit data buffer register 
loaded from the internal data bus and a 20-bit transmit 
shift register that can be loaded either from the sync
character registers orfrom the transmit data register. De
pending on the operational mode, outgoing data are 
routed through one of four main paths before being 
transmitted from the Transmit Data output (TxD). 

Table 1. Read and Write Register Functions 

Read Register Functions 

RRO 
RR1 
RR2 

RR3 

RRB 
RR10 
RR12 
RR13 
RR15 

TransmitlReceive buffer status and External status' 
Special Receive Condition status 
Modified interrupt vector 

(Channel B only) 
Unmodified interrupt vector 
(Channel A only) 
Interrupt Pending bits 
(Channel A only) 
Receive buffer 
Miscellaneous status 
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant 
External/Status interrupt information 

Write Register Functions 

WRO 

WR1 

WR2 
WR3 
WR4 

WRS 
WRS 
WR7 
WRS 
WR9 

WR10 
WRll 
WR12 
WR13 
WR14 
WR1S 

CRC initialize, initialization commands for the 
various modes, shift right/shift left command 
Transmit/Receive Interrupt and data transfer mode 
definition 
Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel) 
Receive parameters and control 
Transmit/Receive miscellaneous parameters and 
modes 
Transmit parameters and controls 

, Sync characters or SDLC address field 
Sync character or SDLC flag 
Transmit buffer 
Master interrupt control and reset (accessed 
through either channel) 
Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits 
Clock mode control 
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Miscellaneous control bits 
External/Status interrupt control 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
The functional capabilities of the SCC can be described 
from two different points of view: as a data communica
tions device. it transmits and receives data in a wide vari
ety of data communications protocols; as a microproces
sor peripheral. it interacts with the CPU and provides 
vectored interrupts and handshaking signals. 

Data Communications Capabilities 
The SCC provides two independent full-duplex channels 
programmable for use in any common asynchronous or 
SYNC data-communication protocol. Figure 2 and the 
following description briefly detail these protocols. 

Asynchronous Modes 
Transmission and reception can be accomplished inde
pendently on each channel with five to eight bits per 
character. plus optional even orodd parity. The transmit
ters can supply one. one-and-a-half or two stop bits per 
character and can provide a break output at any time. 
The receiver break-detection logic interrupts the CPU 
both at the start and at the end of a received break. Re
ception is protected from spikes by a transient spike
rejection mechanism that checks the signal one-half a bit 
time after a Low level is detected on the receive data in
put (RxDA or RxDB in the Z8530H Logic Symbol). If the 
Low does not persist (as in the case of a transient). the 
character assembly process does not start. 

Framing errors and overrun errors are detected and buff
ered together with the partial character on which they oc-

Marking Line 

Sync Data 

Asynchronous 

:: 
I 

Mo::SYnc 
Sync Sync Data 

Siral Bisync 

I Data ~: 
External Sync 

Flag I Address I Infor~ation 
SDLC/HDLC/X.25 

cur. Vectored interrupts allow fast servicing of error con
ditions using dedicated routines. Furthermore. a built-in 
checking process avoids the interpretation of framing er
ror as a new start bit; a framing error results in the addi
tion of one-half a bit time to the point at which the search 
for the next start bit begins. 

The SCC does not require symmetric transmit and re
ceive clock signals-a feature allowing use of the wide 
variety of clock sources. The transmitter and receiver 
can handle data at a rate of 1. 1/16. 1/32. or 1/64 of the 
clock rate supplied to the receive and transmit clock in
puts. In asynchronous modes. the SYNC pin may be pro
grammed as an input used for functions. such as moni
toring a ring indicator. 

Synchronous Modes 
The SCC supports both byte-oriented and bit-oriented 
synchronous communication. SYNC byte-oriented pro
tocols can be handled in several modes. allowing char
acter synchronization with a 6-bit or 8-bit SYNC charac
ter (Monosync). any 12-bit SYNC pattern (Bisync). or 
with an external SYNC signal. Leading SYNC characters 
can be removed without interrupting the CPU. 

Five- or 7-bit SYNC characters are detected with 8- or 
16-bit patterns in the SCC by overlapping the larger pat
tern across multiple incoming SYNC characters as 
shown in Figure 3. 

Marking Line 

Data CRC, CRC2 

Data CRC, CRC2 

Data CRC, CRC2 

CRC, CRC2 Flag 

DFOO2660 

Figure 2. SCC Protocols 

5 Bits 

:sync Sync Data Data Data Data 

8 Bits 

16 Bits DF002651 

Figure 3. Detecting 5- ~r 7-Bit Synchronous Characters 
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CRC checking for Synchronous byte-oriented modes is 
delayed by one character time so that the CPU may dis
able CRC checking on specific characters. This permits 
the implementation of protocols, such as IBM BISYNC. 

Both CRC-16 (X16 + X15 + X2 + 1) and CCITT (X16 + X12 + 
X5 + 1) error checking polynomials are supported. Either 
polynomial may be selected in all synchronous modes. 
Users may preset the CRC generator and checker to all 
"1"s or all "O"s. The SCC also provides a feature that 
automatically transmits CRC data when no other data 
are available for transmission. This allows for high
speed transmissions under OMA control with no need for 
CPU intervention at the end of a message. When there 
are no data or CRC to send in SYNC modes, the trans
mitter inserts 6-. 8-, or 16-bit SYNC characters, regard
less of the programmed character length. 

The SCC supports SYNC bit-oriented protocols, such as 
SOLe and H OLC, by performing automatic flag sending, 
zero insertion, and CRC generation. A special command 
can be used to abort a frame in transmission. At the end 
of a message, the SCC automatically transmits the CRC 
and trailing flag when the transmitter underruns. The 
transmitter may also be programmed to send an idle line 
consisting of continuous flag characters or a steady 
marking condition. 

If a transmit underrun occurs in the middle of a message, 
an externaVstatus interrupt warns the CPU of this status 
change so that an abort may be issued. The SCC may 
also be programmed to send an abort itself in case of an 
underrun, relieving the CPU of this task. One to eight bits 
per character can be sent allowing reception of a mes
sage with no prior information about the character struc
ture in the information field of a frame. 

The receiver automatically acquires synchronization on 
the leading flag of a frame in SOLC or HOLC and pro
vides a synchronization signal on the SYNC pin (an inter
rupt can also be programmed). The receiver can be pro
grammed to search for frames addressed by a single 
byte (orfourbits within a byte) of a user-selected address 
or to a global broadcast address. In this mode, frames 
not matching either the user-selected or broadcast ad
dress are ignored. The number of address bytes can be 
extended under software control. For receiving data, an 
interrupt on the first received character, or an interrupt on 
every character, or on special condition only (end-of
frame) can be selected. The receiver automatically de
letes all "O"s inserted by the transmitter during character 
assembly. CRC is also calculated and automatically 
checked to validate frame transmission. At the end 
of transmission, the status of a received frame is avail
able in the status registers. In SOLC mode, the SCC 
mustbe programmed to use the SOLC CRC polynomial, 
but the generator and checker may be preset to all "1 "s or 
all "O"s. The CRC is inverted before transmission 
and the receiver checks against the bit pattern" 
"0001110100001111." " 

NRZ, NRZI or FM coding may be used in any 1X mode. 
The parity options available in asynchronous modes are 
available in synchronous modes. 

The SCC can be conveniently used under OMA control to 
provide high-speed reception or transmission. In recep-

tion, for example, the SCC can interrupt the CPU when 
the first character of a message is received. The CPU 
then enables the OMA to transfer the message to mem
ory. The SCC then issues an end-of-frame interrupt and 
the CPU can check the status of the received message. 
Thus, the CPU is freed for other service while the mes
sage is being received. The CPU may also enable the 
OMA first and have the SCC interrupt only on end-of
frame. This procedure allows all data to be transferred 
via the OMA. 

SOLC Loop Mode 
The SCC supports SOLC Loop mode in addition to nor
mal SOLC.ln an SOLC Loop, there is a primary controller 
station that manages the message traffic flow and any 
number of secondary stations. In SOLC Loop mode, the 
SCC performs the functions of a secondary station while 
an SCC operating in regular SOLC mode can act as a 
controller (Figure 4). 

PF001240 

Figure 4. An SOLC Loop 

A secondary station in an SOLC Loop is always listening 
to the messages being sent around the loop and, in fact, 
must pass these messages to the rest of the loop by 
retransmitting them with a one-bit time delay. The secon
dary station can place its own message on the loop only 
at specific times. The controller signals that secondary 
stations may transmit messages by sending a special 
character, called an EOP (End of Poll), around the loop. 
The EOP character is the bit pattern "11111110." Be
cause of zero insertion during messages, this bit pattern 
is unique and easily recognized. 

When a secondary station has a message to transmit 
and recognizes an EOPonthe line, it changes the lastbi
nary one of the EOP to a zero before transmission. This 
has the effect of turning the EOP into a flag sequence. 
The secondary station now places its message on the 
loop and terminates the message with an EOP. Any sec
ondary stations further down the loop with messages to 
trans"mit can then append their messages to the mes
sage of the first secondary station by the same process. 
Any secondary stations without messages to send 
merely echo the incoming messages and are prohibited 
from placing messages on the loop (except upon recog
nizing an EOP). 
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SOlC loop mode is a programmable option in the sec. 
NRZ, NRZI, and FM coding may all be used in the SOLC 
Loop mode. 

Baud Rate Generator 
Each channel in the sec contains a programmable baud 
rate generator. Each generator consists of two 8-bit time 
constant registers that form a 16-bit time constant, a 
16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop on the output produc
ing a square wave. On start-up, the flip-flop on the output 
is set in a High state~ the value in the time constant regis
ter is loaded into the counter, and the counter starts 
counting down. The output of the baud rate generator 
toggles upon reaching zero, the value in the time con
stant register is loaded into the counter, and the process 
is repeated. The time constant may be changed at any 
time, but the new value does not take effect until the next 
load of the counter. 

The output of the baud rate generator may be used as 
either the transmit clock, the receive clock, or both. 
It can also drive the digital phase-locked loop (see 
next section). 

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not programmed 
to come from the TRxC pin, the output of the baud rate 
generator may be echoed out via the TRxC pin. 

The following formula relates the time constant to the 
baud rate. (The baud rate is in bits/second and the SR 
clock period is in seconds.) 

baud rate = --------------
2 (Time Constant + 2) x (SR Clock Period) 

Time-Constant Values 
for Standard Baud Rates at BR Clock 

= 3.9936 MHz 

Rate Time Constant 
(Baud) (decimal notation) Error 

19200 102 -
9600 206 -
7200 275 0.12% 
4800 414 -
3600 553 0.06% 
2400 830 -
2000 996 0.04% 
1800 1107 0.03% 
1200 1662 -

600 3326 -
300 6654 -
150 13310 -
134.5 14844 0.0007% 
110 18151 0.0015% 
75 26622 -
50 39934 -

Digital Phase-Locked Loop 
The sec contains a digital phase-locked loop (OPLL) to 
recover clock information from a data stream with NRZI 
or FM encoding. The OPLL is driven by a clock that 
is nominally 32 (NRZI) or 16 (FM) times the data rate. 
The OPLL uses this clock, along with the data stream, 
to construct a clock for the data. This clock may then 
be used as the SCC receive clock, the transmit clock, 
or both. 

For NRZI encoding, the DPll counts the 32X clock to 
create nominal bit times. As the 32X clock is counted, the 
DPLl is searching the incoming data stream for edges 
(either 1/0 or 0/1). Whenever an edge is detected, the 
DPLL makes a count adjustment (during the next count 
cycle), producing a terminal count closer to the center of 
the bit cell. 

For FM encoding, the OPLL still counts from 0 to 31, but 
with a cycle corresponding to two bit times. When the 
DPLL is locked, the clock edges in the data stream 
should occur between counts 15 and 16 and between 
counts 31 and O. The DPlllooks for edges only during a 
time centered on the 15/16 counting transition. 

The 32X clock forthe DPLL can be programmed to come 
from either the RTxC input or the output of the baud rate 
generator. The DPLl output may be programmed to be 
echoed out of the sec via the TRxC pin (if this pin is not 
being used as an input). 

Data Encoding I:JII 
The sec may be programmed to encode and decode 
the serial data in four different ways (Figure 5). In NRZ 
encoding, a "1" is represented by a High level, and a "0" is 
represented by a Low level. In NRZI encoding, a "1" is 
represented by no change in level, and a "0" is repre-
sented by a change in level. In FMl (more properly, bi-
phase mark), a transition occurs at the beginning of 
every bit cell. A "1" is represented by an additional transi-
tion at the center of the bit cell, and a "0" is represented 
by no additional transition at the center of the bit cell. In 
FMo (biphase space), a transition occurs at the beginning 
of every bit cell. A "0" is represented by an additional 
transition at the center of the bit cell, and a "1" is repre-
sented by no additional transition at the center of the bit 
cell. In addition to these four methods, the SCC can be 
used to decode Manchester (biphase level) data by us-
ing the DPLL in the FM mode and programmirlg-the re-
ceiver for NRZ data. Manchester encoding always pro-
duces a transition at the center of the bit cell. If the 
transition is 0/1, the bit is a" 0." If the transition is 1/0, the 
bit is a "1." 
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Figure 5. Data Encoding Methods 

Auto Echo and Local Loopback 
The SCC is capable of automatically echoing everything 
it receives. This feature is useful mainly in asynchronous 
modes but works in SYNC and SOLC modes as well. In 
Auto Echo mode, TxO is RxO. Auto Echo mode can be 
used with NRZI or FM encoding with no additional delay, 
because the data stream is not decoded before 
retransmission. In Auto Echo mode, the CTS input is ig
nored as a transmitter enable (although transitions on 
this input can still cause interrupts if programmed to do 
so). In this mode, the transmitter is actually bypassed, 
and the programmer is responsible for disabling trans
mitter interrupts and WaiURequest on transmit. 

The SCC is also capable of localloopback.ln this mode, 
TxO is RxO just as in Auto Echo mode. However, in Local 
Loopback mode, the internal transmit data is tied to the 
internal receive data, and RxO is ignored (except to be 
echoed out via TxO). The CTS and OCO inputs are also 
ignoredas transmit and receive enables. However, tran
sitions on these inputs can still cause interrupts. Local 
loopback works in asynchronous, SYNC and SOLC 
modes with NRZ, NRZI or FM coding of the data stream. 

1/0 Interface Capabilities 
The SCC offers the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored 
or nonvectored), and Block Transfer modes to transfer 
data, status, and control information to and from the 
CPU. The Block Transfer mode can be implemented un
der CPU or OMA control. 

Polling 
All interrupts are disabled. Three status registers in the 
SCC are automatically updated whenever any function is 
performed. For example, end-of-frame in SOLC mode 
sets a bit in one of these status registers. The idea be
hind polling is for the CPU to periodically read a status 
register until the register contents indicate the need for 
data to be transferred. Only one register needs to be 

read; depending on its contents, the CPU either writes 
data, reads data, or continues. Two bits in the register in
dicate the need for data transfer. An alternative is a poll 
of the Interrupt Pending register to determine the source 
of an interrupt. The status for both channels resides in 
one register. 

Interrupts 
When an SCC responds to an Interrupt Acknowledge 
signal (INTACK) from the CPU, an interrupt vector may 
be placed on the data bus. This vector is written in WR2 
and may be read in RR2A or RR2B (Figures 7 and 8). 

To speed interrupt response time, the SCCcan modify 
three bits in this vector to indicate status. If the vector is 
read in Channel A, status is never included; if it is read in 
Channel B, status is always included. 

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the SCC (Trans
mit, Receive and ExternaVStatus interrupts in both chan
nels) has three bits associated with the interrupt source: 
Interrupt Pending (IP), Interrupt Under Service (IUS), 
and Interrupt Enable (IE). Operation of the IE bit is 
straightforward. If the IE bit is set for a given interrupt 
source, then that source can request interrupts. The ex
ception is when the MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in 
WR9 is reset and no interrupts may be requested. The IE 
bits are write-only. 

The other two bits are related to the ZeBus interrupt prior
ity chain (Figure 6). As a ZeBus peripheral, the SCC may 
request an interrupt only when no higher priority device is 
requesting one, for example, when lEI is High. If the de
vice in question requests an interrupt, it pulls down INT. 
The CPU then responds with INTACK, and the interrupt
ing device places the vector on the NO bus. 

In the SCC, the IP bit signals a need for interrupt servic
ing. When an IP bit is set to "1" and the lEI input is High, 
the INT output is pulled Low, requesting an interrupt. 
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In the SCC, if the IE bit is not set by enabling interrupts, 
then the IP for that source can never be set. The IP bits 
are readable in RR3A. 

The I US bits signal that an interrupt request is being 
serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt sources of lower pri
ority in the SCC and external to the SCC are prevented 
from requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt sources 
are inhibited by the state of the internal daisy chain, while 
lower priority devices are inhibited by the lEO output of 
the SCC being pulled Low and propagated to subse
quent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during an Interrupt 
Acknowledge cycle if there are no higher priority devices 
requesting interrupts. 

There are three types of interrupts: Transmit, Receive 
and External/Status. Each interrupt type is enabled un-

Peripheral 

der program control with Channel A having higher prior
ity than Channel B, and with Receive, Transmit and Ex
ternaVStatus interrupts prioritized in that order within 
each channel. When the Transmit interrupt is enabled, 
the CPU is interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes 
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must have had a 
data character written into it so that it can become 
empty.) When enabled, the Receive can interrupt the 
CPU in one of three ways: 

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or Special 
Receive condition 

• Interrupt on all Receive Characters or Special 
Receive condition 

• Interrupt on Special Receive condition only 

Peripheral Peripheral 

AFOO2770 

Figure 6. Z-Bus Interrupt Schedule 

Interrupt on First Character or Special Condition, and In
terrupt on Special Condition Only are typically used with 
the Block Transfer mode. A Special Receive Condition is 
one of the following: receiver overrun, framing error in 
asynchronous mode, end-of-frame in SOLC mode, and 
optionally, a parity error. The Special Receive Condition 
interrupt is different from an ordinary receive character 
available interrupt only in the status placed in the vector 
during the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. In Interrupt on 
First Receive Character, an interrupt can occur from 
Special Receive conditions any time after the first 
Receive Character interrupt. 

The main function of the External/Status interrupt is to 
monitor the signal transitions of the CTS, OCO, and 
SYNC pins; however, an External/Status interrupt is also 
caused by a Transmit Underrun condition, a zero count in 
the baud rate generator, or the detection of a Break 
(asynchronous mode), Abort (SOLC mode), or EOP 
(SOLC Loop mode) sequence in the data stream. The in
terrupt caused by the Abort or EOP has a special feature 
allowing the SCC to interrupt when the Abort or EOP se
quence is detected or terminated. This feature facilitates 

the proper termination of the current message, correct 
initialization of the next message, and the accurate tim
ing of the Abort condition in external logic in SOLC mode. 
In SOLC Loop mode, this feature allows secondary sta
tions to recognize the wishes of the primary station to re
gain control of the loop during a poll sequence. 

CPUlDMA Block Transfer 
The SCC provides a Block Transfer mode to accommo
date CPU block transfer functions and OMA controllers. 
The Block Transfer mode uses the Wait/Request output 
in conjunction with the WaiVRequest bits in WR1. The 
Wait/Request output can be defined under software con
trol as a Wait line in the CPU BlockTransfer mode or as a 
Request line in the OMA BlockTransfer mode. 

To a OMA controller, the SCC Request output indicates 
thatthe SCC is re~to transfer data to orfrom memory. 
To the CPU, the Wait line indicates that the SCC is not 
ready to transfer data, the~ requesting that the CPU 
extend the I/O cycle. The OTR/Request line, allows full
duplex operation under OMA control. 
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PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 
Each channel has fifteen Write registers that are indi
vidually programmed from the system bus to configure 
the functional personality of each channel. Each channel 
also has eight Read registers from which the system can 
read Status, Baud rate, or Interrupt information. 

In the Z8530H, only the four data registers (Read and 
Write for Chan.!!els A and B) are directly selected by a 
High on the DIC input and the appropriate levels on the 
RD, WR and AlB pins. All other registers are addressed 
indirectly by the content..Qf Write Register 0 in conjunc
tion with a Low on the DIC input and the appropriate lev
els on the RD, WR and AlB pins. If bit 03 in WRO is "1" 
and bits 5 and 6 are "0," then bits 0, 1, 2 address the 
higher registers 8 through 15. If bits 4, 5, 6 contain a dif
ferent code, bits 0, 1, 2 address the lower registers 0 
through 7 as shown in Table 2. 

Writing to or reading from any register except RRO, WRO 
and the Data Registers thus involves two operations: 

First, write the appropriate code into WRO, then follow 
this by a write or read operation on the register thus 
specified. Bits 0 through 4 in WRO are automatically 
cleared after this operation, so that WRO then points to 
WRO or RRO again. 

Channel AlChannel B selection is made by the AlB input 
(High = A, Low = B). 

In the Z8530H, the system program first issues a series 
of commands to initialize the basic mode of operation. 
This is followed by other commands to qualify conditions 
within the selected mode. For example, the asynchro
nous mode, character length, clock rate, number of stop 
bits, or even or odd parity might be set first. Then the 
interrupt mode would be set and, finally, receiver or 
transmitter enable. 

Table 2. Register Addressing 

DIC "Point High" 02,01, DO Write Read 
Code In WRO InWRO Register Register 

High Either Way X 
Low Not True 0 
Low Not True 0 
Low Not True 0 
Low Not True 0 
Low Not True 1 
Low Not True 1 
Low Not True 1 
Low Not True 1 
Low True 0 
Low True 0 
Low True 0 
Low True 0 
Low True 1 
Low True 1 
Low True 1 
Low True 1 

Read Registers 
The sec contains eight read registers (actually nine, 
counting the receive buffer [RR8] in each channel). Four 
of these may be read to obtain status information (RRO, 
RR1, RR10, and RR15). Two registers (RR12 and 
RR13) may be read to learn the baud rate generatortime 
constant. RR2 contains either the unmodified interrupt 
vector (Channel A) or the vector modified by status 
information (Channel B). RR3 contains the Interrupt 

X 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 

X Data Data 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 2 2 
1 3 3 
0 4 (0) 
1 5 (1 ) 
0 6 (2) 
1 7 (3) 
0 Data Data 
1 9 
0 10 10 
1 11 (15) 
0 12 12 
1 13 13 
0 14 (10) 
1 15 15 

Pending (IP) bits (Channel A). Figure 7 shows the for
mats for each read register. 

The status bits of RRO and RRl are carefully grouped to 
simplify status monitoring, for example, when the inter
rupt vector indicates a Special Receive Condition inter
rupt, all the appropriate error bits can be read from a 
single register (RR1). 
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Read Register 0 Read Register 2 

Rx Character Available 
Zero Count 
Tx Buffer Empty 
DCD 
SYNC/Hunt 
CTS 
Tx UnderrunlEOM 
Break/Abort 

DF002670 

Interrupt Vector* 

·Modified in B Channel 
DF002680 

Read Register 1 Read Register 3 

Read Register 10 

Read Register 12 

o 

All Sent 
Residue Code 2 
Residue Code 1 
Residue Code 0 
Parity Error 
Rx Overrun Error 
CRClFraming Error 
End-of-Frame (SDLC) 

DFOO2690 

On Loop 
o 
o 
Loop Sending 
o 
Two Clocks Missing 
One Clock Missing 

DF002710 

Lower Byte of 
Time Constant 

DFOO2730 

Channel B EXT/STAT IP* 
Channel B Tx IP* 
Channel B Rx IP* 

"'"------ Channel A EXT/STAT IP' 
'------ Channel A Tx IP' 

"'"-------- Channel A Rx IP' 
'--------------- 0 

1--------- 0 

Read Register 13 

TCa 
TCe 
TCto 
TCtt 

'------ TCt2 

TCt3 

TCt4 1--------- TCt5 

Read Register 15 

o 
Zero Count IE 
o 
OeD IE 

'------ SynchlHunt IE 

·Always 0 in B Channel 

DF002700 

Upper Byte of 
Time Constant 

DF002720 

CTSIE 
'--------------- Tx UnderrunlEOM IE 1--------- Break/Abort IE 

DF002740 

Figure 7. Read Register Bit Functions 
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Write Registers 
The see contains 15 write registers (16 counting WAS, 
the transmit buffer) in each channel. These write regis
ters are programmed separately to configure the func
tional "personality" of the channels. Two registers (WA2 
and WR9) are shared by the two channels and may be 

accessed through either of them. WR2 contains the in
terrupt vector for both channels, while WR9 contains the 
interrupt control bits. Figure 8 shows the format of each 
write register. 

2-266 

Null Code 
Reset Rx CRC Checker 

Reset Tx CRC Generator 
Reset Tx Underrun/EOM Latch 

Write Register 0 

Register 

30r 
40r 12 
50r 13 
6 or 4 

~~~ 190 

1 1 1 70r 

Null Code --1 
Point High Register Group 
Reset Ext/Status Interrupts 
Send Abort 

t-7-t~~ Enable Int on Next Rx Character 
Reset Tx Int Pending 
Error Reset 

L...:..II.....:..IL-1~ Reset Highest IUS 

Figure 8. Write Register Bit Functions 
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Write Register 1 

Ext Int Enable 
Tx Int Enable 
Parity is Special Condition 

Rx Int Disable 
o 1 Rx Int on First Character or Special Condition 
1 Oint on All Rx Characters or Special Condition 
1 1 Rx Int on Special Condition only 

WaiVDMA Request on ReceivelTransmit 
WaiVDMA Request Function 
WaiVDMA Request Enable 

Write Register 2 DF002770 

DF002780 

Write Register 3 

Rx 5 Bits/Character 
Rx 7 Bits/Character 
Rx 6 Bits/Character 
Rx 8 Bits/Character 

SYNC7 
SYNC, 
SYNC7 
SYNC3 

ADR7 
AOR7 

Rx Enable 
Sync Character Load Inhibit 
Address Search Mode (SDLC) 
Rx CRC Enable 
Enter Hunt Mode 
Auto Enable 

DF002790 

Write Register 6 

SYNCs SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNCo SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNC6 SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNC2 SYNC, SYNCo 1 1 
ADR6 ADRs AOR4 AOR3 ADR2 
ADR6 ADRs AOR4 1 1 

Write Register 4 

Parity Enabl_e _ 
Parity Even/Odd 

Sync Modes Enable 
1 Stop Bit/Character 
1 1/2 Stop Bits/Character 
2 Stop Bits/Character 

a-Bit Sync Character 
16-Bit Sync Character 
SDLC Mode (01111110 Flag) 
External Sync Mode 

X1 Clock Mode 
X16 Clock Mode 
X32 Clock Mode 
X64 Clock Mode 

DF002811 

Write Register 5 

Tx CRC Enable 
RTS 
SDLC/CRC-16 
Tx Enable 
Send Break 

Tx 5 Bits (or less)/Character 
Tx 7 Bits/Character 
Tx 6 Bits/Character 
Tx 8 Bits/Character 

SYNC, SYNCo 
SYNC, SYNCo 
SYNC, SYNCo 

1 1 
ADR, AORo 

1 1 

DTR 
DF002820 

Monosync 8 Bits 
Monosync 8 Bits 
Bisync 16 Bits 
Bisync 12 Bits 
SOLC 
SOLC (Address 0) 

DFOO2801 

Figure 8. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 
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Write Register 7 

SYN~ SYNCs 
SYNCs SYNC. 
SYNCs SYNC,. 
SYNC" SYNC,o 

0 1 

Write Register 9 

VIS 
NV 
OLC 
MIE 

SYNCs SYNC. 
SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNC13 SYNC,2 
SYNCe SYNCe 

1 1 

Status High/Status Low 
o 

No Reset 
Channel Reset B 
Channel Reset A 
Force Hardware Reset 

DF002840 

SYNC3 
SYNC, 
SYNC" 
SYNC7 

1 

SYNC2 SYNC, SYNCo Monosync a Bits 
SYNCo 1 1 Monosync a Bits 
SYNC,o SYNCe SYNCe Bisync 16 Bits 
SYNCs SYNCs SYNC. Bisync 12 Bits 

1 1 0 SOLC 

DFOO2831 

Write Register 11 

'fRiCOut - XTAL Output 
1RXC Out .. Transmit Clock 
1RXC Out - BR Generator Output 
1RXC Out - OPlL Output 

'fRiGO/I 

Transmit Clock .. RTxC Pin 
Transmit Clock '" 'fRiG Pin 
Transmit Clock .. BR Generator Output 
Transmit Clock - OPLL Output 

RTxC Pin 
TRxC Pin 
BR Generator Output 
OPLL Output 

~--------------R~CXTAUNoXTAL 

Write Register 10 

NRZ 
NRZI 

6 BiVa Bit Sync 
Loop Mode 
AborV~ on Underrun 
Mark/Rag Idle 
Go Active on Roll 

FM, (Transition = 1) 
FMo (Transition .. 0) 

Write Register 12 

DF002850 

Lower Byte of 
Time Constant 

1..-__________ CRC Preset 110 DFOO2870 

DF002860 

Figure 8. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 
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Write Register 13 

Write Register 14 

BR Generator Enable 
BR Generator Source 
DTRlRequest Function 
Auto Echo 
Local Loopback 

Null Command 
Enter Search Mode 
Reset Missing Clock 
Disable DPLL 

Upper Byte of 
Time Constant 

DFOO2880 

Write Register 15 

a 
Zero Count IE 
a 
DCDIE 

L--____ Sync/Hunt IE 
~---------- CTSIE 

Set Source", BR Generator 
Set Source = RTxC 
Set FM Mode 
Set NRZI Mode 

DFOO2890 

....... ----------- Tx UnderrunlEOM IE 1--------- Break/Abort IE 
DF002900 

Figure 8. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 

Z8530H Timing 
The SCC generates internal control signals from WR and 
RD that are related to PCLK. Since PCLK has no phase 
relationship with WR and RD, the circuitry generating 
these internal control signals must provide time for 
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives rise to a 
recovery time related to PCLK. The recovery time ap
plies only between bus transactions involving the SCC. 
The recovery time required lQrpro.Q![ operation is speci
fied from the rising edge of WR or RD in the first transac
tion involving the SCC to the falling edge of WR or RD in 
the second transaction involving the SCC. This time 
must be at least six PCLK cycles plus 200nsec. 

Read Cycle Timing 
Figure 9 illustrates Read cycle timing. Addresses on A/a 
and ole and the status on INTACK must remain stable 
throughout the cycle. If CE falls after RD falls or if it rises 
before RD rises, the effective RD is shortened. 

Write Cycle Timing 
Fis.ure 10 .!!!ustrates Write cycle timing. Addresses on 
AlB and D/C and the status on INTACK must remain sta
ble throughout the cycle. If CE falls after WR falls or if it 
rises before WR rises, the effective WR is shortened. 

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing 
Figure 11 illustrates Interrupt Acknowledge cycle timing. 
Between the time INTACK goes Low and the falling edge 
of RD, the internal and externallElIlEO daisy chains set
tle. If there is an interrupt pending in the SCC and lEI is 
High when RD falls, the Acknowledge cycle is intended 
for the SCC.ln this case, the sec may be programmed 
to respond to RD Low by placing its interrupt vector on 
00-07, and it then sets the appropriate Interrupt-Under
Service internally. 
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AiB. DIG X Address Valid x= 
INTACK / c-= 

CE \ / 

WR \ I 

0 0-07 < Data Valid > 
WFOO5920 

Figure 9. Read Cycle Timing 

Ais. DIG X Address Valid x= 
INTACK =--.7 c-= 

CE \ / 

WR \ I 

0 0-07 
( Data Valid > 

WFOO5930 

Figure 10. Write Cycle Timing 

/ INTACK ~~--------~\r\-------------------------J 
RD 

,\ 

\ / 

< X Vector ) 

WFOO5940 

Figure 11. Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature -65 to +150°C 
Voltage at any Pin Relative to Vss -0.5 to +7.0 V 
Power Dissipation 1.8 W 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Temperature (TA) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

Military (M) Devices 
Temperature (Te) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

Oto +70°C 
5V±5% 

-55 to 125°C 
5 V±10% 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXI
MUM RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. 
Functionality at or above these limits is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum ratings for extended peri
ods may affect device reliability. Operating ranges define those limits between which the 

functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VIH Input High Voltage Commercial 2.0 Vee +0.3 V 
VIH Input High Voltage Military 2.2 Vee +0.3 V 
Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V 
VOH Output High Voltage IOH = -250 JlA 2.4 V 
Val Output Low Voltage IOL = +2.0 rnA 0.4 V 
III Input Leakage 0.4 V =::; VIN =::; 2.4 V ±10.0 JlA 
IOl Output Leakage 0.4 V =::; VOUT =::; 2.4 V ±10.0 JlA 
lee Vee Supply Current 250 rnA 
CIN Input Capacitance Unmeasured pins returned 10 pF 
COUT Output Capacitance to ground. f = 1 MHz at 15 pF 
C~.\O Bidirectional Capacitance TA= 25°C. 20 pF 

Standard Test Conditions 

The characteristics below apply for the following standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are ref
erenced to GND. Positive current flows into the referenced pin. Standard conditions are as follows: 

Commercial (Z8530H) Military (Z8530) 
+4.75 V s Vee =::; +5.25 V +4.5 V s Vee =::; +5.5 V 
GND = OV GND = OV 

-55°C s Te s 125°C 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

Standard Test Load Open-Drain Test Load 

From Output 
Under Test 

100 pF I 

+5V 

2.2K 

TC001821 

Z8530H 

From Output 
Under Test 

+5V 

2.2K 

TC001830 
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SWITCHING TEST INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2-272 

2.4 

0.45 
0.8 0.8 X2.0~ T~st ........... 2.0X 

.......... POintS ........... 
__________ -J ~ ________ __ 

WROO6352 

AC testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4 V for a logic "1" and 0.45 V for a logic "0: 
Timing measurements are made at 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for logic "0." 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
General Timing 

Parameter Parameter 4 MHz 6 MHz 8.192 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPC(REQ) PCLK J. to W/REO Valid Delay 250 250 250 nsec 

2 TdPC(W) PCLK J. to Wait Inactive Delay 350 350 350 nsec 

3 TsRXC(PC) AxC t to PCLK t Setup Time 80 TWPCL 70 TWPCL 60 TWPCL nsec 
(Notes 1,4) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC t Setup Time 0 0 0 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC t Hold Time 150 150 150 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to RXC J. Setup Time 0 0 0 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC J. Hold Time 150 150 150 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Setup Time -200 -200 -200 nsec 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC t Hold Time 3TcPC 3TcPC 3TcPC nsec 
(Note 1) +400 +320 +250 nsec 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC J. to PCLK i Setup Time 0 0 0 nsec 
(Notes 2, 4) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC J. to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 230 200 nsec 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 230 200 nsec 
(Notes 2, 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 200 200 200 nsec 
(Send 'Clock Echo) 

14 TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 180 180 150 nsec 

15 TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 180 180 150 nsec 

16 TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 1000 660 488 nsec 

17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 3) 250 1000 165 1000 122 1000 nsec 

18 TwTRXh 'fRXC High Width (Note 6) 180 180 150 nsec 

19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 180 180 150 nsec 

20 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 1000 660 488 nsec 

21 TwEXT OCD or CTS Pulse Width 200 200 200 nsec 

22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 200 200 200 nsec 

Notes: 1. RXC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 18 pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies ~ if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PCLK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PCLK. 
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PCLK 

W/REO 
Request 

W/REO 
Wait 

RTxC, TRxC 
Receive 

RxD 

SYNC 
External 

TRxC, RTxC 
Transmit 

2-274 

TxD 

TRxC 
Output 

SYNC 
Input 

WFOO5951 

Figure 12. General Timing 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
System Timing 

Parameter Parameter 4 MHz 6 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TdRXC(REQ) AXe i WtREQ Valid Delay 8 1~ 8 12 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) AXC i to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 8 14 
(Notes 1,2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) AxC t to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 
(Note 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC ito IN'f Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 
(Notes 1,2) 

5 TdTXC(REQ) IxC J. to WiREO Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) IxC J. to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 5 11 
(Notes 1,3) 

7 TdTXC(DRQ) IxC J. to D'fRtREO Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 
(Note 3) 

8 TdTXC(INT) IxC J. to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 
(Notes 1,3) 

9 TdSY(INT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid 2 6 2 6 
Delay (Note 1) 

10 TdEXT(INT) Dei) or CTS Transition to INT 2 6 2 6 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
2. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 

Z8530H 

8.192 MHz 

Min. Max. Unit 

8 12 TcPC 

8 14 TcPC 

4 7 TcPC 

10 16 TcPC 

5 8 TcPC 

5 11 TcPC 

4 7 TcPC 

6 10 TcPC 

2 6 TcPC 

2 6 TcPC 
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RTxC, TRxC 
Receive 

W/REO 
Request 

W/REO 

Wan -------------------------+-----------------
SYNC ________________________ ~--------~ 

Output 

RTxC,'fRXC 
Transmn 

W/REO 
Request 

W/REQ _______________________ ~--------------~ 
Wan 

D~REQ ________________________ ~--------~ 
Request 

2-276 

SYNC 
Input 

~~ 

~K 

~ 

10 

Figure 13. System Timing 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
Read and Write Timing 

Parameter Parameter 4 MHz 6 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 105 2000 70 1000 

2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 105 2000 70 1000 

3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 20 15 

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 20 15 

5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 250 4000 165 2000 

6 TsA(WR) Address to WR J, Setup Time 80 80 

7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

8 TsA(RD) Address to m J, Setup Time 80 80 

9 ThA(RD) Address to AD i Hold Time 0 0 

10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time 10 10 

11 TsIAi(WR)· iN'i'ACK to WR J, Setup Time 200 160 
(Note 1) 

12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

13 TsIAi(RD) INTACK to m J, Setup Time (Notel) 200 160 

14 ThIA(RD) iNTACK to lID' i Hold Time 0 0 

15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 100 100 

16 TsCEi(WR) CI: Low to WR J, Setup Time 0 0 

17 ThCE(WR) CI: to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

18 TsCEh(WR) Ci: High to WR J, Setup Time 100 70 

19 TsCEI(RD) CI: Low to AD J, Setup Time 0 0 
(Note 1) 

20 ThCE(RD) CI: to RD i Hold Time (Note 1) 0 0 

21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD J, Setup Time (Notel) 100 70 

22 TwRDI RD Low Width (Note 1) 240 200 

23 TdRD(DRA) RD J, to Read Data Active Delay 0 0 

24 TdRDr(DR) AD i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0 

25 TdRDf(DR) RD J, to Read Data Valid Delay 220 180 

26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 70 45 
(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 

8.192 MHz 

Min. Max. Unit 

50 1000 nsec 

50 1000 nsec 

15 nsec 

15 nsec 

122 2000 nsec 

70 nsec 

0 nsec 

70 nsec 

0 nsec 

10 nsec 

145 nsec 

0 nsec 

145 nsec 

0 nsec 

85 nsec 

0 nsec 

0 nsec 

60 nsec 

0 nsec 

0 nsec 

60 nsec 

150 nsec 

0 nsec 

0 nsec 

140 nsec 

40 nsec 

2. Float delay is defined as the time required for a +0.5 V change in the output with a maximum DC load and minimum 
AC load. 
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PCLK 

AA3.0/C ==X~~----~~--------r---~r---------------~~=~~~++----------
CD @ ~ --. r---GC ~ .. 

W/REO 
Request 

OTRIREO 
Request 

2-278 

~----~~I~-+--iL----~----------~---------------
~--;-~~~--~35;rr----------~.1 

I 

- ) 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing 

Parameter Parameter 4 MHz 6 MHz 8.192 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 300 280 220 nsec 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 240 200 150 nsec 

29 TsDW(WR) Write Data to WR J, Setup Time 10 10 10 nsec 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR i Hold Time 0 0 0 170 nsec 

31 TdWR(W) 'WR J, to Wait Valid Delay (Note 4) 240 200 170 nsec 

32 TdRD(W) RD J, to Wait Valid Delay (Note 4) 240 200 170 nsec 

33 TdWRf(REO) WR J, to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 240 200 170 nsec 

34 TdRDf(REO) RD J, to W/REO Not Valid Delay 240 200 170 nsec 

35 TdWRr(REO) WR J, to DTR.IREQ Not Valid Delay 4TcPC 4TcPC 4TcPC nsec 

36 TdRDr(REO) RD ito DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 4TcPC 4TcPC 4TcPC nsec 

37 TdPC(INT) PCLK J, to INT Valid Delay (Note 4) 500 500 500 nsec 

38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD J, (Acknowledge) 250 200 150 nsec 
Delay (Note 5) 

39 . TwRDA RD (Acknowledge) Width 250 200 150 nsec 

40 TdRDA(DR) RD J, (Acknowledge) to Read 250 180 140 nsec 
Data Valid Delay 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD J, (Acknowledge) Setup 120 100 95 nsec 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to AD i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 0 0 nsec 
Time 

43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lEO Delay Time 120 100 95 nsec 

44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 250 250 200 nsec 

45 TdRDA(INT) AD J, to iNT Inactive Delay (Note 4) 500 500 450 nsec 

46 TdRD(WRO) RD i to WR J, Delay for No Reset 30 15 15 nsec 

47 TdWRO(RD) WR i to RD J, Delay for No Reset 30 30 20 nsec 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 250 200 150 nsec 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 4TcPC 4TcPC 4TcPC nsec 
(Note 3) 

Notes: 3. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the SCC. 
4. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
5. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIA(RD) must be greater then the sum of 

TdPC(IEO) forthe highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) forthe SCC, and TdIEIf(IEO) for each deivce 
separating them in the daisy chain. 
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·Timings are preliminary and subject to change. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, 
Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, and 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 
General Timing 

Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPC(REQ) PCLK ! to W/REO Valid Delay 250 nsec 

2 TdPC(W) PCLK ! to Wait Inactive Delay 350 nsec 

3 TsRXC(PC) AxC t to PCLK t Setup Time 80 TWPCL nsec 
(Notes 1,4) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Setup Time 0 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Hold Time 150 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC ! Setup Time 0 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC ! Hold Time 150 nsec 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Setup Time -200 nsec 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Hold Time 3TcPC nsec 
(Note 1) +400 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC ! to PCLK i Setup Time 0 nsec 
(Notes 2, 4) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC! to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 nsec 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 nsec 
(Notes 2, 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 200 nsec 
(Send Clock Echo) 

14 TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 180 nsec 

15 TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 180 nsec 

16 TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 1000 nsec 

17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 8) 250 1000 nsec 

18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width (Note 6) 180 nsec 

19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 180 nsec 

20 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 1000 nsec 

21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 200 nsec 

22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 200 nsec 

Notes: 1. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30-pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies £!!!y if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PCLK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PCLK. 
8. Not tested; guaranteed by design. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 
System Timing 

Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. 

1 TdRXC(REO) RXC t WIRm Valid Delay 8 12 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) RXC t to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 
(Notes 1.2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) RiC f to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 
(Note 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC t to TN'i' Valid Delay 10 16 
(Notes 1.2) 

5 TdTXC(REO) TiC J. to WtREO Valid Delay 5 8 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) !xC J. to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 
(Notes 1.3) 

7 TdTXC(DRO) IxC J. to lTIRtRffi Valid Delay 4 7 
(Note 3) 

8 TdTXC(INT) TxC J. to iN'f Valid Delay 6 10 
(Notes 1.3) 

9 TdSY(INT) SYNC Transition to TN'i'Valid 2 6 
Delay (Note 1) 

10 TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to jjifj' 2 6 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Open-drain output. measured with open·drain test load. 
2. RiC is RTxC or 'i'RXC. whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
3. !xC is 'i'RXC or RTxC. whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 
Read and Write Timing 

Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 105 1000 

2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 105 1000 

3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 20 

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 20 

5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 250 2000 

6 TsA(WR) Address to WR ! Setup Time 80 

7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 

8 TsA(RD) Address to RD ! Setup Time 80 

9 ThA(RD) Address to RD i Hold Time 0 

10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time 10 

11 TsIAi(WR) INTACK to WR! Setup Time 200 
(Note 1) 

12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 

13 TsIAi(RD) INTACK to RD ! Setup lime (Note 1) 200 

14 ThIA(RD) INTACK to RD i Hold Time 0 

15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 100 

16 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR! Setup Time 0 

17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR i Hold Time 0 

18 TsCEh(WR) CE High to WR ! Setup Time 100 

19 TsCEI(RD) CE Low to RD ! Setup Time 0 
(Note 1) 

20 ThCE(RD) CE to RD i Hold Time (Note 1) 0 

21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD ! Setup Time (Note 1) 100 

22 TwRDI RD Low Width (Note 1) 240 

23 TdRD(DRA) RD ! to Read Data Active Delay 0 

24 TdRDr(DR) R5 i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 

25 TdRDf(DR) RD ! to Read Data Valid Delay 220 

26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 70 
(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 

Unit 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

nsec 

2. Float delay is defined as the time required for the data bus to be released with a maximum DC load and minimum AC 
load. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing 

Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 400 nsec 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 240 nsec 

29 TsDW(WR) Write Data to \VA ! Setup Time 10 nsec 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR i Hold Time 0 nsec 

31 TdWR(W) WR! to Wait Valid Delay (Note 4) 240 nsec 

32 TdRD(W) AD! to Wait Valid Delay (Note 4) 240 nsec 

33 TdWRf(REQ) WR ! to W/REO Not Valid Delay 240 nsec 

34 TdRDf(REQ) AD J. to W/REO Not Valid Delay 240 nsec 

35 TdWRr(REQ) WR i to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 5TcPC nsec 
+300 

36 TdRDr(REQ) RD ito DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 5TcPC nsec 
+300 

37 TdPC(INn PCLK ! to TNi'Valid Delay (Note 4) 500 nsec 

38 TdIAi(RD) iN TACK to AD J. (Acknowledge) 250 nsec 
Delay (Note 5) 

39 TwRDA AD (Acknowledge) Width 250 

40 TdRDA(DR) RD! (Acknowledge) to Read Data 250 nsec 
Valid Delay 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to m J. (Acknowledge) Setup 120 nsec 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 nsec 
Time 

43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lEO Delay Time 120 nsec 

44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 250 nsec 

45 TdRDA(INT) RD J. to INT Inactive Delay (Note 4) 500 nsec 

46 TdRD(WRQ) RD i to WR J. Delay for No Reset 30 nsec 

47 TdWRQ(RD) WR i to RD ! Delay for No Reset 30 nsec 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 250 nsec 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 6TcPC nsec 
(Note 3) +200 

Notes: 3. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the SCC. 
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4. Open-drain output, measured with open·drain test load. 
5. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIAI(RD) must be greater than the sum of 

TdPC(IEO) for the highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) forthe SCC, and TdIEf(IEO) for each device 
separating them in the daisy chain. 
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Z85C30 
Enhanced Serial Communications Controller 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Fastest data rate of any Z8530 

8.192 MHz / 2.048 Mb/s 
10 MHz / 2.5 Mb/s 
12.5 MHz / 3 Mb/s 
16.384 MHz / 4.096 Mb/s 
20 MHz / 5 Mb/s (prelim) 

• Low-power CMOS technology 

• Pin and function compatible with other NMOS 
and CMOS Z8530s 

• Easily interfaced with most CPUs 
Compatible with non-multiplexed bus 

I!I Many enhancements over NMOS Z8530H 
Allows 85C30 to be used more effectively in 
high-speed applications 
Improves interface capabilities 
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• Two independent full-duplex serial channels 

• Asynchronous mode features 
Programmable stop bits, clock factor, character 
length and parity 
Break detection/generation 
Error detection for framing, overrun, and parity 

• Synchronous mode features 
Supports IBM BISYNC, SOLC, SOLC Loop, 
HOLe, and AOCCP Protocols 
Programmable eRC generators and checkers 
SOLC/HOLe support includes frame control, 
zero insertion and deletion, abort, and. 
residue handling 
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DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 
• Enhanced SCC functions support high-speed 

frame reception using DMA 
14-bit byte counter 
10 x 19 SOLC/HOLC Frame Status FIFO 
Independent Control on both channels 
Enhanced operation does not allow special 
receive conditions to lock the 3-byte DATA 
FIFO when the 10 x 19 FIFO is enabled 

• Local Loopback and Auto Echo modes 

• Internal or external character synchronization 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
AMO's Z85C30 is an enhanced pin-compatible version 
of the popular Z85301Z85C30 Serial Communications 
Controller. The Enhanced Serial Communications Con
troller (ESCC) is a high-speed, low-power, multi-protocol 
communications peripheral designed for use with 8- and 
16-bit microprocessors. It has two independent, full-du
plex channels and functions as a serial-to-parallel, paral
lel-to-serial converter/controller. AMO's proprietary en
hancements make the Z85C30 easier to interface and 
more effective in high-speed applications due to a reduc
tion in software burden and the elimination of the need 
for some external glue logic. 

The Z85C30 is easy to use due to a variety of sophisti
cated internal functions, including on-chip baud rate gen
erators, digital phase-locked loops, and crystal oscilla
tors, which dramatically reduce the need for external 
logic. The device can generate and check CRC codes in 
any SYNC mode, and can be programmed to check data 
integrity in various modes. The ESCC also has facilities 
for modem controls in both channels. In applications 
where these controls are not needed, the modem con
trols can be used for general-purpose I/O. 

This versatile device supports virtually any serial data 
transfer application such as networks, modems, cas
settes, and tape drivers. The ESCC is designed for non
multiplexed buses and is easily interfaced with most 
CPUs, such as 80188, 80186, 80286, 8080, Z80, 6800, 
68000 and MUL TIBUS. 

Enhancements that allow the Z85C30 to be used more 
effectively in high-speed applications include: 

• a 10 x 19 bit SOLC/HOLC frame status FIFO array 

• a 14-bit SOLC/HOLC frame byte counter 

RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 

Part No. Description 

Am7960 Coded Data Transceiver 
80186 Highly Integrated 16-Bit 

Microprocessor 
80286, 80C286 High-Performance 16-Bit 

Microprocessor 

• 2-Mb/s FM encoding transmit and receive 
capability using Internal DPLL for 16.384-MHz 
product 

• Internal synchronization between RxC to PCLK 
and TxC to PCLK 
- This allows the user to eliminate external 

synchronization hardware required by the NMOS 
device when transmitting or receiving data at the 
maximum rate of 1/4 PCLK frequency. 

• automatic SOLC/HOLC opening frame flag trans
mission 

• TxO pin forced High in SOLC NRZI mode after closing 
flag 

• automatic SOLC/HOlC Tx underrunlEOM flag reset 

• automatic SOLC/HOLC Tx CRC generator reseV 
preset 

• RTS synchronization to closing SOlC/HOLC flag 

• OTR/REO deactivation delay significantly reduced 

• external. PCLK to AxC or TxC synchronization re
quirement eliminated for PClK divide-by-four 
operation 

Other enhancements to improve the Z85C30 interface 
capabilities include: 

• write data valid setup time to falling edge of WR 
requirement eliminated 

• reduced INT response time 
• reduced access recovery time (tRe) to 3 PClK best 

case (31/2 PClK worst case) 

• improved Wait timing 

• Write Registers WR3, WR4, WR5, and WR1 0 made 
readable 

• lower priority interrupt masking without INTACK 

• complete SOLC/HOlC CRC character reception 

Part No. Description 

Am9517A OMA Controller 
5380,S3C80 SCSI Bus Controller 
80188 Highly Integrated 8-Bit 

Microprocessor 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Commodity Products 

2-288 

AMD commodity products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

Z85C30 -10 P 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

c 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard Processing 

B ... Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C - Commercial (0 to +700 C) 

'------------ Co PACKAGE TYPE 
P ... 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
0.. 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J .. 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

1.-_____________ b. SPEED OPTION 

'---- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Z85C30 

-8 .. 8.192 MHz 
-10 .. 10 MHz 
-12 .. 12.5 MHz 
-16 = 16.384 MHz 
-20 ... 20 MHz (prelim) 

Enhanced Serial Communications Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Z85C30-8 
Z85C30-10 PC, DC,JC 
Z85C30-12 DCB 
Z85C30-16 
Z85C30-20 (prelim) 

Z85C30 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 



ORDERING INFORMATION 
Industrial Products 

AMO industrial products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

Z85C30 -10 D 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

I B 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard Processing 

B = Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
I = Industrial (-40 to +85°C) 

'------------ c. PACKAGE TYPE 
o = 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
L = 44-Pin Leadless Chip Carrier (CL 044) 

'--------------- b. SPEED OPTION 
-8 = 8.192 MHz 

'--- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Z85C30 

-10 = 10 MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-16 = 16.384 MHz 

Enhanced Serial Communications Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Z85C30-8 

Z85C30-10 
OIB, LIB 

Z85C30-12 

Z85C30-16 

Z85C30 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMO sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMO's standard military grade products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 
APL Products 

2-290 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. 
APL (Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The ordering 
number (Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

Z85C30 -10 B U A 

L= e.LEADFINISH 
A .. Hot Solder Dip 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
U .. Leadless Chip Carrier (CL 044) 
o - Ceramic Dip (CD 040) 

1...-. __________ c. DEVICE CLASS 

IB = Class B 

~--------------b.SPEEDOPTION 

'--- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Z85C30 

-8 .. 8.192 MHz 
-10 .. 10 MHz 
-12 = 12.5 MHz 
-16 = 16.384 MHz 

Enhanced Serial Communications Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Z85C30-8 
Z85C30-10 

BOA,BUA Z85C30-12 
Z85C30-16 

Z85C30 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 



PIN DESCRIPTION 
Bus Timing and Reset 
RD 
Read (Input; Active Low) 

This signal indicates a Read operation and, when the 
SCC is selected, enables the SCC's bus drivers. During 
the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle, this signal gates the in
terrupt vector onto the bus if the SCC is the highest prior
ity device requesting an interrupt. 

WR 
Write (Input; Active Low) 

When the SCC is selected, this signal indicates a Write 
operation. The coincidence of RO and WR is interpreted 
as a reset. 

Channel Clocks 
RTxCA, RTxCB 
RecelveITransmit Clocks (Inputs; Active Low) 

These pins can be programmed in several different 
modes of operation. In each channel, RTxC may supply 
the receive clock, the transmit clock, the clock for the 
baud rate generator, or the clock of the digital phase
locked loop. These pins can also be programmed for use 
with the respective SYNC pins as a crystal oscillator. The 
receive clock may be 1, 16,32, or 64 times the data rate 
in asynchronous modes. 

TRxCA, TRxCB 
Transmit/Receive Clocks 
(Inputs/Outputs; Active Low) 

These pins can be ....P.!:2.9.rammed in several different 
modes of operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock 
or the transmit clock in the input mode or supply the out
put of the digital phase-locked loop, the crystal OSCillator, 
the baud rate generator, or the transmit clock in the out
put mode. 

Channel Controls for Modem, DMA, 
or Other 
CTSA,CTSB 
Clear to Send (Inputs; Active Low) 

If these pins are programmed as Auto Enables, a Low on 
these inputs enables their respective transmitters. If not 
programmed as Auto Enables, they may be used as 
general-purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger 
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time inputs. The 
SCC detects pulses on these inputs and may interrupt 
the CPU on both logic level transitions. 

DCDA, DCDB 
Data Carrier Detect (Inputs; Active Low) 

These pins function as receiver enables if they are pro
grammed as Auto Enables; otherwise, they may be used 
as general-purpose input pins. Both are Schmitt-trigger 
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time signals. The 
SCC detects pulses on these pins and may interrupt the 
CPU on both logic level transitions. 

DTR/REOA 
Data Terminal Ready/Request 
(Outputs; Active Low) 

These outputs follow the inverted state programmed 
into the DTR bit in WRS. They can also be used as 
general-purpose outputs or as Request Lines for a DMA 
controller. 

RTSA,RTSB 
Request to Send (Outputs; Active Low) 

When the .B..@.guest to Send (RTS) bit in Write Register S 
is set, the RTS signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is re
set in the asynchronous mode and Auto Enable is on, the 
Signal goes High after the transmitter is empty. In SYNC 
mo~r in asynchronous mode with Auto Enable off, 
the RTS pins strictly follow the inverted state of the RTS 
bit. Both pins can be used as general-purpose outputs. 

In SOLC mode, the AUTO RTS RESET enhancement 
described later in this document brings RTS High after 
the last 0 of the closing flag leaves the TxD pin. 

SYNCA, SYNCB 
Synchronization (Inputs/Outputs; Active Low) 

These pins can act either as inputs, outputs, or part of the 
crystal oscillator circuit. In the Asynchronous Receive 
mode (crystal oscillator option not selected), these pins 
are inputs similar to CTS and DCD. In this mode, transi- 1]1 
tions on these lines affect the state of the Sync/Hunt 
status bits in Read RegisterO but have no other function. 

In External Synchronization mode with the crystal 
oscillator not selected, these lines also act as inputs. 
In this mode, SYNC must be driven Low two receive 
clock cycles after the last bit in the SYNC character is re-
ceived. Character assembly begins on the rising edge 
of the receive clock immediately preceding the activation 
of SYNC. 

In the Internal Synchronization mode (Monosync and 
Bisync) with the crystal oscillator not selected, these pins 
act as outputs and are active only during the part of the 
receive clock cycle in which SYNC characters are recog
nized. The SYNC condition is not latched, so these out
puts are active each time a SYNC pattern is recognized 
(regardless of character boundaries). In SDLC mode, 
these pins act as outputs and are valid on receipt of a 
flag. 

W/REOA, W/REOB 
Walt/Request (Outputs; Open drain when 
programmed for a Wait function, driven High or 
Low when programmed for a Request function) 

These dual-purpose outputs may be programmed as Re
quest lines for a DMA controller or as Wait lines to syn
chronize the CPU to the SCC data rate. The reset state is 
Wait. 
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Control 
AlB 
Channel AlChannel B Select (Input) 

This signal selects the channel in which the Read or 
Write operation occurs. 

CE 
Chip Enable (Input; Active Low) 

This signal selects the SCC for a Read or Write opera
tion. 

D/e 
Data/Control Select (Input) 

This signal defines the type of information transferred to 
or from the SCC. A High means data is transferred; a 
Low indicates a command is transferred. 

Data Bus 
00-07 

Data Bus (Input/Output; Three State) 

These lines carry data and commands to and from the 
SCC. 

Interrupt 
lEI 
Interrupt Enable In (Input; Active High) 

lEI is used with lEO to form an interrupt daisy chain when 
there is more than one interrupt-driven device. A High lEI 
indicates that no other higher priority device has an inter
rupt under service or is requesting an interrupt. 

lEO 
Interrupt Enable Out (Output; Active High) 

lEO is High only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing 
an SCC interrupt or the SCC is not requesting an inter
rupt (interrupt acknowledge cycle only). lEO is con
nected to the next lower priority device's lEI input and 
thus inhibits interrupts from lower priority devices. 

INT 
Interrupt Request (Output; Active Low, 
Open Drain) 

This signal is activated when the SCC requests an 
interrupt. 

INTACK 
Interrupt Acknowledge (Input; Active Low) 

This signal indicates an active interrupt acknowledge cy
cle. During this cycle, the SCC interrupt daisy chain set
tles. When RD becomes active, the SCC places an inter
rupt vector on the data bus (if lEI is High). INTACK is 
latched by the rising edge of PCLK. 

Serial Data 
RxDa, RxDB 
Receive Data (Inputs; Active High) 

These input Signals receive serial data at standard TTL 
levels. 

TxDA, TxDB 
transmit Data (Outputs; Active High) 

These output signals transmit serial data at standard 
TTL levels. 

Miscellaneous 
GND 
Ground 

PCLK 
Clock (Input) 

This is the master SCC clock used to synchronize inter
nal signals. PCLK is not required to have any phase rela
tionship with the master system clock. PCLK is a TTL
level signal. Maximum transmit rate is 1/4 PCLK. 

Vee 
+ 5 V Power Supply 
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ARCHITECTURE 
The ESCC internal structure includes two full-duplex 
channels, two 10 x 19 bit SOLC/HOLC frame status 
FIFOs, two baud rate generators, internal control and in
terrupt logic, and a bus interface to a non-multiplexed 
bus. Associated with each channel are a numberof Read 
and Write registers for mode control and status informa
tion, as well as logic necessary to interface with modems 
or other external devices (see Logic Symbol). 

The logic for both channels provides formats, synchroni
zation, and validation for data transferred to and from the 
channel interface. The modem control inputs are moni
tored by the control logic under program control. All of the 
modem control signals are general-purpose in nature 
and can optionally be used for functions other than mo
dem control. 

The register set for each channel includes ten control 
(Write) registers, two SYNC character (Write) registers, 
and four status (Read) registers. In addition, each baud 
rate generator has two (Read/Write) registers for holding 
the time constant that determines the baud rate. Finally, 
associated with the interrupt logic is a Write register for 
the interrupt vector accessible through either channel, a 
Write-only Master Interrupt Control register, and three 

Control "'"""----,..1'" I 

t t t 
+5 V GNO PCLK 

Read registers: one containing the vector with status in
formation (Channel B only), one containing the vector 
without status (A only), and one containing the interrupt 
pending bits (A only). 

The registers for each channel are designated as fol
lows: 

WRo-WR15-Write Registers 0 through 15. An addi
tional Write register, WR7 Prime (WR7), is available for 
enabling or disabling additional SOLC/HOLC enhance
ments if bit 00 of WR15 is set. 

RRo-RR3, RR1O, RR12, RR13, RR15-Read Registers 
o through 3, 10, 12, 13, and 15. 

If bit 02 of WR15 is set, then two additional Read regis
ters, RR6 and RR7, are available. These registers are 
used with the 10 x 19 bit Frame Status FIFO. 

Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each Read 
and Write register. The ESCC contains only one 
WR2 and WR9, but they can be accessed by either 
channel. All other registers are paired (one for 
each channel). 

Baud TxDA 

Rate Transmitte RxDA 
Generator Receiver ~ 

mxCJ\ 
10x19 Bit 

Frame 
Status 

~ FIFO 
Control m'SA 

Channel A 
Logic em 

ncr>A 

Channel B 

10216A-001A 

B0008260 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of ESCC Architecture 
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Data Path 
The transmit and receive data path illustrated in Figure 2 
is identical for both channels. The receiver has three 
8-bit buffer registers in a FIFO arrangement, in addition 
to the 8-bit receive shift register. This scheme creates 
additional time for the CPU to service an interrupt at the 
beginning of a block of high-speed data. Incoming data 
are routed through one of several paths (data or CRC) 
depending on the selected mode (the character length in 
asynchronous modes also determines the data path). 

The transmitter has an 8-bit transmit data buffer register 
loaded from the internal data bus and a 20-bit transmit 
shift register that can be loaded either from the sync
character registers orfrom the transmit data register. De
pending on the operational mode, outgoing data are 
routed through one of four main paths before they are 
transmitted from the Transmit Data output (TxD). 

Table 1. Read and Write Register Functions 

Read Register Functions 

RRO 
RR1 

RR2 

RR3 

RR6 

RR7 

RR8 
RR10 
RR12 
RR13 
RR15 

Transmit/Receive buffer status and External status 
Special Receive Condition status 
(also 10 x 19 bit FIFO Frame Reception Status if 
WR15 bit O2 is set) 
Modified interrupt vector 
(Channel B only) 
Unmodified interrupt vector 
(Channel A only) 
Interrupt Pending bits 
(Channel A only) 
LSB Byte Count (14-bit counter) 
(if WR15 bit O2 set) 
MSB Byte Count (14-bit counter) 
and 10 x 19 bit FIFO Status (if WR15 bit O2 isset) 
Receive buffer 
Miscellaneous XMTR, RCVR status 
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant 
External/Status interrupt information 

Write Register Functions 

WRO 

WR1 

WR2 
WR3 
WR4 

WR5 
WR6 
WR7 
WR7' 
WR8 
WR9 

WR10 

WR11 
WR12 
WR13 
WR14 
WR15 

Command Register, Register Pointers CRC 
initialize, initialization commands for the various 
modes, shift right/shift left command 
Interrupt conditions and data transfer mode 
definition 
Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel) 
Receive parameters and control 
Transmit/Receive miscellaneous parameters and 
modes 
Transmit parameters and controls 
Sync character or SOLC address field 
Sync character or SOLC flag 
SOLC/HOLC enhancements (if bit Do of WR15 is set) 
Transmit buffer 
Master interrupt control and reset (accessed 
through either channel) , 
Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits, data 
encoding 
Clock mode control, Rx and Tx clock source 
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant 
Miscellaneous control bits, OPLL control 
External/Status interrupt control 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
The functional capabilities of the ESCC can be described 
from two different points of view: as a data communica
tions device, it transmits and receives data in a wide vari
ety of data communications protocols; as a microproces
sor peripheral, it interacts with the CPU and provides 
vectored.interrupts and handshaking signals. 

Data Communications Capabilities 
The ESCC provides two independent full-duplex 
channels programmable for use in any common 
asynchronous or SYNC data-communication protocol. 
Figure 3 and the following description briefly detail these 
protocols. 

Asynchronous Modes 
Transmission and reception can be accomplished inde
pendently on each channel with 5 to 8 bits per character, 
plus optional even or odd parity. The transmitters can 
supply 1, 1 1/2, or 2 stop bits per character and can pro
vide a break output at any time. The receiver break-de
tection logic interrupts the CPU both at the start and at 
the end of a received break. Reception is protected from 
spikes by a transient spike-rejection mechanism that 
checks the signal one-half a bit time after a Low level is 
detected on the receive data input. If the Low does not 
persist (as in the case of a transient), the character as
sembly process does not start. 

Framing errors and overrun errors are detected and buff
ered together with the partial character on which they oc~ 

Marking Line 

Asynchronous 

Sync Data :: 
Mo::Sync 

Sync Sync Data 

Siral Bisync 

I Data ~: 
External Sync 

Flag I Address I Infor~ation 
SDLC/HDLC x 25 

cur. Vectored interrupts allow fast servicing of error con
ditions using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a built-in 
checking process avoids the interpretation of framing er
ror as a new start bit; a framing error results in the addi
tion of one-half a bit time to the point at which the search 
for the next start bit begins. 

The ESCC does not require symmetric transmit and re
ceive clock signals-a feature allowing use of the wide 
variety of clock sources. The transmitter and receiver 
can handle data at a rate of 1, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of the 
clock rate supplied to the receive and transmit clock in
puts. In asynchronous modes, the SYNC pin may be pro
grammed as an input used for functions, such as moni
toring a ring indicator. 

Synchronous Modes 
The ESCC supports both byte-oriented and bit-oriented 
synchronous communication. SYNC byte-oriented pro
tocols can be handled in several modes, allowing char
acter synchronization with a 6-bit or 8-bit SYNC charac
ter (Monosync), any 12-bit or 16-bit SYNC pattern 
(Bisync), or with an external SYNC signal. Leading 
SYNC characters can be removed without interrupting 
the CPU. 

Five- or 7-bit SYNC characters are detected with 8- or 
16-bit patterns in the ESCC by overlapping the larger 
pattern across multiple incoming SYNC characters as 
shown in Figure 4. 

Marking Line 

Data CRC, CRC2 

Data CRC, I CRC2 

Data CRC, CRC2 

CRC, CRC2 Flag 

DF002650 

Figure 3. SCC Protocols 

5 Bits 

:Sync Sync Data Data Data Data 

8 Bits 
v 

16 Bits DF002651 

Figure 4. Detecting 5- or 7-Bit Synchronous Characters 
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CRC checking for Synchronous byte-oriented modes is 
delayed by one character time so that the CPU may dis
able CRC checking on specific characters. This permits 
the implementation of protocols, such as IBM BISYNC. 

Both CRC-16 (XIS + X15 + X2 + 1) and CCITT (XIS + X12 + 
X5 + 1) error-checking polynomials are supported. Either 
polynomial may be selected in BISYNC and MONO
SYNC modes. Users may preset the CRC generator and 
checker to all 1 s or all Os. The ESCC also provides a fea
ture that automatically transmits CRC data when no 
other data are available for transmission. This allows for 
high-speed transmissions under OMA control with no 
need for CPU intervention at the end of a message. 
When there are no data or CRC to send in SYNC modes, 
the transmitter inserts 6-, 8-, or 16-bit SYNC characters, 
regardless of the programmed character length. 

The ESCC supports SYNC bit-oriented protocols, such 
as SOLC and HOLC, by performing automatic flag send
ing, zero-bit insertion, and CRC generation. A special 
command can be used to abort a frame in transmission. 
At the end of a message, the ESCC automatically trans
mits the CRC and trailing flag when the transmitter un
derruns. The transmitter may also be programmed to 
send an idle line consisting of continuous flag characters 
or a steady marking condition. 

If a transmit underrun occurs in the middle of a message, 
an externaVstatus interrupt warns the CPU of this status 
change so that an abort may be issued. The ESCC may 
also be programmed to send an abort itself in case of an 
underrun, relieving the CPU of this task. One to 8 bits per 
character can be sent allowing reception of a message 
with no prior information about the character structure in 
the information field of a frame. 

The receiver automatically acquires synchronization on 
the leading flag of a frame in SOLC or HOLC and pro
vides a synchronization signal on the SYNC pin (an inter
rupt can also be programmed). The receiver can be pro
grammed to search for frames addressed by a single 
byte (or 4 bits within a byte) of a user-selected address or 
to a global broadcast address. In this mode, frames not 
matching either the user-selected or broadcast address 
are ignored; The number of address bytes can be ex
tended under software control. For receiving data, an in
terrupt on the first received character, or an interrupt 
on every character, or on special condition only (end-of
frame) can be selected. The receiver automatically de
letes all Os inserted by the transmitter during character 
assembly. CRC is also calculated and is automatically 
checked to validate frame transmission. At the end ot 
transmission, the status of a received frame is available 
in the status registers. In SOLC mode, the ESCC must 
be programmed to use the SOLC CRC polynomial, 
but the generator and checker may be preset to all 1s 
or all Os. The CRC is inverted before transmission 
and the receiver checks against the bit pattern 
0001110100001111. 

NRZ, NRZI or FM coding may be used in any 1 X mode. 
The parity options available in asynchronous modes are 
available in synchronous modes. 

The ESCC can be conveniently used under OMA control 
to provide high-speed reception or transmission. In re-

ception, for example, the ESCC can interrupt the CPU 
when the first character of a message is received. The 
CPU then enables the OMA to transfer the message to 
memory. The ESCC then issues an end-of-frame inter
rupt and the CPU can check the status of the received 
message. Thus, the CPU is freed for other service while 
the message is being received. The CPU may also en
able the OMA first and have the ESCC interrupt only on 
end-ot-frame. This procedure allows all data to be trans
ferred via the OMA. 

SOLC Loop Mode 
The ESCC supports SOLC Loop mode in addition to nor
mal SOLC.ln an SOLC Loop, there is a primary controller 
station that manages the message traffic flow and any 
number of secondary stations. In SOLC Loop mode, the 
ESCC performs the functions of a secondary station 
while an ESCC operating in regular SOLC mode can act 
as a controller (Figure 5). 

PF001240 

Figure 5. An SOLC Loop 

A secondary station in an SOLC Loop is always listening 
to the messages being sent around the loop and, in fact, 
must pass these messages to the rest of the loop by 
retransmitting them with a 1-bit time delay. The sec
ondary station can place its own message on the loop 
only at specific times. The controller signals that secon
dary stations may transmit messages by sending a spe
cial character, called an EOP (End of Poll), around the 
loop. The EOP character is the bit pattern 11111110. Be
cause of zero insertion during messages, this bit pattem 
is unique and easily recognized. 

When a secondary station has a message to transmit 
and recognizes an EOP on the line, it changes the last bi
nary 1 of the EOP to a 0 before transmission. This has 
the effect of turning the EOP into a flag sequence. The 
secondary station now places its message on the loop 
and terminates the message with an EOP. Any secon
dary stations farther down the loop with messages to 
transmit can then append their messages to the mes
sage of the first secondary station by the same process. 
Any secondary stations without messages to send 
merely echo the incoming messages and are prohibited 
from placing messages on the loop (except upon recog
nizing an EOP). 
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SOLC Loop mode is a programmable option in the 
ESCC. NRZ, NRZI, and FMcoding may all be used in 
SOLC Loop mode. 

Baud Rate Generator 
Each channel in the ESCC contains a programmable 
baud rate generator. Each generator consists of two 8-bit 
time constant registers that form a 16-bit time constant, a 
16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop on the output produc
ing a square wave. On start-up, the flip-flop on the output 
is set in a High state, the value in the time constant regis
ter is loaded into the counter, and the counter starts 
counting down. The output of the baud rate generator 
toggles upon reaching zero; the value in the time con
stant register is loaded into the counter, and the process 
is repeated. The time constant may be changed at any 
time, butthe new value does not take effect until the next 
load of the counter. 

The output of the baud rate generp,tor may be used as 
either the transmit clock, the receive clock, or both. It 
can also drive the digital phase-locked loop (see next 
section). 

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not programmed 
to come from the TRxC pin, the output of the baud rate 
generator may be echoed out via the TRxC pin. 

The following formula relates the time constant to the 
baud rate where PCLK or RTxC is the baud rate genera
tor input frequency in Hz. The clock mode is X1, X16, 
X32, or X64 as selected in Write Register 4, bits 06 and 
07. Synchronous operation modes should select X1 and 
asynchronous should select X16, X32, or X64. 

[ 
PCLK or RTxC FreqUency] 

Time Constant = - 2 
2 (Baud Rate)(Clock Mode) 

The following formula relates the time constant to the 
baud rate. (The baud rate is in bits/second and the BR 
clock period is in seconds given by Clock Mode/Clock 
Frequency.) 

baud rate 
2 (Time Constant + 2) x (BR Clock Period) 

Time Constant Values 
for Standard Baud Rates at BR Clock 

= 3.9936 MHz 

Rate Time Constant 
(Baud) (decimal/Hex notation) Error 

19200 102 (0066) 0 

9600 206 (OOCE) 0 

7200 275 (0113) 0.12% 
4800 414 (019E) 0 
3600 553 (0229) 0.06% 
2400 830 (033E) 0 

2000 996 (03E4) 0.04% 
1800 1107 (0453) 0.03% 

1200 1662 (067E) 0 
600 3326 (OCFE) 0 
300 6654 (19FE) 0 

150 13310 (33FE) 0 
134.5 14844 (39FC) 0.0007% 

110 18151 (46E7) 0.0015% 
75 26622 (67FE) 0 

50 39934 (98FE) 0 

Digital Phase-Locked Loop 
The ESCC contains a digital phase-locked loop (OPLL) 
to recover clock information from a data stream with 
NRZI or FM encoding. The OPLL is driven by a clock that 
is nominally 32 (NRZI) or 16 (FM) times the data rate. 
The OPLL uses this clock, along with the data stream, to 
construct a clock for the data. This clock may then be 
used as the SCC receive clock, the transmit clock, 
or both. 

For NRZI encoding, the OPLL counts the 32X clock to -
create nominal bit times. As the 32X clock is counted, the 
OPLL is searching the incoming data stream for edges 
(either 1/0 or 0/1). As long as no transitions are detected, 
the OPLL output will be free running and its input clock 
source will be divided by 32, producing an output clock 
without any phase jitter. Upon detecting a transition the 
OPLL will adjust its clock output (during the next counting 
cycle) by adding or subtracting a count of 1, thus produc
ing a terminal count closer to the center of the bit cell.The 
adding or subtracting of a count of 1 will produce a phase 
jitter of ±5.63° on the output of the OPLL. Because the 
SCC's OPLL uses both edges of the incoming signal to 
compare with its clock source, the mark-space ratio 
(50%) of the incoming signal should not deviate by more 
than ±1.5% if proper locking is to occur. 

For FM encoding, the OPLL still counts from 0 to 31, but 
with a cycle corresponding to two bit times. When the 
OPLL is locked, the clock edges in the data stream 
should occur between counts 15 and 16 and between 
counts 31 and O. The OPLL looks for edges only during a 
time centered on the 15/16 counting transition. 
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The 32X clock for the OPLL can be programmed to come 
from either the RTxC input or the output of the baud rate 
generator. The OPLL output may be programmed to be 
echoed out of the SCC via the TRxC pin (if this pin is not 
being used as an input). 

Crystal Oscillator 
When using a crystal oscillator to supply the receive or 
transmit clocks to a channel of the SCC, the user should: 

1. Select a crystal oscillator that satisfies the following 
specifications: 

• 30 ppm @ 25°C 
• 50 ppm over temperatures of -200 to 70°C 

• 5 ppm/yr aging 

• 5-MW drive level 
2. Place crystal across RTxC and SYNC pins 

3. Place 30-pF capacitors to ground from both RTxC and 
SYNC pins 

4. Set bit 07 of WR11 to 1 
Data Encoding 
The ESCC may be programmed to encode and decode 
the serial data in four different ways (Figure 6). In NRZ 
encoding, a 1. is represented by a High level, and a 0 is 
represented by a Low level. In NRZI encoding, a 1 is rep
resented by no change in level, and a 0 is represented by 
a change in level. In FMl (more properly, biphase mark), 
a transition occurs at the beginning of every bit cell. A 1 is 
represented by an additional transition at the center of 
the bit cell, and a 0 is represented by no additional transi~ 
tion at the center of the bit cell. In FMo (biphase space), a 
transition occurs at the beginning of every bit cell. A 0 is 
represented by an additional transition at the center of 
the bit cell, and a 1 is represented by no additional transi
tion at the center of the bit cell. In addition to these four 
methods, the ESCC can be used to decode Manchester 

Data 0 

NRZ 

NRZI 

FM, 
(Biphase Mark) 

(Biphase Mark) 

FMo 
Manchester 

(biphase level) data by using the OPLL in the FM mode 
and programming the receiver for NRZ data. Manchester 
encoding always produces a transition at the center of 
the bit cell. If the transition is 0/1, the bit is a O.lf the tran
sition is 1/0, the bit is a 1. 

Auto Echo and Local Loopback 
The ESCC is capable of automatically echoing every
thing it receives. This feature is useful mainly in asyn
chronous modes but works in SYNC and SDLC modes 
as well. In Auto Echo mode, TxD is RxD. Auto Echo 
mode can be used with NRZI or FM encoding with no ad
ditional delay, because the data stream is not decoded 
before retransmission. In Auto Echo mode, the CTS input 
is ignored as a transmitter enable (although transitions 
on this input can still cause interrupts if programmed to 
do so). In this mode, the transmttter is actually bypassed, 
and the programmer is responsible for disabling trans
mitter interrupts and WAIT/REOUEST on transmit. 

The ESCC is also capable of Local Loopback. In this 
mode, TxD is RxO just as in Auto Echo mode. However, 
intocal Loopback mode, the internal transmit data is tied 
to the internal receive data, and RxD is ignored (except 
to be echoed out via TxO). The CTS and OCO inputs are 
also ignored as transmit and receive enables. However, 
transitions on these inputs can still cause interrupts. Lo
cal Loopback works in asynchronous, SYNC, and SOLC 
modes with NRZ, NRZI, or FM coding of the data stream. 

I/O Interface Capabilities 
The ESCC offers the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vec- .... 
tored or nonvectored), and Block Transfer modes to ~ 
transfer data, status, and control information to and from 
the CPU. The Block Transfer mode can be implemented 
under CPU or DMA contro/. 

0 0 
Bit Cell Level 

High = 1 
Low = 0 

No Change == 1 
Change = 0 

Bit Center Transition 
Transition = 1 
No Transition = 0 

No Transition = 1 
Transition == 0 

High Low = 1 
Low High ... O 

WFOO5880 

Figure 6. Data Encoding Methods 
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Polling 
All interrupts are disabled. Three status registers in the 
ESCC are automatically updated whenever any function 
is performed. For example, end-of-frame in SDLC mode 
sets a bit in one of these status registers. The idea be
hind polling is for the CPU to periodically read a status 
register until the register contents indicate the need for 
data to be transferred. Only one register needs to be 
read; depending on its contents, the CPU either writes 
data, reads data, or continues. Two bits in the register in
dicate the need for data transfer. An alternative is a poll 
of the Interrupt Pending register to determine the source 
of an interrupt. The status for both channels resides in 
one register. 

Interrupts 
When an ESCC responds to an Interrupt Acknowledge 
signal (INTACK) from the CPU, an interrupt vector may 
be placed on the data bus. This vector is written in WR2 
and may be read in RR2A or RR2B (Figures 8 and 9). 

To speed interrupt response time, the ESCC can modify 
3 bits in this vector to indicate status. If the vector is read 
in Channel A, status is never included; if it is read in 
Channel B, status is always included. 

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the ESCC (Trans
mit, Receive, and External/Status interrupts in both 
channels) has 3 bits associated with the interrupt source: 
Interrupt Pending (IP), Interrupt Under Service (IUS), 
and Interrupt Enable (IE). Operation of the IE bit is 
straightforward. If the IE bit is set for a given interrupt 
source, then that source can request interrupts. The ex
ception is when the MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in 
WR9 is reset and no interrupts may be requested. The IE 
bits are write-only. 

The other 2 bits are related to the Z-Bus interrupt priority 
chain (Figure 7). As a Z-Bus peripheral, the ESCC may 
request an interrupt only when no higher priority device is 
requesting one, for example, when lEI is High. If the de
vice in question requests an interrupt. it pulls down INT. 
The CPU then responds with INTACK, and the interrupt
ing device places the vector on the AID bus. 

In the sec, the IP bit signals a need for interrupt servic
i!!9.: When an I P bit is set to 1 and the I EI input is High, the 
INT output is pulled Low, requesting an interrupt. In the 
ESCC, if the IE bit is set for an interrupt, then the IP for 

ADo-AD7 
INT 

INTACK 

Peripheral 

that source can never be set. The IP bits are readable in 
RR3A. 

The IUS bits signal that an interrupt request is being 
serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt sources of lower pri
ority in the ESCC and external to the ESCC are pre
vented from requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt 
sources are inhibited by the state of the internal daisy 
chain, while lower priority devices are inhibited by the 
lEO output of the ESCC being pulled Low and propa
gated to subsequent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during 
an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle if there are no higher pri
ority devices requesting interrupts. 

There are three types of interrupts: Transmit, Receive, 
and External/Status. Each interrupt type is enabled un
der program control with Channel A having higher prior
ity than Channel B, and with Receive, Transmit, and Ex
ternal/Status interrupts prioritized in that order within 
each channel. When the Transmit interrupt is enabled, 
the CPU is interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes 
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must have had 
a data character written into it so that it can become 
empty.) When enabled, the Receive can interrupt the 
CPU in one of three ways: 

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or Special 
Receive condition 

• Interrupt on all Receive Characters or Special 
Receive condition 

• Interrupt on Special Receive condition only 

Interrupt on First Character or Special Condition and In
terrupt on Special Condition Only are typically used with 
the Block Transfer mode. A Special Receive Condition is 
one of the following: receiver overrun, framing error in 
asynchronous mode, end-of-frame in SDLC mode, and 
optionally, a parity error. The Special Receive Condition 
interrupt is different from an ordinary Receive Character 
Available interrupt only in the status placed in the vector 
during the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. In Interrupt on 
First Receive Character, an interrupt can occur from 
Special Receive Conditions any time after the first Re
ceive Character Interrupt. 

The main function of the External/Status interrupt is to 
monitor the signal transitions of the CTS, DCD, and 
SYNC pins; however, an External/Status interrupt is also 
caused by a Transmit Underrun condition, a zero count in 

Peripheral Peripheral 

AFOO2770 
Figure 7. Z-Bus Interrupt Schedule 
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the baud rate generator, the detection of a Break (asyn
chronous mode), Abort (SOLC mode), or EOP (SOLC 
Loop mode) sequence in the data stream. The interrupt 
caused by the Abort or EOP has a special feature allow
ing the ESCC to interrupt when the Abort or EOP se
quence is detected or terminated. This feature facilitates 
the proper termination of the current message, correct 
initialization of the next message, and the accurate tim
ing of the Abort condition in external logic in SOLC mode. 
In SOLC Loop mode, this feature allows secondary sta
tions to recognize the wishes of the primary station to re-
gain control of the loop during a poll sequence. . 

CPUlDMA Block Transfer 
The SCC provides a Block Transfer mode to accommo
date CPU block transfer functions and OMA controllers. 

PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 
Each channel has fifteen Write registers that are indi
vidually programmed from the system bus to configure 
the functional personality of each channel. Each channel 
also has eight Read registers from which the system can 
read Status, Baud rate, or Interrupt information. 

On the Z85C30, only four data registers (Read and Write 
for Ch,2"nnels A and B) are directly selected by a..!::!!9h on 
the O/C input and the appropriate levels on the RD, WR, 
and AlB pins. All other registers are addressed indirectly 
by the content..9f Write Register 0 in conjunction with a 
Low on the O/C input and the appropriate levels on the 
RO, WR, and AlB pins. If bit 03 in WRO is 1 and bits 5 and 
6 are 0, then bits 0, 1, and 2 address the higher registers 
8 through 15. If bits 4, 5, and 6 contain a different code, 
bits 0, 1, and 2 address the lower registers 0 through 7 as 
shown in Table 2. 

The Block Transfer mode uses the WAIT/REQUEST out
put in conjunction with the WaiVRequest bits in WR1. 
The WAIT/REQUEST output can be defined under soft
ware control as a WAiT line in the CPU Block Transfer 
mode or as a REQUEST line in the OMA Block Transfer 
mode. 

To a OMA controller, the ESCC REQUEST output indi
cates that the ESCC is ready to transfer data to or from 
memory. To the CPU, the WAIT line indicates that the 
SCC is not ready to transfer data, thereby requesting that 
the CPU extend the I/O cycle. The OTR/REQUEST can 
be used as the transmit request line, thus allowing full
duplex operation under OMA control. 

Writing to or reading from any register except RRO, WRO, 
and the data registers thus involves two operations: 

First, write the appropriate code into WRO, then follow 
this by a Write or Read operation on the register thus 
specified. Bits 0 through 4 in WRO are automatically 
cleared after this operation, so that WRO then pOints to 
WRO or RRO again. 

Channel AlChannel B selection is made by the AlB input 
(High = A, Low = B). 

The system program first issues a series of commands to 
initialize the basic mode of operation. This is followed by 
other commands to qualify conditions within the selected 
mode. For example, the asynchronous mode, character 
length, clock rate, number of stop bits, even or odd parity 
might be set first. Then the interrupt mode would be set 
and, finally, receiver or transmitter enable. 

Table 2. Register Addressing 

"Point High" D2• D" Do Write Read 
Die Code InWRO: InWRO: Register Register 

High Either Way X X X Data Data 
Low Not True 0 0 0 0 0 
Low Not True 0 0 1 1 1 
Low Not True 0 1 0 2 2 
Low Not True 0 1 1 3 3 
Low Not True 1 0 0 4 (0) 
Low Not True 1 0 1 5 (1) 
Low Not True 1 1 0 6 (2) 
Low Not True 1 1 1 7 (3) 
Low True 0 0 0 Data Data 
Low True 0 0 1 9 
Low True 0 1 0 10 10 
Low True 0 1 1 11 (15) 
Low True 1 0 0 12 12 
Low True 1 0 1 13 13 
Low True 1 1 0 14 (10) 
Low True 1 1 1 15 15 
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Read Registers 
The ESCC contains eight Read registers [actually nine, 
counting the receive buffer (RR8) in each channel]. Four 
of these may be read to obtain status information (RRO, 
RR1, RR10, and RR15). Two registers (RR12 and 
RR13) may be read to learn the baud rate generator time 
constant. RR2 contains either the unmodified interrupt 
vector (Channel A) orthe vector modified by status infor
mation (Channel B). RR3 contains the Interrupt Pending 
(IP) bits (Channel A). In addition, if bit D2 of WR15 is set, 
RR6 and RR7 are available for providing frame status 
from the 10 x 19 bit Frame Status FIFO. Figure 8 shows 
the formats for each Read register. 

The status bits of RRO and RR1 are carefully grouped to 
. simplify status monitoring, for example, when the inter-
rupt vector indicates a Special Receive Condition inter-

Read Register 0 

Read Register 1 

Read Register 2 

Rx Character Available 
Zero Count 
Tx Buffer Empty 
DCD 
SYNC Hunt 
CTS 
Tx Underrun/EOM 
Break Abort 

DF002670 

All Sent 
Residue Code 2 
Residue Code 1 
Residue Code a 
Parity Error 
Rx Overrun Error 
CRC Framing Error 
End-of-Frame (SDLC) 

DF002690 

rupt, all the appropriate error bits can be read from a 
single register (RR1). 

Write Reg Isters 
The ESCC contains 15 Write registers (16 counting 
WR8, the transmit buffer) in each channel. These Write 
registers are programmed separately to configure the 
functional "personality" of the channels. Two registers 
(WR2 and WR9) are shared by the two channels that can 
be accessed through either of them. WR2 contains the 

. interrupt vector for both channels, while WR9 contains 
the interrupt control bits. In addition, if bit Do of WR15 is 
set, Write Register 7 prime (WR7') is available for 
programming additional SOLC/HOLC enhancements. 
When bit 00 of WR 15 is set, executing a write to WR7 ac
tually writes to WR7' to further enhance the functional 
"personality" of each channel. Figure 9 shows the format 
of each Write register. 

Read Register 3 

Channel B EXT STAT Ip· 
Channel B Tx Ip· 
Channel B Rx Ip· 

'----- Channel A EXT STAT Ip· 
L-____ Channel A Tx Ip· 

'------- Channel A Rx Ip· 
'----------- a 

L-________ a 

Read Register 6 

Bca 
BC1 
BC2 

'----- BC3 
L...-----BC4 

~--------- BC5 
'-------- BC6 

'-------------- BC? 

Read Register 7 

• Always 0 in B Channel 
DF002700 

14-Bit 

LSB Byte 
Count 

10216A-006A 

DFOO6291 

va 
V1 
V2 
V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V? 

Interrupt Vector" 

Bca 
BC9 
BC1a 
BC11 

1--____ BC12 

14-Bit 

MSB Byte 
Count 

2·302 

·Modified in B Channel 
DF002680 

'----------- BC13 
FDA" 

'--------- FaY·" 
'FIFO Data Available Status 
"FIFO Overflow Status 

Figure 8. Read Register Bit Functions 
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10xl9bit 
FIFO Status 

10216A-007A 
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Read Register 10 

Read Register 12 

o 
On Loop 
o 
o 
Loop Sending 
o 
Two Clocks Missing 
One Clock Missing 

DF002710 

Lower Byte of 
Time Constant 

Read Register 13 

Read Register 15 

Upper Byte of 
Time Constant 

DFOO2720 

SDLCIHDLC Enhancement Status* 
Zero Count IE 
10 x 19 b~ FIFO Enable/Disable* 
DCDIE 

L.-____ SYNC Hunt IE 
CTSIE 

'--------- Tx UnderrunlEOM IE 
Break/Abort IE 

*Added Enhancement 
DFOO2730 DF002743 

Figure 8. Read Register Bit Functions (continued) 

Write Register 0 

07 106 105 D. 0 3 102 0, Do Register 

o 

0 

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

I I I 
o 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

Null Code 
Point High 
Reset ExV 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Register Group 
Status Interrupts 

Send Abort 
Enable Int on Next Rx Character 

t Pending ResetTx In 
Error Reset 

est IUS 
Null Code 

Reset Ax CRC Checker 
Reset Tx CRC Generator 

Reset Tx Underrun/EOM Latch 
;; Reset High 

DF002760 

Figure 9. Write Register Bit Functions 
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2-304 

Write Register 1 

Ext Int Enable 
Tx Int Enable 
Parity is Special Condition 

Rx Int Disable . 
Rx Int on First Character or Special Condition 
Int oil All Rx Characters or Special Condition 
Rx Int on Special Condition only 1.-______ WaiVDMA Request on Receiverrransmit 

Write Register 2 

Write Register 3 

Rx 5 Bits/Character 
Rx 7 Bits/Character 
Rx 6 Bits/Character 
Rx 8 Bits/Character 

SYNC7 
SYNC, 
SYNC7 
SYNC3 
AOR7 
ADR7 

WaitiOMA Request Function 
WaitiOMA Request Enable 

DF002770 

VO 
V1 
V2 
V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 

Interrupt Vector· 

DF002780 

Rx Enable 
Sync Character Load Inhibit 
Address Search Mode (SOLC) 
Rx CRC Enable 
Enter Hunt Mode 
Auto Enable 

DF002790 

Write Reg Ister 6 

SYNC6 SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNCo SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNC6 SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 
SYNC2 SYNC, SYNCo 1 1 
AOR6 AORs AOR4 ADR3 ADR2 
ADR6 ADRs ADR4 1 1 

Write Register 4 

Parity Enable 
Parity Even/Odd 

Sync Modes Enable 
o 1 1 Stop Bit/Character 
1 0 1 1/2 Stop Bits/Character 
1 1 2 Stop Bits/Character 

8-Bit Sync Character 
16-Bit Sync Character 
SOLC Mode (01111110 Flag) 
External Sync Mode 

X1 Clock Mode 
X16 Clock Mode 
X32 Clock Mode 
X64 Clock Mode 

DF002811 

Write Register 5 

Tx CRC Enable 
RTS 
SDLC/CRC-16 
Tx Enable 
Send Break 

Tx 5 Bits (or less)/Character 
Tx 7 Bits/Character 
Tx 6 Bits/Character 
Tx 8 Bits/Character 

SYNC, SYNCo 
SYNC, SYNCo 
SYNC, SYNCo 

1 1 
ADR, ADRo 

1 1 

OTR 
DF002820 

Monosync 8 Bits 
Monosync 8 Bits 
Bisync 16 Bits 
Bisync 12 Bits 
SDLC 
SDLC (Address 0) 

DFOO2801 

Figure 9. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 
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Write Register 7 

SYNC7 SYNC6 SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 SYNC\ SYNCo Monosync 8 Bits 
SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC2 SYNC\ SYNCo 1 1 Monosync 8 Bits 
SYNC5 SYNC\4 SYNC\3 SYNC\2 SYNC\\ SYNC\o SYNC~ SYNCa Bisync 16 Bits 
SYNC\\ SYNC\o SYNC~ SYNCa SYNC7 SYNC6 SYNC5 SYNC4 Bisync 12 Bits 

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 SOLe 

DFOO2831 

Write Register 7' 

Write Register 9 

No Reset 

VIS 
NV 
OLC 
MIE 
Status High/Status Low 
Interrupt Masking 
without INTACK* 

Channel Reset B 
Channel Reset A 
Force Hardware Reset 

* Added Enhancement DF002842 

Auto Tx Flag 
Auto EOM Latch Reset 
Auto RTS 
TxO Pulled High in SOLC NRZI Mode 
Fast OTR/REO Mode 
CRC Check Bytes Completely Received 
Extended Read Enable 
Must Be Set to 0 

Write Register 11 

10216A-008A 

DFOO6331 

TRxC Out 
TRxC Out 
TRxC Out 
TRxC Out 

XTAL Output 
Transmit Clock 
BR Generator Output 
OPLL Output 

TRxCD/1 

Transmit Clock = RTxC Pin 
o 1 Tranc;mit Clock TRxC Pin 
1 0 Transmit Clock = BR Generator Output 

1 Transmit Clock = OPLL Output 

Receive Clock 
. Receive Clock 
Receive Clock 
Receive Clock 

RTxC Pin 
TRxC Pin 
BR Generator Output 
OPLL Output 

L...-________ RTxC XTAUNo XTAL 

DF002850 

Figure 9. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 
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Write Register 10 

o 1 
1 0 
1 1 

NRZ 
NRZI 

6-Bit/S-Bit Sync 
Loop Mode 
Abortl£§g on Underrun 
Mark/Rag Idle 
Go Active on Roll 

FM1 (Transition = 1) 
FMO (Transition = 0) DF002860 

CRC Preset I/O 

Write Register 12 

Lower Byte of 
Time Constant 

DF002870 

Write RegIster 13 

Write Register 14 

BR Generator Enable 
BR Generator Source 
DTRlRequest Function 
Auto Echo 
Local Loopback 

Null Command 
Enter Search Mode 
Reset Missing Clock 
Disable DPLL 
Set Source = BR Generator 
Set Source = RTxC 
Set FM Mode 
Set NRZI Mode 

DF002890 

Upper Byte of 
Time Constant 

DF002880 

Write Register 15 

• Added Enhancement 

SOLC/HOLC Enhancements Enable' 
Zero Count IE 
10 x 19 Bit FIFO Enable' 
OCO IE 
Sync/Hunt IE 
CTSIE 
Tx Underrun/EOM IE 
Break/Abort IE 

DF002903 

Figure 9. Write Register Bit Functions (continued) 

Z85C30 Timing 
The ESCC generates internal control signals from WR 
and RD that are related to PCLK. Since PCLK has no 
phase relationship with WR and RD, the circuitry gener
ating these internal control signals must provide time for 
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives rise to a 
recovery time related to PCLK. The recovery time ap
plies only between bus transactions involving the ESCC. 
The recovery time required f2r..proQg! operation is speci
fied from the falling edge of WR or RD in the first transac
tion involving the ESCC, to the falling edge of WR or RD 
in the second transaction involving the ESCC. This time 
must be at least 3 1/2 PCLK regardless of which register 
or channel is being accessed. 

Read Cycle TimIng 
FiffiJre 10 ill,ustrates Read cycle timing. Addresses on 
AlB and D/C and the status on INTACK must remain sta
ble throughout the cycle. If CE falls after RD falls or if it 
rises before RD rises, the effective RD is shortened. 

Write Cycle TimIng 
FiQure 11 ill,ustrates Write cycle timing. Addresses on 
AlB and D/C and the status on INTACK must remain sta
ble throughout the cycle. If CE falls after WR falls or if it 
rises before WR rises, the effective WR is shortened. 
Data must be valid before the rising edge of WR. 
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Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing 
Figure 12 illustrates Interrupt Acknowledge cycle timing. 
Between the time INTACK goes Low and the falling edge 
of RD, the internal and externallEl/lEO daisy chains set
tle. If there is an interrupt pending in the ESCC and lEI is 

High when RD falls, the Acknowledge cycle is intended 
for the SCC. In this case, the ESCC may be programmed 
to respond to RD Low by placing its interrupt vector on 
00-07 ; it then sets the appropriate Interrupt-Under-Ser-
vice latch internally. . 

AlB, Die X Address Valid x:= 
INTACK I c-= 

CE ~ / 

WR \ I 
0 0-07 ( X Data Valid ) 

Figure 10. Read Cycle Timing 

AlB, DIG X Address Valid V--_-.I '--________ A.....--

c-= 
CE ________ \~ ______________ -L;===-__ ___ 

\~------------~I 
0

0
-0

7 
-------------«Data Valid»)----

Figure 11. Write Cycle Timing 

RD ----------I.r-, - ....... \Io-_________ ----J1 
0 0-07 -------,"',t-----«\-___ .-Jx Vector )>-----

WF005940 

Figure 12. Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing 

Z85C30 

10216A-008A 

WF026330 

10216A-Ol0A 

WF026330 
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FIFO 
FIFO Enhancements 
When used with a OMA controller, the Z85C30 Frame 
Status FIFO enhancement maximizes the ESCC'sability 
to receive high-speed back-to-back SOLC messages 
while minimizing frame overruns due to CPU latencies in 
responding to interrupts. 

Additional logic was added to the industry-standard 
NMOS SCC consisting of a 10-deep by 19-bit status 
FIFO, a 14-bit receive byte counter, and control logic as 
shown in Figure 13. The 10 x 19 bit status FIFO is sepa
rate from the existing 3-byte receive data and error 
FIFOs. 

When the enhancement is enabled, the status in Read 
Register 1 (RR1) and byte count for the SOLC frame will 
be stored in the 10 x 19 bit status FIFO. This allows 
the OMA controller to transfer the next frame into 
memory while the CPU verifies that the message was 
properly received. 

Summarizing the operation, data is received, assem
bled, and loaded into the 3-byte receive FIFO before be
ing transferred to memory by the OMAcontrolier. Whena 
flag is received at the end of an SOLC frame, the frame 
byte count from the 14-bit counter and 5 status bits are 
loaded into the status FIFO for verification by the CPU. 
The CRC checker is automatically reset in preparation 
for the next frame, which can begin immediately. Since 
the byte count and status are saved for each frame, the 
message integrity can be verified at a later time. Status 
information for up to 10 frames can be stored before a 
status FIFO overrun could occur. 

If receive interrupts are enabled while the 10 x 19 FIFO is 
enabled, an SOLC end-of-frame special condition will 
not lock the 3-byte receive data FIFO. An SOLC 
end-of-frame still locks the 3-byte receive data FIFO in 
"Interrupt on first Receive Character or Special Condi
tion" and "Interrupt on Special Condition Only" modes 
when the 10 x 19 FIFO is disabled. This feature allows 

I+-- Reset on Flag Dete 

1\ SCC Status Reg \ 
RR1 (Existing) 14-Bit Byte Counter 

~ Increment on Byte 

ct 

DET 

LC ~ Enable Count in SO 

2-308 

! 6 Bits { 14 Bits End-of-Frame Signal---
Status Read Comp-

Residue Bits(3) ~ 
Overrun 

CRC Error 
10 x 19 Bit FIFO Array 

Tail Pointer 14-
4-Bit 
Counter 14-

Head Pointer 
4-Bit Counter 

4-Bit 
Comparator 
Over Equal 

J ~EOF'1 I EN I - I 
FIFb Enable 

,10-2 Bits 6-8it MUV. , 6 Bits /8 Bits 

6 Bits Bit 7 Bit E Bits 0-5 

------ BBL _______ 
Interface to SCC 

RRl _____ 

I 
BB§ - - - - - - - - - - 9w~(~~)-

Bit2Set 
Status FIFO Bvte Counter Contains 14 Bits 

for a 16-kb Maximum Count 

FIFO Data Available Status Bit 
Status Bit Set to 1 
When Reading From FIFO 

FIFO Overflow Status Bit 
MSB of RR(7) is Set on Status FIFO 
Overflow 

In SDLC mode, the following definitions apply: 
• All Sent bypasses MUX and equals contents of SCC Status Register 
• Parity bits bypass MUX and do the same 
• EOF is set to 1 whenever reading from the FIFO 

Figure 13. SCC Status Register Modifications 

Z85C30 

Enables 

10216A-OllA 

80008000 



the 10x 19 SOLC FIFO to accept multiple SOLC frames 
without CPU intervention at the end of each frame. 

FIFO Detail 
For a better understanding of details of the FIFO opera
tion. refer to the block diagram contained in Figure 13. 

Enable/Disable 
This FIFO is implemented so that it is enabled when 
WR15 bit 2 is set and the ESCC is in the SOLC/HOLC 
mode. otherwise the status register contents bypass the 
FIFO and go directly to the bus interface (the FIFO 
pointer logic is reset either when disabled or via a chan
nel or power-on reset). When the FIFO mode is disabled. 
the ESCC is completely downward-compatible with the 
NMOS Z8530. The FIFO mode is disabled on power-up 
(WR 15 bit 2 is set to 0 on reset). The effects of backward 
compatibility on the register set are that RR4 is an image 
of RRO, RR5 is an image of RR1. RR6 is an image of 
RR2. and RR7 is an image of RR3. Forthe details of the 
added registers, refer to Figure 15. The status of the 
FIFO Enable signal can be obtained by reading RR15 
bit 2. If the FIFO is enabled. the bit will be set to 1; other
wise. it will be reset. 

Read Operation 
When WR15 bit 2 is set and the FIFO is not empty. the 
next read to status register RR1 or the additional regis
ters RR7 and RR6 will actually be from the FIFO. Read
ing status register RR1 causes one location of the FIFO 
to be emptied. so status should be read after reading the 
byte count. otherwise the count will be incorrect. Before 
the FIFO underflows. it is disabled. In this case. the multi
plexer is switched to allow status to be read directly from 
the status register. and reads from RR7 and RR6 will 
contain bits that are undefined. Bit 6 of RR7 (FIFO Data 
Available) can be used to determine if status data is com
ing from the FIFO or directly from the status register. 
since it is set to 1 whenever the FIFO is not empty. 

Because not all status bits are stored in the FIFO. the All 
Sent, Parity. and EOF bits will bypass the FIFO. The 
status bits sent through the FIFO will be Residue Bits (3). 
Overrun. and CRC Error. 

Byte Count - 0 2 
~~~~~~-r~~~ 

Data Stream 

~ 
F : Flag 
A : Address Field 
D : Data 
C : Control Field 

Internal Byte Strobe 
Increments Counter 

Don't Load Reset 
Counter On Byte Counter 
1 st Flag Load Counter 
Reset Byte Into FIFO and 
Counter Here Increment PTR 

The sequence for proper operation of the byte count and 
FIFO logic is to read the registers in the following order. 
RR7, RR6, and RR1 (reading RR6 is optional). Addi
tional logic prevents the FIFO from being emptied by 
multiple reads from RR1. The read from RR71atches the 
FIFO empty/full status bit (bit 6) and steers the status 
multiplexerto read from the SCC megacell instead of the 
status FIFO (Since the status FIFO is empty). The read 
from RR1 allows an entry to be read from the FIFO (if the 
FI FO was empty. logic is added to prevent a FI FO under
flow condition). 

Write Operation 
When the end of an SOLC frame (EOF) has been re
ceived and the FIFO is enabled. the contents of the 
status and byte-count registers are loaded into the FIFO. 
The EOF signal is used to increment the FIFO. If the 
FIFO overflows. the MSB of RR7 (FIFO Overflow) is set 
to indicate the overflow. This bit and the FIFO control 
logic are reset by disabling and reenabling the FIFO con
trol bit (WR15 bit 2). For details of FIFO control timing 
during an SOLC frame. refer to Figure 14. 

Byte Counter Detail 
The 14-bit byte counter allows for packets up to 16K 
bytes to be received. For a better understanding of its op
eration. refer to Figures 13 and 14. 

Enable 
The byte counter is enabled when the SCC is in the 
SOLC/HOLC mode and WR15 bit 2 is set to 1. 

Reset 
The byte counter is reset whenever an SOLC flag char
acter is received. The reset is timed so that the contents 
of the byte counter are successfully written into the FIFO. 

Increment 
The byte counter is incremented by writes to the data 
FIFO. The counter represents the number of bytes re
ceived by the SCC. rather than the number of bytes 
transferred from the SCC. (These counts may differ by 

o 1 234 5 6 7 

Internal Byte Strobe 
Increments Counter 

Reset 
Byte Counter 

Reset 
Byte Counter 
Load Counter 
Into FIFO and 
Increment PTR 

DF006690 

Figure 14. SDLC Byte Counting Detail 
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RR7 

7 6 3 2 o 

FIFO Data Available Status 
1 = Status Reads Will Come From FIFO 
o = Status Reads Will Come From SCC 

FIFO Overflow Status 
1 = FIFO Overflowed During Operation 
o = Normal 

7 6 5 432 o 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

Read From FIFO 
LSB Byte Count 

RR151 • I • I • I · • I FEN I • I ENH I ENH: SOLC/HOLC Enhancement Status . . . r-- 1 = Enhancements Enabled I 0 = Enhancements Disabled 

1... --- Status FIFO Enable Control Bit 

• No Change From NMOS SCC OFN 

1 = Status and Byte Count Will be 
Held in the Status FIFO Until Read 

o = Status Will Not be Held (SCC Emulation Mode) 

10216A-013A 

DF006371 

Figure 15. see Additional Registers 

up to the number of bytes in the receive data FIFO con
tained in the SCC.) 

status FIFO is enabled while bit 00 determines whether 
or not other enhancements are enabled via WR7'. Table 
3 shows what functions on the Z85C30 are enabled 
when these bits are set. Z85C30 SOLC/HOLC Enhancement 

Register Access 
SOLC/HOLC enhancements on the Z85C30 are enabled 
or disabled via bits 02 or 00 in WR15. Bit 02 determines 
whether or not the lOx 19 bit SOLC/HOLC frame 

When bit 02 of WR 15 is set to 1, two additional registers 
(RR6 and RR7) per channel specific to the 10 x 19 bit 
Frame Status FIFO are made available. The Z85C30 

Table 3. Enhancement Options 

2-310 

WR15 Bit D2 
10 x 19 Bit 

FIFO Enabled 

o 

o 

WR15 Bit Do 
SDLC/HDLC 

Enhancement Enabled 

o 

Z85C30 

WR7' Bit De 
Extended 

Read Enabled 

x 

o 

o 

Functions 
Enabled 

10 x 19 bit FIFO 
enhancement enabled only 
SOLCIHDLC enhancements 
enabled only 
SOLCIHOLC enhancements 
enabled with extended read 
enabled 
10 x 19 bit FIFO and 
SOLC/HOLC enhancements 
enabled 
10 x 19 bit FIFO and 
SOLCIHOLC enhancements 
with extended read enabled 



register map when this function is enabled is shown in RR14. TheZ85C30 registermapwithbit 000fWR15 and 
Table 4. bit 06 of WR7' set is shown in Table 5. 

Bit 00 of WR15 determines whether or not other en- If both bits 00 and 02 of WR 15 are set to 1 and 06 of WR7' 
hancements pertinent only to SOLC/HOLC mode opera- is set to 1, then the Z85C30 register map is as shown in 
tion are available for programming via WR7' as shown Table 6. 
below. Write Register 7 prime (WR7') can be written to 
when bit 00 of WR15 is set to 1. When this bit is set, writ- Auto RTS Reset 
ing to WR7 (flag register) actually writes to WR7'. If bit 06 OntheCMOS ESCC, if bit 000fWR15 and bit 02 of WR7' 
of this register is set to 1, previously unreadable registers are set to 1 and the channel is in SOLC mode, the RTS 
WR3, WR4, WR5, and WR1 0 are readable by the pro- pin may be reset early in the Tx Underrun routine and the 
cessor. In addition, WR7' is also readable by having this RTS pin will remain active until the last 0 bit of the closing 
bit set. WR3 is read when a bogus RR9 register is ac- flag leaves the TxO pin as shown in Figure 16. Note that cessed during a read cycle. WR10 is read by accessing 
RR11, and WR7' is accessed by executing a read to 

Table 4. 10x19 Bit FIFO Enabled 

A/B PNT2 PNT, PNTo Write Read 

0 0 0 (11 0 WROB RROB 
0 0 0 1 WR1B RR1B 
0 0 1 0 WR2 RR2B 
0 0 1 1 WR3B RR3B 
0 1 0 0 WR4B (RROB) 
0 1 0 1 WR5B (RR1B) 
0 1 1 0 WR6B RR6B 
0 1 1 1 WR7B RR7B 
1 0 0 0 WROA RROA 
1 0 0 1 WR1A RR1A 
1 0 1 0 WR2 RR2A 
1 0 1 1 WR3A RR3A 
1 1 0 0 WR4A (RROA) 
1 1 0 1 WR5A (RR1A) 
1 1 1 0 WR6A RR6A 
1 1 1 1 WR7A RR7A 

With the Point High command: 

0 0 0 0 WR8B RR8B 
0 0 0 1 WR9 RR13B 
0 0 1 0 WR10B RR10B 
0 0 1 1 WR11B (RR15B) 
0 1 0 0 WR12B RR12B 
0 1 0 1 WR13B RR13B 
0 1 1 0 WR14B (RR10B) 
0 1 1 1 WR15B RR15B 
1 0 0 0 WR8A RR8A 
1 0 0 1 WR9 (RR13A) 
1 0 1 0 WR10A RR10A 
1 0 1 1 WR11A (RR15A) 
1 1 0 0 WR12A RR12A 
1 1 0 1 WR13A RR13A 
1 1 1 0 WR14A (RR10A) 
1 1 1 1 WR15A RR15A 

07 0 6 0 5 0 4 0 3 O2 0, Do 

SOLC/HOLC SOLCIHOLC SOLC/HOLC 
Must Be Set Ext. Read Rx camp. OTRIREQ Force TxO Auto RTS AutoEOM Auto 

to 0 Enable CRC Fast Mode High Turnoff Reset Tx Flag 

WR7'-SOLC/HOLC Programmable Enhancements* 

*Note: Options 3, 4, 5, and 6 may be used regardless of whether SOLC/HOLC mode is selected. 
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Table 5. SOLC/HOLC Enhancements Enabled 

Ala PNTz PNTt PNTo Write Read 

0 0 0 0 WRaB RRaB 
0 0 0 1 WR1B RR1B 
0 0 1 0 WR2 RR2B 
0 0 1 1 WR3B RR3B 
0 1 0 0 WR4B RR4B (WR4B) 
0 1 0 1 WRSB RRSB (WRSB) 
0 1 1 0 WR6B (RR2B) 
0 1 1 1 WR7B (RR3B) 
1 0 0 0 WROA RROA 
1 0 0 1 WR1A RR1A 
1 0 1 0 WR2 RR2A 
1 0 1 1 WR3A RR3A 
1 1 0 0 WR4A RR4A (WR4A) 
1 1 0 1 WRSA RRSA (WRSA) 
1 1 1 0 WR6A (RR2A) 
1 1 1 1 WR7A (RR3A) 

With the Point High command: 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 

. 1 1 1 
1 1 1 

in order for this to function properly, bits D3 and D2 of 
WR10 must be set to 1 and 0, respectively. 

CRC Character Reception 
NMOS Z8530H 
On the NMOS 8530H, when the end-of-frame flag is de
tected, the contents of the Receive Shift Register are 
transferred to the Receive Data FIFO regardless of the 
number of bits accumulated. Because of the 3-bit delay 
between the Receive SYNC Register and Receive Shift 
Register, the last 2 bits of the CRC check character re
ceived are never transferred to the Receive Data FIFO. 
Thus, the received CRC characters are unavailable for 
use. 

0 WR8B RR8B 
1 WR9 RR9 (WR3B) 
0 WR10B RR10B 
1 WR11B RR11B (WR10B) 
0 WR12B RR12B 
1 WR13B RR13B 
0 WR14B RR14B (WR7'B) 
1 WR1SB RR1SB 
0 WR8A RR8A 
1 WR9 RR9A (WR3A) 
0 WR10A RR10A 
1 WR11A RR11A (WR10A) 
0 WR12A RR12A 
1 WR13A RR13A 
0 WR14A RR14A (WR7A) 
1 WR1SA RR1SA 

CMOSZ85C30 
On the Z85C30, the option of being able to receive the 
complete CRC characters generated by the transmitter 
is provided when both bit Do of WR 15 and bit Ds of WR7' 
are set to 1. When these 2 bits are set and an end-of
frame flag is detected, the last 2 bits of the CRC will 
be clocked into the Receive Shift Register before its 
contents are transferred to the Receive Data FIFO. The 
data-CRC boundary and CRC character bit formats for 
each Residue Code provided are shown in Figures 17 A 
through 170 for each character length selected. 
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Table 6. SOLC/HOLC Enhancements and 10x19 Bit FIFO Enabled 

Ala PNTz PNT1 PNTo Write Read 

a a a a WR08 RRa8 
a a a 1 WR18 RR18 
a a 1 a WR2 RR2B 
a a 1 1 WR3B RR3B 
a 1 a a WR48 RR48 (WR48) 
a 1 a 1 WRSB RRSB (WRSB) 
a 1 1 a WR68 RR68 
a 1 1 1 WR78 RR78 
1 a a a WROA RRaA 
1 a a 1 WR1A RR1A 
1 a 1 0 WR2 RR2A 
1 a 1 1 WR3A RR3A 
1 1 a a WR4A RR4A (WR4A) 
1 1 a 1 WRSA RRSA (WRSA) 
1 1 1 a WR6A RR6A 
1 1 1 1 WR7A RR7A 

With the Point High command: 

a a a a WR88 RR88 
a a a 1 WR9 RR9 (WR38) 
a a 1 a WR108 RR1a8 
a a 1 1 WR118 RR118 (WR1a8) 
a 1 a a WR12B RR12B 
a 1 a 1 WR138 RR138 
a 1 1 a WR148 RR148 (WR7'B) 
a 1 1 1 WR1SB RR1SB 
1 a a 0 WR8A RR8A 
1 a a 1 WR9 RR9A (WR3A) 

011 1 a 1 0 WR1aA RR1aA 
1 a 1 1 WR11A RR11A (WR1aA) 
1 1 a a WR12A RR12A 
1 1 a 1 WR13A RR13A 
1 1 1 a WR14A RR14A (WR7'A) 
1 1 1 1 WR1SA RR1SA 

Data Being Sent -+-

Tx Underrun/EOM 

RTS Bit 0 1 WRS 

RTS Pin (Active Low) 
DFoa636a 

Figure 16. Auto RTS Reset Mode 
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0 0 
Co Cl 
C5 Cs 
C8 C9 

0 0 
0 0 
C3 C4 
C8 Cg 

2-314 

0 
C2 
C7 

Residue 
Code 
..Q1£ 
001 

0 0 
C3 C4 
C8 C9 

Cl0 Cll C12 

0 
Co 
C5 

Residue 
Code 
..Q1£ 
100 

0 0 
Cl C2 
Cs C7 

ClO Cll C12 

Co 
C5 
Cl0 
C13 

0 
C3 
C8 
C13 

Cl C2 
Cs C7 
Cll C12 
C14 C15 

0 Co 
C4 C5 
C9 Cl0 
C14 C15 

0 0 
0 0 
Cl C2 
C6 C7 
Ce Cg 

0 
0 
C3 
Ce 

Residue 
Code 
Jl1£ 
110 

0 0 
0 Co 
C4 C5 
C9 ClO 

Cl0 Cll C12 

0 0 
0 Co 
C4 C5 
C8 C9 

0 0 
0 0 
C2 C3 
C7 C8 
C8 C9 

0 0 0 
Cl C2 C3 
Cs C7 Ce 
Cll C12 C13 
C13 C14 C15 

Figure 17A. 5 Bits/Character 

Z85C30 

0 
Cl 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
..Q.12. 
101 

0 0 
C2 C3 
C7 C8 

0 Co Cl 
C4 C5 Cs 
C9 Cl0 Cll 

ClO Cll C12 C13 C14 C15 

0 
0 
C4 
C9 

Residue 
Code 
..Q1£ 
010 

0 0 
Co Cl 
C5 C6 
Cl0 Cll 

0 0 0 
C2 C3 C4 
C7 C8 C9 
C12 C13 C14 

ClO Cll C12 C13 C14 C15 

10216A-015A 

T8001170 



0 0 
Co Cl 
Cs C7 
Ca Cg 

0 0 
0 0 
C4 Cs 
Ca C9 

0 0 
0 0 
C2 C3 
Ca C9 

0 
C2 
Ca 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
010 

0 0 
C3 C4 
C9 Cl0 

ClO Cl1 C12 

0 
Co 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
001 

0 0 
Cl C2 
C7 Ca 

Cl0 Cl1 C12 

0 
0 
C4 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
011 

0 0 
0 Co 
Cs Cs 

Cl0 Cl1 C12 

0 Co Cl 0 
Cs Cs C7 0 
Cll C12 C13 Cs 
C13 C14 C1S Ca 

0 0 0 0 
C3 C4 Cs 0 
C9 Cl0 Cll C3 
C13 C14 C1S Ca 

0 0 0 0 
Cl C2 C3 0 
C7 Ca C9 Cl 
C13 C14 C1S C7 

Ca 

Figure 17B. 6 Bits/Character 
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0 
Co 
Cs 
C9 

0 
0 
C4 
C9 

0 
0 
C2 
Ca 
C9 

0 
Cl 
C7 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
110 

0 0 
C2 C3 
Ca C9 

Cl0 Cll C12 

0 
0 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
101 

0 0 
Co Cl 
Cs C7 

Cl0 Cll C12 

0 
0 
C3 
C9 

Residue 
Code 
...Q12.. 
100 

0 0 
0 0 
C4 Cs 
ClO Cll 

Cl0 Cll C12 

0 0 
C4 Cs 
Cl0 Cl1 
C13 C14 

0 0 
C2 C3 
Ca C9 
C13 C14 

0 0 
Co Cl 
Cs C7 
C12 C13 
C13 C14 

Co 
Cs 
C12 
C1S 

0 
C4 
Cl0 
C1S 

0 
C2 
Ca 
C14 
C1S 

10216A-016A 

T8oo1180 
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D D 
Co Cl 
C7 Co 
Cs Cg 

D D 
D D 
Cs Cs 
Co Cg 

D D 
D D 
C3 C4 
Ca Cg 

2·316 

D 
C2 
Cg 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
111 

D D 
C3 C4 
Cl0 Cll 

Cl0 Cll C12 

D 
Co 
C7 

Residue 
Code 
Jll2. 
010 

D D 
Cl C2 
Cs Cg 

Cl0 Cll C12 

D 
D 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
001 

D D 
D Co 
Cs C7 

Cl0 Cll C12 

D 
Cs 
C12 
C13 

D 
C3 
Cl0 
C13 

D 
Cl 
Ca 
C13 

D Co 
Cs C7 
C13 C14 
C14 CIS 

D D 
C4 Cs 
Cll C12 
C14 CIS 

D D 
C2 C3 
Cg Cl0 
C14 CIS 

D D 
D D 
Cl C2 
Cs Cg 

D 
D 
C3 

Residue 
Code 
Jl12. 
011 

D D 
D D 
C4 Cs 

CIC Cll C12 

D 
D 
Cs 
C13 

D D 
D Co 
Cs C7 
Co Cg 

D D 
D D 
C4 Cs 
Ca Cg 

D D 
D D 
C2 C3 
Ca Cg 

D D 
Co Cl 
C7 Ca 
C14 CIS 

Figure HC. 7 Bits/Character 

Z85C30 

D 
Cl 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
100 

D D 
C2 C3 
Cg Cl0 

CIC C11 C12 

D 
D 
Cs 

Residue 
Code 
JU2. 
110 

D D 
Co Cl 
C7 Ca 

Cl0 C11 C12 

D 
D 
C4 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
101 

D D 
D D 
Cs Cs 

CIC C11 C12 

D D 
C4 Cs 
C11 Cl~ 
C13 C14 

D D 
C2 C3 
Cg Cl0 
C13 C14 

D D 
Co Cl 
C7 Cs 
C13 C14 

D 
Cs 
C13 
CIS 

D 
C4 
Cll 
CIS 

D 
C2 
Cg 
CIS 

10216A-017A 

TBOO1190 



0 0 
Co CI 
Cs C9 

0 0 
0 0 
Cs C7 
Cs C9 

0 0 
0 0 
C4 Cs 
Cs C9 

0 0 
0 0 
C2 C3 
Cs C9 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
011 

(No Residue) 

0 
C2 
CIO 

0 0 
C3 C4 
CII CI2 

Residue 
Code 
Jl.12.. 
000 

0 
Cs 
CI3 

(2 Residue Bits) 

0 
Co 
Cs 
CIO 

0 0 
CI C2 
C9 CIO 
CII CI2 

Residue 
Code 
...Q.12.. 
010 

0 
C3 
CII 
C'3 

(4 Residue Bits) 

0 0 0 
0 0 Co 
C6 C7 Cs 
CIO C'I CI2 

Residue 
Code 
...Q.12.. 
001 

0 
CI 
C9 
CI3 

(6 Residue Bits) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
C4 Cs Cs C7 
CIO C11 C'2 C'3 

0 0 0 0 
Cs C7 0 Co 
CI4 CIS C7 Cs 

Cs C9 

0 0 0 0 
C4 Cs 0 0 
CI2 CI3 Cs C6 
C'4 CIS Cs C9 

0 0 0 0 
C2 C3 0 0 
CIO C'I C3 C4 
CI4 CIS Cs C9 

0 0 0 0 
Co CI 0 0 
Cs C9 CI C2 
CI4 CIS Cs C9 

Figure 170. 8 Bits/Character 

Z85C30 

Residue 
Code 
Jl12. 
111 

(1 Residue Bit) 

0 0 0 
CI C2 C3 
C9 CIO CII 
CIO C" CI2 

Residue 
Code 
...Q.12.. 
100 

D 
C4 
CI2 
C'3 

(3 Residue Bits) 

0 0 0 
0 Co CI 
C7 Cs C9 
CIO CII CI2 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
110 

D 
C2 
CIO 
C'3 

(5 Residue Bits) 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Cs Cs C7 
CIO CII CI2 

Residue 
Code 
..Q12. 
101 

D 
Co 
Cs 
C'3 

(7 Residue Bits) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 D 
C3 C4 Cs Cs 
C'O CII CI2 C'3 

0 
Cs 
CI3 
C'4 

0 
C3 
CII 
CI4 

0 
C, 
C9 
CI4 

0 
0 
C7 
CI4 

0 
Cs 
CI4 
C's 

0 
C4 
CI2 
CIS 

0 
C2 
CIO 
C's 

0 
Co 
Cs 
C's 

10216A·018A 

TBOO1-200 
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Auto Flag Mode 
On the NMOS Z8530H, if the transmitter is actively mark 
idling and a frame of data is ready to be transmitted, the 
Mark/Flag Idle bit must be set to 0 before data is written 
to WR8, otherwise the opening flag will not be sent prop
erly. Hbwever, care must be ~xercis~d i~ doing t~is be
cause the mark idle pattern (eight 1 bits) IS transmitted S 
bits at a time, and ailS bits must have transferred out of 
the Transmit Shift Register before a flag may be loaded 
and sent. If data is written into the Transmit Buffer (WRS) 
before the flag is loaded into the Transmit Shift Register, 
the data character written to WRS will supersede flag 
transmission and the opening flag will not be transmitted. 

On the CMOS ZS5C30, if bit 00 of WR15 is set to 1 and 
the ESCC is programmed for SOL~ o~eration,. an opt.ion 
is provided via bit 00 of WR7' that eliminates this reqUire
ment. If bit 00 of WR7' is set to 1 and a character is written 
to the Transmit Bufferwhile the transmitter is mark idling, 
the Mark/Flag Idle bit in WR10 need not be reset to O!n 
orderto have the opening flag sent because the transmlt
terwill automatically send it before commencing to send 
data. 

In addition as long as bit 00 of WR15 and bit 01 of WR7' 
are set to l' the CRC transmit generator will be automati
cally preset to the initial state programmed by bit 07 ?f 
WR10 (so the Reset Tx CRC Generator command IS 
also not necessary), and the Tx Underrun/EOM latch will 
be reset automatically on every new frame sent. This en
sures that an opening flag and proper CRC generation 
and transmission will always be sent without processor 
intervention under varying bus latency conditions. 

Auto Transmit CRC Generator Preset 
The NMOS ZSS30H does not automatically preset the 
CRC generator prior to frame transmission. This must be 
done in software, usually during the initialization routine. 
This is accomplished by issuing the Reset Tx CR~ Gen
erator Command via WRO. For proper results, this com
mand must be issued while the transmitter is enabled 
anti idling and before any data are written to the Transmit 
Buffer. 

In addition, if CRC is to be used, the transmit CRC gen
erator must be enabled by setting bit 00 of WRS to 1. 
CRC is normally calculated on all characters between 
opening and closing flags, so this bit should be set to 1 at 
initialization and never changed. 

On the CMOS ZS5C30, setting bit 00 of WR1S to 1 wi.1I 
cause the transmit CRC generator to be preset automati
cally every time an opening flag is sent, so the Reset Tx 
CRC Generator Command is not necessary. 

Auto Tx Underrun/EOM Latch Reset 
On the ESCC the transmission of the CRC check char
acters is cont~olled by the Transmit CRC Enable bit in 
WRS (00) and the Tx Underrun/EOM bit in RRO (06). 
However if the Transmit Enable bit is set to 0 when a 
transmit ~nderrun (Le., both the Transmit Buffer and 
Transmit Shift Register become empty) occurs, the CRC 
check characters will not be sent regardless of the state 
of the Tx UnderrunlEOM bit. 

If the Transmit Enable bit is set to 1 when an u nderrun oc
curs, then the state of the Tx UnderrunlEOM bit and the 

Abort/Flag on Underrun bit in WR10 (02) determine the 
action taken by the transmitter. The Abort/Flag on Un
derrun bit maybe set or reset by the processor, whereas 
the Tx Underrun/EOM bit is set by the transmitter and 
can only be reset by the processor via the Reset Tx Un
derrun/EOM Command in WRO. 

If the Tx UnderrunlEOM bit is set to 1 when an underrun 
occurs the transmitter will close the frame by sending a 
flag; h~wever, if this bit is set to 0, the frame data will be 
appended with either the accumulated CRC characters 
followed by a flag or an abort pattern followed by a flag, 
depending on the state of the Abort/Flag on Un~errun ~it 
in the WR1 0 (02). In either case, after the clOSing flag IS 
sent, the transmitter will idle the transmission line as 
specified by the Mark/Flag Idle bit 03 in WR1 O. 

Hence if the CRC check characters are to be properly 
appended to a frame, the Abort/Flag on Underrun bit 
must be set to 0, and the Reset Tx Underrun/EOM Com
mand must be issued after the first but before the last 
character is written to the Transmit Buffer. This will en
sure that either an abort or the CRC will be transmitted if 
an underrun occurs. Normally, the Abort/Flag on Under
run bit in WR1 0 should be set to 1 around the same time 
that the Tx UnderrunlEOM bit is reset so that an abort will 
be sent if the transmitter accidentally und"Hruns, and 
then set to 0 near the end of the frame to allow the correct 
transmission of CRC. . 

On the ZSSC30, if bit 00 of WR 15 is set to 1, the option of 
having the Tx Underrun/EOM bit reset automatically at 
the start of every frame is provided via bit 01 of WR7'. 
This helps alleviate the software burden of having to re
spond within one character time when high-speed data 
are being sent. 

SOLC/HOLC NRZI Transmitter Disabling 
On the NMOS ZSS30H, if NRZI encoding is being used 
and the transmitter is disabled, the state of the TxO pin 
will depend on the last bit sent. That is, the TxO pin may 
either idle in a Low or High state as shown in Figure 1S. 

On the CMOS ZSSC30, an option is provided that allows 
setting the TxO pin High when operating in SOLC mode 
with NRZI encoding enabled. If bit 00 of WR15 is set to 1, 
then bit 03 of WR7' can be used to set the TxO pin High. 
Note that the operation of this bit is independent of the Tx 
Enable bit in WRS. The Tx Enable bit in WR5 is used to 
disable and enable the transmitter, whereas bit 03 of 
'vVR7' acts as a pseudo transmilter disable and enable by 
just forcing the TxO pin High when set .e~en though the 
transmitter may actually be markorflag Idling. Care must 
be used when setting this bit because any character be
ing transmitted at the time this bit is. set will be ':cho~pe~ 
off," and data written to the Transmit Buffer while thiS bit 
is set will be lost. 

When the transmit underrun occurs and the CRC and 
closing flag have been sent, bit 03 can be set to pull TxO 
High. When ready to start sending data again this bit 
must be reset to 0 before the first character is written to 
the Transmit Buffer. Note that resetting this bit causes 
the TxO pin to take whatever state the NRZI encoder is in 
at the time, so synchronization at the receiver may take 
longer because the first transition seen on the !xO pin 
may not coincide with a bit boundary. Note that In order 
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11 11 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 111 01 0 
Transmitter Disabled Here ----..! 
TxD Pin Output (NRZI Encoded) 

Hi 

Lo ____ ~r-l~---------------------
10216A-019A 

DF006280 

Figure 18. Transmitter Disabling with NRZI Encoding 

for this to function properly, bits D3 and D2 of WR 10 must 
be set to 1 and 0, respectively. 

Interrupt Masking Without INTACK 

The NMOS Z8530H's ability to mask lower priority inter
rupts is done via the IUS bit. This bit is internal to the SCC 
and is not observable by the processor. Being able to 
automatically mask lower priority interrupts allows a 
modular approach to coding interrupt routines. However, 
using the mask~abilities of the NMOS SCC re
quires that the INTACK cycle be generated. In stand
alone applications, having to generate INTACK through 
external hardware in order to use this capability is an un
necessary expense. 

On the CMOS Z85C30, if bit Os in WR9 is set to 1, the 
INTACK cycle does not need to be generated in order to 
have the IUS bit set. This allows the user to respond to 
ESCC interrupt requests with a software acknowledg
ment through RR2. When bit Ds in WR9 is set and an in
terrupt occurs, a read to RR2 emulates a hardware Inter
rupt Acknowledge cycle as it functions in Vectored mode. 
In this case the CPU must first read RR2 to determine the 
internal interrupt source and then jump to the appropriate 
interrupt routine. Reading RR2 sets the IUS bit for the 
highest priority IP. After the interrupting condition is 
cleared, the routine can then read RR3 to determine if 

any other I Ps are set and clear them. At the end of the in
terrupt routine, a Reset IUS command must be issued to 
unlock the internal daisy chain. 

Since the CPU can acknowledge the ESCC of highest 
priority with a read of its RR2 interrupt vector, there is no 
need for an external daisy chain. lEI for all ESCC devices 
should. be tied active High. When acknowledging an 
ESCC Interrupt request, the CPU must issue one read to 
RR2 per interrupt request. The modified interrupt vector 
can be read from Channel B, orthe original vector stored 
in WR2 can be read from Channel A. Either action will 
produce the same internal actions on the IUS logic. Note 
that the No Vector and Vector Includes Status bits in ..... 
WR9 are ignored when bit Ds in WR9 is set to 1. a::;.-.. 
2·Mb/s FM Data Transmission and Reception 
!he 16-MHz version of the CMOS Z85C30 (Z85C30-16) 
IS capable of transmitting and receiving FM-encoded 
~ata at the rate of 2 Mb/s. This is accomplished by apply
Ing a 32·MHz clock to the RTxC pin and assigning this 
waveform to drive the Internal Digital Phase-Locked 
Loop (OPLL) clock. This feature allows the userto send 
both clock and data information over the same line at 
2 Mb/s and can eliminate external DPLLs required for 
high-speed NRZ data clock generation. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature 
Voltage at any Pin 

Relative to Vss 

-65 to + 150°C 

-0.5 to +7.0 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAX/
MUM RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. 
Functionality at or above these limits is not implied. Ex
posure to absolute maximum ratings for extended peri
ods may affect device reliability. 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Ambient Temperature (TA) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

Industrial (I) Devices 
Ambient Temperature (TA) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

Military (M) Devices 
Case Temperature (Te) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

o to +70°C 
+5 V± 10% 

-40 to +85°C 
5 V±10% 

-55° to 125° 
5 V±10% 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 

Parameter 
Symbol 

Parameter 
Description Test Conditions 

Commercial 

IOH = -1.6 rnA 

Min. 

2.2 
-0.3* 

2.4 

V,H 
V,L 
VOHl 
VOH2 
VOL 
ilL 
IOL 
leel 

Input High Voltage 
Input Low Voltage 
Output High Voltage 
Output High Voltage 
Output Low Voltage 
Input Leakage 
Output Leakage 

IOH = -250 ~ Vee -0.8 
IOL = +2.0 rnA 
0.4 V ~ Y,N ~ 2.4 V 
0.4 V ~ VOUT ~ 2.4 V 

Vee Supply Current 8.192 MHz 
10 MHz Inputs at 
12 MHz voltage rails, 
16.384 MHz output unloaded 
20 MHz 

CIN 

COUT 
CMO 

Input Capacitance Unmeasured pins returned 
Output Capacitance 
Bidirectional Capacitance 

to ground! = 1 MHz over 
specified temperature range 

* V,H Max. and VIL Min. not tested. Guaranteed by design. 

Standard Test Conditions 
The characteristics below apply for the following stan
dard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages 
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows into the 
referenced pin. Standard conditions are as follows: 

+4.5 V ~ Vee ~ +5.5 V 
GND = 0 V 
O°C ~ TA ~ 70°C 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

Max. 

Vee +0.3* 
0.8 

0.4 
±10.0 
±10.0 

18 
18 
22 
22 
30 
10 
15 
20 

Standard Test Dynamic Load Circuit Open-Drain Test Load 
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10216A-21A 
TC004800 

Z85C30 

From Output 
Under Test ~

+5:2K 

75pF I 
TCOO1833 

Unit 

V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
~ 
~ 
rnA 
rnA 
rnA 
rnA 
rnA 
pF 
pF 
pF 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 
General Timing (see Figure 19) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10MHz 12.5 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. rJlax. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPC(REO) PCLK .1 to W/REO Valid Delay 250 150 120 ns 

2 TdPC(W) PCLK .1 to Wait Inactive Delay 350 250 220 ns 

3 TsRXC(PC) AxC i to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA NA NA NA NA 
(Notes 1,4 & 8) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Setup Time 0 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Hold Time 150 125 100 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC .1 Setup Time 0 0 a ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC .1 Hold Time 150 125 100 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Setup Time -200 -150 -125 ns 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Hold Time 5TcPC 5TcPC 5TcPC ns 
(Note 1) 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC .1 to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA NA 
(Notes 2, 4 & 8) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC.1 to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 200 150 130 ns 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 200 150 130 ns 
(Notes 2, 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 200 140 120 ns 
(Send Clock Echo) 

14a TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 150 120 100 ns 

14b TwRTxh(E) RTxC High Width (Note 9) 50 40 34 ns 

15a TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 150 120 100 ns 

15b TwRTXI(E) RTxC Low Width (Note 9) 50 40 34 ns 
16a TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 488 400 320 ns 

16b TcRTx(E) RTxC Cycle Time (Note 9) 125 100 80 ns 

17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 3) 125 1000 100 1000 80 1000 ns 

18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width (Note 6) 150 120 100 ns 

19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 150 120 100 ns 

20 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time {Notes 6, 7) 488 400 320 ns 

21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 200 120 100 ns 

22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 200 120 100 ns 

Notes: 1. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30-pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies 2!l!Y if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PCLK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PCLK. 
8. External PCLK to AxC or TxC synchronization requirement eliminated for PCLK divide-by-four operation. 

TAxC and RTxC rise and fall times are identical to PCLK. Reference timing specs Tfpe and Trpc. 

Tx and Rx input clock slow rates sho.uld be kept to a maximum of 30 ns. All parameters related to input CLK edges 
should be referenced at the point at which the transition begins or ends, whichever is the worst case. 

9. ENHANCED FEATURE- RTxC used as input to internal DPLLonly. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
General Timing (see Figure 19) 

Parameter Parameter 16.384 MHz 20 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPC(REQ) PCLK ! to WtREQ Valid Delay 80 70 ns 
2 TdPC(W) PCLK ! to Wait Inactive Delay 180 170 ns 
3 TsRXC(PC) AxC i to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA NA NA 

(Notes 1,4 & 8) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC t Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Hold Time 50 45 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC ! Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC ! Hold Time 50 45 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC t Setup Time -100 -90 ns 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Hold Time 5TcPc 5TcPc ns 
(Note 1) 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC ! to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA 
(Notes 2, 4 & 8) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC ! to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 80 70 ns 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 80 70 ns 
(Notes 2, 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 80 70 ns 
(Send Clock Echo) 

14a TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 80 70 ns 
14b TwRTxh(E) RTxC High Width (Note 9) 15.6 15.6 ns 
15a TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 80 70 ns 
15b TwRTXI(E) RTxC Low Width (Note 9) 15.6 15.6 ns 
16a TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 244 200 ns 
16b TcRTx(E) RTxC Cycle Time (Note 9) 31.25 31.25 ns 
17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 3) 62 1000 50 1000 ns 
18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width (Note 6) 80 70 ns 
19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 80 70 ns 
20 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 244 200 ns 
21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 70 65 ns 
22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 70 65 ns 

Notes: 1. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
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2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30-pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies 2.!!!Y if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PClK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPll and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PClK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PCLK. 
8. External PClK to AxC or TxC synchronization requirement eliminated for PClK divide-by-four operation. 

TRxC and RTxC rise and fall times are identical to PClK. Reference timi~g specs Tfpc and Trpc. 

Tx and Rx input clock slow rates should be kept to a maximum of 30 ns. All parameters related to input ClK edges 
should be referenced at the point at which the transition begins or ends, whichever is the worst case. 

9. ENHANCED FEATURE- RTxC used as input to internal DPll only. 
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AC testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4 V for a logic 1 and 0.4 V for a logic O. 
Timing measurements are made at 2.0 V for a logic 1 and O.B V for logic O. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
System Timing (see Figure 20) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 12.5 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TdRXC(REQ) AXC t W/REQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 8 12 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) AXC t to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 8 14 8 14 
(Notes 1,2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) AxC i to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 4 7 
(Note 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC i to INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 10 16 
(Notes 1,2) 

5 TdTXC(REQ) TxC t to W/REQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 5 8 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) TxC J.. to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 5 11 5 11 
(Notes 1,3) 

7a TdTXC(DRQ) TxC J.. to DTRtREQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 4 7 
(Note 3) 

7b TdTXC(EDRQ) TxC J.. to DTRtREQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 5 8 
(Notes 3, 4) 

8 TdTXC(INT) TxC J.. to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 6 10 
(Notes 1,3) 

9 TdSY(lNT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid 2 6 2 6 2 6 
Delay (Note 1) 

10 . TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT 2 6 2 6 2 6 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Parameter Parameter 16.384 MHz 20 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TdRXC(REQ) AXC i W/REQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) AXC i to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 8 14 
(Notes 1,2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) AxC i to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 
(Note 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC i to INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 
(Notes 1,2) 

5 TdTXC(REQ) TxC J.. to W/REQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) TxC J.. to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 5 11 
(Notes 1 3) 

7a TdTXC(DRQ) TxC J.. to DTRtREQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 
(Note 3) 

7b TdTXC(EDRQ) TxC J.. to DTRtREQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 
(Notes 3, 4) 

8 TdTXC(INT) TxC J.. to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 
(Notes 1,3) 

9 TdSY(INT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid 2 6 2 6 
Delay (Note 1) 

10 TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT 2 6 2 6 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
2. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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Unit 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

Unit 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 

TcPc 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
Read and Write Timing (see Figure 21) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 12.5 MHz 

No. Symbol Doscription Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 50 2000 40 2000 34 2000 

2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 50 2000 40 2000 34 2000 
3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 15 12 10 

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 15 12 10 

5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 122 4000 100 4000 80 4000 
6 TsA(WR) Address to ~ J. SetuR Time 70 50 45 

7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 0 0 

8 TsA(RD) Address to RD J. Setup Time 70 50 45 

9 ThA(RD) Address to RD i Hold Time 0 0 0 

10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time 20 20 15 

11 TsIA(WR) INTACK to WR J. Setup Time 145 120 95 
(Note 1) 

12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 0 a 
13 TsIA(RD) INTACK to RD J. Setup Time 145 120 95 

(Note 1) 

14 ThIAi(RD) INTACK to RD i Hold Time 0 0 a 
15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 40 30 20 

16 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR J. Setup Time 0 0 0 

17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR i Hold Time 0 0 0 

18 TsCEh(WR) CE Hiqh to WR J. Setup Time 60 50 40 

19 TsCEI(RD) CE Low to RD J. Setup Time 0 0 0 
(Note 1) 

20 ThCE(RD) CE to RD i Hold Time (Note1) 0 0 0 
21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD J. Setup Time 60 50 40 

(Note 1) 

22 TwRDI RD Low Width (Note 1) 150 125 90 
23 TdRD(DRA) RD J. to Read Data Active Del3l'_ 0 0 0 
24 TdRDr(DR) RD i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0 0 
25 TdRDf(DR) RD J. to Read Data Valid Delay 140 120 85 

26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 40 35 25 
(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

2. Float delay is defined as the time at which the data bus is released from its drive state with a maximum DC load and 
minimum AC load. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
Read and Write Timing (see Figure 21) 

Parameter Parameter 16.384 MHz 20 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 26 2000 22 1000 

2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 26 2000 22 1000 

3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 8 5 

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 8 5 

5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 61 4000 50 2000 

6 TsA(WR) Address to WR t Setup Time 35 30 

7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

8 TsA(RD) Address to RD t Setup Time 35 30 

9 ThA(RD) Address to RD i Hold Time 0 0 

10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time 15 15 

11 TsIAi(WR) INTACK to WR t Setup Time 70 65 
(Note 1) 

12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

13 TsIAi(RD) INTACK to RD t Setup Time 70 65 
(Note 1) 

14 ThIA(RD) INTACK to RD i Hold Time 0 0 

15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 15 15 

16 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR t Setup Time 0 0 

17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR i Hold Time 0 0 

18 TsCEh(WR) CE High to WR t Setup Time 30 25 
_ 19 TsCEI(RD) CE Low to RD t Setup Time 0 0 

(Note 1) 

20 ThCE(RD) CE to RD i Hold Time (Note1) 0 0 

21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD t Setup Time 30 25 
(Note 1) 

22 TwRDI RD Low Width (Note 1) 75 65 

23 TdRD(DRA) RD t to Read Data Active Delay . 0 0 

24 TdRDr(DR) RD i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0 

25 TdRDf(DR) RD t to Read Data Valid Delay 70 60 

26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 20 20 
(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

2. Float delay is defined as the time at which the data bus is released from its drive state with a maximum DC load and 
minimum AC load. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing (see Figures 22-24) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 12.5 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 220 160 120 ns 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 150 125 90 ns 

29 TdWRf(DW) WR J. to Write Data Valid 35 35 25 ns 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR i Hold Time· 0 0 0 ns 

31 TdWR(W) WR J. to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 170 100 70 ns 

32 TdRD(W) RD J. to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 170 100 70 ns 

33 TdWRf(REQ) WR J. to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 170 120 100 ns 

34 TdRDf(REQ) RD J. to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 170 120 100 ns 

35a TdWRr(REQ) WR J. to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 4.0TcPc 4.0TcPc i4.0TcPc ns 

35b TdWRr(EREQ) WR J. to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 120 120 100 ns 

36 TdRDr(REQ) RD i to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay NA NA NA ns 

37 TdPC(lNT) PCLK J. to INT Valid Delay (Note 2) 500 400 350 ns 

38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD J. (Acknowledge) 150 125 95 ns 
Delay (Note 3) 

39 TwRDA RDiAcknowledqe) Width 150 125 95 ns 

40 TdRDA(DR) RD J. (Acknowledge) to Read 140 120 90 ns 
Data Valid Delay 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD J. (Acknowledge) Setup 95 80 65 ns 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 0 0 ns 
Time 

43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lEO Delay Time 95 80 65 ns 
44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 200 175 130 ns 
45 TdRDA(INT) RD J. to INT Inactive Delay (Note ~l 450 320 260 ns 

46 TdRD(WRQ) RD i to WR J. Delay for No Reset 15 15 10 ns 

47 TdWRQ{RDl WR ito RD J. Delay for No Reset 15 15 10 ns 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 150 100 85 ns 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 3.5 3.5 3.5 TcPc 
(Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the ESCC, if WRIRD falling edge is synchronized to PCLK 
falling edge, then TrC = 3TcPc. 

2. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
3. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum of 

DdPC(IEO) forthe highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) forthe SCC, and TdIEI(IEO) for each device 
separating them in the daisy chain. 

4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing (see Figures 22-24) 

Parameter Parameter 16.384 MHz 20 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 100 90 ns 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 75 65 ns 

29 TdWRf(DW) WR ! to Write Data Valid 20 20 ns 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to \VA i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

31 TdWR(W) WR ! to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 50 45 ns 

32 TdRD(W) RD ! to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 50 45 ns 

33 TdWRf(REO) WR ! to W/REO Not Valid Delay 70 65 ns 

34 TdRDf(REO) FID ! to W/REO Not Valid Delay 70 65 ns 

35a TdWRr(REO) WR ! to DTRlREO Not Valid Delay 4.0TcPc 4.0TcPc ns 

35b TdWRr(EREO) WR ! to DTRlREO Not Valid Delay 70 65 ns 
(Note 4) 

36 TdRDr(REO) RD i to DTRlREO Not Valid Delay NA NA ns 

37 TdPC(lNn PCLK ! to INT Valid Delay (Note 2) 175 160 ns 

38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD! (Acknowledge) 50 45 ns 
Delay (Note 3) 

39 TwRDA FID (Acknowledge) Width 75 65 ns 

40 TdRDA(DR) RU! (Acknowledge) to Read Data 70 60 ns 
Valid Delav 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to FID! (Acknowledge) Setup 50 45 ns 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to FID i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 0 ns 
Time 

43 TdlEWEOl lEI to lEO Delay_Time 45 40 ns 
44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 80 70 ns 

45 TdRDA(INT) FID ! to IN'i' Inactive Delav (Note 2) 200 180 ns 

46 TdRD(WRO) AD i to WR ! Delay for No Reset 10 10 ns 

47 TdWRO(RD) WR i to RD ! Delay for No Reset 10 10 ns 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 75 65 ns 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 3.5 3.5 TcPc 
(Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the ESCC. If WRlRD falling edge is synchronized to PCLK 
falling edge, then TrC = 3TcPc. 
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2. Open-drain output, measured with open·drain test load. 
3. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum of 

TdPC(IEO) forthe highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) for the SCC, and TdIEI(IEO) for each device 
separating them in the daisy chain. 

4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range 
General Timing (see FIgure 19) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPC(REO) PCLK J. to W/REO Valid Delay 250 150 ns 

2 TdPC(W) PLCK J. to Wait Inactive Delay_ 350 250 ns 

3 TsRXC(PC) AxC t to PCLK t Setup Time NA NA NA NA 
(Notes 1 4 & 8) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Hold Time 150 125 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC J. Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC J. Hold Time 150 125 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1,5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AXe i Setup Time -200 -150 ns 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Hold Time 5TcPc 5TcPc ns 
(Note 1) 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC J. to PClK i Setup Time NA NA 
(Notes 2, 4 & 8) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC J. to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 200 150 ns 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 200 150 ns 
(Notes 2, 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 200 140 ns 
(Send Clock Echo) 

14a TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 150 120 ns 

14b TwRTXh(E) RTxC High Width (Note 9) 50 40 ns 

15a TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 150 120 ns 

15b TwRTXI(E) RTxC Low Width (Note 9) 50 40 ns 

16a TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 488 400 ns 

16b TcRTx(E) RTxC Cycle Time (Note 9) 125 100 ns 

17 TXRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 3) 125 1000 100 1000 ns 

18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width (Note 6) 150 120 ns 

19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 150 120 ns 

20 TeTRX TRxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 488 400 ns 

21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 200 120 ns 

22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 200 120 ns 

Notes: 1. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
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2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30-pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies.Q!!!y if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PClK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PClK. 
8. External PClK to AxC or TxC synchronization requirement eliminated for PCLK divide-by-four operation. 

TRxC and RTxC rise and fall times are identical to PCLK. Reference timing specs Tfpc and Trpc. 

Tx and Rx input clock slow rates should be kept to a maximum of 30 ns. All parameters related to input ClK edges 
should be referenced at the point at which the transition begins or ends, whichever is the worst case. 

9. ENHANCED FEATURE- RTxC used as input to internal DPLL only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
General Timing (see Figure 19) 

Parameter Parameter 12.5 MHz 16.384 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdPG(REO) PCLK J.. to W/REO Valid Delay 120 80 ns 

2 TdPC(W) PLCK J.. to Wait Inactive Delay 220 180 ns 

3 TsRXC(PC) AxC i to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA NA NA 
(Notes 1 4 & 8) 

4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Setup Time 0 a ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

5 ThRXD(RXCr) RxD to AxC i Hold Time 100 50 ns 
(XI Mode) (Note 1) 

6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC J.. Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1.5) 

7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to AxC J.. Hold Time 100 50 ns 
(XI Mode) (Notes 1. 5) 

8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Setup Time -125 -100 ns 
(Note 1) 

9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to AxC i Hold Time 5TcPc 5TcPc ns 
(Note 1) 

10 TsTXC(PC) TxC J.. to PCLK i Setup Time NA NA 
(Notes 2. 4 & 8) 

11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC J.. to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 130 80 ns 
(Note 2) 

12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC ito TxD Delay (XI Mode) 130 80 ns 
(Notes 2. 5) 

13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay 120 80 ns 
(Send Clock Echo) 

14a TwRTXh RTxC High Width (Note 6) 100 80 ns 
14b TwRTXh(E) RTxC High Width (Note 9) 34 15.6 ns 
15a TwRTXI RTxC Low Width (Note 6) 100 80 ns 
15b TwRTXI(E) RTxC Low Width (Note 9) 34 15.6 ns 

16a TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time (Notes 6. 7) 320 244 ns 
16b TcRTx(E) RTxC Cycle Time (Note 9) 80 31.25 ns 
17 TXRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period (Note 3) 80 1000 62 1000 ns 

18 TwTRxh TRxC High Width (Note 6) 100 80 ns 

19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width (Note 6) 100 80 ns 

20 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time (Notes 6, 7) 320 244 ns 

21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 100 70 ns 

22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 100 70 ns 

Notes: 1. AxC is RTxC or TRxC. whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC. whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30-pF capacitors to ground connected to them. 
4. Parameter applies £!l!Y if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK rate. In all other cases. no phase relationship between 

AxC and PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required. 
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding. 
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and baud rate generator timing requirements are identical 

to chip PCLK requirements. 
7. The maximum receive or transmit data is 1/4 PCLK. 
8. External PCLK to AxC or TxC synchronization requirement eliminated for PCLK divide-by-four operation. 

TRxC and RTxC rise and fall times are identical to PCLK. Reference timing specs Tfpc and Trpc. 

Tx and Rx input clock slow rates should be kept to a maximum of 30 ns. All parameters related to input CLK edges 
should be referenced at the point at which the transition begins or ends. whichever is the worst case. 

9. ENHANCED FEATURE- RTxC used as input to internal DPLL only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
System Timing (see Figure 20) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdRXC(REQ) AXC i W/REQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 TcPc 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) AXC i to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 8 14 TcPc 
(Notes 1 2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) AXe i to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 TcPc 
jNote 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC ito INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 TcPc 
(Notes 1 2) 

5 TdTXC(REQ) TxC .1 to W/REQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 TcPc 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) TxC .1 to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 5 11 TcPc 
(Notes 1 3) 

7a TdTXC(DRQ) lXC .1 to DTRlREQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 TcPc 
(Note 3) 

7b TdTXC(EDRQ) TxC .1 to DTRlREQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 TcPc 
(Notes 3, 4) 

8 TdTXC(INT) TxC .1 to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 TcPc 
(Notes 1,3) 

9 TdSY(INT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid 2 6 2 6 TcPc 
DelClYjNote 1) 

10 TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT 2 6 2 6 TcPc 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Parameter Parameter 12.5 MHz 16.384 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TdRXC(REQ) AXC i W/REQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 TcPc 
(Note 2) 

2 TdRXC(W) AXC i to Wait Inactive Delay 8 14 8 14 TcPc 
. (Notes 1, 2) 

3 TdRXC(SY) AxC i to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 TcPc 
(Note 2) 

4 TdRXC(INT) AxC i to INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 TcPc 
(Notes 1, 2) 

5 TdTXC(REQ) TxC .1 to W/REQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 TcPc 
(Note 3) 

6 TdTXC(W) TxC .1 to Wait Inactive Delay 5 11 5 11 TcPc 
(Notes 1 3) 

7a TdTXC(DRQ) TxC.1 to DTRlREQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 TcPc 
(Note 3) 

7b TdTXC(EDRQ) TxC .1 to DTRlREQ Valid Delay 5 8 5 8 TcPc 
(t~otes 3, 4) 

8 TdTXC(INT) TxC .1 to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 TcPc 
_(Notes 1,3) 

9 TdSY(INT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid 2 6 2 6 TcPc 
Delay (Note 1) 

10 TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT 2 6 2 6 TcPc 
Valid Delay (Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Open-<irain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
2. AxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive clock. 
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit clock. 
4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
Read and Write Timing (see Figure 21) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 50 1000 40 1000 ns 

2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 50 1000 40 1000 ns 

3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 15 12 ns 

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 15 12 ns 

5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 122 2000 100 2000 ns 

6 TsA(WR) Address to WR ! Setup Time 70 50 ns 

7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

8 TsA(RD) Address to RD ! Setup Time 70 50 ns 

9 ThA(RD) Address to RD i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time 20 20 ns 

11 TsIAi(WR) INTACK to WR ! Setup Time 145 120 ns 
(Note 1) 

12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

13 TsIAi(RD) INTACK to RD! Setup Time 145 120 ns 
(Note 1) 

14 ThIA(RD) INTACK to RD i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 40 30 ns 

16 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR ! Setup Time 0 0 ns 

17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

18 TsCEh(WR) CE HiQh to WR ! Setup Time 60 50 ns 

19 TsCEI(RD) CE Low to RD ! Setup Time 0 0 ns 
(Note 1) 

20 ThCE(RD) CE to RD i Hold Time (Note 1) 0 0 ns 

21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD ! Setup Time 60 50 ns 
(Note 1) 

22 TwRDI RD Low Width (Note 1) 150 125 ns 

23 TdRD(DRA) RD ! to Read Data Active Delay 0 0 ns 

24 TdRDr(DR) RD i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0 ns 

25 TdRDf(DR) RD! to Read Data Valid Delay 140 125 ns 

26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 40 35 ns 
(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 
2. Float delay is defined as the time at which the data bus is released from its drive state with a maximum DC load and 

minimum AC load. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY IINDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
Read and Write Timing (see Figure 21) 

Parameter Parameter 12.5 MHz 16.384 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

1 TwPCI PCLK Low Width 34 1000 26 1000 ns 
2 TwPCh PCLK High Width 34 1000 26 1000 ns 
3 TfPC PCLK Fall Time 10 8 ns 
4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 10 8 ns 
5 TcPC PCLK Cycle Time 80 2000 61 2000 rlS 

6 TsA(WR) Address to iNA .J.. Setup Time 45 35 ns 
7 ThA(WR) Address to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 
8 TsA(RD) Address to RD .J.. Setup Time 45 35 ns 
9 ThA(RD) Address to RD i Hold Time 0 0 ns 
10 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Setup Time- 15 15 ns 
11 TsIAi(WR) INTACK to WR.J.. Setup Time 95 70 ns 

~Note1l 

12 ThIA(WR) JNTACK to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 
13 TsIAi(RD). INTACK to RD .J.. Setup Time 95 70 ns 
14 ThIA(RD) INTACK to RD i Hold Time 0 0 ns 
15 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK i Hold Time 20 15 ns 
16 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR J.. Setup Time 0 0 ns 
17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 
18 TsCEh(WR) CE High to WR .J.. Setup Time 40 30 ns 
19 TsCEI(RD) CE Low to RD .J.. Setup Time 0 0 ns 

(Note 1) 
20 ThCE(RO) CEto RD i Hold TimeJNote 1) 0 0 ns 
21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD J.. Setup Time 40 30 ns 
22 TwRDI AI) Low Width (Note 1) 90 75 ns 
23 TdRD(DRA) R[) .J.. to Read Data Active Delay 0 0 ns 
24 TdRDr(DR) RD i to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0 ns 
25 TdRDf(DR) FID' .J.. to Read Data Valid Delay 90 70 ns 
26 TdRD(DRz) RD i to Read Data Float Delay 25 20 ns 

(Note 2) 

Notes: 1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. 
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2. Float delay is defined as the time at which the data bus is released from its drive state with a maximum DC load and 
minimum AC load. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing (see Figures 22-24) 

Parameter Parameter 8.192 MHz 10 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 220 160 ns 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 150 125 ns 

29 TdWRf(DW) WR J. to Write Data Valid 35 35 ns 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR i Hold Time. 0 0 ns 

31 TdWR(W) WR J. to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 170 100 ns 

32 TdRD(W) RD J. to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 170 100 ns 

33 TdWRf(REQ) WR J. to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 170 120 ns 

34 TdRDf(REQ) RD J. to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 170 120 ns 

35a TdWRr(REQ) WR J. to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 4.0TcPc 4.0TcPc ns 

35b TdWRr(EREQ) WR J. to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 120 120 ns 
(Note 4) 

36 TdRDr(REQ) RD ito DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay NA NA ns 

37 TdPC(INT) PCLK J. to INT Valid Delay (Note 2) 500 400 ns 

38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD J. (Acknowledge) 150 125 ns 
Delay (Note 3) 

39 TwRDA RD (Acknowledge) Width 150 125 ns 

40 TdRDA(DR) RD J. (Acknowledge) to Read Data 140 120 ns 
Valid Delay 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD J. (Acknowledge) Setup 95 80 ns 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 0 ns 
Time 

43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lEO Delay Time 95 80 ns 

44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 200 175 ns 

45 TdRDA(INT) RD J. to INT Inactive Delay (Note 2) 450 320 ns 

46 TdRD(WRQ) RD i to WR J. Delay for No Reset 15 15 ns 

47 TdWRQ(RD) WR ito RD J. Delay for No Reset 15 15 ns 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 150 100 ns 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 3.5 3.5 ns 
(Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the ESCC. If WRlRD falling edge is synchronized to PCLK 
falling edge, then TrC = 3TcPc. 

2. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
3. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum of 

TdPC(IEO) for the highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) forthe SCC, and TdIEI(IEO) for each device 
separating them in the daisy chain. 

4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL operating range (continued) 
Interrupt Acknowledge Timing, Reset Timing, Cycle Timing (see Figures 22-24) 

Parameter Parameter 12.5 MHz 16.384 MHz 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read 120 100 ns 
Data Valid Delay 

28 TwWRI WRLowWidth 90 75 ns 

29 TdWRf(DW) WR J, to Write Data Valid 25 20 ns 

30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR i Hold Time 0 0 ns 

31 TdWR(W) WR J, to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 70 50 ns 

32 TdRD(W) RD J, to Wait Valid Delay (Note 2) 70 50 ns 

33 TdWRf(REQ) WR J, to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 100 70 ns 

34 TdRDf(REQ) RD J, to W/REQ Not Valid Delay 100 70 ns 

35a TdWRr(REQ) WR J, to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 4.0TcPc 4.0TcPc ns 

35b TdWRr(EREQ) WR J, to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay 100 70 ns 
(Note 4) 

36 TdRDr(REQ) RD i to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay NA NA ns 

37 TdPC(INT) PCLK J, to INT Valid Delay (Note 2) 350 175 ns 

38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD J, (Acknowledge) 95 50 ns 
Delay (Note 3) 

39 TwRDA RD (Acknowledge) Width 95 75 ns 
40 TdRDA(DR) RD J, (Acknowledge) to Read Data 90 70 ns 

Valid Delay 

41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD J, (Acknowledge) Setup 65 50 ns 
Time 

42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD i (Acknowledge) Hold 0 0 ns 
Time 

43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lEO Delay Time 65 45 ns 

44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK i to lEO Delay 130 80 ns 

45 TdRDA(INT) RD J, to INT Inactive Delay (Note 2) 260 200 ns 

46 TdRD(WRQ) RD i to WR J, Delay for No Reset 10 10 ns 

47 TdWRQ(RD) WR i to RD J, Delay for No Reset 10 10 ns 

48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for 85 75 ns 
Reset 

49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 3.5 3.5 TcPc 
(Note 1) 

Notes: 1. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the ESCC. If WRIRD falling edge is synchronized to PCLK 
falling edge, then TrC = 3TcPc. 
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2. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load. 
3. Parameter is system dependent. For any SCC in the daisy chain, TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum of 

TdPC(IEO) forthe highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(RDA) for the SCC, and TdIEI(IEO) for each device 
separating them in the daisy chain. 

4. Parameter applies to Enhanced Request mode only. 
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Interfacing the Z8530H and Z85C30 to the 80186 

Interfacing the Z8530H and Z85C30 Serial Communications Controllers 
to the 80186 Microprocessor 

by John Lang/ois 

INTRODUCTION 

A simple interface between the 80186 Microprocessor 
and Z8530 Serial Communications Controller (SCC) 
can now be realized, due to the enhancements 
achieved with the Z8530H and Z85C30 Serial Com
munications Controllers. Previous application notes 
have required eight 74LS devices to meet the Z8530 
timing requirements. This document describes solu
tions that can be implemented in a single chip. 
Depending on system constraints, the interface can 
be as simple as a single inverter (Z85C30 in en
hanced mode), but is never more than a PAL 16L8 
(Z8530H) device. 

The timing requirements of each version of the Z8530 
are examined in the next section. The original Z8530 
is discussed only to provide a reference point. Solu
tions for each interface problem are then presented. If 
a particular feature is not required, that circuit obvi
ously need not be implemented. Timing analysis for 
the complete interfaces follow the solutions. PAL ® 

equations are also included. 

For the purposes of this document, it is assumed that 
the reader is familiar with the Z8530 SCC and 80186 
microprocessor. The following data sheets are 
applicable: 

AMD 80186 High Integration 16-Bit Microprocessor 
(Order #03551) 

AMD Z85C30 Enhanced Serial Communications 
Controller (Order #10216) 

AMD Z8530H Serial Communications Controller 
(Order #00970) 

AMD Z85C30 Technical Manual (Order #07513) 

TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

Z8530 sec 
The original Z8530/80186 interface is complicated by 
several factors, the most difficult being the access 
recovery time (TrJ The minimum time from the trailing 
edge of one command to the leading edge of the next 
is six clock cycles + 130 ns for the 6-MHz part. This 
necessitates the use of extensive wait state genera
tion circuitry to hold off back-to-back accesses. It is 
possible to meet the requirement in software by 
inserting Naps. This practice is generally frowned 
upon, since the processor clock speed would affect 
the software. Also, DMA transfers at high rates have 
no way of inserting Naps. The solution to this has 
already been addressed and is not part of this discus
sion (EDN, April 4, 1985, pp. 274-275). 

Interrupt acknowledge cycles with the Z8530 don't 
match the 80186. While the 80186 generates two 
pulses on the INTA line, reading the vector on the 
second pulse, the Z8530 expects to see one long 
INTA pulse, with a read strobe near the end to read 
the interrupt vector. Note that it is possible to read the 
interrupt vector from Read Register 2 of the Z8530. 
This will not, however, set the IUS bit and mask off 
lower priority interrupts; a hardware cycle must occur 
to accomplish that. 

Data is expected to be valid at the leading edge of 
write during a write cycle. Consequently, write must 
be delayed to the Z8530 until the next rising edge of 
the processor clock. This mayor may not be a 
problem, depending on how the wait state circuitry is 
implemented. 

The read strobe must also be delayed by one-half 
clock to meet the address setup time requirements. 

Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers are supported 
by the Z8530. The iN/REO pin may be program~ .... 
as a DMA request for either transmit or receive. DTRI ~ 
REO can be used as a DMA request for transmit only. 
It is possible to support single-channel full-duplex or 
dual-channel half-duplex DMA with the DMA controller 
resident on the 80186. While the iN/REO timing does 
not present a problem, it is always possible to gener-
ate erroneous requests on the DTRlREO interface. 
This is due to DTRlREO going to its inactive state 
timed from the trailing edge of the command, which is 
too late to prevent an additional DMA request from 
being recognized by the 80186. DTRlREO must 
therefore be negated at the beginning of the cycle 
servicing the request. 

A reset of the Z8530 is accomplished by asserting 
read and write simultaneously. A software reset 
command can also be issued by reading Read 
Register 0 and writing the reset command to Write 
Register 9. This is a choice left to the designer. 

Z8530H sec 
A major improvement was made in the access 
recovery time with the Z8530H. Trc is now measured 
from the leading edge of one command to the leading 
edge of the next. It is also reduced from six clocks + 
130 ns to four clocks. The increased clock speed 
(8.192 MHz) allows it to be clocked from the 80186 
CLKOUT in many systems. This improvement elimi
nates the wait state generation circuitry. allowing the 
80186's internal wait state generator to be used. 

The other Z8530 timing requirements are still valid. 
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Z85C30 SCC 

The Z85C30 provides many additional improvements. 
With this device, it is possible to interface to the 
80186 with three inverters and still have interrupt and 
DMAsupport. 

Access recovery time is improved to three clock 
cycles if the commands are synchronized to PCLK. 
This is the case here, since CLKOUT from the 80186 
is driving PCLK. As in the Z8530H, it is measured 
from leading edge to leading edge of the command. 

With the Z85C30, it is not necessary to use hardware 
interrupt acknowledge sequences. An additional fea
ture has been added that will emulate a hardware 
cycle when the vector is read from Read Register 2. 
As with the hardware cycle, the IUS bit is set and all 
lower priority interrupts within the device are masked. 
Bit D5 of Write Register 9 controls this enhancement. 

Data does not need to be valid prior to the leading 
edge of write. The timing has been relaxed so that 
data can become valid a short time after write. To 
take advantage of this, the Z85C30 data pins must be 
connected directly to the 80186, as the additional 
buffer delay would violate this parameter. This is not a 
problem in most systems. If it is, write must be 
delayed. 

T1 T2 

CLKOUT 

WRITE 

DEL VVR 

T1 T2 

CLKOUT 

READ 

The read strobe need not be delayed, due to im
proved address setup time parameters. 

The last enhancement of the Z85C30 that affects the 
80186 interface is DTR/REO timing. The extended 
Write Register 7, or WR7t , is enabled by setting bit Do 
of Write Register 15. Bit D4 of WR7t then controls 
whether DTR/REO is de-asserted at the leading edge, 
like W/REO, or the trailing edge, as in the Z8530. 

SOLUTIONS 

Delayed Write 

Write to the Z8530 must be delayed in the case of the 
Z8530H, and may need to be delayed with the 
Z85C30. Two signals enter into the delayed write 
equation: WRITE from the 80186 and CLKOUT. 
The PAL equation is: 

DEL_WR = WRITE· DEL_WR + CLKOUT· WRITE 

This equation is read as: DEL_WR will be active (low) 
if WRITE is active (low) and DEL_WR is active (low), 
or CLKOUT is active (high) and WRITE is active (low). 

Delayed Read 

The read strobe may need to be delayed to meet 
address setup requirements. The same equation used 
for delayed write applies. 

DEL_RD = READ • DEL_RD + CLKOUT • READ 

T3 TW ·T4 

T3 TW T4 
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Interrupt Acknowledge Generation 

This circuit generates the required interrupt acknowl
edge pulse and read strobe to the Z8530 during an 
interrupt acknowledge sequence. Inputs are CLKOUT 
and INTAO, both generated by the 80186. ZINTACK 
and ZRD are outputs driving INTA and READ of the 
Z8530, respectively. ZINTACK is simply INTAO 
divided by 2, set to its inactive state on reset. This is 
easily done with a positive edge-triggered flip-flop, but 
that's not being used. To perform the same function in 
a combinatorial PAL device, two macrocells are used. 

ZRD is merely the logical AND of INTAO and ZIN
TACK. ZSO, ZINTACK and ZRD are defined as active 
low signals. RESET is active high and initializes the 
two cells. 

ZSO = RESET + (ZSO * /lNTAO + ZSO * ZINTACK + 
INTAO * ZINTACK) 

ZINTACK = IRESET * (/ZSO * /lNTAO + /ZSO * ZIN
TACK + INTAO * ZINTACK) 

ZRD = ZINTACK * INTAO 

T1 T2 T3 T4 

CLKOUT 

INTAO I 
lSO ~ 

Hardware Reset 

A hardware reset is generated by asserting a read 
and write to the Z8530 simultaneously. RESET is an 
active high output from the 80186. 

ZRD = READ + RESET 
ZWR = WRITE + RESET 

OTR/REQ Removal 

There are two solutions to the DTRlREQremoval 
problem. One solution uses a separate Peripheral 
Chip Select for transfers associated with the request. 
The other solution requires delayed write and S6 
(A19) of the 80186, which indicates whether the 
current bus cycle is DMA or processor. Write must be 
delayed, since S6 is not guaranteed valid at its lead
ing edge. Write will be combined with one of these 
inputs to clear the request. DTRlREQ only supports 
transmit data, consequently, read is irrelevant. 

TI TI T1 T2 T3 T4 

L---___ ---II 

llNTACK ~--------------~~ 
lRD L---___ --J~ 

Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 

RESET 

READ 1'---_---1 
WRITE 

lRD 

lWR 

Z8530 Hardware Reset 
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It is not necessary to decode AlB to determine which 
channel of the Z8530 is being accessed. If OTR/REO 
is used, then that channel is full-duplex, expending 
both 80186 OMA request inputs; the other channel 
cannot be supported. If the channel is half-duplex, 
then W/REO would be utilized because it goes both 
ways. 

The following solution uses delayed write and S6. 
With a separate chip select, merely substitute it for S6 
and use the normal write (not that the delayed write is 
abnormal). 

This circuit could also be implemented using a stan
dard flip-flop, but it can easily be realized with two 
cells in the PAL device. 

Define CLEAR as the logical AND of the Z8530's chip 
select, delayed write, and S6. Assume PCSO from the 
processor is the chip select. OR01 is the OMA re
quest to the 80186. OSO is the output of the second 
cell. All signals are active low, with the exception of 
RESET. RESET initializes the two cells to their correct 
state. 

OSO = OSO * OR01 + 10TR_REO * OR01 + RESET 

OR01 = 10SO * OR01 + CLEAR * 10SO· + 10SO * 

10TR_REO + OR01 * 10TR_REO + RESET 

DTRlREQ 

CLEAR 

DRQ1 

DSO 

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS 

Z85C30 Enhanced Mode 

If using the Z85C30 in enhanced mode without 
hardware interrupt vector transfer, the 80186 interface 
is trivial. The interrupt and OMA request lines must be 
inverted, for which 1/2 of a 74F04 is adequate. It is 
assumed that a data buffer is not placed between the 
Z85C30 and the 80186, otherwise, WRITE must be 
delayed. RESET is performed in software and the 
clock rate is 10 MHz. 

OTR/REO Removal 
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CLKOUT 

ADO-AD 15 

PCSO 

WRITE (186) TCVCTX ,.-------

TwWRI 

Z8530H Write Cycle Timing Diagram 

CLKOUT 

ADO-AD15 

TdRDf(DR) 

PCSO 

READ (186) 
TCLRL / 
~--------------~ 

Z85C30 Read Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Write Cycle Timing 

The Z85C30 required address setup time is 50 ns. 

TSA(WR) = T ClCl - T ClAV - T F373 + T CVCTV 

= 100 - 44 - 8 + 5 
= 53 ns 

Data to the Z85C30 must be valid within 35 ns of 
WRITE being active. 

T dWRf(DW) = T ClDV(max) - T CVCTV(min) 

=40-5 

= 35 ns 

WRITE is to be active for a minimum of 125 ns. 

T wWRI = 2 T ClCl - T CVCTV + T CVCTX 

= 200 -56 +5 
= 149 ns 

The access recovery time of three clocks is easily 
satisfied. 

CLKour 

ADO-AD1S 

PCSO 

WRITE (186) rCVCTV 

WIREQor TdWRr (EREQ) 
DT~REQ ______________ ~ __________ -'I 

DRQO 

Read Cycle Timing 

Data must be valid at the 8018615 ns prior to the 
beginning of state T4. Data vali8d from READ active 
for the Z85C30 is 120 ns. The Z85C30 required 
address setup time is 50 ns. 

T DVCl = T ClCl - T ClRl - T dROf(DR) 

= 200 - 40 - 120 
= 40 ns 

Address setup for READ is the same as WRITE, 
50 ns. 

= TClCl - TCLAV - T F373 + TClRl 

= 100 - 44 - 8 + 1 0 
= 58 ns 

DMATiming. 

To prevent a false DMA cycle, the request must be 
de-asserted two clock periods prior to the end of the 
current bus cycle. The required setup time for ORO 
into the 80186 is 20 ns. With one wait state, the 
specification is missed by 2 ns, therefore, two wait 
states are required. 

= 3 T ClCl - T evcTV - T dWRr(EREQ) - T F04 

= 300 - 56 - 120 - 6 
= 118 ns 

Data Out 

TINVCL 

Z85C30 DMA Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Z8530H 

This analysis applies to the 8.192-MHz Z8530H, but 
the design works with the Z85C30 as well. All of the 
solutions in the "SOLUTIONS" section are utilized to 
provide a complete interface. Included are hardware 
interrupt acknowledge cycles, full OMA support with 
removal of OTR/REO, hardware reset, and delayed 
reads and writes. 

CLKOUT 

ADO-AD 15 

PCSO 

WRITE (186) 

Write Cycle Timing 

The required address setup time for the 8.192-MHz 
Z8530H is 70 ns. 

TSA(WR) = TCLCL + TCLCH - TF373 - TCLAV 
= 125 + 56.5 - 8 - 55 

= 118.5 ns 

Data has to be valid 10 ns before the falling edge of 
WRITE to the Z8530H. 

TSDW(W = T CLCH - T CLDV 
= 56.5 -44 

= 12.5 ns 

WRITE must be low for 150 ns. 

TWWR = TCLCL + TCLCH - TpD + TCVCTX 
=181.5-15+5 
= 171.5 ns 

Four clock edges occur between leading command 
edges. This satisfies the access recovery time. 

TwWRI 

Z8530H Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Read Cycle Timing 

Data must be valid at the 80186 20 ns prior to the 
beginning of state T4. Data valid from READ active 
for the Z8530H is 140 ns. 

TOVCl = T ClCl + T CLCH - Tpo - TdRDf(OR) 

=181.5-15-140 

= 26.5 ns 
The required address setup time for the 8.192-MHz 
Z8530H is 70 ns. 

TSA(RO = T CLCL + T CLCH - T F373 - T CLAV 

= 181.5 - 8 - 55 
= 118.5 ns 

DMA Timing 

To prevent a false DMA cycle, the request must be 
de-asserted two clock periods prior to the end of the 
current bus cycle. The required setup time for DRQ 
into the 80186 is 25 ns. 

W/REQ 

TINVCl = 2 T CLCL + T CLCH - T PO - T dWRf(REQ) - T PO 

= 306.5 - 15 - 170 - 15 

= 106.5 ns 

TINVCl = 2 T CLCL + T CLCH - 2T PO 

= 306.5 -30 
= 276.5 ns 

Thus, two wait states are necessary to meet the 
W/REQ timing. 

CLKOUT 

ADO-AD1S 

peso 

READ (186) 

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing 

Interrupt acknowledge to the Z8530H is to be valid 
150 ns prior to READ becoming active. ZINTACK is 
guaranteed to be recognized by the Z8530H at the 
middle of the first idle state between the interrupt ac
knowledge pulses. 

T dIAi(RD) = T CLCL + T CLCH + T CVCTV 

=181.5+10 

= 191.5 ns 
There is not enough delay between ZINTACK and 
DEL_RD to allow daisy- chained interrupts. Equations 
are given in the following "Z8530H INTERFACE PAL 
EQUATIONS" section to assert ZINTACK at the 
beginning of the first INTAO cycle. 

The interrupt vector must be valid 25 ns prior to T 4. 

TOVCL = 3 T CLCL - TCVCTV - Tpo - TdROA(OR) 

= 375 - 70 - 15 - 140 
= 150 ns 

TdRDf (DR) 

Z8530H Read Cycle Timing Diagram 
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CLKOUT 

ADO-AD1S Data Out 

PCSO 

WRITE (186) 

ORaD TINVCL 

Z8530H DMA Cycle Timing Diagram 

T1 T2 T3 T4 TI TI T1 T2 T3 T4 
CLKOUT 

INTAO 

ZINTACK TdlAi (RD) 

DEL_RD 

TDVCL 

ADO-AD1S Pointer 

lEI 
TslEI (RDA) 

lEO 

Z8530H Interrupt Acknowledge Timing Diagram 
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Z8530H INTERFACE PAL EQUATIONS 

NOTE: Do not minimize these equations. 

Device Z8530H (P16L8) 
PIN 

RESET = 1 
IREAD = 2 
IWRITE = 3 
CLKOUT = 4 
IINTAO = 5 
IDTR_REO = 6 
IWREO = 7 
IZINT = 8 
A19 = 9 

IINTO 
IDSO 
IZSO 
IZINTACK 
/DEL_RD 
/DEL_WR 
IDR01 
IDRQO 

BEGIN 

=12 
= 13 
=14 
= 15 
=16 
= 17 
= 18 
= 19 

(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(INPUT COMBINATORIAL) 
(IN PUT COMBINATORIAL) 

(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL) 
(OUTPUT ACTIVE_LOW COMBINATORIAL); 

ENABLE (INTO, ZSO, ZINTACK, DEL_RD, DEL_WR, DR01, DROO); 

ZSO = RESET + (ZSO" IINTAO + ZSO" ZINTACK + INTAO" ZINTACK); 
ZINTACK = IRESET" (/ZSO" IINTAO 

+ IZSO .. ZINTACK 
+ INTAO" ZINTACK); 

DR01 = IDSO .. DR01 
+ A19" DEL_WR" IDSO 
+ IDSO .. IDTR_REO + DR01 .. IDTR_REO 
+ RESET; 

DSO = DSO .. DR01 + IDTR_REO .. DR01 + RESET; 

DROO = IWREO; 
INTO = IZINT; 

DEL_WR = WRITE" DEL_WR 
+ CLKOUT .. WRITE 
+ RESET; 

DEL_RD = READ" DEL_RD 
+ CLKOUT .. READ 
+ ZINTACK" INTAO 
+ RESET; 

END. 
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To support a daisy-chained interrupt structure, an extra output is required. This precludes using a 16L8 to implement 
the complete interface. A 22V1 0 could easily be utilized. The following equations would generate ZINTACK beginning 
at the start of the first INTAO pulse. All signals are combinatorial active low. 

so = (SO*S1 + IINTAO·S1 + INTAO·SO)*/RESET; 
S1 = (/SO·S1 + IINTAO·S1 + INTAO·/SO)*/RESET; 
ZINTACK = SO + S1; 
DEL_RD = READ * DEL_RD 

+ CLKOUT * READ 
+ SO· INTAO 
+ RESET; 

CLKOUT 

INTAO 

so 

T1 T2 T3 T4 TI TI T1 T2 T3 T4 

L..---_------li 

~--------------~~ 
S1 ~~ __________________ ~ 

ZINTACK IL-____________________________ --J~ 
ZRD L..---_------l~ 

Daisy-Chained Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence 
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Am8052 
Alphanumeric CAT Controller (CATC) 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• On-chip DMA capability, operating via linked-list data 
structures 

• Three on-chip row buffers, each 132 characters by 20 
bits support split-screen smooth-scrolling 

• General-purpose microprocessor interface. Compatible 
with 8086, Z8000·, and 68000 CPUs. 

• Smooth-scrolling capability, with minimal CPU overhead 
• Multiple vertical and horizontal screen divisions, with 

optional smooth-scrolling within a window 

• Character attributes (12 bits) can be invoked on a 
character-by-character basis 

• Flexible vertical and horizontal sync control 
• Flexible blanking for control of front and back-porch 

positions 
• Non-interlace, repeat field interlace, and video interlace 

options 
• High resolution 5-bit character generator row addressing 
• 16M-byte system memory addressing capability 
• Programmable blink options for cursors and characters 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8052 CRT Controller (CRTC) is a general-purpose 
interface device for raster scan CRT displays. The CRTC 
provides efficient manipulation of complex character for
mats and screen structures to allow sophisticated text 
display without undue CPU overhead. 

The CRTC is a register-oriented product that is fully user 
programmable. The timing definition and operating modes 
are initialized by the host CPU. Display formats are real
time programmable on a row-by-row basis. Character 
attributes are specified on a character or field basis, and 
are interpreted and acted upon during active display of a 
character row. 

Internal DMA capability assures efficient transfer of display 
information to the three on-Chip line buffers. These three 
line buffers prevent screen flashing in split-screen smooth
scrolling operations. The DMA loads the line buffers via 
linked list data blocks which facilitate easier editing and text 
composition. 

The Am8052, in conjunction with the Am8152A bipolar 
Video System Controller (VSC) , allows for the flexible 
assignment of visual attributes. The twelve attribute bits 
stored in the Am8052 include superscript, subscript, blink, 
highlight, reverse, underline, strike through and cursor. 
Both character and cursor can be made to blink at three 
different rates, and the blink duty cycle is programmable. 
Further flexibility is achieved by the Am8152A, which allows 
the video stream to be manipulated by selection of back
ground and foreground as well as backgroundlforeground 
reversal. 

The Am8052 and Am8152A combination also supports 
proportional spacing, text justification, and double-width 
characters. 

The Am8052 CRTC is assembled in 68-pin plastic leaded 
chip carrier and ceramic leadless chip carrier packages, 
while the bipolar Am8152A VSC is assembled in a 48-pin 
DIP and 68-pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier. These interface 
circuits are available as a chip-set. for high performance 
CRT applications. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: A. Device Number 

3·6 

B. Speed Option (if applicable) 
C. Package Type 
D. Temperature Range 
E. Optional Processing 

.... 1 _____ E. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard processing 

B - Burn-in 

L-. ________ D. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C a Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 

'--------------C. PACKAGE TYPE 
J - 6S-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 06S) 
L - 6S-Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CA206S) 

'------------------B. SPEED OPTION 
-4 a 4 MHz 

'--A. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
AmS052 

-6- 6 MHz 
-S-S MHz 

Alphanumeric CAT Controller (CATC) 

Valid Combinations 

AMS052-4 I 
AMS052-6 I JC, LC 

AMS052-S I 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 

Am8052 



ORDERING INFORMATION (Cont'd.) 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications.are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. CPL (Controlled Products List) products are 
processed in accordance with MIL-STD-883C, but are inherently non-compliant because of package, solderability, or surface 
treatment exceptions to those specifications. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL products is formed by a 
combination of: A. Device Number 

I 

B. Speed Option (if applicable) 
C. Device Class 
D. Package Type 
E. Lead Finish 

il-_____ E. LEAD FINISH 
C- Gold 

L..-________ D. PACKAGE TYPE 
U - 68-Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CA206S) 
Z - 6S-Terminal Pin Grid Array 

(CGX068) 

L-------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
IB - Class B 

'------------------B. SPEED OPTION 
-6-6 MHz 

- A. DEVICE NUMBERIDESCRIPTION 
Am8052 
Alphanumeric CRT Controller 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations 

I AMS052-6 I IBUC,/BZC 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am8052 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1,2,3,7,8,9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

VSS1. VSS2 Ground 

VCC1. VCC2 + 5-V Power Supply 

CLK1 Timing Clock 
The Clock 1 signal controls and times the DMA and 
peripheral portion of the CRTC. In proportional spacing 
applications, where CLK2 is variable, CLK1 must be used to 
time the horizontal and vertical sync rates. CLK1 is non-TTL 
compatible, and is normally driven by the AmB152A VSC. 

CLK2 Display Clock 
The Clock 2 signal is used to time character accesses from 
the CRTC line buffers. In applications which do not use 
proportional spacing, CLK2 is fixed in frequency and can be 
used to time horizontal and vertical sync rates, allowing 
CLKlo the system clock, to be unrelated and asynchronous 
to the display timing. CLK2 is non-TTL compatible and 
should be driven by the VSC. 

ADo-AD 15 Address/Data Bus (Input/Output, 
Three-State) , 

The Address/Data Bus is a multiplexed, bidirectional, high
true, three-state bus. The presence of addresses is defined 
by the AS signal, and the presence of data is defined by the 
~ signal. When the CRTC is in control of the system via its 
intemal DMA capability, it controls the AD Bus; when the 
CRTC is idle, the CPU or other external devices control the 
AD Bus and may use it to access the internal registers of the 
CRTC. The high-order B-bit memory address is output on 
the ADo - AD7 lines. Interrupt vector information is also 
output in the ADo - AD7 lines. 

AS Address Strobe (Input/Output; Three State, 
Active LOW) 

Address Strobe is a bidirectional, active-LOW, three-state 
signal. When the CRTC is in the slave mode and the bus 
master is accessing the CRTC's internal registers, AS can 
be used to optionally latch CS and c/o information during 
the first part of the transaction. During a DMA operation 
when the CRTC is in control of the system, AS is an output 
generated by the CRTC to indicate a valid address on the 
bus. In the slave mode, the AS signal may be asynchronous 
to CLK1. 

1)§ Data Strobe (Input/Output; Three State, 
Active LOW) 

Data Strobe is a bidirectional, active-LOW, three-state 
signal. When the CRTC is in the slave mode and the 
extemal system is transferring information to or from it, OS 
is a timing input used by the CRTC to move data to or from 
the AD Bus. In the slave mode, the OS signal may be 
asynchronous to CLK1. During a DMA operation when the 
CRTC is in control of the system, OS is an output generated 
by the CRTC and used by the system to move data onto the 
AD Bus. 

es Chip Select (Input, Active LOW) 
The CS input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to select the CRTC for a slave transfer. 

WATT Wilt (Input, Active LOW) 
The WAIT input is an active-LOW signal used to stretch the 
TIS strobe whenever the CRTC has access to the host's bus 
for data transfer. The status of the WAIT signal is sampled 
on the falling edge CLK1 during t2 or tWo 

R/W Read/Write (Input/Output, Three State) 
Read/Write is a bidirectional,three-state signal indicating 
the data direction for the bus transaction under way, and 
remains stable for the length of the bus cycle. When CS 
input is active, Read (HIGH) indicates that the system is 
requesting data from the CRTC and Write (LOW) indicates 

that the system is presenting data to the CRTC. On the 
other hand, during a DMA operation when the CRTC is in 
control of the system, R/W is an output generated by the 
CRTC, with Read indicating that data is being requested by 
the CRTC from the addressed memory location and Write 
indicating that the CRTC is driving a high-order address to 
an external latch. 

BRQ Bus Request (Input/Output, Three State) 
When the CRTC requires use of the bus for DMA activity, 
the BRa line is driven LOW. It remains LOW until it has 
ceased using the bus. 

BAT Bus Acknowledge In (Input, Active LOW) 
Bus Acknowledge In is an active-LOW input. When the 
CRTC requires host bus access and has successfully pulled 
its BRQ pin LOW, a BAI-LOW input signifies that the CRTC 
has obtained bus mastership after having internally 
synchronized its BAI active-LOW input for two clock periods 
of CLK1. The synchronization is required to alleviate 
metastable problems. When the CRTC does not require 
host bus access, the BAI input ripples to the SAO. ForCing 
BAI HIGH will cause the AmB052 to relinquish the bus. 

CURSOR Cursor (Output) 
This pin is the cursor output indicator. 

ESYNC External Sync (Input) 
This pin is the external synchronization input line. If the ES 
bit in the mode register is set, the vertical frame scan will 
commence after the rising edge of ESYNC. 

HSYNC Horizontal Sync (Output, Active HIGH) 
HYSNC is an active-HIGH output used to cause horizontal 
retrace of the CRT's electron beam. The output is held 
active LOW while the CRTC is reset to prevent unknown 
synchronization to the CRT which may cause damage to 
high bandwidth tubes. Note that this pin can also be 
initialized as Horizontal Drive. 

VSYNC Vertical Sync (Output, Active HIGH) 
. VSYNC is an active-HIGH output used to cause vertical 

retrace of the CRT's electron beam. VSYNC can be 
optionally synchronized by the ESYNC input. VSYNCis held 
LOW while the CRTC is reset to prevent damage to the 

'CRT. 

BLANK Blank Video (Output, Active HIGH) 
BLANK is an active-HIGH output. It serves to blank out 
inactive display areas of the CRT. The output is held active 
while the CRTC is reset. 

Ro-R4 Row Control (Output, Active HIGH) 
Ro-R4 outputs are active HIGH. These outputs represent 
the binary count of the active scan line being displayed. 
These outputs address the least signficant address portion 
of an external character generator. The outputs are all held 
HIGH for those scan lines that do not carry active video 
during normal character or superscript/subscript display. 

CCo-CC7 Character Code (Output, Active HIGH) 
CCo-CC7 outputs are active HIGH. The B-bit character port, 
CCo - CC7, outputs eight bits of data stored in the character 
code section of the line buffer currently being displayed. 

INT Interrupt Request (Output; Open Drain, 
Active LOW) 

This line is used to indicate an interrupt request to the host 
processor. It is driven LOW by the CRTC until an interrupt 
acknowledge is received on the INT ACK pin or the relevant 
IP or IE bits in Mode Register 2 are reset. 
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INTACK Interrupt Acknowledge (Input, Active LOW) 
When INTACK is driven LOW, the CRTC examines its lEI 
line to determine whether it has been granted an 
acknowledge by the CPU. It also starts priority resolution of 
the Daisy Chain. When DS is active, the vector is placed on 
the bus if enabled. 

lEI Interrupt Enable In (Input) 
A HIGH on lEI during an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle is 
regarded as an interrupt acknowledge to the CRTC. A LOW 
on lEI during Interrupt Acknowledge signifies that a higher 
priority interrupt on the dasiy chain is being acknowledged. 

lEO Interrupt Enable Out (Output) 
lEO follows lEI during Interrupt Acknowledge if the CRTC 
has not made an interrupt request. lEO LOW disables lower 
priority devices from ·making interrrupt requests. 

DTEN, OREN Data Transmit Enable, Data Receive 
Enable (Outputs; Open-Drain, Active 
LOW) 

Data Transmit Enable and Data Receive Enable are used to 
control bus transceivers external to the CRTC should they 
be required. When DTEN is LOW, the transceiver should 
transmit from the CRTC onto the bus. When DREN is LOW, 
the transceiver should receive data from the bus. DTEN and 
OREN are never LOW simultaneously. 

CID CommandlData (Input) 
C/O is used by the CRTC when in the slave mode to 
determine if an 1/0 transaction with the host CPU is 
transferring a command or data. When the CRTC is not 
involved in an 1/0 transaction with the host, C/O is 
disregarded. 

APo-AP10 Attribute Port (Output) 
These 11 lines are used to display character attribute 
information synchronous with each character and CLK2. 
During HSYNC, the row attribute information contained in 
the Row Redefinition Block is output on APo-AP10. 

--BAO Bus Acknowledge Out (Output, Active LOW) 
SAO output is forced active HIGH when the CRTC requests 
bus mastership; otherwise, the BAi input ripples out of the 
CRTC via the BAO output. 

RST Reset (Input, Active LOW) 
A LOW on this input for at least 5 clock cycles is interpreted 
as a reset signal. The effect of reset is to drive all CRTC bus 
signals into the high-impedance state, to clear all mode bits 
except bits 9 through 15 in MR2, and to force the CRTC into 
the slave mode. 

RSTT Test Reset (Input) 
For test use only. This pin is a "No Connect." 

TABLE 1. CHARACTER ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION 

Attribute 

Reverse 
Highlight 
Blink 
Underline 
Subscript 
Superscript 
Shifted Underline 
Cursor 
Latched 
Ignore 

User Definable 

Effect 

- Causes the designated character to be displayed in reverse video. 
- Highlights the applicable character. 
- Blinks the designated character at one of four programmed blink rates. 
- Underlines the designated character at a programmable scan line. 
- Causes the character to be displayed as a subscript. 
- Causes the character to be displayed as a superscript. 
- A second underline. 
- Causes the attribute or X-Y cursor to be displayed at the designated character position. 
- Indicates that the attribute should be latched for all successive characters until changed. 
- Causes the CRTC to skip over the designated characters. Useful for embedded control characters and 

protected fields that do not get displayed. 
- Four attribute bits reserved for user definition. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The block diagram of the Am8052 CRTC is shown on front 
cover. Communication with the external host system takes 
place over the 16-bit Address/Data Bus, ADo-AD15. Trans
fers over the AD Bus are controlled by the CS, C/O, AS, DS, 
and R/W lines. When the CRTC is in the slave mode, these 
four bus control lines are inputs. When the CRTC is in the 
DMA mode, AS, R/W and DS are outputs and control the 
external bus. 

Following reset, the host system initializes the CRTC's timing 
and control registers, as well as one address pointer to the 
start of the display data location in the host memory. Following 
initialization and upon command from the host, the CRTC 
takes over bus control from the host and transfers display row 
control data, character code, and character attribute data. The 
CRTC requests the host bus by sampling the BRa line for 
activity; if the BRa line is HIGH, the CRTC drives it lOW, and 
also drives BAO HIGH, to obtain priority over lower priority bus 
requestors. The on-chip DMA Controller circuit controls the 
data transfer and performs character data loading into the on
board line buffers. 

The CRTC is real-time programmable on a character row-by
row basis through a row control data block fetched either from 
the host memory or from a dedicated display memory. The 
Row Control Block (RCB) contains address links to the next 
row's RCB, a character and attribute data address for the 
current row and other pertinent control functions for the row. 
Data from the RCB is transferred into the appropriate set of 
registers for active control of display and data fetch operations 
during the subsequent display of character row data. A Top of 
Page register contains the address of the Main Definition 
Block for the screen. The Main Definition Block, in turn, points 
to the first RCB. The character row data, comprised of 
character code and attribute (if the latter is specified), is 
fetched starting at the address and for the character length 
obtained from the RCB. The character code and its attribute 
consist of a 20-bit wide word which is stored, FIFO style, into 
one of the three on-board 132-character by 20-bit line buffers. 
Character attributes are on a charaeter-by-character basis and 
are interpreted and acted upon by the CRTC during the active 
display period of the contents of a line buffer. Output lines 
CCo-CC7 form the transfer path for character code data to an 
extemal matrix type character generator, while the character 
attribute, after selective masking, is interpreted and combined 
with the resulting video. 

Output lines Ro-R4 exhibit the scan line number for the 
specific character being displayed, while the character row 
control logic allows alteration of the scan line number output at 
the Ro-R4 lines to enable the display of normal superscript or 
subscript characters. 

The HSYNC, VSYNC and BLANK output lines provide the 
CRT synchronization signals. The horizontal and vertical 
control logic blocks contain counters and host programmable 
registers for deriving the timing signals from either the ClKl or 
the CLK2 input as well as an ESYNC input line for frame 
synchronization to an external source, such as the power line 
frequency. ClK2 runs at the display character rate. It is a 
submultiple of the dot clock, whose frequency is determined 
by the Am8152A oscillator. ClK2 controls the CRT synchroni
zation lines HSYNC and VSYNC, as well as BLANK, and the 
rate of character output from the CRTC. ClKl, which may be 
asynchronous to ClK2, controls all DMA and related bus 
activity, associated with the CRTC. In proportional spacing 
applications, ClKl may be also used to time the synchroniza
tion signals. 

Character Attributes 

Character attributes affect various CRTC output Signals and 
other operations on a character-by-character basis. Each 
attribute word occupies a 16-bit word in memory. Each 
character, however, need not invoke a new attribute. 

Character attributes are stored in parallel with the correspond
ing character code in each line buffer. 

The character attribute information which makes up the 
character attribute word is shown below: 

AW15 latched/Unlatched AW7 User definable 
AW14 Cursor AW6 Highlight 
AW13 Ignore AW5 Reverse 
AW12 Reserved AW4 Superscript 
AWll Reserved AW3 Subscript 
AW10 User definable AW2 Shifted Underline/ 
AWg User definable Strike Through 
AWs User definable AWl Underline 

AWo Blink 

Latched/Unlatched 

When this bit is set to 1 ("latched"), the attribute information 
applies to all characters following the character that invoked 
the attribute word. Only the presence of a further latched 
attribute word cancels the effect of a previous latched attribute 
word. If the latched/Unlatched bit is set to 0 ("unlatched"), 
then the attribute information only applies to the character that 
invoked the attribute word. All successive characters are 
modified by the latched attribute information that was valid 
prior to the unlatched attribute word. The latched/Unlatched 
bit is not output to the Attribute Port. The initial state of the 
latched attribute value is undefined. At the start of any 
horizontal line, the latched attribute information is the same as 
at the end of the previous line, unless changed by a further 
latched attribute. 

Cursor 

If this bit is set, then a cursor is displayed at the affected 
character position(s), dependent upon the mode of the cursor 
display logic. See the section on cursor display for further 
details. 

Ignore 

When the Ignore is set, it inhibits the loading of the associated 
character into the CRTC line buffer. Such character(s) may be 
used as control character or software tags, and are not 
displayed. Whenever the Ignore encoding is detected, both 
the attribute word and its associated character code are not 
written into the line buffer, unless the DH (Display Hidden) bit 
in Mode Register 1 is set. Note that the Ignore bit is not 
brought out to the Attribute Port. 

User Definable 

The AW7-AW10 attribute bits provide 4 bits of user definable 
attribute information. These bits are directly output on pins 
AP7-APlO of the Attribute Port. (In addition to these four user
definable attribute bits, the Cursor bit can also be user
definable under certain conditions.) 

Highlight 

When this bit is set and AP6 is connected to the Foreground 
Shift (FS) input of the Am8152A, the character is displayed 
highlighted. The AP6 pin of the Attribute Port goes active for 
each scan line of the relevant character(s). 

Reverse 

When this bit is set and AP5 is connected to the REV input of 
the Am8152A, the character is displayed reversed. The AP5 
pin of the Attribute Port goes active for each scan line of the 
relevant character(s). 
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Superscript 

When this bit is set to 1, the affected character is displayed as 
a superscript. Its position on the character row (Ro - R4) is 
determined by the superscript control field in the Row Redefi
nition Block for that particular row. 

Subscript 

When this bit is set, the affected character is displayed as a 
subscript. Its position on the character row (Ro-R4) is deter
mined by the subscript control fields in the Row Redefinition 
Block. 

Underline/Shifted Underline 

Attribute bits AWl and AW2 provide underline and shifted 
underline display. The underline/shifted underline display 
information is output on the APl and AP2 Attribute Port pins, 
during applicable scan lines of the character. (The applicable 
scan lines have been programmed within the Row Redefinition 
Blocks.) . 

Blink 

When this attribute is invoked, the Attribute Port pin APo is 

15 

gated with the character blink rate generator, during the time 
that the relevant character is output on CCO-CC7. 

The character blink rate and character blink duty cycle are 
derived from the blink field of the Main Definition Block. 

Attribute Fetches 

Attributes can be fetched in three different ways to suit most 
design philosophies (see Figure 2). In Option 1, one attribute is 
fetched per character. This option, although straightforward, 
imposes heavy bus overhead since the DMA has to access 
the attribute list from memory for every character displayed on 
the screen. Bus overhead can be reduced considerably by 
fetching attributes on a demand basis. Options 2 and 3 
accomplish this in two different ways. In Option 2 one 
character bit is set to 1 when an attribute is required. When 
this bit is set to 0, the attribute will not be fetched. This option 
allows 7 bits of character code or a 12B-character set for 
display with no overhead for attribute incorporation. 

Option 3 makes use of an B-bit flag which precedes the 
character invoking the attribute. This option allows for a 255-
character set with an B-bit overhead (the flag) per attribute. 

AF002420 

Figure 1. Am8052 Attribute Word 
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Figure 2. Attribute Fetch 

Cursor Generation 

The CRTC can generate three different cursor formats: block, 
underline, and reverse, at variable blink rates and blink duty 
cycles. 

Cursor information for the CRTC comes from two different 
sources, and each source can be independently steered to 
one of three different destinations. The two cursor sources 
are: 

1. The XY cursor field which is held in the Main Definition 
. Block for the screen. 

2. Attribute word bit 14 of the character attribute word. A 
cursor deSignated by an attribute will follow its row and 
character position whenever text is scrolled. The cursor 
controlled by positioning X and Y coordinates within the 
cursor X and Y register will be displayed on a fixed X, Y 
character position on the screen. The X, Y cursor should 
be disabled by resetting the CUE bit in Mode Register 2 
during smooth-scroll. 

The steering of the cursor sources is under software control of 
the cursor mask field within Mode Register 2. The field is 
divided into two three-bit segments, one for the XY cursor and 
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one for the attribute cursor. Three destinations are selectable 
for each cursor source: 

(a) The cursor pin 
(b) The underline pin 
(c) The. reverse video pin. 

If (a) is selected, then either the whole character cell or partial 
character cell is selectable. If whole is selected, the cursor pin 
will be active for every scan line of the character cell. If part is 
selected, then the cursor pin will only be active for those scan 
lines within the limits of CURSOR START and CURSOR END, 
as specified in the Row Redefinition Block (RRB). 

If (b) is selected, then either an underline will be active, if 
CURSOR START and END have the same values, or a block, 
if CURSOR START and END are not coincident. 

If (c) is selected, then either all or part of the character will be 
reversed, dependent upon the CURSOR START and CUR
SOR END setting as explained in (b). 

In addition to these choices, either cursor can be made to blink 
(at the cursor blink rate) and duty cycle (as programmed into 
the Main Definition Block blink field). 

Row Buffers 

The on·chip DMA controller accesses the display memory and 
loads data from linked-list data blocks in memory into one of 
three row buffers. Each line buffer is 132 characters in length 
and 20 bits wide. Each 20-bit wide location accommodates an 
8-bit character code and 12-bit attribute words. The row 
buffers operate in a rotating fill-display mode whereby one 
buffer is being loaded while another is being displayed. 

The presence of three row buffers on-chip is of significant 
advantage in split screen smooth-scrolling operations where a 
character row may only be displayed for a single scan line. 
With two row buffers, this would not leave enough time for the 
reloading of the alternate line buffer. A partially filled buffer 
results in screen flashing. This can only be prevented by 
incorporating three line buffers. Figure 3 highlights this advan
tage. 
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Figure 3. Triple Row Buffers 

In the rotating fill-display mode, Row Buffer C is displayed 
when Row Buffer B is being loaded. likewise, the next Row 
Buffer C is loaded while Row Buffer A is being displayed. 

Because of the split-screen, Row Buffer B is displayed for one 
scan line only, while Row Buffer A is being loaded. By virtue of 
the third row buffer, the loading of Buffer A can spill over into 
the next buffer display, thus eliminating screen flashing. 

Smooth-Scrolling 

A smooth-scroll is defined as the gradual displacement of a 
character row on a scan line-by-scan line basis. Smooth
scrolling is achieved by a gradual offsetting of the scan line 
counter, on a frame-by-frame basis. At the start of the scroll, 
the offset counter is set to zero or equal to the number of scan 
lines per character row, depending on whether the scroll is up 
or down. As the counter is incremented or decremented, the 
text travels up or down until the offset is equal to the number 
of scan lines or zero. The start of the screen pointer pointing 
to the character row is adjusted and the offset counter reset 
simultaneously to scroll the next successive character row. 
Smooth-scrolling of the entire screen is thus a simple task. 

A number of applications require screen overlays, such as 
menu or status areas which must remain static while the major 
portion of the screen is scrolling or vice versa. The Am8052 
can support multiple windows, each capable of being scrolled. 
(Only one window can be scrolled at a time.) 

Linked-List Data Structures 

The DMA channel on the Am8052 operates via linked-list data 
structures that allow for the overlaying and independent 
smooth-scrolling of windows. The linked-list data structures 
are particularly suited to the manipulation of data strings 
where insertions and deletions are common. A typical CRTC 
linked-list structure is shown in Figure 4. 

The linked list consists of Row Control Blocks (RCBs) for each 
character row on the screen. The RCB does not contain any 
displayable data, but contains the address which points to the 
character information. Each RCB is linked to the next block via 
an address link word (RCB ADR). The structure of the RCB 
linkage is shown in Figure 5. The Top of Page register on-chip 
pOints to the Main Definition Block, which in turn points to a 
linked list of RCBs. 

The Am8052 allows for the separation of attribute and 
character lists. By extending the RCB, split-screen segments 
can be constructed as in the case of RCB2 in Figure 5. In 
parallel with the screen or background data structure, there 
exists a window structure which contains Window Control 
Blocks (WCBs) for each row of each window. Windows can 
exist in any position on the screen and are overlayed on top of 
the screen or background information. For example, the 
structure shown in Figure 6 could be used to implement a 
menu overlay at the top of the screen together with a status 
overlay. 

Main Definition Block 

The Main Definition Block is a set of control data and 
. addresses, located in the system memory, which allow the 
user to specify scteen oriented features. The Top of Page 
register points to the first word of the Main Definition Block. 
Cursor position, fill code and scroll rate are set by the 
appropriate fields within the block. The Main Definition Block 
also points to the first RCB. 
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Figure 4. Am8052 Linked-List Structure Figure 6. Window Data Structure 
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The RCB Pointer in the Main Definition Block points to the first 
word of the first Row Control Block (RCB) of the list. Each 
RCB in the main chain is linked to the next via the RCB 
Pointer. Changing the RCB Pointer within the chain allows 
quick insertion or deletion of character rows. 

Attributes associated with characters exist in their own sepa
rate lists. A character row may be composed of one or more 
segments of data. Each segment is a block of words with 
consecutive addresses. An RCB has a character code pointer 
(2 words) and an attribute pointer (2 words) for each segment. 
A fifth word, HIDDEN # and VISIBLE #, defines the number 
of characters (byte count) contained in the segment as well as 
the number of displayed characters in the segment. Character 
attributes are in word format, and there can be as many 
character attributes as character codes. 

Window Definition Block 

The Window Definition Block (WDB) defines the size and 
location of the window. It is the header block for a list of 
Window Row Control Blocks (WRCB) and can also point to 
another WDB if more than one window is displayed on the 
screen. The Top of Window (TOW) register points to the first 

. word of the first WDB. Within the first WDB, the WRCB Pointer 
points to the current window's first WRCB, while the next WDB 
Pointer points to the next window's WDB. Window size is 
specified by two words in the WDB. START WINDOW ROW # 
and END WINDOW ROW # are byte values which position 
the window vertically on the screen. The window display 
becomes active in the character row number specified by 
START WINDOW ROW # and will become inactive in the 
character row following END WINDOW ROW #. 

Window Row Control Blocks 

The Window Row Control Blocks (WRCBs) have the same 
format as the RCBs. 

The WCB Pointer is the address link to the next row's WRCB. 
A window can also be described with segments, and the 
WRCB contains five words for each segment. 
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To hard-scroll a window, it is only necessary to change the 
WRCB Pointer in the WDB to an adjacent WRCB. 

Window Display Mechanism 

A window is any bounded area on the screen which is linked in 
by a WOB. The window has the following size characteristics: 

Width: Defined by the number of character code positions 
occupied within a character row. Maximum width is 
the length of the line buffer (132 characters), and 
minimum width is one character. 

Height: Defined by the number of displayable character 
rows contained within the window. The maximum 
height is the total number of displayed character 
rows on the face of the screen. The height limit is 
specified by the number of WRCB in the window 
linked list. The minimum height of a window is one 
row. 

Window Positioning 

The window is originally positioned to occupy any portion of 
the displayable character rows. It can be as large as the full 
screen or as small as one row high and one character wide. 
The window is always unscrolled .when first displayed. (The 
counter holding the value of the first scan line of the 
uppermost character row of the window is reset.) 

The window must be positioned horizontally such that its left
and right-hand sides begin and end at a background character 
row segment boundary. Any unfilled character positions within 
the window segment, and following the end of the window 
segment to the end of the line buffer (character position 131), 
are filled with the fill character code obtained from the Main 
Definition Block (MOB). 

Multiple Windows 

Multiple windows can be displayed simultaneously. Windows 
cannot be horizontally aligned to each other, and hence must 
be specified on non-overlapping character row boundaries 
(see section on virtual windows). Each window is defined by a 
WDB, and the scrolling windows are designated by a control 
bit within the WDB. 

Window Positioning 

The window position is defined in the WDB. The coordinate 
units are background character rows and background charac
ter columns. When the background is scrolling, the window (or 
windows) remain stationary on the display. 

Example of Window Overlays 

The example (Figure 7) explains how windows are constructed 
using the linked-list feature that the AmB052 provides. 
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Figure 7. Example of Vertical Split Screen 
Smooth Scroll 

Step 1 

The first step toward constructing windows on a CRT screen is 
to split the screen horizontally and vertically using RCBs with 
multiple data pointers. The data pOinters in each RCB point to 
the first characters within each subscreen area defined by the 
horizontal/vertical splits. In this example, the RCB that con
trols the first character row (DOG/LION) contains two data 
pointers. The first points to subscreen DOG and the second to 
subscreen LION. The segment length information in the RCB 
indicates to the DMA when to switch from data field DOG to 
data field LION. The linked-list structure for this example is 
shown in Figure B. Note that in most applications, this split 
screen will have been set up prior to the invocation of the 
window. 

Step 2 

A window can now be overlayed on to the background by the 
creation of a window linked-list as shown· in Figure 9. The 
scrollable window has a linked list structure pointed to by the 
Top of Window (TOW) Pointer which functions similarly to Top 
of Page (TOP). The other information required for window 
definition is the START WINDOW CHAR # and END WIN
DOW CHAR # which define the start/end coordinates of the 
window. To effect a window scroll, just one change to the toW 
value is required, which significantly relieves CPU overhead. 

Virtual Windows 

Although the rules of multiple windows do not permit overlap
ping windows, the background and window structures can be 
used to implement virtual horizontally aligned windows. This 
can be best described by using the illustration in Figure 7. The 
screen is divided into 4 subscreens: A, B, C and 0; each can 
be independently defined as a window using a linked-list 
structures similar to Figure 9. 

If subscreen C is defined as a window, subscreens A, B, and 0 
are configured to be the background. Window C can be 
scrolled independently of the background by TOW Pointer 
manipulation. Similarly, subscreen 0 can be defined as a 
window with A, Band C configured as background. Thus, two 
aligned subscreens can be independently defined as windows 
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by intelligent use of linked-list structures, giving the user the 
illusion of aligned windows. 
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Figure 8_ Split Screen Control Blocks 
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Figure 9. Window Overlay Structure 

Horizontal Screen Format 

The horizontal format defines the general timing of a single 
raster scan line. The scan line consists of two basic periods: 
visible raster line scan from left-to-right across the CRT screen 
and the right-to-Ieft beam retrace period (or horizontal sync). 
The beam is always blanked during the retrace period. The 
front and back porch periods on either side of the horizontal 

sync are also blanked because no active video is desired 
during that time. 

Horizontal scan frequencies range from a minimum of 15 kHz 
for small screen, low bandwidth CRTs up to about 60 kHz for 
100 MHz bandwidth large screen CATs. The horizontal format 
versatility must accommodate this wide range of scan frequen
cies. The horizontal circuit generates two basic timing signals: 
horizontal sync and blanking. The horizontal blanking signal is 
"ORed" with the vertical blanking signal prior to output at the 
BLANK pin. 

Horizontal Timing Control 

Horizontal timing is controlled by the RST signal and the DE 
(Display Enable) bit in the mode register. 

The HSYNC output is disabled (inactive) and the BLANK 
output active whenever the CRTC is reset by RST input (active 
LOW) or whenever the DE bit is reset (display disabled). RST 
active LOW is a hardware reset to the CRTC (this action also 
resets DE bit), and the DE bit is a software reset of the CRTC. 

Am8052 Vertical Screen Format 

The vertical format defines the number of horizontal scan lines 
to be displayed in each frame. The front and rear porches, as 
well as the vertical retrace time, are also defined. 

The CRTC operates in either an interlace or non-interlace 
mode. The 11 bit, in Mode Register 1, determines if the CRTC 
will operate in the interlace or non-interlace mode. See below 
for each of the interlace options. 

The Vertical Line Counter is clocked by either the horizontal 
sync rate in the non-interlaced or twice the horizontal sync 
rate in the interlaced mode. In non-interlaced mode all vertical 
frames (period between two vertical sync pulses) are even. In 
interlaced mode, the first vertical frame following a Display 
Enable (setting of DE bit in the mode register) is always even 
and alternates between odd and even from there on. 

External SYNC (ES) Operation 

The ESYNC input allows synchronization of the CRT display 
vertical frame rate to the power line frequency to eliminate 
interference effects. The ES bit in Mode Register 1 specifies 
whether the ESYNC input is used to control the vertical sync 
rate. 

The ESYNC input is recognized by the CRTC during every 
frame. It causes the VSYNC signal to become active at the 
occurrence of HSYNC. In non-interlaced mode, VSYNC be
comes active at the rising edge of HSYNC active. In interlaced 
mode, VSYNC either becomes active at the next HSYNC, 
active when in the even frame, or active at the next half point 
between HSYNCs (2x HSYNC) in the odd frame. 

Interlace 

There are two types of interlace, Repeat Field Interlace (RFI) 
and Interlaced Video (IV). The effect of both schemes is to 
offset the vertical position of the scan lines of the odd 
numbered fields so that they will be physically interleaved with 
the scan lines of the even fields. For RFI, the ·same video 
information is displayed on both odd and even fields, the slight 
offset of the odd field tending to eliminate the horizontal 
stripes that sometimes occur between scan lines of non
interlaced displays. 

Interlaced Video (IV) is used to increase the amount of 
information displayed on a monitor without increasing the 
horizontal or vertical scan rates. IV takes advantage of the odd 
field scan line offset by displaying half the video in the even 
field (alternating lines) and half in the odd field. The effect is to 
essentially double the vertical character density with respect 
to RFI or non-interlace. 

Am8052 3-15 



REGISTER SUMMARY 

ADDRESS (AD4 - ADO) 

3·16 

BINARY HEX TYPE ACTIVE BITS REGISTER MODE 

00000 00 R/W 16 MODE 1 
0000 1 01 R/W 16 MODE 2 
000 1 0 02 W 12 ATTRIBUTE ENABLE 
000 1 1 03 W 5 ATTRIBUTE REDEFINITION 
00 1 00 04 R/W 8 TOP OF PAGE SOFT (HI·ORDER) 
o 0 1 0 1 05 R/W 16 TOP OF PAGE SOFT (LO·ORDER) 
o 0 1 1 0 06 R/W 8 TOP OF WINDOW SOFT (HI·ORDER) 
o 0 1 1 1 07 R/W 16 TOP OF WINDOW SOFT (LO·ORDER) 
o 1 000 08 W 16 ATTRIBUTE FLAG 
o 1 001 09 R/W 8 TOP OF PAGE HARD (HI) 
o 1 0 1 0 OA R/W 16 TOP OF PAGE HARD (LO) 
o 1 0 1 1 OB R/W 8 TOP OF WINDOW HARD (HI) 
o 1 1 00 OC R/W 16 TOP OF WINDOW HARD (LO) 
1 0000 10 W 16 DMA BURST 
1 000 1 11 W 12 "VSYNC WIDTH/SCAN DELAY 
1 0 0 1 0 12 W 12 "VERTICAL ACTIVE LINES 
1 0 0 1 1 13 W 12 "VERTICAL TOTAL LINES 
10100 14 W 16 "HSYNCIVERTINT 
10101 15 W 9 "HDRIVE 
1 0 1 1 0 16 W 9 "H SCAN DELAY 
1 0 1 1 1 17 W 10 "H TOTAL COUNT 
1 1 0 0 0 18 W 10 "H TOTAL DISPLAY 

"These registers should only be accessed when Display Enable ("DE" bit in Mode Register 1) is reset, 
since they control the video timing Signals. 

Am8052 



ADDRESS: 0 0 0 0 0 
READ/WRITE 

OClK2 
,ClK, 

o low Byte Even 
, Low Byte Odd 

o Displayed 
, Not Displayed 

o ,32 Char/Row 
, 96 Char/Row 

o Segmented 
, Linear 

o Normal 
, Blank 

HSYNC, VSYNC 
SK, SKo and BLANK 

ADDRESS: 0 0 0 0 1 
READ/WRITE 

o Cursor Off 
, Cursor On 

Mode Register 1 

APO-'O CCO_7 
and Cursor and Ro- 4 

o HSYNC 
, HCRIVE 

Mode Register 2 

o Cursor Pin Whole 

Cursor Pin Partial 

o Diuble 
, Enable 

o ESYNC Ignored 
, ESYHC Enabled 

o Non-Interlaced 
, Reserved 

o Repeat Field Interlace (RFI) 
, Interlaced Video 

OHiCkSe/\ 
, Displayed 

WS, WSo Wait State 

o 0 No Wait State 

OS Stretched by One Clock 

OS Stretched by Two Clocks 
Reserved 

DFOO1561 

, = Interrupt Pending Scroll 

, = Interrupt Enable Scrou 

, = Interrupt UnderServk:e Scroll 

, .. Interrupt Pending Vertical 

, '" Interrupt Enable Ver\ieal 

, = Interrupt UncIerService Vertical 

1'" No Vector 

, = Disable Lower Chain 

1 = ScrOll in Progress 
o = Not Currently Scrolling 

Underline (Blob) Absolute Cursor 
Reverse (Partial) 

Reserved 

o cursor. Pin Whole 1 
Cursor PinParlial 

Underline (Blob) Attribute Cursor 

Reverse (Parlial) 

Reserved 

Am8052 

DF001570 
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ADDRESS: 0 0 0 1 0 
WRITE ONLY 

ANerwd 

AtIrIbuIe eur-~ 
Cunor Pin Enable ----~ 

Attribute Port Enable Register 

ANerwd--------I 
1--______ w.crtpt 

U- DefIned --------------........ ~------- Supencript 

ADDRESS: 0 0 0 1 
WRITE ONLY 

3·18 

1--____________ VIdeo 

1--___________ HIghlight 

DF001580 

Attribute Redefinition Register 

1 = DI .. b" SUP-scnpt -------I 
1 • DlI8bIe SUbscrfpt _______ -J 

1 = DI .... Shifted Underline --------' 

1 = DlMbie UnderIlnti-----------........ 

1=DlIab .. 8I1nlk-----------------' 

DF001590 
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Top of Page/Top of Window Registers L/S = 0 

READ/WRITE 

ADDRESS REGISTER ACTIVE BITS 

00 1 00 Top of Page Soft (HI) 14 ... 8 
00 1 0 1 Top of Page Soft (LO) 15 ... 0 
001 1 0 Top of Window Soft (HI) 14 ... 8 
001 1 1 Top of Window Soft (LO) 15 ... 0 
o 1 001 Top of Page Hard (HI) 14 .. ,,8 
o 1 0 1 0 Top of Page Hard (LO) 15 ... 0 
o 1 0 1 1 Top of Window Hard (HI) 14 ... 8 
o 1 1 00 Top of Window Hard (LO) 15 ... 0 

Del? 

UPPER ADDRESS 

DF001600 

LOWER ADDRESS 

DFOO1610 

Top of Page/Top of Window Registers L/S = 1 I 

D 
READ/WRITE 

ADDRESS REGISTER ACTIVE BITS 

001 00 Top of Page Soft (HI) 7 ... 0 
00 1 0 1 Top of Page Soft (LO) 15 ... 0 
00 1 1 0 Top of Window Soft (HI) 7 ... 0 
00 1 1 1 Top of Window Soft (LO) 15 ... 0 
o 1 001 Top of Page Hard (HI) 7 ... 0 
o 1 0 1 0 Top of Page Hard (LO) 15 ... 0 
o 1 01 1 Top of Window, Hard (HI) 7 ... 0 
o 1 1 00 Top of Window Hard (LO) 15 ... 0 

UPPER ADDRESS 

DF001620 

LOWER ADDRESS 

DF001630 
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ADDRESS: 1 0 0 1 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

* Must be odd 

ADDRESS: 1 0 0 1 
WRITE ONLY 

** Must be even 

Vertical Active Lines Register 

1211 

VAL 

VSYNC I TO VBLANK I. VAL+ 1 NON-INTERLACED 
(VAL" + 1V2IHTERLACED 

DFOO1640 

Vertical Total Lll"les Register 

VTOT TOTAL NUII8ER OF SCAN UNES 

VSYNC TO VSYNC .... VTOT + 1 SCAN UNES NON-INTERLACED 
• (VTOYO"+ 1V2 SCAN UNES INTERLACED 

DF001651 

Horizontal SYNC and Vertical Interrupt Row Register 

ADDRESS: 1 0 1 0 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

VERTlNT 

ROW NUMBER AT WHICH VERTICAL 
INTERRUPT OCCURS 

17 

1 
HSYNCWlDTH 

IN NUMBER OF CLK1 OR CLKz 'PERIODS 
DEPENDING ON CLK1/Z IN MODE REGISTER 1 

DF001661 

Attribute Flag Register 

ADDRESS: 0 1 0 0 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

I' MASK 

I 7 

+ VALUE ·1 
Note: When a mask-bit is set to 0, the corresponding value-bit must be O. 

DF001670 

Burst Register 

ADDRESS: 1 0 0 0 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

BURST SPACE 0 ••. 255 It 15 CLOCKS 

SPACE = 0 KEEPS BUS 

3-20 

BURST COUNT 0 ••• 255 WORD TRANSFERS 

Am8052 

COUNT = 0 NO OMA AcnYlTV 

DF001681 



Vertical SYNC Width/Vertical Scan Delay Register 

ADDRESS: 1 0 0 0 1 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

NON-INTERLACE 
INTERLACE 

·Must be odd 

ADDRESS: 1 0 1 0 1 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

ADDRESS: 1 0 1 1 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

ADDRESS: 1 0 1 1 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

ADDRESS: 1 1 0 0 0 
WRITE ONLY 

15 

12 11 

VERTICAL SCAN DELAY (VSD) VERTICAL SYNC WIDTH (VSW) 

DELAY = (VSD+1) SCAN UNES 
DELAY = (VSD" +1112 SCAN UNES 

WIDTH = (VSW+1) SCAN UNES 
WIDTH = (VSW"+1112 SCAN UNES 

DF001690 

Horizontal Drive Register 

9 8 

H 0 R V 

WIDTH = HDRV + 1 CLOCK PERIODS 

DF001700 

Horizontal Scan Delay Register 

9 8 

H S 0 

DELAY = HSD:l-1 CLOCK PERIODS 

DF001710 

Horizontal Total Count Register 

10 

H T C 

HSYNC PERIOD = HTC+1 CLOCK PERIODS 

DF001721 

Horizontal Total Display Register 

10 

H T 0 

HSYNC TO BLANK INTERVAL = HTD+1 CLOCK PERIODS 
(MUST BE ODD IN INTERLACE MODE) 

DF001730 

Am8052 
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VSYNC 
(EXTERNAl) 

VBLANK 
(INTERNAL) 

3·22 

Non-Interlaced Video Vertical Sync Timing 

(EXT::~:~~ --jSW+1::~~~===~~_V_T_O_T_+_1===~==~~:h .. ___ _ 

(I'::'~ .:+' ... i------...I!! L 
14 •• ---VAL+1---~,1 

WF008910 

RFI and Video Interlace Sync Timing 

VTOT+1 VTOT+1 
'~----~ 2 ~----~ 14--------2--·------~ 

(EVEN FIELD) (ODD FIELD) 

~----------.VAL----------~ 
2 

14-----VAl+1----~ 
--2-

NOTE: VSD, VSW, VAL MUST BE ODD 
VTOT MUST BE EVEN 

HSYNC 
(EXTERNAL) 

HBLANK 
(INTERNAL) 

Horizontal Sync Timing 

t------HTC+1------'! 

r-~~~~V~~~ 

---Pj,I'-MIN 17 CLK2~ 

WF008930 

Note: HSD~6 

Interlaced Video: HTC must be even. 

Am8052 
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FRAME TIMING SIGNALS SUMMARY: 

Non-Interlaced Mode 

VERTICAL SYNC WIDTH 
FRONT PORCH (VB LANK R.E. TO VSYNC R.E.) 
BACK PORCH (VSYNC F.E. TO VBLANK F.E.) 
VSYNC F.E. TO NEXT VBLANK R.E. 
TOTAL SCAN LlNES/FRAME-VSYNC WIDTH 
HORIZONTAL SYNC WIDTH 
HORIZONTAL SYNC PERIOD 
HSYNC R.E. TO NEXT HBLANK R.E. 
HSYNC R.E. TO HBLANK F.E. 
HDRIVE R.E. TO HDRIVE F.E. 

Interlaced Mode 

VERTICAL SYNC WIDTH 
BACK PORCH 

VSYNC F.E. TO NEXT VBLANK R.E. 

TOTAL SCAN LlNES/FRAME-VSYNC WIDTH 
HORIZONTAL SYNC WIDTH 
HORIZONTAL SYNC PERIOD 
HSYNC R.E. TO NEXT HBLANK R.E. 
HSYNC E. TO HBLANK F.E. 
HDRIVE R.E. TO HDRIVE F.E. 
FRONT PORCH (VBLANK R.E. TO VSYNC R.E.) 

Am8052 

VSW+ 1 
VTOT-VAL 
VSD+ 1 
VAL + 1 
VTOT+ 1 
HSYNC + 1 
HTC+ 1 
HTD+ 1 
HSD+ 1 
HDRV+ 1 

(VSW + 1)/2, VSW ODD 
VSD/2, EVEN FIELDV 
(VSD + 1 )/2, ODD FIELD 
(VAL + 1)/2, ODD FIELD 
VALl2, EVEN FIELD 
(VtoT + 1)/2, VTOT EVEN 
HSYNC + 1 
HTC+ 1 
HTD + 1, HTD ODD 
HSD+ 1 
HDRV+ 1 
(VTOT-VAL)/2, EVEN FIELD 
(VTOT + 1-VAL)/2, ODD FIELD 
VAL ODD, VTOT EVEN 

} VAL ODD 

} VSD ODD 

3-23 
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Main Definition Block (LiS = 0) 

015 DaD7 Do 

liDo 

1101 

1102 

110, 

Mo. 

MOs 

MDa 

DFOO3990 

Main Definition Block (LIS = 1) 

015 DaD7 Do 

MDo 

MO, 

M02 

MD3 

MD4 

NOs 

NDa 

DFOO4000 
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Row Control Block (LiS = 0) 

D15 DaD7 r---r-------------------------

iIA6oCn-1)+1 

iIA6oCn-1)+2 

iIA6oCn-1)+3 

iIA6ocn-1)+. 

iIA6ocn-1)+S 

iIA6o(n-1)+1 

RAa.(n-1)+7 

DF004010 

Row Control Block (LIS = 1) 

Do D15 DaD7 --------------------------------, EI 
I 

-----i1 
1ST 

______________________________ ~~'m 

-------t1 
nTH 

-~~~ 
______________________________________ ~IFlNK.1 

~---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
DF004020 
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D15 

WOo 

WD\ 

WD2 

WD3 

W04 

WOS 

0,5 

WOo 

WD, 

WD2 

WD3 

WD4 

WDs 

3-26 

0\4 

0\4 

RRO 

RR1 

RR2 

RR3 

RR4 

Row Redefinition Block 

DO 

1-....... _-

DF004030 

Window Definition Block (LIS = 0) 

De 07 00 

DF004040 

Window Definition Block (LIS = 1) 

00 

DF004050 

Am8052 



Window Row Control Block (LIS = 0) 

Do 

LNK I WINDOW ROW CONTROL BLOCK POINTER (.AOEl 

WINDOW ROW CONTROL BLOCK POINTER (OFFSET) J 
RAJ HIDDEN. I VISIBLE, J 
RAJ C I CHARACTER CODE POINTER (PAGE) 

CHARACTER CODE POINTER (OFFSET) 

~ o I AnRIBUTE POtNTER (PAGE) 

A.nRIIUTE POINTER (OFfSET) RAo 

} 
R,le.fn-1) + , HIDDEN. I VISIBLE, I 
RAt-Cft-ll+ , C I CHARACTER CODE POtNTER (PAGE) 

RAt-4,,-tl+ I CHARACTER COOE POINTER (OFFSEl) J 
"",,"tn-11+ o I ATTRIBUTE POINTER (.AGEI 

""--(ft-11+ I AnRIBUTE POINTER (OFFSET) J . o I WlNDOW REDEFINITION BLOCK POINTER (PAGE) 

RAI-cA-t)+ , WlNOOW REDEFINITK)N BLOCK POINTER (OFFSET) 1 
DF004070 

Window Row Control Block (LIS = 1) 

HA, WINDOw ROW CONTROL BLOCK POINTER (LOI 

RAJ I VISIBLE. 

RAJ C CHARACTER CODE ~NTER (HI) 

I 

EJI --
~"'-11.t 

DF004080 

Window Redefinition Block 

~O~~ _________________________ ~~~ ________________________ ~~ 

DF004090 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ - 65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Supply Voltage (TIL) Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 

with Respect to Ground ..................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (VeC> .............. .' ..... +4.75 to +5.25 V 
Voltage on Any Input Pin Military (M) Devices 

with Respect to Ground ..................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Temperature (T c> ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

Supply Voltage (VeC> ....................... +4.5 to +5.5 V 

-Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified; Included in Group A, Subgroup 1, 
2, 3, 7, 8 tests unless otherwise noted. 

Parameter Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage (IOH - 400 1lA) 2.4 

VOL Output LOW Voltage (IOl .. 3.2 mAl 0.4 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage (except ClKl and ClK2) 2.0 Vce +0.5t 

VelH CLK1/CLK2 Input HIGH Voltage 4.0 Vce +O.St 

Vil Input LOW Voltage (except CLK1 and CLK2) -O.St 0.8 

VCll CLK1/CLK2 Input LOW Voltage -0.5 t 0.3 

IIX Input Load Current (except RSf'ii, 0';;;; VIN .;;;; Vec ±10 

IIXR Input Load Current (RSf'ii, 0';;;; VIN .;;;; Vee ±100 

10 Output Leakage Current, 0.45 V';;;; VOUT "" Vce ±10 

ICC Supply Current 500 

CINt 
Input Capacitance (all pins except CLK1 and CLK2), 15 fOOl MHz 

CCINt Input Capacitance, CLK1 and CLK2, f .. 1 MHz 80 

CoUTt Output Capacitance, f .. 1 MHz 15 

CIlOt Bidirectional Pin Capacitance, f = 1 MHz 20 

t Not included in Group A tests. 

3-28 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

Standard Test Load Open-Drain Test Load 

+5V 

1.3K 

TC001641 

FROM OUTPUT 
UNDER TEST 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

Input Waveform 

2.4=>(2.0 \ r- .2.o)C 
TEST POINTS 

0.8 ---.I '-- 0.8 0.45 1...-________ _ 

+5V 

~1.5K 

~"r 
TC001651 

WF007430 

Am8052 

Units 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

IlA 
IlA 
IlA 
mA 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 



SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified; Included in Group A, 
Subgroup 9, 10, 11 tests unless otherwise noted. 

Am8052 Bus Master Read/Write 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

1 tPHL CLK1 I to AS I 65 55 45 ns 

2 tpLH CLK I to AS I 65 55 45 ns 

3 tpw AS Pulse Width @-30 @-10 @-10 ns 

4 ts Address Valid to AS I @-50 @-35 @-35 ns 

5 tH Address from AS I 20 20 20 ns 

6 tpHL CLK1 I to OS I 80 65 45 ns 

7 ts Data In to CLK1 I 20 15 10 ns 

8 tH Data. In from OS I 0 0 0 ns 

9 tPLH CLK1 I to OS I 80 65 45 ns 

10 tPLH CLK1 I to R/W Ot 65 Ot 55 0 45 ns 

11 tH CLK1 I to OREN I (Note 2) 70 45 40 ns 

12 Is WAIT Valid to CLK1 I 20 15 10 ns 

13 tH WAIT from CLK1 I 30 20 20 ns 

14 tPHL CLK1 I to OREN I 65 55 45 ns 

17 tpHL CLK1 I to DTEN j 65 55 45 ns 

18 tpLH CLK1 I to D'FEN I 65 55 45 ns 

19 tpw CLK1 HIGH Pulse Width 100 500 70 500 50 500 ns 

20 tpw CLK1 LOW Pulse Width 100 500 70 500 50 500 ns 

40 !eVC CLK1 Period 250 1000 165 1000 125 1000 ns 

41 tAVDVt Address Valid to Data In (Note 1) ns 

42 tASDVt AS I to Data Valid (Note 1) ns 

43 tDSDVt OS I to Data Valid (Note 1) ns 

46 tORT OREN I to D'FEN I 20 20 20 ns 

48 tH Data In from OREN I 0 0 0 ns 

I 

I 

B 
Notes: 1. €j), ®, and @ can be computed with the following equations, but are not tested: 

€j)= 2'@+@-Q)-@+@-0 

®=2'@-@-0-(CLKl Fall time) 

@=@+@-@-0 

2. This parameter specifies when the AmB052 stops driving OREN (open drain) LOW. 
S. In the following diagrams (Switching Waveforms), 0.0. designates an open-drain output which has turned off 

and is being pulled up by an external load. 
t Not included in Group A- tests. 
* Commercial products only. 

..0). 
-@r ,(20)_ 

- 20 t 3.9 V ., l- 03\ _®_ 
0.5 V 

CLK
1 

CLK
2 

~ 1 
, 

WF023540 

Clock 
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40 

CLK, 

AS 

ADO - AD15 

OS 

R/W 

WAiT 

OREN 

@ 
Offii 

WF004363 

Am8052 Bus Master Read 

I, 

OREN 

0.0. 

WF004371 

Am8052 Bus Master Write 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Bus Slave Read Latched 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

21 ts CS I to AS t 0 0 0 ns 

22 tH C"S LOW from AS t 30 25 20 ns 

23 ts C/O to AS t 0 0 0 ns 

24 tH C/O from AS t 30 25 20 ns 

25 tpo C"S'I to OS I 50 40 30 ns 

26 tosov OS I to Data Valid 180 180 150 ns 

27 tH Data Valid from OS t 15 15 10 ns 

28 ts R/W to OS I 10 10 10 ns 

29 tH R/W Valid from OS I 50 40 40 ns 

30 tpo Delay from OS I to i5iEfJ I 65 55 45 ns 

31 tpo Delay from r5S t to i5iEfJ t 65 55 45 ns 

38 tz OS t to ADo-AD15 HI·Z (Note 4) 10 70 10 60 10 50 ns 

Notes: 1. R/Iii latched internally by OS !. 
2. CS latched internally by AS f. 
3. C/O latched internally by AS f. 
4. This parameter specifies when the Am6052 stops driving A0o-A015. 

* Commercial products only. 

Ai (~ )~ Ell 
-@- - I@) 

cs \ if 
r--®- - ~ 

f-@ 

c/o \ ADo-A~ 1\ OATAOUT 
'I 

@- H§- f-i® 

::1-iii \ } 
r-®- -®-i 

RiW 1 "\ 

OREN 
HIGH! 

~ @ - -@ 
OlEN \ A .., 0.0. 

WFOO4381 

Am8052 Bus Slave Read Latched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Bus Slave Read Unlatched 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz* 
Parameter Parameter 

No; Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

36 tH ~ LOW from OS I 10 7 5 ns 

37 tH C/O LOW from OS I 10 7 5 ns 

39 tpw l)S I to OS I Read 250 200 150 ns 

44 ts C/O to OS I 50 40 30 ns 

92 tSAT Slave Recovery Time 500 300 225 ns 

• Commercial products only. 

LOW 

Ai \ 

cs \t" .,1 
~@- @- f-

C/O k' 
~ f--@)- f-@-

@::}-Os -~ I
r 

~_I~ ----®-1 
rvW 7 \ 

~- -®-
J DATA OUT 

l. 
ADO-AD1! 

"'(-o_ f-

r--®-
OREN HlOt 

@r-- - -@ 
DTiN \~ 0 ~ 0.0. 

WF004391 

Am8052 Bus Slave Read Unlatched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Bus Slave Write Latched 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

32 tH Data In Valid from OS ! 20 20 20 ns 

33 t5 Data In Valid to OS ! 100 90 80 ns 

34 tpw OS Pulse Width 160 135 125 ns 

45 tH Delay from OS ! to OREN ! 20 80 20 70 20 70 ns 

• Commercial products only. 

. J As ,- L ~ r@- ~ 
~ cs V ~ 

f-r--@- I-@ 

c/o ~: :K 
r-®-

A -'.-
ADo-AD,S DATA IN 

t ~ .. 
2S ~@ 

os -' 

~ -®--:;~ ~:}-
® i--- -@- r---®' 

I 

Ell 
R/W \r ,1( 

1® -x OREN 

0.0. 

OTEN I 
HIGH 

WF004401 

Am8052 Bus Slave Write Latched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Bus Slave Write Unlatched 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

93 tscT Slave Recovery Time 590 365 250 ns 

• Commercial products only. 

LOW 

As \ 

Ci \. .., 

I l-®- ® 
f-=-

C/D =x ]( 
~@- ~@)- I-@-

:=:l-os -\ .. )~ 
.,t. 

r-& ~-
rvW \~ ! -

~ -@-
-:f- ...... 

1.00-1.015 DATA IN 
,,~ ...,t. 

@- t - K miEN 
~ 0.0. 

Dml' I 
HIGH 

WF004411 

Am8052 Bus Slave Write Unlatched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Bus Exchange 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 

70 tpD CLK1 1 to BRQOUT 130 115 100 ns 

71 tpzt CLK1 1 to Float (Note 1) 180 160 140 ns 

73 tpD i3i\T to BAO 60 50 40 ns 

74 tpD BRa I to i3i\T I Delay 0 0 0 ns 

75 ts t BAI I to CLK1 1 (Note 2) 60 50 40 ns 

94 tpD BRa 1 to BAO I 70 60 50 ns 

Notes: 1. This parameter specifies when the Am8052 stops driving AS, AD, l5S, and R/W. 
2. This parameter for testing only. For normal operation, this signal may be asynchronous to the clock. 

t Not included in Group A tests. 
* Commercial products only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Interrupt ACK Timing - Device Acknowledged 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 
50 Is INT'ACi< to OS I 260 230 200 ns 

51 tpw OS I to OS lACK 250 200 150 ns 

52 tpo OS ItolNi I 260 230 200 ns 

53 tH ~from1)5 I 0 0 0 ns 

54 to OS I to Vector Valid 210 180 150 ns 

55 tH Vector from 1)5 I 0 0 0 ns 

56 ts lEI to l5S I 100 90 80 ns 

57 tH lEI from OS I 0 0 0 ns 

59 to INmR to lEO I (lEI - H) 200 170 150 ns 

• Commercial products only. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Interrupt ACK Timing - Low Priority 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz* 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 
56 ts lEI to OS I 100 90 80 ns 

58 to lEI to lEO 100 90 80 ns 

90 to lEI I to iN'i' f (Note 1) 100 90 80 ns 

Notes 1. iN'i' terminated by an acknowledge higher on chain • 
• Commercial products only. 
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INTACK 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Non-Vectored INT Timing 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz* 

No. 

91 

95 

Parameter 
Symbol 

to 

to 

Parameter 
DescrIptIon 

os t to iNi (Write) (Note 1) 

~ t to lEO I (Write) (Note 2) 

MIn. Max. MIn. Max. MIn. 

100 90 

100 90 

Notes: 1. This parameter describes the termination of an interrupt request via a write to the appropriate bit in Mode Register 2: 
IUSS _ 1 IUSV _ 1 
IES _ 0 lEV _ 0 
IPS _ 0 IPV _ 0 

2. This is the release of lEO LOW due to the slave mode reset of the IUS bit in Mode Register 2 . 
• Commercial products only. 

~ ~t-----------------""""~ \ 
0.0. 

/ 

MODE REG2 '\ 
iNi'CONTROLBITS />------------

lEO 

-'r::-J~-----------

Max. 

80 

80 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Am8052 Video Outputs and Synchronizing Input Timing 

4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz· 
Parameter Parameter 

No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Units 
101 tpw CLK2 HIGH Pulse Width 100 500 70 500 35 500 ns 

102 tpw CLK2 LOW Pulse Width 100 500 70 500 35 500 ns 

103 !eye CLK2 Period 250 1000 165 1000 100 1000 ns 

104 toe CLK2 I to Output Delay (Note 3) 80 55 50 ns 

106 ts t Input Setup to CLK2 I (Note 1) 70 60 50 ns 

107 tw Input Pulse Width (Note 2) 5T 5T 5T ns 

Notes: 1. Parameter 106 is specified for test purposes only. For normal operation, these signals may be Asynchronous to the clock. 
2. Parameter 107 is for reset only. T - CLK2 period. 
3. For HSYNC, VSYNC, and BLANK parameter 104 specifies output delay to CLK1 or CLK2 (see Mode Register Description). 

t Not included in Group A tests . 
• Commercial products only. 
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Am8152A/ Am8152B 
Video System Controller (VSC) 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Am8152A with Video Dot Clock Rate up to 80 MHz 
Am8152B with Video Dot Clock Rate up to 40 MHz 

• Four-level current driven (75n) differential video output 
• Digital Video output 
• On-board crystal driven oscillator 
• Proportional Spacing Support (2-17 dots) 
• 9-bit dot data parallel input, with expansion capability to 

seventeen bits 

• Trailing blanks (0-3 dots) 
• Double Width Characters 
• Attribute Support: Character Blink, Underline, Over-

strike, Reverse, and Highlight 
• Buffered and Synchronized Character Clock Outputs 
• Background color selection 
• Buffered and Synchronized Vertical and Horizontal Sync 

Outputs 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8152A1 Am8152B Video System Controller (VSC) 
provides the interface between a CRT controller and a CRT 
monitor. The basic chip functions are: 

• Support proportional and non-proportional character 
display 

• Correctly synchronize and mix character attributes with 
video signals . 

• Output the video information in a four-level analog or 
digital format 

• Serialize parallel video data 

The VSC consists of a parallel-to-serial converter which 
provides a video bit stream to on-chip attribute logic. This 
logic, under control of the attribute inputs, operates on the 
bit stream to generate grey scale video. Video outputs from 
the VSC are of two forms - analog and digital. The digitally 
encoded outputs implement four video levels: Blank, Black, 
Grey and White. Identical information is available in analog 

form via differential outputs (current driven) into a nominal 
75n impedance. 

The Am8152A1Am8152B also supports proportional spac
ing using a bit width programmable character clock. Char
acter ROM pixel information is selectable from two to 
seventeen pixels per character. Up to three blank pixels 
can be appended to the character ROM input thereby 
facilitating right justification of text. 

The difference between the Am8152A and the Am8152B is 
that the Am8152A operates up to 80 MHz, while the 
Am8152B operates up to 40 MHz. When using the Pll, the 
lower operating frequency limit is 20 MHz. 

The Am8152A1Am8152B is fabricated using AMD's ad
vanced bipolar process with internal ECl logic. The device 
is available in conventional 48-pin dual in-line package as 
well as the surface mounted 68-pin PlCC package. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available In several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: A. Device Number 

3-42 

B. Speed Option Of applicable) 
C. Package Type 
D. Temperature Range 
E. Optional Processing 

T ... _____ E. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard processing 

'--------------D. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C - Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 

~-----------------------C.PACKAGETYPE 
o - 48-Pin Side-Braze Ceramic DIP (SO 048) 
J - 68-Pln Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 068) 

'-----------------B. SPEED OPTION 
A- 80 MHz 

- A. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am8152 
Video System Controller (VSC) 

I Valid Combinations 

I AM8152A I DC, JC 
AM8152B 

B -40 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am8152A1Am8152B 



ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. CPL (Controlled Products List) products are 
processed in accordance with MIL-STD-883C, but are inherently non-compliant because of package, solderability, or surface 
treatment exceptions to those specifications. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL products is formed by a 
combination of: A. Device Number 

I 

B. Speed Option (if applicable) 
C. Device Class 
D. Package Type 
E. Lead Finish 

M8l 2 A x C 

L=' . E. LEAD FINISH 
C-Gold 

D. PACKAGE TYPE 
X - 48-Pin (SO 048) 

'--------------C. DEVICE CLASS 
18 - Class 8 

'------------------8. SPEED OPTION 
A-80 MHz 
8-40 MHz 

'---A. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
. Am8152 
Video System Controller (VSC) 

Valid Combinations I 

Valid Combinations 

I AM8l52A 
AM81528 I 18xe 

18xe I 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am8152A1 Am81528 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consists of Subgroups: 
1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

MCLK1 Clock1 (non-TTL compatible) (Output) 
MCLK1 is a system clock. It is intended to drive the Am8052 
CLK1, MCLK1 output is nominally a square wave divided 
down from the internal dot clock frequency according to the 
CLK1 DR DRo-2 (CLK1 Divide Ratio) inputs. 

CLK1 DR Clock1 Divide Ratio (Input) 
CLK1 DR DRo-2 are three inputs which control the MCLK1 
divide ratio. The three inputs may be programmed to divide 
the MCLK1 signal by two, four, six, .... , sixteen. (See 
Table 1) 

MCLK2 Clock2 (non-TTL compatlbe) (Output) 
MCLK2 is the character clock. Its function is to drive the 
AmB052 CLK2. MCLK2 output is a nominal square wave 
divided down from the internal dot clock frequency 
according to the sum of the CLK2, DRo-s and TBo-1 inputs. 

CLK2 DR Clock2 Divide Ratio (Input) 
CLK2 DR DRo-s are four inputs which control an internal 
divider to divide the dot clock frequency by a value from two 
to seventeen_ The TB inputs are added. (See Table 2) 

TCLK2 TTL Clock2 (Output) 
TCLK2 is a TTL-compatible version of MCLK2. 

X1, X2/RES X1, X2/RESET (X2 Is non-TTL 
compatible, reset Is TTL compatible) 
(Input) 

X1, X2/RES are the external crystal inputs when the on-chip 
oscillator of the VSC is being used. The external crystal 
frequency is multiplied by five to produce the on-chip dot 
clock. If the external dot clock flow-through mode is used, 
the X1 should be tied Low and X2/RES may be used as a 
reset input to synchronize multiple VSCs. Note that the reset 
signal must be synchronous to the external dot clock. 

X3 X3 (non-TTL compatible) (Input) 
Xs is used as an input to the on-chip voltage-controlled 
oscillator. When the on-chip oscillator of VSR is being used, 
Xs should be connected to ground by an appropriate 
capacitor. If the external dot clock flow-through mode is 
used, Xs and X1 should be tied to ground. 

VSYNC Vertical Sync (Input) 
VSYNC is an input that must be synchronous to either 
MCLK1 or MCLK2, dependent on the SSEL input. If SSEL is 
High, VSYNC must be synchronous to MCLK1. 

VSDLD Vertical Sync Delayed (Output) 
VSDLD is the delayed output of VSYNC, synchronous to 
MCLK1 or MCLK2, depending on the setting of SSEL. 

HSYNC Horizontal Sync (Input) 
HSYNC is an input that must be synchronous to either 
MCLK1 or MCLK2, dependent upon the SSEL input. If SSEL 
is Low, HSYNC must be synchronous to MCLK2; if SSEL is 
High, HSYNC must be synchronous to MCLK1. 

HSDLD Horizontal Sync Delayed (Output) 
HSDLD is the delayed output of HSYNC, synchronous to 
MCLK1 or MCLK2, depending upon the setting of SSEL. 

SSEL Sync Select (Input) 
The SSEL line determines if the VSYNC, HSYNC and 
BLANK are going to be synchronized to the MCLK1 or 
MCLK2 signals. A High on SSEL also will resynchronize 
MCLK2 and MCLK1 during blanking. SSEL is kept LOW for 
applications which do not involve proportional spacing and 
HIGH for proportional spacing. 

BLANK Blank (Input) 
BLANK is an input normally synchronous to MCLK1, 
although it may be synchronous to MCLK2 in non
proportional spacing applications. The active pulse width of 

BLANK will usually overlap the active portions of HSYNC 
and VSYNC. While BLANK is active, TCLK2/MCLK2 may be 
forced to synchronize to the MCLK1 clock. When BLANK 
goes inactive, the rising edges of MCLK1 and TCLK21 
MCLK2 will be synchronized in order to prevent "dot walk" 
in proportional spacing applications. BLANK active also 
forces the video output level to "blank" regardless of DD, 
FORE or other inputs. 

CBLANK Character Blank (Input) 
CBLANK forces video output levels (VID1, VID2, VIDOUT 
and VIDOUn to switch to the background color level. 

FORE Foreground Video (Input) 
The FORE video input is "OR'ed" with the dot data output 
by the parallel-to-serial shift register to switch to the 
foreground color level (e.g., to implement underlines). FORE 
is latched with CLK2 and cannot be used to insert serial 
data. 

REV Reverse (Input) 
The REV input causes the foreground color levels to be 
transposed with the background color level for the total 
character period (including any trailing blanks). 

FS Foreground Shift (Input) 
The FS input causes the shift in the video output levels to 
produce a highlight effect. (See Table 3.) 

TBo. TB1 Trailing Blanks (Input) 
The TB inputs are added to the CLK2, DRo-S inputs to 
calculate the total period (in DOT Clock periods) of MCLK2. 
If the total period is greater than 17, then zeroes will be 
shifted out of the shift register. If the total period is less than 
17 dot clocks, the user must insure that the shift register is 
filled with zeroes. The maximum CLK2 period is 19 dot clock 
periods; therefore, the combination of CLK2 DR = 17 and 
TB = 3 is not allowed. The first character after video 
blanking must be four or more pixels, trailing blanks 
included, or an extra pixel will be outputted. 

DDo - DDs Dot Data (Inputs) 
The DD inputs accept parallel character dot matrix 
information for serial conversion for video output. DDo is 
shifted out first. 

BS Background Select (Input) 
The BS input specifies the color level of the background 
video. This input tan be overridden by BLANK active. 

VIDOUT, VIDOUT Video Output (non-TTL compatible) 
VIDOUT and VIDOUT outputs in a differential mode the 
composite blank and video dot levels to a nominal 7511 load 
impedance from switched current sources. 

VID1, VID2 Video Digital (Output) 
VID1 and VID2 are digitally encoded outputs of the video 
out. VID1 is the least Significant bit. Encoding is as follows: 

VID2 (VIDEO) VID1 (HIGHLlGHn 

Blank Level 0 0 

Black 0 1 

Grey 1 0 

White 1 1 

GRLVL Grey Level (Input) 
The GRLVL input adjusts the current level output, via the 
VIDOUT and VIDOUT outputs, of the grey video level. There 
are two pre-selected grey levels: for GRLVL HIGH, grey is 
brighter; for GRLVL LOW, grey is darker. GRLVL is not 
latched with MCLK2 but is sampled on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 
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DW Double Width (Input) 
The OW input, when active HIGH, causes the dot clock 
supplied to the TCLK2/MCLK2 clock divide circuitry and the 
video shift register to be divided by two. This function is 
used to facilitate doubling the width of a character cell 
matrix in the horizontal direction. The trailing blank 
information is also widened during a double width character. 

EXTDCLK External Dot Clock (Input) 
EXTDCLK is an external, TTL-compatible dot clock input for 
use in mul,iple Am8152A1Am81528 configurations. This 

CLK1 DR 
2 1 0 A 8 

L 

L L H 2 2 

L H L 3 
H H 4 4 

H L 5 

H H 6 6 

H H L 7 

H H H 8 8 

Table 1 

Note: A, 8 are measured in EXTDCLK periods. 

signal replaces the internal oscillator function. To enable 
EXTDCLK, both X1 and X3 must be grounded. 

AADJ Analog Outputs Current Adjust (non-TTL 
compatible) (Inputs) 

Analog output current adjust is used for setting the analog 
video output current to 13.3 mAo This is done by connecting 
AADJ to GND3 via an applicable 1 % resistor. 

VCC1. VCC2 
Vce should be connected to + 5 V. 

GND1. GND2. GND3 
GND1_3 should be connected to Ground. 

CLK2 Period 

(CLK2 DRO-3 + T80-1) + 2 C 0 

2 1 
3 1 2 
4 2 2 
5 2 3 
6 3 3 
7 3 4 
8 4 4 
9 4 5 
10 5 5 
11 5 6 
12 6 6 
13 6 7 
14 7 7 
15 7 B 
16 8 B 
17 8 9 
18 9 9 
19 9 10 

Note: C and 0 are measured in EXTDCLK periods. 

Table 2 

CLK2, ORo _ 3 and T80 _ 1 are a 4-bit and 2-bit binary number 
respectively. For A, 8, C, 0 refer to the Reset Timing Diagram. 
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Figure 2. Am8152A/Am8152B Application with Am8052 CRT Controller 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8152A Video System Controller (VSC) supports both 
black and white and color video applications for CPUs, CRT 
controllers, and terminals. The essential functions of the VSC 
are to support proportional and non-proportional character 
display, to synchronize and mix character attributes with video, 
and to output the video in a four level analog or 2-bit digital 
serial format. 

PARALLEL PIXEL LOADING 

Pixel information that must be serialized for video transmission 
is loaded into the serial shift register via inputs 000 - DDa. 
Information is loaded on both edges of the MCLK2 character 
clock, as shown in Figure 3. The information set up on 00(0:7) 
prior to the falling edge of MCLK2 is loaded into positions 
VIDe - VID16. Note that DDa information is ignored. Informa
tion set up on 00(0:8) prior to the rising edge of MCLK2 is 
loaded into positions VIDo - VIDa. Thus, up to 17 bits of pixel 
information can be loaded into the shift register. Note that if 
the character width is nine pixels or less the information 
captured on the falling edge of the MCLK2 is not used. 

CLK2DR (O:~) and TB (0:1) determine the divide ratio for the 
character clock. The sum of both values specifies the charac-

ter clock period in dot clocks. During the trailing blank, the 
VSC shifts out what was loaded into the shift register. 
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the user to insure that the 
pixels output during the trailing blank dot period are set to the 
blank level. If the total is greater than 17, this occurs 
automatically. 

VIDEO OPERATION 

Parallel video data is obtained from the character ROM inputs; 
bits are shifted out serially and mixed with attribute information 
such as underline, shifted underline, and any other video 
sources. Video is. internally encoded into one of four levels: 
White, Grey, Black and Blank. White is the highest analog 
current level, and Blank is the lowest. This information is then 
output through two ports. (See Figure 5). One port provides a 
differential current source output into a 75n impedance, and 
the second port outputs encoded TTL video on two pins. 

There are two distinct blank inputs to the Am8152A1 
Am8152B. BLANK is the CRTC's horizontal and vertical 
retrace period input which causes a blank output level to the 
display. CBLANK is an attribute input to selectively blank a 
character cell by forCing the video information for the particu
lar character cell period to switch to the selected background 
color level. (See Table 3). 
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Figure 3. Shift Register Loading 

CRYSTAL SPECIFICATION 

The crystal used with the VSC may have the following 
specifications: 

AT cut 
Series Resonant 
Shunt Capacitance: 7 pf .maximum 

VIDEO INPUTS/OUTPUTS 

Video information may be input in a number of different ways. 
Table 3 depicts all the combinations of video outputs achiev
able with each of the various inputs. The background color is 
determined by a separate pin input allowing either a black or 
white background. Using the REVERSE VIDEO (REV) input, a 
grey background can also be selected. The foreground then 
becomes black or white according to the signal on the 
foreground SHIFT line. Foreground and video sums can be 
modified depending on the combination of background, fore
ground shift, and reverse inputs. The user may apply any of his 
video inputs to the foreground to obtain a desired effect. 

TABLE 3. Am8152A/Am8152B VIDEO 
ATTRIBUTES 

INPUTS Am8152A/Am8152B VIDEO 
BS FS REV Ciii:ANK(DD(O: 8) + FORE) ATTRIBUTES 

000 

o 0 

Q 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

TB4 

SYSTEM TIMING 

The CPU clock (MClKl) output is derived from an on-board 
oscillator by an externally programmable divide ratio. The 
internal oscillator is capable of operating at a frequency of up 
to 80 MHz in the Am8152A and 40 MHz in the Am8152B. In 
crystal oscillator multiplier mode, the crystal should be an AT 
cut operating in series resonant mode using the fundamental 
frequency. 

The character clock (MClK2) output to the CRTC is frequency 
modulated according to the chosen number of dots per 
character cell. The duty cycle of MClK2 is 50% (± 1 dot clock 
period) and is derived from the internal dot clock whose divide 
ratiO is set by the width of the character ROM plus the number 
of trailing blanks. A double width input further modifies MClK2, 
doubling the character width. During an active BLANK input, 
MClK2 is internally resynchronized to MClKl if SSEl is HIGH. 
This action aligns character cells at the left-end side of the 
display, thereby eliminating "Dot Walk." The Vertical and 
Horizontal Sync (VSYNC, HSYNC) inputs from the CRT 
controller are buffered and delayed by one MClKl or MClK2 
clock period. 

DOT CLOCK GENERATION WITH PLL 

When using the internal oscillator of the VSC, care should be 
used in laying out the grounds and supplies for the part in 
order to minimize the jitter of the Pll. Under optimal condi
tions this jitter is less than 1 ns. If the jitter does occur it is 
normally less than 4 ns and can, over the operating range, be 
reduced to less than 1 ns by varying the duty cycle on Xl. The 
following table shows the worst-case jitter observed on typical 
parts over the operating range and the percentage Dot Clock 
at various Dot Clock frequencies. 

Dot Clock Frequency 
(MHz) 

25 
40 
60 
80 

Worst Case Jitter 
Observed (ns) 

3.9 
7.4 
4.4 
6.7 

% Dot Clock 

10 
30 
26 
54 

PROPORTIONAL/VARIABLE SPACING 

Proportional spacing is achieved by programming, on a 
character-by-character basis, a number from two to nineteen 
dot clock periods per character. The character ROM pixel 
information is selectable from two to seventeen per character. 
Up to three trailing blank pixels can be concatenated to the 
character ROM input, making it easier to provide a straight 
right margin for right justification of text. 
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COLOR APPLICATION 

The Am8152A/Am81528 may be used for many high-end 
color display applications. The foreground video and back
ground information is mixed by the Am8152A1 Am81528, and 

uv 

0.1 V 

-0.3 V 

the encoded TTL video output can be used externally to select 
a color mix for the particular pixel being displayed. The 
horizontal and vertical synchronization and video blank are 
output by the Am8152A1 Am81528. 

WF001732 

Figure 4. MCLK1/MCLK2 Output Waveform 
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DOTCLOCK GENERATION MODE 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C' Commercial (C) Devices 

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Temperature (TN .................................. 0 to + 70°C 

Continuous ........................................ -0.5 to + 7.0V Supply Voltage (Vce) .......................... + 5.0 V ±5% 

DC Voltage Applied to Outputs for Military (M) Devices 
High Output State ............................. -0.5V to + VCC Temperature (Te) ............................. -55 to + 125°C 

DC Input Voltage ................................... -0.5 to + 5.5V Supply Voltage (VCC) ......................... +5.0 V ±10% 
DC Output Current into Outputs (See Note 2) •••••••• 30mA 
DC Input Current ................................. -30 to +5.0mA 

Operating ranges define those limits over which the function-
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM ality of the device is guaranteed. 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

Am8152AI Am8152B 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified; Included in Group A, Subgroup 1, 
2, 3 tests unless otherwise noted. 

COM'L TA = 0 to + 70°C, VCC = 5.0 V ±5% 
MIL TC = -55 to + 125°C, VCC = 5.0 V ±10% 

Parameters Description Test Conditions Min Max Units 

MCLK1' IOH--0.1 mA 4.0 Volts MCLK2 
VOH Output HIGH Voltage VOC-Min 

TTL IOH--1.0 rnA I MIL 
2.4 Volts Output IOH--2.6 rnA I COM'L 

MCLK1 IOL-0.1 mA 0.3 Volts MCLK2 
VOL Output LOW Voltage VOC-Min 

TTL 
Output IOL-16 mA 0.5 Volts 

V,H Input HIGH Level Guaranteed Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Volts 

V,L Input LOW Level Guaranteed Input LOW Voltage 0.8 Volts 

V, Input Clamp Voltage VOC-Min, I'N--18 rnA -1.2 Volts 

VOC· Max 
All Inputs -0.4 rnA 

IlL Input LOW Current VIN-0.4 V 
(Except RES, EXTDCLK) 

RES, EXTDCLK -1.0 rnA 

Input HIGH Current VOC-Max All Inputs (Except RES) +50 pA 
I'H V'N-2.7 V RES +600 pA 

II Input HIGH Current at Vee-Max +1.0 mA Max Input Voltage V'N-5.5 V 

Output Short Current MCLK1, MCLK2 -50 -250 mA 
ISC Current (Notes 1, 2) Vee· Max Others -40 -130 mA 

Icc Power Supply Current VOC1- Max Over Operating Ranges 415 rnA 
VOC2 - Max 

ANALOG ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Notes 2 - 6) 

The following conditions apply unless otherwise specified: 
COM'L TA'" 0 to + 70°C Vee'" 5.0V ± 5% 
MIL TC m -55 to +125°C, Vee = 5.0 V ±10% 

VIDOUT VIDOUT 
Grey 
Level VID2 VID1 Min (%) Max (%) Min (%) Max (%) 

X I I 'White 0 0 100 100 
I I 0 IGrey1 37 45.5 54.5 63 
0 I 0 IGrey2 45 54 46 55 
X 0 I IBlack 89.5 93 7 10.5 
X 0 0 IBlank 100 100 0 0 

Notes: 
1. Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of the short circuit test should not exceed one second. 
2. The absolute maximum rating for VIDOUT, ViOOUT and AADJ Is 22 rnA. Shorting VI DOUT, Vi'DmTr, or AADJ to ground will destroy the 

device. 
3. Test condition: Normal Iwhite for ~ - 13.3 rnA. 
4. Positive Current flowing Into VIDOUT IViOOUT. 
5. ~ output currents normalized to Iwhite 

VIDOUT output currents normalized to Iblank. 
6. VIDOUT and VIOOUT typically will not drift by more than 2% over the operating conditions. 
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Am8152A 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified; included in Group A, 
Subgroup 9, 10, 11 tests unless otherwise noted. 

COM'L TA = 0 to 70°C, Vee = 5.0 V ±5% 
MIL Te=-55 to +125°C, Vee = 5.0 V ±10% 

Am8152A Am8152B 

Number Description Min Max Min Max Units 

t 1 MCLK1 Period (Note 7) 100 165 ns 

t 2 MCLK2 Period (Note 7) 70 165 ns 

t 3 MCLKl HIGH (See Notes 5, 7) (See Figure 4) 36 70 ns 

t 4 MCLKl LOW (See Notes 3, 5, 7) (See Figure 4) 37.5 70 ns 

t 5 MCLK2 HIGH (See Notes 6, 7) (See Figure 4) 23 70 ns 

t 6 MCLK2 LOW (See Notes 3, 6, 7) (See Figure 4) 20 70 ns 

t 7 Data to MCLK2/TCLK2 RE (See Note 1, 7) 25 30 ns 

6 MCLK2/TCLK2 to Data Not Valid 0 0 ns 

9 VSYNC/HSYNC to MCLK1 RE Setup (SSEL" HIGH) 25 30 ns 

t 10 VSYNC/HSYNC to MCLK2 RE Setup (SSEL - LOW) (Note 7) 25 30 ns 

11 TCLK2 RE to MCLK2 RE Delay 6 6 ns 

12 TCLK2 FE to MCLK2 FE Delay 12 15 ns 

13 MCLKl to VSLD, HSLD (SSEL = HIGH) (See Note 2) 6+To 6+To ns 

14 TCLK2 to VSLD, HSLD (SSEL" LOW) (See Note 2) 6+To 6+To ns 

t 15 00(0 - 7) to TCLK2 FE (See Note 7) 25 30 ns 

16 TCLK2 RE to VIOl VID2 VAL (See Note 2) 6+To 6+To ns 

17 BLANK FE to MCLK2 RE Setup (SSEL "" LOW) 22 25 ns 

16 BLANK FE to MCLKl FE Setup (SSEL = HIGH) 20 25 ns 

19 BLANK RE to MCLKl RE Setup (SSEL" HIGH) 22 25 ns 

20 BLANK RE to MCLK2 RE Setup (SSEL a LOW) 22 25 ns Ell 
t 22 VIOl to VID2 Skew (See Note 7) -5 +5 -7 +7 ns 

t 24 EXTDCLK to MCLKl (See Note 7) 20 25 ns 

t 25 EXTDCLK to TCLK2 (See Note 7) 16 25 ns 

26 EXTDCLK to MCLK2 23 25 ns 

27 EXTDCLK to VID11VID2 18 20 ns 

28 EXTDCLK to HSDLDIVSDLD (SSEL HI) 18 20 ns 

29 EXTDCLK to HSDLD/VSDLD (SSEL LO) 18 20 ns 

t 30 EXTDCLK to Data in Setup (See Note 7) 12 18 ns 

31 EXTDCLK to Data Not Valid Hold 18 20 ns 

t 32 EXTDCLK to HIV SYNC Setup (See Note 7) 14 18 ns 

t 33 EXTDCLK Period (See Note 7) 12.5 25 ns 

t 34 EXTDCLK LOW Cycle (See Note 7) 5 7 ns 

t 35 EXTDCLK HIGH Cycle (See Note 7) 5 7 ns 

t 36 Reset Pulse Width (High) (See Note 7) 15 20 ns 

t 37 Reset Low to EXTDCLK Setup 8.0 10 ns 

t 38 EXTDCLK Period in PLL Mode (See Note 7) 12.5 50 25 50 ns 

Notes: 1. Data includes CBLANK, FORE, REV, FS, DDo-DDs, TBO, TB1, BS, CLK1DR, CLK2DR, OW. 
2. First Pixel of character. To is the dot clock period. 
3. Max undershoot on these outputs is guaranteed to be -0.3V. 
4. To is the dot clock period. 
5. Guaranteed to 100ns MCLK1 cycle time. 
6. Guaranteed to 70ns MCLK2 cycle time (even divide ratio only). 
7. These parameters are guaranteed by device characterization or tested using bench top equipment. 

t ... Not included in Group A tests. 
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VSC CLK2 SYNCHRONIZATION (ONLY OCCURS IF SSEL IS HIGH) 
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Figure 5. Analog Video Outputs and Digital Video Outputs for Am8152A/Am8152B 
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Am8172 
Video Data Assembly FIFO (VDAF) 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Supports smooth panning and hardware windows 
• Allows panning and window resolution of a single pixel 
• Provides a temporary buffer between the memory and 

display 

• Single B·bit or dual 4-bit operation 
• 10KH ECl with pixel rates of up to 200 MHz 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The AmB172 Video Data Assembly FIFO is a high·speed 
ECl data assembler and serializer for use in bit·mapped 
graphics systems where flexible windowing and panning 
are desired. Positioned between the display memory and 
the color palette or monitor, the VDAF supports smooth 
panning and hardware windows on pixel boundaries. This is 
contrasted with traditional systems which support panning 
and hardware windows on word boundaries with words 
typically containing four to 32 pixels. Resolution on pixel 
boundaries is achieved through the use of a Data Assembly 
ALU, a 64 x B FIFO, and a Data Serializer. 

The Data Assembly ALU accepts display memory data as 
either one B·bit word or two 4-bit words. Leading and 

trailing pixels not required in the final bit stream, as 
indicated by the control data, are removed from the words. 
The remaining pixels are then shifted and concatenated to 
form a continuous stream of video data. The FIFO provides 
a temporary buffer so that data can be provided to the 
display during periods when the display memory is incapa· 
ble of doing so. This occurs when the display memory 
address is being updated by the system controller at a 
window boundary. A FIFO Full signal is provided by the 
VDAF to assist in preventing data overflows. The Data 
Serializer converts the parallel data at the output of the 
FIFO to serial data to be used by the color palette. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
Top View 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed 
by a combination of: a. Device Number 

I 
I 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

i .... _..,..-___ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard processing 

B- Bum-in 

'----------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
E .. Extended Commercial (- 55 to + 125°C) 

'-------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 

~ a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am8172 
Video Data Assembly FIFO 

Valid Combinations 

AM8172 I DC, DCB, DE, DEB, 
XC 

o .. 24-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 024) 
X- Dice 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

A/C Address/Count (Input, TTL) 
This pin selects how the control data loaded in with OSTRB 
Is Interpreted. When AI'O is HIGH. the control data loaded 
with DSTRB is assumed to be the end bit address. When AI 
'0 is LOW. the control data Is assumed to be a valid bit 
count. 

ACDO - ACD2 Assembly. Control Data (Inputs, TTL) 
Control data used to assemble the video data is latched 
from these pins on the rising edge of SBSTRB or OS~RB. 

BiN' Byte/NiiiIiii (Input, TTL) 
This pin selects whether the video data Is interpreted to be 
one 8·bit word or two 4-bit words. When Bm is HIGH. the 
Data pins represent one 8-bit word. When Bm is LOW. the 
Data pins represent two 4-bit words. 

DO - D7 Data (Inputs, TTL) , 
Video data is latched from these pins on the rising edge of 
OSTRB. The data to be assembled may be one 8-bit word 
(Do - 07 with Do shifted out first) or two 4-bit words (Do. 02. 

, 04. 06 and 01. 03. Os. 07 with Do and 01 shifted out first). 

DOTCLK Dot Clock (Input, ECl) 
DOTCLK is the Data Serializer clock. All operations of the 
Data Serializer take place on the rising edge of this clock. 

DSTRB Data Strobe (Input, TTL) 
The video data and the end bit address or valid bit count are 
latched internally from the Data and Assembly Control Data 
pins on the LOW-to-HIGH transition of this clock. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8172 VDAF has three functional parts. the Data 
Assembly ALU. the FIFO. and the Data Serializer. The Data 
Assembly ALU removes unwanted bits from the display 
memory words and 'concatenates the remaining bits into 
words to be placed in the FIFO. The FIFO allows the RAM 
timing to be decoupled from the Data Serializer timing. This is 
Important at window boundaries where two words may be 
accessed and merged to form one word of video data. The 
FIFO Is 64 words deep (one 64 x 8 FIFO or two 64 x 4 FIFOs). 
A FIFO Full signal (FTIIT) is provided to allow the controller to 
keep the FIFO from overflowing. The output of the FIFO is 
connected to the Data Serializer which operates at up to 200 
MHz. A synchronous load input is provided to load the Data 
Serializer from the FIFO. 

The Am8172 accepts either one 8-bit or two 4-bit word~.!rom 
the display memory according to the input on the BIN pin. 
With Bm HIGH. 8-bit words are being used and eight bits from 
one plane of the display memory should be presented on 
Do - 07. With Bm LOW. 4-bit words are used and four bits 

FUll FIFO Full (Output, TTL) 
FTIIT goes HIGH on reset and stays HIGH until there are 
more than 56 bytes in the FIFO. FULL will go HIGH again 
when there are less than 56 bytes in the FIFO. 

GND Ground 
[DSR .... l-oa-d.,...,.,S....,hl""'ft,....,R:"e-g ...... ls"""t--er (Input, ECl) 

When LOS A is LOW. the Data Serializer is loaded in parallel 
from the FIFO on the rising edge of OOTCLK. When 05SR 
is HIGH. the Data Serializer shifts on the rising edge of 
OOTCLK. 

RESET Reset (Input, TTL) 
RESET when LOW clears the FIFO address counters and 
sets the internal registers to zero. Data should not be read 
from the FIFO at this time since it will be invalid. The VOAF 
should be reset on power-up. 

SBSTRB Start Bit Strobe (Input, TTL) 
The start bit address is latched internally from the Assembly 
Control Data pins on the LOW-to-HIGH transition of this 
clock. 

S01, S02 Serial Outputs (Outputs, ECl) 
S01 and S02 are the serial output pins of the Data 
Serializer. If 8-bit words are used the words are shifted out 
S01. If 4-bit words are used the word loaded in from Do. 02. 
04. and 06 is shifted out S01 and the word loaded in from 
01. 03. Os. and 07 is shifted out S02. 

Vee TTL Positive Supply 

VEE ECl Negative Supply 

from each of two planes of the display memory should be 
presented on DO. 02. 04. 06 and 01. 03. 05.07. For both 8-blt 
and 4-bit words the data on lower numbered Data lines is 
shifted out before the data on higher numbered lines (i.e .• Do 
for 8-bit words. Do and 01 for 4-bit words). 

The Data Assembly ALU merges words to provide panning 
and hardware windows on pixel boundaries. An example of 
what is required is shown in Figure 1. The top two lines are the 
words as read from the display memory. The bottom line 
shows the words as required for the display. As can be seen in 
the figure. the Data Assembly ALU removes bits and realigns 
word boundaries to achieve the proper sequence for the 
display. This example and all further examples are given for 8-
bit words. The examples apply equally well for 4-bit words. For 
panning on a pixel-by-pixel basis. pixels must be removed from 
the first word read from the display memory. This is the first 
operation shown in the figure. For hardware window with pixel 
resolution. two words must be merged. and in the process. bits 
removed from each word. This is the second operation shown 
in the figure. 
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DO DO 
·abcdelfghij • • • I I··x··· 

DO 

• kll m no p q r sit u v w· • 
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~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

I abc d e f g hi i j kim no plq r stu v w xl 

Assembled Data 

Figure 1. Data Assembly Operation 

Generalizing from Figure 1, there are four possible types of 
words the Am6172 can receive. These are shown in Table 1. 
With each type is given an example word from Figure 1 and 
the· control data required for that example word. The first 
column under Control Data provides the information to find the 
first valid bit. The second and third columns each provide 
enough information for the Data Assembly ALU to find the last 
valid bit. The Am6172 only requires one of these last two 
columns. The Ale pin indicates to the chip whether to expect 
an end bit address or a valid bit count. The 'first word' type 
requires bits to be removed from the start of the word. The 
'middle word' type does not require any bits to be removed. 
The 'last word' type requires bits to be removed from the end 
of the word. The' small word' type requires bits to be removed 
from the start and the end of the word. 

Bit addresses from the pOint of view of an Am6172 in 6-bit 
mode go from 0 to 7 with 0 corresponding to Do and 7 
corresponding to D7. Bit addresses from the point of view of 
the Am6172 in 4-bit mode are· 0, 2, 4, and 6 with 0 
corresponding to Do and D1, and 6 corresponding to D6 and 
D7. The valid bit count is the number of valid bits including the 
start bit and the end bit. In 6-bit mode the valid bit count goes 
from 1 to 6, with 6 encoded as a O. In 4-bit mode the valid bit 
count is 2, 4, 6, or 6, with 2 corresponding to one valid bit per 
plane and 6 corresponding to four valid bits per plane. Again, 6 
is encoded as a O. 

As discussed above, each display memory word requires two 
words of control data. First, the Am8172 expects the start bit 
address on the Assembly Control Data lines. This address is 
strobed into the VDAF by the rising edge of SBSTRB. 
Secondly, the Arri6172 expects an end bit address or valid bit 
count which is strobed into the VDAF along with the actual 
display memory word by the rising edge of DSTRB. In the case 
of 4-bit words, the same assembly operation is performed on 
each word, so only one set of control data is needed. In the 
case of display words in which all eight bits are valid, the start 
bit is always 0 and therefore redundant. To reduce the number 
of strobes required by the Am6172, the start bit address is 
internally reset to 0 following each DSTRB. This means that a 
start bit address must be strobed into the VDAF only for 
display words of the 'first word' or 'small word' type, as 
described in Table 1. Since these types are only found at the 
start of a scan line or at window boundaries, a start bit address 
is only required at these· pOints. In the case of a display 
memory conSisting of VRAMs, this conveniently corresponds 
to the times when a transfer cycle is required. In the case of a 
display memory consisting of standard RAMs operating in 
page mode, this corresponds to the times at which the Row 
Address must be changed. Table 2 shows the sequence of 
strobes to load the example sequence of words shown in 
Figure 1. The start bit addresses are only strobed in where 
required and valid bit counts are used instead of end bit 
addresses. 

TABLE 1. WORD TYPES RECEIVED BY THE Am8172 

CONTROL DATA 

WORD TYPES 
EXAMPLE Start Valid End 
WORDS Bit Bit Bit 

Do D7 Address Count Address 

First Word . . . a b c d e 3 5 7 

Middle Word I m n o p q r s 0 0 7 

Last Word f g h i j . . . 0 5 4 

Small Word . . x . . . . . 2 1 2 
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TABLE 2. STROBE SEQUENCE 

ASSEMBLY CONTROL DATA 

ACD2 ACDo Description 

0 1 1 3 (start bit address) 

1 0 1 5 (valid bit count) 

1 0 1 5 (valid bit count) 

1 1 1 7 (start bit address) 

0 0 1 1 (valid bit count) 

0 0 0 o (valid bit count) 

1 0 0 4 (valid bit count) 

0 1 0 2 (start bit address) 

0 0 1 1 (valid bit count) 

At a set time following the OSTRB, a word is available at the 
output of the Data Asssembly ALU. If less than eight bits (two 
sets of four bits in 4-bit mode) have been assembled, the 
result is stored in an internal temporary register until another 
display memory word is given to the VOAF. If exactly eight bits 
have been assembled, these bits are written into the FIFO 
and, if the FIFO is empty, are available at the inputs of the 
Data Serializer. If more than eight bits have been assembled, 
the first eight bits are written into the FIFO and the remaining 
bits stored in an internal temporary register. 

The FULL signal is set LOW when more than 56 words are 
contained in the FIFO. Since the FIFO has room for 64 words, 
up to eight words may be strobed into the VOAF after the FIFO 
has indicated it is full. The FULL signal is set HIGH when the 
number of words in the FIFO falls below 56. 

APPLICATIONS 

VRAMBank 
(x8) 

VIDEO DATA 
STROBE 

Do 07 

SBSTRB 

* * * a b c d e OSTRB 

f g h i j * * * OSTRB 

SBSTRB 

* * * * * * * k OSTRB 

I m n 0 p q r s OSTRB 

t u v w . * * * OSTRB 

SBSTRB 

* * x * * * * * OSTRB 

All operations of the Data Serializer are synchronous with the 
OOTCLK. OOTCLK may be asynchronous with the SBSTRB . 
and OSTRB of the data assembler. The serializer is loaded 
with words from the output of the FIFO on any rising edge of 
OOTCLK while ~ is LOW. In a-bit mode, one word of eight 
bits is loaded Into the Data Serializer and shifted out S01.ln 4-
bit mode, two words of four bits are loaded into the Data 
Serializer. Bits from Do, 02, 04, or Os are loaded into one half 
of the serializer and shifted out S01. Bits from 01, 03, 05, or 
07 are loaded into the other half of the serializer and shifted 
out S02. The Data Serializer shifts on each OOTCLK rising 
edge with LOSR HIGH. When all the data loaded into the Data 
Serializer has been shifted out the serializer will shift out Os. 

VRAMBank 
(x8) 

Am8151 
(x3) 

~f-L-~..L--I AIM7 VIDEO 

eLl< 

Cui 

80007450 

Figure 2. Interfacing VDAF Input to 1S-Blt VRAM-Based Display Memory In a 
QPDM Graphics System 
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Figure 3. Am8172 Eel Specifications 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias ............ -55 to + 125°C Ambient Temperature (TN ...................... 0 to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential TTL Supply Voltage (Vce) ....................... +5 V ±5% 

Continuous (TTl) .............................. -0.5 to + 7.0 V ECl Negative Supply Voltage (VEE> ........ - 5.2 V ±5% 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Extended Commercial (E) Devices 

Continuous (ECl) .............................. + 0.5 to - 7.0 V Case Temperature (T e) ..................... - 55 to + 125°C 
DC Voltage Applied to Outputs for TTL Supply Voltage (Vce) ....................... +5 V ±5% 

HIGH Output State (TTl) ............... -0.5 to + Vcc Max. ECl Negative Supply Voltage (VEE) ........ -5.2 V ± 5% 
DC Input Voltage (TTl) ........................ -0.5 to + 7.0 V 
DC Output Current, Into Outputs (TTl) ................. 30 mA 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
DC Input Current (TTL) ........................ -30 to + 5.0 mA 
DC Input Voltage (ECl) ............................ + 0.5 to VEE 

functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC Output Current into Outputs (ECl) .... -30 to +0.1 rnA 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C; VCC = 5 V ±5%. VEE = -5.2 V ± 5%) 

Parameter Parameter Typ. 
Symbol DeSCription Test Conditions (Note 6) Min. (Note 5) Max. Units 

_VoH Output Voltage HIGH level Vee-Min 2.4 Volts lOH--1.0 rnA 

VOL Output Voltage lOW level Vee-Min. All lOL-16 rnA 0.5 Volts 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH level Guaranteed Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Volts for All Inputs (Note 7) 

VIL Input Voltage lOW level Guaranteed InpUt lOW Voltage 0.8 Volts for All Inputs (Note 7) 

VIK Input Clamp Voltage Vee-Min., 11--18 mA -1.2 Volts 

IVL 
Input Current at Maximum Vee - Max., VI - 5.5 V 1.0 mA Input Voltage .. f 

IIH HIGH-level Input Current, TTL Input Vee - Max., VIH - 2.4 V .t'~~,\j, 40 pA 

IlL lOW-level Input Current, TTL Input Vee - Max., VIL - 0.4 V ~,"""";,, 'iJi,l'>;" -250 pA 

Ise Short-Circuit Output Current Vee- Max. <t2r!~: ~)~,~" "1;'10 -50 rnA 

lee TTL Supply Current Vee - Max.; Outputs ~,n""~2)'~ '~;;;~ 25 40 rnA 

lEE ECl Supply Current VEE - Max.; OutpMts ~~,~),," ~> 280 385 rnA 

ECl Characteristics (Note 3) 
A 

Parameter Parameter 
Test Condition, O°C 25°C 70°C 125°C Unit 

Description Symbol 
.d!>_ , .. ~ . 

VOH (Max.) -860 -840 -810 -730 -650 

EClOutputs VOH (Min.) 50nto- -1100 -1030 -990 -935 -860 
mV SOl and 802 VOL (Max.) 50 n -1690 -1665 -1650 -1625 -1570 

VOL (Min.) -1900 -1900 -1900 -1900 -1900 

VIH (Max.) -860 -840 -810 -730 -650 
mV 

VIH (Min.) """!' 
-1215 -1145 -1105 -1045 -1005 

VIL (Max.,) ~~~r 
"'hi!'" 

-1590 -1565 -1550 -1525 -1470 
ECl Inputs -"''"~;m: v" ) mV 

VIL Min.) -1900 -1870 -1850 -1830 -1800 
~, DOTClK 

~~VEE- Max IIH VIN - VIH (Max.) 
250 200 200 200 200 pA 

IlL VEE-Max. 200 150 150 150 150 pA 
VIN - VIL (Min.) 

Notes: See notes following Switching Characteristics section. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (Noto 4) 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Parameter 
Symbol 

tcLK 

tw 

ts 

ts 
lH 
ts 

tw 
tw 
tpHL 

tw 

tpD 

tpD 

Parameter 
Description 

DOTCLK Clock Period 

DOTCLK HIGH Pulse Width 

DOTCLK LOW Pulse Width 

Min. 

2 

2 

OSTRB to DOTCLK (FIFO Fall-Through TIme) "',~ 

ACOO-AC02 to SBSTRB T Hold .""""'. "';~~ \>\" ~<\;ii"'10 

IJ5'Sf!f7,. t DOTCLK t Setup (No 
Load) 

~ t to DOTCLK f Hold 
(Load) 

LDSR l to DOTCLK f Hold 
(No Load) 

DOTCLK t to SOUT 

DOTCLK t to SOUT 

Min. 1.6 

Min. 0.8 

C Devices 
(Note 2) 

1.5 

0.8 

1.4 

0.8 

Min. 0.6 0.6 0.5 

Min. 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Max. 3.5 3.6 4.1 

Min. 1.7 1.9 2.2 

Max. Units 

5 ns 

ns 

ns 

60 na 
ns 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

40 ns 

30 ns 

30 ns 

ElM Devices 
(Note 3) 

-55°C 125°C Units 

2.0 1.4 ns 

0.8 1.0 ns 

0.8 0.5 ns 

0.5 0.5 ns 

2.8 4.2 ns 

1.0 2_3 ns 

Notes: 1. Devices are not subjected to ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS in production. Non-production samples have been 
subjected to ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS. 

2. OPERATING RANGES are guaranteed for steady-state conditions (no air flow). Hot temperature testing is elevated 
to simulate steady-state conditions when using pulse test techniques. Cold testing is at the specified temperatures. 

3. Guaranteed with transverse air flow exceeding 500 linear F.P.M and two minute warm-up period. Typical thermal 
rr 1istance values of the package are: 

9JA (Junction-to-Ambient) - °C/Watt (still air) 

9JA (Junction-to-Ambient) "" °C/Watt (at 500 F.P.M. air flow) 

9JC (Junction-to-Case) ... °C/Watt 

Die Size'" 0.190 x 0.217 
Transistor Count - 5600 

Hermetic DIP 

50 

15 

15 

4. Parameter numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 16-20 are guaranteed through characterization and correlation to other tests and are 
not directly measured in production. 

5. All typical values are Vee" 5.0 V, VEE"" -5.2 V, and T A ... 25°C. 
6. For conditions shown as Min. or Max., use the appropriate values specified under recommended operating ranges. 
7. VIH threshold is measured at Vee" Max. and VEE" Min. with all other inputs HIGH, 

VIL threshold is measured at Vcc = Min. and VEE" Max. with all other inputs LOW. 
This test method is used to ,guarantee VIH and VIL. 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUITS 

A. TTL Output 

Or-
10 pi' 

OND, 

TCOO2852 

Test Output Loads 

·CT includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Am8172 

801,802~ 

"'I00t-J ....... 
-2V 

TCOO2861 

B. Eel Outputs 



OOTCLK 

DSTR8 

SBSTRB 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

OUTPUTS 

MUSTB! WILLIE 
STEADY STEADy 

-- MAY CHANGE 
WILlBI 

FROMHTOL CHANGING 
fROMHTOL 

JJfJIf MAYCHANGIi 
WILLIE 
CHANGING FROML TOH FRONL TOH 

-- DON'YCARE; CHANGING; 
ANVCHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H OOfSNOT 
CENTER 
LlNEtSHIOH 

Al'l'LY IMPEDANCE 
"OFF" STATE 

KSOOOO10 

Strobe Timing 

Data Timing 

Am8172 

WF024701 Ell 

WF024710 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

SBSTRB 

ACDO·ACI>2 

WF024720 

Address Control Data Timing 

DOTCLJ( 

501 

SOz 

WF024730 

Load and Shift Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DOTCLJ( 

DSTRB 

WF024741 

FIFO Timing 

{ @ /} RESET 

WF024750 

Reset Timing 
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Am8177 
Video Data Serializer 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• 200-MHz parallel-to-serial shift register • 24-pin slim-line DIP 
• Cascadable in increments of 16 bits 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8177 Video Data Serializer (VDS) is a 16-bit 
parallel-to-serial shift register for use in bit-mapped display 
applications. The VDS can accommodate video words of 
up to 16 bits; wider display memories can be handled by 
cascading VDSs using the Serial In (SIN) line. 

The Am8177 VDS is a part of AMD's Display Products 
Family which also includes the Am8151A Graphics Color 
Palette, Am8172 Video Data Assembly, FIFO, and the 
Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

000 -0015 

16 

VlE 
TIl-ECl 

TRANSLATORS 

16 

LATCH 0-15 

16 

SIN 

lO SHIFT REGISTER 0 - 15 SOUT 

DOT elK 

80005370 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

VEE Vee 
g- 19 ,ttl Jl ~ 8 !i 

I15 va: 
007 DDs 

DDs DOg 

DDs 00'0 

004 DO" DOtl 
003 00'2 

OOZ 00'3 C013 

DO, 00'4 

000 DO's 

SOUT SIN 
~ ~ ~ g d i ~ GNO DOT ClK 

§ 
COOO6090 CD010070 

Note: Pin #1 is marked for orientation 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

18/ " 

--L.) 000-0015 

II 
[5 SOUT 

DOT ClK 

SIN 

VlE 

lS002740 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: A. Device Number 

B. Speed Option (if applicable) 
C. Package Type 
D. Temperature Range 
E. Optional Processing 

P 

I
C t 1... ______ E. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

L..-_________ D. :::.~:;::~ :~~::ing 
C - Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 
E - Extended Commerical (-55 to + 125°C) 
M - Military· (-55 to + 125°C) 

~-----------------------C.PACKAGETYPE 

'---A. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am8177 
Video Data· Serializer 

Valid Combinations 

PC, PCB, DC, 
AM8177 DCB, DE, DEB, 

JC, XC 

P - 24-Pin Slim Plastic DIP (PO 3024) 
o - 24·Pin Slim Ceramic DIP (CD 3024) 
J - 28-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 028) 
X - Dice 

B. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

Valid Combinations 

• Military or Limited Military temperature range products are 
"NPL"(Non-Complaint Products List) or Non-MIL-STO-883C 
Compliant products only. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported in 
volume for this device. Consult the local AMD sales office to confirm 
availability of specific valid combinations, to check on newly released 
combinations, and to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military 
grade products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) for APL products is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

A 81 7 

b, Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d, Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

liB t 1 ... _____ e. LEAD FINISH 

... ____ I~-_-_-_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~-_-_~ cd,' D:AE-vcHIKC:EtGSC:LAI~srps:IP _ L = 24-Pin Ceramic DIP 

18 - Class 8 

'-------------------------------- b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am8177 
Video Data Serializer 

Valid Combinations 
AM8177 18LA 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported In 
volume for this device. Consult the local AMD sales office to confirm 
availability of specific valid combinations or to check for newly released 
valid combinations. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

DOT ClK Dot Clock (Input, ECl) 
Shift Register Clock. All operations in the shift register take 
place on the rising edge of this clock. 

DDo - DD15 Parallel Data In (Inputs, TTL) 
000 - 0015 are the parallel data input pins. 000 is the first 
bit to be shifted out; 001 is the next. 

lD load (Input, ECl) 
When lO is active (lOW), the shift register is loaded in 
parallel on the next rising edge of the clock. If VlE is HIGH, 
data is loaded from the latch; if VlE is lOW, data is loaded 
directly from the parallel data input pins. 

SIN Serial In (Input, ECl) 
SIN is used when cascading VOSs and is connected to 
SOUT of the higher order VOS. 

SOUT Serial Out (Output, ECl) 
SOUT is the serialized output of the VOS. It is also used 
when cascading VOSs and is connected to SIN of the lower 
order VOS. 

ill Video Latch Enable (Input, TTL) 
Active lOW enable for the latch. The latch may be used to 
provide a pipeline between the display RAM and the shift 
register. The parallel data may be loaded into the latch as 
soon as it is available at the display RAM outputs and then 
loaded into the shift register when it is needed. The . latch 
may be kept transparent by keeping VEE lOW. When va: 
goes HIGH, the parallel data is latched into the latch and 
remains so until VLE goes lOW again. 

Vcc TTL Positive Supply 

VEE ECl Negative Supply 

GND Ground 

FUNCTION TABLE 

lD VlE ACTION 

0 0 Load data into shift register from data 
pins 

0 1 Load data into shift register from latch 

1 0 Shift 

1 1 Shift 

VlE ACTION 

1 Latches data from data pins into latch 

0 Latch appears transparent 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8177 Video Data Serializer (VOS) is a 16-bit parallel
to-serial shift register intended for use in bit-mapped video 
applications. The VOS is loaded in parallel with up to 16 bits 
from a single bit-plane. The bits are then serialized at the DOT 
ClK rate. 

The VOS parallel data inputs are TTL for ease in communicat
ing with the bit map, while the clock and serializer controls are 
ECl to allow the fast bit rates required for high-density screen 
formats. 

APPLICATIONS 

In a typical video system, parallel pixel data is accessed from 
the bit-map RAMs during the character clock cycle. At the 
completion of the access, this data can be latched into the 
Video Data Serializer using VEE. CAS, for example, would 
have the correct timing to drive VlE, but external logic would 
be required to discriminate between video cycles and update 
cycles. 

A set of latches are provided between the parallel data input 
pins and the shift register. This allows the next word of data 
from the RAMs to b,e captured without affecting the contents 
of the shift register. This provides a means of decoupling (to 
some degree) the video RAM timing and the serializer timing. 
VCE is used to load the latch and then lO is used to load the 
data into the shift register. 

The VOS can accommodate video words of up to 16 bits. 
Wider display memories can be handled by cascading VOSs 
using the Serial In (SIN) line. 

The transfer from the latch to the shift register will normally 
take place immediately before the next character clock, using 
the lO input. 

The ill signal occurs every character clock and must be 
synchronous to DOT ClK. An appropriate signal is provided by 
the Am8158 Video Timing Controller which receives an 
asynchronous VlE and outputs the required synchronous ill. 
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ADDRESS 

VIDEO PROCESSOR WRITE 

VIDEO LATCH ENABLE -----~-----a VLE 

~ ------------------~~ rn 
DOT CLOCK DOT ClK 

VI~1:i LA TtH ENABLE ... 

LOAD ; 

--DOT CLOCK 

VIDEO LAitH ENABLE 

DOT CLOCK 

SIN 

Figure 1. Single Bit-Plane Application 

BIT PLANE7 

OJ l BIT PLANEo 

,/ 
~J Am8177 

VDS7 SOUT 

VLE DDo-DD,s 

rn Am8177 
. 

SIN VDSo SOUT 

DOT ClK 

Figure 2. Multiple Bit-Plane Application 

Am8177 
VDS 

BIlS 16 to 31 

SOUT SIN 

DOT ClK 

· · 
· 

Figure. 3. Typical Cascading Application 
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L 
1 
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GRAPHICS 

COLOR 
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AF003860 

.!!.. @ G 
t-~ 

8 

I-

-
AF003841 

BITS 0 to 15 

Am8177 
VDS 

SOUT SERIAL 
VIDEO 

AF003851 



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C 
Commercial (C) Devices (Note 2) 

Temperature (T A) .................................. 0 to + 70°C 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias ............ -55 to + 125°C TTL Supply Volt~ge (Vee> .................... + 5.0 V ±5% 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential ECl Negative Supply VOltaqe (VEE) ......... -5.2 V ±5% 

Continuous (TTl) .............................. -0.5 to + 7.0 V 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Extended Commercial (E) Devices (Note 6) 

Continuous (ECl) .............................. + 0.5 to - 7.0 V Temperature (Te> ............................. -55 to + 125°C 

DC Input Voltage (TTl) ......................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V TTL Supply Voltage (Vee> .................... +5.0 V ±5% 

DC Input Current (TTL) ........................ -30 to +5.0 mA ECl Supply Voltage (VEE) ..................... -5.2 V ±5% 

DC Input Voltage (ECl) ............................ + 0.5 to VEE Military· (M) Devices (Note 6) 
DC output Current into Outputs (ECl) ..... -30 to + 0.1 mA Temperature (T e> ............................. - 55 to + 125°C 

TTL Supply Voltage (Vee> ................... + 5.0 V ± 1 0% 
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM ECl Supply Voltage (VEE) .................... -5.2 V ±10% 
RATINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

reliability. ·Military Product 100% tested at Te= + 25°C. +125°C. 
and -55°C. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (TTl) unless otherwise specified (Note 6) 

Symbol Parameter Test Condition (Note 3) Min. 
Typ. 

Max. Units 
(Note 5) 

VIH Input HIGH Level Guaranteed Input HIGH Voltage (Note 4) 2.0 Volts 

VIL Input LOW Level Guaranteed Input LOW Voltage (Note 4) 0.8 Volts 

VI Input CLAMP Voltage Vee = Min .• IIN=-18 mA -1.2 Volts 

IlL Input LOW Current Vec = Max .• VIN = 0.4 V -0.4 mA 

IIH Input HIGH Current Vec = Max .. VIN = 2.7 V 100 p.A 

II IIH at Max. VIN Vee = Max .• VIN = 5.5 V 1.0 mA 

Icc TIL Supply Current Vee = Max .• VEE = Max. 21 29 43 mA 

lEE ECL Supply Current VEE - Max .• Vee = Max. 98 140 213 mA 

Notes: 1. Devices are not subjected to ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS in production. Non-production samples have been subjected to 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS. 

2. OPERATING RANGES are guaranteed for steady state conditions (no air flow). Hot temperature testing is elevated to simulate 
steady state conditions when using pulse test techniques. Cold testing is at the specified temperatures. Ell 

3. For conditions shown as Min. or Max.. use the appropriate values specified under recommended operating ranges. 
4. VIH threshold is measured at Vee = Max. and VEE = Min. with all other inputs HIGH. 

VIL threshold is measured at Vee = Min. and VEE = Max. with all other inputs LOW. 
This test method is used to guarantee VIH and VIL. 

5. All typical values are Vee = 5.0 V. VEE = - 5.2 V. TA = 2S·C. 
6. Guaranteed with transverse air flow exceeding 500 linear F.P.M. and two minute warm-up period. Typical thermal resistance 

values of the package are: 
8JA (Junction-to-Ambient) a ·C/Watl (still air) 
8JA (Junction-to~Ambient) = ·C/Watl (at 500 F.P.M. air flow) 
8Je (Junction-to-Case) - ·C/Watl 

Plastic Hermetic DIP 

70 55 

40 15 

40 15 

7. feLK. Setup. Hold Time. and DOT CLK to SOUT limits are guaranteed through characterization and correlation to other tests 
and not directly measured in production. 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (Eel) unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Test -55°C O°C 25°C 70°C 125°C Unit 
Conditions 

VOH (Max.) 50 n to -2 V 
-860 840 -810 730 -650 mV 

EClOutput VOH (Min.) -1070 -1000 -960 -910 -860 
SOUT VOL (Max.) 50 n to -2 V -1690 -1665 -1650 -1630 -1570 

VOL (Min.) -1900 -1870 -1850 -1835 -1800 mV 

VIH (Max.) (Note 4) -860 -840 -810 -730 -650 
mV 

VIH (Min.) (Note 4) -1215 -1145 -1105 -1055 -1005 

ECl Inputs: VIL (Max.) (Note 4) -1515 -1490 -1475 -1455 -1395 mV 
SIN VIL (Min.) (Note 4) -1900 -1870 -1850 -1835 -1800 
rn Vee- Max. DOT elK 

IIH VIN - VIH (Max.) 250 200 200 200 200 p.A 
IlL Vee - Max. 

VIN - VIL (Min.) 200 150 150 150 150 
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VIL (MIN) VIL(IIAX) VIH (MIN) VIH(IIAX) 

VIN 

-.-----.-r-----------.-- VOH(IIAX) 

-----_.- ---------- .- VOH(IIN) 

~.-----.- ---------- - VOL(IIAX) 

~------.--.-.----------. - r- VOL (MIN) 

VOUT 

WF007974 

Figure 4. Am8177 Eel Specifications 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (Note 7) 

No. Parameter Parameter Min. Max. Units 
Symbol Description 

1 felK Clock Frequency 0 200 MHz 

2 ts VIE ! to DOT ClK t Setup (Transparent) 4 ns 

3 tH VIE ! to DOT ClK t Hold (Latch) 0 ns 

4 tw i7LE Pulse Width 5 ns 

5 Is 000 - 0015 to VlE t Setup 2 ns 

6 tH 000-0015 to VlE t Hold 4.5 ns 

7 ts 000 - 0015 to DOT ClK t Setup 5 ns 

B tH 000-0015 to DOT ClK t HOLD 2 ns 

e Devices ElM Devices 
(Note 2) (Note 6) 

Parameter Parameter 
No. Symbol Description ooe 25°C 70°C -55°C 125°C Units 

9 ts SIN to DOT ClK t Setup Min. O.B 0.7 0.6 1.1 0.6 ns 

10 tH SIN to DOT ClK t Hold Min. 1.2 1.2 1.4 O.B 1.4 ns 

11 ts ro! to DOT ClK t Setup (load) Min. 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.4 0.9 ns 

12 ts ro t to DOT ClK t Setup (No load) Min. 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.6 ns 

13 tH ro t to DOT ClK t HOLD (load) Min. 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.5 ns 

14 tH rn ! to DOT ClK t Hold (No load) Min. 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.3 ns 

15 tplH DOT ClK t to SOUT ! Max. 3.3 3.6 4.0 2.8 4.2 ns 

tpHl DOT ClK t to SOUT ! Min. 1.9 2.1 2.5 1.8 2.6 

Notes: See notes following the DC Characteristics table. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

~--------<D--------~ 

DOT elK 

SIN 

SOUl 

~---
WF010551 

Note: rn - HIGH 

Shift Timing 

00,-00" ~ ____ _ 

~~~~~--QD----~4---
\\\\14--0~ -----

WF010561 

Data Latch Timing 

DOTCLK~ i \ . . . \",----------,1 \ ___ 
il) ---{@@J.------------(Load) _ _ 

[6 _r@t@1 _______ _ 
(No Load) 

WF010571 

Load and No-Load Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DOT CLK 

® 

VIT (LATCH) 

0 ® 
DOo-DDIS 

-\ 
® )ri' 

VIT (TRANSPARENT) 

VLE LATCH ITRANSPARENT TIMING 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

SOUT 

Cy = 30 pF 
RL-50 n Cy - C JIG + CSTRAY 

-2 V 

TC002520 

Am81n 

/ 
WF010581 

KEY TO SWITCHING 
WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MUST BE WILLBE 
STEADY STEADY 

-- MAY CHANGE WILL BE 
CHANGING FROM H TO L FROM H TO L 

JJJIff MAY CHANGE WILLBE 
CHANGING FROM L TOH FROM L TOH 

-- DON'T CARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H 
CENTER 

DOES NOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANCE 

"OFF" STATE 

KSOOO010 

I 

EJI 
I 

I 

I 
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Am8151A 
Graphics Color Palette (GCP) 

FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• A 256 x 8 color map and a video DAC on a single chip 
• Pixel rates up to 200 MHz 
• Full military range specifications 
• Connects directly to singly or doubly terminated 50n or 

75n RS-343A monitors 
• No extemal compensation capacitors required 

• Three Am8151As in parallel allow 256 displayable 
colors ouf of a palette of over 16 million colors 

• 8-bit settling in 9.5 ns 
• Glitch energy of 10 pV-sec 
o Power consumption only 2/3 of the Am8151 
• Plug-in replacement for Am8151 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8151A is a Graphics Color Palette providing a color 
lookup table and a video DAC for use in high-performance 
graphics systems. It is a low-power replacement for the 
original Am8151 Color Palette, featuring operation with 
video output loads from 25n to 75n. logical structure of 
the Am8151A is identical to the Am8151 and is imple
mented with noise-free CMl circuits to eliminate synchro
nous noise output from the video DAC. Three AmS151As 
connected in parallel provide simultaneous display of 256 
colors from a palette of over 16 million colors. 

The Am8151A has three levels of pipeline to allow a high 
pixel rate and to ease system timing requirements. The first 
level is prior to a 256 x 8 color lookup table in high-speed 
RAM. Eight bits of color address, Ao - A7 (ECl or TTL) are 
latched and used to select one of 256 intensities to be fed 
to the DAC. At the second level,· the intensity selected is 
latched at the output of the RAM prior to being decoded to 
select which of the 15 current sources will be tumed on. An 
additional high-speed register between the DAC Decoder 

and the DAC ensures that all DAC inputs switch simulta
neously, thereby reducing the maximum duration of the 
glitch at the output of the DAC. This additional register adds 
a third level of pipeline to the pixel data path. 

The color lookup table is stored in RAM and may therefore 
be read and writtten by a graphics processor. In addition to 
the 8 address lines, and 8 control lines, an S-bit data path 
Do - 07 (TTl), and two control signals EN (TTl) and 
WI?' (TTl), are provided for this purpose. 

The text capabilty of the AMD Alphanumeric Display 
Products or a generic overlay may be added with the 
OVERLAY (ECl or TTL) and W/B (ECl or TTL) inputs. A 
HIGH on the OVERLAY input overrides the color pixel data 
and drives the DAC output to peak white or reference black 
depending on the state of the W/B input. When three 
Am8151As are used in a system these pins can be 
connected to provide text or overlay capability in eight 
colors. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

. b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

..Q..

j 

l!.L-1 _____ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard processing 

B - Burn·in 

.... --------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
M - Military> (- 55 to + 125°C) 

'-------------------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 

'---L DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am8151A 
Graphics Color Palette 

Valid Combinations 

AM8151A I PC, DC, DCB, OM, 
DMB, JC, XC 

P - 40·Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
o = 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J - 68·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 068) 
X - Dice 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

Valid Combinations 

-Military or Limited Military temperature range products are 
"NPL" (Non-Compliant Products List) or Non-MIL-STO-883C 
Compliant products only. 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be support· 
ed in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD sales 
office to confirm availability of specific valid combinations, to 
check on newly released combinations, and to obtain addi· 
tional data on AMD's standard military grade products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defense applications are· available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

LIB Q.

1 

AL-I -----e. LEAD FINISH 
A a Hot Solder DIP 

L..---------d. PACKAGE TYPE 
Q - 40·Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 

..... ------------c. DEVICE CLASS 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am6151A 
Graphics Color Palette 

/8 = Class B 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

Valid Combinations Valid Combinations 

AM8151A IBOA Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. 

Am8151A 

Group A Tests 
Group A tests consist of Subgroups 

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
Ell 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Aq-A7 Address (Inputs; TTUECl) 
These eight pins are used to address data stored in the 
color lookup table. The address on these pins is latched on 
the first rising ClK edge and decoded to select one of 256 
intensities stored in the color lookup table. During a video 
refresh these pins should be connected to the color pixel 
data. During a color lookup table update these pins should 
be connected to the graphics processor's address bus. The 

. logic compatability of these pins is determined by the lC 
pin. 

Do-D7 Data (Inputs/Outputs; TTL) 
These eight pins are used to write data In to the color lookup 
table or to read data out of the color lookup table. The MSB 
is 07. 

W/Jf Wrlte/1fiid (Input; TTL) 
The W IR' controls the direction of color lookup table access 
by the system processor. When W m Is HIGH and EN is 
lOW, data is written in to the color lookup table. When WIR' 
is LOW and EN is lOW, data is read from the color lookup 
table. 

EN 'Eiii6Ii (Input; TTL, Active lOW) 
The EFJ pin Is used to enable color lookup table data onto 
the data bus 00-07 during a read operation and to enable a 
write into the color lookup table during a write operation. 
When rn is HIGH, the eight data lines 00-07 are three
stated. 

ClK, ~ Clock, ClOCk (Inputs; TTUECl) 
ClK and eo< are the pixel clock inputs. In ECl mode these 
pins operate differentially. In TIL mode, CO< must be tied to 
ground. The clock is used internally to latch the address 
pins, data at the output of the color lookup table, and the 
decoded DAC inputs. The logic compatability of ClK is 
controlled by the lC pin. 

OVERLAY Overlay (Input; TTUECl) 
The OVERLAY pin, when active, overrides the color pixel 
data to force the DAC output to a peak white or reference 
black level. The level the DAC output is forced to is set by 
the W III pin. The overlay signal is kept synchronized with 
the color pixel data inside the Am8151A by delaying the 
overlay signal the same number of clock cycles as the color 
pixel data. The logic compatibility of this pin is determined 
by the lC pin. 

W/g White/SliCk (Input; TTUECl) 
The Win pin determines the level the OVERLAY pin will 
force the DAC output to. When W/II is HIGH, a HIGH on the 
OVERLAY pin will force the DAC output to a peak white 
level. When Wls is lOW, a HIGH on the OVERLAY pin will 
force the DAC output to a reference black level. The logic 
compatibility of this pin is determined by the lC pin. 

BLANK Blanking (Input; TTL) 
The BLANK pin, when active, overrides the color pixel and 
overlay data to force the DAC output to a "blacker than 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am8151A is a Graphics Color Palette (GCP) providing a 
color lookup table and a video DAC for use in high perfor
mance graphics systems. The Am8151A is pipelined with 
digital color pixel data, overlay, blank, and sync inputs entering 
the pipeline, and an analog Signal exiting 3 ClK cycles later. 
The three levels of pipeline are prior to the 256 x 8 RAM color 
lookup table, the DAC decoder, and the 15 current sources to 
generate an analog signal. 

black" blank level. A "blacker than black" level is required 
during the monitor's horizontal and vertical retrace. The 
blank signal is kept synchronized with the pixel data inside 
the Am8151 A by delaying the blank signal the same number 
of clock cycles as the pixel data. 

VSYNC, HSYNC Vertical Sync Horizontal Sync 
(Input; TTL) 

The HSYNC and VSYNC signals are internally x-ored to 
generate a composite sync signal. The composite sync 
signal, when HIGH, overrides the pixel, overlay, and blank 
signals to force the DAC output to a sync level. If both 
HSYNC and VSYNC are HIGH (composite sync is lOW) the 
DAC output is forced to a blank level. The composite signal 
is kept synchronized with the pixel data inside the Am8151A 
by delaying the sync signal the same number of clock cycles 
as the pixel data. 

VIDEO VIdeo (Output; Analog) 
The VIDEO pin is the output of the DAC and is intended to 
directly drive monitor inputs which are singly or doubly 
terminated into 50 or 75n. 

VREF Voltage Reference (Output; Analog) 
The VREF pin provides a precision reference voltage for use 
in setting the full scale current of the DAC. The reference 
input current (IREF) for the DAC, which determines the full 
scale current, may be generated from VREF by connecting 
an external resistor from VREF to IREF. The reference 
resistor value may be calculated by the relation 
RREF - 28.44I1FS. 

IREF Reference Current (Input; Analog) 
A scaling current to the DAC should be provided at the IREF 
pin. The full scale current of the DAC can be determined 
from the relation IFS - 13.22 IREF. 

TTlVcc TTL-Positive Supply 
Positive supply voltage for the TIL portions of the chip. 

ANAVcc Analo~ PosItive Supply 
Positive supply voltage for the analog portions of the chip. 

ECLVEE (2 pins) ECl Negative Supply 
Negative supply voltage for the ECl portions of the chip. 

lC level Control (Power Suppy) 
level Control determines the logic compatability of the 
twelve TIL/ECl input pins. If LC is tied to Vcc, the logiC 
levels are TIL. If lC is tied to ground, the logic levels are 
ECL. 

ANAVEE Analog Negative Supply 
Negative supply voltage for the analog portions of the chip. 

TTlGND TTL Ground 
Ground for the TIL portions of the chip. 

EClGND (2 pins) ECl Ground 
Ground for the ECl portions of the Chip. 

ANAGND Analog Ground 
Ground for the analog portions of the chip. 

Color Lookup Table 

Eight lines of color pixel d~ta are read through the pins Ao - A7 
and latched into the Address Registers on the first rising edge 
of the ClK. Ao - A7 may be at either ECl or TIL logic levels. 
The lC pin is used to select the logic compatibility of these 
pins. These eight lines (Ao - A7) are used as an address for 
the color look!Jp table and are decoded to select one of the 
256 intensities stored in the color lookup table. Each intensity 
stored is 8 bits wide, with 255 corresponding to reference 
white and 0 corresponding to reference black. On the next 
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rising ClK edge the intensity is latched into the color data 
registers to be decoded for the DAC. On a third rising ClK 
edge the decoded DAC inputs are latched and used to turn on 
or off the current sources making up the DAC. 

Color Lookup Table Update 
The color lookup table may be loaded and read back by the 
graphics processor. For this purpose 8 bidirectional data lines 
(Do - 07) have been provided. 07 is the Most Significant Bit 
(MSB) and Do is the least Significant Bit (lSB) of data. In 
addition to the 8 data lines, 2 control lines are provided (EN 
and W/R). EN is an active lOW input that selects the chip for 
both write and read operations. When EN is HIGH, the 8 
bidirectional data lines are three-stated. W /Ff controls the 
direction of the operation. If this pin is lOW, color lookup table 
data is read from the table and placed on the data lines 
Do - 07. If W/R is HIGH, data is read from the 8 data lines and 
written in to the color lookup table. For both the read and write 
operations the address of the data stored in the color lookup 
table is taken from the eight address lines (Ao - A7). Because 
both the address inputs and the outputs of the color lookup 
table are latched, the clock must be left running during an 
update. Time must be allowed for the address to be latched 
before beginning a write cycle and for the address and then 
data to be latched before ending a read cycle. To insure the 
update cycle does not interfere with the screen refresh, 
modifications to the color lookup table should occur while 
blank is active. The ten additional lines (Do - 07, EN, and 
W/R) used for a color lookup table update are all TIl
compatible. 

Overlay 
Some graphics systems require a separate bit plane in 
addition to the color bit planes. An example of this might be 
separate hardware and a separate bit plane to handle text 
processing. The Am8151A provides two pins (OVERLAY and 
W IB) which override the color pixel data to provide an 
additional video source. If OVERLAY is HIGH, the pixel data, 
on Ao - A7 is overridden. W IB selects the intensity of the 
overlay. If W/B is HIGH, the DAC output will be at the Peak 
White level (10% brighter than Reference White. If W/B is 
lOW, the DAC output will be at the Reference Black level. 
OVERLAY and W/B may be at either TIL or ECl logic levels. 
The lC pin is used to select the logic compatibility of these 
pins. The OVERLAY and W/B signals are delayed the same 
number of clock cycles as the color pixel data before being fed 
into the DAC Decoder to keep overlay and color pixel data 
synchronized. 

Blank 
During horizontal and vertical retrace, pixel data should be 
ignored and the intensity output of the DAC should be driven 
to a "blacker than black" blank state. This is done by means 
of the BLANK input. BLANK is TIL-compatible and latched on 
the same clock as the pixel data. The BLANK signal is delayed 
the same number of clock cycles as the pixel data before 
being fed into the DAC Decoder to keep the BLANK signal and 
the pixel data synchronized. BLANK, when active, overrides 
the data and overlay inputs to drive the DAC output to the 
blank level. 

Composite Sync 
In some systems, the monitor control signals HSYNC and 
VSYNC are mixed with the Red, Green, and Blue signals. 
These control Signals synchronize the monitor sweep oscilla
tors to the R, G and B signal information. The Am8151A 
provides the necessary circuitry to mix these Signals with the 
pixel information. Two inputs are provided, HSYNC and 
VSYNC, which are combined to generate the composite sync. 

These inputs are TIL-compatible and are latched with the 
same clock as the pixel data. Internally to the chip, HSYNC 
and VSYNC are XORed to generate a composite sync Signal. 
The composite sync signal is generated in this manner to 
provide inverted HSYNC pulses during the much longer 
VSYNC pulse. This prevents the horizontal oscillator from 
losing synchronization during a vertical retrace and causes the 
horizontal oscillator to change phase by the width of HSYNC. 
The composite sync signal is delayed the same number of 
cycles as the pixel data and then, if active, overrides the data, 
OVERLAY, and BLANK' signals to drive the output to the 
composite sync level. 

Voltage Reference 
The Am8151A provides an on-chip precision voltage supply 
between the VREF and IREF pins. A scaling current is 
generated at the IREF input by connecting an external RSET 
resistor from VREF to IREF. The SET value can be calculated 
from RSET = 28.4411FS, where IFS is the nominal Sync level 
output current. Nominal Reference Black output of -714 mV is 
obtained with RSET = 1000 ohms and RT = 37.5 ohms. For 
these values, the Am8151A will have a Reference Black 
output level between - 728 mV and -700 mV for operation 
over specified temperature range and ± 1 0% supplies. The 
output drive current of the Am8151A has been increased to 
9.7 mA to allow operation of three Am8151A's with 667-ohm 
resistors connected to their respective IREF inputs for doubly 
terminated 50-ohm loads. 

The Am8151A provides the IREF input to scale the VIDEO 
output. The relationship between IREF and IFS is IFS = 13.22 
IREF. The reference amplifier in the Am8151A is internally 
compensated, eliminating the need for external bypass capac
itors. In addition, the analog VEE may be connected directly to 
the EClVEE supply. Analog Vee should be bypassed sepa
rately from TIlVee. The Am8151A has no connections on 
pins 22 and 25 (the Am8151 COMP1 and COMP2 pins). 

DAC and DAC Decoder 
The VIDEO output of the Am8151A is obtained by switching 
identical multiples of the 255 gray scale lSB currents. Blank 
and Peak White outputs are 28 LSBs each, adding 0.71 mV to 
VIDEO output; and Sync is 112 LSBs. All output switching 
occurs at the third pipeline clock. Blank and Peak White 
currents are delay-matched grey scale data. The video gray 
scale is generated by decoding the three most significant bits 
into seven 32 lSB equal segments and binary scaling the five 
LSBs. The reference feedback current, IREF, is two 16 LSB 
currents matched with 04 for a total of 32 lSBs. 

The twelve gray scale switches (seven MSB segments and 
five LSB segments) and the three control switches are 
operated from glitch-free internal CMl differential logic gates 
which eliminate current spikes characteristic of normal Bipolar 
Emitter Followers. All logic in the Am8151A, as well as the 
output switches, use glitch-free CML to reduce internal current 
spikes synchronous with ClK transitions. As a result, the clock 
feed through in the Am8151A is less than 4 pV-sec for ECl 
operating mode. The glitch energy output of the Am8151A is 
reduced to 10 pV-sec which allows true 8-bit operation at up to 
125 MHz clock rate. The low glitch energy error produced at 
the Am8151A VIDEO output is a result of matching the five 
lSB's switching to the seven MSB segments within 0.2 ns. 
The elimination of external compensation capacitors for the 
Reference Amplifier also contribute to the reduction in Glitch 
Energy Output. 

The following truth table lists the nominal DAC output for all 
combinations of inputs assuming a reference current of 
1.076 rnA. These output levels are obtained with RSET = 2000 
ohms and RT = 75 ohms. 
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TRUTH TABLE 

Voltage 
WI! OVERLAY BLANK HSYNC VSYNC Data Current Into 75 n Level Cum LSBs 

1 1 0 0 0 X o mA o mV Peak White 0 
X 0 0 0 0 255 .94 mA -71 mV Reference White 28 

· · 255 Equal Steps 

· X 0 0 0 0 0 9.52 mA -714 mV Reference Black 283 
0 1 0 0 0 X 9.52 mA -714 mV Reference Black 283 
X X 1 0 0 X 10.46 mA -784 mV Blanking 311 
X X X 1 1 X 10.466 mA -784 mV Blanking 311 
X X X 0 1 X 14.22 mA -1067 mV Composite Sync 423 
X X X 1 0 X 14.22 mA -1067 mV Composite Sync 423 

Am8151A DAC OUTPUT LEVELS 

OVERLAY, W/B OV Peak White -
>28 LSBs 

Lf-
-0.071 V Reference White 

)," LS8, 

From .. I 8·bit t Color ]I CAC 
Map 'I GRAY SCALE 

! 
-0.714 V Reference Black 

>28 LSBs BLANK -0.784 V Blanking 

: HSYNC, VSYNC L 
-

)112 LSBs 

- -1.067 V Composite Sync 

AFOO3664 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commericial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Under Bias .••.••..••.. -55 to + 125°C Ambient Temperature (TN ................... O°C to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Supply Voltage (Vce) ••••.•.•..••••...•• + 4.5 V to + 5.5 V 

Continuous (TTl Vcc and ANAVce) .•... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (VEE) •.....•••••.......• -5.72 V to -4.68 V 
Supply Voltage to Ground Potential 

Military (M) Devices 
Continuous (ECl VEE and ANAVE8 •..•• +0.5 to -7.0 V 

Case Temperature (T e) .•••••••••••••..•• - 55°C to + 125°C 
DC Input Voltage (TTl) ••.•.•...••••....•.......... -0.5 to 5.5 V 

Supply Voltage (VCC) ..•••.....•..•.•••. +4.5 V to +5.5 V 
DC Input Current .•...•....••.•••••..•.•..••.•.•. -30 to + 5.0 mA 

Supply Voltage (VEE) ••••••••..••..•.... -5.72 V to -4.68 V 
DC Input Voltage (lC Controlled) .....•.•...•.• -2 V to 5.5 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
Operating ranges define those limits between which the 

RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges (TTL) (for APL Products, Group A Subgroups 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 
are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter Typ. 
Symbol Description Test Conditions (Note 1) Min. (Note 2) Max. Unit 

VIH Input HIGH Level Guaranteed Input Logical HIGH 2.0 V Voltage for All Inputs (Note 9) 

VIL Input LOW Level Guaranteed Input Logical LOW 0.8 V Voltage for All Inputs (Note 9) 

III Input LOW Current Vee - Max., VIN - 0.4 V -0.01 -0.4 rnA 

IIH Input HIGH Current Vee a Max., VIN - 2.7 V .01 40 IlA 
II Input HIGH Current VIN .. Vee" 5.25 V 1 rnA 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage Vee ~ Min., VIN a VIH - Vil 2.4 3.3 V IOH - -400 IlA 

VOL Output LOW Voltage Vee .. Min., VIN - VIH .. Vil 0.3 0.5 V IOl-8 rnA 

los Output Short Circuit Vee· Max. -20 -30 -70 rnA Current (Note 3) 

TTLlee Power Supply Current TTLVee - Max. 33 55 rnA 

ANAlee Power Supply Current ANAVee - Max. 7.1 10 rnA 

I 

Ell 
ECLlEE Power Supply Current ECLVEE" Max. 195 300 rnA 

ANAIEE Power Supply Current ANAVEE" Max. RSET" 667 n 51 60 rnA 

LClee Logic Control Supply Current LC- Max. 15 25 rnA 

ECl CHARACTERISTICS (Notes 4 & 5) 

Parameter Parameter 
Description Symbol Test Conditions -55°C DOC 25°C 7DoC 125°C Unit 

VIH (Max.) -880 -840 -810 -730 -650 
(Note 9) mV 

VIH (Min.) -1215 -1145 -1105 -1045 -1005 
Vil (Max.) -1590 -1565 -1550 -1525 -1470 

(Note 9) mV 
ECL Inputs Vil (Min.) -1900 -1870 -1850 -1830 -1800 

IIH (Max.) VEE" Max. 250 200 200 200 200 IlA VIN .. VIH (Max.) 

III (Max.) VEE a Max. 200 150 150 150 150 IlA VIN - VIL (Min.) 

Notes: 1. For conditions shown as Min. or Max. use the appropriate value specified under recommended operating range. 
2. Typical values are for TILVCC and ANAVCC" 5.0 V, ECLVEE and ANAVCC" -5.2 V, LC'" 5.0 Y or 0 V as appropriate, 

TA" 25°C. 
3. Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of short not to exceed one second. 
4. With airflow ~ 500 Ifpm and two-minute warmup. 
5. A combination of skewing the limits and adjusting the pulse test ambient temperature is used to ensure that the data 

sheet steady state limits are met at the ambient temperatures specified. 
6. Trimmable to -714 mY 
7. Gray scale is defined as output levels between reference white and reference black, -71 mY to -714 mY. For these 

conditions the absolute value of 0.5 LSB.,. 1.26 mY. 
6. Clock feedthrough for rising or falling input may be measured with either constant memory address or constant memory 

data. For the Am6151A it is expressed as an Energy error with units of pV-S, consistent with glitch energy. 
9. Not all tests are being performed in manufacturing. Tests are guaranteed by Engineering characterization. 

10. Tests are performed in manufacturing under worst temperature conditions. 
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VIDEO 
r--

'REF RT -37.50 ~ Cl_SPF1 VOUT 

RSET. 8151A ~ 1 1 
VREF - -
'---

I012IA-005A 

TC004780 

DAC SPECIFICATIONS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

Resolution Gray Scale (Note 6) 8 8 8 bits 

Linearity Gray Scale (Note 7) ±0.15 ±.5 lSB 

Differential Linearity Gray Scale (Note 7) ±.05 ±.5 lSB 

Voe Output Compliance Voltage 10 < 'MAX (Note 9) ±1.5 ±2.2 V 

IZS Zero Scale Current .Q1 1 lSB 

IMax. Ou1put Maximum Current 42.7 60 rnA 

PSS IFS± Power Supply Sensitivity. Full Vee=5 V ±10% ±0.1 ±0.5 %/% A V Scale Positive VEE--5.2 V ±10% 

Glitch Energy Feedthrough lC - GND. ClK < Max. ±10 pV·sec 

Output Capacitance 10 pF 

IREF DAC Reference Current 3.4 rnA 

lC - GND. ECl Mode D.C 250 200 
ClK Clock Frequency MHz 

lC = Vee. TIL Mode D.C 83 

tR Risetime: 10 to 900/0 (Note 9) RSET"' 1000n RT" 37.5n 1.8 2.3 ns 

tF Falltime: 90 to 10% (Note 9) RSET" 1000n RT" 37.5n 1.55 2.1 ns 

Setting Time 0/0 Gray Scale Bits 
ts (255 level of Gray) (Notes 7 & 9) Accuracy 

±0.2 8 9.5 

±0.4 7 5.2 

±0.8 6 3.2 

±1.6 5 2.8 

±3.2 4 2.4 ns 

VOS 
Reference Black Output RSET= 1000n -728 -714 -'700 mV (Note 6) RT-37.5n 

IFSTC Output Current Temp Coefficient ±20 ppm/·C 

10< 4 rnA 
VREF DAC Reference Voltage Vee" 5,0 V 2.122 2.152 2.177 V 

VEE "'-5.2 V 

Reference Voltage Line l>.Vee = ±100/0 ±0.13 ±0.4 % VREF Regulation l>.VEE=±100/0 

Reference Voltage 3,2 mA< 10< 9.7 rnA ±.06 ±0.4 % VREF load Regulation 

Reference Voltage ±15 ppml"C Temperature Coeffiecient 

ClKn 
Clock Feedthrough lC-GND ±4 pV·S (Note 8) ClK < Max. 

Notes: See notes following ECl Characteristics 
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DAC SPECIFICATIONS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Group A, Subgroups 
8, 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test CondlUons Min. Typ. Max. 

Resolution Gray Scale (Note 6) 8 8 8 

Unearity Gray Scale (Note 7) to.15 t1 

Differential Unearity Gray Scale (Note 7) t.05 ±1 

Voc Output Compliance Voltage 10";;; IMAX (Note 9) t1.5 t2.2 

IZS Zero Scale Current .01 1 

IMax. Output Maximum Current 40 60 

PSS IFSt Power Supply Sensitivity. Fu" Vee-5 V ±10% to.1 to.5 Scale Positive VEE - -5.2 V t 10% 

Glitch Energy Feedthrough lC - GND. ClK";;; Max. t10 

Output Capacitance 10 

. 'REF DAC Reference Current 3.4 

lC - GND. ECl Mode D.C 250 160 
ClK Clock Frequency 

lC - Vee. TTL Mode D.C 83 

tR Risetime: 10 to 90% (Note 9) RSET - 1000n RT - 37.5n 1.8 2.5 

tF Fatltime: 90 to 10% (Note 9) RSET -1000n RT - 37.5n 1.55 2.3 

Setting Time % Gray Scale Bits 
ts (255 level of Gray) (Notes 7 & 9) Accuracy 

to.2 8 9.5 

to.4 7 5.2 

to.8 6 3.2 

t1.6 5 2.8 

t3.2 4 2.4 

VOB 
Reference Black Output RSET-1000n -728 -714 -700 (Note 6) RT-37.5n 

IFSTC 
Sync Output Current Temp t20 Coefficient 

10";;; 4 rnA 
VREF DAC Reference Voltage Vee-5.O V 2.122 2.152 2.177 

VEE--5.2 V 

Reference Voltage AVCC- t1O% to.13 fO.4 Une Regulation AVEE - t10% 

Reference Voltage 3.2 mA"':: 10"':: 9.7 mA t.06 fO.4 Load Regulation 

Reference Voltage t15 Temperature Coeffiecient 

ClKn 
Clock Feedthrough lC-GND t4 (Note 8) ClK";;;Max. 

Notes: See notes following ECl Characteristics 

Am8151A 

1,2,3,7, 

Unit 
bits 

LSB 

lSB 

V 

lSB 

rnA 

%/% A V 

pV·sec 

pF 

rnA 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

mV 

ppml"C 

V 

% VREF 

0,," VREF 

ppml"C 

pV·S 
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EXPLANATION OF DAC SPECIFICATIONS 
Resolution: 

Resolution refers to the number of discrete steps or levels 
which the DAC can provide, and is expressed as a number 
of bits. A DAC with n bits of resolution provides 2n discrete 
analog levels. For the Am8151A the gray scale code 
between Reference Black and Reference White has 255 
codes. 

Linearity: 
Linearity is the maximum deviation of an actual output from 
its ideal value. For the Am8151A, linearity is expressed as a 
fraction of an lSB. 

Differential Linearity: 
Differential Linearity is the measure of the difference be
tween any two code values. For the Am8151A, differential 
linearity is expressed as a fraction of an lSB. 

Output Compliance Voltage: 
The DC voltage output for which the Am8151A will meet its 
Output Current, Linearity, and Differential Linearity specifica
tions. 

Zero Scale Current: 
The output current of the Am8151A at Peak White output 
level. 

Full Scale Current: (IFS): 
The output current at Sync output level. IFS = 13.22 IREF. 

Full Scale Current Temperature Coefficient (I FSTc): 
T~e ratio of the full scale output current to the temperature 
change causing it. 

Power Supply Sensitivity (PSS IFS): 
The change in the full scale output current for changes in 
one or more power supply voltages, expressed as a 
percentage of the power supply change. 

Ref Black Output level (Vos): 
The video voltage output of the Am8151A with RSET = 1000 n, 
RT = 37.5 n, and Reference Black as the output level. 

Reference Current (lREF): 
The current into the IREF pin. 

Output Capacitance (Co): 
The package and DAC output capacitance of the Video pin 
on the Am8151A. For the ceramic DIP package Co is 11 pF, 
while the plastic DIP and PlCC is 6 pF. 

Output Delay: 
Propagation delay from the ClK logic threshold to a 50% 
change in gray scale output level. 

Output Settling Time: 
Propagation delay from the 50% output change to within the 
specified percentage of final value. 

Output Clock Feedthrough (ClKn): 
Synchronous video output noise. In the Am8151 A, ex
pressed as pV-S of energy. 

Output Glitch Energy: 
The mismatch in the energy of the undershoot and over
shoot pulse for a 1 lSB transition at the Video output. In the 
Am8151A glitch energy is expressed in pV-S. It may also be 
expressed as lSB error for a given clock period. A half lSB 
glitch energy error at felK = 125 MHz is 10.1 pV-S. 

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE VOLTAGE SPECIFICATIONS 

Reference Voltage (VREF - V (I REF)): 
The voltage from the VREF to the IREF pin. 

Line Regulation: 
The change in the reference voltage produced by changes 
in one or more of the Am8151A power supply voltages 
expressed as a percentage of the reference voltage. 

load Regulation: 
The change in the reference voltage produced with changes 
in the current in the VREF pin expressed as a percentage of 
the reference voltage. 

Reference Voltage Temperature Coefficient: 
The change in the reference voltage divided by the temper
ature change producing it expressed in ppmfOC. 
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AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over COMMERCIAL operating range 

Parameter Parameter 
No. Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

1 !eLK Clock Period (Note 9) lC .. GND, ECl Mode 5 4.1 ns 
lC .. Vee, TTL Mode 12 ns 

2 ts Address, OVERLAY, W/B Setup before Clock I lC-GND 0.7 0.05 ns 
HSYNC, VSYNC, BLAN~ Setup before Clock I lC-GND 5.0 1.5 ns 
Address, OVERLAY, W/B, HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK lC-Vee 2.0 0.5 ns 
Setup before Clock I (Note 9) 

3 tH Address. OVERLAY, W/B Hold after Clock I lC .. GND 0.7 -0.05 ns 
HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK Hold after Clock I lC-GND 2.0 -1.5 ns 
Address, OVERLAY, wiS, HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK lC -Vee 2.0 -0.5 ns 
after Clock I (Note 9) 

4 tpo Clock I to 50% VIDEO change (Note 9) lCaGND 2.0 5.3 8 ns 
lC"Vee 4.0 12 ns 

5 tpo Clock I to Data Valid (Read) (Note 10) 5 13 30 ns 
ECL/TTl 

6 ts W IA Setup before EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 
7 tH W/R Hold after EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 

8 tpo EN I to Data Active (Read) (Note 10) 5 11 25 ns 
9 tpo EN I to Data Three·State (Read) (Note 10) 7 20 ns 

10 ts Address latched (Clock I) to EN I Setup (Write) 10 4 ns 
(Note 9) 

11 ts Data (and Address) Setup before EN I, Write Cycle 12 1.5 ns 
Time (Write) (Note 9) 

12 tH Data Hold after EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 

13 tpo EN low Pulse Width to Write (Note 9) 3 ns 

AC SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over MILITARY operating range (for APL Products, Group A,Subgroups 
9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted.) 

I 
I 

Parameter Parameter 
No. Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

1 !eLK Clock Period (Note 9) lC == GND. ECl Mode 6.25 4.1 ns 
lC .. Vee, TTL Mode 12 ns 

2 ts Address, OVERLAY, W/B Setup before Clock I lC-GND 1.0 0.05 ns 
HSYNC. VSYNC, BLANK Setup before Clock I lC-GND 5.0 1.5 ns 
Address, OVERLAY, WiS, HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK lC = Vee 2.0 0.5 ns 
Setup before Clock I (Note 9) 

3 tH Address, OVERLAY, W/B Hold after Clock I lC=GND 1.0 -0.05 ns 
HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK Hold after Clock I lC .. GND 2.0 -1.5 ns 
Address, OVERLAY, W/S, HSYNC, VSYNC, BLANK lC = Vee 2.0 -0.5 ns 
after Clock I (Note 9) 

4 tpo Clock I to 50% VIDEO change (Notes 9) lC=GND 2.0 5.3 8 ns 
lC = Vee 4.0 12 ns 

5 tpo Clock I to Data Valid (Read) (Note 10) 5 13 30 ns 
ECl/TTl 

6 ts W/R Setup before EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 

7 tH W/R Hold after EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 
8 tpo EN I to Data Active (Read) (Note 10) 5 11 25 ns 

9 tpo EN I to Data Three·State (Read) (Note 10) 7 20 ns 

10 ts Address latched (Clock t) to EN I Setup (Write) 10 4 ns 
(Note 9) 

11 ts Data (and Address) Setup before EN I, Write Cycle 12 1.5 ns 
Time (Write) (Note 9) 

12 tH Data Hold after EN I (Note 9) 10 1.5 ns 

13 tpo EN low Pulse Width to Write (Note 9) 3 ns 

Notes: See notes following ECl Characteristics 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

ClK 

Ao - A7~Nr--':;-"""~"O'\7'\}\1V 

HSYNC, VSYNC~~~~~~~~~ 
BLANK,OVER~~~~~~~~O£~~ 

WAVEFORM 

--JfJIff 

--H 

INPUTS 

MUST BE 
STEADY 

MAY CHANGE 
FROM H TOl 

MAY CHANCE 
FROM L TOH 

DON°T CARE; 
ANY CHANGE 
PERMITTED 

DOES NOT 
APPLY 

OUTPUTS 

Will BE 
STEADY 

WlllBE 
CHANGING 
FROM H TO l 

WlllBE 
CHANGING 
FROM l TOH 

CHANGING; 
STATE 
UNKNOWN 

CENTER 
LINE IS HIGH 
IMPEDANCE 
"OFF" STATE 

KSOOOO10 

VIDEO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~~ ___ ~ 

WF008882 

Video Refresh Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

CUI 

will ~'t£::JL.~ ______ -+ __ ~ ____ ¥\a.C~~~Q,Q¥~IDI..~ 

Do·Dr --------( 
I~~"~ __ ----------~ 

WF008692 

Read Timing 

~.~ xxxxxxxxxxrl...-------... ---------. 
WF006903 

Write Timing 

Am8151A 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

TC003132 

A. Outputs 

Notes: 1. CL = 50 pF. The load capacitance. includes scope probe, wiring, and stray capacitance without the 
device in the test fixture. 

2. 51 and 52 are open during all DC and functional testing. 
3. During AC testing, switches are set as follows: 

1) For VOUT > 1.5 V, 51 is closed and 52 open 
2) For VOUT < 1.5 V, 51 is open and 52 closed 
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TYPICAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

+sv 
mVcc ANAVcc 

+5V 
Digital lo.l l1F 

Analog 

LC 
mGNO ANAGND 
ECLGND 
ECLGND 

ANA VeE VIDEO 
ECLVeE 

-5.2 V ECLVee 

10000 * Digital Ground 1% 

~ Analog Grouncl 

TYPICAL APPLICATION 

Video liming 
Controller 

Video DRAM 

Am81n 
Video Shift Register 

Am8151A 

CD011610 

'0721~ 

90008170 
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GENERATING 8 COLOR TEXT OVERLAY WITH WID AND OVERLAY INPUTS 

R G B 

AmII052 Am8151A Am8151A Am8151A 

WID OVERLAY W/S OVERLAY WIll OVERLAY 

( L .~ j t j 

I \ 
\ J 

'<\. "ATTRIBUTES" 

CHAR. 
GEN. 

t 
SHIFT. 
REG. 

AF003721 

SINGLE Am8151A TRUTH TABLE 

Overlay W/B Output 

0 X Graphics 

1 1 Peak White 

1 0 Ref. Black 

TRUTH TABLE FOR THREE Am8151As 

wia 
Overlay (R) (G) (B) Output 

0 X X X Graphics 

1 0 0 0 Black 

1 0 0 1 Blue 

1 0 1 0 Green 

1 0 1 1 Cyan 

1 1 0 0 Red 

1 1 0 1 Magenta 

1 1 1 0 Yellow 

1 1 1 1 White 
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Am81C176 
CMOS Color Palette 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Plug-In Replacement for Inmos G171 and G176 

• VGA hardware and software compatible 

• Clock rates up to 80 MHz 

• Available In 28-pln DIP and 32-pln PLCC 
package 

• 256 x 18 Color Look-Up Table (LUT) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81 C176 is a monolithic CMOS Color Palette and 
is hardware and software compatible with the VGA stan
dard. Applications include high-resolution color graph
ics, CAD/CAM/CAE, and desktop publishing. The 
Am81C176 operates at speeds up to 80 MHz and can 
support monitors with resolutio~s up to 1024 x 768. 

The Am81 C 176 has a 256 x 18 Look-Up Table and triple 
6-bit DACs. It can simultaneously display 256 colors out 
of an available set of 256K colors. 

Because of a proprietary technique, read and writ€: 
operations to the Color look-up table may occur during 
active video. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

ClK 
Timing 
Generator 

lr 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

• Triple 6-blt Dlgltal-to-Analog Converters 
(DACs) 

• RS-170A compatible RGB outputs 

• External current reference 

• Asynchronous MPU Interface 

• Single monolithic. high-performance CMOS 

• Single +5 V power supply 

The Am81C176 generates RS-170A compatible out
puts into doubly-terminated 750 loads, without external 
buffers. 

The Am81C176 is fabricated using AMD's state-of-the
art 1.2J,l CMOS process. The device is available in a 
28-lead DIP and 32-lead PLCC package. It is pin- and 
functionally-compatible with the Inmos IMS G171 and 
IMS G176. 

R 

8 
Pixel 
Mask 

Register 

8 

Color 
L.U.T. 
RAM 
256 X 18 

18 
latch G 

processor 
Interface 

Publication # 11912 Rev. A ArrondmentlO 

Issue Date: April 1989 Am81C176 

B 

'----I REF 

11912-OO1A 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

R 

G 

B 

IREF 

PIXo 

PIX1 

PIX2 

PIX3 

PIX4 

PIXs 

PIX6 

PIX7 

eLK 

GND 

28-PIN DIP 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

3-96 

Vee 
RS1 

RSo 

WR 

03 

02 

01 

Do 

BLANK 

RD 

11912-002A 

Am81C176 

IREF 

PIXo 

PIX1 

P1X2 

PIX3 

PIX4 

PIXs 

PIX6 

PIX7 

R 

G 

B 

32-PIN PLCC 

11912-003A 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

Am81C176 -35 P C 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

.. 

Blank - Standard processing 
B .. Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C .. Commercial (0 to +700C) 

~---------------------~PACKAGETYPE 
J = 32-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 032) 
P .. 28-Pin Plastic DIP (PD 028) 

~----------------------------b.SPEEDOPTION 
-80= 80 MHz 

'--------. a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81C176 
CMOS Color Palette 

Valid Combinations 

Am81C176-80 
Am81 C176-66 JC, PCB, PC 
Am81C176-50 
Am81C176-35 

-66 .. 66 MHz 
-50= 50 MHz· 
-35 = 35 MHz 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AM D's standard military grade products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 
Timing Section 
ClK 
Clock source pin (TTL compatible Input) 
This input is the pixel clock of the video system and is to 
be driven by a dedicated TTL buffer. The rising edge of 
ClK latches the BLANK and PIXo- PIX7 inputs and also 
controls the flow of these signals through the pipeline 
stages of the Color Palette and OACs to the R. G. and B 
outputs. 

BLANK 
Blank (TTL compatible Input) 
The BLANK input. when active. overrides the pixel data 
to force the R. G. and B outputs to their blank levels. This 
blank level is required during the monitor vertical and 
horizontal retrace times. It is latched on the rising edge 
of ClK. Typically. blank time is used to update the Color
look-up Table through Do - 07. 

Bit Map Interface Section 
PIXo - PIX7 
Color Pixel Data addresses (TTL compatible Inputs) 
These 8 inputs select which of the 256 entries in the 
Color look-Up Table is to be used to provide pixel color 
information. These inputs run at the pixel rate of the sys
tem and are latched on the rising edge of ClK. PIXo is 
the least significant bit. 

MPU Interface Section 
0 0 -07 

Data and address bus (TTL compatible 
bl-dl rectlonal) 
These 8 pins are used by the host microprocessor to 
write to ( with WR low) and read from ( with RO low) the 
internal registers (Pixel Mask Register. Pixel Address 
Register. and Color Data Register). Do is the least 
significant bit. 

During write cycles. the rising edge of WR latches data 
from the Do - 07 inputs into the register selected by the 
RSo - RS1 inputs. During read cycles. RD drives the 00-
07 lines from the register selected by RSo - RS1. The 
end of a read cycle is determined by the rising edge of 
RD. 

When both WR and RD are a logical one. the 00- 07 pins 
go into three-state. 

WR 
Write Control Input (TTL compatible Input) 
WR is the control signal used for writing data into internal 
registers. WR must be a logical zero to write data to the 
internal registers. During Write operations. RSo - RS1 
are latched on the falling edge of WR and Do - 07 are 
latched on the rising edge of WR. When active. informa-

tion on the external data bus is available to the Do - 07 
inputs. 

RD 
Read Control Input (TTL compatible Input) 
RD must be a logical zero to read data from the internal 
registers. During Read operations. RSo - RS1 are 
latched on the falling edge of RD. When active. informa
tion on the internal data bus is available to the Do - 07 
pins. 

RSo- RS1 
Register Select Inputs (TTL compatible Inputs) 
RSo - RS1 allow the MPU to select any of the internal 
registers. These inputs determine the type of read or 
write operation being performed. See Table 1. 

Analog Output Section 

R 
Red video output (Analog output) 

Analog output of the red OAC. This output is capable of 
driving an RS-170A compatible doubly-terminated 75.0 
cable. 

G 
Green video output (Analog output) 
Analog output of the green OAC. This output is capable 
of driving an RS-170A compatible doubly-terminated 
75.0 cable. 

B 
Blue video output (Analog output) 
Analog output of the blue DAC. This output is capable of 
driving an RS-170A compatible doubly-terminated 75.0 
cable. 

IREF 
Current reference (Analog Input). 
IREF is the reference current input. Through this pin the 
user provides the reference current for the OAC which. 
in turn. control the full-scale output currents. 

I 1 * Vwhlta 
REF. 2.1 Rioad (= 37.511) 

Power Supply Section 
Vee 
+5 volt supply. 

DVcc 
+5 volt digital power supply. 

AVec 
+5 volt analog power supply. 

GND 
Ground 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81 C176 CMOS color palette integrates all major 
functions required in the video section of a graphics sys
tem and supports pixel rates sufficient to drive monitors 
with resolutions up to 1024 x 768. 

A programmable 256 x 18 Color look-Up Table (lUT) . 
maps pixel data from a b~-map memory into phySical 
color, and three 6-bit Digital-to-Analog-Converters 
(DACs) convert the outputs of the Color look-Up-Table 
(LUT) into RS170 compatible RGB analog format. Up to 
8 bits per pixel are supported for a maximum of 256 si
multaneous colors out of 256K available color combina
tions. 

MPU Interface 
The Am81C176 is designed to support a standard MPU 
bus interface with direct access to 256 Color look-Up 
Table (lUT) locations and two control registers. The 
MPU interface is completely asynchronous with respect 
to pixel clock. However, data transfers between the lUT 
and Red Register, Green Register, and Blue Register 
(see block diagram) are internally synchronized to pixel 
clock. Double sampling techniques have been utilized in . 
order to minimize metastability problems occurring 
when ~chronizing an asynchronous event (such as 
RD or WR) with a free running clock (such as ClK). 

The Read and Write accesses to the lUT take one and 
two pixel clock cycles, respectively. 

The nature of the MPU access is determined by the 
Register Select (RS1, RSo) inputs. RSland RSo select 
among Address Register (lUTwrite), Address Register 
(lUT read), Color Data Register and Pixel Mask Regis
ter, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. RSo• RS, Decoding 

RS, RSo Function 

0 0 Address Register (LUTwrite) 
0 1 Color Data Register 
1 0 Pixel Mask Register 
1 1 Address Register (LUT read) 

A typical color data write cycle is initiated by setting the 
8-bit Address Register (lUT write) with the address of 
the lUT into which data is to be written. Next the MPU 
performs three write cycles to the Color Data Register: 
one for red, one for green, one for blue intensity. At the 
end of the blue cycle the data is concatenated into an 
18-bit word and written to the lUT location pointed to by 
the Address Register. The Address Register is then 
auto-incremented to point to the next location in lUT. 
This process may be repeated again as required. If the 
user needs to access consecutive lUT locations, the 
Address Register needs to be written to only at the be
ginning of the sequence. See Table 2. 

A typical color data read cycle is initiated by setting the 
8-bit Address Register (lUT read) with the address of 
the lUT to be read. At this point, 18 bits of color data are 

transferred from the lUT to the Red, Green and Blue 
portion of the Color Data Register (see block diagram) 
and the Address Register is auto-incremented to point 
to the next location in lUT. Next the M PU performs three 
read cycles to the Color Data Register: one for red, one 
for green, one for blue intensity. At the end of the blue 
cycle a new set of 18 bits is tranferred to the Red, Green 
and Blue portions of the Color Data Register, and the 
Address Register is again auto-incremented. This proc
ess may be repeated as required. If the user needs to 
access consecutive lUT locations the Address Register 
needs to be written to only at the beginning of the se
quence. See table 2. 

The 6-bit color data occupy the six least significant posi
tions in the data bus. Bits Ds and 07 are ignored during 
write cycles and are set to 0 during read cycles. Bit Do is 
the least significant bit. 

The Am81C176 uses one 8-bit Address Register to 
address the lUT as shown in Table 3. The Address Reg
ister resets to 0 after a blue reacl!write cycle to the lUT 
address 255. A user transparent modul0-3 counter 
(ARb, ARa) keeps track of the red, green and blue cycles 
and auto-increments at the end of each read/write ac
cess to the lUT. This counter is reset to zero after a write 
access to the Address Register, and is unchanged fol
lowing a read access to the Address Register. Thus a 
write to the Address Register will abort any unfinished 
read or write sequence. 

The Am81 C176 uses one 8-bit Pixel Mask Reg/sterto 
modify the address of the lUT as provided by PIXo -
PIX7. The eight bits of this register are ANDed with PIXo 
- PIX7, and the result used as the address to the lUT . 
This mechanism provides a quick way to alter the ap
pearance of one or more colors on the display unit with 
just one MPU access, without the need for changing the 
bit-map memory or the lUT contents. The CPU ad
dresses are not affected by this register. 

Display Memory Interface 
Pixel data PIXo - PIX7 are latched on the rising edge of 
ClK and are used as address to the 256 locations of the 
lUT. The total pipeline delay from PIXo - PIX7 and 
BLANK inputs, to R, G, B outputs'is four clock cycles. 

Video Generation 
During each clock cycle, a 18-bit word from the lUT is 
presented to three DACs: 6 bits for red, 6 for green and 6 
for blue. The three DACs convert the digital color mem
ory output into RGB RS-170A analog format. 

The BLANK input is latched on the rising edge of ClK.1t . 
is routed to the three DACs after a delay of four clock pe
riods, identical to the delay incurred by the video stream. 

BLANK, when active, forces a zero to the input to the 
DACs, overriding the current lUT output. 
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The three analog outputs of the Am81C176 are each 
capable ,of driving a doubly terminated 75Q coaxial 
cable. 

Table 2. ReadlWrlte Access to the Am81C176 

AD WR RS1 RSo ARb AR. Function 

0 0 0 X X Write Address Register AR(7:0) ,""""0(7:0); ARb:ARa,""""OO. 
(LUTWrite) 

0 0 0 0 Write Color Oata Register(Red) RREG(5:0),""""0(5:0); ARb:ARa,""""01. 
0 0 0 1 Write Color Data Register(Green) GREG(5:0) ,""""0(5:0); ARb:ARa+-10; 
0 0 1 0 WriteColor Data Register(Blue) BREG(5:0),""""0(5:0); ARb:ARa,""""OO; 

Write Color Look-Up-Table R(5:0) ,""""RREG; G(5:0)+-GREG; 
B(5:0),""""BREG; INC. AR(7:0). 

0 X X Write Address Register AR(7:0) ,""""0(7:0); ARb:ARa ,""""00; 
(LUT Read) 
Read Color Look-Up Table RREG,""""R(5:0); GREG+-G(5:0); 

BREG,""""B(5:0); INC. AR(7:0). 
0 0 0 0 Read Color Oata Register (Red) 0(5:0),""""RREG(5:0); 0(7:6),""""0; 

ARb:ARa,""""01. 

° 0 0 Read Color Data Register (Green) 0(5:0) ,""""GREG(5:0); 0(7:6),""""0; 
ARb:ARa,""""10. 

0 0 0 Read Color Data Register (Blue) D(5:0),""""BREG(5:0); 0(7:6),""""0; 
ARb:ARa,""""OO. 

0 0 0 X X Read Address Register 0(7:0) ,""""AR(7:0). 

0 0 X X Write Pixel Mask Register PMREG(7:0) ,""""0(7:0). 

0 1 0 X X Read Pixel Mask Register D(7:0),""""PMREG(7:0). 

Note: Refer to timing diagrams for edge information on AD and WR. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature 
Ambient Temperature 

Under Bias 
Junction Temperature 

Supply Voltage to Ground 
Potential Continuous 

-55 to + 125°C 
+175°C 

-0.5 to 7.0 V 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Ambient Temperature (TA) 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 
for 80 MHz devices 
for 35, 50, 66 MHz device 

IREF CUrrent 
Output Load 

+4.75 to +5.25 V 
+4.50 to +5.50 V 
-7to-9 mA 
37.5.0 DC Voltage Applied to Outputs 

for HIGH Output State 
DC Input Voltage 

-0.5 to Vee +0.5 V 
-0.5 to Vee +0.5 V Operating ranges d9fine those limits between which the func

tionality of the d9vice is guaranteed. 
Stress9S above those listed under -Absolute Maximum Rat
ings" may cause device failure. Functionality at or above 
these limits is not implied. Exposure of the device to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect 
device reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS (over operating range) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description 

Digital Inputs 

VIH Input High Voltage 

VIL Input Low Voltage 

IIH Input High Current 

IlL Input Low Current 

CIN Input Capacitance 

Digital Outputs 

VOH Output High Voltage 

Va. Output Low Voltage 

loz Three-State Current 

Cout Output Capacitance 

Analog Outputs 

Resolution (each DAC) 
INL Integral Linearity Error 
DNL Differential Linearity E 

Full Scale Error 
Monotonicity 

Test Conditions 

Vin= Vce 

Vin=GND 

Coding Binary 
Output Voltage 
Output Current 
DAC-to-DAC Matching 
Glitch Energy 

Am81C176 

Min. Typ. 

2.4 

6 6 

Guaranteed 

120 . 

Max. Unit 

Vee+0.5 V 

0.8 V 

1 W\ 
-1 W\ 
7 pF 

V 

.4 V 

50 W\ 
7 pF 

6 Bits 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±5 %Gray 

Binary 
1.5 V 
21 rnA 
2 % 

pV-sec 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

Parameter Parameter Mlnrryp 
Number Description Max Unit 

Clock Rate 80 66 50 35 MHz 

RSo - RS1 Setup Time Min 10 10 10 15 ns 
2 RSo - RS1 Hold Time Min 10 10 10 15 ns 
3 RD Asserted to Data Bus Driven Min 5 5 5 5 ns 
4 RD Asserted to Data Valid Max 40 40 40 40 ns 
5 RD Negated to Data Bus 3-stated Max 20 20 20 20 ns 
6 Output Hold Time Min 5 5 5 5 ns 
7 RD Pulse Width Low Min 50 50 50 50 ns 
8 WR Pulse Width Low Min 50 50 50 ns 
9 Write Data Setup Time Min 10 15 ns 

10 Write Data Hold Time Min 10 15 ns 
11 Clock Cycle Time Min 12.5 28 ns 
12 Clock Pulse Width High Time Min 4 7 ns 
13 Clock Pulse Width Low Time Min 9 ns 
14 Pixel Setup Time Min 3 4 ns 
15 Pixel Hold Time Min 3 4 ns 
16 Analog Output Delay Max 30 30 ns 
17 Analog Output RiseTime 8 8 ns 

(Note 1) 
18 Analog Output Settling Time 15.3 20 28 ns 

(Note 1) 
19 Read after write address register 5* tCYC 5* tCYC 5* tCYC ns 

(read mode) 
20 Successive read interval 4* tcyC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 
21 Read after color read 5* tCYC 5* tCYC 5* tCYC 5* tCYC ns 
22 Write after color read 5* tCYC 5* tCYC 5* tCYC 5* tCYC ns 
23 Successive write interval Min 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 
24 Read after color write Min 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 
25 Write after color write Min 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 
26 Read followed by write interval Min 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 
27 Write followed by read interval Min 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC 4* tCYC ns 

Analog Output Skew Max 2 2 2 2 ns 
Pipeline Delay Typ 4 4 4 4 clocks 
VccSupply Current (Note 3) Typ 150 150 150 150 rnA 
Vcc Supply Current (Note 3) Max 180 180 180 180 rnA 

Notes: 
1. Clock and data feedthrough are not included 

2 Load = 37.50 + 30 pF with IREF '" -8.88 mA 
3. Measured at maximum fClJ(; 

lee{Max.): Vee'" 5.25 V. TA '" O°C 
lee(Typ.): Vee = 5.0 V. TA • + 25°C 

Test Conditions: 

TTL Input Level: 0 to 3 V with tR• tF (10-90%) S 3 ns 

Analog Output Load s 10 pF; Do - D7 Output load S 50 pF 
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. SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
Key To Switching Waveforms 

WAVEFORM 

\\\\\ 

//7// 

XXXXXX 

INPUTS 

. MUST BE 
STEADY 

MAY 
CHANGE 
FROMHTOL 

MAY 
CHANGE 
FROML TOH 

DON'T CARE 
ANY CHANGE 
PERMITTED 

Am81C176 

OUTPUTS 

WILL BE 
STEADY 

WILL BE 
CHANGING 
FROMHTOL 

WILL BE 
CHANGING 
FROML TOH 

CHANGING, 
STATE 
UNKNOWN 

KSOOOO10 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

2 

RS
O

-RS
1 

RD --________ ~----~------~~-------------------------

11912-OO5A 

MPU Read Cycle 

2 

RSO-RS 1 

8 
WR--------~~------------~l_-------------------------

11912-OO6A 

MPU Write Cycle 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

11 

Note 1: Output delay measured from the 50% point of the rising edge of elK to the 50 % point 
of the full scale transition. 

Note 2: Settling time measured from the 50% point of the full scale transition to the output remaining 
within ± 1 lSB. 

Note 3: Output riselfall time measured between the 10% and 90% points of full scale transition. 

11912-OO7A 

Video Input IOutput 

DO-D7---~ RED )--{GREEN)--{ BLUE >--< ___ _ 
11912-OO8A 

Color Value Read Followed by Any Read 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

: 
DO-D7 --~~ RED H GREEN H BLUE >--<'-__ _ 

11912-OO9A 

Color Value Read Followed by Any Write 

----G-

---~ RED >--< GREEN >--< BLUE H'--__ 

11912-010A 

Color Value Write Followed by Any Read 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

00-07---~ RED >--< GREEN>--< BLUE >--< ___ _ 
11912-011A 

Color Value Write Followed by Any Write 

: 
0

0
- 0 7 ---~ RED >--< GREEN >--< BLUE >--< AOOR +2) 

11912-012A 

Read Color Value then Read the Address Register 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

3·108 

WR ---------~~4~---------1-9----------~~~ 
AD ---------------------------------------'k~ __ ~/~------

RSO' RS1 ZXX 3H XXXXXXX 

DO-D7 XXXXXXXX~xXXXXXXXXX~. 

11912-013A 

Write and then Read Back the Address Register 

23 

WR--------------------__ 

RSO' RS1 -------------

11912-014A 

Write to Mask Register Followed by Read or Write 

Am81C176 



SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

RSO·RS 1 __________________ ___ 

OH.2H.3H 

Read from Mask or Address Register Followed by Read or Write 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

Data 
Input 

Timing 
Input 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown for HIGH data only. Output transition may 
be opposite sense. 

2. Cross-hatched area is don't care condition. 

Am81C176 

11912-015A 

Ell 

11912-016A 
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APPENDIX A: APPLICATION NOTE FOR THE Am81C176 
The design of a system using the Am81C176 should be 
based on the guidelines used for designing high preci .. 
sion mixed analog and digital circuits. Some of these 
rules are outlined here. Users may, of course, choose to 
design circuits considerably different from that shown 
here. 

Separate power planes should be used for the analog 
and digital power pins to reduce the noise on the analog 
output due to the switching at the digital inputs. A high 
frequency capacitor of around 0.1 ~f should be placed 
close to the package between Vee and GND. A large tan
talum capacitor of about 22 ~F should also be placed in 
parallel to the 0.1 ~F capacitor. This same arrangement 
should be used on the DIP package as well. An inductor 
used in series with the power supply acts as a low-pass 
filter and improves the Am81 C176 supply even further. 
Care should be taken to see that the analog plane does 
not cross the digital plane. The pixel data lines should be 
kept as far from the digital lines accessible by the MPU 
interface. 

Use of a current mirror such as the' one shown in Figure 
A 1 is recommended to ensure a constant current source 
forthe DACs. The current sources may need to be tem
perature compensated externally using a diode bias. It 
may be necessary to add coupling capacitors (47 ~F in 
parallel with 0.1 ~F) between IREF and Vee to absorb 
power supply variations not absorbed by the current 
source. The two capacitors help track the variations in 
power supply at the low and the high frequency end. 

, The connection between the DACs and the monitor acts 
as a transmission lie The two ends of the line need to be 
terminated to provide proper impedance matching and 
thereby avoid any reflections that might result other
wise. Also, analog output protection is provided by the 
diode as shown in Figure A2. The diode basically acts to 
prevent excessive negative or positive voltage swings 
which could result from electrostatic discharges and 
things of that nature. 

+5'~'----------~------------------------------------------------

tREF 

GND-----+------------------~---

11912"()17A 

Figura A1. 

1500 

11912"()18A 

Figure A2. 
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Address 
... 

+ 
" ,8 

1 ~ ADDRESS '~ 8 DRAM Four 

, ~8 
Memory 
Planes 

~ 
VGA , 

r Controller ~8 

+ ~ DATA Control ADDRESS ~ 
0 , 

," 

:0 
Video BIOS m 

IDA C/l 
C/l 
to Control 

PC/AT 

~ 
&i 

10 Interface .. 
~ BrANK. 

DATA ~ m.wn 
'1 , 

a R 
Am81C176 G §J Color B Monitor 

Palette 
... 

PIX[7:0) 000 
LUT 0[7:0) 
Address 

t 
DATA 

11912-o19A 

FlgureA3. Application Example: VGA system using a VGA Controller and an Am81C176 
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Am81C451/458 
CMOS Color Palette 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Plug-in Replacement for Bt451 (Bt458) • 4 x 12(24) Dual-Port Overlay RAM 
• Available in 80-, 110-, 125-, 165·MHz versions • RS-343A-Compatible RGB Outputs 
• Typical Power Dissipation: 1.0 W • Read and Blink Masks for each bit-plane 
• Available in PGA and PlCC packages • Standard MPU Interface 
• Multiplexed TIL Pixel Ports • Single + 5-V Power Supply 
• Triple' 4·Bit (8·Bit) Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) • Full military range specifications 
• 256 x 12(24) Dual-Port Color Palette RAM 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am81C451/458 CMOS Color Palette drives all three 
guns of a standard RS-343A color monitor. It is designed 
specifically for the high-resolution color graphics market for 
applications such as image processing, CAE/CAD/CAM, 
solid modeling, and animation. The Am81C451/458 oper
ates at speeds sufficient to support monitor resolutions up 
to 1600 x 1280 pixels, and can simultaneously display 259 
colors out of an available set of 4K colors for the 
Am81C451 and 16.8 million colors for the Am81C458. 

The Am81C451/458 includes an input buffer, an input 
multiplexer, a 256 x 12(2~) look-Up Table, a 4 x 12(24) 
Overlay Table, and three 4·bit (8-bit) RS-343A-compatible 
DACs. It is available in versions with pixel rates as high as 

165 MHz. It also contains programmable bit-plane Read 
and Blink Masks. Proprietary DAC decoding techniques 
minimize glitch energy and skew. 

The Am81 C451/458 minimizes the need for high-speed 
ECl signals on the PC board since there are only two 
inputs (ClK, CLK) that need to operate at pixel rate. 
Multiple pixel ports and internal multiplexing enables TIL· 
compatible interfacing to the Display Memory while main
taining the high pixel data rates on-chip. 

The Am81C451/458 is fabricated using AMD's state-of
the-art 1.2-micron CMOS process. The device is available 
in an 84-lead PGA package as well as a lower cost 84-pin 
PlCC package. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

vcc-t
GND ..:..;.--. 

PlXAO_7-P1XEO_7 

OVLA 0, ,-<)VLEo, 1 

SYNC 
BiJRR 

m-..---..... _, 

Color 
Look-Up Table RAM 

256 x 12(24) 

4 x 12(24) 
Overlay Register 

SYNc and 'Bi:ANK 
PipeUne Delay 

Am81C451/458 

R 

G 

B 

+-----.COMP 
FSADJ 

VREF 

80007822 

publication' # ~ Amendment 
.10451 B 10 

Issue Date: October 1988 



CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

PLCC 
(Top View) 

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 

Am81C451/458 

Ell 

104S1A-001A 

CD011570 
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Orientatfon 
Mark 

3-114 

12 COMP AGND 

11 B AGND 

10 G FSADJ 

9 AVec R 

8 ACl Alii 

7 ovec ACO 

8 DGNO DGND 

5 CE D7 

4 06 os 

3 D4 D2 

2 03 D1 

0 
1 ,OVLAO OVLCO 

A B 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS (Cont'd.) 

AvrX PIXD7 

AVec PlXE7 

VREF 

00 

OVlBO OI..VEO 

OVLOO OVtAl 

C 0 

PGA* 
Top View 

(Pins Facing Down) 

PIXB7 PlXE6 PIXC6 

PIXC7 PlXA7 PIXD6 

OVLB1 OVLE1 PIXBO 

OVLCl OVDl..l PIXAO 

E F G 

PIXB6 PIXES 

PIXA6 PIXOS 

PIXOO PIXAl 

PIXCO PIXEO 

H J 

PIXCS PlXes PlXE4 

PIXAS PIXC4 PlXA4 

PIXD4 PIXB4 SYNC 

BtANK Ii5 

CO< ClK 

DVCC OVCC 

PIXE3 DGND 

PIXC3 PIXD3 

PIXA3 PIXB3 

PIXA2 PIXC2 PlXE2 

PIXDl PIXEl PIXD2 

PIXBl PIXCl PIXB2 

K M 

Please see PGA Pin Designations for pinout sorted by both Pin Names and Pin Numbers. 

Am81C451/458 
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PGA PIN DESIGNATIONS 

(Sorted by Pin Name) 

Pin No. Name Pin No. Name Pin No. Name Pin No. Name 

B·7 ACo B·6 OGNO K·3 P1XA2 E·11 P1XC7 

A·8 AC1 M·6 OGNO L-4 P1XA3 H·2 P1XOo 

B·12 AGNO A·6 OGNO M·ll P1XA4 K·2 PIXD1 

B·ll AGNO L·7 OVcc K·l1 P1XAs M·2 PIX02 

C-12 AVec A·7 OVcc H·l1 PIXAs M·5 PIX03 

C-ll AVec M·7 OVcc F·ll PIXA7 K·l0 PIX04 

A·9 AVec B·l0 FSAOJ G·2 PIXBo J·l1 PIXOs 

A·l1 B A·l0 G K·1 PIXB1 G·l1 PIXOs 

L·9 BLANK M·9 lO M·l PIXB2 0·12 P1X07 

A·5 CE A·l OVLAo M-4 PIXB3 J·l PIXEo 

L·S CO< 0·1 OVLA1 L·l0 PIXB4 L·2 PIXE1 

M·8 ClK C·2 OVlBo L·12 PIXBs M·3 PIXE2 

A·12 COMP E·2 OVlB1 H·12 PIXBs L-6 P1XE3 

C·3 DO B·l OVlCo E·l P1XB7 M·12 PIXE4 

8·2 01 E·l OVlC1 H·1 PIXCo J·12 PI XEs 

B·3 02 C-l OVlOo L·l PIXC1 F·12 PIXEs 

A·2 03 F·1 OVlD1 L·3 PIXC2 0·11 PIXE7 

A-3 04 0·2 OVlEo L·5 P1XC3 8·9 R. 

B·4 Os F·2 OVlE1 L·l1 PIXC4 8·8 R/W 

A·4 Os G·l PIXAo K·12 PIXCs M·l0 SYNC 

8·5 D7 J·2 PIXA1 G·12 PIXCs C·l0 VREF 

Ell 
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PGA PIN DESIGNATIONS (Cont'd.) 

(Sorted by Pin Number) 

Pin No. Name Pin No. Name Pin No. Name Pin No. Name 

A-1 OVLAo 8-10 FSAOJ G-1 PIXAo L-4 PlXA3 

A-2 03 B-11 AGNO G-2 PIXBo L-5 PIXC3 

A-3 04 B-12 AGNO G-11 PIX06 L-6 PIXE3 

A-4 06 C-1 OVlOo G-12 PIXCs L-7 OVCC 

A-5 'Cf: C-2 OVlBo H-1 PIXGo L-8 ro< 
A-6 OGNO C-3 DO H-2 PIXOo L-9 f:IT:ANI< 
A-7 OVcc C-10 VREF H-11 PIXAs L-10 PIXB4 

A-8 AC1 C-11 AVec H-12 PIXB6 L-11 PIXC4 

A-9 AVec C-12 AVec J-1 PIXEo L-12 PIXBs 

A-10 G 0-1 OVLA1 J-2 PlXA1 M-1 PIXB2 

A-11 B 0-2 OVlEo J-11 PIXOs. M-2. PIX02 

A-12 . COMP 0-11 PIXE7 J-12 PI XEs M-3 PIXE2 

B-1 OVlCo 0-12 PIX07 K-1 PIXB1 M-4 PIXB3 

B-2 01 E-1 OVlC1 K-2 PIX01 u-s PIXDa 

B-3 02 E-2 OVlB1 K-3 PlXA2 M-6 OGNO 

8-4 Os E-11 PIXC7 K-10 PIX04 M-7 DVcc 

8-5 07 E-12 PIXB7 K-11 PIXAs M-8 ClK 

8-6 OGNO F-1 OVlD1 K-12 PIXCs M-9 rn 
8-7 AGo F-2 OVlE1 L-1 PIXC1 M-10 ~ 

8-8 R/W F-11 PIXA7 L-2 PIXE1 M-11 PIXA4 

8-9 R F-12 PIXE6 L-3 PIXC2 M-12 PIXE4 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

1 i 1 
VREF COMP FSADJ 

ClK 

ClK 
R 

Riii 
G 

CE 
B 

2" ACO• 1 " 
DO -I) 7 

8/ 

40, .... 
~ -z :> ..... .... 

/ ) , v PIXAo_7-PIXEO_7 
10/ .. 

OVLAo. 1-OVlEo. 1 

SYNC 

BLANK 

LD 

10451A-003A 

LS003271 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: 8. Device Number 

3·118 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM81C458 ..Q. -

L==e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
. Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
M = Military· (-55 to + 125°C) 

'------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
G = 84-Lead Ceramic Pin Grid Array 

without Heatsink (CGX084 **) 
J = 84-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 084) 
JF = 84-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

with Flipped Die (PL 084) 

'---------------b. SPEED OPTION 
-165 = 165 MHz 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81C451/458 
CMOS Color Palette 

Valid Combinations 

AMB1C451-165 

AM81C451-125 

AMB1C451-110 

AM81C451-80 

AMB1C45B-165 
GC, JC, GM, GMS 

AMB1C45B-125 

AMB1C45B-110 

AMB1C458-80 

"Military or Limited Military temperature 
range products are "NPL" (Non-Compliant 
Products List) or Non-MIL-STD-883C 
Compliant products only. 

"Preliminary; Package in development. 

-125 = 125 MHz 
- 110 = 110 MHz 
-80=80 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am81C451/458 



MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defence applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL 
(Approved Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL-STD-883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM81C458 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

.£1 C,-I ----e. LEAD FINISH 
C=Gold 

'---------d. PACKAGE TYPE 
Z = 84-Lead Ceramic Pin Grid Array without 

Heatsink (CGX084*) 

'------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
/8 == Class 8 

'---------------b. SPEED OPTION 
-125 = 125 MHz 
-110 = 110 MHz 
-80=80 MHz 

'---a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81C458 
CMOS Color Palette 

Valid Combinations 

AM81C458-125 

AM81C458-110 ISZC 

AM81C458-80 

* Preliminary; Package in development. 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations or to check for newly released valid 
combinations. . 

Am81C451/458 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Timing Section 
BI:ANK Blank (TTL-Compatible Input) 

When active, the BLANK input overrides the color pixel and 
overlay data to force the Red, Green, and Blue video 
outputs to their blank levels. This blank level is required 
during the monitor's vertical and horizontal retrace times. It 
is latched on the rising edge of LD. 

CLK, CIK Clock Source Pins (Pseudo-ECL-
Compatible Inputs) 

These differential clock inputs operate at the pixel clock rate 
of the system. They are driven by ECL logic configured for 
single (+ 5 V) supply operation. 

LD Load Clock (TTL-Compatible Input) 
Data present on the PIXAo _ 7 through PIXEo _ 7 and 
OVLAo . 1 through OVLEo 1,~, and BLANK inputs are 
clocked into the part on the rising edge of LD. The input rate 
for this pin may be either one-fourth or one-fifth of the clock 
frequency, depending on how the part is programmed. See 
Display Memory Interface section under Functional 
Description. 

SYNC Sync (TTL-Compatlble Input) 
When active, the SYNC input switches off a current source 
on the Green video output. It is latched on the rising edge of 
LD. Because ~ does not override any other inputs or 
control pins, It should be asserted only during blanking 
intervals. 

Data Path Section 
OVLAO,1 through OVLEo, 1 Color Overlay Data 

Address (TTL
Compatible Inputs) 

These ten inputs are organized as five 2-bit addresses. 
Each 2-bit address selects which of the four Overlay 
Registers is used to provide color information. These ten 
inputs are latched into the input buffer on the rising edge of 
ro. Either four or all five ports may be used for selecting 
Overlay Registers. Unused inputs should be grounded. 
These inputs are used with bit CMD6 of the Command 
Register as follows (assuming no Read and no Blink 
Masking): 

OVLX1 OVLXo CM06= 1 CM06=0 

0 0 Color Palette RAM Overlay Color 0 
0 1 Overlay Color 1 Overlay Color 1 
1 0 Overlay Color 2 Overlay Color 2 
1 1 Overlay Color 3 Overlay Color 3 

PIXAO _ 7 through PIXEo _ 7 Color Pixel Data 
Addresses (TTL
Compatible Inputs) 

These 40 inputs are organized as five 8-bit addresses. Each 
8-bit address selects which of the 256 entries in the Color 
Look-Up Table is to be used to provide pixel color 
information. These 40 inputs are latched into the input buffer 
on the riSing edge of ro. Either four or all five ports may be 

used for selecting color information. Unused inputs should 
be grounded. 

Analog Section 
COMP Compensation Capacitor Connection (Analog 

Input) 
A 0.1-p.F ceramic capacitor is connected between this pin 
and AVcC. 

FSADJ Full-Scale Adjust (Analog Input) 
The magnitude of the full-scale video signal is controlled by 
a resistor connected between FSADJ and AGND. The 
typical value for this resistor for RS-343A into 37.5 ohms is 
523 ohms. 

R Red Video Output (Analog Output) 
This is the analog output of the Red DAC. This output is 
capable of driving an RS-343A-compatible doubly 
terminated 75-ohm cable. 

G Green Video Output (Analog Output) 
This is the analog output of the Green DAC. This output is 
capable of driving an RS-343A-compatible doubly 
terminated 75-ohm cable. The SYNC current source is 
connected to this output. 

B Blue Video Output (Analog Output) 
This is the analog output of the Blue DAC. This output is 
capable of driving an RS-343A-compatible doubly 
terminated 75-ohm cable. 

VREF Voltage Reference (Analog Input) 
An external voltage reference circuit must be used to supply 
this input with a 1.235-V (typical) reference. 

MPU Interface 
ACo, 1 Address Control (TTL-Compatible Inputs) 

ACo and AC1 allow the MPU to address any location in the 
Color Look-Up Table or any of the internal control registers. 
They are latched on the falling edge of ~. See Table 1. 

CE Chip Select (TTL-Compatible Input) 
This signal enables the MPU interface. Data on Do _ 7 is 
internally latched on the rising edge of ~ during Write 
operations. 

Do _ 7 Data and Address Bus (TTL-Compatible Input! 
Output) 

These eight pins are used to load and read back the internal 
control registers and the Color Look-Up Table. Do is the 
least-significant bit. 

R/W Read/Write (TTL-Compatible Input) 
R/W is latched on the falling edge of CE. A "logical one" 
indicates a Look-Up Table or Register Read-Back 
operation. A "logical zero" indicates a Write operation. 

Power Supply 
AGND, DGND Analog, Digital Ground 

AVec, DVec Analog, Digital +5-Volt Supply 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81C451/458 CMOS Color Palette integrates all the 
major functions required in the back-end of a video system, 
and supports pixel rates sufficient for most medium- to high
resolution monitors. 

Four or five pixels are input in parallel from Display Memory 
and are serialized internally. A programmable Look-Up Table 
maps the serial pixel stream (address) into a physical color 
(data), and finally, three DACs convert the digital outputs of 
the look-up table into RS-343A-compatible RGB analog for
mat. 

Microprocessor Interface 
A standard 8-bit MPU interface allows easy communication 
between the Am81C451/458 and most common MPUs. The 
CE and R/W inputs contrql MPU access timing, as shown in 
Figure 1. The AC1 and AGo inputs select the access type as 
detailed in Table 1. 

TABLE 2. ADDRESS REGISTER OPERATION 

AR7·ARO AC1 ACo Location/Register Addressed 
by MPU 

$OO-$FF 0 1 Color look-up Table Location 
#OO-#FF 

$00 1 1 Overlay Register 0 
$01 1 1 Overlay Register 1 
$02 1 1 Overlay Register 2 
$03 1 1 Overlay Register 3 
$04 1 0 Read Mask Register 
$05 1 0 Blink Mask Register 
$06 1 0 Command Register 
$07 1 0 Test Register 

TABLE 3. MODULO 3 COUNTER OPERATION 

ARb 

o 
o 
1 

ARa 

o 
1 
o 

Color Byte 
Being Accessed 

Red 
Green 
Blue 

TABLE 1. AC1, ACO DECODLNG 

ACt ACo Access Type 

0 0 Address Register 
0 1 Look-Up Table 
1 0 Control Registers 

The Address Register, directly accessible by the MPU, auto
increments at the end of each third (Blue) access having 
ACo = 1. This feature avoids the rewriting of the Address 
Register with consecutive values, saving MPU time and Bus 
bandwidth for transfers to or from consecutive Color Memory 

1 1 Overlay Registers 
locations. . 

Fast access to the Look-Up Table and to the Overlay 
Registers is achieved by means of two internal counters: an 8-
bit Address Register (ARD - AR7), which generates addresses 
for the Color Memory locations and the Control Registers, and 
a Modulo 3 Counter (ARa,ARb) that controls which byte of the 
24-bit Color Memory word is accessed. Tables 2 and 3 
illustrate the operation of these two counters. 

The Modulo 3 Counter, not accessible by the MPU, increments 
at the end of each MPU access with ACo = 1 (color opera
tions), and is reset to D at the end of each MPU access with 

R/W AC1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 

1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

Key: 

ACo 

0 
1 
1 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 

ARb 

x 
0 
0 
1 

x 
0 
0 
1 

x 
0 
0 
1 

x 
0 
0 
1 

~ 

ACo = 0 (Control Register operations). ' 

Table 4 illustrates the Read/Write access to the Am81 C451/ 
458 palette. 

TABLE 4. READ/WRITE ACCESS TO THE Am81C458 

ARa Function 

x Write Address Register; AR7-ARO ~ 07~0; ARb, ARa ~ O. 
0 Write Red Color; RREG ~ 07-0; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
1 Write Green Color; GREG ~ 07-0; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
0 Write Blue Color; BREG ~ 07-0; ARb, ARa ~ 0 

Write Color Look-Up Table; R7-RO ~ RREG; 
G7-GO ~ GREG; B7-BO ~ BREG; Incr. AR7-ARO. 

x Write Control Register; Reg (AR7-ARO) ~ 07-0; ARb, ARa ~ O. 
0 Write Red Color; RREG ~ 07-0; .lncr. ARb, ARa. 
1 Write Green Color; GREG ~ 07'(); Incr. ARb, ARa. 
0 Write Blue Color; BREG ~ 07-0; ARb, ARa ~ 0; 

Write Overlay Register; R7-RO ~ RREG; 
G7-GO ~ GREG; B7-BO ~ BREG; Incr. AR7-ARO. 

x Read Address Register; 07-0 ~ AR7-ARO; ARb, ARa ~ O. 
0 Read Color LUT Red; 07-0 ~ R7-RO; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
1 Read Color LUT Green; 07-0 ~ G7-GO; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
0 Read Color LUT Blue; 07-0 ~ B7-BO; ARb, ARa ~ 0; Incr. AR7-ARO. 

x Read Control Register; 07'() ~ Reg (AR7-ARO); ARb, Ara ~ O. 
0 Read Overlay Red; 07-0 ~ R7-RO; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
1 Read Overlay Green; 07-0 ~ G7-GO; Incr. ARb, ARa. 
0 Read Overlay Blue; 07-0 ~ B7-BO; ARb, ARa ~ 0; Incr. AR7-ARO. 

.. "gets the value 0'" 
07-0 - MPU Data Bus 

R7-RO" Color Memory Red Byte 
G7-GO" Color Memory Green Byte 
B7-BO = Color Memory Blue Byte 
RREG .. Red Byte Register 
GREG .. Green Byte Register 
BREG .. Blue Byte Register 

Reg (AR7-ARO)" Register pointed to by Address Register 

Note that for the Am81C451 only the most significant data lines 
(0,0.) are used while accessing the color lookup table or over
lay registers. During a write cycle bits OrCa are ignored and dur
ing a read cycle bits O,-Oa are forced to logical zero. 

If the pixel or overlay inputs address same entry in the color look
up table that is being written to by the MPU during blue write, the 
possibility exists that one or more pixels may be corrupted. Only 
one pixel may be corrupted if the MPU data is valid during the 
entire rn; active time. 
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Display Memory Interface 
The Am81C451 1458 allows pixel data to be transferred from 
Display Memory at TTL-type data rates while presenting RGB 
information to the CRT at much higher rates through the use 
of internal latches and multiplexers. 

Forty pixel data inputs (PIXAo _ 7 through· PIXEO - 7). ten 
overlay data inputs (OVLAo 1 through OVlEO, 1). and two 
video inputs (SYNC and Bt\rirK), are loaded on the rising 
edge of lD. An input MUX performs a 4:1 or a 5:1 serialization 
based on the FORMAT bit (CMD7) of the Command Register. 
During each clock cycle the Am81C451/458 outputs video 
information based first on the PIXAo _ 7 inputs, then the 
PIXBo _ 7 inputs, and so on until the PIXDo_ 7 inputs 
(CMD7 ... 0) or PIXEO _ 7 inputs (CMD7 = 1). at which time the 
cycle repeats. 

No phase relationship is imposed on the ill and ClK inputs; 
the only requirement is that the ill frequency be one-fourth or 
one-fifth of pixel clock (ClK, CO< depending on the CMD7 bit 
of the Command Register). This is.obtained by virtue of an on
chip locking Circuit that guarantees stable inputs to the 
Resync Register during positive transitions of the internal load 
signal (see Figure 1).· , 

Note that the pixel data, overlay data, and ~ and BLANK 
are loaded with the same ill clock to maintain synchronization 
with video data inside the Am81 C451/458. 

Color Selection 
During each clock cycle, 10 bits of data are transferred from 
the input MUX and processed by the Read Mask, Blink Mask, 
and Command Register (see Figure 2). The processed data 

then selects an entry in the color palette RAM or an Overlay 
Register to provide color information. 

The Read Mask is used to selectively enable or disable bit
planes from being presented to the color palette RAM; the 
Blink Mask is used to selectively enable or disable blinking on 
a bit-plane. CMD4 and CMD5 in the Command Register 
determine the blink-rate duty cycle. The counter that gener
ates the internal blink clock is incremented during vertical 
retrace intervals. Such ·intervals are detected when the 
BLANK input is lOW for a period of at least 256 lD cycles. 

Overlay Color Selection 

Four different overlay colors are available through four Overlay 
Registers. CMD1 and CMDO in the Command Register act as 
Read Masks. and CMD2 and CMD3 in the Command Register 
act as Blink. Masks on the overlay inputs (see Figure 1). 

When OVLADDR1 ,.. 0 and OVLADDRo == 0 (see Figure 1), 
CMD6 of the Command Register selects between Overlay 
Register 0 and look-Up Table output (determined by 
LUTADDR7_0). See Table 5. 

TABLE 5. OVERLAY COLOR SELECTION 

OVLAOOR, OVLAOORo CM06=O CM06= 1 

0 0 Overlay Register 0 LUT 
0 1 Overlay Register 1 Overlay Register 1 
1 0 Overlay Registor 2 Overlay Register 2 
1 1 Overlay Register 3 Overlay Register 3 

Key: LUT = Look·Up Table content addressed by LUTADDR7-O 
CM06 = Bit 6 of Command Register (RAM Enable) 

RM7·RMO ----....=.,~ 

BM7-BMO 8 
Internal Blink Clock 

3-122 

OV~. o-OVLE1, 0 

(0 ___ ...-_-.. 

Internal CMD7 
Pixel 
Clock 

Note: CMDx bits are programmed in the Command Register 
BMx bits are programmed in the Blink Mask Register 
RMx bits are programmed in the Read Mask Register 

Figure 1. Input MUX and Masking Stage 

Am81C451/458 

LUTADDR
7
_
0 

OVLADDR 1• 0 

1045tB·006A 

B0008070 



Video Generation 
During each clock cycle, 12(24) bits of information from either 
the Look·Up Table or an Overlay Register are presented to the 
three 4·bit (a·bit) DACs. These DACs convert the Color 
Memory digital output into RGB RS·343A analog format. 

RED BLUE GREEN 

InA IDA ~ 

19.04 714 26.67 1000 

1.44 54 9.07 340 
0.00 0 7_63 286 

0.00 o 

The SYNC and BLANK inputs are routed to the DACs after a 
delay equal to the pipeline delay incurred by the video stream 
to produce the relative Blank and Sync levels. BLANK is 
routed to all three DACs while SYNC is routed only to the 
Green DAC. See Figure 2 for DAC current and voltage levels. 

Reference White Level 

Reference Black Level 

Blank Level 

Sync Level 

104S1C-007A 

DF006680 

Note: 75·n, doubly terminated load. Sync on Green DAC only. When Sync is used, the Green DAC current 
output is 7.63 mA higher than the corresponding Red or Blue current ouputs. When Sync is not used, 
Green, Red, and Blue outputs are identical. 

Figure 2. DAC Current and Voltage Levels 
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User-Accessible Registers Command Register (CMD7 - CMDO) 

In addition to the address register, there are four user- This is an a-bit register located at address #6, and is 
accessible registers: Command, Read Mask, Blink Mask, and described below. 
Test. These registers should be initialized after power-up. 

TABLE 6. COMMAND REGISTER DEFINITION 

Position Name Description 

CMD7 FORMAT CMD7 specifies whether 4:1 or 5:1 multiplexing should take place on the pixel and overlay 
data. If CMD7 is set to logical '0' (4:1 multiplexing), ill should be one-fourth the frequency of 

0=4:1 Multiplexing CLK; the PIXEO-7 and OVLEo, 1 inputs are i,9!lored and should be connected to GND. If 
1 =5:1 Multiplexing CMD7 is set to logical '1' (5:1 multiplexing), LD should be one-fifth the frequency of CLK. 

CMDS RAM Enable When the processed overlay inputs OVLADDR1 and OVLADDRo equal (0, 0) this bit selects 
between the Color Look-Up Table output and Overlay Register O. 

o = Use Overlay Register 0 
1 = Use LUT 

CMDS, Blink Rate Select These bits specify the blink rate and duty cycle of the internal blink clock. Numbers in 
CMD4 parentheses specify the rate and duty cycle of the internal blink clock (logic Illogic 0) 

00 = 25/75 (16/48) 
01 ,;" 50150 (16/16) 

expressed in vertical retrace intervals. See Figure 1. 

10 = 50150 (32/32) 
11 = 50150 (64/64) 

CMD3 OVL1 Blink Mask When this bit is set to a logical 1, the OVLA1 Through OVLE1 inputs are allowed to toggle at 
the selected blinking blink rate between the input value and logical 0 before being applied to 

o .. Disable Blinking the LUT IOverlay decode logic. When this bit is set to logical 0 it does not affect the OVLA1 
1 = Enable Blinking through OVLE1 inputs. 

CMD2 OVLo Blink Mask When this bit is set to a logical 1, the OVLAo through OVLEo inputs are allowed to toggle at 
the selected blink rate between the input value and logical 0 before being applied to the LUT / 

o = Disable Blinking Overlay decode logic. When this bit is set to logical 0 it does not affect the OVlAo through 
1 = Enable Blinking OVLEo inputs. 

CMD1 OVL1 Read Mask When this bit is set to logical 0, the OVLA1 through OVLE1 inputs are forced to logical 0 
before being applied to the LUT IOverlay decode logic. When this bit is set to logical 1 it does 

o = Disable Mask not affect the OVLA1 through OVLE1 inputs. 
1 = Enable Mask 

CMDO OVLo Read Mask When this bit is set to logical 0, the OVlAo through OVLEo inputs are forced to logical 0 
before being applied to the LUT IOverlay decode logic. When this bit is set to logical 1 it does 

o = Disable Mask not affect the OVLAo through OVLEo inputs. 
1 = Enable Mask 

Read Mask Register (RM7 - RMO) T2 - TO bits is a "logical one". Note that for the Am81C451, 

This is an 8-bit register located at address # 4. It selectively 
bit T3 is forced to logical zero. 

enables (logical 1) or disables (logical 0) pixel bit-planes from When unused, this register should be initialized to Hex 00. 

addressing the Color Look-Up Table. Bit RMO will mask inputs 
TABLE 7. TEST REGISTER DEFINITION PIXAo through PIXEo: bit RM1 will mask inputs PIXA1 through 

PIXEl: and so on. Test Register Bits Function 

Overlay plane masking is controlled by bits CM01 and CMOO T7-T4 Color Nibble 
of the Command Register. See Figure 1. 

T3 1 .. Select LOW Nibble 
o a Select HIGH Nibble 

Blink Mask Register (BM7 - BMO) 
1 = Enable Blue Data 

T2 o .. Disable Blue Data This is an 8-bit register located at address # 5. It selectively 
enables (logical 1) or disables (logical 0) pixel bit-planes from T1 1 .. Enable Green Data 

blinking. Bit BMO will mask inputs PIXAo through PIXEo; bit o .. Disable Green Data 

BM1 will mask inputs PlXA1 through PIXE1; and so on. When TO 1 = Enable Red Data 

enabled, that particular bit-plane will toggle betWeen its o .. Disable Red Data 

original value and logical 0 at the selected rate and duty cycle. 
As an example, in order to read the least-significant 4 bits of 

Overlay plane blinking is controlled by bits CM03 and CMD2 data presented to the Green DAC, the user must first write 
of the Command Register. See Figure 1. Hex OA to the Test Register to enable the LOW nibble and 

Test Register (T7 - TO) 
, green data. Subsequently, the user reads the Test Register, 

keeping the pixel inputs constant; bits 07 - 04 of the MPU 

This is an 8-bit register located at address #7. It is used to 
interface Bus will contain the desired color data while bits 

read back data presented to the OACs from the Color Memory 
03 - DO will contain Hex A. 

(either pixel or overlay data). The four most-significant bits, When reading the Test Register, the data presented to the 
T7 - T4, contain color information while the four least-signifi- OAC inputs must be held stable during this period either by 
cant bits, T3 - TO, contain control information, as shown in slowing the pixel clock or by holding the pixel and overlay 
Table 7. T7 - T4 are defined only when exactly one of the inputs constant. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Ambient Temperature Ambient Temperature (TN ...................... 0 to + 70°C 

Under Bias •....•.......•.................•..... -55 to + 125°C Supply Voltage (Vce) .....•..........•... +4.75 to +5.25 V 
Junction Temperature ................................. + 175°C Military (M) Devices 

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential Case Temperature (Tc) .............••...... -55 to + 125°C 
Continuous ..................................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (Vce) ...•................ +4.50 to +5.50 V 

DC Voltage Applied to Outpl;lts for 
HIGH Output State .................... -0.5 V to Vcc Max. 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the DC Input Voltage GND ................ -0.3 to Vcc + 0.3 V 
DC Input Current ................................ -10 to + 10 mA functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits ;s not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (for APL products, Group A 
Subgroups 1, 2, 3, 7, & 8 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter Test 
Symbol Description Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

DIGITAL ClOC~ INPUTS (ClK, ClK) 

VCKIH Input HIGH Voltage Vee -1.0 Vee +0.5 V 

VCKIL Input LOW Voltage GND -0.5 Vee -1.6 V 

IcKIH Input HIGH Current 1 p.A 

ICKIL Input LOW Current -1 p.A 

CcKIN Input Capacitance f - 1 MHz. VIN '" 4.0 V 10 pF 

DIGITAL INPUTS (Except ClK, ClK) 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 V 

VIL Input LOW Voltage GND';l9,5 0.8 V 

IIH Input HIGH Current VIN "2.4 V ""~,J,~ 1 p.A 

IlL Input LOW Current VIN -0.4 V .~~~."'""'~~t~ " -1 p.A EJI 
CIN Input capacitance 

f_'~~ 
10 pF .... ,.,;ih-

DIGITAL OUTPUTS (00-7) 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH - 800 ,fAA .4 V 

VOL Output LOW Voltage • IOL-E,i, 0.4 V 

IOZ Three-State Current 'iii 10 p.A 

GoUT Output Capacitance 10 pF 

ANALOG OUTPUTS (RFS = 523 n, VREF = 1.235 V) 

Resolution (Each DAC) '7 4 (8) 4 (8) Bits 

Accuracy (Each DAC): COM'L ± Ya (±1) 
L1Ni Integral Unearity 69.1 

±Y16 (±1) 
LSB 

LINd Differential Unearity + Ya (±2) 
LSB Output Current MIL + Y16 (±1) 

LSB Output Current If'''' 1175 (69.1) p.A 

Gray Scale Error v % Gray Scale ±5 % 

Monotonicity .r;1r""j[l\ Guaranteed 

Coding ~Mr 
~~ Binary 

Output Current: ~'!L 
White Level Relative to Btank Level 17.69 19.05 20.40 mA 
White Level Relative to Black Level 16.74 17.62 18.50 mA 
Black Level Relative to Blank Level RFS" 523 n. 0.95 1.44 1.90 mA 
Blank Level on R. B VREF"1.235 V 0 5 50 p.A 
Blank Level on G 6.29 7.62 8.96 mA 
Sync Level on G 0 5 50 p.A 

DAC-to-DAC Matching 2 5 % 

Voc Output Compliance -1.0 +1.2 V 

ROUT Output Impedance 50 kn 

GoUT Output Capacitance f'" 1 MHz. lOUT - 0 mA 13 20 pF 

IREF Volt Reference Input Current 10 p.A 

PSRR Power Supply Rejection Ratio CcoMP - 0.1 j.lF f .. 1 KHz 0.5 %I%~ Vee 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (for APL Products, 
Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
No. Symbol DescrlpUon 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

DIGITAL CPU INTERFACE TIMING 

tcYC 

tw 

tpo 

R/W, ACo. AC1 Setup 
Time 

R/W, ACo, AC1 Hold 
Time 

CPU Cycle Time 

~ lOW Active Time 

CE HIGH Time 

165 MHz 125 MHz 110 MHz 80 MHz 

Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. I Unit 

o o o o ns 

15 15 15 15 ns 

100 100 110 125 ns 

70 75 85 100 ns 

25 25 ~ 25 25 ns 

10 ns CE' Edge to Data Bus 10 a Driven (CL - 40 pF) 10 10 
CE' Edge to Data Valid~ ~~,,-+--+--+---If--I---+---l 
(CL - 40 pF) 70 85 100 ns 7 tpo 

~ Edge to Data ~-"'"t---t---+--t---t---+--t----i 

8 tpo Three-Stated 15 • 15 15 15 ns 

(CL-40pF) ~--+-~~-~-+--~-~--+---4 
9 ts Write Data Setup Time ,35 ~~~ 40 50 ns 

o ns 10tH Write Data Hold Time 0 ",~ 0 
DIGITAL VIDEO PATH TIMING ~vO@--'----L..-.-.L.---L.--..L---I._---J'--'---.L.---l 

~-~--r--'--~-~r--'---r-~r--~-~ 

~: :~: ~e;a~OCk Frequency i!> ,,~~, ~: ~1.;""25-t-----1---t-31_1~-:5-t-----1--+-~-;.-~-t-----1--+--:~-1--~-~-l~ 
13 tcyC rn Cycle Time <QIi ~ "I, ~~.. 32 36.36 50 

14 tw []) Pulse Widt~ ~~l,~ 13 15 20 

15 20 

3 4 

17 tH ;\1N~Vlx, ~~ and 2 2 
Hold Time 2 2 

18 tcyC Clock Cycle Time 6 ,8 9.09 12.5 

19 tw 

20 tw 

Clock Pulse Width 
lOW 

Clock Pulse Width 
HIGH 

2.4 3.2 4.0 5.0 

2.4 3.2 4.0 5.0 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Clock Rise/Fall Time 
(20%-80%) 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ ns 

22 Pipeline Delay 6 10 6 10 6 10 6 10 Clks 

Notes: See notes following end of table continued on. next page. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges (Cont'd.) 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Analog Output Delay 20 

Analog Output Rise 
tR. tF and Fall Time 2 

(Note 1) 

ts 
Analog Output Settling 
Time (Notes 1. 2) 

Analog Output Skew 

Notes: 1. Clock and data feedthrough is not included. 
2. Includes clock and data feedthrough. -3-dB bandwidth = 2 x clock frequency. 
3. Measurement performed on TTL digital inputs with 74HC logic level and with 1-kohm resistor to GND. 

Test Conditions: TTL Input level: 0 to 3 V with tA. tF(10-90%) ~ 3 ns; 
ECl Input level: (Vee - 0.8 V) to (Vee - 1.8 V) with tF. tA (20-80%) ~ 2 ns; 
RSET = 523 ohms. VAEF = 1.235 V; 
Analog Output load ~ 10 pF; 00-7 Output load < 40 pF. 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MUST BE WILL BE 
STEADY STEADY 

-- MAY CHANGE 
WILL BE 

FROM H TOL 
CHANGING 
FROMH TO L 

JJ]J[J MAY CHANGE 
WILL BE 
CHANGING FROM L TOH FROM L TOH 

-- DON"T CARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H 
CENTER 

DOES NOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANGE 

"OFF-STATE 

KSOOOO10 

Am81C451/458 

Unit 

20 ns 

2 ns 

12 ns 

0 2 ns 

50 PV-
sec 

TBD dB 

rnA 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

~~~~~~~nn\v-~r-~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ACo,AC1 

°0-°7 -------------c (Read) 

°0-D7~~~~~~~~~7V~~-------r--~,~~~~~~ 
(Write) 

10451D-004A 

WF026630 

CPU Read/Write Timing 

PIXAO-7-PIXEO_7 ----,.Ir----+-",.---~"'" r----""' ,..--
OVLAO_1-OVLEO_1 

SYNC,BLANK 

R;G,B 

WF026430 

Notes: 1. Output delay time measured from 50% point of the rising clock edge to 50% point of full-scale 
level. 

2. Output settling time measured from 50% point of full-scale level to output settling within ± 1 LSB. 
3. Output rise/fall time measured between 10% and 90% points of full-scale level. 

Video Input/Output Timing 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

AF004810 

Notes: 1. CL = 50 pF (includes scope probe, wiring, and stray capacitance without device in test fixture). 
2. Vr= 1.5 V. 

Notes on Testing 

Incoming test procedures on this device should be carefully 
planned, taking into account the complexity and power levels 
of the part. The following notes may be useful. 

1. Insure the part is adequately decoupled at the test head. . 
Large changes in Vee current as the device switches may 
cause erroneous function failures due to Vee changes. 

2. Do not leave inputs floating during any tests, as they may 
start to oscillate at high frequency. 

3. Do not attempt to perform threshold tests at high speed. 
Following an input transition, ground current may change by 

as much as 400mA in 5-8ns. Inductance in the ground cable 
may allow the ground pin at the device to rise by 100's of 
millivolts momentarily. 

. 4. Use extreme care in defining input levels for AC tests. Many 
. inputs may be changed at once, so there will be significant 

noise at the device pins and they may not actually reach VIL 
or VIH until the noise has settled. AMD recommends using 
VIL ~ 0 V and VIH ~ 3 V for AC tests. 

5. To simplify failure analysis, programs should be designed to 
perform DC, Function, and AC tests as three distinct groups 
of tests. 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

WF021191 

Notes: 1. Diagram show for HIGH data only. Output transition may be oppOSite sense. 
2. Cross-hatched are is don't care condition. 

Setup and Hold Times 
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APPENDIX A-APPLICATION NOTE FOR THE Am81C458 

The design of a system using the Am81 C458 should be guided by considerations similar to those used for designing precision high
speed mixed analog and digital systems. The following rules and examples are given for orientation purposes. Users may choose to 
design circuits, differently from the examples given here. 

Power pins should be decoupled from power lines of the rest of the system. The circuit board layout should have a dedicated 
analog power plane. The power plane should be connected to the main power plane by wires running through ferrite beads. The 
analog plane should be small enough so that no digital signal passes under it (see Figures A 1 and A2). 

Ferrite 
Bead 

Am81C458 
PGAPackage 

Top View 
Footprint 

System 
Power 
Plane 

Figure A 1. Example of Power Planes Layout 

80008210 

There should be only one ground plane for all digital and analog ground pins, which is the same ground plane of the rest of the 
board. Tantalum capacitors, in parallel with a 0.1-I1F ceramic capacitor, would be placed between each side of the ferrite beads and 
the ground plane. If too much ripple exists on the supply lines, the use of a dedicated linear regulator only for the Am81C451 1458 is 
recommended. 

The two groups of digital Vee (DVec) pins should be decoupled from each other by connecting a 0.1-I1F capacitor and a 0.01-I1F 
capacitor in parallel between them and the closest group of digital ground pins (DGND). 

A 0.1-pF ceramic capacitor, in parallel with a 0.001-I1F chip capacitor, should be connected between each group of analog power 
pins (AVec) and the group of analog ground pins (AGND). 

The COMP pin should also be decoupled from the power pins and the rest of the system. A 0.1-I1F and a 0.01-I1F chip capacitor 
should be connected, in parallel, between the COMP pin and the. analog power plane. 

Digital lines concerning the CPU interface should be kept far from pixel data lines. Pixel clock lines should be kept far from all other 
digital inputs. Analog outputs should be kept far from any other input. No digital line should run under the analog plane. The rn: line 
should be as short as possible to minimize any noise picked up from other sources. 

Connection with the monitor should be done through a doubly terminated 75-ohm coaxial cable. To minimize reflections, 
terminating resistors on the color palette side should be placed as close as possible to the R, G, B outputs. . 

The signals produced by the Am81C451 1458, including Sync. are all positive (outgoing) currents, which when passing through the 
terminating resistors produce positive voltages. Since most monitors are AC-coupled, DC restoration with the proper DC levels is 
done inside the monitor. If a negative-going Sync (of -0.286 V) is required, DC-level shifting can be done outside the palette, prior 
to entering the transmission cable. Two possible circuits that produce the level shifting are shown here. 

The first circuit (Figure A3) shows the 75-ohm terminating resistor relative to the green DAC, connected between the G output and 
a voltage source of -0.572 V. This reSistor, in series with the other 75-ohm terminator inside the monitor, constitutes a voltage 
divider which forces the voltage on the line to be offset by half of 0.572 V (i.e., 0.286 V). 
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Figure A3. DC-Level Shifting Using a Voltage Regulator 

The second circuit (Figure A4), useful if an exact 0.572·V voltage source is not available, shows two resistors (R1 and R2) instead of 
one, constituting the terminator at the transmitting side. R1 is connected between the green DAC output and ground, while R2 is 
connected between the green DAC output and a voltage source more negative than 0.572 V. R1 and R2 are such that in parallel 
they constitute 75 ohms, while their ratio is such that the voltage drop caused by the negative voltage source across R1 is 0.572 V. 
This relationship is described by the following formulas: 

Vx75 
R2 = -0.572 

Vx75 

R1 = V-0.572 
or 

The variable voltage drop across the parallel of R 1 and R2 caused by the DAC currents adds to that caused by the external voltage 
source. 
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Am81C453 
CMOS Color Palette 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Plug-In replacement for Bt453 

• Macintosh II compatible 

• Available In 40- and 66-MHz versions 

• Available In 44-pln PLCC package 

• 256 x 24 color Look-Up Table (LUT) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81 C453 CMOS Color Palette has been de
signed specifically for the Macintosh II market. Applica
tions include high-resolution color graphics, CAD/CAMI 
CAE, image processing, and desktop publishing. The 
Am81 C453 operates at speeds sufficient to support 
screen resolutions up to 1024 x 768. 

The Am81 C453 has an input latch, a 256 x 24 Look-Up 
Table, a 3 x 24 Overlay Table, and triple 8-bit video 
DACs.lt can simultaneously display 259 colors out of an 

. available set of 16.8 million colors. Proprietary DAC de
coding techniques minimize glitch energy and skew. It is 
available in versions with pixel rates as high as 66 MHz. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Vee GND SELECT 

CLK~ + + + 
PIXo-PIX7 --.. 8 Read 8 

Mask 
OVLo-OVL1 Input Register 

Latch 
~ 

2 

C1 
C2 Bus 
~ Control 

m~ 

WR--.. 

• Triple 8-blt DACs 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

• RS343A1RS-170A-compatlble RGB outputs 

• 3 x 24 dual-port overlay RAM 

• Standard MPU Interface 

• +5-V monolithic, hlgh-perfonnance CMOS 

The Am81 C453 generates RS-343A-compatible out
puts into doubly terminated 75-ohm loads and RS-170-
compatible output into a singly terminated 75-ohm load, 
without external buffers. Overlaying cursors, text, grids, 
etc. can be imple,mented using the three overlay regis
ters. 

The Am81 C453 is fabricated using AMD's state-of-the
art 1.2 J.1 CMOS process. The device is available in a 
44-pin PLCC package. The Am81 C453 is pin and func
tionally compatible with the Bt453. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: 8. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM81 C453 -66 J C 

L=
~ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
. Blank = Standard Processing 

B = Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 

J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
(PL 044) 

~------------------------- b. SPEED OPTION 
-66 = 66 MHz 

'----- B. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81C453 
CMOS Color Palette 

Valid Combinations 

-40 .. 40 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

AM81 C453-66 I 
AM81C453-40 I JC 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 
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Am81 C471 1478 
CMOS Color Palette 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Plug-In replacements for Bt471 and Bt478 

• VGA hardware and software compatible 

• Available In 35, 50, 66, 80 MHz vers"lons 

• Available In 44-pln PLCC package 

• 256 x 18(24) Color Palette RAM 

• 15 x 18(24) Overlay RAM 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81C471/478 CMOS Color Palette has been 
designed specifically for the VGA market. Applications 
include high-resolution color graphics, CA~/CAM/CAE, 
and desktop publishing. The Am81 C471 and Am81 C478 
operate at speeds sufficient to support monitor sizes of 
1024 X 768 pixels. 

The Am81 C471/478hasa256x 18(24) look-up table and 
15 X 18(24) overlay regsiters and as such can simulta
neously display 271 colors out of an available set of 65K 
(16.8 million) colors. The Am81C471 has triple 6-bit 
video OACs; the Am81C478 may be used in either 6-bit 
or 8-bit mode. 

The Am81 C471/478 also include input buffers and pro
grammable bit-plane Read Masks~ They are available in 
versions with pixel rates as high as 80 MHz. Proprietary 

Publication # Rev. Amendment 
11447 A -'-0-

Issue Date: October 1988 

• Triple 6-blt (8-blt) DACs 

• Sync on all three outputs 

~ 
Advanced 

Micro 
Devices 

• RS-343A1RS-170 compatible RGB outputs 

• External current or voltage reference 

• Standard MPU Interface 

• Single +5 V power supply 

OAC decoding techniques minimize glitch" energy and 
skew. 

Both the Am81C471 and Am81C478 include program
mable pedestals (0 or 7.5 IRE) and can be used with an 
external voltage or current reference. EGA emulation, 
overlaying cursors, text, grids, etc. can be implemented 
using the 15 overlay registers. 

The Am81 C471/478 generate RS-343A compatible 
outputs into doubly-terminated 75 n loads and RS-170 
compatible output into a singly-terminated 75 n load, 
without external buffers. 

The Am81C471 and Am81C478 are fabricated using EJI 
AMO's state-of-the-art 1.2~ CMOS process. The devices 
are available in a 44-lead PLCC package. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available In several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM81C478 -80 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

~ C 

L e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

.. 

Blank .. Standard processing 
B .. Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 

C .. Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

~-------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
J .. 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 044) 

1--_______________ b. SPEED OPTION 

-80 .. SO MHz 
-66 .. 66 MHz 
-50 .. 50 MHz 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
AmS1C47S 

-35 .. 35 MHz 

CMOS Color Palatte 

Valid Combinations Valid Combinations 

AM81C471-S0 

AM81C471-66 

AM81C471-50 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported In volume for 
this device. Consult the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of specific 
valid combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and to obtain 
additional data on AMD's standard military grade products. 

AM81C471-35 JC, JCB 

AM81 C47S-S0 

AM81C478-66 

AM81C47S-50 

AM81C47S-35 

* Military or Umited Military temperature 
range products are "NPL" (Non-Compliant 
Products Ust) or Non-MIL-STD-8S3C 
Compliant products only. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 
Timing Section 
CLK 
Clock source pin (TTL compatible Input) 
This input operates at the pixel clock rate of the system. 
It is to be driven by a dedicated TTL buffer. The rising 
edge of ClK latches the SYNC, BLANK, PIXo-PIX7 and 
OVLa-QVl3 inputs. 

BLANK 
Blank (TTL compatible Input) 
The BLANK input, when active, overrides the color pixel 
and overlay data to force the R,G, and B video outputs to 
their blank levels. This blank level is required during the 
monitor's vertical and horizontal retrace times. It is latched 
on the rising edge of ClK. . 

SYNC 
Sync (TTL compatible Input) 
The SYNC input, when active, switches off a current 
source on the R, G, and B video outputs. It Is latched on 
the rising edge of ClK. Because SYNC does not override 
any other input or control pin, it should be asserted only 
during blanking intervals. 

Bit Map Interface Section 
PIXo-PI~ 
Color Pixel Data addresses 

(TTL compatible Inputs) 
These 8 inputs select which of the 256 entries in the Color 
Palette look-up table is to be used to provide pixel color 
information. They are latched Into the input buffer on the 
rising edge of ClK. PIXo is the least significant bit. 
Unused inputs should be grounded. 

OVLo-OV~ 
Overlay Data address (TTL compatible Inputs) 
These 4 inputs select which of the 15 overlay registers is 
to be used to provide color information. They are latched 
into the input buffer on the rising edge of ClK. The 
PIXoPI~ inputs are ignored when the overlay palette is 
accessed. OVlo is the least significant bit. Unused inputs 
should be grounded. 

MPU Interface Section 
00-07 
Data and address bus (TTL compatible 

bl-dlrectlonal) 
These 8 pins are used to load and read back the Color 
look-up table and the internal control registers. Do Is the 
least significant bit. 

RO 
Read Control Input (TTL compatible Input) 
RD must be a logical zero to read data from the Color 
look-up table or any of the registers. During Read o~a
tions, RSo-RS2 are latched on the falling edge of RD. 

WR 
Write Control Input (TTL compatible Input) 
WR must be a logical zero to write data to the Color look
up table or any of the registers. During Write ~rations, 
RSo-RS2 are latched on the falling edge of WR. 

RSo-RS2 
Register Select Inputs (TTL compatible Inputs) 
RSo-RS2 allow the MPU to address any location in the 
Color look-up tables or any of the Internal control regis
ters. These Inputs determine the type of read or write 
operation being performed. 

8/6 
8-bIt/6-blt Select Input (TTL compatible Input). 
This pin is not used on the Am81 C471 and should not be 
connected. For the Am81C478, this pin determines 
whether the MPU is reading or writing 8-bits (logical one) 
or 6-bits (logical zero) of Information during each cycle. In 
8-bit operation, 07 is the most significant bit. In 6-bit 
operation 0 5 is the most significant bit; 06 and 07 are 
ignored during write cycles and are logical zero during 
read cycles. 
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Analog Output Section 
R 
Red video output (Analog output) 
Analog output of the red DAC. This output is capable of 
driving an RS-343A compatible doubly-terminated 75 .Q 
cable and an RS-170 compatible singly terminated 75 .Q 
cable. 

G 
Green video output (Analog output) 
Analog output of the green DAC. This output is capable 
of driving an RS-343A compatible doubly-terminated 75 
.Q cable and an RS-170 compatible singly terminated 75 
.Q cable. 

B 
Blue video output (Analog output) 
Analog output of the blue DAC. This output is capable of 
driving an RS-343A compatible doubly-terminated 75 .Q 
cable and an RS-170 compatible singly terminated 75.Q 
cable. 

VREF 
Voltage reference (Analog Input). 
An external voltage reference circuit such as the one 
shown in Figure A 1 must supply this input with a 1.235 
volt (typical) reference. 

IREF 
Current reference (Analog Input). 
Voltage Mode: 
When an external voltage reference is used the RSET 
resistor connecting this pin and GN D controls the magni
tude of the full scale video signal according to the 
following relationship: 

RSET (ohms) = K • 1,000 • V REF (V) IloUI (rnA) 

The table sho~n below defines K along with RSET values 
for doubly-terminated 75 .Q loads. 

Mode Pedestal K RSET 
(0) 

6-bit 7.5 IRE 3.025 147 
8-bit 7.5 IRE 3.200 148 
6-bit DIRE 3.000 139 
a-bit o IRE 3.175 140 

Current Mode: 
When an external current reference is used, the relation
ship between IREF and the full scale output current on 
each video output is given by: 

IREF (rnA) = lout (rnA) I K 

REFAMP 
Reference Amplifier Output (Analog output) 
When an external voltage reference is used, this pin 
should be connected to COMP. When an external current 
reference is used this pin should be left floating. 

COMP 
Compensation capacitor connection 
(Analog Input) 
A 0.1lJ.F ceramic capacitor is connected between this pin 
and V cc' This pin should be connected to REFAM P when 
an external voltage reference is used. When an external 
current reference is used this pin should be connected to 
IREF• 

Power Supply Section 
Vee 
Analog +5 volt supply 

SELECT 
Select control Input (TIL-compatible Input) 
This pin selects either a 0 IRE (SELECT = GND) or 7.5 
IRE (SELECT = Vee) blanking pedestal. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81C471/478 CMOS Color Palette integrates all 
major functions required in the backend of a video sys
tem and supports pixels rates sufficient to drive most low
to-medium resolution monitors (including 1024 X 768). 

A programmable look-up table maps the pixel data from 
a frame buffer into physical color and three Digital-to
Analog-Converters (DACs) convert the digital outputs of 
the look-up table into RS-343A compatible RGB analog 
outputs. 

Microprocessor Interface 
The Am81 C471 1478 is designed to support a standard 
microprocessor bus interface with direct access to 256 
look-up table (LUT) RAM locations, 15 overlay registers, 
and two control registers. The microprocessor interface 
is asynchronous with respect to pixel clock. However, 
data transfers between the LUT RAM or overlay registers 
and the Red Register, Green Register, and Blue Register 
as shown in the block diagram are synchronized to pixel 
clock. Such read and write operations take one and two 
pixel clock cycles, respectively. 

The nature of the microprocessor operation is deter
mined by examining the RSo-RS2 inputs. The RSo-RS2 
select among the address register, the 256 LUT RAM 
locations, 15 overlay registers, or the Read Mask regis
ter, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. RSo-RS2 Decoding 

RS 2 RS 1 RS 0 Function 

0 0 0 Write Mode RAM Look-Up-Table Address Register 
0 1 Read Mode RAM Look-Up-Table Address Register 
0 0 Color Palette RAM Look-Up-Table 
0 0 Pixel Read Mask Register 

0 0 Write Mode Overlay Address Register 
1 1 Read Mode Overlay Address Register 
0 1 Overlay Registers 
1 0 Reserved 

A typical color data write cycle is initiated by setting the 
8-bit Address Register with the desired address of the 
LUT RAM (Overlay Registers) with the proper setting of 
RSo-RS2• Next, the microprocessor performs three write 
cycles to the color palette: one for Red, one for Green, 
and one for Blue data with the RSo-RS2 selecting either 
the LUT RAM or RSo of the the Overlay Registers. At the 
end of the blue cycle the data is concatenated into a 24-
bit word (18 bits forthe Am81 C471 or for the Arn81 C478 
with the 8/6 input set LOW) and subsequently written to 
the LUT RAM location (Overlay Register) pointed to by 
the Address Register. The Address Register is then auto
incremented to point to the next LUT RAM location in the 
LUT RAM (to the next Overlay Register). This process 
may be repeated again as required by the microproces
sor. See Table 2. 

A typical color data read cycle is initiated by setting the 
8-bit Address Register with the desired address of the 
LUT RAM (Overlay Registers) with the proper setting of 
RSo-RS2• Next, the microprocessor performs three read 
cycles to the color palette: one for Red, one for Green, 
and one for Blue data with the RSo-RS2 selecting either 
the LUT RAM or one of the Overlay Registers. At the end 
of the blue cycle the Address Register is auto-incre
mented to point to the next LUT RAM location in the LUT 
RAM (to the next Overlay Register). This process may be 
repeated again as required by the microprocessor. See 
Table 2. 

For the Am81C471 (and for the Am81C478 with the 8/6 
pin set LOW), the 6-bit color data occupies the six least 
significant pOSitions of the data bus. Bits 06 and 0 7 are 
ignored during write cycles and are set to 0 during read 
cycles. Bit Do is the least significant bit (LSB). 

The Arn81 C471 1478 uses one 8-bit Address Register to 
address both the LUT RAM and the Ove r1ay Registers as 
shown in Table 3. During access to the Overlay Registers 
the upper four bits of the Address Registers are ignored. 
The Address Register resets to 0 after a blue read/write 
cycle to the LUT RAM address 255. A user-transparent 
modul0-3 counter {ARb, ARa} keeps track of the read, 
green, and blue cycles and auto-increments at the end of 
each read/write access to the LUT RAM or Overlay 
Registers. This counter is reset to zero after a write 
access to the Address Register and is unchanged follow
ing a read access to the Address Register. 

The Am81C471/478 uses the 8·bit Pixel Read Mask 
Register to modify the address of the LUT RAM as 
provided by PIXo-PI~. The eight bits of this register are 
ANDed with PIXo-PI~ and the result used as the ad
dress to the LUTRAM. This masking mechanism pro
vides a quick way to alter the appearance of one or more 
colors on the display unit with just one microprocessor 
access. 

Display Memory Interface 
The color inputs, PIXo-PI~ and OVLo-OVL3 are latched 
on the rising edge of CLK and are used as address to the 
256 locations of the LUT RAM and the 15 Overlay 
Registers, respectively. 

The total pipeline delay from the digital inputs PIXa-PIX7, 

OVLa-OVL3, SYNC, and BLANK to the analog R, G, and 
B outputs is four clock cycles. 

Video Generation 
During each clock cycle, a 24-bit word (18-bits for the 
Arn81C471 or for the Am81C478 with the 8/6 input set 
LOW) from either the LUT RAM or the Overlay Registers 
is presented to the three DACs. The three DACs convert 
the digital color memory output into RGB RS-343A 
analog format. 
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to the delay incurred by the video stream. The SYNC and BLANK inputs are latched on the rising 
edge of CLK. These two inputs are responsible for adding 
weighted currents to RGB analog outputs as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. 

Tables 4 and 5 show how the SYNC and BLANK inputs 
change analog output levels. 

To specify which blanking pedestal is to be applied, the 
SELECT input is used; if SELECT is set to logical zero, 
the blanking pedestal is 0.0 IRE and if SELECT is set to 
logical one, the blanking pedestal is 7.5 IRE. 

The SYNC and BLANK inputs are routed to the three 
DACs after a delay equal to four clock periods, identical 

The three analog outputs of the Am81C471/478 are 
each capable of driving a doubly terminated 75 n coaxial 
cable. 
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Table 2. ReadlWrlte Access to the AmB1 C471/47B 

ARb ARa 
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0 

0 

X 

0 

0 

X 

o 
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X 

0 
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X 

0 
1 
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X 

0 
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X 

o 
1 

o 

X 
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1 
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FUNCTION 

Write Address Register; . AR(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa +- 0 
(LUTWrite) 

Write Red Color; RREG(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

Write Green Color; GREG(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

Write Blue Color; BREG(7:O) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa ~ 0; 

Write Color Look-Up-Table; R(7:O) ~ RREG; G(7:O) ~ GREG; B(7:O) ~ BREG; 
INCAR(7:0) 

Write Address Register; AR(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa +-0 
(Overlay Write) 

Write Red Color; RREG(7:O) ~ 0(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

Write Green Color; GREG(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

Write Blue Color; BREG(7:O) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa t- 0; 

Write Overlay Register; ; R(7:O) ~ RREG; G(7:O) ~ GREG; 8(7:0) ~ BREG; 
INCAR(7:O) 

Write Address Register; AR(7:0) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa +- 0; 
(LUT Read) RREG ~ R(7:O); GREG ~ G (7:0); BREG ~ 8(7:0) 

Read LUT Red; 0 (7:0) ~ RREG(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

Read LUT Green; 

Read LUT Blue; 

Write Address Register; 
(Overlay Read) 

Read Overlay Red; 

Read Overlay Green ; 

Read Overlay Blue ; 

0(7:0) ~ GREG(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

0(7:0) ~ BREG(7:O); ARb. ARa ~ 0; 
INCAR(7:O) 

AR(7:O) ~ 0(7:0); ARb. ARa +- 0; 
RREG ~ R(7:O); GREG ~ G (7:0); BREG ~ .. B(7:O) 
0(7:0) ~ RREG(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

0(7:0) ~ GREG(7:0); INC. ARb. ARa 

0(7:0) ~ BREG(7:0); ARb. ARa ~ 0; 
INCAR(7:O) 

Note: Refer to timing diagrams for edge Information on RD and WR. 

Table 3. Address Register Operation 

AR(7:0) RS 2 RS 1 RS 0 Function 

$OO-$FF 

XXXX-oOOO 

XXXX-oOOl 

XXXX-oOl0 

XXXX-oOll 

XXXX-llll 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Color Look-Up-Table location $OO-$FF 

Reserved 

Overlay Register 1 

Overlay Register 2 

Overlay Register 3 

Overlay Register 15 
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v mA 

1.000 26.67 

0.340 9.05 

0.286 7.62 

0.000 0.00 

11447A·OO4A 

White Level 

Black Level 

Blank Level 

.I-____ ...L..-_--ll...--__________ Sync Level 

Note: 75 n doubly-terminated load, SELECT .. V cc' External 
voltage or current reference adjustedJor 26.67 mA full scale output. 
RS~343A levels and tolerances assumed on all levels. 

Figure 1. Composite Video Output Signals (SELECT = V cd 

Table 4. Video Output Truth Table (SELECT = Vee) Table 5. Video Output Truth Table (SELECT = GND) 

Description SYNC BLANK lout DAC Description SYNC BLANK lout DAC 
(mA) Input Data (mA) Input Data 

WHITE 26.67 $FF WHITE 26.67 $FF 

DATA data + 9.05 data DATA data + 8.05 data 

DATA-SYNC 0 data + 1.44 data DATA-SYNC 0 data data 

BLACK 1 9.05 $00 BLACK 1 8.05 $00 

BLACK-SYNC 0 1.44 $00 BLACK-SYNC 0 0 $00 

BLANK 0 7.62 $xx BLANK 1 0 8.05 $xx 

SYNC 0 0 0 $xx SYNC 0 0 0 $xx 

Note: Typical will full scale G • 26.67 mAo SELECT .. V cc' Note: Typical will full scale G .. 26.67 rnA. SELECT .. GND. 

a-:144 

External voltage or current reference adjusted for External voltage or current reference adjusted for 
26.67 rnA full scale output. 

V mA 

1.000 26.67 

0.302 8.05 

0.000 0.00 

11447A·OOSA 

26.67 mA full scale output. 

~-..,.-----------:"""'----- White Level 

BlackIBlank Level 

43 IRE 
Sync Level 

Note: 75 n doubly·terminated load, SELECT = GND. External 
voltage or current reference adjusted for 26.67 mA full scale output. 

Figure 2. Composite Video Output Signals (SELECT = GND) 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature ...................................... -65 to +150°C 
Ambient Temperature 

Under Bias .................................................. -55 to +125°C 
Junction Temperature ............................................ + 175°C 

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential 
Continuous ..................................................... -0.5 to 7.0 V 

DC Voltage Applied to ............ GND-o.5 V to V cc Max+0.5 V 
Outputs for HIGH 
Output State 

DC Input Voltage GND ............................. -0.3 to Vcc +0.3 V 
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS (Over operating range) 

Parm. Parm. Parameter 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Ambient Temperature (TA) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 to +70°C 
Supply Voltage (V cd 
for 80 MHz devices •................................. +4.75 to +5.25 V 
for 35,50,66 MHz devices .....•................ +4.50 to +5.50 V 

Reference Voltage ....................................... + 1.14 to + 1.26 V 
(Voltage Reference Configuration) 

IREF Current .........................................•.......•..... -3 to -10 rnA 
. (Current Reference Configuration) 

Output load ................................................................ 37.5 n 
Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

Test 
Num Symbol Description Conditions Min Typ Max Unit 

Digital Inputs 
VIH Input High Voltage 

VIL Input low Voltage 

IIH Input High Current Vin=2.4 V 

IlL Input low Current Vin.O.4 V 

CIN Input Capacitance f=1 MHz, Vin= 2.4 V 

Digital Outputs 
VOH Output High Voltage I OH = -400 JlA 

VOL Output low Voltage ,IOL =3.2 rnA 

loz 3-State Current 

Cout Output Capacitance 

Analog Outputs 
Resolution (each DAC) 
Accuracy (each DAC) 

lINj Integral linearity Error 

liNd Differential linearity Error 

Gray Scale Error 

Monotonicity 

Coding 

Output Current 

White level Relativ~,fp,:Blank 

White level Relative td'13lack 

Black level Relative to Blank SELECT = Vee 
SElECT=GND 

Blank level 

Sync level 

lSB Size 

Am81C478 (8/6=logical one) 

Am81C471 

DAC·to·DAC Matching 

Rout Output Impedance 

Cout Output Capacitance 1=1 MHz, lout=O rnA 

IVREF Voltage Reference Input Current 

PSSR Power Supply Rejection Ratio COMP=0.1 pF, 
1=1 KHz 

Am81C471/478 
~ 

2.0 

GND-0.5 

17.69 

16.74 

0.95 
0 

6.29 

0 

Vcc+0.5 

0.8 

1 

-1 

7 

.4 

50 

7 

6 (8) 6 (8) 

Guaranteed 

±1/4(1) 

±1/4(1) 

±5 

19.05 20.4 

17.62 18.5 

1.44 1.9 
5 50 

7.62 8.96 

5 50 

69.1 

279.68 

2 5 
10 

30 

100 

0.5 

V 

V 

JlA 
JlA 

pF 

V 

V 

JlA 
pF 

Bits 

lSB 

lSB 

%Gray 

Binary 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 
JlA 
rnA 

JlA 

JlA 
JlA 
% 

Kn 
pF 

JlA 
%/%Vcc 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Over operating range) 

Parma Parma Parameter 80 MHz 66 MHz 50 MHz 35 MHz 
Num. Symbol Description Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Units 

Clock Rate 80 66 50 35 MHz 

ts RSO-RS2 Setup Time 10 10 10 15 ns 
2 ~ RSo-RS2 Hold Time 10 10 10 15 ns 

3 tp RD Asserted to Data Bus Driven 5 5 5 5 ns 
4 tp RD Asserted to Data Valid 40 40 40 40 ns 
5 fp RD Negated to Data Bus 3·stated 20 20 20 20 ns 

6 ts Write Data Setup Time 10 10 15 ns 
7 ~ Write Data Hold Time 10 10 15 ns 

8 tw RO, WR Pulse Width Low 50 50 ns 
9 tw RD, WR Pulse Width High 4 X tcyc 4 X tcyc ns 

10 ts Pixel and Overlay Setup Time 3 3 4 ns 
11 ~ Pixel and Overlay Hold Time 3 3 4 ns 

12 icvc Clock Cycle Time 20 28 ns 
13 tw Clock Pulse Width High Time 6 7 ns 
14 tw Clock Pulse Width Low Time 6 9 ns 

15 tp Analog Output Delay 30 30 30 ns 
16 tR, tF Analog Output Rise/Fall Time 3 3 3 ns 

(Note 1) 
17 ts Analog Output Settling 13 16 20 28 ns 

(Note 1) 

Clock and Data Feedthrough -30 -30 -30 -30 dB 
Glitch Impulse (Note 2) 75 75 75 75 pV-sac 
OAC to OAC Crosstalk -23 -23 -23 -23 dB 
Analog Output Skew 2 2 2 2 ns 

Pipeline Delay 4 4 4 4 clocks 

Icc V ce Supply Current (Note 3) 160 200 160 200 160 200 160 200 mA 

Notes: Test Conditions: 
1. Clock and data feedthrough are not included TTL Input Level: 0 to 3 V with tn, tF (10-90%) S 3 ns 
2. Included clock and data feedthrough, -3 dB bandwidth RsetD 148 n (Am81C478); R8et~147 n (Am81C471) 

.. 2 x clock frequency Vre,-1.235 V, Select ... Vee' 8/6=Logical'1' 
3. Measured at maximum felK; Analog Output Load S 10 pF. 00-07 Output Load S 50 pF 

lec(Max.): Vee D 5.25 V, TA .. O°C 
lec(Typ.): Vee· 5.0 V, TA + 25°C 
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RD,WR 

READ (DO· D7 )-------{ 
'IoC.....,j~----+--I 

WRITE (DO· D7 ) 
~~~~~~~-II~ __ ~JI~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

11447A-006A 

MPU Read I Write Timing 

12 

13 

ClK 

PIX O• PIX7 
OVLo·OVLs 

SYNC,B'LANK 

R,G,B 

___ ~~_17 
=i-16 

Note 1: Output delay measured from the 50% point of the rising edge of ClK to the 50 % point 
of the full scale transition 

Note 2: 

Note 3: 

11447A-007A 

Settling time measured from the 50% point of the full scale transition to the output remaining 
within ± lSB (Am81C478) or± 1/4 lSB (Am81C471) 
Output riselfall time measured between the 10% and 90% points of full scale transition 

Video Input 1 Output Timing 

DATA ""TJ&mI:lJ~rTT'TT"1 ---_--\1'T&W1l1l..1'TT"IMTT" ~ ~ V 

INPUT J5l11:1i1Jl--t
s
-r: th -1VYifl:N1i... O·V 

_____ 3V 

TIMING -------71'/( - 1.5 V 
INPUT , 0 V 

11447"'-012-' 

Notes: 1. Diagram shown for HIGH data only. Output 
transition may be opposite sense. 

2. Cross·hatched areas are don't care condition. 

Switching Test Waveform 
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APPENDIX A: APPLICATION NOTE FOR THE AM81 C471 1478 

The design of a system using the Am81C471/478 
should be guided by considerations similar to those 
used for designing precision high-speed mixed analog 
and digital systems. The following rules and examples 
are given for orientation purposes. Users may choose to 
design circuits, which may differ considerably from the 
examples given here. 

The Am81 C471/478 can be configured in either current 
or voltage reference modes. The voltage reference 
scheme, as shown in Figure A1, is preferred over the 
current source scheme because of the following fea
tures: superior power supply rejection, temperature 
compensation, lower power, fewer components and 
overall simplicity of design. The current reference 
mode, as shown in Figure A2, requires more compo
nents to provide adequate temperature compensation, 
and power supply rejection. 

Power pins should be decoupled from the power lines in 
the rest of the system. The Am81 C471/478 should have 
its own power plane; this plane should provide power to 
all its power pins and voltage/current reference circuits. 
This plane should be connected to the main power 
plane by a wire running through ferrite beads as shown 
in Figures A 1 and A2. 

If further noise reduction is required on the analog out
puts then a separate analog power plane and digital 
power plane should be used and connected to pins 
(21,22) and (4,20) respectively. These two power 
planes should be connected to the main power plane by 
wires running through ferrite beads. The analog plane 
should not be crossed by any digital signal. Only one 
ground plane should be used, directly connected to the 
rest of the system. Tantalum capacitors, in parallel with 
a 0.1 J.l.F ceramic capacitor, should be placed between 
each side of the ferrite beads and the ground plane. If 
too much ripple exists on the lines, the use of a dedi
cated linear regulator is recommended. 

The COMP pin should be decoupled from the power 
pins and the rest of the system. A 0.1 J.l.F ceramic 
capacitor should be connected in parallel between this 
pin and the analog power pins (21,22). 

Digital lines accessible by the MPU interface should be 
kept far from pixel data lines. Pixel clock lines should be 
kept far from all other digital inputs. Analog outputs 
should be kept far from any other input. No digital line 
should run under the analog plane. 

Connection to the monitor should be done through a 
doubly-terminated 75 n coaxial cable. To minimize re
flections, terminating resistors on the color palette side 
should be placed as close as possible to the R, G, and B 
outputs. 

The signals produced by the Am81C471/478 are all 
positive currents, which when passing through the ter
minating resistors produce positive voltages. Since 
most monitors are AC-coupled, DC restoration with the 
proper DC level is done inside the monitor. If a negative
going sync (-0.286V) is required, DC level shifting can 
be done outside the palette, prior to entering the trans
mission cable. The circuit that produces this level 
shifting is shown in Figure A3. This circuit shows two 
resistors, R, and R2, as the termination at the transmit
ting side. R, is connected between A (G, or B) outputs 
and ground, while R2, is connected between R (G, or B) 
outputs and a voltage source more negative than 
-o.572V. A, and R2 are such that in parallel they equal 
75 n, while their ratio is such that the voltage drop 
caused by the negative voltage source across R, is 
0.572 V. The relationship is described by the following 
formulae: 

R, II R2 .. 75 n ; R, = V • 75/(V+0.572); R2 .. V • 75/(-0.572) 

Figure A4 shows a VGA system in which a VGA graph
ics controller is paired with Am81C471/478 in a typical 
PC board design. 

The Am81 C471 has 6-bit J.l.P interface which is compat
ible with existing VGA software. To accomodate 8-bit 
software the Am81C478 can be used. By driving the 
8is input pin from the J.l.P interface the software 
can automatically change the DAC resolution (bits per 
channel) according to its own requirements. 
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Main Power Une 

Ground Plane 

0.11lF 
Ceramic 

Ferrite Bead Digital Power Plane 

GND Vee 

11447A·OOO9A 

V REF REFAMP COMP 

Am81 C471 1478 

0.11lF 
Ceramic 

r------------------
"'""":..:::.:"---+----... 

I-

I-

Figure A1. Am81C471/478 Voltage Reference Connection Diagram (AC Coupling of the Monitor) 

Main Power Une 

Ground Plane 

0.11lF 
Ceramic 

Ferrite Bead Digital Power Plane 

GND Vee 

Am81 C471 1478 

R 

G 

B 

471lF 
Tantalum 

11447A-0010A 

Figure A2. Am81 C471 1478 Current Reference connection Diagram (AC Coupling of the Monitor) 
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Control ADDRESS 

PC/AT 
10 Interface 

r----------, 
G , , 

~ Am81C478 
\ 

R1 R2 750 

~ 

V _L-.. 

v 

Monitor 

'-----------
v 

11447A-0011A 
-5V 6550 1% 850 1% 
-12V 15730 1% 790 1% 

Figure A3. DC·Level Shifting Using Two Resistors In Parallel 

ADDRESS 

VGA 
Chip 

8 

8 

Address 

DRAM FOUR 
Memory 
Planes 

SYNC. 
BLANK. 

Control 

DATA f.oIIIIl---.j DACIOW. DACIOR 

11447A·OO13A 

D 
Am81C471/478 t---=-=-.t 

... - .. ~ OV1[3:0] 

000 
~~~~~rs Address Color 

Palette 
... -----.. P[7:0] 

i~ress 0[7:0] 

DATA 

Figure A4. Application Example: VGA system using a VGA chip and an Am81C471/478 
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Am81 EC176 
CMOS Color Palette 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• VGA hardware and software compatible with 
low-power Sleep mode 

• Consumes approximately 2 rnA In Sleep mode 

• Compatible with the Am81C176 

• Clock rates up to 80 MHz 

• Available In 32-pln PLCC package 

• 256 x 18 color Look-Up Table (LUT) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81 EC176 has been designed specifically for 
laptop personal computer manufacturers offering VGA 
compatibility. This part is hardware and software com
patible with the Am81C176. The Am81 EC176 operates 
at speeds up to 80 MHz and can support monitors with 
resolutions up to 1024 X 768. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Vee GND 

Timing ~ + ClK _____ 
Generator 

• triple 6-blt DACs 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

• RS-170A-compatible RGB outputs 

• External current reference 

• Asynchronous MPU Interface 

• Single monolithic, high-performance CMOS 

• Single +5-V power supply 

The low-power option is enabled by pulling the SLEEP 
pin High. Enabling the Sleep feature reduces power 
consumption of the Am81 C176 by about 98%. 

,-.-~ R 

Color latch 
18 

'-'-~G 

PIXo-PIX 7 

SLEEP 

Input 8 
latch 

Micro
processor 
Interface 

Sleep 
Mode 

Control 

Publication '12436 Rev. A Amendment 0 

Issue Date: September 1989 

. Pixel 8 
L.U.T. RAM 

Mask 
256 X 18 

Register 
~--'B 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued) 
The Am81 EC176 has a 256 x 18 Look-Up Table and 
triple 6-bit DACs. It can simultaneously display 256 col
ors out of an available set of 256K colors. 

Because of a proprietary technique, Read and Write op
erations to the color Look-Up Table may occur during 
active video. 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

... eLK -... m:A'NK .... 
B.., ... PlXo-PIX7 , .... - IREF .... 
8.., ... Do-D7 , -... WR -... RSo-RS t .... 

... AD .... - SLEEP .... 

The Am81 EC176 generates RS-170A-compatible out
puts into doubly terminated 75-ohm loads,' without 
external buffers. 

The Am81EC176 Is fabricated using AMD's state-of
the-art 1.2-).1 CMOS process. The device is available in 
a 32-lead PLCC package. 

R 
... .... 

G 
... .... 

B ... ... 

1147A-003A 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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PIX5 11 O2 

PIXs 12 0, 
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ClK SLEEP GNO Vee N/C RD BLANK 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: 8. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM81 EC176 -80 J C 

L= 8. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 

. 

Blank .. Standard Processing 
B .. Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C. Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 

J - 32-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 032) 

'--------------------------- b. SPEED OPTION 
-80 .. 80 MHz 
-66= 66 MHz 
-50= 50 MHz 
-35= 35 MHz 

'----- 8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81 EC176 
CMOS Color Palette 

Valid CombInations 

AM81 EC176-80 

AM81 EC176-66 

AM81 EC176-50 
JC,JCB 

AM81 EC176-35 

3-154 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability 
of specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 

Am81 EC176 



Am81 EC471/478 
CMOS Color Palette 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• VGA-compatlble color palette with low-power 
Sleep mode 

• Consumes only 2 rnA power In Sleep mode 

• Sleep mode enabled by hardware or software 
method 

• Compatible with Am81 C471 (Am81 C478) 

• Available In 35-, 50-, 66-, and 80-MHz versions 

• Available In 44-pln PLCC package 

• 256 x 18(24) color palette RAM 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am81 EC471 1478 CMOS Color Palette has been 
designed specifically for manufacturers of laptop 
personal computers that will offer the VGA feature. The 
part is software- and hardware-compatible with the 
Am81C471/478 and includes a low-power (sleep) fea
ture. The Am81 EC471 and Am81 EC478 operate at 
speeds sufficient to support screen resolutions up to 
1024 x 768 pixels. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Vee GND SELECT 

CLK __ 

PIX o-PIX 7 

OVLo-OVL 3 

SYNC 

BLANK 

SLEEP-

Input 
Latch 

Bus 
Control 

Sleep 
Mode 
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! 

Publication "2435 Rev. A Amendment 10 

~ ! 
8 Read 8 

Mask 
Register 

4 

• 15 x 18(24) overlay RAM 

• Triple 6-blt (8-blt) DACs 

• Sync on all three outputs 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

• R-343A/RS-170-compatlble RGB outputs 

• External current or voltage reference 

• Standard MPU Interface 

• Single +5-V power supply 

The low-power option can be enabled using two meth
ods. The first method (software) method requires only a 
write to an internal register. The second method (hard
ware) requires pulling the SLEEP pin high. Enabling the 
sleep feature reduces the power consumption of the ~ 
Am81 EC471/478 by about 98%. .... 

Color 
L.U.T. RAM 
256 x 18(24) 

15 x 18(24) 
Overlay 
Register 

>--.. R 

>---G 

>--.... B 

I---_~ COMP 

.... --IREF 

.... --VREF 

L...-_____ REFAMP 

1243SA-OOIA 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued) 

The Am81 EC471 1478 has a 256 x 18(24) Look-Up Ta
ble and 15 x 18(24) Overlay Table and as such can 
simultaneously display 271 colors out of an available set 
of 256K (16.8 million) colors. The Am81 EC471 has triple 
6-bit video OACs; the Am81EC478 may be used in 
either 6-bit or 8-bit mode. 

The Am81EC471/478 includes an input latch and pro
grammable bit-plane Read Mask. They are available in 
versions with pixel rates as high as 80 MHz. Proprietary 
OAC decoding techniques minimize glitch energy and 
skew. 

Both the Am81 EC471 and Am81 EC478 include 
programmable pedestals (0 or 7.5 IRE) and can be used 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

.. ClK r' .. m:ANK r 

- 'SYNC .. 
8" .. PlXo-PIX7 , r' 

4" .. 
OVlo-OVl, , r - VRE.F r' .. IREF JIll" .. COMP r 

8" .. , .. Do-D7 .. m po .. .. WR .. 
RSo-RSz .. .. 8is r' .. SELECT r .. SLEEP r 

with an external voltage or current reference. EGA emu
lation, overlaying cursors, text, grids, etc., can be imple
mented using the 15 overlay registers. 

The Am81 EC471 1478 generates RS-343A-cornpatible 
outputs into doubly-terminated 75-ohm loads and 
RS-170-compatible output into a singly-terminated 
75-ohm load, without external buffers. 

The ArnS1 EC471 and Am81 EC478 are fabricated using 
AMO's state-of-the-art 1.2-J.L CMOS process. The de
vices are available in a 44-lead PLCC package. 

-R ... 

-G -JIll" 

--B .. 
-REFAMP .. 

1147A-003A 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: 8. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM81 EC471/478 -80 J c 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank -= Standard Processing 

B '" Burn-in 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C '" Commercial (O to +70°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 

J '" 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

L...-_________________________ b. SPEED OPTION 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am81 EC471 1478 
CMOS Color Palette 

-80 - 80 MHz 
-66 .. 66 MHz 
-50 .. 50 MHz 
-35 ",35 MHz 

Valid Combinations Valid Combinations 

AM81 EC471-80 

AM81 EC471-66 

AM81 EC471-50 

AM81 EC471-35 

AM81 EC478-80 

AM81 EC478-66 

AM81 EC478-50 

AM81 EC478-35 

3·158 

JC,JCB 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMO sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMO's standard military grade products. 
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Am95C60 
Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Generates mixed text and graphics within Display Mem
ory 

• Draws vectors up to 3.3 million pixels per second, or 
places text at 50,000 characters per second 

• One chip handles four Display Memory planes of any 
size up to 4K x 4K bits and screen sizes to 2K x 2K 
pixels 

• Capable of cascading to handle multiple memory planes 
without system performance degradation 

• Reflects GKS, CGI, and NAPLPS software standards 

• Supports windowing, panning, and scrolling 
• Supports drawing of anti-aliased vectors, circles, and 

arcs with various user-definable line styles 
• Fills arbitrary polygons 
• Supports dual-port video DRAMs 
• CMOS technology 
• Provides memory and video refresh at user-definable 

rates 
• Interfaces to any 8- or 16-bit system bus 
• Comprehensive instruction set 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager (QPDM) is a 
CMOS graphics processor which contains the necessary 
circuitry and control functions for driving four bit-mapped 
memory arrays. Featuring a maximum system clock speed 
of 20 MHz, the Am95C60 can interface to any 8- or 16-bit 
system bus and can draw vectors up to 3.3 million pixels 
per second, or place text at a rate of 50,000 characters per 
second. Such performance allows the user to efficiently mix 
text and graphics within the bit map. The Am95C60 QPDM 
also contains graphics primitives which smoothly interface 
with the GKS, CGI, and NAPLPS software standards. 

The Am95C60 interfaces directly to memory planes con
sisting of dual-port video dynamic memories (VRAMs) and 

is capable of supporting four planes up to 4K by 4K bits and 
display screens up to 2K by 2K pixels. The Am95C60 is fully 
cascadable and can manage up to 256 memory planes with 
no system performance degradation. 

The Am95C60 QPDM provides support for the drawing of 
anti-aliased vectors, Circles, and arcs with various user
defined linestyles. Other features include windowing, inde
pendent X and Y zoom factors, pan and scroll, picking, 
clipping, and logical PEL. The Am95C60 is packaged in a 
145-lead Pin Grid Array (PGA), and a 160-pin Plastic Quad 
Flatpack (PQFP). 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

3-162 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

l!.L...1 _____ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

B = Burn-in 

'----------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 
E = Extended Commercial (-55 to + 125°C) 

L...--------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 
G = 145-Lead Pin Grid Array without Heatsink 

(CGX145) 
K = 160-Pin Plastic EIAJ Quad Flatpack (PQJ160) 

'--------------------b_ SPEED OPTION 
-16 = 16 MHz 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C60 
Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C60-16 I 
I-_A_M_9_5C:-6_0_-1_8 __ -l1 ~g GCB, GE. GEB. 

AM95C60-20 I 

-18=18 MHz 
-20 = 20 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specifiC valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 
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MILITARY ORDERING INFORMATION 

APL Products 

AMD products for Aerospace and Defence applications are available in several packages and operating ranges. APL (Approved 
Products List) products are fully compliant with MIL·STD·883C requirements. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by a 
combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Device Class 
d. Package Type 
e. Lead Finish 

Z C 

-L=T e. LEAD FINISH 
C a Gold 

d. PACKAGE TYPE 
Z a 145·Lead Pin Grid Array without Heatsink 

(CGX145) 

L..-------------c. DEVICE CLASS 
IB = Class B 

L..-----------------b. SPEED OPTION 
-16 = 16 MHz 

L....-- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C60 
Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C60·16 I 
AM95C60·18 I IBZC 

~A-M-95-C-60-.20---i1 

-18 -18 MHz 
-20 = 20 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
. supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 

Am95C60 

Group A Tests 

Group A tests consist of Subgroups 
1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

The Am95C60 interfaces through three buses: the System 
Bus, the Display Memory Bus, and the Video Bus. 

System Bus 
Ao, A1 Port Address (Input) 

These two inputs are used for selecting the appropriate port 
to be read or written. 

ACKD Acknowledge DMA (Input; Active LOW) 
The external DMA device may drive this pin LOW in 
response to a DMA request to strobe in or read out data in 
fly-by DMA transfer format. 

CS Chip Select (Input; Active LOW) 
Signal used for selecting the Am95C60 from several 
peripherals connected to the same system bus. 

0(0:15) Command/Data/Status (Input/Output; Three-
State) 

These sixteen lines are used for transferring commandsl 
data/status on the System Bus. The nature of the 
information transferred on the 0(0:15) lines is specified with 
the port address pins Ao, A1. 

DREQ Data FIFO Request (Output; Open Drain) 
Signal used to start and suspend a transfer of data between 
the System Memory and the Display Memory. 

EDE External Driver Enable (Output; Active LOW) 
This pin is used to enable external data bus drivers on the 
system bus. EDE is inactive (HIGH) during an output block 
operation on those Am95C60 devices that do not participate 
in the output. This signal eliminates contention on the 
system bus. 

FREQ Instruction FIFO request (Output; Open Drain) 
This signal is used to start and suspend a transfer of 
instructions from the system memory into the QPDM 
instruction FIFO. 

INT Interrupt (Output; Active HIGH) 
High-level interrupt output used to signal that an exception 
has occurred. The nature of the exception can be 
determined by reading the Status regjster. 

MATIN Match In (Input, Active HIGH) 
This pin is connected to the output of the AND gate 
connected to the MATOUT outputs. 

MATOUT Match Out (Output; Active HIGH) 
This pin is used in multiple-QPDM applications to search for 
a matching color pattern. As long as the pattern is not 
found, this pin stays LOW. When the matching pattern is 
found the pin is driven HIGH. Since all the MATOUT outputs 
are logically ANDed externally, a match in a multiple-QPDM 
environment is visible on MATIN when all the MATOUT 
outputs are HIGH. This pin is also used for instruction
execution synchronization by re-aligning the Am95C60 
devices in a system at the beginning of each instruction 
execution and at the beginning of each. word transfer in 
Block 1/0 instruction. 

RD Read (Input; Active LOW) 
Signal used for reading information (data/status) from the 
Am95C60 QPDM on the 0(0:15) lines by a bus master. 

RESET System Reset (Input; Active LOW) 
The RESET signal brings all Am95C60s in the system to the 
same initial state. All the outputs are brought into the 
inactive state. If RESET is activated during the time when 
the Am95C60 was active, all the activities will be 
suspended. 

SYSCLK System Clock (Input) 
20 MHz maximum frequency clock. Controls the Am95C60 
QPDM internal timing except for video timing. 

TSYNIN Timing Synchronization (Input; Active HIGH) 
All TSYNIN input pins are connected to the AND of the 
TSYNOUT. 

TSYNOUT Timing Synchronization (Output, Active HIGH) 
In conjunction with TSYNIN, this pin is used to synchronize 
Display Memory Bus activities. The TSYNOUT pins of all 
Am95C60 devices in a system are ANDed together and 
connected to the TSYNIN input pins of all Am95C60s. User
transparent information signals all Am95C60 devices about 
Display Memory Bus activities. 

WR Write (Input; Active LOW) 
Signal used for strobing information (commands/data) into 
the Am95C60 from the 0(0: 15) lines. 

Display Memory Bus 
ADDR(0:11) Address (Output) 

The twelve lines of address are used for addressing bit-map 
planes each up to 4K x 4K bits. The addresses are 
multiplexed and contain row and column addresses and 
bank-select bits. 

CAS Column Address Strobe (Output; Active LOW) 
This line is used to strobe the column address from the 
multiplexed ADDR lines into the array. 

DMO-3(0:15) Display Memory Bus (Input/Output) 
These 64 lines are used for transferring data between the 
Am95C60 and the Display Memory. There are sixteen lines 
for each of the four planes. 

MEMAVL Memory Bus Available (Output; Active LOW) 
This line is used to inform external devices that are 
requesting the bus that the Am95C60 is not driving the data 
lines. 

MEMREQ Memory Request (Input; Active LOW) 
This asynchronous signal is used by an external device to 
request access to the Display Memory Bus. 

RAS Row Address Strobe (Output; Active LOW) 
This line is used to strobe the Row address from the 
multiplexed ADDR lines into the array. 

WE(0:3) Write Enable (Output; Active LOW) 
The Write Enable, when active, signifies that the current 
transaction on the Display Memory Bus is a write to the 
corresponding bit plane. 

XF/G Transfer/Output Enable (Output; Active LOW) 
This pin interfaces directly to the video DRAM. During a 
transfer cycle this pin indicates a transfer to the video 
DRAMs. During a random read cycle, this pin enables the 
output buffer of the video DRAMs. 

Video Control Bus 
BLANK Blank Video (Output; Active HIGH) 

BLANK is an active HIGH output which serves to blank out 
inactive display areas of the CRT. This output is held HIGH 
when the Am95C60 is reset. 

CDAT(0:2) Control Data (Output; Active HIGH) 
These lines are used to output 3 bits of information to the 
VDAF. Information is sent to the VDAF during the transfer 
cycle and at VSTB time. 

DSTB Data Strobe (Output; Active HIGH) 
This clock signal loads 8 bits of video data into the VDAF. 
DSTB is synchronous with SYSCLK and has twice the 
frequency of VSTB. 
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FULL Fui1 (Input; Active LOW) 
This input alerts the Am95C60 that the VDAF cannot accept 
more video data. If the FULL signal is active, the Am95C60 
stops generating the VSTB and DSTB signals. 

HRESET Horizontal Reset (Input/Output; Active LOW) 
This pin is an output for horizontal video masters, and an 
input for horizontal video slaves. It is used for vertical video 
synchronization to other Am95C60s or to an external video 
source. 

HSYNC Horizontal Sync (Output; Active HIGH) 
HSYNC is an active HIGH output which causes horizontal 
retrace of the CRT's electron beam. This output is held 
LOW when the Am95C60 is reset to prevent any. 
uncontrolled synchronization to the CRT, which may cause 
damage to the tube. 

VIDCLK Video Clock (Input) 
15 MHz maximum frequency clock used for generating 
video synchronization signals. 

VODD/EVEN Vertical Odd/Even (Input) 
This input is optionally used in the interlaced Display mode 
to distinguish between the even frame and the odd frame 
specified by an external device. 

VSTB Video Strobe (Output, Active HIGH) 
This strobe signal is used in a system with video dynamic 
RAMs (VRAMs) and an external VDAF (Am8171/8172 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager is a graphics 
processor which maintains, updates, and displays information 
in four bit-mapped video planes. As depicted in Figure 1, the 
System Interface communicates with either an 8- or 16-bit 
host CPU while the Display Memory Interface controls four bit
mapped memory planes. These planes consist of dual-port 
video dynamiC memories (VRAMs). The Am95C60 connects 
to the random ports while the serial ports are used to access 
video information for the screen refresh. When used in 
conjuction with the Am8172 Video Data Assembly FIFO, the 
Am95C60 is capable of displaying a hardware window with the 
associated features of smooth pan and soft scroll. 

The Am95C60 QPDM performs three fundamental functions 
described below: 

Video Refresh 

The Am95C60 QPDM manages the screen (display) refresh 
function by generating the addresses to the bit-map VRAMs 
as required to access data for display on the screen. The data 
from the VRAMs are serialized externally to the Am95C60. 

The Video Refresh operation is fully programmable, allowing 
the user to tailor the system as required. The screen display 
can be aligned on any pixel boundary and can also include 
one hardware window overlay. Additionally, the total video 
process can be externally synchronized to any external source 
at the horizontal or vertical synchronization rate. Video Re
fresh can be disabled for operation as a slave device. 

Dynamic Memory Refresh 

The Am95C60 performs the Dynamic Memory Refresh func
tion for the Display Memory. The Dynamic Memory Refresh 
process is interleaved with the Video Refresh and with the 
Display Memory updating. The refresh rate is programmed by 
loading the 10-bit Dynamic Memory Refresh Rate register. 
This register holds the number of SYSCLK cycles between 
two refresh cycles. 

Video Data Assembly FIFO or a similar circuit built of 
discrete components) to shift video data out of the Video 
Memory. With every strobe, a 16-bit-wide word is shifted out 
of the Video Memory. 

VSYNC Vertical Sync (Output; Active HIGH) 
VSYNC is an active HIGH output which causes vertical 
retrace of the CRT's electron beam. This output is held 
LOW when the Am95C60 is reset. 

VRESET Vertical Reset (Input/Output; Active LOW) 
This pin is an output for vertical video masters and an input 
for vertical video slaves. It is used for vertical video 
synchronization to other Am95C60 devices or to an external 
video source. 

Power Connections 

GND Ground 
Each GND pin must be connected to the power supply 
ground. 

TEST Test 
This pin may be grounded or it may be pulled up to Vee; it 
must not be allowed to float. This pin for factory test 
purposes only. 

Vce Power Supply 
Each Vee must be connected to a +5-V power supply. 

The Dynamic Memory Refresh Rate register is loaded into a 
counter, which is down-counted by the SYSCLK. When the 
counter reaches its zero state, it sends a refresh request to the 
Memory Scheduler. As soon as the Memory Scheduler arbi
trates a time slice for the DynamiC Memory Refresh block, a 
refresh cycle is initiated. 

The Am95C60 executes CAS before 'RAS refresh cycles. 

Display Memory Update 

The Am95C60 has access to the Display Memory Bus for 
updating purposes, except when it is performing Video or 
Dynamic Memory Refresh. 

PlaCing an instruction in the execution FIFO (see Block 
Diagram) Signals the Micro Engine to begin operation. If the 
execution of the instruction requires access to the Display 
Memory Bus (this is the case in most instructions), the 
Am95C60 continues the instruction execution unless the 
Display Memory Bus is occupied by the Video Refresh or the 
Dynamic Memory Refresh process. If the Display Memory Bus 
cannot be accessed momentarily, the execution is suspended 
until the Display Memory is available. 

The drawing instruction set includes Line, Circle, Filled Trian
gle, String and many others which will be briefly described in 
the following pages. 

Feature Description 

Window Display Mechanism 

The Am95C60 QPDM, in conjunction with the Am8172 Video 
Data Assembly FIFO (VDAF) or the equivalent, can support a 
single non-destructive hardware window. The image to appear 
in the window is located in some other area of Display Memory 
than that visible on the screen (tllis is shown in Figure 2). The 
size and position of the window is programmed into a set of 
registers on the Am95C60. Since the window position is 
dynamically programmable, it is easy to 'drag' a rectangular 
area containing an object. It is also easy to perform soft 
scrolling and smooth panning of either background or fore
ground. 
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Clipping 

The clipping feature on the Am95C60 allows a rectangular 
region to be defined outside of which vectors and arcs will not 
be drawn, blocks will not be moved or modified, and polygons 
will not be filled. The clipping window is specified by the user, 
and remains in effect until changed or disabled. 

Picking 

If a drawing consists of a large number of objects and each 
object is defined by a number of drawing primitives, any object 
can be identified by the following picking process. 

First, the picking area is defined as a rectangular region in 
Display Memory. Whenever a drawing intersects the picking 
area, a 'Pick Detect' bit in the status register is set. Objects to 
be displayed are labeled by using the Signal instruction which 
will return the label of the object that intersected the picking 
area. 

Multiple Am95C60 Operation 

In order to accomodate systems requiring access to more than 
four bit-planes, the Am95C60 is designed to be fully cascada
ble with no performance degradation. Multiple Am95C60 
devices can communicate with each other to share timing 
information for synchronization purposes and status informa
tion for color comparisons in depth. 

Instructions are broadcast to all Am95C60 devices at once. 
Each plane will use the instruction in conjunction with its own 
activity and color bits to decide whether to execute or to 
ignore the instruction. Each plane may execute the instruction 
differently, depending on the contents of the individual memo
ry plane and the contents of plane-specific status information. 

Broadcasting is accomplished by chip-selecting all Am95C60 
QPDMs simultaneously and writing to Port O. (Write to the 
instruction FIFO.) 

TSYNOUT and TSYNIN are used to synchronize Display 
Memory operations in a multiple Am95C60 system. 

MATOUT and MATIN are used to exchange color searching 
information in a multiple Am95C60 device system and to 
synchronize instruction execution. 

Interface Description 

System Bus Interface 

The host connects to the system side of the Am95C60 as 
depicted in the Logic Symbol diagram. There is a 16-bit data 
path, and the 8- or 16-bit option allows the Am95C60 QPDM to 
be connected to an 8- or 16-bit host processor. 

The normal bus interface control lines are supported through 
~, RD, WR, and two address bits. The address bits are 
decoded to select one of four ports: 
A1 Ao WRITE FUNCTION READ FUNCTION 

o 0 Write Instruction FIFO Read Status 
o 1 Write Block Input FIFO Read Block Output FIFO 
1 0 Write Register Addresss Read Register Address 
1 1 Write Register Read Register 

The Am95C60 QPDM can be supported with a DMA controller, 
allowing blocks of information or instructions to be transferred 
without tying up the host. In addition to the normal flow-

through DMA operations, the Am95C60 also supports fly-by 
operations. 

The Am95C60 also can use interrupts to signal the occurrence 
of certain events. Some events are repetitive (e.g., Frame), 
some indicate error conditions (e.g., Stack Overflow), and 
some merely report status (e.g., Idle). There are registers for 
masking interrupts, reading interrupt requests, and acknowl
edging interrupts. 

Display Memory Bus Interface 

On the Display Memory side, the Am95C60 is capable of 
controlling four bit planes. Addresses, RAS, and ~ are 
common signals to all the bit planes while each plane has its 

,own set of data lines and write enable (WE). Typically, eight or 
nine address lines (multiplexed Row/Column) go to the VRAM 
devices while the others may be used for bank select. If 
multiple banks of memory are used for each bit plane, row 
addresses must be decoded to select the proper bank. 

Each bit plane has a 16-bit data bus used for' the Display 
Memory Update function. Typically, to write a single pixel (one 
bit in each plane), the Am95C60wouid perform simultaneous 
16-bit reads from all planes, followed by simultaneous 16-bit 
writes to all planes. Logic is also provided in the Am95C60 to 
perform individual pixel writes. 

The Am95C60 is intended to be used with a variety of dual
ported Video RAMS (VRAMs). Prior to the beginning of each 
scan line, the Am95C60 executes a transfer cycle which 
copies the contents of the scan line into shift registers on the 
VRAM devices. The scan line image is then shifted out of the 
VRAM devices 16 bits at a time and further serialized at the 
dot clock rate for display purposes. The primary VRAM port is 
available during this time for Display Memory Update. 

Display Memory tRAM Size Examples 

BIT MAP SIZE 
1024x 1024 
1024 x 2048 
2048 x 2048 
4096 x 4096 

VRAM SIZE 
64Kx4 
64Kx4 
64Kx4 
256K x 4 

VRAMS/ 
PLANE 

4 
8 
16 
16 

VRAMS/ 
Am95C60 

16 
32 
64 
64 

MEMREQ and MEMAVL are used to allow another processor 
direct access to the Display Memory. 

Video Bus Interface 

The Am95C60 generates video timing. Horizontal timing is 
programmed in terms of VIDCLK cycles and vertical timing is 
programmed in terms of 1;2 scan lines. 

HRESET and VRESET are either inputs or outputs depending 
on the Am95C60's master/slave status. In the case where 
multiple Am95C60s control the display, one Am95C60 would 
be programmed as the timing master and the others would be 
programmed as timing slaves. ' 

Power Connections 

The Am95C60 uses + 5 volts only. 

Performance Figures 

Working with VRAMs, the Am95C60 can easily manage high 
resolution screen formats requiring dot clock rates up to 
160 MHz. Moreover, it performs the bit-map update function 
as indicated in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE FIG~RES OF Am95C60 

Instruction Intermediate Execution 
Instruction Overhead Overhead Time Comments 

line 12.9 IlS (Not Applicable) 300 nx/pixel 
line 12.9 IlS (Not Applicable) 4750 ns/pixel Anli·Aliased 
Polyline 10.6 IlS 4.B Ils/segment 300 ns/pixel Connected Segments 

Arc 2B.2 IlS 2.7 Ils/octant 750 ns/pixel 
Arc 2B.2 IlS 2.7 Ils/octant 4750 ns/pixel Anti·Aliased 

Circle 9.9 IlS 2.7 Ils/octant 750 ns/pixel 
Circle 9.9 IlS 2.7 Ils/octant 4750 ns/pixel Anti·Aliased 

Copy Block 10.9 IlS 1.B Ils/scan line 59 ns/pixel BITBLT 

Transform Block 11.0 Ils (Included) 1280 ns/pixel 3X Zoom 

Seed Fill 10.0 IlS 12.1 Ils/scan line 280 ns/pixel Intermediate Overhead 
varies with shape 

Filled Rectangle 11.9 IlS 2.2 Ils/scan line 19 ns/pixel Graphical SET 

Filled Triangle 54.9 IlS 8.0 Ils/scan line 19 ns/pixel Intermediate Overhead 
varies with shape 

String 6.3 IlS 9.4 Ils/character 2000 ns/scan 

The Am95C60 provides extremely fast access at the host 
interface. A host write requires as little as 80 ns, while a 
register may be read in as little as 120 ns. 

Consult the technical manual (Order No. 07785) to see how 
these performance measurements are determined. 

Register Description 

The Am95C60 QPDM contains a number of registers which 
are programmable from the host. These registers are listed 
below: 

Video Control uses nine registers which define video operation 
parameters: 

Horizontal Sync Pulse Width (HSYNC) 
Horizontal Scan Delay (HDEL) 
Horizontal Active (HACT) 
Horizontal Total Count (HTOT) 
Vertical Sync Pulse Width (VSYNC) 
Vertical Scan Delay Odd (VDELODD) 
Vertical Scan Delay Even (VDELEVEN) 
Vertical Active Lines (VACT) 
Vertical Total Lines (VTOD 

Visible Screen Coordinates use four registers which contain 
the (x,y) address in real memory of the top-left and bottom
right corner of the visible screen in Display Memory: 

Screen X Start 
Screen Y Start 
Screen X Terminate 
Screen YTerminate 

Window Control uses six registers which specify where the 
window is on the screen (the apparent window) and where it 
begins in memory (the real window): 

Window Apparent X Start 
Window Apparent Y Start 
Window Apparent X Terminate 
Window Apparent Y Terminate 
Window Real X 
Window Real Y 

line 

Video Mode Register is used to indicate to each Am95C60 
whether it is a timing master or slave, and whether or not 
interlaced display mode is to be used. 

Memory Mode Register specifies Display Memory configura· 
tion in terms of memory width and device size (e.g., 4K widel 
256K devices). 

Dynamic Memory Refresh Rate Register specifies the number 
of SYSCLK clock cycles between row refreshes in Dynamic 
Memory Refresh. 

Interrupt Enable Register indicates which conditions are 
allowed to cause interrupts to the host. 

Interrupt Acknowledge Register indicates that a specific inter
rupt condition is known to the host and that the request is to 
be cancelled in the Am95C60. 

Video Timing Enable is a 1-bit register used to enable and 
disable video sync and output. 

Video Refresh Enable is a 1-bit register used to enable and 
disable the collection of video information from the Display 
RAM. 

System Bus Width Register configures the Am95C60 to 8-bit 
system bus modes. 

Instruction Set 

The Am95C60 QPDM is a graphics processor with a powerful 
instruction set oriented toward graphics processing. One may 
use any of four addressing modes to specify locations in the 
display memory: 1) Absolute, 2) Relative, 3) Viewpoint, or 
4) Indirect. Each member of the Am95C60 QPDM instruction 
set is briefly described as follows: 

Arc draws the image of a circular arc in Display Memory. The 
parameters are the center of the arc, the radius of the arc, and 
the two end-points. The image may be drawn using anti
aliasing, line style, and a logical PEL. 

Arc Current draws the image of a circular arc in Display 
Memory. It is similar to Arc except the start point is taken to be 
the current pen position (rather than being specified). 

Call begins fetching instructions from Display Memory rather 
than from the instruction FIFO. The parameters specify the 
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location of the program to be executed. A stack in Display 
Memory is used to contain the return location. 

Circle draws the image of a circle in Display Memory. The 
parameters are the circle's center and radius. The image may 
be drawn using anti-aliasing, line style, and a logical PEl. 

Circle Current draws the image of a circle in Display Memory. It 
is similar to Circle, except the center is taken to be the current 
pen position. 

Control Clipping enables or disables the clipping function. 
When clipping is enabled, all drawing primitives will change 
only that portion of Display Memory which lies within the 
rectangular clipping region. 

Control Picking enables or disables the picking function. When 
picking is enabled, drawing primitives will not execute any 
writes to the Display Memory. The Pick Detect status bit is set 
whenever a drawing primitive intersects the picking area. 

Copy Block moves a block of data within Display Memory and 
may optionally combine the source image with the destination 
image. The size of the block will have been determined by a 
Set Block Size instruction. The location of each block, source 
and destination, is determined by the instruction. 

Copy Block Current is identical to the Copy Block instruction 
except that the source operand is the current pen position. 

Define Logical PEL specifies the logical PEL (pen size and 
content) used by the drawing primitives. This can be used to 
draw thick lines. 

Fill Bounded Region fills an arbitrary polygon with a specific 
color. The polygon is defined as the group of dots completely 
contained within a boundary of pixels of the edge color. All 
pixels will be changed to the current drawing color. The 
location of the seed is specified in the instruction. 

Fill Bounded Region Current fills an arbitrary polygon with a 
specific color. The polygon is defined as the group of dots 
completely contained within a boundary of pixels of the edge 
color. All pixels in the region will be changed to the current 
drawing color. The location of the seed is the current pen 
position. 

Fill Connected Region fills an arbitrary polygon with a specific 
color. The polygon is defined as any group of connected dots 
of the seed's color. All pixels connected to the seed point 
having the same color will be changed to the current drawing 
color. The location of the seed is specified in the instruction. 

Fill Connected Region Current fills an arbitrary polygon with a 
specific color. The polygon is defined as any group of 
connected dots of the seed's color. All pixels connected to the 
seed point having the same color will be changed to the 
current drawing color. The location of the seed is the current 
pen position. 

Filled Rectangle creates the image of a rectangle and fills it. 
The parameters specify two opposite corners of the rectangle. 
The color of the filled rectangle is the current drawing color. 

Filled Rectangle Current is similar to Fill Rectangle except the 
current pen position is taken to be the starting corner of the 
rectangle. The other corner is specified by the instruction. 

Filled Triangle creates the image of a triangle and fills it. The 
parameters specify the thr~e vertices of the triangle. The color 
of the filled triangle is the current drawing color. 

Filled Triangle Current creates the image of a triangle and fills 
it. The parameters specify two vertices of the triangle. The 
current pen position is taken to be the third vertex of the 
triangle. The color of the filled triangle is the current drawing 
color. 

Input Block transfers a rectangular block of data from the host 
to Display Memory. The size of the block will have been 
determined by a Set Block Size instruction. The destination 
address in the Display Memory is specified in the instruction. 
The data to be stored in Display Memory is written into the 
Data FIFO. 

Input Block Current transfers a rectangular block of data from 
the host to Display Memory. The size of the block will have 
been determined by a Set Block Size instruction. The destina
tion address in the Display Memory is the current pen position. 
The data to be stored in Display Memory is written into the 
Data FIFO. 

Jump unconditionally changes the location counter when 
executing instructions from Display Memory. 

Line draws the image of a line in Display Memory. The input 
parameters are the two ends of the line. The image may be 
drawn using anti-aliasing, line style, and a logical PEl. Multiple 
lines may be drawn with a single line instruction. 

Line Current is similar to Line, except the current drawing 
position is taken to be the starting pOint of the line. 

Line Reversible draws the image of a line in Display Memory. It 
is exactly the same as Line except that the standard algorithm 
is modified to guarantee that the same set of pixels is chosen 
regardless of the order of the end points. 

Line Reversible Current is similar to Line Reversible except 
that the current pen position is taken to be the starting pOint of 
the line. 

Move Pen sets the current pen position. 

No Operation ensures that no operation is performed. 

Output Block transfers a rectangular block of data from 
Display Memory to the host. The size of the block will have 
been determined by a Set Block Size instruction. The source 
address in the Display Memory is specified in the instruction. 
The host is expected to remove the data from the Data FIFO. 

Output Block Current transfers a rectangular block of data 
from Display Memory to the host. The size of the block will 
have been determined by a Set Block Size instruction. The 
source address in the Display Memory is the current pen 
position. The host is expected to remove the data from the 
Data FIFO. 

Point draws the image of the current logical PEL at the 
location specified in the instruction. 

Point Current draws the image of the current logical PEL at the 
current pen position. 

Return exits from a subroutine or from program mode when 
executing instructions from Display Memory. 

Set Activity Bits indicates which of the four Display Memory 
planes, controlled by the Am95C60, are to be written into. 

Set Anti-Aliasing Distance programs the anti-aliasing distance 
deviation from the ideal line. 

Set Block Size specifies the number of pixels moved in any 
block operation. This is used for Input Block, Output Block, 
Copy Block, Transform Block, and the logical PEl. 

Set Character Font Base specifies the character font address 
in the Display Memory. The character font contains the 
patterns of letters and numbers used by the String instruction. 

Set Character Font Base Current specifies the character font 
addresses in Display Memory. 

Set Clipping Boundary specifies where the clipping region is in 
Display Memory. When clipping is enabled, all drawing primi
tiv~s will change only that portion of Display Memory which 
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lies within the rectangular clipping region. The parameters are 
the addresses of two opposite corners of the clipping rectan
gle. 

Set Clipping Boundary Current specifies where the clipping 
region is in Display Memory. When clipping is enabled, all 
drawing primitives will change only that portion of Display 
Memory which lies within the rectangular clipping region. The 
current pen position is taken to be the start corner of the 
clipping rectangle. 

Set Color Bits sets the current drawing color. 

Set Search Color specifies the edge color used in Fill 
instructions. 

Set Line Style specifies the line style. This defines the dash 
length, the interspace length, and the dot length. 

Set Line Style Phase indicates where the line begins within the 
line style cycle. 

Set Listen Bits indicates which planes take part in polygon and 
color change operations. If set, the corresponding plane does 
not participate in the color matching. 

Set Picking Region specifies the rectangular area to be 
picked. The parameters are two opposite corners of the 
picking rectangle. When picking is enabled, drawing primitives 
that intersect the picking region will cause the" Pick Detect" 
bit in the status register to be set and no writes will be 
executed to Display Memory. 

Set Picking Region Current specifies the rectangular area to 
be picked. The parameters are two opposite corners of the 
picking rectangle. The current pen position is taken to be the 
start corner of the picking region. When picking is enabled, 
drawing primitives that intersect the picking region will cause 
the "Pick Detect" bit in the status register to be set and no 
writes will be executed to Display Memory. 

Set QPDM Position specifies the logical addresses for each 
Display Memory plane. 

Set Scale Factor provides values used to multiply the oper
ands of instructions which address the bit map. 

Set Search Color specifies the color of the boundary for Fill 
Boundary Area operations. 

Set Stack Boundaries specifies to the Am95C60 which area of 
Display Memory has been set aside for the stack. Stack 
overflow is detected and signaled to the host with an interrupt. 

Set Viewpoint Location specifies the base address for View
point Addressing Mode. 

Signal is used to indicate to the host when a particular pOint in 
the instruction stream has been reached, to delimit objects 
during picking, or to pause operation pending a signal from the 
host. 

Store Immediate deposits a specified number of 16-bit words 
in the Display Memory. 

Store Immediate Current deposits a specified number of 16-bit 
words in Display Memory beginning at the current pen 
position. 

String is used to create the image of a string of text in the 
Display Memory. The parameters are the address at which the 
string should begin, followed by a variable length list of 16-bit 
pointers. Each pointer is used to look up a pattern in the 
character font table. . 

String Current is similar to String except the address at which 
the string should begin is set to the current pen position. 

Transform Block allows a block of data to be taken from 
Display Memory, operated on, and written to a different area of 
Display Memory. The operations which may be performed are 
Rotate (90 degree increments), Zoom (by pixel replication), 
and Mirror. The Zoom in X, and Zoom in Yare independently 
specified. The size of the source block (prior to rotation and 
zooming) will have been specified by a Set Block Size 
instruction. 

Transform Block Current is similar to Transform Block except 
the source operand is at the current pen position. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C 
Ambient Operating Temperature .............. -55 to + 125°C 
Maximum VCC Relative to Vss ............... -0.3 to + 7.0 V 
DC Voltage Applied to Any 

Pin Relative to VSS ..................... -0.5 to VCC + 0.3 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Ambient Temperature (T A) ...................... 0 to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage (Vce) .................... +4.75 to +5.25 V 

Military (M) and Extended-Commercial (E) Devices 
Case Temperature (Te) ..................... -55 to + 125°C 
Supply Voltage (Vce) ...................... + 4.50 to 5.50 V 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified (for APL products, Group A, 
Subgroups 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 are tested unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

Vil Input LOW Voltage -0.3 +0.8 V 

COM'L +2.0 
VIH Input HIGH Voltage VCc+0.3 ,V 

MIL & E-COM'L +2.2 

Output LOW Voltage 
COM'L Devices 
CAS and XFm 

IOl =4.0 mA 0.4 

Output LOW Voltage 
Commercial Devices 0.4 

VOL 
All Other Outputs 

V 
Output LOW Voltage 
Military Devices 0.45 
CAS and XFm 

Output LOW Voltage 
Military Devices 0.45 
All Other Outputs 

VOH 2.4 V 

loz ±10 jJ.A 

II Input 0.4 < VIN < VCC ±10 jJ.A 

ICC Power 250 mA 

CAPACITANCE* 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

CIN Input Capacitance 15 pF 

ClIO 1/0 Pin Capacitance 25 pF 

Caur Output Pin Capacitance 25 pF 

·Parameters are not 100% "Tested." Characterization data on file. 

Notes: 1. For operation with SYSCLK less than 20 MHz, deduct approximately 6.5 mA/MHz. 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

TCO03860 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORMS 

HlGH--.-.I---

2.0V u=x x= 2.0 . 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.4 0.' 0.' 

1.4 V 

0.8 V 

WF009541 

WF025740 

VIDCLK/SYSCLK Waveform 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MUST BE WILLBE 
STEADY STEADY 

-- MAY CHANGE WILL BE 

FROM H TO L CHANGING 
FROM H TO L 

lfIIIJ MAY CHANGE 
WILLBE 
CHANGING FROM L TOH FROM L TOH 

-- DON'T CARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H 
CENTER 

OOESNOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANCE 

"OFF" STATE 

KSOOOO10 
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DREO 
FREO 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS 

Processor/DMA Flow-Through Read Cycle 

DATA--------------------------------~I 
1-----.-----1 

INT 

Processor/DMA Flow-Through Write Cycle 

Am95C60 

WF026510 

Ell 

WF026520 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 

@ 

DREO 

WF024110 

DMA Fly-By Read Cycle 

I-@---f 

@ .. j. 

0'" r-
DREO \I 

4-0~ 
'\: J 

0" r 
~@-I 0 .. + 

\ @ ·@,1 
~ @ 

DATA --------------4{ TOAm95C60 »)-----_ 
I I 

WF024120 

DMA Fly-By Write Cycle 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges unless otherwise specified 
(for APL products, Group A, Subgroups 9, 10, 11 are tested unless otherwise noted) 
System Bus Timing 

No. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Parameter 
Symbol 

ts 

tw 
(Note 1) 

tpHL 
(Note 1) 

tPLH 
(Notes 1, 3) 

tpLH 
(Notes 1, 3) 

ts 
(Notes 1, 2) 

tpo 
(Note 2) 

tH 
(Notes 2, 3) 

tpo 
(Notes 2, 3) 

(Not used) 

(Not used) 

ts 
(Notes 1, 2) 

tw 

ts 
(Notes 2, 3) 

tH 
(Notes 2, 3) 

21 tpo 

22 tH 

23-29 (Not used) 

-20 -18 -16 

Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
Requires that the address be valid a minimum of II ns 
before cg begins to fall. 

Requires that both CS and ACKD be inactive a minimum of 
II ns before either can go active. 
Guarantees that DREQ will become inactive a maximum of 
II ns after AD or WR becomes active. 

o 

65 

55 

Guarante.Ql!. that EDE will become active a maximum of I ) 60 
ns after CS becomes active. Also guarantees that Em: will 
become active a maximum of II ns after ACRD becomes 
active. 

Guara.!lliles that EDE will remain active a minimum of II ns 10 
after CS becomes inactive. Also guarant~ that Em: will 
remain active a minimum of II ns after RD has become 
inactive. 

Guarantees that EDE will have gone inactive no more than 65 
tLl1s after CS has become inactive. Also guarantees tb2! 
EDE will have gone inactive no more than II ns after RD 
has become inactive. 

can begin to go active. Also requires that ACKD be valid a 
Requires that CS be valid a minimum of I ~before RD 0 i;~i\' 

minimum of II before WR can begin to go active. j"'i"," 

after CS has gone active. I",,} 

o ns 

65 95 ns 

55 60 ns 

60 60 ns 

10 10 ns 

65 70 ns 

ns 

20 20 ns 

ns 

Requires that the address remain valid a minimum of I~ns i"""<J'~',;" 

Requires that CS remain active a minimum of II ns after RD IY:::\~". 
has gone inactive. i"" +--:-:--:--+-----,I-:-:-::--t---+--:--:-::--t------i 

~a~en~~~~n~h~tc:i~:.r~f~~:r~:~~; t~~ldt~t~~~,d"I",I,d"a,n"",t,S",a"",,' 110 110 110 
ns 

be valid within II ns of WR becoming active in a Fly.g 
Read Cycle. """'''' "" 
Guarantees.!lJgt the read data will remain valid ,a.ri1iq!thuri1~Q! 10 
II ns after RD has gone inactive. Also g e, "" 
read data will remain valid a minimum ofl)ss 
gone inactive in a Fly-By Read Cycle. 

10 10 ns 

ns Guarantees that the read buffers will b r"blgh 40 
impedance within II ns of AD having, "Also 
guarantees that the read buffers will (,:high 
impedance within II ns of WR having gOI1!i!"I~actiVe in a Fly-
By Read Cycle. ,.c'" ""<,:':';\, 

40 40 

Not Used ,,<,,) " ,i"" 

10 10 20 ns 
Not Used ~';'<2:/' 

~u;:: ~~~~ ~;a~~:"~ii;n,";;;:;~~!",''',;",,, " m of II ns after 
Requires that CS be aC;!iVe(a"lll!nigllJm-o-f -l..L.!li-nS-be-f-or-e"""'W=R,-j---+---+--+---+--o"---+--+--n-s--l 

can begin to J,0, ac,,',', t,','lVe,,', "'"',",'"'AI~""r,,,,,e,,,qUires that ACKD be active a minimum of I n~;:tiefore I1l.i'qan begin to go active in a 
Fly-By Write yclEK';", ,i"/ ',' 

Requires that"y!'R be;;''!l~tive for a minimum of II ns. Also 
requires that RD be ~ctir~, a minimum of ll...M.ln the case 
of a Fly-By Write Cycle. Also reQl!lli!s that ACKD remain 
active a minimum of II ns after RD has gone active in a 
Fly-By Write Cycle. 

Requires that the write data be active for a minimum of II 
ns before WR begins to go inactive. Also requires th& the 

~d(~~i~~e~~~i~~ :~~ti b~~~~Ut~ ~~ \~a~~v~e:~r: ~I~_~; 
Write Cycle. 

Requires that the write dat.iLQe kept valid for 
a minimum of II ns after WR has gone 

Word 
Mode 

70 

55 

o 

70 90 ns 

55 75 ns 

o o ns 

~a~~if~~ ~I~i~~~u~e~f t~it ~~eaft~te~a~r ~t 1------+-
1
-:
5
-t--,-j-1-5-+---I1--:25.,--+---+----l 

(whichever is first) has gone inactive in a Fly-By ~~ee ns 
Write Cycle. 

Guarantees that the INT line will become inactive no more 
than II ns after WR has gone inactive. 

Guarantees that the data buffers will not become active 
before AD goes active. Also g§Lantees that the data buffers 
will not become active before WR goes active in a Fly-By 
Read Cycle. 

Re9!!!tes that ACKD be active a minimum of II ns after RD 
or WR has gone inactive. 

Not Used 

120 120 150 ns 

ns 

ns 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 

!4--.,....,.----RANOOM REAOCVa.E---------..I 
J---...L----l 

ADDRESS COLlJ.4N ADDRESS 

~--~------~------~ ----00{ 
,~--~----~----------++~J 

;.--<~--------®--4------" 

~~ --------------------------~ 
- I 

WF024131 

Display Memory Read Cycle 

I 1+1,-~------REFRESHCVClE----------.I 
ADDRESS REFRESH ADDRESS 

I-@)-l I&l I--@) 

iiiS 1-®~i.I+-~~=-=--=--=-----@- @,,',--v ____ _ 
00 ~L! ________________________ ~V 

WF022B71 

Display Memory Dynamic RAM Refresh Cycle 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 

ADDRESS 

11+1 ------TRANSFERCYCLE-------.j 

r------~'r'------~~~==~----'~~~db~ 

COAT 

VSTB 

DSTB 

WF025730 

Display Memory Transfer Cycle 

1+--...,-,.--RANDOMWRITECYClE--------:-__ ~ 
r-----!..----4. 

ADDRESS COLUMN ADDRESS 

I\~-~------€D---~I 

@..j 
DATA ---«< MASK DATA 

I 
WF022891 

Display Memory Write Cycle 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Display Memory Interface 

-20 -18 -16 
Parameter 

No. Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
30 ts Guarantees the row addess will be stable (valid) a 15 18 16 ns 

(Note 4) minimum of I I ns before RAS begins to go active. 

31 tH Guarantees the row address will remain valid a minimum 35· 41 45 ns 
(Note 4) of 11 ns after m has gone active. 

32 tpD Guarantees that ~ will not go inactive until a minimum 160 181 202 ns 
(Note 4) of 11 ns after m has gone active for a read cycle. f! 

33 tw Guarantees that RAS will be active for a minimum of I I 180 i~04 225 ns 
(Note 4) ns. 'i~~fi, 

34 tH Guarantees that "RAS will remain active for a minimum of 14~~ 't; 15 ns 
(Note 4) I I ns after mG has gone inactive for a read cycle. 

35 tw Guarantees that RAS will remain not active for a mini~m 106 115 ns 
(Note 4) of I I ns. '''!~. 

38 tpD Guarantees that ~ will not become active u ... 
74 78 ns 

(Note 4) minimum of I I ns after RAS has gone ac f~' parameter 56 for write cycles. 

37 ts Guarantees that the column address 
~", 

13 14 15 ns 
(Note 4) stable a minimum of I I ns before 

38 tH Guarantees that the column I!,dr alid and 80 92 104 ns 
(Note 4) stable a minimum of I I n .'t,{i f e active. 

39 tw Guarantees that ~ mum of II ns 100 115 130 ns 
(Note 4) for a read cycle e parameter 57 for 

writes cycles. 

40 tw Guarantee inactive for a minimum 40 46 47 ns 
(Note 4) of II hen a refresh cycle follows 

any cycl 

41 tpD Guarantees ~ will not have gone inactive until a 90 95 113 ns 
(Note 4) minimum of I after ~ has gone active for a read 

cycle. 

42 tpD Guarantees that ~ will not begin to go active until a 39 45 46 ns 
(Note 4) minimum of I I ns after RAS has gone active. 

43 tH Guarantees that ~ will remain active until a minimum 13 14.5 16 ns 
(Note 4) of 11 ns after ~ has gone inactive for a read cycle. 

44 tw Guarantees that ~ will be active a minimum of I I ns 105 120 125 ns 
(Note 4) for a read cycle. 

45 ts Requires that the read data be valid a minimum of I I ns 17 20 23 ns 
before ~ begins to go inactive. 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
Display Memory Interface (Cont'd.) 

-20 -18 -16 
Parameter 

No. Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

46 tH Requires that the read data remain valid a minimum of 11 0 0 0 ns 
ns after ~ has gone inactive. 

47 ts Guarantees that ffAS will not begin to go active until a 37 43 45 ns 
(Note 4) minimum of 11 ns after ~ has become active in a 

refresh cycle. 

48 tH Guarantees that ~ will not begin to go inactive until a 230 ns 
(Note 4) minimum of (I ns after "FfJ\S has gone active in a refresh 

cycle. 

49 ts Guarantees that RAS will not begin to go active until a 13 ns 
(Note 4) minimum of (I ns after ~ is active in a transfer cycle. 

50 ts Guarantees that the Start Offset on COAT will be val" 11 ns 
(Note 4) and stable a minimum of (I ns before RAS begi 

active in a transfer cycle. 

51 tH Guarantees that the Start Offset on COAT 71.5 78 ns 
(Note 4) valid and stable a minimum of (I ns a 

active in a transfer cycle. 

52 ts Guarantees that VSTB will be HIG 102 109 ns 
(Note 4) before RAS begins to go aC,tll!e in 

53 tH 80 92 99 ns 
(Note 4) 

54 Is a minimum of (I ns 90 102 109 ns 
(Note 4) 'n a transfer cycle. 

55 tH Guaran ain LOW a minimum of (I 80 92 99 ns 
(Note 4) ns after ctive in a transfer cycle. 

56 tpo will not become active until a 90 99.5 109 ns 
(Note 4) ns after RAS has gone active. This is for 

ee parameter 36 for read and transfer 

57 tw Guarantees that ~ will be active a minimum of (I ns 80 90 100 ns 
(Note 4) for a write cycle. See parameter 39 for read and transfer 

cycles. 

58 tw Guarantees that ~o-~ will be active a minimum of (I 180 204 225 ns 
(Note 4) in the case of a masked write. 

59 ts Guarantees that ~~ will be active a minimum of (I 11 12.5 14 ns 
(Notes 4.5) before "FfJ\S begins to fall in the case of masked write. 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Co nt' d.) 
Display Memory Interface (Cont'd.) 

-20 -18 -16 
Parameter 

No. Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

60 ts Guarantees that WE"'"o-WE will be active a minimum of II 13 13 14 ns 
(Note 4) before ~ begins to fall in the case of a unmasked 

write. 

61 tw Guarantees that WE"'"o-wti will be active a minimum of II 100 ns 
(Notes 4, 5) in the case of an unmasked write. 

62 ts Guarantees that the write mask will be valid and stable 7 ns 
on the OM pins II before RAS begins to go active. 

63 tH Guarantees that the write mask will remain active II after 73 ns 
(Notes 4, 5) RAS has gone active. 

64 ts 2 7 ns 

65 tH Guarantees that the write data will remain 66.5 73 ns 
(Notes 4, 5) after CAS has gone active. 

66 ts Guarantees that the column address -10 -12 ns 
before ~ goes active. 

67 tpo (Note 4) Guarantees that ~ will not go . 55 64 69 ns 
of II ns after CAS has gone Gtiv 

68 tH (Note 4) Guarantees that ~ 38 44 47 ns 
of II ns after ~ h 
cycle. 

69 tpo (Note 4) 135 153 171 ns 

70 tH (Note 4) Guarante 39 45 46 ns 
of II ns a 
cycle. 

71 tw (Note 4) Guarantees that TB will remain LOW a minimum of II 35 41 42 ns 
during a transfer cycle. 

72 tpH (Note 4) Guarantees that the first positive edge on VSTB will have 80 92 99 ns 
occurred a minimum of II before the first positive edge 
on OSTB following a transfer cycle. 

73 Is (Note 4) Guarantees that ~ will have gone inactive a minimum 40 46 47 ns 
of II before the first positive edge on VSTB following a 
transfer cycle. 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
VDAF Interface Timing 

-20 -18 -16 
Parameter 

No. Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
80 tpo Guarantees that VSTB will change to the new state within -3 15 -3 15 nsfo-" 

0-11 ns following the positive edge of DSTB. 

81 ts 8 10 ns 

82 tH 15 20 ns 

83 tpD 56 62 ns 
(Note 4) 

84 ts 25 28 30 ns 

85 tw 50 56 62 ns 
(Note 4) 

86 tpLH 150 168 186 ns 
(Note 4) 

87-89 (Not used) 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 

AAs 

VSTB 

OSTB EJI 
(NOTE 1) 

COAT (11H) 

FUll 

WF022901 

Notes: 1. OSTB & COAT for (1/H) only occurs on even boundaries. 
2. One less byte may be strobed after FOIT active. 
3. COAT 1/H = COAT for 1st word HIGH byte. 

VDAF Interface Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.) 
VDAF Interface Timing 

Parameter 
No. Symbol 
90 tpLH 

(Note 4) 

91 tpo 
(Notes 4, 6) 

92-99 (Not used) 

Notes: See notes at end of this section. 

-16 

Min. Max. Unit 
190 ns 

558 ns 

DISPLAY 
MEMORY BUS Am95C60 

'~@).jr---
II ®~ .L-

r------E~~·~-R~--~-v-a----~-~ 

I 

Notes: 1. ~ to MEMAVL DELAY = Minimum 6C for arbitration cycle 
- Maximum 24C 

2. Display Memory Bus = ADDA, MS, ~, XF/Ci, WE, DATA 

WF022910 

Not an operating parameter; 
provided for reference only. 

3. Parameter 91 is referenced, to MS falling edge, which defines the start of the QPDM cycle 

Display Memory Arbitration Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Co nt' d.) 

VIDClK 

H'RESEi' (Out) 
~(Out) 

HSYNC 
VSYNC 
BLANK 

VODDIEVEN 

SYSClK 

Video Control Timings 

WF026530 

r-
----. "-..1+_-___ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_8_,,================:-1 ,--RESET _ V 

TSYNOUT 
MATOUT 

EA: ~~ TSYNIN LL __ ~f-I_ '-/ _______ _ 
MATIN ___________ --'/.- \I . IL-_____ _ 

WF026540 

Clocks, Reset, and Am95C60 Synchronization Timings 

Am95C60 

EJI 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS/CHARACTERISTICS (Co nt' d.) 
Miscellaneous Timing 

-20 -18 -16 
Parameter 

No. Symbol Parameter Description Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 

100 tpo Guarantees that the HIGH-to-LOW transition on HRESET 25 25 30 ns 
and VRESET will occur a maxlmum of II ns following the 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of VIDCLK. This is effective only 
if HRESET and VRESET are programmed as output(s). ,rl!t 

100A tH Guarantees that the LOW-to-HIGH transition on HRESET 
will not occur until a minimum of II following the HIGH-

0 0 0 ns 

to-lOW transition of VIDClK. This is effective only if 
HRESET and VRESET are programmed as output(s). 

101 ts Requires the HRESET and VRESET be valid a minimum 
of II ns prior to the HIGH-to-LOW transition of VIDCLK. 

20 25 ns 

102 tH Requires that HRESET and VRESET remain valid ": 0 0 ns 
minimum of II ns following the HIGH-to-LOW tra 
VIDCLK. 

"~"" 
103 tpo Guarantees that transitions on BLANK, H 30 30 40 ns 

VSYNC will occur within a maximum of i\i~g 
edge of VIDClK. 

104 ts Requires that VODD/EVEN be valid ,,'! I ns 15 15 20 ns 
prior to the rising edge of VIDCLK. 

105 tH Requires that VODD/EVEN'iiir.&~~!g •. ,.vali '~i~~,{rlif1imum of II 
ns after VIDCLK has risert:",,·, "~"~" "i 

15 15 20 ns 

106 teye R.ow,,, th~ct'~ b_" II ",d 50 500 56 500 62 500 ns 
II ns. ",,~:" ' 

107 tT Requires that S'f, ""times be a maximum of 5 5 5 ns 
(Note 8) II ns. 

108 tw Requires th~t,!, LK\~OW time be a minimum of II ns. 23 25 28 ns 

109 tw Requires that'" LK HIGH time be a minimum of II 23 25 28 ns 
ns. 

110 teye Requires that the period of VIDCLK be between II and 66 4000 66 4000 72 4000 ns 
II· 

111 tT Requires that the VIDCLK transition time be a maximum 5 5 5 ns 
(Note 8) of II ns. 

112 tw Requires that the VIDCLK LOW time be a minimum of II 27 27 29 ns 
ns. 

113 tw Requires that VIDCLK HIGH time be a minimum of II ns. 27 27 29 ns 

114 tw Requires that RESET remain active a minimum of II ns. 200 224 248 ns 
(Note 4) 

115 tpo Requires that the external delay from TSYNOUT to 17 17 20 ns 
TSYNIN and the external delay from MATOUT to MATIN 
be a maximum of II ns. 

Notes: 1. Timings ~ relative to ~ or ACKD. 
2. 'REi and WR reverse operations in ~ DMA cycles. 
3. Timings are relative to RD/WR or ACKD riSing edge. whichever occurs first. 
4. See Switching Characteristics Formulas. 
5. This timing applies for masked writes. 
6. All display memory cycles are exactly six SYSCLK cycles. 
7. The units of all Switching parameters are ns. 
8. Tests for parameters 107 and 111 are not being performed in manufacturing. 

Switching Characteristics Formulas SYSCLK periods shown below: 

All the Switching Characteristics which reference Note 4 are FREQ PERIOD 
calculated with the formulas which follow. Each parameter is 

-20 50 ns some number of SYSCLK cycles (or parts of SYSCLK cycles). 
In addition, there is an adder for each of the three speed -18 56 ns 

classes. -16 62 ns 

The numbers which are given in the Switching Characteristics Users who wish to operate the Am95C60 at more than these 

are derived by evaluating the formulas assuming the following SYSCLK periods may use these formulas to calculate the 
Switching Characteristics for their actual system. 
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Switching Characteristics Formulas 

Parameter No. Nominal -20 -18 -16 

30 c/2 -10 -10 -15 
31 c -15 -15 -17 
32 7c/2 -15 -15 -15 
33 4c -20 -20 -23 
34 c/2 -11 -13.5 -16 
35 2c -5 -6 -15 
36 3c/2 -10 -10 -15 
37 c/2 -12 -14 -16 
38 2c -20 -20 -20 
39 5c/2 -25 -25 -25 
40 c -10 -10 -15 
41 2c -20 -20 -24 
42 c -11 -11 -16 
43 c/2 -12 -13.5 -15 
44 5c/2 -20 -20 -30 
47 c -13 -13 -17 
48 4c -15 -20 -18 
49 c/2 -13 -16 -18 
50 c/2 -15 -18 -20 
51 3c/2 -10 -12.5 -15 
52 2c -10 -10 -15 
53 2c -10 -12.5 -15 
54 2c -10 -10 -15 
55 2c -10 -12.5 -15 
56 2c -10 -12.5 -15 
57 2c -20 -22 -24 
58 4c -20 -20 -23 
59 c/2 -14 -15.5 -17 
60 c/2 -12 -15 -17 
61 2c -22 -23 -24 
63 3c/2 -15 -17.5 -20 
65 3c/2 -15 -17.5 -20 
67 3c/2 -20 -20 -24 

EJI 
68 c -12 -12 -15 
69 3c -15 -15 -15 
70 c -11 -11 -16 
71 c -10 -10 -15 
72 2c -10 -10 -15 
73 c -10 -10 -15 
83 c +0 +0 +0 
85 c +0 +0 +0 
86 3c +0 +0 +0 
90 5c/2 +35 +35 +35 
91 9c +0 +0 +0 
114 4c +0 +0 +0 

Parameter Type Definitions 

The following leUer(s) specify the parameter type: 

tH Hold Time ts Setup Time 

tpHL 
Propagation Delay Time where the output 

tw Width Time 
is going from HIGH to LOW 

tpLH 
Propagation Delay Time where the output 

tT Transition Time 
is going from LOW to HIGH 

Propagation Delay Time where the out- tcYC Cycle Time 
tpD put(s)go either HIGH or LOW orLOW to 

HIGH C Clock Period 
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Am5380/ Am53C80N* 
SCSI Interface Controller 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

SCSI Interface 
• Asynchronous interface to 1.5 megabytes per second 
• Supports Initiator and Target roles 
• Parity generation with optional checking 
• Supports Arbitration 
• Direct control of all bus signals 

• High current outputs drive SCSI Bus directly 

CPU Interface 
• Memory or I/O mapped interface 
• DMA or programmed I/O 
• Normal or Block mode DMA 
• Optional CPU interrupts 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am5380/ Am53C80N Small Computer Systems Inter
face (SCSI) Interface Controller is a 40-pin NMOS/CMOS 
device designed to accommodate the SCSI as defined by 
the ANSI X3T9.2 committee. The Am5380/ Am53C80N 
operates in both the Initiator and Target roles and can, 
therefore, be used in host adapter, host port and formatter 
designs. This device supports Arbitration, including Rese
lection. Special high-current open-collector output drivers, 
capable of sinking 48 mA at 0.5 V, allow for direct 
connection to the SCSI Bus. 

The Am5380/ Am53C80N communicates with the system 
microprocessor as a peripheral device. The chip is con
trolled by reading and writing several internal registers 
which may be addressed as standard or memory-mapped 
I/O. Minimal processor intervention is required for DMA 
transfers because the Am5380/ Am53C80N controls the 
necessary handshake signals. The Am5380/ Am53C80N 
interrupts the CPU when it detects a bus condition that 
requires attention. Normal and Block mode DMA is provid
ed to match many popular DMA controllers. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

~---------------~ 
______ -----" ______ 1_- __ , 

~~ _t_ I 
I ATN. jCi(. • . SCSI BUS INTERFACE D8P. oe..os, I 
'-~:...- __ ~S~E~ ____________ J 

80006561 

Publication'" Rev. Amendment 
08289 B --'-a--

Issue Date: October 1988 Am5380/Am53C80N 4-3 



CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

DIPs PLCC 

DO 01 
DB7 O2 
DB6 03 alalalal 00 .,....t\lt'l'Ot1l) I'TtT'r~ * ccccczccccc 
DB5 04 
DB4 05 
DB3 06 DB3 06 

DB2 07 DB2 07 

DB1 A2 
DB1 A2 
DBO A1 DBO A1 DBP VDD DBP VDD GND NC 

GND AO GND AO 
SEL lOW SEL lOW 
BSY RESET BSY RESET 
ACK EOP ACK EOP 

AfN 5AcK ATN DACK 

RST READY 
I/O lOR I~IOICI~IO °IW 0 0l~ > g?:::'U~M!zo§g;Q~ 

C/O IRa w 
~ 

MSG ORO COO09915 
REO cs 

COOO9900 

*NC = No Connection 

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 

LOGIC SYMBOL 

EOP °Bo-OB7. 
READY OBP 
ORO 
OACK BSY 

SEL 
cs RST 
lOR ATN 

ACK 

Ao-A2 
REO 
MSG 
C/O 

00-07 
I/O 

RESET VOO 
IRa 
GNO 

LS002643 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

P ..Q. -

L=e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C - Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

~-----------------c.PACKAGETYPE 
P "" 40·Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
o "" 40·Pin Sidebrazed Ceramic DIP (SO 040) 
J = 44·Pin Plastic leaded Chip 

Carrier (PL 044) 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

'---a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am5380/ Am53C80N 
SCSI Interface Controller 

Valid Combinations 

AM5380 I PC, DC, JC 

AM53C80N I PC, JC 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMD's standard military grade 
products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Microprocessor Interface Signals 
Ao - A2 Address Lines (Input) 

These signals are used with CS, lOR or iOW to address all 
internal registers. 

CS Chip Select (Input, Active LOW) 
CS enables a read or write of the internal register selected 
by Ao-A2. 

OACK "O:a.M"A:-aA70ck;::n:-:o~w-:-'le:-:d7:g~e (Input, Active LOW) 
DACK resets DRO and selects the data register for input or 
output d~ta transfers. 

ORa OMA Request (Output) 
. DRO indicates that the data register is ready to be read or 
written. DRO occurs only if DMA mode is TRUE in the 
Command Register. DRO is cleared by DACK. 

Do - 07 Data Lines (Input/Output; Three-State, Active 
HIGH) 

Bidirectional microprocessor data bus lines. 

EOP End of Process (Input, Active LOW) 
EOP is used to terminate a DMA transfer. If asserted during 
a DMA cycle, the current byte will be transferred, but no 
additional bytes will be requested. 

lOR I/O Read (Input, Active LOW) 
lOR is used to read an internal register selected by CS and 
Ao - A2. It also selects the Input Data Register when used 
with DACK. 

lOW I/O Write (Input, Active LOW) 
lOW is used to write an internal register selected by CS and 
Ao - A2 .. lt also selects the Output Data Register when used 
with DACK. 

IRa Interrupt Request (Output) 
IRQ alerts a microprocessor of an error condition or an 
event completion. 

READY Ready (Output) 
READY can be used to control the speed of Block mode 
DMA transfers. This signal goes active to indicate the chip is 
ready to send/receive data and remains FALSE after a 
transfer until the last byte is sent or until the DMA MODE bit 
is reset. 

RESET Reset (Input, Active LOW) 
RESET clears all registers. It does not force the SCSI RST 
signal to the active state. 

Power Signals 
Vee + 5-Volt Power Supply 

GND Ground 

SCSI Interface Signals 
The following signals are all bidirectional, active-LOW, 
open-collector signals. With 48-mA sink capability, all pins 
interface directly with the SCSI Bus. 

ACK Acknowledge (Input/Output; Open Collector, 
Active LOW) 

Driven by an Initiator, ACK indicates an acknowledgment for 
a REO/ACK data-transfer handshake. In the Target role, 
ACK is received as a response to the REO signal. 

ATN Attention (Input/Output; Open Collector, Active 
LOW) 

Driven by an Initiator, ATN indicates an Attention condition. 
This signal is received in the Target role. 

BSY Busy (Input/Output; Open Collector, Active 
LOW) 

This Signal indicates that the SCSI Bus is being used and 
can be driven by both the Initiator and the Target device. 

C/O Control/Data (Input/Output; Open Collector, 
Active LOW) 

A signal driven by the Target, C/D indicates Control or Data 
information Is on the Data Bus. This signal is received by the 
Initiator. 

I/O Input/Output (Input/Output; Open Collector, 
Active LOW) 

I/O is a signal driven by a Target which controls the 
direction of data movement on the SCSI Bus. TRUE 
indicates input to the Initiator. This signal is also used to 
distinguish between Selection and Reselection phases. 

MSG Message (Input/Output; Open Collector, Active 
LOW) 

MSG is a signal driven by the Target during the Message 
phase. This signal is received by the Initiator. 

REa Request (Input/Output; Open Collector, Active 
LOW) 

Driven by a Target, REO indicates a request for a REO/ACK 
data-transfer handshake. This signal is received by the 
Initiator. 

RST SCSI Bus RESET (Input/Output; Open Collector, 
Active LOW) 

The RST signal indicates an SCSI Bus RESET condition. 

DBo - DB7, DBP Data Bits, Parity Bit (Input/Output; 
Open Collector, Active LOW) 

These eight data bits (DBo - DB7), plus a parity bit (DBP) 
form the Data Bus. DB7 is the most significant bit (MSB) and 
has the highest priority during the Arbitration phase. Data 
parity is odd. Parity is always generated and optionally 
checked. Parity is not valid during Arbitration. 

SEL Select (Input/Output; Open Collector, Active 
LOW) 

SEL is used by an Initiator to select a Target, or by a Target 
to reselect an Initiator. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

General 

The Am53801 Am53C80N Small Computer Systems Interface 
(SCSI) device appears as a set of eight registers to the 
controlling CPU. By reading and writing the appropriate 
registers, the CPU may initiate any SCSI Bus activity or may 
sample and assert any signal on the SCSI Bus. This allows the 
user to implement all or portions of the SCSI protocol in 
software. These registers are read (written) by activating CS 
with an address on AiJ - A2 and then issuing an lOR (lOW) 
pulse. This section describes the operation of the internal 
registers. 

TABLE 1. REGISTER SUMMARY 

Address 

A2 A1 Ao R/W Register Name 

0 0 0 R Current SCSI Data 
0 0 0 W Output Data 
0 0 1 R/W Initiator Command 
0 1 0 R/W Mode 
0 1 1 R/W Target Command 
1 0 0 R Current SCSI Bus Status 
1 0 0 W Select Enable 
1 0 1 R Bus and Status 
1 0 1 W Start DMA Send 
1 1 0 R Input Data 
1 1 0 W Start DMA Target Receive 
1 1 1 R Reset Parityllnterrupts 
1 1 1 W Start DMA Initiator Receive 

Data Registers 

The data registers are used to transfer SCSI commands, data, 
status, and message bytes between the microprocessor Data 
Bus and the SCSI Bus. The Am53801 Am53C80N does not 
interpret any information that passes through the data regis
ters. The data registers consist of the transparent Current 
SCSI Data Register, the Output Data Register, and the Input 
Data Register. 

Current SCSI Data Register - Address 0 (Read Only) 

The Current SCSI Data Register is a read-only register which 
allows the microprocessor to read the active SCSI Data Bus. 
This is accomplished by activating CS with an address on 
A2 - Ao of 000 and issuing an lOR pulse. If parity checking is 
enabled, the SCSI Bus parity is checked at the beginning of 
the read cycle. This register is used during a programmed 110 
'data read or during Arbitration to check for higher priority 
arbitrating devices. Parity is not guaranteed valid during 
Arbitration. 

? 6 5 4 3 2 o 

I I I I I I I I I 
DB? DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl DBa 

Figure 1. Current SCSI Data Register 

Output Data Register - Address 0 (Write Only) 

The Output Data Register is a write-only register that is used 
to send data to the SCSI Bus. This is accomplished by either 
using a normal CPU write, or under DMA control, by using lOW 
and OACK. This register is also used to assert the proper 10 
bits or the SCSI Bus during the Arbitration and Selection 
phases. 

? 6 5 4 3 o 

I I I I I I I I I 
Figure 2. Output Data Register 

Input Data Register - Address 6 (Read Only) 

The Input Data Register is a read-only register that is used to 
read latched data from the SCSI Bus. Data is latched either 
during a DMA Target receive operation when ACK goes active 
or during a DMA Initiator receive when REO goes active. The 
DMA MODE bit (port 2, bit 1) must be set before data can be 
latched in the Input Data Register. This register may be read 
under DMA control using lOR and DACK. Parity is optionally 
checked when the Input Data Register is loaded. 

6 5 4 3 2 o 

I I I I I I I I I 
DB? DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DBl DBa 

Figure 3. Input Data Register 

Initiator Command Register:"" Address 1 (Read! 
Write) 

The Initiator Command Register is a readlwrite register which 
is used to assert certain SCSI Bus signals, to monitor those 
signals, and to monitor the progress of bus arbitration. Many of 
these bits are significant only when being used as an Initiator; 
however, most can be used during Target role operation. 

ASSERT AlP LA ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT 
RST ACK BSY ~ ATN DATA 

BUS 

Figure 4-1. Initiator Command Register
Register Read 

ASSERT TEST DIFF ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT 
ASi' MODE ENBL ACR BSY SEL AiN DATA 

BUS 

Figure 4-2. Initiator Command Register-
Register Write 

The following describes the operation of all bits in the Initiator 
Command Register. 

Bit 7 - ASSERT RST 

Whenever a one is written to bit 7 of the Initiator Command 
Register, the RST signal is asserted on the SCSI Bus. The 
RST signal will remain asserted until this bit is reset or until an 
external RESET occurs. After this bit is set (1), IRO goes 
active and all internal logic and control registers are reset 
(except for the interrupt latch and the ASSERT RST bit). 
Writing a zero to bit? of the Initiator Command Register de
asserts the RST signal. Reading this register simply reflects 
the status of this bit. 

Bit 6 - AlP (Arbitration in Progress) (Read Bit) 

This bit is used to determine if Arbitration is in progress. For 
this bit to be active, the ARBITRATE bit (port 2, bit 0) must 
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have been set previously. It indicates that a Bus-Free condi
tion has been detected and that the chip has asserted BSY 
and the contents of the Output Data Register (port 0) onto the 
SCSI Bus. AlP will remain active until the ARBITRATE bit is 
reset. 

Bit 6 - TEST MODE (Write Bit) 

This bit may be written during a test environment to disable all 
output drivers, effectively removing the Am5380/ Am53C80N 
from the circuit. Resetting this bit returns the part to normal 
operation. 

Bit 5 - LA (Lost Arbitration) (Read Bit) 

This bit, when active, indicates that the Am5380/ Am53C80N 
detected a Bus-Free condition, arbitrated for use of the bus by 
asserting '8SY and its ID on the Data Bus, and lost Arbitration 
due to SEL being asserted by another bus device. For this bit 
to be active, the ARBITRATE bit (port 2, bit 0) must be active. 

Bit 5 - DIFF ENBL (Differential Enable) (Write Bit) 

This bit should be written with a zero for proper operation. 

Bit 4 - ASSERT ACK 

This bit is used by the bus initiator to assert ACK on the SCSI 
Bus. In order to assert ACK, the TARGETMODE bit (port 2, bit 
6) must be FALSE. Writing a zero to this bit resets ACK on the 
SCSI Bus. Reading this register simply reflects the status of 
this bit. 

Bit 3 - ASSERT BSV 

Writing a one (1) into this bit position asserts BSY onto the 
SCSI Bus. Conversely, a zero resets the BSY signal. Asserting 
BSY indicates a successful selection or reselection and 
resetting this bit creates a Bus-Disconnect condition. Reading 
this register simply reflects the status of this bit. 

Bit 2 - ASSERT SEL 

Writing a one (1) into this bit position asserts SEL onto the 
SCSI Bus. SEC is normally asserted after Arbitration has been 
successfully completed. SEC may be de-asserted by resetting 
this bit to a zero. A read of this register simply reflects the 
status of this bit. 

Bit 1-ASSERT ATN 

ATN may be asserted on the SCSI Bus by setting this bit to a 
one (1) if the TARGETMODE bit (port 2, bit 6) is FALSE. ATN 
is normally asserted by the initiator to request a Message Out 
bus phase. Note that since ASSERT SEL and ASSERT ATN 
are in the same register, a select with ATN may be imple
mented with one CPU Write. ATN may be de-asserted by 
resetting this bit to zero. A read of this register simply reflects 
the status of this bit. 

Bit O-ASSERT DATA BUS 

The ASSERT DATA BUS bit, when set, allows the contents of 
the Output Data Register to be enabled as chip outputs on the 
signals DBo - DB7. Parity is also generated and asserted on 
DBP. 

When connected as an Initiator, the outputs are only enabled if 
the TARGETMODE bit (port 2, bit 6) is FALSE, the received 
signal 170 is FALSE, and the phase signals (C/D, 170, and 
MSG) match the contents of the ASSERT C/D, ASSERT 110, 
and ASSERT MSG in the Target Command Register. 

This bit should also be set during DMA send operations. 

Mode Register - Address 2 (Read/Write) 

The Mode Register is used to control the operation of the chip. 
This register determines whether the Am5380/ Am53C80N 
operates as an Initiator or a Target, whether DMA transfers 

are being used, whether parity is checked, and whether 
interrupts are generated on various external conditions. This 
register may be read to check the value of these internal 
control bits. Figure 5 describes the operation of these control 
bits. 

BLOCK 
MODE 
DMA 

TAR· ENABLE ENABLE ENABLE 
GET PARITY PARITY EOP 

MODE CHECK· INTER· INTER· 
ING RUPT RUPT 

MONI· 
TOR 

BUSY 

Figure 5. Mode Register 

Bit 7 - BLOCK MODE DMA 

DMA 
MODE 

ARBI· 
TRATE 

The BLOCK MODE DMA bit controls the characteristics of the 
DMA DRO-DACK handshake. When this bit is reset (0) and 
the DMA MODE bit is active (1), the DMA handshake uses the 
normal interlocked handshake, and the rising edge of DACK 
indicates the end of each byte being transferred. In block 
mode operations, BLOCK MODE DMA bit set (1) and DMA 
MODE bit set (1), the end of lOR or iOW signifies the end of 
each byte transferred and DACK is allowed to remain active 
throughout the DMA operation. READY can then be used to 
request the next transfer. 

Bit 6 - TARGETMODE 

The TARGETMODE bit allows the Am5380/Am53C80N to 
operate as either an SCSI Bus Initiator, bit reset (0), or as an 
SCSI Bus Target device, bit set (1). In order for the signals 
ATN and ACK to be asserted on the SCSI Bus, the TARGET
MODE bit must be reset (0). In order for the signals C/D, I/O, 
MSG, and REO to be asserted on the SCSI Bus, the 
TARGETMODE bit must be set (1). 

Bit 5 - ENABLE PARITY CHECKING 

The ENABLE PARITY CHECKING bit determines whether 
parity errors will be ignored or saved in the parity error latch. If 
this bit is reset (0), parity will be ignored. Conversely, if this bit 
is set (1), parity errors will be saved. 

Bit 4 - ENABLE PARITY INTERRUPT 

The ENABLE PARITY INTERRUPT bit, when set (1), will 
cause an interrupt (IRO) to occur if a parity error is detected. A 
parity interrupt will only be generated if the ENABLE PARITY 
CHECKING bit (bit 5) is also enabled (1). 

Bit 3 - ENABLE EOP INTERRUPT 

The ENABLE EOP INTERRUPT, when set (1), causes an 
interrupt to occur when the EOP (End of Process) signal is 
received from the DMA controller logic. 

Bit 2 - MONITOR BUSY 

The MONITOR BUSY bit, when TRUE (1), causes an interrupt 
to be generated for an unexpected loss of BSY. When the 
interrupt is generated due to loss of BSY, the lower six bits of 
the Initiator Command Register are reset (0) and all signals 
are removed from the SCSI Bus. 

Bit 1 - DMA MODE 

The DMA MODE bit is normally used to enable a DMA transfer 
and must be set (1) prior to writing ports 5 through 7. Ports 5 
through 7 are used to start DMA transfers. The TARGET
MODE bit (port 2, bit 6) must be consistent with writes to port 6 
and 7 [i.e., set (1) for a write to port 6 and reset (0) for a write 
to port 7]. The control bit ASSERT DATA BUS (port 1, bit 0) 
must be TRUE (1) for all DMA send operations. In the DMA 
mode, REO and ACK are automatically controlled. 
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The DMA MODE bit is not reset upon the receipt of an EOP 
signal. Any DMA transfer may be stopped by writing a zero into 
this bit location; however, care must be taken not to cause CS 
and DACK to be active simultaneously. 

Bit 0 - ARBITRATE 

The ARBITRATE bit is set (1) to start the Arbitration process. 
Prior to setting this bit, the Output Data Register should 
contain the proper SCSI device ID value. Only one data bit 
should be active for SCSI Bus Arbitration. The Am5380/ 
Am53C80N will wait for a Bus-Free condition before entering 
the Arbitration phase. The results of the Arbitration phase may 
be determined by reading the status bits LA and AlP (port 1, 
bits 5 and 6, respectively). 

Target Command Register - Address 3 (Read! 
Write) 

When connected as a target device, the Target Command 
Register allows the CPU to control the SCSI Bus Information 
Transfer phase and/or to assert REO simply by writing this 
register. The TARGETMODE bit (port 2, bit 6) must be TRUE 
(1) for bus assertion to occur. The SCSI Bus phases are 
described in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. SCSI INFORMATION TRANSFER PHASES 

ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT 
Bus Phase I/O C/O MSG 

Data Out 0 0 0 
Unspecified 0 0 1 
Command 0 1 0 
Message Out 0 1 1 
Data In 1 0 0 
Unspecified 1 0 1 
Status 1 1 0 
Message In 1 1 1 

When connected as an Initiator with DMA Mode TRUE, if the 
phase lines (I/O, C/D, and MSG) do not match the phase bits 
in the Target Command Register, a phase-mismatch interrupt 
is generated when REO goes active. In order to send data as 
an Initiator, the ASSERT I/O, ASSERT C/D, and ASSERT 
MSG bits must match the corresponding bits in the Current 
SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4). The ASSERT REO bit 
(bit 3) has no meaning when operating as an Initiator. 

x ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ASSERT ' 
REO MSG C7B i70 

Figure 6. Target Command Register 

Current SCSI Bus Status Register - Address 4 
(Read Only) 

The Current SCSI Bus Status Register is a read-only register 
which is used to monitor seven SCSI Bus control signals plus 
the Data Bus parity bit. For example, an Initiator device can 
use this register to determine the current bus phase and to poll 
REO for pending data transfers. This register may also be 
used to determine why a particular interrupt occurred. Figure 7 
describes the Current SCSI Bus Status Register. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

I II I I I I I I 
RST BSY REO MSG C7B I/O SEL DBP 

Figure 7. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 

Select Enable Register - Address 4 (Write 
Only) 

The Select Enable Register is a write-only register which is 
used as a mask to monitor a signal ID during a selection 
attempt. The simultaneous occurrence of the correct ID bit, 
BSY FALSE, and SEL TRUE will cause an interrupt. This 
interrupt can be disabled by resetting all bits in this register. If 
the ENABLE PARITY CHECKING bit (port 2, bit 5) is active (1), 
parity will be checked during selection. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

I I I I I I I I I 
DB7 DB6 DBs i5134 DB3 DB2 DBl DBc 

Figure S. Select Enable Register 

Bus and Status Register - Address 5 (Read 
Only) 

The Bus and Status Register is a read-only register which can 
be used to monitor the remaining SCSI control signals not 
found in the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (ATN and 
ACK). as well as six other status bits. The following describes 
each bit of the Bus and Status Register individually. 

END 
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Figure 9. Bus and Status Register 

Bit 7 - END OF DMA TRANSFER 

The END OF DMA TRANSFER bit is set if EOP, DACK, and 
either lOR or lOW are simultaneously active for at least 100 
ns. Since the EOP Signal can occur during the last byte sent to 

'the Output Data Register (port 0), the REO and ACK signals 
should be monitored to ensure that the last byte has been 
transferred. This bit is reset when the DMA MODE bit is reset 
(0) in the Mode Register (port 2). 

Bit 6 - DMA REQUEST 

The DMA REOUEST bit allows the CPU to sample the output 
pin DRO. DRO can be cleared by asserting DACK or by 
resetting the DMA MODE bit (bit 1) in the Mode Register (port 
2). The DRO signal does not reset when a phase-mismatch 
interrupt occurs. 

Bit 5 - PARITY ERROR 

This bit is set if a parity error occurs during a data receive or a 
device selection. The PARITY ERROR bit can only be set (1) if 
the ENABLE PARITY CHECK bit (port 2, bit 5) is active (1). 
This bit may be c1eared'by reading the Reset Parity/Interrupt 
Register (port 7). 

Bit 4 -INTERRUPT REQUEST ACTIVE 

This bit is set if an enabled interrupt condition occurs. It 
reflects the current state of the IRO output and can be cleared 
by reading the Reset Parity/Interrupt Register (port 7). 

Bit 3 - PHASE MATCH 

The SCSI signals, MSG, C/D, and I/O, represent the current 
Information Transfer phase. The PHASE MATCH bit indicates 
whether the current SCSI Bus phase matches the lower 3 bits 
of the Target Command Register. PHASE MATCH is continu-
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ously updated and is only significant when operating as a Bus 
Initiator. A phase match is required for data transfers to occur 
on the SCSI Bus. 

Bit 2 - BUSY ERROR 

The BUSY ERROR bit is active if an unexpected loss of the 
BSY signal has occurred. This latch is set whenever the 
MONITOR BUSY bit (port 2, bit 2) is TRUE and BSY is FALSE. 
An unexpected loss of BSY will disable any SCSI outputs and 
will reset the DMA MODE bit (port 2, bit 1). 

Bit 1-ATN 

This bit reflects the condition of the SCSI Bus control signal 
ATN. This signal is normally monitored by the Target device. 

Bit O-ACK 

This bit reflects the condition of the SCSI Bus control signal 
ACK. This signal is normally monitored by the Target device. 

DMA Registers 

Three write-only registers are used to initiate all DMA activity. 
They are Start DMA Send (port 5), Start DMA Target Receive 
(port 6), and Start DMA Initiator Receive (port 7). Simply 
writing these registers starts the DMA transfers. Data present
ed to the Am53BOI Am53CBON on signals Do - 07 during the 
register write is meaningless and has no effect on the 
operation. Prior to writing these registers, the BLOCK MODE 
DMA bit (bit 7). The DMA MODE bit (bit 1) and the TARGET
MODE bit (bit 6) in the Mode Register (port 2) must be 
appropriately set. The individual registers are briefly described 
as follows: 

Start DMA Send - Address 5 (Write Only) 

This register is written to initiate a DMA send, from the DMA to 
the SCSI Bus, for either Initiator or Target role operations. The 
DMA MODE bit (port 2, bit 1) must be set prior to writing this 
register. 

Start DMA Target Receive - Address 6 (Write Only) 

This register is written to initiate a DMA receive - from the 
SCSI Bus to the DMA, for Target operation only. The DMA 
MODE bit (bit 1) and the TARGETMODE bit (bit 6) in the Mode 
Register (port 2) must both be set (1) prior to writing this 
register. 

Start DMA Initiator Receive - Address 7 (Write Only) 

This register is written to initiate a DMA receive - from the 
SCSI Bus to the DMA,for Initiator operation only. The DMA 
MODE bit (bit 6) must be FALSE (0) in the Mode Register (port 
2) prior to writing this register. 

Reset Parityllnterrupt - Address 7 (Read Only) 

Reading this register resets the PARITY ERROR bit (bit 5), the 
INTERRUPT REQUEST bit (bit 4), and the BUSY ERROR bit 
(bit 2) in the Bus and Status Register (port 5). 

On-Chip SCSI Hardware Support 

The Am53BOI Am53CBON is easy to use because of its simple 
architecture. The chip allows direct control and monitoring of 
the SCSI Bus by providing a latch for each signal. However, 
portions of the protocol define timings which are much too 
quick for traditional microprocessors to control. Therefore, 
hardware support has been provided for DMA transfers, bus 
arbitration, phase-change monitoring, bus disconnection, bus 
reset, parity generation, parity checking, and device selectionl 
reselection. 

Arbitration is accomplished using a Bus-Free filter to continu
ously monitor BSY. If BSY remains inactive for at least 400 ns 
then the SCSI Bus is considered free and Arbitration may 
begin. Arbitration will begin if the bus is free, SEC is inactive, 

and the ARBITRATION bit (port 2, bit 0) is active. Once 
arbitration has begun (BSY asserted), an arbitration delay of 
2.2 IlS must elapse before the Data Bus can be examined to 
determine if Arbitration has been won. This delay must be 
implemented in the controlling software driver. 

The Am53BOI Am53CBON is a clockwise device. Delays such 
as bus-free delay, bus-set delay, and bus-settle delay are 
implemented using gate delays. These delays may differ 
between devices because of inherent process variations, but 
are well within the proposed ANSI X3T9.2 specification. 

Interrupts 

The Am53BOI Am53CBON provides an interrupt output (IRQ) to 
indicate a task completion or an abnormal bus occurrence. 
The use of interrupts is optional and may be disabled by 
resetting the appropriate bits in the Mode Register (port 2) or 
the Select Enable Register (port 4). 

When an interrupt occurs, the Bus and Status Register and the 
Current SCSI Bus Status Register must be read to determine 
which condition created the interrupt. IRQ can be reset simply 
by reading the Reset Parityllnterrupt Register (port 7) or by an 
external chip reset (RESET active for 200 ns). 

Assuming the Am53BOI Am53CBON has been properly initial
ized, an interrupt will be generated if the chip is selected or 
reselected, if an EC5P signal occurs during a DMA transfer, if 
an SCSI Bus reset occurs, if a parity error occurs during a data 
transfer, if a bus phase mismatch occurs, or if an SCSI Bus 
disconnection occurs. 

Selection/Reselection 

The Am53BOI Am53CBON can generate a select interrupt if 
SEL is TRUE (1), its device 10 is TRUE (1), and BSY is FALSE 
for at least a bus-seUle delay (400 ns). If 1/0 is active, this 
should be considered a reselect interrupt. The correct 10 bit is 
determined by a match in the Select Enable Register (port 4). 
Only a single bit match is required to generate an interrupt. 
This interrupt may be disabled by writing zeros into all bits of 
the Select Enable Register. 

If parity is supported, parity should also be good during the 
selection phase. Therefore, if the ENABLE PARITY bit (port 2, 
bit 5) is active, then the PARITY ERROR bit should be 
checked to ensure that a proper selection has occurred. The 
ENABLE PARITY INTERRUPT bit need not be set for this 
interrupt to be generated. 

The proposed SCSI specification also requires that no more 
that two device IDs be active during the selection process. To 
ensure this, the Current SCSI Data Register (port 0) should be 
read. 

The proper values for the Bus and Status Register (port 5) and 
the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4) are displayed in 
Figures 10 and 11, respectively. 
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Figure 10. Bus and Status Register 
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Figure 11. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 
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End of Process (EOP) Interrupt 

An End of Process signal (EOP) which occurs during a DMA 
transfer (DMAMODE TRUE) will set the END OF DMA Status 
bit (port 5, bit 7) and will optionally generate an interrupt if 
ENABLE EOP INTERRUPT bit (port 2, bit 3) is TRUE. The 
EOP pulse will not be recognized (END OF DMA bit set) 
unless EOP, DACK, and either i"OFi or iOW are concurrently 
active for at least 100 ns. DMA transfers can still occur if EOP 
was not asserted at the correct time. This interrupt can be 
disabled by resetting the ENABLE EOP INTERRUPT bit. 

The proper values for the Bus and Status Register (port 5) and 
the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4) for this interrupt 
are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. 

END 
OF 

DMA 

DMA PARITY INTER· PHASE BUSY 
RE· ERROR RUPT MATCH ERROR 

QUEST RE· 
QUEST 
ACTIVE 

Figure 12. Bus and Status Register 
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RST BSY REO MSG C/O I/O SEL OBP 

Figure 13. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 

The END OF DMA bit is used to determine when a block 
transfer is complete. Receive operations are complete when 
there is no data left in the chip and no additional handshakes 
occurring. The only exception to this is receiving data as an 
Initiator and the Target opts to send additional data for the 
same phase. In this case, REO goes active and the new data 
is present in the Input Data Register. Since a phase·mismatch 
interrupt will not occur, REO and ACK need to be sampled to 
determine that the Target is attempting to send more data. 

For send operations, the END OF DMA bit is set when the 
DMA finishes its transfer, but the SCSI transfer may still be in 
progress. If connected as a Target, REO and ACK should be 
sampled until both are FALSE. If connected as an Initiator, a 
phase change interrupt can be used to signal the completion 
of the previous phase. It is possible for the Target to request 
additional data for the same phase. In this case, a phase 
change will not occur and both REO and ACK must be 
sampled to determine when the last byte was transferred. 

SCSI Bus Reset 

The Am5380/ Am53C80N generates an interrupt when the 
RSf signal transitions to TRUE. The device releases all bus 
signals within a bus-clear delay (800 ns) of this transition. This 
interrupt also occurs after setting the ASSERT RST bit (port 1, 
bit 7). This interrupt cannot be disabled. (Note: RST is not 
latched in bit 7 of the Current SCSI Bus Status Register and 
may not be active when this port is read. For this case, the Bus 
Reset interrupt may. be determined by default). 

The proper values for the Bus and Status Register (port 5) and 
the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4) are displayed in 
Figures 14 and 15, respectively. 
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Figure 14. Bus and Status Register 
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Figure 15. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 

Parity Error 

An interrupt is generated for a received parity error if the 
ENABLE PARITY CHECK (bit 5) and the ENABLE PARITY 
INTERRUPT (bit 4) bits are set (1) in the Mode Register (port 
2). Parity is checked during a read of the Current SCSI Data 
Register (port 0) and during a DMA receive operation. A parity 
error can be detected without generating an interrupt by 
disabling the ENABLE PARITY INTERRUPT bit and checking 
the PARITY ERROR flag (port 5, bit 5). 

The proper values for the Bus and Status Register (port 5) and 
the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4) are displayed in 
Figures 16 and 17, respectively. 
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Figure 16. Bus and Status Register 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

Figure 17. Current SCSI Bus Status Regist~r 

Bus Phase Mismatch 

The SCSI phase lines are comprised of the signals i70, 00, 
and MSG. These signals are compared with the corresponding 
bits in the Target Command Register: ASSERT 110 (bit 0), 
ASSERT C/O (bit 1), and ASSERT MSG (bit 2). The compari
son occurs continually and is reflected in the PHASE MATCH 
bit (bit 3) of the Bus and Status Register (port 5). If the DMA 
MODE bit (port 2, bit 1) is active and a phase mismatch occurs 
when REO transitions from FALSE to TRUE, an interrupt (IRO) 
is generated. 

A phase mismatch prevents the recognition of REO and 
removes the chip from the bus during an Initiator send 
operation (DBo - DB7 and DBP will not be driven even though 
the ASSERT DATA BUS bit (port 1, bit 0) is active). This 
interrupt is only significant when connected as an Initiator and 
may be disabled by resetting the DMA MODE bit (Note: it is 
possible for this interrupt to occur when connected as a Target 
if another device is driving the phase lines to a different state). 
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The proper values for the Bus and Status Register (port 5) and 
the Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4) are displayed in 
Figures 18 and 19, respectively. 
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Figure 18. Bus and Status Register 
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Figure 19. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 

Loss of BSY 

If the MONITOR BUSY bit (bit 2) in the Mode Register (port 2) 
is active, an interrupt will be generated if the 8SY signal goes 
FALSE for at least a bus-settle delay (400 ns). This interrupt 
may be disabled by resetting the MONITOR BUSY bit. 
Register values are displayed in Figures 20 and 21. 
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Figure 20. Bus and Status Register 
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Figure 21. Current SCSI Bus Status Register 

Reset Conditions 

Three possible reset situations exist with the' Am53801 
Am53C80N, as follows: 

Hardware Chip Reset 

When the signal RST is active for at least 200 ns, the 
Am53801 Am53C80N device is re-initialized and all internal 
logic and control registers are cleared. This is a chip reset only 
and does not create an SCSI Bus-Reset condition. 

SCSI Bus Reset (RST) Received 

When an SCSI RST Signal is received, an IRO interrupt is 
generated and a chip reset is performed. All internal logic and 
registers are cleared, except for the IRO interrupt latch and 
the ASSERT RST bit (bit 7) in the Initiator Command Register 
(port 1). (Note: The RST signal may be sampled by reading the 
Current SCSI Bus Status Register (port 4); however, this signal 
is not latched and may not be present when this port is read,) 

SCSI Bus Reset (RST) Issued 

If the CPU sets the ASSERT RST bit (bit 7) in the Initiator 
Command Register (port 1), the RST signal goes active on the 
SCSI Bus and an internal reset is performed. Again, all internal 
logic and registers are cleared except for the IRO interrupt 
latch and the ASSERT RST bit (bit 7) in the Initiator Command 
Register (port 1). The RST signal will continue to be active 
until the ASSERT RST bit is reset or until a hardware reset 
occurs. 

Data Transfers 

Data may be transferred between SCSI Bus devices in one of 
four modes: 1) Programmed 1/0, 2) Normal DMA, 3) Block 
Mode DMA, or 4) Pseudo DMA. The following sections 
describe these modes in detail (Note: for all data transfer 
operations DACK and CS should never be active simulta
neously). 

Programmed I/O Transfers 

Programmed 1/0 is the most primitive form of data transfer. 
The REO and ACK handshake signals are individually moni
tored and asserted by readinig and writing the appropriate 
register bits. This type of transfer is normally used when 
transferring small blocks of data such as command blocks or 
message and status bytes. 

An Initiator send operation would begin by setting the ClD, 
i7Q, and MSG bits in the Target Command Register to the 
correct state so that a phase match exists. In addition to the 
phase match condition, it is necessary for the ASSERT DATA 
BUS bit (port 1, bit 0) to be TRUE and the received 110 signal 
to be FALSE for the Am5380/Am53C80N to send data. 

For each transfer, the data is loaded into the Output Data 
Register (port 0). The CPU then waits for the REO bit (port 4, 
bit 5) to become active. Once REO goes active, the PHASE 
MATCH bit (port 5, bit 3) is checked and the ASSERT ACK bit 
(port 1, bit 4) is set. The REO bit is sampled until it becomes 
FALSE and the CPU resets the ASSERT ACK bit to complete 
the transfer. 

Normal DMA Mode 

DMA transfers are normally used for large block transfers. The 
SCSI chip outputs a DMA request (DRO) whenever it is ready 
for a byte transfer. External DMA logic uses this ORO signal to 
generate DACK and an lOR or an lOW pulse to the Am53801 
Am53C80N. ORO goes inactive when DACK is asserted and 
DACK goes inactive some time after the minimum read or 
write pulse width. This process is repeated for every byte. For 

, this mode, DACK should not be allowed to cycle unless a 
transfer is taking place. 

Block Mode DMA 

Some popular DMA controllers such as the Am9517A provide 
a Block mode DMA transfer. This type of transfer allows the 
DMA controller to transfer blocks of data without relinquishing 
the use of the Data Bus to the CPU after each byte is 
transferred; thus, faster transfer rates are achieved by elimi
nating the repetitive access and release of the CPU Bus. 

If the BLOCK MODE DMA bit (port 2, bit 7) is active, the 
Am53801 Am53C80N will begin the transfer by asserting ORO. 
The DMA controller then asserts DACK for the remainder of 
the block transfer. ORO goes inactive for the duration of the 
transfer. The READY output is used to control the transfer 
rate. 

Non-Block mode DMA transfers end when DACK goes 
FALSE, whereas Block mode transfers end when iDA or lOW 
becomes inactive. Since this is the case, DMA transfers may 
be started sooner in a Block mode transfer. 
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To obtain optimum performance in Block mode operation, the 
DMA logic may optionally use the normal DMA mode interlock
ing handshake. READY is still available to throttle the DMA 
transfer, but ORO is 30 to 40 ns faster than READY and may 
be used to start the cycle sooner. 

The methods described under 'Halting a DMA Operation' 
apply for all DMA operations. 

Pseudo DMA Mode 

To avoid the tedium of monitoring and asserting the request! 
acknowledge handshake signals for programmed 1/0 trans
fers, the system may be designed to implement a pseudo 
DMA mode. This mode is implemented by programming the 
Am53801 Am53C80N to operate in the DMA mode, but using 
the CPU to emulate the DMA handshake. ORO may be 
detected by polling the DMA REOUEST bit (bit 6) in the Bus 
and Status Register (port 5), by sampling the signal through an 
external port or by using it to generate a CPU interrupt. Once 
ORO is detected, the CPU can perform a read or write data 
transfer. This CPU readlwrite is externally decoded to gener
ate the appropriate DACK and lOR or. lOW signals. 

Often, external decoding logic is necessary to generate the 
Am53801 Am53C80N CS signal. This same logic may be used 
to generate DACK at no extra system cost and provide an 
increased performance in programmed 110 transfers. 

Halting a DMA Operation 

The EOP signal is not the only way to halt a DMA transfer. A 
bus phase mismatch or a reset of the DMA MODE bit (port 2, 
bit 1) can also terminate a DMA cycle for the current bus 
phase. 

Using the EOP Signal 

If EOP is used, it should be asserted for at least 100 ns while 
DACK and lOR or lOW are simultaneously active. Note, 
however, that if lOR or lOW is not active an interrupt will be 
generated, but the DMA activity will continue. The EOP signal 

does not reset the DMA MODE bit. Since the EOP Signal can 
occur during the last byte sent to the Output Data Register 
(port 0), the REO and ACK signals should be monitored to 
ensure that the last byte has transferred. 

Bus Phase Mismatch Interrupt 

A bus phase mismatch interrupt may be used to halt the 
transfer if operating as an Initiator. Using this method frees the 
host from maintaining a data length counter and frees the 
DMA logic from providing the EOP signal. If performing an 
Initiator send operation, the Am53801 Am53C80N requires 
DACK to cycle before ACK goes inactive. Since phase 
changes cannot occur if ACK is active, either DACK must be 
cycled after the last byte is sent or the DMA MODE bit must be 
reset in order to receive the phase mismatch interrupt. 

Resetting the DMA MODE Bit 

A DMA operation may be halted at any time simply by resetting 
the DMA MODE bit. It is recommended that the DMA MODE 
bit be reset after receiving an EOP or bus phase-mismatch 
interrupt. The DMA MODE bit must then be set before writing 
any of the start DMA registers for subsequent bus phases. 

If reselting the DMA MODE bit is used instead of EOP for 
Target role operation, then care must be taken to reset this bit 
at the proper time. If receiving data as a Target device, the 
DMA MODE bit must be reset once the last DRO is received 
and before DACK is asserted to prevent an additional REO 
from occurring. Resetting this bit causes ORO to go inactive. 
However, the last byte received remains in the Input Data 
Register and may be obtained either by performing a normal 
CPU read or by cycling DACK and lOR. In most cases EOP is 
easier to use when operating as a Target device. 

Flowcharts 

Flowcharts are provided (see Figures 22 through 25) as a 
guideline to facilitate your firmware development. Firmware 
will vary depending on the application and the level of the 
SCSI protocol being supported. 
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CURRENT SCSI BUS STATUS (04) 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

DBP 
_ SEl 

C/O VO 
_MSG 

_REO 

RST
BSY 

BUS & STATUS REGISTER (05) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

~CK 
ATN 

Busy Err", 
Phase Malch 

Interrupt Request 
Panty Err", 

OMARequeSl 
EndOlDMA 

INPUT DATA REGISTER (06) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I I I I I I I 
DB7'" DBa 

RESET PARITYIINTERRUPT (07) 
7 6 5 432 1 0 

I X I X I X I X I X I X IX I X I 
DF006090 

OUTPUT DATA REGISTER (00) 
765 4 3 2 1 0 

DB7 .•. DBO 

INITIATOR COMMAND REGISTER 
(01) 

7 6 4 3 0 

MODE REGISTER (02) 
7 6 5 4 3 o 

AtbiIration· 
DMAMode 

Monitor BSY 
Enabkt EOP inlenupl 

Enabkt Patity InI8IrUpI 
Enable Parity Chec:I<ing 

T..;etMode 
BIoc:kModeDMA 

TARGET COMMAND REGISTER (03) 
7 6 5 4 321 0 

I X I X I X I X I I I I 
I lAssen 110 

Assen C70 
AssenMSG 

Asset1 REO 

SELECT ENABLE REGISTER (04) 
7 6 5 4 321 0 

I I 

START DMA SEND (05) 
765 4 320 

I xl xl xl X I x I X I X I X I 

START DMA TARGET RECEIVE (06) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

I Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl Xl X I X I 

START DMA INITIATOR RECEIVE (07) 

Ixlxlxlxlxlxlxlx I 
NOTE: X = DON'T CARE 

DF006100 

Figure 26. Register Reference Chart 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Supply Voltage on Any Pin Ambient Temperature (T A) ...................... 0 to + 70°C 

with Respect to Ground ..................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V Supply Voltage (Vee) .................... +4.75 to +5.25 V 
Power Dissipation: Operating ranges define those limits between which the 

Am53S0 .....•................................................. O.S W functionality of the device is guaranteed. 
Am53CSON .................................•................. 0.2 W 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (Note 1) 

Parameter Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

INPUT SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS 

HIGH·Level Input (VI H) 2.0 5.25 V 

LOW·Level Input (VIIJ -0.3 O.S V 

HIGH·Level Input Current (IIH): 
Am53S0 = SCSI Bus Pins VIH = 5.25 V, 
Am53C80N = SCSI Bus Pins except FiST VIL=O 50 p.A 

All Other Pins 10 

LOW·Level Input Current (InJ: 
Am53S0 = SCSI Bus Pins VIH = 5.25 V, 
Am53C80N = SCSI Bus Pins except RST VIL=O -50 p.A 

All Other Pins -10 

OUTPUT SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS 

HIGH·Level Output Voltage (VOH): 
Am5380 = All Pins Voo = 4.75 V, 2.4 V 
Am53C80N = All Pins except SCSI Bus IOH =-3.0 mA 

LOW·Level Output Voltage (VOu: 

SCSI Bus Pins Voo = 4.75 V, 
IOL =48.0 mA 

All Other Pins Voo = 4.75 V, 0.5 V IOL = 7.0 mA 

Power Supply Current (100) Vee = Max. I Am5380 145 
mA 

I Am53C80N -35 

Notes: 1. Information for the Am53C80N is Preliminary and Subject to Change. 

KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

---
MUST BE Will BE 
STEADY STEADY ----- MAY CHANGE Will BE 

CHANGING FROM H TOl FROM H TOl 

.ffJJ!J MAY CHANGE WlllBE 
CHANGING FROMLTOH FROM L TOH 

-- DON'TCARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H 
CENTER 

DOES NOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANCE 

"OFF" STATE 

KSOOOO10 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

CPU Write Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 Address Setup to Write Enable· 10 ns 

T2 Address Hold from End Write Enable· 0 ns 

T3 Write Enable Width· 40 ns 

T4 Chip Select Hold from End of lOW 0 ns 

T5 Data Setup to End of Write Enable· 20 ns 

T6 Data Hold Time from End of lOW 30 ns 

·Write Enable is the occurrence of iOW and CS 

, ..,.. 
"-T5~ T6--'" 

00-07 ZOOIlOIVIIIOIX"' _______ ....;XlIIIIW07777 
WF022360 

CPU Read Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 Address Setup to Read Enable· 10 ns 

T2 Address Hold from End Read Enable· 0 ns 

T3 Chip Select Hold from End of lOR 0 ns 

T4 Data Access Time from Read Enable· 100 ns 

T5 Data Hold Time from End of lOR 0 ns 

·Read Enable is the occurrence of lOR and CS 

xVIIIIIII171 
t:;: T2 ~ 

117 17Wl/l/IIlI77l/7771l/lllx"' ____ ..Jv""'I..l.I..c.I,LILU"/ul..l.1..c.1,L1L1c..L.U 

WF022370 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DMA Write (Non-Block Mode) Target Send Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

Tl DRO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 DACK FALSE to DRO TRUE 30 ns 

T3 Write Enable Width* 70 ns 

T4 DACK Hold from End of lOW 0 ns 

T5 Data Setup to End of Write Enable* 30 ns 

T6 Data Hold Time from End of lOW 40 ns 

T7 Width of EOP Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T8 ACK TRUE to REO FALSE 125 ns 

T9 REO from End of DACK (ACK FALSE) 120 ns 

Tl0 ACK TRUE to DRO TRUE (Target) 110 ns 

Tll REO from End of ACK (DACK FALSE) 120 ns 

T12 Data Hold from Write Enable 0 ns 

T13 Data Setup to REO TRUE (Target) 60 ns 

*Write Enable is the occurrence of lOW and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOW, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T7 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORO 

DACK 
~Tl~~ f4=T2~ 

------------~t;:~~T4~ 

\ t 
'---ri4=---T5-~--' T6 ~ 

777~7~7777T7r.7~7777r.7~7777T7n7777r.7~7X~ ____ ~ ____ ~Xr,7n7~7~77T7T7~7~7~77~7~7r7~7 

/+-T7=J 
-----------------~~ +r------------------------------
~~~ ~T9~ 

--------------~# ~ 
~Tl0 j+Tll---t 

~~ ____________________________________________ ~t 

..... T12~1 joII~l---- T13-----..j 
DBO-DB7·--------------------------XlaZK-----------------------
OBP 

WF022380 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DMA Write (Non-Block Mode) Initiator Send Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 DRO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 DACK FALSE to DRO TRUE 30 ns 

T3 Write Enable Width" 70 ns 

T4 DACK Hold from End of lOW 0 ns 

T5 Data Setup to End of Write Enable" 30 ns 

T6 Data Hold Time from End of lOW 40 ns 

T7 Width of EQi5 Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T8 REO TRUE to ACK TRUE 110 ns 

T9 REO. FALSE to DRO TRUE 110 ns 

no DACK FALSE to ACK FALSE 130 ns 

T11 lOW FALSE to Valid SCSI Data 100 ns 

T12 Data Hold from Write Enable 0 ns 

"Write Enable is the occurrence of iOW and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOW, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T7 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORQ 

OACK 

VV7lIVI777177IZZtX~ __ -r ___ -JXl7llZ77l/l/17l7/ 
j.-T7--.:j 

------------~~ +r-----------
~ T~---------------------------------

1*= TB ~ \.-.IT9 
------~~~ ______________ ~~~~_I-·~T1~O~~~~------

~T12~ I4'"T11* 

___________________ ~Xl7777777b(~ _______ __ 

WF022390 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DMA Read (Non-Block Mode) Target Receive Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 DRO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 DACK FALSE to DRO TRUE 30 ns 

T3 DACK Hold Time from End of lOR 0 ns 

T4 Data Access Time from Read Enable· 100 ns 

T5 Data Hold Time from End of lOR ns 

T6 Width of EOP Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T7 ACK TRUE to DRO TRUE 110 ns 

T8 
DACK FALSE to REO TRUE (ACK 

120 ns FALSE) 

T9 ACK TRUE to REO FALSE 125 ns 

T10 
ACK FALSE to REO TRUE (DACK 

120 ns FALSE) 

T11 Data Setup Time to ACK 20 ns 

T12 Data Hold Time from ACK 50 ns 

*Read Enable is the occurrence of lOR and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOR, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T6 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORO # + \4-T1--1 ~T2 ::a:r-
OACK + ..i. 

I ~ ~T3 lOR \ T 
I4=T4 "i4 ,"--TS..j 

7/////Z77ZZII//11117/t:::/;a/~~ ___ r--___ --J>e111111771717/l 

~ +r-------------------
~T7~ ~T8~ 

# ~ 
I;T9~ I--- T10 ~:-----

~~ ____________________ ~r 

_ -I'11" _14 T12+1 
OBO-OB7' < XiZ7I/////II717111 1111 77777771 ZO 11111//1/71 
OBP 

WF022400 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DMA Read (Non-Block Mode) Initiator Receive Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 ORO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 DACK FALSE to ORO TRUE 30 ns 

T3 DACK Hold Time from End of iOR 0 ns 

T4 Data Access Time from Read Enable* 100 ns 

T5 Data Hold Time from End of lOR 0 ns 

T6 Width of EOP Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T7 REO TRUE to ORO TRUE 140 ns 

T8 
DACK FALSE to ACK FALSE (REO 

100 ns 
FALSE) 

T9 REO TRUE to ACK TRUE 110 ns 

T10 REO FALSE to ACK FALSE (DACK 100 ns 
FALSE) 

T11 Data Setup Time to REO 20 ns 

T12 Data Hold Time from REO 50 ns 

*Read Enable is the occurrence of lOR and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOR, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T6 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORO 

DACK 

.:;: ~ 
I4-T1 ~ 

r 
14= T2 =+l 

r FJ 
.L 

;.IT3 

\ + 
~T4 +I i4-T5-.1 

11111111IZZI/ZIZIZIZ(IlZZZZ e.:z~1X -.J'----,.----J'XI11777711 

~ T~-------------

I-- T8 --t 
~ t 

T9r;F---;j~---------'1.-- T10 ~ 

~ r 
Tt 11.. "14 T12--..J 

DBO-OB7- <'--____ ...... XI 1/777777777777777117711777 1/7%71111111111 
DBP 

WF022410 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

DMA Write (Block Mode) Target Send Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 DRO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 Write Enable Width· 70 ns 

T3 Write Recovery Time 120 ns 

T4 Data Setup to End of Write Enable· 30 ns 

T5 Data Hold Time from End of lOW 40 ns 

T6 Width of EOP Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T7 ACK TRUE to REO FALSE 120 ns 

T8 REO from End of lOW (ACK FALSE) 130 ns 

T9 REO from End of ACK (lOW FALSE) 110 ns 

T10 ACK TRUE to READY TRUE 140 ns 

T11 READY TRUE to lOW FALSE 70 ns 

T12 lOW FALSE to READY FALSE 120 ns 

T13 Data Hold from ACK TRUE 0 ns 

T14 Data Setup to REO TRUE 60 ns 

·Write Enable is the occurrence of lOW and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOW, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T6 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORO 

DACK 

lOW 

REO 

ACK 

READY 

'\ 
\4=T1:t 

T:.: T2 ... 1. T3 ~I 
\ T \ 

I4=OT4 ~ T5 ~ 

Z ZZl77ZIZ1ZlZlZlZl't:----T-6-=-:I-.,.----JXl1I7711Z1Z111l0 

* +~--------------------I-- T7 ~ I-t--- T8 ---~.~I 

#' 14-- T9 ----'l~~r-
~ 

1+= T10 ... 1. T11 
T 

~---~-~~--... ~I~. T12 ~ 

.r "X.<:.. ___ _ 

I .... t------ T13 ~ 14-- T14 ----I .. ~I 

DBO-DB7' _____________ ---')({I0777117/X~ ___________ _ 
DBP 

WF022420 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS (Co nt' d.) 

DMA Read (Block Mode) Target Receive Cycle 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

Tl ORO FALSE from DACK TRUE 100 ns 

T2 iDA Recovery Time 120 ns 

T3 Data Access Time from Read Enable" 100 ns 

T4 Data Hold Time from End of lOR 0 ns 

T5 Width of EOJ5 Pulse (Note 1) 70 ns 

T6 lOR FALSE to REO TRUE (ACK FALSE) 130 ns 

T7 ACK TRUE to REO FALSE 125 ns 

T8 ACK FALSE to REO TRUE (lOR FALSE) 110 ns 

T9 ACK TRUE to READY TRUE 140 ns 

Tl0 READY TRUE to Valid Data 50 ns 

Tll lOR FALSE to READY FALSE 120 ns 

T12 Data Setup Time to ACK 20 ns 

T13 Data Hold Time from ACK 50 ns 

"Read Enable is the occurrence of iDA and DACK 

Notes: 1. EOP, lOR, and DACK must be concurrently TRUE for at least T5 
for proper recognition of the EOP pulse. 

ORO 

DACK 

I 

~ 

t--T1=4= 

~ 

I; T3~ 

I ... T2 

r 
I...- T4-.! 

~I 

'-
/ 7 7 7 7 / / / / / 7 / / Z zx'-_______ 'A / 7 7 Z 7 Z Z 7 

READY 

~ T5 ----t 
--------------~~ +~--------------

"'-141---- T6 --.j 

# 
J--T7~ 14- T8 

~-T-9---.a";~;===-T-1-0---.:I--'---"'~""" 1-11-.1 

----------~# ~ 
T12!" "104 T13--i 

DBO-DB7' < 'x!H-Zr-Ij-Z..,.......,Z .... Z..,.......,j.......,.j"""'jr-7"Z-,-r-7Z-Z"T""'"1Z .... Z..,.-,Z'--""Z-Zr-7Z-Z""""'Z---Z 
DBP 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS/WAVEFORMS 

Reset 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 Minimum Width of Reset 100 ns 

WF022450 

Arbitration 

Name Description Min. Max. Unit 

T1 Bus Clear from SEL TRUE 600 ns 

T2 Arbitrate Start from BSY FALSE 1200 2200 ns 

T3 

ARB 

Bus Clear from BSY FALSE 1100 ns 

IooiI=T1~ 

----'~ T2 -J-.... ---------..J1r-----
fllllll 

Ir--------------~\ 
______ --J 14- T3 --.t'------

BSY (IN) ____________ -'t 

WF022440 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

>---VT 

TCO03860 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

"=x )C 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.4 0.1 0.1 

WF009541 
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APPENDIX A - DESIGN MODIFICATIONS IN Am53C80N 

Spurious RST Interrupts 

If Am5380 is not terminated on the SCSI Interface, the floating input of the RST signal can generate spurious interrupts. 

Am53C80N has 35 p.A pull up on the R'ST signal which prevents the spurious interrupts caused by an unterminated SCSI Bus 
Interface. 

The End of DMA for Send Operations 

While sending the data to Am5380, if EOP is asserted on the last byte, the End of OMA Status Bit indicates that the last byte has 
been received from the OMA device; there is no indication that the last byte has been transferred to the SCSI Bus. 

The Am53C80N uses Bit 7 of the Target Command Register to indicate that the last byte has been transferred to the SCSI Bus. 

Faster REal ACK Transition Times 

The Am53C80N has faster REO/ACK handshake to improve overall data transfer rates. 

Prevents the Possibility of an Additional ACK from Occurring 

The Am5380, upon receipt of an EOP signal, sets the End of OMA Status Bit and prevents additional OMA requests; it does not 
reset the OMA Mode Bit. If receiving data as an initiator and the target continues to request data for the same bus phase after 
receiving an EOP pulse, the Am5380 will assert ACK without issuing ORO. 

The Am53C80N prevents ACK from being asserted until the device is instructed to continue by writing the Start OMA Initiator 
Receive Register. 
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Am5380/Am53C80N ERRATA 

1) Edge triggered RST Interrupt - If the SCSI Bus is not terminated, the RST interrupt is continually generated. 

2) TRUE End of DMA Interrupt - The Am5380/ Am53C80N generates an interrupt when it receives the last byte from the DMA, not 
when the last byte is transferred to the SCSI Bus. 

3) Return to READY after EOP Interrupt - When operating in Block mode DMA, the Am5380/ Am53C80N does not return the 
READY signal to a Ready condition. This locks up the bus and prevents the CPU from executing. 

4) SCSI handshake clean up after EOP Interrupt - Currently the ACK remains active after the EOP Interrupt is generated and must 
be turned off for the Send operations. 

5) SCSI handshake after EOP occurs -If an EOP occurs when receiving data, a subsequent REO will cause ACK to be asserted 
even though no DRO is issued. 

6) During Reselection, if the Target Command Register does not reflect the current bus phases (most likely Data Out), the 
Reselection interrupt may get reset. 

7) A phase-mismatch interrupt is not guaranteed after a Reselection for the following reasons: 

- DMA MODE bit must be set in order to receive a phase-mismatch interrupt 

- DMA MODE bit cannot be set unless BSY is active 

- BSY cannot be asserted until after the Reselection has occurred 

- Once 8SY is asserted, the Target may assert REC:) in less than 500 ns 

- The phase-mismatch interrupt is generated on the active edge of REO. If the DMA MODE bit is not set before the REO goes 
active, the phase-mismatch interrupt will not occur 
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~ 
Am33C93A 
Enhanced SCSI-Bus Interface Controller 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Implements full SCSI bus features: arbitration, 

disconnect, reconnect, parity generation/checking 
on both data ports, soft reset, and synchronous 
data transfers. 

• Synchronous offset selectable from 1 to 12 bytes, 
with selectable transfer period up to 5 Mbytes/s. 

• Compatible with most microprocessors through an 
8-bit data bus; supports both multiplexed and non
multiplexed address/data bus systems. Host bus 
data parity checking and generation is an optional 
feature. 

• Can be used as a host adapter (SCSI Initiator) or 
peripheral adapter (SCSI Target). 

• Data transfer options include programmed I/O, 
single-byte DMA, burst (multibyte) DMA, or direct 
bus access (DBA Bus) transfers. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The 33C93A is a MOSIVLSI device implemented in 
Advanced Micro Devices' CMOS process. It operates 
from a single 5-Volt supply and is available in either a 
44-pin chip carrier or a 40-pin dual-in-Iine package. All 
inputs and outputs are TTL compatible. 

The 33C93A is intended for use in systems which inter
face to the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) 
Bus. The 33C93A can operate in both the initiator (typi
cally, a host computer system) and the target (typically, 
a peripheral device) SCSI bus roles. 

When used in the host system, the 33C93A interfaces 
to both the host bus and the SCSI bus. To perform a 
SCSI operation, the host processor issues a command 
to the 33C93A to select the desired Target. The 
33C93A then arbitrates forthe SCSI bus and selects the 
peripheral unit. If it fails to· get the bus because of a 
device with higher priority, it continues trying and noti
fies the host when it has succeeded by generating an 
interrupt. At this point, the 33C93A is operating in the 
initiator role. When the peripheral requests a SCSI 
command from the host, the 33C93A receives the re
quest and generates another interrupt to the host. The 
host responds to this interrupt by issuing a "Transfer 

Publication #11853 Rev. A Amendment /0 

Issue Date: June 1989 

• Includes 48-mA drivers for direct connection to the 
SCSI bus. 

• Burst data transfers up to 4096 bytes. 
• Programmable timeout for selection and 

reselection. 

• "Combination" commands greatly reduce interrupt
handling responsibilities. 

• Special "Translate Address" command performs the 
Logical- to-Physical address translation. 

• Single +5 V supply. 
• Available in 44-pin chip carrier or 40-pin DIP. 

• Low power CMOS design. 

Info" command and supplying SCSI command bytes to 
the 33C93A. The 33C93A transfers the SCSI command 
to the peripheral, and then waits for the next bus phase 
request. This process continues until all SCSI informa
tion including data, status, and messages have been 
transferred. 

The 33C93A also offers high-level Select-and-Transfer 
commands which eliminate the interrupt handling other
wise required between each SCSI bus phase. 

When the 33C93A is used in a peripheral system, the 
33C93A will operate primarily in a Target role. It inter
faces with a local processor and the SCSI bus in this 
environment just as it does when used as a host 
adapter. The Target-role command set enables the 
33C93A to request each SCSI bus phase individually or 
to sequence the SCSI bus phases automatically 
through the use of combination commands. 

The 33C93A has an internal microcontroller, a register 
task file, and SCSI interface logic. This architecture 
supports both tight control of the protocol for non
standard SCSI implementations, as well as a hands
free mode for standard SCSI applications. 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

44-PIN CHIP CARRIER 

I~ 18 
Cl 

I~ o 10 I~ I~ z 
I~ §, o W a: 

(!) > a: ~ 

SEl GNO 

ClK SO? 

ORO S06 

OACK (HALT) 

OP SOS 

INTRa S04 

00 S03 

01 S02 

02 GNO 

03 S01 

04 SOO 

LO CD r--. 0 52 Cl \CI) IW IW W 
I~ Cl Cl Cl <: ....J 

....J a 0 ~ a: <: 0 
~ 

Note: Pins in parentheses are for test purposes only, and should be left unconnected for normal chip oporation. 

40-PIN DIP 
1/0 vcc 

Ell MSG REO 

GNO ACK 

C/O ATN 

BSY MR 

SEL GNO 

ClK SO? 

ORO S06 

OACK SOS 

INTRa S04 

00 S03 

01 S02 

02 GNO 

03 S01 

04 SOO 

OS SOP 

06 ALE 

O? RE 

AO WE 

GNO CS 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM33C93A -20 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

J C 

C e. ~PTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank .. Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

L..-______ c. PACKAGE TYPE 

P= 40-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
J .. 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 044) 

L--__________ b. SPEED OPTION 

-16 .. 16 MHz 
.:....20 .. 20 MHz 

a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am33C93A 

VaJld Combinations 
VaJld Combinations 

AM33C93A-16 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported in volume for 
this device. Consult the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of specific 
valid combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and to obtain 
additional data on AMD's standard military grade products. AM33C93A-20 

JC,PC 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Processor/DMA Interface 

Name 

ClK 

MR 

INTRa 

RE 

WE 

CS 

AO 

ALE 

110 

o 

1/0 
(TRI-STATE) 

1/0 
(TRI-STATE) 

DACK 1/0 
(RCS) (OPENDRAIN) 

DRO 1/0 
(DRO) (OPENDRAIN) 

D7-DO 1/0 

DP 1/0 

SCSI Interface 

Name 1/0 

ATN 1/0 

ACK 1/0 

MSG 1/0 

cio 1/0 

REO 1/0 

Function 

8-20 MHz square wave clock. 

Reset is an active-low input which forces the 33C93A into an idle state. All SCSI signals are forced 
to the negated state. 

Interrupt Request to external microprocessor indicates a command completionltermination or a 
need to service the SCSI interface. Reading the SCSI STATUS register clears this bit. 

Read Enable is an active-low input which is used with CS to read a register or with DACK to access 
the DATA register in DMA mode. In DBA Bus mode, it is used as an output to read data from a 
sector buffer. 

Write Enable is an active-low input which is used with CS to write a register or with DACK to access 
the DATA register in DMA mode. In DBA Bus mode, it is used as an output to write data to a sector 
buffer. 

Chip Select is an active-low input which qualifies RE and WE when accessing a register. This 
signal must be inactive during a DMA cycle (DACK active in DMA and Burst DMA mode, or DRO 
active in DBA Bus mode). 

Address pin AO is used to access the internal registers for non-multiplexed addressldata bus 
(Le. the ALE pin is grounded). The address of the desired register is loaded into the ADDRESS 
register during a write cycle with AO=O. The selected register is then accessed when AO=1. 

Address latch Enable is used for multiplexed address/data bus to load the address of the desired 
33C93A register from the data bus. If indirect addressing is to be used, the ALE pin should be 
grounded. See the description of the ADDRESS register for a complete discussion of diroct nnd 
indirect addressing. 

DMA acknowledge input used for interfacing to an external DMA controller (e.g. 8237). Whon 
DACK is low, all bus transfers are tolfrom the DATA register regardless of the contents of tho 
ADDRESS register. In DBA Bus mode, this pin functions as a RAM chip select output to allow tho 
33C93A to access a sector buffer. RE and WE are outputs when RCS (RAM Chip Select) is active. 
Since this pin can be an open drain output, a pullup resistor may be required when operating in 
DBA Bus mode. 

Data request is an output when interfacing to an external DMA controller, and an input when in AM 
Bus mode. When used with an external DMA controller, DRO and DACK form the handshake for 
the data-byte transfers. In Burst mode, DRO remains low as long as there is data to transfer. In AM 
Bus mode, the 33C93A~orms burst transfers while DRO is high, and when DRO is low, data 
transfers are inhibited, RCS is false, and the RE and WE outputs are disabled. Since this pin can 
be an open drain output, a pullup resistor may be required when operating in DMA or Burst mode. 

Processor data bus. 

Data Parity, used only for checking/generating parity during data transfers. 

Function 

ATN is an output in the initiator role and an input in the target role. It is used to indicate the 
ATTENTION condition. 

ACK is an output in the initiator role and an input in the target role. It is used to indicate an 
acknowledgement for a REO/ACK data transfer handshake. 

MSG is an input in the initiator role and an output in the target role. It is asserted during a 
MESSAGE phase. 

C/D is an input in the initiator role and an output in the target role. It is used to indicate whether 
CONTROL or DATA information is on the SCSI data bus. 

REO is an input in the initiator role and an output in the target role. It indicates a request for a REO/ 
ACK data transfer. 
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SCSI Interface (Cont.) 

Name I/O 

1/0 I/O 

Function 

1/0 is an input in the initiator role and an output in the target role. It controls the direction of data 
movement on the SCSI data bus with respect to an Initiator. 

SDG-SD7 1/0 SCSI data bus. 

SOP 

BSY 

SEL 

1/0 

1/0 

1/0 

SCSI data bus parity signal. 

BSY is asserted when the 33C93A is attempting to arbitrate for the SCSI bus or when connected 
as a Target. 

SEL is asserted when the 33C93A is attempting to select or reselect another SCSI device. 

Note: All pins have open-drain output drivers. 

Am33C93A REGISTERS 

Register MAP 

Address 
AO ,RN/ Register Accessed (HEX) 

0 R AUXILIARY STATUS REGISTER XX 
0 W ADDRESS REGISTER XX 
1 FWI OWN 10 REGISTER ICDB SIZE 00 
1 FWI CONTROL REGISTER 01 
1 FWI TIMEOUT PERIOD REGISTER 02 
1 RIW TOTAL SECTORS REGISTER ICDB 1ST 03 
1 FWI TOTAL HEADS REGISTER ICDB 2ND 04 
1 FWI TOTAL CYLINDERS REGISTER (MSB) ICDB 3RD 05 
1 FWI TOTAL CYLINDERS REGISTER (LSB) ICDB 4TH 06 
1. FWI LOGICAL ADDRESS (MSB) ICDB 5TH 07 
1 FWI LOGICAL ADDRESS (2ND) ICDB 6TH 08 
1 RIW LOGICAL ADDRESS (3RD) ICDB 7TH 09 
1 FWI LOGICAL ADDRESS (LSB) ICDB 8TH OA 
1 FWI SECTOR NUMBER REGISTER ICDB 9TH OB 
1 FWI HEAD NUMBER REGISTER ICDB 10TH OC 
1 FWI CYLINDER NUMBER (MSB) REGISTER ICDB 11TH 00 
1 FWI CYLINDER NUMBER (LSB) REGISTER ICDB 12TH OE 
1 FWI TARGET LUN REGISTER OF 
1 FWI COMMAND PHASE REGISTER 10 
1 FWI SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER REGISTER 11 
1 FWI TRANSFER COUNT REGISTER (MSB) 12 
1 RIW TRANSFER COUNT REGISTER (2ND BYTE) 13 
1 FWI TRANSFER COUNT REGISTER (LSB) 14 
1 .RIW DESTINATION 10 REGISTER 15 
1 FWI SOURCE 10 REGISTER 16 
1 R SCSI STATUS 17 
1 FWI COMMAND REGISTER 18 
1 RIW DATA REGISTER 19 

Notes: 1. All unused bits of a defined register are reserved and must be zero. 

2. Reading an undefined or unavailable register results in an all-ones data bus output. 

3. Register addresses are determined by the ADDRESS register bits AR7 through ARO. 

4. When using a multiplexed address/data bus with ALE, the AO pin is ignored and the ADDRESS register is loaded 
with ALE. In this mode, the AUXILIARY STATUS register is mapped at hex 1F~ 

5. See Page 14 for a description of how reset affects the internal registers. 
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Register Descriptions 

AUXILIARY STATUS REGISTERS 
The AUXILIARY STATUS register is a read-only 
register which contains general status information not 
directly associated with the interrupt condition. The 

AUXILIARY STATUS register may be accessed at any 
time, except during DMA accesses (DACK asserted in 
DMAlBurst mode or DRO asserted in DBA bus mode). 

Bit Name 

o DBR 

PE 

4 CIP 

5 BSY 

6 LCI 

7 INT 

7 o 
liNT I LCI I BSY I CIP I 0 I 0 I PE I DBR I 

L 
-

DATA BUFFER READY 
PARITY ERROR 
Not Used 
Not Used 
COMMAND IN PROGRESS BUSY 
BUSY 
LAST COMMAND IGNORED 
NTERRUPT PENDING I 

11853-004A 

Description 

DATA BUFFER READY is used during programmed 110 to indicate to the processor whether 
or not the DATA register is available for reading or writing. During Send or Transfer 
commands which transmit data over the SCSI bus, the DBR bit is set when the 33C93A is 
ready to take a byte from the host; the bit is reset when the processor writes the byte to the 
DATA register. During Receive or Transfer commands which receive data over the SCSI 
bus, the DBR is set when a byte is received; it is reset when the processor reads the by to 
from the DATA register. 

PARITY ERROR status indicates that even parity was detected on a data byte received 
during an information transfer. Parity is checked on data received from the host bus during 
transfers out to the SCSI bus and is checked on data received from the SCSI bus during 
transfers out to the host bus. Detection of a parity error will set the PE status bit regardless of 
the state of the HHP or HSP bits in the CONTROL register. The PE bit is cleared when a new 
command is issued. 

COMMAND IN PROGRESS, when set, indicates that the 33C93A is interpreting the last 
command entered into the COMMAND register and therefore this register is unavailable. 
When this bit is reset, a command may be written to the COMMAND register. 

BUSY indicates that a Level II command is currently executing and therefore only the 
COMMAND register (when CIP = 0), the DATA register, and the AUXILIARY STATUS 
register are accessible by the host. A Level II command may not be written to the 
COMMAND register when this bit is one. 

LAST COMMAND IGNORED indicates that a command was issued by the host just prior to 
or concurrent with a pending interrupt, and therefore the command will be ignored. 

INTERRUPT PENDING indicates that the INTRa pin is asserted. The host should read the 
SCSI STATUS register to clear INTRa prior to issuing any commands. 
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ADDRESS REGISTER 
The ADDRESS register is a write-only register which 
contains the address of the register to be accessed. 
Registers in the 33C93A may be accessed in one of two 
ways: 

• Direct addressing (multiplexed address/data bus
ses). In direct addressing, the falling edge of the 
ALE signal is used to latch the address into the 
ADDRESS register. The AO pin should be con
nected to ground when using this method. The ALE 
is typically then followed by the CS and WE or RE 
signals that access the selected register. Also, in 
direct addressing, the AUXILIARY STATUS regis
ter is located at address 1 F hex. 

• Indirect addressing (separate address/data bus
ses). In indirect addressing, the register access Is 
performed in two separate cycles. This method is 
enabled by attaching ALE to ground. First, the 
ADDRESS register is loaded by performing a write 
of the desired address to the 33C93A (WE and CS 
asserted) with AO=O. Then the register is accessed 
by asserting CS and WE or RE, with AO=1. Also, 
following every access with AO=1, the ADDRESS 
register will automatically increment to point at the 
next register, with the exception of the following 
locations: AUXILIARY STATUS register, DATA 
register, and the COMMAND register. In indirect 
addressing, the AUXILIARY STATUS register is 
accessed by performing a read (CS and RE 
asserted) with AO=O. 

7 

OWN IDICDB SIZE REGISTER 
The OWN IDICDB SIZE register, in its first mode, con
tains both the encoded 10 of the 33C93A on the SCSI 
bus and several control bits that are used to initially 
configure the device during the "Reset" command. 
These bits control 'advanced feature' selection, host 
bus parity enable, and selection of the divisor for the 
input clock. In its second mode (when advanced fea
tures are enabled, see p.16), this register is used during 
the combination commands to specify the SCSI COB 
size if the command group is unknown to the 33C93A. 

In the first mode, this register (as defined below) is 
sampled and becomes effective only after a "Reset" 
command is issued to the device. This register must be 
initialized, and a "Reset" command must then be 
issued. Doing this will set the SCSI bus 10, the clock 
divisor, and operating modes before any other com
mands are issued. 

In the second mode, bits 3-0 of this register are used 
during the Select-and-Transfer and Wait-for-Select 
commands to specify the SCSI Command Descriptor 
Block size if it is not a group 0, group 1, or group 5 
command. This mode is enabled only when advanced 
features are enabled (see p.16). 

o 
I FS1 I FSO I 0 I EHP I EAF I 102 I 101 I 100 I 

Bit Name 

0-2 IOn 

3 EAF 

4 EHP 

4·38 

L 
'---

IDbitO 
10 bit 1 
10 bit 2 
Enable Advanced Features 
Enable Host Parity 
Not Used 
FREQUENCY SELECT 0 
FREQUENCY SELECT 1 

Description 

11853-005A 

SCSI 10 Bits 0-2 set the SCSI bus 10 number that the 33C93A will use during arbitration and 
selection. 

ENABLE ADVANCED FEATURES, when set to one, causes the 33C93A to enable certain 
advanced features (see Page 16). When this bit is zero, those features are disabled. 

ENABLE HOST PARITY, when set to one, enables odd parity checking on the host bus; the 
PE bit in the AUXILIARY STATUS register will indicate parity errors detected on the host 
bus, and the HHP bit in the CONTROL register will be used. When this bit is 'zero, no 
checking is performed on the host bus; the PE bit is not set when a parity error is detected on 
the host bus, and the HHP bit must be set to zero. NOTE: Parity is always generated on the 
host data parity bit (DP), regardless of the state of this bit. 
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Bit Name 

6-7 FSn 

Description 

FREQUENCY SELECT 0-1 select the divisor that is applied to the input clock. The resulting 
clock is used for data transfer timing and for SCSI bus arbitration timing. The table below 
shows input clock frequency ranges and the corresponding divisors. The correct divisor for 
the input clock must be used, or SCSI bus timing specifications may not be met. 

INPUT CLOCK 
FREQUENCY RESULTING 

(MHZ) FS1 FSO DIVISOR 

8-10 0 0 2 
12-15 0 1 3 
16-20 1 0 4 

xx 1 1 Undefined 

Note that an 11 MHZ clock rate should not be used, as the 
resulting SCSI bus clear delay may violate SCSI specifications. 
The formula for computing the maximum SCSI data transfer rate 
is: 

Input Clock Fequency 
Maximum SCSI Transfer Rate - [Mbyte/sec] 

Clock Divisior 

CONTROL REGISTER 
The CONTROL register is used to enable/disable certain functions, such as response to parity errors and the SCSI 
attention condition, interrupt handling, and data transfer modes. 

Bit 

o 

2 

7 o 
IDM21DM11DMOIHHPI EDIIIDI I HA IHSpl 

Name 

HSP 

L 
'----

I 

HALT on SCSI PARITY ERROR 
HALTon ATTENTION 
NTERMEDIATE DISCONNECT INT 
ENDING DISCONNECT INTERRUPT 
HALT on HOST PARITY ERROR 
DMA Mode Select bit 0 
DMA Mode Select bit 1 
DMA Mode Select bit 2 11853-006A 

Description 

The HALT on SCSI PARITY ERROR bit enables the 33C93A to immediately terminate a 
Receive or Transfer command if a parity error is detected on an incoming SCSI data byte. In 
the Initiator role, termination due to a SCSI parity error causes the ACK pin to be left in the 
active state in order to inhibit any additional data transfers (REGs) by the Target; this 
facilitates error handling with the Target. Synchronous data transfers check parity every 
4096 bytes, or at the end of the remaining transfer count, whichever is less. Asynchronous 
transfers check parity on every byte. 

HA The HALT on ATTENTION bit (in Target mode only) enables the 33C93A to terminate a 
Send or Receive command if the ATN input is asserted. This normally indicates that the 
Initiator detected a parity error while receiving data from the 33C93A. The ATN input is 
tested before the start of a data transfer, every 4096 bytes if the transfer count is greater than 
4096, and after the end of the transfer. These rules apply to both synchronous and 
asynchronous transfers. 

101 The INTERMEDIATE DISCONNECT INTERRUPT bit, when set, enables the 33C93A to 
generate an 8SH interrupt and complete a Select-and-Transfer command if the Target 
disconnects according to the defined SCSI protocol. When this bit is reset, no interrupt is 
generated by a valid disconnect. This feature, when used with the Resume SAT command, 
provides support for overlapped SCSI operations. 101 is also used to select execution 
options in Target mode Combination commands that serve to reduce host system overhead. 
Refer to COMMANDS, p.1S for more details. 
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Bit Name 

3 EDI 

4 HHP 

5-7 DMx 

Description 

When the ENDING DISCONNECT INTERRUPT bit is set, the 16H interrupt which normally 
follows the COMMAND COMPLETE message during the execution of a Select-and-Transfer 
command will be suppressed until the Target disconnects from the SCSI bus. EDI is also 
used in the Target mode Combination commands to enable chaining between those 
commands, resulting in reduced host system overhead. Refer to COMMANDS p.15 for more 
details. 

The HALT on HOST PARITY ERROR bit enables the 33C93A to immediately terminate a 
Send or Transfer command if a parity error is detected on an incoming host data byte. Host 
parity errors are checked according to the rules for checking SCSI parity errors. However, a 
halt on a host parity error will not hold the ACK signal asserted when an error occurs. Host 
parity checking is performed at the same intervals as SCSI parity checking. 

DMA MODE SELECT bits 2-0 are used to select the DMA mode of operation, which 
describes the host bus transfer mode used during Data In or Data Out phases. The following 
table describes the different DMA modes, and the state of these bits to select them: 

DM2 DM1 

o 0 

o 0 

o 

o 

DMO DMA Mode Selected 

o POLLED MODE, or no DMA enabled. All data phase transfers are 
performed by polling for DBR in the AUXILIARY STATUS register, and 
then writing (reading) the data to (from) the DATA register. 

BURST MODE selects a demand-mode DMA interface. In this mode, 
the ORO signal will be active as long as there is data/space in the 
internal FIFO to allow the transfer to continue. The DMA controller 
responds by asserting DACK and REIWE as long as ORO is active. 

o DBA BUS MODE is selected when the 33C93A is connected to a DBA 
Bus. This mode also can be called Direct Buffer Access (DBA) mode. In 
this mode, the 33C93A acts as a bus master, and all data access signals 
reverse their direction: The ORO output signal becomes the ORO input, 
which enables the 33C93A to drive the buffer bus control signals. The 
DACK output signal becomes the RCS input, which is asserted as a chip 
select for the buffer. The RE and WE inputs become outputs which drive 
the read and write functions of the RAM buffer. As long as the ORO 
signal is asserted, transfers will continue in a burst manner, until the 
transfer is complete or it decides to pause the transfer by negating the 
ORO signal; one more transfer may occur after this transition, and then 
the DACK, RE, and WE signals are negated. 

o DMA MODE is selected when the 33C93A is to be used with a DMA 
controller in single-byte transfer mode. In this mode, ORO is asserted 
and then n~ted, and the DMA controller responds by asserting DACK 
and WE or RE, for each data byte transferred to/from the 33C93A. 

TIMEOUT PERIOD REGISTER The constant '80' scales the units of the equation, as is 
based on the internal timeout cycle time. The user 
should round the resulting 'register value' up to the next 
integral value to ensure that the user's minimum timeout 
requirement is met. 

The TIMEOUT PERIOD register is an 8-bit register 
containing a preset value which determines the timeout 
period for Select and Reselect commands. This value 
may be calculated as a function of the input clock fre
quency and the desired timeout period, as shown in the 
following equation: 

. Tper • Ficlk register value = ~"'-----=--
80 

Where: 

Tper = The desired timeout period in milliseconds; 

Ficlk = The input clock frequency at the ClK pin in 
MHz (with no divisor applied). 

The timeout period specifies how long the 33C93A will 
wait for a response (indicated by assertion of the BSY 
signal) after it has begun the selection phase (assert 
SEl and negate BSY) before terminating the command. 
The timeout function can be disabled by loading the 
TIMEOUT PERIOD register with zero. 

NOTE: The following twelve registers are used exclusively by 
the Translate Address and/or Hcombination" com
mands. The function of each register is determined by 
the type of command issued. 
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TOTAL SECTORS REGISTER/CDB 1ST BYTE 
Trans/ate Address: The TOTAL SECTORS register 
should be set to the total number of sectors per track 
prior to issuing a Translate Address command. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the first byte of the COMMAND DESCRIPTOR 
BLOCK before issuing a Select-and-Transfer com
mand. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93Awill store the 
first byte of the received COB in this register. 

TOTAL HEADS REGISTER/CDB 2ND BYTE 
Trans/ate Address: This register holds the total number 
of heads during a Translate Address command. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the second byte of the COB before issuing a 
Select-and-Transfer command. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93Awill store the 
second byte of the received COB in this register. 

TOTAL CYLINDERS REGISTER/CDB 3RD AND 4TH 
BYTES 
Trans/ate Address: This is a 16-bit register which holds 
the total number of cylinders. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the third and fourth bytes of the COB before issuing 
a Select-and-Transfer command. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive: The 33C93A will store 
the third and fourth bytes of the received COB in this 
register. 

LOGICAL ADDRESS REGISTER/CDB 5TH-8TH 
BYTES 
Trans/ate Address: The LOGICAL ADDRESS register 
is a 32-bit register which should be loaded with the 
logical address to be translated prior to issuing the 
Translate Address command. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: For six byte COBs, only the first 
two bytes of this register are loaded with the fifth and 
sixth bytes of the COB. For ten and twelve byte COBs, 
this register is loaded with the fifth, sixth, seventh, and 
eighth bytes of the COB. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93Awill store the 
fifth, sixth, seventh (if any), and eighth (if any) bytes of 
the received COB in this register. 

SECTOR NUMBER REGISTER/CDB 9TH BYTE 
Trans/ate Address: This register will contain the 
resulting sector number following a Translate Address 
command. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the ninth byte of a ten or twelve byte COB before 
issuing a Select-and-Transfer command. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93A will store the 
ninth byte of a ten or twelve byte received COB in this 
register. 

HEAD NUMBER REGISTER/COB 10TH BYTE 
Trans/ate Address: The HEAD NUMBER register con
tains the resulting head number following a Translate 
Address command. If automatic compensation for 
spare sectors on a disk is to be performed by the 
Am33C93A, then the number of spare sectors per cylin
der must be written into this register before issuing the 
Translate Address command. It should be noted that 
when compensation is used, the maximum number of 
cylinders allowed is 4096, and the maximum number of 
heads is 15. An initial value of zero in this register 
indicates that no compensation is to be performed. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the tenth byte of a ten or twelve byte COB before 
issuing a Select-and-Transfer command. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93A will store the 
tenth byte of a ten or twelve byte received COB in this 
register. 

CYLINDER NUMBER REGISTER/CDB 11TH AND 
12TH BYTES 
Trans/ate Address: The CYLINDER NUMBER register 
is a 16-bit register which contains the resulting cylinder 
number following execution of the Translate Address 
command. When a Translate Address command involv
ing automatic compensation for spare sectors is issued 
(i.e. the HEAD NUMBER register initially contains a 
nonzero value), then this register must be loaded with 
total number of sectors per cylinder (total sectors/track· 
total heads - total spare sectors/cyl) before issuing the 
command. 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: This register should be loaded 
with the eleventh and twelfth bytes of a twelve byte COB 
before issuing a Select-and-Transfer command. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive:The 33C93Awill store the 
eleventh and twelfth bytes of a twelve byte received 
COB in this register. 

Send-Status-and-Command-Comp/ete: The CDB11 
register is used to specify the returned status byte to be 
sent during a Send-Status-and-Command-Complete 
command. The CDB12 register is used to determine the 
type of Command-Complete message sent by the 
33C93A. If bit a of the CDB12 register is set to one, then 
a linked Command Complete message will be sent 
during command execution. In this case, bit 1 of the 
CDB12 register is used as a FLAG bit to determine 
whether a OA hex (FLAG=O) or a OB hex (FLAG=1) 
Linked Command Complete message is sent. If bit 0 is 
zero, then a simple Command Complete message (00 
hex) is sent. 
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TARGET LUN REGISTER 
The TARGET LUN register is used to hold both the 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) and Target status informa
tion during various 33C93A commands and sequences. 
During a Select-and-Transfer or Reselect-and-Transfer 
command, the contents of this register (along with the 
SOURCE 10 regist'er) are used to generate and check 
the IDENTIFY messages transferred across the SCSI 
bus. In addition, the TARGET LUN register is used to 
hold the Target Status byte received during a Select
and-Transfer command. 

During Wait-for-Select-and-Receive, commands, this 
register may hold the image of the Identify message 
received from the Initiator. If the TL V bit is zero, there 
was no Identify message received. If the TLV bit is one, 
then 'a valid Identify message was received. The DOK 
bit will then indicate whether of not the Initiator has 
enabled disconnects. 

During Reselect-and-Transfer commands, this register 
is used to set the LUN to be used in the Identify mes
sage sent to the Initiator after Selection phase. The TLV 
and DOK bits are not used. 

In advanced mode, during Select-and-Transfer com
mands, this register is used to handle reselection by an 
unexpected Target. In this case, this register will hold 
the logical unit number of the reselecting target. The 
TLV and DOK bits will be zero. 

7 o 
I TLVIDOKlololol TL21 TL1 I TLO I 

L 
'-----

COMMAND PHASE REGISTER 

TARGET LUN bit 0 
TARGET LUN bit 1 
TARGET LUN bit 2 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Disconnects OK 
TARGET LUN Valid 
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The COMMAND PHASE register is used during combi
nation commands to indicate which phases of these 
multi-phase commands have been completed. Thus, if 
the command has terminated abnormally, the proces
sor can read this register to determine the cause of the 
termination and how to respond to it. This register is 
also used to resume combination commands by loading 
this register with a value that indicates the next desired 
or expected bus phase, and reissuing the command. 
Refer to the description of the specific commands for 
details regarding the various command phases and 
resume values. 

Com. Phase bit 0 
Com. Phase bit 1 

'----- Com. Phase bit 2 
1...-_____ Com. Phase bit 3 

1....-_______ Com. Phase bit 4 
1...-_________ Com. Phase bit 5 

1...-___________ Com. Phase bit 6 
1...-____________ Not Used 

11853-OOSA 

SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER REGISTER 
The SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER register is used to 
select between synchronous and asynchronous trans
fers, and is also used to define the maximum transfer 
rate. For information phases other than a "data" transfer 
phase, or when the selected offset is zero 
(OF3=OF2=OF1 =OFO=O), asynchronous transfers will 
occur. Values greater than zero define a synchronous 
transfer mode and the offset is determined as shown 
below. This offset determines the effective FIFO depth 
for synchronous data transfers, and is typically deter
mined by negotiation with the other SCSI device (as 
defined in the SCSI standard). The Transfer Period 
control bits select the minimum transfer period for both 
synchronous and asynchronous SCSI transfers and, if 
AM-Bus mode is used, the transfer period and the width 
of the RE/WE strobes for host transfers. The period is 
defined in terms of the internal clock cycle time; the 
frequency of this clock is determined by the divisor 
selected in the OWN 10 register. 

101 TP21 TP1 I TPO I OF31 OF21 OFf I oFol 

U OFFSET bit 0 
OFFSET bit 1 
OFFSET bit 2 
OFFSET bit 3 
TRANS. PER. bit 0 
TRANS. PER. bit 1 
TRANS. PER. bit 2 
Not Used 

11853-009A 
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Bit Name Description 

0-3 OFx The OFFSET bits are used to select the desired offset according to the following: 

3 2 0 Selected Offset 

0 0 0 0 0 (Asynchronous data phase transfers) 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 2 
0 0 1 1 3 
0 1 0 0 4 
0 1 0 1 5 
0 1 1 0 6 
0 1 1 1 7 
1 0 0 0 8 
1 0 0 1 9 
1 0 1 0 10 
1 0 1 1 11 
1 1 0 0 12 
1 1 0 1 Undefined 
1 1 1 X Undefined 

4-6 TPx The TRANSFER PERIOD bits are used to select the desired transfer period according to the 
following table: 

SCSI DBA Bus (SCSI REQ/ACK Synchronous Pulse Width 
6 5 4 Transfer Period and DBA Bus RElWE Pulse Width) 

0 0 X 8 cycles (4 cycles) 
0 1 0 2 " (1 
0 1 1 3 " (1 
1 0 0 4 " (2 
1 0 1 5 " (3 
1 1 0 6 " (4 
1 1 1 7 " (4 

The 'cycle' referred to above is the period of the internal data transfer clock after the divisor chosen in the OWN ID register is ~ 
applied. This period is calculated by the following formula: 

TRANSFER COUNT REGISTER 
The TRANSFER COUNT register is a 24-bit register 
containing a preset value for the internal transfer 
counter. This preset value is loaded into the internal 
transfer counter when a Send, Receive, or Transfer 
command is issued. This counter is used to define 
command completion by decrementing as each data 
byte is transferred over the SCSI bus and causing a 
"successful completion" interrupt when the counter 
reaches zero. In Combination commands, this register 
specifies the number of bytes to be transferred during a 
Data phase. 

The counter function can be disabled by loading the 
TRANSFER COUNT register with zeros prior to 
issuing a command or by setting the SINGLE-BYTE 
TRANSFER bit in the COMMAND register concurrent 
with issuing the command. If the counter is disabled, the 

DIVISOR (from OWN 10) 

CYCLE = 2. INPUT CLOCK FREQUENCY (MHz) (J.l.sec) 

Send, Receive, or Transfer command will be completed 
when a single byte has been transferred. 

After the completion of any successful transfer, the 
TRANSFER COUNT register will be zero. This includes 
commands issued in Single Byte Transfer mode. 

When a transfer is interrupted by a halt on error condi
tion, a SCSI bus phase change, or an abort, the 
TRANSFER COUNT register will contain the number of 
bytes NOT successfully transferred to/from the SCSI 
bus, including clearing the internal FIFO of any bytes 
left in the FIFO (see DATA register). This FIFO clearing 
process may cause the TRANSFER COUNT register to 
differ with the user's DMA controller count, because 
some bytes may have been transferred into the FIFO, 
but not to the SCSI bus; therefore, the TRANSFER 
COUNT should be used to determine the actual number 
of bytes transferred to/from the SCSI bus. 
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DESTINATION ID REGISTER 
The DESTINATION ID register contains the encoded 
SCSI bus ID of the device which is to be selected or 
reselected when a Reselect or Select command is 

issued. This register also contains control bits that affect 
the operation of certain combination commands. 

Bit Name 

0-2 Dlx 

6 DPD 

7 SCC 

IscclDPDI 0 I 0 I 0 1012 I 011 I 010 I 

U DESTINATION 10 bit 0 
DESTINATION 10 bit 1 
DESTINATION 10 bit 2 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Not Used 
DATA PHASE DIRECTION 
SELECT COMMAND CHAIN 

Description 

11853-<l10A 

DESTINATION ID Bits 010-012 contain the encoded SCSI bus 10 of the device which is to 
be selected or reselected when a RESELECT or a SELECT command is issued. 

DATA PHASE DIRECTION, when advanced features are enabled (see p.14), is used to 
specify the expected direction of the SCSI data phase, when it occurs. This allows the 
33C93A to verify the direction during Select-and-Transfer commands before beginning the 
transfer. When this bit is zero, the expected direction is out (to the Target). When this bit is 
one, the expected direction is in (from the Target). An unexpected information phase error 
will occur if the direction does not match the setting of this bit. 

SELECT COMMAND CHAIN is used only when the Reselect-and-Transfer command is 
issued with EDI=1. This bit selects which command is chained to when the data transfer is 
completed. When this bit is zero, a Send-Status-and-Command-Complete command begins 
executing. When this bit is one, a Send-Disconnect-Message command begins executing. 

SOURCE ID REGISTER 
The SOURCE 10 register is used to report the SCSI bus 10 of the device that has selected or reselected the 33C93A. 
It also contains bits that enable and control response to selection and reselection. 

Bit Name 

0-2 Six 

3 SIV 

5 DSP 

6 ES 

7 ER 
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I ER I ES I DSP I 0 I SIV I SI2 I SI1 I SIO I 

U SOURCE 10 bit 0 (read only) 
SOURCE 10 bit 1 gead only) 
SOURCE 10 bit 2 read only) 
SOURCE 10 VAll (read only) 
Not Used 
DISABLE SELIRESEL. PARITY 
ENABLE SELECTION 
ENABLE RESELECTION 11853-011A 

Description 

SOURCE 10 Bits 0-2 are valid only if the SIV bit is set to one. These bits indicate the SCSI 
bus 10 of the device that selected or reselected the 33C93A. 

SOURCE 10 VALID is set to one after the 33C93A is selected or reselected if the other SCSI 
bus device asserted its own bus 10 bit (in addition to the bus 10 bit of the 33C93A) during the 
selectlreselect phase. This bit is zero if only the bus 10 bit of the 33C93A was asserted. 

DISABLE SELECT PARITY, when set to one, causes the 33C93A to ignore the bus parity 
when responding to selection or reselection. When this bit is zero, any selection or reselec
tion with a parity error is ignored. 

ENABLE SELECTION, when set to one, enables the 33C93A to respond to a selection by 
another device on the SCSI bus. When this bit is zero, any selection is ignored. 

1::1\11\01 t: CC:CC:I t::f"'T.Il"'-1 .. ,h",., ""1"\+ +" "'"'" "'",,"","",.. +h", 'l"l"'nl) It f." .. "',.... ___ ""' ..... ,.. ........ ""''''1 .......... : .... _ 
...... ., "."" ................. VL..L..L...'" 11"-"., ,,,.v.1 ~v, LV Vln~, vIU;:;UJIl;;';' lIlv VVV~V~ LV It:;~t-'\JIIU LV a Iv~tin::;;vllVII 

by another device on the SCSI bus. When this bit is zero, any reselection is ignored. 
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SCSI STATUS REGISTER 
The SCSI STATUS register is a read-only register 
which indicated the cause of the most recent INTRa 
assertion. INTRa is asserted whenever a condition 
occurs within the Am33C93A that requires intervention 
by the host; for example: 

7 

• The 33C93A has been reset; 
• The command completed successfully; 
• The bus phase changed; 
• An error occurred. 

Once INTRa has been asserted, the contents of this 
register will not change until after the SCSI STATUS 
register has been read or until the 33C93A has been 
reset. 

o 
ISS71ssslSSslSS41sS31sS21sS11ssoi 

Bit Name 

L 
'-----

SCSI STATUS bit 0 
SCSI STATUS bit 1 
SCSI STATUS bit 2 
SCSI STATUS bit 3 
SCSI STATUS bit 4 
SCSI STATUS bit 5 
SCSI STATUS bit s 
SCSI STATUS bit 7 11853-012A 

Description 

0-3 SSx SCSI STATUS bits 0-3 are status qualifiers whose meaning depends upon which upper 
(4-7) status bit is set. 

4-7 SSx SCSI STATUS bits 4-7 define the type of interrupt that occurred. The possible codes are 
defined in the following table: 

Status Code Group Meaning 

The 33C93A is in a reset state. 
A 33C93A command has completed successfully. 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0100 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

A 33C93A command has paused or was aborted by an Abort command. 
A 33C93A command has been terminated prematurely due to an error or 
other unexpected condition. ... 

1000 xxxx An event on the SCSI bus requires service. ..... 

All other Status Code groups are currently not used and 
are reserved for future use. 

In the following tables, the 'STATE' column indicates 
the current state in which the Status Code can occur. 
Also, the MCI field refers to the signals that define a 
SCSI bus information transfer phase: MSG, C/O, and 
I/O. A bit set to one indicates that the signal is asserted 
on the SCSI bus. A zero indicates negation. Whenever 
one of these Status Codes occurs, the REa Signal is 
asserted on the SCSI bus. The table below summarizes 
the meaning of the MCI field: 

MCI CODE 

000 
001 
010 
011 
100 
101 
110 
111 

Am33C93A 

MEANING 

Data Out phase 
Data In phase 
Command phase 
Status phase 
Unspecified Info Out phase 
Unspecified Info In phase 
Message Out phase 
Message In phase 
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Reset State Interrupts 

Status Code State Specific Meaning 

0000 0000 OTI 33C93A Reset. The device has been reset, or a Reset command has executed success-
fully with no advanced features enabled. The new state of the 33C93A is disconnected. 

0000 0001 OTI 33C93A Reset. The device has successfully completed a Reset command with advanced 
features enabled. The new state of the 33C93A is disconnected. 

Successful Completion Interrupts 

Status Code State Specific Meaning 

0001 0000 0 A Reselect command completed successfully. The new state of the 33C93A is connected 
as a Target. 

0001 0001 0 A Select command completed successfully. The new state of the 33C93A is connected as 
an Initiator. 

0001 0010 Reserved for future use. 
0001 0011 OT A Receive, Send, Reselect-and-Transfer, Wait-for-Select-and-Receive, Send-Stat us-

and-Command-Complete, or a Send-~isconnect- Message command completed suc-
cessfully (ATN is not asserted). 

0001 0100 OT A Receive, Send, Reselect-and-Transfer, Wait-for-Select-and-Receive, Send-Status-
and-Command-Complete, or a Send-Disconnect-Message command completed 
successfully (ATN is asserted). 

0001 0101 OT A Translate Address command completed successfully. 
0001 0110 01 A Select-and-Transfer command completed successfully. 
0001 0111 Reserved for future use. 
0001 1MCI A Transfer (non-MESSAGE IN phase) command completed successfully. MCI defines the 

new information type (SCSI bus phase) being requested. 

Paused or Aborted Interrupts 

Status Code State Specific Meaning 

0010 0000 A Transfer Info (MESSAGE-IN phase) command has paused with ACK asserted. This 
allows the host to examine the message before accepting it. 

0010 0001 A Save-Data-Pointer message was received during a Select-and-Transfer command. The 
host should save its current data buffer pointer. 

0010 0010 0 A Select or Reselect command was aborted. 
0010 0011 T A Receive or Send command has halted by an error or was aborted (ATN is not asserted). 
0010 0100 T A Receive or Send command has halted by an error or by assertion of ATN or was aborted 

(ATN is asserted). 
0010 0101 Reserved for future use. 
0010 011.0 Reserved for future use. 
0010 0111 0 The 33C93A has been reselected during a Select-and-Transfer (with 101=0) by a Target 

that does not match the SCSI bus 10 loaded into the DESTINATION 10 register or the 
following Identify message did not match the LUN loaded into the TARGET LUN register. 
ACK has been left asserted following the Identify message, and the bus 10 and LUN of the 
reselecting Target are available in the SOURCE 10 and TARGET LUN registers. 
(Advanced Mode only) 

0010 1MCI A Transfer command was aborted. MCI define the new information type (SCSI bus phase) 
being requested. 
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Terminated Interrupts 

Status Code State Specific Meaning 

0100 0000 OTI An invalid command was issued. 
0100 0001 I An unexpected disconnect (SCSI bus free) by the Target caused a command to terminate. 

The new state of the 33C93A is disconnected. 
0100 0010 0 A timeout occurred during a Select or Reselect command. The state of the 33C93A is 

disconnected. 
0100 0011 TI A parity error caused a command to terminate (ATN is not asserted). The transfer direction 

determines whether it is a SCSI or host parity error. 
0100 0100 TI A parity error caused a command to terminate (ATN is asserted). The transfer direction 

determines whether it is a SCSI or host parity error. 
0100 0101 OT The Logical Address exceeded the disk boundaries. 
0100 0110 0 A Target whose SCSI bus device 10 does not match the bus 10 set in the DESTINATION 10 

register has reselected the 33C93A during a Select-and-Transfer command (with 101=0). 
This interrupt occurs when the 33C93A is not in Advanced Mode. The .new state of the 
33C93A is connected as an Initiator. 

0100 0111 An incorrect status byte was received during a Select-and-Transfer command. 
0100 lMCI An unexpected information phase was requested. MCI define the SCSI bus phase which is 

requested. This is typically caused by a phase change before the Transfer Count has 
reached zero or by an unexpected phase sequence occurring during a Select-and- Transfer 
command. 

Service Required Interrupts 

Status Code State Specific Meaning 

1000 0000 0 The 33C93A has been reselected. The new state of the 33C93A is connected as an Initiator. 
No Identify message transfer has yet occurred. 

1000 0001 0 The 33C93A has been reselected in Advanced Mode. The SCSI bus 10 of the Targot may bo 
read from the SOURCE 10 register. The Identify message from the Target may be read from 
the DATA register. The ACK signal is left asserted. The new state of the 33C93A Is 
connected as an Initiator. 

1000 0010 0 The 33C93A has been selected (ATN was not asserted). The new state of the 33C93A is 
connected as a Target. 

1000 0011 0 The 33C93A has been selected (ATN was asserted). The new state of the 33C93A is 
connected as a Target. DI 1000 0100 T The ATN signal has been asserted. 

1000 0101 I A disconnect has occurred. The new state of the 33C93A is disconnected. 
1000 0110 Reserved for future use. 
1000 0111 T The Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command has paused because the first byte of the 

incoming COB is not a known command group. The OWN 10 register must be loaded with 
the COB length, and the command resumed. The COBl register may be examined to 
determine the SCSI command group from the opcode. The new state of the 33C93A is 
connected as a Target. (Advanced Mode only) 

1000 lMCI The REO signal has been asserted following connection or when the 33C93A is in the 
Initiator state and no command is executing. The information phase type should be exam-
ined. MCI define the information phase (SCSI bus phase) which is being requested. 
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COMMAND REGISTER 
The COMMAND register is used to issue the 33C93A 
commands. This register should never be loaded when 
the CIP or INT bits (in AUXILIARY STATUS) are set to 
one, and a Level II command should never be loaded 
when the BSY bit is set to one. 

The SINGLE-BYTE TRANSFER (SBT) bit in the 
COMMAND register is only used during information 
transfer type commands. When this bit is set in 

7 

conjunction with one of these commands, the transfer 
counter is disabled and exactly one byte is to be trans
ferred, regardless of the value in the TRANSFER 
COUNT register. The previous contents of the 
TRANSFER COUNT register are not preserved. 

Refer to the COMMANDS section for a description of 
the commands and their corresponding command 
codes. 

I SBT ICC61cC51 CC41 CC31 cC21CC11cco I 

DATA REGISTER 
The DATA register is used to transfer data bytes be
tween the host and the SCSI bus during the SCSI 
information transfer phases (command, data, status, or 
message phase). It may be accessed by the processor 
during any type of information phase (simple Level II 
commands) or via the DMAIDBA Bus interface during a 
SCSI Data In phase or Data Out phase (simple and 
combination Level II commands). 

The DATA register is actually a port for the host inter
face into the internal twelve byte FIFO of the 33C93A. 
The FIFO is used for all transfers (synchronous and 
asynchronous) between the SCSI bus and the host bus, 
for both DMA and processor access transfers. If the 
33C93A is to be halted for any reason (through ABORT, 
for example), then data transfers with this FIFO must 
continue until an interrupt occurs. This must be done so 
that the FIFO is returned to a ready state for subsequent 
transfers, and to flush incoming data to the host bus. 

The DATA register is accessed by the processor during 
a data phase when the CONTROL register DMA mode 
select bits are all reset (=0), and when the DBR bit in the 
AUXILIARY STATUS register is true. The processor 
writes (reads) the DATA register by loading the 
ADDRESS register with a hex value of 19 and asserting 
the WE (RE) and CS pins. This access also occurs 
during non-data phases. 

When the CONTROL register DMA mode select bits are 
set for DMA mode or BURST mode, the DMA interface 
is enabled. In this case, the DATA register is written 
(read) when the DACK and WE (RE) pins are asserted 
in response to the assertion by the 33C93A of the DRO 
pin. 

When the DBA Bus is selected by the DMA mode select 
bits, the RCS pin functions as an external buffer chip 

L 
'---

COMMAND CODE Bit 0 
COMMAND CODE Bit 1 
COMMAND CODE Bit 2 
COMMAND CODE Bit 3 
COMMAND CODE Bit 4 
COMMAND CODE Bit 5 
COMMAND CODE Bit 6 
SINGLE-BYTE TRANSFER 11853-013A 

select and the WE and RE pins become outputs, allow
ing the 33C93A to automatically transfer data between 
its DATA register and the external buffer. In this mode, 
bus control can be returned to the external processor or 
any other device by negating the DRO pin. 

Reset Conditions 

HARDWARE RESET 
The following results occur when the 33C93A is reset by 
the assertion of the MR signal:. 

• The AUXILIARY STATUS register is reset to zero. 
The INT bit (and the INTRa pin) is set to one when 
the hardware reset completes. 

• The OWN ID register is reset to zero. 

• Advanced mode is disabled. 

• The ES, ER, and DSP bits in the SOURCE ID 
register are reset to zero. 

• The SCSI STATUS register is reset to zero. 

• The internal FIFO, internal transfer counter (not 
the host accessible register), offsets, and state 
machines are cleared. 

• The internal clock divider circuit is set to divide by 
two. 

The following host accessible registers are NOT 
affected by the MR signal: 

• Registers 01 hex through 15 hex; 

• SOURCE ID (16 hex) register bits 0-3; 

• COMMAND register (18 hex); 

Note: The SCSI Soft Reset may be implemented by using the 
SCSI bus reset signal to cause a reset of the 33C93A 
(for example, OR the host power on reset signal with 
the received SCSI bus reset (RST) signal). The host 
may examine the registers that are not affected by the 
MR signal to recover from the SCSI reset condition. 
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SOFTWARE RESET 
The following results occur when the 33C93A executes 
the Reset command: 

• The OBR bit in the AUXILIARY STATUS register is 
reset to zero. The INT bit (and INTRQ pin) is set to 
one when the Reset command is complete. 

• The OWN 10 register is interpreted and the clock 
divisor, host parity, and advanced mode are con
figured. 

• All SCSI bus signals are reset to the negated state. • Registers 01 hex through 16 hex are reset to zero. 

• The internal FIFO, internal transfer counter (not the 
host accessible register), offsets, and state 
machines are cleared. 

The COMMAND register (18 hex) is also reset to 
zero. 

• The SCSI STATUS register is set as commanded 
by the EAF bit in the OWN 10 register. 

COMMANDS 

Command List 

Command 
Code 
(HEX) 

00 
01 
02 

Valid 
Command 

Reset 
Abort 
Assert ATN 

03 Negate ACK 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
OA 
OB 
OC 
00 
OE 
OF 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
20 

33C93A states: 
D = Disconnected 

Disconnect 
Reselect 
Select-with-ATN 
Select-without-ATN 
Select-with-ATN and-Transfer 
Select-without-ATN and-Transfer 
Reselect-and-Receive-Data 
Reselect-and-Send-Oata 
Wait-for-Select-and-Receive 
Send-Status-and-Command-Complete 
Send-Disconnect-Message 

Set 101 
Receive Command 
Receive Data 
Receive Message Out 
Receive Unspecified Info Out 
Send Status 
Send Data 
Send Message In 
Send Unspecified Info In 
Translate Address 
Transfer Info 

Command Levels: 

T = Connected as a Target 
I = Levell command 
II = Level II command 

I = Connected as an Initiator 

Am33C93A 

States 

O,T,I 

D,T,I 

T,I 
o 
o 
o 

0,1 

0,1 

D,T 
D,T 
D,T 
T,I 

T 
D,T,I 

T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 

D,T 
I 

Level 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
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33C93A Command Types 
There are two basic types of 33C93A commands: Level 
I and Levell!. Levell commands may be issued while a 
Level II command is in progress (indicated by an 
AUXILIARY STATUS of BSY=1,CIP=0) and, except for 
the "Abort" and "Reset" commands, do not generate an 
interrupt upon their completion. Level II command exe
cution will always result in an interrupt. If a Level II 
command is issued while another Level II command is 
executing, unpredictable results may occur. 

There are two types of Level II commands. 'Simple' 
Level II commands are associated with a single opera
tion or phase (for example, selection or information 
transfer). 'Combination' Level II commands combine 
multiple phases into a single 33C93A command to 
minimize interrupt overhead. The Initiator combination 
commands 'expect' certain SCSI bus phases at certain 
times during a sequence. These expected phases are 
based on common sequences performed by a Target 
on the SCSI bus; any deviation causes an interrupt. 
Target combination commands can be chained to
gether to further minimize interrupt overhead by 
creating longer phase sequences. 

NOTE: When using command chaining, care must be taken 
to ensure that all commands in the chain are initial
ized prior to issuing the command. 

The 33C93A will be in one of three "states" during 
operation: Disconnected, Connected as a Target, or 
Connected as an Initiator. Certain commands are valid 
only in particular states as indicated in the COMMAND 
LIST. An attempt to issue a Level II command'which is 
invalid for the present 33C93A state will cause an "inva
lid command" interrupt. Level I commands issued in 

. invalid states will be ignored. 

Advanced Mode Features 
The 33C93A has several new features included which 
add new functions to the original 33C93 design. Some 
of these features cause the 33C93A to be incompatible 
with the 33C93. These features have been grouped 
together under the heading of 'Advanced Mode' fea
tures. These features are disabled when the 33C93A is 
reset by the MR signal (hardware reset). They must be 
enabled by the host by issuing the 'Reset' command 
with the 'Enable Advanced Features' (EAF) bit set in the 
OWN 10 register. The host can determine if advanced 
features have been enabled (thereby implying that a 
33C93A is installed) by examining the SCSI STATUS 
register after issuing the 'Reset' command. 

The features enabled by this bit are described in the 
following. 

UNEXPECTED RESELECTION 
When in normal (33C93A) mode, a reselection when 
idle (ER=1) or when disconnected during a Select-and
Transfer command (and the Target bus 10 does not 
match the DESTINATION 10 register) causes an imme
diate interrupt after the reselection handshake is 
complete. In Advanced Mode, the 33C93A will continue 
to the Message In phase to fetch the Identify message. 
If the 33C93A was idle, the SCSI STATUS register will 
be set to 81 hex, and the Identify message will be in the 
DATA register. If the 33C93A was executing a Select
and-Transfer command, the SCSI STATUS register will 
be set to 27 hex, and the Identify message will be in the 
TARGET LUN register. In either case, the SOURCE 10 
register will contain the SCSI bus 10 of the reselecting 
Target, and the ACK signal remains asserted so that the 
Identify message may be rejected. 

UNKNOWN SCSI COMMAND GROUPS 
When a SCSI Command Descriptor Block is transferred 
on the SCSI bus, the command length in bytes is deter
mined by the group code, which is found in bits 7-5 of 
the first command byte, or opcode. Group 0 (opcodes 
00 to 1F hex), group 1 (opcodes 20 to 3F hex), and 
group 5 (opcodes AO to BF hex) commands are defined 
by the SCSI standard (X3.131-1986) as six, ten, and 
twelve byte commands, respectively. All other com
mand groups are undefined by that standard. In normal 
mode, the 33C93A will assume that these undefined 
groups are six byte commands when executing Select
and-Transfer or Wait-for-Select-and-Receive com
mands. In Advanced Mode, the following events will 
occur: 

Se/ect-and-Transfer: When loading the COB into the 
COB registers prior to issuing the command, the host 
also loads the expected command length into the OWN 
10 register. The 33C93A uses this value to make sure 
the correct number of bytes are then transferred in the 
command phase. 

Wait-for-Se/ect-and-Receive: When receiving the COB 
from the Initiator, the 33C93A will check the first COB 
byte as soon as it is received. If the group is undefined, 
an interrupt will occur so that the host can examine the 
first command byte in the COB 1 ST register, and then 
load the TOTAL command length into the OWN 10 
register. The SCSI STATUS register is set to 87 hex, 
and the COMMAND PHASE register is set to 31 hex, 
when this interrupt occurs. 

After the interrupt, the 33C93A will only accept a 
Resume Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command, Abort, 
Disconnect, or Reset command. All other commands 
are invalid; during the interrupt processing, the 33C93A 
will continue to transfer the first six bytes of the com
mand into its internal FIFO. 
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DATA PHASE DIRECTION 
During a Select-and-Transfer command in normal 
mode, the Data phase direction is determined solely by 
the Target; if this direction does not match the direction 
expected by the host, the 33C93A will not detect this 
error but expects that the transfer will continue. In 
Advanced Mode, the DPD bit in the DESTINATION 10 
register is compared with the state of the I/O signal on 
the SCSI bus. If the expected and actual directions do 
not match, an interrupt will occur with 'unexpected 
phase' status in the SCSI STATUS register. 

Levell Commands 

RESET (00 HEX) 
The Reset command performs a similar function to the 
hardware reset caused by asserting the MR pin except 
that the OWN ID register is sampled for information 
concerning the operating configuration of the 33C93A. 
The 33C93A is also initialized as described in the 
RESET CONDITIONS section. The Reset command 
may be executed in any 33C93A state and will force the 
33C93A into the Disconnected state, aborting any previ
ously issued command in progress. Upon completion of 
the Reset command, an interrupt is generated the SCSI 
STATUS will be 00 hex or 01 hex, depending on the 
contents of the OWN 10 register. 

ABORT (01 HEX) 
The Abort command is valid in the Disconnected and 
Connected-as-a-Target states.The Abort command has 
different effects depending on the state and the com
mand that is currently executing, as described below: 

Disconnected State: In the Disconnected state, the 
Abort command may be used to halt an attempted 
Select, Select-and-Transfer, Reselect, or Reselect-and
Transfer command. If the Abort command is issued 
following a Select or Reselect command and the 
Am33C93A has won arbitration, the Am33C93A 
releases the SCSI bus by removing the Bus 10 bits 
while SEL is asserted and checking for a negated BSY 
signaL If after at least 200 JlS, there is no BSY response, 
the Am33C93A goes to a Bus Free condition and gener
ates a "paused/aborted" interrupt. If there is a response 
within this time period, then a "successful completion" 
interrupt will result instead. 

Note that the Am33C93A will neglect Abort command 
unless the command is completed. After the completion 
of a command, the Am33C93A will accept an Abort 
command and will go to the Bus Free phase and 
generate a "Pause/Aborted Interrupt". 

DISCONNECT (04 HEX) 
The Disconnect command may be used in either the 
Target or the Initiator connected states. In the Target 
role, the Disconnect command is the normal procedure 
for disconnecting from the SCSI bus following the infor
mation transfer phase. In the Initiator role, Disconnect 
can be used to release the bus following a timeout 
condition. The Disconnect command causes the imme
diate release of all bus signals and, in Target mode, 
returns the SCSI bus to the Bus Free phase. If the 
Disconnect command is issued during an active LevellJ 
command, the Level II command is immediately termi
nated and the 33C93A transitions to the Disconnected 
state. 

ASSERT ATN (02 HEX) 
The Assert ATN command is only valid when Con
nected as an Initiator. It is normally used to allow the 
Initiator to inform a Target that it has a message pend
ing (The Target is expected to respond by performing a 
Message Out Phase). 

ATN is automatically negated: 

• Before the last byte of a Transfer Info command 
issued in response to the Message Out phase; 

• When the Identify message out is transferred to the 
Target during a Select-and-Transfer command; 

• When a SCSI Bus Free phase occurs. 

The Select-with-ATN and Select-with-ATN-and
Transfer commands will cause the 33C93A to automati
cally assert ATN prior to the release of SEL providing 
the bus arbitration is won. 

NEGATE ACK (03 HEX) 
The Negate ACK command causes ACK to be negated. 
It may be used in the following situations: 

• after successful completion of a Message-In 
Transfer Info commands; 

• after the 33C93A has detected a parity error on any 
received SCSI information and the HALT on SCSI 
PARITY ERROR (HSP) bit is set; 

• after unexpected reselection in advanced mode; 
and 

• after a save-data-pointer message is received 
during a select-and-transfer command. 

Host parity errors do not affect the ACK signal. For all 
other Initiator transfers, ACK negation is automatic. 
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In the case of a Message-In transfer, incoming mes
sages may be rejected and the Initiator may indicate its 
intent to send either a "MESSAGE REJECT' or a 
"MESSAGE PARITY ERROR" Message by issuing the 
Assert ATN command prior to issuing the Negate Ack 
command. If the incoming message is to be accepted, 
only the Negate Ack command should be issued. 

During non-Message-In transfers, if the Transfer com
mand is terminated by a parity error, the Assert ATN 
command can again be issued prior to Negate ACK, this 
time indicating the Initiator's intent to send an 
"INITIATOR DETECTED ERROR" Message. 

SET IOJ (OF HEX) 
The Set 101 command is used in the Initiator role to 
support overlapped SCSI operations. If a SCSI com
mand is executing via a Select-and-Transfer command, 
then the Set 101 command may be used to set the 101 bit 
in the CONTROL register, which then causes an inter
rupt to occur upon a Target disconnection. This ability 
allows the 101 bit to be left reset when the first SCSI 
operation is started, which may reduce the number of 
33C93A interrupts, yet also allows a second operation 
to be started when needed without waiting for the first 
operation to be completed. 

Simple Level II Commands 

SELECT-WITH-ATN (06 HEX) 
Select-with-ATN is valid only in the Disconnected state 
and when issued will cause the 33C93A to select a 
Target. Before issuing this command, the SCSI Bus 10 
of the Target device should be written into the 
DESTINATION 10 register. When the Select- with-ATN 
command is issued, the 33C93A begins bus arbitration. 
If the 33C93A is selected or reselected by another 
device during the arbitration, the Select-with-ATN com
mand is aborted and a "service required" interrupt 
(ax hex) is generated. 

Should the 33C93A win the arbitration, SEL and ATN 
are asserted, the Target and Initiator Bus IDs are placed 
on the SCSI data bus, and then BSY is deasserted. At 
this time, a timeout sequence whose length is deter
mined by the value in the TIMEOUT PERIOD register 
begins. If BSY is not asserted by the Target before a 
timeout occurs, the 33C93A begins its selection abort 
sequence (as described in the Abort command descrip
tion), and if there is no Target response the Select
with-ATN command is terminated and a ''terminated'' 
interrupt is generated. If the Target responds before the 
timeout period has elapsed or before the selection abort 
sequence is complete, the 33C93A negates the SEL 
signal, putting the 33C93A in a Connected-as-an
Initiator state. A "successful completion" interrupt 

indicates that the Select-with-ATN command has been 
completed successfully. 

If the 33C93A does not win the arbitration or there is no 
response from the Target and the timeout feature is 
disabled, the Select-with-ATN command can be 
aborted with an Abort command. When the Abort 
command is successfully executed under these circum
stances, the 33C93A is disconnected from the bus and 
a "paused/aborted" interru'pt is generated. 

SELECT-WITHOUT-ATN (07 HEX) 
The Select-without-ATN command is identical to the 
Select-with-ATN command except that ATN is not set 
during the Selection Phase. 

RESELECT (05 HEX) 
The Reselect command is identical to the Select
without-ATN command except that the 110 signal is 
asserted upon completion of the Arbitration Phase. 
Successful completion of the Reselect command 
results in the 33C93A being Connected as a Target. 

RECEIVE (10-13 HEX) 
There are four Receive commands which are distin
guished from each other only by the state of three SCSI 
interface signals and the type of data that is transferred. 
These commands, consisting ,of the Receive 
Command, Receive Data, Receive Message Out, and 
Receive Unspecified Info Out commands are valid only 
in the Connected-as-a-Target state. The type of the 
Receive command selected determines the state of the 
110, C/O, and MSG outputs during the command 
according to the following chart (1 =asserted): 

Receive Command Type OPCOOE MSG C/O 110 

Receive Command 10 0 1 0 
Receive Data 11 0 0 0 
Receive Message Out 12 1 1 0 
Receive Unspecified Info Out 13 1 0 0 

The Receive commands are information transferring 
commands and are therefore dependent on the SBT bit 
in the COMMAND register for determination of a suc
cessful completion. In addition to a termination caused 
by reset (via either a Reset command being issued or 
assertion of the MR pin), a Receive command comple
tion or termination will occur under any of these condi
tions: (1) The internal transfer counter is disabled 
(SBT =1 or the TRANSFER COUNT register is loaded 
with zero) and a single byte has been read from the 
DATA register; (2) The counter has decremented to 
zero (with SBT =0) indicating that the specified number 
of bytes have been transferred; (3) A parity error has 
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been detected on one of the received data bytes (and 
HSP=1); (4) The ATN pin is asserted (and HA=1); (5) 
The Abort command is issued; or (6) A Disconnect 
command is issued. 

When the Receive command is completed as a result of 
receiving the correct number of bytes, a "successful 
completion" interrupt will be generated. If a parity error 
has caused termination, a "terminated" interrupt will 
insteaCi be generated. In this case, the TRANSFER 
COUNT register will contain the number of bytes yet to 
be transferred. After any completion or termination of 
the Receive commands except those due to a subse
quent Disconnect command or reset, the 33C93A is in 
the Connected-as-a-Target state. 

As data transfer commands, the Receive commands 
are dependent on the DMA mode select bits in the 
CONTROL register for the DATA register accessing 
mode. These bits determine whether the DATA register 
accesses will be handled by the processor or through a 
DMAIDBA interface. When the processor is required to 
read the DATA register (Le. DMA mode select bits=O), it 
must monitor the DBR status bit (in AUXILIARY 
STATUS) to determine when a byte is available for 
reading. During Receive commands, this status bit will 
be reset when a byte is read from the DATA register and 
set when a byte is loaded into the DATA register via the 
SCSI interface. DBR is also reset when a Receive 
command is issued. 

All information transfers involving other than data infor
mation are asynchronous. However, if the information 
phase involves data transfers, the SYNCHRONOUS 
TRANSFER register will be evaluated. In this case, any 
selected offset other than zero results in synchronous 
transfers. The minimum Transfer Period for both types 
of transfers is determined by the transfer period bits in 
this same register. 

SEND (14-17 HEX) 
As in the case of the Receive commands, there are four 
Send commands which are distinguished only by the 
state of the I/O, ci5, and MSG pins and the type of data 
that is transferred. The four Send commands, also valid 
in the Connected-as-a-Target state only, are the Send 
Status, Send Data, Send Message In, and Send 
Unspecified Info In commands. The SCSI pin states 
during the Send commands are determined by the par
ticular command as follows (asserted=1): 

Send Command Type OPCOOE MSG C/O 110 

Send Status 14 0 1 
Send Data 15 0 0 
Send Message In 16 1 1 
Send Unspecified Info In 17 1 0 

The Send commands are also information transferring 
commands and as such are also dependent upon the 
SBT bit in the COMMAND register for command com
pletion. In addition to that caused by reset (via either a 
Reset command being issued or assertion of the MR 
pin), a Send command completion or termination will 
occur under any of these conditions: (1) The internal 
transfer counter is disabled (SBT =1 or the TRANSFER 
COUNT register is loaded with zero) and a single byte 
has been read from the DATA register; (2) The counter 
has decremented to zero (with SBT =0) indicating that 
the specified number of bytes have been transferred; 
(3) A parity error has been detected on one of the data 
bytes from the host (and HHP=1); (4) The ATN pin is 
asserted (and HA=1); (5) The Abort command is issued; 
or (6) A Disconnect command is issued. The 33C93A 
remains Connected-as-a-Target following the Send 
command completion/termination unless the Discon
nect command or reset was used to force a termination. 

During a Send command, DATA register accessing is 
controlled by the DMA mode select bits in the 
CONTROL register. When these bits are set to the ap
propriate mode, loading of the DATA register is accom
plished by a DMA controller or through the Am-Bus 
interface. If the DMA mode select bits are zero, the 
processor must poll the AUXILIARY STATUS register 
and can write to the DATA register only when the DATA 
BUFFER READY bit is set (DBR=1). Send commands 
cause the DBR bit to be reset every time the processor 
loads a byte into the DATA register and set when a byte 
is transferred from the DATA register onto the SCSI 
data bus. The DBR bit will also be set upon issuing a 
Send command. 

As in the case of Receive commands, synchronous 
transfers will occur only when data transfers are in
volved and an offset other than zero is selected. 

TRANSFER INFO (20 HEX) 
The Transfer Info command is valid only when Con
nected as an Initiator and is used to send and receive 
data, command, status, and message information. 

The first REO assertion following connection as an 
Initiator results in a "service required" interrupt. The 
processor should examine the SCSI STATUS register 
to determine the type and direction of information trans
fer requested by the Target, and then issue a Transfer 
Info command in response. While an Initiator, the 
33C93A will also generate an interrupt each time the 
Target device requests a new type of information 
transfer phase. 
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As in the case of the Send and Receive commands, 
when completion of the Transfer Info command de
pends upon the internal transfer counter, the processor 
should load the TRANSFER COUNT register prior to 
issuing this command. The DMA mode select bits in the 
CONTROL register, the offset and transfer period bits in 
the SYNCHRONOUS TRANSFER register,· and the 
SBT bit in the COMMAND register are used during 
Transfer Info commands just as they are during the 
Send and Receive commands. However, for processor 
access of the DATA register during Transfer Info com
mands (when the DMA mode select bits are zero or the 
bus phase is other than Data phase). behavior of the 
DATA BUFFER READY (DBR) status bit is determined 
by the direction of information transfer as defined by the 
110 pin. When the transfer is from Initiator to Target, the 
DBR bit is reset by writing to the DATA register and is 
set when the byte is transferred from the DATA register 
onto the SCSI data bus. When the transfer is from 
Target to Initiator, DBR is set when a byte is received 
over the SCSI data bus and transferred into the DATA 
register and is reset by reading the DATA register. DBR 
is also reset whenever a Transfer Info command is 
issued. 

There are several causes of a Transfer Info command 
completion/termination in addition to a reset. Just as for 
a Send or Receive command, the Transfer Info com
mand can be terminated by issuing a subsequent Dis
connect or Abort command. The Abort command will I 

cause a "paused/aborted" interrupt to be generated at- I 

ter execution (leaving the 33C93A in a connected 
state), while the Disconnect command causes an imme
diate disconnect and does not generate an interrupt. 

A Transfer Info command will either complete or pause 
when the specified number of bytes (either a single byte 
or multiple bytes as defined by the SINGLE-BYTE 
TRANSFER bit in the COMMAND register) has been 
sent or received. The 33C93A generates a "successful 
completion" interrupt only after receiving another REO 
from the Target during non-Message-In information 
phases but generates a "paused/aborted" interrupt for 
Message-In phases without waiting for an additional 
REO (Note that when the completed Transfer Info com
mand was a Message-In transfer phase, the ACK pin 
will be left asserted by the 33C93A in the last REO-ACK 
cycle of the command, and the processor is required to 
issue a Negate ACK or an Assert ATN followed by a 
Negate ACK command to accept or reject the 
message). 

If a parity error is detected on a data byte received from 
the SCSI bus (and HSP=1) or on a data byte byte 
received from the host (and HHP=1), then the 33C93A 
will terminate the command and, for SCSI parity errors, 
will leave ACK asserted (to also halt the Target). In this 
case a ''terminated'' interrupt is generated. Finally, a 

negation of the BSY signal (Le. the Target suddenly 
disconnects) or a transition in the 1/0, cio, and/or MSG 
pins during a Transfer command will also terminate the 
command and generate a ''terminated'' interrupt. 

If a parity error is detected on a received byte but parity 
error command termination is disabled (HSP=O or 
HHP=O, as appropriate), the 33C93A will still set the 
PARITY ERROR status bit in the AUXILIARY STATUS 
register but will not terminate the command as a result 
of this error. 

TRANSLATE ADDRESS (18 HEX) . 
The Translate Address Command performs a logical
address to physical-address translation. Certain SCSI 
commands involve a logical address which may be up 
to 32 bits in length. When a command is detected which 
requires address translation, the processor can reload 
the logical address into the 33C93A LOGICAL 
ADDRESS register and then issue the Translate 
Address command to have the 33C93A do the conver
sion. Upon receiving a "successful completion" inter
rupt, the processor can read the CYLINDER NUMBER, 
HEAD NUMBER, and SECTOR NUMBER registers to 
extract the logical address. The disk parameters con
tained in the TOTAL SECTORS, TOTAL HEADS, and 
TOTAL CYLINDERS registers must also be valid before 
issuing a Translate Address command. 

If automatic compensation for spare sectors is to be 
performed by the Am33C93A, then the number of spare 
sectors per cylinder and total number of sectors per 
cylinder must also be loaded, respectively, into the 
HEAD NUMBER and CYLINDER NUMBER registers. A 
''terminated'' interrupt will occur if any division operation 
performed during this command results in an overflow. 

Combination Level II Commands 

SELECT-AND-TRANSFER (08 AND 09 HEX) 
The Select-and-Transfer commands greatly reduce the 
host or local processor interrupt-handling burden by 
enabling the 33C93A's internal microprocessor to man
age the low-level SCSI protocol, resulting in as few as 
one interrupt per SCSI operation. Select-and-Transfer 
commands are used when in an Initiator role, and typi
cally consist of at least the following SCSI phases: (1) 
Selection of a Target device; (2) Sending of a com
mand; (3) Reception· of status information; and (4) 
Reception of a COMMAND COMPLETE Message. 
These commands optionally consist of a Data Transfer 
phase and additional Message Transfer phases. 

The 33C93A will update the COMMAND PHASE regis
ter as the Select-and-Transfer command executes. 
Upon completion or termination of the command, the 
local processor can read this register to determine 
where the SCSI operation stopped. 
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The two Select-and-Transfer commands differ from 
each other only by whether or not the ATN pin is as
serted during the Selection phase. The ability to assert 
ATN during Selection supports the SCSI Message 
Protocol which calls for an IDENTIFY Message Out 
phase following the Selection. When executing a Select 
W/ATN-and-Transfer commands, the 33C93A expects 
the Target to request a Message Out phase immedi
ately following selection, whereas for a Select W/O 
ATN-and-Transfer command, it expects the Target to 
directly enter Command phase.' The Select-and
Transfer commands, moreover, support Group 0 
(6-byte COB), Group 1 (10-byte COB), and Group 5 
(12-byte COB) SCSI commands. 

When a Select-and-Transfer command is issued, the 
33C93A arbitrates for the bus and selects a Target just 
as during a Select command. If the Target does not 
respond before a timeout occurs, the Select-and
Transfer command halts and a '1erminated" interrupt is 
generated. Failure to complete the Selection phase is 
also indicated by the fact that the COMMAND PHASE 
register contains all zeros. If the Selection is successful, 
no interrupt is generated, but the COMMAND PHASE 

. register will be set to a hex 1 O. 

After completing the Selection phase, the 33C93A 
begins/an information transfer phase. If ATN has been 
asserted (Le. a Select W/ATN-and-Transfer command 
was issued), the 33C93A expects the Target to respond 
with a Message Out phase. If the first information phase 
request is other than a Message Out request, the 
33C93A will terminate the command and generate a 
'1erminated" interrupt. However, when the Target does 
request a Message Out phase, the 33C93A will respond 
by automatically sending an IDENTIFY Message. This 
single byte message is of the binary form: 1 rOOOUt, 
where r=1 if the ENABLE RES ELECTION bit in the 
SOURCE 10 register is equal to 1, and ttt is the encoded 
Target LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER contained in the 
TARGET LUN register. Once the IDENTIFY Message 
has been sent, the 33C93A will set the COMMAND 
PHASE register to hex 20. 

Following the Message Out phase (or Selection phase 
when ATN was not asserted during Selection), a Com
mand phase is expected by the 33C93A. Again, and 
throughout the entire Select-and-Transfer command 
execution, if the Target requests an unexpected infor
mation phase type, the 33C93A terminates the com
mand and generates a '1erminated" interrupt. If the 
Command phase is requested in this situation, the 
33C93A will extract the SCSI command from the inter
nal COMMAND DESCRIPTOR BLOCK registers and 
send the 6-, 10-, or 12-bytes of command information as 
determined by its evaluation of the SCSI command 
code in the CDB1 register. The COMMAND PHASE 
register is set to hex 30 before the first Command byte is 
sent and then increments with each byte transferred, so 
that for a 12-byte COB command the COMMAND 

PHASE register will contain hex 3C when all bytes of 
the COB have been transferred. 

After the Command phase, the 33C93A expects either a 
Data In phase, Data Out phase, Status phase, or Mes
sage In phase. If the Target is requesting a Message In 
phase, a pending disconnection is assumed. The 
33C93A therefore expects to receive either a Save
Data-Pointer message (hex 02) or a Disconnect 
message (hex 04). If either message is incorrect, or if a 
different message is received, a 'lerminated" interrupt 
will be generated to alert the processor of that fact and 
to allow the message to be read from the DATA register. 
A '1erminated" interrupt will also be generated if the 
Target disconnects before sending the Disconnect 
message. When a correct Save-Data-Pointer message 
is received, a "paused/aborted" interrupt is generated 
and the Select-and-Transfer command terminated to 
allow the processor to save the SCSI data pointer. 
However, if a Disconnect message is received, the 
COMMAND PHASE register will be updated to hex 42 
and command execution continues. 

When the actual Target-disconnection does occur, the 
COMMAND PHASE register is updated to hex 43 and if 
the 101 bit is set, the Am33C93A terminates the Select
and-Transfer command by generating an 85H interrupt. 
However, if the 101 bit is reset, then instead the 
Am33C93A sits in an idle state, waiting for the Target to 
reconnect. If a different Target device Reselects the 
33C93A, a '1erminated" interrupt is generated. How
ever, if the original Target Reselects the 33C93A, no 
interrupt is generated and the COMMAND PHASE 
register is set to hex 44. 

Following the original Target Reselection, the 33C93A ~ 
expects a Message In phase which should consist of 
the Target sending an IDENTIFY Message. This single-
byte message should be of the binary form: 1000Ottt, 
where ttt is the Target LUN. If the data received by the 
33C93A is different or the Target LUN specified in this 
byte does not match the contents of the TARGET LUN 
register, a '1erminated" interrupt is generated and the 
Message byte may be examined by the processor. A 
correct IDENTIFY Message In phase results in the 
COMMAND PHASE register being updated to hex 45. 

After the IDENTIFY Message is received from the 
Target or immediately after the Command Out phase 
(when there is no disconnection), a Data In phase, Data 
Out phase, or Status phase should occur. If the 
TRANSFER COUNT register contains any non-zero 
value, then the 33C93A will expect a Data Transfer 
phase. If Advanced Features are enabled, then the 
DPD bit will be examined to verify the correct data 
direction. If the data direction is incorrect, then a'1ermi-
nated" interrupt is generated. In this phase, the 33C93A 
will use the TRANSFER COUNT register to determine 
the number of bytes to be transferred, and all host-side 
DATA register accesses will be accomplished via the 
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method selected by the DMA mode select bits in the 
CONTROL register. When the internal counter reaches 
zero, the Data Transfer phase is complete and the 
COMMAND PHASE register IS set to hex 46. 

Note that any number of disconnectionlreconnection 
cycles may occur during the Data Transfer phasa so 
long as they are accomplished according to the defined 
message protocol. The COMMAND PHASE register will 
cycle through the disconnect phases (41-45) with each 
disconnection and subsequent reconnection until all of 
the data has been transferred and the Data Transfer 
phase is complete. 

A Status phase is expected by the 33C93A following the 
Data Transfer phase (or instead of the Data Transfer 
phase when the TRANSFER COUNT register contains 
a value of zero). At the start of the Status phase, the 
COMMAND PHASE register is loaded with hex 47. 
Upon completion of the Status phase, the COMMAND 
PHASE register will be updated to hex 50, and the 
received status byte is stored in the TARGET LUN 
register where it can be read upon completion of the 
command. 

Following completion of the status·byte transfer, aMes· 
sage In phase is expected. The 33C93A expects the 
Target to send a COMMAND COMPLETE Message 
(hex 00) to indicate that the SCSI command operation 
has been completed. After the 33C93A receives this 
COMMAND COMPLETE Message, the COMMAND 
PHASE register advances to hex 60, and if the EDI bit is 
reset, a "successful completion" interrupt is generated. 
The processor should then read the TARGET LUN 
register to examine the Target status. An additional 
interrupt will then occur when the SCSI bus goes to the 
Bus Free state, or when another REO is asserted to 
begin an information transfer phase (as in SCSI linked 
commands). If the EDI bit is set, the "successful com· 
pletion" interrupt will be suppressed until the Target 
disconnects from the SCSI bus. 

At any time during execution of the Select·and·Transfer 
commands, an abnormal or unexpected condition will 
cause the 33C93A to terminate the command, set the 
appropriate status qualifiers, and generate a '1ermi· 
nated" interrupt. If the termination occurred during an 
information transfer phase, the 33C93A will be left in a 
Connected·as·an·lnitiator state (unless termination was 
due to a sudden Target disconnection). Command 
termination during any other phase will result in the 
33C93A being in a Disconnected state. Transfer com· 
mands may be used to handle the exception by 
transferring messages with the Target. 

The following table summarizes the possible values that 
the COMMAND PHASE register can take during the 
Select·and·Transfer commands, and their meanings 
relative to command termination: 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

00 No SCSI bus device has been selected. The 
33C93A is in the disconnected state. 

10 The Target has been selected. The 33C93A is 
now in the connected as an Initiator state. 

20 An Identify message has been sent to the 
Target. 

30 Command phase has started, no bytes 
transferred. 

3x Command phase, x bytes have been 
transferred. 

41 Save·Data·Pointer message received. 

42 Disconnect message received, bus not free. 

43 Target has disconnected (SCSI bus free) 
following a successful transfer of a Disconnect 
message. The 33C93A is now in the 
disconnected state. 

44 The 33C93A has been reselected by the Tar· 
get whose SCSI bus 10 matches the value in 
the DESTINATION 10 register. The 33C93A is 
now in the connected as an Initiator state. 

45 The 33C93A has received an Identify message 
from the Target whose Logical .Unit Number 
matches the value in the TARGET LUN 
register. 

46 The number of bytes specified in the 
TRANSFER COUNT register have been trans· 
ferred tolfrom the Target during a Data Out/In 
phase: 

47 The Target has begun a Receive Status phase. 

50 The 33C93A has successfully received a 
Status byte from the Target and stored it in the 
TARGET LUN register. 

60 The 33C93A has successfully received a Com· 
mand Complete message from the Target. • 

A "Resume Select·and·Transfer" command is assumed 
whenever a normal "Select·and·Transfer" command is 
issued while the 33C93A is in the Connected-Initiator 
state. When the "Resume" is issued, the 33C93A 
examines the COMMAND PHASE register to determine 
where to restart the Select·and·Transfer command 
execution. This feature, in conjunction with the 
INTERMEDIATE DISCONNECT INTERRUPT enabled, 
allows support of multi-threaded or overlapped 1/0 on 
the SCSI bus. 

The following table briefly describes the valid settings of 
the COMMAND PHASE register when resuming a 
Select·and·Transfer command: 
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Command 
Phase Meaning 

10 Resume after Target selection is complete. 

20 Resume after Identify message out. Command 
phase is expected; an implied Negate ACK 
occurs. 

30 Resume when Command phase has begun 
(REO asserted). 

41 Resume after Command phase or after Save
Data-Pointer message. Data, Status, or 
Message In phases are expected. An implied 
Negate ACK occurs. 

42 Resume to complete Disconnect Message In; 
an implied Negate ACK occurs. 

44 Resume after reselection by a Target. 

45 Resume to transfer more data in a data trans
fer phase. May expect Status or Message In as 
well. An implied Negate ACK occurs. 

46 Resume after the data phase has been 
completed, expecting Status phase or a Save
Data-Pointer/Disconnect Message In phase. 
An implied Negate ACK does NOT occur. 

50 Resume to complete a Status phase; an 
implied Negate ACK occurs. 

60 Resume to complete a Command Complete 
message from the Target; an implied Negate 
ACKoccurs. 

RESELECT-AND-TRANSFER (OA AND 08 HEX) 
The Reselect-and-Transfer commands include the 
Reselect-and-Receive-Data and the Reselect-and
Send-Data commands. These commands cause the 
33C93A to execute certain common SCSI bus phase 
sequences as a Target following a Reselection phase. 
These phases are determined by which command is 
sent, and the setting of two bits: the EDI bit in the 
CONTROL register; and the SCC bit in the 
DESTINATION ID register. The SCSI bus phase 
sequences are summarized below. Refer to the com
mand descriptions of the Send-Status-and-Command
Complete and Send-Disconnect-Message commands 
for details on those sequences. 

1. Reselect-and-Receive command, EDI=O, and 
SCC=don't care: 

• Reselection phase; 

• Send Identify Message In; 

• Receive Data Out phase; 

• Completion interrupt. 

2. Reselect-and-Send command, EDI=O, and 
SCC=don't care: 

• Reselection phase; 

• Send Identify Message In; 

• Send Data In phase; 

• Completion interrupt. 

3. Reselect-and-Receive command, EDI=1, and 
SCC=O: 

• Reselection phase; 

• Send Identify Message In; 

• Receive Data Out phase; 

• Chain to Send-Status-and-Command Complete; 

4. Reselect-and-Send command, EDI=1, and SCC=O: 

• Reselection phase; 

• Send Identify Message In; 

• Send Data In phase; 

• Chain to Send-Status-and-Command-Complete; 

5. Reselect-and-Receive command, EDI=1, and 
SCC=1: 

• Reselection phase: 

• Send Identify Message In; 

• Receive Data Out phase; 

• Chain to Send-Disconnect-Message: 

6. Reselect-and-Send command, EDI=1, and SCC=1: 

• Reselection phase: 

• Send Identify Message In: 

• Send Data In phase; 

• Chain to Send-Disconnect-Message. 

If the reselection attempt times out during a Reselect
and-Transfer command, ATN is asserted and HA=1, or 
if a parity error is detected on a incoming data byte (and 
HSP=1 or HHP=1, depending on data direction), the 
command will be terminated and the appropriate status 
will be set. In this case, the COMMAND PHASE register 
should be evaluated to determine the last successfully 
completed phase. If none of these conditions occurs, all 
phases complete normally, and if EDI=O, then a "suc
cessful completion" interrupt would be generated at this 
point. However, if EDI=1, no interrupt is generated and 
command chain occurs (as described above). 

The following table summarizes the possible values that 
the COMMAND PHASE register can take during the 
Reselect-and-Transfer commands, and their meanings 
relative to command termination. See other command 
descriptions for additional values that can occur when 
command chaining is used. 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

00 No SCSI bus device has been reselected. The 
33C93A is in the disconnected state . 

. 10 The 33C93A has successfully reselected the 
Initiator. The 33C93A is now in the connected 
as a Target state. 

20 The Identify message has been successfully 
sent to the Initiator. 

46 The requested data transfer has been 
completed. 
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A "Resume Reselect-and-Transfer" command is as
sumed whenever a normal "Reselect-and-Transfer" 
command is issued while the 33C93A is in the 
Connected-as-a-Target state. When the "Resume" is is
sued, the 33C93A examines the COMMAND PHASE 
register to determine where to restart the Reselect-and
Transfer command execution. This feature, in conjunc
tion with the capability to chain to other combination 
commands, allows longer SCSI bus sequences to be 
executed by a single command. 

The following table briefly describes the meaning of the 
COMMAND PHASE register when resuming a 
Reselect-and-Transfer command: 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

10 Resume after Initiator reselection is complete; 
start with Identify Message Out. 

20 Resume after Identify message out; start with 
data transfer phase. If TRANSFER COUNT is 
zero, no data transfer phase occurs. In either 
case, a chain to another combination com
mand can occur if enabled. 

WAIT-FOR-SElECT-AND-RECEIVE (OC HEX) 
The Wait-for-Select-and-Receive causes the 33C93A 
to idle until it is selected by an Initiator, at which time the 
33C93A will enter the Target mode and message and 
command information will automatically be requested. 
As an option, the 33C93A may be programmed to dis
connect when a SCSI read command is received while 
executing a Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command. 
Use of this command therefore eliminates the interrupts 
which normally occur after selection and after each 
subsequent SCSI bus phase, and results in very short 
bus-connect time during SCSI read commands. 

If ATN was asserted by the Initiator during the selection 
phase, the 33C93A will first execute an implied 
"Receive Message Out" command to get the Identify 
message from the Initiator, before continuing on with 
the implied "Receive Command" to receive the SCSI 
command information. The SCSI command information 
(CDB) will be stored in the CDB registers (hex 
addresses 03 to OE), and if a valid IDENTIFY message 
is received, it will be saved in the TARGET LUN register 
(hex address OF). The number of command bytes 
requested by the 33C93A is determined by the SCSI 
group code in the first byte of the CDB. 

After the 33C93A is selected and receives all valid 
command and message information, a "successful 
completion" interrupt will normally be generated to allow 
the local processor to read out and interpret the SCSI 
CDB. However, by setting the EDI bit prior to issuing a 
Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command, the 33C93A is 
enabled to perform an automatic disconnect when a 
SCSI read command is received. Therefore, when 
EDI=1 and the 1st CDB byte received contains a 6-, 
10-, or 12-byte read command code, then the 33C93A 

will temporarily suppress the interrupt and chain to 
begin execution of a Send-Disconnect-Message com
mand. An interrupt will then be generated after comple
tion of this command, which normally would indicate a 
transition to the bus free condition. Refer to the Send
Disconnect-Message command description for more 
details. 

If during execution the message or command informa
tion received from the Initiator is invalid, the implied 
receive command will be terminated and the appropri
ate status reported. In this case, the COMMAND 
PHASE register should be read to determine which 
phase of the Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command 
was last completed before the error condition occurred. 
A COMMAND PHASE hex value of hex 10 indicates 
that the 33C93A was successfully selected. A hex value 
of 20 indicates that a message was received from the 
Initiator, and when the 33C93A begins receiving com
mand bytes, the COMMAND PHASE is set to hex 30 
and increments with each byte received (to a maximum 
of 3C for a 12-byte CDB command). 

The following table summarizes the possible values that 
the COMMAND PHASE register can take during the 
Wait-for-Select-and-Receive command, and their 
meanings relative to command termination. See other 
command descriptions for additional values that can 
occur when command chaining is used. 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

00 The 33C93A has not been selected. The 
33C93A is in the disconnected state. 

10 The 33C93A has been successfully selected 
by the Initiator. The 33C93A is now in the 
connected as a Target state. 

20 The Identify message has been successfully 
received from the Initiator. 

30 The 33C93A has begun command phase by 
setting the SCSI bus phase signals and 
asserting REO. 

31 The 33C93A has transferred one command 
byte from the Initiator. The SCSI STATUS 
may indicate the need for the host to load the 
command size into the OWN ID register. 

3x The 33C93A has transferred x command 
bytes from the Initiator. 

A "Resume Wait-for-Select-and-Receive" command is 
assumed whenever a normal "Wait-for-Select-and
Receive" command is issued while the 33C93A is in the 
Connected-as-a-Target state. When the "Resume" is 
issued, the 33C93A examines the COMMAND PHASE 
register to determine where to restart the Wait-for
Select-and- Receive command execution. This feature, 
in conjunction with the capability to chain to other com
bination commands, allows longer SCSI bus sequences 
to be executed by a single command. 
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The following table briefly describes the meaning of the 
COMMAND PHASE register when resuming a Wait-for
Select-and-Receive command: 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

10 Resume after selection by the Initiator is com
plete; start with Identify Message Out if ATN is 
asserted, otherwise, start with command 
phase. 

20 Resume after a message out; check the re
ceived message in the TARGET LUN register 
for a valid Identify message. 

30 Resume after Identify message out. Start with 
command phase. 

31 Resume after the 33C93A has transferred 1 
command byte from the Initiator. This resume 
point is used only when an unknown group 
code has been detected in Advanced Mode, 
and the command size has been loaded into 
the OWN ID register. 

SENO-STATUS-ANO-COMMANO-COMPLETE 
(00 HEX) 
The Send-Status-and-Command-Complete command 
is valid in the Target role, and is used to complete a 
SCSI operation by transferring the appropriate status 
information to the Initiator prior to disconnection from 
the SCSI bus. This command also supports linked SCSI 
operations by optionally allowing a linked command
complete message to be sent after the status is 
transferred. linked command complete messages are 
controlled by the CDB12 register with bits that corre
spond to the standard linked command control bits in 
the CDB. 

Before a Send-Status-and-Command-Complete com
mand is issued, the CDB11 register must be loaded with 
a status byte which will then be transferred across the 
SCSI bus. Also, the link control bits from the current 
COB must be loaded into the CDB12 register to ensure 
that the correct sequence occurs. Note that the bits 
used by the 33C93A are identical in meaning to the 
SCSI standard link control bits. The host processor may 
simply load the control byte from the current SCSI com
mand into CDB12 to get the correct function. As the 
command execution progresses, the COMMAND 
PHASE register will be updated to indicate the last 
phase completed. 

The possible sequences caused by this command are 
as follows: 

1. CDB12 bitO=O, bit1=don't care: The status byte in 
CDB11 is sent, followed by a Command Complete 
message (00 hex). A "successful completion" 
interrupt now occurs. 

2. CDB12 bitO=1, bit1=0: The status byte in CDB11 is 
sent, followed by a linked Command Complete 
message (OA hex). A chain to the command fetch 
portion of Wait-for-Select-and·Receive then occurs 
to fetch the next COB from the Initiator. 33C93A 
command execution proceeds as described for that 
command. 

3. CDB12 bitO=1, bit1=1: The status byte in CDB11 is 
sent, followed by a linked Command Complete with 
Flag message (OB hex). A chain to the command 
fetch portion of Wait-for-Select-and-Receive then 
occurs to fetch the next COB from the Initiator. 
33C93A command execution proceeds as described 
for that command. 

A Send-Status-and-Command-Complete command 
may be terminated by ATN asserted when HA=1, or 
when a Disconnect or Reset command is issued. 

The following table summarizes the possible values that 
the COMMAND PHASE register can take during the 
Send-Status-and-Command-Complete command, and 
their meanings relative to command termination. See 
other command descriptions for additional values that 
can occur when command chaining is used. 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

00 No operation occurred; typically, ATN was 
found to be asserted. 

50 Status phase transfer completed. 
60 Command Complete message transfer com

pleted. 
61 Linked Command Complete message transfer 

completed. 

A "Resume Send-Status-and-Command-Complete" 
command is assumed whenever a normal "Send
Status-and-Command-Complete" command is issued 
while the 33C93A is in the Connected-as-a-Target 
state. When the "Resume" is issued, the 33C93A exam
ines the COMMAND PHASE register to determine 
where to restart the Send-Status-and-Command
Complete command execution. This feature, in 
conjunction with the capability to chain to other combi
nation commands, allows longer SCSI bus sequences 
to be executed by a single command. 

The following table briefly describes the meaning of the 
COMMAND PHASE register when resuming a Send
Status-and-Command-Complete command: 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

50 Resume after status phase. Start with 
command complete message. May chain to 
command fetch if commanded to do so. 
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SEND-DiSCONNECT-MESSAGE (OE HEX) 
The Send-Disconnect-Message command is a Target
role command which may be used to disconnect from 
the SCSI bus at any time during a SCSI command 
sequence. This command consists of sending a Discon
nect message byte, followed by physical disconnection 
from the bus (SCSI bus free). An interrupt is generated 
only after transition to bus free occurs. As an option, a 
Save-Data-Pointer message will automatically be sent 
before the Disconnect message whenever the IDI bit is 
set prior to issuing this command. 

The COMMAND PHASE register is updated during 
execution of the Send-Disconnect-Message command 
to indicate bus phase status. After a Save-Data-Pointer 
message is sent, the COMMAND PHASE will be set to 
41 H. After the Disconnect message transfer, this regis
ter will be updated to 42H, and after disconnection the 
COMMAND PHASE register will contain a 43H. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

A Send-Disconnect-Message command may be termi
nated by ATN asserted when HA=1, or when a Discon
nect or Reset command is issued. 

The following table summarizes the possible values that 
the COMMAND PHASE register can take during the 
Send-Disconnect-Message, and their meanings relative 
to command termination. See other command descrip
tions for additional values that can occur when 
command chaining is used. 

Command 
Phase Meaning 

00 No operation occurred; typically, ATN was 
found to be asserted. 

41 The Save-Data-Pointer message was trans
ferred. 

42 The Disconnect message was transferred. 
43 The bus free state occurred after the Discon

nect message was transferred. The 33C93A is 
now in the disconnected state. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

4-60 

Voltage on any pin with respect to GND 
Operating temperature 
Storage temperature 
Power dissipation 

Input Static Discharge Protection 

-0.5 V to +7.0 V 
Oto 70 deg. C 

-55 to + 125 deg. C 
500mW 

2000 V pin to pin 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality' 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolutely 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
Ta:l 0 to 70°C. VCC = +5 V ±0.25 V. GND = 0 V 

Symbol Characteristic Min Max Units 
" 

ilL Input Leakage 

~2 10L1 SCSI Output Leakage (Inactive) 

10L2 Output Leakage (Tri-State) 

VIH Input High Voltage V 

VIL Input Low Voltage V 

VIHYS Schmitt Trigg~r\lnpJt),';\ V 

Hysterel?!f'"'' " SI 

VOH ~i~~ 0 a'~~ }, 2.4 V 

VOL1 ,/\~~!p'u(~;tb~ V~ltage 0.5 V 

VOL2 ut'~~t L6'W'Voltage (All Others) 0.4 V 

ICC '1;~£.1';SUPPIY Current 20 rnA 

Am33C93A 

Conditions 

VIN =. 4to VCC 

VOUT= .5 to VCC 

VOUT = .4 to VCC 

10 =-400 JlA 

10 =48.0 rnA 

10 = 4.0 rnA 

Ta = +25°C 



SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

From output _..--< 
under test 

Pins of the Device 

INTRa 

Oo-D7r!pp 
:'J ..... ~.\j 

OAdK~:OR 
V)I 
t-1 

SOO:::S07, 
BSY, SEL, 110, C/O 
MSG, ATN, REO, ACK 

* Actual capacitance may vary ±20%. 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

100pF 

100pF 

All the Open Drains 

.av\. 

All Other Pins 

3.0 
1.SV1( 

0 

Am33C93A 

4mA 400 IlA 

20mA 

J.av HI 
1( 1.SV 
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TIMING CHARACTERISTICS Where: 
Timing characteristics are valid over the entire operat
ing temperature (0 to 70°C) and voltage (4.75 to 5.25 V) 
ranges, and are referenced to and from a low voltage of 
0.8 volts and a high voltage of 2.0 Volts. All outputs are 
assumed to have a load capacitance of 100 picofarads. 

Tcyc is the internal clock cycle time; 

Tckin is the period of the clock at the ClK input; 

DIVISOR is the clock divisor selected in the OWN 10 
register. 

Many of the timing parameters that follow are defined in 
terms of an internal clock cycle time that is determined 
by the input clock and the clock divisor selected in the 
OWN 10 register. This cycle time is calculated as 
follows: 

For example, with a 16 MHz clock input to the 33C93A, 
the clock divisor selected would be 4. Therefore, the 
value of Tcyc would be: 

Tckin • DIVISOR 
Tcyc= 

2 

Processor/DMA Interface 

ClK 

Symbol Characteristic 

tcp Clock Period 

tCH Clock High 

tCL Clock low 

ClK 

14----tCH 

Symbol 

Tcyc= 

16 MHz 

20 MHz 

16MHz 

20 MHz 

16 MHz 

20 MHz 

62.5 ns· 4 

2· 

Min 

62.5 

50.0 

28.0 

20.0 

Min 

1 

f ~~===~~~~-t-M-R-----------~ 
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= 125 ns 

Max 

125 

Max 

11853-o14A 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

11853-o13A 

Units 

IlS 



PROCESSOR WRITE-INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODE 

AO 

Symbol 

tAVWL 

tCLwL 

tWE 

toVWH 

tWHAI 

t
WHcH 

Characteristic 

AO Valid to WE Low 

CS Low to WE Low 

WE Pulse Width 

Data Valid to WE Higth. 
- . ~{~\ t;. 
WE Hig~:J9> ~.~ Inv~r 
WSitij \~"tp~'Hi .. ~ <~!,,;"J y \1;1g \.r""" . \)~2:~;;' 

'{.';.:~".'~': 'A{~::Ht,~r\~;;;pata' Invalid 

\ . e~Hi~h to WE or RE Low 
~ .. /~, 

~--I~tCLWL 

Min 

o 

o 
o 

100 

Max 

~----tWE-------'~-------

Do-D7 

PROCESSOR READ-INDIRECT ADDRESSING MODE 

AO 

Symbol Characteristic 

AO Valid to RE Low 

tCLRL CS Low to RE Low 

tRE RE Pulse Width 

tRLDV 

tRHCH 
tRHOI 

tRHRL 

tRHAI 

Min 

o 

5 

100 

o 

Max 

40 

~------tRE------~'-------

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

11853-015A 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

------------~ Ir----------------~ 

D0-07 

11853-016A 

Am33C93A 
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PROCESSOR WRITE-DIRECT ADDRESSING MODE 

ALE 

Symbol 

tAVAl 

tAlAI 

tAl-lAl 

tAlWL 

tClWL' 

tWE 
tOVWH 

tWHCH 

tWHDI 

tWHWL 

Characteristic 

ADDR Valid to ALE Low 

ALE Low to ADDR Invalid 

ALE High to ALE Low 

ALE Low to WE Low 

CS Low to WE'LoV'J\, 
_ oI!I; .. t:~;, \1/:::" 

WE PulaeiWiC!tb '\ "",f \;\ 
D~rcr:~a~:'~6,w~,tijgtf'" 

~-;7:~~zFrl~t\,th~C§~'i~h 
AJ 1~\\ ".;II.: .. ::~. v 

, E"Sigt1"io Data Invalid 

'\i;WE High to WE or RE Low 

1+---.1-,.. t ClWl 
-----+---.. 

M~ Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

120 ns 

70 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

100 ns 

-4~---tWE----~~---

WE -------+-----~ ~-----------

tAVAl 
~--~I--~- t WHOI r--------

00-07 

11853-017A 

PROCESSOR READ-DIRECT ADDRESSING MODE 

Symbol 

tAVAl 

tALAI 

tAHAl 

tAlRl 

tClRl 

tRE 

tRLDV 

t RHCH 

tRHOI 

tRHRl 

ALE 

00-07 

tAVAl 

Characteristic 

ADDR Valid to ALE Low 

ALE Low to ADDR Invalid 

ALE High to ALE Low 

ALE Low to RE Low 

CS Low to RE LoY,. 

,:wff#h 
%~~i~2t~t 
ctCS'High 

to Data Invalid 

Am33C93A 

Min M~~ 
40 <d!,'0:, t;1 

\~;~~~~ 
~:"'" 0 

180 10000 
180 

o 
5 40 

100 

~---*- t RHOI 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

r------
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DMAWRITE 

Symbol 

tOlWl 

tOlOH 

tWR 

tWHWl 

tOVWH 

tWHOH 

tWHOI 

t OHOl 

ORO (OUT) 

Characteristic 

OACK Low to WE Low 

OACK Low to ORO High 

WE Pulse Width 

WE High to Wf:' LoW" 
oat~"Y~Ii~fio\~!= H'i~h 
~;>~::.:,.\ ';:.,:,·k\ .. /,.::."'f!!:. '';;:,'';. , \:;:~~ 

, .. <,,·;"i'··,YVE; ij!gti JQ" DAGlSi,High 
~;f;:: .. ('~·'''\/it. ~"~' ... ~:~::;;\ /\ \;,':11\.,,,;.:<;) "q;,-,jI 

\;;;'Fi~"WE;Jl:Ug!JJO" DATA Invalid 
\\£\ OAC'K High to ORO Low 

tOLOH 

tWHOH 

25 
o 
o 
o 

tOLWL~~~~r-----~~--~.--tOHOL 
tWR r-------------~ 

OACK (IN) 

Units 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

~----------tWHWL------~ 

00-07 
IDVW=-t: •• ~~ 

XXXXXXXXXXX&*,--_ _---I*X......,.,....XX.,.....,.,..XXX ........ X-..-.X,......,....XX.,.,;-,,-XX ........ XX--,,-,.X,......,....XX.,.....,.,..XX ........ XX"""""X 

NOTE: External load on ORO & OACK is assumed to be 1 K n. 

DMAREAD 

Symbol 

tOlRl 

tOlOH 

tRO 

tRHRl 

t RlOV 

t RHOH 

tRHDI 

tOHOl 

ORO (OUT) 

OACK (IN) 

RE 

00-07 

Characteristic 

OACK Low to RE Low 

OACK Low to ORO High 

o 
5 

o 

NOTE: External load on ORO & OACK is assumed to be 1 K n. 

Am33C93A 

11853-019A 

Units 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

70 ns 
ns 

40 ns 
ns 

11853-020A 

I 

DI 
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DIRECT BUFFER ACCESS WRITE 

Symbol Characteristic 

tOHSL DRO High to RCS Low 

tSLWV RCS Low to WE Valid 
two WE Pulse Width 
twloV WE Low to Data Valid 
tWHOI WE High to Data Invalid' 

tWHWL WE High to ~E.t'O~." \;'\ 
tOlsH DRO,Low to RCS',Hi~h'\ \\ 
tSHWI.,:,':,;,;.RCSRi9~,to W.E' I~valid; , 

tWHSH::t?\,,'i~X,)we,,·~ig~~9.,BCS'High 
tSl~\,"~) ~ii':{"'~QSJ:OW t6 WE Low 
tOl~{;\" \J,~ DRO Low to WE Low (1) 
tslOL \\ RCS Low to DRO Low (2) 

Min 

o 
o 

Tcyc-;~O, 

~~,~~~t~\ 
~jTcYC-20 

S*Tcyc 

o 
60 
o 

Max 

40 

100 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

WE (OUT) ___ ---i I~ ----.fL ~
two 1 tWHWL~ 

00-07 X~ L~XXXXXXxxxx----' XXX) 
DIRECT BUFFER ACCESS READ 

Symbol 

tOHSL 
tSLRV 
tRO 

tOVRH 
tRHOI 
tRHRl 
tOlSH 
tSHRI 

tRHSH'':::f-: 
tSlRl \1, 
tOLRl -
tSlOl 

Characteristic 

DRO High to RCS Low 
RCS Low to RE Valid 
RE Pulse Width 
Data Valid to RE High 
RE High to Data Invalid." 
- - "''f!~#!!~!;,. tY'(/?", 
RE High to RE~low>" Vi,,\;', 
DRqr69~:;~? R;q~'~Ip~\'i\~';, 

!!rJ;l9s::8J'1~ ;19 R ~"'lpvalia' 
\~:·'~~.,Hi~~J9\acs High 

\;:':)RCS c6wfo RE Low 
\\:t<::. "''-I~):- _ 

''ORO Low to RE Low (1) 

RCS Low to DRO Low (2) 

Min 

o 

~{~~t 
VCYC-20 
S*Tcyc 

o 
60 
o 

Max 

100 

11853-021A 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

RE(OUT) to:t-tRo-I tR;5;w0wxV\ 
00-07 xxxxxxxmt='-____ -.J~\L..:.~~~M~~~~~~~MIl...l._~6L..JL. 
Note 1: Guaranteed that one more byte will be transferred. 
Note 2: Guaranteed that only one byte will be transferred. 

Am33C93A 
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BURST DMA WRITE 

Symbol 

t OLWL 

tWLQH 

tWR 

tWHWL,· .. 

~~?) 
tWHDr""" 

ORO (OUT) 

OACK (IN) 

00-07 

Characteristic 

OACK Low to WE Low 

WE Low to ORO High", 

WE Pulse Width T:{\ ;\;,.\ 
_.,,,.~,,:;: \:i\ --It \>-\\:':\~.]\>\ 

"'c'~~EJ~rgh;to WE;~qYf\':'; \~\ 
,:Qfli~lV~Ii~\oWSt4ighJ k/, 
~~:.f':""",,~'~a \,...,,:(~ 

WE High to OACK High 

WE High to Data Invalid 

BURST DMA READ 

Symbol 

tOLRL 

tRLQH 

tRD 

tRHRL 

ORO (OUT) 

OACK (IN) 

RE 

00-07 

Characteristic 

OACK Low to RE Low 

RE Low to ORO High 

't~;~~~!y~~d~~~~~~ 
";;\:;Rc~ ~$t-~?\p~!e V,alid 
\;;f\R~~J"igtHo OACK High 

'·'RE High to Data Invalid 

Am33C93A 

Min 

25 
o 
o 

Min 

o 
5 

Max 

, ~ax 

,{\~§ 
\~;~ 

50 

40 

Units 
ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 

118S3-023A 

Units 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 

11853-024A 
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INTRQ 

4·68 

INTRQ 

Symbol 

tlHRL 

tRI 

tRLlL 

tlLlH 

Characteristic Min Max Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

t IHRL ;-+-~_--+-. ~_tRH----,IL t t ILiH J-
--LtR' j-----

SCSI INTERFACE 

ARBITRATION 

t.... tBHBL j 

- - - - - - - -

.... tBLSL 

.\ 
-Or 

~tBLlO-" 

- - - - -

.. 

\ 

Units 

'r 

ns 
ns 
J.1S 

llB53-025A 

Igroup - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tgroup 

NOTE: Tgroup ... signals driven by a Target ... va, c/o, MSG, REO 
Igroup .. signals driven by an Initiator ... ATN, ACK 

Am33C93A 
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SELECTING A TARGET (AS AN INITIATOR) 

Characteristic Min Max Units 

tSloo 

t OVAO 

tAOBH 

tBHBV 

tBlSH 

BSY 

us 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

t BHBV -4<11---j~-- tBLSH 

tOVAO~~--~r-~~tAOBH 

Tgroup 

NOTE: Tgroup = signals driven by a Target = 176, C/O, MSG, REO 

RESPONSE TO SELECTION (AS A TARGET) 

Symbol 

tSlBH 

tiVBH 

tBHBL 

t BlOI 

t BlSH 

tAVSH 

tSH10 

Characteristic 

...-tSLBH-' 

) 
:4---tBHBL 

~ -
tlVBH 

I 
tBlOI 

--' 

tBlSH~ 
f'-

I 

I 

0 

0 

100 

- - -< )- - - -
~tAVSH-" 

- - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Tgroup - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NOTE: Tgroup = signals driven by a Target = I/O, C/O, MSG, REO 

Am33C93A 

11853~27A 

Max Units 

ns 
ns 

" 0 us 
ns 
ns 

. ns 
ns 

- - - -

- - - - . 
I tSHIO 

118S3-028A 
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RESELECTING AN INITIATOR (AS A TARGET) 

Symbol 

tSLOO 

tOVIO 

tlOSH 

tSHSV 

tSLSH 

110----

t OVID ---I<I1---1~---I~ t IOBH 

Igroup--------

x Units 

JlS 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

~~---------------------
NOTE: Tgroup = signals driven by a Target = C/D,MSG, REO 

Igroup = signals driven by an Initiator = ATN, ACK 

RESPONSE TO RESELECTION (AS AN INITIATOR) 

tSlBH 

tlVBH 

tllBH 
tBHAO 

tAVBl 

tBHBl 
t BlOI 
tBlSH 

tSHBH 

OBx -

Igroup -

Characteristic 

tllBH ---I<II---t~--

Min Max 

1185~ 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
JlS 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Tgroup- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Tgroup - signals driven by a Target - C/O, MSG, REO 
Igroup - signals driven by an Initiator - ATN, ACK 

••• BSY will still be driven by the reselecting target 

Am33C93A 
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Phase 

RECEIVE ASYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER IN (ACTING AS AN INITIATOR) 

Symbol 

tSHPC 

tlLOT 

Characteristic 

SEL In High to Phase Change In 

1/0 In Low to Data Bus TRISTATE 

Phase Change In to REO In Low 
-- .'"~ rJ 

tpCRL 

tOVRL 

tRLAL 

t ALOI 

Data Vali~~nl? RE!3l '£lShOWt' n 
n'Z%;;\ ~rq:ln\[5k~ t~'\fC'\~~\,*rA ti 
\j,.,r:}J\qt<',qutl,:ow ,q,Dat~:Jnvaltd 1n 

tALRH 

tRHAH 

t AHPC 

~ 

r~:·);,;..,r .... '..,..' 1_ ~~ .. '\. r,t':>:~"l ~:;;~ 

\'1" ACK Ouftow to REO In High 
'~A _'''_ __ 

REa In High to ACK Out High 

ACK Out High to Phase Change In 

.. tSHPC ~ .. 
I 

- -
l..I J tilOT 

\ tPCRl 

tRLAL , 

\ 
t-

Min 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

tOVRl 

~r-

r 

L 

Max 

175 

... 

tAlRH 

-V 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

r 
tRHAH 

PC 

ATN NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase C/O, MSG 
11853-031A 

SEND ASYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER IN (ACTING AS A TARGET) 

Symbol 

tsHPC 

tlLDO 

tOVRL 

tpCRL 

tRLAL 

Characteristic 

SEL In High to Phase Change Out 

I/O Out Low to Data Out 

Data Out Valid to REO Out Low 

Phase Change?vt,,\P~. ""~~;;:k 
RE<?,,9ut-"7~w t~:AQ~:JI,'.,>, 

"'""'~~K~Ji~6~:~~,,~~9:P~~ ~f~~l'> 0 ' 
'q~ lh",~qW:to:6ara Out Invalid 0 

\.REO d~t'~i9h to ACK In High 0 

ACK In High to Phase Change Out 100 

ACK In High to REO Out Low 0 

Am33C93A 

Max 

175 

175 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

4·71 
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J 
I 

* tSHPC I~\ i t RHO I ~ t ILOO 
\ ... .. 

tOVRL 
-' 

tPCRL.: ~ 

Phase ~ 

~ } 
tALRH 

.. .. tAHPC 
tRLAL tRHAH 

~ }f-

~tAHRL-' 

ATN NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase C/O, MSG . 
11853-032A 

SEND ASYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER OUT (ACTING AS AN INITIATOR) 

Phase 

Symbol 

tsHPC 

t lHDO 

Characteristic 

SEL In High to Phase Change In 

I/O In High to Data Out 

Phase Change In to REO In Low .. 
-- -- ,!'f!-t(~. ~t\ \, 
REO In Low to ACK Out LOW,)}, 

. .'~"t 'tf,t .. ~' .<\. t";t. \:/~\ \.:\ 
Data Out Valid to ~C~):Out low\ 

1.f'~~:~' ··t:~.;:\ \.(%\ ~(\~. "\!.:.;':.:). ~<.:~. \)), 
ACK out"ro~lo REO ltlHtgh' 

tPCRL 

tRLAL 

tOVAL 

tALRH 

tRHAH 

t RHOI 

I!l>rr!!,;"';·,\.,;>::~} \':~1i':~~~'::;:" \.?~_, _"~~.~~\ Ofp:·" 

."" REOln Bfgh to~CK Out High 
, )~(.::'<'~:::'~~'·:ic;:i~\ ~{.;://?~1,:;:~ 'it; 

PRSO Itj\High to Data Out Invalid 

tAHPC ACK Out High to Phase Change In 

.., 
--.J 

I 
~ 

tSHPC~ tlHOO I tOVAL 

} 
... tPCRL.: .. 

~ I 

~ 
tALRH 

t RLAL ... .. 
~ 

Min 

o 

~\ 
~";, \; 

4QQ>\ 
~'. :~ . ..,>ff' ','. '.!/" 

A!er·"';.!;i· 
"")'55 

... 

o 
o 
o 
o 

} 
. ... 

... 

ATN NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase CID, MSG 

Am33C93A 

Max Units 

175 

j~ 
... .. 

~i\ 

tRHAH 

}f-

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

tAHDI 

tAHPC 

11853-o33A 



RECEIVE ASYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER OUT (ACTING AS A TARGET) 

Phase 

Symbol 

t SHPC 

tlHOT 

tpCRL 

tRLAL 

tOVAL 

tALRH 

t RHOI 

tRHAH 

t
AHPC 

tAHRL 

J 

'f). XXiX 

J 

Characteristic Min 

SEL In High to Phase Change Out 100 

1/0 Out High to Data Bus TRISTATE 0 

Phase Change to REO Out Low 

REO Out Low to ACK In Low 

Data In Valid to ACKln :9vJ:;J 
ACKln~~~,,!O R~<?'84,J~\~i~N\ 
REO oUt'Hlgh to Data\ fntrivaiid 

"':::'" :.:",:~" .. ," ,\ ":;::\. <.:.~:~":~ \ "'\. ,\'" i. \~ .. ::.,< ~~-;" 

\;,A.~8~O¥t. ei9ti\l9:'ACK In High 

~GK\ln'Hj~~ t~' Phase Change Out 

ACK In High to REO Out Low 

o 
o 
o 
o 

~ "'-1 ttHOT I~ tovAL 

~- - - -X 
tSHPC 

~ 

tPCRl.; ~ 

(-

~ 1 
tALRH ~ 

tRLAL 

~ 

NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase C/O, MSG 

Max 

175 

175 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

¥XXXXXXXX 
I tRHOI 

\X 

)\: 

~ tAHPC 
tRHAH 

} 
~tAHRL-' 

1185~34A 

RECEIVE SYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER IN (ACTING AS AN INITIATOR) 

Symbol 

tOVRL 

t RLOI 

tRLRH 

tRHRL 

tALAH 

tAHAL 

t AHPC 

Characteristic 

Data Valid In to REO In Low 

REO In Low to DATA Invalid 

REO In Low to REQJn Hi9tlfi)\ 
-- ,,,,,,~. ~.~.\ ~' .. ~\~~\ Wi\"::\. t~\ 
~~9IWttig~~!0 R~~lI~H?~,t;l! 

Y~Q~ q~tLo~;it~,~90&~ul ~~;Hl 
'\"clf:P~t:l::IigtHo"'ACK Out Low 

ACI{"Out High to Phase Change 

Min 

o 
~!;)\ 
.\"·rtf\ 
50:1\ 
~6~"~)' 

Tcyc-25 

o 

Max Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Parameters tSHPC' tfLDP and tpcRL are also applicable and are identical to those in Receive 
Asynchronous Information Transfer In (Acting as an Initiator), top of page 37. 
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NOTE: Phase .. signals that define the bus phase CIO, MSG 
1185:Hl35A 

SEND SYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER IN (ACTING AS A TARGET) 

Phase 

ACK 

Symbol 

tOVRl 

tRLDI 

tRlRH 

tRHRL 

tALAH 

tAHAL 

tAHPC 

Characteristic Min 

Data Valid Out to REO Out Low 

REO Out Low to Data Invali 
__ -- 0/,':)\ 

REO Out Low to ~~~\~R .. 
REO Out~l;:jig1\. to R~q:O\, 

'i~.;",d . %;\ '<I 't),,\; 'J 
ACKl \; \,.to'ACK\Jt\ fJ'1gh' 

%< '1. ~ lJ V :~, *"'I":1.":r~ \:""}> 
ACK"Q h;;;10\ACK In Low 50 

Auk 1~;/j:.H9·h to Pha~e Change Out 0 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Parameters tSHPC' t,wo' and tpCRL are also applicable and are identical to those in Receive 
Asynchronous Information Transfer In (Acting as a Target), bottom of page 37. 

------------------~--------~ 

NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase CIO, MSG 
11853-036A 
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SEND SYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER OUT (ACTI~..,G AS AN INITIATOR) 

Symbol Characteristic ax Units 

tOVAL Data Valid Out to AC ns 
tALOI ACK O,~~t LOYft<f & , , ' ns 
tRLRH f1E;O;lrtt..ow t91R " , igh\ ns 
tR ,(:yREe.;:fn\~ig~}~l~ lo~ ns 
tA \~QK9J.1ttow to ACK Out High Tcyc-10 ns 
tAH \ \ACKOut High to ACK Out Low Tcyc-25 ns 
tAHPC ACK Out High to Phase Change In 0 ns 

Parameters tSHPC' tlHDO' and tpCRL are also applicable and are identical to those in Send 
Synchronous Information Transfer In (Acting as a Target), bottom of page 40. 

DBx -1< r 
'-----:--------. ~ t OVAL tALDI J--------

Phase 

tAHPC 

ACK 
-------------+----~ 

NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase C/O. MSG 
11853-037A 

RECEIVE SYNCHRONOUS INFORMATION TRANSFER OUT (ACTING AS A TARGET) 

Symbol Characteristic Units 

tOVAL Data Valid In to ACK In Low ns 
tALol ACK In Low to Data Invalid ns 

tRLRH REO Out L~,~\tq.:fEQ;& ns 
tRHRL . RE.9JQ~~ ~,ip~~,tdc~EO\~ ns 
tALAH ,l¥I$:~,12~~~~:lO'1\~l<.Wl . ns 
tAHAL .CK,Jr ftli~'tto:;AGK'fn Low ns 
tAHPC cK'tth I4lgh to Phase Change Out ns 

Parameters ts/¥JC' t'bdt' and tpal are also applicable and are identical to those in Send 
Synchronous Information Transfer Out (Acting as an Initiator), top of this page. 

OBx -X * 
'------;--------. ~t OVAL tALOI ~------

Phase 

tAHPC 

ACK 
--------4~---~ 

lI853-038A 

NOTE: Phase = signals that define the bus phase C/O. MSG 
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ARBITRATION TO BUS FREE 

Symbol 

tSLBH 

\~---

Units 

ns 

DBx ------~(~ ____________________________ ~)~-------

11853.o39A 

SELECTION (AS AN INITIATOR) OR RESELECTION (AS A TARGET) TO BUS FREE 
(SELECTION TIMEOUT) 

Symbol 

tTAOC 

tOCSH 

tSHDT 

tSHIH 

Characteristic 

____ -J/ 

Min Max Units 

ns 
JlS 

ns 
ns 

- -------+--t }tS_HDT ____ _ --------------------~?t~----~~~-tDCSH _ 

- tSHIH 
Tgroupor L 

Igroup ,------. 

NOTE: Tgroup (signals driven by a Target) = 1/0, CIO, MSG, REO 

Igroup (signals driven by an Initiator) = ATN, ACK 

CONNECTED-AS-AN-INITIATOR TO BUS FREE 

Min Max 

Igroup 

Et~HDT~. 
______________________________ ~----J~ - - -

tBHIT~ 

-------~(~--------------~~ - - -

Am33C93A 

Units 

ns 
ns 

11853-04OA 

11853-041A 



CONNECTED-AS-A-TARGET TO BUS FREE 

_-----+&_tBHDT=9- ______ _ 
£tBHGT~ 

----«I-. _______ --I'J- - - - - -Tgroup 

11853-042A 
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Am95C94 
Advanced Burst Error Processor 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Implements Reed-Solomon code for the 
proposed X3B11 and ISO Continuous 
Composite Servo Standard 

• Supports: 

• 

-5-way and 10-way interleaving 

-512-byte and 1024-byte sectors 

-Alternative sector sizes up to 2550 bytes 

-Layered CRC (optional) 

Performs fast correction vector computation, 
entirely In hardware; there Is no need for 
external software to reduce syndromes to 
vectors 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am95C94 Advanced Burst Error Processor (ABEP) 
performs error detection and correction in optical disk 
systems. The ABEP implements the proposed ANSI 
X3B11 Standard Continuous Composite Servo Reed
Solomon Error Detection and Correction (EDAC) algo
rithm. It interfaces directly with AMD's disk data control
ler for optical systems, the Am95C96 Optical Disk Data 
Controller (ODC). 

The ABEP simultaneously performs syndrome genera
tion forthe sector being read, and the correction vector 
generation for the previously read sector. This allows 
"on-the-fly" correction of data transferred from the disk 
at a high rate. This feature is extremely critical for optical 
disk systems, where read errors can be very frequent. 

The ABEP works closely with the Am95C96 disk data 
controller. The ABEP resides on the buffer interface bus 
alongside the buffer memory. It functions as a slave pe
ripheral on this bus, supporting high-speed disk data 
transfer operations. Parity can be generated and 
checked on this 8-bit bus. 

During a disk write operation, the data controller trans
fers a sector of data bytes from the buffer memory to the 
disk and simultaneously to the ABEP. The ABEP gen-

To order a full version of this data sheet (order #10934A), 
please contact your local sales office. 

• 

• 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

Parallel operation on two contiguous sectors; 
checkbytes for the second sector accumulate 
while correction vectors for first sector are 
computed. This allows "on-the-fly" correction 

Data and EDAC Interface Is byte-wl~e parallel; 
operates at speeds up to 10Mb per second 

• Microprocessor-compatible 8·blt data bus with 
optional parity 

• Correction vector generation performance 
with a 20-MHz system clock Is such that up to 
80 correction vectors can be generated In 
under 400 J.1s for a 1024 byte sector 

erates checkbytes forthis sector, and the data controller 
writes these checkbytes to the disk after the sectordata. 

During a disk read operation, the data controller trans
fers a sector of data bytes from the disk to the buffer 
memory and simultaneously to the ABEP. Using the 
checkbytes read from the disk, the ABEP determines 
whether there are any errors, and, if so, how to correct 
them. If correction is required, correction vector genera
tion takes place while the data and checkbytes of the 
next sector are being read from the disk and written to 
the ABEP. The disk data controller performs any neces
sary corrections to data during disk sector transfers by 
using the correction vectors computed by the ABEP. 
This ensures that errors can be corrected "on-the-f1y," 
allowing high-speed, zero-sector-interleave read opera
tions. 

Unlike earlier error-processing chips, the Am95C94 
ABEP may be treated as a black-box error processor; no 
software assistance is required fo r error checking or cor
rection vector generation. 

Publication'13079 Rev. A Arrendmenl/O 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Address 

Data + 
Parity 

Control 
Signals 

Pin 
Interface 

Logic 

SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

8- or 16-bit • 

CPU 
bus 

• • 

Checkbyte/ 
Syndrome 

Am95C94 

(Wr) 

Checkbyte/ 
Store 

(160 bytes) 

(Rd) 

Vector 
Queue 

(24 bytes) 

Syndrome 
Store 

(160 bytes) 

Correction 
Vector 

Generator 

Buffer El 
bU~t:::J--

Am95C94 

Memory 

--8 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

4·80 

DC 
DC 

GND 
DC 
DC 
DC 
DC 

SYS_CLK 
2ifcLK 

Vee 
11M 

RST 
ROY 
GND 

ALE/AS 

A3 

~ 44 
2728293031 32 333435363738394041 4243 

Nole: NC means No Connection to Die, 
DC means Do Not Connect These Pins. 

Am95C94 

NC 
NC 
NC 
Vee 

NC 
NC 
NC 
NC 

Vee 
NC 
VECT_BYT_AV 
1NT 
BERR5R 
PERROR 
PAR 
GND 

Do 



LOGIC SYMBOL 

11M 
[OS]RO 

[R/W]WR 
[OTACK]RDY 

• 8..: . 
4..: 
p 

• 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. .. 

Am95C94 

ABEP 

~8 
GNO 

Am95C94 

2ifcLK 
SYSCLK 
'RS( 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. DevIce Number 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM95C94 J C 

4-82 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank - Standard Processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C - Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

'------------ c. PACKAGE TYPE 

L...-__ a~ DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C94 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C94 JC 

J .. 68-Pin Plastic leaded Chip 
Carrier (Pl 068) 

b. SPEED OPTION 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult the 
local AMO sales office to confirm availability of spe
cific valid combinations, to check on newly released 
combinations, and to obtain additional data on 
AMO's standard military grade products. 

Am95C94 



Am95C95 
Magnetic Disk Controller 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Handles ESMD/ESDI and ST-50G Magnetic 
DIsk Data Format 

• User-programmable disk formats 

• On-chip Reed-Solomon Error Detection and 
Correction 

• Minimal Rotational Latency Read/Wrlte 
Operations 

• 1:1 Sector Interleave Read/Write Operations 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Magnetic Disk Data Controller (MDC) is a highly 
programmable magnetic disk data format controller 
designed for use in both' standard and custom appli
cations. The device has been optimized for applications 
utilizing an embedded SCSI disk data manager, but 
it easily supports other intelligent proprietary interfaces 
as well. 

As an embedded controller, the MDC handles the timing 
of all disk readlwrite control signals, the transfer of NRZ 
data between the disk and buffer RAM, and the transfer 
of disk data between a parallel host interface and buffer 
RAM. The M DC performs all buffer management and ar
bitration associated with this transfer of data while main
taining data integrity through on-chip error detection and 
correction logic. In addition, the MDC can perform ad
vanced data mapping operations during data transfer, 
simplifying the task of cache management. The MDC 
can handle up to 4 Mb of data buffer Dynamic RAM di
rectly, including address multiplexing and refresh, with 
no external logic. 

To order a full version of this data sheet (order #10935A), 
please contact your local sales office. 

Publication' 13080 Rev. A Amendment 10 

• 2Q-MHz System Clock 

~ 
Advanced 

Micro 
Devices 

• Up to 32 MHz NRZ Serial Disk Data 

• High-Level Command Set 

• Supports Intelligent SCSI-type Interfaces 

• On-chip Buffer Management 

• 'Direct support of DRAM Buffer (up to 4 Mb) 

The MDC acts as an intelligent peripheral to a micropro
cessor or microcontroller. In an embedded SCSI disk 
controller application, the control CPU (referred to in this 
document as simply the CPU), interprets all SCSI com
mands and controls disk head positioning and head se
lection, while the MDC handles all data transfers. The 
CPU sets up and initiates MDC operation by modifying 
as few as six MDC registers. MDC registers are directly 
addressable, and can be read or written directly with 
either an iAPX multiplexed address/data bus, or a .... 
Motorola 68xxx-type non-multiplexed bus interface. ~ 

The on-chip Reed-Solomon Error Detection and Cor-
rection (EDAC) logic enables the MDC to perform on-
the-fly error correction during disk read operations while 
maintaining a zero sector interleave on the disk. The 
M DC performs such error correction without CPU inter-
vention. The Reed-Solomon logic supports two, three or 
five EDAC interleaves within a sector data field and 
either single- or double-burst correction capability. 

Issue Date: October 1989 Am95C95 4-83 



INTERNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 

I Regs I 
..a---+ OO-OF 

Address 

SYSTEM APPLICATION· 

SCSI 
Bus ----. 

Host 
Interface 
(SCSI) 

(Am33C93A) 

II 

MDC 
(Am95C95) 

Microcontroller 8 r-------------------, 
I CPU Bus , 
J ...-----" 

I , 

External 
Buffer 

Memory 
(DRAMs) 

• 
Data 

Encoder 
And 

Decoder 

, I L _________________________________ ~ 

Am95C95 

Disk 
FWI 
Logic 

NRZData 

RG 

WG 
INDEX 

AMC 

AMF 

FAULT 

GEN01 

GEN02 

GENIO 



RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 
Part Number Description Part Number Description 

Am33C93A SCSI Controller Am80188 Microprocessor 
Am53C80 SCSI Controller Am95C94 Advanced Burst Error 

Arn805x Microcontroller Processor 

Am80C521 CMOS Microcontroller Am95C96 Optical Disk Controller 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

0 

~~~8~o88~~~<~~~~~~~~< 
~~~~~~~>~»~~~~~~~~~~ 

2 1 8483 82 81 8079 78 77 76 75 

B07 0 74 00 
BPTY 73 01 

CLKx2 72 02 
CLKx1 71 03 

REAOY 70 04 
INT 69 05 

VCC 68 06 
VCC 67 07 
RAS 66 VCC 
VSS 65 CS 
VSS 64 VSS 
VSS 63 ViR 
CAS 62 VCC 
BWE 61 RO 

HORQ· 60 ALE 
PRO 59 AO 
PWR 58 A1 

HACK· 57 A2 
HCS 56 A3 

EPOS 55 A4 
EPCS 54 AS 

333435363738394041 424344 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 

~~~ffi<~~<~8».wWffi~o<w 
~~~S~~~~lli~~~~~51~1~~I~~~ 
-~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~ 

·These pins have programmable polarity. 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

4-86 

CLKx2 
CLKx1 
00-07 

A,-A7 
ALE 

~ 

~ 

..... 

... 
RS'f 
TfIT .-

CS 
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WR[RIW] 
AD [OS] 

ROREFCLK 
WRCLK 
WROAT 
ROOAT 
WGATE 
RGATE 
GEN01 
GEN02 
GENIO 
INDEX 
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FAULT 
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...... ..... 

~ 

..... 

~ 

-

... 

... 

... 
... 
..... 

·These pins have programmable polarity. 
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A 
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BOO-B07 

BOP 
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RAS 
BWE 

HCS 
PRO [POSl 
PWR(PRIWJ 

HDRO· 
HACK· 
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EPDS 
BERROR 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device NUmber 

AM95C95 -2 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

J C 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
.. . Blank '" Standard ProGQssing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C .. Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

'------------ c. PACKAGE TYPE 
J = 84-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip 

Carrier (PL 084) 

'----------------------b.SPEEDOpnON 

~-- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C95 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C9S-2JC 

AM95C95-4JC 

-2 - 16 MHzl24 MHz 
-4 - 20 MHzI32 MHz 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD's standard military grade products. 
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Am95C96 
Optical Disk Controller 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Supports the proposed X3B11 and ISO 
Continuous Composite Servo Standard 

• User-programmable disk formats 

• Minimal Rotational Latency ReadIWrite 
Operations 

• 1:1 Sector Interleave ReadIWrlte Operations 

• 2D-MHz System Clock 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Optical Disk Data Controller (ODC) is a highly pro
grammable optical disk data format controller designed 
for use in both standard and custom applications. The 
device has been optimized for applications utilizing an 
embedded SCSI disk data manager, but it easily sup
ports other intelligent proprietary interfaces as well. 

As an embedded controller, the ODC handles the timing 
of all disk readlwrite control Signals, the transfer of NRZ 
data between the disk and buffer RAM, and the transfer 
of disk data between a parallel host interface and buffer 
RAM. The ODC performs all buffer management and ar
bitration associated with this transfe r of data while main
taining data integrity by using a dedicated interface to an 
external, high-performance Advanced Burst Error Pro
cessor (ABEP). In addition, the ODC can perform ad
vanced data mapping operations during data transfer, 
simplifying the task of cache management. The ODC 
can handle up to 4 Mb of data buffer Dynamic RAM di
rectly, including address multiplexing and refresh, with 
no external logic. 

The ODC acts as an intelligent peripheral to a micropro
cessor or microcontroller. In an embedded SCSI disk 

To order a full version of this data sheet (order #10936A), 
please contact your local sales office. 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

• Up to 32-MHz NRZ Serial Disk Data 

• High-Level Command Set 

• Supports Intelligent SCSI-type Interfaces 

• On-chip Buffer Management 

• Direct support of DRAM Buffer (up to 4 Mb) 

controller application, the control CPU (referred to in this 
document as simply the CPU), interprets all SCSI com
mands and controls disk head positioning and head se
lection, while the ODC handles all data transfers. The 
CPU sets up and initiates ODC operation by modifying 
as few as six ODC registers. ODC registers are directly 
addressable, and can be read or written directly with 
either an iAPX-multiplexed address/data bus, or a 
Motorola 68xxx-type non-multiplexed bus interface. 

I 
A dedicated interface to an external error processor per-
mits the ODC to cope with the high error rates associ
ated with optical media. Through this interface, the 
ODC, in combination with AMD's Advanced Burst Error 
Processor (ABEP), can correct an error in as little as 10 
J.1S. The ABEP supports 5- or 10-way interleaving with 
optional overlay CRe capability. The ABEP can correct 
up to 80 errors in a single sector in less than a millisec
ond. With this error-correction capability, the ODC and 
ABEP can perform on-the-fly error correction without 
missing a sector. This avoids the necessity of jumping 
back to continue a disk read operation following a read 
error when handling spiral formatted media. 
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RELATED AMD PRODUCTS 
Part Number Description Part Number Description 

Am33C93A SCSI Controller Am80188 Microprocessor 
Am53C80 SCSI Controller Am95C94 Advanced Burst Error 
Am805x Microcontroller Processor 

Am80C521 CMOS Microcontroller Am95C95 Magnetic Disk Controller 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM95C96 -2 J c 

4-92 

L= 8. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
. Blank .. Standard Processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C .. Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 

'----- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C96 
Optical Disk Controller 

Valid Combinations 

I AM95C96-2 
JC 

I AM95C96-4 

J .. 84-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 084) 

b. SPEED OPTION 
-2 .. 16 MHZI24 MHz 
-4 .. 20 MHz/32 MHz 

Valid Combinations 
Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult the 
local AMD sales office to confirm availability of spe
cific valid combinations, to check on newly released 
combinations, and to obtain additional data on 
AMD's standard military grade products. 

Am95C96 



Am9580AI Am9590 
Hard Disk Controllers 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
• Am9580A supports ST506/412 and IBM double

density floppy formats 

• Am9590 supports ESDI, ST506/412, and IBM 
double-density floppy formats 

• Supports hard- and soft-sectored formats 

• Controls up to four drives In any mix of hard and 
flexible formats 

• Two on-chip 512-byte sector buffers support zero
sector Interleaving 

• Supports error checking algorithms Including: 
- CRC/CCITT 

- Single-Burst Reed-Solomon 

- Double-Burst Reed-Solomon 

- External ECC (user-definable Error Correcting 
Codes) 

• Linked-list command and data structures 

• On-chip DMA controller supports 32-blt address
Ing and 8/16 bit data 

• Am9590 supports data rates up to 15 Mbltlsecond 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

SYSTEM 
BUS 

To receive a complete data sheet, contact your local sales office. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am9580A and the Am9590 are single-chip solutions to 
the problems encountered in designing data formatters and 
disk system controllers. A companion part is also offered, the 
Am9582 Disk Data Separator, which when combined with one 
of the above disk controllers provides all of the functions which 
until now have been found only on sophisticated board-level 
products. 

Both of these highly integrated disk controllers are flexible 
enough to cope with the differing requirements of today's 
broad marketplace, while using the advanced technology and 
innovative features that tomorrow's market will demand. 

These disk controllers support both rigid and flexible disk 
drives and their respective data formats. Four drives of any 
mix (hard and flexible) can be controlled with these devices, 
with individual drive characteristics easily user-pro
grammable. 

A sophisticated on-chip DMA controller fetches commands, 
wr~es status information, fetches data to be written on disk, 

and wrhes data that has been read from the disk. The DMA 
operation is programmable to adjust the bus occupancy, data 
bus width (8 or 16 bits), and wait state insertion. Two sector 
buffers allow zero-sector interleaving to access data on physi
cally adjacent sectors, improving both file access time and 
system throughput. Sector sizes of 128,256, and 512 bytes 
are programmable. 

Both controllers ensure data integrhy by selecting either an 
error-detecting code (CRC-CCITT), or one of two error
correcting codes (Single- or Double-Burst Reed-Solomon). 
Additionally, the Hard Disk Controller (HDC) provides 
handshake signals to control external Error-Correcting 
Codes (ECC) circuhry to implement any user-definable ECC 
algorithm. 

The ESDI and ST506!412 interfaces are completely sup
ported by the Am9590. Users interested only in the ST506! 
412 standard can use the Am9580A. Both of these controllers 
provide all of the required signals. 

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

·Refer to Pin Description section for options. 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) 
is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM9580A :lOr- _J_ C 

C e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank _ Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 

C - Commercial (0 to +70°C) 

~------------c. PACKAGE TYPE 

J - 68·Pin Plastic leaded Chip Carrier 
(PlOS8) 

l - 68·Pin Ceramic leadless Chip Carrier 
(CA2068) 

~--------------------b. SPEEDOPnON 

'--a. DEVICE NUMBERIDESCRIPTION 

Am9580NAm9590 
Hard Disk Controller 

Valid Combinations 

AM9580A·10 
JC,lC 

Am9590-15 

·10.10MHz 
·15 .. 15 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned 
to be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly 
released combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AMD"s standard military grade products. 

Am9580AlAm9590 
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Am7971A 
Compression Expansion Processor 

(CEP with image bit-boundary processing) 
FINAL 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Image preserving compression and expansion of two
tone image using run-length (one-dimensional) coding 
and relative element address (two-dimensional) roding. 

• Compatible with internationally accepted CCID Group 
III and IV (Recommendations T.4 and T.6) image 
compression standards. 

• Image bit-boundary operations. 
• High performance of 1 to 12 MHz pixel rates with 3, 5, 

and SMHz clock. 
• CPU bus and optional local Document Store Bus with 

on-chip DMA. The CEP can address up to 16Mbytes on 
each bus. 

• Handles four memory buffers: source and destination 
buffers for both the compressor and expander. 

• Full duplex mode for simultaneous compressor and 
expander operations with each processor independently 
programmable. 

• On-chip error detection to catch data corruptions and 
support for easy error recovery. 

• 46 user programmable registers allow for very easy and 
highly flexible system implementation. Includes: 
- Programmable page width (up to 16K pels), frame 

width and top, left and right margins. 
- Optional Express mode during compression and 

Granularity mode during expansion for vertical resolu
tion conversion. 

- Programmable K parameter. 
- Optional Wraparound mode. 
- Transparent mode. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am7971A Compression Expansion Processor (CEP) 
with Image Bit-Boundary Processing capacity is a high 
performance peripheral which compresses and expands 
two-tone bit mapped images or documents in accordance 
with internationally accepted CCID standards. These fully 
image preserving algorithms reduce storage requirements 
and data transmission time for systems handling bit
mapped data. 

The Am7971A is a functionally enhanced version of the 
Am7971 offering improved negative compression and error 
recovery performance. The Am7971A can replace the 
Am7971 in existing systems without board/system/timing 
alterations. 

The Am7971A performs one-dimensional Modified Hoff
man (MH) run-length coding as well as two-dimensional 
Modified READ (MR/MMR) relative coding as specified in 
CCID Recommendations T.4 and T.6 for Group III and 
Group IV compatible equipments. The typical compression 
ratio for the eight CCID test documents is 5:1 to 50:1. 

The compressor and expander operate not only in full 
duplex mode but each processor can be independently 
programmed for one-dimensional encoding/decoding, two
dimensional encoding/decoding, or transparent data trans
fer. 

Equipped with an on-chip error detection mechanism, the 
Am7971A detects data corruptions by checking for illegal 
codes, negative run-lengths and incorrect line lengths. 

Furthermore, its architecture allows for error recovery with 
minimal CPU intervention. 

With 46 user programmable registers, standard AmSOOO
like microprocessor bus interface, dual bus architocturo 
and on-chip DMA the Am7971A offers tremendous systom 
flexibility and ease of implementation. After initialization tho 
Am7971A will operate with minimal CPU overhead. Its 
status is available through polled registers and exception 
conditions may be Signalled using an external interrupt. 

Document page width is programmable up to 16K picture 
elements (pels). Programmable frame width enable win
dowing features and programmable top, left and right 
margins allow image boundaries to be left blank. 

Optional express mode allows one line to be skipped after 
every 'nth' line to accelerate compression (n = 1 to 255). 
On the expansion side, the granularity option allows the 
processor to duplicate every mth line (m = 1 to 7). 

In two-dimensional mode, the programmable K-parameter 
(k = 1 to 255 and infinity) defines the number of lines to be 
encoded in 2-D coding sequence before a 1-0 line is 
inserted. For error free environments (Group 4) K = infinity 
allows for maximum compression. 

The CEP can address up to 16 Mbytes of memory on each 
bus and two buffers (source and destination) on both the 
compressor and expander. Starting address, buffer length 
and current address for image and coded data are stored in 
internal registers independently for both the compressor 
and expander. 

Publication # Rev. Amendment I 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 
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Figure 2. Am7971A Pinout for Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) 
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Figure 4. Am7971A (CEP) Pinout for a Pin Grid Array (PGA) Package 

PIN DESIGNATIONS 

(SORTED BY PIN NAME) (SORTED BY PIN NUMBER) 

PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NO. PIN NAME PIN NO. PIN NAME 

Ao E·2 DA7 F·2 A·2 AD23 G·1 DA6 
Al E·1 DAs F·10 A·3 AD21 G·2 DAs 
A2 0-2 DA9 E-11 A·4 AD19 G·10 CLK 
A3 0-1 DA10 E-10 A·5 AD17 G·11 As 
A4 C-2 DAl1 0-11 A·6 Vee H·1 DA4 
As C-1 DA12 0-10 A·7 DAD22 H·2 DA3 
As B-2 DA13 C-11 A·8 DAD20 H·10 A9 
A7 B-1 DA14 C-10 A·9 DAD1S H·11 AlO 
As G·11 DA1S B-11 A·10 DAD16 J·1 DA2 
A9 H·10 DAD16 A"10 B·1 A7 J·2 DAl 
Al0 H-11 DAD17 B-10 B·2 A6 J·10 All 
Au J·10 DAD1S A-9 B·3 AD22 J·11 A12 
A12 J·11 DAD19 B-9 B·4 AD20 K·1 DAo 
A13 K·10 DAD20 A·B B·5 AD1S K·2 READY 
A14 K·11 DAD21 B·B B·6 AD16 K·3 WR 
A1S L·10 DAD22 A·7 B·7 DAD23 K·4 TST (GND) 
AD16 B·6 DAD23 B·7 B·8 DAD21 K·5 INTR 
AD17 A-5 DALE L·9 B·9 DAD19 K·6 DREADY 
AD1S B-5 ORO K-B B·10 DAD17 K·7 HRQ 
AD19 A·4 DREADY K·6 B·11 DA1S K·8 l5R5 
AD20 B·4 DWR L·B C·1 As K·9 ALE 
AD21 A·3 HLDA L·7 C·2 A4 K·10 A13 
AD22 B·3 HRQ K·7 C·10 DA14 K·11 A14 
AD23 A·2 INTR K·5 C·11 DA13 L·2 RFA 
ALE K-9 AD L·3 0-1 A3 L·3 RD 
CLK G-10 READY K·2 0·2 A2 L·4 cs 
cs L·4 RESET L-5 0-10 DA12 L·5 RESET 
DAo K·1 RFA L·2 0·11 DA11 L·6 Vee 
DA1 J-2 TST(GND) K·4 E·1 A1 L·7 HLDA 
DA2 J·1 Vee A·6 E·2 Ao L·8 DWR 
DA3 H·2 Vee L·6 E·10 DA10 L·9 DALE 
DA4 H·1 Vss(GND) F·1 E·11 DA9 L·10 A1S 
DAs G-2 ~(GND) F·11 F·1 Vss 
DA6 G·1 K-3 F·2 DA7 

F·10 DAs 
F·11 Vss 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is formed by 
a combination of: a. DevIce Number 

5·8 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

..b. Q -

L=e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C - Commercial (0 to + 70·C) 

~-----------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 
G a 66·Lead Pin Grid Array Without 

Heatsink (CGX066) 
J - 66·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 066) 
L = 66·Pin Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

(CA2066) 

1...-_____________________________ b. SPEED OPTION 

- a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am7971A 
Compression Expansion Processor 

Valid Combinations 

AM7971A·3 I JC 

AM7971A·5 I GC, JC, LC 

AM7971A·8 I GC, LC 

-30:3 MHz 
-5 = 5 MHz 
-6'" 6 MHz 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMO 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 

Am7971A 



PIN DESCRIPTION 

CLK Clock (Input) 
The Clock signal controls most of the CEP's internal 
operations and determines the rates of its data transfers. 
The Clock input accepts a TTL voltage level. The input 
signals CS, HLDA, RD, and WR, can make transitions 
independent of the CEP clock (asynchronous operation). 

RESET (Input) 
RESET is an asynchronous, active-High input which 
initializes the CEP to an idle state. This input must be driven 
High for at least four clock cycles. The hardware reset 
initializes the· internal state machine, the DMA, and the 
interrupt controller. Then it starts a software reset on the 
expander and compressor. 

Vee 
Power supply input. Connect to + 5 V. 

VSS 
Ground (GND) input. Connect to 0 V. 

SYSTEM BUS CONTROL SIGNALS 

Ao - A7 Lower Address Outputs/lnternal Register 
Address Inputs (Bidirectional) 

As - A15 Lower Address (Three-state Outputs) 
When the CEP is not in control of the system bus (HRQ and 
HLDA Low = Slave Mode), and the CS input is Low, A1 - A7 
are used as input address lines to access the CEP's internal 
registers. During this time, the address lines Ao, As - A15 
are ignored by the CEP. The input addresses on A1 - A7 are 
latched by the rising edge of RD or WR. In the Bus Master 
mode (HRQ and HLDA High) Ao-A15 are three-state non 
multiplexed address outputs used for the system side 
memory transactions. The presence of valid address on 
Ao - A15 is defined by the falling edge of ALE. These lines 
are enabled 2 clock cycles after HREQ and HLDA = High. 
After the High-to-Low transition of HRQ, the Ao - A15 lines 
will float. 

AD16 - AD23 Address-Data (Input/Output, Bus Three-
state) 

The Address-Data Bus is a time-multiplexed (in Master 
Mode only), bidirectional, active-High, 3-state bus used for 
all system bus I/O and memory transactions. The presence 
of a valid address during Bus Master operations is defined 
by the falling edge of ALE and valid data is defined by the 
WR and RD signals; otherwise these lines are floating. 
While the CEP RD output is Low, AD16 - AD23 must contain 
valid input data from the system while the READY input is 
High. When the CEP WR output is asserted Low, 
AD16 - AD23 has valid CEP output data. When the CEP is 
acting as a Bus Slave (HRQ and HLDA Low) and the CS 
input is driven Low, AD16 - AD23 are used strictly as data 
lines Do - D7. They behave as input data lines when WR is 
asserted Low and as output data lines when RD is asserted 
Low. At all other times they are floating. 

ALE Address Latch Enable (Output) 
This active-High signal is provided by the CEP to latch the 
address signals AD16 - AD23 into an address latch. This pin 
is never floated. ALE is asserted during address time when 
the CEP is Bus Master; otherwise it is Low. Address is 
defined as valid prior to the High-to-Low (trailing) transition 
of ALE. 

CS Chip Select (Input, Active Low) 
CS is an asynchronous, active-Low input. A CPU or other 
external device uses CS to activate the CEP for reading 

from or writing to its internal registers. Once asserted, this 
input can remain Low until all register accesses have been 
completed (block transfer). Once CS goes High, it may not 
go Low again for at least 100 ns. CS is ignored when the 
CEP is in control of the system bus. 

HLDA Hold Acknowledge (Input) 
HLDA is an asynchronous, active-High input indicating that 
the CPU has relinquished the bus and that no higher priority 
device has assumed bus control. HLDA is internally 
synchronized by the CEP. The HLDA input to the CEP can 
be set Low prior to HRQ (Preemption). This forces the CEP 
to release the bus within a maximum time of 5 clock periods 
(assuming READY is High and no wait states). 

HRQ Hold Request (Output) 
Hold Request is an active-High Signal used by the CEP to 
obtain control of the bus from the system CPU.1f the HLDA 
input is High after the HRQ output goes High, HRQ will 
remain High until the CEP has completed one memory 
transaction. The HLDA input may go Low prior to HRQ going 
Low. The HRQ signal remains Low for a minimum of 2 
clocks to allow the bus master to arbitrate for the bus. If 
HLDA is not asserted, HRQ can be forced Low only by a 
hardware reset. 

INTR Interrupt Request (Output) 
Interrupt Request is an active-High output used to interrupt 
the CPU. It is driven High whenever an exception or 
terminating condition exists in either the Compressor (if tho 
Compressor Interrupt Enable bit is set) or Expandor (if tho 
Expander Interrupt Enable bit is set). The INTR lino is rosot 
to Low when the CPU reads the CEP Master Status Rogistor 
or when the CEP is hardware reset. 

RD Read (Input/Output, Active LOW, Three-state) 
RD is a bidirectional, active-Low, 3·state signal. A Low 
indicates that the AD16 - AD23 bus is being used for a Read 
Data Transfer. When the CEP is not in control of the system 
bus and the external system is transferring information from 
the CEP, RD is an asynchronous timing input used by the 
CEP to move data between registers and the AD16 - AD23 
bus. RD is an output when the CEP is Bus Master (HRQ and 
HLDA are both High). The CEP asserts RD when data from 
system memory is required. 

READY (Input/Output, Three-state) 
READY is a synchronous, active-High, 3-state, bidirectional 
signal. READY is used as an input signal when the CEP is 
Bus Master. In Master Mode, the CEP samples the READY 
line with the rising edge of T2 before RD or WR are asserted 
by the CEP. If READY is Low during this time, wait cycles 
are inserted until READY is returned High. This input must 
be synchronized to the CEP clock. READY is used as an 
output signal when the CEP is Bus Slave. After CS has been 
asserted by the CPU, READY is kept Low by the CEP until it 
is ready to respond. 

WR Write (Input/Output, Active LOW, Three-state) 
WR is a bidirectional, active-Low, three-state Signal. A Low 
indicates that the AD16 - AD23 bus is being used for a Write 
Data Transfer. When the CEP is not in control of the system 
bus and the external system is transferring information to 
the CEP, WR is an asynchronous timing input used by the 
CEP to move data from the AD16 - AD23 bus into its internal 
registers. WR is an output when the CEP is Bus Master 
(HRQ and HLDA are both High). The CEP asserts WR when 
data is to be written into Main Memory. 
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DOCUMENT BUS CONTROL SIGNALS 

DAo-DA15 Document Store Lower Address Bus 
(Output, Three-state) 

The Document Store Lower Address Bus is a non
multiplexed, active-High, Three-state bus used in 
addressing all local document memory transactions. When 
the CEP is in control of the Document Store Bus, the 
presence of a valid address on DAo - DA15 is defined by the 
falling edge of DALE. When the CEP does not use the 
document bus for a memory transaction, these lines are 
floating. 

DAD16 - DAD23 Document Store Upper Address-Data 
Bus (Input/Output, Three-state) 

The Document Store Upper Address-Data Bus is a time
multiplexed, bidirectional, active-High, Three-state bus used 
for all local document memory transactions. The presence 
of a valid address during a document bus memory 
transaction is defined by the falling edge of DALE and the 
valid data is defined by the DWR and DRD signals; 
otherwise these lines are floating. 

DALE Document Store ALE (Output, Three-state) 
This active-High output signal is provided by the CEP to 
indicate valid address signals DAD16 - DAD23. When the 
CEP does not need the document interface for a data 
transfer, this pin is floating. 

DRD Document Store Read (Output, Active Low, 
Three-state) 

i5RU is an active-Low, Three-state output signal. A Low on 
this signal indicates that the DAD16 - DAD23 bus is being 
used for a Read Data Transfer. When the CEP does not 
need this interface for a data transfer, this pin is floating. 

DREADY Ready (Input) 
DREADY is a synchronous, active-High input. DREADY is 
used as an input signal when the CEP is Bus Master. The 
CEP samples the DREADY line with the rising edge of T2 
before DRi5 or DWR is asserted by the CEP. If DREADY is 
Low during this time, wait cycles are inserted until DREADY 
is returned High. This input must be synchronized to the 
CEP clock. 

DWR Document Store Write (Output, Active Low, 
Three-state) 

DWR is an active-Low, Three-state output signal. A Low on 
this pin indicates that the DAD16 - DAD23 bus is being used 
for a Document Bus write data transfer. When the CEP does 
not need this interface for a data transfer, this pin is floating. 

RFA Reference Line Access (Output, Active-High) 
This line indicates a reference line access in conjunction 
with an active" RD or DRD" signal. If the CEP performs a 
reference line access either through the system or the 
document interface, this output is asserted High. It stays 
Low during all other data transactions. 

TST Test (Input) 
This input is used for factory testing. It must be tied to 
Ground. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

I. OVERVIEW 

Figure 6 shows the internal structure of the CEP. The 
Am7971A contains two separate buses, the System bus and 
the Document Store bus. One DMA Controller on the CEP chip 
serves both buses. DMA data transfers cannot take place on 
both buses at the same time, however, slave transfers can 
occur on the system bus while a DMA transfer is taking place 
on the Document Store bus. Data transfers between the 
Am7971 A and Main Memory take place on the System bus. 
Data transfers between the Am7971A and the Document 
Store Memory take place on the Document Store Bus. 

The Am7971A processes two types of data: uncompressed or 
image data and coded or compressed data. Image data is 
stored in that portion of memory called the Image Buffer. 
Compressed data is stored in a portion of memory called Code 

Input 
Document 

Document 
Store 

Memory 

Buffer. In an Am7971A system, the Code and Image Buffers 
are external to the CEP and each can be located in either the 
Main Memory or the Document Store in any combination. 

Consideration should be given to the assignment of the 
buffers to memory. All control information exchanges between 
the Am7971 A and the host processor take place on the 
System bus. Because of the high data rate of image data, it is 
recommended that the Image Buffer be placed in the Docu
ment Store. This way, it can be accessed with maximum 
speed without slowing down the host system. For maximum 
performance, the Image buffer should be large enough to 
store one uncompressed document. The Code Buffer can be 
placed in the Main Memory so that the CPU can access it 
rapidly during transmission or reception of data. Since the 
compressed code is considerably smaller than the image data, 
it does not seriously slow down the system bus and thus does 
not impact the CPU. 

EJ 
TB0005B1 

Figure 7. CEP Typical System Configuration 

Figure 7 shows a typical configuration with the code buffers in 
the Main Memory and the image buffer in the dedicated 
Document Memory. All image handling devices like scanners 
or printers are located on this bus. It can also be utilized by a 
graphics processor. The system bus only carries coded data 
to a transmission line or a mass storage device. Thus, the 
system CPU is released from any significant task for image 
handling. 

CEP operations consist of three phases: initialization, opera
tion, and termination. In the first phase, the registers (for the 
compressor or expander) are initialized to specify and control 
the desired operation. In the second phase, the processing 
operation itself is started and performed. The final phase 

involves terminating the selected processor and performing 
any actions that are appropriate to that termination. 

The Am7971A contains registers to specify the starting 
address and assigned length of both the Image Buffer and the 
Code Buffer. The Compressor takes image data from its 
Image Buffer and loads the resulting compressed data into its 
Code Buffer. The Am7971 A Expander takes compressed data 
from its Code Buffer for processing and loads the resulting 
image data into its Image Buffer. In an Am7971A system, both 
the Compressor and the Expander are completely indepen
dent and can operate simultaneously. 

In principle, the compression and expansion algorithm imple
mented in the CEP works with any image resolution (PELs per 
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inch). However, if the resolution is too low, the compression 
ratio becomes insignificant. 

For certain images (such as half tone or low resolution), the 
compressed data representing a line may be longer than the 
original line of the image. This is called negative compression. 
The Am7971A checks for this condition after compressing a 
line and alerts the host processor via an interrupt and a status 
bit. 

Each compressed line may be delimited by an End of Line 
(EOl) code according to the CCID recommendation for 
Group 3 facsimile apparatus. However, this automatic EOl 
insertion can be suppressed by appropriate bit settings of the 
Am7971A. 

The CCID recommendation T.4 for Group 3 equipment 
requires each coded line to have a certain minimum length. Fill 
bits are added by the CEP to a short line when necessary to 
meet this requirement. The Am7971A contains a Time Fill 
Register to specify the minimum line lengths (including zero). 

Data is vulnerable to modification by transmission errors. 
When erroneous data is expanded, the resulting image is very 
different from the original. The Am7971A checks the ex
panded line for the number of picture elements required by the 
specified paper width. If there is a discrepancy, the CPU is 
alerted via an interrupt. 

II. INTERFACE DESCRIPTION 

The two interfaces of the CEP both consist of a 24 bit address 
. bus and a 8 bit data bus. The 8 bit data bus is multiplexed with 

the upper 8 address lines. ALE/DALE is used to latch the 
upper part of the address; AD/DRD and WR/DWR are used to 
indicate the read or write access of the CEP. Any number of 
wait states can be inserted in a CEP memory access by 
keeping READY /DREADY Low. A memory access without 
wait-states takes 3 clock cycles. 

The system interface is designed to perform an iAPX 8086 like 
bus arbitration for the system bus using the signals HRQ and 
HlDA. HRQ is asserted when the CEP wants to perform a 
Master DMA access on the system bus. This request is 
granted by an active HLDA. 

The above sequence is called Master Mode because the CEP 
performs an independent Master DMA cycle on the system 
bus (see figure 8). No external DMA device is needed to 
supply the expander or compressor with data. The Am7971A 
usually performs one memory access cycle for each bus 
arbitration cycle. If the begin or end of an image line is not on a 
byte boundary (see bit boundary image processing) the 
Am7971A expander performs a Read Modify Write operation 
in order to mask expanded image bits into a frame picture 
which results in a two byte burst transfer. It only requests the 
bus once for this operation. The Read and Write accesses 
occur back to back which results in a two byte burst transfer. 

System 
Memory 

.. .. CEP .... .. .... .. Document 
Memory 

I 

5-12 . 

• CEP accesses memory for image data 
and coded data 

Figure 8. CEP Master Mode. 
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Figure 9. CEP Slave Mode. 
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The Am7971A has 46 registers for address pointers, parame
ters and status information. These registers provide a maxi
mum of flexibility in memory management, format control and 
operational control over the CEP opertions. They are initialized 
before a compression or expansion sequence is started. 
During an expansionlcompression operation, three status 
registers supply information about the current operation of the 
expander or compressor. 

While the CEP is busy compressing or expanding a picture, all 
internal registers can be accessed whenever the CEP is not 
using the system bus. This is called Slave Mode (see figure 9). 

Since the system interface is used for Master DMA accesses 
as well as for Slave accesses to the registers, several control 
signals are bidirectional (RD, WR, READY, A1 - A7). These 
input/output signals are 3-stated by the CEP when it is not in 
Master Mode. The CEP recognizes a register access request 
when the CS signal is asserted. All registers are directly 
addressed through the address lines A1-A7 (Only even ad
dresses are used). The data transfer to and from the registers 

III. MEMORY BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

Expander Destination I 
Expander Source I 
Compressor Destination I 

Compressor Source 

is channeled through AD16 - AD23. CS can be kept Low for 
consecutive slave accesses (Block 1/0 Transaction). 

With one exception, the registers are not directly connected to 
the system interface. On a Slave access, an internal micropro
gram takes care of the data transfers to and from the 
registers. After data is available from or successfully written 
into the registers, the CEP responds by asserting READY 
High. The response time of the CEP to these register access 
requests varies from register to register. READY might be 
suppressed between 4 to 20 clock cycles if the CEP is idle and 
up to 50 clock cycles if the CEP is busy. If the host system 
aborts the slave access by driving RD or WR High before the 
CEP responded to the access by asserting READY High, the 
slave access is disregarded and no register contents are 
changed (CPU Program ReadlWrite Access Abort). 

The Master Status register (MSR) supplies the host system 
with an overview about the current status of the compressor 
and the expander. Only this register is accessible without 
delay (4 clock cycles) providing fast access to the status 
information in polling mode. 

I 
Memorv Buffer 

Scan line 1 

Scan line 2 

Scan line 3 

Address Holding Reg. _ r-( 

Current Address Reg. -
r-( -

Line Start Reg. 

Working Count Reg. 

Count Holding Reg. 

LJ -

\ 

T8000551 

Figure 10. CEP Memory Buffer Management. 
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Each section of the CEP, the compressor and the expander, 
needs one set of source and destination buffers. Since full 
duplex operation is possible, the expander can expand an 
image from the expander source buffer into the expander 
destination buffer, while the compressor is compressing an 
image from the compressor source buffer into the compressor 
destination buffer. For each of these four possible buffers, 
there is a separate set of address pOinters and byte counters· 
as shown in the Figure 10. 

A Buffer is defined by specifying which memory it is in (Main 
Memory or Document Store), the starting address and the 
capacity of the Buffer. The source and destination control bits 
in the expander/compressor master control register determine 
whether the source or the destination buffer is located on the 
system bus or the document bus. 

The CEP always uses the Current Address Register (CAR) 
content to access memory for its current operations. It always 
points to the byte which· will be accessed next. The CEP 
automatically increments this register after each memory 
access. When the CEP starts processing a new image line it 
always copies the content of the current address register into 
the Line Start Address Register (LSR). Thus, when an 
exception occurs, it is always possible to recover the begin
ning of the last processed image line and its corresponding 
code. 

IV. PAPER FORMAT CONTROL 

For each access to a buffer the CEP increments the corre
sponding Working Count Register (WCR). Before the CEP 
starts processing a buffer this register contains the total 
number (in 2's complement form) of bytes available in a buffer. 
Hence it always shows the number of bytes remaining 
unprocessed in a buffer. If the content of WCR reaches zero 
the CEP terminates its operation and flags a buffer overflow 
condition. The software has to decide if the whole page is 
finished or if the operation is to be resumed to complete a 
page (see exception processing). 

For its operation, the CEP only needs and modifies the current 
registers (current address, working count) and the Line Start 
address register. In addition to these registers an Address 
Hold Register (AHR) and a Count Hold Register (CHR) are 
provided for each buffer to maintain a copy of the initial values. 
The AHR stores the starting address of a buffer and the CHR 
stores the 2's complement of the buffer size as a byte count. 
These Registers are never changed by the CEP but they are 
used to update the CAR or WCR when the same buffer is used 
over and over again. This feature reduces the software 
overhead for updating the address pOinters and counter 
values to an absolute minimum (Refer to the section 'Buffer 
Overflow' for more details). 

I Paper width register ~t----------..., 
(~mage Line length In Bytes _----JA'------..... 
2k Bytes max.) 
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Figure 11. CEP Paper Size Control 
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Figure 12. CEP Margin Control 

Figure 11 shows, that the width of a document to be 
processed is defined by the Page Width Register. The length 
of a document during compression is determined by the user 
software. The CEP stops compressing whenever the source 
image buffer is empty. The Count Holding Register contains 
the number of bytes of image in the image buffer. If the source 
image buffer specified is smaller than the document, more 
processing control is required. 

The simplest case is when the source image buffer length is 
the same length as the document (See Figure 12). In this 
case, the CEP is programmed to append an "end of docu
ment" code to the coded image at the end of compression. 
During expansion, processing continues until the end of 
document code (RTC for Group 3 or EOP for Group 4) is 
detected assuming that the destination image buffer is also 
large enough to hold the expanded document. 

If the source image buffer for the compressor is smaller than 
the document, the document is processed in segments (Refer 
to the discussion of page fraction processing for details). 

During expansion of a document larger than the image buffer, 
the CEP stops whenever there is a destination image buffer 
overflow. The CPU must then empty the image buffer and 
resume the expansion operation. For more details, refer to the 
page fraction processing discussion. 

CCITT recommendation T.4 covers compression and expan
sion of scan lines up to 2560 bits. The Am7971A accommo
dates much wider pages by the use of multiple make-up 

codes. The CEP allows specification of scan line lengths up to 
16K bits in both, 1-0 and 20 mode operation. 

Figure 12 shows how a white margin around the image can be 
specified for compressor operation. This feature is useful to 
supp~ess to.lerances in scanner adjustments. Specifying a 
margin provides a clean surrounding for the scanned image. 

The three margin control registers specify white right, left or 
top margins. If any of these registers are non zero, the 
c?mpressor reads the image data within these margins but 
disregards the content and encodes it as white image. If the 
image following these margins begins with white pixels, the 
compressor combines them together with the margin into one 
white runlength code. 

Since, by definition, the Top Margin white space is to occur 
only once per document, the compressor logic decrements 
the Top Margin Register by one after processing each scan 
line until it reaches "0", at which time normal compression 
proceeds. Because of this, the Top Margin Register must be 
initialized each time a new page is started. 

Margins can only be defined in byte boundaries. If the margin 
continues into white data, a single white code is generated for 
the margin and the following white pels in the image line. 

When the margin specifications are not consistent with the 
page width, the CEP will terminate operation after setting the 
Illegal Command bit in the appropriate Status register. 

The expander does not have a margin control feature. 
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V. WINDOW PROCESSING 

The CEP provides the possibility to define an image window of 
any size at any location in memory. The idea is to define a 
larger image as a frame, and a window as a page within this 
frame. Figure 13 shows how the frame width register specifies 
the scan line width of the frame picture in memory. 

This ability provides window processing without any additional 
processing of the image. A partial image area of any size at 
any location can be compressed from a larger image and 
expanded into a different location of a target image. 

The window is specified like a small page. If the frame width 
and the page width are the same, the full frame is processed 
and thus the window processing feature is disabled. 

If the frame width is larger than the page width, window 
processing is performed. The position of the window is 
specified by the address hold register. The width of the 
window is specified by the page width register. The length of 

Frame Width 
Register 

the window is specified by the number of bytes processed 
(CHR and WCR). 

Whenever the CEP reaches the end of a scan line, it adds the 
frame width to the image buffer LSR which still contains the 
start address of the last line. Thus it then points to the first 
byte of the next line. After this, the same address is automati
cally copied into the image buffer's current address register 
(CAR). Then it continues operation from this new position. This 
scheme is used for the expander destination buffer and for the 
compressor source buffer (see also the description of the Line 
Start Register under buffer overflow processing and Figure 
19). 

Any memory location outside this defined window is un
touched. If the expansion results in a longer runlength than 
specified in the page width register, which might happen due 
to a data error, the CEP will skip outputting any bits beyond the 
specified line length. 

Margin control is effective during window processing. There
fore, it is possible to have a window with white margins. 

__ ------------J~~------------~ 

Address Holdingt-________ ~~~~~, 
Register 
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Figure 13. CEP Window Processing 
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VI. BIT OFFSET CONTROL 

The Am7971A allows specification of an image scan line on 
any possible bit boundary. This is useful in preserving the 
information at the edges of documents which are scanned on 
a bit boundary, especially important for window processing. 
The Am7971A can compress from a window at any bit position 
in a picture and expand it into any position in a destination 
image. 

To specify the left and right bit offset, the Am7971A provides a 
register for the compressor and the expander, called the 
expander or compressor bit offset control register (EBOCRI 
CBOCR). Figure 14 shows how the contents of these registers 
correlate to the definition of a bit offset at the right or left edge 
of a page (or window). Any Bit Offset between 0-7 bits can be 
selected. The Bit Offset specifies the number of bits in the 
outermost by1e of a line that are not used. During expansion, 
the Am7971A performs a read-modify write operation at the 
line extremes to patch the bit offset into an existing image. 

Note: If the bit offset value is "0", the Am7971A behaves 
exactly as the Am7970A with lin.e termination parame
ter= "0". 

Frame Width 

VII. CODE FORMAT CONTROL 

The CEP generates a code format as recommended by CCITT 
for Group III and Group IV apparatus. This standard coding 
procedure was originally intended for facsimile transmission 
but is also widely accepted as standard for graphics worksta
tions and electronic archiving purposes. Since not all image 
processing environments necessarily need to follow the 
CCITT recommendation precisely, the CEP offers a variety of 
coding options which can be used to gain a higher compres
sion ratio. The usefulness of these options depends on the 
specific application and must be evaluated from case to case. 

Since the CEP maintains great flexibility in the code format to 
be used, much care must be taken in the correct initialization 
of the registers which affect the format of the compressed 
image. Only a specific combination of parameters will produce 
a Group III format, while a different combination will produce 
Group IV code. The internal microcontroller checks all param
eters before starting compression or expansion, and deter
mines if it is a Group III or Group IV data format. 

,-____________ -J~, ______________ ~ 
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Figure 14. CEP Bit-Boundary Image Processing With Window 
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Figures 15 and 16 are examples of Group III and Group IV 
code formats and show the differences of the selected 
parameters. 

Auto EOl Control: 

The EOl code terminating a coded image line plays an 
important role for resynchronization of the expansion process 
after the occurrence of corrupted data from transmission 
errors in Group III coded data. The compressor terminates 
each coded line with an EOl code if "Auto EOl" mode is 
selected in the Compressor Parameter Register (CPR). The 
expander recognizes EOl as the end of a coded line if "Auto 
EOl" is selected in the EOl control bit of the expander 
parameter register (EPR). 

Byte Boundary Control: 

The CEP is able to adjust the end of a coded line to either bit 
or byte boundary. After an exception condition, such as 
negative compression or data error, it is easier to resume from 
a byte-boundary adjusted line. However bit-boundary lines 
result in higher compression and throughput. The CCITT 
Group III standard leaves this option up to the user. 

If the "byte boundary" option in the compressor parameter 
register (CPR) is selected, the CEP compressor adjusts each 
coded line to a byte boundary. It does that by adding fill bits 
(= "0") between the compressed image line and the EOl 
code. If a byte boundary adjusted compressed image is to be 
expanded, the expander knows from the expander restart 
control register (ERCR) whether to disregard these fill bits or 
not. If the expander input is byte boundary adjusted but the 
expander set to no byte boundary operation or vice versa, a 
data error will occur and the operation is terminated. However, 
if Auto EOl is programmed, the expander ignores the byte 
boundary control bit (fill bits .are automatically disregarded if 
there are any). 

Coding Mode Control: 

The "mode control" bits in the Master Control Registers 
(EMCR/CMCR) determine the coding scheme used to com
press or expand an image. The choices are 1-D, 2-D and 
transparent mode. 

One Dimensional Mode (1-0): 

In one dimenSional mode, the CEP processes an image by the 
Modified Huffman coding scheme only. Image lines are 
scanned for groups of pixels with the same color (black or 
white) from left to right. The number of pixels between two 
color changes is the color runlength. This runlength is passed 
through a coding table. Two different code tables are used for 
black and white runlengths. The lengths of the codes are 
optimized according to the statistical probability of occurrence 
of a runlength. 

For each new line a new code is started. Each line is assumed 
to start with a white pixel. If it actually starts with a black pixel, 
a white zero length code is inserted. The codes for each line 
are independent from previous or following lines. Thus the 
Huffman coding scheme is a one dimensional (1-D) or 
horizontal coding method (Refer to the CEP technical manual 
for detailed information about the coding methods and the 
CCITT specification). 

When the CEP is in 1-D mode and auto EOl operation is 
selected, it will not append a Tag bit to any EOl since all lines 
are coded with the same method. A Tag Bit is used to 
distinguish the coding mode· of the next line. 

Two Dimensional Mode (2·0): 

In two dimensional mode, the CEP processes data by the 
modified READ (Relative Element Address) coding scheme. 

This method detects similarities between two adjacent lines. 
Only the differences between lines are coded into very short 
code words of varying length. Since normal text images have a 
lot of equal or similar adjacent lines, this coding scheme is 
very efficient for such documents. To generate the code for a 
scan line, the compressor or expander must access the 
previous scan line for reference. Thus the READ coding 
scheme is called a two dimensional or vertical method. 

The two dimensional scheme only deals with relative positions 
of color changes between two lines. If the first line of a 
document is to be coded in 2-D mode, it is necessary to 
assume an imaginary white reference line on top of a page. 
Starting from this assumption, it is possible to recover the 
image by relative information only. The vertical coding scheme 
is only efficient for small differences between lines. The READ 
schellJ..~ falls back to the Huffman scheme when the differ
ences 'between two lines are too big (Refer to the CEP 
technical manual for detailed information about the coding 
methods and the CCITT specification). 

The CCITT specification uses the 2-D mode in two different 
ways. In Group IV environments, READ code is used exactly 
as shown above (see also figure 16). All lines are coded in the 
2-D scheme only. In Group III environment, the 2-D coding 
scheme is used in conjunction with the 1-D scheme. After N 
lines are encoded in 2- D, one line is encoded in 1-D. The K
parameter determines the number of 2-D lines for each 1-D 
coded line (K = N + 1). In this mode each coded line must be 
terminated by an EOl code including a Tag Bit which indicates 
the coding scheme of the next line (Also see figure 15). 

The Tag Bit: 

The compressor appends a Tag Bit to each EOl code when 2-
D coding mode is selected. The expander determines from tho 
Tag Bit the coding scheme of the following line. In 1-D mode 
the Tag Bit is unnecessary and therefore omitted. 

EOl code for 1-D Mode: 0000 0000 0001 
2-D Mode: 0000 0000 OOOH 

T = Tag Bit 
= a if next line is 2-D 
= 1 if next line is 1-0 

In Group III (2-D) mode, when the SA bit is set (e.g. at the 
beginning of a page), the expander does not simply assume a 
1·D coded line but expands the line according to the Tag Bit 
appended to the prefix EOL. A Tag Bit is also appended to 
each EOl code of the RTC suffix in Group III coding mode. For 
this purpose the Tag bits are always set" 1". If the EOl codes 
are omitted (auto EOl mode off), the expander decodes data 
according to the K-parameter. 

Transparent Mode: 

In addition to the one dimensional and two dimensional 
scheme, the CEP piovides an optional transparent mode. This 
mode disables the coding/encoding algorithm but keeps all 
format control parameters in effect. If data is not to be 
changed when being transferred by the compressor or expan
der in transparent mode, all format control parameters must 
be disabled (no EOl, no byte boundary, no SA, granularity ... 0, 
express mode = 0, no time fill, no margins). Alternately, the 
expander in transparent mode can be used to strip off the 
prefix and suffixes by leaving Auto EOl mode, SA bit and RTC 
or EOP format on. 

The transparent mode provides a plain DMA channel for data 
moves between the system interface and the document 
interface and for general DMA actions on either one of the two 
interfaces. While the CEP is busy expanding or compressing in 
half duplex mode, the unused counterpart could also be used 
for DMA transactions of the next picture to be processed. 
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K-Parameter: 

If the image was compressed in 2-D only, it is impossible to 
recover a useful image after a data error. The CCITT. 
therefore, specifies for Group III type data a factor called the 
K-Parameter. Using this K-Parameter 1-D coded lines are 
interleaved with 2-D coded lines. There are K-1 lines coded in 
2-0 mode for each 1-D coded line. Unlike the 2-D mode, the 
expander in 1-D mode does not need to access an already 
expanded image line as reference for the next line. Therefore, 
a data error can be stopped from propagating through the 
whole remaining image by these 1 D coded lines. 

Since a maximum of K lines can be corrupted by a data error, 
the K-parameter represents the maximum tolerable distortion 
of an image. Thus, the K-parameter depends on the vertical 
resolution of an image and the probability of data errors during 
transmission. 

.The K-Parameter Register (CKPR) is always needed for 2-D 
mode compression. The expander disregards its K-Parameter 
register (EKPR) in CCITT Group III mode because the Tag Bit 
appended to the EOl suffixes indicates the coding scheme of 
the next line to be expanded. The expander K-Parameter is 
only used when suffix EOl codes are omitted (Non CCITT 
compatible mode, auto EOl mode off). 

Examples of parameters for different formats: 

The mode control parameter (in the MCR), the EOl field in the 
EPR/CPR and the K-parameter provides among others the 
following methods of decoding/encoding the image: 

- 10 mode and Auto EOl 
All lines are coded in 1 D mode only and terminated by a 
EOl code without a Tag bit. 

- 20 mode with K = 1 and Auto EOl 
All lines are coded in 1 D mode only and terminated by an 
EOl code with a Tag bit (= "1"). 

- 20 mode with 256 > K > 1 and Auto EOL. 
Lines are coded in 2D mode with interleaving 1 D coded 
lines. Every line is terminated by an EOl code with a Tag bit 
indicating the coding scheme for the next line. 

- 20 mode with K = 0 (infinite) 
All lines are coded in 2D mode. Each line is terminated with 
EOl code plus Tag bit (= "0") if Auto EOl is selected .. 
Otherwise no EOl is appended. 

Source Attribution: 

The CCITT Group III recommendation defines a prefix indicat
ing the beginning of a compressed image. For this prefix a 
single EOl code including a Tag bit is used. Group III 
apparatus starts transmitting Signals as soon as the connec
tion is established. The first EOl among these signals 
indicates the beginning of a compressed image page. 

The system program must set the Source Attribute bit, SA, in 
the Parameter Registers (CPR/EPR) if the CEP is to recognize 
this prefix. If the SA bit is set, the CEP does not start 
expansion of the input data until it has received an EOl code. 
This feature is also very useful in searching for the next EOl in 
the code after a data error has occurred (see exception 
processing). 

The Source Attribution bit must also be set before Group IV 
data is processed. Since all lines are coded in 2D mode, there 
is no reference line available to expand the first line of a page. 
For Group IV processing, the CEP must assume an imaginary 
all white line as reference for the first image line. The CEP 
does this if the following parameter setup is specified: No 
auto-EOl and K = 0 and 2-D mode and SA = 1. If the SA bit is 
not set, the CEP will not assume an imaginary white line (Refer 
to the technical manual for details on this non CCITT format). 

The SA bit is automatically reset by the CEP after processing 
of the first line. It usually does not need to be modified by the 
system until a new page is started or expander data error 
recovery is being attempted. 

Format Control: 

The two coding schemes also differ in the suffix used to 
indicate the end of a compressed image. Group III coding uses 
a sequence of six EOl's to indicate the end of the coded 
page. If 2-D mode is selected, each EOl is appended by a Tag 
bit set to '1'. The 1-D scheme uses EOl codes without Tag 
Bit. The compressor generates this type of suffix on a source 
buffer overflow if suffix RTC code format is selected in the 
parameter register (CPR). For non-Group IV processing, the 
expander needs three EOls to recognize the end of a 
compressed image. 

Group IV coding uses an EOP code to indicate the end of a 
compressed image. The EOP consists of two plain EOl codes 
without any tag bits. The compressor generates these two 
EOls on a source buffer overflow if Suffix EOP Code is 
selected in the Compressor Parameter Register. When Group 
IV processing is selected the expander needs a sequence of 
two EOl codes to recognize the end of a compressed image. 

If the source buffer is smaller than the entire document, a 
source buffer overflow may not necessarily indicate the end of 
a page. If it is not an end of page, RTC or EOP suffix should 
not be appended. Therefore, the first part of the image must 
be compressed in byte-boundaries or non byte-boundaries 
mode without selecting a suffix. When the last portion of the 
document is being processed, the data format control is 
switched to Suffix RTC or EOP code mode. Alternatively, if the 
size of the image buffer is large enough to permit processing 
of an entire image without stopping, the suffix options can be 
selected right at the beginning. 

Both suffix RTC and EOP code formats imply non Byte
boundary formatted code. If the image has to be compressed 
in byte boundary mode, all scan lines except the last one have 
to be compressed with the byte boundary mode selected. 
Then for the last line the compression must be resumed with 
either Suffix RTC or EOP code mode and single line operation 
mode selected. 

Changing modes between lines must be· done very carefully 
because it might corrupt overhanging code from the previous 
line which is still in the output pipeline (Refer to the technical 
manual for more details). 

In single line operation each compressed line is suffixed with 
the code selected in the Parameter Register. 

When the expander recognizes either an RTC or EOP code, it 
terminates the operation and sets the EOP Code Detected 
flag in the Master Status Register (MSR). 

Fill Bits: 

If a coded line and the RTC code does not end on a byte 
boundary, the compressor adds fill bits between the com
pressed data and the RTC code to end the line on a byte 
boundary. Alternatively, if the code is terminated by an EOP 
code, the CEP adds fill bits after the EOP code to end the 
code on a byte boundary. Fill bits are always "0". 

The compressor also inserts enough fill bits between a coded 
line and the EOl code to end a code line (including the EOl) 
on a byte boundary. 

Time Fill: 

The CCITT recommendation for Group III data requires each 
coded line to have certain minimum length. This is necessary 
for compatibility with older and slower equipment which 
cannot print fast enough. 
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The Time Fill Register (TFlR) specifies the time fill parameter 
which defines the minimum number of bytes in a coded scan 
line. If the generated code line is shorter than this, enough fill 
bytes (='0') are added between the code and the EOl to meet 
the minimum requirement. 

The Time Fill Parameter can be calculated by the following 
formula: 

TFlR = MSP * MIT I 8 

MSP : Modem Speed 
MIT : Minimum Transmission Time 

When the Auto-EOl feature is supressed, the Am7971A 
ignores the time fill requirement; no time fill is inserted. 

Bit Ordering In code and Image bytes In memory: 

In memory, the bits representing the pixels are stored as 
bytes. The first pixel at the top left corner of the image must be 
stored as the least significant bit of the first byte in the memory 
buffer. This is also the first bit to be transmitted. The 
compressed image follows the same rule. 

This is contrary to normal computer convention where the lSB 
is the rightmost bit in the byte. Hand-coded data from the 
coding table (following traditional computer rules) result in the 
wrong bit order in each byte, and, therefore, requires the bit 

order in every byte to be reversed (bit 0 ~ bit 7, bit 1 ~ 
bit 6 etc). 

Theoretically the bit ordering of image data does not matter, 
but the wrong bit order will almost always result in additional, 
unnecessary color changes, and therefore upset the compres
sion ratio. 

Note also, that scanners are not standardized. Some put the 
leftmost bit into the lSB (as required by the CEP), some do the 
opposite and, therefore, require reversal of bit ordering either 
by software or by hardware. 

VIII. NON-CCITT OPTIONS 

Wraparound Mode: 

The wraparound mode groups a specified number of scan 
lines together into one effective line during encoding. This 
mode cannot be used simultaneously with 2-D compression or 
Express Mode. In 1-0 compression, it gains approximately 
15% code efficiency because fewer EOl codes are used and 
longer runlength can be encoded using multiple make-up 
codes. This coding scheme is not compatible with the CCIIT 
recommendations. 

The number of lines grouped together is specified by the 
content of the wraparound register plus 1. If the value is "0", 
then the effective line is identical to a scan line. 

Compressor Express Mode 

~
Image Line 1 

-. L.oI __ c_o_m_p_r_e_ss_o_r_E_x_p_re_s_S_R_eg_l_st_e_r_ ....... I 

Line 2 
Line 3 
Line 4 

Skipped 
Line 6 

• 
• 

Example: CER = 4 

Every 5th line Is skipped 

1/5 Vertical Image Reduction 

Expander Granularity Mode -. L.oI __ E_x_p_a_nd_e_r_p_a_r_am_et_e_r _R_e..;;,9_ls_te_r_ ....... 1 

Image 
Line 1 

1------1 Line 2 

Line 3 
1------1 Line 4 

r'lDuplicated'i Line 4 
Line 5 

1------1 Line 6 

· · 

Example: EPR = 4 

Every 4th line Is duplicated 

1/4 Vertical Image ExpanSion 

TBOOO480 

Figure 17. CEP Express and Granularity Modes 

Vertical Image. Resolution Conversion: 

Figure 17 shows an example of the CEP's capability to reduce 
or expand the image vertically during compression or expan
sion. This feature is not compatible with the CCIIT recommen
dation. 

Express Mode: 

The compressor express register specifies how many scan 
lines to compress before skipping one line. For example 
Figure 17 shows how every fifth line will be skipped resulting in 
a vertical image reduction of 20%. A '0' value in this register 
disables this feature. 

If the Express Mode is defined with 2-D Compression, each 
line that is compressed is also the reference line for the next 
line that is compressed. Skipped lines are not used as 
reference lines. 

Granularity Control: 

The G-Parameter bits in the Expander Parameter Register 
contain the granularity factor (G-Parameter). It specifies how 
many lines to expand before duplicating the last line ex
panded. For instance, Figure 17 shows an example with 
G = 4. Here, every fourth scan line is duplicated resulting in a 
25% vertical expansion. 
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IX. PROCESS CONTROL 

Compression/Expansion Sequence: 

Conceptually, the CEP operates as a· coprocessor. The 
expansion and compression process is performed with mini
mum host CPU's assistance. Since the CEP is equipped with 
full Master DMA capability once a compression or expansion 
process is started, a whole page could be processed without 
any CPU intervention. 

A compression or expansion sequence has the following 
steps: 

- The host system provides the data in a memory loca-
tion accessible by the CEP. 

- The host system issues a software reset to the CEP 
- The host system initializes the CEP's registers. 
- The host system starts the CEP. 
- The CEP accesses the data in the specified memory 

buffers and processes an image until a full page is 
completed or an exception condition occurs. 

- The CEP alerts the system about the termination of its 
operation by asserting an interrupt. 

- The system examines the CEP status registers to de
termine the cause of the interrupt. According to this in
formation, it updates the memory buffers and initializes 
the CEP. The CEP resumes its operation or starts a 
new sequence for the next page. 

The CEP executes three different operations, the Software 
Reset, Single Line Operation and Multi Line Operation. They 
are selected by the Operation Control Bits in the Master 
Control Register (CMCR, EMCR) and started by setting the 
'GO' bit. The 'GO' bit is automatically reset after completion of 
the selected operation. 

- The Software Reset clears the internal working registers, 
process control flags, the status and interrupt registers, sets 
"busy" to zero, flushes the input queue, and sets up the 
check for configurational errors and flags them. It is general
ly used to bring the CEP into an idle condition from where it 
can start on a new page. The Software Reset does not alter 
any user programmable registers. 

- The Single Line Operation terminates the expansion or 
compression procedure after each processed effective im
age line. An effective image line can be longer than a single 
scan line if wraparound mode is selected (see options). The 
single line operation is useful for debugging, in systems with 
single line buffers. It is also used in some special situations 
(processing the last line in byte boundary mode, processing 
of negative compression or data errors). 

- The Multi Line Operation terminates the process when an 
exception condition occurs.' All pointers are automatically 
updated internally for each new image line. In this mode, the 
number of lines to be compressed or expanded is deter
mined by the specified buffer sizes. Alternately the expan
sion can proceed until the end of a page is detected from a 
terminating code (RTC or EOP). 

An entire image may be compressed or expanded in one 
operation if the code buffer and the image buffer are both 
large enough to contain the entire image. In .this case the 
system program must specify a software reset operation 
before starting the compression or expansion of each new 
document. 

The code buffer (compressor destination, expander source) 
can be smaller than an entire document. The CEP stops at the 
end of the buffer indicating a buffer overflow or underflow 
(This document makes no distinction between overflow and 
underflow of any buffer). ProceSSing can be continued without 
issuing a reset after the buffers are updated. Similarily, the 

CEP is able to operate on image buffers that are smaller than 
the entire document. (Note: image buffer size should be an 
internal multiple of page width-PWR.) 

Full duplex operation: 

The Am7971A has two different operating configurations. In 
the full-duplex mode, the Expander and the Compressor are 
operated simultaneously. In the half-duplex mode, either the 
Expander or the Compressor are operating. Setting a '1' in the 
GO bit of the CMCR starts compression. A "1" in the GO bit of 
the EMCR starts expansion. For full-duplex operation, load a 
"1" into the GO bit of each register. 

The expander and compressor sections work independently 
during full duplex operation. Either one can terminate its 
operation separately after an exception condition and assert 
an interrupt. The cause of the interrupt can be observed from 
the status registers and the terminated section can resume 
operation while the other section is still busy. 

Initializing the CEP: 

The Am7971A has the following initialization requirements: 

• Source Buffer definition 

• Destination Buffer definition 

• Attributes 

• Control Parameters 

• Restart Condition 

• Operating Mode 

• Processing Mode 

• Data Format 

• Paper Format 

• Minimum transmission time 

• Options 

These requirements are met by writing appropriate information 
into the 46 registers in the CEP. The system program should 
specify certain initial conditions before starting the operation 
of the Am7971A. After the CEP is started by setting the GO bit 
in the Master Control register, the CEP checks the parameters 
for consistency. If it finds an illogical condition, it terminates. 

X. STATUS CONTROL 

The Status Registers: 

The CEP has three status registers: the Master Status 
Register (MSR), the Compressor Status Register (CSR), and 
the Expander Status Register (ESR). The MSR provides 
information about the general status of both the compressor 
and the expander. ESR and CSR inform specifically about the 
expander or compressor. 

. Most important are the EBY and CBY Bits in the MSR. The 
CBY Bit is set High whon the compressor is busy and Low 
when the process is terminated. The EBY Bit provides the 
same information for the expander side. The CBY in the CSR 
and the EBY in the ESR are directly hardwired to those in the 
MSR (The meaning of all other status bits is explained under 
exception processing). 

Interrupt Handling: 

When interrupt mode is selected, the interrupt (INTR) signal is 
asserted upon termination of a process. This is when the busy 
bit returns to "0". The interrupt mode is selected by setting 
the interrupt enable bits (CIE,EIE) either in the expander or 
compressor master control registers (EMCR,CMCR). The 
interrupt can be enabled separately for the expander and the 
compressor. 
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The INTR line will remain High until the MSR has been 
accessed by the system. The system program must test the 
MSR register to distinguish Compressor interrupts from Ex
pander interrupts by reading the busy bits. The system 
program then isolates the cause of the interrupt by reading the 
appropriate status register (CSR or ESR). Reading the Maste( 
Status Register clears the interrupt. The system program may 
then execute its interrupt service routine to respond to the 
interrupt. 

Polling the Status: 

If interrupts have not been enabled, the system program 
should periodically poll EBY and CBY by reading the MSR 
register. Polling the MSR is much faster than polling ESR or 
CSR because this register is directly accessible by the system 
without significant delay. All other registers are accessible only 
through the internal microprogram which is interrupted by a 
register access attempt of the system. Since this procedure is 

Bit-Image Page 

Fraction #1 

Fraction #2 

Fraction #3 

Fraction #4 

Image 
Buffer CEP 

rather slow it is not recommended to access any other 
registers beside the MSR while the CEP is busy. System and 
CEP performance would be degraded. 

Interrupt mode is better than polling operation because it frees 
the system from monitoring the busy bits. It is by far the most 
efficient way to control the CEP. 

XI. EXCEPTION PROCESSING 

The CEP will terminate its operation when there is a deviation 
from the normal compression or expansion sequence. These 
deviations are called exceptions and always require system 
interaction. An exception from normal processing occurs at 
the end of a page (EOP detected), on a buffer overflow, if 
negative compression is detected, when a data error or an 
illegal extension code is detected during expansion, if an 
illegal command was issued, or if the system aborts the 
procedure. Handling these exceptions properly is key to a 
successful expansion or compression of an image page. 

Code 
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Code Page 
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Figure 18. Fractional Page Processing (Memory Buffer Smaller Document Size) 

Buffer Overflow (Operating on fractional code 
or Image buffer): 

The CEP is designed to work with any amount of memory 
available in a system. Thus the size of the source and 
destination buffers for expansion and compression may vary 
from 1 Byte to 16M Byte. The sizes are defined in the Count 
Hold Registers. If a buffer is not large enough to accommo
date the code of an entire document or the entire image data 
of a document, the CEP will run into an overflow condition. 

When the CEP finishes processing the last byte of one of the 
buffers before the expansion or compression process is 
completed, it terminates the operation, asserts an interrupt 
and indicates this event by resetting the Busy Bit (Master 
Status Register) and setting the buffer overflow bits in the 
Expander or Compressor Status Registers. 

After a buffer overflow, the CEP provides all the information 
needed to proceed with the compression or expansion from 
any boundary condition without producing code or image 
inconsistencies. There is only one restriction: since the CEP is 
designed for operation on image scan line image buffer must 
always be specified as an integral multiple of a scan line as 
defined in the page width registers (EPWR/CPWR) or an 
integral multiple of wrapped line length (if EWR/CWR is non
zero). 

The buffer overflow status: 

The host system exercises the CEP's status registers to 
determine which buffer is exhausted. There can be an 
overflow of the source or destination buffer or a simultaneous 
overflow on both sides. During full duplex operation four 
overflows can happen at the same time (expander/compres
sor source/destination). The overflow bits in the ESR and 
CSR indicate the source of an overflow. 

Updating memory buffers after overflow: 

The system must now decide if a destination buffer has to be 
saved or a source buffer has to be loaded with new data. If the 
two dimensional coding scheme is used, care must be taken 
that the last complete image line in the compressor source 
buffer is preserved, since it is needed as reference line for the 
following line except for the following conditions: when the two 
dimensional code is intermixed with one dimensionally coded 
lines (CCITT Group III) the reference line may be overwritten if 
the user specifies the buffer size such that the CEP com
presses the first scan line at the beginning of a new buffer in 
the one dimensional coding scheme. 

The system's response to an exception condition is crucial for 
the overall performance of the CEP. Therefore, the procedure 
for recovery from a buffer overflow condition needs to be 
highly optimized. The address hold registers and the restart 
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control registers were implemented to minimize the number of 
register accesses necessary to resume from a buffer overflow 
condition. 

Optimizing the resume operation: 

The address hold registers (EDAHR, ESAHR, CDAHR, 
CSAHR) keep a backup of the initial start positions of all 
memory buffers. The Count Hold Registers (EDCHR, ESCHR, 
CDCHR, CSCHR) keep a backup of the initial sizes of all 
buffers. The Restart Control Register (CRCR, ERCR) specifies 
whether or not an Address Hold Register is used to update the 
Current Address Register or the Count Hold Register is used 
to update the Working Count Registers. 

Each bit in the Restart Control Registers specifies for a 
specific register-whether its content is untouched (continue) or 
if it is loaded from the corresponding Hold Register (Restart) 
after the 'GO' bit is set for resumption of CEP operation. 
Accordingly, two different resume procedures are possible. 
The system can disregard the Hold Registers, initialize and 
update all Current and Working Registers and always keep the 
Restart Control Bits on Continue Mode. Under these circum
stances, the Hold Registers are not used by the CEP at all. 
Alternately, the system can initialize the Hold Registers once 
at the beginning. Then the Restart Control Bits are used to 
specify which working registers are to be automatically loaded 
from the hold registers on start or resumption. 

A typical system Interaction: 

The second choice is much more efficient because no 
address pointers have to be transferred. A typical system 
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interaction on a buffer overflow exception would only consist 
of four .CEP register accesses : 

- Read Master status register. The MSR informs about the 
reason for terminating. 

- Read the status of the CEP section in use (compressor or 
expander). The status ·register provides all the information 
needed to evaluate a situation and to decide what action to 
take and determine how the CEP can be initialized for a 
resume operation. 

- Write the correct resume pattern (restart or continue) into 
the Restart Control Register. The use of the Address Hold 
Registers in the CEP by a Restart condition avoids any 
additional update of address pointers. 

- Set the "GO" bit in the MCR. 

If, for example, a source buffer overflow occurred, all Restart 
Control Bits are set to continue except the Source Address 
Control bit and the Source Count Control bit. Then, after the 
CEP is started, it will continue processing the destination 
buffer from the location where it stopped. In contrast, the CEP 
starts processing the source buffer from the beginning as 
defined in the Hold Register for a number of bytes as defined 
in the Count Hold Register. 

Note, that a software reset is fatal for a proper resume 
operation since it clears the whole internal status and flushes 
the internal pipelines. If a software reset occurs after a buffer 
overflow termination, the CEP cannot encode or decode a 
consistent code string after resumption. 
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Figure 19. Address Pointer Management (During Multi-Line Operation) 

The Line Start Register: 

The Line Start Address Registers (EDLSR, ESLSR. CDLSR, 
CSLSR) have an important role for the management of the 
memory buffers and for proper recovery from data errors or 

negative compression. During multi-line operation the LSR is 
used to calculate the begin of consecutive image lines. 

Figure 19 shows three important pointers used for processing 
an image line (expanding or compression). While the RCAR 
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and the CAR move through the reference and the current line, 
the lSR points to the first byte of the line currently being 
processed. After a line is completed, a new CAR is calculated 
by adding the frame width to the lSR. Then the previous line 
start address is loaded into the reference current address 
pOinter. Finally the new CAR· is loaded into the lSR and 
processing of the next line can begin. The Address Hold 
Register should normally be pointing to the beginning of the 
memory buffer. 

Beside the Line Start Register for the image buffer (EDlSR, 
CSlSR) the CEP also provides lSRs for the code buffers 
(ESlSR, CDlSR). These registers always point to the EOl 
code (suffix) of the previous line or to the byte preceding it. 
They are updated after an EOl code is generated by the 
compressor or detected by the expander. 

The Line Start Registers are very useful when an exception 
occurs because the information about the start position of the 
image line and its corresponding code is still available to the 
system. The system can also modify the lSRs to adjust the 
CEP's memory management to changed memory definitions. 
This is necessary for example during recovery from a data 
error (see data error) or for resumption after certain types of 
buffer overflow as described below. 

Specifying the Line Start Registers: 

At the beginning of a page the CEP is usually started in Restart 
Mode. Thus all working registers are loaded from the hold 
registers. If this is the case (Line Start Address Control Bit = 
'D'), the lSR is loaded from the address hold register. From 
there on 'Continue' Mode is selected, so that the lSR is only 
modified by the CEP for each new line it starts to process. 

The Reference Line Register: 

As shown in figure 19 in 2-D Compression Mode the content of 
the lSR is loaded into the Reference Current Address 
Register (ERCAR,CRCAR) before the CEP starts processing 
the next line. They serve as internal address registers pointing 
to the next address in the image buffer which the CEP will 
access for reference. Like the current address registers, they 
are always incremented by one. Altering the content of the 
Reference Line Registers will most likely corrupt the CEP's 
operation. However, there is no problem in reading them for 
debugging purposes. Also, it is necessary to write into these 
registers under certain conditions during expander error recov· 
ery from a transmission error. 

If the position of the reference line must be changed, it can be 
specified through the lSR if 'Continue' operation is chosen 
and a new line is started. This is important in 2-D mode when 
the source buffer for the compressor is exhausted. When the 
system updates this buffer with new image data, the reference 
line is lost. The compressor starts a new line at the beginning 
of the new source buffer but expects the reference line still to 
exist at the end of this buffer. It thus generates incorrect code. 
To avoid corruption in this situation, the last line of image 
which was just processed, must be copied to a memory 
location outside this memory buffer, before the image lines are 
loaded into the source buffer. Before the compressor reo 
sumes, the position of the copied line is loaded into the 
CSlSR and the Compressor Source Line Start Control Bit set 
to continue. The CSCAR must be loaded with the start 
address of the source buffer (eg. from the Hold Register). The 
back·up line is then used correctly as reference line for the 
first line of the updated buffer. 

For Group III processing this procedure can be avoided by 
specifying the compressor source buffer size as an integral 
multiple of the line length multiplied with the K·parameter. The 
source buffer will then always begin with a line which is coded 
in 1-0 mode and no reference line access is necessary. On 

the expander side the the image buffer is not overwritten by 
the system, so it is still available at its old position after 
resumption. Therefore, no special expander destination over· 
flow handling of the EDlSR is necessary in 2-D mode. 

The Line Incomplete Bit: 

The Line Incomplete Bit (lPI) in the Status Register is set 
when exception situation occurs while the CEP is in the middle 
of processing a scan line. The lPI of the Compressor is also 
set if there is partial code remaining in the CEP which has not 
yet been written out to the memory. This happens during non 
byte boundary processing because part of the code string has 
to be concatenated to the next line. lPI is always set on a data 
error during expansion (see section on data error). 

Data Error: 

The Group III CCITT·specification assumes the possibility of 
corrupted data because of transmission errors. If an image is 
coded in 2-D mode only, the remaining image after a data error 
would be lost. For this reason 2-D coded lines are interlaced 
with 1-D coded lines which are used by the expander to 
resynchronize the decoding procedure after a data error. 

The code must be carefully screened for inconsistencies to 
keep distortion in the expanded image as small as possible. All 
logically possible methods to check the consistency of the 
coded input are implemented in the CEP, and it will cause a 
termination of the process with the Data Error Recognized Bit 
(DER) set In the Expander Status Register (ESR) if an 
inconsistent code is detected. 

However, because of ambiguities of the coding scheme, not 
all data corruptions can be detected. There are situations in 
the 2D coding scheme where the code matches perfectly with 
the reference line and results in a correct image line length but 
still does not produce the correct image. An unpredictable 
number of lines are expanded after such a data error, until the 
code expander realizes a data corruption. A similar problem 
arises if the Tag·bit in the EOl code is flipped. The expander 
encodes a 2D line as a 1 0 line or vice versa and might not be 
able to detect the EOl code for an unpredictable number of 
lines. This is a problem with the coding scheme, not a lack of 
intelligence in the CEP. 

Illegal Extension Codes: 

A special case of data error is an illegal extension code which 
also terminates the process and sets the Extension Code 
Detected bit (ECD) in the MSR. In case of CCITT·compatible 
code this is always a data error and should be handled in the 
same manner. In non·CCITT compatible environments, this 
feature can be used to implement a variation from the 
specified CCITT coding table by using other extension codes 
than specified. This would have to be done by additional 
software. The expander detects these extension codes by 
flagging an illegal extension code. The software can than take 
over and resume processing the following code string. 

The Error status: 

The OER bit is set under the following circumstances: 

- An illegal code is detected. The CEP stops immediately after 
detecting the illegal code, but the Current Address Register 
might point a couple of addresses ahead (The CEP prefetch· 
es up to 3 bytes in advance). 

- A code expands into a negative runlength. This is possible in 
2D code since the reference points in the reference line 
might be corrupted. The expander terminates as described 
above. 

- After an EOl code is detected, the expanded image line 
does not match the specified page width (EPWR). The 
expander terminates on the end of this line. 
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The ECD bit is set under the following circumstances: 

- An extension code is detected for which the least significant 
three bits are not all "1"s. The corresponding extension 
code can be read from the Extension Bits field in the MSR in 
reversed order. 

A corrupted code might be expanded into a runlength larger 
than the specified page width before it is actually recognized 
as a data error. However, under all circumstances, the CEP 
clips an expanded image line to the specified line length 
(EPWR). 

The LPI bit is always set in conjunction with the DER or ECD 
bit set. 

Recovering from data errors: 

After a data error is detected, an error recovery procedure 
iterates the CEP through the next lines until a resynchroniza
tion on a 1-D coded line is possible. The CEP proceeds from 
there on without further assistance from the system. Though 
the CEP cannot recover from a data error situation without 
support from the host system, it provides many features which 
reduce the systems burden to a minimum. 

After beginning the expansion of a new image line, the CEP 
always stores the line start of the image and the line start of 
the code in the line start registers (ESLSR, EDLSR). After a 
data error, this information is very important. With this informa
tion the system can determine how much of the image was 
expanded correctly and the position of the last correct line. 
The corrupted image line can be overwritten either by a line of 
zeros (white) or, better, by duplicating the last correct line. The 
CEP's transparent mode operation can be used to perform 
this task. 

Then the next EOL beyond the data error must be found as a 
point from which the CEP can resume its operation. This can 
be done by performing a software reset for the expander, then 
setting the source attribute bit (SA) in the expander parameter 
register and specifying a starting address between the data 
error and the next EOL and then starting the CEP. Under this 
condition, the CEP thinks it is starting at the beginning of a 
coded page and starts searching for an EOL because CCITT 
defines a prefix EOL code for Group III data. After it recog
nizes the next EOL, it automatically proceeds to expand the 
code following the EOL. 

After resuming from a data error in a 2D coded line, the 
expander will most likely, but not necessarily, decode another 
2D line and get another data error because the reference line 
is not correct. The above described procedure must be 
repeated until a 1 D coded line is reached. From there on, the 
CEP can proceed without further corruptions in the expanded 
image. 

Since the expander pre fetches up to three bytes, the next EOL 
might be part of the prefetched code. It might also be 
corrupted itself. Therefore, great care must be taken to 
calculate the correct address to resume from (The CEP 
Technical Manual gives detailed information on how to deter
mine the correct address). 

Negative Compression: 

For some images (such as half-tones or low resolution raster
pictures), the compressed data representing a line may be 
longer than the original line of the image. The Am7971A 
checks for this condition after compressing a line providing bit 
o of the Compressor Parameter Register (CPR) has been 
cleared to "0" by the user. The Am7971 automatically checks 
for negative compression regardless of the status of this bit. 
When it occurs, the host processor is alerted by an interrupt. 
The CEP then terminates the compression and sets the 
negative compression bit in its status register. If bit 0 in the 
CPR is set to "1" by the user, the Am7971A does not check 
for negative compression and continues to process the 
document. 

The host system can react in one of the following three 
possible ways: 

1. Set all restart control bits in the restart control register 
(CRCR) to continue and set compressors to "GO". This 
action tolerates the negative compression and just contin
ues operation. 

2. Read the source and destination line start addresses 
(CSLSR, CDLSR) from the compressor registers and re
encode the same line in uncompressed mode by software. 
Then continue compression by reinitializing the destination 
current address register and following the same steps as 
above. 

3. Tolerate negative compression as described under 1. If the 
whole coded page is negatively compressed, transmit or 
store the image uncompressed. 

Illegal Command Error: 

The CEP immediately terminates its operation and indicates 
an illegal command condition under the following circumstanc
es: 

Compressor: 

- 2D operation is selected and wraparound register is 
non-zero. 

- Wraparound and express mode are selected together 
- Left and right margins are overlapping or larger than 

paper width . 
- Reserved Modes are selected in the CMCR 

. - Compressor Page Width has been selected as '0' 

Expander: 

- 2D expansion mode and wraparound mode have both 
been specified 

- A non-zero granularity parameter and a non-zero wrap-
around have both been specified 

- Reserved Modes are selected in the EMCR 
- The expander page width has been selected as "0" 

Only conditions which are vital for a consistent operation of 
the CEP's internal logic are checked. Other parameters (like 
frame width, etc) are not checked for consistency. The check 
is only performed on a 'GO' after a reset was performed. For 
reasons of efficiency, the check is suppressed on all subse
quent resume operations. 

Abort Condition: 

Any attempt to write into the EMCR or CMCR while the CEP is 
busy will cause the current expander or compressor operation 
to be aborted. The expander I compressor busy and new 
operation attempted bit is set and an interrupt asserted. The 
CEP cannot resume from such a condition. However, an abort 
is useful to stop the CEP in a system emergency situation. The 
CEP ignores any attempt to write into expander registers other 
than EMCR while the expander is busy and compressor 
registers other than EMCR while the compressor is busy. 
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XII. CEP REGISTERS 

TABLE 1. COMPRESSOR REGISTER ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS 

Abbr. Name 
Size Number of 

(Bits) Bytes 

MSR* Master Status Register B 1 

CMCR Compressor Master Control Register B 1 

CPR Compressor Parameter Register B 1 

CSR Compressor Status Register B 1 

CER Compressor Express Register B 1 

CRCR Compressor Restart Control Register 8 1 

CKPR Compressor K Parameter Register B 1 

TFlR Time Fill Register B 1 

CBOCR Compressor Bit Offset Control Register B 1 

CWR Compressor Wraparound Register 16 2 

LMGR Left Margin Register 16 2 

RMGR Right Margin Register 16 2 

TMGR Top Margin Register 16 2 

CFWR Compressor Frame Width Register 16 2 

CPWR Compressor Page Width Register 16 2 

CSAHR Compressor Source Address Holding Register 24 3 

CSCAR Compressor Source Current Address Register 24 3 

CDAHR Compressor Destination Address Holding Register 24 3 

CDCAR Compressor Destination Current Address Register 24 3 

CSCHR Compressor Source Count Holding Register 24 3 

CSWCR Compressor Source Working Count Register 24 3 

CDCHR Compressor Destination Count Holding Register 24 3 

CDWCR Compressor Destination Working Count Register 24 3 

CSLSR Compressor Source Line Start Address Register 24 3 

CDLSR Compressor Destination Line Start Address Register 24 3 

CRCAR Compressor Reference Current Address Register 24 3 

*This register is common to both the compressor and the expander. 

TABLE 2. EXPANDER REGISTER ADDRESS ASSIGNMENTS 

Abbr. Name Size Number of 
(Bits) Bytes 

MSR* Master Status Register B 1 

EBOCR Expander Bit Offset Control Register 8 1 

EMCR Expander Master Control Register 8 1 

EPR Expander Parameter Register B 1 

ESR Expander Status Register 8 1 

ERCR Expander Restart Control Register B 1 

EKPR Expander K Parameter Register 8 1 

EWR Expander Wraparound Register 16 2 

EPWR Expander Page Width Register 16 2 

EFWR Expander Frame Width Register 16 2 

ESAHR Expander Source Address Holding Register 24 3 

ESCAR Expander Source Current Address Register 24 3 

EDAHR Expander Destination Address Holding Register 24 3 

EDCAR Expander Destination Current Address Register 24 3 

ESCHR Expander Source Count Holding Register 24 3 

ESWCR Expander Source Working Count Register 24 3 

EDCHR Expander Destination Count Holding Register 24 3 

EDWCR Expander Destination Working Count Register 24 3 

ESLSR Expander Source Line Start Address Register 24 3 

EDlSR Expander Destination Line Start Address Register 24 3 

ERCAR Expander Reference Current Address Register 24 3 

Note: All register addresses are even, the bytes in a register are, therefore, not addressed with contiguous addresses. 

*This register is common to both the compressor and expander. 

Am7971A 

Port 
Address(es) 

FE 

76 

74 

78 

68 

48 

66 

44 

7A 

50 (LSB)/52 (MSB) 

40 (lSB)/42 (MSB) 

60 (LSB)/62 (MSB) 

30 (lSB)/32 (MSB) 

54 (LSB)/56 (MSB) 

70 (lSB)172 (MSB) 

3A (lSB)/3C/3E (MSB) 

OA (LSB)/OC/OE (MSB) 

4A (LSB)/4C/4E (MSB) 

2A (LSB)/2C/2E (MSB) 

14 (lSB)/16/18 (MSB) 

04 (LSB)/06/0B (MSB) 

34 (lSB)/36/3B (MSB) 

24 (LSB)/26/2B (MSB) 

5A (LSB)/5C/5E (MSB) 

6A (LSB)/6C/6E (MSB) 

1A (lSB)/1C/1E (MSB) 

Port 
Address(es) 

FE 

FA 

F6 

F4 

F8 

C8 

E6 

DO (LSB)/D2 (MSB) 

FO (LSB)/F2 (MSB) 

04 (LSB)/D6 (MSB) 

BA (lSB)/BC/BE (MSB) 

SA (lSB)/BC/BE (MSB) 

CA (lSB)/CC/CE (MSB) 

M (lSB)1 ACI AE (MSB) 

94 (LSB)/96/9B (MSB) 

84 (lSB)/66/B8 (MSB) 

B4 (lSB)/B6/B8 (MSB) 

A4 (LSB)I A61 A8 (MSB) 

DA (LSB)/DC/DE (MSB) 

EA (LSB)/EC/EE (MSB) 

9A (lSB)/9C/9E(MSB) 
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TABLE 3. CEP REGISTERS BY ADDRESS 
(LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT) 

Most 
Significant 0 2 4 6 8 A C E 

Digit 

0 CSWCR (L) CSWCR (M) CSWCR (H) CSCAR (L) CSCAR (M) CSCAR (H) 

1 CSCHR (L) CSCHR (M) CSCHR (H) CRCAR (L) CRCHR (M) CRCAR (H) 

2 CDWCR (L) CDWCR (M) CDWCR (H) CDCAR (L) CDCAR (M) CSCAR (H) 

3 TMGR (L) TMGR (H) CDCHR (L) CDCHR (M) CDCHR (H) CSAHR (L) CSAHR (M) CSAHR (H) 

4 LMGR (L) LMGR (H) TFLR CRCR CDAHR (L) CDAHR (M) CDAHR (H) 

5 CWR (L) CWR (H) CFWR (L) CFWR (H) CSLSR (L) CSLSR (M) CSLSR (H) 

6 RMGR (L) RMGR (H) CKPR CER CDLSR (L) CDLSR (M) CDLSR (H) 

7 CPWR (L) CPWR (H) CPR CMCR CSR CBOCR 

8 ESWCR (L) ESWCR (M) ESWCR (H) ESCAR (L) ESCAR (M) ESCAR (H) 

9 ESCHR (L) ESCHR (M) ESCHR (H) ERCAR (L) ERCAR (M) ERCAR (H) 

A EDWCR (L) EDWCR (M) EDWCR (H) EDCAR (L) EDCAR (M) EDCAR (H) 

B EDCHR (L) EDCHR (M) EDCHR (H) ESAHR (L) ESAHR (M) ESAHR (H) 

C ERCR EDAHR (L) EDAHR (M) EDAHR (H) 

D EWR (L) EWR (H) EFWR (L) EFWR (H) ESLSR (L) ESLSR (M) ESLSR (H) 

E EKPR EDLSR (L) EDLSR (M) EDLSR (H) 

F EPWR (L) EPWR (H) EPR EMCR ESR EBOCR MSR 

(L): Low Byte 
(M): Middle Byte 
(H): High Byte 
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A" 

Address 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 0 1 MSR 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

l CByl EBVIID I Eopi ECDI 
. 

EXT J 
~ 

L Extension Bits 

Extension Code Detected Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Illegal Extension Code 

EOP Code Detected Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = EOP Code Detected 

10 (Version 10 Bit) 
ID = 0 Identifies 7971 and 7911A 
10 = I Identifies 7970A 

Expander Busy Bit 
o = Expander Not Busy 
1 = Expander Busy 

Compressor Busy Bit 
o = Compressor Not Busy 
1 = Compressor Busy 

OFOOS023 

Figure 20. Master Status Register (MSR) 

A7 Ao 

Address 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 1 CSR 

Compressor Busy Bit 
0= Not Busy 
1 = Busy 

7 

Compressor Source Overflow Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Source Buffer Over1low 

Compressor Destination Overflow Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Destination Buffer Over1low 

5 4 

Line Processing Incomplete Bit ------..... 
0= Normal 
1 = Line Processing Incomplete 

3 2 o 

Negative Compression Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Negative Compression 

'----- Compressor Busy and New Operation 
Attempted Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Busy and New Command Attempted 

'--------Compressor Illegal Command Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Illegal Command 

'-----------Wraparound Incomplete Bit 
. 0 = Normal 

1 = Wraparound Incomplete 

OF004960 

Figure 21. Compressor Status Register (CSR) 
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I 

I 
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A7 ~ 

Address- I 1 I 1 11 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I ESR 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 

I EBY I ESO I EDO LPI I WPI I EIC I EOA I DER I 

. Expander Busy Bit ~ 
0= Not Busy 
1 = Busy 

Expander Source Overflow Blt-
0= Normal 
1 = Source BuHer Overflow 

Expander Destination Overflow Bit -
0= Normal 
1 = Destination Overflow Bit 

Line Processing Incomplete Bit ------' 
0= Normal 
1 = Line Processing Incomplete 

L Data Error Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Data Error 

L.-____ Expander Busy and New Operation 
Attempted Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Busy and New Command 

Attempted Bit 

'-------- Expander Illegal Command Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Illegal Command 

'----------- Wraparound Incomplete Bit 
0= Normal 
1 = Wraparound Incomplete 

DF004971 

Figure 22. Expander Status Register (ESR) 

Address 

7 6 

-.
Mode Control --.J 
00: Transparent 
01 - One Dimensional 
10 - Two Dimensional 
11 - Reserved 

5 

Source Control -----...... 
o - Main Memory 
1 - Document Memory 

4 

Destination Control------...... 
o - Main Memory 
1 - Document Memory 

CMCR 

EMCR 

o 

I GO I 

---~GO 0" - Stop 
1 - Start 

Operation Control 
00 - Rese-t--
01 - Single Line 
10 - Multi·Llne 
11 - Reserved 

'----------Interrupt Enable 
o - Disable Interrupts 
1 - Enable Interrupts 

DF004621 

Figure 23. Master Control Register (CMCR, EMCR) 
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ERCR 

CACR 

Address 

A7 Ao 

I~I: I~I~I;I~I~ I~I CACR 

ERCR 

'---------- Reserved* 

L..-__________ Compressor-Reserved 

Expander Byte Boundary Control 
o ~ Byte Boundaries 
1 ~ No Byte Boundaries 

L..-____________ Source Line Start Address Control Bit 

o ~ Restart 
1 ~ Continue 

'---------------- Destination Line Start Address Control Bit 
o ~ Restart 
1 ~ Continue 

DF004993 

* All Reserved bits should be set to zero. 

Figure 24. Restart Control Register (CRCR, ERCR) 

A7 AO 

Addreaa/oI1111110/1/1/0/ CPR 

7 6 3 2 1 0 

7971 A - Negative Compression Enable 
o. Enable L 7971 - Reserved· 

~A~g~~n ----~ 
1 - Attribute Rrst 

dPage 

• All Reserved bits shoukt be set to Zero. 

1. Disable 

7971 - Reserved· 
7971A - Hardwired to "1· 

L..-_______ Reserved· 

L--_________ Dan format CQ/ltrQl 

~uliOilri8s 
01 - SuffIx RTC Code 
10 - No Byte Boundaries 
11 • Suffix EOP Code 

Figure 25. Compressor Parameter Register (CPR) 

Am7971A 

DF006390 
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I EOl I SA I 

A, 110 
Address I' I, I' I' 10 I' 10 10 I EPA 

GP I REV I I 

L- RESERVED* 

'----------- G·Parameter Bits 
000=0 
001 = 1 
010 = 2 
011 = 3 
100 = 4 
101 = 5 
110 = 6 
111 = 7 

'-------------- Source Attribution 
o = No Special Attribution 
1 = Attribute First 01 Page 

L..-_______________ EOl Control 

* All Reserved bits should be set to zero. 

0= Auto EOl 
1 = No EOl 

Figure 26. Expander Parameter Register (EPR) 

A, Ao 
Address I 0 I ' I 1 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I CEA 

o 

~CER 
DF004820 

Figure 27. Compressor Express Register (CER) 

DF004643 

AOOREssl~~-r_~_+~~+_-~--~--~~~_r-~ CKPR 
EKPR 

~-------~--------.........-

Figure 28. K Parameter Registers (CKPR, EKPR) 

Am7971A 
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A, Ao 

Address I ~ I ~ I : I : I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~~~:~ 

15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 

L'"G~ 
1--_________________ TMGRl 

DF004B60 

Figure 29. Top Margin Register (TMGR) 

A7 Ao 

Address I ~ I: I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~~~:~ 
rl ------------THIS FIELD MUST CONTAIN ALL ZEROS 

15 8 7 0 

: : : : : : : : : I 

L'~R' 
1--------------------LMGR1 I 

DF004B40 

Figure 30. Left Margin Register (LMGR) D 

I r -----------THIS FIELD MUST CONTAIN ALL ZEROS 

15 8 7 0 

: : : : : : : : : I 

LR~R' 
L-------------------RMGR1 

DF004B50 

Figure 31. Right Margin Register (RMGR) 
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ADDRESsl~--~~I~l-l~I--~--~I--~-4I--~--+I--~--~1 --~-4I--~~1 CBOCR 

EBOCR 

1--____ Reserved Bit 

I RBO I 
I I I 
~ Right Bit Offset Control Bit 

000 = 0 
001 = 1 . . 
111 = 7 

Reserved Bit 

Left Bit Offset Control Bits 
000 & 0 
001 ., 1 . . 
111 = 7 

TB000441 

Figure 32. Bit Offset Control Register (CBOCR, EBOCR) 

A7 AO 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 CFWR O 

ADDRESS 
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 CFWR 1 

15 

I : : 
'--

1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 

: : : : 

0 1 0 0 EFWRO 

0 1 1 0 EFWR 1 

o 

: I : : : : : 

--------------------~ ~ 

I FWR 
TB000421 

Figure 33. Frame Width Registers (CFWR, EFWR) 
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A7 AO 

0 0 0 0 0 CPWR O 

ADDRESS 
0 0 0 1 0 CPWR 1 

0 0 0 0 EPWR O 
0 0 0 EPWR 1 

15 11 10 8 7 o 

'---- ~~~------------ -------------~ ~ ~ 

15 

I L....--I -

Figure 34. Page Width Registers (CPWR, EPWR) 

A7 Ao 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 CWR 

Address 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 CWR 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 EWR 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 EWR 

8 7 

PWR 

RESERVED 

TB000430 

o 

~------------------------------------WR1 
DF004830 

Figure 35. Wraparound Registers (CWR, EWR) 
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23 

23 

5·36 

AT At, 

Address lol11ololo111ololTFLR 

DF004872 

Figure 36. Time Fill Register (TFLR) 

AT 

0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 
Address 

1 0 1 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 0 1 1 

1615 

1 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 0 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CSAHRO 

CSAHR 1 

CSAHR2 

ESAHRo 

ESAHR1 

ESAHR2 

87 

'----- SAHRo 

L..-------------SAHR1 

L..---------------------------------SAHR2 

DF004880 

Figure 37. Source Address Holding Registers (CSAHR, ESAHR) 

A7 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Address 0 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1 0 0 

1615 

0 1 0 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

0 1 0 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CSCARo 

CSCARI 

CSCAR2 

ESCARo 

ESCAR1 

ESCAR2 

6"7 o 

'----- SCARo 

'--------------SCARl 

'-------------------------SCAR2 

DF004891 

Figure 38. Source Current Address Registers (CSCAR, ESCAR) 
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A7 Ao 
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 CSLSRO 

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 CSLSR, 

Address 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 CSLSR2 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 ESLSRo 

1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 ESLSR, 

1 1 0 1 1 , , 0 ESLSR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 
... , 

I 
I SLSRO 

SLSR1 

SLSR2 

DFOO5001 

Figure 39. Source Line Start Address Registers (CSLSR, ESLSR) 

A7 Ao 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 CSCHRo 

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 CSCHR, 

Address 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 CSCHR2 

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ESCHRo 

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 ESCHR, 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 ESCHR2 

I 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I BI 
, 

I 
I SCHRo 

SCHR1 

SCHR2 

DFOO4921 

Figure 40. Source Count Holding Registers (CSCHR, ESCHR) 
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A7 .Ao 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 CSWCRO 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 CSWCRI 

Address 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 CSWCR2 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ESWCRo 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ESWCRI 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ESWCR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 
,; 

I 
I SWCRO 

SWCR1 

SWCR2 

DFOO4930 

Figure 41. Source Working Count Registers (CSWCR, ESWCR) 

A7 Ao 

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 CDAHRo 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 CDAHR I 

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 CDAHR2 
Address 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 EDAHRo 

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 EDAHRI 

1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 EDAHR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 
, 

I 
LOAHR, 

DAHRl 

DAHR2 

DFOO4900 

Figure 42. Destination Address Holding Registers (CDAHR, EDAHR) 
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A7 Ao 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 CDCARO 

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 CDCAR1 

Address 
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 CDCAR2 

1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 EDCARo 

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 EDCAR1 

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 EDCAR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 

I 
I DCARO 

DCAR, 

DCAR2 

DF004910 

Figure 43. Destination Current Address Registers (CDCAR, EDCAR) 

A7 Ao 
0 , 1 0 1 0 1 0 CDLSRo 

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 CDLSR1 

Address 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 CDLSR2 , , 1 0 1 0 1 0 EDLSRo 

1 , 1 0 1 1 0 0 EOLSR1 

1 , , 0 1 1 1 0 EDLSR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 
I 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I HI 

I 

I DLSRo 

DLSR, 

DLSR2 

DFOO5011 

Figure 44. Destination Line Start Address Registers (CDLSR, EDLSR) 
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A7 ·Ao 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 CDCHRO 

0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 CDCHR1 

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 CDCHR2 
Address 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 EDCHRo 

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 EDCHR1 

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 EDCHR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 

I 
LOCH'" 

OCHR, 

OCHR2 

DFOO4940 

Figure 45. Destination Count Holding Registers (CDCHR, EDCHR) 

A7 Ao 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 CDWCRo 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 CDWCR1 

Address 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 CDWCR2 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 EDWCRO 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 EDWCR1 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 EDWCR2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 

I 
LOWCR, 

OWCR, 

OWCR2 

DFOO4950 

Figure 46. Destination Working Count Registers (CDWCR, EDWCR) 
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0 0 0 1 

ADDRESS 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 
1 1 

1 1 

1 0 
1 1 

1 1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CRCAR O 
CRCAR 1 
CRCAR 2 
ERCAR 0 
ERCAR 1 
ERCAR 2 

23 16 15 8 7 0 

I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I : : : : : : : I 

LRCAR, 
L..-__________ RCAR 1 

~--------------------- RCAR 2 
TB000390 

Figure 47. Reference Current Address Registers (CRCAR, ERCAR) 

Am7971A 

HI 
I 

I 
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XIII. Am7971A CEP DATA FORMATS 

5-42 

,-----------RTC----------t 

EOl 

-------------------------------------APAGE-------------------------------------
..... Byte Boundaries Mark 

Figure 48. G·3 Compressed Data Format 

~---------------------------APAGE---------------------------
DF004660 

.... Byte Boundaries Mark 

Figure 49. G·4 Compressed Data Format 

Compressed Data Format of the 1·0 Mode (Figures 50 through 55) 

DATA 1 DATA 2 

I f DATAn I PAD f EOl I EOl I EOl I EOl I EOl I EOl I 
DF004670 

.... Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: Consecutive any numbers of O's (if any) 

Figure 50. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and No Time Fill 

1 ... E_o_l .... I_D_A_TA_1 -oI1 .... p_A_D .... I_T1-1MH,LL I PAD I EOL I DATA 2 7 

I DATAn 

.... Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: 1 to 7 of O's (if any) 

DF004680 

Figure 51. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and Time Fill 

Am7971 A 
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I DATA 1 I PAD I DATA 2 I PAD I DATA 3 I PADI DATA 4 I 

t I PAD I DATAn I PAD I EDL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL J 
DFOO4690 

Figure 52. Byte Boundary Conditioned without EOl and Time Fill 

I EOL I DATA 1 I EOl I DATA 2 I EOl I DATA 3 I EOll? 

I DATAn I PAD I EOL I EDL I EOL I EOL I EDL I EOL J 
DFOO4700 

V Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: 1 to 7 of Q's (if any) 

Figure 53. No Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and No Time Fill 

1 EOl I DATA 1 I PAD I TIMf ~ILL I EOL I DATA 2 I PAD I TIUEALL I EOL II 

f DATAn 
f ~{ v y I PAD = TI~:'LL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I 

DFOO471 0 

Figure 54. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and Time Fill 

I DATA 1 I DATA 2 I DATA 3 I DATA 4 I DATA 5 7 
I DATAn-1 I DATAn I PAD I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL I EOL J 

DFOO4720 

V Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: 1 to 7 of Q's (if any) 

Figure 55. No Byte Boundary Conditioned without EOl and Time Fill 
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Compressed Data Format of the 2-D Mode (Figures 56 through 64) 

DF004730 

Figure 56. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOL and No Time Fill 

V Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: 1 to 7 of O's (if any) 

DF006400 

Figure 57. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOL and Time Fill 

I DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 DATA 4 DATA 5 I 7 

I DATA n-2 DATA n-1 DATAn I EOl I EOl I PAO J 
DFOO4750 

Figure 58. No Byte Boundary Conditioned without EOL and Time Fill (G-4) 

UNCOMPRESSED 
DATA 1 

Lt' _______ ~I_E_O_L~I_E_X_1~_U_N_C_O_M_P_RE_S_S_E_D_D_A_TA __ n_I~EX_2~I_E_O_L~I~ __ ~i' 
~ Byte Boundaries Mark 

PAD: Consecutive any numbers of O's (if any) 
EX1: Extension code (entry code) 
EX2: Extension code (exit code) 

Figure 59. Uncompressed Data Format 

Am7971A 
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I EOl I DATA 1 I EOl I DATA 2 I EOl I DATA 3 I EOl I I 

I I EOl I DATA n I PAD I EOl I EOl I EDl I EOl I EOl I EOl J 
DFOO4770 

Figure 60. No Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and No Time Fill 

1 EOl I DATA 1 I PAD I nM~~LL I EOl I DATA 2 I PAD I n.~ tED 
I DATAn I PAD I nMi~ll I PAD I EOl I EOl I EOl I EOl I EDl I EOl J 

DFOO4780 

'" Byte Boundaries Mark 
PAD: 1 to 7 O's (if any) 

Figure 61. No Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and Time Fill 

TEoll DATA 1 I PAD I EOll DATA 2 I PAD I EOLP 

~1 DATAn I PAD I EOLI EOll EOll EOllEOll EOlJr 
0.11-003A HI 
DFOO6410 I 

Figure 62. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and No Time Fill 

LEOll DATA 1 I T1Mi;FILL I PAD I EOll DATA2 ; 

" • r! DATAn I TIM~:FILL / PAD/ EOl/ EOl/ EOl/ EOl! EOl! EOl! .. 
0lIl18.00.&4 

DFOO6420 

Figure 63. Byte Boundary Conditioned with Auto EOl and Time Fill 
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T DATA 1 I PADT DATA2 I PADT DATA3 ? 

DATAn 

Y : Byte Boundary Mark 

DF006430 
~: Byte boundary mark 

Figure 64. Byte Boundary Conditioned without EOl and Time Fill 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ............................ -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Temperature Ambient Under Bias-Tc ......... 0 to +70°C Ambient Temperature (T A) ...................... 0 to + 70°C 
Supply Voltage to Ground Supply Voltage (Vce) ............................. 5.0 V ±5% 

Potential Continuous ........................... -0.5 to + 7.0 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. 

Vil Input LOW Voltage -0.5 0.8 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vee +0.5 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOl =3.2 mA 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = 400 p.A 2.4 

Icc Power Supply Current (Note 1) TA" O·C 

III Input Leakage Current o V~VIN~VCC 
IlO Output Leakage Current 0.45 V ~ Your ~ VCC 

VCl Clock Input LOW Voltage -0.5 

Capacity of all inputs and outputs: 10 pF (Fc = 1 MHz). This parameter is not tested in every device. 

Notes: 1. Icc Typical (T A = 25°C) = 500 mA 
Icc Typical (T A = 70°C) = 450 mA 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

2.4=x X=1 2.0 2.0 > TEST POINTS < 
0.4 _0.8 0.8. 0 

WF009542 

SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

rC003862 

VOL +VOH 
Vr= 2 

Am7971A 

0.4 

600 

±10 

±10 

+0.8 

Unit 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

p.A 

p.A 

V 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 
Timing Requirements 

3 MHz 5 MHz 8 MHz 

# Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit 
Parameter 

1 TClCl ClK Cycle Period From 0.8 V to 0.8 V 330 1000 200 1000 125 1000 ns 

2 TCHCl ClK HIGH Time From 2.0 V to 2.0 V 130 85 55 ns 

3 TClCH ClK lOW Time From 0.8 V to 0.8 V 130 85 55 ns 

4 TWHRl READY Hold Time after WRITE (Note 5) From 0.8 V to 2.0 V 65 65 60 ns 

5 TRDHRl READY Hold Time after READ (Note 5) From 0.8 V to 2.0 V 65 65 60 ns 

6 TRHVH Power Supply HIGH to RESET lOW Time 4TClCl 4TClCl 4TClCl ns 

7 TRHRl RESET HIGH TIME 4TClCl 4TClCl 4TClCl ns 

8 TRlSl RESET lOW to First CS 2TClCl 2TClCl 2TClCl ns 

9 THAHCH HlDA RE Set-up Time (Note 1) 50 30 25 ns 

10 THAlCH HlDA FE Set-up Time (Note 1) 50 30 25 ns 

11 TAVCV Address Valid to Control Active 20 20 20 ns 

12 TSlRDl CS lOW to RD LOW (Note 6) (Note 6) (Note 6) ns 

13 TRDHSH AD HIGH to Address Change 20 20 20 ns 

14 TSlWRl CS lOW to WA" lOW (Note 6) (Note 6) (Note 6) ns 

15 TDVRYH Data Valid to READY RE (Note 2) 30 30 25 ns 

15a TDVWH Data Valid to WR HIGH 30 30 25 ns 

16 TWRHDV DATA Hold Time 20 20 20 ns 

17 TWRHSH WA" HIGH to Address Change 20 20 20 ns 

18 TRYLCH READY FE Set-up Time 30 20 20 ns 

19 TCHDXY READY Hold Time 30 20 20 ns 

20 TRYHCH READY Active Set-Up Time 30 20 20 ns 

21 TDVCH DATA IN Set-Up Time 45 35 30 ns 

22 TRDHDX READ HIGH to Data not Valid 0 0 0 ns 

Note: Switching characteristics are targetted numbers and are subject to change without notice. 
See notes following table on page 47. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 
Timing Responses 

3 MHz 5 MHz 8 MHz 

# Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Unit Parameter 

24 TClHRH HRC Active Delay 120 80 50 ns 

25 TClHRl HRC Inactive Delay 120 85 50 ns 

26 TSlRYl READY Active Delay 80 80 50 ns 

27 TCLAV Address Valid Delay 110 80 55 ns 

28 TCllH ALE/DALE Active Delay 80 65 50 ns 

29 TlHll ALE/DALE Width TClCH-40 TClCH-20 TClCH-20 ns 

30 TAVAl Address Valid to ALE lOW 65 55 25 ns 

31 TCHll ALE/DALE Inactive Delay 80 65 50 ns 

32 TlLAX Address Hold Time to ALE/DALE 70 50 40 ns Inactive 

33 TCLAZ Address Float Delay From Clock FE Cl = 20-100 PF for 70 50 40 ns all Am7971A 
34 TCLAX Address Hold Time Outputs 0 0 0 ns 

35 TAZRl Address Float to RD/DRD Active (Note 3) (Note 3) (Note 3) ns 

36 TCHRl AD/ORO Active Delay from Clock RE (In addition to 60 50 40 ns Am7971A selfload) 
37 TRlRH AD/ORO Width TClCl-50 TClCl-40 TClCl-30 ns 

38 TCHRH RD/DRD Inactive Delay from Clock 60 50 40 ns RE 

39 TRHAV RD/DRD Inactive to Next Address TCHCl TCHCl TCHCl ns Active 

40 TClDX DATA Hold Time 0 0 0 ns 

41 ns 

42 TClDV DATA Valid Delay From Clock FE 90 70 70 ns 

43 TCHWl WR/DWR Active Delay from Clock RE 60 50 40 ns 

44 TWlWH WR/DWR Width TClCl-50 TClCl-40 TClCl-30 ns 

45 TCHWH WR/DWR Inactive Delay from Clock 60 50 40 ns RE 

46 TWHDX DATA Hold Time After WR/DWR 90 60 50 ns 

47 TCADT3 ~ Control Active Delay from Float 65 65 55 ns Control Inactive Delay to Float 

48 TClRH Clock to RFA HIGH From 0.8 V to 2.0 75 65 55 ns V 

49 TClRl Clock to RFA lOW From 2.0 V to 0.8 75 65 55 ns V 

50 TRYW READY Width (Note 4) 2TCLCL-75 2TCLCl-75 2TCLCl-55 ns BI 
51 TCSH ~ Hold Time 0 0 0 ns I 

52 TRDHDV DATA FLOAT Time 50 50 50 ns 

53 THRlHR HREC lOW To HRC HIGH 2TClCl 2TClCl 2TClCl ns 

Switching characteristics are targetted numbers and are subject to change without notice. 
Note: 1. HlDA is an asynchronous input If THAHCH or THAlCH are violated that only means that HlDA might be recognized one clock cycle 

later. 
2. The rising edge of READY is synchronous with the falling edge of ClK. The delay from ClK is 65 ns max. 
3. Min. can be computed from ® -@ max. 
4. Maximum is : 

60 x TClCl when CEP Busy (not tested) 
16 x TClCl when CEP Not Busy (not tested) 

5. If ~ is HIGH, READY does not return to lOW after the slave access is completed. 
6. The slave access is started when both RD/WR and ~ are asserted lOW. Thus, ~ could actually be. asserted later than RD or WR. 

Under this condition, parameter ([!> applies to ~. 
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WF023440 

Timing Diagram 1. Clock Timing 

\ , 
Vee 

6 

RESET ~ \ , 
es , 

\ 

WF023450 

Timing Diagram 2. RESET Timing 

SEE NOTE 

eLK 

HRO 

HLDA ----"""'\--.11 

READY OUTPUT 

ALE ____ ~_-------,J 

WF023430 

Timing Diagram 3. Bus Exchange Timing (System Interface) 

Note: The second transfer cycle occurs only on Am7971A during expansion with Bit offset =1= 0 with the destination 
buffer located on the system Bus at the end and beginning of an image line (READ/MODIFY/WRITE). 

Am7971A 



AO·A7 ______ -J.~------------~~------~----~~----..... 

READY 

WF026440 

Timing Diagram 4. CPU Program Read Timing 

*,11-007. 

WF026450 

Timing Diagram 5. CPU Program Write Timing 

WF023400 

Timing Diagram 6. READY, DREADY Input Timing Master Mode, System and Document Interface 
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Timing Diagram 7. DMA Read Operation 

Indicates additional access during Read-Modify-Write cycle if EBOCR"* 0 

elK 

ALE 

READY (FROM MEMORY) 

RFA 

Timing Diagram 8. DMA Write Operation 

Indicates additional access during Re~d-Modify-Write cycle if EBOCR"* 0 

Am7971A 

WF023391 
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> 
3 ..... 
~ .... 
> 

U1 

en 
Co) 

+--(TF) --+, 

T1 .14 

elK 

DAO -DA
15 

DALE 

DAD 16 -OAD
23 

OWR 

DREADY (FROM , , , 

RFA 

......... Dashed lines show three-stated condition during idle state when Am7971A is not bus master 
TF = Float or idle state 

48l---1~ 

Timing Diagram 9_ Document Store Bus Write Operation 

I 
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0'1 

t 

» 
3 
~ ..... .... 
» 

-4---(TF) --. 

+- T3 ~4 T1 .'4 

elK 

DAO -DA
15 

DALE 

DAD 16 -DAD
23 

ORO 

DREADY (FROM < < , 

RFA 

......... Dashed lines show three-stated condition during idle state when Am7971 A is not bus master 
TF = Float or idle state 

Timing Diagram 10. Document Store Bus Read Operation 

.-
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Am7971A CEP ACRONYM LIST 

Acronym Name Register 

ALE Address Latch Enable 
BBC Byte Boundary Control bit ERCR 
CBOCR Compressor Bit Offset Control Register 
CCITT Int'I Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee 
CDAHR Compressor Destination Address Holding Register 
CDCAR Compressor Destination Current Address Register 
CDCHR Compressor Destination Count Holding Register 
CDlSR Compressor Destination Line Start Address Register 
CDO Compressor Destination Overflow bit CSR 
CDWCR Compressor Destination Working Count Register 
CER Compressor Express Register 
CFWR Compressor Frame Width Register 
CIC Compressor Illegal Command bit CSR 
CIE Compressor Interrupt Enable bit CMCR 
CKPR Compressor K Parameter Register 
CMCR Compressor Master Control Register 
COA Compressor Busy and New Operation Attempted bit CSR 
CPR Compressor Parameter Register 
CRCAR Compressor Reference Current Address Register 
CRCR Compressor Restart Control Register 
CS Chip Select 
CSAHR Compressor Source Address Holding Register 
CSCAR Compressor Source Current Address Register 
CSCHR Compressor Source Count Holding Register 
CSlSR Compressor Source Line Start Address Register 
CSO Compressor Source Overflow bit CSR 
CSR Compressor Status Register 
CSWCR Compressor Source Working Count Register 
CWR Compressor Wraparound Register 
DAC Destination Address Control bit CRCR, ERCR 

I DALE Destination Address Latch Enable 
DC Destination Control bit CMCR, EMCR 
DCC Destination Count Control bit CRCR, ERCR 
DER Data Error bit ESR 

, 
DFC Data Format Control bits CPR 

I DlS Destination Line Start Address Control bit CRCR, ERCR 
DMA Direct Memory Access DI DRD Document Store Read 
DREADY Document Store Ready 
DWR Document Store Write 
EBOCR Expander Bit Offset Control Register 
EBY Expander Busy bit MSR, ESR 
ECD Extension Code Detected bit MSR 
EDAHR Expander Destination Address Holding Register 
EDCAR Expander Desintation Current Address Register 
EDCHR Expander Destination Count Holding Register 
EDlSR Expander Destination Line Start Address Register 
EDO Expander Destination Overflow bit ESR 
EDWCR Expander Destination Working Count Register 
EFWR Expander Frame Width Register 
EIC Expander Illegal Command bit ESR 
EIE Expander Interrupt Enable bit EMCR 
EKPR Expander K·Parameter Register 
EMCR Expander Master Control Register 
EOA Expander Busy and New Operation Attempted bit ESR 
EOl End·of·line bit CPR, EPR 
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EOP End-of-page (Group IV) MSR 
EPA Expander Parameter Register 
EPWR Expander Page Width Register 
ERCAR Expander Reference Current Address Register 
ERCR Expander Restart Control Register 
ESA Expander Source Address bit EPR 
ESAHR Expander Source Address Holding Register 
ESCAR Expander Source Current Address Register 
ESCHR Expander Source Count Holding Register 
ESLSR Expander Source Line Start ~egister 
ESO Expander Source Overflow bit ESR 
ESR Expander Status Register 
ESWCR Expander Source Working Register 
EWR Expander Wraparound Register 
EXT Extention bits MSR 
GO Go CMCR, EMCR 
GP G-Parameter bits EPR 
HLDA Hold Acknowledge 
HRQ Hold Request 
10 Identification bit (Am7970A ""1; Am7971A'" 0) MSR 
INTR Interrupt Request 
LBO left Bit Offset Control bits CBOCR, 

EBOCR 
LMGR left Margin Register 
LPI Line Processing Incomplete bit CSR, ESA 
MC Mode Control bits CMCR, EMCR 
MH Modified Huffman (coding) 
MMR Modified MR (Group IV coding) 
MR Modified READ (Group III coding) 
MSR Master Status Register 
NGC Negative Compression bit CSR 
OC Operation Control bits CMCR, EMCR 
PEL Picture Element 
PIXEL Picture Element 
RBO Right Bit Offset Control bits CBOCR, 

EBOCR 
RD Read 
READ Aelative Element Address (coding) 
READY Ready 
RESET Reset 
RFA Reference Line Access 
RMGR Right Margin Register 
RTC Return-to-Control code (six EOls) 
SA Source Attribution bit CPR, EPR 
SAC Source Address Control bit CRCA, ERCA 
SC Source Control bit CMCR, EMCR 
sec Source Count Control bit CACR, ERCA 
SLS Source Line Start Address Control bit CACA, ERCR 
TFLR Time Fill Register 
TMGR Top Margin Register 
WPI Wrap-around Incomplete bit GSR, ESA 
WR Write 
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Am95C71 
Video Compression/Expansion Processor (VCEP) 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Throughput exceeding an average rate of 50 Mb/s 
when compressing or expanding 

• Has on-chip 6911-pixel reference-line buffer allowing. 
high-performance 2D coding 

• Full CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 compression/expan
sion: allows MH, MR and MMR coding and transparent 
mode 

• Provides error detection and recovery capability 
• Supports programmable k-Parameter for 2D coding 
• 16-word FIFOs on input and output 

• Dual-bus architecture with single-bus mode option • Half-duplex operation 
• Supports bit-boundary image width up to 8191 pixels in 

one-dimensional (1 D) mode and 6911 pixels in two
dimensional (2D) mode 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Buslntertace 

Reference 
Line 

Butter 

1 ttl f 1 
'\>-2 cs RIW OS OACKI 0RQi OACK2 OR02 

-----------cpu Bus 
Interface 

Publication # Rev. Amendment 
10487 A /0 

Issue Date: Au ust 1989 
Am95C71 

f 
IDS 

"-
Image Bus 
Interface 

10
0

_
15 

80008180 

HI 
I 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Am95C71 Video Compression/Expansion Processor 
(VeEP) is a high-performance CMOS processor which com
presses and expands binary image data using the internation
ally standardized CCITI Group 3 and Group 4 algorithms. 

The VCEP supports the Modified Huffman (MH), Modified 
Read (MR), and Modified-Modified Read (MMR) coding 
schemes used by the CCITI Groups 3 and 4 standards. MH 
coding is a one-dimensional technique which identifies and 
then codes run-lengths of black or white pixels. MR coding 
compresses a single scan line using MH coding, followed by 
k-1 scan lines coded in such a way as to reflect differences 
from the pixel patterns of the previous scan line (two
dimensional or 20 coding); the value of the k-Parameter is 
defined by the user and will generally be set to a larger number 
on communication links with lower bit-error rates. 

MMR coding is a full 20-coding scheme which uses an all
white imaginary reference line when coding the first scan line. 
All lines on the page are coded two-dimensionally. For a 
typical binary image, MMR coding offers the best compres~ 
sion, followed by MR and then MH. Compressed data may be 
corrupted during transmission or storage. Error-free (or error
protected) transmission media are used with Group 4 coding, 
since error recovery is not possible. The CCITI standard 
refers to MH and MR coding as Group 3 techniques and MMR 
coding as a Group 4 technique. Group 3 error recovery facility 
is provided on the VCEP. 

The extent of data compression provided by Group 3 and 
Group 4 compression techniques depends on the specific 
data patterns contained in the image. Typically, an originally 
black-or-white (binary) image will yield compression ratios 
between 5:1 and 50:1, whereas a binary image produced from 
a grey-scale or color original may compress poorly, even 
resulting in a compressed file larger than the raw image. 
Alternatively, the user may program the VCEP into transparent 
mode where data is simply passed from source FIFO to 
destination FIFO without compressing or modifying the data. 

When 20 (MR or MMR) coding is performed, the previous 
scan line is used as a reference to code the current line. To 
significantly increase performance the VCEP stores the refer
ence line in an on-Chip buffer. 

The VCEP is a slave-mode device with two 16-bit bus 
interfaces. The user may select either bus to be source or 
destination and the VCEP to compress, expand or pass 
through (transparent mode) data. Data is buffered on input 
and output by 16-word FIFOs. The VCEP, therefore, may be 
used as a single-bus or dual-bus device, with FIFO buffers on 
input and output. 

The VCEP may either compress, expand, or pass through 
data; it cannot do these functions simultaneously or in a 
multiplexed fashion and is therefore termed a half-duplex 
device. 

However, it is possible for the VCEP to multiplex data 
compression from several sources if a full scan line is 
processed from each source, and MH coding is selected. 
Multiplexed expansion is not supported. 

The VCEP has several mechanisms to detect data errors on 
expansion. For MH and MR modes, if the expanded scan line 
is longer or shorter than the user-programmed length, the 
VCEP sets a flag and halts. Illegal codes, negative run lengths 
in 20 coding, and other illegal fields are detected as errors. 
Since the VCEP has no on-Chip OMA, the host CPU is 
responsible for error recovery; for example, by replicating the 
previous scan line when an error is found in the current scan 
line. 

The VCEP has programmable bus burst and dwell counters to 
allow the user control over the length of the VCEP's data 
requests and the time between requests. 

All registers on the VCEP are set up by the CPU via the 
VCEP's CPU bus, selecting specific registers with three 
address lines. In the dual-bus configuration, data is accessed 
on the Image bus by a slave-mode access which does not 
require an address. 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 
Top View 

PlCC 

Note: Pin 1 is marked for orientation. 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 

CPU Bus .('-
.1'.. 

0 0-15 
A. J-. 

1°0-15 ~lmag9Bus ...,. ,., .. 
A 0-2 iDS ... 
CS OACK2 

RiW DRQ2 

OS 

i5ACK1 TEST 

f5A01 ClK 

INTR 

RESET 

Vec Vss 

I I 10487.\-0024 

LS003291 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) is 
formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

1..1 ~I -L.I -----e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank .. Standard processing 

L.. --------d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C .. Commercial (0 to + 70°C) 

L-------------------------c.PACKAGETVPE 
J - 68·Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 068) 

'-----------------------~------- b. SPEED OPTION 
-20 = 20 MHz 
-16 = 16 MHz 

'--- 8. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C71 
Video Compression/Expansion Processor (VCEP) 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C71-20 
JC 

AM95C71-16 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be 
supported in volume for this device. Consult the local AMD 
sales office to confirm availability of specific valid 
combinations, to check on newly released combinations, and 
to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade 
products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

AO - 2 Address Bus (Input) 
A 3-bit address used to select one of seven internal 
registers. These pins are ignored when performing a fly-by 
transfer on the CPU bus. 

eLK Clock (Input) 
Master timing of the VCEP is provided by an external source 
connected to ClK. 

CS Chip Select (Input; Active LOW) 
Qualifies OS when performing a flow-through register 
access via the CPU bus. Chip Select must be inactive when 
performing a fly-by transfer on the CPU bus. 

Do -15 CPU Data Bus (Input/Output; Three-state) 
A 16-bit bidirectional data bus used to transfer data, 
commands and status to or from the VCEP. 

DACK1 Data Transfer Acknowledgement 1 (Input; 
Active LOW) 

Controls data transfers to or from the FIFO Data Port. 

DACK2 Data Transfer Acknowledgement 2 (Input; 
Active LOW) 

Controls data transfers to or from the FIFO Data Port. 

DRQ1 Data Transfer Request 1 (Output; Active 
LOW) 

Controls data transfers to or from the FIFO Data Port. 

DRQ2 Data Transfer Request 2 (Output; Active 
LOW) 

Controls data transfers to or from the FIFO Data Port. 

OS Data Strobe (Input; Active LOW) 
Controls data transfers on the CPU data bus. 

100-15 Image Data Bus (Input/Output; Three-state) 
A 16-bit bidrectional data bus used to transfer data to or 
from the VCEP. 

IDS Image Data Strobe (Input; Active LOW) 
Controls data transfers on the Image Data Bus. 

INTR Interrupt Request (Output; Active LOW) 
INTR is asserted when an exception or termination 
condition occurs and the user has previously set the 
Interrupt Enable bit in the Command/Status Register. INTR 
is made inactive when the Command/Status Register is 
read or when the VCEP is reset. 

R/W Read/Write (Input) 
Controls the direction of transfer on the CPU bus when 
accessing one of the internal registers. This signal is ignored 
when performing a fly-by transfer on the CPU bus. 

RESET Reset (Input; Active LOW) 
. RESET is an. asynchronous, active-lOW input which 

initializes VCEP to an idle state. RESET must be driven 
lOW for at least four clock cycles to ensure proper 
operation. 

TEST Test (Input; Active LOW) 
When TEST is held lOW, all VCEP outputs are three-stated. 
In normal use this pin should be tied to Vee or held at a 
TTL-HIGH level. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Register Description 

The VCEP has seven user registers: the FIFO Data Port, 
Command/Status Register, Parameter Register, Burst Count 

Register, Dwell/Offset Register, Line Length Register and 
Line Count Register. These registers are shown in Rgure 1-1. 

Binary 
Address 
(~~o) ~1_5 ________________________________ -,0 

000 

001 

010 

011 

FIFO Data Port 

CommandlStatus Register 

Time FiU I K·Parameter 

CPU Bus Burst Count I Image Bus Burst Count 

100 

101 

110 

CPU Bus Owen I Image Bus Dwell I left Offset 

RSV· I line length 

UneCount 

DF006441 

Figure 1-1. VCEP Register Set 

OVERVIEW OF REGISTERS 

The Command/Status Register (CSR) contains 11 Command 
bits and 4 Status bits (see Figure 1-2). 

GO: The GO bit is used to start VCEP operation in the mode 
indicated by the OM field compression, expansion or transpar
ent. 

Operational Mode (OM):The OM field defines whether VCEP 
should be In compress or expand (MH, MR or MMR), 
transparent or reset mode. 

Une Mode (LM): When LM ... 0 the VCEP will process one 
scan line before stopping. When LM .. 1 the VCEP processes 
a full image before stopping. 

15 

100 1 OM 

00 bit ----l I 
Operational Modei-· ___ -J 

OOxx-RU4It 
01()()--fAH Expansion 
0101-MR Expansion 
011~ EXpansion 
1000-MH Compression 
1OO1-MR Compression 
101 C>-MMR Compression 

~~entMode 

Boundary Mode (BM): This bit defines whether the first code 
data word of a page is on a word boundary, BM - 0, or on an 
odd·byte boundary, BM'" 1. 

Interrupt Enable (IE): When IE .. 1, the IN'l'A' output is 
asserted whenever the VCEP encounters an exception or 
termination condition. 

Compressor Word-boundary Control (CW): In MH or MR 
mode, if CW .. 1 the VCEP pads the end of the code line to 
ensure it ends on a word boundary. In MMR mode this bit Is 
ignored. 

Source Control (Se): If SC .. 0, the CPU bus is selected as 
the data source. If SC .. 1, the Image bus is selected as data 
source. 

lilli ~~= ~Res.rved 
Destination Control 
Source Control 

L....--- Compressor Word-BounclillY Cordlol 

Interrupt Enable 
L...... _____ Boundary Mode 

5-62 

"All Reserved bits should be 
set to "0" by the user. 

L..-_______ Une Mode Control 

Figure 1-2. Command/Status Register 
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Destination Control (DC): If DC = 0, the CPU bus is selected 
as the data destination. IF DC = 1, the Image bus is selected 
as data destination. 

The remaining bits indicate status information: 

Abort (AB): If the Command/Status Register is written while 
the VCEP is busy, the VCEP stops processing and sets 
AB= 1. 

Page Complete (PC): When the VCEP detects the RTC/EOP 
code in expansion mode it sets this bit. In compression or 
transparent mode this bit is set when the Line Count Register 
has been decremented to zero. 

Line Complete (LC): When the VCEP is in single-line mode it 
sets the Line Complete bit each time VCEP has processed a 
line of data. This bit may also be set when a data error occurs. 

Data Error (DE): When the VCEP detects a data error on 
expansion this bit is set. 

The Parameter Register contains an 8-bit Time-Fill value and 
an 8-bit k-Parameter. Time-Fill is used in MH and MR 
Compression modes and its value specifies the minimum 
length of a coded line in words, which may vary from 0 to 255 
words. The k-Parameter specifies for MR compression mode 
how many lines (k-1) will be compressed using two-dimension
al coding after a one-dimensionally coded reference line. "k" 
may vary from 1 to 255 and infinity, indicated by k = o. 
The Burst Count Register contains an 8-bit CPU bus burst 
count and an 8-bit Image bus burst count. 

The Dwell/Offset Register contains a 6-bit CPU bus dwell 
count, a 6-bit Image bus dwell count, and a 4-bit Left Offset 
Register (LOR). 

The Line Length Register (LLR) specifies the number of pixel 
elements contained in one line. For one-dimensional coding 
the total of LLR + LOR must not exceed 8191 pixels. For two
dimensional coding LLR + LOR must not exceed 6911 pixels, 
due to the internal reference line buffer size. The minimum 
value of LLR + LOR in either case is 17 pixels. 

The Line Count Register (LCR) should be set to the number of 
scan lines of an image when data compression is used and will 
be decremented each time the VCEP processes one line in 
compression or transparent mode. The LCR value is incre-

men ted each time the VCEP expands a line. The user may 
read this value from the LCR Register at any time, while the 
last value written to the LCR Register is stored elsewhere 
internally and will be reloaded at the start of a new page. 

The FIFO Data Port is a 16-bit I/O port through which image 
and compressed data is accessed. 

All Reserved bits ahould be set to "0" by the user. 

Operational Overview 

The VCEP has two 16-bit data buses. The control signals 
associated with each bus depend on whether the VCEP is 
programmed for single-or dual-bus operation and the type of 
transfer performed. The CPU bus supports two methods of 
transferring data into or out of the VCEP. Flow-through 
operations on the CPU bus use CS, R/W, DS, and AO-2 to 
determine whether a read or write is to be performed 0 none 
of seven internal registers. Fly-by operations on the CPU bus 
use DS and DACK1 or DACK2, depending on bus configura
tion selected, to perform a transfer to or from the FIFO Data 
Port. The Image bus supports only fly-by operations to or from 
the FIFO Data Port and uses IDS and DACK1 or DACK2, 
depending on bus configuration selected, to perform a trans
fer. 

The VCEP requires data to be both written to and read from 
the FIFO Data Port. The SC field in the Command/Status 
Register (CSR) is used to select whether the CPU or Image 
bus will be used for supplying data to the source buffer via the 
FIFO Data Port. The DC field of the CSR selects whether the 
CPU or Image bus will be used for reading data from the 
destination buffer via the FIFO Data Port. The SC and DC 
fields are independent and may be programmed to any of four 
possible configurations. Of these possibilities, two assign a 
single bus for reading and writing source and destination 
buffers. The remaining two possibilities have source and 
destination assigned to different buses. 

Table 1 defines the settings of SC and DC, together with use 
of DR01, DACK1, DR02 and DACK2. The data acknowledge 
signals associated with the CPU bus, DACK1 and/or DACK2, 
are used in fly-by operations only and must both be inactive 
whenever CS is active. 

TABLE 1. VCEP BUS ASSIGNMENT 

Source Input Control Destination Output Control 
SC DC Bus Pins Pins Bus Pins Pins 

0 0 CPU DO-15 DR01/DACK1 CPU DO-15 DR02/DACK2 
0 1 CPU DO-15 DR01/DACK1 Image IDO-15 DR02/DACK2 
1 0 Image IDO-15 DR02/DACK2 CPU DO-15 DR01/DACK1 
1 1 Image IDO-15 DR01/DACK1 Image IDO-15 DR02/DACK2 

Detailed Functional Description 

The VCEP is a streamlined, high-speed compression/expan
sion engine. The inclusion on-chip of a 6911-pixel reference 
line buffer allows very efficient two-dimensional coding while a 
minimal set of user registers combines ease of programming 
with operational flexibility. By using FIFOs at input and output 
the VCEP presents a simple, buffered slave-mode interface to 
CPU and Image buses. 

The VCEP may be clocked asynchronously from the system 
CPU. In addition, the CPU and VCEP clock rates may differ 
significantly within the following limitations. 

When the VCEP clock is slower than the CPU clock, a lower 
limit is reached if more than one complete data transfer cycle 
occurs in each VCEP clock cycle. One data transfer may occur 
on each bus of a dual-bus system since the buses are fully 
independent. 

When the VCEP clock is faster than the CPU clock, the upper 
limit is defined by the maximum low pulse width of DS, which is 
15 VCEP clock cycles. 

To start VCEP operation after a hardware Reset, the CPU 
must initialize VCEP registers, specify Operational Mode (OM), 
select source and destination buses, and choose whether to 
process single scan lines or full pages. Other parameters may 
need to be selected depending on choice of operational 
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mode. Additionally, a software Reset should be asserted prior 
to processing each page. 

The typical pattern of operations after a hardware Reset would 
be: wait at least eight clock cycles after asserting reset; set up 
parameters and select mode; assert GO = 1; wait untit line 
processing (if LM = 1) or page processing terminates and 
LC == 1 or PC == 1; read Status bits; select Reset mode; wait at 

15 

OM 

least eight clock cycles; change parameters if needed and 
repeat. 

COMMAND/STATUS REGISTER (CSR) 
ADDRESS = 001 

The CSR contains 11 Command bits and 4 Status bits, 
described below. Note that after writing a register, the system 
should wait a minimum of eight clocks before accessing that 
register again. 

o 

10487A-005A 

Figure 2. Command/Status Register DF006460 

Bit 15 - GO: The GO bit is used to start VCEP operation in 
the mode indicated by the OM field. The user must set up all 
parameters and operational mode before setting GO = 1. If 
GO is set and the VCEP is not busy, the VCEP will clear Status 
bits and start the selected operation. When the operation is 
complete, the VCEP resets GO and halts. If the user attempts 
to write the CSR while GO is set and the VCEP is busy, the 
VCEP will halt the current operation and interrupt the CPU if 
the Interrupt Enable (IE) bit is set. This condition requires the 
user to provide the VCEP with a software reset. 

When GO = 0, the VCEP is idle and the user may access all 
registers except the FIFO Data Port, which may yield unpre
dictable results and if accessed, requires the CPU to reset the 
VCEP. If the user has programmed the VCEP to compress, 
expand or pass-through (transparent mode) a complete page 
of data, Status bits are set and GO is reset when the page has 
been processed and all data read from the destination buffer 
by the user, or when an error condition is detected. In single-

line mode (LM = 0) Status bits are set and GO is reset when 
the VCEP has processed a single line of data and the user has 
emptied the destination buffer. The system may begin pro
cessing in single-line mode and then switch to multi-line mode 
at the end of any scan line. 

The user should never assert the GO bit when selecting a 
software Reset. 

When the VCEP finishes an operation and resets GO it will 
also generate an interrupt if IE = 1. 

GO = 0 after a hardware or software Reset. 

Bits 14 -11- Operational Mode (OM): The OM field defines 
whether VCEP should .compress, expand, pass-through data 
(transparent mode) or do a software Reset. When compres
sion or expansion is selected, the OM field also defines 
whether MH, MR or MMR coding is to be used. Table 2 
defines the OM bits. 

TABLE 2. OPERATIONAL MODE BIT DEFINITIONS 

Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 

Each Operational Mode is explained in considerable detail in 
the section on Operating Modes. 

Bit 10 - Line Mode (LM): When LM = 0 the VCEP is in 
single-line mode and when set to LM = 1 the VCEP is in multi
line mode. In single-line mode, when the user selects an 
operational mode besides Reset, the VCEP will process a 
single line, waiting until the destination buffer has been 

Bit 11 Operational Mode 

0 Software Reset 
1 Software Reset 
0 Software Reset 
1 Software Reset 
0 MH Expansion 
1 MR Expansion 
0 MMR Expansion 
1 Reserved 
0 MH Compression 
1 MR Compression 
0 MMR Compression 
1 Reserved 
0 Transparent Mode 
1 Reserved 
0 Reserved 
1 Reserved 

emptied, before it clears GO, sets line Complete (LC = 1), and 
halts. When in multi-line mode and when compressing or in 
transparent mode, the VCEP will process data until the Line 
Count Register is zero. When it detects LCR = 0 it waits until 
all data has been read from the destination buffer, clears GO, 
sets Page Complete (PC = 1), and halts. 
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Bit 9 - Boundary Mode (BM): This bit defines whether the 
first code data word of a page is on a word boundary, 8M = 0, 
or on an odd-byte boundary, 8M = 1. When 8M = 1 and VCEP 
is compressing, it inserts eight zeros before the code data so 
that the code begins the page on an odd-byte boundary. If 
8M = 0 no zeros are inserted. When 8M = 1 and VCEP is 
expanding, it ignores the first eight bits of the first code word of 
the page and begins expanding from the second code byte of 
the page (bit 8). When 8M = 0 and the VCEP is expanding, it 
begins from bit 0 of the first code word. 

Bit 8 -Interrupt Enable (IE): When IE = 1, the INTR output 
is asserted whenever VCEP encounters an exception or 
termination condition. When IE = 0, INTR is never asserted. 

Bit 7 - Compressor Word-boundary Control (CW): In MH 
or MR Compression mode, if CW = 1 the VCEP will insert 0 to 
15 pad bits (zeros) at the end of each line of code data to 
ensure that the line ends on a word boundary. In MMR 
Compression mode this bit is ignored. 

Bit 6 - Source Control (SC): If SC = 0, the CPU bus is 
selected as the data source. If SC = 1, the Image bus is 
selected as data source. 

Bit 5 - Destination Control (DC): If DC = 0, the CPU bus is 
selected as the data destination. IF DC = 1, the Image bus is 
selected as data destination. 

Bit 4: Reserved. 

The remaining bits indicate status information. Status bits are 
reset when GO = 1 or when the system performs a software 
Reset of the VCEP. 

Bit 3 - Abort (AB): If the Command/Status Register is 
written while the VCEP is busy, the VCEP will abort processing 
and set this bit. To restart the VCEP, the user must perform a 
software or hardware Reset and wait at least eight clocks 
before setting an active operational mode and writing GO = 1. 
If an Abort occurs, this is a non-recoverable condition and all 
data currently in process will be lost. 

Bit 2 - Page Complete (PC): When VCEP detects the RTC/ 
EOP code in expansion mode it sets this bit. In compression or 
transparent mode this bit is set when the Line Count Register 
has been decremented to zero. Either way this Status bit 
indicates that the VCEP has processed a page of data. 

Bit 1 - Line Complete (LC): When the Line Mode bit is reset 
(lM = 0) the VCEP is in single-line mode and the Line 
Complete bit is set when the VCEP has processed a line of 
data. 

Bit 0 - Data Error (DE): When VCEP detects a data error 
during expansion, this bit is set. Data error conditions are 
described in the section on Error Detection and Recovery. 

A summary of status information is given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF STATUS INFORMATION 

AB PC LC DE 

1 X X X 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 

OPERATING MODES 

The system must specify llR, lCR, lOR, Time-Fill, and k
Parameter before setting the GO bit in any mode, except 
where specified. 

Compression 

When compressing data, the VCEP reads image data from the 
source buffer, converts it to code, and writes it to the 
destination buffer. 

If 8M = 1 in the CSR, the VCEP puts the first EOl code on an 
odd-byte boundary by inserting eight zeros into the first word. 
If CW "" 1, the VCEP compresses each scan line and adds 
from one to fifteen zeros to ensure each line ends on a word 
boundary. The VCEP also inserts bits before the next line's 
EOl code if the current line is shorter than the minimum length 
specified by the Time-Fill Parameter Register. 

The user specifies scan line length in the Line length Register 
(llR) and as the VCEP reads image data from the source 
buffer, it will ignore the first lOR bits of each scan line, where 
the user defines lOR, the left Offset Register, which may vary 
from 0 to 15 bits. The user must also program the VCEP's Line 
Count Register (lCR), specifying the number of scan lines in a 
page. Once the VCEP has compressed lCR scan lines this is 
the end of a page. 

In all compression modes once the VCEP has finished 
compressing a page it will wait until the destination FIFO has 
been emptied before it sets PC = 1 in the CSR and halts. In 

Explanation 

VCEP Aborted the Current Operation 
Page Complete without Error in Multi-line Mode 
Line Complete without Error in Single-line Mode 
Data Error (see above) 
Data Error Detected in EOl Code 
RTC/EOP Detected with Data Error 

addition, if lM = 0 in the CSR (single-line mode), the VCEP 
waits until its destination FIFO is emptied after compressing 
each scan line, sets lC = 1, and halts. If lM = 0 and the code 
data does not end on a word boundary, the VCEP retains the 
last partial word if no padding or Time-Fill bits are added. 

MH Compression 

When the CPU sets OM = 1000, the VCEP is in MH Compres
sion mode, where each scan line is 1 D-compressed and 
prefixed with an EOl (End-of-Line) code; the k-Parameter is 
ignored. Once it has compressed a scan line and added pad 
bits as needed, it decrements the Line Count Register. When 
this count reaches zero, the VCEP adds six EOl codes, 
indicating the RTC (Return-to-Control) code to indicate end-of
page. MH Compression mode data format is shown in the 
Data Formats section. 

MR Compression 

When OM = 1001 in the CSR, the VCEP is in MR Compres
sion mode, where it 1 D-compresses the first scan line and 2D
compresses the following (k-1) lines. The code for each scan 
line is preceded by an EOl code with Tag bit. Tag = 1 for 10-
compressed lines; Tag = 0 for 2D-compressed lines. If k = 0, 
all but the first scan line are 2D-compressed. The value of k is 
stored internally and so does not need to be loaded each time 
the user sets GO = 1, although k may be changed while 
compressing a page in single-line mode. 
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When beginning page compression, the VCEP outputs an EOl 
code with Tag bit set, followed by the 10 code for the first 
scan line. The VCEP then decrements the Line Count Register 
and adds the RTC code (six EOl codes with Tag = 1) if the 
count is zero, to indicate end-of-page. MR compression mode 
data format is shown in the section on Data Formats. 

Using the k-Parameter: The k-Parameter specifies how many 
lines (k-1) will be compressed using two-dimensional coding 
after a one-dimensionally coded reference line. "k" may vary 

k-1 1-0 Line 

1-0 Line 

k.3 1-0 Line 

2-D Line 

2-D Line 

k=5 1-0 Line 

2-D Line 

k-2 1-0 Line 

2-D Line 

1-0 Line 

2-D Line 

from 1 to 255 and infinity. This register is valid only in MR 
Compression mode and is ignored in all other modes. The 
most-significant bit of the k-Parameter is bit 7. To set k at 
infinity, write k = O. When k = 0, the first scan line of a page is 
1D-coded and all remaining scan lines are 2D-coded. 

When lM = 0, and single-line mode is used with MR Compres
sion, the user may change the value of k while compressing a 
document. The effect of k-Parameter on whether a line is 10-
or 2D-coded is shown in Figure 3. 

(see note ~elow) 

Note: This line is 1D-compressed because the 
value of the k-Parameter was changed 
between lines with the VCEP in single
line mode. Changing the k-Parameter 
is not permitted if multi-line mode is used. 

104a7A.()()6A 

TB001240 

Figure 3. Effect. of k-Parameter on Coding 

MMR Compression 

When OM = 1010 in the CSR, the VCEP is in MMR Compres
sion mode and will 2D-compress all scan lines. The k
Parameter and Time-Fill parameter are ignored. 

When the VCEP begins page compression it 2D-compresses 
the first scan line with respect to an imaginary white reference 
line (all zeros). For subsequent lines, the VCEP uses as 
reference the data in its internal line buffer. At the beginning of 
page, VCEP will pad the first code with eight zeros if 8M = 1. 
In MMR Compression mode, no EOl code precedes each 
coded line. 

Once the VCEP has compressed a scan line, it decrements 
the Line Count Register. When this count reaches zero, the 
VCEP adds two EOl codes, indicating the EOP (End-of-Page) 
code. MMR Compression mode data format is shown in the 
section on Data Formats. 

Expansion 

In all expansion modes, the VCEP reads code data that the 
user has written to the source buffer, expands it, and places it 
in the destination buffer. The k-Parameter and Time-Fill 
parameter are ignored. 

Prior to beginning page expansion, the user defines scan line 
length in the Line length Register (llR), and as the VCEP 
expands code data and writes it to the destination buffer, it 
compares current line length to llR, allowing error detection. 
The VCEP will also write the first expanded word of each scan 
line offset by lOR bits, where the user defines lOR (left 
Offset Register), which may vary from 0 to 15 bits. The VCEP 

increments the Line Count Register (lCR) after expanding a 
scan line. At the end of the page, the user may read leR to 
determine the number of scan lines in a page. When the user 
sets GO = 1 to begin processing an image, lCR is loaded with 
the last count programmed (since this is retained internally 
between pages). The VCEP then begins expanding anew 
page. If 8M = 0 the VCEP will search from bit 0 of the first 
code word; if 8M = 1, the VCEP searches from bit 8. 

MH Expansion 

When OM = 0100 in the CSR, the VCEP is in MH Expansion 
mode, where it 1D-expands all code data. 

MR Expansion 

When OM = 0101 in the CSR, VCEP is in MR Expansion 
mode, where it 10- or 2D-expands code data, depending on 
the detected value of the Tag bit following EOl codes. If 
Tag = 1, data is 1D-expanded, while Tag = 0 will cause 20 
expansion. 

MMR Expansion 

When OM = 0110, the VCEP is in MMR Expansion mode, 
where it will 2D-expand all code data. 

Transparent Mode 

When OM = 1100, the VCEP is in Transparent mode, where it 
transfers data from source to destination buffers without 
modification. Transparent mode is a simple mechanism to 
allow data flow between CPU and Image buses. The Time-Fill 
and k-Parameters are ignored and lOR should be set to zero. 
The VCEP still uses llR and lCR values. When the VCEP 
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reaches the end of the page (lCR = 0), it waits until the 
destination buffer has been emptied, sets PC = 1 in the Status 
Register, and halts. In single-line mode (where lM = 0), when 
the VCEP detects the end of the scan line (llR reaches the 
progra"1med value), it waits until the destination buffer has 
been emptied, sets lC = 1, and halts. 

Reset 

When OM = OOxx, the VCEP is reset. This software Reset has 
the same effect on the VCEP as a hardware Reset, clearing 
source and destination buffers, all Status bits, and the GO bit. 
Other register contents are unchanged. The GO bit should not 
be set when performing a software Reset. Once the user has 
performed a software Reset, the CSR should not be accessed 
for at least eight clock (ClK) cycles. 

DATA FORMATS 
Image Data Format 

The VCEP processes (compresses or expands) images digi
tized as described below: 

1. A single image is represented by an array of black and 
white pixels. 

2. Each row of pixels is represented by ones and zeros: 
White pixel = 0 
Black pixel" 1 

3. The image bit stream is assumed to be generated by a 
scanner which moves from left to right across the page 
while scanning each line. 

4. Bit 0 of each word of the resulting bit stream is considered 
to be the least-significant bit. 

5. Bit 0 of a code word is the least-significant bit. 

r 
151~ 

--~ L""""" 01 

_ Scanned 
Image 

10487,\-007,\ 

DFOO6470 

Figure 4. Scanned Data Stream to/from VCEP 

Compressed Data Format 

The compressed data formats for MH, MR and MMR modes 
are shown below. 

If CW = 1 in the CSR, the VCEP's compressor adds pad bits (0 
to 15 zeros) to the end of the coded line, to make the coded 
line end on a word boundary (Rgure 7). -

MH Code Compressed Data Format without Time-Fill 
Bits 

If BM co 1 in the CSR, the prefixed EOl starts from bit 8 of the 
first word, which is the odd-byte boundary (Figure 6). 

v 
Line 1 Une2 I EOl I Une jO::?' 

linen 

~I·--------RTC--------~·I 

Where V : Word-Boundary Marl< 
EOL : End-<lf-Line COde 
PAD : 0 to 15 Zeros 
ATC : Retum-t~ntrol (End-<lf-Page) Code Word 

Figure 5. MH Coded Data without Time-Fill 
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v 0 

I ~x_xX~I_EO_L~I ___ u_·n_e_1 __ ~IE_O_L.I ___ u_·n_e2 __ ~ 

Where 0 
xxx 

: Odd-Byte Boundary 
: Eight -Don' Care- Bits 

1OC87A-OMA 

DF006490 

Figure 6. MH Coded Data with 8M = 1 

v v V 
I~E~O-L'I--~U~~-1---rlp-A-DTI-EO-LTI---u-n-e2--~I-P-AD~I-E-OL~I-L-in-e-3~----~ 

v v 
Unen 

I- RTC II 
10487A-ol0A 

DF006730 

Figure 7. Padded MH Coded Data 

MH Mode Compressed Data Format with Time-Fill Bits If ew = 1 in the eSR, the VeEP's compressor will insert pad 
bits (0 to 15 zeros) to the last code of the line, such that the 
coded line ends on a word boundary. Since the Time-Fill bits 
will always end on a word boundary, no pad bits will be added 
when Time-Fill occurs (Figure 10). 

If 8M = 1 in the eSR, the prefixed EOl of the first line starts 
from bit 8 of the first word, on the odd-byte boundary (Figure 9). 

Line 1 

v 
I FIL I EOL I Line 3~ 

v V V 
c;~ _____ --,I_E_OL ..... IL-L_I~_I_J...I E_O_L.I ___ Lin_e_i+_1 __ ..... IL....F_IL~1 E_O_L.L.I_u_·ne_i~+p=' 
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Where V 
EOL 
FIL 
PAD 
TF 

I--~TF--II-t+---STF II I 
I-~TF-----toI1 

v v 

~I·---------RTC---------~·I 

Word-Boundary Mark 
End~f-Une COde Word 
Time-Fill Bits (Variable Number of Zeros) 
Retum-to-Control Code Word 
Time-Fill Parameter Specified in Parameter Register 

Figure 8. MH Coded Data with Time-Fill 
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w 0 v I xxx , EOLf Une1 I Fil , EOl' unii"? 

Where 0 : Odd-B~e Bounda~ 
xxx : Eight" on't Care" its 

10487A-e12A 

DFOO6521 

Figure 9. MH Coded Data with Time-Fill and BM = 1 

v V V 

~ I EOll Unei I PAD I EOll Unei+1 I Fil I EOl I ;:.?' 
I+-~TF 'I: sTF -I 

-I ~TF 

10487A-Ol3A 

DFOO6530 

Figure 10. Padded MH Coded Data with Time-Fill 

MR Mode Compressed Data Format without Time-Fill if ew = 1 in the eSR. the VeEP's compressor will insert pad 
Bits bits (0 to 15 zeros) at the end of the coded line to ensure it 

if 8M = 1 in the eSR. the prefixed EOl of the first coded iine ends on a word boundary (Figure 13), 

will be at the odd-byte boundary of the first word (Figure 12), 

V 

I EOLj rl Une1 I EOll rl Una2 I EOllrl une~ 

V 

~nen I EOllrl EOllrlEOllrl EOllrl EOllrlEOllrlpADI 

I· RrC 'I (T -1) 

Where V Word-Boundary Mark 
EOl: End-of-Line Code 
T rag Bit 
PAD: Oto 15 Zeros 
RrC: Return-te-Control Code Word 

104871.-0141. 

DFOO6540 

Figure 11. MR Coded Data without Time-Fill 

V 0 V 

I xxx IEoqrl Une 1 I EOll TI une~ 

Where 0 : Odd-B~e Bound~ 
xxx : Eight" on't Care" its 

104871.-0151. 

DFOO6550 

Figure 12. MR Coded Data with BM = 1 
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v v v I EOq TI line 1 I PAD I EOl I TI line 2 1 PAD I EOL I T I Una 3 .---r-
V V 

~nen I PAD I EOll TI EOllTI EOllTI EOllTI EOll TI EOllTI PAD I 
,- RTC ., 

(1.1) 

10487A-oI84 

DFOO6740 

Figure 13. Padded MR Coded Data without Time-Fill 

MR Mode Compressed Data Format with Time-Fill Bits If GW = 1 in the GSA, the VGEP's compressor inserts pad bits 
(0 to 15 zeros) to the end of the coded scan line, such that it 

If 8M = 1 in the GSA,.the prefixed EOl of the first coded line ends on a word boundary. Since Time-Fill bits will always end 
will begin on an odd-byte boundary (Figure 15). on a word boundary, no pad bits are necessary when Time-Fill 

occurs (Figure 16). 

V V V 

I EOLj TI Line 1 I Fill EOll TI line 2 I Fill EOll TI Une 3;:::;==' 
V V V 

~IEOlITI line i I EOll TI line i+ 1 IFll IEOlITlline~ 
j.--~TF -I: STF~ 

-I ~TF 
V V 

~ linen I Fill EOll TI EOll TI EOll TI EOll TI EOll TI EOll TI PAD 1 
I- ATC -i 

(T -1) 

Where V : Word-Boundary Mark 
EOl: End-of-line Code 
Fil : Time-Fill Bits (Variable Number of Zeros) 
T : Tag Bit . 
PAD: Oto 15 Zeros 
RTC: Return-to-Control Code Word 
TF : Time-Fill Value 

10487A.o17A 

DFOO6570 

Figure 14. MR Coded Data with Time-Fill 

W 0 V V 

I xxx 1 EOll TI line 1 I Fil I EOl I T I 'Une2 I FIL I EOll TI Line~ 

Where 0 Odd-B~ Bounda~ 
xxx Eight - n't Care- its 

1 0487A.ol SA 

DFOO6581 

Figure 15. MR Coded Data with Time-Fill and 8M = 1 
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Figure 16. Padded MR Coded Data with Time-Fill 

MMR Mode Compressed Data Format 

If 8M = 1 in the CSR, the first code word of the first scan line will begin on an odd-byte boundary (Figure 18). 

I ~ ___________ l_m_e_1 __________ -LI ___________ l~_e_2 __________ ~I~_l~-Je~ 
v 

Line n ! EOl! EOl! PAD I 

Where V . Word-Boundary Mark 
EOP: End-<lf-Page Code Word 
PAD: 0 to 15 Zeros 

10487A-D2OA 

DF006600 

Figure 17. MMR Coded Data 

V 0 

~ln_x~I ___ L~_'e_1 __ ~I ___ u_'n_e2 __ ~I~_u_'n_eJ3~ 

10487A.02IA 

DF006750 

Figure 18. MMR Coded Data with 8M = 1 

End-of-Line and End-of-Page Codes 

Note: Serial data streams are shown here from least- to most
significant bits in all cases. 

When Modified Huffman (MH) coding is expanded, the VCEP 
recognizes the end of a page (known as Return-to-Control or 
RTC), when it detects three consecutive EOl code words: 

(MH code RTC) = 0000 0000 0001 
0000 0000 0001 
0000 0000 0001 

When the VCEP is in MH Compression mode it will append six 
EOl codes to the end of each page. 

When Modified Read (MR) coding is expanded, the VCEP 
recognizes the end of a page (RTC) when it detects three EOl 
codes, as in MH coding, but each EOl code has a single Tag 
bit (set to one) added: 

(MR code RTC) = 0000 0000 0001 1 
0000 0000 0001 1 
0000 0000 0001 1 

When the VCEP is in MR Compression mode it will append six 
EOl codes with Tag bits set, to the end of each page. 

When MMR coding is used, the end of a page (now called 
EOP) is indicated by two EOl code words: 

(MMR code EOP) = 0000 0000 0001 
0000 0000 0001 

When the VCEP is in MMR Compression mode it will append 
two EOl codes to the end of each page. 

Time-Fill Parameter 

Parameter Register (PMR), Bits 15 - 8 Time-Fill (TF): This 
value specifies the minimum length of a coded line in words, 
which may vary from 0 to 255 words or from 0 to 4080 bits. 
VCEP will pad all coded lines less than the value specified 
here by inserting zeros after the end of the coded data and 
before the EOl code, with the Time-Fill bits always ending on 
a word boundary. Time-Fill is performed only when MH and 
MR coding are used. Minimum line length is calculated as the 
sum of lengths of the coded scan line, pad bits (to ensure the 
last code word ends on a word boundary) and the EOl code. 
An example of Time-Fill in the coded data stream is given in 
Figure 19. 
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v v 
~IE_O_l~I ___ Li~ __ 1 __ -LIE_O_l.I ___ un_e_2 __ -Llp_AD~I_F_ll~I_EO_l~I __ Li~ne~ 
J4- ~TF---+r'II+e-:~~~_S_TF_~_~TF .1 

Where V . Word-Boundary Mark 
EOl : End-of-Une Code 
Fil . Time-Fill Bits 
PAD: Oto 15 Zeros 
TF : Time-Fill Value 

10487A-022A 

DF006620 

Figure 19. Example of Time-Fill 

The Time-Fill parameter may specify a minimum line length of 
o to 255 words, where bit 15 in the Parameter Register is the 
most-significant bit and bit 8 is the least-significant bit. 

ERROR DETECTION AND RECOVERY 

Detected error conditions are as follows. In MH/MR Expan
sion modes: 

1. The expanded scan line length is longer than the Line 
length Register before EOl is detected. 

2. The expanded scan line length is shorter than the Line 
length Register when the EOl is detected. 

3. The expanded scan line length is shorter than the Line 
length Register when the RTC/EOP is detected. 

4. The codes indicate at any time that a negative run length 
has occurred. 

5. An illegal code word is detected. These codes are: 

0000 0000 1, 
0000 0000 01, 

and 0000 0000 001. 

Also, if an error occurs in the last code word in a line such 
that it ends in one or more zeros, this may cause false 
EOl recognition and status will be lC = 1 and DE = 1. 

6.ln 2D-coding, the following illegal codes are detected: 

0000 DOl, 
and 0000 0001. 

7. Two consecutive EOl codes are detected followed by a 
non-EOl code word. In the event of this error lC is also 
set. 

In MMR Expansion mode: 

1. The expanded scan line length is longer than the Line 
length Register. 

2. The codes indicate at any time that the run length is 
negative. . 

3. An illegal code word is detected. These codes are: 

and 

0000 001, 
0000 0001, 
0000 0000 1, 
0000 0000 01, 
0000 0000 001. 

4. An EOl code is detected except as part of a pair 
indicating EOP. 

5. Fill bits are present in the code data. 

6. The expanded scan line length is shorter than the Line 
length Register when an EOP code is detected. 

If an error is detected within a line and the Interrupt Enable bit 
is set (IE = 1 in CSR), the system will be interrupted; otherwise 
the system must poll the Status bits in the CSA. Either way, 
Table 4 shows the possible status code combinations when an 
error is detected. 

TABLE 4. ERROR STATUS CODES 

AS 

o 
o 
o 

PC 

o 
o 
1 

LC 

o 
1 
o 

DE 

The DE bit is reset after the user issues a command with 
GO = 1, or when the user issues a software Reset. 

When the VCEP detects an error, it stops expanding data, 
waits until the destination buffer has been emptied, and then 
sets Status bits and goes idle. When the user executes the 
error recovery routine for MH or MR modes, the VCEP could 
be programmed to be in single-line mode to facilitate the 
user's administration of error recovery. Once the error recov
ery is complete, the user may switch the VCEP into multi-line 
mode to process the remainder of the page. 

Explanation 

Data Error 
Data Error Detected in EOl Code 
RTC/EOP Detected with Data Error 

When an error is detected during MMR mode expansion, no 
recovery is possible; since the page has been encoded two
dimensionally, it is not possible to "pass over" the error 
without its having a cumulative effect on subsequent data. For 
this reason (inherent in MMR coding rather than the VCEP) the 
cCln has specified that systems using MMR coding should 
implement error protection apart from the compression code, 
allowing an effectively error-free transmission environment for 
the MMR code. 
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When MH- or MR-coded images are expanded. the three 
combinations of codes in Table 4 describe four possible error 

Error Condition 1 

conditions. which together with recovery procedures will be 
defined below: 

Code I Eel I Tag I Coda ~ 

sL(OE.1.lC.O. PC.O) 

10487 Ao023A 

DFOO6630 

Figure 20. Error Condition 1 

Status: DE ... 1. lC ... O. PC'" 0 

1. The expanded line length is longer than the Une length 
Register before the EOl code is detected. 

2. A code Indicating negative run length is detected. 

3. An illegal code (but not a false EOl code) is detected. 
These are: 

0000 0000 1. 
0000 0000 01. 

and 0000 0000 001. 

4. An illegal code is detected in horizontal mode where 1 D
codes are expected. 

Error Condition 2 

5. In 20-coding. the following illegal codes are detected: 

and 

Recovery routine: 

0000 001. 
0000 0001. 

1. System must replace current scan line containing error 
with the last correctly expanded scan line. 

2. System sets GO ... 1. 

3. VCEP will search for the next EOl to determine where to 
restart expansion. 

Note that for MR coding, errors will rapidly compound in 20-
coded sections of the image; each time a 20 line is detected in 
error, it is flagged with a DE ... 1 status. Therefore, even for 
MR coding, the user is only required to administer error 
recovery on a line-by-line basis. 

Code , Eel' Tag-' Code :;....?" 
t 

Stop (DE .1, lC.1. PC.O) 

or ag b. not present in MH coda 
10487 A-OZ4A 

DF006760 

Figure 21. Error Condition 2 

Status: DE "1, lC "'1, PC ... 0 2. False EOl codes are detected. 

1. The expanded line length is shorter than the Une length 
Register when the EOl is detected. 

3. Two consecutive EOls are detected (see Figure 22). 

Code 'Eel' Tag-' Eel' T.ag-' Not Eel -~ 

t 
Stop (DE .~, lC.1. PC.O) 

-Tag bit not present in MH axle 
10417 A-0254 

DFOO6660 

Flgu~e 22. Error Condition 2 with Two EOls 
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Recovery routine: 

1. System must replace current scan line containing error 
with the last correctly expanded scan line. 

Error Condition 3 

2. System sets GO = 1. 

3. The VCEP will start expanding the next line immediately, 
as it has already detected the EOL code. The DE bit is 
cleared when the system sets GO = 1. 

Code I Eel I Tag* I Eel I Tag* I Eel I T~g* c::::;===' 

*Tag bits not present in MH code 

t 
Stop (DE - 1, lC - 0, PC - 1) 

10487A~26A 

DF006670 

Figure 23. Error Condition 3 

Status: DE = 1, LC = 0, PC = 1 

The VCEP detects a short line (less than LLR) when the end of 
page (RTC) has been detected. Note that although the VCEP 
detects the Tag bits within EOL codes, it will not indicate an 
error based on the value of these Tag bits. 

MH and MR recovery routine: 

BUS BURST AND DWELL CONTROL 

The VCEP is capabte of processing up to 16 bits of data every 
three clock cycles. This may require a bus master to be able to 
regulate the amount of time for which the VCEP may request 
data transfer. The VCEP, therefore, has two identical and 
independent Burst-Dwell counters (one for each bus) that can 
be used to help regulate bus activity. The burst count specifies 
the maximum time the VCEP will hold a request active, while 
the dwell count specifies the minimum time the VCEP will wait, 
after taking request lines inactive and before requesting 
service again. 

1. System must replace current scan line containing error 
with the last correctly expanded scan line. 

2. System must issue a software Reset to the VCEP. 

3. After allowing a minimum of eight clock cycles from 
issuing the reset, the system may set up parameters for a 
new page. 

The Burst Count Register contains two 8-bit burst count 
values, one for the CPU bus and one for the Image bus. The 
burst count specifies the maximum number of clock cycles the 
VCEP will hold the request lines active and is given by: 

(Burst Count Value 1) x 4 

The counter starts decrementing at the beginning of the first 
access, to or from the FIFO Data Port, in either fly-by or flow
through mode. Once the burst counter expires all active 
requests associated with a particular bus will remain active 
until the beginning of the next transfer on that bus. At that time 
they will be taken'inactive (see Figure 24). 

DRO \ / 

_ ~Bu.~t~unt=i F~i~um=l 

5-74 

DSor 
15ACK 

Note: DRa may be either DRal or DRa2; DACK then refers to DACK1 or DACK2, respectively. 

104871.-271. 

WF026550 

Figure 24. Bus Burst and Dwell Timing 
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A burst count of one will ensure that the VCEP only does a 
single transfer each time it accesses the bus. If the burst 
counter is set to zero it is disabled, effectively allowing an 
unlimited burst time. 

When all requests associated with a particular bus are taken 
inactive before the burst counter expires (because the source 
or destination buffers have been filled or emptied), the VCEP 
will take its request line inactive and give up the bus. In the 
case where the burst counter expires while a source buffer 
request is active, the system may have given the complete 
(coded or uncoded) image to the VCEP, but since the burst 
counter has expired, the VCEP is waiting for one more transfer 
before removing its data transfer request. In this case a 
software Reset is necessary, making all request lines inactive. 

If the burst count is not set to zero, the burst counter may 
expire before all requests have been completely serviced. The 
source buffer requests service when there are at least eight 
empty locations in the source buffer. The destination buffer 
requests service when at least eight words are in the 
destination buffer or the buffer is being emptied at the end of a 
line (single-line mode) or page. When the burst counter 
expires prior to completely servicing these requests, active 
requests are removed for the duration of the dwell count and 
are then reactivated. 

The Dwell-Offset Register contains two 6-bit count values, one 
for each bus, and a 4-bit left-offset value applied to the first 
word of each scan line. The dwell count specifies the minimum 
number of clock cycles to wait (from the end of a burst cycle), 
before the VCEP will reactivate service requests (DREQ1 andl 
or DREQ2). The minimum d~ell time is given by: 

(Dwell Count Value) x 8 

The dwell counter starts at the end of the last bus access of a 
burst, to or from the FIFO Data Port (see Figure 24). Setting 
the dwell count to zero will result in a minimum dwell time. For 
both burst and dwell counts, the actual times the VCEP 
requests data transfer may vary due to synchronization of the 
data strobe (OS or IDS) and data acknowledge (DACK1 or 
DACK2) signals to the VCEP's input clock. 

GUIDE TO VCEP THROUGHPUT CALCULATIONS 

VCEP throughput in compression or expansion is dependent 
on the specific data input. The stated throughput of 50 Mb/s is 
based on the average throughput achieved over the CCITT 
standard documents numbers 4 and 7, when scanned at 

200 dpi; these are the most complex of the eight standard 
documents, with the lowest compression ratio and therefore 
the lowest throughput on the VCEP. The other six CCITT 
documents should achieve higher throughput, as would docu
ments scanned at higher resolutions, since they will compress 
better. 

The most specific information on throughput may be obtained 
by analysis of a given image file. The VCEP, whether com
pressing or expanding, processes one run length of up to 16 
bits in three clock cycles. If the maximum clock rate of 20 MHz 
is used, one run length up to 16 bits will be processed every 
150 ns. This means that if an image consisting of alternating 
black and white pixels is compressed by the VCEP, it will be 
processed at one bit per 150 ns, or 6.67 Mb/s. At the other 
extreme, an all-white image will be processed at 16 bits per 
150 ns, or 106.7 Mb/s. Typical documents rarely contain 
alternating run lengths of unit length. While each document is 
unique, our analysis shows that the worst sections of the 
CCITT documents contain five run lengths per 16 bits. In this 
practical worst-case condition the VCEP would still throughput 
data in excess of 20 Mb/s. 

The above discussion centers on the VCEP's engine speed, 
but other factors must be taken into account, including the 
smoothing effect of the source and destination buffers which 
each hold sixteen words. 

The most important issue affecting throughput will often be the 
handling of raw image data. Assuming a dual-bus VCEP 
system in expansion mode (for optimum throughput), image 
data must be removed by the system from the VCEP's 
destination buffer at a rate at least equal to the engine speed 
to provide maximum system throughput. This area will be 
addressed below. 

To ensure maximum throughput, a dual-bus system is required 
with the code buffer on the CPU bus and the image buffer on 
the Image bus. Also, certain settings of VCEP programmable 
parameters are necessary. The bus burst value should be 
maximum especially on the Image bus, and dwell values 
should be minimum. 

The above throughput numbers apply to compression and 
expansion when in MMR mode. Since MMR coding is the most 
complex, MR and MH code compression or expansion will 
yield higher throughput. Also, throughput in Transparent mode 
will be 16 bits per three clocks. 
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Figure 25. Single-Bus Configuration 
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Figure 26. Dual-Bus Configuration 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 
Storage Temperature ........... 1.. .............. -65 to + 150·C Commercial (C) Devices 
Maximum Vee Relative to Vss ............... -0.3 to + 7.0 V Ambient Temperature (T A) ...................... 0 to + 70·C 
DC Voltage Applied to Any Pin Supply Voltage (Vee) .................... +4.75 to +5.25 V 

Relative to Vss .......................... -0.5 to Vee + 0.3 V Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM functionality of the device is guaranteed. 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VIL Input LOW Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage :':t 2.0 Vee+ 0.5 V 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOL =2.0 mA ;,;;~~":",,:;<;Z;; 11J + 0.4 V 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = 250 p.A ~,," ~\~!{\,2l~" i\\,2.4 V 

III Input Leakage Current 0< VIN < Vee 't;)\ 't' :\~'t\, \;~;\ \';'> ±10 p.A 

ILO Output Leakage Current --p~;}('¢»- ±10 p.A 

lec Power Supply Current 250 rnA 

~~tA \/!J, \;/' 

CAPACITANCE ~<~~\'~' , 
Parameter p~r,apletel'~\ 

"",;'" 

Symbol DesCr!ptlon Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

CIN Input Pin Capacitance 10 pF 

COUT Output Pin Capacitance fe = 1 MHz 15 pF 

ClIO 110 Buffer Capacitance 20 pF 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range (T A = 0 to + 70°C. VCC = 5 V ± 5%) 

No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Parameter 
Symbol 

tpD 

ts 

ts 

ts 

tSKEW 

tSKEW 

ts 

ts 

tSKEW 

Clock Period 

Parameter 
Description 

Clock HIGH Time 

Clock LOW Time 

Clock Rising nme 

Clock Falling Time 

Address'Valid to OS FE Setup Time 

CS Valid to OS FE Setup Time 

R/W Valid to OS FE Setup Time 

os FE to Data Output Valid Delay 

os FE to ORO RE Delay 

95C71·20 

Min. Max. 

50 500 

23 

23 

5 

5 

10 

o 
10 

95C71·16 

Min. Max. 

62 500 

28 

28 

5 

5 

12 

85 

70 

o 
55 

OS RE to R/W Valid Hold Ti " 0 

Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
OS RE to Data Out Float, "D.'ay,~, r\ \':\'" 50 

~----~------~------~------~------~ 
OS RE to CS Valid ~pl?~~ti!,"e" 0 0 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

OS RE t&,iqata Valid Hold Time 0 0 ns 

CS HIGH WI'Clth 65 70 ns 

DACK FE to OS FE Setup Time o o ns 

OS/DACK HIGH Width 65 70 ns 

OS RE to INTR RE Delay Time 100 100 ns 

RESET LOW Width (Note 1) (Note 1) ns 

Notes: 1. Minimum RESET LOW Width is four clock periods (see parameter 1). 

5·78 

2. No more than one complete data transfer cycle can occur in each VCEP clock cycle. One data transfer may 
occur on each bus of a dual-bus system since the buses are fully independent. In addition. the maximum low 
pulse of OS cannot exceed 15 VCEP clock cycles. 
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2.4V 

1.4V 

0.45 V 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

Key to Switching Waveforms 

WAVEfORM INPUTS OUTPUTS 

MUST BE WILL BE 
STEADY STEADY 

-- MAY CHANGE WILL BE 
CHANGING fROM H TO L FROMH TOL 

l/JJJJ MAY CHANGE 
WILL BE 

FROM L TOH CHANGING 
FROM L TO H 

-- DON'T CARE; CHANGING; 
ANY CHANGE STATE 
PERMITTED UNKNOWN 

H 
CENTER 

DOES NOT LINE IS HIGH 
APPLY IMPEDANCE 

"OFF" STATE 

KSOOOO10 

Clock Timing 

Am95C71 

WF026560 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

WF026570 

CPU Program/DMA Flow-Through Mode Read Timing 
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CPU Program/DMA Row-Through Mode Write Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

0 0-15 1100-15 --......;..--------4 
~----------~~ 

. Note: Parameters 11, 12, and 21 are with respect to OS/IOS or OACK1/0ACK2 
inactive, whichever is sooner. 

DMA Fly-by Mode Read Timing 

OS/IOS 

0 0-15 1100-15 -----------(1 
~------------~ 

Note: Parameters 17, 18, and 21 are with respect to OS/IOS or OACK1IDACK2 
inactive, whichever is sooner. 

DMA Fly-by Mode Write Timing 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

AF004810 

Notes: 1_ CL = 100 pF (includes text fixture capacitance). 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 
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Am95C75 
Raster Printer Controller (RPC) 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• 
• 

• 

• 

20 Mb/s printing of combined text and graphics 

Triple-bus architecture for independent host, font 
memory and page buffer interfaces and direct 
connection to print engines 

Supports any combination of transparent, opaque 
and textured images at pixel addressable 
positioning 

24-bit addressing provides for page buffers up to 
16K x 16K pixels and 16M words of font memory 
space 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Memory 

Controller 

Printer 
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Publication # 09331 Rev. A Amendment /0 

Barrel 
Shifter 
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• 

Advanced 
Micro 

Devices 

Supports two band buffers with automatic virtual 
address conversion to reduce memory 
requirements 

On-board programmable DRAM controller with 
refresh 

Synchronous or asynchronous interface to print 
engines with a broad range of page size and 
margins 

Operating modes for direct interface to Am95C76 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor (ORP) 

1--~FAlE1 
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RESET 
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; -

INTR ORO 09331-001A 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The Am95C75 Raster Printer Controller (RPC) is a high
performance CMOS processor for controlling the real
time requirements of a raster printing system. It is de
signed to assemble text and graphical images into a par
tial or full page buffer from either of two memory spaces 
or from the host and serially transmit that image infor
mation to an asynchronous print engine. A high degree 
of programmable options assures simple interfacing to a 
broad range of host. memory. and printer.configura
tions. 

The RPC receives source and destination address infor
mation (or image data) from the host CPU or DMA con
troller. and performs block transfers of data to rectangu-

. lar areas at the destination address in the buffer. The im
age blocks are of arbitrary size and pixel alignment and 
may be combined with background information using 
the overlay options. Characters may be textured using 
the additional source address of a texture word or array. 
In addition to the buffer assembly operations. the RPC 
can transfer font or graphic information with the host to 
or from the static RAM or ROM Font memory or the 
DRAM Video memory of the buffer.Two other modes 
support reading and writing of the Am95C76 Orthogonal 
Rotation Processor (ORP) which resides in Font mem
ory space. 

Printing can begin when a page or band is completely 
assembled and is controlled by Page and Line Sync sig-

nals provided by the print engine. Pixel data is serialized 
at a rate controlled by the Video clock (VClK). Page 
Size and Margins are determined by the values pro
grammed in the RPC control registers. In systems 
where two band buffers are used. one band may be as
sembled while the other band is being scanned out. The 
RPC manages all address conversion so that the host 
need only provide a destination address for each image 
block that corresponds to the virtual position of that 
block on the full page. Band control logic in the RPC in
sures that the bands alternate properly according to the 
scanning requirements of the printer. Image blocks or 
fonts that are sliced by a band boundary cause inter
rupts that allow the remaining portion to be transferred 
into the next band. 

The system bus interface of the RPC allows the control 
registers to reside in host 1/0 or memory space and op
erations are initiated automatically when the address in
formation for the transfer is provided. An internal ad
dress pointer sequences through the control registers 
required to setup a block transfer so that the host may 
write them to a single port address if that is desired. The 
RPC will interrupt the CPU or request a DMA when the 
transfer is complete. Interrupt options allow the host to 
be updated on transfer. printing. and error conditions by 
reading status information. 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
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LOGIC SYMBOL 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMD standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The ordering number 
(Valid Combination) is formed by a combination of: a. Device Number 

AM95C75 J 

b. Speed Option (If applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

C 

L= e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard Processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (Tc = 0 to 85°C) 

~-------------------c.PACKAGETYPE 
J = 84-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

(PL 084) 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

L..-___ a. DEVICE NUMBER/DESCRIPTION 
Am95C75 
Raser Printer Controller (RPC) 

Valid Combinations 

AM95C75 I JC 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to 
be supported in volume for this device. Consult 
the local AMD sales office to confirm availability of 
specific valid combinations, to check on newly re
leased combinations, and to obtain additional 
data on AM D's standard military grade products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 
Interface Signal Description 
The RPC has four independent groups of pins to inter
face to the other resources of the printing system. The 
CPU Interface connects to the host to provide control of 
all operations. The Font Memory Interface connects to 
an optional static memory of RAM or ROM for storage of 
character fonts, textures and other blocks of data. The 
Font Memory Interface also interfaces directly to the 

CPU Interface Signals 
Arr-A3 
Address Bus (Input) 
The 4-bit Address Bus is used to select one of sixteen 
internal registers for reading or writing. It must be held 
valid while the access is taking place. 

ClK 
Clock (Input) 
The Clock input provides the timing reference for all op
erations controlled by the RPC except printing. All mem
ory operations on the Font or Video Interfaces will occur 
relative to Clock edges. Accesses on the CPU Interface 
may be asynchronous to the Clock. 

CS 
Chip Select (Input; Actve LOW) 

Chip Select must be held LOW to qualify a read or write 
access by the host. Chip Select may be held lOW for 
multiple accesses. 

Drr-D15 

Data Bus (Input/Output; Three-State) 
The 16-bit bidirectional Data Bus is used for all read and 
write accesses by the host system. The bus is an output 
wheneverCS and RD are active and is an input when
everCS and WR are active. 

ORQ 
DMA Request (Output; Active LOW) 

The Data Request output is driven lOW when the RPC 
is ready to accept the address information required to 
transfer an image block and is driven HIGH when the 
last word of address information is received. Five words 
are required for a normal Dispatch operation and eight 
words are required for a textured Dispatch operation. 
Data Request will only be driven lOW when the RPC is 
in Dispatch, ORP load or ORP Read Mode. It is in
tended for direct connection to a DMA controller. 

Am95C76 ORP. The Video Memory Interface connects 
to standard Dynamic RAMs for the page buffer or for 
storage of downloaded fonts or other data. This latter 
case permits a system with a single memory architec
ture. The Printer Interface accepts timing information 
from the print engine and supplies serial pixel data for 
the rasterized page. 

iNfR 
Interrupt (Output; Active LOW) 

The Interrupt output is driven lOW whenever the RPC 
detects a condition that requires the attention of the 
CPU and the Interrupt Enable bit is set. Interrupt is 
driven HIGH when status is read by the CPU to identify 
the cause of the interrupt. All interrupt status bits are 
cleared after the register is read. 

RD 
Read (Input; Active LOW) 

The active-lOW Read input determines when the con
tents of the selected internal register are driven onto the 
Data Bus. 

ROY 
Ready (Output) 
The Ready output is driven lOW at the start of a Read or 
Write access when the data is not immediately available 
or cannot be accepted. The host must insert wait states 
and hold Read or Write active until Ready goes HIGH to 
complete the access successfully. If Read or Write go 
HIGH while Ready is being driven lOW, the access is 
aborted and Ready will go HIGH. In this abort case, 
there is no guarantee that the access was accepted or 
ignored. 

RESET 
ReSei (Input; Actve LOW) 

The active-lOW RESET input causes the RPC to termi
nate any operation in progress and enter the idle state. 
RESET must be held lOW for a minimum of four ClK 
cycles. After Reset, all bidirectional buses will be in a 
high impedance state and all internal registers must be 
programmed to begin operation. 

WR 
Write (Input; Active LOW) 

The active-lOW Write input determines when the con
tents of the Data Bus are loaded into the selected inter
nal register. 
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Font Memory Interface Signals 
FADo-FAD15 
Font Address/Data Bus (Input/Output; Three-State) 
The 16-bit bidirectional Font Address/Data Bus carries 
all address and data information for Font Memory ac
cesses. The presence of information on this bus is al
ways controlled by the signals described below. 

FALE1 
Font Address Latch Enable 1 (Output) 
The FALE1 output is driven HIGH when the least signifi
cant 16 bits of the 24-bit Font Memory address are being 
driven onto FADo-FAD15. This address information must 
be latched on the HIGH-to-LOW transition of FALE1. 
The lower address cycle, containing FALE1, occurs on 
every memory cycle. 

FALE2 
Font Address Latch Enable 2 (Output) 
The FALE2 output is driven HIGH when the most signifi
cant 8 bits of the 24-bit Font Memory address are being 
driven onto FADo-FAD7' This address information must 

Video Memory Interface Signals 

VADo-VAD15 
Video Address/Data Bus (Input/Output; Three
State) 
The 16-bit bidirectional Video Address/Data Bus carries 
all address and data information for Video Memory ac
cesses. The presence of information on this bus is al
ways controlled by the signals described below. 

yeAS 
Video Column Address Strobe (Output; Active 
LOW) 
The VCAS output is driven LOW to indicate that a valid 
column address is being output on the VADo-VAD15 bus. 
The HIGH-to-LOW transition of VCAS is normally used 
to strobe the column address into dynamiC RAMs. The 
column address cycle follows a row address cycle ex
cept during memory refresh operations. 

VR 
Video Read (Output; Active LOW) 

The VR output is driven LOW to indicate that external 
VAD bus transceivers should drive Video Memory data 
onto the VADo-VAD15 bus to be input by the RPC. This 
Signal can be used to avoid bus contention between the 

be latched on the HIGH-to-LOW transition of FALE2. 
The upper address cycle, containing FALE2, is some
times skipped when the upper address is unchanged 
from the previous memory cycle. 

FRO 
Font Read (Output; Active LOW) 

The active-LOW Font Read output is driven LOW during 
a Font Memory access when data is to be driven onto 
the FADo-FADls bus by the memory. FRO stays low for 1 
to 8 CLK cycles depending on the number of Font Mem
ory Wait states programmed. 

FWR 
Font Write (Output; Active LOW) 

The active-LOW Font Write output is driven LOW when 
valid data is being driven onto the F ADcrF AD 15 bus by 
the RPC to be strobed into the Font Memory. FWR stays 
low for 1 to 8 CLK cycles depending on the number of 
Font Memory Wait states programmed. The FAD data 
out is valid for the duration of FWR. 

Video Memory address being driven out and the mem
ory data being received by the RPC. 

VRAS 
Video Row Address Strobe (Output; Active LOW) 

The VRAS output is driven LOW to indicate that a valid 
row address is being output on the VADo-VAD15 bus. 
The HIGH-to-LOW transition of VRAS is normally used 
to strobe the row address into dynamic RAMs. 

VRFE 
Video Refresh Enable (Output; Active LOW) 

The VRFE output is driven LOW for the duration of a 
Video Memory Refresh operation. This Signal can be 
used to control the bank select decoder so that all mem
ory chips receive RAS on the refresh row address cycle. 

VWE 
Video Write Enable (Output; Active LOW) 

The VWE output is driven LOW to indicate that valid 
data is being output on the VADo-VAD15 bus. The HIGH
to-LOW transition of VWE is normally used to strobe 
data into dynamic RAMs. 
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Printer Interface Signals 
LSVNC 
Line Sync (Input) 
The LOW-to-HIGH transition of the LSYNC input is used 
to start a scan line sequence that may consist of a decre
ment of the V-Margin count or the start of the X-Margin 
control process prior to the scan out of serial pixel data 
for a line. LSYNC will only be recognized if the condi
tions for a PSYNC have been met. 

PSVNC 
Page Sync (Input) 
The LOW-to-HIGH transition of the PSYNC input is 
used to start the V-Margin control process if the RPC 
has been initialized to scan out the serial pixel informa
tion of a page on the VDO output. PSYNC will be recog
nized if the RC bit in the Mode Register is set and the 
beginning of the first scan line has been loaded in the the 
RPC shift register. Otherwise PSYNC will be ignored. 

VCLK 
,Video Clock (Input) 
The VCLK input determines the data rate for serializa
tion of pixel data on the VDO output during scan out. If 
the Printer Interface is being operated in Synchronous 
Mode, the serial data rate equals the VCLK rate. In 
Asynchronous Mode the data rate equals the VCLK rate 
divided by four. The mode determines whether LSYNC 
must be synchronous to VCLK in addition to the VCLK 
division control. PSYNC has no timing requirement re
lated to VCLK in either mode. 

VDO 
Video Data Out (Output) 
The VDO output provides the serial pixel data that is 
used by the print engine to scan out the page. When the 
Printer Interface is inactive or during the X or Y Margin 
time, the VDOoutput remains HIGH. VDO may toggle at 
the pixel rate during the active page area and the output 
polarity is selected by the VP bit in the Mode Register. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
Register Description 
The APC contains 16 user-addressable registers that 
may be accessed by the CPU Interface. Each register 
has a unique location as selected by the ArAa address 
pins. These registers may be grouped into the Tempo-

Table 1. RPC Registers 

Port Address 

o 

Operation Control Registers: 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Source Address Registers: 

Texture Address Registers: 

8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

Destination Address Registers: 14 
15 

In order to minimize the number of registers that must be 
programmed to begin RPC operations, some registers 
have unrelated bytes or fields packed together. Some of 
the address registers contain control fields that specify 
options for the address or the related operations. 

For Dispatch operations, the address registers may be 
loaded using the automatic sequencing feature pro
vided by the RPC. This allows all words to be written to 
the Temporary Register at Port 0 in the proper order, 
and be loaded into the correct location. Repetitive op
erations may be programmed by the host without com
plex port address changes using this feature. The Tex
ture Address Registers are automatically skipped if tex
turing is not selected, so only five words must be loaded 
for each non-textured Dispatch. 

The Temporary Register, at Port 0, serves as a holding 
register for data in some RPC operations. In Font Load, 

rary Register, Operation Control Registers, Source Ad
dress Registers, Texture Address Registers and Desti
nation Address Registers according to Table 1. 

Name 

Temporary Register (Temp) 

Mode/Status Register (Mode) 
Margin Register (XMGR, YMGR) 
Page X Size Register (PXSR) 
Page Y Size Register (PYSR) 
Video Band Boundary Register (VBBR) 
Video Memory Refresh Rate Register (VMRR) 
Memory Timing Register (MTR) 

Source Address Register 1 (SAR1) 
Source Address Register 2 (SAR2) 
Source Address Register 3 (SAR3) 

Texture Address Register 1 (TAR1) 
Texture Address Register 2 (TAR2) 
Texture Address Register 3 (TAR3) 

Destination Address Register 1 (DAR1) 
Destination Address Register 2 (DAR2) 

Font Read and Graphics Load modes. the TEMP holds 
data for transfer between the host and the Font or Video 
Memory Interfaces. Since the host and the RPC internal 
controller must share access, the TEMP may not always 
be ready for the host, and the ROY pin will be driven in- ~ 
active until the internal operation is complete. ..... 

In Dispatch and ORP Modes, the TEMP location can be 
used for writing values to the SAR, TAR and DAR words. 
These words must be written in the proper order to be 
loaded correctly. When the last word (DAR2) is written 
to Port 0, the operation is initiated. The next word written 
to Port 0 (after ORO goes active) will be assumed to be 
SAR1 for the start of the next operation. These address 
registers may also be read or written using their explicit 
port addresses. 
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Operation Control Registers 
The Operation Control Registers are normally initialized 
once after the power·up and RESET is applied, and with 
the exception of the Mode Register, are notchangedfre· 
quently during the operation of the RPC. These regis-

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 

MC I VP I VRE liE IMPcl RC Eopi RI" I 

XMGR 

PXSR 

PXSR 

V88R(L) 

VMRR 

5 

ters provide the system configuration information forthe 
printer and memory interfaces. See Figure 1 for the 
placement of control bits and fields in these registers. 

4 3 

RES 

YMGR 

V88R(H) 

2 1 0 

180 loci 01 Mode/Status Register 

Margin Register 

Page X Size Register 

Page Y Size Register 

Video Band Boundary 
Register 
Video Memory Refresh 
Rate Register 

XMH I YMH I RES I FMW VMS I VCK I VPX I VTXlvw~ VRW Memory Timing Register 

09331-005A 

Figure 1. Operation Control Registers 

Mode/Status Register 
The upper byte of the Mode/Status Register allows the 
operation type and various options to be selected and 
the lower byte provides a read·only access to Status 
flags (see Figure 2). The Status may be read at any time 
during RPC operations and special provision has been 
made to optimize the response of the Ready pin for ac· 
cesses of this register. Flag bits that are active will be 

Mode Control 
000 = Reset 
010 = ORP Read 
011 = Dispatch 
100 = Font Load 
101 = Font Read 
110 = Graphics Load 
111 = Reserved 

Interrupt Enable 

Video Refresh Enable 
Video Polarity _______ ....1 

Multiple Print Control 

Raster Control 

cleared after each read access to Insure that each read 
accurately reflects the current Status. Writes to the 
Mode Register may not be recognized until the RPC has 
completed the current operation, however, changing 
certain bits in the Mode may cause unexpected results if 
care is not taken to allow printing operations to com· 
plete. 

4 2 

Reserved 

Raster Incomplete 

End of Page 

Dispatch 
Inc~mplete 

Dispatch Complete 

Band Dispatched 

09331-006A 

Figure 2. Mode/Status Register 
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Bits 13, 14 and 15 of the Mode Register are the Mode 
Control field and are used to select the operation type 
according to Table 2. 

Table 2. Mode Control Field 

Bit 15 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 

14 
o 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
1 

13 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 

Operation Type 
Software Reset 
CRP Read 
CRP Load 
Dispatch 
Font Load 
Font Read 
Graphics Load 
Reserved 

The Software Reset code is executed as a command 
when it is written to the Mode Register to clear an exist
ing operating mode. This causes any current operation 
to be terminated (except Dynamic RAM Refresh). Cer
tain internal scratch registers are initialized and the 
band control logic is cleared to Band O. A Software Re
set is normally issued after each full page is printed. 
Band-buffer systems may be setup to alternate bands 
continuously as subsequent pages are printed and then 
reset is not required. 

TheRPC maintains current page and reference regis
ters to be used in address calculations. Software Reset, 
as well as activating the RESET pin, causes these val
ues to be cleared so that the next sequence of Dispatch~ 
ing and Scan-out begins at the top of Video Memory 
space. Software Reset must be issued after each page 
is printed to control the limit of physical memory space in 
a single full-page buffer system. It does not alter the con
tents of any of the programmable address registers. 

Video Polarity is selected by bit 12 of the Mode Register. 
This bit is reset to zero to specify that a HIGH level on the 
Video Data Out (VDO) pin indicates a black image and a 
LOW level indicates a white image. VP is set to a one to 
specify that a HIGH level indicates white and a LOW in
dicates black. Regardless of the setting of the VP bit, the 
VDO pin is driven HIGH when the printer is outside the 
printable area defined by the page size, or when printing 
is idle. 

Bit 11 of the Mode Register is the Video Refresh Enable 
bit. It is cleared when the RESET pin is activated or by 
writing to the Mode Register with a zero in that bit. The 
Video Refresh Rate Register should be initialized before 
VRE is set. If VRE is cleared by writing the Mode Regis
ter, only a Refresh cycle currently in progress would be 
completed. 

Bit 1 Oof the Mode Register is the Interrupt Enable bit. In 
order for the RPC to activate the Interrupt pin, the IE bit 
must be set. Clearing IE will cause INTR to go inactive if 
an interrupt was currently pending. 

The Multiple Print Control is bit 9 of the Mode Register. 
This bit is zero in the normal case where each page is 

printed once. The RPC normally performs read-modify
write cycles on the Video Memory for scanning out the 
pixel data to be printed. This allows ''white'' to be written 
back to each memory word in order to erase each page 
in preparation forthe next. If MPC is set, a memory read 
cycle is used to allow the same page to be scanned out 
multiple times. The MPC bit must be cleared before the 
last printing of a page to clear the buffer. MPC can only 
be used in systems with a full-page buffer. Writing the 
Mode Register to set MPC and RC should not be done 
while Dispatching is in progress. MPC should be set at 
the beginning of page assembly or some time before RC 
to ensure that it is recognized the first time the page is 
printed. When the video bands are configured as two full 
page buffers, MPC should must be set before the dis
patch of the first page or before the dispatch of the sec
ond page. 

Printing is enabled by setting the Raster Control, bit 8 of 
the Mode Register. RC should not be set until at least 
the first band of the page has been Dispatched so that 
the first words of the first scan line can immediately be 
fetched for loading into the shift register. Once this pixel 
data is ready to be serialized onto the VDO pin, the RPC 
can recognize a PSYNC input. Otherwise, PSYNC and 
LSYNC are ignored. 

RC is cleared by the RPC when the printing of a page is 
complete. RC is also cleared by a Raster Incomplete er
ror condition. If RC is cleared by writing the Mode or the 
RESET pin, a printing operation in progress will be ter
minated and cannot be restarted mid-page. Setting RC 
by writing the Mode will not take effect if the EOP flag is 
set. This allows Mode changes during printing without 
erroneously starting a new page. 

. The low byte of the Mode Register contains status infor
mation that cannot be modified by a write access, unless 
Software Reset is selected in the Mode Control field. ~ 
This will clear all status flags and deactivate any inter· ~ 
rupt condition that was pending. 

End-of-Page is indicated. by bit 7 of the Status byte. This 
occurs when the printing of a page is complete as deter
mined by the X and Y Margin and Size values that were 
programmed into the RPC. EOP causes the Interrupt 
pin to be activated and is cleared when the Status Reg
ister is read. 

Bit 6 of the Status byte indicates a Raster Incomplete er
ror condition has been detected. This occurs when the 
LSYNC input is activated and the current scan line has 
not been completely serialized to the printer as pro
grammed in the Page X Size Register. This condition 
cannot be recovered from and may be due to incorrectly 
programmed X Size or insufficient VCLK frequency. RI 
causes an interrupt and clears RC. 

Bit 2 of the Status byte is the Band Dispatched flag. This 
flag is activated when the destination of a Dispatch op
eration equals or exceeds the Video Band Boundary of 
the current band. The RPC will not dispatch this charac
ter but rather, will interrupt to provide an opportunity to 
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eration equals or exceeds the Video Band Boundary of 
the current band. The RPC will not dispatch this charac
ter but rather, will interrupt to provide an opportunity to 
dispatch any partial characters to the next band first. A 
second Dispatch operation (of the same or different 
character) into the next band will cause the RPC to com
plete the dispatch. See the section on Video Bands for 
additional information on band control. 

Bit 1 of the Status byte is the Dispatch Complete flag. 
This bit indicates that the last Dispatch or ORP Opera
tion completed transferring the entire image block. This 
condition does not cause an interrupt and is intended for 
use in systems that poll status after each Dispatch to de
termine when the next operation may be started. When 
DC is set the RPC will also activate DRO. 

Dispatch Incomplete is indicated by bit 0 of the Status 
byte. This occurs when the image block being dis
patched extends beyond the Video Band Boundary of 
the current band. The RPC stops the Dispatch at that 
point and generates an interrupt. The SAR, TAR and 
DAR registers for the remaining partial character may 
be read from the RPC for use when the next band is be
ing dispatched. See Video Bands for more information 
on handling sliced characters. 

Margin Register 
The Margin Register, at Port 2, holds the least signifi
cant 8 bits of the X Margin in the high byte and the least 
significant 8 bits of the Y Margin in the low byte. The 
Memory Timing Register at port 7 holds the two most 
significant bits for each of the margins. Together, these 
registers allow up to 1,023 pixels in the X direction and 
1 ,023 lines in the Y direction for margin area that will al
ways be scanned out before the printable area begins. 

Page X Size Register 
The Page X Size Register is at Port 3. This specifies the 
number of pixels in the printable area of a scan line, not 
including the X Margin. A full 16-bit value is supported. 

X Margin High 

Y Margin High 

Reserved _______________ 1 

Font Memery 
Wa~ States 

(0-7) 

Page Y Size Register 
The Page Y Size Register is at Port 4. This specifies the 
number of lines in the printable area of a page, not in
cluding the Y Margin. A full 16-bit value is supported. 

Video Band Boundary Register 
The 16-bit word at Port 5 plus the low byte of Port 6 com
prise the Video Band Boundary. Bit 7 of the byte at Port 6 
is the most-significant bit of this 24-bit address. The 
Video Band Boundary points to the word address of the 
baginning of the second band in Video Memory space. 
The beginning of the first band is always 0 and bands 
must start on a line boundary, which is internally calcu
lated using the PXSR rounded up to a multiple of 16 pix
els. For a full-page buffer system, the Video Band 
Boundary must be set to a value greater than the size of 
the page. 

Video Memory Refresh Rate Register 
The register at Port 6 holds the Video Memory Refresh 
Rate in the high byte and the most-significant 8 bits of 
the VBBR in the low byte. The VMRR specifies the num
ber of CLK cycles that will elapse between dynamic 
memory refresh cycles if refreshing is enabled by the 
VRE bit in the Mode Register. The value programmed 
will depend on the refresh interval of the memory chips 
used and the frequency of the CLK input. 

Memory Timing Register 

The Memory Timing Register at Port 7 contains control 
information forthe Video and Font Memory interfaces, in 
addition to the two most-significant bits for the X and Y 
Margins. This register must be programmed before any 
memory or printer operations are used. The MTR is not 
cleared by RESET. See Figure 3 for the bit position as
Signments of this register. 

Video Read 
Wait States (0-3) 

Video Write 
Wait State (0-1) 

Video Timing Extension 

Video Precharge Extension (0-1) 

Video Clock Mode 
0= SYNC Mode 
1 = ASYNC Mode 

Video Memory Size 
00 = 64K 
01 = 256K 
10= 1M 

09331-007A 

Figure 3. Memory Timing Register 
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Bits 15 and 14 of the MTR correspond to bits 9 and 8 re
spectively. of the X Margin value. Bits 13 and 12 corre
spond to bits 9 and 8 respectively, of the Y Margin value. 
These bits must be loaded with zeros if the margin val
ues are less than 256. 

Bits 10,9 and 8 form the Font Memory Wait States field 
of the MTR with bit 10 being the most significant bit. This 
provides for 0 to 7 wait states to be inserted into every 
Font Memory cycle. Wait states extend T2 (see Font 
Memory Timing diagrams) of the cycle to extend FRO 
and FWR as required by the static memories. Bits 7 and 
6 of the MTR form a 2-bit field that is used to select the 
Video Memory Size. This is determined by the type of 
dynamic RAM chips that are used forthe Video Memory. 
The options, 64K, 256K and 1 M. result in differences in 
how the Bank Select, Row address and Column ad
dress are output on the VAD bus during address cycles. 
Table 3 defines the use of the VMS field. 

Table 3. VMS Control Field 
MTR 
7 6 DRAM Bank Address Row/Col Address 
0 0 64K VADlfr-VADa VAD7-VADo 
0 1 256K VADlfr-VAD9 VADfS-VADo 
1 0 1M VADlfr-VAD10 VADg-VADo 
1 1 Reserved 

Bit 5 of the MTR determines the VCLK mode for printing 
operations. If this VCK bit is a zero, Synchronous mode 
is selected. This means that the LSYNC input must 
change synchronously to the VCLK and meet the setup 
time specified. In this mode the pixel rate equals the 
VCLK rate. If the VCK bit is a one, Asynchronous mode 
is selected and LSYNC does not need to have any tim
ing relationship to VCLK. In Asynchronous mode the 
VCLK is divided by four to determine the pixel rate. 

An important feature of the RPC relates to Asynchro
nous mode. The internal synchronization of LSYNC can 

result in some variation in the position of the starting pix
el of successive scan lines, relative to VCLK. In orderto 
minimize this variation, the RPC attempts to detect the 
rising edge of LSYNC during both phases of VCLK and 
starts the VCLK divider on the phase it is detected. This 
limits the variation to one eighth of a pixel due to the di
vide by four of the VCLK rate. A VCLK frequency of up to 
32 MHz may be used in this Asynchronous mode. 

The Video Precharge Extension option is selected by bit 
4 of the MTR. When VPX is a zero, the minimum dy
namic RAM precharge time, when VRAS and VCAS are 
inactive, is nominally 1.5 CLKs. (See AC Timing Specifi
cations to determine exact values.) If VPX is set to one. 
an additional CLK cycle is inserted into the minimum 
precharge time. This may be required for some RAMs. 

An optional Video Timing Extension cycle is selected by 
bit 3 of the MTR. When VTX is set to one. an additional 
CLK cycle is inserted after the Row address cycle of 
each memory access. During this cycle the Row ad
dress is held valid on the VAD bus and the falling edge of 
'VC'AS is delayed to the next CLK cycle. This may be 
used to provide additional time for bank select decod
ers. The VTX bit does not affect the timing of memory 
Refresh cycles. 

Bit 2 of the MTR is the Video Write Wait State bit. When 
set. it allows one wait state to be inserted to extend T3 of 
a Video Memory Write cycle and to extend T5 of a Read
Modify-Write cycle. This extends VWE and VAD Data· 
Out by one CLK. This may be required for some RAMs. 

Bit 1 and 0 of the MTR form the Video Read Wait States 
field. The VRW allows 0 to 3 wait states to be inserted to 
extend T2 of Video Memory Read and Read-Modify
Write cycles. This extends VR and delays the require-
ment for valid Data In on the VAD bus. Bit 1 is the most- 111 
significant bit of this field that is encoded to correspond 
to the number of waits desired. 
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Figure 4. Source Address Register 

Source Address Registers 
The Source Address Registers provide information for 
Dispatch operations. This information is assumed to be 
correct when the Dispatch is initiated by loading DAR2. 
Additionally, SAR1 is used for the width in a Graphics 
Load operation. 

The first word of the Source Address Registers holds the 
lower 16 bits of the current Source Address (Figure 4). 
The upper 8 bits of this 24-bit address are held in the low 
byte of SAR2. Since the Source Address is updated as 
an operation progresses, reads of SAR1 or SAR2 may 
not return the original value. This is essential for han
dling sliced characters. The high byte of SAR2 holds the 
value of the Source Image Width in words for a Dis
patch. This allows images from 16 to 4,096 pixels wide. 
SAR1 must be loaded with the width in words for a 
Graphics Load operation wherein the address is con
tained in the DAR. The width value does not change dur
ing an operation. 

The lower 12 bits of SAR3 hold the Source Image 
Height, which can be from 1 to 4,096 scan lines. The 
height value is updated like the address during an op
eration to handle sliced characters. The remaining up
per bits of SAR3 hold control information. 

Bit 150f SAR3 is the Bus Select bit forthe source of the 
character in a Dispatch operation. When this bit is a 

zero, the character is loaded from the Font Memory. 
When it is a one, the character is loaded from the Video 
Memory. 

Bit 14 of SAR3 is the Address Hold bit. When this bit is 
set, the source address for a Dispatch operation is not 
incremented. This allows a single word to be transferred 
repeatedly to create a block at the destination that is 
filled with a pattern, or allows a source to be read from a 
fixed location like the ORP. 

Bit 12 of SAR3 is the Textured Font bit (TX). When this 
bit is set, a Textured Dispatch operation is performed. 
The Texture Address Registers must be loaded with 
valid information. The RPC will sequence through the 
TAR locations when automatically loading the parame
ters for a Dispatch that are being written to Port 0 if the 
TX bit is detected in SAR3. During Dispatch, two read 
cycles will be performed to load the Font word (first) and 
the Texture word (second), and then a read-modify
write cycle will merge the Font, Texture and background 
at the Destination Address. The Font and Texture can 
be in any combination of Font Memory or Video Mem
ory, but the Destination of a Dispatch is always the 
Video Memory. Due to the additional read cycle, the per
formance of a Textured Dispatch may be less than non
textured, depending on how the memory cycles are pro
grammed. 
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Figure 5. Texture Address Registers 

Texture Address Registers 
The Texture Address Registers are organized the same 
as the SAR words, however TAR3 contains less infor
mation (Figure 5). TAR1 holds the lower 16 bits of the 
current Texture Address and the low byte of TAR2 holds 
the upper 8 bits of this 24-bit address. The high byte of 
TAR2 holds the Texture Image Width which must be at 
least equal to the Source Image Width. In T AR3, only 
the two most significant bits are used. 

Bit 15 of TAR3 is the Bus Select bit for the Texture. 
When this bit is a zero, the Texture is loaded from the 
Font Memory. When it is a one, the Texture is loaded 
from the Video Memory. 

Bit 14 of TAR3 is the Address Hold bit. When this bit is 
set, the Texture Address for a Dispatch is not incre
mented. This allows a one word texture to be repeatedly 
applied to a character of any size. 

The remaining lower bits of TAR3 are not used. A Tex
ture Image Height is not required because the Source 
Image Height is used for determining the height of the 
block to be Dispatched. A Texture array must be as high 
as the largest character it is intended to be applied to. 
When setting up a Dispatch operation, the DAR must be 
the last two words programmed regardless of whether 
they were preceded by the SAR or TAR. 

Destination Address Register 
The Destination Address Registers are used in all of the 
RPC operating modes (Figure 6). While the SAR and 
TAR are predominantly used for only Dispatch, the ad
dress information for Font Load, Font Read, Graphics 
load and the ORP modes is held in the DAR. It should 
be noted that the address for a Font Read is actually a 
"source" address, but the DAR is used to make pro
gramming consistent. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

DAR1 

DAR2 BS I cdoalEool 

DCA(l) I 

DCA (H) 

I I 
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DO 

Destination Current 
End-of-Dispatch Bit 
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0- Transparent 
1-0paque 

Color Bit 
O-Black 
1-White 

Bus Select Bit 
O-Video 
1 - Font 

Figure 6. Destination Address Registers 
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DAR1 holds the lower portion of the Destination Ad
dress. In Dispatch and Graphics Load modes, the ad
dress is a 28-bit value to provide arbitrary pixel align
ment of the words being transferred. The four least sig
nificant bits hold the Destination Offset field of DAR 1, 
and provide the 0 to 15 pixel displacement for the start
ing point of pixel data for each destination word. Conse
quently, the 16 bits of DAR1 provide the lower 16 bits of 
the address in these two modes. 

In Font Load, Font Read and ORP modes, DAR1 holds 
the lower 12 bits of the 24-bit address value in bits 15 
through 4. Since the transfers in these modes must be 
word aligned, the four least-significant bits of DAR1 
must be loaded with zeros. 

DAR2 holds the most significant 12 bits of the Destina
tion Address in the lower 12-bit positions of the word. 
This is the case for either a 24-bit or 28-bit address. The 
four most-significant bits of DAR2 hold control informa
tion for the current operation. Since the Destination Ad
dress is updated as the operation progresses, reads of 
DAR1 or DAR2 may not return the original value. 

Bit 15 of DAR2 is the Bus Select bit. Font Load and Font 
Read modes may select either Font Memory or Video 
Memory space. When the BS bit is zero, Video Memory 
is selected. When it is a one, the Font Memory is se
lected. For Dispatch, Graphics Load and ORP modes, 
the BS bit is ignored. The destination for Dispatch and 
Graphics Load is always Video Memory. The ORP must 
reside on the Font Memory interface. 

Bit 14 of DAR2 is the Color bit (CL). It is used to select 
whether the active area of a character is printed as black 
or white. When CL is zero, the character will be black. 
When CL is one, the character will be white. 

Bit 13 of DAR2 is the Opaque bit (00). It is used to se
lect whether the inactive area of a character is transpar
ent or opaque. When 00 is zero, the space around the 

Table 4. Video Operations 
Case OQ CL TX Source 

# Bit Bit Bit Pixel. 
1 0 X X 0 
2 0 X X 0 
3 X 0 0 1 
4 X 0 1 1 
5 X 0 1 1 
6 X 1 0 1 
7 X 1 1 1 
8 X 1 1 1 
9 1 0 X 0 

10 1 1 X 0 

Notes: 

character is transparent and any existing background 
information will show through. When 00 is a one, the 
space around the character is opaque and will white-out 
any existing background. 00 must be a one for Font 
Load mode. 

When both the CL and 00 bits are set, the inactive area 
around a character will be printed as black. This will 
black-out any existing background information. See the 
Video Operations Table for details. 

The CL and 00 bits are effective only in Dispatch and 
Graphics Load modes. These two operations always 
generate read-modify-write cycles on the destination in 
Video Memory, so the background information can be 
preserved if appropriate. They also generate an extra 
cycle and mask portions of each word according to the 
Destination Offset. Font Load mode, even to the Video 
Memory, does a single aligned write cycle, so the offset 
must be zero and the 00 bit must be a one. 

Bit 12 of DAR2 is the End-of-Dispatch bit. The presence 
of this flag overrides all other information in the SAR, 
TAR and DAR registers, and triggers an internal opera
tion in the RPC. This sequence indicates that the last 
Dispatch of a page has been completed. This allows the 
next Dispatch operation to begin the next page, even if 
multiple blank bands are required to complete printing of 
the current page. The RPC will automatically shift out 
''white'' pixels until the correct Page Y Size is reached. 

The EOD flag may be set by explicitly writing the DAR to 
Ports 14 and 15, or by writing a "dummy" Dispatch se
quence of the five words of SAR and DAR to Port O. The 
RPC automatically initiates an operation after DAR2 is 
written. In the EOD case, it will be the internal operation 
that sets up for the next band and adjusts internal regis
ters. DAR1 and DAR2 should both be written to ensure 
that the DMA Request output is controlled correctly. The 
next ORO may not occur until printing has progressed to 
the band marked by the EOD. 

Texture Background Result 
Pixel Pixel Pixel 

X 0 0 
X 1 1 
X X 1 
0 X 0 
1 X 1 
X X 0 
0 X 1 
1 X 0 
X X 0 
X X 1 

Case 1 and 2: 
Case 3: 

Background shows through transparent inactive pixel 
Normal active pixel 

Case 4 and 5: 
Case 6: 
Case 7 and 8: 
Case 9: 
Case 10: 
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Texture overwrites active pixel 
CL reverses active pixel 
CL reverses texture that overwrites active pixel 
00 causes inactive pixel to overwrite background 
CL and 00 reverses inactive pixel and overwrites background 
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Operating Modes 
The RPC performs six operating modes to support the 
transfer of pixel data among the memory resources of a 
printing system. These modes may be used to obtain 
capabilities and performance beyond the range of a 
general purpose processor executing the same tasks. 
Working jointly with a host processor, the RPC frees the 
host from the heavy data transfer burden, and allows it 
to perform higher level tasks for which it is better suited. 
Together, the RPC and host CPU can implement the 
most sophisticated features of an advanced printing 
system. 

The fundamental operation for which the RPC is opti
mized is the transferring of stored rectangular image 
blocks to the page buffer. This is Dispatch mode and a 
number of options are available to augment it. In addi
tion, three modes are provided to allow transfers of data 
between system memory space and the two memory in
terfaces controlled by the RPC. Graphics load mode al
lows rectangular image blocks to be written to the page 
buffer with the same overlay options as Dispatch. Font 
load and Font Read modes allow data to be transferred 
for storage and retrieval in a sequential word manner. 
ORP load and ORP Read modes allow the RPC to effi
ciently work with the Am95C76 ORP to rotate image 
blocks in the process of assembling the page buffer. 

Dispatch Mode 
Dispatch is selected by writing 011 to the Mode Control 
field. Then in order to initiate a Dispatch, the CPU must 
load the Source Address Registers (SAR1-3) and Desti
nation Address Registers (DAR1-2) and optionally the 
Texture Address Registers (TAR1-3) if texturing is de
sired. loading these address registers may be done by 
writing to the explicit port location for each one or by writ
ing them in sequence to Port O. The sequence is SAR
DAR (five words) or SAR-TAR-DAR (eight words) for a 
textured Dispatch. The TAR words must be inserted if 
the Textured Font bit (TX) in SAR3 is set. The DAR 
words must be written last to deactivate the ORO pin 
and trigger the start of the Dispatch operation. 

The Source image and texture may be stored in either 
Font or Video Memory independently, as selected by 
their respective Bus Select (BS) bits. They will be read 
from consecutive word locations unless Address Hold 
(AH) is selected for either. AH is useful for area fill or for 
one-word textures. The texture addressing will not al
ways be for consecutive memory locations ifthe Texture 
Image Width is greater than the Source Image Width. In 
this case, a new line of texture will be started with each 
new line of the Source image so that it will be consis
tently applied to images of varying size. Bit 15 of each 
image data word is assumed to be the left-most pixel 
and bit 0 is the right-most as they are read from the stor
age area. 

The destination for Dispatch is always Video Memory. A 
Dispatch operation does not need to be word aligned, as 
the DAR provides a 28-bit address where the four least 
significant bits of DAR 1 are an offset to indicate the posi
tion of the starting pixel in each word. Read-Modify-

Write cycles are performed on the Video M emory words, 
the new image data is shifted as needed and any partial 
words outside the sides of an image block are masked 
so they remain unchanged. Dispatching progresses 
from left to right and top to bottom. The width must be 
specified in words and the image block must fit in the 
available Page X Size rounded up to a multiple of 16 pix
els. (The block can't extend beyond the right side of the 
page.) 

The data options for a Dispatch are controlled by the TX 
bit in SAR3 and the Color (Cl) and Opaque (00) bits in 
DAR2. When TX is set, the RPC reads the first word of 
the Source image followed by the first word of the Tex
ture. Then the first RMW cycle is performed at the Desti
nation. This may modify a full word or partial word de
pending on the offset. This sequence allows the image, 
texture and any background information in the Video 
buffer to be combined. When the BS bits in SAR3 and 
TAR3 are both zero, indicating Font Memory, the read 
accesses after the first can occur in parallel with the 
Video Memory cycles to achieve higher performance. If 
the Font is stored in Video Memory, accesses can not 
occur in parallel. If only the Texture is stored in Video 
Memory, Font accesses can still be in parallel. Without 
texturing, the highest performance isobtained since one 
access is eliminated. 

When a Dispatch operation completes, the Dispatch 
Complete (DC) bit inthe Status is setandthe DROpin is 
activated to request the next Dispatch. (ORO can only 
be activated when the RPC is in Dispatch or ORP 
modes.) In cases where a Dispatch cannot complete 
normally, the INTR pin is activated. These interrupt con
ditions may be used for systems where the Video buffer 
is divided into two bands. 

Video Bands 
The RPC provides full support for systems having· a 
Video Memory space that is much less than a full page. 

. These features can also be used in systems having two 
full page buffer areas since the total memory space is 
limited only by the 28-bit address of the DAR. When the 
Video buffer is divided into two bands, Dispatching can 
be in progress in one band while printing is supported 
from the other band that has already been Dispatched. 
The bands alternate function in this manner until a page, 
or multiple pages are complete. This approach allows 
printer performance that may be limited only by the pixel 
rate of the print engine. 

Since printing can be enabled by setting the Raster Con
trol bit (RC) in the Mode register as soon as the first 
band is Dispatched, it is essential that all full or partial 
characters in the first band are completely Dispatched 
before the second band is begun. Each subsequent 
band of the page must be fully Dispatched in the time it 
takes to print the previous band, and Dispatching cannot 
progress into the next band until the printing of its previ
ous contents is complete. The band control logic of the 
RPC will ensure that the printer is supplied with a con-
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tinuous flow of pixels and that Dispatching is held off if 
necessary. 

The first band will always start at location 000 0000 Hex 
in Video Memory, which corresponds to the upper left 
corner. The size of the two bands is determined by the 
value programmed in the Video Band Boundary (VBB). 
This value must be the address of the first word of the 
second band. During Dispatch of the first band, the RPC 
compares the current destination address to the VBB. If 
it is greater than or equal to the VBB, the Dispatch is 
stopped, the Dispatch Incomplete (01) flag is set and 
INTR is activated. 

The 01 interrupt must be processed by the host CPU to 
handle the cases of characters that were sliced by the 
band boundary. This requires reading the contents of 
the SAR, TAR (if used) and DAR, and saving this infor
mation in a sliced character table in system memory. 
These partial characters can be Dispatched into the 
next band after the current band is complete. In the DI 
case, the ORO pin is activated for the next Dispatch af
ter DAR2 is read. The remaining full or partial characters 
are Dispatched to the current band and 01 is activated 
whenever a sliced character is detected. 

When the starting address for a Dispatch equals or ex
ceeds the current band boundary, the operation is not 
initiated, the Band Dispatched (BD) flag is set, the cur
rent Band for Dispatching is toggled and INTR is acti
vated. This provides the opportunity to Dispatch any en
tries in the sliced character table to the new band. The 
BD interrupt will be delayed if the previous data in the 
new band has not been completely scanned out to the 
printer. After BD is set, the second attempt to Dispatch 
into the new band will be accepted. If there are no sliced 
characters pending, the address forthe first whole char
acterof the new band should be sent a second time. (AC
tually only the DAR words need to be rewritten to trigger 
the Dispatch.) 

The RPC calculates the current band boundary from the 
VBB-and automatically converts the DAR provided into 
the correct physical memory address for the current 
band. Characters need only be sorted according to the 
virtual address on the full page. Each horizontal line of a 
character is maintained in the correct position according 
to the Image Width and the Page X Size Register. 

After the last Dispatch of the band that has the last char
acters on a page, one final set of DAR words must be 
written to the RPC with the End-of-Dispatch (EOD) flag 
set. This may be accomplished by writing to Ports 14 
and 15 explicitly, or by sending a dummy Dispatch se
quence to Port O. When EOD is detected, the rest of the 
registers are ignored and an internal operation is exe
cuted. This marks the band as the last of a page and al
lows the next Dispatch to begin a new page without 
causing any interrupts. The current page may contain 
multiple blank bands after the one marked by EOD. The 
RPC will automatically scan out ''white'' until the Page Y 
Size Register indicates that the page is complete. Dis
patching of the first band of the next page does not have 
to be delayed to accomplish this. 

In a system with a single full-page buffer, an EOD se
quence is not required. Instead, printing can be enabled 
after the last Dispatch of the page. After printing is com
plete, as indicated by the End-of-Page interrupt, a Soft
ware Reset must be written to the Mode Register. This 
causes internal registers to be adjusted so that the next 
page will begin at the top of Video Memory space. Then 
Dispatch mode can be reselected and the next page can 
be started. 

Graphics Load Mode 
Graphics load is selected by writing 110 to the Mode 
control field. Then SAR1 must be loaded with the correct 
Image Width in words, and the DAR must be loaded with 
the 28-bit address of the upper left-hand corner of the 
destination. A Graphics Load block does not have to be 
word aligned. The four least significant bits of DAR1 are 
an offset to indicate the position of the starting pixel in 
each word. Each memory cycle to the destination in 
Video Memory is triggered by a CPU write of image data 
to the Temporary Register at Port O. The RPC performs 
Read-Modify-Write cycles so the Graphics block image 
may be combined with any existing background infor
mation, according to the CL and 00 bits of DAR2, in the 
same manner as Dispatch. 

Graphics Load progresses from left to right until the 
number of words indicated by the Image Width have 
been written. Then the RPC calculates the start of the 
next horizontal line of the block according to the Image 
Width and the Page X Size Register, and continues with 
the sequence of image words being received from the 
CPU. Lines will continue from the top down until the 
CPU stops writing to Port O.lf the DAR offset is not zero, 
the last word written by the CPU should complete a hori
zontalline. If a partial line is desired, the last portion of 
the last word written mid-line will not be transferred to 
Video Memory unless one more word is written by the 
CPU. This extra word should be blank. 

Graphics Load is effectively terminated when the CPU 
programs any new operation. There is no inherent Im
age Height required. The starting DAR is assumed to be 
the physical memory location desired and no address 
conversion is performed to adjust for the current Video 
Band like a Dispatch. Graphics Load can be used 
among Dispatch operations as long as the image block 
fits in the current band and the DAR provided is the cor
rect physical memory address. This should always be 
the case in a full-page buffer system. 

Video Data Operations 
In Dispatch and Graphics Load the CL and 00 options 
determine how the image is combined with the back
ground. When CL is zero, the active area of a character 
is printed as ones, or black. When CL is a one, the char
acter is printed as zeros, or white. When 00 is zero, the 
inactive pixels of an image block will be transparent and 
allow any background information to show through. 
When 00 is a one, the inactive pixels will white-out any 
background information. If both CL and 00 are set, the 
normal resultant pixels (Le., when CL equals zero and 
00 equals one) get reversed. The active pixels of a 
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character will become zeros unless they are to be tex
tured and the texture pixel is a zero, then they will be 
ones. The inactive pixels of the block will become ones 
and effectively black-out any background. Table 4 
shows the result for all combinations of data and op
tions. 

Font Load Mode 

Font Load Mode is used for storing information from the 
CPU to Font Memory orVideo Memory. It is selected by 
writing 100 to the Mode Control field. The DAR must be 
programmed with a 24-bit address and the Bus Select 
bit must be zero to indicate Video Memory or one to indi
cate Font Memory. Since Font Load performs word 
aligned write cycles to the destination, the 00 bit must 
be a one and the CL bit and the offset field must be ze
ros. 

Font Memory write cycles are triggered each time the 
CPU writes to the Temporary Register at Port O. The 
Destination Address is incremented after each write cy
cle. The operation ends when the CPU stops writing 
data to Port 0, or a new operation is programmed. The 
DAR may be changed as needed for multiple Font load 
operations. 

Font Read Mode 

Font Read Mode allows the CPU to access stored infor
mation in either the Font Memory or the Video Memory. 
It is selected by writing 101 to the Mode Control field. 
The DAR must be programmed with a 24-bit address for 
the first word to be read and the Bus Select bit must be 
zero to indicate Video Memory or one to indicate Font 
Memory. The Cl, 00, and offset field are ignored. 

As soon as DAR2 is loaded, the RPC reads the first word 
into the Temporary Register and waits for the CPU to 

read it out. Each access of Port 0 by the CPU causes the 
DAR to be incremented and another word to be read 
from Font or Video Memory. The CPU can read as many 
words as desired, change the DAR or program a new 
operation as needed. 

ORP load Mode 
ORP load Mode allows the RPC to load data from the 
Font Memory to the Am95C76 for character rotation. It is 
selected by writing 010 to the Mode Control field. SAR1 
must be programmed with a word count that is the exact 
number of words to be loaded into the ORP. The DAR 
must be loaded with the 24-bit address for the first word 
to be loaded. When DAR2 is loaded, the RPC executes 
a continuou.s stream of Font Memory read cycles until 
the word count reaches zero. BS, el, 00, and the offset 
in the DAR are ignored. The data can be strobed into the 
ORP and is of no consequence to the RPC. When the 
word count in SAR 1 has been decremented to zero, the 
RPC will set the DC bit and activate the DRO pin to re
quest the next operation. The CPU can alternate ORP 
Load and Dispatch operations in order to transfer ro
tated characters to the Video buffer. 

ORP Read Mode 
ORP Read Mode allows the RPC to read rotated data 
from the ORP to be stored in Font Memory. It is selected 
by writing 001 to the Mode Control field. SAR 1 must pro
grammed with the word count and the DAR must be 
loaded with the 24-bit address of the destination of the 
first word. Loading DAR2 triggers a continuous stream 
of Font Memory write cycles until the word count 
reaches zero. The RPC does not drive any data onto the 
FADo-FAD15 bus during the FWR strobe. This is pro
vided by the ORP in the proper sequence. The DC bit 
and the DRO pin are activated as in ORP load. 
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Printer Operation 
The RPC provides a number of programmable options 
in order to easily interface to a variety of print engines 
and accommodate a broad range of page sizes. This in
formation must be programmed into the appropriate Op
eration Control Registers (OCR) before printing is initi
ated. Some of the OCR words are required to execute 
memory operations and it is recommended that the en
tire OCR be loaded after the power-up and Reset. This 
is best accomplished by loading the Memory Timing 
Register (MTR) at Port 7 first, and then continuing in de
scending order to the Mode at Port 1. This insures that 
the Refresh Rate will be setup before Refresh is enabled 
and that all other options are correctly initialized. Page 
Size and Margin values may be altered as needed for 
different pages but this must be done before any Dis
patching or Graphics Load operation is started. 

In most systems an Opaque Dispatch operation should 
be used to initially clear the entire Video Memory buffer. 
The SAR can be held pointing to an all zero word. Since 
the maximum size of a Dispatched block is 4096 x 4096 
pixels, several operations may be required. Once this is 
done after power-up, The RPC will automatically clear 
the buffer area after each page is printed, unless the 
Multiple Page option is used. 

The Printer Interface may be operated in either Syn
chronous or Asynchronous Mode, depending on how 
the print engine timing generates LSYNC relative to 
VCLK. If the rising edge of LSYNC occurs synchronous 
to VCLK and meets the setup time required, SYNC 
Mode can be used and the pixel rate on the VDO pin will 
equal the VCLK rate. If LSYNC has no fixed timing rela
tionshipto VCLK, ASYNC Mode should be used and the 
pixel rate will be the VCLK rate divided by four. PSYNC 
needs no fixed timing relationship to VCLK, but the ris
ing edge of PSYNC must precede LSYNC by a mini
mum of one VCLK so the Y Margin may be evaluated. 
The printer mode is selected by the VCK bit in the Mem
ory Timing Register at Port 7. 

The polarity of the VDO output is selected by the Video 
Polarity (VP) bit in the Mode Register. When VP is a 
zero, VDO outputs a HIGH level to indicate a black (ac
tive) pixel and a LOW level to indicate white. When VP is 
a one, VDO outputs a LOWfor black and HIGH forwhite. 
In any case, VDO is driven HIGH when printing is idle or 
printing is outside the active page area defined by the 
page size. 

Printing cannot be initiated until the Video buffer has 
been prepared with the first page or band using Dis
patch or Graphics Load. Once this has been done, the 
Raster Complete (RC) bit in the Mode Register may be 
set and the RPCwillloadthe internal shift registerforthe 
VDO output with the first word from Video Memory loca
tion 000 0000 hex. Normally Read-Modify-Write cycles 
are used to support scan-out, so that each word is writ
ten with zeros as scanning progresses in preparation for 
the next band or page. If the MPC bit is set in the Mode 
Register, read cycles are used for scan-out so that the 
same full page can be printed more than once. MPC 
should be set in advance of RC, or it can be set with RC if 
there is no memory operation in progress. 

The RPC provides two interrupts to simplify the control 
of printing. The End-of-Page flag in the Mode/Status 
Register is set and the INTR pin is activated when a 
number of lines equal to the Page Y Size Register have 
been shifted out on VDO. The RC bit is automatically 
cleared at this time. This interrupt can be used to control 
when the next page is started or when the Multiple Print 
Control bit (MPC) should be cleared before the last 
printing of a single page that was printed multiple times. 
RC cannot be set if EOP is active. 

The Raster Incomplete (RI) flag indicates an errorcondi
tion during printing that cannot be recovered from. RI is 
set when an LSYNC is detected in the middle of an ac
tive scan line. LSYNC cannot be accepted until a num
ber of pixels equal to the programmed Page X Size have 
been scanned out. RC is cleared if RI is set and the RPC 
must be programmed to start over on a page after the 
cause of RI has been determined. 
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System Interface 
The System Interface of the RPC can be operated com
pletely asynchronously to the ClK input. Accesses by 
the host CPU or external DMA controller may be made 
at any time and will be internally synchronized by the 
RPC. The ROY output will be driven inactive if the ac
cess cannot be immediately completed. 

During Dispatch or ORP modes, the ORO output can be 
used to control when the RPC is ready for the next op
eration to be programmed. DRQwill be driven active af
ter each operation is completed orwhen a 01 or BD inter
rupt has been handled. Alternatively, Status may be 

Font Interface 
Font Memory cycles may be programmed for automatic 
insertion of wait states by the FMW field of the MTA. 
During Dispatch, Font cycles may skip the upper ad
dress cycle and F ALE2 if it does not need to be updated. 
This is done to improve performance. 

Video 'Interface 
The timing for Video Memory cycles may be pro
grammed by several fields in the MTR register at Port 7. 
The Video Memory Size (VMS) field selects the type of 
Dynamic RAM that is used in the Video buffer in orderto 
provide the correct combination of Rowand Column ad
dresses and bank select bits. The Video Precharge Ex
tension (VPX) bit increases the precharge time when 
VRAS and VCAS are inactive by one ClK if needed by 
the RAMs. The Video Timing Extension (VTX) bit in-

RESET 

The RESET pin must be activated by the system after 
power-up. This causes an internal operation that initial
izes scratch registers that, are used for calculation of 
memory addresses. In addition, the Mode Register is 
cleared. All other user-accessible registers must be 
properly initialized before any APC operations are 
started. The Video buffer must be cleared by program
ming appropriate Dispatch operations. RESET will al
ways terminate any operations in progress including 
Refresh of the Video Memory. 

polled to determine when each Dispatch is complete by 
testing the DC flag. Status flags are only cleared after 
Status is read, so DC can stay active through multiple 
Dispatches. The ROY output may be used to extend 
CPU accesses until the RPC is able to accept new infor
mation, but this may be a long time during a large Dis
patch and care must be taken not to modify essential 
values in the middle of an operation. The Mode/Status 
Register is always accessible to the CPU but some 
changes to control bits may not take effect immediately 
if an operation is in progress. Software Reset and 
changes to RC are always recognized. 

When the Arn95C76 ORP is used, it must reside in Font 
Memory space. The ORP may be programmed or ac
cessed by using Font Load and Font Read modes to the 
locations reserved for it. ORP loads and Dispatch op
erations may be alternated so that rotated characters 
may be assembled into the page buffer as desired. 

creases the Row address hold time by one ClK to allow 
for bank decoding if needed by the memory system. 

The Video Write Wait State (VWW) bit and the Video 
Read Wait State (VRW) field allow wait states to be 
automatically inserted to extend Video Memory cycles 
to match the performance of the Dynamic RAMs used. 
For details on wait states see the MTA register descrip
tion and the Video Memory cycle timing diagrams. 

A Software Reset operation may be executed by chang-
ing the Mode Control field to 000 from any other value. HI 
This will terminate an operation in progress and initialize 
internal scratch registers to begin a new Dispatch in 
Band 0, and begin printing at the top of Video Memory 
space. Software Aeset will not alter the setting of the 
VP, VRE or IE bits in the Mode/Status Register and dy-
namic memory Refresh will not be interrupted. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Storage Temperature 
Ambient Operating Temperature 
Maximum Va: Relative to Vas 
DC Voltage Applied to Any 

Pin Relative to Vas 

-65 to + 150°C 
-55 to + 125°C 
-0.3 to +7.0 V 

-0.5 to Vcc+0.3 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TlNGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reli
ability. 

OPERATING RANGES 
Commercial (C) Devices 

Ambient Temperature (TAl 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 

o to +70°C 
+4.75 to +5.25 V 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the func
tionality of the device is guaranteed. 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Descriptions Test Conditions Min. Unit 

VIL Input LOW Voltage V 
VIH Input HIGH Voltage V 

V 
VOL Output LOW Voltage V 
VOH Output HIGH Voltage V 
II Input Leakage ±10 ~ 
loz Output Leak ±10 ~ 
Icc PowerSuppl 70 mA 

CAPACITANCE· 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Descriptions Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

CIN Input Capacitance 25 pF 
Coo I/O Pin Capacitance 25 pF 
COUT Output Pin Capacitance 25 pF 

• Parameters are not "Testedw
• 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating ranges 

Parameter Parameter Parameter 
Number Symbol Description Min. Max. Unit 

1 teu< ClK Cycle Time 80 1000 ns 
2 tw ClK HIGH Pulse Width 35 ns 
3 tw ClK lOW Pulse Width 35 ns 
4 tpo ClK Edge to Output Valid Delay 45 ns 
5 tpo ClK Edge to Output Float Delay (Note 1) 55 ns 

CPU INTERFACE 

6 ts As-~ Valid to RD or WR FE Setup 10 ns 
7 tH RD or WR RE to As-~ Valid Hold 10 ns 
8 ts CS Valid to ltD or WR FE Setup 0 ns 
9 tH RD or WR RE to CS RE Hold 10 ns 
10 tpo RD or WR FE to ROY Delay 40 ns 
10a tpo' WR FE to ISRQ RE Delay 40 ns 
11 tpo Data Out Valid to ROY RE Delay ClK HIGH-10 ns 
12 tH RDY RE to or WR RE Hold 25 ns 
13 tH RD RE to Data Out Valid Hold 0 ns 
14 to RD RE to Data Out Float Delay (Note 1) 55 ns 
15 ts Data In Valid to WR RE Setup 20 ns 
16 tH WR RE to Data In Valid Hold 20 ns 
17 tw WR LOW Width (Note 2) 60 ns 
18 tw WR Recovery 1 ClK+20 ns 
19 tw RD Recovery 0.5 ClK 

FONT INTERFACE 

20 tH FALE1 or FALE2 FE tq, 10 ns 
21 ts Data In Valid to Cl 10 ns 
22 tH FRD RE to Data In 0 ns 
23 tH FWR RE to Dat~e 10 ns 
23a. tw FALE1 or F ' . ! CLK lOW-10 ns 

VIDEO INTERFACE 

24 ts 20 ns 
25 tH 0 ns 

PRINTER INTERFACE (Notes 3, 4) 

26 tcu< VClK Cycle Time (Synchronous Mode) 50 2000 ns 
27 tw VCLK HIGH Pulse Width (Synchronous Mode) 20 ns 
28 tw VCLK LOW Pulse Width (Synchronous Mode) 20 ns 
29 tcu< VCLK Cycle Time (Asynchronous Mode) 31 2000 ns 
30 tw VClK HIGH Pulse Width (Asynchronous Mode) 10 ns 
31 tw VCLK lOW Pulse Width (Asynchronous Mode) 10 ns 
32 tw PSYNC Pulse Width 1 VClK 
33 to PSYNC RE to lSYNC RE Delay 50 ns 
34 tw lSYNC Pulse Width 1 VCLK 
35 ts LSYNC RE to VCLK RE Setup (Synchronous Mode) 15 ns 
36 to VClK RE to VDO Valid Delay (Synchronous Mode) 40 ns 
37 to VCLK Edge to VDO Valid Delay (Asynchronous Mode) 1.5 VClK +45 ns 

Notes: 
1) Parameter #5 and #14-Float times indicate that the RPe is no longer driving bus outputs and are measured by determining 

when outputs that were driven LOW have risen above a level of 0.8 V. 
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2) Parameter #17-WR Width (lOW)-applies only when RDY does not go lOW. When the RPC is not ready to accept a write, 
specs #10 and #12 will apply and determine the necessary write width. 

Notes (continued): 

3) PSYNC will not be recognized immediately after the Raster Scan Control bit (RC) is set by the CPU. Two words must be 
prefetched from the Video Memory before printing of a new page can begin. This requires two Read-Modify-Write cycles plus 
completion of any memory cycle in progress (approximately 25 ClKs minimum). A PSYNC that occurs before the data for 
VDO is ready will be ignored. 

4) lSYNC for a new line cannot occur immediately after the last pixel of the previous line has been clocked out by VClK. At least 
10 VClKs must occur between the last valid pixel on VDO and the next lSYNC in order for the X Margin and X Size values to 
be processed correctly. 

Output-to-Output Timing Relationships 
Parameter #4 ClK Edge to Output Valid Delay-can be used for all clocked outputs as indicated in the timing diagrams. All 

outputs are clocked in the same manner and the delay for any two unrelated outputs will track within 10 ns. Out
put-to-output relationships can be determined by the number of full or half ClKs between them according to the 
formula: 

TD = (n ClKs x Cycle Time)-10 ns 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

elK 

Clock Cycle Timing 

elK ss 

Register Address 

cs 

RD 

ROY 

Data (Out) 
Float 

,NTR-----------~f---- 09331-OO12A 

CPU Read Access Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

ClK 

Register Address 

CS 

WR 

RDY 

~----------- 15 --------~~ 

Data (In) 

DRQ 

-J'-____ 0(., 
-9 J- . 

09331-OO13A 

CPU Write Access Timing 

TO T1 T2 T20rTW T3 

elK 

FALE2 -------+_' I.....C~JI'--+----t---t----t---------t----t-----

FAlE1 ------~~----+-~ 

FRD 

FAD 0 --------t-il 
FAD15 

Font Memory Read Access Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

TO T1 T2 TW T3 T1 

eLK 

FALE2 ___ --+--1 

FALE1 

FRD --------~----~~----~~--~~ 

FAD 0 -----+-{I 
FAD15 (Data Out) 

09331-OO15A 

Font Memory Write Access Timing 

TO+Tx T1 T2+Trw T3 TP 

ClK 

VRAS ------------~~ 

VCAS 

VWE ------------------------------~-------+--+---------------

VR 

09331-OO16A 

Video IIF Read Access Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

TO+Tx T1 T2 T3+Tww TP 

VWE 

VR 
og33I-<1017A 

Video ifF Write Access Timing 

TO+Tx T1 T2+Trw T3 T4 T5+Tww TP 

ClK 

VA 00- VA015 ---II 
----~l~~~J~~~~~ 

VRAS 

VCAS 

VWE 

VR 

09331-<lOIBA 

Video ifF Read-Modify-Write Access Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

TO T1 T2 T3 TP TP orTO 

ClK 

09331-OO19A 

Video ifF Refresh Timing 

TO TX T1 T2 

ClK 

09331-0020A 

Video Extension Timing 
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (continued) 

VCLK 

LSYNC __ ..J 

VDO ----f-o\ 

09331-0021 A 

LBP Timing (SYNC Mode) 

VCLK 

n.~~------~34}---------~~ 
LSYNC 

VDO 

VCLK 

PSYNC -----' 

14---@)---.r 
~~----~----------------

~--@)----.t 
09331-oo22A 

LBP Timing (ASYNC Mode) 

'LI 

'-------1,-r-
LSYNC --------~ 

09331..oo23A 

PSYNC Timing 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 

From Output 
Under Test 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 

09331-{)024A 

(Input) 

Test Points .' 
2.4V--

X2
.0V > <20VX 

0.45 V ____ -' 0.8 V 0.8 V _ '-. ___ _ 

10487-{)30A 
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Am95C76 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor (ORP) 

PRELIMINARY 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Performs high-speed orthogonal rotation of font char
acters or blocks of bit-mapped data (0, 90, 180, and 
270 degrees) 

• Interfaces easily to the Am9SC7S Raster Printer 
Controller (RPC) to allow high-speed printing with 
minimum font memory 

• Can operate in standalone mode 

• 64 x 64-bit internal memory is large enough to accom
modate a standard-size font character at 400 dots-per
inch resolution 

• Cascadable in all directions to handle large point-size 
fonts or bit-mapped data blocks 

• Cascades automatically - interface signals make the 
ORP array function as one large ORP without addi
tional user actions 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Orthogonal Rotation Processor (ORP) is a high-per
formance CMOS device designed to provide orthogonal 
(0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees) rotation of font characters 
or blocks of bit-mapped data. In graphics systems, users 
may print data in portrait mode - where each line is 
printed across the narrow part of the page, or in landscape 
mode - where text is printed across the wide part of the 
page. To accomplish this, each font is usually stored in 
both portrait and landscape modes. Additionally, if two
sided (duplex) printing is desired, fonts must usually be 
stored with 180- and 270-degree rotations to print portrait 
and landscape modes on the back of a page. By using the 
ORP, 0-, 90-, 180-, and 270-degree rotations are possible, 
eliminating three-quarters of font memory conventionally 
used. 

The ORP rotates an image block (a font character or other 

bit-mapped data) in two steps: first, the image block is 
loaded into the ORP where character size is user-pro
grammed and data is transferred on 16-bit word bounda
ries; then the data is read from the ORP to the video buffer 
memory, where the page is assembled with the user
selected rotation. 

The only user-accessible register in the ORP is the Control 
Status Register (CSR), which must be set up with valid 
parameters prior to each image block transfer. These 
parameters include image block dimensions, rotation 
angle, and an enable bit. 

The 64 x 64-bit ORP memory may be increased by 
cascading additional ORPs; interface signals pass infor
mation between ORPs to allow the ORP array to function 
as one large ORP without additional control from the user. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
, ................................................................................................................................... , ............................................................................................... .. 

r-------------~ CON~~g~~~~TUS ~~----------------------------~ 
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CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

Top View 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
Standard Products 

AMO standard products are available in several packages and operating ranges. The order number (Valid Combination) Is formed 
by a combination of: a. Device Number 

b. Speed Option (if applicable) 
c. Package Type 
d. Temperature Range 
e. Optional Processing 

AM95C76 P C 

~ e. OPTIONAL PROCESSING 
Blank = Standard processing 

d. TEMPERATURE RANGE 
C = Commercial (0 to +70·C) 

c. PACKAGE TYPE 
P = 4o-Pin Plastic DIP (PO 040) 
0= 40-Pin Ceramic DIP (CD 040) 
J = 44-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PL 044) 

b. SPEED OPTION 
Not Applicable 

'-- a. DEVICE NUMBERIDESCRIPTION 
Am95C76 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor (ORP) 

Valid Combinations 

I 
PC 

AM95C76 ~ 

Valid Combinations 

Valid Combinations list configurations planned to be supported in volume 
for this device. Consult the local AMO sales office to confirm availability 
of specific valid combinations, to check on newly released combinations, 
and to obtain additional data on AMO's standard military grade products. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

C09 Cascade Down 90 (Output; Active LOW) 
The C09 output signal controls the vertical direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The C090utput pin of 
an ORP must be connected to the CU9 input pin of the 
ORP below it in the cascade. The C09 pin is asserted 
LOW on one of the following conditions: 1) the ORP is in 
90-degree Read mode and the current data array read 
access results in a complete vertical row access (as 
defined by the XAR field of CSR); and 2) the ORP is in 
Write mode or O-degree Read mode, the CLI input is 
asserted LOW, and the entirefont section assignedtothe 
ORP has been written to/read from. C09 output assertion 
of an ORP causes the cascade token to be passed to the 
ORP below it in the cascade. 

C027 Cascade Down 270 (Input; Active LOW) 
The C027 input signal controls the vertical direction token 
passing in an ORP cascade. The C027 input pin of an 
ORP must be connected to the CU27 output pin of the 
ORP below it in the cascade. The cascade token is 
passed through this input pin in 270-degree Read mode 
and 180-degree Read mode. 

COB Cascade Down Bypass (Input/Output; 
Open Drain, Active LOW) 

The COB signal controls the vertical direction token 
passing in an ORP cascade. This pin is an output when 
the ORP is in 90-degree Read mode. COB is driven LOW 
iftheORP is disabled (bit 150ftheCSR is 0) and the CU9 
input pin is LOW. The COB pins of all vertically cascaded 
ORPs should be connected together and tied to +5 V with 
an external pull-up resistor. COB pin is an input ifthe ORP 
is in 270-degree Read mode; if the ORP is disabled (bit 
15 of the CSR = 0) and the COB input is asserted LOW, 
the CU27 output pin will be driven LOW immediately. 

CLI Cascade Left In (Input; Active LOW) 
The CD input signal controls the horizontal direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The CLI input pin of an 
ORP must be connected to the CRO output pin of the 
ORP to its right in the cascade. The cascade token is 
passed through this input pin in Write mode, O-degree 
Read mode, and 270-degree Read mode. 

CLO Cascade Left Out (Output; Active LOW) 
The CLO output signal controls the horizontal direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The CLO output pin of 
an ORP must be connected to the CRI input pin of the 
ORP to its left in the cascade. The CLO pin is asserted 
LOW on one of the following conditions: 1) the ORP is in 
90-degree Read mode, the CU9 input is LOW, and the 
entire font section assigned to the ORP has been read; 
2) the ORP is in 180-degree Read mode and the current 
data array read access results in a complete horizontal 
row access (as defined by the XAR field of the CSR); and 
3) the ORP is in 180-degree Read mode, bit 15 of CSR 
is 0 (disabled), and CRB is LOW. CLO output assertion 
of an ORP causes the cascade token to be passed to the 
ORP to its left in the cascade. 

CRB Cascade Right Bypass (Input/Output; 
Open Drain, Active LOW) 

The CRB signal controls the horizontal direction token 
passing in an ORP cascade. This pin is an output when 
the ORP is in Write mode or O-degree Read mode. In this 
case, CRB is driven LOW if the ORP is disabled (bit 15 of 
the CSR is 0) and the CLI input pin is asserted LOW. The 
CRB pins of all horizontally cascaded ORPs should be 
connected together and tied to +5 V with an external pull
up resistor. CRB pin is an input if the ORP is in 180-
degree Read mode; if the ORP is disabled (bit 15 of the 
CSR = 0) and the CRB input is asserted LOW, the CLO 
output pin will be driven LOW immediately. 

CRI Cascade Right In (Input; Active LOW) 
The CRI input signal controls the horizontal direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The CRI input pin of 
an ORP must be connected to the CLO output pin of the 
ORP to its right in the cascade. The cascade token is 
passed through this input pin in 90-degree Read mode 
and 180-degree Read mode. 

CRO Cascade Right Out (Output; Active LOW) 
The CRO output signal controls the horizontal direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The CRO output pin 
of an ORP must be connected to the CLI input pin of the 
ORP to its right in the cascade. The CRO pin is asserted 
LOW on one of the following conditions: 1) the ORP is in 
270-degree Read mode, the C02? input is LOW, and the 
entire font section assigned to the ORP has been read; 
and 2) the ORP is in Write mode or O-degree Read mode 
and the current data array write/read access results in a 
complete horizontal row access (as defined by the XAR 
field of the CSR). CRO output assertion of an ORP 
causes the cascade token to be passed to the ORP to its 
right in the cascade. 

CS Control/Status Select (Input; Active LOW) 
The CS input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to access the Control Status Register (CSR) of 
the ORP. CS pins of cascaded ORPs must not be 
connected together. 

CU9 Cascade Up 90 (Input; Active LOW) 
The CU9 input signal controls the vertical direction token 
passing in an ORP cascade. The CU9 input pin of an ORP 
must be connected to the COg output pin of the ORP 
above it in the cascade. The cascade token is passed 
through this input pin in Write mode, O-degree Read 
mode, and 90-degree Read mode. 

CU27 Cascade Up 270 (Output; Active LOW) 
The CU27 output signal controls the vertical direction 
token passing in an ORP cascade. The CU27. output pin 
of an ORP must be connected to the C02? input pin of the 
ORP above it in the cascade. The CU27 pin is asserted 
LOW on one of the following conditions: 1) the ORP is in 
270-degree Read mode and the current data array read 
access results in a complete vertical row access (as 
defined by the XAR field of CSR); 2) the ORP is in 180-
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degree Read mode, the CRI input is LOW, and the entire 
font section assigned to the ORP has been read; and 
3) the ORP is in 270-degree Read mode, bit 15 of the 
CSR is 0 (disabled), and the eDB input is LOW. eU27 
output assertion of an ORP causes the cascade token to 
be passed to the ORP above it in the cascade. 

0 0-0'5 Data Bus (Input/Output; Three State) 
The 16-bit Data Bus is used fordata transfer between the 
ORP and the host processor or Font Memory. 

Fe Fly-By (Input; Active LOW) 
The FB input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to access the data array of the ORP during a 
Fly-By operation. An AD strobe assertion in conjuction 
with an 'FB assertion causes a write access to the ORP 
data array if the RfN bit in the Control Status Register is 
O. A WR assertion in conjunction with an 1=a assertion 
causes a read access to the ORP data array ifthe RfN bit 
in the eSR is 1. FB pins of cascaded ORPs should be 
connected together. 

GS Group Select (Input; Active LOW) 
The GS input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to access the data array of the ORP during a 
Normal ReadlWrite operation. GS pins of cascaded 
ORPs should be connected together. 

RO Read (Input; Active LOW) 
The RD input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to read the CSR when CS input is asserted, to 
read from the ORP data array when the GS input is 
asserted, and to write into the ORP data array when FB 
input is asserted. On either a eSR read access or a data 
array ~d access, the ORP will drive Do-D~ith data 
while RD input is LOW. In Fly-By mode the RD input is 
used as a write strobe; the ORP uses the rising edge of 

RDto write the data on pins 0 0-015 into the internal data 
array. RD pins on cascaded ORPs should be connected 
together. 

RESET Reset (Input; Active LOW) 
RESETjs an asynchronous active-LOW input which ini
tializes the ORP. The effect of RESET is to clear all 16 bits 
of the Control Status Register, force 00-015 pins to high
impedance state, and force all cascade output pins 
inactive (HIGH). 

ST Start (Input; Active HIGH) 
The ST input is an active-HIGH signal used by the host 
processor to initiate a read/write access to the ORP. The 
ST inputs of all cascaded ORPs should be connected 
together. When connecting the ORP to the RPe 
(Am95C75), the ST input of the ORP should be con
nected to the FALE1 pin of the RPe. 

V CC1' V CC2 +5-V Power Supply 

WR Write (Input; Active LOW) 
The WR input is an active-LOW signal used by the host 
processor to write into the eSR when es input is as
serted, to write into the ORP data array when GS input is 
asserted, and to read from the ORP data array when FB 
input is asserted. On either a eSR write access or a 
Normal data array write access, 00-015 must be driven 
with valid data prior to the rising edge of WR. In Fly-By 
mode, the WR input is used as a read strobe; the ORP 
will drive 0 0-015 with data from the internal data array 
while WR is LOW. WR pins of cascaded ORPs should be 
connected together. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The block diagram for the Am95C?6 is shown on the front 
cover. Communication with the external host processor takes 
place over the 16-bit Data Bus, D~s. Transfers over the 
Data Bus are controlled by the CS, GS, FB, ST, RD, and VIR 
input lines. Communication between cascaded ORPs occur 
over the cascade control signals CLO, CRO, CLI, CRI, CD9 
C02?,· CU9, C02?, CRB, and COB. ' 

There are six major functional blocks in the ORP: 1) 64 x 64 
data array, 2) cascade control logic, 3) host processor inter
face control logic, 4) control status register (CSR), 5) data 
array readlwrite address generation logic, and 6) data array 
read mask translation logic. The ORP is controlled by the 16-
bit control status register (CSR). The CSR specifies the font 
horizontal size, font vertical size, ReadlWrite mode, angle of 
rotation, font clipping status, chip enable, and cascade token. 

Control Status Register (CSR) 

This 16·bit register is used for issuing commands and receiv
ing status information. Figure 1 shows the bit assignment of 
the CSA. The CS input pin acts as the readlwrite enable for 
CSA. When the RD input is LOW, the ORP status information 
is driven onto the Do-D,s lines; when the WR input is LOW, the 
data on Do-D,s lines is loaded into the CSR. The CSR is 
cleared when the RESET input pin is LOW. There are two re
served bits in the CSR; these bits must be programmed to o. 

Chip Enable (EN) 

The EN bit controls the state of the ORP. When this bit is set 
to 1, the ORP is enabled and data transfer between the 
internal data array and the Do-D,s pins is allowed. When this 
bit is cleared to 0, the ORP is disabled and no data transfers 
between the internal data array and the 0 0-0, pins can occur. 
,In a multiple ORP cascade, the unused ORPs should be 
disabled by programming their EN bits to o. 

First Chip (FC) 

The FC bit is the cascade token. When this bit is set to 1, the 
ORP is enabled (provided EN is set to 1) and data transfer 
between the internal data array and the Do-D,s pins is allowed. 
When this bit is programmed to 0, the ORP is disabled and 
data transfer between the internal data array and the ° -0 
pins is inhibited. While initializing ORPs only one ORP should 
have its FC bit set to 1. The location of the ORP whose FC bit 
is to be initialized to 1 is a function of the rotation angle while 
performing a font or bit-map data array read; see Figure 2 for 
details. Before a font or bit-map data array write, the FC bit of 
the top-left ORP should be set to 1. For a single ORP 
application, the FC bit should be set to 1 to enable data 
array read/write. The FC bit is propagated between ORPs in 
the cascade configuration through the cascade interface 
control pins, without intervention by the host processor. Since 
the host processor interface signals (ST, GS, FB, RD, WR, Do
D,s) of cascaded ORPs are inter-connected, the FC bit en
sures that the internal data array of only one of the cascaded 
ORPs is connected to the Do-D,s lines at any time. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

I I I 
\ 
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Key; XAR = X image size in 16-bit words 
Y.AS. = Y pixel size 
RIW = 1 (Read only) 

o (Write only) 
AT = 00 (00 Rotation) 

01 (90· Rotation) 
10 (180 0 Rotation) 
11 (270 0 Rotation) 

CLP .. 1 (No translation) 

I 

o (Translates logical to physical address) 
FC = 1 (Enable token) 

o (Disable token) 
EN= 1 (Enable) 

o (Disable) 

Figure 1. Control Status Register Format 
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Clipping (CLP) 

This bit is used to generate the starting address forthe internal 
data array in conjunction with the YAR and XAR fields of the 
CSA. The CLP bit should be programmed to 0 when the XAR 
and YAR fields of the CSR specify the unprocessed font size 
(e.g., ORP initialization for a complete font write/read from 
the internal data array). The ORP translates the logical 
addresses to physical addresses for the internal data array if 
the CLP bit is programmed to O. 

The CLP bit is set to 1 by the ORP after an internal data array 
access has occurred. The CLP bit significantly reduces host 
processor overhead in resuming ORP data array writes/reads 
on a partially processed font. Partially processed fonts occur 
when the ORP is used in conjunction with image blocks larger 
than the video memory size. Typically the video memory is 
configured to hold an integral number of scan lines of the 
image block. Fonts get ·clipped" at the video memory overflow 
boundary; therefore, the ORP is designed to rotate partially 
processed fonts. The ORP provides the host processor with 
the next physical Y address and the font X size on a CSR read 
after clipping. The host processor then stores the CSR value 

in memory and copies the stored value into CSR to resume 
processing on a clipped font. Since the CLP bit would be set 
by the ORP to 1 after a data array access, the XAR and YAR 
fields are interpreted as physical addresses for the internal 
data array. The CLP bit should not be cleared to 0 by the host 
processor on resuming clipped font processing. 

Rotation Mode (RT) 

These bits specify the angle of rotation while reading data out 
of the ORP internal data array. The ORP allows for 0-,90-, 
180-, and 270-degree rotations. The following table shows 
the definition of this field: 

Bit 1 Bit 0 Rotation Angle 

o 
o 
1 
1 

o 
1 
o 
1 

(Counter Clockwise) 

o degree 
90 degree 
180 degree 
270 degree 

Write Operation O·Degree Read Operation gO·Degree Read Opeation 

093328-6 

180·Degree Read Operation 270-Degree Read Operation 

Figure 2. FC Bit Position In Cascade Configuration 
(While processing 3 x 3 fonts/images> 128 pixels in both X & Y dimensions) 
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Reset Mode 

The ORP enters into Reset mode when the RESET input pin 
is asserted. The Control Status Register is cleared; since the 
EN bit and FC bits are cleared, all data transfers through the 
Data Bus 0 0-015, except for write to CSR, are ignored by 
the ORP. 

Normal Read Mode 

The ORP is in Normal Read mode when the Rfii bit in CSR 
is 1 and the GS and RD input pins are asserted lOW. If the EN 
and FC bits in CSR are both set to 1, a data array read 
transaction occurs; if either bit is 0, the data array read 
transaction is inhibited and 0 0-015 output pins float. 

Normal Write Mode 

The ORP is in Normal Write mode when the R!W bit in CSR 
is 0 and the GS and WR input pins are asserted lOW. If the 
EN and Fe bits in CSR are both set to 1, a data array write 
transaction occurs; if either bit is 0, the data array write 
transaction is inhibited and 0

0
-015 input pins are ignored. 

093328-9 

CD Read normal or rotated image from 
ORP/read CSR of ORP 

FONT 
MEMORY 

ORP 

ORP 
WR 

AD 

® Store rotated or normal font 
in font memory from ORP 

RPC 

RPC 

Fly-By Read Mode 

The ORP is in Ry-By Read mode when the RflIJ bit in CSR is 
1 and the FB and WR input pins are asserted LOW. The Fly
By Read mode allows the host processor to simultaneously 
read from the ORP data array and write into the Font Memory 
(e.g., while building a Font Memory of rotated fonts using the 
ORP to rotate font data). If the EN and FC bits in CSR are both 
set to 1, a data array read transaction occurs; if either bit is 0, 
the data array read transaction is inhibited and 0 0-015 pins 
float. 

Fly-By Write Mode 

The ORP is in Fly-By Write mode when the Rm bit in CSR is 
o and the FB and RD input pins are asserted lOW. The Fly
By Write mode allows the host processor to simultaneously 
read from the Font Memory and write into the ORP (e.g., while 
down-loading a font into the ORP for rotation). If the EN and 
FC bits in CSR are both set to 1, a data-array write transaction 
occurs; if either bit is 0, the data-array write transaction is 
inhibited and 0 0-015 input pins are ignored. 

® Write image to be rotated or 
CSR contents into ORP 

FA o-FA23 

FONT 
MEMORY 

ORP 

RPC 

FA o-FA23 

'ORP 

@ Load font from font memory 
toORP 

RPC 

Figure 4. ORP Operation Modes 
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Figure 3-1 shows the output image of each rotation mode. 
Note that the RT field is ignored when data is written into the 
ORP data array (RlW = 0). 

ABC Non-Rotate 
o· 

«COO 90-Degree Rotate 

00

00 00 »OJO 270-Degree Rotate 

\/80 180-Degree Rotate 

180· 

09332B-7 

Figure 3-1. Output Format of Each Rotation Mode 

ReadlWrite (RJW) 

The Rm bit controls the ORP operation mode. If this bit is 
programmed to 1, the ORP data array is configured as read 
only (I.e., Normal Read or Fly-By Read mode). If this bit is 0, 
the ORP data array is configured as write only (I.e., Normal 
Write or Fly-By Write mode). 

Y Address Register (VAR) 

The 6-bit YAR field specifies the Y size of the image block in 
pixels. The actual value loaded into YAR is the required 
number of pixels minus one. 

In 90- and 180-degree rotation modes, the content of YAR 
represents the physical start address for the data array in the 
Y direction. 

In 0- and 270-degree rotation modes, the initialized content of 
YAR represents the physical end address for the data array in 

o 

63 

Write Operation and 
0-/180-Read Operation 

the Y direction. If the CLP bit is programmed to 0, the physical 
start address is assumed to be 0 in the Y direction, whereas 
if the CLP bit is programmed to 1, the value in the YAR field 
is interpreted as the physical start address in the Y direction 
for processing a clipped font. 

X Address RegIster (XAR) 

The 2-bit XAR field specifies the X size of the image block in 
words. The value loaded into XAR is the required number of 
words minus one. 

Under the 180- and 270-degree rotation modes, the content 
of XAR represents the physical start address forthe data array 
in the X direction. 

Under the 0- and 90-degree rotation modes, the content of 
XAR represents the physical end address of the data array in 
the X direction. 

Operation Modes 

The ORP has seven operation modes: 1) CSR Read, 2) CSR 
Write, 3) Reset, 4) Normal Read, 5) Normal Write, 6) Fly-By 
Read, and 7) Fly-By Write (see Figure 4). Any combination of 
inputs other than those defined below are invalid operating 
modes and are ignored by the ORP. 

CSR Read Mode 

When CS and RD are asserted LOW, the 0 0-0
15 

lines are 
driven with CSR contents. 

CSR Write Mode 

When CS and WR are asserted LOW, the data on 0
0
-0

15 
is 

latched into the CSR on the trailing edge of WR 

o -------1~~63 

00 

01 

10 , ~ • ..."..,-+--- ·0· 

11 

90-/270-Read Operation 

09332B-8 

Figure 3-2. Relationship Between XAR Value and YARValue 
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Data Handling and Formats Cascade Control 

All data transferred on the host processor interface to the ORP Multiple ORPs can be cascaded in any number, both horizon-
are 16 bits wide; this is true for CSR transactions as well as tally and vertically, with respect to font scan direction. In a 
data-array transactions. The internal data-array addressing cascade configuration, any size font or bit-map image can be 
and the bit assignment are different for the write access and accommodated. Theten cascade signals (described in the pin 
the four read rotation modes. Figure 5 shows the MSBIlSB description section) control the cascade token (FC) propaga-
position in each operation. tion through the multi-ORP cascade. CLI, CLO, CRI, CRO, and 

CRB control horizontal direction cascade token passing. CU9, 
In a data-array write operation, a-degree read operation, and CU27, C09, C027, and COB control vertical direction cascade 
gO-degree read operation, the bit ~ssignment ofthe data array token passing. If the EN bit of CSR of a cascaded ORP is a, 
corresponds to the actual image block; the top-left position is then the cascade token will be passed through it to the next 
the MSB bit. In a 18a- or 270-degree data-array read enabled ORP. CRB and COB are bidirectional, open-drain 
operation, the MSBIlSB is in reverse order; the bit reversal is signals and facilitate token pass-through on disabled ORPs. 
handled within the ORP (see Figure 5). 

Figure 6 shows the input/output definition of the cascade 
control signals in the data array write mode and the four read 
rotation modes. 

WRITE OPERATION & 
O-DEGREE READ OPERATION 

MSB(D1S> LSB(Do> 

! ~ 
:~11 E 4-- MSB (D1S) 90-DEGREE 

READ OPERATION 
TI 4-- LSB (Do> 

270-DEGREE 
READ OPERATION 

/LSB(Do> 

&~ 
...... MSB(D1S> 

rr~ :~:~J l}~::: 

Write Operation ~, MSB(D1S> 90-/270-Read Operation 
180-/0-Read Operation LSB(Do> 

180-DEGREE READ 
OPERATION 093328-10 

Figure 5. ORP Data Array Bit Position 

~ a-Degree 90-Degree 180-Degree 270-Degree 
Write Read Read Read Read 

CIT INPUT INPUT INPUT 

CLO OUTPUT OUTPUT 

CAl INPUT INPUT 

CRO OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 

CU27 OUTPUT OUTPUT 

COO OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 

CD27 INPUT INPUT 

ro9 INPUT INPUT INPUT 

CRB OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT 

crm OUTPUT INPUT 

093328-11 

Figure 6. Cascade Signallnput/Output Definition 
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Multl-ORP Cascade Example 

Figure 7 shows an example of a multi-ORP cascade using four 
ORPs supporting processing of an image block up to 128 
pixels x 128 pixels. 

Write Mode 

CRO must be connected to CO of the right-side ORP. Each 
right-most ORP must have its CRO fed back to the CLI of the 
corresponding left-most ORP. The CRB in each ORP must be 
connected to the CLI at the left-most ORP. Because the CRB 
pin is an open-drain output, a pull-up resistor must be con
nected to this pin. The FC bit in the first ORP will be set to 1 
by the CPU. The other ORPs' FC bits must be o. After (XA~ 
+ 1) words have been loaded, the CRO (ORP #1) will be driven 
LOW and the second ORP's FC bit will then be set to 1. This 
process is repeated until the entire memory area is loaded 
with data. When the entire font section assigned to an ORP 
is loaded, CO is connected internally to C09. When the final 
data for the second ORP is loaded, CO of the first ORP will be 
driven LOW; thus CU9 of the third ORP will be driven LOW 
and its FC bit will be set to 1. This propagation of the FC bit 
will continue between the next two ORPs. 

If the size of the image block is smaller than the cascade 
configuration -for instance 64 x 128 (in a 128 x 128 system) 
-the second and fourth ORPs will have to be programmed 
to the desired state. The EN bit of each should be set to o. 
Under this condition CLI will be internally connected to CRB for 
the second and fourth ORP, preventing their FC bits from 
being set. 

a-Degree Read Operation 

In the O-degree read operation, the FC bit propagation is the 
same as that of the write operation. 

90-Degree Read Operation 

During a 90-degree read operation, the CLO and CRI are used 
to propagate the FC bit in the vertical direction. These signals 
correspond to C09 and CU9 in the write operation. COB is now 
defined as an output. In the horizontal direction, C09 is driven 
LOW after all (XAR + 1) words are read out from the chip. C09 
is connected to the lower ORP's CU9. The lowest ORP's C09 
must be fed back to the CU9 at the top ORP through the open
drain buffer. COB in each ORP must be connected together 

Horizontal Direction for 0°/180° 

Vertical Direction for 90°/270° 

5V + +5V AAA +5V Jt.AA 

~ 
vvv 

~ 
VVy 

~~ :> 

CU27 CU9 CU27 CU9 

CRB ~ CAB 
~ CLI 

ORP 
CRO CLI 

ORP 
CRO LS: #1 #2 

CLO CRi-- CLO CRI 4-
+5V 

4~ C027 C09 COB C027 C09 CoB 
:> T i 

, 
CU27 CU9 CU27 CU9 

CRB i4- CRB 

~ LS: CLI 
ORP 

CRO CLI 
ORP 

CRO #3 #4 

CLO CRI CLO CRI f4-

:t 
0 < ~. CD 
0 d. 
::I 0 
![ e!.. 
Q 0 

@ :r 
0 0 ~. 

~. 0 0 ::I ::I 

~ Q 
CD 0 
0 :: 
i\l ex> .... q 
~ 

C027 C09 COB C027 C09 COB 

~i ~i 

093328-12 
Figure 7. Cascade Connection 
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to CU9 at the top ORP. COB is an open-drain output and 
needs a pull-up resistor. The FC bit in the second ORP will be 
set to 1 by the CPU. The other ORP's FC bit must be set to 
o. The read operation will begin with ORP #2. The horizontal 
direction FC bit propagation will be done between the second 
and fourth ORP. When the entire font section assigned to the 
ORP is read out, cog is internally connected to CLO. When 
the final data in ORP #4 is read out, cog of the second ORP 
will be driven LOW, causing ORP #2 to drive cru LOW, 
resulting in the FC bit of the first ORP to be set to 1. Then the 
horizontal direction FC bit propagation will continue between 
the first and the third ORPs. 

180-Degree Read Operation 

In a 180-degree read operation, C027 and C027 are used to 
propagate the FC bit in the vertical direction. CRB is defined 
as an input. CRI, CLO, and CRB are used to propagate the FC 
bit in the horizontal direction. In this operation, the bottom
right ORP (ORP #4) needs to be programmed with the FC bit 
equal to 1. The other ORP's FC bit must be set to o. The 
horizontal direction FC bit propagation will be done by cru 
and CRI according to the XAR bits. The left-most ORP (ORP 
#3) must have CLO fed back to ORP #4's CRI and CRB 
through an open-drain buffer. The CRB input is effective only 
when that chip is in disable state (EN ... 0). The ORP whose 
EN bit is set to 1 uses the CRI as a cascade input. 

When the entire font section assigned to the ORP is read out, 
the CRI will be connected to CU27 internally. When final data 
is read from ORP #3, ORP #4 will drive C027 LOW according 
to CRl The FC bit is then transferred to ORP #2. Then the 
horizontal direction FC bit propagation will be done between 
ORP #2 and ORP #1. 

If the Y size of the image block is smaller than the cascade 
configuration, ORPs #3 and #4 will have to be programmed to 
a disabled state. The EN bit of these ORPs has to be set to 
o. Under this condition, CAB will be connected directly to CLO 
internally. 

270-Degree Read Operation 

During a 270-degree read operation, the CRO and CLI pins 
are used to propagate the FC bit in the vertical direction. COB 
is defined as an input. CU27, C027, and COB are used to 
propagate the FC bit in the horizontal direction. In this 
operation, the bottom-left ORP (ORP #3) needs to be pro
grammed with the FC bit equal to 1. The other ORP's FC bit 
must be set to o. The horizontal direction FC bit propagation 
will be done by CU27 according to the XAR bits. The top ORP 
(ORP #1) must have CU27 fed back to ORP #3's C027 and 
COB through an open-drain buffer. The COB input is effective 
only when that chip is in the disable state (EN = 0). The ORP 
whose EN bit is set to 1 uses the C027 pin as a cascade input. 

When the entire font section assigned to the ORP is read out, 
the C027 input will be connected to the CRO output internally. 
When the final data is read from ORP #1, ORP #3 will drive 
CRO LOW according to C027. The FC bit is then transferred 
to ORP #4. The horizontal direction FC bit propagation will 
then be done between ORP #4 and ORP #2. 

If the size of the image block is smaller than the cascade 
configuration, ORPs #3 and #4 will have to be programmed to 
a disabled state. The EN of these ORPs has to be set to o. 
Under this condition, COB will be connected directly to CU27 
internally. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OPERATING RANGES 

Storage Temperature ...•...........•..•......•......... -65 to + 150°C Commercial (C) Devices 
Maximum Vee Relative to Vss ........................ -0.3 to +7.0 V Ambient Temperature (TA) ............................ 0 to + 70°C 
DC Voltage Applied to Any Supply Voltage (Vee) ....•...................... +4.75 to +5.25 V 

Pin Relative to V ss •.....•.•..••....•..••.....• -0.5 to Vee + 0.3 V 

Stresses above those listed under ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM 
RA TINGS may cause permanent device failure. Functionality 
at or above these limits is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device 
reliability. 

Operating ranges define those limits between which the 
functionality of the device is guaranteed. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified 

Parameter Parameter 
Symbol Description Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

VI~ Input LOW Voltage -0.5 +0.8 V 

VIH Input HIGH Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOl.. Output LOW Voltage lo~" 3.2 mA +0.45 V 

VOM Output HIGH Voltage 2.4 V 

loz Output Leakage Current ±10 ~A 

Input Current ±10 ~A 

lee Power Supply Current 50 mA 

CAPACITANCE" 

Parameter 
Symbol Test Conditions Min. Max. Unit 

C IN f .. 1 MHz 15 pF 

Coo Bidirectional Pin Capacitance f .. 1 MHz 20 pF 

COUT Output Pin Capacitance f -1 MHz 20 pF 

C~ Output Load Capacitance 100 pF 

* Parameters are not tested. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS over operating range unless otherwise specified 

Parameter Parameter 
No. Symbol Description Min. Max. Unit 

HOST INTERFACE l1MING 

1 tARe RDIWR i to ST i • Access Recovery Time 30 ns 

2 tSlW ST i to ST .1. • ST Pulse Width 
/' 

30 ns 

3 tGSFBS GS"iFB J. to ROIWR J. • GS"/FB Setup Time 10 . ns 

4 tGSFBH RDIWR i to GS/FB i • GSIFB Hold Time 0 ns 

5 tcss CS .1. to ROIWR .1. • CS Setup Time 10 ns 

6 tCSH ROIWR i to CS i • CS Hold Time 20 ns 

7 !wACCS ST J. to WR .1. • Write Access Time 40 ns 

7A tFWACCS ST .1. to RO .1. • Fly-By Write Access Time 40 
A 

ns 

8 !wOIS Data-In Setup Time to WR i 20 ns 

8A tFW01S Fly-By Data-In Setup Time to RD i 20 ns 

9 ~OIH Data-In Hold Time After WR i 10 ns 

9A tFWOIH Fly-By Data-In Hold Time After AD 10 ns 

10 tRAces ST J. to RD J. • Read Access 40 ns 

10A tFRACCS ST J. to \VA .1. • Fly-By R~! e 40 ns 

11 tROOV AD .1. to Data-Out . 0 35 ns 

11A tFROOV WR .1. to Fly-B id Delay 35 ns 

12 tRDOl ROito Id Delay 0 30 ns 

12A tFRDOl WR ata-Out Invalid Delay 0 30 ns 

13 tRD AD Sign ulseWidth 50 ns 

14 ~ WR Signal Pulse Width 50 ns 

23 tAESET RESET Pulse Width 200 ns 

ORP CASCADE INTERFACE TIMING 

15 tCAV mIWR J. to CLO/CRQ/CU27/CD9 J. 55 ns 
Cascade Output Valid Delay 

16 tCAIV ST .1. to CLO/CRO/CU27/CD9 i 30 ns 
Cascade Output Invalid Delay 

17 tsCA COiCRVCU9ICD27/CDB/CRB .1. to ST J. 10 ns 
Cascade Input Setup Time 

18 tHeA ST .1. to CLVCRVCU9/CD27/CDB/CRB i 10 ns 
Cascade Input Hold Ti~e 
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Parameter 
No. Description Unit 

ORP CASCADE INTERFACE TIMING (Cont'd.) 

19 tllCAL CM J, to ceo J, (1800 Read), 25 ns 
COB J, to CU27 J, (2700 Read) 

19A toollCAL cog J, to COB J, (900 Read), 25 ns 
CO J, to CAB J, (Write, 00 Read) 
O. D. ORP Disabled Bypass Cascade Vali 

20 tBCAH CAB t to CU t (1800 Read), 25 ns 
COB t to CU27 t (2700 
ORP Disabled Bass 

20A toDIICAH 
25 ns 

21 tFIJICAL 
J, C09 J, , CU9 J, to CI:O J, , 25 ns 
J, to CU27 J, , C027 J, to CRO J, 

ORP Font Section Complete Bypass Cascade Valid Delay 

22 tFLIICAH CU t to C09 t . CU9 t to CLO t , 25 ns 
CRI t to CU27 t . C027 t to CRO t 
ORP Font Section Complete Bypass Cascade Invalid Delay 
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SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT 
(Standard Load) 

FROM OUTPUT O---r----< 
UNDER TEST 

>-__ VT 

SWITCHING TEST WAVEFORM 
(Input) 

2.4 ----..x,--:n-
a 

->--TE-S-T-P-O-IN-r-s--<-:-:-x _____ _ 

0.4 ----' -

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 
KEY TO SWITCHING WAVEFORMS 

WAVEFORM 

\\\\\ 

aZ7J 

INPUTS 

MUSTSE 
STEADY 

MAY CHANGE 
FROM HTOL 

MAY CHANGE 
FROML TOH 

DON'T CARE, 
ANY CHANGE 
PERMITIED 

Am95C76 

OUTPUTS 

WILLSE 
STEADY 

WILLSE 
CHANGING 

FROM HTO L 

WILL8E 
CHANGING 

FROM L TO H 

CHANGING, 
STATE 

UNKNOWN 

093328-13 

093328-14 

KSOOOO10 



ST 

AD 
(Fly-By Write 
--2Peration, 
WR=HIGH) 

~ 
(Normal Write 

j2peration, 
RD=HIGH) 

09332B-15 

ST 

AD 
(Normal Read 

--2Peration, 
WR=HIGH) 

WR 
(Fly-By Read 

..Qperation, 
RO = HIGH) 

SWITCHING WAVEFORMS (Cont'd.) 

I+---CD--~ 
'r--~ 

ORP Write Operation Timing 

14---CD--~ ,,---, 

°0- 0 15 -----------------<1 DATA OUT 

09332B-16 

ORP Read Operation Timing 
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Thermal Resistance 

THERMAL RESISTANCE OF AMD PRODUCTS 

Gates1 Area Power2 9JA
3 9JC

3 

Device Package Process (Equlv.) (KSq Mils) (mW) (C/W) (C/W) 

80286 CA2068 NMOS 40.0K 98.0 3000 31 8 
CGX068 NMOS 40.0K 98.0 3000 37 2 

80L286 PL068 NMOS 40.0K 98.0 2250 34 

8086 CD 040 NMOS 9.6K 52.9 1700 32 7 
PD040 NMOS 9.6K 52.9 1700 44 
PL044 NMOS 9.6K 52.9 1700 47 

8088 CD 040 NMOS 9.6K 36.1 1700 34 7 
PD040 NMOS 9.6K 36.1 1700 44 
PL044 NMOS 9.6K 36.1 1700 47 

8237A CD 040 NMOS 2.2K 30.6 750 34 7 
PD040 NMOS 2.2K 30.6 750 44 

Z8530H CD 040 NMOS 5.0K 48.8 1250 34 7 
PD040 NMOS 5.0K 48.8 1250 44 
PL044 NMOS 5.0K 48.8 1250 47 

9513A CD 040 NMOS 4.5K 39.3 1375 34 7 
PD040 NMOS 4.5K 39.3 1375 44 
CL044 NMOS 4.5K 39.3 1375 47 7 
PL 044 NMOS 4.5K 39.3 1375 47 

9516A SD048 NMOS 3.7K 52.4 1750 35 10 
PD048 NMOS 3.7K 52.4 1750 50 

Am9517A CD 040 NMOS 2.2K 30.6 750 34 7 
PD040 NMOS 2.2K 30.6 750 44 
PL044 NMOS 2.2K 30.6 750 42 

9519A CD 028 NMOS 1.5K 39.3 725 37 9 
PD028 NMOS 1.5K 39.3 725 47 

Am9580A CA2068 NMOS 150.0K 126.2 3500 31 8 

Am95C85 PL044 CMOS 53.3K 98.6 1000 

Am7971A PL068 NMOS 40.0K 114.7 3000 38 
CA2068 NMOS 40.0K 114.7 35 6 
CGX068 NMOS 40.0K 114.7 23 

Am95C71 PL068 CMOS 31.3K 100.1 750 35 

Am95C75 PL084 CMOS 9.4K 59.0 350 35 

Am95C76 CD 040 CMOS 12.0K 57.0 250 47 4 
PD040 CMOS 12.0K 57.0 250 47 
PL044 CMOS 12.0K 57.0 250 47 
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Personal Computer Products 

THERMAL RESISTANCE (continued) 

Gates' Area Power2 8JA
3 8JC

3 

Device Package Process (Equlv.) (KSq Mils) (mW) (CIW) (C/W) 

Am95C94 PL068 CMOS 30.0K 112.7 275 35 

Am95C95 PL068 CMOS 35K 140 470 35 

Am95C96 PL084 CMOS 35K 140 470 35 

Am33C93A PD040 CMOS 12.5K 38.2 500 49 
PL044 CMOS 

Z8530H PD040 NMOS 27K 51 1250 44 
PL044 NMOS 27K 51 1250 47 

Z85C30 PD044 CMOS 27K 53 110 32 
PL044 CMOS 27K 53 110 30 
CD 040 CMOS 27K 53 110 30 
CL044 CMOS 27K 53 110 33 

Am29C325 CG145 CMOS 43K 128 1470 23 

Am29C327 CG169 CMOS 230K 250 2650 20 

Am5380 CD 040 NMOS 1.3K 54 725 35 
PD040 NMOS 1.3K 54 725 45 
PL044 NMOS 1.3K 54 725 30 

Am53C80N PD040 CMOS 780 27 300 41 
PL044 CMOS 780 27 300 44 

Am53C80 PD048 CMOS 780 22 300 35 
PL044 CMOS 780 22 300 44 

Notes: 1. The gate counts are only an approximation (total devices 13). 
2. Power is the highest ICC over the temperature times the nominal power supply voltage. 

6-4 

3. 6JA and 6.,tC values were estimated by extrapolating measured data. Values are to be considered as 
''typical'' tor the device. 

4. There is no accepted industry definition for QJC for molded plastic packages at this time. 
5. CMOS data is not available. 
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PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 

CD 024 

.... _____ 1.235 
1.290 -------1 .. ~1 .098 

~ ""-MAX 

t 
.565 
.605 

'-r-r-r-r-r~~~r-=-t::I""': ~ 
-I~ ~Il-

.050 

.065 
.100 
sse .005 

MIN 

.015 

!r.~.060 :~~~il J 
.125 ~ 
.160 

t ~1.-.015 
.022 

Physical Dimensions 

!....--.700 ~ 
MAX 071566·001 
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PO 3024 

1.180 1I-0Il.-1------1.280 ------1 .... 1 

~:::::;~:]]: 
-11- .090 ~~ 

:065 .no .005 
MIN 

.015 

~~'060 .140 1 
.225 --L 

f 
t -...I~.014 
.125. .023 
.160 
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.050 
.065 

.100 
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CD 3024 

.005 
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'14DT.~ :~!~ 
.200~ --'-

.125 t 

.160 t ~~.015 
.022 

Physical Dimensions 

06850C ~ ..... 
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.485 

.495 
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.048 .050 
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::~~3 
'--_____ .485 
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-.026 
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.020 
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Physical Dimensions 

06971C 
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PO 040 

2.040 
'""1 .. ------2.080-------------~ .. ~1 
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~~~~~"""""""t 
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6 ~ 
~~Il-~~~~~~~ 

.050 .100 
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IT] :~!~ 
.160 i 
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Physical Dimensions 

06824C 
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.685 

.695 

6·14 

.650 

.656 

PL044 

_.026 
-.032 

...-.650 -----31 .656 .685· 

.695 

.009 

.015 

.020 
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.590 

.630 

~l 
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CL044 

P==625MA~X .640 
.660 

Physical Dimensions 

N 

W W 

~ ~ 

1D.~D. :~~~ 
.054 
.088 

PID#06825E 
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PO 048 

2.390 
.... 1 .. 1----2.48o----------------~·1 

1 
.540 
.590 

J 1 
~~~~.0~90~~~~~~~~ 

.045 .110 .005 

.065 MIN 

.140 .015 

.225 -

~ 4000 

~. 
.125 .014 
.160 .023 
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I 

mil 
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.950 

.956 
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Physical Dimensions 
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1.140T: 
r:TIiO 6 

1.000 
BSC 7 

1': 11 

CGX 068 

BOTTOM VIEW 
(Pins facing up) 

@@@@@@@@ 
oO@@@@@@@Oo 
0@ I @0 
0@ @0 
0@ @0 

-(!)-@-

.100 BSC 
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CL084 

TIT 
:::E 1.135 
~ 
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CGX 145 

BonOM VIEW 
(Pins facing up) 

.075 x 45° REF. 
Pln1 (Reference Corner) ~------------~------------~·~I 1~----_1B~~----------------~·1 

COEFG JKLMNPR 

1.540 
f3lill 

1.400 

.030 x 45° REF. 
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:oso 
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Physical Dimensions 
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:T4O 
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m 
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.075 x 45° REF. 
Pin 1 (Reference Corner) 

1.740 rnn 

BOTTOM VIEW 
(Pins facing up) 

CGX 169 

1.740 I 
C D E F G ,~;~ l " N P R T ~l· 

@@@@@@@(i)G)(!)@@@@@ 
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.060 
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Physical Dimensions 

CGX084* 

* Package in development. Contact your local AMD Sales Representative for information. 
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SO 040 
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PQJ 160 

1.213 (30.8) 
1.244 (31.6) 

1.098 (27.9) 
1.1 06 (28.1 )----------., 

.022 (.55) --'--El=::::c::I 

.030 (.75) --:--El=::::c::I 

1.098 (27.9) 1.213 (30.8) 
1.106 (28.1) 1.244 (31.6) 

o 

PIN 11.D . .....-

TOP VIEW 

.128(3.2&~ 

.136 (3.45) 1 
---I .05 (.02) 

.J +/_ .002 . SIDE VIEW -.\ ~ TYP 
(.015 +/- .005) .014 (.35) 

.037 (.95) 11444A 
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SUPPORT LITERATURE 

The following is a list of AMD product literature which, in addition to the data sheets contained in this 
book, can be ordered from your local AMD Sales Representative or the Literature Distribution Center at 
(800) 538-8450, Extension 5000; inside California, call (408) 749-5000. 

Key: AN Application Note 
AR Article Reprint 
HB Handbook 
PD Product Description 
TM Technical Manual 
UM User's Manual 

Device Order No. Pub. Date Title 

Am29C325 09746A (7/88) Am29C325 CMOS 32-Bit Floating-Point Processor 
(PD) 

07171B (9/88) Am29C300 Brochure 
09856B (10/88) Am29C300 (AN) 
08191A (9/86) Am29C325 Floating-Point Processor-A Compen-

dium of Technical Articles 

Am29C327 07171B (9/88) Am29C300 Grid Brochure 
10028A (9/88) Double-Precision Floating-Point Processor (UM) 
10386A (11/88) Am29C327 Double-Precision Floating-Point 

Processor (PD) 
09856B (10/88) Am29C300 (AN) 
11601A (2/89) Am29C327/68020 (AN) 
10977A (6/88) "AMD's Floating-Point Chip Goes Beyond IEEE 

Specs," Electronics (AR) 
10887A (6/88) Am29C327 Reference Guyide 

5380/C80N 09871A (7/87) "Build a High-Performance SCSI Bridge Controller," 
Electronic Design (AR) 

7971A 04086C (11/88) Am7971NAm95C71 VCEP (PD) 
09009A (10/86) "Compressing Data Conserves Memory in Bit-

Mapped Display" EDN (AR) 
10343A (11/87) "Data-Compression Chip Eases Document-

Processing Design," Computer Design (AR) 

80C286 09729A (5/89) 80C286 CMOS High-Speed Microprocessor (PD) 
11813A (4/89) 80286 Article Reprints Volume 1 Brochure 
12591A (9/89) 80286 Article Reprints Volume 2 Brochure 

80286 10048A (11/87) Thermal Design Considerations for the 80286-16 
(AN) 

11334A (11/87) Advanced Personal Computer Design Brochure 
11578A (10/88) "Death of 286 May Be Exaggerated," MicroDesign 

Resources (AR) 
11616A (11/88) "Plenty of Life in Old Chip," New York Times (AR) 
11813A (4/89) 80286 Article Reprints Volume 1 Brochure 
12591A (9/89) 80286 Article Reprints Volume 2 Brochure 
11127A (11/88) Personal Computer Decisions Brochure 
12173A (5/89) 80286 OS/2 Benchmark Analysis Brochure 
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SUPPORT LITERATURE (continued) 

Device Order No. Pub. Date Title 

80286 11623A (11/88) "16-bit Micros Fortify Their Positions Against 32-bit 
Intruders," Computer Design (AR) 

09920A (4/88) 16MHz 80286 DRAM Interface for Fast Processors 
Without Caches Technical Paper 

80C287 12190NO (3/89) Comparing AMD's CMOS 80C287 and 80EC287 
Math Coprocessors to the Intel NMOS 80287 
and CMOS 80C287 A (AN) 

80EC287 12190NO (3/89) Comparing AMD's CMOS 80C287 and 80EC287 
Math Coprocessors to the Intel NMOS 80287 
and CMOS 80C287 A (AN) 

8052 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

06178A (4/85) Am8052 Bus Interface Guide (AN) 

81C451/458 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

8151A 03893C . (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

07837A (5/86) 8151A (AN) 

8152N52B 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

8172 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

8177 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

07837A (5/86) A 1024 x 1280 Pixel Bit-Mapped Display with 16 
Million Color Choices 

Z8530H 03335A (4/84) Z8030/Z8530 (PD) 

Z85C30 12035B (5/89) ISDN Solutions Brochure 
07513C (4/89) Z85C30 Serial Communications Controller (TM) 

9513A 03402D (12/84) Am9513NAm9513 System Timing Controller (TM) 

9516A 04910A (10/84) Direct Memory Access Controller Am95161 
ArnZ8016 (TM) 

03334B (9/85) Am9516A Universal DMA Controller (UDC) (PD) 
07737A (2/86) "High Performance DMA for VME," Digital Design 

(AR) 

9517N8237 00092C 1985 Multimode Direct Memory Access Controller-
Am9517A (TM) 
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SUPPORT LITERATURE (continued) 

Device Order No. Pub. Date Title 

9519A 05186B (5/89) Am9519A Universal Interrupt Controller (TM) 

95C60 03893C (3/88) Advanced Bit-Mapped and Alphanumeric Display 
Products Brochure 

08395A (3/88) "Super Chips Bring Unprecedented Power to 
Graphics Display Control," Computer Design 
(AR) 

09848A "Interface Helps Controller Boost Graphics 
Performance," EON (AR) 

11268A (7/88) "Tapping the QPDM," Computer Graphics World 
(AR) 

09682A (3/88) Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager Applica-
tions Handbook 

07785C Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager (TM) 
07777A (7/87) Am95C60 Quad Pixel Dataflow Manager (QPDM) 

(PO) 

95C71 04086C (11/88) Am7971A1Am95C71 VCEP (PO) 

95C75 09387A (4/87) Am95C75/Am95C76 Raster Printer Controller 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor (PO) 

12639A (5/89) 29C75176 Chip Set (AR) 

95C76 09387A (4/87) Am95C75/Am95C76 Raster Printer Controller 
Orthogonal Rotation Processor (PO) 

12639A (5/89) 29C75176 Chip Set (AR) 

9580Al90 09480A Hard Disk Controller (TM) 
09871A (8/87) "Build a High-Performance SCSI Bridge Controller," 

Electronic Design (AR) 

95C85 09676B (7/88) Am95C85 Content Addressable Data Manager 
(PO) 

08456A (7/86) "Hardware Sorting Chip Steps Up Software Pace," 
Electronic Design (AR) 

09491A (5/87) "Chip Accelerates Sorting, Searching," EON News 
(AR) 

10650A (2/88) "Database Accelerator Targets Micro Channel 
Bus," ESD (AR) 

08035A (4/88) Am95C85 Content Addressable Data Manager 
(TM) 

11133B (6/88) "Intelligent Memory Architectures Attack Real-
World Computation," Computer Design (AR) 

09848A (4/87) "Interface Helps Controller Boost Graphics 
Performance," EON (AR) 
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North American ____ --'-____ _ 
ALABAMA .............................................................. (205) 882-9122 
ARIZONA ............................................................... (602) 242-4400 
CALIFORNIA, 

Culver City ........................................................ (213) 645-1524 
Newport Beach ................................................ i714~ 752-6262 
Rosevllle ........................................................... 916 786-6700 
San Diego ......................................................... 619 560-7030 
San Jose ..... : ..................................................... (408) 452-0500 
Woodland Hills ................................................. (818) 992-4155 

CANADA, Ontario, 

~~17;!:d'aie .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~ ~~ ~~t~~~g 
COLORADO .......................................................... (303) 741-2900 
CONNECTICUT .................................................... (203) 264-7800 
FLORIDA, 

Clearwater ........................................................ (813) 530-9971 
Ft. Lauderdale .................................................. (305) 776-2001 
Orlando (Casselberry) .................................... (407) 830-8100 

GEORGIA .............................................................. (404) 449-7920 
ILLINOIS, 

Chicago (Itasca) .............................................. (312) 773-4422 
Naperville .......................................................... (312) 505-9517 

KANSAS ................................................................. i913~ 451-3115 
MARYLAND ........................................................... 301 796-9310 
MASSACHUSETTS .............................................. 617 273-3970 
MICHIGAN ................................. : ........................... (313) 347-1522 
MINNESOTA ......................................................... (612) 938-0001 
NEW JERSEY, 

CherfY Hill ......................................................... (609) 662-2900 
Parsippany ....................................................... (201) 299-0002 

NEW YORK, 
Liverpool ..... : .......................... : .......................... (315) 457-5400 
Poughkeepsie .................................................. (914) 471-8180 
Rochester ......................................................... (716) 272-9020 

NORTH CAROLlNA .............................................. (919) 878-8111 
OHIO, 

Columbus (Westerville) .................................. (614) 891-6455 
Dayton ............................................................... (513) 439-0470 

OREGON ............................................................... i503~ 245-0080 
PENNSyLVANIA ................................................... 215 398-8006 
SOUTH CAROLINA .............................................. 803 772-6760 
TEXAS, 

~~fI~~ :::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~ ~~ ~~t~ggg 
Houston ............................................................. (713) 785-9001 

International __________ _ 
BELGIUM, Bruxelles ....... TEL ............................. (02) 771-91-42 

FAX ............................. (02) 762-37-12 
TLX ..................................... 846-61028 

FRANCE, Paris ................ TEL ............................ (1) 49-75-10-10 
FAX ............................ (l) 49-75-10-13 
TLX ........................................ 263282F 

WEST GERMANY, 
Hannover area ............ TEL .............................. (0511) 736085 

FAX .............................. (0511) 721254 
TLX ........................................... 922850 

MOnchen ...................... TEL ................................. (089) 4114-0 
FAX ................................ (089) 406490 
TLX ........................................... 523883 

Stuttgart ....................... TEL. .......................... (0711) 62 33 77 
FAX .............................. (0711) 625187 
TLX ........................................... 721882 

HONG KONG, .................. TEL ............................. 852-5-8654525 
Wanchai FAX ............................. 852-5-8654335 

TLX .......................... 67955AMDAPHX 
ITALY, Milan .................... TEL ................................ (02) 3390541 

................................. (02~ 3533241 
FAX ................................ (02 3498000 
TLX ................................... 8 3-315286 

JAPAN, 

Kanagawa .................... ~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~=~ ~=~~~~ 
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